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The hacker Rawshark has rejected claims Facebook conversations between
Papakura MP Judith Collins and blogger Cameron Slater are forgeries.
Instead, he has accused the pair of trying to spin their way out of the Dirty
Politics storm.
The former Justice minister ramped up the stakes by accusing the hacker of
creating forged conversations when quizzed over comments attributed to her
and Slater.
The alleged conversations purportedly showed Ms Collins involved in
conversations about the release of controversial SIS information before it was
made public, and the possible leaking of police evidence.
She had she had "no record" of the conversations and told the Herald "you
are likely to have been taken in by a criminal".
Through encrypted emails, the anonymous hacker yesterday accused Ms
Collins and Slater of not being straight with the public.
"They think they can get away with it because they deleted the original
Facebook account that Collins was using, so it doesn't have her name on it.
That's stupid."
He said in his opinion, the content of the messages identified the "Facebook
User" as Judith Collins, "clear as day".
Rawshark said the "same trick" was attempted when Dirty Politics was
launched, when Slater denied receiving emails from the Prime Minister's
press secretary Jason Ede. The hacker then released copies of email
addresses under assumed identities which had been filed by Slater under Mr
Ede's name.
Ms Collins did not respond to questions from the Herald, including how the
forger had accurately described the timing of a telephone conversation Slater
had taken part in.
Slater also did not respond, but blogged that the hacker had "gotten
desperate" and created the Facebook messages because other hacked
material failed to do "as much damage as he had hoped".
Information sent to the Herald has provided a potential explanation on why the
times of the alleged exchanges between Ms Collins and Slater appeared to be
so late. Prior to the hack attack earlier this year, Slater's website was hosted
on servers in the United States.
It meant the purported conversation regarding the Uruwera's began at 4.23pm
on Sunday afternoon rather than 12.23am - the time it was in the US.
Rawshark also forecast the possibility of more material yesterday.
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http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11318332
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David Fisher (Herald): Rawshark emails reveal details of 'hit' jobs
1:03 PM Wednesday Sep 3, 2014
The hacker known as Rawshark has released copies of emails apparently
intended to back up claims in the Dirty Politics book that the Whale Oil blog
was used for commercial "hit" jobs on behalf of a National MP-turned-lobbyist.
The release of information comes amid claims by former Cabinet minister
Judith Collins that previously released social media conversations, apparently
between her and Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater are "forgeries".
The information released today purports to show the Whale Oil blog attacking
those causing problems for the Food & Grocery Council lobby group, which is
led by former National MP Katherine Rich and represents the country's largest
food and alcohol companies.
They apparently aim to support allegations made in Dirty Politics - that public
relations man Carrick Graham acted as the nexus between Mrs Rich and
Slater, and paid the blogger for running attack articles.
In emails attributed to Mr Graham, he is purported to have written articles for
the Whale Oil blog which were posted under Slater's name. The release today
also shows Mr Graham instructing Slater: "KR hit for today."
A spokesman for the Food & Grocery Council said yesterday, after Rawshark
forecast today's document release in a tweet, that it was "business as usual".
They were not immediately available for comment on the latest documents.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11318
445
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Patrick Gower (TV3): Hacker: Slater, Collins Facebook messages
authentic
Tuesday 2 Sep 2014 6:05 p.m.
The Whaledump hacker has leaked again, this time to hit back at claims of
forgery by former minister Judith Collins and blogger Cameron Slater.
This time the Dirty Politics hacker contacted 3 News to say: "Judith Collins
and Cameron Slater are lying."
"At the end of the day, I don't know whom this criminal has been hacking,"
says Prime Minister John Key. "I don't know what's real and what's not. It's not
my job to prove that."
The hacker is going on the counterattack after Ms Collins and Slater said
Facebook messages released yesterday were fake, with Ms Collins tweeting:
"I have no record of any FB [Facebook] conversations with Whale Oil. Cam
Slater has advised that he had no FB conversations with me. Forgeries?"
And Slater said: "Latest smear is false. I have never had FB conversations
with Judith Collins. Hackers break the law, media ignoring crime."
"The responsibility is on the criminal to demonstrate that they are actually real
or not," says Mr Key.
So that's what the hacker, who goes by the aliases Whaledump and
Rawshark, did. The hacker then released to 3 News more messages it says
identify the user as Ms Collins, saying: "They think they can get away with it.
That's stupid. The content of the messages identify the Facebook user as
Judith Collins, clear as day."
But Mr Key says he's not going to make a call on the claim.
"In the end, I'm not going to pass judgement on that," he says.
New Zealand First leader Winston Peters believes all the information which
has been released so far is true.
"Everything that has come out so far is authentic," Mr Peters says.
"It is their emails, their behaviour – everything points to that."
Mr Peters is also taking aim at Mr Key's inquiry into Ms Collins. It focuses only
on her alleged undermining of the Serious Fraud Office, but Mr Peters wants
a wide-ranging royal commission of inquiry into all the allegations raised by
Dirty Politics, or he won't support National after the election.
"We are not going to go into any arrangement where there is not, as part of it,
a full-scale, respectable, reliable commission of inquiry," says Mr Peters.
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Mr Key says any post-election discussions will take place after the votes have
been counted.
"You need to ask me all those questions after an election," says Mr Key.
"When we've had one I'll let you know."
http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/hacker-slater-collins-facebook-messagesauthentic-2014090218
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Felix Marwick (Newstalk ZB): Not all wine and roses for Cunliffe or Key
3 September 2014 10:50 a.m.
There's nothing quite like a political scandal to put a spring in the step of a
politician that's not on the receiving end of a hiding. Labour leader David
Cunliffe is no exception to this rule.
He's been positively Tigger-like and full of bounce ever since his TVNZ
Leaders Debate performance and the Dirty Politics scandal that's seen the
political downfall of one of Labour's arch nemeses, Judith Collins. Media
following him on the campaign trail over the weekend found it hard to keep up
as he bounced from engagement to engagement in what can only be
described as a buoyant mood.
Given the absolute hiding Labour's had over the past six years on almost all
political fronts, it's not hard to see why team Cunliffe are feeling a lot better
about life right now. However the fact remains the party's polling remains
abysmal. Sub-30 and mid-20 results don't win elections. Small victories on an
election campaign might feel nice, but they don't mean the battle is won. His
inability to answer an important part of his own party's capital gains tax policy
in the middle of the Press' Leaders Debate is a great reminder that political
advantage can be fleeting.
Labour's view is that if it can score 34 percent on polling day it will form the
next government. 34 is not a large number, but unfortunately for Labour 28 is
a smaller one and a six percent gain is a lot to achieve in two and a half
weeks.
However it's not all wine and roses for National either. To be brutally frank, it's
been having the election campaign from hell. Six weeks ago they were all but
sleepwalking to victory. Now the Dirty Politics scandal has cost it a Cabinet
minister and weeks of damaging headlines.
Despite all of this, National's numbers still look very good with it polling in the
high 40s and even around the 50 percent mark. But the party’s challenge is
that it really has to hold the 47 percent result it got in 2011 to get back to
government with its current support partners. If it falls below that mark or hits
45 or below, it will need to talk to extra players to retain the Treasury benches.
In this case the extra player is New Zealand First and Winston Peters.
Can you just imagine how those talks might go?
Bear in mind Winston Peters has a very long political memory. He has not
forgotten nor forgiven what happened to him in 2008 when his party was
bundled out of Parliament. While his actions were largely responsible for the
consequences his party reaped, John Key's refusal to have anything to do
with Mr Peters and his party cut to the bone.
Winston Peters is not one to forget a political slight and will seek to extract his
pound of flesh in return. The question is, will National be prepared to pay the
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price he demands? Particularly given Winston Peters would probably be more
than happy to go with National if he thought he could quietly knock off John
Key in the process.
From a political journalist's perspective it'll be interesting to watch.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/opinion/felix-marwick-3sep2014
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Michael Fox and Tracy Watkins (Stuff): Labour would increase watchdog
powers
Last updated 11:35 03/09/2014
Labour is promising to increase the ability of the public to hold the
Government to account by strengthening watchdog powers and the Cabinet
Manual.
It is also promising a code of ethics for MPs, to drop the so-called coat-tailing
provision and to increase the oversight of New Zealand's intelligence
agencies.
The policy is partly a response to Prime Minister John Key's refusal to release
official advice which he says cleared former justice minister Judith Collins of
any wrongdoing over dining with Oravida executives on an official trip to
China.
Labour says it would publish such advice.
Announcing the policy while casting an early vote in Christchurch today,
Labour leader David Cunliffe said Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics had
exposed "abuses of power" by ministers and Beehive staff.
"Many New Zealanders will be feeling like politics in our democracy is there
for a small self interested unprincipled elite. We need to dispel that idea
before it takes hold because it will deeply damage our democracy,'' he said.
"The health of any democracy is improved by greater participation of its
people," Cunliffe said.
A "robust and good government" required voters have full confidence in its
checks and balances.
Cunliffe reiterated that if elected Labour would implement a full Commission of
Inquiry to look into concerns raised by Nicky Hager's book, Dirty Politics, and
information released subsequently by hacker Rawshark.
NZ First leader Winston Peters, shaping up as a potential kingmaker, has also
said such an inquiry would be a bottom line for his support.
Key says such a wide-ranging inquiry is not needed.
Instead, he has ordered an inquiry that will focus solely on allegations that
Collins was in 2011 seeking to undermine Adam Feeley, who was then head
of the Serious Fraud Office for which she was responsible.
Collins denies the allegations, prompted by the release of an email written by
blogger Cameron Slater in which he suggested Collins was digging for dirt on
Feeley.
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Critics, including Labour and the Greens, have said the Government-ordered
inquiry does not go far enough.
Labour has asked police to look into the allegations that led to Collins'
resignation.
The watchdog of spy agency Security Intelligence Service is investigating why
Slater was given declassified information, which the agency refused to give to
other media, which was then used to embarrass former Labour leader Phil
Goff.
Dirty Politics suggested Slater had been tipped off by a member of Key's
office about the information.
Cunliffe said Labour would strengthen the powers of the ombudsman and the
rules of the Cabinet Manual, which govern the behaviour of ministers, to
prevent the misuse of official information and powers to attack critics and
private citizens.
The ombudsman would also receive greater powers to ensure officials
adhered to the rules and timelines governing the release of official information
and to proactively release more of it.
The Chief Ombudsman has already announced a review of the way official
information requests are handled by government departments.
Labour would also abolish the coat-tailing provision, which allows parties that
win an electorate seat to take more than that one MP into Parliament despite
not meeting the 5 per cent threshold, and to lower that threshold to 4 per cent.
It also wants to add civics to the school curriculum and to televise select
committee hearings.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10455134/Labour-would-increasewatchdog-powers
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John Drinnan (Herald): PR men say Dirty Politics claims don't hurt
2:05 PM Wednesday Sep 3, 2014
Carrick Graham's new business partners say that "Dirty Politics" allegations
about Graham have not hurt their new agency - Graham, Brewer, Simich and
Associates.
The company was formed in mid 2014, but has faced a baptism of fire with
Graham taking a central role in a controversy which erupted late last month.
Graham has been at the centre of a storm over allegations in the Nicky Hager
book "Dirty Politics" based on emails hacked from the computer of Cameron
Slater, a long time friend of Slater - and apparently a business associate in
some public relations campaigns.
Graham - who is the son of former Justice minister Sir Douglas Graham launched a new PR company with his friends Ricardo Simich - the son of
former Tamaki MP Clem Simich - and Cameron Brewer.
Brewer the current head of the Citizens and Ratepayers caucus at the
Auckland Council, says that he works at the new agency " part time."
Despite widespread publicity which has disrupted the election campaign,
Brewer and Simich both insist that publicity has not hurt their new venture
called GBSA.
"I am confident that (GBSA) is not implicated in any way," Brewer said.
"My business partner is widely respected as a great operator who has done
some good work for many people over many years."
Ricardo Simich said that clients had indicated they were not concerned "and
some had the grace to not even mention it."
Media attention has focused on the apparent relationship between Graham,
Slater and Justice minister Judith Collins.
A key issue is whether there is any link between Collins and Cameron Slater
and alleged attacks on financial market regulators.
But the hacked emails appear also appear to point to the role of the Slater's
Whale Oil as what has been described overseas as a "PR blog" that attacked
businesses who compete with public relations clients.
Slater has said that he has not been paid for his comments. Graham is a
central player in the controversy through his ownership of Facilitate
Communications whose clients included the Food and Grocery Council.
The Council represents some of New Zealand's biggest companies and is led
by former National MP Katherine Rich.
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Nicky Hager's book "Dirty Politics" alleges FGC Chief executive Katherine
Rich worked with the pair.
Yesterday an FGC spokesperon declined to discuss whether the organisation
still had a relationship with Facilitate insisting that as a private organisation it
was under no obligation to discuss its public relations arrangements with
news media.
Graham said: "I do not discuss who my or our clients are, nor the work we
may or may not do for them. Both Facilitate Communications and GBSA are
private companies, and that is all there is to it."
Meanwhile the public relations industry body has decided it does not need to
take any remedial action to its code of ethics in the wake of the Dirty Politics
book and revelations about alleged PR tactics.
The national council for Prinz national council met last week after president
Bruce Fraser called for an urgent review of its code of ethics.
Fraser said that there had probably been too little understanding about the
growing role of blogs in public relations.
But in the aftermath Prinz chief executive Simone Bell said the national
council had decided industry ethics were "robust".
"There is no need for change, " she said.
Graham is not a member of Prinz and is not subject to its code of ethics.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objectid=11318
419
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Mike Hosking (Newstalk ZB): Double standard over hacking cases
3 September 2014 10:25 a.m.
I take it I am not the only one who is seeing the irony here in the Jennifer
Lawrence hacking case.
Jennifer Lawrence and a bunch of other names have had nude photos hacked
out of the cloud and distributed for the world to see.
The world, or at least parts of it, is outraged. Editorials are running in
publications all over the planet, filled with upset and anger over what they’re
broadly calling a massive invasion of privacy. A hunt has been launched for
the hacker. Such is the upset when Ricky Gervais posted a tweet about it, he
received an avalanche of hate over making fun of such matters.
It would appear that if you looked at this case in isolation, you would quickly
conclude that hacking private information is the height of bad manners, bad
behaviour and a very serious criminal act indeed.
That’s before you get to the technical bits about the cloud allegedly being
safe, and if it isn’t then what is and how do we go about keeping our private
matter out of reach of the crooks.
There is the argument that if you don’t want stuff like your naked body posted
all over the world, don’t take the photos in the first place. But in this debate
the right to privacy seems to trump stupidity, and if you want to pose in the
buff you should be able to and you should be safe in the knowledge that those
snaps will only be seen by those who should.
Now while all that’s going on, the outrage doesn’t appear to have reached our
shores. The stolen material that has dominated our campaign is also hacked
material stolen by crooks. Yet unlike poor Jennifer and her global support and
sympathy, we appear to want to dine out on such material.
So what is the precedent here? Is stolen material acceptable in certain
circumstances? If it’s stolen and it’s got good dirt, does that make it OK? And
if it does, how do you qualify what’s dirt and what’s not? If it’s dirt in the
national interest, is it acceptable? But what if that dirt also contains personal
information? Or in the case of Whale Oil, a whole pile of fatuous, dishonest
bollocks?
There is a massive double standard here. Stolen goods are stolen goods,
whether they’re digital or a box of oranges. You don’t avoid getting charged
with stealing a car if you plead poverty and had no other way of getting to
work. So it should apply to digital material. It’s either yours or it isn’t, and if it
isn’t it’s not yours to take.
Mr Snowden and Mr Assange learnt that they might argue they were doing
the right thing, but the fact they’re in Russia and an embassy proves beyond a
shadow of a doubt that their pleas of innocence and exposing the truth and
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unearthing the dastardly deeds of others won’t hold water in a court, hence
they remain behind diplomatic fences out of reach.
If we have laws around this, those laws need to be enacted. The Feds are
after Assange and Snowden, and they’re after Lawrence’s crooks. So let’s
hope we hear details soon of who gave Hager his material.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/opinion/mhb-mikes-editorial-3sep2014
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Fran O'Sullivan (Herald): Key must widen probe
5:00 AM Wednesday Sep 3, 2014
Was there a conspiracy to defeat the course of justice after the collapse of the
Hanover Group of companies?
That's the question the Government must address after the disquieting claims
in relation to the attempts by the trio allegedly working for Hanover Finance to
discredit the SFO and FMA and prime potential witnesses in any resulting
court cases.
Prime Minister John Key sacked Judith Collins from the Cabinet after
allegations surfaced that she was in cahoots with blogger Cameron Slater in a
smear campaign against former Serious Fraud Office boss Adam Feeley.
If true it would be a serious matter for a Police Minister to undermine the SFO
head. Collins and Slater deny the allegations.
But John Key would be negligent if he confines the inquiry to one of mere
ministerial responsibility.
A cache of emails appears to reveal that three people - Carrick Graham, who
was former Hanover Finance director Mark Hotchin's PR man, tax lawyer and
blogger Cathy Odgers (aka Cactus Kate) and blogger Cameron (Whale Oil)
Slater - were running campaigns apparently on behalf of Hotchin to try to
discredit the SFO and the Financial Markets Authority as they investigated the
failed finance company.
For Key to focus the inquiry's sights on the narrow matter of a possible
ministerial transgression when the picture is much bigger would be a travesty.
As shadow attorney-general David Parker noted yesterday in his own letter to
Key, the allegations involved the undermining of the Serious Fraud Office,
undermining of the Financial Markets Authority, undermining of the head of
the SFO and intimidation of witnesses, including Tony Gapes, in relation to
the SFO and FMA investigation into the affairs of the Hanover Group of
companies and their directors.
The ringleaders in this campaign appear to be Graham (the paymaster),
Odgers, who manufactured the bullets, and Slater, who was the prime
publisher of their campaign on his Whale Oil blog.
Graham, as we now believe courtesy of Dirty Politics, paid Slater to run
campaigns on behalf of clients. Odgers - a tax lawyer based in Hong Kong blogged under the sobriquet Cactus Kate.
The email trail indicates that Hotchin and Kerry Finnigan were briefed on the
campaign tactics.
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My own inquiries indicate that Graham, Odgers and Slater believed their
strategy was justified. Hotchin believed he was being vilified in the media and
wanted that countered. Their posts were designed to "unspin" the viewpoints
in the mainstream media. In the trio's view there was nothing illegal about
that. They were simply playing hardball.
It should be noted that it is not unusual for PR merchants to wage covert
campaigns when their clients are under the microscope.
When I was editing the National Business Review at the time of the Winebox
Inquiry, Fay Richwhite's then PR Michelle Boag worked hard to try to
undermine our disclosures.
PRs do try to get their stories into the media and will play off rival journalists if
they can. The difference here is that Odgers is a lawyer.
If there was a campaign aimed at creating a climate in which potential
witnesses - such as Gapes - were intimidated, that would go a lot further than
simple hardball.
As Graham apparently wrote: "Our friend Tony Gapes is thinking he's a bit of
a star witness for the SFO against our man. ... Trouble is it seems old Tony
Gapes should have some sunlight shone on him. Enough to raise questions of
credibility with the SFO."
What they were talking about appears to have gone much further than social
media destruction.
Here's another thing.
Hotchin claimed when he issued defamation writs against several people,
including Herald columnist Brian Gaynor and former Shareholders Association
chairman Bruce Sheppard, that there appears to have been a campaign
against him.
Gaynor, Sheppard and "so-called media commentators" were singled out in
the email cache.
What we now know is that the hired flacks were running their own campaign.
For instance they had advised Hotchin not to speak to me.
But meanwhile they bashed mainstream media reporting of the Hanover
issues at every opportunity.
Feeley maintains the SFO's investigation was not affected by the trio's
apparent campaign. But Simon McArley, who ultimately announced that the
SFO fraud inquiry had been closed, has reservations.
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Looking through the email cache it was obvious that in some cases - notably
my own writing on the FMA's inquiries - the trio subsequently formed
strategies to counter the revelations.
Journalists have contacts and sources across the spectrum. Odgers and
Slater were among the hundreds in my database. Odgers is well connected in
New Zealand political (Act Party), business and legal circles.
In my view they - and Graham - should be called to account for their apparent
actions.
The SFO has certainly been the butt of criticism before - former director Chas
Sturt for his "Hollywoods" and former director David Bradshaw accused by
Winston Peters in Parliament as "politically corrupt" for his failure to act on a
Fay Richwhite-related matter.
As one former investigator told me yesterday: "You need balls in this job."
The fundamental point is that it's not just the SFO that needs balls, but those
who bear witness.
The trio's apparent campaign was designed to stop that.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/opinion/news/article.cfm?c_id=466&objectid=11318
024
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Russell Brown (Public Address): Show some decency
3 September 2014

I’m glad your father isn’t alive to see this, my mother often
says. I know what she means.
Dad was, sometimes to a fault, concerned with security. I
think my own ability to take risks is founded in the safety I
felt in my childhood and I have always been grateful for
that. He died in his fifties, believing that he had provided
for my mother’s life after he was gone. He was as careful as
you would expect of a bank manager who sometimes
provided pro bono budgeting advice to people who’d got
themselves in a mess.
Almost all of the money is long-gone, lost in the rubble of
multiple finance companies. Mum’s retirement was taken
from her. “Never ask your mother for money,” Dad said to
me before he died. I don’t. I send her a little money every
month.
Hanover wasn’t the one that took the most of Mum’s
money – the worst of it for her was in the actions of the
principals of Money Managers – but it’s the one that’s
most often in my face. It’s there again, in the story broken
in the Sunday Star Times by Matt Nippert.
Fran O’Sullivan summed it up in her Herald column
today:
A cache of emails appears to reveal that three people –
Carrick Graham, who was former Hanover Finance
director Mark Hotchin’s PR man, tax lawyer and blogger
Cathy Odgers (aka Cactus Kate) and blogger Cameron
(Whale Oil) Slater – were running campaigns apparently
on behalf of Hotchin to try to discredit the SFO and the
Financial Markets Authority as they investigated the failed
finance company.
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The emails appear to show that these campaigns involved
the intimidation of a witness and the targeting of
journalists and advocates who Graham, Odgers and Slater
felt might embarrass Hotchin, their paying client. As The
Ruminator notes, it may add up to perverting the course of
justice.
These apparent actions bear directly on the integrity of
New Zealand’s markets and I am, frankly, sick to death of
hearing from professed business types who refuse to see
beyond their own political prejudice. To see how serious
this is.
The Prime Minister finally managed in last night’s Press
debate to offer some modest condemndation of the actions
of Slater and his friends. He deserves no credit for it. None
at all, for so long as he he stands by the cynically narrow
inquiry he has constructed to consider the actions of his
former Justice minister, Judith Collins.
As Matt Nippert pointed out in last night’s Media Take,
the Serious Fraud Office is a law enforcement agency. We
should care about an apparent campaign to undermine the
rule of law. We should know how far this conduct
extended. Labour’s complaint to the police may help more
than Key’s faux inquiry, but it will inevitably be limited to
this one case.
I know there are people within the National Party who
care about this. One told me yesterday he believed that the
“defamation for hire” business being conducted wiped tens
of millions of dollars off the value of corporate brands. We
need to know what was done and how far it extended, and
I don’t give a flying shit who is politically embarrassed in
the course of finding out. That’s not the point.
We need our political leaders, of whatever stripe, to show
some decency and find out. And we need, everyone, to
shun these people and what they represent.
Compiled by Bryce Edwards; Sponsored by Ideas Shop
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PS: Please do watch the online-only Media Take extended
interview with Matt Nippert and Raymond Miller,
especially if you’re a journalist. Matt is blunt and honest.
Others could follow his example.
http://publicaddress.net/hardnews/show-some-decency/
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No Right Turn: Legacy questions
Another poll has come out today showing National losing ground
in the wake of the Dirty Politics scandal. At this stage its looking like
National has lost the election (in that they can't put together an
easy government relying only on their footstools), but that Labour
and the Greens haven't won it, and that Winston Peters is again
shaping up as kingmaker.
While Winston has said he will sit on the crossbenches, the numbers
might not permit him that option. And in that case, the common
wisdom is that he'll go with National, because they can offer him a
senior position where he won't have to play second fiddle to the
Greens.
But common wisdom also says that this is likely to be Winston's last
term. Which means that what he does this term is going to be his
legacy, and set the tone for how he is remembered by future
generations. And on that front, he has two choices: he can help a
corrupt National regime limp to a third term despite a scandal which
should bring them down - or he can be the man who cleaned up
New Zealand politics. And when you put it like that, its a no brainer.
Winston has already held every senior position he can expect to
hold. He's been Treasurer, Foreign Minister, and Deputy PM. He
hasn't been Prime Minister or Speaker, but the former is highly
unlikely, and he's temperamentally unsuited for the latter (though
the thought of Speaker Winston ceremonially throwing himself out
at the start of every Question Time so he can spend quality time in
his office with a bottle of whiskey is amusing). A senior position in a
National-led government adds nothing in itself to his list of
accomplishments. Being the guy who cleaned house, though - that's
something, and something which builds on his past work on
the winebox scandal.
That said, I'm not sure that "cleaning house" is the same as
"toppling National". Winston has already said he will demand a
proper inquiry as the price of his support. He may go further
and also demand a Prime Minister untainted by the scandal. Either
way, if he supports National, the price is likely to be humiliating and
painful.
http://norightturn.blogspot.co.nz/2014/09/legacy-questions.html
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Lynn Prentice (The Standard): Dirty politics in Dunedin
WrittenBy: LPRENT - Date published:12:49 pm, September 3rd, 2014

Nope, fortunately despite the title this post is definitely is not about the
tediously infamous Pete George1.
Instead Andrew Geddis appears to be up to his neck in the mire of organising
“Debating ‘Dirty Politics’: Media, Politics and Law”, at a ‘scholarly’ debate on
Friday from 1pm-4pm. The key features that indicate that it is a scholarly
debate is the long-winded format and that they have scheduled it inside nonacademic’s work hours.
Andrew Geddis suspiciously manages to give some very specific insider
details…
1:00-1:15: Opening interview with Mr Nicky Hager
1:15-2:05: Media panel with Dr Rosemary Overell; Dr Holly Randell Moon; Dr
Brett Nicholls and Dr John Farnsworth.
2:05-2:55: Politics panel with Dr Bryce Edwards and Professor Richard
Jackson.
2:55-3:45: Law panel with Professor Paul Roth and Professor Ursula Cheer
3:45-4:00: Closing remarks from Mr Nicky Hager
I’m sure that the levels of scholarly speculation will be brimming with polite
disagreement. But it looks like it will be worth watching later on while quaffing
a beer at the end of the day.
It will be live streamed on youtube and hopefully they will provide a offline
link even if they don’t provide the refreshments.

1.

Pete George would have to be New Zealand’s most obsessive blogger since Dad4Justice stopped haunting
every blog that he wasn’t banned at. He is conservative who considers that he is in the centre of politics, but his
tag cloud indicates that he has a strong right lean. Because he attacks the left and especially the left blogs at
every available opportunity, we easily dwarf his tags for National in his tag cloud. I am so glad that this political
fool isn’t in Auckland.

http://thestandard.org.nz/dirty-politics-in-dunedin/
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Carrie Stoddart-Smith (Ellipsister): Employing “dirty politics” as a
weapon not a tool
John Minto, candidate for the MANA Movement has published a press
release criticising the Māori Party. Criticism is all part and parcel with
party politics, but this particular criticism ignores the entire kaupapa
Māori framework of the Party, yet attempts to question it on kaupapa
terms.
Firstly, Minto is correct to imply that the balance of power could quite
possibly lie with the Māori Party post-election. He is wrong to attempt
to usurp the Māori Party’s democratic processes when he essentially
claims the Māori Party must pick a side pre-election. There are of
course arguments for why parties should make such a declaration preelection. However, if the constitution on which the party was founded
and to which its members agreed stipulates decisions are to be made
at hui, then the Māori Party are not in a position to make such claims –
they must await the outcome of the election then take the decision to
nationwide hui to allow its membership, supporters and voters to
determine how the party will proceed. [see cl 5 Decision Making
(p.10) Māori Party Constitution].
Secondly, Minto refers to recent polls that indicate a majority of Māori
want the Māori Party to go into coalition with NZ Labour. I have no
doubt that is an accurate assessment of Māori political opinion. The
polls on Te Kaea have shown that Māori are showing a preference for
the Māori Party to work with Labour if they win the election –
emphasised because it is an important factor that Minto avoids
mentioning. The question appears to be premised on Labour winning
the election [I haven’t seen the Reid Research report, so cannot make a
firm statement on that]. However, if Te Tai Hauāuru is anything to go
by 67.4% of voters said they’d support the Māori Party continuing its
relationship with National if National wins the election. Note here
again, the percentage is based on National actually winning the
election. So it’s possible that the Māori Party may enter another
relationship accord with National, but if and only if National win the
election and there is consensus for the party to do so.*
Thirdly, Minto is posturing on ‘principles’, suggesting he is in a
position to decide what the principles of the Māori Party and its
supporters are and how they are to be interpreted. But his
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commentary isn’t about principles at all. It is an acrid form of
politicking under the pretence of it being about kaupapa Māori.
If Minto is so concerned about ‘mana enhancing’ then he should
probably understand thatmanaakitanga – a broadly accepted tikanga
Māori value from where this concept arises, is aboutnot trampling on
the mana of others. Yet, the whole point of his post appears to do
precisely that – to trample on the integrity and mana of some of
Māoridom’s most esteemed contemporary rangatira and by extension
their whānau, hapū and iwi by manufacturing facetious links to
manipulate his readers into a false belief that the Māori Party are
somehow implicated in the Dirty Politics scandal. I wrote a previous
post that seems to have pre-empted the kind of statement that Minto
has released. See: Silence might imply what you want to avoid.
The Māori Party profess to stand as an independent indigenous voice
in Parliament. This is often misconstrued to presume that there are no
other indigenous voices in Parliament. The misconstrual is purposive
and is harmful to us as a people.
The Māori Party make their claim based on everything they do in
practice and in theory as being for indigenous people, by our
indigenous people. This claim is not intended to deny our other
esteemed rangatira in Parliament or in fact, any Māori voice in
parliament of their mauri as Māori. It is a statement about what the
party stands for and stands as. It is what the party believes makes it
unique, that is, it doesn’t have a Māori wing or contingent that
pursues kaupapa Māori politics – it is in its entirety a Māori party.
Hence my trepidation with Minto telling the Māori Party to take a
principled stand – but whose principles is he referring to when
he attempts to define for the party what ‘mana enhancing’ means for
them?
The Māori Party kaupapa indicates that mana enhancing is practiced
through manaakitanga so in a political context it is about being in a
position to be able to put our people at the forefront of policy and
decision-making. It is not a western construct of us versus them, it is
more transformative than that. It is about recognising diversity,
respecting
differences,
and
building
mutually
co-operative
relationships that transcend the confines of the political spectrum. It
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is collaborative and living – in the sense that it contributes to the
evolution of kaupapa Māori politics not just for Māori but to enrich the
lives of everyone.
In a simpler context, for example, manaakitanga is exercised when we
invite manuhiri (guests) into our whare (home) – and show them
hospitality and kindness. Our mana increases, even if ourmanuhiri are
ungrateful or disrespectful. It is our ability to rise above it that gives
us strength of character to continue to manaaki them. It is beyond the
liberal concept of tolerance but it does not mean we accept an action
as being tika (right). Our role is to show our manuhiri how to
betika through our own actions and this is how mana enhancing
works.
It’s important to note that tikanga and kaupapa Māori concepts are
divergent and do differ within and between, whānau, hapū and iwi. I
make this point here intentionally because recently I’ve written some
pieces that have appeared to generalise or homogenise Māori. This
was not my intention and I am truly sorry for the offense I have caused
to those readers. I wholeheartedly believe and respect that Māori are
diverse in our opinions and we will each view our politics in our own
distinct ways. I know that I have a very long way to go in mastering the
skill ofmanaakitanga, but I continue to make that journey and learn
through my mistakes along the way.
But whatever Minto thought he was doing, it was an attack intended to
delegitimise the kaupapa of the Māori Party, to sink its waka, so to
speak.
In conclusion, Māori like everyone else, vote for many different
reasons. Some will support theirwhanaunga, while others will support
the kaupapa they believe resonates with their values. Some will
consider bigger gains as emanating from inside a major party, while
others will prefer the capacity of priority to be placed directly on Māori
through mid-sized or smaller parties. But whatever the preference, it
should never be about destroying another’s waka. Elections are
naturally competitive and should remain so to give our people choice.
But they are not about strategising to destroy a party in its entirety
because they might threaten your own election chances. This kind of
strategising is monopolistic, and the kind of thing that Dirty
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Politics warned against. Minto has employed Hager’s book as weapon
rather than a tool. Speaks volumes.

*To avoid any doubt: I personally support socialism (of the anarchist
branch) but in a form where kaupapa Māori is not a subordinate
ideology, but the practice by which it is implemented.
http://ellipsister.wordpress.com/2014/09/03/employing-dirty-politics-as-aweapon-not-a-tool/
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Russell Brown (Media Take): Extended Interview with Matt Nippert and
Raymond Miller
Tuesday 2 September 2014

An online-only extended interview with Matt Nippert and
Raymond Miller.
http://www.maoritelevision.com/tv/shows/media-take/S01E001/media-takeepisode-10-extended-interview
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Newswire: SIS witnesses to be interviewed under oath
Tuesday 2 Sep 2014 5:48 a.m.
Witnesses called to give evidence on the release of SIS information will be
interviewed under oath.
The Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security, Cheryl Gwyn, has issued
an unusual update on her inquiry giving an assurance it will be "in-depth and
robust".
She decided to hold the inquiry after it was alleged that Whale Oil blogger
Cameron Slater was tipped off to ask for SIS documents, that he received
them in near-record time, and that he knew what was in them.
The documents embarrassed Phil Goff when he was Labour Party leader in
2012, and Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics suggests Slater was tipped off by
a staffer in Prime Minister John Key's office.
Ms Gwyn said in her statement she would be calling "a number of individuals
to appear and give evidence on oath".
"The scale of the inquiry is significant," she said.
"It involves access to a variety of IT systems, documents, phone records and
so forth.
"I then need to analyse that information, discard what is irrelevant, and then
take into account the evidence from those summoned."
Slater has confirmed that he's been called to give evidence nine days before
the September 20 election.
Mr Key confirmed yesterday that several people from his office had been
called, but he wouldn't name them.
http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/sis-witnesses-to-be-interviewed-under-oath2014090205
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Brian Rudman (Herald): Dotcom's been pipped ... but it's politics as
usual
5:00 AM Wednesday Sep 3, 2014
Spare a thought for German money-bags Kim Dotcom. He's spending more
than $3 million to buy himself into the general election. He's also promising to
drop a last-minute information A-bomb that will blow National's finely tuned
rowing skiff out of the water.
But now, after the damage caused by the leaked chatterings of right-wing
blogger Cameron "Whale Oil" Slater, his chum, dumped Justice Minister
Judith Collins and other friends, it's hard to imagine anything Dotcom finally
serves up having any shock value. Well, not $3 million worth.
As an election-watcher from way back, I find it amusing to read pundits
claiming we're in the midst of the dirtiest campaign ever. Don't they remember
the great Vietnam War campaign in the late 60s, when Prime Minister Keith
Holyoake revealed to a shocked Auckland Star, that his wife, Norma, had
woken the morning after the Auckland Town Hall meeting with bruised hips.
Quelle horreur!
Apparently she'd been jostled the night before by radical students.
And anyone who lived through the torrid battles the Labour left waged to seize
the party back from the Rogernomes in the late 1980s knows what a dirty
campaign really is. The fight, for example, to dislodge Richard Prebble in
Auckland Central was perhaps the most torrid of battles throughout the
country. Matt McCarten, now Labour leader David Cunliffe's chief of staff,
recalled in a memoir of unionists being bussed in by both sides to stack
meetings, of light fuses pulled at crucial meetings, of punches thrown, and
people falling down stairs and being carted off to hospital.
Politics is about power, and those involved tend to take it seriously. On both
sides of the spectrum.
What is delicious and possibly unique about National's current problems is the
impotence of those at the top. Try as they might, there is little or nothing the
leadership can do to regain control. Like an ancient Greek drama, John Key
and Steven Joyce et al have become mortal playthings in the hands of
fractious "gods" - in this case, mystery hackers with names like Whaledump
and Rawshark.
In ancient times, the mortals sacrificed virgins and made offerings to try to
appease their celestial tormenters. Mr Key has tried this by ridding himself of
Ms Collins, but it seems that was too little, too late. The tormenting goes on.
The politicians have difficulty fighting back because they have no idea who
the enemy is, or when he/she will feed another embarrassing leaked transcript
to the drooling newshounds.
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Initially, the source of their discomfort was Nicky Hager, author of Dirty Politics
and his source, the anonymous hacker Rawshark.
Mr Key's first response was to put Hager down: "Most people know that Nicky
Hager is a screaming left-wing conspiracy theorist."
But as the spotlight moved across on to blogger Slater and his seedy band of
cohorts, they're starting to go feral. We're told that in a spectacular own-goal,
the leaked message that brought down Ms Collins, the woman they were
trying to make leader, was passed to Mr Key by one of their own, Cathy
"Cactus Kate" Odgers.
Odgers apparently thought a Fairfax reporter had obtained an email with her
"fingerprints" on it, incriminating Ms Collins in a campaign involving Slater and
Odgers and others directed against the Serious Fraud Office and its thendirector, Adam Feeley.
Odgers messaged reporter Matt Nippert, "I take it you found the smoking
gun". The message referred to was from Odgers' personal files and was
subsequently passed to Mr Key, leading to Ms Collins' demise.
But Fairfax did not have the "smoking gun". In other words, Slater's hero was
felled by, it seems, one of his own.
On National Radio on Monday, right-wing commentator Matthew Hooton
floated another possible nightmare for National. The possibility of Slater going
rogue ... well, more rogue.
The story is that Slater is smarting at the Prime Minister's denial of any close
relationship between them. He brags about them speaking daily; Mr Key
would prefer us to believe once a year, or never. Slater doesn't handle
rejection well. So if his ultimate aim is to have "temporary Prime Minister" Key
replaced as party leader by Ms Collins, why not go for broke and release the
correspondence between himself and Mr Key's one-time senior
communications adviser Jason Ede.
It could well highlight a relationship between Slater and Mr Key rather closer
than the Prime Minister is acknowledging.
Now that would make fascinating reading. Far-fetched? Well, no more than
the revelations in Dirty Politics and the subsequent manoeuvrings.
It seems I'm not alone in my rather cynical "politics as usual" take on this
circus. Sad as it might be, only 11 per cent of those questioned in a HeraldDigipoll survey after the publication of Dirty Politics believed the revelations
would cause a lot of damage to the Government, and 14 per cent thought
being attacked by Hager would enhance Mr Key's standing.
And in last weekend's One News-Colmar Brunton Poll, 41 per cent of voters
questioned believed National was involved in the smear campaigns and leaks
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revealed in Hager's book, but 48 per cent of voters still supported National - a
drop of only 2 per cent.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11318
035
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John Armstrong (Herald): The trouble with showing too much of your
bottom line
5:00 AM Wednesday Sep 3, 2014
Confused? Who wouldn't be? It is difficult enough getting to grips with the new
forms of inquiry laid out in last year's Inquiries Act without the politicians
complicating things even more.
Interviewed on radio yesterday morning, Winston Peters said a royal
commission examining National's "dirty ops" as revealed in Nicky Hager's
Dirty Politics would be a bottom line for New Zealand First if it held the
balance of power after the election.
By early afternoon, John Key was indicating he could live with that even
though the inquiry he had just announced will be confined to allegations Judith
Collins may have been involved in efforts to undermine the head of the
Serious Fraud Office back in 2011.
No sooner had Key said that than Peters was denying he had made the
matter a bottom line for joining other parties in a governing arrangement.
The talking at cross purposes was in part down to Key and Peters not wishing
to lock themselves into inflexible positions from which they cannot shift postelection, and part the outcome of last year's inquiries law change.
Unsurprisingly, the Prime Minister has chosen to hold a narrower
"government" inquiry rather than the supposedly more in-depth and broader
"public" inquiry.
Equally unsurprisingly, Labour is demanding the latter, while the Greens and
New Zealand First want a royal commission which is effectively the same as a
public inquiry but with more status.
Confusingly, a public inquiry is the same as a government inquiry in that both
have powers to summon witnesses. Government inquiries are intended to
deal with smaller and more immediate issues where a quick and authoritative
answer is required. Public inquiries are designed to deal with "meaty" matters
such as big policy changes or natural disasters with loss of life.
It all comes down to the terms of reference. And Key has yet to reveal those
for his inquiry. He is deliberately drip-feeding details in order to keep his
opponents guessing and regain control of the election agenda.
His bottom line is simple - to have the minimum inquiry possible and ensure it
does not report before election day.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11318
065
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TV3: Key 'condemns' Slater's smear campaign
Wednesday 3 Sep 2014 7:44 a.m.
Prime Minister John Key has for the first time said he doesn't like the way
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater operates.
During last night's head-to-head against David Cunliffe he was asked about
the smear campaign Slater ran in 2011 against former Serious Fraud Office
(SFO) head Adam Feeley.
"I condemn that," Mr Key said.
He's previously been circumspect about Slater, who is at the centre of the
scandal that led to Judith Collins' resignation as justice minister on Saturday.
Emails hacked from Slater's computer suggest Ms Collins was involved in the
smear campaign - an allegation she vigorously denies.
In one email Slater sent to a colleague he said Ms Collins was "gunning" for
Mr Feeley while the SFO head was investigating the collapse of investment
company Hanover Finance.
Other emails suggested Slater was being paid to run the campaign.
Mr Key is setting up a high-powered inquiry into the allegations against Ms
Collins.
http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/key-condemns-slaters-smear-campaign2014090307
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James Ireland (Stuff): Judith Collins: Cunliffe is a moron
Last updated 05:00 03/09/2014
Just days after resigning as a government minister, Judith Collins has
branded the hacker behind her downfall a "criminal" and slated Labour leader
David Cunliffe as a moron.
Collins, in an exclusive interview with Fairfax Media, says she is "sick of this
nonsense", referring to the repeated allegations of impropriety against her,
and declares she will be found innocent of any wrongdoing.
She resigned from her ministerial portfolios on Saturday after the release of a
2011 email which said she was "gunning for" Adam Feeley, who was then
director of the Serious Fraud Office.
The email was originally sent by Whaleoil's Cameron Slater to a fellow
blogger and a lobbyist and, along with other emails given to Fairfax Media,
appeared to show former Hanover Finance boss Mark Hotchin had paid for
Slater and associates to run a campaign to discredit Feeley.
In the email Slater wrote that any information that could be provided to Collins
about Feeley would be appreciated by her.
Collins was not part of the email exchange.
However, she said she saw no other option but to hand in her resignation as
justice and ACC minister. Not because she felt guilty, but to clear her name,
she said.
Collins refused to go into details about the emails, saying she did not want to
prejudice the pending inquiry or be disrespectful of those leading it.
"I can tell you I am completely innocent of the allegations made in the media
and elsewhere and by my opponents. I will be exonerated."
Collins has been the subject of repeated controversies this year, starting with
her dinners with the Oravida company in China and followed by a chapter
dedicated to her in Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics, which detailed the
release of public servant Simon Pleasant's private information to Slater.
She dismissed all criticism of her on those issues, saying no proof had been
provided showing she had acted inappropriately.
"Oravida - nothing. Pleasants - nothing. He's never made a complaint. No
private information. Absolute rubbish. What this is, is all about the SFO.
"That is what I'm very concerned about because that goes to my integrity and
the one thing I have always protected is my reputation for integrity and I will
defend this extremely strongly."
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Collins says she first became friends with Slater through his parents.
"They were kind to me when I came into Parliament or when I first started in
politics and so his family are friends with my husband and me."
Since Dirty Politics came out she has maintained a relationship with Slater,
saying she never stops talking to her friends but she listens more than she
talks.
She hasn't read Hager's book, saying she never tries to give financial benefits
to people who receive stolen goods - a swipe at the hacker Rawshark, who
obtained the emails which form the basis of the book. .
When asked about the hacker, she called him a criminal.
"Look, I'm not a minister now so I'm going to say that. I wouldn't say that as a
minister. But as a local MP for Papakura, let me tell you, that's a criminal."
On Saturday morning Collins met Key and told him she was resigning.
"I insisted on there being an inquiry into these allegations because I want my
name cleared."
To stay on as a minister while the inquiry was being held would have been
very difficult, she said. "Because I have such major roles, particularly in
justice, it would make it almost impossible for me to be able to actually fight
from my corner."
On Sunday, Cunliffe questioned the safety of documents in Collins' office
ahead of the inquiry.
"The State Services Commission must order Ministerial Services to stop any
computer files being deleted. Judith Collins' closest advisers have lost their
jobs and should surrender their cell phones and lap tops."
Collins had a blunt rebuttal.
"The man's a moron, isn't he? Does he think people raced around with little
notes? He's clearly a moron. Frankly, you know, one of the reasons I am so
utterly determined to work every hour of the day and night I have got until the
election is to make sure he's not the prime minister."
She is also looking at the silver lining of her resignation - more time to focus
on her electorate of Papakura.
"Although I'm very disappointed I'm also very excited about getting back to my
grassroots work."
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Asked if she was disappointed in herself she said, "No, not at all. I'm very
disappointed that I have been subject to this sort of behaviour and that I now
need to clear myself."
The other National MPs, particularly the backbenchers, have been supportive.
"You have to realise politics is full of competitors. I am a relatively competitive
person and I will confess to that one. But I also know that I very much enjoy a
collegial attitude and atmosphere."
Collins is proud of her time in Parliament and in particular of the work she has
done as a minister.
"You can't not be proud of the turnaround in the New Zealand police. I can't
not be proud of the fact that I backed them every time I could, even when they
were wrong.
"I didn't back them making a mistake but I backed them for actually fronting up
to it and I think that is one of the best things I could have done."
Collins had a 10,000 vote majority in the 2011 and is confident she "will be the
MP for Papakura" after September 20.
"I think people have been very supportive and we're seeing it from the three
meet-the-candidates meetings we have had so far. Nobody has raised any of
the issues in the smear book of Nicky Hager's. Everyone has been focused
on what's important."
Her closest rival, Labour's Jerome Mika, paints a different story.
"People that I'm meeting are saying they're shocked and disappointed by the
abuse of power. The community needs strong leadership. Even in some of the
areas that traditionally vote National, they are wanting to support us."
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10451707/Judith-Collins-Cunliffe-is-amoron
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Colin Jackson (Public Address): On the upland road
8:01 Sep 3, 2014
I spent the first two weeks after the release of Nicky Hager’s book Dirty
Politics in a state of anger – how dare our elected leaders and their friends
treat us like this? How dare they try to control the media, to assassinate
people’s characters, to exact their utu on anyone who stood in their or their
paymasters’ way?
That was before the later allegations, in emails that Hager didn’t have access
to, that are said to point to real corruption of the kind I see in developing
countries, the kind that New Zealand doesn’t think it has. We’ll need a shed
load of luck to hang on to our “least corrupt nation” status from Transparency
International now. How dare they besmirch all of our reputations for their
pathetic little self-interests?
That was then, this now, halfway between the book launch and election day.
The media seems finally to have awaken from its long sleep and is starting to
ask hard questions about its members’ relationships with attack bloggers.
People are starting to realise that their views of Opposition politicians, not to
mention the fates of recent party leaders, may be entirely due to image
manipulation by shadowy figures who can phone the Prime Minister. It’s time
to move the conversation on to ethics, specifically how we can ensure that
behaviour like this from ever tarnishing our country again.
I’m going to use a loaded word: moral.
Morality is a set of restrictions we mostly agree to with the aim of not hurting
others. We are held to some kind of morality – our laws ensure that morality
violations are often criminal acts. People in leadership positions are expected
to be at least as moral as the rest of us, and we are all expected to obey the
law and for good reason.
The Prime Minister spluttered when Radio New Zealand’s Guyon Espiner
asked him after the book launch if accessing private information on other
people’s computers – something he condoned being done to the Labour Party
– was the kind of moral leadership New Zealand could expect from him, but
Guyon’s point was well-made. And yes, downloading that private information
was a criminal act as well as being unethical. But this isn’t a party-political
tirade, there are plenty of those about at the moment. It’s a call to arms to fix
the underlying issue.
New Zealand needs moral leadership right now. That’s not some religiondriven statement about telling others what to do lest it offend someone’s god,
rather that we need leaders who uphold the law, are seen to do themselves
what they tell others to do and do not abuse third parties for their own ends.
But, while installing a new prime minster (if that were to happen) and running
a sufficiently wide-ranging enquiry into what has gone on (ditto) might
exorcise some of the current evil, it will not be enough to events like these
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happening again. We need to change aspects of the system to prevent a race
to the ethical bottom.
So, how can we as citizens of our polity and country, change things so that
politicians and their friends do not have the incentive or the ability to control
our perceptions to fulfil their own ambition, so that they remain moral? I can
think of a few things.
First of all, the Official Information Act needs to be strengthened. The Act
begins:
The purposes of this Act are…to increase progressively the availability of
official information to the people of New Zealand in order—
i.
to enable their more effective participation in the
making and administration of laws and policies; and
ii.
to promote the accountability of Ministers of the
Crown and officials,—
and thereby to enhance respect for the law and to promote the good
government of New Zealand…
That’s right, the framers of the OIA thought that information should be made
increasingly available to people, and tied this to good governance and
enhancing the respect for the law. Seems we have the opposite going on right
now.
That Act, written during the oppressive government of Muldoon, has been
sadly abused in recent years, and by governments of both stripes.
Departments won’t release information without clearing through Ministers’
offices, they almost invariably leave it until the last possible minute (and often
later) and they quite frequently, when the enquirer is a journalist, tip off some
other media first so the journalist’s story gets told by someone else. It’s no
surprise that one of the core allegations in Dirty Politics relates to the OIA. We
need to strengthen the OIA and remove ministers from the ability to control
the manner of their departments’ releases.
But we also have to ask how media and bloggers, (disclosure: I’m an
occasional blogger) should be required to make clear their allegiances and
their motivations, to prevent, or at least shine a light on, their abuse of others.
Some of the core allegations of Dirty Politicsare that bloggers were presenting
others’ copy as their own, often because they were being paid to.
Political blogs don’t have to be balanced, we all understand that. But perhaps
we need to find a way to make them subject to at least a basic level of
transparency and fairness as the media are, as recently proposed by the Law
Commission.
I’m looking for other ideas, but most of all I’m looking for some ethical
politicians who will run with the idea of fixing the system after the election. I’d
like to see conversations being led by those we elect to govern us on how we
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remove the incentives to outdo each other in nastiness. Otherwise we run the
risk of the same elected dictatorship, or a different one.
Back to the present: maybe we’ll see more despicable rage vented on our
families by ministers and their friends, but I sincerely hope not. Our main task
is to change the system so they can’t do that any more.
http://publicaddress.net/speaker/on-the-upland-road/
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Dominion Post: Editorial: Key's strategy to remain king
Last updated 05:00 03/09/2014
OPINION: An election campaign is not a good time to launch a government
inquiry. It is the worst possible time for a government to launch an inquiry into
its own alleged sleaziness. So there is no way that Prime Minister John Key
would launch a royal commission into dirty politics, as Winston Peters seems
to want.
Key now launches his predictably limited inquiry into whether former justice
minister Judith Collins had a hand in the disgraceful campaign to undermine
former Serious Fraud Office head Adam Feeley. This won't satisfy Opposition
parties.
Key hopes that his inquiry, which is certainly inadequate to clear away the
cloud now hanging over his Government, will help put the matter to rest. It
won't, especially as embarrassing emails continue to be leaked about Collins
and the blogger, even if the pair claim they are forgeries.
However, Peters has now ensured that dirty politics and the question of an
inquiry will live on after the election and perhaps prove an even bigger
headache for Key. Peters says he will not give confidence and supply to any
government that refuses a royal commission. So if the kingmaker won't crown
him, is Key doomed to the opposition benches?
By making this a bottom line, Peters has raised the stakes very high. But
perhaps there is still some wriggle room. Peters has ratted on pledges before.
He said in 2005 that he would not accept the baubles of office: he duly
became minister of foreign affairs under Labour. He said in 1996 that voters
should vote for him if they wanted to get rid of National: he duly joined the
next National-led government as treasurer.
However, both these U-turns did Peters an immense amount of harm. Ratting
on a third pledge might sink him.
And it won't do for him to try dodging by, say, abstaining from votes of
confidence and supply. Either he means his threat seriously or he doesn't,
and his behaviour would be closely watched by the news media.
Of course, Key could decide to agree to a royal commission as the price he
has to pay for Peters' support. If he really believes that none of the mud will
stick to him, then he would suffer little harm from agreeing to such a major
inquiry.
Of course, such a U-turn would look somewhat cynical, especially after all his
bluster about dirt being a "Left-wing conspiracy". But Key would know that his
third term is likely to be his last, so what is there to lose?
So perhaps the former money man, an expert at taking calculated risks, will
wear the odium attached to his half-pie inquiry and still end up as king once
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again. After all, how many voters will switch from Right to Left because of the
dirty-politics issue? So far, very few. And scandal fatigue might be setting in.
Labour hasn't so far harvested much benefit from the dirt issue.
So a group of toxic bloggers and political assassins have had their reputations
destroyed, and some serious questions have been raised about the extent of
their influence over the Government. Those questions won't be answered by
Key's inquiry.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/editorials/10452755/EditorialKeys-strategy-to-remain-king
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Claire Trevett (Herald): Kingmaker Peters spells it out: No deal without a
royal commission into Dirty Politics
5:00 AM Wednesday Sep 3, 2014
Potential post-election kingmaker Winston Peters says a wide-ranging royal
commission of inquiry into "Dirty Politics" allegations against National is a
bottom line for NZ First.
He staked out his position yesterday as other opposition parties also pushed
for a sweeping inquiry into not only the National Government's alleged
collusion with attack blogger Cameron Slater but the Judith Collins Oravida
affair.
Mr Peters is notoriously evasive on post-election bottom-line policies, but
yesterday he was as unambiguous as he's ever been on the subject.
"Yes [a royal commission] is something we are going to utterly insist upon," he
told the Herald, "because anything less than that means the whole election
has been a waste of time and any idea of democratic principle and sound
government is out the window. So it is a bottom line in that context."
NZ First did not want to be tainted by association in any future governing
arrangements and only a full inquiry into Dirty Politics author Nicky Hager's
allegations would give the public confidence in the outcome.
Mr Key yesterday said he had ordered a "government inquiry" - but only into
the former Justice Minister's relationship with former Serious Fraud Office
boss Adam Feeley.
The suggestion by Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater in a leaked 2011 email
that she was "gunning" for Mr Feeley prompted her resignation on Saturday.
Mr Key said Mr Peters had "lots of bottom lines ... This is just another one".
But he would not rule out widening the inquiry after the election.
Asked whether he would rather go into opposition than set up a broader
inquiry, he said: "You need to ask me all of those questions after the election."
Mr Key maintains a broader inquiry into the Dirty Politics allegations isn't
warranted and the Opposition push for one is politically motivated.
He said the terms of reference for his government inquiry would be made
public within the next few days.
But Labour yesterday set out the terms of reference it wants for the inquiry.
They include central allegations made in Hager's book, such as the 2011
release of SIS documents to Slater to embarrass then-Labour leader Phil
Goff, the alleged unauthorised access of Labour's online membership
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database by Mr Key's former senior adviser Jason Ede, and Ms Collins
passing information about senior public servant Simon Pleasants to Slater.
Labour says the inquiry should also examine Ms Collins' conduct in relation to
Oravida, the export company her husband works for which was at the centre
of conflict-of-interest claims against her this year.
Labour's deputy leader, David Parker, told reporters yesterday afternoon that
he believed the Oravida issue had been included because "it's part of a
pattern, isn't it?"
"I think there's plenty of unanswered questions there."
Labour has also filed a complaint with the police over allegations of a
conspiracy to defeat the course of justice in undermining government
departments, inappropriate use of information on Mr Pleasants, and Mr Ede's
accessing of its database.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11318
071
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Dan Satherley (TV3): Cunliffe: Collins inquiry a 'joke'
Wednesday 3 Sep 2014 9:27 a.m
Labour leader David Cunliffe not only wants an inquiry into allegations raised
in the wake of Dirty Politics widened, but "at least an interim report" out before
the election.
Prime Minister John Key has ordered an inquiry into a single allegation
levelled against former Justice Minister Judith Collins – that in 2011 she
colluded with bloggers to undermine then head of the Serious Fraud Office
(SFO) Adam Feeley and the Financial Markets Authority.
The SFO at the time was investigating the collapse of finance group Hanover,
and it's also suggested in the email – leaked by hacker
Rawshark/Whaledump, who also provided Nicky Hager with the material that
made up his book Dirty Politics – that Hanover director Mark Hotchin was
involved in the smear campaign.
Mr Key says the inquiry will have the powers of a royal commission, but won't
be looking into other allegations against Ms Collins or his staff raised in the
book.
Mr Cunliffe says the inquiry's narrow focus is a "joke".
"We're all sick of Dirty Politics, we all want to move on to the positive stuff, but
it's important first to clean up the mess," he said on Firstline this morning.
"The Prime Minister himself has written terms of reference so narrow that his
own staff are excluded, that contact with Cameron Slater is excluded, and in
fact arguably the email that led to Judith Collins' resignation would be
excluded.
"It is a joke. We need a full commission of inquiry with independently
appointed commissioners that has the breadth of terms that can cover a
whole range of issues, including things like is it proper for the Prime Minister
to withhold evidence like the Cabinet office documents around Judith Collins'
Oravida issues? Is it proper for National Party staff to have accessed Labour's
website and downloaded private information? Was it proper for the Prime
Minister's staff themselves to be involved with the potential passing of
information to Mr Slater?
"It cannot be limited to Judith Collins because Judith Collins may be the worst,
but is certainly not the only offender. This is a systematic abuse of ministerial
power, and New Zealanders want it cleaned up."
VIDEO: David Cunliffe on Firstline
Mr Key says the proposed inquiry won't be completed until after the election,
but Mr Cunliffe says it needs to be done sooner.
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"It can be resourced-up to do the job quickly – the faster, the better. And if
possible – although it's a big ask – get something, at least an interim report,
out before the election so New Zealanders can have that information when
they cast their votes."
New Zealand First wants a "full-scale" royal commission of inquiry, and leader
Winston Peters says he won't be making any post-election deals without one.
http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/cunliffe-wants-answers-before-election2014090308
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Glenn McConnell (The Beehive Mandate): Whale Dump
BY GLENN MCCONNELL · SEPTEMBER 2, 2014

------------------------July 29, 2011
------------------------Facebook User, 7/29, 9:15am
Cam, last night at the Parliamentary function for the All
Blacks and Springboks. Mallard made a complete duck of
himself. Has anyone told you yet?
------------------------Cameron Slater, 7/29, 9:16am
no what happened?
------------------------Facebook User, 7/29, 9:19am
Well, he was representing Phil as leader of the opposition and
when he spoke, he talked about how nice it was that there was
a united welcome for the Springbok as 30 years' ago, just
down the road, "my good mates were batoning my other good
mates". Cue - sharp intake of breath all around. The
Springbok captain in his reply pointed out very nicely that he
was a little boy at the time (3 years' old) but he very
graciously dealt with the clodhopper. One of the All Blacks
said to me later that he had asked Mallard what the f..k he
thought he was doing. People were appalled.
------------------------Cameron Slater, 7/29, 9:20am
That is a just silly stuff
How many there? Can I blog it
------------------------Facebook User, 7/29, 9:21am
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You can use it if you like but just don't say it was me. By the
way, Duck limped onto the stage - clearly he is not yet ready
for the race
There were a few hundred people there. Lots of diplomats,
Rugby world cup people, Ministers from Australia as well.
------------------------Cameron Slater, 7/29, 9:22am
tipline is very busy
------------------------Facebook User, 7/29, 9:23am
Really? Labour or Nats
------------------------Cameron Slater, 7/29, 9:23am
no the tipline is busy talking about malalrd at the rugby
function
so many people disgusted
------------------------Facebook User, 7/29, 9:24am
Oh dear... I can be a bit slow...
------------------------Cameron Slater, 7/29, 9:24am
hehe
best thing I ever did was start referring tot he tipline
------------------------Facebook User, 7/29, 9:25am
Yep. Look forward to the post.
------------------------Cameron Slater, 7/29, 9:25am
will set it for tomorrow i think
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------------------------July 30, 2011
------------------------Facebook User, 7/30, 3:56am
Mallard has taken offence! That's because it's true. What a
tosser! He must be embarrassed.
------------------------Cameron Slater, 7/30, 4:03am
yes he is very uppity
but then again he is engaging me again
------------------------Facebook User, 7/30, 4:05am
Yes, he's obviously very touchy about it. Probably expects
someone to comment on it when the House is back this week.
Oh dear, someone might..
------------------------Cameron Slater, 7/30, 4:12am
they will ahve bigger problems than that
I gave Amy Adams a smack today
------------------------July 31, 2011
------------------------Facebook User, 7/31, 2:44am
Yes, saw it! She will too as will the others. AB was helping
young Nats distribute my Collins Courier newspaper
yesterday. I was surprised.
------------------------Cameron Slater, 7/31, 2:45am
as am i
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maybe he is looking for some young blood
------------------------Cameron Slater, 7/31, 3:50am
i see you have the support of Simon Power
SEAN: Well I asked you, would it be okay if it was Facebook
User in your book?
SIMON: Sure, but that’s not a choice for me to make.
— Sourced From Whale Dump

Today the @WhaleDump hacker gave an exclusive to 3 News Political
Editor, Patrick Gower before releasing this tonight. The anonymous hacker
says that the conversation is between Whale Oil Blogger, Cameron Slater
and former Minister, Judith Collins. The Whale Oil hacker says that Judith
Collins, Cameron Slater and their associates believed that this transcript
would be unidentifiable an un-locatable because Judith Collins reportedly
deleted her facebook account, the one used in this conversation.
What this conversation is, it’s gossip. It is acting to further reinforce and
shed light on the strength of the relationship between Cameron Slater and
National party figures. Is the gossip interesting? Not really. The hacker
released these messages because they strongly suggest that Judith Collins is
the one messaging Cameron Slater, on the now deleted facebook account.
The hacker wants to prove that it is Collins after she yesterday said she has,
No record of any FB Conversations with the Whale Oil Blogger. Cam Slater
has advised that he had no FB conversations with me. Forgeries?”
At the time I thought that was very weird, because Collins has previously
said on multiple occasions that Cameron Slater is her friend. So why
wouldn’t friends have facebook conversations? It seems stranger not to.
Cameron Slater backed up Collins saying that,
The latest smear is false. I have never had FB conversations with Judith
Collins
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Never? How would you even know you have never messaged someone on
facebook? O-well, guess friends can just text and send mail to each other?
The Prime Minister also backed up, his now highest ranked backbench MP,
saying this,
I don’t know what’s real and what’s not. It’s not my job to prove that.
It seems the hacker took those instructions by the prime minister on board,
prompting him to release today’s hacked messages.
http://www.beehivemandate.co.nz/focus/dirtypolitics/leak-2sep14/
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Pete George (Your NZ): Key on bloggers

For the first time that I’m aware John Key has condemned
Cameron Slater for his apparent involvement in a smear
campaign against the Serious Fraud Office as revealed by the
email that precipitated the resignation of Judith Collins.
NZ Herald reports PM condemns Slater as Cunliffe
slams inquiry:
When questioned, he condemned Mr Slater for his role in
what appeared to be a smear campaign on the Serious Fraud
Office.
Key also took a swipe at Labour’s use of bloggers:
And he took a swipe at Labour’s failed attempts to dig dirt on
him, and at the “three or four” staffers in Mr Cunliffe’s office
that wrote in the left-wing blogosphere.
“It’s a known fact that Jason Ede in my office talked to a
blogger. There are people in your office who have written on
blogs.
“It happens on your side and you know it … and I can name
them if you want me to.”
To an extent at least that’s factually correct. For example Clint
Smith currently works in Cunliffe’s office (and has worked for
the Greens) and has been a Standard author in the past. Mike
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Smith is a trustee and author at The Standard and last year
worked in David Shearer’s office.
The other Standard trustee Lynn Prentice reacted to Key on
Twitter:
Lynn Prentice @lprent
@thestandard – so far I have heard @johnkeypm impune our
site a number of times. Sleazy dirty arsehole – just
like @Whaleoil
I asked “You wouldn’t impune another site at all, would you
Lynn?”
Nope. I impune people. Particularly those obsessing on ours.
Looks at your tags.
He had just referred to @Whaleoil as a “Sleazy dirty arsehole”
– while that Twitter handle is used by Cameron Slater ‘Whale
Oil’ is a blog site.
And Prentice frequently criticises blogs. Like in The
desperation of the National’s sockpuppets:
Then lo and behold within a week, it turns up on one of the
Nationally funded blogs like Kiwiblog or Whaleoil. Still
unverified. Still without proof. Still not a story that any
journalist would touch because it would violate the press
council rules.
And on Wakeup call for the media – has Slater done us
all a favour?
Like a laser, a non-story would pumped back and forth
between Whaleoil and Kiwiblog, each remarking on what the
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other had said, until journos started to write stories about
“allegations” raised by the blogs.
The arseholes of the net will choose to hang off the selfdestructive like Slater or dive into the older sewer at
Kiwiblog. The more rational will come here or to Public
Address or Transport Blog where the conversations may be
robust but their comments can be heard.
Prentice raises some valid points especially in his post The
desperation of the National’s sockpuppets but also makes
unsubstantiated assertions about blogs, especially regarding
the funding of them.
Prentice has a history of denying links between Labour and
The Standard but they don’t stack up – see:
§

Lynn Prentice on radio on The Standard

§

Prentice irritated by Labour links

It was significant that Key finally publicly condemned Slater in
last night’s debate, albeit on one specific issue and not for
Whale Oil’s wider efforts to undermine opponents, democracy
and political debate. Key has failed to condemn enough, but at
least this is a start.
Expect Slater to react today.
Key also poked a stick at Labour’s connection with blogs that
provoked a typical reaction of denial from Prentice. At least
Key has made a start in acknowledging condemning dirty
blogger politics.
http://yournz.org/2014/09/03/key-on-bloggers/
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Mike Treen (Daily Blog): Right wing can’t help but use scum
September 2, 2014

Some people have been shocked that the traditional right wing party in New
Zealand politics is so deeply embedded with scum like the blogger Whale
Oil.
We need not be so surprised.
It takes a certain type to support the growth in inequality in our society and
champion the super rich as our natural leaders.
This type is happy to prostitute their skills to serve the wealthy and
rationalise their interests as being “our” interests or “society’s” interests.
That is also why the tobacco lobbyists become National Party MP’s.
To a degree I must admit even I was a little shocked at just how venal and
corrupt the gang around Whale Oil are.
But we must always remember they would have been nothing without being
empowered by those in power. It was the rich and powerful who paid them
for their services. It was the rich and powerful who supplied access to the
information that could be packaged as news or blogging material. It was
also often the mainstream media that ran with the “stories” made up in the
fevered imaginations of the right wing blogosphere.
If the left get back into government they must clean all these scumbag out of
the various positions they have been appointed to over the years. We must
not have a repeat of the last Labour Government which left Don Brash in
charge of the Reserve Bank. The right wing used the absurd cult of the
central banker that operates in many countries to puff up this intellectual pip
squeak into a figure that they then could impose as leader of the National
Party. If it hadn’t been for Saint Nicky Hagar we could well have him as
Prime Minister today. They also left the awful Act founder Ruth Richardson
on the Reserve Bank board for three years after being elected government in
1999 despite her crimes against working people.
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Some people will argue that you can’t sack these people and that is simply
nonsense. All a government minister has to do is say publicly that they do
not have confidence in this person to represent the best interests of New
Zealand and they would have no choice but to resign. This is exactly what
Mayor Brown should have done to the board of the Ports of Auckland when
Cameron Slater leaked private details of a worker at the port that had been
leaked to him by the board.
So-called “centre-left” governments have a propensity to leave all sorts of
right wingers in charge of areas like finance, the military, security and the
police. Too often they use these positions to inflate their own importance
and when necessary undermine the government they are meant to be
serving. Too often the hard questions are not asked.
Recently I was speaking at a public meeting discussing the GCSB, and
security services in NZ. David Lange was praised for writing a foreword to
Nicky Hagar’s book “Secret Power” on Waihopai and the GCSB. Lange
wrote:
“In the mid-1980s we bucked the system. We may have been ahead of our
time on matters nuclear, but we were out of step with what was called the
‘Western Alliance’. It took a break with the United States and Britain to
make the people of New Zealand aware that we were part of an international
intelligence organisation which had its roots in a different world order and
which could command compliance from us while withholding from us the
benefits of others’ intelligence.
Life at the time was full of unpleasant surprises. State-sponsored terrorism
was a crime against humanity as long as it wasn’t being practised by the
allies, when it was studiously ignored. In the national interest it became
necessary
to say ‘ouch’ and frown and bear certain reprisals of our intelligence
partners. We even went the length of building a satellite station at Waihopai.
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But it was not until I read this book that I had any idea that we had been
committed
to an international integrated electronic network.”
When I read that I was simply appalled that a government could make a
decision like that without asking why?
We have been part of an international “Five-Eyes” spy network since just
after world war two. Governments were not told of its existence officially
until the mid 1970s. This network has been part of the US-led empire’s war
against progressive governments internationally. We were complicit in
crimes against humanity that these agencies committed. NZ military forces
took part in illegal, secret operations against the nationalist government of
Indonesia in the early 1960s. That government was overthrown in 1966 in a
right-wing military coup and half a million nationalists and leftists were
murdered. You can imagine the celebrations in the spy agencies’
headquarters in the US, UK, and NZ. Less than 10 years later that same
murderous right-wing military regime invaded East Timor to prevent a
radical nationalist government coming to power there. At that time there
were Labour governments in Australia and New Zealand. Both stayed silent.
Meanwhile a half million Timorese were to die in the ensuing military
occupation that wasn’t to end until 1999 with Timor’s independence.
The US-led empire to which we are allied has the same problem as the
National Party in NZ. When it overthrows governments (some of which may
be rotten to the core in one way of another) it has no one to replace them
with other than corrupt businessmen, gangsters, drug runners, warlords and
the like. Even in Europe, the only people they can find as allies in the
Ukraine are fascists and plutocrats willing to slaughter their own people.
That is also why the bombing of Libya or the actual invasions of
Afghanistan and Iraq have turned to crap.
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- See more at: http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/09/02/right-wing-cant-helpbut-use-scum/#sthash.tgv9KJiw.dpuf
http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/09/02/right-wing-cant-help-but-use-scum/
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Frank Macskasy (Daily Blog): Are Cameron Slater and Judith Collins
both bare-faced liars?
Both of them.
Liars?
Here is why I ask…
In the latest revelations, information disclosed by Rawshark/Whaledump to
the NZ Herald alleges in further leaked sensitive information from disgraced
former Justice Minister, Judith Collins, to far-right psychopath and National
Party blogger;
Former police minister Judith Collins is depicted in alleged social media
conversations discussing the leak of evidence in a high profile case to blogger
Cameron Slater, according to new information from the hacker Rawshark.
The alleged evidence was a video connected to the controversial Urewera
raids that showed those arrested in an unfavourable light after charges
against them were dropped, according to comments attributed to Slater.
The emergence of conversations between Ms Collins and Slater has sparked
claims from both parties that the hacker has given the Herald manufactured
forgeries.
When Herald reporter David Fisher inquired further, Collins replied;
Ms Collins said she had “no record” of “Facebook conversations” after the
Herald sent her material supplied by Rawshark. “I believe you have forged
documents. You are likely to have been taken in by a criminal. I am now
considering lodging a complaint to police regarding what I believe to be
forgeries.”
To which Fisher asked with perfect reasonableness;
When asked why she referred to Facebook when the Herald never said where
the transcripts came from, she said it was the only social media outlet she
used other than Twitter.
In the same report, Cameron Slater ‘tweeted’;
“Latest smear is false, I have never had FB conversations with
@judithcollinsmp.”
Collins also stated, via Twitter;
“I have no record of any FB [Facebook] conversations with Whale Oil. Cam
Slater has advised that he had no FB conversations with me. Forgeries?”
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Really?!
REALLY?!?!
Let’s check the evidence, shall we?
Claim: that Facebook and Twitter are the only social media outlet she uses
other than Twitter.
Truth: Collins Collins does indeed use emails, as she candidly admitted on 14
August;
“I’m just not going to go into the details because the fact is I’m perfectly
entitled to send emails to a close friend of mine, and I’m absolutely entitled to
be as gossipy and friendly in those as I want.”
- so her insistence she uses only Facebook or Twitter is false. A lie.
Claim: that Slater has never has Facebook conversations with Judith Collins.
Truth: On page 45 of Nicky Hager’s exposé, “Dirty Politics“, he wrote;
“They talked often by phone, and in the evenings and weekends they chatted
via Facebook. In work hours Collins e-mailed him directly from her sixth-floor
Beehive office.”
The entire chapter 4, “The Crusher and the attack dog“, is devoted to many
Facebook conversations between Collins and Slater.
Interestingly, on page 144 in the ‘End Notes’ section of “Dirty Politics”, Nicky
Hager refers to footnote #6, Chapter 4, as;
“6. Judith Collins, Facebook messaging to Cameron Slater, 27 August 2011.
Collins’s Facebook messaging is recorded under the name ‘Facebook User’,
presumably for fear of her words reaching the public, but there is no doubt it is
her.”
It appears that Collins has attempted to hide her Facebook tracks by using a
general pseudonym – hence why she seems confident that she has “no
record of any FB [Facebook] conversations with Whale Oil. Cam Slater has
advised that he had no FB conversations with me.”And why did Slater state “I
have never had FB conversations with @judithcollinsmp”. Not ‘Judith Collins”
– but instead “@judithcollinsmp”.
Hair-splitting much, Mr Slater?
It appears that Slater and Collins are being pathetic in their attempt to be
‘cute’, by differentiating who-spoke-with-who – as Key did recently when he
insisted that then SIS director Warren Tucker spoke with “Key’s Office”
instead of “Key directly”;
8 August 2011:
“What happened is Warren Tucker didn’t come to me, he went to his legal
adviser and his legal advisers told him this is the process they have to follow
and when he was going through that process it was at that point he told me
he’d release it because he has to tell me that under the no-surprises doctrine,”
– John Key, post-Cabinet press conference.
22 August 2014:
“In the context of that video, ‘me’ meant my office,” John Key, media briefing
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Splitting hairs. National Party style. Cute.
Conclusion
It is simply not remotely credible that Collins and Slater did not converse via
Facebook. As Collins admitted on 2 September, “Facebook [...] was the only
social media outlet [I] used other than Twitter”.

.
.
.
.
Meanwhile, it should be noted that Judith Collins’ and John Key’s media
strategists have given them new lines to use in public;
Judith Collins;
“You are likely to have been taken in by a criminal.”
John Key;
“At the end of the day, I don’t know whom this criminal has been hacking.”
” I don’t know what’s real and what’s not. It’s not my job to prove that.”
“The responsibility is on the criminal to demonstrate that they are actually real
or not,” says Mr Key.
Expect those phrases (or variations thereof) to be repeated like Key’s latest
mantra.
It is another indication how desperate National is to discredit
Rawshark/Whaledump.
There must be something truly awful in the works if the Nats are expending so
much effort to smear an anonymous leaker.
The propaganda mill has just be churned into over-drive.
.
http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/09/03/are-cameron-slater-and-judiith-collinsbare-faced-liars/
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Muriel Newman (NZCPR): Stealing an Election
Posted on August 31, 2014
Elections should be a contest of ideas. Once every three years political
parties are given an opportunity to pitch their ideas to voters on how they
would run the country. The campaign period gives voters a chance to carefully
examine the policies of the parties, and to decide on the sort of government
they would like to see in charge of the Treasury benches.
This election campaign has, however, been effectively stolen from voters. Left
wing activist Nicky Hager clearly planned to dominate the campaign period
with the publication of his book of hacked emails. He has done this before. He
knows how the media works and how they feed on a diet of scandal and
sensation. He knew releasing private emails would overshadow the campaign
and give him unprecedented publicity.
Opposition politicians love government scandals too. Scandals not only
enable them to score multiple points against the incumbents, but they provide
them with an opportunity to claim their own image is whiter than fresh snow.
Their innocence and purity is of course fake. Politics is not called the “dark
art” for nothing.
Politics is and always has been a very tough business – tougher than
anything else. To survive and thrive politicians have to learn to play hardball.
Those who can’t or don’t want to play, generally do not last in politics.
It has never been any different. In fact, those politicians who have been
bleating the most loudly about how dreadful it all is and calling for inquiries –
pretending they would never conspire with others to try to discredit their
opposition – are simply playing the game. They are gaining easy publicity
from a scandal obsessed media that wants to keep the story running for as
long as they possibly can.
But while this whole affair has been played ad nauseam, the elephant in the
room is the question about how it can be that Nicky Hager can receive stolen
goods and knowingly profit from them by selling the hacked emails in his
book, without being charged by the Police for the crime of receiving. Under
Section 246 of the Crimes Act 1961, “Every one is guilty of receiving who
receives any property stolen or obtained by any other imprisonable offence,
knowing that property to have been stolen or so obtained, or being reckless
as to whether or not the property had been stolen or so obtained.”
According to Section 247, the penalties for the crime of receiving, depends on
the dollar value of the goods received. If the goods do not exceed $500, then
the maximum penalty is three months imprisonment. If they are valued
between $500 and $1000 then the maximum penalty is 12 months
imprisonment. And if they are valued at over $1000 then the maximum
penalty is seven years imprisonment.
Hager clearly sits in the latter category.
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But it isn’t just the owners of the confidential emails who are the victims of Mr
Hager and his partners in crime – it is also New Zealand voters. The media’s
fixation on the scandal has meant that they have largely ignored their crucial
Fourth Estate role of reporting party policies and asking tough questions. This
means that the full implications of key policy agendas have not been revealed.
This is a potentially dangerous situation.
In case anyone needs reminding, it was the former Labour government’s
policy agenda of tax and spend that pushed the country into a recession in
early 2008, months ahead of the onset of the global financial crisis. The
government had become bloated and profligate. Excessive government
spending had forced up interest rates to amongst the highest in the OECD.
Even though there was a serious shortage of unskilled workers, the welfare
system was failing to move beneficiaries into jobs. The economy was out of
balance, the labour market was inflexible, the bureaucracy was stultifying, and
small businesses were going to the wall.
While the National Government’s focus on lowering the tax burden, reducing
government spending, and removing the roadblocks to growth, has certainly
turned the situation around, this is no time for complacency. The global
economy is far from stable. Our own exporters have been knocked back over
recent weeks with commodity prices tumbling in many markets. Brazil has just
slid into a recession, as has Italy – for the third time. The Greek economy is
continuing to contract, France’s economy is flat-lining, even the German
economy is shrinking. In fact the eurozone as a whole has had zero growth
and the Eropean Union grew at just 0.2 percent.
Add to this the major geo-political unrest, and the economic outlook is
extremely uncertainly.
That means these are times for caution – for prudent economic management.
Extravagant election promises need to be brushed aside and the hard
questions asked about who is capable of running the country in troubled
times. This should be the primary issue of the campaign.
So what should we be looking for?
In 2007, policy analyst Phil Rennie published a report into the Labour
Government’s spending binge.[1] He examined social statistics to see
whether New Zealanders were better off as a result of the massive
government spend-up. What he found paralleled many other studies from
around the world, which showed that government spending has little impact
on social improvement once it exceeds a critical level of around 30 to 35
percent of GDP. At that stage, instead of providing essential public good
services which otherwise wouldn’t exist, the government starts taking over
programmes that were previously the responsibility of individuals.
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Another important research paper published in 2011 by the Institute for
Economic Affairs, looked into the drivers of economic success. It analysed the
results of dozens of studies involving countries from all around the world, to
find that increasing taxes and government spending do not improve overall
wellbeing. They concluded, “the surest way to increase economic growth is to
reduce government spending and taxation.”[2]
What this and other research shows is that all the political-speak about
boosting growth through higher taxes and increased public spending are
simply weasel words.
History shows the only sustainable way to improve national prosperity and
living standards is by reigning in government spending and lowering the tax
burden on the nation. When taxes are low and a government is living within its
means, the energy and drive of individuals who want to get ahead is released.
It is their collective effort that brings jobs and growth and prosperity to a
nation.
On the left of the political field are Labour and the Greens. If Labour falls in
the polls, the Greens usually rise, giving their policies more weight. Both
parties want to penalise wealth creators with an increase in the top rate of
income tax to either 36 cents in the dollar or 40 cents. Both parties want to
raise the tax on trusts, to either 36 cents in the dollar or 40 cents. Both parties
want a new capital gains tax of 15 percent on all businesses, investments and
farms. The main exemptions identified are for the family home and personal
assets. For a comprehensive analysis of Labour’s capital gains tax proposal,
see Frank Newman’s excellent analyses HERE and HERE.
Labour and the Greens have signalled higher ACC levies, a new carbon tax,
and a variety of eco taxes and levies. They want to raise the minimum wage
towards their goal of the $18.80 living wage. They plan to build thousands of
houses, pay baby bonuses, extend paid parental leave, buy back state
assets, establish a new Green bank, nationalise the electricity industry, and
remove the 90 day trial period for new workers.
Dominating the right of the political field is the National Party. They have
navigated the country through the financial crisis and disastrous earthquakes
to a surplus, while continuing income subsidies to protect the most vulnerable
in society. Their focus continues to be on wealth creation – increasing
economic growth through reduced government spending and lower taxes,
improving infrastructure to ensure that provincial and rural areas can
participate in New Zealand’s economic development, and opening up new
trade markets. They plan to lower taxes further when the economy allows
them to do so and they are committed to further reducing the bureaucracy as
the best way to create jobs, growth and rising living standards.
Examining political party manifestos is a sobering business. Because there is
no requirement for party promises to be costed or even realistic, many are
over-blown. One party that believes it is a serious player has provided no
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details at all to back up its policy slogans – a situation that must surely be
eroding the confidence of potential voters.
This week’s NZCPR Research Associate Mike Butler has looked carefully at
the various party manifestos, and has provided a comprehensive analysis of
their spending promises – here is a rundown from the smaller parties:
“New Zealand First wants comprehensive compulsory savings, he wants the
New Zealand Superannuation Fund to buy shares in New Zealand
infrastructure companies, and he wants to buy back SOE shares at purchase
price.
“Colin Craig’s Conservative Party has nothing to say on the economy other
than no tax on the first $20,000 of earnings.
“The Act Party wants to build wealth by focusing on economic growth,
encouraging individual responsibility, raising standards of achievement in
education, maintaining sound economic management, including a balanced
government budget, price stability and a free and open market economy.
“United Future embraces free trade agreements, would review legislation that
burdens farmers, and the tourism sector, and require that all foreign charter
vessels are to remain outside a 25-mile limit.
“The Maori Party appears to have run out of ideas. The Party achieved its
reason for being, namely the repeal of the Foreshore and Seabed Act 2004,
nudged the constitution towards including the Treaty of Waitangi, got the
government to sign up to the United Nations Declaration of the Rights of
Indigenous People, and, shovelled a lot more welfare towards Maori through
the so-called one-stop Whanau Ora programme.
“Hone Harawira’s Mana Party has no clues on the economy and is big on
taxing the rich to fund the idle. Mana would replace GST with a ‘Hone Heke
tax’ on financial speculation, would exempt the first $27,000 earned, and
reintroduce a more sharply progressive yet undefined tax scale, introduce a
significant capital gains tax on all but the family home and Maori land, and
reintroduce inheritance tax but exclude land held communally on behalf of
iwi.
“For an extremely wealthy guy, Kim Dotcom appears to have few ideas about
building the economy… Suggested amendments to the Copyright Act are not
surprising for a foreign national trying to avoid extradition to the United States
on copyright infringement charges”. For more details see Mike’s full article
HERE.
With only two and a half weeks to the election one hopes the focus will move
from stolen emails to substance. Whether the media will give policy some
breathing space remains to be seen. Should they continue to entertain
themselves with sensation and sleaze instead of policy and informed debate
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at this critical time then the country will be worse for it and the media as a
profession will have some explaining to do.
http://www.nzcpr.com/stealing-an-election/
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NZ Politics Daily: 2 September 2014
Dirty Politics
Colin James (ODT): The health pillar of good government
Simon Wilson (Metro): Doubling Down
Andrew Geddis (Pundit): Will an inquiry make it all better?
Wayne Mapp (Pundit): Not business as usual: Key's leadership style & the
bloggersphere
Hamish Rutherford and Aimee Gulliver (Stuff): Judith Collins inquiry a long
process
No Right Turn: A clayton's inquiry
Adam Bennett (Herald): PM defends choices for Collins probe
TV3: Cunliffe to broaden Collins inquiry if elected
David Fisher (Herald): New leak claim hits Judith Collins
Derek Cheng (Herald): Whale Oil blogger left out of probe
Mike Hosking (Newstalk ZB): A lot of allegations, but a lot of explanations too
Nick Grant (NBR): No constitutional considerations for Key’s Collins inquiry
(paywalled)
Chris Hutching (NBR): Hooton hits back after personal comments from Key
(paywalled)
Chris Keall (NBR): Will Dotcom's Sept 15 'Moment of Truth' pale next to Dirty
Politics? (paywalled)
TV3: Journos 'soul-searching' after latest Dirty Politics leaks
ODT: Editorial – Cause for introspection
Nick Grant (NBR): Defiant Slater lays complaint against PM, insists Collins is
innocent (paywalled)
Peter Wilson and Sarah Robson (Newswire): Collins inquiry to have powers of
royal commission
Matthew Brockett (Bloomberg): Key Announces N.Z. Inquiry as Scandal Mars
Re-Election Bid
Paul Casserly (Herald): TV's best quotes - 'I don't know what we use whale oil
for'
David Farrar (Kiwiblog): Kiwiblog Moderation Discussion #1
Jeremy Muir (Gisbourne Herald): Resignation and inquiries should clear
space for electoral contest
Catriona MacLennan (Herald): Only a broad-ranging inquiry will do to tackle
allegations
Aimee Gulliver (Stuff): Who's investigating who?
TV3: Growing concern for National's campaign
Waikato Times: Testing times for Key
The Ruminator: Matthew Hooton vs the World
Peter Cresswell (Not PC): The #1 reason for #dirtypolitics: the barrenness of
the "centre-right"
Simon Wong (TV3): SIS, Slater inquiry witnesses to be under oath
Derek Cheng (Herald): Dirty Politics inquiry 'will not cut corners'
Richard Smith (Naked capitalism): New Zealand Prime Minister John Key, the
Whale Oil Blog, and International Organized Crime
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Jade Cooper (Newstalk ZB): Slater continues Collins defence
Dylan Moran (Newstalk ZB): Feeley unaware of alleged smear campaign
Patrick Gower (TV3): Whale Oil quiet on Hotchin allegations
Rob Salmond (Polity): Judith, Cameron, and the phantom FB messages
David Farrar (Kiwiblog): Inquiries galore
Matt Stewart (Stuff): Dunne won't read 'muck-raking' Dirty Politics
Hamish Rutherford (Stuff): Key's staff to be grilled over Goff claim
The Political Scientist: We no longer have a Prime Minister
Herald: Editorial: Collins inquiry should wait until election dust settles
Scott Yorke (Imperator Fish): The trouble with liars
The Standard: National must be very afraid
Stuff: Bloggers targeted business journalist
Radio NZ: SIS inspector confirms calling witnesses
TV3: Collins denies Slater conversation
Radio NZ: Retired judge likely to chair inquiry - Key
The Ruminator: Why Martyn Bradbury does not speak for the left
The Ruminator: David Parker’s letter and the Crimes Act up a tree K-I-S-S-IN-G
No Right Turn: The caretaker convention and elections
Laura McQuillan (Newstalk ZB): PM rubbishes fresh accusations of dirty
politics
Chris Barton (Herald): Technology makes corruption possible
Mark Sainsbury (Herald): NZ politics a circus on steroids
Matthew Beveridge: Twitter conversation of the day 1 September
Dirty Politics
Colin James (ODT): The health pillar of good government
September 2, 2014
Whatever the result on September 20, John Key will start the next term with
diminished personal authority. Our democracy’s health is also diminished.
Key’s inch-by-inch retreat to the point where his imagined leftwing conspiracy
turned into a rightwing one and he had to sack — sorry, accept the
resignation of — Judith Collins has reflected a trading-floor culture, not the
disciplined executive management required of a modern prime minister.
Add to that his crass judgment — confirmed (to my astonishment at the time)
at a press conference in February — in choosing to chat with the scurrilous
blogger whose emails have stirred the furore.
The damage, as argued here last week, is deeper than to Key’s image or
authority as Prime Minister. It is to our generally well-functioning democracy,
which is what elections underpin. Some journalists’ misjudgements are also
part of that democratic damage.
Our democracy is still in far better shape than that of the United States, a
country Key fawns over. And Key is generally a man of goodwill and decency.
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If he gets a third term, he could, with guidance from his Deputy Prime
Minister, retrieve his democratic authority.
But the refocusing of the election campaign on to proper ministerial process
— the foundation of good government, usually taken for granted — has
crowded out attention to the pillars of good government.
One pillar is science, as noted last week. Another is health.
Politicians mostly think of “health” as fixing up sickness. That was departing
Health Minister Tony Ryall’s dominant focus. He heavied hospitals into doing
more operations and periodically totted up and crowed about the numbers.
That is fine as far as it goes. But there is growing evidence that hospitals are
under serious financial and operating strain, which can’t be contained much
past the election.
Ryall did also focus on getting more children immunised, which is aimed at
preventing sickness, and did expand free GP visits, which helps keep sick
people out of expensive hospitals.
But he removed the ban on school tuck shops selling junk and sugared food
and similar drinks, which contribute to later chronic diseases, including
diabetes and heart failure. He was unenthusiastic about last November’s
wide-ranging unanimous select committee report on ensuring children are
truly well in their first years of life. Last week’s “health” policy announcements
by National aimed to speed up cancer diagnosis and fund more operations to
reduce pain, plus a tiny amount for primary care.
Health is far more than fixing up sickness and crude preventions. It is
wellbeing. Its ingredients reach across the whole of life. The Maori word “ora”
gets closer.
National has yet to generate a ministerial prospect who has demonstrated a
determination to pursue that wider perspective.
Labour gets it, mostly: Annette King’s abundant policy talks of the need to fix
child poverty and to deliver “warm, dry housing, equitable and fair fiscal and
social welfare policy, equitable and affordable access to health services” and
“employment and safe workplaces”. King also emphasises “preventing and
managing non-communicable diseases”, which experts say are the big
sicknesses of the future.
The Greens’ Kevin Hague, a former hospital manager who would most likely
be health minister if the government changes (King would be nominated for
Speaker), has the wide perspective you would expect of a Green.
Health actually is wellbeing.
That starts, as the health select committee found, when a child is in the womb
(arguably, with better behaviour by the mother before the child is conceived).
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Labour, through its puzzlingly undersold children policy, and the Greens get
that. New Zealand First also signed up to the committee report.
Health depends on enough and nutritious food, adequate living quarters,
including space to allow a degree of individuality, reasonable access to other
necessities, companionship and a sense of belonging and genuine ability to
participate in society. And for that there needs to be good education and an
adequate income. Aspects of “justice” come in, too.
In “health” terms the economy is the servant of wellbeing.
Of course, a richer economy generates a wider and better range of supports
for services that fix up or maintain physical and mental health.
But the cost of that approach to health will make its provision increasingly
problematic in the next 20 years. And if the present economic structure
remains, embedding very wide disparities in income and wealth, our society is
likely to be more fractious and food, housing, companionship, community
belonging and the ability of many to fully participate in society will remain
expensively compromised.
That would keep the expensive fixit industry busy. But that is not the
equivalent of wellbeing.
At his best Key does, sort of, get that when he says he wants his legacy to be
what he has done for disadvantaged children. He has yet to deliver. And right
now he is off-key.
http://www.colinjames.co.nz/the-health-pillar-of-good-government/
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Simon Wilson (Metro): Doubling Down
September 1, 2014

Over the weekend, among other things, we learned more about Cameron
Slater’s view of his influence on leading journalists. Several names have
surfaced, including Jared Savage, David Fisher and Fran O’Sullivan at
the New Zealand Herald, and Matt Nippert at Fairfax. “The editors” of
the Herald are also mentioned in Nicky Hager’s book.
Savage, Fisher and Nippert are three of the most intrepid investigative
journalists we have in this country. We now know from the Slater emails that
all were in close enough contact with Slater for him to boast he was
manipulating them.
That will be embarrassing for them, and embarrassing for a very much larger
number of journalists as well. We all cultivate sources, and we all know that
many of those sources try to play us. This is true not just for political
journalists but for all journalists. Restaurants, tourism agencies, cosmetics
companies… in all sorts of ways, everyone looking for good press does their
best to influence us. And, in my experience, the rule of thumb is that the ones
who are “friendliest” are the ones working hardest to compromise our
independent judgment.
And yet the friendliest contacts often also the best sources. They tell you
more. Just as they find value in staying friendly with you, so you find value in
staying friendly with them.
Knowing how to draw the line on what they tell you isn’t easy. I imagine most
journalists have from time to time realised they have been played – that they
have written or broadcast something that turned out to serve a partisan
interest at the expense of the truth.
David Fisher at the Herald has already written of his difficulty with this, in
relation to Cameron Slater. He has also, demonstrably, continued to probe the
story. He’s doubled down on it, and good on him.
Matt Nippert has also doubled down: in the Sunday Star-Times he dug
deeper into the story around Mark Hotchin and the apparent campaign by
Slater, Cathy Odgers, Carrick Graham and others to influence the Serious
Fraud Office and the Financial Markets Authority. Good on him too.
It takes courage to do these things. Cameron Slater blogged yesterday that
the Herald editors should “start talking with all their journalists then and get
them to fess up…I can help them with the list if they like…its long. Same with
TV3, Radio Live and Fairfax.” (The ellipses are his.)
We know what this means. Because of their informal, ongoing relationships
with him, Slater is likely to hold emails and/or other material that compromises
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the integrity of several journalists. Some of it may simply make them seem
naïve; some of it may suggest something worse. Slater’s statement reads like
a threat to start releasing this material, as part of his own attempt to double
down on those he now regards as enemies.
Last Wednesday, Nicky Hager told a packed public meeting in Mt Eden that
since publication of Dirty Politics, he has been struck by how many journalists
have come up to him, worriedly, to ask if he’s seen any emails that implicate
them.
This is insidious. We need our Fishers and Nipperts to stay on the case. But
even more than that, we need a whole lot of other journalists to get on the
case.
What is that case? At the least, the evidence is strong that a rogue political
lobbyist and his colleagues-in-arms, working in close liaison with a staffer in
the prime minister’s office, have used a range of bullying and deceitful tactics,
over several years, to subvert democratic processes – and while they did this
they enjoyed the patronage and personal support of a minister of the crown.
That’s the best that can be said.
What’s the worst? We don’t know. There are allegations, based on evidence,
of criminality. And we really don’t know how high up the political ladder it
reaches. But we do know that the prime minister did not move against Judith
Collins until he absolutely had to, and we do know he has consistently
declined to condemn Cameron Slater or his behaviour. On the contrary, he
continues to claim, on the basis of no evidence at all, that Nicky Hager’s
revelations have been discredited.
It’s still being argued, in some quarters, that this is a distraction from the real
issues of the election. The same was argued most famously in the US in
1972, where, with the most popular president of the modern era facing reelection, it was discovered that the campaign office of the leading opposition
party had been burgled.
The early revelations of that burglary and its implications did not dent the
popularity of Richard Nixon at all: he went on to win an unprecedented 49 of
the 50 states. Few journalists pursued the story in its early weeks, and no one
knew where it would lead.
But those few who did get on the case knew it was a story that must be told. A
government cannot function with moral authority if it does not deal with
allegations of corruption. Journalists cannot do their jobs if they are
threatened and compromised by those arrayed against them.
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What’s most at stake here is not merely the careers of some politicians, or
journalists, or bloggers. It is our political culture. Whatever’s been done –
whether it’s truly terrible or merely very bad – if the perpetrators get away with
it, there will be worse to follow.
http://metromag.co.nz/editors-blog/doubling-down/
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Andrew Geddis (Pundit): Will an inquiry make it all better?
With two Dirty Politics inspired inquiries on the go, where are they taking us?
And will they make everything better?
So far, the Dirty Politics book has generated two inquiries. The first is into the release of
information from the SIS to a certain blogger whom we don't name. The second is into
Judith Collins' alleged involvement with an alleged plot to allegedly have the head of the
Serious Fraud Office allegedly removed from his office. Allegedly.
Some thoughts on both of these.
First of all, the Inspector General of Intelligence and Security, Cheryl Gwyn, is bearing
out my confident assertion of faith that she will "act in an honourable and proper fashion"
in conducting her inquiry into the SIS's release of information to the blogger whom we
don't name. The sort of inquiry she has announced, and the matters it looks like it
is going to examine, make me pretty confident that if there is evidence of improper
behaviour to be found, she'll find it.
(I note my earlier post also raised the fear that the scope of the inquiry would not cover
what was for me the most important issue: What did the Prime Minister's Office (which is,
remember, the equivalent of the Prime Minister himself) have to do with feeding
information about the SIS's briefing to Goff to a certain blogger whom we don't name? I'm
glad to see that it looks like I was wrong in holding that fear. The fact that numerous
people from the PM's office are going to be interviewed under oath (i.e. in circumstances
where lying can get them up to 7 years in jail) indicates that their role is something she
will look at and report on. Good.)
I note also that Brian Gould has an "open letter" up on The Standard asking Ms Gwyn
why she isn't requiring the Prime Minister to give evidence under oath about his role in
the affair. As I stated in my comment to that post, I think the answer may lie in the
legislation governing her role.
Under the functions of the Inspector General (s.11(3)), we’re told that:
In carrying out any inquiry in accordance with the provisions of subsection (1)(ca), it shall
not be a function of the Inspector-General to inquire into any action taken by the Minister.
In the Inspector General’s press release announcing the inquiry, she stated:
The Inspector-General has decided to institute the inquiry under her own motion powers
pursuant to sections 11(1)(a) and (ca) of the Inspector-General of Intelligence and
Security Act 1996 rather than in response to a specific complaint.
So, I don’t think that Ms Gwyn can look at the “propriety” of John Key’s actions here …
because the legislation she's working under tells her that she can’t do so. I guess some
may think this means she can't ask the really important question - what did John Key
know? - but as I said before, I don't think Key knew anything about this. So I'm not overly
bothered.
Second, the still-to-be-finalised inquiry into the allegations against Judith Collins.
There's one thing I think Key can't fairly be criticised for in respect of this. There have
been suggestions that he should have to consult with David Cunliffe over who is going to
head this inquiry, as well as what matters it should look at. That's not actually true.
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As this Cabinet Office circular makes clear, the call on what to do about the inquiry really
is Key's alone to make:
The government has a three year mandate to govern. It is not bound by the caretaker
convention during the pre-election period (unless the government loses the confidence of
the House before then …). This means that the government has full power to make
decisions in the pre-election period.
It then goes on to reiterate that:
On some occasions in the past, Ministers have sought advice about whether specific
actions or decisions should be taken in the pre-election period. It is for the Prime Minister
to make the final decision as to whether or not a decision or action (including a significant
appointment) should proceed during the pre-election period.
So if Key does go ahead and decide for himself (or, rather, in conjunction with Cabinet)
what shape the inquiry will take, who will head it and what it will be tasked with looking at,
does this deal with the issue satisfactorally?
Well, no. It's true that the allegations against Collins are very serious. So serious that my
immediate response is that they just can't be true - I'm still naive enough to trust that a
New Zealand Minister of Justice (no matter how much I may dislike and disapprove of
her politically) is just not going to conspire to have the head of the Serious Fraud Office
deposed in order to protect some ex-head of a Finance Company from investigation.
Sure, you can all castigate me in the comments thread as being a blind member of the
establishment who CAN'T SEE WHAT IT IS REALLY GOING ON! ... but there it is.
As those allegations are so serious, they do need independently examined. But confining
that examination to the question of what Judith Collins did or didn't do in respect of Adam
Feeley is not going to make the rest of the Dirty Politics story go away. It's gotten too big
for that now. So come what may on September 20th, things will not be the same again.

http://www.pundit.co.nz/content/will-an-inquiry-make-it-all-better
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Wayne Mapp (Pundit): Not business as usual: Key's leadership style &
the bloggersphere
Claims the Prime Minister must have known about dirty politics around him
ignore the reality of his CEO style and the Law Commission has more work to
do on new media
Two weeks ago I suggested this could turn into New Zealand's first policy-free
election; my instinct seems to have been proven correct. While policy debates
are still occuring around the fringes, there is no way now that with just two
weeks to go that the Opposition parties are going to let the fallout from Dirty
Politics go. And there is still the Dotcom revelation to come.
All of the media commentators, whether left or right, are now obsessed with
the issue, and have their own prescriptions of what should happen. They have
become players as much as they are commentators. As much as the parties,
they are not going to let the issue go.
One thing is clear; they cannot believe that John Key does not know
everything that happens in his government and in his ministers' Offices. In
many respects that is how Prime Ministers have operated in the past, with
extremely tight controls.
John Key has a different style than the traditional style of New Zealand
political management. He delegates in the manner of a chief executive, and
lets ministers get on with their jobs.
The most successful chief executives take a strategic approach to their roles.
And this is the experience that Key has brought to the role of the Prime
Minister. But it is a different approach to the micro-management that is the
typical expectation of the world of politics.
Both Simon Power and myself remarked this on in our valedictory addresses.
Major things could happen in our portfolios and it was our discretion as to
whether we thought it was necessary to advise the Prime Minister. Each of
our portfolios had particularly sensitive issues. Not all of them required the
attention of the Prime Minister, particularly given the challenges he was
dealing with arising from the GFC and the Christchurch earthquakes.
So I am not the least surprised that the Prime Minister did not personally
approve the release of specific OIA’s. Staff in his office were trusted with
responsibility for such things.
However, I suspect that voters will want some clarity on the facts behind these
issues. They will want to have some inkling from the investigation by the
Inspector General of Security as to what has actually happened.
In my item, I referred to the blogosphere as being as ungoverned as the Wild
West. But the revelation that the subject on an SFO Inquiry would allegedly
pay a group of bloggers to besmirch the investigating office is surely a new
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low. Readers of Whaleoil were certainly aware of many posts questioning the
SFO and also the Financial Markets Authority. That just seemed to conform to
the general style of Whaleoil. But in fact seems it it was a paid for hit-job.
The Law Commission’s report into new media did not envisage that this could
happen, but now has, or at least the released emails point to that. One of the
strengths of the MSM is that readers can reasonably assume that hard-hitting
investigative journalists are not being paid for by one of the protagonists in the
issue. While the journalists may have a clearly understood political
perspective, this is usually apparent on the face of the news item. This is part
of the trust the society has in the idea of a free and independent media.
Can society really afford to have the blogosphere limited only by the criminal
law and the law of defamation?
The Law Commission’s report into new media is increasingly looking like
unfinished business.
http://www.pundit.co.nz/content/not-business-as-usual-keys-leadership-stylethe-bloggersphere
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Hamish Rutherford and Aimee Gulliver (Stuff): Judith Collins inquiry a
long process
Last updated 14:14 02/09/2014
An inquiry into the conduct of former justice minister Judith Collins will not be
completed until after the election, Prime Minister John Key says.
The terms of reference are still days away, he said.
Collins resigned as a minister on Saturday after Key received an email that
said she was "gunning" for Adam Feeley, boss of the Serious Fraud Office
(SFO), in 2011. Collins was then the minister responsible for the SFO.
The email, from Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater to associates, detailed a
campaign being run against Feeley, the SFO and the Financial Markets
Authority. It included suggestions it was being funded by Mark Hotchin, the
former boss of collapsed finance group Hanover.
Key said today the inquiry into Collins' conduct "will take some weeks to
complete its work, and is likely to report back after the upcoming election".
He added that the terms of reference would not be completed until they had
been discussed with the person conducting the inquiry, likely to be a retired
judge or Queen's Counsel.
"The Inquiries Act envisages the terms of reference will be discussed with the
person appointed to the inquiry before they are finalised," Key said.
"I expect to be able to announce further details on the appointment, the terms
of reference and the reporting time frame in the coming days."
Collins has said she wanted her name to be cleared and so welcomed the
inquiry.
CALL FOR MORE
The Labour Party wants a wide-ranging public inquiry into Collins' conduct.
It would be comprised of three people - a retired judge or Queen's counsel, a
former senior public servant, and an experienced lay person with "standing
and reputation for integrity."
A public inquiry is established under law by the Governor-General, and is a
step down from the Royal Commission of Inquiry called for by NZ First,
although the inquiries have the same statutory powers.
Labour's proposed terms of reference would investigate more than Collins'
role in relation to the alleged attempt to undermine the head of the SFO and
the SFO's investigation into Hanover.
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Collins' conduct over Oravida would also be under the microscope under
Labour's proposed terms of the inquiry.
The former minister came under fire over Oravida, when she was in China on
ministerial business and had dinner with officials from the company her
husband is a director of.
The terms of reference also ask for the release of SIS information to Slater to
be examined, and investigate what knowledge and role staff in the prime
minister's office had in the release of the information.
Labour's proposed inquiry would also address Collins' leaking of public
servant Simon Pleasants' name and contact details to Slater.
A wider examination of the release of information under the Official
Information Act, and whether it was preferentially used in the case of Slater
and others, would also take place.
Cunliffe wrote to Key, attaching the proposed terms of reference, and saying
issues highlighted since the publication of Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics
had given rise to "serious concerns' which had "undermined public confidence
in our democracy and the rule of law".
Restoring public confidence required a transparent inquiry which was wide
enough to traverse the issue in the public arena, Cunliffe said.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10451005/Judith-Collins-inquiry-a-longprocess
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No Right Turn: A clayton's inquiry
That's the only way to describe John Key's proposed "inquiry"
into Judith Collins:
An inquiry into the events surrounding Judith Collins' downfall will
not examine the relationship between her and Whale Oil blogger
Cameron Slater or the Serious Fraud Office investigation into
Hanover Finance, Prime Minister John Key says.
Opposition parties are calling for a broad inquiry, but Mr Key said it
will instead be confined to the conduct of Ms Collins and her
relationship with Adam Feeley, the former head of the SFO.
[...]
But Mr Key rejected a broader inquiry. "I just don't think that's
warranted. The Opposition would want to make those claims
because they simply want to use this as a way to make it bigger
than it is, or to smear the Government.
The problem for Key is that this sort of obvious strapped chicken
exercise to clear his Minister by deliberately blinding the
investigators will convince no-one. Everyone can see it is bullshit,
and they will treat its findings accordingly. And by trying to protect
Collins, Key is making it clear that he supports dirty politics.
In any case he has no choice in the matter. Winston Peters has just
said that a full royal commission of inquiry into dirty politics will be
a bottom line in government formation. So, either Key cleans
house properly, or he will no longer be Prime Minister.
http://norightturn.blogspot.co.nz/2014/09/a-claytons-inquiry.html
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Adam Bennett (Herald): PM defends choices for Collins probe
Updated 40 min ago3:05 PM Tuesday Sep 2, 2014
Prime Minister John Key has defended his choice of a Government Inquiry
into former Justice Minister Judith Collins' dealings with former Serious Fraud
Office boss Adam Feeley in the face of Opposition calls for a broader inquiry
into Dirty Politics allegations that also takes in the Oravida affair.
Mr Key this afternoon confirmed he had ordered a "Government Inquiry" - a
new form of investigation with powers to compel evidence - to investigate
matters which prompted Ms Collins' resignation as a minister on Saturday.
Mr Key said he would order an inquiry when a 2011 email surfaced last week
in which Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater said Ms Collins was "gunning" for
Mr Feeley.
The email appears to refer to an alleged campaign to discredit Mr Feeley run
by Slater and public relations consultant Carrick Graham on behalf of former
Hanover Finance director Mark Hotchin, whose affairs were at the time
subject to an SFO investigation.
He expected it would take "some weeks" to complete and was "likely to report
back after the upcoming election".
"The matters to be investigated in relation to Ms Collins are serious, and I
believe it is important the inquiry has sufficient time to conduct a thorough
review of those matters before reporting back," he said.
Details of the inquiry's terms of reference and its expected duration would be
released once the inquiry's head - a retired judge or QC - was appointed,
some time in the next few days.
Mr Key has indicated the inquiry will examine only the issues around Ms
Collins' relationship with Mr Feeley.
However the Opposition have pushed for a more serious royal commission to
also examine wider allegations about Mr Key's Government's involvement
with Slater which were raised in Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics.
Labour's shadow Attorney-General David Parker this afternoon released wide
ranging terms of reference or matters Labour believed an inquiry should
examine.
They include central allegations made in Hager's book such as the 2011
release of SIS documents to Slater to embarrass then Labour Leader Phil
Goff, the unauthorised access of Labour's online membership records by Mr
Key's former senior adviser Jason Ede, and Ms Collins' passing of information
about senior public servant Simon Pleasants to Slater.
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However, Labour also says the inquiry should examine Ms Collins' conduct in
relation to Oravida, the export company her husband works for.
Ms Collins was put on notice by Mr Key earlier this year when it emerged she
had met with Oravida bosses and a Chinese border official during a ministerial
visit to China last year.
Labour says an inquiry should examine whether her family's financial interest
were brought into conflict with her ministerial duties and whether that potential
conflict of interest was a breach of the cabinet manual.
Mr Parker told reporters this afternoon that the Oravida issue had been
included because "it's part of a pattern isn't it?"
"I think there's plenty of unanswered questions there."
He said Mr Key was trying to "close down" the Dirty Politics furore "by creating
a process in respect of that single issue" around the SFO.
"I think that particular issue is likely to be investigated by the police and the
broader issues relating to the conduct of Government and whether there's a
new style of Government that has arisen which uses government official
information in a way that we haven't seen before."
A letter setting out Labour's arguments in favour of a broader inquiry which
included its proposed terms of reference was sent to Mr Key and other party
leaders by Labour David Cunliffe yesterday.
New Zealand First Leader Winston Peters this morning said a wide ranging
royal commission of inquiry into Dirty Politics allegations would be a "bottom
line" in any post-election talks for his party.
Mr Key has said a broader inquiry into the Dirty Politics allegations isn't
warranted and the Opposition push for one was politically motivated.
Speaking to reporters in Christchurch this afternoon he said the difference
between a Government Inquiry and a royal commission were "a bit semantic".
"The powers of the inquiry we are proposing to establish are identical to the
ones of a royal commission. The only difference is actually who appoints the
actual people, and who it reports to.
"The real powers of a Government inquiry as we're proposing are very
thorough, very broad and no different to a royal commission."
He said Mr Peters had "lots of bottom lines".
"This is just another one. As I've said before, I'm not going to get into bottom
lines prior to an election. We'll go and talk to political parties afterwards."
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He suggested those calling for a wider inquiry should be careful what they
wished for.
"There are lots and lots of different players involved in this. And, push come to
a shove, maybe that wouldn't be what [Peters] would want.
"The blogger in question has said that half the Labour caucus is involved. To
cast a wide net across the media, realistically we all just need to take our
breath for a moment here.
There's a specific allegation about a particular minister. She utterly refutes it
and her position is supported by the State Services Commissioner. But I, as a
Prime Minister, have to get an answer to that question and I'm setting up a
Government inquiry."
A Government Inquiry has powers to order people to give evidence and
produce documents and other evidence or face conviction and a $10,000 fine
if they refuse.
Labour has now also filed a complaint with police in relation to Dirty Politics
allegations.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11317805
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TV3: Cunliffe to broaden Collins inquiry if elected
Tuesday 2 Sep 2014 5:26 a.m.
David Cunliffe says if he's Prime Minister in three weeks he'll immediately
broaden the inquiry into allegations against Judith Collins to include the entire
cabinet.
The Labour leader wanted to be consulted about the terms of reference for
the inquiry but Prime Minister John Key turned him down.
"We're not going to have a witch hunt," Mr Key said yesterday.
"This is an inquiry by me, the Prime Minister, into the actions of one of my
ministers."
Mr Cunliffe says that's not good enough and Mr Key is breaching the
convention that important decisions during the three months before an
election should be taken on a bipartisan basis.
Meanwhile, Labour has written to police urging them to investigate the claims
in relation to the improper access of its website and allegations against Ms
Collins, blogger Cameron Slater, Carrick Graham, Jason Ede and Aaron
Bhatnagar made in Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics.
"These are seroious matters that go to the heart of administration of justice in
nz and public confidence in democracy and rule of law," the letter reads.
It says while it is making the request, it respects the independence of police.
The inquiry is into allegations the former justice minister was involved in a
campaign to undermine former Serious Fraud Office head Adam Feeley while
he was investigating collapsed investment company Hanover Finance in
2011.
Ms Collins resigned on Saturday after an email surfaced, sent by Whale Oil
blogger Cameron Slater, which said Ms Collins was "gunning" for Mr Feeley.
Mr Cunliffe says the inquiry is insufficient because it won't follow the trail of
emails between Ms Collins' office and other Beehive offices.
"We have an example of the Minister for the Environment, Amy Adams, being
involved in passing information to Whale Oil, of the prime minister's office
being implicated on multiple occasions of passing on information and tactics
to Whale Oil," he said on Radio New Zealand.
"There should be a full commission of inquiry into ministerial power, because
Kiwis feel extremely concerned about this."
Mr Key says widening the inquiry isn't warranted.
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"The opposition wants to do that for its own political purposes," he said.
"The left wants it to look bigger than it is."
In other developments:
The New Zealand Herald said it had received more information hacked from
Slater's computer which purported to show social media conversations
between Slater and Ms Collins about the release of SIS information which
embarrassed former Labour leader Phil Goff.
Ms Collins tweeted saying she had no record of any such conversations and
suggested they could be forgeries.
It was reported Ms Collins' office cleared an Official Information Act request
from the National Business Review in two days when the magazine asked for
an email which embarrassed Mr Feeley.
3 News/NZN
http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/cunliffe-to-broaden-collins-inquiry-if-elected2014090205
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David Fisher (Herald): New leak claim hits Judith Collins
5:00 AM Tuesday Sep 2, 2014
Former police minister Judith Collins is depicted in alleged social media
conversations discussing the leak of evidence in a high profile case to blogger
Cameron Slater, according to new information from the hacker Rawshark.
The alleged evidence was a video connected to the controversial Urewera
raids that showed those arrested in an unfavourable light after charges
against them were dropped, according to comments attributed to Slater.
The emergence of conversations between Ms Collins and Slater has sparked
claims from both parties that the hacker has given the Herald manufactured
forgeries.
Ms Collins said she had "no record" of "Facebook conversations" after the
Herald sent her material supplied by Rawshark. "I believe you have forged
documents. You are likely to have been taken in by a criminal. I am now
considering lodging a complaint to police regarding what I believe to be
forgeries."
When asked why she referred to Facebook when the Herald never said where
the transcripts came from, she said it was the only social media outlet she
used other than Twitter.
Slater also said the transcripts were fake, tweeting: "Latest smear is false, I
have never had FB conversations with @judithcollinsmp."
The Rawshark files have Ms Collins contacting Slater late at night in
September 2011 to complain about a TVNZ interview subject's views on the
Urewera raids. Charges against 13 of the 17 people charged had just been
dropped creating a contentious issue for Ms Collins to manage as police
minister.
Slater is quoted telling Ms Collins he had an "interesting chat with [Police
Association president] Greg O'Connor" on the subject. "There might be a
stray video arrive in my PO Box this week," he is said to have told her.
Ms Collins is quoted replying: "Oh gosh, what a shock. The sort of thing that
people who are no longer before the courts would want seen."
Slater is said to have responded: "Terrible, not the kind of thing they would
want seen since they are portraying themselves as nice people."
Mr O'Connor said yesterday he recalled having the conversation with Slater at
the time. However, he said he did not offer to supply the material, did not have
it to supply and would not have done so. "That's all chain of evidence stuff. All
I know is the conversation I had - anything like that was never going to
happen. It would be totally inappropriate for it to be leaked."
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A spokesman for Police National Headquarters said: "The video evidence in
the Operation Eight case remained under the control of NZ Police."
Minister of Police Anne Tolley would not comment on the claims attributed to
Slater.
The purported Collins-Slater conversations alleged to have been faked were
sent to the Herald with many other Facebook conversations between the
blogger and friends or contacts spanning from 2008 to January this year.
Some of those people confirmed to the Herald the content of the
conversations was accurate and genuine and that the discussions took place
on Facebook.
Rawshark also provided emails between Ms Collins and Slater on a range of
other topics that include embedded source code linking them directly to the
blogger.
Nicky Hager, who included excerpts of the conversations in Dirty Politics,
said: "I totally trust my source would not have made up anything."
Alleged Facebook conversation between Collins and Slater
September 11, 2011
Judith Collins, 12:23am: Cam, did you see Jon Johanson on Q&A this
morning? Complete tosser as usual. His idea, re Valerie Morse and co, Police
should send local copper up to camp in Ureweras and say the Cops in
Wellington think you're up to something so would you mind stopping. So what
was Valerie and co training for and why firearms and incendary devices. Were
they expecting to be raided by warring deer? Imagine if Police had sent
country cop up to warn these people and someone - possibly the country cop
- ended up dead. How come people who trade under names like Global
Peace and Justice quite happy to support people who allegedly train with
firearms and incendary devices? One other question, why has msm person
asked Valerie Morse - was she using a firearm? Does she have a licence?
Since she is no longer being prosecuted, she should be free to answer.
Cameron Slater, 12:24am: had an interesting chat with Greg O'Connor on
Thursday night about this
Collins, 12:24am: Yes?
Slater, 12:25am: There might be a stray video arrive in my po box this week
Collins, 12:26am: Oh, gosh, what a shock. The sort of thing that people who
are no longer before the courts would want seen
Slater, 12:26am: Terrible ... not the kind of thing they would want seen since
they are portraying themselves as nice people
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11317
550
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Derek Cheng (Herald): Whale Oil blogger left out of probe
5:00 AM Tuesday Sep 2, 2014
An inquiry into the events surrounding Judith Collins' downfall will not examine
the relationship between her and Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater or the
Serious Fraud Office investigation into Hanover Finance, Prime Minister John
Key says.
Opposition parties are calling for a broad inquiry, but Mr Key said it will
instead be confined to the conduct of Ms Collins and her relationship with
Adam Feeley, the former head of the SFO.
Ms Collins is accused of trying to undermine Mr Feeley when she was
Minister of Police. An email from Slater in 2011 said the minister was
"gunning for" Feeley. She has denied any wrongdoing.
Other private emails released over the weekend appear to show right-wing
bloggers were being paid to run a smear campaign against the Financial
Markets Authority and SFO, overseen by Carrick Graham, the then-PR
handler for former Hanover boss Mark Hotchin.
The terms of reference will be released today or tomorrow, but Mr Key
outlined the nature of the inquiry during his post-Cabinet press conference
yesterday.
Opposition parties are asking for a Commission of Inquiry or a Royal
Commission to look into wider issues raised in Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics
book, including the possible misuse of information by ministerial offices and
government departments, and the accessing of Labour's computer system by
Jason Ede, who was then working in the Prime Minister's office.
But Mr Key rejected a broader inquiry. "I just don't think that's warranted. The
Opposition would want to make those claims because they simply want to use
this as a way to make it bigger than it is, or to smear the Government.
"This sort of quaint little notion that there's a lot more going on, or that the left
of politics don't talk to bloggers, don't do things, all the rest of it, it's a lovely
little notion that might be running around in David Cunliffe's head but it's [not
true]."
He noted the release of SIS information to Slater was being investigated, and
invited the public to make police complaints if they had any criminal
suspicions about the SFO investigation or other issues.
He said it will be independent, likely chaired by a retired judge or a QC, and
include all the powers in the Inquiries Act, passed last year.
He would not say if the terms of reference would allow the inquiry to expand
during its work.
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"It won't be a Royal Commission."
It will also not look into Ms Collins' conduct when she gave the details of a
public servant to Slater, who then abused the public servant on his website,
prompting death threats.
"It was dealt with when I looked at it and said it was unwise," Mr Key said.
"It's not in dispute that she gave those details. I could spend time on that, but I
don't think it's really worth it."
Under the Inquiries Act, public or government inquiries have the power to
summon witnesses and order evidence including documents or other
information.
Refusal could see a conviction and a $10,000 fine.
Mr Key said he did not condone what seemed to be a smear campaign
against the SFO, but said there was no evidence to suggest that it affected
the SFO's operations.
Meanwhile, he confirmed that his office's staff will give evidence to the
Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security, who is investigating the
release of security information to Slater.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11317
554
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Mike Hosking (Newstalk ZB): A lot of allegations, but a lot of
explanations too
September 02, 2014 8:02 AM
I talked to the former SFO boss Adam Feeley yesterday. It wasn’t on air but
we stuck the chat online if you want to listen.
There is a critical outcome to the interview. He doesn’t have a problem - there
wasn’t an issue with Judith Collins. Why is that critical? Because he’s the
victim of an alleged smear campaign. He’s the one most entitled to be
outraged or calling for inquiries or demanding answers, yet he didn’t have a
problem.
Now that indicates either there wasn’t one or he’s thick as a plank. And having
dealt with him many times and having seen some of the work he did with the
SFO, it’s not the latter.
He talks of a tense time with Collins. That tenseness was around the SFO
toasting the success of the Rod Petricevic case with champagne that came
from Petricevic’s offices. Collins didn’t like that, as indeed she should, and
demanded an apology. None of that is untoward
As to the writings of Cameron Slater and the alleged smear campaign
conducted by Slater and allegedly paid for by Carrick Graham funded by Mark
Hotchin, Adam Feeley made nothing of it other than the regular mutterings
you find on social media.
So we have a bloke who didn’t have a problem, wasn’t finding anything an
issue. Most importantly, despite all the speculation and finger pointing, he
didn’t leave the office early for any other reason than he wanted to live in
Queenstown.
Now none of this means there shouldn’t be an inquiry. There are plenty of
questions to answer. My suspicion is many of them won’t be answered the
way the conspiracy theorists want, and when they’re not they’ll cry foul and
call it a whitewash.
But the other point to mention (once again driven by the conspiracy theorists)
is that with Feeley leaving and the new bloke arriving at the SFO, Hotchin
never got charged. Therefore there must be some scandal. There wasn’t. It’s
just the SFO didn’t find enough to lay any charges.
Now this whole business of bloggers being paid to blog is a debate for
another time. But what we have here in the SFO and the SIS case is a
pattern, a pattern of those who can answer the questions we need answering
doing so in a way that indicates the skullduggery alludes to not actually being
true.
In the SIS case, the Prime Minister was briefed. No he wasn’t - it was his
office. Who made that clear? Warren Tucker, former head of the SIS. Surely a
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man with nothing to hide or fear and a long standing public servant with an
impeccable record.
So a lot of swirling allegations, but equally a lot of solid denials and
explanations. Yet the blogosphere and conspiratorialists will have none of it.
That’s a shame, because inquiries and questions need to be conducted in a
neutral and professional fashion and preferably without a sense of hysteria
around them.
I still have questions over Jason Ede, and maybe this will flush him out. But
for many in this drama unless several people are hung drawn quarters and
lose the election, it won’t matter what they find.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/opinion/mhb-mikes-editorial-2sep2014
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Nick Grant (NBR): No constitutional considerations for Key’s Collins
inquiry (paywalled)
September 02, 2014
John Key can be comfortable with the fact there are no constitutional issues to
impede how he frames the inquiry into Judith Collins and her relationship with
ex-Serious Fraud Office director Alan Feeley.
But, warn legal experts, Mr Key needs to be mindful of how his approach
plays in the court of public opinion.
“Constitutionally there’s a thing called the ‘caretaker convention’, and when
the convention is in operation governments shouldn’t do new things on their
own,” notes Otago University law professor Andrew Geddis
“The thing is, though, that convention only kicks in once the election has been
held – it’s to do with transitions between governments. So governments can
do whatever they want up to election day.”
It’s something that’s been clarified as recently as 20 March this year, he says:
“The section of the relevant Cabinet office circular reads: ‘The government
has a three year mandate to govern. It is not bound by the caretaker
convention during the pre-election period.’ Fullstop. So up to election day, the
Prime Minister’s the boss.”
As in all areas of public law, however, there is a ‘but’, Prof. Geddis says.
“When there has been a particularly important appointment to a board or
some sort of nomination like that, past governments have either held off or
consulted [with other parties] before doing so,” he says.
“But that’s been in the eye of the person doing the appointing – is it important
enough to really justify going to the other side and saying, ‘Look, are you
happy with this person?’ or saying, ‘Let’s wait until after the election before
making the appointment,’” says Prof. Geddis.
“There is no hard and fast rule as to when you have to do that. It’s completely
up to him whether he wants to do it or not.”
Mai Chen, managing partner of public and employment law specialists Chen
Palmer, concurs that such conduct in the lead up to an election has been
governed by custom.
She notes, however, that “successive governments have shown restraint in
the run-up to the election, especially from about three months onwards. We’re
barely three weeks out from an election.”
The chief concern from Ms Chen’s perspective is that “the mechanism of an
inquiry – because it’s not a court – is to restore confidence and to get to the
bottom of a matter. The question is whether the Prime Minister can do it in a
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way that makes it look independent, otherwise people say will, ‘Well, hang on,
here’s the Prime Minister setting the terms of reference to enquire into his
own government.’”
As to whether it would be better to wait until after the election to set an inquiry
up, Mr Key is “damned if he does, damned if he doesn’t,” Ms Chen observes.
“If he doesn’t, people say, ‘He’s not prepared to do it, he’s weak,’ so he needs
to be seen to be acting.
“The difficultly is if he now sets terms of reference for an inquiry that are very
narrow, then does it actually restore confidence or not?”
Ms Chen says there’s no requirement for the leader (or leaders) of the
opposition to be consulted about the terms of reference of an inquiry.
“And of course it’s always very difficult to ask a question when you know what
the answer is going to be,” she says. “You know what will happen if he
consults them – they’ll say they’d like an inquiry into Dirty Politics, won’t they,
and he can’t agree to that.”
Ms Chen says the speed with which the inquiry is being set up is “unusual”.
“I’ve certainly never seen any move in this fashion in two working days
before,” she says, “but there are political imperatives at play and I understand
that. But in general you’d expect these things to play out over several weeks;
we’ve seen these things often play out over several months.
“You have to find the right people for a start, with the right expertise to
undertake the inquiry. But I’m sure there’s been frantic ringing around to find a
retired high court judge. I certainly hope so; I do think they need to find
someone who is clearly independent.
“And the Inquiries Act requires a great deal of detail about the precise terms
of reference. It also says the minister may consult those who are undertaking
the inquiry on the terms of reference, and I think that is a good idea,” Ms Chen
says.
“I think it’s particularly a good idea for the PM because there’ll be people who
say, ‘You’ve rigged it’. It’s important for him to be able to say, ‘No, I consulted
the retired high court judge and he or she thought it was a good idea’.”
“It’s really up to Mr Key how narrow or wide he wants to take this,” Prof.
Geddis iterates. “In the end we’re only three weeks out from an election where
people can judge whether or not they think he’s handled it appropriately– and
that’s the ultimate accountability.
“If he screws it up, well, everyone’s got a vote come September 20.”
http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/no-constitutional-considerations-keys-collinsinquiry-ng-p-161761
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Chris Hutching (NBR): Hooton hits back after personal comments from
Key (paywalled)
September 02, 2014
National party activist Matthew Hooton made a personal statement today in
response to comments Prime Minister John Key made about him to
Parliamentary gallery journalists.
Mr Hooton says the “disparaging” comments were disappointing. Mr Key
referred to Mr Hooton’s own problems.
NBR understands this may have been an apparent attack on Mr Hooton’s
decision to give up alcohol a few weeks ago.
Mr Hooton is offside with Mr Key over revelations about alleged behaviour of
members of the Prime Minister’s staff, particularly chief of staff Wayne
Eagleson.
Mr Hooton says the tone of governance comes from the top.
He alleges a member of the Prime Minister’s office rang a Canterbury
Earthquake Recovery Authority staff member in 2012 and abused the staff
member for employing Mr Hooton and his firm to carry out research as well as
assist in the political launch of the Christchurch rebuild blueprint.
Mr Hooton says the interference was inexcusable and in defiance of the State
Sector Act.
NBR also incurred the displeasure of the Prime Minister’s office at the time for
breaking a so called news embargo ahead of the stage-managed 6pm live
news announcement.
One of Mr Hooton’s jobs was to obtain endorsement quotes from corporates
such as Fonterra and Sealord to welcome the blueprint, as part of a
“perception audit”.
Someone from Fonterra had contacted Mr Key’s office about the matter,
resulting in the allegedly abusive call to CERA.
Mr Hooton has made his revelations because he is sick of being bullied,
albeit he says he remains a committed National supporter.
Blogosphere commentators are bewildered about Mr Hooton’s motives for
commenting, many claiming he is creating red herrings to distract from the
scandal engulfing National.
But Mr Hooton, 42, recalls when he was first working in the Beehive at age 22
and he himself abused a media representative. He was severely upbraided by
the then chief of staff Richard Griffin who reminded him of the standards
required.
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Mr Hooton believes these standards have been abandoned by the current
chief of staff.
As part of his contract with CERA, Mr Hooton’s firm Exceltium contacted
about 100 overseas investment advisers and pension funds in the US,
Canada, Norway, Australia and other countries.
The overwhelming conclusion was that none of them had any interest in the
Christchurch rebuild and the people who were going to fund the rebuild of the
city would be Cantabrians.
The advice was ignored and officials from CERA and its subsidiary
Christchurch Central Development Unit subsequently enjoyed their own
junkets overseas, to no avail.
The delays caused by the fruitless search for overseas funders has arguably
led to a delay of a year or more to the Christchurch rebuild, according to some
business leaders who have reported this to NBR.
On one of their overseas jaunts the CCDU officials gave a presentation to
Westfield’s head office staff in Australia. Westfield executives rang their
Auckland counterparts demanding to know why they hadn’t been told about
the opportunities for a mall in central Christchurch. Westfield’s Auckland staff
responded that they had been trying unsuccessfully for months to obtain an
appointment with CCDU.
Other reports commissioned by CCDU reinforce Exceltium’s notion that
Christchurch’s rebuild must essentially rely on local investment initiatives with
central government supplying some facilities.
http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/hooton-hits-back-sick-being-bullied-ch-p-161769
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Chris Keall (NBR): Will Dotcom's Sept 15 'Moment of Truth' pale next to
Dirty Politics? (paywalled)
September 02, 2014
On Twitter, Kim Dotcom has denied he's Whaledump.
He should be so lucky.
The Dirty Politics hacker's release of leaked emails (and some right-wing
infighting and forwarded emails inspired by the leaks) have caused fireworks.
Judith Collins has quit. John Key's senior staffers are being hauled up in front
of the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security.
I'm wondering if Kim Dotcom's "Moment of Truth" event at the Town Hall on
September 15 will pale by comparison.
Like Internet Party leader Laila Harre, I'm in the dark about what Dotcom will
reveal.
Maybe it will be bombshell information that will end the Prime Minister's
career.
But my suspicion is it will be an indirect allegation; something along the lines
of: "This Wikileak document shows John Key attended a GCSB meeting on
such-and-such a date before my arrest, and it defies belief the raid wasn't
discussed at that briefing so he should resign."
The Great New Zealand Public will sigh and move on. Material like that won't
have much cut-through compared to the juicy allegations about Ms Collins
and involving figures like Cameron Slater and Mark Hotchin who are hot
buttons for middle New Zealand.
And I suspect even if Mr Dotcom has irrefutable proof John Key knew about
the raid – which the giant German will take to mean collusion with Obama and
Hollywood – it won't move polls much (or at least its influence won't be
detectable amid the Dirty Politics noise). Internet Mana and potential Internet
Mana supporters already presume the prime minister is lying; others will see
nothing particularly unusual about Mr Key knowing in advance about a major
law enforcement action following an investigation that involved an intelligence
agency he's responsible for. It'll be seen as a white lie. The prime minister and
his credibility have definitely been put under pressure by recent events. But
I'm not sure the September 15 rally will add to it.
Similarly, the minutiae of NZ's involvement with the Five Eyes network are not
a vote-deciding issue for most voters. And for those that are, Internet Mana
has to prove it's a more credible opponent to surveillance laws and treaties
than the Greens and other opposition parties.
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Tying the September 15 event to Dotcom's extradition case won't help on that
score.
Self-interest is a bad look.
"His reasons for becoming involved in New Zealand politics in the way he has
is one of retribution against people who he feels have slighted him," as
Internet Mana candidate Georgina Beyer put it last night.
Drawing everything back to Megaupload and the Dotcom mansion raid
undermines the wider debate that needs to take place about the security
versus privacy.
The fact Julian Assange* has been added to the speaker lineup could be
taken as Kim deciding his material's a bit weak, so a star appearance from the
Wikileaks founder will help ramp up the hype. That's my suspicion. Though
again, I'm just guessing. Maybe Dotcom's bombshell is enough to surprise
and shock post-Dirty Politics. If it's not, better check if that Town Hall deposit
is refundable ...
http://www.nbr.co.nz/opinion/will-dotcoms-sept-15-moment-truth-pale-nextdirty-politics-ck
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TV3: Journos 'soul-searching' after latest Dirty Politics leaks
Tuesday 2 Sep 2014 10:00 a.m.
The Dirty Politics saga has put a spotlight on relationships between right-wing
blogger Cameron Slater and journalists, particularly from the New Zealand
Herald.
The names of two Herald reporters were mentioned in the email that led to
Judith Collins's resignation, but the reporters say their work was ethical and
they were breaking good stories.
Media commentator and blogger Russell Brown says there has been a
"degree of soul-searching" amongst journalists who have dealt with Whale Oil
blogger Slater.
"No journalist wants to feel like a tool of someone else's malign strategy," he
said on Firstline this morning.
But sometimes, he says, you have to deal with "the devil" to get stories.
Columnist David Slack says the problem comes when journalists are relying
on people like Slater for "95 percent" of the material for a story.
"Once upon a time you had 'rounds', and journalists got to know everybody
who was in the field, and they contrasted and compared, and sifted, and that's
what you want still today. There's nothing wrong with talking with somebody
like [Slater]; but the failing is when you don't talk to plenty of other people as
well, and when you don't notice when there is an agenda being pursued."
Another aspect is journalists being under pressure to churn out stories –
something Dirty Politics author Nicky Hager says he doesn't envy.
Watch the video for the full interview with Russell Brown and David Slack.
http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/journos-soul-searching-after-latest-dirtypolitics-leaks-2014090210
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ODT: Editorial – Cause for introspection
Tue, 2 Sep 2014
The Dirty Politics ''snowball'' has finally caught up with Prime Minister John
Key, despite his best efforts to outrun it.
After more than two weeks dismissing the contents of investigative journalist
Nicky Hager's book as a left-wing conspiracy and a smear campaign against
the National Party with no truth to it, the latest accusations have seen a flurry
of weekend activity and brought the situation to a knife edge.
The book, the result of hacked emails, appeared to show National Party
activists, staff and Justice Minister Judith Collins had worked with Whale Oil's
Cameron Slater and other right-wing bloggers to try to destroy reputations and
advance the party's cause, and raised questions about how much Mr Key
knew about the underhand tactics and his own conversations with Mr Slater.
Ms Collins, already on a ''last warning'' over the Oravida affair, had managed
to retain the Prime Minister's confidence since the book's publication, despite
Opposition calls for him to sack her.
The straw that broke the camel's back came on Saturday, with the release of
emails that allege Ms Collins had worked with Mr Slater and others to try to
remove the then head of the Serious Fraud Office, Adam Feeley.
A phone call from Mr Key resulted in Ms Collins' resignation as a minister,
although she denies any wrongdoing and has vowed to fight to clear her
name.
But further accusations came thick and fast, with more emails on Sunday
appearing to show Mr Slater, friend and blogger Cathy Odgers and public
relations consultant Carrick Graham, a tobacco industry lobbyist, plotted to
work against the Financial Markets Authority on behalf of former Hanover
boss Mark Hotchin, who was being investigated by it and the SFO.
The accusations are especially unpalatable given 16,000 investors lost more
than $500 million after the failure of the finance company.
Mr Key has now announced he will instigate an inquiry into the issues
between Ms Collins and Mr Slater. The arguments are now over how farreaching the inquiry should be, and whether Mr Key should also be called to
task. Labour has called for a full commission of inquiry into the matter.
A parallel situation is under way in an inquiry by the Inspector-general of
Intelligence and Security into allegations in Dirty Politics over an Official
Information Act release from former SIS director Warren Tucker to Mr Slater
used to discredit then Labour leader Phil Goff over spying concerns. (Mr Key
is not required to give evidence.)
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The whole saga is unedifying and undoubtedly complicating policy issues in
the lead-up to this month's general election. Mr Hager's book and the email
releases have been dismissed by many as politically motivated, but their
serious nature means they cannot be ignored, and the veracity of the claims
must be determined.
While the finger has been pointed at National Party ministers and staff, the
saga raises questions that go to the heart of politics and journalism,
particularly in the age of social media.
While it is hardly news that political parties have spin doctors and contacts
within the media who are deemed more sympathetic than others, the public
may not be aware of some of the machinations that go on behind closed
doors. Shining a light on such dealings keeps everyone honest.
Politicians, the mainstream media and the public should all have cause for
introspection about the very real influence individuals with agendas can have
on the democratic process and its integrity, and the absolute importance of
holding political figures to account.
Faith needs to be restored all round. The difficulty Mr Key now faces is
whether to act promptly, given his past weeks of ambivalence, or whether to
wait until after the election for a more comprehensive inquiry with cross-party
support and without the intense pressure of a looming election.
Dirty laundry has been aired, and there may yet be more in the offing.
The most vital factor is that the inquiry is wide-ranging and has broad terms of
reference, to ensure everything comes out in the wash. New Zealanders
deserve as much.
http://www.odt.co.nz/opinion/editorial/314454/cause-introspection
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Nick Grant (NBR): Defiant Slater lays complaint against PM, insists
Collins is innocent (paywalled)
September 01, 2014

The Office of the Privacy Commissioner has declined to comment on whether it has received a complaint from
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater against John Key, for reasons of privacy.
Mr Slater, however, has confirmed to NBR ONLINE that he has filed an official complaint against Mr Key with
the Privacy Commissioner for releasing a copy of one of Mr Slater’s private emails onSaturday.
The email in question was sent by Mr Slater during 2011 to “Carrick,” assumed to be PR consultant Carrick
Graham, and “Mark.”
In the email, Mr Slater outlines what appears to be an orchestrated campaign via the media to undermine thenSerious Fraud Office CEO Adam Feeley in conjunction with lawyer Cathy Odger, who has blogged under the
name “Cactus Kate.”
Mr Slater also refers to Judith Collins, then the minister responsible for the SFO, claiming “she is gunning for
Feeley.”
It is this reference that precipitated Ms Collins’ resignation as a minister on Saturday.
Mr Slater insists Ms Collins is “completely innocent” of any involvement in a campaign to undermine Mr Feeley.
He says his reference to her “gunning” for Mr Feeley was that she was “annoyed” with the then-SFO boss over a
story he had toasted criminal charges being laid against Bridgecorp director Rod Petricevic with a bottle of
champagne taken from the Bridgecorp boardroom.
“The evidence is overwhelming that she acted with integrity,” Mr Slater says of Ms Collins. “The SSC [State
Services Commission] says that and so does Feeley.
“She is an innocent victim of a smear, using me and my private emails. The real outrage here is the willingness of
everyone, including the prime minister to use stolen emails as ‘evidence’.
“They are the product of a crime and media should be very careful continuing to use them,” Mr Slater says.
“Collins was not involved in any way. She has been brought down by a criminal political conspiracy to subvert an
election.”
Mr Slater also insists the claim the apparently incriminating email was forwarded to a Beehive staffer by Ms
Odgers is wrong.
“That is false,” he says, “like so many other assumptions.”
Mr Key has said the source of the email wasn’t “Whaledump”, the hacker whose took emails and social media
messages from Mr Slater’s computer and subsequently passed them on to Nicky Hager, who used some of them as
the basis for his book, Dirty Politics.
Earlier today Whaledump released emails between Mr Slater, Ms Odgers and Mr Graham in which they appear to
discuss media strategies on behalf of HanoverFinance’s Mark Hotchin, including plans to discredit the Financial
Markets Authority and individuals considered a threat to Mr Hotchin.
Mr Slater declines to comment on the allegation he had been paid to run a campaign against Mr Feeley.
“I don't discuss my work,” Mr Slater says.

http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/defiant-slater-lays-complaint-against-pm-insistscollins-innocent-ng-p-161743
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Peter Wilson and Sarah Robson (Newswire): Collins inquiry to have
powers of royal commission
Tuesday 2 Sep 2014 3:20 p.m.
Labour is trying to involve all the opposition parties in a concerted bid to widen
the scope of the inquiry into allegations against Judith Collins.
Prime Minister John Key says that's not going to happen, and the inquiry will
focus on the single issue of allegations that the former Justice Minister
colluded with right-wing attack bloggers in a smear campaign to undermine
Serious Fraud Office investigations.
Labour wants the entire cabinet opened to an investigation into all the
allegations in Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics.
Deputy leader David Parker has written to the leaders of all the opposition
parties saying public confidence in democracy and the rule of law are at
stake.
"Restoring public confidence requires a transparent inquiry which is wide
enough to traverse the issues which are now in the public arena," he says in
the letter.
The Greens and NZ First are making similar demands, but Mr Key today
reiterated his position.
"My view is that this is a specific allegation and it needs to be investigated,"
he told reporters.
"Labour is playing politics with this, it doesn't want to fight the election on
policies so it's going for the smear stuff with a trumped-up conspiracy theory
which for the most part is wrong."
Earlier today Mr Key said the inquiry would have strong powers, equivalent to
those of a royal commission.
It would be able to obtain information from any person, order disclosure of
evidence, take evidence on oath and summon witnesses.
He says the only difference between a government inquiry under the Inquiries
Act 2013 and a royal commission is that when a royal commission is set up
the governor-general appoints the person to head it.
Mr Key is going to appoint a retired judge or a QC.
He says he doesn't expect it to report before the election.
Ms Collins resigned on Saturday after an email surfaced, sent by Whale Oil
blogger Cameron Slater, which said she was "gunning" for SFO head Adam
Feeley.
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At the time, in 2011, Mr Feeley was investigating the collapse of investment
company Hanover Finance.
Mr Slater was running a campaign against Mr Feeley on his blog.
Labour leader David Cunliffe says if he is Prime Minister in three weeks, he
will immediately widen the inquiry.
NZ First leader Winston Peters wants a royal commission of inquiry and says
he won't make post-election deals with any party that won't agree to that.
"Our position, and it is rock solid from which we will not deviate, is we want a
full-scale commission of inquiry with a respectable commission that we can
trust and with terms of reference we can trust," he said today.
Mr Key won't broaden it to include any other allegations and says Mr Peters'
position is "just another of his bottom lines".
Mr Key says he won't discuss a possible deal with Mr Peters until after the
election.
"He's had lots of bottom lines before, we'll see what happens on election night
and after that," he said.
"Who knows what will happen, bottom lines have changed in the past."
Mr Key says the government inquiry will have strong powers and the
difference between it and a royal commission is "a bit semantic".
It will investigate allegations that the former Justice Minister colluded with
right-wing attack bloggers in a campaign to undermine Serious Fraud Office
investigations.
http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/collins-inquiry-will-have-strong-authority2014090215
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Matthew Brockett (Bloomberg): Key Announces N.Z. Inquiry as Scandal
Mars Re-Election Bid
September 01, 2014

New Zealand Prime Minister John Key announced an inquiry into
allegations of misconduct by former Justice Minister Judith Collins as a
scandal over unethical politics threatens to derail his bid for a third
term in office.
An independent inquiry will be held into whether Collins tried to
undermine the director of the Serious Fraud Office when she was the
minister responsible for it in 2011, Key said at a news conference in
Wellington today. Collins resigned her ministerial portfolios on Aug. 30
after Key was shown an e-mail implicating her in a campaign to
discredit then SFO head Adam Feeley. She denies any wrongdoing.
“It’ll be a very fair, very above-board inquiry,” Key said. Collins is
“absolutely determined to clear her name, and I am absolutely
determined to understand what went on.”
The inquiry is the latest development in a scandal sparked by
investigative journalist Nicky Hager’s book “Dirty Politics,” which used
hacked e-mails to allege that Collins and officials in Key’s ruling
National Party colluded with conservative blogger Cameron Slater to
smear opponents. The furore that emerged with the book’s publication
last month is dominating the election campaign and preventing Key
from talking about his party’s track record ahead of the Sept. 20 vote.
Polling so far suggests National’s support is holding steady, though the
most recent showed a small swing toward the main opposition Labour
Party.

Latest Poll
The One News Colmar Brunton poll, conducted before Collins’
resignation and published yesterday, shows National down 2 percentage
points to 48 percent and Labour up 2 points to 28 percent. No party has
won an outright majority since New Zealand introduced proportional
representation in 1996.
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While National has the most support, its potential coalition partners are
smaller than those expected to side with Labour and a swing of just a
few percentage points could be enough to unseat the government.
The inquiry announced by Key today won’t cover the allegations raised
in “Dirty Politics.” Labour leader David Cunliffe has called for a full
Commission of Inquiry into the allegations against Collins and
ministerial conduct under Key.
“Democracy relies upon its reputation with the public,” Cunliffe said in a
speech today. “Public confidence is needed to maintain democratic
institutions, and the rule of law.”
The e-mail implicating Collins was sent by Slater to others in 2011. In it,
he talks of plans to undermine Feeley and says Collins was “gunning
for” the SFO head.
Key said today that while he had no reason to doubt Collins’ denial of
any involvement, it was a serious allegation and needed to be
investigated. A retired judge is likely to helm the inquiry and its detailed
terms of reference will be announced tomorrow, he said.
http://www.businessweek.com/news/2014-09-01/key-announces-n-dot-z-dotinquiry-as-scandal-mars-re-election-bid
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Paul Casserly (Herald): TV's best quotes - 'I don't know what we use
whale oil for'
11:00	
  AM	
  Monday	
  Sep	
  1,	
  2014Add	
  a	
  comment	
  

Paul	
  Casserly	
  wraps	
  up	
  the	
  best	
  comments	
  from	
  the	
  month	
  of	
  
August	
  on	
  television.	
  
Good	
  morning	
  "you	
  puffed	
  up	
  little	
  s****".	
  Let	
  us	
  consider	
  August.	
  Nothing	
  much	
  to	
  
report	
  really.	
  Oh,	
  that's	
  right,	
  there	
  was	
  one	
  thing.	
  Nicky	
  Hager	
  released	
  a	
  book	
  that	
  
became	
  a	
  giant	
  turd	
  that	
  hit	
  the	
  electoral	
  fan	
  like	
  something	
  that	
  shot	
  out	
  of	
  the	
  
botty	
  of	
  a	
  hippo	
  just	
  back	
  from	
  a	
  three	
  day	
  binge.	
  
We've	
  been	
  covered	
  in	
  the	
  stuff	
  ever	
  since,	
  and	
  despite	
  its	
  astringent	
  taste,	
  we	
  can't	
  
seem	
  to	
  get	
  enough	
  of	
  the	
  stuff.	
  It's	
  been	
  as	
  exciting	
  as	
  a	
  game	
  of	
  bullrush	
  at	
  primary	
  
school,	
  but	
  let's	
  get	
  back	
  to	
  the	
  real	
  issues	
  shall	
  we?	
  
People	
  aren't	
  interested	
  in	
  all	
  that	
  nonsense;	
  they	
  want	
  to	
  know	
  what	
  people	
  were	
  
saying	
  on	
  TV.	
  
Here's	
  some	
  of	
  best	
  and	
  worst	
  and	
  some	
  I	
  can't	
  even	
  categorise.	
  Try	
  to	
  guess	
  which	
  
ones	
  don't	
  relate	
  to	
  Hager's	
  book	
  or	
  Mr	
  Slater's	
  dirty	
  undies.	
  (Clue:	
  There's	
  at	
  least	
  
one.)	
  
1.	
  "I'm	
  still	
  pleased	
  every	
  day	
  that	
  he	
  is	
  dead."	
  
2.	
  "She	
  is	
  a	
  whopping	
  great	
  political	
  distraction	
  in	
  an	
  Adrienne	
  Winkelmann	
  jacket."	
  
3.	
  "Has	
  anyone	
  in	
  the	
  National	
  party	
  ever	
  done	
  anything	
  illegal	
  at	
  any	
  time	
  ever,	
  to	
  
your	
  knowledge	
  at	
  all,	
  ever?"	
  
4.	
  "I	
  don't	
  care	
  what	
  the	
  PM	
  says,	
  he's	
  a	
  temporary	
  Prime	
  Minister."	
  
5.	
  "He	
  asked	
  me	
  if	
  I	
  wanted	
  to	
  see	
  his	
  calf	
  muscles."	
  
6.	
  "I	
  don't	
  know	
  what	
  we	
  use	
  whale	
  oil	
  for."	
  
7.	
  "Oil,	
  gas	
  and	
  dairy."	
  
8.	
  "He	
  unleashes	
  a	
  torrent	
  of	
  urine."	
  
9.	
  "Did	
  you	
  think	
  to	
  ask	
  Cameron	
  Slater	
  why	
  you	
  would	
  want	
  to	
  put	
  Adam	
  Feeley	
  
there?"	
  
10.	
  "Which	
  Maori	
  greeting	
  beginning	
  with	
  K	
  is	
  the	
  name	
  of	
  a	
  brand	
  of	
  cordial?"	
  
And	
  who	
  said	
  them:	
  
1.	
  "I'm	
  still	
  pleased	
  every	
  day	
  that	
  he	
  is	
  dead."	
  Seems	
  harsh,	
  but	
  Simone	
  Butler	
  can	
  
probably	
  be	
  excused	
  for	
  thinking	
  ill	
  of	
  the	
  man	
  who	
  beat	
  her	
  and	
  chopped	
  her	
  hand	
  
off	
  with	
  a	
  Samurai	
  sword.	
  That	
  man	
  was	
  the	
  late	
  Antonie	
  Dixon	
  and	
  Simone	
  was	
  
on	
  Campbell	
  Live	
  telling	
  Ali	
  Ikram	
  all	
  about	
  her	
  ordeal	
  and	
  her	
  plans	
  to	
  write	
  a	
  book	
  
all	
  about	
  it.	
  When	
  she	
  heard	
  of	
  his	
  death	
  in	
  prison,	
  she	
  described	
  her	
  emotions	
  thus:	
  
"It	
  was	
  lovely,	
  it	
  was	
  one	
  of	
  the	
  best	
  moments	
  of	
  my	
  life,	
  I've	
  never	
  felt	
  as	
  much	
  
freedom	
  and	
  joy.	
  I'm	
  still	
  pleased	
  every	
  day	
  that	
  he	
  is	
  dead."	
  
2.	
  "She	
  is	
  a	
  whopping	
  great	
  political	
  distraction	
  in	
  an	
  Adrienne	
  Winkelmann	
  
jacket."	
  More	
  Patrick	
  Gower	
  magic,	
  this	
  time	
  as	
  a	
  guest	
  on	
  a	
  political	
  panel	
  onNative	
  
Affairs,	
  as	
  he	
  was	
  describing	
  Judith	
  Collins	
  and	
  the	
  negative	
  impact	
  that	
  the	
  Minister	
  
of	
  power	
  dressing	
  was	
  having	
  on	
  the	
  National	
  Party	
  in	
  the	
  wake	
  of	
  theDirty	
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Politics	
  revelations.	
  Gower	
  also	
  reckoned:	
  "She	
  just	
  can't	
  help	
  herself,	
  she's	
  like	
  an	
  
actress."	
  
3.	
  "Has	
  anyone	
  in	
  the	
  National	
  party	
  ever	
  done	
  anything	
  illegal	
  at	
  any	
  time	
  ever,	
  to	
  
your	
  knowledge,	
  at	
  all,	
  ever?"	
  Mike	
  Hosking	
  asked	
  this	
  remarkable	
  question	
  to	
  a	
  
slightly	
  startled	
  Steven	
  Joyce	
  on	
  a	
  7	
  Sharp	
  double	
  header	
  with	
  Nicky	
  Hager.	
  Joyce	
  
was	
  all	
  smiles	
  as	
  his	
  defence	
  attorney	
  -‐	
  I	
  mean	
  Hosking,	
  he	
  treated	
  Hager	
  as	
  if	
  he	
  
were	
  the	
  Beast	
  of	
  Blenheim.	
  It	
  was	
  in	
  stark	
  contrast	
  to	
  Hosking's	
  evenhanded	
  
treatment	
  of	
  John	
  Key	
  and	
  David	
  Cunliffe	
  on	
  TV	
  One's	
  leader's	
  debate.	
  
4.	
  "I	
  don't	
  care	
  what	
  the	
  PM	
  says,	
  he's	
  a	
  temporary	
  Prime	
  Minister."	
  Said	
  Whale	
  
Oil,	
  aka	
  Cameron	
  Slater,	
  outside	
  his	
  front	
  door	
  as	
  the	
  glove-‐puppets	
  of	
  the	
  
mainstream	
  media	
  ganged	
  up	
  on	
  him	
  with	
  considerable	
  glee.	
  Then	
  Cam	
  got	
  all	
  
biblical	
  on	
  their	
  asses,	
  saying	
  as	
  he	
  slammed	
  the	
  door,	
  saying	
  "You	
  will	
  reap	
  what	
  
you	
  sow".	
  
5.	
  "He	
  asked	
  me	
  if	
  I	
  wanted	
  to	
  see	
  his	
  calf	
  muscles."	
  As	
  pickup	
  lines	
  go,	
  Act	
  Party	
  
leader	
  Jamie	
  White's	
  one	
  to	
  his	
  now	
  wife	
  Zaniab,	
  earns	
  points	
  for	
  originality,	
  and	
  it	
  
clearly	
  worked.	
  The	
  couple	
  had	
  their	
  home	
  invaded	
  by	
  serial	
  politico	
  stalker	
  John	
  
Campbell	
  as	
  part	
  of	
  his	
  entertaining	
  series,	
  At	
  home	
  with	
  the	
  leaders.	
  Zaniab	
  didn't	
  
seem	
  to	
  be	
  enjoying	
  the	
  cut	
  and	
  thrust	
  of	
  political	
  life.	
  "I	
  just	
  want	
  it	
  to	
  come	
  to	
  a	
  
conclusion	
  so	
  we	
  can	
  get	
  on	
  with	
  our	
  lives."	
  Jamie	
  seemed	
  put	
  out	
  and	
  replied,	
  
pleading,	
  "But	
  with	
  me	
  in	
  Parliament?"	
  Zaniab:	
  "Oh	
  course,	
  we	
  haven't	
  done	
  this	
  for	
  
nothing,	
  you've	
  got	
  to	
  get	
  in!"	
  
6.	
  "I	
  don't	
  know	
  what	
  we	
  use	
  whale	
  oil	
  for.	
  I	
  don't	
  know	
  if	
  it's	
  the	
  actual	
  whale	
  
being	
  killed	
  for	
  the	
  whale	
  oil	
  or	
  if	
  it's	
  just	
  oil	
  in	
  the	
  sea	
  that	
  whales	
  are	
  
around?"This	
  from	
  Paul	
  Henry's	
  daughter	
  Bella,	
  who	
  has	
  been	
  conscripted	
  as	
  a	
  
pundit	
  representing	
  what	
  "ordinary	
  people"	
  think,	
  on	
  her	
  dad's	
  show.	
  It	
  was	
  an	
  
interesting	
  encounter,	
  which	
  might	
  have	
  been	
  satire,	
  I'm	
  honestly	
  not	
  sure	
  if	
  Bella	
  
was	
  joking	
  or	
  not,	
  it	
  went	
  something	
  like	
  this	
  ...	
  
Rebecca	
  Wright:	
  Have	
  you	
  heard	
  of	
  Dirty	
  Politics?	
  	
  
Bella:	
  "I	
  know	
  about	
  that,	
  I	
  was	
  working	
  on	
  the	
  night,	
  I	
  don't	
  know	
  anything	
  about	
  it.	
  
I	
  know	
  they	
  are	
  trying	
  to	
  scare	
  people	
  and	
  turn	
  them	
  off	
  National	
  but	
  making	
  
someone	
  sit	
  down	
  and	
  read	
  something,	
  just	
  come	
  out	
  and	
  say	
  it."	
  	
  
RW:	
  What	
  about	
  Whale	
  Oil?	
  	
  
BH:	
  "I	
  don't	
  know	
  what	
  we	
  use	
  whale	
  oil	
  for?	
  I	
  don't	
  know	
  if	
  it's	
  the	
  actual	
  whale	
  
being	
  killed	
  for	
  the	
  whale	
  oil	
  or	
  if	
  it's	
  just	
  oil	
  in	
  the	
  sea	
  that	
  whales	
  are	
  around?	
  But	
  
yeah,	
  don't	
  kill	
  whales	
  but	
  we	
  need	
  our	
  oil,	
  but	
  if	
  it's	
  oil	
  in	
  the	
  water	
  just	
  scooch	
  the	
  
whales	
  over	
  little	
  a	
  bit,	
  but	
  if	
  it's	
  actual	
  whales	
  just	
  use	
  some	
  other	
  oil."	
  	
  
RW:	
  What	
  about	
  Kim	
  Dotcom?	
  	
  
BH:	
  "I	
  know	
  that	
  he	
  invented	
  illegally	
  downloading	
  music,	
  and	
  going	
  from	
  that	
  to	
  
making	
  an	
  album	
  that	
  I	
  didn't	
  purchase,	
  obviously	
  ...	
  no	
  one	
  will	
  vote	
  for	
  him	
  unless	
  
they	
  are	
  high	
  on	
  drugs."	
  	
  
RW:	
  Should	
  Jason	
  Eade	
  lose	
  his	
  job?	
  	
  
BH:	
  "Is	
  he	
  a	
  good	
  person?"	
  
Bella	
  was,	
  "very	
  honest"	
  reckoned	
  Janika.	
  Paul	
  took	
  his	
  daughter's	
  answers	
  as	
  
evidence	
  that	
  people	
  aren't	
  interest	
  in	
  the	
  "machinations	
  of	
  politics",	
  ie,	
  the	
  issues	
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raised	
  by	
  Dirty	
  Politics.	
  "People	
  have	
  lost	
  track	
  of	
  the	
  Dirty	
  Politics	
  story",	
  added	
  
Yanika	
  helpfully.	
  "Bella	
  said	
  an	
  interesting	
  thing",	
  said	
  Paul,	
  not	
  referring	
  to	
  the	
  very	
  
interesting	
  Whale	
  Oil	
  riff,	
  but	
  to	
  his	
  wish	
  for	
  it	
  to	
  all	
  just	
  go	
  away.	
  "Most	
  people	
  in	
  
the	
  media	
  haven't	
  read	
  this	
  book	
  and	
  never	
  will",	
  he	
  thundered	
  "Don't	
  make	
  us	
  read	
  
a	
  book",	
  he	
  grumped.	
  
7.	
  "Oil,	
  gas	
  and	
  dairy."	
  Said	
  Barbara	
  Kuriger,	
  the	
  National	
  Party	
  candidate	
  for	
  
Taranaki	
  when	
  asked,	
  "What	
  is	
  the	
  best	
  thing	
  about	
  your	
  electorate?"	
  by	
  Wallace	
  
Chapman	
  on	
  Backbenches	
  (Prime)	
  Kuriger	
  was	
  last	
  to	
  reply,	
  the	
  other	
  back	
  benchers	
  
had	
  already	
  answered,	
  though	
  more	
  predictably:	
  "It's	
  the	
  people"	
  (James	
  Shaw,	
  
Green)	
  "It's	
  all	
  about	
  the	
  people"	
  (Marama	
  Fox,	
  Maori)	
  and	
  "I'd	
  have	
  to	
  say	
  the	
  
people."	
  (Tamati	
  Coffey).	
  
8.	
  "He	
  unleashes	
  a	
  torrent	
  of	
  urine."	
  Nothing	
  to	
  do	
  with	
  Hager,	
  Slater,	
  or	
  even	
  
Gérard	
  Depardieu,	
  this	
  is	
  a	
  random	
  moment	
  I	
  happened	
  upon	
  when	
  tuning	
  in	
  
toPurina	
  Pound	
  Pups	
  to	
  Dog	
  Stars.	
  (TV	
  One)	
  The	
  urinator	
  wasn't	
  even	
  a	
  dog,	
  it	
  was	
  a	
  
Siamese	
  cat	
  which	
  had	
  "spraying	
  issues".	
  
9.	
  "Did	
  you	
  think	
  to	
  ask	
  Cameron	
  Slater	
  why	
  you	
  would	
  want	
  to	
  put	
  Adam	
  Feeley	
  
there?"	
  Asked	
  Susan	
  Wood	
  on	
  TV	
  One's	
  Q&A	
  to	
  a	
  slightly	
  rattled	
  Matthew	
  Hooton	
  
who	
  had	
  run	
  a	
  "Will	
  Adam	
  Feeley	
  be	
  sacked?"	
  poll	
  on	
  his	
  iPredict	
  site,	
  seemingly	
  at	
  
the	
  behest	
  of	
  Cameron	
  Slater	
  who's	
  attacks	
  on	
  Feeley	
  featured	
  in	
  the	
  bombshell	
  
email	
  that	
  lead	
  to	
  the	
  Judith	
  Collins	
  beheading,	
  or	
  "being	
  taken	
  out	
  and	
  shot"	
  as	
  
Wood	
  put	
  it	
  ...	
  
Susan	
  Wood:	
  "Are	
  you	
  hearing	
  any	
  more	
  low-‐level	
  gossip?"	
  	
  
Hooton:	
  "You're	
  going	
  to	
  hear	
  all	
  the	
  email	
  and	
  Facebook	
  exchanges	
  between	
  Collins	
  
and	
  Whale	
  Oil,	
  and	
  also	
  all	
  the	
  email	
  and	
  Facebook	
  messages	
  between	
  Jason	
  Eade	
  
and	
  Whale	
  Oil."	
  
10.	
  "Which	
  Maori	
  greeting	
  beginning	
  with	
  K	
  is	
  the	
  name	
  of	
  a	
  brand	
  of	
  cordial?"The	
  
things	
  you	
  learn	
  watching	
  TV3's	
  new	
  game	
  show	
  Million	
  Dollar	
  Minute.	
  The	
  Kia	
  Ora	
  
cordial	
  was	
  launched	
  in	
  Australia	
  in	
  1903	
  before	
  eventually	
  being	
  bought	
  out	
  by	
  
Coca-‐Cola.	
  Here's	
  the	
  animated	
  TV	
  commercial	
  from	
  the	
  1980s,	
  that	
  took	
  some	
  flak	
  
for	
  being	
  racist.	
  
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/entertainment/news/article.cfm?c_id=1501119&obj
ectid=11317204
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David Farrar (Kiwiblog): Kiwiblog Moderation Discussion #1
September 2nd, 2014 at 12:00 pm by David Farrar

As I previously indicated, I plan to make some changes around moderation of comments effective
1 October. While I am firm in deciding to make change (and it is my blog) I am keen for feedback
on various changes that may or may not be made. I plan to do this via a series of posts discussing
some issues.
I still want this as a forum for robust debate, and knocking back of ill informed views. But I want it
to be a place where more people are keen to engage.
The two initial issues are this
1. Should there be more moderation in posts on specific issues and a lesser standard of
moderation in General Debate?
My thinking here is that people go to General Debate just to have a vigorous exchange of views
on, well pretty much everything. Only hard core readers go into it, unlike other posts where people
with an interest in the topic may want to go in and contribute.
So as a way to still allow people to vigorously debate issues and personalities, General Debate
would have very light moderation (defamation, extreme abuse ruled out only). However all the
other posts each day would have tighter moderation, with comments that are disruptive to the
discussion earning some sort of sanction (which I’ll discuss in a separate post) or being edited or
deleted.
To me it seems this would still allow rather robust debate in one area (think of it as a quarantine),
and more focused debate in the other posts.
2. Should greater leeway be given to people who post under their own names, or are clearly
identifiable?
My default thinking is that if someone is willing to make comments under their own name,
and accept the consequences of those comments being attributed to them, then they should get
greater leeway to comment robustly (short of defamation or over the top abuse). The fact they
have to “wear” their comments tends to act as a incentive to be less inflammatory.
However I am a strong believer that people should be able to post under a pseudonym here. Many
people have a very valid reasons to not want to post under their name – for work or family
reasons. However if you choose not to use your actual name, should there be less tolerance of
comments where (for example) you may attack actual identified people. It is a bit unfair to those
who do post publicly, to have comments made by those who won’t accept responsibility under their
name for comments.
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This would not be a black and white situation where those posting under their names can get away
with saying anything at all, and those using a pseudonym can’t criticise others at all. It is more than
in situations where the comments are marginal, those posting under their actual names would get
the benefit of the doubt more.
Welcome feedback on these two issues. I’ve also got two polls in the sidebar so you can vote on
them, if you don’t want to comment. I recognise again that some people may think there should be
no change at all, but there will be change.

http://www.kiwiblog.co.nz/2014/09/kiwiblog_moderation_discussion_1.html
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Jeremy Muir (Gisbourne Herald): Resignation and inquiries should clear
space for electoral contest
September 1, 2014
After several months of calling for Judith Collins’ head, opposition politicians
have their quarry’s resignation — but her blood isn’t enough. They are now
baying for a full commission of inquiry into the connection between National
Ministers and right-wing blogger Cameron Slater. For good measure, they
have demanded that Ms Collins’ office be locked down and all documents,
computers and phones secured.
Clearly Ms Collins cannot be trusted (nor Parliament’s back-up procedures),
and her relationship with Slater — as well as that of the PM’s former adviser
— is symptomatic of a wider rot in National. This is the narrative the
opposition dearly wants to impose on the situation, ignoring the fact Slater’s
private life and modus operandi is already laid bare.
The risk for them is that swing voters will appreciate the fact John Key has cut
loose this troublesome minister, only wondering why it took so long. That is
the most likely response, as much as the left and many political commentators
portray a growing swirl of ugly questions around the Key Government.
The latest revelations of a co-ordinated campaign in 2011 to undermine then
Serious Fraud Office boss Adam Feeley are indeed reprehensible. The
question of whether Collins was involved at all — which is based on email
comments by Slater that he now says were exaggerated — needs to be
answered.
State Services Commissioner Ian Rennie says he is extremely concerned
about the allegation but at this stage there is no evidence it is true. He says
Collins had a positive view of Feeley’s performance throughout her time as
minister responsible for the SFO. Collins denies the allegation and welcomes
an inquiry into it.
Rather than a continued unravelling of National’s image and campaign, the
resignation of Collins and inquiries flowing from the revelations in emails and
Facebook messages hacked from Slater’s computers should indeed draw a
line under this sorry saga in terms of political fallout — unless inquiries
confirm any of the associated allegations before election day.
http://www.gisborneherald.co.nz/opinion/article/?id=38480
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Catriona MacLennan: Only a broad-ranging inquiry will do to tackle
allegations
9:30 AM Tuesday Sep 2, 2014
Prime Minister John Key should accept the lessons of recent history: a limited
inquiry into allegations which have unfolded since Nicky Hager's book Dirty
Politics was published will not suffice.
Mr Key is due soon to announce the full terms of reference for an inquiry into
allegations that former Justice Minister Judith Collins was involved in a
campaign against former Serious Fraud Office chief executive Adam Feeley.
But it is already plain the narrow inquiry he envisages will be insufficient to
address the serious allegations.
Mr Key should announce a broad-based investigation into all the allegations.
If he does not, the ongoing release of emails and other information will
overtake his limited inquiry.
The position was similar in the mid-1990s after the release of papers relating
to tax deals done through the Cook Islands. The papers were tabled in
Parliament on March 16, 1994.
Media reports, public concern and serious, unanswered questions led to the
announcement of a select committee inquiry into the so-called Winebox deals.
But as events continued to unfold, it fast became clear the inquiry would not
have enough scope to address and resolve the issues raised. So the
Government announced the establishment of a full Commission of Inquiry,
headed by former Chief Justice Sir Ronald Davison.
On the first day of the hearings, Sir Ronald said a large part of the inquiry
would be held behind closed doors. However, media reports that the inquiry
would be conducted in secret saw that decision reversed almost immediately.
The position is the same now. Nothing less than an independent, public
inquiry will suffice to address the questions raised in the past three weeks.
Hager's book and the emails released by the Whaledump hacker raise
questions which go to the heart of the functioning of our democracy.
We should not expect these issues can be put to bed quickly. The Winebox
probe took three years, involved more than 20 sets of court proceedings and
produced a report of 1200 pages. That is the price we should accept has to be
paid to protect our democracy and ensure our system of government
functions effectively.
The convention is Governments do not make major decisions in the three
months before an election. So it would not be appropriate for National to act
unilaterally to establish a broad inquiry.
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A new law governing inquiries into matters of public importance came into
force almost exactly a year ago. The Inquiries Act 2013 aims to provide more
flexibility for inquiries and to write into law the lessons learned from inquiries
into Pike River and the collapse of buildings during the 2011 Christchurch
earthquake.
The act provides for three types of inquiries:
• Royal Commissions established under the authority of Letters Patent.
• Public inquiries set up by the Governor-General by Order in Council.
• Government inquiries initiated by ministers.
The Prime Minister should consult David Cunliffe and set up a wide-ranging
inquiry under the new law.
Catriona MacLennan is a former political reporter and covered the Winebox
Commission of Inquiry.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/opinion/news/article.cfm?c_id=466&objectid=11317
472
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Aimee Gulliver (Stuff): Who's investigating who?
Last updated 05:00 02/09/2014
In the tangle of complaints, inquiries, and probes stemming from the Dirty
Politics saga and Judith Collins' resignation, we explain who exactly is
investigating who.
Police:
- Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater has complained to police about the alleged
illegal hacking of his emails earlier this year, by the person who goes by the
pseudonym Rawshark, and tweets from the Twitter username WhaleDump.
The hacker provided Nicky Hager with copies of Slater’s correspondence with
senior National Party members, including Judith Collins.
Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security (The SIS watchdog):
- The inspector-general, Cheryl Gwyn, is investigating allegations of a
Security Intelligence Service (SIS) document being declassified in order to
fast-track an Official Information Act request by Slater.
The hearings will take place before the election, and Prime Minister John
Key’s chief of staff Wayne Eagleson is among those likely to be summoned.
Former senior Key adviser Jason Ede – who Hager’s book, Dirty Politics,
claimed had worked with Slater on smear campaigns – may also appear.
Key would not confirm yesterday which of his staff had been summoned. The
SIS documents were provided to Slater ahead of other media outlets, and
emails from him at the time show he knew what was in the documents before
they were released, and knew when they would be made available.
The documents released were used to embarrass Phil Goff, when he was
leader of the Labour Party. Goff believes the information could only have
come from the SIS director Warren Tucker or from staff in the prime minister’s
office.
Privacy Commissioner:
- Slater has complained to the commissioner about the PM’s office releasing
an email of his which led to the resignation of Judith Collins. The message
said Collins was ‘‘gunning for’’ Serious Fraud Office head of the time, Adam
Feeley. Collins was minister in charge of the SFO at the time.
- ACC whistleblower Bronwyn Pullar has laid a complaint with the
commissioner against Collins. Dirty Politics alleges Collins leaked confidential
but false details about Pullar to Slater which he passed on to a friend.
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- The Green Party lodged a complaint over Collins leaking the name of public
servant Simon Pleasants to Slater. Collins thought Pleasants was behind
leaking information about Bill English’s housing allowance to the Labour
Party. She emailed Pleasants’ name, job title, and phone numbers to Slater.
He then posted about Pleasants on WhaleOil. Pleasants was vilified on the
blog, and police became involved after he received death threats.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10448279/Whos-investigating-who
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TV3: Growing concern for National's campaign
Monday 1 Sep 2014 11:58 p.m.
With less than three weeks until the election National has several growing
problems. Judith Collins is gone, but there are dangers lurking in the
shadows.
How much more dirt is there to come? And what can National do about it?
Former National Party president Michelle Boag and professor of political
marketing at Massey University Wellington, Claire Robinson, joined Paul to
discuss National's reaction to recent events.
"It's obviously concerning for them, but the National Party's task is very clear,
they simply have to remind people that on September 21, we are going to
wake up with a new Government," says Ms Boag. "It's still a choice between
Labour, the Greens, Internet Mana or a National lead John Key Government."
Ms Robinson believes National's political scandals are not enough to
seriously dent their polls. She thinks it is due to "scandal fatigue".
"The public has only a certain length of appetite for political scandals and that
tends to be a week," says Ms Robinson. "The public starts to think 'give me
some other news', it then becomes the news media that keeps trying to feed
it, but the public start to lose interest for it."
Watch the interview with Michelle Boag and Claire Robinson.
http://www.3news.co.nz/tvshows/paulhenryshow/growing-concern-fornationals-campaign-2014090123
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Waikato Times: Testing times for Key
Last updated 05:00 02/09/2014
OPINION: There are choices aplenty for voters concerned about how the
country should be governed for the next three years and the merits of the
policies that will affect our economic and social wellbeing much further into
the future.
Fairfax political commentator Vernon Small dealt with some of them when he
pointed out that for the first time in decades a stark choice is on offer about
the economic direction taken by the next government. National offers more of
the same. Labour offers changes ranging from taxes to the way the Reserve
Bank operates, and including regulation of the housing and energy markets.
Similar choices are being offered in other policy areas, from health and
education to foreign affairs and trade, although the coalition compromises
either party would have to make are tempering considerations.
But policy choices have been overshadowed by the publication of a book Dirty
Politics, with disclosures of unsavoury techniques employed in so-called
"attack politics". It is hard to measure the extent to which these disclosures
might affect voting behaviour. Opinion polls show National still commands a
significant lead over Labour and the parties with which it might form an
alternative government. Any shifts in support could result from many factors,
including last week's televised leaders' debate.
The debate give viewers a chance to assess the styles of Prime Minister John
Key and Labour leader David Cunliffe. But Key's leadership has been more
severely tested since Justice Minister Judith Collins - until the weekend became a greater focus of media attention than the policies his party should
have been promoting. She had become a political liability because of the
allegations against her and the sigh of relief from other Nats when she quit
was palpable.
Another test for Key will be his organising an inquiry into the matters that
precipitated her resignation. If he is prudent he will ensure Cunliffe has a say
in how the inquiry is conducted and the terms of reference. He would be
prudent, too, to stop claiming his government is the victim of Left-wing smear
campaigns that are diverting voters from hearing about "the real issues".
Fitness to govern and the way politicians exercise their power - key issues
raised by the book - are no less important than the policies they are pledged
to implement.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/waikato-times/opinion/editorials/10448381/Testingtimes-for-Key
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The Ruminator: Matthew Hooton vs the World
Posted by Lord Sutch × September 1, 2014 at 7:26 pm
Yesterday I covered an incredible radio programme between Matthew Hooton
and Michelle Boag. Well the plot has thickened.
The Prime Minister came out today and rubbished claims that his office had
interfered with Matthew’s business, however Matthew has not backed down
and issued the following press statement:
“This morning I made comments on Radio New Zealand’s Nine to
Noon programme about an attempt by staff in the Prime Minister’s Office to
interfere in the appointment of my company, which, following a government
procurement process, was carrying out work for the Canterbury Earthquake
Recovery Authority (CERA)’s Christchurch Central Development Unit (CCDU)
in July 2012,” Matthew Hooton said.
“My company’s work with CCDU continued until mid 2013 and involved,
among other things, researching the knowledge of and interest in
Christchurch by investors in Auckland, Australia and beyond.
“I stand by all the statements I made on Nine to Noon including that the
contact made by the Prime Minister’s Office to CERA was outside the State
Sector Act.
“I am very disappointed the prime minister has chosen not to get himself
properly briefed on this matter before making disparaging comments about
me to the parliamentary press gallery.
“Despite all this, my support for the National Party is built deep into my DNA.
As recently as last week I participated in a fundraiser for the Parnell National
Party and have allowed my daughter’s image to be used on National Party
campaign material.
“I will be voting National for the party vote and, as advised for the prime
minister, for the Act Party candidate in Epsom, David Seymour, and I hope
National is able to form a government with its support partners Act,
UnitedFuture and the Maori Party.”
END
Matthew is clearly a tribal National voter and come hell or high water that’s
who he’d prefer to be in Government. However he’s also a businessman. And
he’s clearly pissed off at this Government for what he perceives as
interference.
If Matthew can back up his claims then the State Services Commission would
have to investigate, surely. Otherwise why the fuck are they even there?
http://ruminator.co.nz/matthew-hooton-vs-the-world
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Peter Cresswell (Not PC): The #1 reason for #dirtypolitics: the
barrenness of the "centre-right"
The #DirtyPolitics saga saw the commentariat almost immediately begin
comparing John Key to their favourite modern-day bogeyman, Richard Nixon.
On the face of it, the link looks seriously overblown. Howard Hunt and
Gordon Liddy led a shambolic dirty tricks team directly overseen by Nixon’s
Attorney General that ran a series of lurid operations including luring political
opponents with prostitutes, attempts to destroy political party conventions,
and carrying out break-ins of journalists and political opponents.
Cameron Slater runs a blog.
If the commentariat can’t see the difference between a blog post and a breakin, we can only despair.
That said however,on a level deeper than the superficial non-similarities
pointed to by the regular critics, with all their wild mud-slinging, there is a
connection to which they are and will always remain blind. The real
connection is not so much dirty trick s or Judith Collins’s alleged enemies list;
the real connection is ideology – or, to be precise, the lack of one.
If there is something that links Jason Ede, Cactus Kate, Cameron Slater,
Carrick Graham and all the others exposed in (let’s not forget) Cameron’s
stolen emails, it is the idea that ideas don’t matter. This exposure is apparent
not just in the stolen emails, but in virtually every attack post Cameron and
Cactus have ever published. It’s not a battle for ideas, but a battle for scalps.
They don’t attack the ideas of their opponents, they attack their opponents
themselves. Thus they are led not to attacking, say, outrages against individual
rights committed right out in the open, but to looking for dirt, however risible,
that may be found somewhere in the shadows. The triviality of the first, a
bottle of wine in the case of Adam Feeley, reveals the level of the horizons of
these folk trying to make the world safe for something they call the “centreright.”
Part of the reason is that there is little ideologically that divides the so-called
“centre-left” and “centre-right” – certainly not at this election, where either
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the two major parties could just as easily sign up to their opponents’ policies
as their own, and when the ruling party has done precisely nothing in six years
to overturn the flagship policies previously implemented by its opponents.
So when a battle of ideologies is out, what is left but a battle of attack dogs.
Oblivious to the process by which people form ideas, they instead attack
individuals scalps – ignoring that such attacks have no power, except with
those who already share their intellectually barren worldview.
If there is something that links these people to Nixon and his White House
Plumbers, it is this disinterest in ideas, and the consequent obsession with
dirty tricks.
Both the President and all the President’s Men who fell with him were
ideologically vacant – guided not by ideas but by range of the moment
reactions. This was a President who called for polls to decide whether or not
to bomb Haiphong harbour, and then waited for the results while his minions
worked to skew those very polls. A President whose chief domestic adviser
confessed at the Watergate hearings that he should never be considered an
“ideas man.” Whose adviser’s lieutenant, John Haldeman, “looked upon
himself not as an 'issues' man but as a technician and organiser."
For what use would ‘issues’ or ideas be to such people? For them, politics
wasn’t a battle of ideas at all: it was a battle of warring political tribes.
Ayn Rand explained Cameron and Cactus and these other entities some years
ago
As a rule, it is an accident whether the smart young intellectual wheelerdealers .. turn to the Left or to the Right [as they enter politics]…
It is not a matter of political principles. What principles? Pragmatism has
taught them that there are no such things.
But the big dilemma for all the pragmatists of the Right, is: what are they to
fight and by what means, if principles are inoperative? Politics is a field in
which one deals with ideas and it requires the ability to argue, to discuss, to
persuade. What does one do in politics if one has discarded the whole realm
of ideas? One fights men.
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Just as Team Key’s bloggers did, and just as Nixon’s young pragmatists did
who bungled the burglary that exposed them all. All of them were all too
happy to sign up to such a battle.
Readers can get a sense of the stunted world-view of these entities by reading
the autobiography of the man who “organised” the Watergate burglary, G.
Gordon Lilly. (Called without irony, Will, reviewers at the time called the
book “a comedy masterpiece.” It’s that and much more, even if all the comedy
was unintentional.) Liddy and his fellow “soldiers” in the Committee to ReElect the President, a semi-autonomous organisation run out of their
Commander-in-Chief’s White House and dubbed by its own troops CREEP,
signed up not to an intellectual crusade, but to a battle they called “ratfucking”.
Such ‘technicians’ [observed Ayn Rand] would know that one is supposed to
fight, at election time. What would be a pragmatist's idea of a fight? Ideas—he
has been taught—are impractical, it is only immediate events that count; what
is true today, may not be true tomorrow; rigid values are childish, cynical
‘flexibility is mature. People—he has concluded—don't think; people are not
interested in ideas, only in scandal, they do not care about the good, only
about some sensational exposé of somebody's evil.
“Thus the younger, more impatient pragmatists would come to believe that
bugging, spying, burglary, in pursuit of somebody's scandalous personal
secrets, are more effective than years of speechmaking about ‘issues.’
Pragmatism is a philosophy of action, of the ‘now. The mentality of the
activists of the Left, becomes, on the Right, the mentality of the Watergate
conspirators.”
There is no evidence that Cameron and his “centre-right” comrades have used
bugging, spying and burglary in the pursuit of their various political
campaigns. The burglary by which their behaviour is being revealed comes
from and on behalf of the lunatic left (about which their ideological allies in
the commentariat are unremarkably silent). But the mentality described
above is shared by all these warriors of the so-called centre-right, whose
intellectual barrenness is revealed in every attack post focussed not on the
failed ideas of their opponents, but only on adding to their own trophy wall.
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For them, politics isn’t a battle of ideas; it is a battle of warring political
tribes.
And tribalism, as an idea, is busted.
http://pc.blogspot.co.nz/2014/09/the-1-reason-for-dirtypolitics.html
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Simon Wong (TV3): SIS, Slater inquiry witnesses to be under oath
Monday 1 Sep 2014 7:30 p.m.
The Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security has taken the rare step of
talking about the inquiry she is undertaking in relation to Security and
Intelligence Service information being passed on to Whale Oil blogger
Cameron Slater.
Cheryl Gwyn launched the inquiry after revelations in Nicky Hager's Dirty
Politics book, in which Slater appears to have been told what to ask for and
given a heads-up about an Official Information Act request.
The request related to a briefing then Labour leader Phil Goff had about a
group of suspected Israeli spies who left the country shortly after the 2011
Canterbury earthquakes.
Mr Goff denied he'd had the briefing with SIS director Warren Tucker, but
official documents proved otherwise.
The timeliness of processing Slater's request much quicker than the usual 20
days specified under the OIA has also been called into question. Other media
had requested the information, but had been denied.
In a statement, Ms Gwyn said "in recognition of public interest" she has taken
the step of updating progress into the inquiry.
It will be conducted in private, according to the Inspector-General of
Intelligence and Security Act and those appearing before her will be heard
over more than a week.
She does not intend to name those people giving evidence until the report is
released.
However, Mr Goff, Slater and staff members from the Prime Minister's office
have confirmed they have been summoned to give evidence.
"I can confirm that all persons summoned will be required to appear under
oath. I am adopting this practice in respect of all those whom I interview for
the purposes of this inquiry," said Ms Gwyn.
She is committed to an "in-depth and robust" inquiry and will use her powers
to order production of "significant quantities" of documents and other material
to help with the inquiry.
"The scale of the inquiry is significant. It involves access to a variety of IT
systems, documents, phone records and so forth. I then need to analyse that
information, discard what is irrelevant, and then take into account the
evidence from those summoned," said Ms Gwyn.
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While the aim is to complete the investigation as quickly as possible, there is
much work to do.
"It is important that the inquiry is comprehensive, fair and independent. I will
not be cutting any corners."
She could not give a timeline for how long the investigation would take.
http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/sis-slater-inquiry-witnesses-to-be-under-oath2014090119
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Derek Cheng (Herald): Dirty Politics inquiry 'will not cut corners'
5:18 PM Monday Sep 1, 2014
An inquiry into the release of a sensitive security document to Whale Oil
blogger Cameron Slater within days of requesting it will include access to
computer systems, documents and phone records.
In an unusual step, Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security Cheryl
Gwyn provided an update about her inquiry this afternoon, in recognition of
public interest.
She is looking into whether anything inappropriate took place when the
Security Intelligence Service provided Slater with response to an Official
Information Act request just days after it was requested, and which was not
given to media outlets that had asked also made OIA requests at the time.
"The scale of the inquiry is significant - it involves access to a variety of IT
systems, documents, phone records and so forth," Ms Gwyn said.
"I then need to analyse that information, discard what is irrelevant, and then
take into account the evidence from those summoned."
The released information showed that the then-SIS director Warren Tucker
had briefed then-Opposition leader Phil Goff on an incident that he had
previously denied being told about.
Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics raised questions about whether Slater was
tipped off or given preferential treatment as part of a politically-motivated
attack.
"It is important that the inquiry is comprehensive, fair and independent," Ms
Gwyn said.
"I will not be cutting any corners."
The inquiry will not be completed until well after the election.
It will begin nine days before the election, and individuals will give evidence in
private over more than a week.
Slater, Mr Goff and several members of the Prime Minister's office have been
summoned. John Key has not been, although he has said he would be happy
to appear.
Jason Ede, who used to work in the Prime Minister's office, is expected to
give evidence as well. Dirty Politics alleges that Mr Ede helped Slater with an
OIA request in relation to the restructuring plans at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Trade in 2012.
Ms Gwyn said all witnesses will appear under oath.
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"I am adopting this practice in respect of all those who I interview for the
purposes of this inquiry."
Anyone who fails to comply with a summons without reasonable excuse can
be fined up to $5000.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11317420
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Richard Smith (Naked capitalism): New Zealand Prime Minister John
Key, the Whale Oil Blog, and International Organized Crime
Posted on August 22, 2014 by Richard Smith
A new book is causing a stir in New Zealand. It’s called “Dirty Politics“. From the blurb:
Early in 2014 Nicky Hager was leaked a large number of email and online conversations
from Cameron Slater’s Whale Oil blog. Many of these were between Slater and his personal
allies on the hard right, revealing an ugly and destructive style of politics. But there were
also many communications with the prime minister’s office and other Cabinet ministers in
the National Government. They show us a side of Prime Minister John Key and his
government of which most New Zealanders are completely unaware.
Key has constructed an easy-going and relaxed public image, declaring to the public that
‘there’s no room for negative campaigning in New Zealand’. The reality is very different.
His government has worked hand in hand with Slater and his collaborators in a sustained
campaign of personal attacks against their political enemies, a deliberate but hidden
strategy to avoid being held responsible for negative campaigning.
The New Zealand elections are on 20th September 2014, so the timing of these revelations
is most unfortunate, at least for Prime Minister Key and his incumbent National Party.
Here’s a brisk summary of the very numerous allegations, and a prognosis:
Key has already dismissed Hager’s book (‘left-wing conspiracy theory’) so it looks like he
might try to bluff this out. I really, really, really doubt that will work.
So far, that prognosis is correct. The bluffing has already led to one first-rate trainwreck of a
media appearance. Here’s part of the transcript:
ESPINER: OK. Well what about the behaviour of your minister Judith Collins? Is it
acceptable for her to divulge the name of a public servant, because he may have leaked
details ?
KEY: Well I don’t have the details on that one
ESPINER: she suspected he did.
KEY: I just don’t
ESPINER: Well, why don’t you ask her?
KEY: Well because I. A: it’s very. Sorry it’s. Look to be
ESPINER: In fact, in fact, with respect, Mr Key, she has admitted that. She conceded she did
pass on that name.
KEY: Yeah, but I don’t know the details under, of all of that scenario.
ESPINER: So why don’t you ask her?
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KEY: Because, at the end of the day, we’re five weeks out from an election, people can see
that Nicky Hager’s made a whole lot of things up in his book. He can see that he can’t back
a lot of them up.
ESPINER: Well, I’m talking about one that can be backed up. You’re not going to get away
with that.
KEY: See he
ESPINER: Because, because, this is one that can be backed up, because the Justice Minister
of New Zealand has conceded publicly, that she did pass on the name of a public
servant. That resulted in him getting some pretty severe death threats. And you think that’s,
OK?
KEY: And people can see that
ESPINER: It’s OK?
KEY: And people can see
ESPINER: Yes or no? Is it OK?
KEY: And people can see that this
ESPINER: Is it OK?
KEY: People can see
ESPINER: Is it OK that Judith Collins did that, yes or no?
KEY: And people can see that this is a smear campaign by Nicky Hager and
ESPINER: I’m not asking you for a critique about Nicky Hager’s motivation
Key: Well I
ESPINER: I’m asking you about something that is publicly in the arena. Judith Collins has
said, “I passed on the name of this public servant.” And we know what happened after that.
KEY: But the
ESPINER: I’m asking you a simple question. Was that appropriate, Yes or No?
KEY: context is totally relevant, because at the end of the day, I don’t know all the context
of what happened here and in all those situations
ESPINER: You know the context here, Prime Minster. Please answer the question.
KEY: We don’t know
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ESPINER: Was it appropriate for your Justice Minister to pass on the name of a public
servant doing his job, who was then severely sanctioned on a website?
KEY: So, I don’t know all the details behind all of that. But what I do know, is that this is a
series of selected pieces of information. Many of which can’t be backed up. I know that this
was
ESPINER: I’m asking you about one of them.
KEY: Yeah, well, I’m not going to go into your individual ones, because in the end, this is a
smear campaign, about which, I gotta say, started the week with with people, you know,
out there
ESPINER: No, I’m not, you’re not going to talk about burning effigies, etc, because it has
nothing to do with this.
KEY: Well, it does [voice hits a squeaky note]
The precedents are sparse to nonexistent, but surely it can’t be entirely a good sign when a
Prime Minister starts squeaking.
For my part, I’d like to focus on another of the allegations, and, as my dogged readers might
expect, drag in New Zealand shell companies, investment frauds, and the Russian mafia.
That’s my one trick, after all.
One of Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater’s “personal allies on the hard right”, is Ms
Catherine Michelle Odgers, aka award-winning blogger Cactus Kate, citation (2010):
Intelligent, persuasive and influential, with the sort of investigative journalism Metro should
be publishing. This is a blog which has contributed to changes in the administration of some
of New Zealand’s most important regulatory bodies, as well as providing a healthy degree
of humour.
Until this week (ahem), Odgers was part of the NZ Herald’s election reporting team. Ms
Odgers’ media profile shades off from blogging and occasional column writing, into
something more like attention-seeking behaviour: here she isin a ninja suit, with an
America’s Cup-related stunt from last year that made it to the then-friendly NZ Herald. I
assume that Ms Odgers is the small one with the strong-looking thighs: “The Lawyer”. The
attention-seeking sits oddly with her day job, which requires Ms Odgers to be the very soul
of discretion, for she is an expatriate New Zealand lawyer specializing in the offshore trust
business, for instance in Hong Kong and Samoa.
Ms Odgers has a particular beef with the author of Dirty Politics, Nicky Hager, for his
reporting of the New Zealand connections that surface in the ICIJ offshore leaks database
(here, for instance, last year). Her way of settling the score, as implied by her message to
her mates Farrar, Slater and Hooton, published in “Dirty Politics”, is a little hair raising:
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First, note that the posting of Nicky Hager’s address details isn’t just a revenge fantasy; it’s
an actual attempt at revenge, with Hager’s “full details” provided to Odgers’ clients, who,
she hopes, are appropriately “vicious”. Happily, her Chinese clients do not appear to be as
morally defective as Ms Odgers, and, in fact (so far anyway), there has been no “Chop chop
for Nicky”.
Second, note that Ms Odgers is perfectly aware who her very shy clients are. She talks to
them on the phone.
One bit of the excerpt deserves a more extended parsing: “Shame Russians don’t seem
affected”. In context it means something like “It’s a shame Hager’s piece hasn’t earned the
ire of my Russian clients, since they would be really effective agents of my revenge.”
As if by a miracle, Ms Odgers appears to be quite right about that. Here’s the background.
Between the 8th of September 2006 and the 20th November 2009, Gannaway Mercer, a
firm of chartered accountants in Auckland, New Zealand, incorporated at least 118 shell
companies (now struck off) for clients of a rather secretive & diffuse international
incorporation network that, for want of a better term, I will call the “Maharal network”.
It’s probably best to explain what I mean by that by way of the recently dissolved UK
company agent Meridian Companies House. Meridian’s officers were, at one time or
another:
•
•

Erez Maharal of Israel;
Marianne Gemenitzi of Cyprus;
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two corporate entities registered in Belize, Advance Developments Limited and
Corporate Solutions Limited;
and finally, with a touch of the bizarre, Meridian itself.

Is a UK company permitted to act as its own company secretary? Not really, but on this
occasion, UK Companies House didn’t seem to mind. Erez Maharal also acted briefly as a
director of another UK company, Administrative Office Limited; another director there was
Sabine Boze, who is also a director of yet another business services company, B2B
Company Secretary Limited. Meridian Companies House, Administrative Office Limited
and B2B Company Secretary Limited all have registered addresses in Cornwall Buildings,
45 Newhall Street, Birmingham, UK.
Between them, these names link together a reasonably large shell company network, and
that’s what I am calling, for the moment, the “Maharal network”. The pieces of it that one
can find in easily accessible public info imply that it is, or was, quite a big deal.
For instance, Meridian Companies House has been an officer of 238 UK companies,
Administrative Office Limited of340, B2B Company Secretary Limited of 233. The Belizean
entities add still more: Advance Developments Limited, 848, and Corporate Solutions
Limited, 843. Via LVL Finance Limited we discover another entity acting as a company
officer in the Maharal network, Trinitron Investments Limited (another 403 UK companies),
which, the ICIJ leaks database tells us, is another Belizean company. There’s also
Consulting Group Corp (domicile unknown to me, but I’m pencilling in Belize…), officer
of 569 UK LLPs.
There’s plenty more to the Maharal network than that, but one has to stop somewhere, and
we now have enough to establish a link between the Gannaway Mercer incorporations in
NZ and the Maharal network in the UK. As usual, it boils down to a shared taste in
nominee directors. The Gannaway Mercer NZ companies that I am highlighting have,
between them all, just six directors, all offshore.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Andreas KAKOURIS of Cyprus
Fiona PARASKEVA of Cyprus
Lana ZAMBA of Cyprus
Marianna GEMENITZI of Cyprus
Najwa SMAILI of Cyprus
Sabine BOZE of the UK

Of course, Gemenitzi and Boze have actually directed companies alongside Maharal, so
their links to him are immediate. The other directors are nominees who, in the UK, are only
used by the Maharal network, as you will see from the hyperlinks, which take you to the
Opencorporate entries for each director, with their UK and NZ companies.
In other words, the Gannaway Mercer NZ companies represent the New Zealand end of
the international Maharal network.
There’s another link between these Gannaway Mercer NZ companies: each and every one
of them is 100% owned by GCSL (New Zealand) Limited, whose director, since January
2011, is Catherine Michelle Odgers of Hong Kong. That’s our Cathy Odgers, of course.
Now, the Maharal network is an important part of the so-called Russian Laundering
Machine,
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The money allegedly stolen by Russian authorities through Hermitage Capital passed
through a series of front companies including Nomirex Trading Ltd. Nomirex is part of an
international money laundering platform identified by the Organized Crime and Corruption
Reporting Project (OCCRP) and used by several major criminals.
The Hermitage Capital case caused an international furore after Hermitage’s lawyer Sergei
Magnitsky was allegedly tortured to death by Russian authorities after he named high
ranking members of the tax authorities in the scam.
You can find a summary of the ghastly Magnitsky story, which continues to ramify, in a
really obvious place. Note the saga’s chilling impact on Russian-American relations, which
were souring well before the current Ukrainian troubles, not least because of the Magnitsky
affair.
Back to the Laundering Machine:
In all, US$365 million passed through the Nomirex bank account, according to account
statements obtained by OCCRP. Most of the money is unaccounted for and comes from
phantom shell companies or even Asian criminal groups.
…
According to Hermitage Capital Management Limited, the money taken in their name by
Russian authorities flowed to Swiss accounts through a chain of phantom companies,
including Nomirex from UK and Bristoll Export from New Zealand. Those companies in
turn received money from a Moldovan company named SC Bunicon-Impex SRL. The shell
companies hid the real perpetrators of the crime.
One of the key companies was Nomirex. Nomirex is tied to Tormex through at least one
financial transaction between the two phantom companies.
According to the UK business registry, Nomirex was established in August 2006 and was
wholly owned by a Cyprus company named Voilent Trade Limited. Voilent Trade
Limited in turn is wholly owned by a company from Belize – Trade Invest System Ltd.
According to UK business registry, the same Trade Invest System Ltd from Belize was at
some point director in at least 250 UK companies, half of which no longer exist.
The agent which registered Nomirex was Meridian Companies House Limited, an
international financial company, which specializes in the incorporation and management
of firms and asset protection. The director of Meridian Companies House is Erez Maharal
who is a specialist in offshore management.
…
Maharal says that he really doesn’t know anything about Nomirex’s beneficiaries, bank
accounts or why the company filed no reports to the companies’ regulator. “We just
registered the company, and nobody ever makes us aware what is going on with the
company in future … I feel that I was framed.”
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In July 2009 a yoga instructor from Cyprus Lana Zamba became the new director of
Nomirex. Zamba, who is likely just a proxy, simultaneously was director of dozens of
companies in Cyprus, UK and Eastern Europe. Zamba, however, fronts for significant
financial and political interests. She is currently director of Eurobalt Limited, a UK company
that owns controlling interest in Altkom OOO, a road construction company based in
Donetsk (Ukraine). Altkom is a one of the major contractors for the Euro-2012 football
championship and has received hundreds of millions of dollars in no-bid contracts.
Altcom’s preferential treatment on lucrative contracts and its non-transparency led to a
series of critical reports in the Ukrainian press most of which speculated that high-ranked
politicians were behind Altkom.
While Nomirex’s annual reports from 2007 until 2009 described its business as “inactive,”
OCCRP found that dozens of firms from all over the world transferred at least US$365
million to Nomirex’s Latvian bank account in Trasta Komercbanka in Riga, Latvia. The
majority of the transactions relate to Russia.
Now, there aren’t all that many shell-company-related Russian murders, so it would be
quite a surprise if the particular extralegal unpleasantness Ms Odgers had in mind for Nicky
Hager were wholly dissimilar to the extralegal unpleasantness associated with the very shell
company network whose New Zealand end was run by her company GCSL, 2006-2009.
That is the most economical explanation for what Odgers is saying in the leaked
communication cited by “Dirty Politics”, at any rate. Of course, as a defender remarks in
the comments at another Whaleoil-friendly blog, Kiwiblog,
Cactus Kate – pretty sure if you were an assassin, someone would be dead by now.
The innumerable logicians amongst NC’s readership will naturally object that it doesn’t
follow, from the fact that someone is dead by now (Magnitsky, in particular), that Ms
Odgers is an assassin. But given the associations, and what the knowledgeable Odgers says
about her clients, herself, it’s perfectly conceivable that it’s Odgers’ clients who are the
assassins: an outrageous idea, obviously, but by no means impossible.
Another possible objection is that Ms Odgers only became a director of GCSL New Zealand
in 2011. Maybe GCSL’s previous director, Jack Flader, ran the NZ end of the Maharal
network, not Odgers. Perhaps Flader stitched up Odgers, and perhaps they split up long
ago. Or this whole Russian mafia connection is all just conspiracy theory.
Is that right? Not necessarily. In fact, probing the Flader/Odgers connections makes
the whole thing look even worse.
There is, or was, a group of GCSL companies; the main one was based in Hong Kong.
Odgers was its legal counsel; the CEO was Flader. Flader and GCSL of Hong Kong are best
known in connection with the Australian Trio/Astarra pension fund scam:
THE suspected mastermind of a $120 million superannuation fraud, Jack Flader, has sold
his company to two Liechtenstein businessmen who have been fined $157 million each for
their part in a huge US loan scam.
Mr Flader is a US lawyer who made headlines most recently as a shareholder of the failed
erectile dysfunction business Advanced Medical Institute.
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In 2007 he founded a Hong Kong-based company-services business, Global Consultants
and Services Ltd, which has been named in court as being instrumental in the
disappearance of $120 million in Australian money invested in a hedge fund, Astarra
Strategic.
The chairman of the Liechtenstein-based Jeeves Group, Bryan Jeeves, OBE, said in a media
release last Thursday that his company had bought 100 per cent of GCSL’s shares and that
Mr Flader would act as a consultant.
In November 2009 a US investor, Kevin Campbell, won a court case arguing that a stockloan program involving the Jeeves Group and Mr Flader had been a $1US billion Ponzi
scheme that ripped off investors and paid $US100 million to its promoters.
Bryan Jeeves and his son, Alexander, were named alongside Mr Flader as ”Racketeer
influenced and corrupt organisations” defendants in the case before the US District Court in
Charleston, South Carolina.
The Jeeveses were ordered to pay $157 million each after the court accepted evidence they
had breached multiple laws by committing mail fraud, wire fraud, securities fraud and
money laundering.
In April last year the court finalised default judgments against the Jeeveses and companies
they own, after they failed to file a defence.
The Jeeves Group website states it offers company services, including trustee services, asset
management and investment advisory services.
There’s something else that the Jeeves Group website states: Cathy Odgers (pic, but no
thighs this time, this is business) is now one of its directors (archive). Evidently she, and,
one might reasonably suppose, GCSL’s Russian clients 2006-2009, came along as part of
the GCSL sale.
Anyhow, it is perfectly clear that Flader and Odgers were in business together 2006-end
2010; and, for some time after that, both were under the sheltering wing of Bryan Jeeves,
OBE, who, as far as I know, still hasn’t coughed up his half of the $314Million that two
Jeeveses still owe the US justice system. Of course, if Mr Flader is still “acting as a
consultant”, then Flader and Odgers are still close together in 2014.
Mind you, as of October 2013, Flader is off the hook for the pension scam,
A parliamentary inquiry into the collapse of Trio Capital in May last year slammed
regulators, including ASIC, for their scanty efforts to prosecute Mr Flader.
The following month, ASIC said it did not have enough evidence to show Mr Flader had
breached Australian law, but would provide information to Federal Police, the Crime
Commission and overseas regulators.
On Tuesday, ASIC said that since then, ‘‘ASIC, the Australian Federal Police and our
overseas regulatory counterparts have sought to obtain extra evidence to establish that Mr
Flader breached Australian law’’.
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‘‘However, despite this work, there is insufficient evidence to prove Mr Flader breached
Australian law,’’ ASIC said.
‘‘In the circumstances, ASIC is now finalising its investigation into Mr Flader.’’
…so maybe the embarrassing Australian part of the story has all gone away, then.
Anyhow, there must, of course, be some reasonably innocent explanation for these very
unfortunate recurring Odgers associations with major international white collar crime, other
than that Odgers is a crook. Coming up with something else that’s plausible stumps me, I
must admit. For instance, Odgers doesn’t appear to be an idiot; not, at any rate, in the
formal sense of having a very low IQ. Whatever the explanation is, it will have to be
something more complicated than that.
So, worst case: Odgers is a crook, directly involved in Russian mafia moneylaundering, a
$1Billion US Ponzi scheme, and the largest pension fraud in Australian history. If that’s
how it is, then Key, via Whale Oil, looks a little too close to her.
Best case: Odgers is a monumentally oblivious idiot, with an astonishing knack for
working with, or for, large-scale fraudsters, again and again. Even in that best case, and
somehow discounting Trio Capital and the Russians altogether, it’s still only two steps from
the Prime Minister to the crooks (Key => Whaleoil/Odgers => Flader/Jeeves), and that
$1Billion US Ponzi, and $314Million in US penalties.
That’s snug, best case or worst, but in the very particular context of dubious politicians’
connections, not unusually intimate. So could the Odgers part of the Whale Oil story really
blow back to Key and the election, in the end?
I’d be astonished if, by itself, it made any difference at all to voter intentions. It’s just
another piece of a not-great picture. But many media hands are at work adorning that
picture, so let’s see how it looks in a week or two’s time.
UPDATE 23/08: Heck, I had better name check John Hempton, who did so much for so
long to expose the Trio/Astarra scam.

http://www.nakedcapitalism.com/2014/08/new-zealand-prime-minister-johnkey-the-whale-oil-blog-and-international-organized-crime.html
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Jade Cooper (Newstalk ZB): Slater continues Collins defence
September 1 2014 16:57
UPDATED 5.56pm: Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater has dodged questions
about whether he was ever paid to post articles discrediting the Serious Fraud
Office and the Financial Markets Authority.
Emails leaked by the hacker known as Rawshark imply former South
Canterbury Finance Director Mark Hodgson's spokesperson paid Mr Slater to
write negative blogs about the SFO's chief executive Adam Feeley.
When asked if this was true by Larry Williams, Mr Slater said those weren't
the kind of articles he wrote.
"I've never discredited the Serious Fraud Office or the Financial Markets
Authority.
"People I have discredited are the shameless journalists that continue to
hound people who are innocent."
Slater embellished email
Whale Oil Blogger Cameron Slater says he embellished an email where he
said former justice minister Judith Collins was "gunning" for the Serious Fraud
Office's chief executive at the time.
Ms Collins, Cameron Slater, and former Hanover Finance boss Mark Hotchin
have been accused of involvement in a smear campaign against former
Serious Fraud Office chief executive Adam Feeley.
Mr Slater told Newstalk ZB's Larry Williams he could imagine that Mrs Collins
was angry at Mr Feeley, so he simply passed on some information about him.
"I got the feeling that she was quite cross with the fact that Mr Feeney was in
the media all the time.
"Me saying gunning for? It's probably a wrong term."
Slater continues Collins defence
Slater is continuing to defend Judith Collins, saying she always plays by the
rules when he asks her for classified information.
Mr Slater says he never received any inside information from Ms Collins on
the Serious Fraud Office, but he did share information he had on its chief
executive with her.
He told Newstalk ZB's Larry Williams when he's asked the former justice
minister for inside information, she's told him to file an Official Information Act
request.
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"She plays by the book, by the rules every single time and for someone who
does what I do it's extremely frustrating that she does do that."
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/news/nbpol/571485162-slatercontinues-collins-defence
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Dylan Moran (Newstalk ZB): Feeley unaware of alleged smear campaign
September 1 2014 9:41
UPDATED 1.01pm: Despite claims Judith Collins was working with blogger
Cameron Slater and "gunning" for the former head of the Serious Fraud
Office, the alleged target is defending the former Justice Minister.
Adam Feeley was reportedly at the centre of an attempted smear campaign
financed by Mark Hotchin.
He told Newstalk ZB's Mike Hosking he was not aware of any smear
campaign - he just thought it was journalists and bloggers with an axe to
grind.
"I was always puzzled about the intensity of various smear campaigns
generally, but to be honest how coordinated was it? I have no idea."
AUDIO: Adam Feeley talks to Mike Hosking
He's also playing down claims he was pushed out of his role.
Mr Feeley says he was not pressured into leaving.
"I left because I wanted to move my family to Queenstown for about 10 years.
Anyone who knows me knows that.
"I loved working at the SFO, I had a great time, I left on my own terms."
While an email released through the Prime Minister names Ms Collins as
being a part, Mr Feeley says he had a good relationship with her during his
time at the SFO.
"We go on as chief executives and ministers do - constructively,
professionally.
"What's going in the media now - look, I don't want to get drawn on there is
whatever investigation there might be and the truth comes out."
Key ready for further Dirty Politics
Meanwhile, the Prime Minister says if there's any more brewing over the Dirty
Politics scandal - he's in the dark.
Commentator Matthew Hooton has floated the idea that more allegations are
coming, based on email and Facebook messages between Judith Collins and
blogger Cameron Slater.
John Key told Newstalk ZB's Mike Hosking he doesn't know of any more is
about to be released, but he's ready if it comes.
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"I've only had my office ever deliver one email and as soon as I got it,
essentially I released it so I can't talk about the illegal hackers - I mean they
could have anything."
Labour nervy over Slater dealings
Meanwhile, it's not just the right that's bracing for more Dirty Politics
revelations.
David Cunliffe has confirmed he's questioned a number of Labour insiders
about their own dealings with blogger Cameron Slater.
"I've asked a range of people, but I'm not about to discuss the individual
responses."
Mr Cunliffe's also confirmed his chief of staff Matt McCarten has been in
contact with the Whale Oil blogger.
"Not an ongoing one that I'm aware of. He may have had some contact in the
past that would not particularly concern me if it was predating his time as my
chief of staff."
Labour wants inquiry input
Labour's taking no chances, announcing it's putting together its own terms of
reference for a Commission of Inquiry into the Dirty Politics saga.
After Judith Collins was linked to an attempt to smear the former head of the
Serious Fraud Officer, the Government is expected to announce an official
investigation in the next few days.
Labour's Shadow Attorney-General David Parker says any inquiry should be
broadened to a wide range of potential Ministerial abuses, including the way
Official Information Act requests are handled, and the behaviour of Ministerial
staff.
Mr Parker says he'll circulate his own inquiry terms of reference to all elected
political parties this afternoon, and is hoping for cross-party support.
And the Labour Party leader is demanding input into an inquiry into Judith
Collins' role in Dirty Politics.
David Cunliffe says there's a constitutional convention, that should mean he's
kept in the loop.
"I would expect as leader of the Opposition to have consultation by the Prime
Minister on this matter before it's released and we would seek a broader
inquiry with powers to subpoena, powers to protect evidence."
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/news/nbpol/605966806-feeleyunaware-of-alleged-smear-campaign
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Patrick Gower (TV3): Whale Oil quiet on Hotchin allegations
Monday 1 Sep 2014 6:09 p.m.
The former head of the Serious Fraud Office (SFO) says he believes the head
of Hanover Finance may have been behind a smear campaign against him.
Adam Feeley was in charge of the SFO when it started investigating Hanover
Finance. He became the target of a Whale Oil campaign to undermine him
and says Hanover boss Mark Hotchin may have been behind it.
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater had no comment today on Mr Hotchin's
involvement.
Judith Collins was forced to resign as a minister after a leaked Whale Oil
email said she was "gunning for Feeley". The key question now is whether the
campaign was funded by Mr Hotchin to help him escape charges.
The Labour Party is alleging corruption and calling for the police to
investigate.
"We do think there are serious grounds for inquiry and we hope they will
seriously consider those," says leader David Cunliffe.
In September 2010 the SFO opened its Hanover investigation. In May 2011
the campaign against Mr Feeley was underway.
In October 2012 Mr Feeley left the SFO before his contract ended, and in
April 2013 the SFO investigation closed with no charges laid.
"That really strikes at the justice system, the foundation of… justice," says
Hanover investor Jan Older.
Ms Older is one of 14,000 Hanover investors who lost money and she wants
the police to investigate too.
"It's not surprising that a person of influence would try to use influence in
some way to try to improve their situation," says Ms Older.
More hacked emails were released by Whaledump today, showing Mr
Hotchin's PR man, Carrick Graham, and Whale Oil talking of "MH" wanting a
campaign and a "revenue stream".
Former Labour leader Phil Goff tweeted: "Collins could be serving in a Govt
[sic] institution after the elections but it may not be Parliament."
Prime Minister John Key will announce details of an inquiry in the coming
days but has admitted it will be narrow, just focusing on the technicalities of
Ms Collins' involvement with Mr Feeley and nothing else to do with Dirty
Politics.
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Mr Hotchin could not be reached for comment.
http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/whale-oil-quiet-on-hotchin-allegations2014090118
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Rob Salmond (Polity): Judith, Cameron, and the phantom FB messages
2ND SEPTEMBER 2014
I see that Judith Collins and Cameron Slater believe the hacker has simply
invented Facebook conversations between the two of them. Insitnctively I
don;t believe the denials, but I have an idea that could help Collins clear her
name.
Facebook LLC will know whether the messages are real. We should ask
them.
The problem is that Facebook won't divulge that information unless compelled
by an official body.
So, if Judith Collins wants to clear her name, she should ask fro an Inquiry
with broad very terms of reference. That way the Inquiry can demand
Facebook provide records indicating whether the disputed Facebook
messages are real.
If she wants to clear her name, that is her path.
And, fortunately for Collins, if there is a change of government this month we
will make that path available to her.
http://polity.co.nz/content/judith-cameron-and-phantom-fb-messages
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David Farrar (Kiwiblog): Inquiries galore
September 2nd, 2014 at 6:52 am by David Farrar

There’s now three major inquiries underway in relation to the e-mails published in the Nicky
Hager book, and subsequently.
Here’s my take on them.
1.

Police inquiry into the hacking of Cameron Slater’s messages. This is pretty straight forward in that the
hacker has clearly broken the law, and off memory could face charges with a maximum seven years
imprisonment if identified and convicted. What is less clear is whether Hager has broken any laws.
Legal friends have suggested a case can be made for receiving stolen property. IANAL so don’t know
where this will end up.

2.

IGIS inquiry into the OIA release showing Phil Goff had not told the truth about being briefed about the
Israelis in Christchurch. The Inspector-General has issued subpoenas and is taking evidence under
oath, using the new powers granted by this Government and Parliament. I have confidence it will be a
robust inquiry. I would point out that the inquiry is not about classified or secret information. It is about
information that was deemed suitable to publish under the OIA. I’m not totally surprised that some
people in Government *may* have got a bit talkative when informed that a document was going to be
released directly contradicting a statement made by the Leader of the Opposition.

3.

Some sort of high level inquiry into the behaviour of the Minister responsible for the SFO in relations to
the then Director Adam Feeley. This is an appropriate issue for an inquiry, as it is about behaviour of
a Minister in relation to their ministerial duties. It is not a criminal or legal matter. Arguably it could be
an employment issues. The inquiry sounds like it will be robust headed by a retired Judge or QC, and
have the ability to take evidence under oath.

Now David Cunliffe is calling for a Royal Commission of Inquiry into basically the entire Hager
book. With respect, this is breathless hysteria that verges on McCarthyism. Labour thinks that the
fact a press secretary and some MPs have had conversations with a blogger, is something that
needs a Royal Commission of Inquiry. Seriously? Where would it end? Should this Commission of
Inquiry require evidence from every media outlet in NZ, requiring their journalists to disclose under
oath all their dealings with Whale Oil? Should all Labour MPs and candidates be required to do the
same, or just National MPs? Why just dealing with one blogger? Should the inquiry include people
who have ever talked to me? How about people who have talked to left wing blogs? You see why I
call it verging on McCarthyism. And this is from the party that won’t even confirm how many staff
who work for David Cunliffe have blogged under a pseudonym at left wing blogs.
That is not to say some of the revelations in the e-mails are not disturbing. I don’t know if Mark
Hotchin was involved in trying to undermine the SFO, because he was under investigation by
them. If so, that is very serious. But it is a potentially criminal matter that the Police are capable of
investigating, and I presume are already assessing the evidence to make appropriate decisions.
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http://www.kiwiblog.co.nz/2014/09/inquiries_galore.html
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Matt Stewart (Stuff): Dunne won't read 'muck-raking' Dirty Politics
Last updated 05:00 02/09/2014
The political divide between Left and Right over Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics
scandal took centre stage in a candidates debate held in Wellington's
strategically important Ohariu electorate.
When questioned about the ethics and integrity of politics in the book's
aftermath, incumbent MP Peter Dunne, the UnitedFuture leader, said he
would not read it and labelled it "muckraking".
It was a sentiment that drew the biggest cheer from the 150-strong crowd at
Johnsonville's Malvina Major Retirement Village yesterday, the large majority
of whom were residents.
Dunne was backed in discounting the book by National candidate Brett
Hudson, who said it was "simply scaremongering" and a deliberate attempt by
Hager to derail National's election campaign, which focused on job creation,
better pay and a strengthening economy.
Candidates from the Centre and Left took a different view. Labour's Virginia
Anderson said the fallout from the book threatened to undermine New
Zealand's position - alongside Denmark - as the least corrupt country in the
world.
NZ First candidate Hugh Barr was more pointed, calling the scandal an
"abysmal" indictment on the state of politics. He said Hager had done the
country a "great favour" by showing voters that "you can fool all of the people
all of the time".
Dirty Politics centres on allegations of behind-the-scenes collusion between
National Party insiders, including former Cabinet minister Judith Collins, and
Right-wing blogger Cameron Slater.
Green candidate Tane Woodley said it seemed strange, given Collins and
Slater were both "extremely litigious", that nobody had been sued over the
contents of the book.
Ohariu, along with Auckland's Epsom seat, is crucial to National's chances of
securing coalition partners. Despite National having candidates in both
electorates, voters are encouraged by the party hierarchy to vote for Dunne in
Ohariu and ACT candidate David Seymour in Epsom, in what Barr called a
"cling-on" voting strategy.
Barr said National had reneged on previously agreed post-referendum
changes to the MMP system to close the loophole and make the system more
honest.
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Dunne said voters could make up their own minds about the tactic, which
Anderson called an undemocratic "rort" - a position Hudson disputed, saying
National had always been clear about what coalition partners it worked with.
The candidates gave general policy outlines and were questioned by the
audience, who also asked about the decriminalisation of abortion, changes to
income tax and GST, and water metering.
Dunne has held the seat, under its various guises, since 1984.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10448657/Dunne-won-t-read-muckraking-Dirty-Politics
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Hamish Rutherford (Stuff): Key's staff to be grilled over Goff claim
Last updated 05:00 02/09/2014
Computer and phone records in John Key's office will be searched as part of
an investigation into whether security intelligence was used to discredit former
Labour leader Phil Goff.
Yesterday, the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security, Cheryl Gwyn,
took the unusual step of issuing an update on her investigation, after it
emerged Beehive staff would be interviewed under oath.
Gwyn launched her investigation in the wake of the release of Nicky Hager's
book Dirty Politics.
The book, based on thousands of hacked emails, claimed Cameron Slater,
the Right-wing blogger behind Whale Oil, was aware an Official Information
Act (OIA) request was being fast-tracked to discredit Goff.
The reply confirmed the SIS had briefed Goff about suspected Israeli spies
who left the country after the second Christchurch earthquake. Goff had
wrongly said he was not briefed.
Gwyn confirmed she would be interviewing "a number" of individuals, under
oath but in private. "It is important that the inquiry is comprehensive, fair and
independent. I will not be cutting any corners."
Both Gwyn and Key refused to say who would be interviewed, but the list is
expected to include Jason Ede, the Beehive staffer most closely linked to
Slater, Sarah Boyle, who deals with OIA requests in Key's office, and Wayne
Eagleson, the chief of staff.
Key also signalled that staff who handle sensitive security information would
also be questioned, while Slater has said he will be interviewed.
Yesterday, Key signalled that a retired judge or Queen's Counsel would be
asked to conduct a separate inquiry into suggestions former justice minister
Judith Collins might have been involved in a smear campaign against Adam
Feeley, the former boss of the Serious Fraud Office.
Collins resigned after emails emerged claiming she was "gunning" for Feeley
as Slater briefed journalists against the former SFO boss, apparently on
behalf of Mark Hotchin, the boss of failed finance company Hanover.
But Key resisted calls for a broader inquiry into the affairs detailed in Hager's
book, saying many of the claims had proved incorrect and the Opposition was
trying to smear the Government.
"We're not going on a witch-hunt, we're going on a genuine attempt to find out
if there was inappropriate behaviour by a minister," he said.
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Labour leader David Cunliffe said he should be consulted on the terms of
reference of the inquiry but what Key had signalled was much too narrow.
"The New Zealand public want this cleared up. We cannot clear this up unless
we can shine sunlight on it and that's got to cover all of the relevant offices
and issues," Cunliffe said. "New Zealanders deserve to know the truth before
they cast their votes."
Labour was writing to police to ask them to investigate possible criminal acts
and would publish its suggested terms of reference for the inquiry, Cunliffe
said.
Last night Collins dismissed fresh material purported to be her
communications with Slater as "likely [to be] a forgery" after reports of a new
release of hacked material from social media.
The documents reportedly showed Collins discussing Goff's downfall with
Slater ahead of the OIA release, but both said they had no recall of the
material, or of contact on social-media forums.
LIFTING LID ON SCANDAL
POLICE
WhaleOil blogger Cameron Slater has complained to police about the alleged
illegal hacking of his emails earlier this year, by the person who goes by the
pseudonym Rawshark, and tweets from the Twitter username WhaleDump.
The hacker provided Nicky Hager with copies of Slater's correspondence with
senior National Party members, including Judith Collins.
INSPECTOR-GENERAL OF INTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY
The inspector-general, Cheryl Gwyn, is investigating allegations of a Security
Intelligence Service (SIS) document being declassified in order to fast-track
an Official Information Act request by Slater. The hearings will take place
before the election, and Prime Minister John Key's chief of staff Wayne
Eagleson is among those likely to be summoned. Former senior Key adviser
Jason Ede - who Hager's book, Dirty Politics, claimed had worked with Slater
on smear campaigns - may also appear. Key would not confirm yesterday
which of his staff had been summoned. The SIS documents were provided to
Slater ahead of other media outlets, and emails from him at the time show he
knew what was in the documents before they were released, and knew when
they would be made available. The documents released were used to
embarrass Phil Goff, when he was leader of the Labour Party. Goff believes
the information could only have come from the SIS director Warren Tucker or
from staff in the prime minister's office.
PRIVACY COMMISSIONER
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Slater has complained to the commissioner about the PM's office releasing an
email of his which led to the resignation of Judith Collins. The message said
Collins was "gunning for" then Serious Fraud Office head Adam Feeley.
Collins was minister in charge of the SFO at the time.
ACC whistleblower Bronwyn Pullar has laid a complaint with the
commissioner against Collins. Dirty Politics alleges Collins leaked confidential
but false details about Pullar to Slater which he passed on to a friend.
The Green Party lodged a complaint over Collins leaking the name of public
servant Simon Pleasants to Slater. Collins thought Pleasants was behind
leaking information about Bill English's housing allowance to the Labour
Party. She emailed Pleasants' name, job title, and phone numbers to Slater.
He then posted about Pleasants on WhaleOil. Pleasants was vilified on the
blog, and police became involved after he received death threats.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10448659/Keys-staff-to-be-grilled-overGoff-claim
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The Political Scientist: We no longer have a Prime Minister
Posted on 1st Sep, 2014 by Puddleglum

Having just listened to an item featuring John Key on Checkpoint (National
Radio) I now have to announce that New Zealand has no-one at
present performing the proper role of Prime Minister.
John Key could not have acted less Prime Ministerial if he had tried. Sadly, it’s
becoming a habit for him.
Beginning at about 1min25secs in the audio (just below or in the link above)
John Key manages to both trivialise the seriousness of the broad allegations
that surround his government and turn these serious issues into the pettiest of
political point scoring and the weakest and – because of what it says about his
capacity to take responsibility - the most alarming of ‘challenges’ to David
Cunliffe.
“But I think this sort of quaint little notion, but that there’s a lot more going
on or that the left of politics don’t talk to bloggers, don’t do things, all the rest
of it, it’s a lovely little notion that might be running around David Cunliffe’s
head but it ain’t reality”
…
“If Mr Cunliffe wants me to hold an independent inquiry into the
actions of the Labour Party between 1999 and 2008 he should let
me know. If he wants to do that, if he wants to do that, that’s all cool.“
An inquiry into the actions of the Labour Party between 1999 and 2008??
What is John Key on about? Does he have some documented evidence (e.g., a
well-researched book and a swag of emails) that suggest the need for a full
inquiry into that period?
Of course he doesn’t have any such evidence. So what on earth do the nine
years of a previous government have to do with the current allegations against
the operation of the government he heads – apart from being the most
transparent attempt to deflect attention and spread the dirt around?
It is argumentation at the level of the schoolyard – and it is coming from our
Prime Minister.
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And this was not a one-off lapse. It was part of a clear and disturbing attitude
that John Key brought to this issue from the very start when the book was
released and it is one that he continues to demonstrate.
In response to a TVNZ Colmar Brunton poll that found an increased
proportion of voters believe the allegations in Nicky Hager’s ‘Dirty Politics’
book Key was quoted as saying:
“The left have sat there and they’ve said we’re not going to win if we talk
about the economy, law and order, health and education so let’s illegally
hack into a computer and throw a bomb in.”
This is either a worrying turn to paranoia by John Key or an ill-thought out
and completely incorrect and misleading utterance. “The left“?
“They’ve said”? “[S]o [let us] illegally hack into a computer“?
What is this monolithic ‘left’ monster in which John Key appears to fervently
believe? What huge conspiracy does his fevered mind believe is
plotting against him? Is it hundreds of foes? Thousands? Tens of thousands?
Where do they meet? How do they communicate their wicked plans?
In short, where is his evidence that there is some combined and coordinated
plot against him and his government? In fact, where even is his evidence that
the person who hacked Cameron Slater’s blog is part of this ‘left’ that he
seems to see everywhere?
And what’s this claim about ‘the left’ having said to itself that “we’re not going
to win if we talk about the economy, law and order, health and education“?
Has he already forgotten about the recent Leaders’ Debate in which, according
to John Armstrong of the Herald, “[c]rucially, [Cunliffe] scored better than
Key on the one subject where Key had the advantage – economic
management.“
Further, hasn’t John Key been taking any notice of what his opponents have
actually been saying during the last two months?
In fact, just about all that the Labour and Green Parties have been doing is to
announce policies over a wide range of areas.
Here’s Labour’s conservation policy announcement, its health policy
announcement, itstransport policy announcement, its family violence
policy announcement, its NZ Power plan announcement, its tertiary education
policy announcement, its plan to change secondary taxation arrangements,
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its policy to end homelessness, its animal rights policyannouncement,
its climate change strategy announcement and here’s Key’s own Minister,
Simon Bridges, showing that at least he has been keeping his ears open as he
responds to Labour’s ‘unemployment policy announcement‘.
All released in the last two months – most in the last two weeks.
Then there’s the Green Party – but do I have to go on?
It is not that his political opponents on ‘the left’ have been cowardly running
away from talking policy (the ‘issues that matter to New Zealanders’) it’s just
that John Key and his government have become embroiled in a continuing
scandal that has turned into an extremely poorly managed crisis of his
leadership and his Prime Ministership.
It is not ‘the left’ but, instead, the media who have been talking about – and
asking Key about – these issues that have been swirling around and, clearly,
swirling within his government.
And they’ve been doing it for one simple reason – they smell something
rotten. As the poll linked to above indicates, so do more and more New
Zealanders.
There is an evasiveness and complete unwillingness to acknowledge the
seriousness of these allegations that now almost completely dominates John
Key’s response to this continuing crisis.
John Key’s failure to acknowledge what is obvious to so many is completely to
the fore in his embarrassingly ineffective evasiveness in this interview with
Guyon Espiner (extreme evasiveness starts about 6mins10secs) on National
Radio:
“Is it OK?” Espiner asks repeatedly and simply; yet John Key refuses –
repeatedly – to proffer a direct answer.
And, unbelievably, we hear the same evasiveness again in this interview with
Guyon Espiner (starts about 4mins into interview) a mere two weeks later:
“Was he your source for that story?” Espiner – again – repeatedly and simply
asks. No answer from Key.
Let me summarise the point I am trying to make.
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In all of these utterances the argument – for want of a better word - that John
Key has been running in order to avoid answering questions about the
allegations in the Nicky Hager book ‘Dirty Politics’ is so lacking in seriousness,
so undignified and, most damningly, so evasive that it amounts to a
dereliction of his duty as a Prime Minister.
The argument I’m referring to amounts to (a) ‘the left’ (whatever amorphous
but apparently hegemonic grouping that amounts to for John Key) are
conspiring in tight unison against the National government, and (b) ‘the left’
do all the things ‘we’ (i.e., the National government) have been accused of so
let’s talk about them instead, and (c) this is all just a big beat up.
This argument, in all its evasive glory, shows that John Key no longer has the
instincts of a Prime Minister.
I want to be very clear about this: These allegations that Key appears to want
to avoid addressing are of the most serious kind. They are accusations about
the use and abuse of power in our government.
Given that – and especially if they are entirely false – it was imperative
that John Key, as Prime Minister, should have immediately acknowledged –
and still should now acknowledge – their seriousness and then address them
directly and thoroughly.
These allegations go so directly to the heart of all that our governance
arrangements are meant to be like that they have to be comprehensively
refuted or, if true, entirely expunged from the operation of the government.
It is all about public confidence in the processes of government at the highest
level. And, clearly, that confidence is swiftly declining.
It is not enough for John Key simply to dismiss these allegations with some
kind of ‘nothing to see here’ and ‘it’s just a ploy by ‘the left” kind of wave of the
hand. There are very serious, prima facie ‘cases’ to answer here.
John Key is, nominally at least, still the Prime Minister – and because he is it
is imperative that he take charge of the process to respond to the entire set of
allegations. To do anything less is to abandon what is perhaps the most
important aspect of the role of Prime Minister – to maintain public trust in
our system of governance.
What is most upsetting, and what John Key himself doesn’t seem to realise, is
something that is becoming clearer and clearer by the day. It is also what may
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well be the most revealing and condemning aspect of his evasive responses
and sweeping accusations, even smears, about ‘the left’:
He is sounding more and more like Cameron Slater and less and less like a
Prime Minister.
http://www.thepoliticalscientist.org/we-no-longer-have-a-prime-minister/
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Herald: Editorial: Collins inquiry should wait until election dust settles
5:00 AM Tuesday Sep 2, 2014
If there is one thing all parties in the election can agree on, it is that an
independent inquiry is needed to find out whether Judith Collins as Justice
Minister was "gunning" for the head of the Serious Fraud Office during its
investigation of Mark Hotchin and Hanover Finance. Nobody wants an inquiry
more than Ms Collins, who denies doing any such thing, and asked the Prime
Minister for just such an investigation when he forced her resignation on
Saturday. He might announce its terms in the next day or two but he should
not.
We are less than three weeks from an election. The political contest is too
highly charged for a cross-party agreement on the terms of reference.
National would want to restrict an inquiry to the conduct of Ms Collins but
Labour, the Greens and Winston Peters are gunning for John Key. Now that
Mr Key has found a private email written by blogger Cameron Slater to be
sufficient evidence to sack his Justice Minister, he will find it harder to deny
that Slater's versions of dealings with his office warrant a wider exercise.
The right time to set up an inquiry is after the election, when it would happen
no matter what side is governing. If National is returned, Mr Key says Ms
Collins will not be in his Cabinet, in which case she would still be anxious to
clear her name. If Labour and the Greens take power, a more wide-ranging
inquisition might be commissioned but it would be a calmer, more objective
project than they would agree to in the present climate.
The Prime Minister's staff are already to be quizzed by the Inspector General
of Intelligence on the role of his office in the release to Slater of an SIS
document that was politically sensitive. Mr Key has not been called to give
evidence but he should invite Cheryl Gwyn to interrogate him too.
It is hard to believe the SIS would put political information into the public
arena without the Prime Minister's knowledge.
But the question hanging over Ms Collins is far more worrying. The SFO's
former head, Adam Feeley, says he would not have briefed ministers on
investigations if he had any suspicion the information would be passed to
others. There is no evidence the former Justice Minister passed any such
information to her good friend Slater who, it turns out, was working for people
working for Hotchin.
There is nothing to suggest she knew he was working for Hotchin.
Whether she was "gunning" for Mr Feeley, as Slater stated in the email to his
associates, is highly doubtful. Slater admits he had "embellished" that
message somewhat, as happens when fringe political operators want to
sound like important players. It might not have taken more than a murmur of
interest on his part for him to pass the word that she was "gunning" for Mr
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Feeley and that "any information we can provide on his background is
appreciated".
If Ms Collins is found to be a victim of Slater's big-noting rather than an
accomplice, there is a larger question arising from Mr Feeley's statement
yesterday. Should a director of a law enforcement agency ever brief ministers
on a particular investigation? Governments are supposed to keep their
distance from police operations. There is no need for ministers to take any
interest in particular cases. When a case involves someone well known but
not of political significance, a briefing can serve no purpose other than to
satisfy a minister's curiosity. Curious types are unlikely to keep it to
themselves.
If a proper post-election inquiry results in nothing more than a strict rule that
operational matters are not for ministers' ears, it will have done some good.
But an inquiry set up before the election would be torn apart by argument
before it starts.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/opinion/news/article.cfm?c_id=466&objectid=11317
426
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Scott Yorke (Imperator Fish): The trouble with liars
Liar 1: I’m fed up with all of these lies. For the good of the cause, it’s time for
Liar 2 to come clean.
Liar 2: Excuse me? I have done nothing wrong.
Liar 1: You have lied to the people of New Zealand.
Liar 2: No I haven’t. Stop lying.
Liar 1: I’m not lying. You are.
Liar 2: That’s a bit rich coming from you. You’re always lying.
Liar 1: That’s a lie, and you know it!
Liar 2: I don’t have to listen to these lies. My version of events is backed up by
Liar 3.
Liar 1: But Liar 3 is a notorious liar.
Liar 2: So are you.
Liar 3: I have told only the truth. Keep my name out of this. This is just a dirty
smear campaign by Liar 1 to drag my name down into the mud.
Liar 1: Ha! Now who’s the liar?
Liar 2: Stop! We’re tearing ourselves apart here, and the only winners out of
this will be David Cunliffe and Winston Peters. Let’s agree not to lie to each
other, at least until we work out a story to deal with this mess.
Liar 1: Are you proposing a moratorium on dishonesty?
Liar 2: That’s exactly what I’m proposing. I promise not to lie to you for the
next hour.
Liar 1: But how do I know you’re not lying when you say you won’t lie to me?
Liar 3: It’s alright, Liar 1. I can tell when Liar 2 is lying.
Liar1: Can you really? Is that true?
Liar 3: Watch this… Liar 2, were you telling the truth just now?
Liar 2: Of course.
Liar 3: See? Didn’t I tell you? Did you see his lips moving just then? That’s his
tell.
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Liar 2: It’s a fair cop.
Liar 1: But how can I trust you both? You’ve been working together, and this
could be just another trick to make me think you’re lying when you’re not.
Liar 2: I haven’t been working with Liar 3. He does his own thing. I can’t
control anything he does.
Liar 3: That’s true.
Liar 1: But you just claimed Liar 2 lies every time he moves his lips, so how
can what he now says be true? Unless you were lying before. Or perhaps
you’re lying now. You can’t have been lying on both occasions, so which one
is it?
Liar 2: Or maybe I was telling the truth on both occasions.
Liar 3: You don’t expect us to believe that, do you? Everyone lies. Everyone
cheats. It’s politics. I lie all the time, so I assume everyone else does too.
Liar 1: I don’t lie.
Liar 3: But that’s a lie.
Liar 1: Okay, suppose you’re right and I admit that I am always lying.
Liar 2: Look out, Liar 3! Liar 1 is trying to be sneaky. If he admits that he
always lies, then he must be lying, therefore it can’t be true that he’s a liar. It’s
a trick!
Liar 1: You liar!
Liar 3: This is a waste of time. We are so busy lying that we’ll never get our
stories straight. I guess this is what happens when lying becomes second
nature. Let’s just admit that we’re fucked.
Liar 2: Only because you lied.
Liar 3: You lied first.
Liar 2: True.
http://imperatorfish.com/2014/09/01/the-trouble-with-liars/
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The Standard: National must be very afraid
WrittenBy: REDFED - Date published:4:30 pm, September 1st, 2014

Rawshark has continued his or her terrorism of the John Key government by a
further dump of screenshots of emails.
Something interesting struck me about the latest dump which contains a
series of emails which were collected in a folder called “Mark Hotchin”.
The emails are fascinating and justify Matt Nippert’s articles on the
subject. But Judith Collins is not mentioned once in any of the emails, at least
as far as I can see.
When the story was raised National obviously feared the worst and went
looking for it. But I wonder if the Cathy Odgers email had not been released to
National if they would have dumped Collins. From the look of the emails in the
latest whaledump I do not think so. Although the behaviour is sleazy and
worthy of a police prosecution there appeared to be no link to Collins in what
was happening.
It probably would not have saved her. The Herald has just reported that
Collins communicated with Slater via facebook about the impending release of
the SIS information concerning the Goff interview to Slater. Obviously she
should be considered as a potential witness in the intelligence inquiry. You get
the feeling that there is further information to come out about her and at some
stage her tenure would have been untenable. Maybe Mike Smith is right and
this particular email was a pretext for Key to get rid of Collins.
They must also be worrying if there is anything to directly leak Key to Slater.
Already Key’s apparent sympathy for Slater
But this does put National in a terrible bind. Either it anticipates what
information is going to be released, proactively does something so that Key
can show he is in charge, and potentially does more than it could have got
away with once the actual information has been released. Or it waits for
Whaledump and the media to break a story, loses control of the framing of the
issue and looks disorganised and reactive.
It must be a real bugger knowing that there is someone selectively feeding
information to the media who can then present the story in the worst possible
light. This is the sort of thing that National through Slater has been doing for
years. Karma really is a bitch sometimes.
The simple solution of course is to engage in ethical politics. not the sort of
politics which is currently being broadcast to the nation leak by leak by leak.
http://thestandard.org.nz/national-must-be-very-afraid/
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Stuff: Bloggers targeted business journalist
Last updated 17:03 01/09/2014
Documents show lobbyist Carrick Graham and bloggers Cathy Odgers and
Cameron Slater targeted media outlets and commentators that were critical of
''the team'' for attacks.
Emails hacked by Rawshark show the trio specifically targeted Bernard
Hickey and the financial news website interest.co.nz.
Graham, Odgers and Slater have come under the microscope after Fairfax
Media published emails obtained by hacker Rawshark appearing to show they
were paid by Mark Hotchin to attack the credibility of regulators probing
collapse Hanover Finance.
Hickey, a business and economics commentator, works out of the
parliamentary press gallery for interest.co.nz and his own Hive News services.
In email in August 2012 Odgers told Slater and Graham that Hickey's bid to
set up a nonprofit journalism site needed an immediate response and he was
seen as an enemy.
''This may create a problem, so make a note that we are trying to shut it down
before it gets up and running as he was no friend of the team,'' she said.
Odgers claimed Hickey was in a dispute with interest.co.nz publisher David
Chaston and would soon leave, and the website was also being offered for
sale.
Odgers claimed these rumours - rejected as false yesterday by Chaston, and
Hickey, who still works with interest.co.nz - could be exploited.
''Goss you can spread is Chaston wants 3-4m for interest.co[.nz] and Hickey
asked for equity and got refused. They are managing his transition so BNZ
and other sponsors don't walk/get jitters,'' Odgers said.
''I say we finish off interest.co.nz and Hickey's [new site] before it is even
born, hence the whale post Tuesday. What we term an abortion.''
Hickey said he had never been in dispute with Chaston, and had become a
contractor after a sales process for the website - which would have seen
Hickey get a bonus if a certain price was reached - failed to find a buyer.
''I'd refute any suggestion from Odgers that I'm in dispute with Chaston. We've
never been in dispute,'' he said.
Internet archives show that following the email discussion Hickey, and his
nonprofit venture and potential partners, became regular targets of Whaleoil
of attack post.
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Chaston agreed with Hickey and said Odger's rumours and Slater's posts
attacking him were rubbish.
''The first casualty here are facts. It was never going to suffer any
investigation anyway, so why worry?''
Odgers did not respond to emailed request for comment.
Graham did not answer phone calls seeking request for comment.
Slater also did not answer phone calls seeking comment.
The ''Tuesday post'' referred to by Odgers is believed expressed vociferous
criticism of Hickey's planned venture including: ''This new website is a vehicle
for the left. ... a one stop SuperBlog of whining high-pitched left-wing c***
calling for higher taxes and a left-wing government''.
Hickey said he was aware of the flurry of posts about him, but had stopped
reading.
''It was simply too painful to read. It was like wading into a cesspit and you
come out feeling sticky. It's not a pleasant experience,'' he said.
Hickey said his nonprofit journalism venture failed to get off the ground due to
insufficient backing.
He said he was unsure whether the Slater-led campaign against him had
anything to do with his inability to find funders.
''I don't know. I suspect I'm just not very good at raising funds from
philanthropists,'' he said.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10447644/Bloggers-targeted-businessjournalist
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Radio NZ: SIS inspector confirms calling witnesses
The Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security, Cheryl Gwyn, has
confirmed she has called a number of people to give evidence under oath to
her inquiry into the release of SIS information to Cameron Slater.
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater.
Blogger Cameron Slater.
Photo: Supplied
In an unusual move Ms Gwyn has given an update of her investigation, saying
the inquiry would be conducted in private.
She said individuals would be questioned separately over a period of more
than a week.
Under the summons they must turn up for the interviews or face a fine of up to
$5000.
They must also present documents or other material the interview if they are
required.
Ms Gwyn said the inquiry was a significant one and involved access to a
variety of IT systems, documents, phone records and other information.
She said she would not be cutting corners and was not able to say how long
the inquiry would take.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/election-2014/253499/sis-inspector-confirmscalling-witnesses
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TV3: Collins denies Slater conversation
Monday 1 Sep 2014 5:12 p.m.

Newly leaked communications apparently between former Justice Minister Judith Collins and
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater appear to further show the relationship between the pair.
But in a tweet, Ms Collins has questioned the validity of the information, saying she has no record
of any conversations with Slater.
"Cam Slater has advised that he had no FB [Facebook] conversations with me. Forgeries?" she
tweeted.

Judith Collins @JudithCollinsMP

I have no record of any FB conversations with Whaleoil. Cam Slater
has advised that he had no FB conversations with me. Forgeries?
4:42 PM - 1 Sep 2014

Investigative journalist Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics book alleges Slater received a heads up about
what to ask for and when he could expect from an Official Information Act request in 2011.
The request related to a briefing then Labour leader Phil Goff had with Security Intelligence
Service head Dr Warren Tucker about suspected Israeli spies who fled Christchurch following the
earthquakes.
Mr Goff denied he received such a briefing, but the briefing notes said otherwise.
Slater received the information much faster than the 20 working days under the OIA and media
had also been denied the same information.
The book shows he made the request on July 26 and on August 2 wrote a message to a friend
saying: "OIA'd the briefing minutes and notes for Goff's SIS briefing [...] it has been expedited, in
the public interest. It is devastating for Goff I am told.
He received the information on August 4.
The New Zealand Herald reports the social media messages between Ms Collins and Slater
happened on July 31, 2011 at 8:27am.
Collins: "Can't imagine that they can find someone to take the fall for Phil. When Phil fails, will
he then resign from Parliament so we can have a by-election so soon after the election? perhaps he
should just go now and then we can save money on a by-election?"
Slater: "Well hopefully I will get my reply to my OIA on monday. then we will see what
happens."
Collins: "Oh dear. All this open government thingy."
Slater: "twewwible."
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Inspector General of Intelligence and Security Cheryl Gwyn has launched an inquiry into the
allegations, with hearings scheduled for September 11 – nine days before the election.
Slater, Mr Goff and staff from the Prime Minister's office have been summoned to give evidence.
National Campaign manager Steven Joyce says Prime Minister John Key says he is "completely
relaxed" about the hearing and would be "happy" to appear whether he is called to give evidence
or not.

http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/collins-denies-slater-conversation2014090117
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Radio NZ: Retired judge likely to chair inquiry - Key
Prime Minister John Key says an independent person, probably a retired
judge, will chair an inquiry into allegations surrounding former Minister Judith
Collins.
He has ruled out holding a Royal Commission of Inquiry, but said witnesses
would be compelled to give evidence under oath.
Opposition parties want a broader inquiry, but Mr Key said that was not
warranted. He said the opposition are trying to make the matter bigger than it
is, to smear the Government.
Watch John Key speak about the inquiry
Ms Collins resigned on Saturday after an email surfaced suggesting she had
tried to undermine the-then Director of the Serious Fraud Office, which she
denies.
John Key said a wider inquiry into matters raised by the Dirty Politics book
isn't necessary.
"We're not going on a witch hunt, we're going on a genuine attempt to
understand whether there was any inappropriate behaviour by a minister."
Labour to lay complaint in relation to resignation
The Labour Party is to lay a complaint with the police in relation to Judith
Collins' resignation.
Police said they could only consider matters of alleged offences of a criminal
nature.
They said they would monitor the progress of any relevant inquiry for matters
which may become of interest from their perspective.
Labour's leader David Cunliffe said they will write to the Police Commissioner
stating that they respect his operational independence, but believe there are
grounds for an inquiry.
He said it will set out Labour's views about potential breaches of the law that
may have occurred and ask the police to consider mounting an investigation.
Collins inquiry terms soon
John Key said he would not be consulting Labour leader David Cunliffe, over
the inquiry's terms of reference - which he will announce tomorrow.
Listen to John Key on Morning Report (  7 min  15 sec  )
Prime Minister John Key at today's press conference announcing Judith
Collins' resignation.
Prime Minister John Key at a press conference announcing Judith Collins'
resignation.
Opposition parties are calling for a wide-ranging Royal Commission into links
between its ministers and Cameron Slater but Mr Key said it was his guess
the inquiry would look only into the Judith Collins matter.
Senior Labour MP Grant Robertson told Morning Report the 17,000 Hanover
investors who lost savings deserved to know what was going on and others
needed to know more about matters raised in the book Dirty Politics.
"New Zealanders deserve a full Commission of Inquiry where witnesses are
compelled, where evidence is subpoenaed, because otherwise we will not get
to the bottom of the culture of politics that's going on here," he said.
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Mr Key told Morning Report he was considering preliminary advice about what
kind of inquiry will be conducted and it would probably be tomorrow when he
announces its terms.
The prime minister said if it was true that the minister responsible for the SFO
was undermining the head of the office, then that would be very serious. "But
I'm not responsible for what Cameron Slater and all these other people do
because anyone who knows Cameron knows he does his own thing and
deals with many people."
Labour Party leader David Cunliffe said he would expect to be consulted by
the Prime Minister before the terms of reference are released, and the party
would seek a broad inquiry with the power to look across government on
related issues.
Listen to Grant Robertson on Morning Report (  4 min  19 sec  )
Calls mount for Royal Commission
Right-wing political commentator Matthew Hooton said Mr Key should talk to
Labour Party leader David Cunliffe about terms of reference, and encourage
the Police Commissioner to get involved.
"Then I don't think there can be any question of political interference and I
think that most New Zealanders trust the police and see them as the right
body to look into these matters."
Former Prime Minister and constitutional law expert Geoffrey Palmer has
added his voice to calls for a Royal Commission of Inquiry over allegations
against Ms Collins.
"These things are going to have to be looked into at some point because they
are so serious and it will be necessary to clear the air and have some finality."
Public law specialist Mai Chen said the speed at which the Prime Minister has
indicated he will finalise the terms of reference for the inquiry is unusual.
"Terms of reference take quite a while to set up and the Act makes in clear he
should consult with the people who are going to undertake the inquiry, and
that is appropriate."
Listen to Mai Chen on Morning Report (  5 min  22 sec  )
Email raises questions
The allegations against Ms Collins came after someone passed on an email
to Mr Key's office. The email from Cameron Slater talked about a campaign
which involved leaking information to and from the New Zealand Herald to
undermine Adam Feeley.
Mr Slater wrote: "I also spoke at length with the Minister responsible today
(Judith Collins). She is gunning for Feeley. Any information that we can
provide her on his background is appreciated."
Ms Collins says she took no part in the email conversation and strongly
denies the implication in Mr Slater's email.
State Services Commissioner Iain Rennie said Ms Collins never made any
comments to him which indicated she wanted Mr Feeley to resign.
But New Zealand First leader Winston Peters said it was too soon for Mr
Rennie to try to clear Ms Collins.
"He could not possibly have done a thorough investigation before he made
that statement, he simply hasn't had enough time and I frankly think it's an
issue so ask what his role is and what does he think he's doing?"
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Nicky Hager, the author of Dirty Politics, said the Judith Collins matter allowed
Mr Key to continue to denying the wider issues in his book, including the role
his office has played in supplying information to Cameron Slater.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/political/253496/retired-judge-likely-to-chairinquiry-key
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The Ruminator: Why Martyn Bradbury does not speak for the left
Posted by Lord Sutch × September 1, 2014 at 8:46 am
So perusing all the angry lefties today, I (stupidly) headed into the Daily Blog
to see what Martyn had to say about the latest shenanigans.
Unsurprisingly his wallet-chain was dangling in glee. And he was writing his
piece on all the winners and losers out of the latest scandals (if you really
want to subject yourself to it you may, it’s
here: http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/31/winners-losers-in-collins-sackingplus-whats-the-latest-on-slaters-new-attempt-to-weaponise-the-news/).
However two thirds of the way down the post and there’s this picture:

Hey you know what’s funny boys and girls? MASS MURDER! LOL!111!11!1!
Cam has done a lot of things Martyn, but unless the @whaledump emails take
a hideous turn, he’s never murdered 77 peeople. So comparing the two is
odious. Particularly when you were named in a batch of @whaledump emails
as having been in communication with Cam over certain issues.
The left doesn’t eat our own Martyn, we just have a standard of behaviour that
we expect from people. You do not display that behaviour, so we think you’re
a tool.
http://ruminator.co.nz/why-martyn-bradbury-does-not-speak-for-the-left
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The Ruminator: David Parker’s letter and the Crimes Act up a tree K-I-SS-I-N-G
Posted by Lord Sutch ×
September 2, 2014 at 10:34 am

So David Parker has written to the Police commissioner arguing that he
needs to start an investigation under the Crimes Act in to allegations
against Judith Collins, Cameron Slater, Carrick Graham and Cathy
Odgers et al.
This is the letter he wrote:
Mr Mike Bush
Commissioner of Police
New Zealand Police
180 Molesworth Street
Wellington
Dear Sir
Conspiring to defeat the Course of Justice and other matters

You will be aware of allegations against the former Minister of Justice
Hon Judith Collins, Cameron Slater, Carrick Graham and others
concerning:
·
·
·
·

Undermining of the Serious Fraud Office
Undermining of the Financial Markets Authority
Undermining of the head of the SFO
Intimidation of witnesses, including Mr Gapes,

in relation to the SFO and FMA investigation into the affairs of the
Hanover Group of companies and their directors.
You will also be aware of allegations against the former Minister of
Justice, Cameron Slater, and others concerning:
·
Use of personal information regarding Simon Pleasants to incite
threats
·
In respect of the Minister, the corrupt use of personal information
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regarding Simon Pleasants to obtain an advantage (section 105A of the
Crimes Act)
·

Use of that information (section 105B of the Crimes Act)
You will also be aware of allegations against Jason Ede, Cameron

Slater, Aaron Bhatnagar, and others concerning:
·
Accessing the Labour Party computer system in breach of section
249 and 252 of the Crimes Act
·

The use of dynamic (ie changing) email and computer addresses

to avoid detection
These are serious matters that go to the heart of administration of
justice in New Zealand and public confidence in democracy and the rule
of law.
I would ask that you urgently investigate these matters. I am concerned
that there is evidence, including computer records that urgently need to
be secured and preserved.
In making this request, I am aware that you exercise your role
independently, and that these decisions are yours to make.
Yours faithfully

Hon David Parker
Shadow Attorney General
Let’s delve a little deeper. Section 116 of the Crimes Act states:
116 Conspiring to defeat justice

Every one is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 7 years
who conspires to obstruct, prevent, pervert, or defeat the course of
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justice in New Zealand or the course of justice in an overseas
jurisdiction.
Now I’m no fancy-pants big city lawyer, but in yesterday’s
Whaledump there was a file called “hanover-is that is 6.png”. In it Cam
Slater says “I think we need a meeting with EW about the social media
destruction…Stuff that they have but can’t use in court or media should
be given to us so we can smash up FMA…We should make it look like
leaks from with FMA…”

“Stuff that they have but can’t use in court”…that sounds like perverting
the course of justice to me.
There is then another file called “mh c&m instructions 1.png” in it,
Carrick Graham says “Seems our friend Tony Gapes (scene 1,2,3,
Orakei point etc) is thinking he’s a bit of a star witness for the SFO
against our man. Trouble is that it seems old Tony Gapes…should have
some sunlight shone on him. Enough to raise questions of credi[sic]
with the SFO…It would be very interesting if various sources could be
wound up creating a C&M swirl around Tony Gapes.”
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This particular email seems particularly relevant to this section of the
crimes’ act:
117 Corrupting juries and witnesses

Every one is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 7 years
who—
(a)dissuades or attempts to dissuade a person, by threats, bribes, or
other corrupt means, from giving evidence in any cause or matter
(whether civil or criminal, and whether tried or to be tried in New
Zealand or in an overseas jurisdiction); or
(b)influences or attempts to influence, by threats or bribes or other
corrupt means, a member of a jury in his or her conduct as such
(whether in a cause or matter tried or to be tried in New Zealand or in an
overseas jurisdiction, and whether the member has been sworn as a
member of a particular jury or not); or
(c)accepts any bribe or other corrupt consideration to abstain from
giving evidence (whether in a cause or matter tried or to be tried in New
Zealand or in an overseas jurisdiction); or
(d)accepts any bribe or other corrupt consideration on account of his or
her conduct as a member of a jury (whether in a cause or matter tried or
to be tried in New Zealand or in an overseas jurisdiction, and whether
the member has been sworn as a member of a particular jury or not); or
(e)wilfully attempts in any other way to obstruct, prevent, pervert, or
defeat the course of justice in New Zealand or the course of justice in an
overseas jurisdiction.
Now on my very basic understanding of crimes, law etc it would seem
that there is in fact enough here for the police to open up an
investigation. And I would hasten to add that maybe Mike Bush should
do it quickly lest a few things get destroyed in a few offices.

http://ruminator.co.nz/david-parkers-letter-and-the-crimes-act-up-a-tree-k-i-ss-i-n-g/
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No Right Turn: The caretaker convention and elections

Tuesday, September 02, 2014
There was an interesting discussion on Twitter
yesterday between Dean Knight and Graeme Edgeler about
the caretaker convention and elections. Dean highlighted the
fact that Key had a perfect right to call for whatever sort of
inquiry he felt like, as the caretaker convention (under
which the decision-making power of post-election
governments is constrained) does not apply before elections.
According to the Cabinet Office,
The government has the right to govern until the election. The
caretaker convention does not apply in the pre-election period.
Successive governments, however, have exercised restraint in
the pre-election period in two main areas [appointments and
advertising]
Edgeler disputed this, on the basis that the Prime Minister
could not be said to enjoy the confidence of the House,
because there wasn't one. IMHO he's right - but that does not
a constitutional convention make. Instead, conventions are
made by a wide acceptance across the political system, and
(eventually) by someone actually standing up and admitting
the fact. That pre-election restraint is a sign that such
acceptance is growing. And interestingly, we also have
(opposition) politicians supporting such a convention:
Peters said Key should not be ordering any inquiry this close to
the election. With voters going to the polls in less than three
weeks, Key's constitutional role was that of a caretaker. The
decision should be left to the government elected after
September 20.
Its easy to say that in opposition. Its another to say it in
government. But if politicians keep saying such things, I think
we'll see the scope of the caretaker convention expand to take
in the period after the dissolution of Parliament, while
imposing greater "self-restraint" in the leadup to an election.
And our democracy will be better for it.
Posted by Idiot/Savant at 9/02/2014 11:09:00 AM

http://norightturn.blogspot.co.nz/2014/09/the-caretaker-convention-andelections.html
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Laura McQuillan (Newstalk ZB): PM rubbishes fresh accusations of dirty
politics
Tuesday September 2 2014 7:08
Updated 9:27am: John Key's rejecting claims his chief of staff tried to
intervene in a government contract, to knobble a foe and instead get the jobs
for a friend.
Matthew Hooton says Wayne Eagleson's contacted his clients, including the
Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, urging them not to give him work
- and even suggesting they hire lobbyist Mark Unsworth instead.
John Key says the claims are rubbish, after seeking assurances from Mr
Eagleson and CERA Minister Gerry Brownlee.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/news/nbpol/541591437-pm-rubbishesfresh-accusations-of-dirty-politics
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Chris Barton (Herald): Technology makes corruption possible
10:13 AM Tuesday Sep 2, 2014

Abuse	
  of	
  power,	
  abuse	
  of	
  process,	
  bullying,	
  loss	
  of	
  privacy,	
  
hacking.	
  What	
  a	
  tangled	
  web	
  Nicky	
  Hager's	
  Dirty	
  Politics	
  has	
  
placed	
  before	
  us	
  -‐	
  a	
  confluence	
  of	
  corruption	
  made	
  possible	
  by	
  
technology	
  and	
  the	
  internet.	
  Yet,	
  if	
  the	
  subsequent	
  polls	
  are	
  to	
  
be	
  believed,	
  the	
  majority	
  doesn't	
  give	
  a	
  damn.	
  
A	
  recent	
  Herald-‐DigiPoll	
  found	
  only	
  11	
  per	
  cent	
  believe	
  Dirty	
  
Politics	
  revelations	
  "would	
  cause	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  damage".	
  
The	
  latest	
  Stuff-‐Ipsos	
  poll	
  http://origin-‐
interactives.stuff.co.nz/polling/	
  found	
  just	
  7.9	
  per	
  cent	
  would	
  
change	
  their	
  vote	
  in	
  the	
  upcoming	
  elections	
  as	
  a	
  result	
  of	
  
what's	
  in	
  the	
  book.	
  And	
  a	
  One	
  News-‐Colmar	
  Brunton	
  
poll	
  found	
  just	
  9	
  per	
  cent	
  now	
  have	
  a	
  negative	
  view	
  of	
  
National,	
  while	
  82	
  per	
  cent	
  aren't	
  influenced	
  much	
  at	
  all.	
  
I	
  have	
  long	
  been	
  perplexed	
  by	
  this	
  widespread	
  public	
  apathy	
  
towards	
  terrible	
  wrongness	
  in	
  our	
  democracy,	
  as	
  demonstrated	
  
during	
  the	
  debate	
  about	
  the	
  GCSB	
  spying	
  bill	
  and	
  the	
  
revelations	
  that	
  our	
  government	
  is	
  routinely	
  spying	
  on	
  us	
  all.	
  It	
  
was	
  difficult	
  to	
  reconcile	
  because	
  at	
  public	
  protest	
  meetings	
  
many	
  prominent	
  New	
  Zealanders	
  were	
  concerned.	
  Dame	
  Anne	
  
Salmond,	
  for	
  example,	
  described	
  what	
  was	
  happening	
  as	
  "a	
  
kind	
  of	
  electronic	
  McCarthyism."	
  
	
  
Asked	
  what	
  he	
  thought	
  New	
  Zealanders	
  felt	
  about	
  the	
  GCSB	
  
Bill,	
  the	
  Prime	
  Minister	
  skilfully	
  deflected	
  with	
  his	
  memorable:	
  
"I	
  think	
  they	
  are	
  much	
  more	
  interested	
  in	
  the	
  snapper	
  quota."	
  
He	
  was	
  right.	
  The	
  bill	
  passed	
  with	
  barely	
  a	
  whimper.	
  
It's	
  this	
  owning	
  of	
  the	
  news	
  agenda	
  by	
  the	
  government,	
  
witnessed	
  during	
  the	
  GCSB	
  Bill	
  debate	
  and	
  now	
  with	
  the	
  Dirty	
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Politics	
  revelations,	
  that	
  leads	
  to	
  an	
  inescapable	
  conclusion.	
  
We,	
  the	
  media,	
  are	
  not	
  properly	
  doing	
  our	
  job.	
  If	
  we	
  were,	
  the	
  
public	
  faced	
  with	
  this	
  massive	
  Machiavellian	
  network	
  of	
  lies	
  
and	
  deceit,	
  would	
  give	
  a	
  damn.	
  Instead,	
  to	
  paraphrase	
  John	
  
Key's	
  masterful	
  direction	
  to	
  an	
  emasculated	
  4th	
  estate:	
  At	
  the	
  
end	
  of	
  the	
  day	
  the	
  public	
  will	
  see	
  this	
  is	
  nothing	
  but	
  a	
  left	
  wing	
  
conspiracy	
  smear	
  campaign.	
  
Nothing	
  to	
  see	
  here.	
  No	
  highly	
  orchestrated,	
  high-‐level,	
  right-‐
wing	
  conspiracy.	
  Move	
  on.	
  
In	
  fact	
  it's	
  more	
  like	
  a	
  character	
  assassination	
  blitzkrieg	
  and	
  I'm	
  
far	
  from	
  alone	
  in	
  the	
  view	
  that	
  we,	
  the	
  media,	
  have	
  
capitulated.	
  Hager	
  says	
  it	
  himself:	
  "Our	
  small,	
  mostly	
  foreign-‐
owned	
  media	
  risks	
  being	
  a	
  push	
  over	
  for	
  well	
  organised	
  PR	
  
campaigns".	
  
Russell	
  Harding	
  questions	
  the	
  general	
  health	
  of	
  the	
  
media.	
  "Any	
  journalist	
  asking	
  difficult	
  questions	
  is	
  easily	
  
ignored	
  and	
  shut	
  out	
  of	
  the	
  loop."	
  
And	
  Dr	
  Bronwyn	
  Hayward	
  asks	
  whether	
  journalists	
  are	
  
resourced	
  to	
  "adequately	
  critique	
  (rather	
  than	
  merely	
  
reinforce)	
  the	
  dominant	
  narratives	
  or	
  stories	
  that	
  shape	
  what	
  
we	
  as	
  citizens	
  pay	
  attention	
  to."	
  
Then	
  there	
  is	
  the	
  Horizon	
  poll	
  that	
  shows	
  more	
  than	
  half	
  of	
  
adult	
  New	
  Zealanders	
  (53.1	
  per	
  cent)	
  believe	
  mainstream	
  
media	
  have	
  failed	
  to	
  act	
  impartially	
  in	
  relation	
  to	
  material	
  
provided	
  to	
  them	
  by	
  bloggers.	
  
Dame	
  Anne	
  Salmond	
  argued	
  last	
  week	
  that	
  "unless	
  executive	
  
power	
  can	
  be	
  reined	
  in"	
  we	
  can	
  expect	
  "a	
  succession	
  and	
  
perhaps	
  an	
  acceleration"	
  of	
  the	
  sort	
  of	
  abuses	
  outlined	
  in	
  Dirty	
  
Politics	
  "no	
  matter	
  who	
  is	
  in	
  power."	
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She	
  was	
  referring	
  to	
  revelations	
  that	
  our	
  Prime	
  Minister	
  
(shorthand	
  for	
  his	
  office)	
  may	
  have	
  worked	
  with	
  the	
  SIS	
  to	
  
attack	
  the	
  Leader	
  of	
  the	
  Opposition,	
  and	
  colluded	
  with	
  a	
  
"muck-‐raking	
  blogger"	
  (Cameron	
  Slater)	
  "to	
  vilify	
  people	
  who	
  
disagree	
  with	
  the	
  ruling	
  party."	
  Dame	
  Anne	
  describes	
  such	
  
behaviour	
  as	
  "reprehensible,	
  and	
  a	
  constitutional	
  disgrace"	
  and	
  
calls	
  for	
  a	
  truly	
  independent	
  and	
  high-‐level	
  inquiry	
  to	
  
investigate	
  the	
  internal	
  workings	
  of	
  government	
  in	
  New	
  
Zealand,	
  and	
  recommend	
  a	
  form	
  of	
  governance	
  that	
  has	
  
integrity,	
  is	
  truly	
  democratic.	
  
What's	
  telling	
  is	
  that	
  she	
  doesn't	
  call	
  on	
  the	
  4th	
  estate	
  to	
  rein	
  in	
  
executive	
  power	
  through	
  journalists	
  holding	
  it	
  to	
  account,	
  
speaking	
  truth	
  to	
  its	
  presence.	
  It's	
  a	
  sad	
  indictment	
  and	
  further	
  
evidence	
  journalists	
  -‐	
  whether	
  actively	
  kowtowing	
  to	
  executive	
  
power's	
  might	
  or	
  crushed	
  by	
  its	
  well	
  financed	
  forces	
  -‐	
  are	
  no	
  
longer	
  able	
  to	
  see	
  the	
  bigger	
  picture.	
  Or	
  as	
  Pam	
  Corkery	
  in	
  her	
  
mad	
  outburst	
  would	
  have	
  it,	
  are	
  "glove	
  puppets	
  of	
  Cameron	
  
Slater".	
  
In	
  the	
  unlikely	
  event	
  that	
  we	
  get	
  a	
  royal	
  commission	
  into	
  this	
  
murky	
  business,	
  its	
  scope	
  of	
  enquiry	
  would	
  clearly	
  have	
  to	
  
investigate	
  both	
  the	
  internal	
  workings	
  of	
  government	
  and	
  the	
  
media's	
  complicity.	
  You	
  have	
  to	
  ask	
  whether	
  such	
  a	
  royal	
  
commission	
  might	
  not	
  be	
  New	
  Zealand's	
  equivalent	
  of	
  
the	
  Britain's	
  Leveson	
  Inquiry.	
  
There	
  are	
  however	
  some	
  signs	
  in	
  this	
  tawdry	
  affair	
  that	
  a	
  
sleepwalking	
  media	
  has	
  been	
  jolted	
  awake.	
  Journalist	
  David	
  
Fisher,	
  who	
  admits	
  to	
  using	
  Slater	
  as	
  a	
  contact,	
  writes	
  how	
  
in	
  2012	
  he	
  came	
  to	
  a	
  realisation:	
  "I	
  felt	
  I	
  was	
  being	
  gamed,	
  I	
  
decided	
  to	
  have	
  nothing	
  to	
  do	
  with	
  the	
  blogger."	
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Radio	
  NZ's	
  Guyon	
  Espiner	
  transformed	
  himself	
  into	
  an	
  attack	
  
dog	
  interviewer	
  repeatedly	
  challenging	
  the	
  Prime	
  Minister	
  -‐	
  "Is	
  
that	
  OK?"	
  -‐	
  to	
  account	
  for	
  his	
  association	
  with	
  Slater.	
  
Similarly,	
  David	
  Farrar	
  wants	
  to	
  clean	
  up	
  his	
  blogging	
  act	
  and	
  
has	
  applied	
  to	
  join	
  the	
  Online	
  Media	
  Standards	
  Authority	
  and	
  
adhere	
  to	
  its	
  code	
  of	
  standards.	
  
If	
  the	
  media	
  is	
  to	
  restore	
  its	
  integrity	
  and	
  4th	
  estate	
  role,	
  these	
  
are	
  all	
  leads	
  worth	
  following.	
  Slater	
  and	
  his	
  ilk	
  only	
  have	
  power	
  
because	
  we	
  hand	
  it	
  them.	
  By	
  now	
  his	
  Canon	
  Media	
  Award	
  for	
  
Best	
  Blog	
  in	
  2013	
  should	
  have	
  been	
  withdrawn.	
  
Newspaper	
  Publishers'	
  Association	
  editorial	
  director	
  Rick	
  
Neville	
  says	
  in	
  the	
  40	
  year	
  history	
  of	
  the	
  awards,	
  "none	
  has	
  
ever	
  been	
  withdrawn	
  and	
  it	
  would	
  be	
  an	
  extreme,	
  highly	
  
unusual	
  step."	
  Yes	
  it	
  would,	
  Rick,	
  but	
  it's	
  also	
  essential,	
  because	
  
surely	
  there	
  now	
  can	
  be	
  no	
  doubt	
  that	
  whatever	
  it	
  is	
  that	
  Slater	
  
does,	
  it's	
  not	
  journalism.	
  
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11317
719
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Mark Sainsbury (Herald): NZ politics a circus on steroids
9:30 AM Tuesday Sep 2, 2014
The circus is in town.
The game of politics is often compared to a circus and despite the
seriousness of the allegations over dirty tricks, it's still hard to escape that
comparison.
Just like with the circus, many are aware it's in town because of the noise it
generates. Some go to see it but the vast majority will miss the actual
performance. So will it still leave an impression?
You could argue there's plenty of impressions that should linger. Judith
Collins sacked/resigned. An inquiry to be held into whether she colluded to
undermine the head of the SFO. The Security Intelligence Service's watchdog
launching her own inquiry into Beehive staff allegedly misusing SIS material,
plus the rest of the Dirty Politics fallout.
In the circus vernacular, we're at the high-wire act. Everyone is waiting to see
if there's another fall coming.
And the only performers anyone is paying any attention to right now are the
Nats. Labour leader David Cunliffe may have lifted his game but he may as
well have the big shoes on and be driving aimlessly around the ring in the
clown car. It doesn't make any difference, though, because all eyes are on the
high wire. But one more fall and the red nose could be swapped for the
ringmaster's top hat.
And the circus theme is spreading. On Sunday, I was hosting my RadioLive
morning show with former Labour Party president Mike Williams, former
National Party president Michelle Boag and rightwing blogger lobbyist and
mostly National supporter Matthew Hooton. It was a circus on steroids. As I
asked about rival factions in the National Party, Hooton launched an attack on
John Key's office -- claiming its staff were directing Whale Oil and the others
in dirty tricks -- and described the Government's behaviour as "indefensible".
He then turned on Michelle Boag, blaming her for putting some of those staff
in place. In fact, her greatest crime, he alleged, was for being "an apologist for
the National Party".
Boag, of course, gave as good as she got but if anything answered the
question of factions it was their fierce interchange.
As the hour progressed, Mike Williams' smile got broader and broader and
Hooton and Boag were agreeing that a John Key re-election was the ultimate
goal despite Hooton's claim something was rotten on the ninth floor.
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Now those ninth-floor staffers will have to front up to an inquiry by the Security
Intelligence Service's watchdog, which inexplicably excludes their boss, the
PM himself.
Then there's the curious matter of the email that brought down Collins. Key
says he was told about it on Friday. But senior members of his Government
knew about it at least two days earlier. So who exactly is running this circus
and does it really matter? Because as the taxi driver taking me to the airport
later said, "It's all a circus, I don't pay any attention."
Don't you love elections!
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11317
539
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Matthew Beveridge: Twitter conversation of the day 1 September
SEPTEMBER 1, 2014

I haven’t seen them yet, but apparently there are transcripts/screen grabs of a Facebook
conversation between Cameron Slater and Judith Collins. But what I have seen is her
taking to Twitter to make claims about them.

Since this is something very hard to prove, proving the negative, it is probably not the
best idea for Judith to go on Twitter making these claims without evidence to back it up.
What is it that she thinks taking to Twitter like this is going to achieve?

http://www.matthewbeveridge.co.nz/politics/twitter-conversation-of-the-day-1september-judith-andrea-and-lloyd/
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NZ Politics Daily: 1 September 2014
Judith Collins resignation
TVNZ: 'Blind panic' led to Judith Collins' resignation – journalist
Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): And here was me thinking Hager would just bug
me
Matt Nippert and Tracy Watkins (Stuff): OIA request processed in two days
No Right Turn: More OIA skullduggery from National
Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim Post): New shit has come to light
Gordon Campbell (Scoop): On John Key’s ‘blame it on Judith’ strategy
Tracy Watkin (Stuff): National caught deep in the mire
John Armstrong (Herald): Crisis calls on Key to use all his skills
Bryan Gould: Why Is John Key Not Compelled to Give Evidence Under Oath?
Mike Hosking (Newstalk ZB): Mike's Editorial: Headlines don't swing elections
TV3: Small parties winning out of Dirty Politics – Boag
Tova O’Brien (TV3): Cunliffe: 'This is as bad as politics gets'
TV3/Radio Live: Key: SIS hearing 'good timing'
Sophie Ryan (Herald): Key: National campaign still on track
Brook Sabin (TV3): Opposition: Treat Collins' office like crime scene
Adam Bennett (Herald): Feeley felt sure of ministers' trustworthiness
Ruminator: Is the Prime Minister’s office corrupt?
Amanda Gillies (TV3): The bloggers infiltrating the election campaign
Russell Brown (Hard News): Why we thought what we thought
Timaru Herald: Editorial: Nats' long weekend
Dominion Post: Editorial: Delay in sacking raises doubts
Press: Editorial: Collins right to resign her post
Grant Miller (Manawatu Standard): Editorial: Robust debate and respect
should rule
David Farrar (Kiwiblog): SSC on Collins and Feeley
Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): A brief word on the canonisation of Matthew
Hooton
Daily Blog: The depth of the National rot and the compliance of our news
media
Tracy Watkins (Stuff): Collins' axing unavoidable in the end
Rob Salmond (Polity): My own take on Dirty Politics
Jane Bowron (Press): Collins' speech straight from Thatcher playbook
TVNZ: Labour calls for full inquiry into alleged smear campaign
TVNZ: National election campaign still on track – English
Herald: Collins resignation: Calls for a full commission of inquiry
TVNZ: New emails released in alleged plot against former SFO boss
Newstalk ZB: Judith Collins linked to former Hanover director Mark Hotchin
Stuff: Collins sacking a good start, hacker
Felix Marwick, Laura McQuillan (Newstalk ZB): National campaign in disarray
– Labour
Brendan Manning (Herald): Collins resignation: Commissioner concerned by
allegations
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Newswire: Labour calls for National Whale Oil inquiry
Brent Edwards (RNZ): The blogger, the minister and the SFO
Andrew Geddis (Pundit): Blue on blue
Josh White (Newstalk ZB): John Key hoping Dirty Politics saga has ended
The Standard: Well that deteriorated quickly
Anthony Robins (Standard): Wakeup call for the media – has Slater done us
all a favour?
The Standard: Some thoughts…
Mike Smith (Standard): “VRWC” exposes rift at top of National
Jono Natusch (Standard): Judith Collins resigns
Occasionally Erudite: Enemies without and enemies within
Dirty Politics
TVNZ: Belief in Dirty Politics claims growing – poll
Dan Satherley (TV3): Key 'completely relaxed' about SIS hearing
TVNZ: Poll result 'soul destroying' for John Key
TVNZ: National slips in poll before latest revelations
Adam Bennett, Brendan Manning and Claire Trevett (Herald): Dirty Politics:
Hearing before election
TVNZ: Cameron Slater summonsed over documents
Colin Peacock (RNZ Mediawatch): Dirty Politics: warnings for the media?
Abbie Napier (Stuff): Hager's relationship with hacker revealed
Rodney Hide (Herald): Can we have our election back?
Eileen Goodwin (ODT): Cunliffe let Key off hook: Greens
Chris Eichbaum (Pundit): Judith Collins and Me: A familiar story
Rachel Stewart (Taranaki Daily News): Who might the 'average New
Zealander' be?
Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): The effect of Dirty Politics so far
Standard: Fairfax Media’s polling on Dirty Politics
Political Scientist: A Tale of Two Tracks. Part I – A two track world
Political Scientist: A Tale of Two Tracks. Part II – Something new under the
sun.
Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): The amazing contortions of the NZ Herald and
other journalists
Ellipsister: Silence might imply what you want to avoid
Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): Message of support
David Fisher (Herald): Hacker releases new Collins conversations
Andrew Geddis (Pundit): Debating "Dirty Politics": Media, Politics and Law
No Right Turn: Will the police investigate?
Tim Watkin (Pundit): What Collins' resignation means for journalism & the
campaign
Isaac Davison (Herald): Cunliffe expects consultation on Dirty Politics inquiry
Duncan Garner (RadioLive): Could David Cunliffe be the accidental prime
minister?
Gordon Campbell (Scoop): On John Key’s ‘blame it on Judith’ strategy
Mai Chen (Herald): New powers to compel will drive Judith Collins inquiry
Josie Pagani (Herald) Justice Minister's hands must be clean
Liam Dann (Herald): Playing dirty has no place in our market
Herald: Feeley hopes for criminal investigation
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Kate Chapman (TVNZ): Vote Compass: Collins’ resignation not swaying
voters
Jason Scott (Bloomberg): Scandal Roadblock to Key Re-Election Bid as N.Z.
Minister Quits
Election data consortium: Collins And Dirty Politics Drive The Wordcloud
Nathan Smith (NBR): Thinking about not voting on Sept 20? Good, it won't
matter anyway (paywalled)
Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): It has to be a full independent public inquiry and
Key MUST front
Barry Soper (Newstalk ZB): Judith Collins gone by lunchtime
Rachel Smalley (Newstalk ZB): Why won’t National distance themselves from
Whale Oil?
Newstalk ZB: More Dirty Politics emails expected
Rob Hosking (NBR): Containing the Crusher (paywalled)
Stuff: SFO's Adam Feeley confident truth will come out
Simon Wong (TV3): Feeley: Smear campaign unsurprising
Richard Shaw (The Conversation): Dirty politics across the ditch may cost Key
the election
Simon Wong (TV3): Collins inquiry won't focus on Dirty Politics

TVNZ: 'Blind panic' led to Judith Collins' resignation – journalist

Published: 8:53AM Monday September 01, 2014 Source: ONE
News
"Blind panic" may have led to the resignation of Justice Minister Judith Collins
over the weekend, according to a journalist who contributed to her demise.
Ms Collins stood down from her ministerial duties on Saturday after the Prime
Minister's office was given an email written by blogger Cameron Slater
claiming Ms Collins was "gunning for" the head of the Serious Fraud Office,
apparently contributing to a smear campaign against him.
The resignation came as a surprise to journalist Matt Nippert who had been
working on a story about Mark Hotchin, the director of failed finance company,
Hanover Finance, who allegedly was using Carrick Graham to get right-wing
bloggers, Cameron Slater and Cathy Odgers, who blogs as "Cactus Kate", to
attack the SFO head during its investigation of Hanover.
He says when he sent that story off to print on Friday he had no idea Ms
Collins could be implicated.
"It absolutely blindsided me," he told TV ONE's Breakfast.
"People had raised with me earlier in the week - what about the link between
Collins and Slater is there anything there?
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"I had nothing in my material linking them, I actually dismissed those ideas as
conspiracy theories, and well, I was proved far too conservative on Saturday
morning."
Mr Nippert had got the material from the same hacker that gave Nicky Hager
the correspondence on which he based his Dirty Politics book.
He says concern among those involved as to what he had on them seems to
have forced them to into action, when in reality he hadn't seen the email that
led to Ms Collins standing down.
"All the players knew what I was writing, I think they suspected I was holding
something back, perhaps relating to Collins, and they in a bit of blind panic,
perhaps a crisis of conscience, alerted the Beehive to what may have been
coming, but it wasn't coming from me."
Advertisement
Blogger Cathy Odgers is understood to have sent the email to John Key's
office on Friday. In it, Mr Slater claims "Any information that we can provide
her on his (Feeley's) background is appreciated."
Mr Slater's email went on to say, "I have outlined for her (Judith Collins) a
coming blog post about the massive staff turnover and she has added that to
the review of the State Services Commissioner."
The former Justice Minister told reporters on Saturday that she was resigning
her portfolios so she could fight to clear her name.
Mr Key says even if the allegations prove not to be true, it is important he
responds to them.
"In my opinion when I got that email on Friday night, (it was) a very serious
issue that needs to be resolved. New Zealanders can see that I will act," he
told Breakfast.
Mr Key says he has taken some advice on a formal inquiry into the issue and
hopes to announce more details tomorrow.
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/blind-panic-led-judith-collins-resignationjournalist-6068499
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Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): And here was me thinking Hager would just
bug me
by Cameron Slater on September 1, 2014 at 1:00pm
David Farrar and I started a little personal meme when we toured the country
in 2008 in the Blogmobile.
We would tell outrageous jokes and then finished them by saying “Sh*t, I hope
that doesn’t come out in Nicky Hager’s next book, surely he is bugging us”.
Don;t believe me, go ask David. It is a joke we have continued to this day
whenever we meet, or go out for dinner or are in groups of like minded
individuals.
It was always considered a joke…that is until this latest book.
Who would have ever thought that NZ politics would be dragged into a nasty
political conspiracy based off of News of the World hacking tactics of a private
citizen?
Who would have thought that Nicky Hager would condemn legal and
warranted spying by the state but write a book off of the result of illegal spying
against a private citizen, and claim strangely that this was all justified?
And who would have thought the left wing would stoop so low as to break the
law to achieve a political goal? It should really be no surprise though since
most of the complaints to Police about breaches of electoral law are about the
left , and to date not a single prosecution has arisen from those complaints.
What we are witnessing though is a concerted political conspiracy to defeat a
government, not through better policy, or even election bribes, rather through
criminal acts.
The framing of the releases, the manipulation of the media, the gloating and
fore-warning by the political left of new hits to come all points to a politically
inspired attack the likes of that never seen before.
Mike Williams said yesterday that this was like Watergate, it is an accusation
the left have tried to stand up since this began, but it is an accusation that fails
until you look at the real scandal here.
There is no doubt now that this is a political hit job. The selective releases, the
one-sided narrative, all about things that were neither illegal nor wrong.
There are no releases of emails from disgruntled Labour MPs, or Facebook
messages, or files. There are no releases of details of my charity work,
donations of time and money to causes such as ADRA or YES. No releases
of my disucssions regarding the campaign over Marriage Equality, where I
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worked with a cross party team to ensure that the legislation passed. No
releases of my discussions with Green or NZ First MPs.
It has all been about trying to silence my friends and trying to destroy the
government.
Claims that this isn’t politics and this is just because I am a prick are as hollow
as Nicky Hager’s claim that he believes in freedom of speech and democracy.
This is about shutting down debate, shutting down political enemies and all
through a massive breach of my privacy, with illegally stolen emails.
The media should think and look very carefully at the law regarding this…they
are aiding and abetting a criminal, they continue to breach my privacy in way
that if this data came from a government department would have them
screeching about massive privacy breaches and private citizens at risk.
Because this is me though, they think nothing of it. They doorstep me at
airports, they hound my family, they stand outside my friends houses…all
based on smears, pre-packaged details and stolen goods.
They claim it is National playing dirty politics, but the reality is that there are
none dirtier than the media and their bed-fellows on the left.
Our democracy and our elections are being hijacked by a criminal political
conspiracy and the guardians of that democracy (the media) are part of it,
enabling instead of holding to account.
They are a disgrace and the sooner they have proper competition the better.
Unfortunately the wheels of justice turn slowly and so it is likely they will have
hijacked the election before anything legal or criminal is actioned.
I pity that the left have taken our politics in this direction.
I will not however bow down before political terrorism and illegal activity. I
have done nothing wrong, nothing illegal and will continue the fight.
All those out there picking through my private emails stop and think for
moment, especially those journalists who have communicated with me, where
this ends…which is cameras on your doorstep, your wives, girlfriends and
partners also under the gun for no other reason than some hacker decides
you shouldn’t have any privacy and more importantly you shouldn’t have a
right to freedom of association and freedom of speech. You just happen to be
the wrong side of a political argument from them and so you must be
destroyed with foul means.
We must not give in to terrorism, we must confront it, and battle it and out it.
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Sensible and reasonable media would do this, unfortunately they are
complicit.
The same people who marched down Queen Street protesting government
spying should be marching online decrying illegal private spying, instead they
are celebrating it. It is sad they can’t see their hypocrisy.
http://www.whaleoil.co.nz/2014/09/thinking-hager-just-bug/
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Matt Nippert and Tracy Watkins (Stuff): OIA request processed in two
days
Last updated 05:00 01/09/2014
Judith Collins' office processed an Official Information Act request in just two
days to release an email embarrassing then Serious Fraud Office head Adam
Feeley in 2011.
The revelation comes as ripples from the Dirty Politics saga widened during
the weekend after a series of bombshells including:
■ Collins stepped down as Justice Minister after an email handed to the
prime minister's office raised questions about her involvement in what leaked
emails appear to suggest was a campaign by Right-wing blogger Cameron
Slater and others to undermine Feeley while he was SFO boss.
■ Prime Minister John Key confirmed there would be an inquiry into Collins's
actions in relation to Feeley, with details of the inquiry to be announced today.
■ Senior staff in the PM's office were summoned on Friday by Inspector
General of Intelligence and Security Cheryl Gwyn to a closed-door inquiry to
give evidence under oath about declassified information allegedly supplied to
Slater which proved embarrassing to Opposition leader at the time Phil Goff.
■ Slater lodged a Privacy Act complaint over Key releasing his email.
In October 2011, Feeley was embarrassed after emails leaked by his former
prosecutor showed he had toasted the prosecution of Bridgecorp managing
director Rod Petricevic with Champagne obtained from the offices of the failed
finance company.
Emails obtained by Fairfax Media, alongside one released by the PM's office,
appeared to show controversy over the incident was in part stoked by Slater
and fellow blogger Cathy Odgers who had talked of being being paid - it
appeared from the emails - by Hanover Finance's Mark Hotchin to attack the
SFO.
In the aftermath of the controversy, Collins - at the time minister responsible
for the SFO - criticised Feeley's behaviour. On October 17 Collins disclosed
Feeley had emailed her an apology, but she expected him to travel to
Wellington to deliver it in person. An OIA request by the National Business
Review for the email was processed and the email released the following day.
Yesterday Feeley said criticism of the incident was overblown, and he wasn't
kept informed of the fast-tracked release of his apology. "It was a genuine
apology as we didn't need the distraction of the over-reaction the media had
to it. I didn't know it was going to be made public that quickly, but wasn't that
surprised or bothered," Feeley said.
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Key was back on the campaign trail yesterday but the repercussions from
Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics are threatening to derail National's reelection chances.
Key will be hoping that Collins's resignation will draw a line under the
controversy but there is speculation of more allegations to come. He would
not be drawn yesterday on questions about Hotchin.
"It's nothing to do with the Government other than the fact that we've had a
minister that was mentioned in an email as potentially playing a role with a
chief executive. That would need to be fully investigated."
Ad Feedback
But Key said there was no evidence yet to suggest Collins had acted
inappropriately. "She's utterly refuted it, but as you know, she's recently
resigned and there'll be a full inquiry into that, but in terms of anything else,
it's not a matter for the National Party." Key welcomed the Security
Intelligence watchdog's inquiry, meanwhile, and said his office would cooperate fully.
Hager's book also alleges a staffer in Key's office, Jason Ede, acted as a
conduit between the Beehive's ninth floor and Slater, and tipped him off about
the Security Intelligence Service document that embarrassed Goff. The
inquiry is considering whether or not Slater was given special treatment after
lodging an OIA request for the document.
Senior staff in Key's office are expected to have been summoned, including
chief of staff Wayne Eagleson, Ede and others. But Key said he had not
personally been asked to appear though he had no problem doing so. He did
not know the date but Slater confirmed he had been summoned to give
evidence under oath on September 11.
Meanwhile, Collins did not return calls yesterday but Slater said he was
confident that any inquiry would exonerate her.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10444702/OIA-request-processed-intwo-days
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No Right Turn: More OIA skullduggery from National
Monday, September 01, 2014

Another day, and more evidence the National government
is manipulating the OIA process:
Judith Collins' office processed an Official Information Act
request in just two days to release an email embarrassing then
Serious Fraud Office head Adam Feeley in 2011.
[...]
On October 17 Collins disclosed Feeley had emailed her an
apology, but she expected him to travel to Wellington to
deliver it in person.
An OIA request by the National Business Review for the email
was processed and the email released the following day.
The problem here isn't that someone got their response within
two days - its that other people didn't. The lawrequires that
requests be answered "as soon as reasonably practicable" (and
in any case within 20 working days), but its increasingly clear
that what is "reasonably practicable" varies significantly
depending on whether you are a critic or ally of the
government, and indeed on whether a Minister wants to
deniably smear their own staff while being protected from
legal consequences.
Meanwhile, OIAs seeking information which might be
damaging to the electoral chances of the government
areinexplicably delayed...
Which makes that upcoming Ombudsman's
investigation even more urgent, and even more necessary.
Ministers should not be manipulating the process like this, and
those that do should be named, shamed, and sacked.
Posted by Idiot/Savant at 9/01/2014 11:46:00 AM

http://norightturn.blogspot.co.nz/2014/09/more-oia-skullduggery-fromnational.html
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Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim Post): New shit has come to light
Filed under: media — danylmc @ 8:43 am
Via Stuff (sorry about quoting so much of your story, guys):
Judith Collins’ office processed an Official Information Act request in just two
days to release an email embarrassing then Serious Fraud Office head Adam
Feeley in 2011.
The revelation comes as ripples from the Dirty Politics saga widened during
the weekend after a series of bombshells including:
■ Collins stepped down as Justice Minister after an email handed to the prime
minister’s office raised questions about her involvement in what leaked emails
appear to suggest was a campaign by Right-wing blogger Cameron Slater
and others to undermine Feeley while he was SFO boss.
■ Prime Minister John Key confirmed there would be an inquiry into Collins’s
actions in relation to Feeley, with details of the inquiry to be announced today.
In October 2011, Feeley was embarrassed after emails leaked by his former
prosecutor showed he had toasted the prosecution of Bridgecorp managing
director Rod Petricevic with Champagne obtained from the offices of the failed
finance company.
Emails obtained by Fairfax Media, alongside one released by the PM’s office,
appeared to show controversy over the incident was in part stoked by Slater
and fellow blogger Cathy Odgers who had talked of being being paid – it
appeared from the emails – by Hanover Finance’s Mark Hotchin to attack the
SFO.
The allegation that some insiders – most prominently Matthew Hooton – are
putting around is that as-yet-unreleased documents show Collins passing on
information about the prosecution to Slater, who then passed it onto Hotchin’s
defense team. If that’s true then it will be the biggest corruption scandal in
New Zealand politics for many generations (feel free to nominate contenders
in the comments). It is hard to imagine that any Justice Minister would be
crazy and horrible and dumb enough to do that. On the other hand, Judith
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Collins tenure as a Minister has mostly been about crazy, horrible dumb
things. So we’ll see.
Putting Collins aside for a moment, the revelation in the email released by
John Key reveals some other pretty horrible stuff happening in our politicalmedia culture. Mark Hotchin was under investigation by the Serious Fraud
Office so he allegedly hired Graham, Slater and Odgers to smear the head of
the office, and several senior journalists in the mainstream media are
implicated in that smear campaign.
Russell Brown has an overview of what happened. Herald journalists Fran
O’Sullivan and Jared Savage have published comments on the material in
Slater’s leaked email, and O’Sullivan is especially indignant at the suggestion
she was collaborating with Slater. I guess it’s just a huge coincidence
that Slater wrote in a private email:
Cathy can outline her contact with Fran O’Sullivan separately. Basically
though the Herald and other media are now picking up our lines that this
situation is like “Caesar’s Wife” where the SFO must be beyond reproach. If
he nicked a bottle of wine what else has he nicked or hidden from receivers
and liquidators? …
And that O’Sullivan then wrote her column entitled ‘More than a storm in a
teacup‘ vigorously attacking Feeley in exactly the way outlined in the email.
Savage wrote six stories about the same subject. There was also a column
by Deborah Hill-Cone – who bestowed Slater with his Canon award:
What does it say to his staff that it is OK to take a bottle of wine from one of
the companies you are investigating? If that is OK – hey, it’s only a bottle of
wine – what next?
It would be nice to know what was actually going on here. Did the Herald’s
staff know they were collaborating in a PR smear campaign? Jared Savage
wrote that it was ‘naive’ of him not to know that he was being manipulated by
Slater and Graham. It’s a shame that one of the top investigative journalists in
the country is such a trusting, innocent naif. I think we’re going to hear a lot of
this over the next few months. ‘Gee, in retrospect I was wrong to trust
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Cameron Slater!’ But Slater hasn’t exactly hidden his utter, utter
loathsomeness over the years. Pretty much the only nice thing you can say
about him is that he’s been totally upfront about how incredibly unethical,
sleazy, corrupt and hateful he is.
Journalists need to hold people like the head of the Serious Fraud Office to
account. They need to source their stories, and they source those stories off
people with an agenda of their own, and sometimes those sources aren’t nice
people, and journalists also need to keep their sources confidential – but it
seems really, really wrong for people like Graham, Slater and Odgers to
exploit those prerequisites of a free press to make a living conducting
vendettas against public servants on behalf of the people
they’re investigating. And there seems to be something going on at the New
Zealand Herald that makes it very easy for them to be used in these smear
campaigns. I hope they try and fix it.
About these ads

http://dimpost.wordpress.com/2014/09/01/new-shit-has-come-to-light/
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Gordon Campbell (Scoop): On John Key’s ‘blame it on Judith’ strategy
September 1st, 2014
Right now, Prime Minister John Key seems intent on limiting the scope of any
inquiry into his government’s dealings with Cameron Slater. The declared aim
is to make that inquiry solely about Judith Collins’ behavior with respect to the
Serious Fraud Office. Nice try, but it won’t wash. What the Dirty Politics book
and other emails have revealed is a pattern of misbehavior that has involved
the SIS, ACC, Cabinet Ministers and staff in the Prime Minister’s office.
Meaning : it is a problem that seems to have involved the systematic misuse
of government information and procedures (such as the Official Information
Act) in order to launch attacks on public servants and political opponents
alike. Finally (see below) there is email evidence that could even entail
criminal behavior.
Despite the hard evidence contained in the emails (written by the individuals
involved) in Hager’s book, Key has been living in denial since its publication.
For well over a week now, Key has tried in vain to discredit the book until
finally on Friday, the room for living in denial finally ran out. Collins has been
jettisoned. It is still an untenable position for the Prime Minister. Key has acted
on one particular email against Collins, while continuing to ignore and/or slag
off the equally incriminating emails and other evidence contained in Hager’s
book. It’s a selective response that isn’t sustainable.
Tomorrow or (more likely) early on Wednesday, Key will reveal the terms of
reference for the inquiry that will be conducted in the wake of Collins’
resignation. Yet on RNZ this morning, Key was plainly set on limiting the
inquiry solely to Collins’ relationship with the Serious Fraud Office. This is
shaping up to be what people used to call a Claytons’s inquiry – the inquiry
you have when you’re not having an inquiry.
One can set aside the constitutional niceties of launching such a highly
politicised inquiry on the eve of an election. (Deferring an inquiry until after the
election would obviously be just as politically fraught.) The truly outrageous
gambit is to do with National’s attempt at hanging all the Dirty
Politics problems around the neck of Judith Collins, and – even then – to hold
her technically responsible for only a very, very narrow ambit of what she has
done. This is the sort of cynical politics that landed National in this mess in the
first place. Blame it on Judith, but give her an escape route by limiting the
scope of what she stands accused.
It could well be that constitutional law expert Mai Chen was right on one point
on RNZ this morning. Maybe the terms of the inquiry can contain a “ plus
anything relevant ” clause that would still enable the inquiry to look into any
matters it deems fit. Yet that seems the wrong way to go. It would be
dangerous to trust in the hunting instincts of an inquiry that is being told
everywhere else in its terms of reference to keep things tightly focussed. The
better option would be a wide ranging Royal Commission of inquiry into the
government’s relationship with Slater. Fat chance of that.
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These days though, Key must be dreading his encounters with Guyon
Espiner. This morning’s RNZ interview – even though Key limited it to only
five minutes –was another rout. Key still seems to be totally blind to the
relevance of his own direct involvement in receiving and laundering attack
information through Slater. Again, Key seems just as serenely unconcerned
that by standing in the political sewer alongside Slater, he is diminishing the
office he holds. For someone supposedly blessed with keen political instincts,
his radar seems switched off when it comes to all things Slatyer.
So… where we do we now stand? Currently, we have the inquiry being
conducted by the SIS Inspector-General into the speedy release of the SIS
information that undermined Phil Goff. That seems likely to be a purely
technical and descriptive exercise. This week, we will get more details about a
similarly constrained inquiry into Collins’ relationship with the Serious Fraud
Office. It will come as no surprise if we should learn that she got along with
them famously and respected them enormously. Meanwhile, the evidence in
the Hager book will remain in plain sight.
Those issues at stake have now gone beyond the content of Hager’s book,
disturbing as that content still is. Yesterday’s Sunday Star-Times story has
revealed that the email that triggered Collins’ resignation/sacking was almost
certainly part of a wider campaign being run by failed financier Mark Hotchin,
apparently to undermine the SFO/Financial Markets Authority investigation
into the collapse of Hotchin’s Hanover Finance company, in which some
13,000 investors lost $465 million of their savings. Carrick Graham and Slater
were allegedly being bankrolled by Hotchin as part of that effort. This
development not only goes to verify and expand our knowledge of the
Graham /Slater connection alluded to in Hager’s book. Ultimately, it could
embroil Collins in a criminal investigation. Already, there would seem to be
evidence of a conspiracy at the very least, to thwart the course of justice.
This is why – right across the political spectrum from Matthew Hooton to the
Labour Party, who are rarely bedfellows – there is now talk about a potential
perversion of justice, the need for the Police to get involved and the
imperative, perhaps, for information on computers in Collins’ office to be
immediately sealed and seized. For now, the inquiry – and its terms of
reference – looks likely to provide the next chapter in this saga.
No doubt, Key will be uncomfortably unaware that Richard Nixon won a
landslide re-election in 1972. This victory came just as inquiries were getting
under way into what looked like a peculiar, but surely unimportant form of
attack politics being run out of the White House. Things got worse – a lot
worse – once the election was over.
http://gordoncampbell.scoop.co.nz/2014/09/01/gordon-campbell-on-johnkeys-blame-it-on-judith-strategy/
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Tracy Watkin (Stuff): National caught deep in the mire
Last updated 05:00 01/09/2014
OPINION: The snowball effect of the Dirty Politics scandal is threatening to
bury National.
There was overwhelming relief from sections of National's camp yesterday
that Prime Minister John Key finally had a reason to act against Judith Collins,
who had become the biggest liability to National's re-election chances.
There was even hope that it might put the campaign back on track as
increasingly ugly questions swirl around the Key Government. But that may
be a slim hope.
Three weeks out from an election Collins' resignation could have the opposite
effect - it might reinforce to voters there is no smoke without fire. Nicky
Hager's book Dirty Politics, linking Key's ninth floor office to shock-jock
blogger Cameron Slater, will gain even more credence now it has claimed a
scalp - even if Collins maintains she wants to clear her name in an inquiry.
That was the gamble Key had to take, however, after Collins was dragged into
one of the more scandalous stories of the Dirty Politics scandal so far.
Key went on the attack yesterday, continuing to beat the drum about Left-wing
smear campaigns and insisting voters want to hear about "the real issues".
But that no longer washes.
The suggestion, which the emails appear to raise, that his justice minister
might have been involved, even peripherally, in a paid and co-ordinated
campaign by Right-wing bloggers to undermine Serious Fraud Office boss
Adam Feeley, strikes at the heart of confidence in his government.
The Sunday Star-Times revealed yesterday that the bloggers - it appeared
from the emails - were being paid by former Hanover boss Mark Hotchin for
their efforts. Hotchin was under investigation by the SFO at the time.
It was untenable for Collins to remain in her position once those allegations
were aired.
Key will today unveil the details of an inquiry to probe the allegations. To be
credible it will need full powers of inquiry, including the ability to subpoena
witnesses and take evidence under oath. But that will mean nothing can
happen till after the election; even if Collins is exonerated, it will be too late to
make a difference.
Meanwhile, Key's office will be dragged before an inquiry by the Security and
Intelligence watchdog to give evidence under oath about allegations of a
Security Intelligence Service document being declassified in order to fasttrack an Official Information Act request by Slater.
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Key's right-hand man, chief of staff Wayne Eagleson, is among those likely to
be summoned, with indications that the hearings will take place before the
election.
Voters must increasingly be wondering what to make of it.
As for Key's wish that Collins' resignation will draw a line under the events of
the past week - that may be out of his hands. The story of this campaign is
that others appear to be setting the agenda.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10444662/National-caught-deep-in-themire
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John Armstrong (Herald): Crisis calls on Key to use all his skills
6:10 AM Monday Sep 1, 2014
It is not so much death by a thousand cuts; it is death from being buried by
thousands of emails.
It is going to require all of John Key's political skills to get National's election
campaign back on an even keel following the forced resignation of Judith
Collins and yet more damaging allegations regarding her modus operandi as
a minister.
Video
Otherwise next Monday's Cabinet meeting - the final one before the election could well be the last one Key chairs.
No prizes for guessing what will be top of the agenda at today's Cabinet
meeting. Whatever rescue strategy has been worked out by senior ministers
has to second-guess heaven knows what else that might seep out of
cyberspace and expose other warts on National's body politic.
Video
It is unlikely that today's "fiscal announcement" by Bill English on the
likelihood of future tax cuts will drown out the cacophony provoked by the
weekend's allegations that Collins - along with Whale Oil blogger Cameron
Slater - was party to a smear campaign against the head of the Serious Fraud
Office.
The latter charge has been denied by Collins.
But the allegation that connections close to former Hanover boss Mark
Hotchin were working with Slater changes things a lot.
It will be a sore point among the tens of thousands of voters who lost millions
of dollars in savings from the collapse of finance houses. The undermining of
the SFO says to those voters that National was never on their side when it
came to sheeting home responsibility for the chaos in that part of the finance
industry. It brings the whole issue of "dirty politics" much closer to home.
Some mud seems bound to stick to Key. Labour, the Greens and New
Zealand First sense that he is Teflon Man no more. With Collins gone, those
parties are going hell for leather to persuade voters that Key is as culpable as
she is for her alleged behaviour; that it is a culture that has infected the whole
Government.
The one small consolation for Key is that it was assumed if National leaks
votes from this episode, they are more likely to go to New Zealand First and
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the Conservatives than the centre-left parties. Last night's One News-Colmar
Brunton poll suggests otherwise.
Key could do himself some good by spelling out exactly what kind of inquiry
he intends establishing to get to the bottom of the allegations against Collins.
He says he is taking advice on that. That may be normal procedure. But these
are abnormal times.
A few minutes acquainting himself with the revised Inquiries Act would leave
him in no doubt what he should do.
Nothing short of a full independently-chaired public inquiry with broad terms of
reference and reporting to Parliament will suffice.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11317
065
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Bryan Gould: Why Is John Key Not Compelled to Give Evidence Under
Oath?
I have today sent an open letter to the Inspector-General of Intelligence and
Security to ask why Mr Key is not required to attend her inquiry and to give
evidence under oath. The letter is attached.
Dear Inspector-General,
I was delighted to learn of your decision to hold an inquiry under the
Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security Act 1996 into the
circumstances surrounding the release to the Whale Oil blog in 2011 of a
confidential SIS briefing provided to the then Leader of the Opposition. I
applaud not only your decision but also the fact that you are to conduct the
inquiry without delay.
There is, after all, no issue of greater importance in a democracy than that the
intelligence and security services should serve the interests of the country as
a whole and should not be subverted for the partisan political purposes of the
party that happens to be in government. As a fellow-lawyer, I am confident
that your powers under the Act will allow you to provide answers to the hugely
important questions that arise.
I understand that you have required the attendance on 11 September of a
number of those involved. You will no doubt want to hear evidence on a range
of issues. How did the SIS reach its decision to release the information in
response to this particular request when others had been turned down? Why
was it released in such an abnormally short time? Was the Prime Minister’s
office consulted about such a politically sensitive matter? How did the Director
of the SIS feel that he was able to take such a decision without such
consultation? When did the Mr Key learn of the request and of the SIS
response?
Those required to attend include, I understand, members of the Prime
Minister’s office. This is, of course, as it should be; Mr Key is the minister
responsible for the intelligence and security services and there is a good deal
of prima facie evidence that members of his staff were involved with the
blogger, Cameron Slater, in respect of the issue. There has also been a good
deal of public interest in the extent to which Mr Key was aware of what was
happening.
Mr Key has focused particularly in his public statements on the issue of when
and how he was informed, after the event, that the release had taken place.
He has indicated his willingness to answer questions under oath and to
confirm his repeated assertion that he was not informed personally of the
release by the Director of the SIS, after it had occurred, and did not become
aware of it until well after the event.
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Mr Key’s focus on that question, however, is in danger of diverting attention
from the much more important issue of whether the release was, or even
could have been, made without Mr Key being consulted and without his
approval, either explicit or implicit. Mr Key has made no comment on that
issue. It is that question that, above all others, must be answered by your
inquiry; a failure to address it directly would be widely regarded as an attempt
to protect Mr Key.
Mr Key, after all, is on the face of it as likely to be involved and able to throw
light on the issues as any others of those called to attend. His willingness to
give evidence under oath should surely be tested; he should be asked directly
when and how he became aware of the release or even of its mere possibility.
Mr Key, after all, enjoys no special legal or constitutional position that would
protect him from answering questions like anyone else.
The quite separate inquiry that Mr Key will announce later this week into the
matters that led to Judith Collins’ resignation as Minister for Justice seems
unlikely to throw any light on the wider issues, including the matters of
particular concern to you. Your powers under s.23 of the Act to compel
attendance and to take evidence under oath, on the other hand, make it
possible for you to reach a comprehensive answer to those matters, including
the extent of Mr Key’s involvement. That cannot, however, be achieved if Mr
Key is to be sheltered from questioning by a failure on your part to require him
to attend. I am sure I speak for many New Zealanders in believing that that
would be a missed opportunity of the greatest significance and would detract
fatally from the value of your inquiry.

Yours sincerely,

Bryan Gould
http://www.bryangould.com/why-is-john-key-not-compelled-to-give-evidenceunder-oath/
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Mike Hosking (Newstalk ZB): Mike's Editorial: Headlines don't swing
elections
Monday, September 01, 2014 10:11 AM
I feel sorry for Judith Collins if Saturday’s leak was all there was to it.
She claims there is nothing in it. Adam Feeley, the former head of the SFO,
says he had a professional relationship with not just her but all ministers. So if
things are as they’re stated, an investigation may well prove that there is little
to this at a political or ministerial level.
The rest of it - the Mark Hotchin, Carrick Graham, Cameron Slater side of it –
looks dodgy as. But that’s not about the election, that’s about crazed egotists
and reprobates behaving badly.
But back to Collins - that’s not all there was. By the end of Saturday there was
a truck full of mess. She was more trouble than she was worth. The Prime
Minister loses nothing by cutting her loose.
In an odd way, it shows John Key is a decent boss and a nice guy. Both
Collins and Hekia Parata would not have survived under lesser, more
impatient leaders. But Key is clearly a person that puts great weight and store
on hard work and results and less weight on drama and headlines, hence they
survived well passed the used by date of many.
Collins, outside of the noise and the abrasive personality, was by and large an
effective minister. Who knows whether there was ever anything in the
leadership story that Winston is spinning. But you’d have to think if there was,
it’s over given if there was then Key has broken the golden rule of keeping
your enemies close. Collins, if she had real leadership aspirations, is never
more dangerous than when she’s on the backbench and humiliated.
The big important question here though is does it swing votes? No.
This is the drama and smoke of an election campaign. An unusual one I will
grant you, but nevertheless none of this swings votes. You will note the polls
are shifting around a bit, but by and large the status quo remains. National
has a lead by a mile. Labour is stuck in the mid-20s, the Greens at about 10,
and the minors where they have always been – nowhere. Except for Winston
who is trending a bit and the Conservatives who may or may not make it but
are showing signs of life.
This is the way it was always going to unfold whether Slater, Hager or Dotcom
had ever come along. If they weren’t front and centre, something else would
have been. That’s how election campaigns work. The media is put on vote
watch and out they go looking to generate something, anything, each and
every day. This time it’s been made easy by the sleaze factor.
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But headlines don’t swing elections. The fundamentals do. The fundamentals
haven’t changed - the economy, jobs, taxes, education, schools, kids,
families. People aren’t dumb, and we’ll see that come September 20.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/opinion/mhb-mikes-editorial-1sep2014
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TV3: Small parties winning out of Dirty Politics – Boag
Monday 1 Sep 2014 11:11 a.m.
The election campaign, already sidetracked by the Dirty Politics saga, has
now been overshadowed by the resignation of Judith Collins.
Ms Collins stepped down after the Prime Minister's Office was given a copy of
a 2011 email suggesting she was involved discussions to undermine the thendirector of the Serious Fraud Office.
READ MORE: Feeley: Smear campaign unsurprising
In another development over the weekend, the Prime Minister's Office has
been subpoenaed to give evidence over allegations the SIS fast-tracked
documents for release to Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater.
The Prime Minister says he's relaxed about the matter, but are the ongoing
allegations to blame for National's slide in the polls? And is some of the mud
sticking to Labour, or is Labour's failure to capitalise due to the lack of
coverage of policy matters?
Former Labour Party president Mike Williams says the weekend's
developments suggest a "right-wing conspiracy" has been exposed, as
opposed the Prime Minister's insistence there's been a "left-wing conspiracy"
targeted at bringing down him and Ms Collins.
And former National Party president Michelle Boag says many National
supporters would have wanted Ms Collins to step down earlier in the interests
of the party.
The controversies, she says, are driving voters towards the smaller parties.
Watch the video for the full chat with Mr Williams and Ms Boag, and analysis
from 3 News political reporter Tova O'Brien.
http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/small-parties-winning-out-of-dirty-politics--boag-2014090111
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Tova O’Brien (TV3): Cunliffe: 'This is as bad as politics gets'
Sunday 31 Aug 2014 6:00 p.m.
Dirty Politics has caused another bizarre turn in the election campaign, as
staff from the Prime Minister's office have been compelled to appear before
his spy agency watchdog over allegations made in Nicky Hager's book.
The plot thickens further as Labour Party leader David Cunliffe says new
allegations could prove corruption at the heart of the Government.
Staff from John Key's office have been called to take part in an investigation
by Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security (SIS) Cheryl Gwyn but Mr
Key has not been personally called.
Mr Key told media while campaigning in Auckland today he understood he
had received a subpoena and he would fully comply with the investigation, a
spokeswoman said.
Mr Key's office released a statement later today clarifying Mr Key had not
been personally called.
A letter from the Inspector-General was received in the Mr Key's office
yesterday, the statement said.
It advised the Prime Minister of the Inspector-General's intention to interview
a number of staff in connection with her inquiry into the release of information
by the SIS to blogger Cameron Slater.
"There was no indication in the letter that the Prime Minister would be called
personally and the Prime Minister's office is not aware that would be the
case," the statement said.
It relates to claims Mr Key knew about information given to Slater by the SIS,
which humiliated the then-Labour leader, Phil Goff.
It is another twist in a tangled mess of a campaign. Yesterday the Justice
Minister was gone for claims she was working with Slater to smear the former
head of the Serious Fraud Office (SFO).
The allegations now go much deeper, that Mark Hotchin, the head of Hanover
Finance, was paying bloggers to also undermine the SFO.
It was investigating his failed finance company at the time and owed investors
$465 million.
"If true they would show corruption that goes to the very heart of the
Government," says Mr Cunliffe. "I'm saying the Prime Minister's network, John
Key's network, has been involved."
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Emails released by the Whale Oil hacker show an exchange between Slater,
blogger Cathy Odgers, aka Cactus Kate, and Mr Hotchin's PR man, Carrick
Graham.
Slater says: "Let us go war on the Financial Markets Authority. Hotchin stays
quiet. We do the hitting."
Ms Odgers adds: "Remind him [thought to be Mr Hotchin] he pays Cam and I
to f**k with the FMA so he can focus on important things."
"I've never seen the likes of this," says Mr Cunliffe. "This is as bad as politics
gets."
It was Ms Odgers who landed the knock-out blow against Ms Collins by
accident. She gave the Prime Minister's Chief of Staff the email that Mr Key
acted on, mistakenly thinking the hacker was going to release it.
Ms Odgers didn't answer our calls, Slater refused to talk to us and Mr Graham
wasn't home.
Simon McArley, who oversaw the SFO investigation of Hanover, told 3 News
the office knew something was up.
If it wasn't ugly before it certainly is now – allegations of corruption, a
ministerial resignation and more talk of dirty, dirty tactics.
This is an election campaign like no other and there are still three weeks to
go.
http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/cunliffe-this-is-as-bad-as-politics-gets2014083117
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TV3/Radio Live: Key: SIS hearing 'good timing'
Monday 1 Sep 2014 5:37 a.m.
The Prime Minister says he isn't worried his own spy agency watchdog will
hold a hearing nine days out from the election.
The hearing will look into the release of SIS information which was used to
embarrass former Labour leader Phil Goff.
John Key initially said he'd been summoned to give evidence, but his office
later clarified the Prime Minister had not been personally called.
Mr Key isn't concerned about the closeness to polling day.
"Actually I think it's good timing," he says. "It's really, really important that the
facts are on display, my position's absolutely rock-solid. When we changed
the law some time ago, we strengthened it to make sure inquiries would
happen in a thoroughly professional way."
The investigation is heavily based on allegations the SIS released information
unusually rapidly to Cameron Slater's Whale Oil blog for political reasons,
after he submitted an Official Information Act (OIA) request.
Dirty Politics author Nicky Hager alleges Slater was tipped off to request the
OIA by someone in Mr Key's office.
The documents were declassified and sent to Slater within six days.
Slater has been summoned to face the Inspector-General of the SIS on
September 11.
3 News/RadioLIVE
http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/key-sis-hearing-good-timing-2014090105
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Sophie Ryan (Herald): Key: National campaign still on track
8:05 AM Monday Sep 1, 2014
Prime Minister John Key said he believed his campaign was still on track,
despite the "bomb" that has been thrown since the release of Dirty Politics.
Mr Key told TVNZ's Breakfast programme that he was still receiving good
feedback from voters he had been meeting on the campaign trail.
Read more:
• John Armstrong - Crisis calls on Key to use all his skills
• Feeley felt sure of ministers' trustworthiness
"The left has sat there and said, well we're not going to win if we talk about
the economy, law and order, health and education, so let's illegally hack in to
a computer and throw some sort of bomb," he said.
He said that the inquiry into Judith Collins' role in an alleged attempt to
discredit the former Serious Fraud Office chief executive Adam Feeley would
take a long time.
Mr Key told Newstalk ZB this morning that he had received some preliminary
advice last night.
"I got some preliminary advice last night that raises a few points that I need to
dwell over and get a little more advice on," he said.
The points raised were around the structure of the inquiry, he said.
"Everybody accepts that essentially there's a version of events that Mr Slater
might be willing to put on things that aren't necessarily right and I accept the
same thing for Judith."
He said Ms Collins stood down as a minister because he believed the inquiry
would take longer than the three weeks until election day.
He said that he was "100 per cent crystal clear and rock solid" that he was not
involved in the release of Official Information Act documents related to the
Secret Intelligence Service to Cameron Slater.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11317
176
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Brook Sabin (TV3): Opposition: Treat Collins' office like crime scene
Sunday 31 Aug 2014 6:03 p.m.
Judith Collins went to ground today, amid speculation there's even more
damning revelations to emerge.
The Opposition is now calling for her office to be treated like a crime scene,
so evidence is preserved.
With speculation, the worst is yet to come. But right-wing commentator
Matthew Hooton was fuelling the rumour.
"I was called by a low-level Beehive staffer on Wednesday who told me the
story about a forthcoming email that was even worse than the one that's been
in the papers today," says Mr Hooton.
"If they were true, it would cause the Police Commissioner to have to launch
an inquiry under section 116 of the Crimes Act, which is perverting the course
of justice."
"It's totally derailed the campaign now, and there's much more to come now –
I'm certain," says New Zealand First Party leader Winston Peters.
The Prime Minister is also facing criticism for how long he held onto Ms
Collins. John Key first defended her in March 2009, when as Corrections
Minister she refused to back her Corrections chief executive.
Then in 2012 Mr Key sought assurances twice that Ms Collins didn't leak ACC
claimant Bronwyn Pullar's name to the media. Later that year, there was the
ugly spat with the Canadian judge who recommended David Bain be
compensated.
Then came the Oravida scandal and Ms Collins' last chance.
Since then, there has been an outburst at a TVNZ journalist, the allegation in
Dirty Politics she leaked a public servant's private details. Last week, the
alleged plot against Mr Key emerged.
And then there was an alleged smear campaign against the Serious Fraud
Office boss, which led to her resignation yesterday.
"It is unheard of that a minister would get away with so much wrongdoing and
yet still back by the Prime Minister," says Green Party co-leader Metiria Turei.
Mr Key hopes for a clean start now that Ms Collins is history.
But with serious questions remaining and the threat of more allegations to
emerge, the Opposition's now calling for her office to be locked down, like a
crime scene, so all the files and communications are preserved.
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http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/opposition-treat-collins-office-like-crimescene-2014083116
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Adam Bennett (Herald): Feeley felt sure of ministers' trustworthiness
6:25 AM Monday Sep 1, 2014
Former Serious Fraud Office boss Adam Feeley says he would not have
briefed ministers on investigations if he had had any suspicion that
information was being leaked to others.
Mr Feeley spoke to the Herald after right-wing commentator Matthew Hooton
said that if there was any suggestion senior government figures were passing
information on the Hanover investigation to Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater
in 2011, it would be a very serious matter.
Read more: John Armstrong - Crisis calls on Key to use all his skills
Asked whether he was ever concerned that information he had given to Judith
Collins or her officials might have found its way to Hanover director Mark
Hotchin or the company's lawyers, Mr Feeley refused to comment directly on
the case but confirmed he did "periodically give ministers indications of where
particular investigations were going".
"We often had concerns that when we interviewed people, there had been
some form of disclosure by some parties, but that wasn't specific to ministers.
That related more to people involved in cases. Would I have disclosed
information to any minister if I had concerns about the security of that
information? No, of course I wouldn't."
Ms Collins resigned from the Cabinet on Saturday after an email was revealed
in which her name was linked to a smear campaign against Mr Feeley run by
Slater and other parties linked to Mr Hotchin. He was at the time under
investigation by the SFO.
Ms Collins has denied being involved in any smear campaign.
Ms Collins' resignation was prompted by Prime Minister John Key's release of
the email from Slater in which the blogger claimed she had been "gunning" for
Mr Feeley while she was minister in charge of the SFO.
Former SFO general manager Simon McArley told 3 News he believed the
SFO was targeted in a smear campaign during its Hanover inquiry.
Read more of the Herald's coverage:
• Calls for a full commission of inquiry
• The money men and how they toppled Collins
• Commissioner concerned by allegations
• Gallery: Collins in cartoons
• I'm the victim of a smear campaign: Judith Collins resigns
• Resignation reaction: 'Too little, too late'
• The email that brought down Judith Collins
• Collins resigns: Blogger backs mate
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• Collins resigns: Jared Savage and Fran O'Sullivan respond
The Herald now understands the email that Mr Key released on Saturday was
forwarded to a Beehive staffer by Slater's friend Cathy Odgers, who blogged
under the name Cactus Kate.
Other emails between Odgers, Slater and public relations consultant Carrick
Graham released to media yesterday suggest the trio also plotted to work
against another regulatory body, the Financial Markets Authority.
In one email, released by a hacker who claims to have taken the messages
from Slater's computer, Slater says, "Let us go to war on the Financial
Markets Authority, Hotchin stays quiet, we do the hitting".
Labour leader David Cunliffe said that if the allegations against Ms Collins
were true, "they would show corruption which goes to the heart of the
Government".
"This is John Key's network, this is not just about Judith Collins.
"This is a much bigger, deeper issue. Something is rotten in the heart of the
National Government."
Mr Key said Mr Cunliffe was "trying to create a political smear ..."
Watch: Key announces Judith Collins' resignation
Video
He said Ms Collins had disputed the version of her role set out by Slater in the
email. Journalists mentioned in the same email had also rejected what he said
about them.
The SFO wound up its criminal investigation against Hanover last year, saying
it had found nothing to meet its threshold to pursue a prosecution.
About 16,000 people with investments totalling in excess of $500 million lost
most of their money following the failure of Hanover and related companies,
and the sale of assets to Allied Farmers.

Key to outline inquiry into Collins and blogger
Prime Minister John Key is expected today to set out the shape of an inquiry
into Judith Collins' dealings with blogger Cameron Slater as Labour leader
David Cunliffe calls for a full commission of inquiry into the fallout from the
Dirty Politics claims.
Right-wing commentator Matthew Hooton has suggested the police should
step in also.
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The inquiry follows emails released yesterday suggesting Slater and blogger
Cathy Odgers were being paid by connections close to Mark Hotchin to attack
Serious Fraud Office head Adam Feeley in 2011.
Mr Key announced the inquiry after he was shown an email in which Slater
suggested Ms Collins and he were sharing information about Mr Feeley. Ms
Collins has denied that but resigned as minister while the matter was
investigated.
Slater has also laid a complaint with the Privacy Commissioner over Mr Key's
decision to release that email publicly. The PM said the email should be in the
public domain in the interests of accountability over Ms Collins' resignation.
Mr Cunliffe also called for the police to seize all information on the computers
in Ms Collins' office.
Mr Key said Ms Collins was a "thoroughly professional person" and would
comply with any inquiry.
Mr Cunliffe described the latest allegations as "as bad as politics gets".
Mr Key did not believe the police force was the appropriate body to
investigate because it was a matter of the relationship between a minister and
a chief executive.
State Services Commissioner Iain Rennie said he was concerned by the
allegations but an initial investigation had found no evidence that Ms Collins
had undermined Mr Feeley.
New Zealand First leader Winston Peters said an independent inquiry was
required.
Staff, but not PM, to appear before inquiry
Several staff members from Prime Minister John Key's office have been
called to give evidence to an inquiry by the Inspector-General of Intelligence
and Security - but Labour MP Phil Goff says Mr Key's own absence would
"dramatically weaken" the credibility of the investigation.
Watch: Dirty politics: PM's office receives subpoena
Video
Mr Goff, blogger Cameron Slater and staff from the Prime Minister's office
have all been summoned to give evidence to the inquiry into an Official
Information Act release from former Security Intelligence Service director
Warren Tucker to Slater.
Mr Key initially said he had been summoned by Inspector-General Cheryl
Gwyn but his office later said several of his staff had been asked to appear,
but not Mr Key himself.
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"There was no indication in the letter that the Prime Minister would be called
personally and the Prime Minister's office is not aware that would be the
case."
Mr Goff said he was surprised. "He is a key player in this. To not have the
Prime Minister give evidence under oath would dramatically weaken the
inquiry."
At the point he believed he had been summoned, Mr Key said he would have
been disappointed if he had not been called.
"If it wasn't being done this way, frankly, I'd be pretty disappointed because
we want to make sure the facts are out there and not some claims from the
Opposition that this has been a whitewash."
The release showed Mr Tucker had briefed Mr Goff on Israeli backpackers the
SIS had initially suspected were spies - a briefing Mr Goff did not recall. The
issue arose again after claims in the Dirty Politics book that the decision to
release it was politically motivated and Slater was tipped off in advance about
the contents and timing of the release.
Mr Goff said he would appear on September 8. It is not known which staff
from the Prime Minister's office have been called and Mr Key has refused to
say who Mr Tucker had briefed about the Official Information Act request for
details of the briefing.
Mr Goff said Jason Ede and Mr Key's chief of staff, Wayne Eagleson, should
both have to give evidence.
Slater confirmed he had been called to give evidence on September 11 - just
nine days before the election.
Mr Key has maintained he was not personally told of the OIA request or the
decision to release it by Mr Tucker, but his office was told under the "no
surprises" policy. Mr Key was on holiday in Maui at the time, and is happy to
release his phone records.
- Claire Trevett
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11317
077
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Ruminator: Is the Prime Minister’s office corrupt?
Posted by Lord Sutch ×
August 31, 2014 at 3:41 pm
It’s Sunday afternoon and I shouldn’t be thinking about politics but there was a
radio programme this morning on RadioLive that deserves some scrutiny.
The Mark Sainsbury show (10am-11am) was hijacked and became the
Matthew Hooton and Michelle Boag show. The two of them are known as
“National party zealots”. In fact Matthew probably believes that Key is a leftwing sell-out and would rather have Genghis Khan rise from the dead and
lead us to a triumphant right-wing utopia.
However today they were not friends. Matthew in fact accused Michelle of
being a hack, loyal to the National Party even when its policies don’t marry up
with the “right” ideology – “you supported Muldoon, Richardson, Bolger” etc.
The discussion was tense.
As the show went on Matthew kept attacking PM Chief of Staff Wayne
Eagleson. Michelle wanted to know why. She kept pushing on this point.
Matthew then said that the Prime Minister’s office tried to have Matthew fired
as a PR advisor.
The allegation was that the PM’s office called CERA after Matthew won a
contract through the normal (painful) Government process (GETS). The PM’s
office said to CERA that they should kick Matthew out of CERA’s office and
not use him as a provider. Matthew then said that Gerry Brownlee intervened
and said the State Sector Act prevented the Government from doing such a
thing.
Matthew then went on to say that he had a private client who the PM’s office
also rang to say that they should fire Matthew and hire Mark Unsworth - a
noted friend of Wayne Eagleson’s – otherwise they would never have access
to the Beehive. Mark was subsequently hired as the frontman in Wellington
while Hooton remained in the background.
If this is true, then this needs to be investigated. Because you’ve got the
Prime Minister’s office intervening in a) Government Department contracts
that are supposed to be done in a politically neutral way, and b) intervening in
a large New Zealand business and telling them to hire a mate of theirs to do
their lobbying (we all remember the infamous trip to Las Vegas trip where
Wayne and Mark had a gay old time). This is cronyism at its worst.
In the interests of disclosure, I am friends with Matthew. But that in no way
shapes my disgust at how awfully the Prime Minister’s office seems to
behave. It thinks it can behave above the law. Well the times, they are
a’changin.
Cam Slater has said that September 11th, a day already darkened by events
last decade, is going to be a very uncomfortable day for members of the
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Prime Minister’s office. That a number of them will be talking to the Inspector
General of the SIS about the OIA release concerning Phil Goff’s briefing.
Jason Ede will be there. Wayne himself will be there. I’ve even heard that
John Key may be one of them. Cameron Slater will also be one of them. And
I’ve heard that Cameron Slater is now gunning for Key. After having been a
confidante for so many years, Key has hung Slater out to dry who I
understand is considering a little “whaledump” of his own (pardon the
imagery). If Slater releases his emails himself he’s not only hitting the selfdestruct button but the fall-out will go from Auckland, right to the doorstep of
level 9 of the Beehive.
And there’s still three weeks to go.
Whew.
http://ruminator.co.nz/is-the-prime-ministers-office-corrupt/
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Amanda Gillies (TV3): The bloggers infiltrating the election campaign
Sunday 31 Aug 2014 6:26 p.m.
First it was Whale Oil then Cactus Kate – the names of two bloggers who
seem to be playing starring roles in this election.
They're not politicians or journalists, yet they had a hand in Judith Collins'
resignation. So who are they? And how seriously should we take bloggers?
Cameron Slater and Cathy Odgers are the real names of the bloggers who
helped bring down Ms Collins with an email.
"I don't regret anything I write," says Slater.
The Sunday Star Times alleges he and Ms Odgers wrote for cash. It reports
former Hanover Finance boss Mark Hotchin paid them to undermine the
Financial Markets Authority when he was being investigated.
So who are these bloggers? Slater is known as Whale Oil. He's right-wing and
his dad is former National Party president John Slater. Slater is good mates
with Ms Collins.
Four years ago his wife told 3 News he began blogging as therapy for
depression.
"His psychologist said that that's just the thing – it's an outlet and it's a safe
outlet," says wife Juana.
Ms Odgers is best known as Cactus Kate. She's a Hong Kong-based lawyer
and ACT Party member. Last year she famously taped New Zealand flags to
Oracle team owner Larry Ellison's house during the America's Cup and was
unmasked on camera.
Today she wouldn't take our calls.
So how seriously should we take blogs and bloggers?
"Much of what enters the blogosphere isn't very reliable and often it's lies,"
says media commentator Dr Joe Atkinson. "Much of it is also quite extreme.
It's not moderate, middle-of-the-road stuff. It's people trying to get attention."
The laws of defamation already apply to bloggers, but there are also calls for
them to sign a pledge to write fairly.
"I don't think you can make up your mind about what the long-term effect of
the blogosphere is going to be," says Dr Atkinson. "Right now it's a mess."
In today's world, if you can write, you can blog. But as a media consumer, if
you're looking for independent information it's a case of reader beware.
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http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/the-bloggers-infiltrating-the-electioncampaign-2014083116
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Timaru Herald: Editorial: Nats' long weekend
Last updated 05:00 01/09/2014
OPINION: There is a quote - or misquote - that has never seemed so apt, or
so understated, right now.
Attributed to former British Prime Minister Harold Wilson, it is, "A week is a
long time in politics".
Our prime minister, his now-former justice minister, and quite a slew of other
high-ups will no doubt be feeling that particularly keenly just at the moment.
Right now, in the corridors of power, it must be feeling like quite a lot can
happen in a day, let alone a week. These days, with the breathless pace of
developments in Wellington, you'd be worried at how much you'd miss in the
time it took to pop to the loo.
And for those of us watching breathlessly from the cheap seats, New Zealand
politics has suddenly become a page-turner of a tale, far more convoluted and
cynical than most would ever have imagined.
In the course of just one weekend, Judith Collins resigned as minister of
justice after an email came to light that suggested she had attempted to
undermine former Serious Fraud Office boss Adam Feeley during the
Hanover Finance collapse investigation.
That was Saturday's news. By yesterday, the pages had turned to the next
chapter. This one saw Prime Minister John Key confirm he had been called to
appear at a special hearing before the Inspector General of Security and
Intelligence.
Other names touted for that hearing include blogger Cameron Slater, and
members of Key's office, including chief of staff Wayne Eagleson, Official
Information Act guru Sara Boyle and former staffer Jason Ede, now based at
National Party headquarters.
There are, of course, folk who are disgruntled that the serious business of
politics and policies has been hijacked by this ever-developing tale of dirty
dealings and deceit.
But that's somewhat disingenuous. The policies are out there for people to
judge; through news stories, advertisements, and the plethora of pamphlets
lurking in the letterbox amid the usual junk mail.
And politics isn't all about policy. It's also about the people we elect to
represent us, the people we choose to put our faith in to do the best for our
country and for us.
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Whatever's still to come will contribute to the wealth of information already out
there that should be helping inform voters. What effect it will actually have on
the polls won't be known for sure until September 20.
If a week is a long time in politics, Election Day is an eternity away. Anything
could happen.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/opinion/editorials/10444859/EditorialNats-long-weekend
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Dominion Post: Editorial: Delay in sacking raises doubts
Last updated 05:00 01/09/2014
OPINION: John Key was right to sack Judith Collins. But he is wrong if he
thinks this has cleared away his problem.
The latest batch of emails raises extremely serious questions that demand an
answer, but cannot possibly get one before the election. Inquiries will have to
decide what really went on between financier Mark Hotchin, the now-infamous
bloggers and activists including Cameron Slater, and Collins. In the
meantime, we are left in the dark.
So Collins has gone but suspicions and doubts persist, and everyone is
waiting for the next batch of leaked emails. The fact that Key delayed so long
before sacking her is damaging in itself to his credibility. In a finely-balanced
election, these doubts could be decisive.
As always, there are baffling contradictions in the latest bout of dirty politics.
Slater said in an email that Collins was "gunning for" the then Serious Fraud
Office head Adam Feeley.
And it would be intolerable, as State Services Commissioner Iain Rennie
says, if a minister ever plotted against a senior official that way.
Unfortunately, in her case, the thought is not absurd in itself. In 2009 Collins
released personal details of another public servant to Slater, who attacked
him and this led to death threats.
That suggests Collins' understanding of her ethical responsibilities in this area
is defective.
How odd, though, that Rennie also reported that as a minister she had
praised Feeley's performance.
Slater said he was just big-noting himself in his email, and this is certainly
plausible. Bluster and embellishment are all part of the WhaleOil blog history
and its pathology. But only a proper inquiry will get to the bottom of all this.
The emails appear to suggest that Hotchin financed a campaign to discredit
the SFO, which was at the time conducting an inquiry into his company.
These and even more serious allegations require an inquiry that will take a
long time to do its work.
Only an inquiry will be able to sort out what is ethical wrongdoing or worse
and what is merely the self-promoting cant of this murky cabal of activists and
political character-assassins.
Key congratulates himself on being a tough prime minister with high
standards. But he should have sacked Collins long ago.
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She should never have visited her husband's company in China: it was clearly
a conflict of interest for her as a Cabinet minister. Her story about the visit - it
started as a mere side-trip on the way to the airport and grew in the telling kept changing.
The longer Key kept her on, the longer the shadow it cast over his
government and the more doubts it raised about his judgment.
Ad Feedback
The allegations in the "gunning" email were so serious he could not have kept
her in Cabinet: in effect, his hand was finally forced.
She has shown that she is not suited to be a Cabinet Minister.
And in the meantime she has done her leader and the party lasting damage.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/10444600/Delay-in-sackingraises-doubts
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Press: Editorial: Collins right to resign her post
Last updated 07:06 01/09/2014
OPINION: Judith Collins was right to resign. John Key already had her on a
final, final warning, so when evidence emerged over the weekend of another
alleged indiscretion, there was little wriggle room left for either of them. Key,
probably fearing he could lose the election over this, could not keep
blustering. No doubt the man once known as the "smiling assassin" very
forcefully spelled out the political realities to Collins when they spoke on
Saturday morning. Collins said she resigned to give herself space to clear her
name, and she might yet be able to do that, but right now she is an
unconscionable liability.
Collins resigned as a minister over an email suggesting she had sought to
undermine former Serious Fraud Office boss Adam Feeley while in league
with blogger Cameron Slater and others. The hacked email, like others,
provides only hearsay evidence against Collins, but she has already admitted
that she passed Slater information about another public servant, Simon
Pleasants, so it would fit with a known pattern of behaviour on her part. Add to
that her indiscretions in the Oravida affair and her forced apology for a
personal Twitter attack on a TV journalist. It all adds up to a style of behaviour
unbecoming of a Minister of Justice and a woman once touted as a future
leader of the National Party.
The latest revelations involve a campaign by Slater and fellow blogger Cathy
Odgers, allegedly paid for by financier Mark Hotchin and using his PR
consultant Carrick Graham, seeking to undermine Feeley, the SFO and the
Financial Markets Authority. At the time, in 2011 and 2012, the regulatory
agencies were probing Hotchin's Hanover Finance, which collapsed in July
2008 owing $465 million to 13,000 investors. One of Slater's emails implicated
Collins - the minister in charge of the SFO - saying she was "gunning for
Feeley". Collins says she "completely refutes" such an inference but the
election is looming and the mud is beginning to stick.
If the allegations are found to be true, this would add a dirty business
dimension to the Dirty Politics allegations in Nicky Hager's book. There is still
a debate to be had about the merits or otherwise of illegal computer hacking
bringing such scandals to light, but for now it is beginning to look as if the
hacker, or hackers, and Hager, through his book, have done the public a
service.
The relationship between the Executive - that is the Prime Minister and his
Cabinet - and the senior members of the public service is at the core of our
form of government, which in New Zealand has enjoyed a history of stability
and incorruptibility. Slater said he "embellished" references to Collins - his
personal friend - in his emails, but he would not have made them at all if he
did not believe she supported his attacks on public servants. A minister
responsible for the administration of justice needs to be above reproach. Key,
ever the pragmatist, knew that, and had to accept Collins' resignation to get
his campaign back on track. Now he needs to reassure the public that no
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other member of his party will engage in dirty tricks, or run fast and loose in
such dubious company.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/the-press/opinion/editorials/10444616/Editorial-Collinsright-to-resign-her-post
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Grant Miller (Manawatu Standard): Editorial: Robust debate and respect
should rule
Last updated 12:00 01/09/2014
If the wheels have not fallen off, they're looking awfully wobbly.
The National Party's start to the election campaign has been disastrous and it
might yet result in defeat being grabbed from the jaws of victory.
The precise circumstances that led to Judith Collins' resignation from Cabinet
will hopefully be cleared up in time.
What is apparent in the meantime is that while she was minister of the
Serious Fraud Office there were attempts to undermine the boss of the SFO,
Adam Feeley. An email from Collins' friend Cameron Slater suggests the
minister was sympathetic to the campaign.
Collins was on her last chance and the emergence of this email was enough
to see her out the door.
The episode provided an opportunity for Prime Minister John Key to draw a
line in the sand.
It is also to be hoped that his team is now focused on presenting its case for
re-election.
Collins hopes to clear her name, of course, but it was clear she had become a
liability.
It could be that the ugliness in New Zealand politics is limited to an out-ofcontrol now former minister, a few plotters on the fringe of National, the odd
zealous Beehive staffer and a blogger or two.
If so, that is worrying enough.
What's not yet clear is how pervasive the culture of dirty tricks is.
It would appear that the political realm is attracting more than its share of the
petty-minded who are more interested in muck-raking than making a positive
contribution to their country.
It's one thing for people to get fired up about deeply-held convictions.
Malicious plotting takes things to quite another level.
It is also a serious concern if it can be shown attempts were made to shut
down an SFO investigation into Hanover Finance.
The political sphere was murky enough already with the Dirty Politics
revelations. New Zealanders deserve better than to have their political
process hijacked by shadowy figures and practitioners of dark arts.
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Politics is meant to be a contest of ideas, which includes debate about who
has the right mix of values and skills to run the country.
The Opposition's job is to make sure there is robust debate.
Lobbyists have a legitimate role but there ought to be clear boundaries about
their influence.
Personal attacks, smear campaigns, mockery and the like contribute nothing
of value to the process.
What seems to have gone out the window is respect for opponents as fellow
human beings.
Most New Zealanders have had enough. Let us have a return to integrity in
politics.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/manawatu-standard/opinion/10445886/Editorial-Robustdebate-and-respect-should-rule
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Russell Brown (Hard News): Why we thought what we thought

Matt Nippert must hardly have been able to to believe his
luck yesterday when the latest source in the dizzying Dirty
Politics drama – Prime Minister John Key – produced the
email that, according to Key, finally exhausted Justice
minister Judith Collins’ apparently inexhaustible stock of
warnings and chances.
Nippert has been working with Rawshark – aka
Whaledump, aka the source of the messages that form the
basis of Nick Hager’s book Dirty Politics – to piece
together a story showing that Mark Hotchin, the former
co-owner of Hanover Finance, paid Cameron Slater and
Cathy Odgers, via Carrick Graham, to attack and
undermine the Financial Markets Authority and the
Serious Fraud Office, who were investigating Hanover’s
collapse.
What Nippert describes is wholly in line with the modus
operandi of paid smears outlined in Hager’s book (Hager
actually alludes to a Hotchin connection on page 87, but
he didn’t pursue the story). But it evidently appeared to be
a story without direct political resonance – until yesterday,
when Key released a screenshot of an email in which Slater
implicates Collins in an attack on Adam Feeley, the thendirector of the Serious Fraud Office, saying:
I also spoke at length with the minister responsible today
(Judith Collins). She is gunning for Feeley. Any
information we can provide her on his background is
appreciated. I have outlined for her a coming blog post
about the massive staff turnover and she has added that to
the review of the State Services Commissioner. She is
using his review of these events to go on a trawl looking
for anything else. It is my opinion that Feeley’s position is
untenable.
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Suddenly, Nippert had an even better front-page
story: The real reason behind Judith Collins’ demise.
But there was more than that. Nippert himself is
mentioned in the email. Slater, affecting the tone of a PR
professional, says he will “cover Matt Nippert”, as part of a
drive to foster the story of an embattled, compromised
Feeley with mainstream media journalists.
Slater also says that his accomplice, lawyer Cathy Odgers,
had been briefing New Zealand Herald columnist Fran
O’Sullivan – who wrote scornfully in this column and this
one of Feeley’s somewhat unprofessional act of celebrating
the the SFO’s prosecution of Bridgecorp by opening a
bottle of champagne left behind by Bridgecorp directors
when they vacated the company offices.
From Slater’s email:
Cathy can outline her contact with Fran O’Sullivan
separately. Basically though the Herald and other media
are now picking up our lines that this situation is like
“Caesar’s Wife” where the SFO must be beyond reproach.
If he nicked a bottle of wine what else has he nicked or
hidden from receivers and liquidators? …
Our (Cathy’s) nickname for Feeley (Five Fingers Feeley)
has stuck. journalists ringing me actually use to describe
Feeley now in phone conversations.
I also spoke at length with the Minister responsible today
(Judith Collins). She is gunning for Feeley. Any
information that we can provide her on his background is
appreciated. I have outlined for her a coming blog post
about the massive staff turnover and she has added that to
the review of the State Services Commissioner. She is
using the review of these events to go on a trawl looking
for anything else. It is my opinion that Feeley’s position is
untenable.
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From O’Sullivan’s column:
Collins – who is not known as the Crusher for nothing – is
understandably furious that the SFO director, whom she
personally hawked around town as the sheriff who was
going to drive the fraudsters out of Dodge City in the wake
of the multibillion-dollar finance companies sector
collapse, would trivialise such an important issue.
Collins is a tougher bird than Prime Minister John Key or
Finance Minister Bill English, who have each trivialised
the matter. If I read her correctly, she will see this as a
matter of character.
The full facts are yet to be disclosed.
The commission has to make full inquiries into just how
Feeley came by the bottle of Gosset champagne. But
clearly those inquiries must also involve the Bridgecorp
receivers PricewaterhouseCoopers, given that Feeley’s
email directly mentions insolvency specialist John Waller.
There may be simple explanations why “three or four”
bottles of champagne were left behind after the directors’
“sudden exit”. But Bridgecorp’s investors are entitled to
seek assurances that all the company’s assets – however
minor – were cashed up in the usual fashion and not
purloined by the next inhabitants of their former offices.
What should concern Collins is other material now in
circulation questioning just what is going down within the
SFO.
Feeley’s hired gun approach upset many of the SFO staff
he inherited when he took over the office.
Slater’s line seems to be echoed almost exactly in a Herald
column written at the same time by Deborah Hill Cone:
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What does it say to his staff that it is OK to take a bottle of
wine from one of the companies you are investigating? If
that is OK – hey, it’s only a bottle of wine – what next?
O’Sullivan also scorns the “PR flannel” of the SFO’s
response in her column. And yet reading that column now,
it could be seen to cohere to a countervailing PR strategy.
One that nobody wrote any columns about.
The Slater email also says this:
I am maintaining daily communications with Jared Savage
at the Herald and he is passing information directly to me
that the Herald can’t run and so are feeding me to run on
the blog. in the meantime I also have additional
information flowing in via my tipline. That information
will be drip fed into the media or via my blog.
In a response posted on the Herald website yesterday,
Savage confirms that he provided Slater with material that
had come to him in the form of emails from inside the
SFO:
Most of it was flotsam and jetsam, interesting tidbits of
unverified information or gossip which I decided against
pursuing as angles.
I cut and pasted the content of some of those emails, to
remove any possible identifying features, and forwarded
them on to Slater. So information was shared, there was a
bit of “horse trading”, we talked about developments as
the story rolled along.
I think that largely this is the supping-with-the-devil that
investigative journalists sometimes have to do. Savage was
hardly the only journalist to be dealing with Slater behind
the scenes. Savage’s Herald colleague David Fisher, who
later stepped “outside the tent”, was among them.
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In the same article, there’s also a response from
O’Sullivan, who insists that her opinions and sources were
her own and says:
The inference in Cameron Slater’s email that blogger and
lawyer Cathy Odgers had any influence over that column is
risible.
She had previously been rightly critical of Feeley’s
overreach in another case. And yet, it’s difficult to avoid
the view that O’Sullivan’s column was written in the
context of an atmosphere that Slater and his ghastly
friends were working to create. We even have further
confirmation that these people habitually gamed iPredict
to create perceptions.
There are any number of stories in the past five years that
we might now peel back and inspect in this light, and ask
why we thought we what thought about those stories. Both
columnists and reporters rely on their contacts and
sources. It might well be asked when and where the source
becomes the spin we’re supposed to avoid
http://publicaddress.net/hardnews/why-we-thought-what-we-thought/
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David Farrar (Kiwiblog): SSC on Collins and Feeley
SSC on Collins and Feeley
Iain Rennie, the State Services Commissioner put out a release this morning. In it he
said:

“Any activity that undermines, or has the potential to undermine, the trust
and confidence in the public service to impartially serve the interests of the
government and New Zealanders is a matter of concern to me.”
“It is important that Chief Executives and Ministers mutually support each
other to carry out their respective roles, in order to work together to serve
the best interests of New Zealand and New Zealanders. Ministers are
entitled to hold public servants to high standards of trust and performance
and, in turn, should respect the role the public service plays.”
“I am therefore extremely concerned by an allegation that a Minister has
associated with third parties to discuss influencing my assessment of a
Public Service Chief Executive. If true, this would be wholly
unacceptable.”
“I told the Prime Minister’s Office that Judith Collins had a positive view
of Mr Feeley’s performance through her time as Minister responsible
for the Serious Fraud Office.”
The relevant Ministers are consulted at least annually on how they view the performance
of their respective CE’s. This hardly looks like a Minister who was unhappy with their CE.

“The Commission has reviewed its documentation and sought the
recollections of staff responsible for the SFO portfolio at the time in coming
to this view. This includes the period following the date of the email in
October 2011 released today by the Prime Minister. Earlier in 2011, Judith
Collins had raised with me the appropriateness of Mr Feeley’s
consumption of a bottle of champagne following a media inquiry.
“It was appropriate that she spoke to me about this matter and my view on
the matter was released publicly at the time.”
A key thing to note here is that the raising of the issue around the champagne bottle
occurred well before the e-mail. There was no information relayed to the SSC after the
conversation referred to in the e-mail.
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“Any campaign to undermine my confidence in Adam Feeley’s
performance was entirely ineffective and unsuccessful. He was a strongly
performing Chief Executive through his tenure for his work in transforming
the SFO and vigorously pursuing criminal conduct in respect of finance
company collapses.”
I would be very happy to consider Mr Feeley’s return to the Public Service
in the future.”
The key thing again to note is that Collins gave Feeley positive performance appraisals,
which is incongruous with the suggestion she was gunning for him.

http://www.kiwiblog.co.nz/2014/08/ssc_on_collins_and_feeley.html
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): A brief word on the canonisation of
Matthew Hooton
September 1, 2014

Before we all start the canonisation of Matthew Hooton, let’s
consider some home truths here shall we?
Before we all start the canonisation of Matthew Hooton, let’s
consider some home truths here shall we? While the Wellington
Ruminator Blog, the blog who was previously mates with Judith
Collins, now seems to have a crush on Matthew Hooton…

…I think such devotion is a tad misplaced.
Let us not forget that Hooton has called Nicky Hager a
“Communist C**t” on Twitter and when Cathy Odgers was begging
to have Hager’s address published, who gave it to her?
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Perhaps the good people at Ruminator haven’t read that far
into Dirty Politics? I’m not sure plotting organised hits on Nicky
Hager by Chinese crime lords raises Hoots to praise worthy just
yet.
We all love a right winger saying the things us lefties want to hear,
and so we have been gleeful to grasp onto Hooton’s current
statements on why the PM is so screwed, but let’s look beyond
hearing what we want to hear and understand what Hooton is
doing. He knows and he understands that what Key has done over
the SIS briefing is far more serious than the mainstream media
have managed to comprehend and the checks and balances now
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kicking in mean Key either admits he has lied or he throws his
chief of staff under the bus.
Hooton understands that and is now busy positioning within
National the new leadership challengers Key will face post the
election. It is in Hooton’s interests to sow mayhem inside the
National Party ranks to build support for his candidate Simon
Bridges while quietly ignoring things like providing Odgers with
Hager’s address.
http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/09/01/a-brief-word-on-the-canonisation-ofmatthew-hooton/
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Daily Blog: The depth of the National rot and the compliance of our
news media
By Burnt Out Teacher / September 1, 2014 /

We live in a country that people all over the world would give
an arm, a leg; their life savings to come to. Democratic, free of
corruption; compassionate. That’s our reputation. Except
we’re not free of corruption, and our politics is losing its label
of democratic, and those in charge seem entirely without
compassion for the people whose ranks they have risen
through to govern.
I’m so tired. Aren’t you?
I don’t want to read the news anymore.
It’s awful and I feel ashamed of it.
We live in a country that people all over the world would give an
arm, a leg; their life savings to come to.
Democratic, free of corruption; compassionate. That’s our
reputation.
Except we’re not free of corruption, and our politics is losing its
label of democratic, and those in charge seem entirely without
compassion for the people whose ranks they have risen through to
govern.
The days of dignified rousing speeches at Oxford, of political
autonomy, of this country being a brave leader on global issues
are gone. It’s dirty and filthy and slurred now. The scab over our
new political system and its alarmingly-associated media has been
scraped and peeled back: the wet, stinking infection is becoming
incredibly clear for all to see.
Left-wing, right-wing, zero-wing: we’re all sick of hearing about
Cameron Slater. Life was better without his handiwork in our faces
every day. The news of the last few weeks shows it is really little
wonder that Slater badly wanted the legal right to protect his
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“journalistic” sources: they were elected officials and their staff
nearly 100% of the time.
And this level of corruption is not even news anymore. So an
attack-style blogger known for vicious, inhumane takedowns of
people to promote his own agenda is “well-connected” to our
Minister for Justice as well as our (for now) Prime Minister?
So what? It’s not a secret. Everybody knows about it. And that
is insane. They’ve hidden in plain sight. Seems like we’re just used
to it, and helpless to change it, so it’s treated as a smug, cruel joke
at our expense.
Judith Collins, John Key and Cam Slater – old pals! What’s new?
The reason for their shared friendship isn’t a mystery. Like Collins
(and, to an extent, Key), Slater is openly out to discredit and get rid
of people who get in the way of his best interests.
Hager’s book showed Odgers and Slater doing this in an
exceptionally unsettling way: they colluded to get private contact
information on a whistle-blower sent to people who might wish him
harm, and sniggered about it.
“Chop chop for Nicky Hager… Those Chinese can be very vicious
when they lose face… It would be a disaster if they all knew where
he lived. He might need Police protection…”
It is hard to see how comments like that could ever be taken out of
context.
In the words of Gordon Campbell, Journalists’ intent is not usually
to silence and damage critics of the government. And
government’s role is not to silence and damage their own critics.
Criticism is a central facet of democracy, which is why John Key’s
personal staff using exceptionally privileged parliamentary access
to break into the opposition’s files should have gotten John Key’s
resignation as well as Jason Ede’s (who is unfathomably still on
the National Party payroll). Key brushes it off as business-asusual; everybody-does-it.
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Actually, no. They don’t.
There is not breaking news item after breaking news item about
Cunliffe, Turei & Norman, Harre, Harawira and Bradbury all trying
to have people killed, leaking, spilling and forwarding private
information and emails to paid pitbulls, doing high-level deals,
lying, forgetting, and dismissing devilish details, and being reckless
with this country for their own benefit.
That’s just the National Party people, and the deranged few who
so closely support them.
We assume the media is unbiased and would never be part of that
circle.
But on Saturday at 5pm (strategic, ‘quick-nobody’s-looking’ timing
if ever there was) two of the Herald’s most well-known reporters
shame-facedly admitted and then earnestly defended their own
dealings with Slater. Jared Savage forwarded “unverified
information, tidbits and “gossip” to Slater (and presumably the
same information to colleague Deborah Hill Cone).
I cut and pasted the content of some of those emails, to remove
any possible identifying features, and forwarded them on to Slater.
So information was shared, there was a bit of “horse trading”, we
talked about developments as the story rolled along.
It’s just a game to them. The governing of our country is just a
high-stakes game. The most influential newspaper in this country
trades information with the most toxic man we’ve known.
All in good fun, right?
Savage used the word “naive” to describe normal New Zealand
people’s assumption that his regular, repeated dealings with this
openly nasty and unscrupulous right-wing blogger were out of line
for a journalist of NZ’s most widely-read and (previously) respected
newspaper.
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Then he used that same word, naive, to describe himself in his
assumption that his communications and “horse trading” with this
extortionate, demonstrably untrustworthy man would not be
circulated widely with others if it could benefit Slater and his
chums.
Naive is not even the word.
Slater was “briefing” NZ Herald and other mainstream media
journalists, while reportedly extorting, blackmailing and consorting
with National politicians, yet being treated as a legitimate news
source by everybody.
Well, the Slater-related straw that broke Judtih Collins’ back on
Saturday was a large and looming one. I bet it has kept her awake
for a while now.
It goes like this:
Mark Hotchin, the man at the helm of Hanover – which stole
17,000 NZers’ life savings – pays right-wing bloggers to
undermine the governmental Serious Fraud Office as it
investigates him. Our Justice Minister Judith Collins is in on it,
apparently happy to discredit and sabotage SFO boss Adam
Feeley.
As this is all going on, Hotchin sells his Paritai Drive house to the
boss of Oravida – a company of which Collins’ husband is a
director, and which has donated huge sums of money to the
National Party.
When a financier under investigation for major, major fraud
is paying bloggers to undermine a government body – the Serious
Fraud Office, no less – then rather than giggling along with them,
our government ministers and parliamentary members should cut
all ties with involved people the moment they realise what is
happening.
To do otherwise is to be implicit.
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And if you’re implicitly implicit in it?
Then you need to get out of our country’s highest offices.
Just get out.
Judith Collins has now resigned, which is too little, too late, and too
lame (investigate the woman already!) and a few journalists are left
to take the blame for dodgy dealings which are the norm at their
newspaper.
Yet the NZ Herald has the cheek to maintain it is not “biased.”
Their staff just regularly email “tips they can’t use” to extremist,
vicious right-wing blogger whose agenda is frank, frightening, and
a foul affront to our democratically-arranged country.
And it’s “common.”
The editor doesn’t mind.
And I am condescendingly considered naive because I don’t think
it’s alright for them to ruin my country like this.
I’m so, so tired.

http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/09/01/the-depth-of-the-national-rot-and-thecompliance-of-our-news-media/
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Tracy Watkins (Stuff): Collins' axing unavoidable in the end
Last updated 09:14 31/08/2014
OPINION: It is hard to remember an election littered with so many tripwires.
John Key's decision to bring the guillotine down on Judith Collins yesterday
was an attempt to stem the blood flow over Dirty Politics and put National's
campaign back on track.
But sacking a senior minister just three weeks out from an election when
voters have a heightened awareness of politics is risky business. The fact that
Key was prepared to do so speaks volumes about the size of the liability
Collins had become. She could have cost Key the election. She still could.
The allegation she was in cahoots with a shock jock blogger to undermine the
head of the Serious Fraud Office is serious enough. But there may be more
allegations to come.
National will be grateful Labour is in such a parlous state. That will protect it
from bleeding support. But voters turned off by the ugliness may turn to the
Conservatives and NZ First instead.
Key was slow to axe Collins because of her power base within the caucus. It
is no secret that Collins had a coterie of admirers. Winston Peters alluded to
that this week when he claimed one of Key 's MPs tapped an intermediary to
sound him out about dealing with her as leader on a post election
government.
But it is a sign of how far her star has fallen that none of those admirers will
likely take issue with Key's move against her yesterday.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/opinion/10443827/Collins-axingunavoidable-in-the-end
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Rob Salmond (Polity): My own take on Dirty Politics
1ST SEPTEMBER 2014

Now that Judith Collins is gone, what now? First, of
course, the search for answers carries on. What did John
Key or Wayne Eagleson know about the dirty tricks
campaign in their midst? Which other Ministers might be
rotting the OIA system, or rotting the public purse? What
will the government's intelligence watchdog turn up in its
enquiry? And so on.
But I don't think this is a purely partisan issue. There are
lessons here for lefties and right wingers alike. I would
hate for election-time blinkers to obscure this opportunity
for a bit of cleansing thought across most, if not all, parts
of our political culture.
On that, here is what I said last week on Radio New
Zealand's The Panel about Dirty Politics:
The events of the last few days have caused me to reflect
about what the limits should be on the way people like me,
on various sides of politics, pursue our partisan ends.
I remember when I was a spotty 18 year old and I first
went to Vic to study politics. Margaret Clark was the
Professor, and on day one of Politics 110, her first point
was: “Reasonable people disagree on policy.”
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I think we need to do more to remember that . The people
who we disagree with on policy are, usually, reasonable
people.
This means that, when we disagree, we should work hard
to be convincing on our policy arguments.
But we should not do what we’ve heard about in this book,
where people subject those they disagree with to:
•

Judgement, using terms like “scum” to describe entire
areas that disagree with you; or

•

Trying to ruin their personal lives on the basis of a policy
disagreement.
That is really important for all of us who are involved in
politics to remember.
I’ll give you an example: there are times when bad things
happen in New Zealand that are good for opposition
parties.
So when GDP growth falls, everybody says that’s terrible,
except for this tiny little corner of political activists from the
Labour and Green parties, who are cheering under their
breath.
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That’s a relatively mild version, but it is a version of what
we are seeing here. And it is something we all need to
stop.
Everyone who has a job in politics is to serve the
population, not to serve our own bit of the population.
That should be the lesson, not just for the National party,
but for all of us, coming out of these revelations.
Jim Mora: Well that is nobly said, but how do you stop
it?
I can speak personally. On my blog, I do criticize people
from the National party, but I criticize them on the grounds
of either their policies, or on the way they are executing
their public office.
I have a line that I hope I never cross, which is salacious
gossip about personal lives. That is about personal ethics.
Each of us has to individually uphold our own personal
ethics, pick where that line is, and not cross it.
I believe what we are seeing is a group of people, whose
personal ethical lines are not widely shared in the New
Zealand population, gaining much more influence over all
of our lives than they ever should.
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Is it douchy to close a post that quotes me with a BillyBirmingham-as-Richie comment?
Yes?
Ok, forget I asked.
http://polity.co.nz/content/my-own-take-dirty-politics
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Jane Bowron (Press): Collins' speech straight from Thatcher playbook
Last updated 05:00 01/09/2014
OPINION: You have got to hand it to Crusher - her resignation speech was
delivered at high noon on Saturday and uttered without a tear as the former
Cabinet minister vowed to clear her name, claiming she was the victim of a
two-year smear campaign.
All that was missing - straight out of the Margaret Thatcher playbook - was the
snap of the handbag as Judith Collins concluded her statement and exited
stage right, refusing to answer questions.
On hearing the breaking news of Collins' resignation Mana leader, Hone
Harawira said: "It couldn't have happened to a nicer person."
At WhaleOil headquarters the blogging self-styled blaggard that is Cameron
Slater came to the door of his bad taste version of Number 10 Downing Street
to give his reaction to the news that his cyber soulmate had fallen on her
sword. Wearing his customary slob suit of a T-shirt (Slater looks like he eats
custard squares for breakfast, lunch and dinner), he mourned Collins'
passing, describing it as a death by a thousand cuts, and took pot-shots at
John Key describing him contemptuously as "only a temporary prime
minister".
Staring through the slits of his crocodile half-closed eyes, Slater warned
reporters: "You guys are going to reap what you sow."
"Is that a threat Cameron?" Piped up one emboldened reporter, one of the
Slater "glove puppets" that Internet Mana Party press secretary Pam Corkery
referred to journalists the previous weekend.
While there are media commentators around who still fear the now unmasked
attack blogger can keep on hurting them (see TV One, Q+A yesterday), surely
the reality is neither Slater nor Collins can ever do lunch anywhere again. Or if
they do, they should take a food taster with them. Their "unwise" union is like
the ill-fated relationship of manipulation and betrayal between the Marquise
Isabelle de Merteuil (played by Glenn Close) and Vicomte Sebastien de
Valmont (John Malkovich) depicted in the film, Dangerous Liaisons.
Those narcissistic French aristocrat control freaks ended up with society
turning their backs on them, which is what is happening now as Labour Party
leader David Cunliffe describes the Government as having a "culture of
connivance".
Surely WhaleOil's power and influence is effectively defused and his days as
a media mercenary are well and truly over, so there is no need for the Fourth
Estate to be afraid of the big bad wolf any more. Those on the Right and the
Left agree Collins' demotion has come too late and Key's claim to be the
Sergeant Schultz of the piece - knowing nothing - does not cut it.
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Ad Feedback
If what he says is true, then the parallel universe he has been living in must
be a terrifying place, as we are left to wonder who is and who has been
running his ship. He may end up going cap in hand to Colin Craig to get the
Conservatives on board and revising the political advertisement of blue
rowers all stroking in one direction. The boat the Nats contrived of Labour and
the Greens jammed in together and furiously rowing in different directions,
could come back to haunt them and become National's own nightmare canoe.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/the-press/opinion/columnists/janebowron/10444617/Collins-speech-straight-from-Thatcher-playbook
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TVNZ: Labour calls for full inquiry into alleged smear campaign
Published: 11:01AM Sunday August 31, 2014 Source: ONE News
Labour's finance spokesperson David Parker says there "absolutely" needs to
be a full inquiry into allegations of an alleged smear campaign that appears to
implicate the Government.
The Prime Minister yesterday launched an inquiry following the release of an
email alleging that Judith Collins was involved in an attempt to undermine the
former Serious Fraud Office boss Adam Feeley in 2011.
Ms Collins has resigned as a Minister in Cabinet, saying she will co-operate
with the inquiry but denying the claims.
However, Mr Parker today told TVNZ's Q+A programme that an investigation
into Ms Collins' actions doesn't go far enough and a full commission of inquiry,
chaired by a High Court judge, is needed to "see how far this goes through
government."
His comments come following the release of new emails by the Sunday Star
Times today, which appear to confirm that the boss of failed finance company
Hanover was using right-wing bloggers to attack the Serious Fraud Office
head during the investigation of Hanover. These emails have not been
verified.
National Minister Bill English disagrees that the issue is as serious as Labour
claims and says he still has confidence in the National government, which he
says has always been "open and transparent".
Mr English reiterated that the allegations were far from being proven as fact
and welcomed an enquiry.
"I'm happy that the serious issues are being dealt with and the allegations that
were unproved have slid away," says Mr English.
Mr Parker says the allegations are "unprecedented" and can't be swept under
the carpet. Labour is calling for all the documents, lap tops and cell phones
belonging to Ms Collins' office need to be immediately secured to prevent
tampering.
PR consultant and political commentator Matthew Hooton told Q+A that it's
inappropriate for the Prime Minister to call an inquiry and that the Police
Commissioner should be involved instead.
Advertisement
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/labour-calls-full-inquiry-into-alleged-smearcampaign-6068128
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TVNZ: National election campaign still on track – English
Published: 9:59AM Sunday August 31, 2014 Source: ONE News
National Minister Bill English says the National Party's election campaign is
still on track, despite new allegations suggesting a Government-linked smear
campaign against key financial authorities.
New emails released by the Sunday Star Times today appear to confirm that
the boss of failed company Hanover Finance, Mark Hotchin, was using rightwing bloggers to attack the Serious Fraud Office head during the investigation
of Hanover.
The emails haven't been verified.
The new claims come following Judith Collins' resignation as a Minister of
Cabinet yesterday in the wake of allegations she was working to undermine
SFO boss Adam Feeley in 2011, while she was the Minister in charge.
Ms Collins has denied the accusations, which will be investigated in an
inquiry.
ONE News Political Editor Corin Dann says the ongoing allegations mean Mr
Key can't get his election messages across to the public and that National's
election campaign appears to be "completely out of control".
However, Mr English today told TVNZ's Q+A programme that this is not the
case and that the public is still able to focus on National's policies.
Advertisement
"We've got prospects ahead of us," he says.
Mr English denies that the recent political fallout that was sparked by Nicky
Hager's book Dirty Politics have caused a division within the party.
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/national-election-campaign-still-trackenglish-6068110
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Herald: Collins resignation: Calls for a full commission of inquiry
11:16 AM Sunday Aug 31, 2014
Labour leader David Cunliffe says all ministers should be subject to a full
commission of inquiry to get to the bottom of the allegations made in Nicky
Hager's book Dirty Politics.
Mr Cunliffe has appeared on TV3's The Nation this morning and said a full
commission of inquiry is needed into the allegations of dirty politics between
Ministers in Parliament and Cameron Slater's blog Whale Oil.
"This is not what New Zealand expects of their government," he said.
Mr Cunliffe said former Justice Minister Judith Collins should have been gone
"months ago."
Read more of our coverage:
• I'm the victim of a smear campaign: Judith Collins resigns
• Resignation reaction: 'Too little, too late'
• The email that brought down Judith Collins
• Collins resigns: Blogger backs mate
• Collins resigns: Jared Savage and Fran O'Sullivan respond
"What other Ministers have been involved in feeding information to that blog?
"It's got to be cleared up."
Resignation has not derailed campaign - Bill English
Meanwhile, Appearing on TVNZ's Q & A this morning, Deputy Prime Minister
and Finance Minister Bill English said the allegations against Ms Collins were
serious and "that's why the Prime Minister's launched an inquiry into them".
Suggestions that former Hanover boss Mark Hotchin was behind the smear
campaign against ex-Serious Fraud Office (SFO) chief executive Adam
Feeley were "all a bit bizarre", Mr English said.
"If that is linked through the email to any kind of ministerial conduct as is
implied that's a serious issue, but we've yet to see if an email written by the
blogger is correct or not and an inquiry will deal with that.
"Whatever the campaign might have set out to achieve, we have a high level
of confidence in the Serious Fraud Office and the Financial Markets
Authority."
Ms Collins' resignation had not derailed the National party's election campaign
and Prime Minister John Key was right in waiting until yesterday to act, he
said.
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"The Prime Minister - as he said yesterday - made judgements on the facts
that are before him. He's got a new set of facts today.
"I think he's made the right decisions and now there's going to be an inquiry
into what is a serious allegation.
"It hasn't become bigger than the campaign. In the end the campaign's about
the voters, this is an argument about a blogger, maybe a minister and a bunch
of other people who generally aren't in the public eye."
Labour's finance spokesman David Parker, also appearing on Q&A described
the revelations levelled in Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics as "just the tip of
the iceberg".
"This is absolutely unprecedented in New Zealand, the Minister of Justice [is]
asserted to be undermining one of the arms of justice - this is very serious."
Email leaked from within National
New Zealand First leader Winston Peters said he believed the leaked email
came from within National.
"What's happened here is someone's said 'she's got to go'."
He said he believed Ms Collins didn't stand down willingly.
"She didn't stand down, she was pushed but she jumped before that
happened."
He said he had never seen a campaign so derailed from talking about policy
and key issues.
Greens Party co-leader Metiria Turei said it appeared the leaked email that
ended Judith Collins' career as a Minister could have come from within the
National Party.
"I think [John Key] is responding to the public. He is campaigning, he's not
acting like a Prime Minister."
She has called for a Royal Commission to investigate the allegations in
Hager's book.
She said the Royal Commission needs to begin now, so evidence in Judith
Collins' and John Key's offices could be preserved.
"We'll only get a Royal Commission with a change of government," she said
Mr Peters said he had called for a Royal Commission in to the allegations in
Dirty Politics.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11316898
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TVNZ: New emails released in alleged plot against former SFO boss
Published: 8:53AM Sunday August 31, 2014 Source: ONE News
New emails have been released today by the Sunday Star Times which
appear to show links between blogger, Cameron Slater, and former business
high flyer Mark Hotchin concerning what looks like a smear campaign aimed
at undermining key financial authorities.
It follows the resignation of Judith Collins yesterday after the Prime Minister's
office was given an email written by Cameron Slater in May 2011 to Carrick
(said to be Carrick Graham) and Mark (now understood to be Mark Hotchin)
claiming that Mr Slater had spoken to Judith Collins and in which Mr Slater
alleges Ms Collins was "gunning for Feeley" (the then head of the Serious
Fraud Office, Adam Feeley).
A fourth person's name on the email has been blanked out.
Ms Collins denies any involvement in a campaign to undermine Mr Feeley.
Further emails released this morning appear to confirm Mark Hotchin, the
director of failed finance company, Hanover Finance, was using Carrick
Graham to get right-wing bloggers, Cameron Slater and Cathy Odgers, who
blogs as "Cactus Kate", to attack the SFO head during its investigation of
Hanover.
Hanover Finance collapsed in 2008 owing investors around $500 million.
In the Slater email released by John Key yesterday, Mr Slater claims "Any
information that we can provide her on his (Feeley's) background is
appreciated."
Advertisement
Mr Slater's email went on to say, "I have outlined for her (Judith Collins) a
coming blog post about the massive staff turnover and she has added that to
the review of the State Services Commissioner."
The former Justice Minister told reporters yesterday that she was resigning
her portfolios so she could fight to clear her name.
"I have asked the Prime Minister for an Inquiry into these serious allegations
so that my name can be cleared. I will, of course, cooperate with any inquiry,"
she said.
State Services Commissioner Iain Rennie says that he is "extremely
concerned" by the allegations and that, if the claims are true, they would be
"wholly unacceptable".
He says that Ms Collins always spoke highly of Mr Feeley during her time as
the Minister responsible for the SFO - contradicting claims made by her
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blogger friend Mr Slater in email correspondence that she was going against
the SFO boss.
However, Mr Rennie says any efforts to undermine his confidence in Mr
Feeley were "entirely ineffective and unsuccessful".
Ms Collins, who intends to stay on as the MP for Papakura, has yet to
comment on the fresh accusations. Her resignation took effect immediately
with Christopher Finlayson, Craig Foss and Hekia Parata taking over her
portfolios.
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/new-emails-released-in-alleged-plot-againstformer-sfo-boss-6068080
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Newstalk ZB: Judith Collins linked to former Hanover director Mark
Hotchin
By: Josh White, Latest Political News | Sunday August 31 2014 6:55

Updated 11.30am: It's the scandal that just won't go away for the
Government.
A day after the resignation of senior Cabinet minister Judith Collins, freshly
leaked emails now link the affair with a director of the collapsed finance
company Hanover.
The suggestion Mark Hotchin funded an attempt to smear the head of the
Serious Fraud Office have added more murk to the Dirty Politics saga.
The Hanover Finance director was a recipient of Cameron Slater's email
about 'taking down' SFO boss Adam Feeley, which the Prime Minister made
public yesterday as Judith Collins resigned.
It's alleged Mr Hotchin paid lobbyist Carrick Graham, who funded Mr Slater
and his fellow blogger Cathy Odgers to run the campaign.
What's still not clear is what Judith Collins knew about Mark Hotchin's
involvement, or her role in the so-called strike on Adam Feeley.
Hanover Finance fell over in 2008, owing investors almost half a billion
dollars.
Cunliffe renews inquiry calls
The word corruption is being bandied about this lunchtime, as the scandal
besetting the Government continues to seethe.
And with Judith Collins having resigned over the issue, Labour leader David
Cunliffe says it's further evidence a commission of inquiry is needed.
"If true they would show corruption that goes to the heart of the government. If
proven, it would be a very, very very serious matter."
Mr Cunliffe says the matter's not just limited to Judith Collins, and the main
players are part of the Prime Minister's network.
"But this is a much deeper bigger issue. Something is rotten at the heart of
the National Government. I think the PM, through his office, knew long ago
that the Whaleoil website has been up to no good."
Bill English backs FMA and SFO
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The Finance Minister's confident in the integrity of New Zealand's financial
markets, following the latest revelations in the Adam Feeley affair.
Emails obtained by the Sunday Star-Times indicate former Hanover Finance
boss Mark Hotchin was at least aware of a smear campaign against the thenSerious Fraud Office boss.
Hanover was investigated by the SFO when it collapsed, leave investors half
a billion dollars out of pocket.
Speaking on TVNZ's Q+A programme, Bill English says allegations of
orchestrated attacks against the SFO are serious.
"But in terms of looking ahead with the Financial Markets Authority and SFO,
we have every confidence in them, the markets have high confidence in them.
Bill English says recent re-regulation has underpinned that confidence.
Greens want office secured
The Greens say information in Judith Collins' office should be located and
secured.
It comes as opposition parties demand a independent inquiry into the dirty
politics scandal, after Ms Collins' resignation yesterday.
Greens co-leader Metiria Turei says the matter needs to be investigated, and
any potential evidence should be protected.
"Now the State Services Commission needs to go into Judith Collins' office,
and make sure the evidence is preserved. There is a real issue here around
taking action quickly."
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/news/nbpol/1538918281-judith-collinslinked-to-former-hanover-director-mark-hotchin
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Stuff: Collins sacking a good start, hacker
Last updated 12:00 31/08/2014
The hacker behind the Dirty Politics emails says the email released by the
Prime Minister yesterday, that led the Judith Collins resigning as a minister,
justifies his actions.
''This isn't just about party politics. This is a network of politically-connected
individuals who launder political and media influence for money, power and
personal revenge. I hope it's clear now... why I thought it was justified to
expose them in the way that I did. The sacking of Judith Collins is a good
start,'' Rawshark said this morning.
Collins was forced to resign as a minister over an email suggesting she was
seeking to undermine former Serious Fraud Office (SFO) boss Adam Feeley
in league with blogger Cameron Slater.
> Share this story on Facebook
An email released by the Prime Minister appeared to show Hanover Finance
director Mark Hotchin secretly paid bloggers Slater and Cathy Odgers to write
attack posts undermining the Serious Fraud Office, its director Adam Feeley,
and the Financial Markets Authority, who were probing his collapsed Hanover
Finance in 2011 and 2012.
The emails indicate the campaign was orchestrated by Hotchin's then
spokesman Carrick Graham, a PR consultant and tobacco lobbyist.
It is believed Odgers (known by the blog name Cactus Kate) went through her
own emails and found some that could be seen as implicating Collins. This
correspondence then found its way to a Beehive staffer on Friday. Rawshark
said he didn't release the email.
'EXTREMELY CONCERNED'
Allegations that Collins tried to undermine the SFO chief would be "wholly
unacceptable" if true, State Services Commissioner Iain Rennie said.
He issued a statement this morning saying he had spoken to the Prime
Minister's Office about the email-based claims.
"Any activity that undermines, or has the potential to undermine, the trust and
confidence in the public service to impartially serve the interests of the
government and New Zealanders is a matter of concern to me,'' Rennie said.
''Ministers are entitled to hold public servants to high standards of trust and
performance and, in turn, should respect the role the public service plays. I
am therefore extremely concerned by an allegation that a minister has
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associated with third parties to discuss influencing my assessment of a public
service chief executive. If true, this would be wholly unacceptable."
But if there were any efforts to undermine Feeley, Rennie said they were
pointless. He described Feeley as a ''strongly performing'' chief executive.
Ad Feedback
"Any campaign to undermine my confidence in Adam Feeley's performance
was entirely ineffective and unsuccessful. ... I would be very happy to
consider Mr Feeley's return to the Public Service in the future."
Rennie said he told the Prime Minister's Office that Collins had a positive view
of Feeley's performance during her time as minister responsible for the SFO.
"The commission has reviewed its documentation and sought the
recollections of staff responsible for the SFO portfolio at the time in coming to
this view. This includes the period following the date of the email in October
2011 released [yesterday] by the prime minister.''
'DOESN'T GET MUCH WORSE'
Labour leader David Cunliffe said if the allegations were proven they would
"show corruption that goes right to the heart of the government".
"Let me say this - if a corporate leader is using backdoor tactics to personally
attack a regulator that is wrong and if a minster, especially the minister
responsible, is joining in the attack on that regulator then that is utterly
wrong," he said.
"This doesn't get much worse."
Cunliffe said the alleged dirty tricks went further than Collins, saying "this is
John Key's network".
"This is not just about Judith Collins, she's just a minister who was completely
out of control, but this is a much bigger deeper issue, something is wrong in
the heart of the National Government."
He called on Key to address the "dirty tricks machine" running out of his
office.
"The National government had a system of backdoor attacks which they
deploy against politicians, business leaders and civil servants... that somehow
seems to have got out of control, it's now imploding."
DRAWING A LINE
Campaigning in Auckland today, Key said he did not believe yesterday's
events would have any significant effect on the rest of the election campaign.
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He hoped Collin's ministerial resignation would draw a line under the
controversy surrounding Nicky Hager's book.
"The book should be called Desperate Distractions really. We're going to
continue to go out today and talk about the issues that matter to New
Zealanders," Key said.
He thought Collins' departure would reflect positively on his leadership
because ''where I'm presented with information I'm concerned about, I deal
with it and I deal with it thoroughly."
He said he was counting up last night and thought eight ministers had gone
during his leadership.
"I have high standards, I hold people to account. But I'm also fair, I listen to
both sides of it.
"In the case of Judith Collins, I accept there needs to be a full inquiry there.
And there will be a full and proper inquiry because some of the allegations, or
at least the statement that Mr Slater made in his email, is a serious one.
"I think that will demonstrate again to New Zealanders that just because
something is written in an email by one person, in this case the blogger, that's
a characterisation of what that one person think and doesn't necessarily
reflect the truth because it's been utterly rejected by the media outlet."
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10443712/SSC-concerned-at-Collinsallegations
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Felix Marwick, Laura McQuillan (Newstalk ZB): National campaign in
disarray – Labour
Sunday August 31 2014 7:35
Updated 11.40am: Labour believes the wheels are falling off National’s
election campaign.
Deputy leader Grant Robertson expects there'll be further revelations,
following Judith Collins resignation yesterday.
"John Key was looking for an excuse to get rid of Judith Collins, and this
seems to have have come from inside the National Party. What all of this tells
you that National is in chaos and disarray, fighting with each other, and I
expect we'll hear more."
While Judith Collins has resigned her ministerial role, she denies allegations
she was involved in undermining the then head of the Serious Fraud Office in
2011.
Labour leader David Cunliffe says National has a system of back door attacks
against politicians, business leaders, and civil servants.
He says now it's out of control, it's imploding, and New Zealanders deserve
the truth.
"They need to find out exactly what's been going on, how long it's been going
on, who's been involved, what the PM knew, and I'm yet to hear the PM
criticise his staff who were involved with this scandal."
Labour's David Parker says the issue can't be left to a low-level investigation.
"They can't invert this and say that it's politics as normal. This is absolutely
unprecedented in New Zealand, the Minister of Justice asserted to be
undermining on of the arms of justice."
Greens join chorus of condemnation
The Greens say the Government's betrayed the public by playing dirty in the
political sphere.
Green Party co-leader Metiria Turei says Ministers have undermined the
fundamental trust the public should be able to have in their government.
"There are allegations of misuse of power, of undermining their own public
servants, of dirty, underhand tactics."
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/news/nbpol/1145777771-labour-slamsgovernment-over-dirty-politics
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Brendan Manning (Herald): Collins resignation: Commissioner
concerned by allegations
8:53 AM Sunday Aug 31, 2014
Allegations levelled against former Justice Minister Judith Collins have been
described as extremely concerning by the State Services Commissioner.
Embattled Justice Minister Judith Collins resigned yesterday after emails
between her and Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater emerged, suggesting she
had undermined the Serious Fraud Office.
Ms Collins said she was resigning as a Minister from Cabinet until she could
clear her name.
State Services Commissioner Iain Rennie this morning released a statement
saying the Commission was contacted by the Prime Minister's Office over the
last 24 hours on the issue.
"Any activity that undermines, or has the potential to undermine, the trust and
confidence in the public service to impartially serve the interests of the
government and New Zealanders is a matter of concern to me.
"It is important that Chief Executives and Ministers mutually support each
other to carry out their respective roles, in order to work together to serve the
best interests of New Zealand and New Zealanders.
"Ministers are entitled to hold public servants to high standards of trust and
performance and, in turn, should respect the role the public service plays," Mr
Rennie said.
"I am therefore extremely concerned by an allegation that a Minister has
associated with third parties to discuss influencing my assessment of a public
service chief executive. If true, this would be wholly unacceptable."
Mr Rennie said he told the Prime Minister's Office that Ms Collins had a
positive view of Mr Feeley's performance through her time as Minister
responsible for the Serious Fraud Office.
The Commission had reviewed its documentation and sought the recollections
of staff responsible for the SFO portfolio at the time, he said.
Mr Rennie said earlier in 2011, Ms Collins had raised with him the
appropriateness of Mr Feeley's consumption of a bottle of champagne
following a media inquiry.
"It was appropriate that she spoke to me about this matter and my view on the
matter was released publicly at the time.
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"Any campaign to undermine my confidence in Adam Feeley's performance
was entirely ineffective and unsuccessful.
"He was a strongly performing Chief Executive through his tenure for his work
in transforming the SFO and vigorously pursuing criminal conduct in respect
of finance company collapses.
"I would be very happy to consider Mr Feeley's return to the Public Service in
the future."
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11316
888
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Newswire: Labour calls for National Whale Oil inquiry
Sunday 31 Aug 2014 11:14 a.m.
Labour is calling for a full commission of inquiry into National's relationship
with the Whale Oil blog.
Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics alleges blogger Cameron Slater ran antiLabour campaigns in collusion with one of Prime Minister John Key's former
staffers.
It also revealed Justice Minister Judith Collins was one of Slater's informants,
which she doesn't deny.
Ms Collins resigned as a minister yesterday after Prime Minister John Key's
office was given a copy of a 2011 email suggesting she was involved in
discussions to undermine the then director of the SFO Adam Feeley.
Ms Collins was the minister responsible for the SFO at the time.
An inquiry will be held into the allegation, but Mr Key said yesterday it's still to
be decided what form it will take.
Labour leader David Cunliffe says there should be a full commission of inquiry
by the State Services Commission into the connection between National
ministers and staff and Mr Slater.
The State Services Commission should stop any computer files being deleted
and secure all documents in Collins' office, and her closest advisors' cell
phones and lap tops, he said.
Asked whether the issues required a wider inquiry, Finance Minister Bill
English told TVNZ's Q+A the Prime Minister's first responsibility was around
the role of ministers.
"If there's any other issues that are to do with law enforcement then the
appropriate agencies will look into it."
He believed the SFO had not been compromised and people could still have a
high level of confidence in it.
Allegations former Hanover Finance director Mark Hotchin was involved in a
smear campaign against the SFO were a"bit bizarre", Mr English said.
"If that is linked through the email to any kind of ministerial conduct, as is
implied, that's a serious issue. But we've yet to see whether an email written
by the blogger is correct or not and and inquiry will deal with that."
http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/labour-calls-for-national-whale-oil-inquiry2014083111
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Brent Edwards (RNZ): The blogger, the minister and the SFO
Updated at 9:53 am today
Rightwing blogger Cameron Slater posted a series of blogs attacking the then
Serious Fraud Office (SFO) director, Adam Feeley, in 2011, around the same
time as he wrote his friend Judith Collins was gunning for Mr Feeley.
Ms Collins resigned as a minister yesterday after an email from Mr Slater
surfaced suggesting she had been involved in efforts to undermine Mr Feeley.
She denies she was involved in any campaign against Mr Feeley and has
asked the Prime Minister, John Key, to hold an inquiry to clear her name.
Mr Slater has told reporters he was just big noting.
The email is believed to have been written to PR professional Carrick Graham
and it is suggested also to Mark Hotchin, who used to run failed finance
company Hanover.
The Sunday Star-Times has published a story today, based on a series of
emails leaked to it, which suggest links between the three men and Cathy
Odgers, who blogs under the pseudonym Cactus Kate.
Mr Slater refused to confirm the 'Mark' in his email is Mark Hotchin. But the
blogger has written a number of blogs attacking Mr Feeley for pursuing Mr
Hotchin over the collapse of Hanover.
The SFO subsequently took no action on the matter.
In the email Mr Slater talks about a campaign which involved leaking
information to and from the New Zealand Herald, to undermine Mr Feeley.
Mr Slater wrote: "I also spoke at length with the Minister responsible today
[Judith Collins]. She is gunning for Feeley. Any information that we can
provide her on his background is appreciated."
Much of this occurred at a time when Mr Feeley faced public criticism after the
New Zealand Herald reported he had toasted the charging of Bridgecorp
directors with a $70 bottle of the company's sparkling wine.
He had also given a copy of South Canterbury Finance founder Allan
Hubbard's biography as a booby prize at an SFO party.
In one post on October 21, 2011, Mr Slater wrote: "Ms Collins has said she
will be making her views clear when she next meets Mr Feeley. That is not an
experience he will relish. She is not called Crusher for nothing."
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Meanwhile, the State Services Commission said it can find no evidence Ms
Collins attempted to influence its view of Mr Feeley's performance.
State Services Commissioner Iain Rennie said he was contacted by the Prime
Minister's office over the past 24 hours.
Mr Rennie says he is extremely concerned by an allegation that a minister
has associated with third parties to discuss influencing his assessment of a
public service chief executive. If true, it would be entirely unacceptable.
But he said there is no evidence of that.
"I told the Prime Minister's Office that Judith Collins had a positive view of Mr
Feeley's performance through her time as Minister responsible for the Serious
Fraud Office."
He said the Commission has reviewed its documentation and sought the
recollections of staff responsible for the SFO portfolio at the time in coming to
this view.
Mr Rennie confirmed that Ms Collins had raised with him the appropriateness
of Mr Feeley's consumption of a bottle of champagne following a media
inquiry.
"It was appropriate that she spoke to me about this matter and my view on the
matter was released publicly at the time."
He said any campaign to undermine his confidence in Adam Feeley's
performance was entirely ineffective and unsuccessful.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/election-2014/253409/the-blogger,-theminister-and-the-sfo
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Andrew Geddis (Pundit): Blue on blue
AUGUST 31, 2014

From today's Sunday Star-Times story on the events that
precipitated Judith Collins' resignation:
Knowing Fairfax was investigating the hacked emails, it is believed
Odgers (known by the blog name Cactus Kate) went through her
own emails and found some that could be seen as implicating
Collins. This correspondence then found its way to a Beehive
staffer on Friday.
"I take it you found the smoking gun," Odgers said in an email to
Fairfax shortly before Collins resigned. She declined to comment
further yesterday.
In fact, Fairfax did not have that particular incriminating email, and
the hacker known as Rawshark said yesterday he did not have it
either. "That email wasn't leaked by me, I had nothing to do with
it," said Rawshark, who was also the source for Nicky Hager's
book Dirty Politics.
Just so we're absloutely clear about this: Judith Collins didn't
resign because of anything Nicky Hager did. Rather, she resigned
because Cathy Odgers gave the PM's office an email that neither
Nicky Hager nor the hacker who stole a bunch of other information
had seen, in which a certain blogger whom we don't name said
some stuff about Judith Collins that she claims is absolutely false.
Is this is the best political scandal ever, or what?
[Addendum: For a musical summary of the above, see here.]
http://www.pundit.co.nz/content/blue-on-blue
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Josh White (Newstalk ZB): John Key hoping Dirty Politics saga has
ended
By: Josh White, Latest Political News | Sunday August 31 2014 11:26
The Prime Minister is hoping Dirty Politics has been put to rest with Judith
Collins' resignation.
John Key's back on the campaign trail today, meeting voters and taking
selfies at Auckland's St Luke's Mall.
He's told media he hopes the focus now returns to the real election issues.
"Certainly I hope so. Maybe the book should be called Desperate Distractions.
Where there is an issue that has been brought to my attention, as there was
on Friday evening, I think New Zealanders can see I'm going to deal with it
very firmly."
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/news/nbpol/1545119354-john-keyhoping-dirty-politics-saga-has-ended
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The Standard: Well that deteriorated quickly
By: MICKYSAVAGE - Date published: 9:00 am, August 31st, 2014

I honestly do not know where to start … if the release of
Dirty Politics was devastating then the revelations from
yesterday are mind blowing.
The release of the Cameron Slater email by John Key and
the effective sacking of Judith Collins as a Minister marks
a crisis point for National. Clearly they were in damage
minimisation mode yesterday. The disclosure of the email
raises many, many questions.
It appears that the Sunday Star Times was writing a story
on Mark Hotchin’s links through Carrick Graham to a
number of Whaleoil articles attacking then SFO Chief
Adam Feeley and others. Hotchin was being investigated
by the SFO and the Financial Markets Authority over his
role in the Hanover collapse in 2008 which robbed many
Kiwis of their retirement savings. As part of his campaign
it appears that Slater had been paid to write these articles.
The reporter asked questions which led the parties
involved to realise that information concerning the attack
had been obtained from Whaledump. Cathy Odgers was
asked for the “smoking gun”, sent that email to a staffer
and then Key had to act. The Herald got to break the
story and Key got to front foot the issue. They had no
alternative. The fresh release of the information by the
SST on Sunday would have been devastating. Key had to
cauterise what was by then a gaping wound.
The SST article is devastating.
The “smoking gun” email detailed how Slater was briefing
a number of journalists, including this reporter, about the
anti-Feeley campaign.
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Slater wrote: “I spoke at length with the Minister
responsible today (Judith Collins). She is gunning for
Feeley. Any information that we can provide her on his
background is appreciated.”
Slater said yesterday the line about Collins gunning for
Feeley wasn’t a lie, but “embellishing is a good word”.
The new documents appear to show PR consultant
Graham paid Slater and Odgers to write dozens of posts
attacking regulators and a possible witness.
In one email, Odgers said: “Remind him [Hotchin] he pays
cam n I to f— w FMA so he can focus on important
things.”
Another email appears to discuss plans to undermine the
credibility of a potential witness in the Hanover
investigation, property developer Tony Gapes.
Graham wrote in one email: “Just off ph to MH . . . Seems
our friend Tony Gapes is thinking he’s a bit of a star
witness for the SFO against our man.”
He added that Gapes “should have some sunlight shone
on him. Enough to raise questions of credibility with the
SFO”.
This issue shows the Herald and the National Party in a
really, really bad light. The degree of
cooperation between the two in the attacking of another
innocent public servant is really disturbing. There is a
degree of joint planning that is really disturbing.
And how is this for an unfortunate coincidence (ht Karol)
that Oravida’s chief Stone Shi bought Mark Hotchin’s
Paratai Drive palace. How weird is that?
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Cameron Slater has reportedly laid a complaint with the
Privacy Commissioner about the release of his
email. Good luck with that Cameron. It is good to see that
you now realise the importance of issues concerning
privacy. Of course you believe that your work is perfectly
legitimate and that you have been sinned against by a left
wing conspiracy. But as Adam Feeley has noted there is
a great deal of Karma in what has happened.
There will need to be an investigation into the matter. I
think that the police should be the ones involved. Running
paid smear campaigns with the help of the Minister of
Justice against a public servant with the aim of persuading
him not to prosecute someone and smearing potential
witnesses with the intent of discrediting him should not
happen here.
http://thestandard.org.nz/well-that-deteriorated-quickly/
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Anthony Robins (Standard): Wakeup call for the media – has Slater done
us all a favour?
By: ANTHONY R0BINS - Date published: 8:02 am, August 31st, 2014

ey, Collins and the National government are not being
brought down by a left-wing conspiracy, or by Whaledump,
or Nicky Hager, or evil Leftie blogs, or any other desperate
excuse. They are being brought down by we the people
getting to see how they operate. They are being brought
down by the dirty truth behind their smiling curtain.
It should have happened much earlier. The reason that it
should have happened much earlier is that it is abundantly
clear that a lot of people knew what was going on. People
whose job it was to find out the truth and reveal it, but who
instead played along with National’s game.
Herald Journalist David Fisher deserves credit for his
brave mea culpa last week:
My history with Cameron Slater
…At some point after April 2012, Key went from blocking
Slater to talking and texting with the blogger, and posing
for photographs at his side.
It was also about this time I stopped dealing with Slater.
Before then, as made clear in Nicky Hager’s book, I was
speaking to Slater as a contact and source. …
Information has power. Those with the greatest access to
information are those in power. Slater’s links inside
National meant he had access to good information.
But as 2012 got underway, I began to wonder who was
manipulating Slater and whether I was in turn being made
to do another’s bidding. It caused a feeling of great
unease. It’s not unusual for journalists to deal with people
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who have causes to push, or axes to grind. But when you
can’t see who, ultimately, is pushing the cause or grinding
the axe, you risk failing yourself and your readership.
I had been in the tent. It was a place where stories and
story tips came easily – too easily. I stepped back and
found myself outside the tent. … If you’re outside the tent,
which is where I fetched up, it is cold and hard. This is
what journalism should be. You should work for your
readers, and work hard.
Other journalists have not been so brave. A few are
mentioned in various Whaledump documents, including
Garner and Gower. As developments yesterday made
clear, The Herald is deeply compromised. The internally
leaked email that precipitated the Collins dumping reads in
part:
“I [Slater] am maintaining daily communications with Jared
Savage at the Herald and he is passing information
directly to me that the Herald can’t run and so are feeding
to me to run on the blog in the meantime I have additional
information flowing in via my tipline. That information will
be drip fed into the media or via my blog. …
Cathy [Odgers] can outline her contact with Fran
O’Sullivan separately. Basically though the Herald and
other media are now picking up our lines…
Nothing to see? Business as usual? I guess that’s why
The Herald ran with a panicked response trying to explain
themselves. It wasn’t very reassuring. Here’s Savage:
I cut and pasted the content of some of those emails, to
remove any possible identifying features, and forwarded
them on to Slater. So information was shared, there was a
bit of “horse trading”, we talked about developments as
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the story rolled along. This sometimes happens with
journalistic sources and it’s naive to think otherwise. In
total, I wrote six stories about the Feeley/champagne
issue and Slater was not the source for any of them. I
didn’t know that our conversations about Feeley were
being shared with others, like PR man Carrick Graham –
and that was naive of me to think otherwise.
Savage was beyond “naive”, and I wonder what other
journalists would have to say about his description of their
ethics. O’Sullivan is more from the Collins school of
straight out denial:
The inference in Cameron Slater’s email that blogger and
lawyer Cathy Odgers had any influence over that column
is risible.
Apparently not Fran, because here you are in The
Herald’s damage control piece. Speaking of which, here’s
the Editor Shayne Currie:
Reporters will have conversations with contacts from all
sides of the political spectrum every day – it’s our job to be
fully aware of the source and their motivation, verify the
information, and present it in a fair, accurate and balanced
manner.
Whale Oil was one of a number of people Jared Savage
spoke to as the issue rolled on, to find out what he knew.
Some information would have been shared, but none of it,
in our view, pivotal or relevant to our inquiries.
No doubt future sources will want to bear in mind that The
Herald is happy to share their material with the most vile
blog in the country.
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Every careful observer of politics has known for a long
time that Slater was running dirty tricks for the Nats. Plenty
of media were inside Slater’s tent, as Fisher puts it, and
many of them would have worked out, as Fisher did, what
was going on. Why did it take a hacker and Hager’s book
to blow the lid off this for the public to see? Why did
journalists keep taking Slater’s morsels instead of digging
into and reporting the bigger story?
I’m sure there is a lot of soul-searching going on for
individual journalists just now, and I hope that there is a bit
of self-reflection going on at an institutional level too.
National’s dirty politics, for all its corrosive damage, also
marks an opportunity for NZ. An opportunity to take stock,
recognise such tactics for what they are, and reject them.
An opportunity to clean up both politics and the media’s
coverage of it.
Cleaning up politics is simple, vote the Nats out, that’s up
to all of us. As for the media, that’s up to them, but if they
rise to the challenge then Slater, in the long term, will have
done us all a favour.
http://thestandard.org.nz/wakeup-call-for-the-media-has-slater-done-us-all-afavour/
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The Standard: Some thoughts…
By: GEOFF - Date published: 2:04 pm, August 30th, 2014

So Judith Collins is gone.
This is English’s faction taking control of dealing with the
Dirty Politics mess. There’s no way Bronwyn Puller would
have placed a privacy complaint against Collins without
English knowing. She’s still tight with the National Party
and with his faction.
I have no doubt the email that Key used to sink her came
from inside the National Party. Why else would it go
straight to Key’s chief of staff and why would it be taken so
seriously if he didn’t know its provenance?
I’d say that since English deliberately distanced himself
from Collins in his PREFU stand up – which was
coordinated with Key changing his position to say she was
“unwise” – they have been working to get to this point and
cauterize the wound.
About the same time Steven Joyce dropped away from
commenting on it.
It’s not taken much for National’s factions to come to the
surface as I’ve previously posted there’s been a cold war
on for a while:
It’s no secret that the small but vicious Collins faction has
been worrying the rest of the party for some time. Fran
O’Sullivan points to her sacking of John Judge as a
reason for this, but Collins has caused many other, less
public ructions and her proxies, Cameron Slater and
Simon Lusk many more again.
There’s no doubt now that English is running the show.
The question is will the remnants of Collins’ crew fight
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back or is it all over for them? And what happens to
Steven Joyce?
This will really be a test of that famous National Party
discipline.
http://thestandard.org.nz/some-thoughts/
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Mike Smith (Standard): “VRWC” exposes rift at top of National
By: MIKE SMITH - Date published: 11:48 am, August 30th, 2014

There is a self-appointed “Vast Right Wing Conspiracy” in
New Zealand. Odgers and Slater are key members.
Search VRWC on Slater’s website and you’ll find their
activities. You can’t search Odgers’ website as she has
taken it down. One very interesting inside account is
a Whaleoil post dated November 12, 2010 afterPansy
Wong’s forced resignation from Cabinet for misuse of her
travel perk. The VRWC thought the National Cabinet
needed “some serious steel going forward.” You can read
the minutes of their virtual white-board session on post-it
cards below.
The VRWC favourites are Key, Joyce to replace English
as Deputy, and “Crusher.’ Crusher gets the gunslinger
portfolios and Women’s Affairs so she can disestablish it.
English, Smith and Guy are told to “Fuck off” – the Farrz
annotation would seem to be a reference to a note in the
post “we note also that ex-member David P. Farrar has
been busily pushing those who are on his payroll.”
FIGJAM links in the post to Simon Power, and the post
concludes with some unsavoury references to him from
Cathy Odgers, aka Cactus Kate.
Brownlee, Tolley and Bennett are allowed to stay but need
to harden up. Slater is to counsel the hapless Tolley, as
well as Tony Ryall.
I think this explains a few things. Key has been reluctant
to sack Collins as she is in the same faction. It is
interesting to contrast her treatment after Oravida with that
meted out to Pansy Wong – Key would have demanded
Pansy’s resignation if she hadn’t offered it. Now that
Collins is dog-tucker Bennett is getting the next-in-line
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treatment – Slater’s mate Duncan Garner is promoting her
in today’s DomPost (not on-line yet). She must have
HTFU’d – certainly there are more beggars on the streets
in Wellington.
It also explains why Power resigned unexpectedly in 2010
– he didn’t like what was going on under the surface in the
National Party, and who could blame him. Also English
has finally started to distance himself from Key over tax
cuts and treatment of Collins.
National is the real divided party and it’s not just split – it’s
a chasm that divides them.
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http://thestandard.org.nz/vrwc-exposes-rift-at-top-of-national/
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Jono Natusch (Standard): Judith Collins resigns
By: JONONATUSCH - Date published: 1:48 pm, August 30th, 2014

Oravida and the mysterious Chinese border control
official, the Simon Pleasants leak, Bronwyn Pullar’s
Privacy Commission complaint, plotting to roll John Key
after the election – the allegations just kept coming.
Now there’s the allegation that she conspired with
Cameron Slater and others to discredit former Serious
Fraud Office director Adam Feeley. This while she was
Minister of Justice – the Minister in charge of the SFO.
She’s resigned as a Minister, and John Key has accepted
that resignation. As with the Oravida saga, she believes
that she’s the victim here (the vast left wing smear
campaign continues…), and she’s resigning to focus
on clearing her name. She’ll be staying on as MP for
Papakura though, although John Key, in his press
conference at the Beehive, made it clear that she could
not expect a Ministerial role if National is re-elected (not at
least until her name is cleared).
A 2011 email from Slater to Carrick Graham and others
was sent anonymously to John Key’s office last night.
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The Cameron Slater email that has resulted in Judith Collins’
resignation

The email includes the following paragraphs (some
grammar/spelling fixed):
I am maintaining daily communications with Jared Savage
at the Herald and he is passing information directly to me
that the Herald can’t run and so are feeding me to run on
the blog. In the meantime I also have additional
information flowing in via my tipline. That information will
be drip fed into the media or via my blog.
and
I also spoke at length with the Minister responsible today
(Judith Collins). She is gunning for Feeley. Any
information that we can provide her on his background is
appreciated. I have outlined for her a coming blog post
about the massive staff turnover and she has added that
to the review of the State Services Commissioner. She is
using his review of these events to go on a trawl looking
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for anything else. It is my opinion that Feeley’s position is
untenable.
Given the allegations in Dirty Politics that Judith Collins
was responsible for so many of the leaks that poured
through the Whaleoil “tipline”, it’s hard to escape the
possibility that Collins was both sending and receiving
information regarding Feeley. Even if nothing flowed from
her to Slater on the subject, the fact that she was at least
briefed by Slater on a smear campaign against the head of
the SFO is more than grounds for her resignation. That
would be unacceptable from any Government Minister, let
alone the Minister in charge of the SFO.
Of interest is where the email came from. It wasn’t
released by Whaledump, and one would assume that if
Nicky Hager had had it in his possession, it would have
featured prominently in Dirty Politics. Was Slater hacked
twice, or has someone in Slater’s inner circle turned
against him?
Regardless of the provinence of the email, Judith Collins’
career is now officially in tatters. Since the Oravida story
broke, the likelihood of her ever becoming leader of the
National Party and Prime Minister was ever-decreasing.
Now, the odds have to be as close to zero as they come.
http://thestandard.org.nz/judith-collins-resigns/
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Occasionally Erudite: Enemies without and enemies within

Yesterday, when the news of Judith Collins’ resignation broke, I
asked where the Cameron Slater email had come from. It hadn’t
been released by Whaledump, and it hadn’t featured in Dirty

Politics. Instead, it had been sent to the Prime Minister’s office.
John Key clarified yesterday that the email was not sent
anonymously. Instead, the email came from a person who was
known to the PM’s office, but the identity of that person was not
going to be released.
Well, we don’t know just whose hands the incriminating email
passed through on its way through the Beehive to John Key and
his staff, but according to the Sunday Star-Times this morning,
the source of the email was Cathy Odgers aka Cactus Kate,
Cameron Slater’s partner in crime:

Knowing Fairfax was investigating the hacked emails, it is
believed Odgers (known by the blog name Cactus Kate) went
through her own emails and found some that could be seen as
implicating Collins. This correspondence then found its way to a
Beehive staffer on Friday.
“I take it you found the smoking gun,” Odgers said in an email to
Fairfax shortly before Collins resigned. She declined to comment
further yesterday.
In fact, Fairfax did not have that particular incriminating email,
and the hacker known as Rawshark said yesterday he did not
have it either. “That email wasn’t leaked by me, I had nothing to
do with it,” said Rawshark, who was also the source for Nicky
Hager’s book Dirty Politics.
Exactly who Odgers provided the email to, and why, isn’t clear. If
she had assumed that the SST already had the email, it was
presumably an attempt to tip the Government off regarding the
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coming storm. Slater must now be wondering whether his friend
Odgers had anticipated that Collins’ scalp was an inevitability the
moment the email was provided by her to the National Party.
And the timing isn’t clear either. There seem to be conflicting
accounts of what date it was received by National Party staffers,
and what the chain of custody was before it arrived at the Ninth
Floor.
Regardless of the exact dates, times and chains of custody, Slater
and Collins must be spitting tacks. All that talk of “giving back
double”, and then to discover that the person they need to give
back double to is Cathy Odgers…
http://jononatusch.wordpress.com/2014/08/31/enemies-without-and-enemieswithin/

Dirty Politics
TVNZ: Belief in Dirty Politics claims growing – poll
Published: 12:30PM Monday September 01, 2014 Source: ONE News
Belief in the claims made by Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics book seems to be
growing according to the latest ONE News Colmar Brunton poll.
More people now think the National Party and the PM's Office were behind
smear campaigns and leaks than was the case shortly after the book was
published.
The poll, which was carried out before the resignation of Judith Collins this
weekend, asked 1000 people for their views. The results found 41% said yes,
National and the PM's Office was involved, 35% said no and 24% said they
didn't know.
This shows an increase from a snap poll taken straight after the book was first
published where only 28% of people said they believed the claims.
Perhaps most worrying for National is the number of undecided eligible voters
who believe there is some truth to the claims - the figure has gone up from
23% to 41%.
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John Key says his experience from speaking to people suggests they are
more interested in other matters rather than the Dirty Politics claims.
"When I go out on the campaign trail there is absolutely no question that
people want to talk about policy, or they're saying 'we're voting National and
we hope you'll win'.
"The left have sat there and they've said we're not going to win if we talk
about the economy, law and order, health and education so let's illegally hack
into a computer and throw a bomb in."
The book's author Nicky Hager says he thought the fallout from the book
would last "a couple of days".
Advertisement
"The reason it's still going is because John Key could have said: 'Judith
Collins has to go, my own staff will have to go I can't believe we had a dirty
tricks campaign', but actually what he said was: 'there was nothing wrong'."
The latest poll surveyed voters between Saturday 23 and Wednesday 27
August 2014.
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/belief-in-dirty-politics-claims-growing-poll6068795
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Dan Satherley (TV3): Key 'completely relaxed' about SIS hearing
Monday 1 Sep 2014 8:52 a.m.
National Party campaign manager Steven Joyce says there seem to be two
campaigns running ahead of this month's election: one that's sitting on the
front pages of the newspapers, and the real one.
For nearly three weeks the campaign has been dominated by the ongoing
fallout of Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics, particularly focused on Judith
Collins.
Mr Joyce says the former Justice Minister's resignation at the weekend had
nothing to do with anything in the book, instead being prompted by an email
written by blogger Cameron Slater, which suggested Ms Collins had been
involved in an attempt to undermine then-head of the Serious Fraud Office,
Adam Feeley.
"If this particular email hadn't turned up, there would have been no further
issue to address," Mr Joyce said on Firstline this morning. "But this particular
email has definitely got concerns around it in terms of the allegations made, or
the allegations that are inherent in it, that do need to be addressed."
READ MORE: Judith Collins' fall from grace
The email wasn't in the book, and the hacker who broke into Slater's email
account says he didn't release it. Speculation has centred on Cathy Odgers, a
lawyer and right-wing former blogger, who once encouraged Slater to publish
Mr Hager's home address in the hope he would be intimated by "vicious"
Chinese businessmen.
But Mr Joyce this morning refused to say who supplied the email to the Prime
Minister's office last week.
"It was given to the Government in confidence… so it's a matter for whoever
sent it to decide whether they're going to say who they are or not. It was given
to the Government on the basis that that person wasn't identified."
Prime Minister John Key says an inquiry into the matter will be announced
either tomorrow or Wednesday, and will only focus on this particular allegation
against Ms Collins.
Labour leader David Cunliffe says he expects to be consulted about the terms
of reference of the inquiry before they are announced.
He is yet to be approached by Mr Key about the inquiry, but "we've made
public our willingness to work through in a bipartisan way that would restore
public confidence in government and ensure that it is lifted above party
politics".
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Mr Cunliffe believes the inquiry needs to be broad-ranging and allow whoever
is running it to be fully resourced, independent and be able to follow wherever
their leads take them.
"[John Key] will be judged at the ballot box if he does not act in what is seen
to be an impartial way to restore public confidence," Mr Cunliffe says.
"If those claims are true, New Zealanders have every right to be concerned
something is deeply rotten at the heart of the Government."
He wants the Dirty Politics allegations also included in any inquiry, and if
Labour is in government post-election "anything left out" of the investigation
would be covered in subsequent inquiries.
Green Party co-leader Metiria Turei says Ms Collins' office needs to be locked
down to preserve any potential evidence of her wrongdoing.
"We've heard from the State Services Commission that they would be
extremely concerned if these allegations against her are true, and so it's
important that the information is available for them to have a proper
investigation," she said on Firstline this morning.
Ms Turei says the National Party can't be trusted not to try and destroy what
evidence there might be against Ms Collins.
"In the context of the scandals we've seen surrounding Judith Collins and
John Key's office, of information being shared unlawfully… in order to create
smear campaigns against both ministerial staff [and] very senior public
servants, then actually it's not extraordinary to be concerned all the evidence
is preserved inside those offices so a full inquiry can be undertaken.
"At the heart of this matter is the public trust – public trust in the process of
government that ministers will act according to the trust they're given, follow
the rules, take their privilege seriously. Judith Collins' actions have shown that
they can't have any trust in her. John Key's office is also scandalised by this,
and there's very little trust in his office, too. I think that it's right for them to
take the matter very seriously."
As for the inquiry into the Security Intelligence Service (SIS) allegedly fasttracking Official Information Act requests to Slater in 2011 so he could launch
attacks against then-Opposition leader Phil Goff, Mr Joyce says the Prime
Minister is "completely relaxed" about it.
Contrary to reports yesterday, Mr Key hasn't yet been asked by InspectorGeneral Cheryl of Intelligence and Security Gwyn to attend the hearing, to
take place on September 11 – just nine days before the election.
"He's happy to go along, happy to not go along," says Mr Joyce.
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Both Slater and Mr Key's former staff member Jason Ede, who features
heavily in Dirty Politics, have been subpoenaed, as has Mr Key's chief of staff
Wayne Eagleson.
"It's her inquiry," says Mr Joyce. "She gets to decide who she wants to talk to,
and I think [Mr Key] has maintained all the way through – and he's been
particularly clear – that he's got nothing to worry about in that respect. The
SIS made their own decision when to release that material."
Mr Joyce says the book's claims around the SIS are "quite fanciful", and the
parts that are true are "reheated… old matters".
The SIS meeting comes four days before Kim Dotcom plans to drop a
"political bomb" he says will prove Mr Key has been lying about his knowledge
of intelligence agencies' surveillance of the German internet entrepreneur.
http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/key-completely-relaxed-about-sis-hearing2014090108
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TVNZ: Poll result 'soul destroying' for John Key
Published: 7:40AM Monday September 01, 2014 Source: ONE News
John Key says it is "a bit soul-destroying" that a new poll has revealed people
do not believe him over a Dirty Politics revelation.
The latest ONE News Colmar Brunton poll also asked if people believe the
National Party leader when he says he was not personally informed about the
release of SIS information to blogger Cameron Slater.
While 41% said they do believe him, 44% say they don't and 14% said they
didn't know.
"Everytime you ask the public whether they believe a politician or not the
answers wither a bit like that or much worse," Mr Key says
"Every time I lose one of those polls I find it a bit soul-destroying. But I can tell
you what I know I wasn't in the country the head of the SIS said I wasn't
involved and the chief Ombudsman backs him up."
The release of the information will be the focus of a security and intelligence
hearing on September 11 where Mr Key's staff will be called to give evidence.
It is one of the serious allegations raised in Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics book,
which is based on emails hacked from Cameron Slater's computer.
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/poll-result-soul-destroying-john-key-6068460
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TVNZ: National slips in poll before latest revelations
National slips in poll before latest revelations
National has taken a 'Dirty Politics' hit in the latest ONE News Colmar Brunton
poll, down two points to 48% while Labour has gained two and is sitting at
28%.
The poll accounts for the effects of Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics book but not
this weekend's developments.
The Greens are up another point to 12% and New Zealand First is safely
across the line on 6%. The Conservatives are up one to 3% while Internet
Mana is down two to 2%. The Maori Party lingers on just 1%.
However this month's revelations have not damaged John Key's standing as
preferred prime minister as he climbs two points to 47%.
Labour leader David Cunliffe also lifted two points but is still a long way
behind on 12%. Winston Peters is up one on 5%.
The results leave Winston Peters in a strong position with eight seats.
National would hold only a very slim majority with the Maori Party, Act and
United Future and John Key would need NZ First to be secure.
The margin of error on the poll is plus or minus 3.1%.
The latest poll also asked if people respondents believe John Key when he
says he was not personally informed about the release of SIS information to
blogger Cameron Slater.
While 41% said they do believe him, 44% say they don’t and 14% said they
didn’t know.
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/national-slips-in-poll-before-latestrevelations-6068275
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Adam Bennett, Brendan Manning and Claire Trevett (Herald): Dirty
Politics: Hearing before election
Updated 56 min ago2:54 PM Sunday Aug 31, 2014
Dirty Politics allegations involving Prime Minister John Key's office will be the
subject of a hearing held by intelligence watchdog Cheryl Gwyn just nine days
out from the election.
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater this afternoon confirmed he had been
subpoena-ed by Inspector General of Intelligence and Security Ms Gwyn to
appear at a September 11 hearing into the release of information to him by
domestic spying agency the Security and Intelligence Service (SIS) in 2011
which he used to embarrass then Opposition Leader Phil Goff.
Read more of the Herald's coverage:
• Calls for a full commission of inquiry
• The money men and how they toppled Collins
• Commissioner concerned by allegations
• Gallery: Collins in cartoons
• I'm the victim of a smear campaign: Judith Collins resigns
• Resignation reaction: 'Too little, too late'
• The email that brought down Judith Collins
• Collins resigns: Blogger backs mate
• Collins resigns: Jared Savage and Fran O'Sullivan respond
Nicky Hager's book alleges Slater was instructed by figures in Mr Key's office
about what to ask for, what he would be sent in response and that the
material would be released to him quickly.
Mr Slater confirmed both that he had been instructed to appear at the hearing,
and that he was taking legal advice over what information including emails,
Facebook messages and other communications he may be required to
provide to Ms Gwyn's inquiry.
The Herald understands the hearing will be held in Wellington, but will not be
open to the public.
'Something rotten in the heart of the Government'
Campaigning at Avondale markets this morning, Labour leader David Cunliffe
said he took no joy in the developments yesterday which saw Judith Collins
resign from her ministerial posts.
"The allegation that a major company would be involved with the Whale Oil
website and the Minister of Justice to attack a regulator is absolutely beyond
the pale," he said.
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"This is not the type of government New Zealanders deserve and it will
change under a Labour Government that I lead."
Allegations that bloggers may have been paid to launch attacks against the
Serious Fraud Office and the Financial Markets Authority were not yet proven,
which was why a full inquiry was needed, Mr Cunliffe said.
"But if true they would show corruption which goes to the heart of the
government.
"If proven this would be a very, very serious matter.
"The minister would be completely, completely out of line with her duties to
the Crown to preserve the regulatory process, let alone by interfering - if true to undermine her own chief executive on behalf of a commercial interest, this
doesn't get much worse."
Mr Cunliffe described the latest allegations in the Dirty Politics saga as "as
bad as politics gets".
"It's got to be cleaned up. New Zealanders deserve better."
The saga wasn't limited to Judith Collins, he said.
"This is John Key's network, this is not just about Judith Collins.
"This is a much bigger, deeper issue, something is rotten in the heart of the
National Government.
"New Zealanders deserve a better government than this, they have three
weeks to exert the power of the ballot box to clean up this mess.
"The Prime Minster must now come out and say what he thinks of the dirty
tricks machine that was running out of his own office. That is something that
he must do for New Zealanders, this is not just about Judith Collins."
'I'm going to deal with that very firmly'
Mr Key stopped for a few questions this morning while campaigning at St
Lukes, saying he believed New Zealanders would recognise he had done the
right thing by accepting Collins' resignation and calling an inquiry.
"Where there's an issue that's been brought to my attention, as there was on
Friday, I think New Zealanders can see I'm going to deal with that very firmly."
He hoped it would put the Dirty Politics book and its fallout behind him. He
continued to try to downplay the credibility of the book.
"The book, maybe it should be called Desperate Distractions really."
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He did not believe it had damaged his reputation as a leader because he had
dealt with it fairly and quickly.
"In the case of Judith Collins I accept there needs to be a full inquiry there
because some of the allegations, or at least the statement Mr Slater made in
his email is a serious one."
However, he said that others were implicated in the email, including Herald
journalists.
"That media outlet has strongly said those statements made are wrong. And I
think that will demonstrate again to New Zealanders that just because
something is written in an email by one person, in this case, the blogger [Mr
Slater], that's characterisation of what that person thinks and doesn't
necessarily reflect the truth, because it's been utterly refuted by the media
outlet."
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11316
940
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TVNZ: Cameron Slater summonsed over documents
Published: 3:28PM Sunday August 31, 2014 Source: ONE News
Cameron Slater has confirmed to ONE News that he has received a
summons by the Inspector General of Intelligence and Security.
The Whale Oil blogger says he has been summonsed under the Security Act
1996 into allegations New Zealand Security documents were declassified and
released in order to be used for political purposes.
"I have a letter, I have a summons and I have schedule A and schedule B
about what it's about," Mr Slater said.
"I have nothing to fear and nothing to hide...I'll just go along and tell the truth
like I have always done."
Mr Slater has been summonsed to appear on September 11 at 1pm.
http://tvnz.co.nz/national-news/cameron-slater-summonsed-over-documents6068207
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Colin Peacock (RNZ Mediawatch): Dirty Politics: warnings for the
media?
Updated at 10:19 am today

The subtitle of Nicky Hager's much-discussed book Dirty
Politics is 'How attack politics is poisoning New Zealand's
political environment'. Has it also poisoned the media?
When Horizon Research asked 1752 people if the media act had
acted impartially with bloggers offering information, more than half
said they had failed to do so.
Listen to Mediawatch (  36 min  16 sec  )
According to Horizon Research, that means mainstream media's
alleged association with political attack bloggers would be of concern
to around one and half million adult New Zealanders.
One of them was the Internet Mana press officer Pam Corkery, who
last weekend called reporters glove-puppets of Whale Oil blogger
Cameron Slater.
And another is the New Zealand Herald journalist David Fisher, who
now regrets dealing with Mr Slater for stories in the past.
"It is my opinion that Slater has cultivated on his blog such a nasty
environment there can be no genuine benefit in dealing with him as a
source".
But as Mr Slater himself has pointed out, many journalists have been
willing recipients of news tips in the past.
So will that change after Dirty Politics?
New Zealand's longest-serving broadcast news chief is TV3's Mark
Jennings.
He said his political journalists in Wellington were not surprised by
the revelations, but his Auckland staff were - including himself.
He told Mediawatch senior politicians have abused their power over
information for political impact - and journalists have been caught up
in politically-inspired "black ops"
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"When you are offered damaging information, you've always got to
ask yourself: 'What is the outcome they want here?' Perhaps they
haven't asked that question enough lately".
So should journalists go public if a senior politician tries to manipulate
them to damage a political rival? Would that be a better story than
the one the source was trying to create?
"It is not ethical to turn on a source, says Mark Jennings. "You are
better to refuse the information".
But his former political editor, Duncan Garner, did not expect
reporters to turn down good scoops.
"Don't underestimate how competitive journalism is. From now
journalists will be more aware of who they're dealing with - and that
nothing is secret or private anymore. But some journalists will
continue to do business with information - no matter who it's with".
In the closing chapter of Dirty Politics, Nicky Hager said blogs
like Whale Oil and David Farrar's Kiwiblog were "wholly partisan and
dishonest" - and "No credible news media should use Mr Slater or Mr
Farrar as commentators.
Some clearly agree.
But business journalist Pattrick Smellie - formerly a political reporter
and a press secretary for finance minister Roger Douglas back in the
1980s - said there was no need for that.
"Experienced pollsters know what they're talking about and usually
have a useful take on this stuff. It's not as if he writes news - he
writes commentary. Every day of the week you'll see op-ed pieces by
people with an axe to grind".
However, some media are becoming more wary about disclosure.
Radio New Zealand for example now refers to Mr Farrar as a
National Party pollster - and Mr Farrar himself has promised changes
to his blog "to improve trust in it and himself".
This week he joined the Online Media Standards Authority which will
make him accountable to its code of ethics and a complaint
procedure.
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It will also help him distance himself from the worst elements
exposed in Dirty Politics.
TV3's Mark Jennings approved:
"Accuracy and fairness will come in to play. I can't think of a better
way of cleaning things up".
The network of bloggers, lobbyists, politicians and journalists
exposed in Dirty Politics has now been broken, but Mark Jennings
expected new ones to emerge.
"Spin merchants are in all part of society - politics, sports, fashion,
you name it. We're never going to break the spin machine. But a
powerful light has been shone on this and there will be some real
introspection in the media".
Follow @MediawatchNZ on Twitter
Mediawatch is broadcast Sundays at 9:05am and 10:12pm on Radio
New Zealand National
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/on-the-inside/253410/dirty-politics-warningsfor-the-media
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Abbie Napier (Stuff): Hager's relationship with hacker revealed
Last updated 12:11 30/08/2014
Dirty Politics author Nicky Hager today revealed Whale Oil blogger Cameron
Slater was hacked because the hacker ‘‘thought he was a p****’’.
A packed room at the WORD Christchurch festival was silent as Hager
described secretly meeting the hacker and Dirty Politics source in public
parks, convincing him not to release his information over Twitter.
Hager was one of three panelists at the festival’s Secrets, Spies and Free
Speech public discussion this morning, chaired by The Press editor Joanna
Norris.
Unsurprisingly, the event sold out.
Dirty Politics, a book including information gathered from emails hacked from
Slater, was released this month and made revelations about a number of
powerful politicians and parties.
Hager, alongside Guardian journalist Luke Harding and Australian journalist
Richard King, today discussed freedom of speech in Western democracies.
But it was Hager’s discussion of his new book which captivated the audience.
He described tracking down the hacker who attacked Slater’s IT system and
spending weeks convincing him to share his information.
Hager promised he would ensure the information release was ‘‘something
more lasting and of bigger value’’ than the hacker’s planned Twitter dump.
He said knowing the source of information and their motives for releasing it
was essential.
‘‘I know him [the hacker] well now, and I trust him,’’ he said. ‘‘His motivation
was that Cameron Slater was a bastard and we’ll do him over.’’
‘‘The reason he attacked him was he thought he was a p****.’’
He condemned those who released large volumes of information without a
genuine public interest defence and with no thought of the collateral damage,
but defended his own decision to release information contained in hacked
emails.
He said he spent significant time trawling through the hacked material. While
there was a significant amount of ‘‘juicy’’ information, he decided to only
release what was in the public interest.
‘‘Leaks are bad,’’ he said. ‘‘You have to have a high public interest to justify
what you release.’’
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Leaks like his, considered and redacted where necessary, were an essential
part of society, he said.
‘‘It had a reaction far beyond what I expected. I think the reason for that is we
had a government that was faking — faking its public image.’’
Hager said the ‘‘friendly, relaxed, she’ll be right’’ government image did not
gel with the information he was sorting through, which he claimed included
evidence of political smear campaigns and concealed attacked on political
opponent.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10442363/Hagers-relationship-withhacker-revealed
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Rodney Hide (Herald): Can we have our election back?
5:00 AM Sunday Aug 31, 2014

This election has been like watching the Bledisloe Cup. Just as the ball's
kicked off, the ball boys start a verbal. The cameras zoom in. The argument
looks hot and bothered but it's not the test.
The cameras stay fixed on the boys. Aargh.
We want the real game. That's what we sat down for. Nicky Hager, Cameron
Slater and Kim Dotcom are the ball boys in this election. They aren't the
game.
The real test is John Key versus David Cunliffe. At stake is who gets to run
the government for three years.
We must decide whose judgment we want applied to the likes of the global
financial crisis, the Canterbury earthquakes, the threat of international
terrorism. It's a big deal.
There's also the choice of competing policy promises and the respective
teams. It's not just blue versus red. It's also the support players. There are the
Greens and Internet-Mana versus United and Act.
Oh, and Winston. We don't know which way he would jump if voters handed
him the balance of power. I doubt he knows. He's waiting until after the
election to see.
MMP elections are tough for voters. There's a lot of information to take on
board; there's a lot to weigh up, a lot of choice and a dizzy array of
permutations. The conceivable arrangements for government are mindboggling.
The election is important. It's big, tough and serious. It's hard to see what's
happening and what's at stake when Dirty Politics and the ball boys are
distracting us.
Not that we want it all serious and weighty public policy. A bit of entertainment
to lighten the tension is fine. But it shouldn't come at the expense of the test. I
very much enjoyed Pam Corkery bursting across our screen calling a TV
journalist a "puffed up little s***". That was great half-time entertainment. It
took Corkery to forthrightly say what we all think.
But as rude and true as she is, Corkery is not the main show. The biggest
contest we ever have is the election every three years. And we are getting
distracted by a sideshow.
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Following September 20 either John Key or David Cunliffe will be Prime
Minister. One will win and be running the country. The other will lose and be
out on his ear.
It matters big time for the both of them. It matters big time for the country.
But whatever the result Kim Dotcom will still be facing extradition, Nicky Hager
will be off writing his 2017 election bombshell and Cameron Slater will still be
blogging.
The result doesn't matter to them. They don't run the country. We have had
the sideshow. Let's get back to the match that matters. Can we have our
election back?
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/opinion/news/article.cfm?c_id=466&objectid=11316
737
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Eileen Goodwin (ODT): Cunliffe let Key off hook: Greens
Mon, 1 Sep 2014
Labour leader David Cunliffe is not holding Prime Minister John Key to
account for turning New Zealand into a ''wealth generating machine for the
wealthiest'', Green Party co-leader Metiria Turei says.
On a visit to Dunedin on Friday, she was upbeat when asked about the Dirty
Politics saga, saying it illustrated the contrast between National and the Green
Party.
The polls were tracking exactly as the party hoped, she said. People
associated the Green Party with clean politics, and ''when something like Dirty
Politics happens, we are the obvious alternative''.
The Otago Daily Times spoke to Ms Turei at the party's campaign hub in
Moray Pl, where she was catching up with local supporters and volunteers.
Nationwide, the Greens' campaign was hectic and in full-swing, and while she
was not getting home to Dunedin as much as she would like, she was
attending as many local election forums as possible.
She said the Green Party had been on the receiving end of dirty politics when
it was targeted by the Exclusive Brethren-backed leaflet campaign in 2005,
which was linked to National. However, the tactics revealed in Nicky Hager's
new book had surprised everyone, she said.
She acknowledged the saga was diverting the election campaign away from
policy debates, but said every election had sideshows and distractions.
''National have only said they want to engage in policy debates since Dirty
Politics. Before that they had no interest at all.''
She was happy to debate issues such as inequality and child poverty with
National ''any day they like''.
Asked about Mr Cunliffe's performance in holding Mr Key to account on his
economic record at Thursday's TVNZ debate, Ms Turei was dismissive,
saying it showed why the Green Party should have been included.
''They have turned our economy into a wealth generating machine for the
wealthiest.''
Asked if Mr Key had been let off the hook, she said ''yes''.
''He is not being challenged on his record. He wasn't challenged [on
Thursday] effectively on his economic failures.''
She also objected to Mr Cunliffe thanking Mr Key for leaving a lucrative career
in banking to enter ''public service''.
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''John Key does not understand what public service really means. Public
service is about making sure that everybody who you are responsible for is
doing well. And John Key has completely failed to achieve that.''
Asked if there was a risk the Greens were being too negative, she said people
wanted the party to be real and talk about the issues.
''When we asked people what they wanted that's what they said. They wanted
a sense of reality about their real circumstances.''
About 50 protesters calling for a change in government marched in central
Dunedin on Saturday.
Supporters of the Labour Party, the Green Party, Internet Mana and
International Socialists took part. Similar protests were held in Auckland,
Christchurch and Wellington.
http://www.odt.co.nz/news/politics/314344/cunliffe-let-key-hook-greens
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Chris Eichbaum (Pundit): Judith Collins and Me: A familiar story
SEPTEMBER 01, 2014
Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics has provided the disinfectant of sunlight but the
kinds of behaviours are long-standing. Take this example from 2005. Does it
look familiar?
It dates back to 2005, another election year. And as one of those responsible
for seminars for the School of Government and the Institute of Policy Studies
at Victoria University of Wellington I assisted with the organisation of two preelection forums focusing on substantive policy issues of interest at the time.
The first involved then Minister of Social Development and Employment
Minister Steve Maharey, and the National Party Welfare spokesperson, Judith
Collins and took place on 19 July. Given my past involvement with Maharey
as his erstwhile Senior Advisor and speech writer I elected not to chair the
forum, and arranged for an alternative. But I did meet and welcome Judith
Collins. I explained that, by virtue of my past association with Steve, I would
not be chairing the session and escorted her to the venue. My recollection is
that the meeting was a pleasant one.
On 29 July the National Business Review published an editorial – “It’s ok
when Labour does it”, in which it admonished the fourth estate for a perceived
double standard (media politics). An accusation by Labour’s Trevor Mallard
that US interest groups of a conservative kind were actively influencing
National Party policy was – in the eyes of the NBR leader writer – being taken
seriously, when Labour’s adoption of British Labour campaign tactics was not.
I wrote a letter to the editor in reply, suggesting that the real issue was the
lack of transparency around party financing, and the National Party’s use of
Trusts to provide anonymity for donors.
I signed the letter, “Chris Eichbaum, Wellington”.
Party financing has a long history as a serious item of scholarly – and wider
political – debate. But this letter was sent in a personal capacity (as much as
one can separate the personal from the professional). My recollection is that
Google was alive and well in 2005. While not by any means a major player on
the political stage, a search at the time would have quickly identified details of
my employment history and past political engagement.
Some days later I received a phone call – at home – from an individual who
directed a battery of questions at me regarding my name, employment history,
role at Victoria University, and – more specifically – whether I was the same
Chris Eichbaum who had stepped aside from chairing a forum earlier in the
month so as to avoid any perceived conflict of interest. The person eventually
revealed himself to be one Jock Anderson from the NBR, and – after some
time – responded in the affirmative when I asked him whether he was
recording the conversation.
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I attempted to answer all his questions, but did suggest that he might himself
be more forthcoming as to who had prompted him to seek me out.
The NBR of 12 August included the section “Private Bin” and an item (actually
two paragraphs), on headed up “The same chap by chance?” and the other,
“Labour through and through”. Both are available through The Knowledge
Basket search facility.
The first paragraph noted that, “[s]everal people have asked if this is the same
Chris Eichbaum who … disqualified himself recently as chairman (sic) of a
debate … because he was seen as too close to Mr Maharey to be neutral?”
The second paragraph closes with the sentence:
“As Ms Collins put it. ‘More than just a bit of the pot calling the kettle black’.
From what we now know my sense is that this was an early manifestation of
the ‘double-up’.
***************************************************************************
On 18 July 2008 the then-Minister of Finance, Michael Cullen, announced my
appointment to the Board of the Reserve Bank.
His statement – also posted on the Reserve Bank web site commented, in
part:
Dr Eichbaum is currently Senior Lecturer in Public Policy in the School of
Government at Victoria University of Wellington and his previous positions
include appointments in the New Zealand and Australian public service. The
author of a range of academic papers and research reports, Dr Eichbaum has
degrees from Canterbury and Massey Universities, and from the Australian
National University. His doctoral dissertation, completed in 1999, examined
central banking reforms in New Zealand and Australia in the 1980s and
1990s.
There was some comment at the time, most confined to the KiwiBlog web
site. It included this post from David Farrar:
“I mentioned yesterday how the Government’s appointment of Chris
Eichbaum to the Board of the Reserve Bank forgot to mention his role in at
least three Labour ministerial offices.
Now I have no position on the merits of Dr Ecihbaum’s (sic) appointment as I
simply have not read enough of his background and CV to judge the
contribution he can make to monetary policy.
But a reader has sent me this extract from NBR in 2002:
In a letter published last week in response to the previous week’s NBR
editorial, “Chris Eichbaum of Wellington” accused the National Party of hiding
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the identities of funding donors through trusts. Mr Eichbaum claimed this did
not allow citizens to judge the extent to which particular interests, whether
domestic or foreign, were influencing policy formulation. Several people have
asked if this is the same Chris Eichbaum who is a senior lecturer in public
policy at Victoria University’s school of government? Yes And if he is the
same Chris Eichbaum who disqualified himself recently as chairman of a
debate between Social Development minister Steve Maharey and National’s
welfare spokeswoman Judith Collins because he was seen as too close to Mr
Maharey to be neutral? Yes And if he is the same Chris Eichbaum who once
worked in Helen Clark’s office? Yes As he is the same man, ought not he
have disclosed his background before calling on all donors to the National
Party to do likewise? No, he says.
There is no indication of the identity of the helpful reader who furnished Mr
Farrar with the information. There were a number of comments resulting from
the original post. Some were constructive, but some were fuelled by invective
and a tone that ‘dirty politics’ doesn’t even come close to capturing.
http://www.pundit.co.nz/content/judith-collins-and-me-a-familiar-story
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Rachel Stewart (Taranaki Daily News): Who might the 'average New
Zealander' be?
Last updated 07:50 01/09/2014
Trust me. If I hear one more politician tell me what New Zealanders want I'm
going to change my nationality.
Would these same white, middle-aged males presume to voice what it is
women want? Or Maori want? Why yes, of course, but that's not the point.
The point is that it's pretty tedious to keep hearing John Key say "average
New Zealanders just want to move on" (he means from Dirty Politics), or
David Cunliffe exclaim "the average New Zealander just wants a fair go".
It is meaningless, annoying, and very safe in its implication that you're not an
average Kiwi if you disagree.
What is an "average New Zealander" anyway? In 2014 that's becoming
impossible to define. Take me. I adored rugby once but not since it became
professional. I drive an American vehicle. I enjoy opera.
On the box I like watching boxing. I hunt for food, and hope for world peace. I
don't like beauty pageants though - nor would I ever enter one. I'd have to
shave my legs and the resource consent could take a while.
Clearly we are a more diverse bunch than the politicians like to imply.
Or do I have it wrong? Are they actually trying to say we are diverse but still
all New Zealanders? I don't know but it's inane, insults our collective
intelligence and is a nod to an American style of folksy patriotism. Which is, of
course, why rugby analogies are employed with monotonous regularity. The
average New Zealander surely lives for rugby, right? It's who we are, isn't it?
All I know is that every time they trot out one of these unoriginal gems I feel
like kicking a whole lot of balls deep into touch.
Bottom line. The "average New Zealander" has changed so much even our
election campaigns are unrecognisable. Since when did the candidates travel
around in honking great buses? They do now, and you could be forgiven for
thinking it's Willie Nelson on tour. No, it's an adulatory emulation of an
American presidential campaign minus the crowds.
Also, and atypically, there are suddenly roadside partisan zealots waggling
signs at passing traffic stating Vote Positive or Working for New Zealand.
They remind me of pizza touters and, frankly, there's more chance of me
voting for the pizza.
This election too we now have a website totally devoted to showing defaced
billboards. They have a huge selection to choose from given the appetite
being shown by the populace to engage is such nefarious activities.
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Which raises the obvious question. Why is it that so many "average New
Zealanders" are not buying the message the politicians are selling?
Ad Feedback
Yes, Dirty Politics has made a dent but it goes deeper and farther back than
that. Many Kiwis don't vote and never have - which is where InternetMana
may play a welcome role in waking up a good proportion of apathetic youth
and disaffected others. Even if it's cast as a protest vote it may be better than
no vote.
My own feeling is that the nation's, and the world's problems, are calling for
solutions that many know in their bones are not able to be solved by the
current political paradigm.
Climate change, ocean acidification, biodiversity and species loss, foreign
wars that touch us, probable economic meltdown and the subsequent descent
in to chaos. Far-fetched? Maybe.
What is evident to anyone with half a brain is that things will not be staying
anywhere near as comfortable as they've been, and what is required from
democracy is not actually on offer in our electoral candidates, or the system
they are required to work within.
When the resources run out there is well-worn historic precedence for
democracy running out too.
Anyway, that's the deep and meaningful reason why people may not be
engaging. On a lighter note, it may just be that voters feel a simple disconnect
between what politicians say and what they mean. Certainly Nicky Hager's
book is having an impact, and complacency may be less of a problem this
election.
Already the polls are suggesting John Key now has a fight on his hands. As
the latest Horizon Political Conduct Survey shows there is low tolerance for
the sorts of tactics outlined in Hager's book. Just over 80 per cent said they
preferred it didn't happen in New Zealand.
"Large numbers of New Zealanders are feeling angry, disappointed and
disgusted as a result of the Prime Minister's management of the issues raised
in the book in the 12 days from its first publication".
Indeed, the survey goes on to say that "The results indicate the Prime
Minister, John Key, has made 135,700 people who voted National in 2011 feel
angry, or disappointed or disgusted".
Maybe, in the end, the politicians will learn that the one thing "average New
Zealanders" do ultimately agree on is at least some integrity from our
governance.
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Let's hope so.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/taranaki-daily-news/opinion/10445354/Who-might-theaverage-New-Zealander-be
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Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): The effect of Dirty Politics so far
by Cameron Slater on August 30, 2014 at 12:30pm
Labour cheerleader, former party president and analog Dirty Politics dinosaur
Mike Williams is saying it has affected about 6% of the voters, and that’s all
they need to get within shouting distance of an election victory. The Whaleoil
Poll, incidentally our highest rating one to date, returned this:

As Whaleoil has mostly right-leaning voters who are already determined to
vote that way, the large vote for the right is irrelevant. The interesting
numbers are the ones that changed, and why.
About 1% of voters have been lost altogether, so no vote for either left or
right, whereas 1% who weren’t going to vote have not been moved to do so.
Of people that weren’t going to vote, but have been motivated to due to Dirty
Politics, 1% are going left, 2% right – a new move to the right by 1%
Of people who were voting already, but have now switched sides, 2.5% have
gone left, whereas 3% have switched right, a move to the right by 0.5%
So among Whaleoil readers at least, Dirty Politics appears to have caused a
1.5% move to the right. If you assume everyone who stopped voting was also
going to vote right, then that drops to 0.5%
In other words, no net effect.
The voting public have not seen Nicky Hager’s Dirty Politics as a reason to
throw out John Key and National, and instead elect a left government
containing David Cunliffe, Russel Norman, Metiria Turei, Hone Harawira, Laila
Harre and John Minto.
In spite of all the best efforts of the media, especially the NZ Herald, to make
this into something bigger than it isn’t (and trust me, the sniping will continue
for months of not years), they are hurting their own readers more than they
are the Government.
So, even if you are tired of Dirty Politics, remember it is working well for the
right side of politics. It is drowning out informed debate and it is drowning out
the minor parties, that are desperate for oxygen.
Negative campaigns generally suppress voter turnout as people are turned off
by politics. If there is one side that has been looking for missing millions, it’s
the same that is running a negative campaign.
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Oops.
http://www.whaleoil.co.nz/2014/08/effect-dirty-politics/
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Standard: Fairfax Media’s polling on Dirty Politics
By: MICKYSAVAGE - Date published: 9:07 am, August 30th, 2014
The book Dirty Politics has thrown up all sorts of issues concerning journalism
and morality. The selective leaking of information to attack blogs and the
framing of issues have been seen to be powerful weapons in National’s
attempts to retain political power.
In the Dominion Post this morning some Ipsos polling on issues has been
released and reported on. The framing is interesting. Three individuals are
interviewed to give their comments on what has occurred. One who is
normally a Labour supporter is said to be thinking of voting Green, an elderly
National voter thinks that Hager is a communist, a third person who also
supports National thinks that dirty politics is “not ideal” but he will not be
changing his vote. The underlying message is that the only party that is being
hurt is Labour which cannot be correct.
It has to make you wonder about the selection of these individuals. I am
certain they could have picked someone who had liked John Key but who
were incensed by what they had read and were going to change their vote
because as the data confirms there are a few of these people.
The selection has a feel of a created narrative rather than a genuine attempt
to let ordinary people express their opinions. I say this with confidence
because the data that the poll reports presents a totally different picture.
Thirty percent said all parties engage in dirty politics. The commonly
expressed phrase “they all do it” suggests that no one in this particular group
have even read the book and just assume the worst in everyone. But they
clearly have little if any comprehension of the dramatic difference between
attack tactics of the right and attack tactics of the left.
If you want proof compare posts in the Standard with those at
Whaleoil. Judith Collins is wrong to claim that the Standard is a Labour
website and is engaged in the same sort of behaviour as Slater’s site engages
in. It clearly is not. The posts here are based on information sourced
from the main stream media but often with alternative analysis. The site is not
used to smear and attack the way that Cameron Slater’s site is used. The
discussions get robust but this is because there is often aggressive comments
made by right wingers and some of the left commenters respond in kind.
In other parts of the poll National convincingly wins the contest for being the
most dirty party. 28% thought it to be the worst offender, followed by Internet
Mana at 17.4% just ahead of Labour. And most National supporters thought
that dirty politics was acceptable, an interesting statement of the party’s
morality.
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The two statistics that should be causing National fear are that nearly half of
respondents thought the incident had hurt Key and 7.9 % of voters said that
the revelations had caused them to reconsider who they are going to vote
for. The article used the word “only” but the news must be all bad and if even
half of these people actually change their vote then National is in big trouble.
http://thestandard.org.nz/fairfax-medias-polling-on-dirty-politics/
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Political Scientist: A Tale of Two Tracks. Part I – A two track world
Posted on 30th Aug, 2014 by Puddleglum
There’s plenty of interesting side-tracks to travel down in Nicky Hager’s book
‘Dirty Politics‘.
But the main track needs to be kept visible.
That track is actually two tracks. And those tracks amount to a highly
networked web of relationships between a loose but coordinated group of
actors.
These tracks and this network are new. This is not ‘politics as usual’. I’ll look
at these tracks in two posts – this is Part I.
It seems that many New Zealanders are convinced there is nothing new to
see here – just same-old, same-old dirty politics from dirty politicians.
It might be a harsh criticism to make, but any New Zealanders who believe
this are asleep at the wheel.
In a democracy, of course, it is we – the people – who should be in the
driver’s seat. We’re in danger, though, of completely surrendering that seat to
people who want to take us down the ‘garden track’.
Are we up to the challenge of taming two track politics?
Hager describes one track of National’s approach to politics in terms of the
smiling affability of John Key – relaxed, honest, above politics. Key is
presented to the New Zealand public as one of them and someone who
doesn’t get into the games politicians play:
John Key had constructed an easy-going and relaxed public image. He
began the 2014 election year by appearing at university orientation weeks, not
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to give speeches or debate policy, but to pose in ‘selfies’ with a crowd of
students, more celebrity than politician. In rural Te Kuiti, he smiled for a
beautifully composed photograph ‘having a beer and a good yarn’ with locals
in a country pub, a photograph that would feature that night on his Facebook
page. To the public, he was a man who stayed above the name calling
and personal attacks of politics. He had declared during the 2011 election
campaign ‘there’s no room for negative campaigning in New Zealand’.[i]
The reality was very different.
The second track is a stark contrast to the first. In Hager’s words, again:
Key had overseen a government involved in more personal attacks and
negative politics than any in living memory. Robert Muldoon, National
leader in the 1970s and 1980s, is remembered for his abrasive, attacking
style, but the Key government had outstripped it in the frequency and
breadth of attacks, while still managing to maintain the leader’s genial
image. It had done this in part by using others – political allies, bloggers and
the news media – to deliver the blows. The result was a new kind of attack
politics that was rapidly changing the political environment in New Zealand.
“[A] new kind of attack politics“? Well, according to so many commentators
and journalists, there’s nothing particularly new about any of the things
detailed in Hager’s book.
As I see it, that reaction by ‘in the know’ commentators is partly – and
unintentionally – right but largely – and quite negligently – wrong.
How is it ‘right’?
And, ‘How is it ‘wrong’?’
Let’s start with the first question.
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How is it ‘right’?
The answer to that question is that it is ‘right’ to the extent that our entire
modern culture is increasingly composed of ‘two tracks’. There is the formal,
institutional processes – what things are meant to be about. This is the first
track.
Then there is the ‘shadow’ reality of informal communications, networks and
connections that operate ‘unofficially’ but that, in many ways, are the means
by which the formal institutions and processes are operated. This is
the second track.
Social scientists have long been aware of this fascinating, dual social
structure that is particularly evident in large, modern societies and the
organisations that make them up. I’ll return to this interesting body of work
shortly, but first let’s have a close look at the arguments that emerged shortly
after the book was released.
When Nicky Hager’s book ‘Dirty Politics’ came out Steven Joyce was quick off
the mark with a criticism that then was endlessly repeated by commentator
(Michael Bassett being interviewed by Leighton Smith) after commentator
(Mike Hosking on Seven Sharp – self-declared as a non-journalist) after
journalist (Sean Plunket – see statement at about 4mins 25secs) after
journalist (Leighton Smith while interviewing Michael Bassett).
That criticism – entangled with a random assortment of other criticisms – is
that this so-called ‘dirty politics’ is just ‘politics as usual’.
But here’s some context from the first link above courtesy of Steven Joyce:
“It is exactly what it says on the cover. It is a dirty politics book. It’s got a
bunch of stolen emails, a bunch of allegations and some of them are
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breathless about things that are already well known, such as David Farrar is
the member of the National Party, and others that are completely sort of ’1 + 1
= 49 and apparently the Prime Minister’s a devil beast,” Joyce told TVNZ’s
Breakfast programme.”
“It’s a book about how people on both sides of the house brief bloggers,
in the same way they brief journalists actually, and I don’t think that’s
news either,” he said, adding there were rumours Labour Party staff wrote
on left wing blogs.
Joyce said it was normal for press advisors to brief bloggers, just as they
briefed journalists.
“The left are losing the battle of ideas at the moment, and they’retrying to
tear the Prime Minister down, and this is just another day of the week,” he
said.
Joyce’s rather odd argument can be summed up as (a) Nicky Hager’s book is
a scurrilous and ridiculous act of ‘dirty politics’ and (b) ‘dirty politics’ is
perfectly innocuous and not that bad – ergo, there’s nothing wrong with
Hager’s book since it is just continuing a fine tradition of ‘politics as usual’?
Beyond this strange logic, Joyce’s – and others’ - argument is basically that
the book amounts to ‘nothing to see here’ and the reason there’s nothing to
see is that it’s apparently about “how people on both sides of the house brief
bloggers, in the same way they brief journalists actually“.
We can forgive Steven Joyce – given that he hadn’t read the book – for
mistakenly claiming that it was about “people on both sides of the house“. It
wasn’t. It was about people exclusively on his side of the house.
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But what about the idea that the political behaviour described in the book
amounts to a perfectly “normal” practice – that, for example, it “was normal for
press advisors to brief bloggers“.
Well, way back in 2008 it appears that John Key’s main Press Secretary
Kevin Taylor – as confirmed in the first tranche of emails from the
‘Whaledump’ twitter account – did not think it was “normal” or desirable for
National’s press advisors to engage with blogs:
The emails include one sent in 2008 – some months before John Key became
Prime Minister – from his press secretary Kevin Taylor to Slater which
Hager claims marked the beginning of a political dirty tricks campaign
run by Mr Slater with the help of Mr Key’s former senior
communications adviser Jason Ede.
Mr Taylor tells Slater: “Our intention is not to engage with any blogs“.
However he goes on to state “Jason Ede asked me to mention he will be
giving you a call in the next few days“.
So, officially at least, Kevin Taylor – the Prime Minister’s press secretary at
the time – had the view, in contrast to Joyce’s current view, that it was not
National’s policy to engage with blogs. The reasons given (in the full email in
the ‘dump’) were largely that he didn’t want to respond to left-wing blogs such
as ‘The Standard’ so he wasn’t going to engage with WhaleOil and set a
precedent.
I also deliberately emphasised ‘officially’ since, as mentioned in the above
quote, there is a tantalising ‘FYI’ at the end of the email with regards to Jason
Ede: “Jason Ede asked me to mention he will be giving you a call in the next
few days.“
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It’s almost as if, through that throw away comment, Kevin Taylor – wittingly or
not – was laying the first piece of track on the second track of this particular
‘two track’ system of political management that is the subject of Hager’s book.
There is nothing else said in the email as to why Mr Ede would be in contact
so it is hard to know what to conclude. All we do know is that the ‘FYI’
addendum comes at the end of an email dealing with Slater’s request to work
in tandem with the Prime Minister’s Office and that Jason Ede was, indeed,
someone from the Prime Minister’s Office.
JasonEde, in fact, is the ‘Ex-PM staffer’, now employed by the National Party
presumably on the basis of his good work in the PM’s Office, who appears in
a starring role in Hager’s book as Cameron Slater’s contact in the PM’s Office.
Apparently he has now gone into hiding since the book’s release:
Mr Ede – who now works as a National Party staff member – hasgone to
ground since publication of the book while Mr Key has attempted to explain
his actions as normal political practice.
Once again, this time from the Prime Minister, the actions of one of the main
players in the ‘Dirty Politics’ saga – Jason Ede – were apparently “normal
political practice“.
There’s an obvious question or two that follows from these claims of ‘politics
as usual’.
The first is ‘Why, if they are so usual, were these practices not previously
reported in full detail and alongside each political story we have been told
about over time?‘
Seems like a fair question to ask.
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And there’s another: ‘Why, if they are so usual, is their detailed description in
the book ‘Dirty Politics’ being so vociferously denied and the author so
denigrated?‘
I think the answer to both questions is fairly simple – and it goes back to the
central theme of the book. The modern nexus of politics and media is
fundamentally based upon a ‘two track’ system. It is pervasive.
In this sense, then, the claim that it is politics (and media) as ‘usual’ has some
truth. ‘Two tracks’ are part and parcel of modern political reporting.
On the first track is the ‘official’ version of political happenings that has been
sanitised for public consumption (and sometimes to avert legal risk).
The second track is the fairly incestuous world of politico-media interaction,
behind the journalistic ‘copy’. It’s a world that all participants are aware of. It’s
also a world of the ‘in crowd’, the ‘ones who know’ and the ‘chosen ones’ with
the insider knowledge.
It’s the world David Fisher has described so clearly once he extracted himself
from it:
It’s not unusual for journalists to deal with people who have causes to push, or
axes to grind.
But when you can’t see who, ultimately, is pushing the cause or grinding the
axe, you risk failing yourself and your readership.
I had been in the tent. It was a place where stories and story tips came
easily – too easily.
I stepped back and found myself outside the tent.
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That, I think, is why Hager wrote: “They later fell out when Fisher wrote stories
Slater did not like.”
If you’re in Slater’s tent, it’s warm and cosy. There is information which only
those well connected would know. Almost exclusively, the tips are for
stories are good for National and bad for anyone in its way.
If you’re outside the tent, which is where I fetched up, it is cold and hard. This
is what journalism should be. You should work for your readers, and work
hard.
But when I started writing stories on issues which went against Slater’s
interests, I became someone he wanted to “smash”. At that point, I was away
from the tent and out in the wilderness.
It must – for some at least - be quite tempting to be part of this world behind
the veil or ‘inside the tent’, even if that world is a very narrow one full of onesided ‘gossip’ (aka ‘stories’ and ‘tips’).
Humans like their access to special knowledge about other people
as research on gossip confirms:
… gossiping also helped facilitate bonds by showing others we trust them
enough to share information.
…
By nature, humans are chatterers, says psychologist Robin Dunbar, PhD, a
University of Liverpool psychology professor and author of the book,
“Grooming, Gossip and the Evolution of Language” (Harvard University Press,
1998). He suggests that gossip is the human version of social grooming a behavior common among other social primates in which one ape or monkey
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strokes the fur and picks fleas and ticks from the coat of another ape or
monkey to strengthen group ties. Like social grooming, which helps other
primates form alliances based on codependence, gossip helps humans
develop trusting relationships and foster social bonds.
…
In a follow-up study published in the same article, 83 17 to 22 year old
undergraduates ranked their interest and their likelihood of spreading gossip
about male and female professors, relatives, friends, acquaintances or
strangers based on 12 different scenarios, such as an individual’s drug abuse,
promiscuity or academic cheating. He [Professor Frank McAndrew, Knox
College] found that the participants were most interested and most likely to
pass on damaging, negative news about nonallies and positive news
about allies, suggesting that gossip is an effective means of status
enhancement.
As such, whether gossip is spread depends wholly on context, McAndrew
suggests.
As with chimpanzees’ social grooming, McAndrew explains, spreading good
news about our friends and damaging news about our enemies can
make the group feel good, while also helping to buttress group goals.
“Gossip is an important bonder,” he says. “By sharing information we
develop [a] sense of trust and intimacy.”
Or, as Fisher said, “it’s warm and cosy” in the tent.
Gossip, by definition, is done behind someone’s back. In that way it has links
to a much older and fundamental ‘two track’ system made possible through
language and person-to-person communication.
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That’s probably why philosophers have long been interested in the supposed
difference between ‘appearance’ and ‘reality’. How things appear, that is, may
differ from how they are.
More simply, what you see is not necessarily what you get.
Science, for example, makes the claim that it can go beyond mere
appearance to the underlying reality of the world: The world may appear to
you as composed of solid objects but, in reality, all matter is principally empty
space (as popular science books are fond of breathlessly informing us).
The assumed split between appearance and reality goes back, in the modern
era, to philosopher René Descartes with his sceptical meditations on the
foundations of knowledge. Almost everything you sense, perceive, know and
experience may well be delusion, he argued. That is, the appearance may not
be the reality – the world, ultimately, could be just a figment of your
‘imagination’.
But there was one tiny but significant point of certainty … ‘you’. Or, at least,
your mind. The ‘thinking thing’ that, potentially, is deceived by its
own representations of the world (what it thinks it knows about the way the
world is).
This is the ‘kicker’ – everything is just represented to, or is ‘in’, your mind.
What’s this all got to do with ‘Dirty Politics’?
Well, lots.
Our modern political systems are an outgrowth of Enlightenment thought. At
the centre of that thought was the individual (specifically, the ‘thinking thing’
whose existence Descartes claimed it was impossible to doubt).
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From the individual, according to John Locke (another Enlightenment
philosopher), flows the notion of and justification for, private property. Our
labour (work) on the world changes the world but, also, effectively encloses
the commons. The field we till becomes, in effect, our property.
With the individual and property centre stage it’s a small step – taken by
political economist and philosopher Adam Smith in ‘Wealth of Nations‘ – to
assert the effectiveness, efficiency and moral justification for a market
economy. Markets are places where individuals freely trade their respective
‘properties’.
It’s a fine and noble enough notion. In the context of the time – rule by
monarchy in most European societies – it was certainly progressive, liberal
and liberating (the Enlightenment was primarily a political project rather than
an intellectual one – e.g., Locke justified revolution in cases where
governments did not protect life, liberty and property).
It failed, however, to take account of one thing relevant to ‘Dirty Politics’: It
ignored the extreme ability of people to operate ‘two tracks’.
Before exploring the modern consequences of that oversight, it’s worth
thinking about how our world, increasingly, has involved ‘enclosure’ of the
common, public world into a private world.
Private homes are the obvious example, In the privacy of our homes we recreate, on a daily basis, the ‘self’ who goes out into the public world to work,
socialise and consume. In that private ‘enclosure’, hidden from others’ eyes,
we do our maintenance activity: We wash ourselves and our clothes; some of
us apply make-up to face the world; we organise our schedules; we plan our
goals (some of which we keep from others).
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Such an extensive private world (a kind of ‘social enclosure’) is actually a
relatively recent phenomenon. In fact, the modern use of the term ‘society’ is
linked to the aristocratic process of presenting oneself to – and ‘coming out’
into – ‘society’.
Society, that is, was, initially, the formal, public arena within which manners
and reputation came to mean everything. As Norbert Elias argued in his book
‘The Civilising Process‘, courtly manners amongst aristocrats served as the
precursor for a more widespread concern with ‘civil’ behaviour in public
interactions. Social shaming and repugnance came to enforce ‘manners’ in
wider and wider circles until, today – perhaps mostly through the middle
classes – civil manners come to be seen as the bedrock of society.
Similarly, sociologist Erving Goffman in ‘The Presentation of Self in
Everyday Life‘ argued that all interpersonal interactions are like a theatrical
production. We ‘stage’ our setting, our behaviour and our social interactions in
order to achieve a particular ‘presentation’ of self. Social interaction thus
becomes a ‘front stage’ performance. We prepare for it in the ‘back stage’
areas of our life (our home and other privatised settings).
The irony is that this split in the social world between the private and the
public not only provides for the ‘civilising’ of people but also for an opposing
dynamic – to appearcivilised while, in reality, being anything but. ['The
Picture of Dorian Gray' is perhaps the most obvious literary - and almost
literal - ripping of the veil on this opposing dynamic.]
So our world is well-structured to allow for ‘two tracks’ to be established in just
about any sphere of life.
In particular, the economic foundations of our society (based, supposedly, on
markets, individuals with property rights and the free flow of relevant
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economic decision making information) provide at least short-term incentives
to operate these ‘two tracks’ to personal advantage.
Finally, politics is increasingly enacted on the analogy of a market exchange –
politicians and political parties have their ‘marketers’ (‘spin doctors’), their
brands (party logos, ‘strap lines’, distinctive colour-coding), their niche
‘markets’ (especially under MMP), their ‘loyal customers’ (‘tribal’ voters), their
‘product range’ (policies), their advertising (billboards, party political
broadcasts) and their ‘quarterly reports’ (opinion polls).
It’s that market model of modern politics that leaves it open to ‘two tracks’
being operated.
As I understand it, central to most theories of markets is the notion of
‘information’. For markets to ‘work’, that information needs to be honest,
accessible to all market actors and relevant. A financial prospectus that
misleads is, for example, officially seen as a serious breach of a market’s
‘rules of engagement’.
There are other examples from the commercial world (the ‘source analogy’).
Keeping two sets of books is an obvious, concrete commercial example.
‘Insider knowledge’ is another. Covert lobbying of politicians – and payments
to candidates – is yet another.
In short, ‘information’ in a market system is the equivalent of the perceptual
system in Descarte’s view of the how the individual makes contact with reality.
In a market, actors ‘perceive’ on the basis of ‘information’.
Here’s something interesting.
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In those (in)famous surveys of which occupations are deemed the most
trustworthy it is often noted that three professions vie with each other for
being the least trustworthy. First, there’s the stereotypical used car
salespeople. Second are politicians. But there’s a third - journalists.
Here is a 2013 list of most trusted professions in New Zealand from Readers’
Digest:
New Zealand’s Most Trusted Professions 2013
1. Paramedics
2. Firefighters
3. Rescue volunteers
4. Nurses
5. Pilots
6. Doctors
7. Pharmacists
8. Veterinarians
9. Police
10. Armed Forces personnel
11. Scientists
12. Teachers
13. Childcare workers
14. Dentists
15. Farmers
16. Bus/train/tram drivers
17. Flight attendants
18. Architects
19. Chefs
20. Electricians
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21. Miners
22. Computer technicians
23. Postal workers
24. Hairdressers
25. Builders
26. Plumbers
27. Mechanics
28. Accountants
29. Truck drivers
30. Waiters
31. Bankers
32. Charity collectors
33. Shop assistants
34. Clergy (all religions)
35. Cleaners
36. Personal trainers
37. Lawyers
38. Taxi drivers
39. Financial planners
40. CEOs
41. Call centre staff
42. Airport baggage handlers
43. Journalists
44. Real estate agents
45. Insurance salespeople
46. Politicians
47. Sex workers
48. Car salespeople
49. Door-to-door salespeople
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50. Telemarketers
First, it’s hard to miss the fact that those most clearly trying to sell us things
and get our money in return are not highly trusted. ‘Car salespeople’, door-todoor salespeople and ‘Telemarketers’ are the least trusted.
Put bluntly, the more someone is interested in us primarily for the purposes of
trading the less we trust them. The reason for this is simple: We all know that
there is a huge incentive in such single-purpose interactions for the operation
of a ‘two track’ approach by the person trying to sell us something.
They’ll give the appearance of friendliness, even try their best to sound as if
they are acting primarily in our interests. Yet, when we are not under their
spell, we are quite aware that they are only acting like that for one reason – to
make the sale. In other words, they are acting not in our interests but in their
interests, as Smith famously argued is ultimately true of the activity of the
butcher, brewer, baker, etc. in market economies.
[For those interested, here's a fascinating article by Vernon L. Smith on 'The
Two Faces of Adam Smith' - the 'self-regarding' versus 'other -regarding'
aspects of human nature covered in his two most famous works.]
Put very simply, market systems have a built-in incentive to maximise
deception in order to maximise the return from any and all exchanges.
Of course the pattern of such returns form a complicated set of scenarios that
is well known to game theorists, evolutionary biologists and psychologists
and, obviously, economists. The logic of this ‘informational arms race’ and
such things as differences between short-term and long-term ‘pay-offs’ are
fascinating.
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But all we need to know for now is that whoever can control information and
its flow between market actors can markedly influence outcomes from the
‘game’ – i.e., the exchange.
The second point of interest from the list of trustworthy professions is
that politicians are only two steps above ‘car salespeople’ (with ‘sex workers’
in between – an enduring form of ‘exchange’).
That’s largely because we see their activity in the same way we see that of
‘car salespeople’. Specifically, we are cynical enough to
believe that politicians in a representative democratic system are basically
doing whatever it takes to ‘sell’ us a (potential) lemon by describing it as a
Lambourghini. And the ‘currency’ of this exchange is our vote.
In fact, that cynical view isn’t far removed from John Locke’s account of
politics and government (linked to above). Governments engage in a ‘social
contract’ with their citizens – that is, governments are in an exchange
relationship with citizens, in keeping with the Enlightenment view of
individuals as autonomous actors in an exchange system.
But, like all exchanges (i.e., ‘markets’), representative democracy also
depends oninformation for its functioning. That information can of course also
be misinformation, selective information or irrelevant information.
Welcome, then, to the world of modern politics – a market in which
information flows in very mysterious and complicated ways.
Does that mean, then, that Hager’s critics are right in their claim that so-called
‘Dirty Politics’ is just ‘politics as usual’?
Actually, no.
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In ‘Part II’ I’ll look at what is wrong with the criticism and what we can do
about it.
How is it ‘wrong’?
As I said, there’s a kernel of truth in the insight that ‘two tracks’ are a
significant potential in our modern world.
But those two tracks aren’t inevitable.
‘Two tracks’ are more likely the more that politics runs along lines analogous
to market activity. But they are also more or less likely depending upon the
nature of some other important features of modern politics that can be
changed.
First, the emergence of ‘two tracks’ depends upon distortions and/or
interruptions in the flow of information.
And that’s where journalists – the media – come into the picture. I’d also
hazard a guess that that is why journalists have dropped down the
‘trustworthiness’ rankings.
Most people have no first-hand information about political events or
politicians. The modern media is the medium through which that information
flows.
The information is ‘mediated’ by the media in the same way that knowledge of
the world is ‘mediated’ by the senses and perceptual systems in Descarte’s
view of how minds come to know the world. Information is selected,
represented and transformed to produce ‘inferences’ (media ‘narratives’)
about how the (political) world is.
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Just as Descartes sceptically speculated on ways that his sensations,
perceptions and, ultimately, beliefs about the world could be ‘delusions’ so
have we all become suspicious about how the media represents the world to
us. Yet that is our only representation of so much of the world that affects us.
All of which means that how the media report politics will, in part, determine
the extent to which ‘two tracks’ can viably be established. More investigative
journalists, for example, would increase the risk of detection of these ‘two
track’ systems, should they be established.
By contrast, fewer journalists working to multiple tight deadlines to produce
‘copy’ in opinion columns, news articles, websites and appearing –
incestuously – as ‘commentators’ on other media, or even their own, is likely
to provide favourable conditions for the incubation of ‘two tracks’.
The book ‘Flat Earth News’ makes it pretty clear that, unfortunately, modern
journalism, globally, is looking more and more like this. As an inevitable
consequence it’s therefore becoming fertile ground for the operation of ‘two
tracks’.
Harried under-resourced journalists who are stretched for time, encouraged
by their managers to be entertaining and provocative in their ‘columns’ and to
become mini-celebrities in their own right (which makes the profession appeal
to quite different people than it used to) are less and less likely to forego the
easy option of facilitating the ‘two tracks’. After all, the ‘two track’ setup makes for easy copy, access to ‘leaks’ (aka ‘scoops’) and, as I said at the
start, probably provides quite a personal buzz and ego boost from being
‘inside the tent’.
Second, ‘two tracks’ are most likely to be established in the first place when
the costs of their discovery are low. Put simply, if ‘two tracks’ are discovered
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the reaction to that discovery determines the ‘cost’ associated with them being
detected.
Perhaps the most practical response ordinary people can make to the
establishment of ‘two tracks’ in politics is to condemn it with a
passion whenever there are signs that is present.
This is one of the most obvious reasons why simply accepting that ‘this is just
politics as usual’ is exactly the wrong reaction. It’s actually irrelevant whether
or not politics has always been like this or not. Whenever the practice
emerges into the daylight we have to punish it.
In evolutionary terms, deceptive ‘signalling’ is like an arms race between the
would-be deceiver and the deceived. ‘Honest signalling’ only emerges where
the potentially deceived evolve mechanisms of vigilance which, ultimately,
make it too ‘expensive’ for the would-be deceiver to deceive.
That’s presumably why humans have apparently evolved a so-called ‘cheaterdetection‘ mechanism: To identify those in the social world who try to get
something (e.g., electoral advantage) for nothing (e.g., the risk of a backlash
from negative campaigning) in instances of social exchange.
The most obvious outlet for that condemnation and punishment is the ballot
box. It’s a crude instrument but, as with everything, you can only use what is
to hand.
Third, a media required by statute to represent the public interest could
ensure that journalists in the news media have less (commercial) incentive to
participate in the dual world of the ‘two tracks’. This may not be possible to
impose on private sector media outlets.
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If that’s the case then it’s a very good argument for extending the number of,
and funding for, independent public broadcasting and other public media. This
could include supporting local and regional public – or at least ‘not for profit’ –
media.
Unfortunately, such independent, non-commercial media have reduced over
time in New Zealand. When I was young there were extensive and varied
state-run radio networks (ZB, ZM, YA and YC – all operating out of regional
bases). The ZB and ZM networks have all been privatised leaving only Radio
New Zealand National (the old YA) and the Concert Programme (the old YC).
Radio New Zealand operates under a Charter.
Television New Zealand – while state-owned – is now run as a commercial
enterprise (State Owned Enterprise) with, solely, commercial imperatives. It
used to have a ‘Charter’ but that was removed in July, 2011.
Fourth, if, indeed, representative democracy is now morphing into some
‘market-based analogue’ of democracy then one option is to put the
reinforcing rods of participatory democracy into its internal structure.
The more people organise themselves into neighbourhood, local and regional
groups (enduring or ad hoc) to address the political issues that arise at those
scales, the less likely it will be for a ‘two track’ political system to gain traction.
People who organise themselves in this way inoculate themselves to the
negative attack politics for which the ‘two track’ system is designed.
The reason for that is simple. People involved in this way have a more direct
knowledge of political events and persons. They themselves become part of a
‘counter network’ (see below) that has its own informational pathways. That
means they are less vulnerable to being swayed by the smears and negative
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politics that are regularly ejaculated from the second track of the ‘two track’
approach.
They know better – or simply know otherwise.
But there’s another reason why critics of Hager’s book have got it completely
wrong when they claim that this is nothing new or, as Steven Joyce declared
so quickly after the book’s release without reading it, “I don’t think that’s
news“.
It is news, and it is new.
‘Two Track’ Politics
What is new about ‘two track’ politics is that it actually operates on three
tracks.
As well as the division that Hager clarifies in the Preface to the book (quoted
at the start of the post) between the leader who is ‘above politics’ and the
covert, negative attack politics there is an additional track.
This is how it works.
The negative attacks (track two) are run initially in the ‘informal’ media. Here
in New Zealand that includes unacknowledged ‘third party’ campaigning such
as was tried by the Exclusive Brethren in the 2005 election (and is apparently
being repeated this year) but also, as focused on in the book ‘Dirty Politics’,
blogs such as Cameron Slater’s ‘WhaleOil Beef Hooked’ blog and David
Farrar’s Kiwiblog.
These continual attacks, however, are run through these informal media
vehicles in the expectation that they will enter the ‘third track‘ – the
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mainstream media. Even today it is this third track that has the most influence
in setting the political narrative.
The mainstream media represents, then, the middle-layer in the
representation of the political world to ordinary people. Politicians can do their
own PR, put out press releases, do photo-ops and the like. The mainstream
media dutifully report such PR efforts.
The ‘two track’ system Hager describes, however, jumps – informationally –
from the politicians and political informants such as party operatives (‘hacks’)
directly, and covertly, to the ‘informal media’.
The ‘informal media’ – in this scenario – has two functions. First, it ‘launders’
the information so that it’s origins are completely opaque. It ‘appears’ to come
from the ‘informal media’ outlet itself – out of unspecified sources of ‘tips’ or
through sterling, solo investigative work by the blogger. But, as detailed in
‘Dirty Politics’, very often that claim or impression is false.
Second, the ‘informal media’ outlet must have cultivated a network of contacts
in the ‘official’, mainstream media (as well as a network in the political world).
Without that network of contacts the informal media outlet would struggle to
reach those people and voters who must be reached and who are the final
targets for the information.
It is the overall network – a word repeatedly used by Hager – that is the
embodiment of the ‘two track’ system. But, to repeat, it has three distinct
areas within which, and between which, the information flows: The political
world/government; the ‘informal media’ outlets; the mainstream media.
(There’s also the business and, in particular, corporate world but, following
John Dewey’s definition that politics is merely the shadow cast over society by
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big business, we can probably treat politics and business as broadly in an
alliance built upon a co-incidence of interests.)
These days we hear a lot about ‘networks’ in all areas of life. It’s a bit of a
buzz word, in fact, and it is the social version of the notion of ‘systems’.
Networking can spell the difference between a successful project and one that
barely makes it off the drawing board.
These kinds of networks are characterised by multiple, overlaid webs of
interlinked actors (people), often informal in nature. They are fluid in
membership (unlike some older networks like the ‘old boys’ network’). The
new networks often comprise transient players leveraging off each other as
they ascend (‘scramble up’) the status ladder towards some ill-defined goal
associated with ‘winning’.
Given their fluidity, these networks can also dissolve and then reorganise
using some old connections and some new ones.
It’s the kind of ‘network’ that underlies the ever-morphing and regenerating
terrorist entities like Al-Qaeda. It’s also like the web of opportunistic links that
happen in the business world as deals get hatched, people are introduced to
each other and, then, deals get sealed.
Such networks, such ‘systems’, are quite resilient over time and so can serve
many different purposes and actors as they fluidly reorganise.
Formal institutional processes don’t have the same flexibility and so can be
repeatedly outmanoeuvred by these informal networks which can respond,
almost instantaneously, as they react to new information and challenges.
The emails and other communications brought to light in ‘Dirty Politics’ give us
a glimpse into these opportunistic political alliances that make use of these
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networks between politics/business, right-wing blogs and media. The traces
are ephemeral but, like animal trails in long grass, the signs of their repeated
use are clear to the trained eye.
This, then, is what is new.
This is why what is described in ‘Dirty Politics’ is not ‘politics as usual’.
There is something new under the sun: The ‘three track’ network, enabled
partly by new technologies and partly by the increasing insularity and
interweaving of the world in which its participants operate.
It’s the emergence of a coordinated, rather than merely accidental, politicomedia in-group whose lingua franca is gossip, leaks and petty stratagems.
But, more importantly, it is the systematic operation and strategic use of that
fluid network across the three layers of politics, mainstream media and
informal media that is innovative.
That coordination and systematic operation has given us – consistently – a
seemingly unending series of mini-scandals, almost always involving political
opponents of the government. It is that consistency of target and similarity
in modus operandum that flags the new mechanism.
One incident mentioned in ‘Dirty Politics’ but which Hager sees as a lesser
example of ‘dirty politics’ actually is very suggestive of how extensive this
informal network that generates negative attacks has become.
That incident involved an email sent inadvertently to Amy Adams’ office
(Minister of the Environment) (pages 48-49 in ‘Dirty Politics’):
The executive assistant had sent out the invitation at 12:55 p.m. The papers
show that Adams’s senior private secretary printed out the e-mail and
only 10 minutes later, at 1:05 p.m., someone scanned it on the
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photocopier on the Beehive building’s fourth floor, home to Adams’s
office, e-mailing it directly to ‘AJA’ (presumably Amy Juliet Adams).
Question time in Parliament intervened for the next three hours, then just
after 5 p.m. ‘AJA’ forwarded the Labour Party e-mail to Judith Collins in
her ministerial office two floors above. Notice that Adams chose Collins as
the recipient. Collins had had it for only two minutes when, at 5:09 p.m.,
she forwarded the scanned document to Slater. By 5:21 p.m. the e-mail
was posted on Slater’s blog. ‘David Cunliffe’s team isn’t off to a good start,’
Slater wrote.
As Hager writes, “Notice that Adams chose Collins as the recipient.” Why?
Were the two just ‘giggle-buddies’ who might share such schadenfraude? Or
did Adams, presumably along with many other Ministers, understand perfectly
that Collins was the direct conduit to Slater? If so, that suggests that the
network for sourcing ‘dirt’ threaded throughout the Cabinet.
So how widespread is this network? How coordinated? How resilient?
In my view, ‘Dirty Politics’ exposes a thoroughly embedded network that
threads like a mat of Convolvulus rhizomes through the body politic, the
media and parts of the corporate world.
Time to apply some weedkiller.
STOP PRESS:
And as I finish this post what happens?
John Key announces Judith Collins’ resignation. Why has she gone this time
rather than before?
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In a 2011 email from Cameron Slater to a group of people he ‘updates’ all on
his organised campaign against the Head of the SFO (Tom Feeley). He
speaks of Collins ‘gunning’ for Feeley who is her CEO given her position as
Minister of Justice.
In that one email (included in the link just above – but also here) there is more
fulsome evidence of the network I’ve just described than in any one incident
reported in Nicky Hager’s book ‘Dirty Politics’. It mentions several journalists
who are ‘running’ Slater’s ‘lines’ and describes clearly the coordination of an
ongoing smear.

http://www.thepoliticalscientist.org/a-tale-of-two-tracks-part-i-a-two-trackworld/
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Political Scientist: A Tale of Two Tracks. Part II – Something new under
the sun.
Posted on 30th Aug, 2014 by Puddleglum
[This is the second part of a two-part post. In the first post I argued that our
modern world is susceptible to 'two tracks' arising in all areas. In this post I
argue that it is wrong to claim that what has been revealed in the book 'Dirty
Politics' is just 'politics as usual'.]
How is it ‘wrong’?
As I said, there’s a kernel of truth in the insight that ‘two tracks’ are a
significant potential in our modern world.
But those two tracks aren’t inevitable.
‘Two tracks’ are more likely the more that politics runs along lines analogous
to market activity. But they are also more or less likely depending upon the
nature of some other important features of modern politics that can be
changed.
First, the emergence of ‘two tracks’ depends upon distortions and/or
interruptions in the flow of information.
And that’s where journalists – the media – come into the picture. I’d also
hazard a guess that that is why journalists have dropped down the
‘trustworthiness’ rankings.
Most people have no first-hand information about political events or
politicians. The modern media is the medium through which that information
flows.
The information is ‘mediated’ by the media in the same way that knowledge of
the world is ‘mediated’ by the senses and perceptual systems in Descarte’s
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view of how minds come to know the world. Information is selected,
represented and transformed to produce ‘inferences’ (media ‘narratives’)
about how the (political) world is.
Just as Descartes sceptically speculated on ways that his sensations,
perceptions and, ultimately, beliefs about the world could be ‘delusions’ so
have we all become suspicious about how the media represents the world to
us. Yet that is our only representation of so much of the world that affects us.
All of which means that how the media report politics will, in part, determine
the extent to which ‘two tracks’ can viably be established. More investigative
journalists, for example, would increase the risk of detection of these ‘two
track’ systems, should they be established.
By contrast, fewer journalists working to multiple tight deadlines to produce
‘copy’ in opinion columns, news articles, websites and appearing –
incestuously – as ‘commentators’ on other media, or even their own, is likely
to provide favourable conditions for the incubation of ‘two tracks’.
The book ‘Flat Earth News’ makes it pretty clear that, unfortunately, modern
journalism, globally, is looking more and more like this. As an inevitable
consequence it’s therefore becoming fertile ground for the operation of ‘two
tracks’.
Harried under-resourced journalists who are stretched for time, encouraged
by their managers to be entertaining and provocative in their ‘columns’ and to
become mini-celebrities in their own right (which makes the profession appeal
to quite different people than it used to) are less and less likely to forego the
easy option of facilitating the ‘two tracks’. After all, the ‘two track’ setup makes for easy copy, access to ‘leaks’ (aka ‘scoops’) and, as I said at the
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start, probably provides quite a personal buzz and ego boost from being
‘inside the tent’.
Second, ‘two tracks’ are most likely to be established in the first place when
the costs of their discovery are low. Put simply, if ‘two tracks’ are discovered
the reaction to that discovery determines the ‘cost’ associated with them being
detected.
Perhaps the most practical response ordinary people can make to the
establishment of ‘two tracks’ in politics is to condemn it with a
passion whenever there are signs that is present.
This is one of the most obvious reasons why simply accepting that ‘this is just
politics as usual’ is exactly the wrong reaction. It’s actually irrelevant whether
or not politics has always been like this or not. Whenever the practice
emerges into the daylight we have to punish it.
In evolutionary terms, deceptive ‘signalling’ is like an arms race between the
would-be deceiver and the deceived. ‘Honest signalling’ only emerges where
the potentially deceived evolve mechanisms of vigilance which, ultimately,
make it too ‘expensive’ for the would-be deceiver to deceive.
That’s presumably why humans have apparently evolved a so-called ‘cheaterdetection‘ mechanism: To identify those in the social world who try to get
something (e.g., electoral advantage) for nothing (e.g., the risk of a backlash
from negative campaigning) in instances of social exchange.
The most obvious outlet for that condemnation and punishment is the ballot
box. It’s a crude instrument but, as with everything, you can only use what is
to hand.
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Third, a media required by statute to represent the public interest could
ensure that journalists in the news media have less (commercial) incentive to
participate in the dual world of the ‘two tracks’. This may not be possible to
impose on private sector media outlets.
If that’s the case then it’s a very good argument for extending the number of,
and funding for, independent public broadcasting and other public media. This
could include supporting local and regional public – or at least ‘not for profit’ –
media.
Unfortunately, such independent, non-commercial media have reduced over
time in New Zealand. When I was young there were extensive and varied
state-run radio networks (ZB, ZM, YA and YC – all operating out of regional
bases). The ZB and ZM networks have all been privatised leaving only Radio
New Zealand National (the old YA) and the Concert Programme (the old YC).
Radio New Zealand operates under a Charter.
Television New Zealand – while state-owned – is now run as a commercial
enterprise (State Owned Enterprise) with, solely, commercial imperatives. It
used to have a ‘Charter’ but that was removed in July, 2011.
Fourth, if, indeed, representative democracy is now morphing into some
‘market-based analogue’ of democracy then one option is to put the
reinforcing rods of participatory democracy into its internal structure.
The more people organise themselves into neighbourhood, local and regional
groups (enduring or ad hoc) to address the political issues that arise at those
scales, the less likely it will be for a ‘two track’ political system to gain traction.
People who organise themselves in this way inoculate themselves to the
negative attack politics for which the ‘two track’ system is designed.
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The reason for that is simple. People involved in this way have a more direct
knowledge of political events and persons. They themselves become part of a
‘counter network’ (see below) that has its own informational pathways. That
means they are less vulnerable to being swayed by the smears and negative
politics that are regularly ejaculated from the second track of the ‘two track’
approach.
They know better – or simply know otherwise.
But there’s another reason why critics of Hager’s book have got it completely
wrong when they claim that this is nothing new or, as Steven Joyce declared
so quickly after the book’s release without reading it, “I don’t think that’s
news“.
It is news, and it is new.
‘Two Track’ Politics
What is new about ‘two track’ politics is that it actually operates on three
tracks.
As well as the division that Hager clarifies in the Preface to the book (quoted
at the start of the post) between the leader who is ‘above politics’ and the
covert, negative attack politics there is an additional track.
This is how it works.
The negative attacks (track two) are run initially in the ‘informal’ media. Here
in New Zealand that includes unacknowledged ‘third party’ campaigning such
as was tried by the Exclusive Brethren in the 2005 election (and is apparently
being repeated this year) but also, as focused on in the book ‘Dirty Politics’,
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blogs such as Cameron Slater’s ‘WhaleOil Beef Hooked’ blog and David
Farrar’s Kiwiblog.
These continual attacks, however, are run through these informal media
vehicles in the expectation that they will enter the ‘third track‘ – the
mainstream media. Even today it is this third track that has the most influence
in setting the political narrative.
The mainstream media represents, then, the middle-layer in the
representation of the political world to ordinary people. Politicians can do their
own PR, put out press releases, do photo-ops and the like. The mainstream
media dutifully report such PR efforts.
The ‘two track’ system Hager describes, however, jumps – informationally –
from the politicians and political informants such as party operatives (‘hacks’)
directly, and covertly, to the ‘informal media’.
The ‘informal media’ – in this scenario – has two functions. First, it ‘launders’
the information so that it’s origins are completely opaque. It ‘appears’ to come
from the ‘informal media’ outlet itself – out of unspecified sources of ‘tips’ or
through sterling, solo investigative work by the blogger. But, as detailed in
‘Dirty Politics’, very often that claim or impression is false.
Second, the ‘informal media’ outlet must have cultivated a network of contacts
in the ‘official’, mainstream media (as well as a network in the political world).
Without that network of contacts the informal media outlet would struggle to
reach those people and voters who must be reached and who are the final
targets for the information.
It is the overall network - a word repeatedly used by Hager – that is the
embodiment of the ‘two track’ system. But, to repeat, it has three distinct
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areas within which, and between which, the information flows: The political
world/government; the ‘informal media’ outlets; the mainstream media.
(There’s also the business and, in particular, corporate world but, following
John Dewey’s definition that politics is merely the shadow cast over society by
big business, we can probably treat politics and business as broadly in an
alliance built upon a co-incidence of interests.)
These days we hear a lot about ‘networks’ in all areas of life. It’s a bit of a
buzz word, in fact, and it is the social version of the notion of ‘systems’.
Networking can spell the difference between a successful project and one that
barely makes it off the drawing board.
These kinds of networks are characterised by multiple, overlaid webs of
interlinked actors (people), often informal in nature. They are fluid in
membership (unlike some older networks like the ‘old boys’ network’). The
new networks often comprise transient players leveraging off each other as
they ascend (‘scramble up’) the status ladder towards some ill-defined goal
associated with ‘winning’.
Given their fluidity, these networks can also dissolve and then reorganise
using some old connections and some new ones.
It’s the kind of ‘network’ that underlies the ever-morphing and regenerating
terrorist entities like Al-Qaeda. It’s also like the web of opportunistic links that
happen in the business world as deals get hatched, people are introduced to
each other and, then, deals get sealed.
Such networks, such ‘systems’, are quite resilient over time and so can serve
many different purposes and actors as they fluidly reorganise.
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Formal institutional processes don’t have the same flexibility and so can be
repeatedly outmanoeuvred by these informal networks which can respond,
almost instantaneously, as they react to new information and challenges.
The emails and other communications brought to light in ‘Dirty Politics’ give us
a glimpse into these opportunistic political alliances that make use of these
networks between politics/business, right-wing blogs and media. The traces
are ephemeral but, like animal trails in long grass, the signs of their repeated
use are clear to the trained eye.
This, then, is what is new.
This is why what is described in ‘Dirty Politics’ is not ‘politics as usual’.
There is something new under the sun: The ‘three track’ network, enabled
partly by new technologies and partly by the increasing insularity and
interweaving of the world in which its participants operate.
It’s the emergence of a coordinated, rather than merely accidental, politicomedia in-group whose lingua franca is gossip, leaks and petty stratagems.
But, more importantly, it is the systematic operation and strategic use of that
fluid network across the three layers of politics, mainstream media and
informal media that is innovative.
That coordination and systematic operation has given us – consistently – a
seemingly unending series of mini-scandals, almost always involving political
opponents of the government. It is that consistency of target and similarity
in modus operandum that flags the new mechanism.
One incident mentioned in ‘Dirty Politics’ but which Hager sees as a lesser
example of ‘dirty politics’ actually is very suggestive of how extensive this
informal network that generates negative attacks has become.
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That incident involved an email sent inadvertently to Amy Adams’ office
(Minister of the Environment) (pages 48-49 in ‘Dirty Politics’):
The executive assistant had sent out the invitation at 12:55 p.m. The papers
show that Adams’s senior private secretary printed out the e-mail and
only 10 minutes later, at 1:05 p.m., someone scanned it on the
photocopier on the Beehive building’s fourth floor, home to Adams’s
office, e-mailing it directly to ‘AJA’ (presumably Amy Juliet Adams).
Question time in Parliament intervened for the next three hours, then just
after 5 p.m. ‘AJA’ forwarded the Labour Party e-mail to Judith Collins in
her ministerial office two floors above. Notice that Adams chose Collins as
the recipient. Collins had had it for only two minutes when, at 5:09 p.m.,
she forwarded the scanned document to Slater. By 5:21 p.m. the e-mail
was posted on Slater’s blog. ‘David Cunliffe’s team isn’t off to a good start,’
Slater wrote.
As Hager writes, “Notice that Adams chose Collins as the recipient.” Why?
Were the two just ‘giggle-buddies’ who might share such schadenfraude? Or
did Adams, presumably along with many other Ministers, understand perfectly
that Collins was the direct conduit to Slater? If so, that suggests that the
network for sourcing ‘dirt’ threaded throughout the Cabinet.
So how widespread is this network? How coordinated? How resilient?
In my view, ‘Dirty Politics’ exposes a thoroughly embedded network that
threads like a mat of Convolvulus rhizomes through the body politic, the
media and parts of the corporate world.
Time to apply some weedkiller.
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STOP PRESS:
And as I finish this post what happens?
John Key announces Judith Collins’ resignation. Why has she gone this time
rather than before?
In a 2011 email from Cameron Slater to a group of people he ‘updates’ all on
his organised campaign against the Head of the SFO (Adam Feeley). He
speaks of Collins ‘gunning’ for Feeley who is her CEO given her position as
Minister of Justice.
In that one email (included in the link just above - but also here) there is more
fulsome evidence of the network I’ve just described than in any one incident
reported in Nicky Hager’s book ‘Dirty Politics’. It mentions several journalists
who are ‘running’ Slater’s ‘lines’ and describes clearly the coordination of an
ongoing smear.
http://www.thepoliticalscientist.org/a-tale-of-two-tracks-part-iisomething-new-under-the-sun/
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Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): The amazing contortions of the NZ Herald
and other journalists
by Cameron Slater on August 31, 2014 at 8:00am
David Farrar points out the utter hypocrisy of the media:
This is the e-mail released by the PM’s Office. Obviously it has impacted
Judith Collins, but if you read the whole thing you’ll see it backs something I
have said consistently.
Cameron deals with a huge range of people, including Labour MPs, Green
MPs, and almost every media organisation in NZ. The book only showed you
his interactions with people associated with National, but this e-mail
includes media contact with no less than four different journalists. One
specific quote:
I am maintaining daily communications with Jared Savage at the Herald and
he is passing information directly to me that the Herald can’t run and so are
feeding me to run on the blog.
Now let me say again that what Cam says in an e-mail is his interpretation of
events. I regard Jared Savage as an excellent investigative reporter. But the
e-mail does lead to questions being asked. How is media giving Cam stories,
different to a press secretary doing so?
Now again what Cam has written is his interpretation. It may not be the literal
truth of what Jared was doing. But here’s the thing – you need to be
consistent. If you accept everything in the e-mails written by Cam as the literal
truth, then the NZ Herald was feeding stories to Whale Oil, which they could
not run in their newspaper. If you do not accept those e-mails as the literal
truth, then why would you accept the ones about interactions with people in
National as the literal truth?
Is the Herald going to say that everything Cameron wrote about his dealings
with us is incorrect, yet everything else is correct?
Will other media subject Herald reporters and editors to the same level of
inquiry that they have subjected others named in the hacked e-mails to?
Jared Savage is a good reporter. His account of our dealings is accurate. It is
quite different from that of David “Tainted” Fisher…who must now be
concerned that despite his weasel post his emails with me are about to land
on the internet.
Fran O’Sullivan has been done precisely what David Farrar said would
happen. Said that this email is a tissue of lies but that everything else is
straight up. Their editors are in the same boat…claiming that I was but a small
cog in their big wheel. Well best they start talking with all their journalists then
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and get them to fess up…I can help them with the list if they like…its long.
Same with TV3, Radio Live and Fairfax.
The NZ Herald backs up their story and says what Feeley did was dodgy, at
the time public opinion was it was unacceptable, and I said the minister
responsible was now gunning for him at the time, and Judith gets asked to
resign over that?
Doesn’t that seem preposterous?
So the Herald have come out again today and reinforced Feeley needed to be
held accountable.. Where is the problem?
Seems very reactionary, is it just because it’s Cam Slater?
To recap, EVERYTHING was gospel in my emails, EXCEPT ANYTHING TO
DO WITH Herald journos – THOSE magically got misinterpreted?
Irony: The NZ Herald sees no problem being seen as a supporter of Dotcom,
Len Brown, but goes into a full panic over being seen to be associated with
Cam Slater.
I suspect we are going to see a long, very long list of journalists, radio hosts
and others all coming out of the woodwork.
They all used me freely when it suited them, and now they are in danger of
being outed by a Prime Minister with as scant regard for privacy as Nicky
Hager, and a hacker outside of the law they, like cockroaches are scuttling
back for the darkness.
Time we were freed from media like this.
http://www.whaleoil.co.nz/2014/08/amazing-contortions-nz-herald-journalists/
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Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): Message of support
by Cameron Slater on August 31, 2014 at 8:30am
From the mail bag
By the way, despite all the haters out there, I and many others continue to
enjoy your site. We dont have to like or agree with everything you say – but it
is a good platform for you and many others to have their say about whatever
is topical at the time.
At times discussions, expressions and sentiments may get a bit carried away,
but that is what we should all be able to enjoy in NZ, the freedom of speech
and the right to express a view despite how others may view it. It seems the
liberal left no longer regard freedom of speech as a a cornerstone of our
society and want comments that express a view politically opposed to theirs
shut down.
Never mind that they can shout obscenities at the Prime Minister or create
songs depicting a despicable act on his daughter – that is not “dirty politics”
because it was one of their own saying it. They have such different rules it is
laughable.
You have to laugh about it Cam although I am sure you are finding it hard to
do this at times. None of us, and I mean none of us would want our personal
emails hacked and then put on the public stage for every Tom, Dick & Harry
to pick over and come to there own conclusions.
In my group of friends there is a friend of a friend who we think is a cocaine
user.
We call him snorter and often make reference to the fact that whenever he
makes another stupid decision that he has probably snorted another line of
cocaine. We have absolutely no evidence that he has ever taken cocaine and
to be fair – he probably hasnt.
However, if someone was to read our personal emails and then put it out
there that “so in so” was a cocaine user that would be so wrong.
People say things about others all the time, without actually knowing the truth
and never expecting it to get out to the public domain. Rachel Smally called
fat women Lards and I am sure she didnt want that to be known.
http://www.whaleoil.co.nz/2014/08/message-support/
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Ellipsister: Silence might imply what you want to avoid

With the first massive fallout from the release of Nicky
Hager’s Dirty Politics Judith Collins has finally tendered her
resignation as a Minister.
As Matt Nippert reports, her resignation was:

“sparked by a Fairfax investigation into a smear campaign by
bloggers apparently backed by controversial financier Mark
Hotchin” who “secretly paid bloggers Cameron Slater and Cathy
Odgers to write attack posts undermining the Serious Fraud
Office, its director Adam Feeley, and the Financial Markets
Authority, who were probing his collapsed Hanover Finance in
2011 and 2012”
Many commentators, pundits and journalists have extensively
reported on what was uncovered in Hager’s book, and I presume
most readers would have a fair idea about the extent of the
claims and the subsequent evidence that has emerged since the
books release, so I won’t re-cover it.
Interestingly, many predicted the release of the book would likely
see a rise in the polls for the left bloc, but what has emerged is
somewhat intriguing – NZ First (~6.3%) and the Conservative
Party (~4.6%) [as reported on The Nation TV3] suggesting the
possibility that both parties may exceed the 5% threshold to
enter Parliament. Whether these results are related to Dirty
Politics or a reflection of the success of both parties campaigns is
arguable.
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But the polls aren’t my concern in this post. My concern is about
those parties who have remained to a large degree silent on Dirty

Politics. NZ Labour, NZ Greens, New Zealand First, InternetMANA
and the Conservatives have all been very vocal about cleaning up
the state of NZ politics through an independent inquiry and
more robust processes to keep politics transparent and free of
the collusion that appears to have taken place.
It might be expected that the ACT Party and United Future would
keep a relatively low profile, given they have openly stated a
preference for working with the National Party post-election.
Notwithstanding, that both parties claim to be principled and
support the role of an open and accountable government. But the
big silent elephant in the room is the Māori Party and this has not
gone unnoticed by the public at large. Critics and many
supporters (potential and actual) are left wondering why, a party
that claims to be an ‘independent Māori voice’ in Parliament has
been absent from the general media coverage on this issue.
However, Te Ururoa Flavell, Co-Leader of the Māori Party and
Waiariki candidate, told the Rotorua Daily Post that:

“I can’t comment on the book because I haven’t read it. But what
I do know is that there are individuals across the political
spectrum in New Zealand that engage in dirty politics. It’s not
something that the Maori Party has ever done or condones.
Manaakitanga (respecting and looking after others) is one of our
foundational values and we have always conducted ourselves in a
way that reflects this principle. We’re interested in party policies
and how we can work with others to effect change. The hacking
of emails is not a new phenomenon but it compromises the
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interactions between MPs and constituents and is a breach of
privacy. In that regard we are deeply disturbed”
It is a fair comment given that Flavell hasn’t actually read the
book. However, he implies an argument that has been met with
much resistance for good reason: that it happens across the
political spectrum.
Most would agree that attack politics and possibly even this dirty
politics is pervasive, but that in my mind is even more reason to
make a statement in strong opposition to its practice. The
hacking of emails too is an important issue, but the more
pressing issue missed in Flavell’s statement was the collusion
and corruption between a Minister of the Crown, bloggers, and
other public officials. This may just be a result of not having read
the book and not having the contextual grounding to form a
stronger opinion or to take a firmer stance.
Flavell also indicates the party’s resistance to commenting in any
detail on the claims made in the book also centres around the
party’s strategy to reorient the election focus on promoting
policies. His mention of manaakitanga, suggests the party want
to avoid being part of the dirty politics machinery so are
intentionally distancing the party and candidates from being
caught up in the negativity of the dirty politics media coverage.
However, an important part of any political campaign involves
responding to issues of public importance, such as the very
serious claims that are still emerging following the books
release. It is possible to make a strong statement that censures
the behaviours of dirty politics without being drawn into the
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negativity while still focusing on promoting the party’s policies.
That

is

part

of

the

balancing

act

required

by

political

campaigns. Because no matter how well-intentioned the Māori
Party are in steering clear of the ‘dirty politics’ coverage, it has
brought into question for many potential Māori Party voters
whether or not the party are an ‘independent voice’ for Māori or
whether they are the silent friend of National. One of my worries
is whether there exists an unspoken sense of obligation to the
National Party because of the invitation to work in government
despite not being ‘needed’ (in a numbers sense anyhow) to form
the last two National led governments.
In my view,

it would be incredibly unwise if such a feeling

existed because it would undermine the credibility of the party’s
‘independent voice for Māori’ message. Sure, it is a tight rope to
walk when you are a party who has openly expressed its
willingness

to

work

with

whichever

party

can

form

the

government and not wanting to rock the boat so much that your
own waka capsizes. But being independent means being just
that: standing on your principles and holding to account those
who have wronged no matter what political party is responsible
or implicated in the wrongdoing.
For supporters of the party navigating conversations on social
media has been particularly difficult absent the strong guidance
from leadership on this issue. In my view, if the Māori Party want
to overcome the perception that their silence is an act of support
in favour of the National Party, then they will need to make a
clear and firm statement that they oppose collusion, corruption
and abuses of state power and perhaps even offer some
guidance as to whether the party will support an inquiry and
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other measures to help purge our political system of all antidemocratic practices.
http://ellipsister.wordpress.com/2014/08/31/silence-might-imply-what-youwant-to-avoid/
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NZ Politics Daily: 30 August 2014
Dirty Politics
Michele Hewitson (Herald): Interview: Nicky Hager
Stacey Kirk (Stuff): Voters divided over who plays dirtiest
Phil Kitchin (Stuff): Complaint turns up heat on Collins
John Roughan (Herald): Internet lowers the political tone
Chris Trotter (Daily Blog): Dirt Alert! Are the Greens and Labour about to
become the targets of a major negative advertising campaign?
Jackson James Wood (Public Address): Rocking in the Public Good: Hager
and Shihad
Giovanni Tiso (Overland): Digging the dirt
David Fisher (Herald): Dirty Politics hacker 'decent and ethical' person
Radio NZ: Collins defends giving details to blogger
Mike Smith (The Standard): Cyberflailing
Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): How most people get hacked
Lamia Imam (Matthew Beveridge): Peak Dirty
Diana Wichtel (Listener): A meeting of mindlessness (paywalled)
The Standard: ‘Malevolent males’, ‘Mistress Collins’ & a ‘free press’
Stuff: Cameron Slater lays police complaint
Dirty Politics
Michele Hewitson (Herald): Interview: Nicky Hager
5:00 AM Saturday Aug 30, 2014
Nicky Hager, the investigative journalist, was in Auckland on Wednesday to
give three talks and promote his latest book, Dirty Politics. He hardly requires
promoting and he never gives personal interviews, so I was fairly amazed
when he said he'd talk to me. I'm still not entirely sure why he did beyond that
he really didn't want to but thought it would be chickening out not to. I think he
also thought it would be bad manners. Of course he is also manipulative and
devious and the best PR practitioner in the country, or so the right-wing
blogger and lobbyist Matthew Hooton once told me. But you can take that with
a grain of salt. I do and he, obviously, does too.
Anyway, here he was and he was, he said, "cheerful and tired". He was tired
because he had finished his book. He was cheerful because he had finished
his book. "Because, as you will know, we're our main critics and ... I wouldn't
do something if I didn't think it was good enough and I wasn't certain I could
do this well enough to be happy with it. So I feel it's a great relief that I
decided it was good enough." He does have the look of a man who has spent
the past five months locked in a small room, secret-squirrelling and worrywarting away - but then he always does.
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He leads what I assumed to be a funny sort of life, telling nobody what he's up
to, trusting nobody. He is probably by nature secretive. He said: "I'm
reasonably happily self-contained."
I thought that he led a sort of monk-like existence, with brief, exciting spy-like
moments. But he says he has a "very rich life" and lots of friends and his
daughter, Julia, who is 22 and has lived with him since she was 3. Her mother
and her partner and their child live next door. He and his daughter's mother
were in a relationship for nine years and then broke up and "then we found we
were having a child together". And "we actually love each other and have a
very nice relationship. It didn't happen automatically, of course." Trust him to
have a peculiar home life. "I know! I'm sorry!" He has "gone out with" people
since but because he is devoted to his daughter and his work (in that order)
he mostly doesn't.
Also, how much fun would he be on a date? He is supposed to be a paranoid
left-wing conspiracy theorist. Is he? He arrived with another vaguely familiarlooking chap, who was his driver for the day. The other chap said I wasn't to
put this in because it would look like a left-wing conspiracy. The joke was
rather wasted on me. I only found out later (by asking Hager) that the driver
was Jon Stephenson, another secretive investigative journalist. They are good
friends and not in competition because, Hager said - he is very stern about
this - there is no reason for New Zealand journalists to be in competition. Still,
I was trying to imagine what on earth they would talk about in the car given
that they are both so secretive. I asked Stephenson what he was up to and he
said he couldn't tell me. I asked Hager if he ever told Stephenson what he
was up to and he said: "Shit no." Then, "I don't mean that," meaning he didn't
intend it in a mean way. "But, no. Well, you know."
I don't, not being an investigative journalist, but I did want to know what he did
with all of that stuff that he knows but doesn't print. Most journalists are
terrible gossips and while he is not most journalists, the human impulse is to
tell somebody - if just to get it out of your own head. He does sometimes tell
his daughter what he's working on "because she lives in the middle of it and I
don't want her to live in a bank vault". She, in turn, doesn't tell anyone. "Oh
God no! She's been living this her whole life." A clam begets a clam then, you
might say.
Other than that, he has arrived at a weird sort of detachment from the nasty
stuff which might be "people being blown up by bombs or doing rotten things
and ... so it's not usually an emotional experience ... I have to look. I am
looking. But I switch it off. It's interesting. I just kind of put it in a different
place".
I don't know how left-wing he is because he (obviously) refused to tell me how
he votes. He said that nobody in his position would say because it would be
used against him. He has voted for three different parties in the last four
elections. We can all guess that none of them were National. He once stood
for the Values Party. "Do you know how long ago that was?" It was when he
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was 20. Was he embarrassed about it? "I'm not embarrassed about it but if it
was being cited as a defining part of my character ... "
I didn't want to rehash the rights and wrongs of a book based on pinched
emails. I wanted to have a go at finding the defining parts of his character.
Here are some things he has a horror of: effusiveness, which includes praise;
being thought egotistical; Mike Hosking. (I made that last one up; he's actually
rather, if not effusively, proud that he stood up to him in that recent interview.)
He said he doesn't have a strong opinion about Judith Collins. Cameron
Slater? "He's not the point, of course." (Of course the most withering thing you
could say about Slater is that he's beside the point.)
It might be revealing that he usually doesn't have a cellphone. He has one at
the moment - although he doesn't seem to answer it - because so many
people are trying to get in touch with him. This not usually having a cellphone
might have been evidence of paranoia. He said: "I don't think the NSA is
spying on me ... The reason I don't have a cellphone ... is that I think people
have their lives taken over with clutter. And the main thing I want in my life is
time to think. If I'm walking down the street, I don't want to be checking my
emails. There's going to be a backlash one day ... of people who think: 'This
hasn't actually freed me up; this has enslaved me.' That's what I reckon." He
is, he said - and he agreed that it was odd - an eternal optimist.
He is better at looking tired than he is at looking cheerful. He mostly looks
harried and worried, but that is mostly to do with the set of his face. And, as
he pointed out, the situations he is pictured in. He is a serious person writing
about serious things, so he's hardly going to be photographed grinning like a
loon, now is he?
We met for lunch at the cafe at the Auckland Art Gallery. I had bet myself that
he was a vegetarian, and he is - but not for any grand moral or environmental
reason. His daughter doesn't eat meat and he eventually decided it was
easier for both of them to be vegetarians. He is a pragmatist. For lunch he
had a vegetarian toasted sandwich. How about a cake? He said: "I'm not
against cakes." He's not for them either. Well, they're a bit frivolous, cakes,
aren't they? He did give the cakes a thorough and fair, even forensic,
investigation before rejecting the idea of having one. He might think all of this
going on about cakes is frivolous, and so it is. But it is also quite telling. He
regards things, even the question of cakes, in a serious, considered way. I
said I'd pay and he made me absolutely promise that it would be the Herald
who paid, and not me, before he'd let me buy him a vegetarian sandwich. He
is polite almost to the point of painfulness. He said, after almost an hour: "Am
I allowed to disagree with you by this stage?" It matters to him to be thought
to be a good person. "Yes. It does matter. I have to tell the truth. I don't need
it trumpeted but, yes, it's just true. I do."
I asked him to define a good person, which is the bit most people baulk at, but
he said: "Well, actually, I will happily do it. I think that people should be
generous and I think they should be decent to other people and they should
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treat people with respect, even their opponents. I do feel those things very
strongly. I do."
He chooses hard things to do. He doesn't know why. He hasn't much
examined it other than that he is "quite a driven person who feels the need to
do some good in the world which absolutely comes from my family". His
father, who was Austrian, and who fled the Nazis with his parents - "it was just
a bloody cosmic fluke that they got out" - had a successful clothing factory in
Levin. He said that people have forgotten, but Hager shirts and blouses were
top of the range. "You occasionally find some outrageous retro-looking piece
of clothing with frills around the neck, which John Rowles might have worn. I
used to get my clothes from the warehouse and all I wanted in life was to be
allowed to wear a normal checked shirt like the other boys. It's actually
affected my clothing for the rest of my life. Ha, ha."
He is, now, resolutely a no-frills dresser. The shirt he was wearing didn't owe
him anything. He doesn't own a suit. "No!"
His father was, and remained, an outsider. "He would say 'there but for the
grace of God go I', about anyone in need. He had a German accent in World
War II. He was lucky to be alive, but guilty to be alive. He couldn't get any
brown bread. His children grew up as Kiwis [Hager and three girls; he is the
second child.] He would never concrete a drive." His son is perhaps
unexpectedly practical. He built his own house, a cottage on a hill in
Wellington, nail by nail, plank by plank. I wondered whether he was like his
father in other ways (I was thinking about being an outsider) but he said he
didn't really know because his father got sick, with Parkinson's, when he was
still at school. His mother, who was born in Zanzibar where her father was a
doctor in the British Colonial Service, was "fiercely engaged in trying to help
other people".
There is an idea about him that he is holier than thou. "But hang on a minute.
What do I do that is holier than thou?" Takes the higher moral ground,
probably, is the accusation. "Well, poor us if that's an accusation."
He doesn't drink much and hates dope. He sings in a community choir. A leftwing choir, I said. "It is not." He lives on very little and said that last year he
probably made "zero". He squirrels money away and lives frugally. He might
be a puritan. "No!" He said: "Nobody's perfect. We can all be careless. I've
done things that I'm ashamed of in my life that I would not want to tell anyone,
just like everyone else." Of course I tried to get him to tell me what things, and
of course he wouldn't. Oh, he probably once stood on an ant. I am just being
frivolous. He is, thankfully, not a bit saintly. If he is devious and manipulative,
then he is too good for me. I thought he was rather sweet and - at the risk of
being embarrassingly effusive - I liked him.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11316298
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Stacey Kirk (Stuff): Voters divided over who plays dirtiest
Last updated 05:00 30/08/2014
It’s been branded one of the dirtiest election campaigns in living memory by
political pundits – but voters are divided over who plays the dirtiest.
The latest stuff.co.nz/Ipsos poll asked 1002 people which party was the worst
and whether Nicky Hager’s new book Dirty Politics had damaged ‘‘brand
Key’’.
Click here for full poll results
Just over 30 per cent of people said underhanded behaviour was prevalent in
all parties, while 27.80 per cent pinned the worst of it on National.
Internet-Mana was next, with 17.4 per cent, just higher than Labour on 17.2.
But more than half said it was all part of the game, with 54.5 per cent
conceding they thought all politicians ‘‘played dirty’’.
Negative campaign tactics appeared to be much more accepted by National
voters – 62.30 per cent responded ‘‘yes’’ when asked if all politicians were
capable of dealing in subterfuge. That was compared with just 33.4 per cent
of Labour voters.
The poll showed nearly half of voters thought Hager’s book had negatively
affected Prime Minister John Key’s reputation. Forty seven per cent said it
had damaged Key while 42.6 per cent said it had not, and 10.5 per cent didn’t
know.
In the past few weeks, voters have seen an election campaign derailed by
allegations of hacking and subterfuge.
Key has found himself on the back foot for just over two weeks, answering
allegations from Hager’s book. It used thousands of hacked emails to draw a
link between Key’s office and Right-wing blogger Cameron Slater.
And from the Left, footage has surfaced of curse word-laden chants and
burning effigies of Key, along with a song threatening to kill him and have sex
with his daughter.
National has decried the lot as a ‘‘Left-wing smear campaign’’, but Key has
still had to defend the actions of Justice Minister Judith Collins, who handed
over the details of a public servant to Slater. Despite that, only 7.90 per cent
of people said the revelations detailed in Dirty Politics gave them cause to
reconsider their vote.
Former Labour party president and veteran campaigner Mike Williams said
that was enough.
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‘‘You’ve got to remember that John Key won the election last time by fewer
than 8000 votes. ‘‘Now if that translates to a 4 or 5 per cent block, that could
decided the election.’’
Williams said he had never seen a campaign as dirty as this one.
‘‘What is different about this is the ubiquitousness of the internet, and that’s
quite new.’’
Victoria University senior politics lecturer Dr Kate McMillan said there was
international evidence to suggest a proportion of the electorate were turned
off by negative campaigning.
‘‘Indeed, ‘supressing’ voter turnout is identified as a deliberate tactic employed
by parties that stand to benefit from lower electoral turnout.’’
The campaign was ‘‘a perfect digital storm’’, McMillan said.
‘‘Digital technology has, for example, allowed the electronic distribution of an
election song containing explicit threats of sexual violence and murder. Artistic
freedom is no justification for this, and it has absolutely no place in a
democratic election campaign,’’ she said.
‘‘What the Hager book has highlighted is the massive and potentially corrosive
effects that digital media have had on our political environment.’’
Some aspects of the current environment had reduced the civility and
transparency of public discourse. ‘‘Anonymous blogs and anonymous
comments on news stories and blogs have provided additional tools to those
who seek to manipulate public opinion for commercial or political gain.’’
They had also led to a culture in which public discussion of politics had
become characterised by displays of ‘‘virulent intolerance’’.
‘‘This not only puts many people off participating in public discussions, it
makes people fearful of participating.’’ McMillan said an under-resourced
news media had ‘‘surrendered some of its power to powerful bloggers by
acting as an echo chamber for their views, and by requiring journalists to
mimic the bloggers’ tactics’’.
But the behaviour seen throughout the campaign was unlikely to end on
election day, September 20.
Right-wing political commentator Matthew Hooton said it would probably be
driven further underground.
‘‘People will return to the old ways of communicating verbally and handing
over secret files at cafes, rather than doing it electronically.’’
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He said it was wrong to say this campaign was ‘‘exponentially dirtier’’ than
past campaigns. ‘‘And I’m also aware of some quite extraordinarily dirty
tactics used by the Labour Party to try to discredit the National Government in
the late 1990s.’’
Hooton said it was foolish to think any politician was above applying such
tactics. ‘‘It’s in politicians’ DNA to spread dirt about their opponents, they
always have and they always will.’’
WHAT DO THE VOTERS THINK?
Taranaki woman Barbara Reilly, who was one of the people polled, said
Hager’s book had only reaffirmed her vote for National.
‘‘I think [the book] is disgusting. ‘‘It doesn’t surprise me at all from the author,’’
she said.
‘‘He’s just a communist and that’s just the way he is. He’s just trying to
unsettle the National Party.’’
Reilly said it was the worst campaign she had seen so far, ‘‘and I’m 71’’.
Christchurch politics student Jared McMahon said he was broadly aware of
the tactics raised in Hager’s book, but had not taken notice of the intricate
details.
It was not a prominent feature of New Zealand politics, but dirty campaigning
wasn’t ‘‘ideal behaviour’’, he said.
‘‘And I would lean more towards being a National supporter myself ... and
John Key probably didn’t make the right move in glossing over the fact and
trying to divert public attention away from the area.
‘‘In saying that, it’s not going to change my vote. He’s still the best person for
the job and that National Party’s still the best party for the job.’’
Manawatu woman Katie Wilson said she kept on top of the news and was
reasonably informed about what had been reported.
The tactics described in the book did not surprise her, though she questioned
aspects of the book.
‘‘I don’t necessarily believe everything was correct in the book. I think he’s
possibly in the past been shown to have not got things correct. I’m not saying
this time round [Hager’s points] were all right or all wrong, but I’d be really
wary of it.’’
Wilson had studied politics in the United States and said it would be naive to
think New Zealand was ‘‘cleaner than the rest of the world’’.
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Political events over the past three weeks had caused her reconsider her
vote.
‘‘Not the book specifically, and I wasn’t going to ever vote National anyway.
But it’s made me think maybe I need to take a risk – I’ve been a Labour
supporter my whole voting life ... maybe it’s time that people like the Greens
had more of a say,’’ Wilson said.
‘‘The more variety there is in Parliament, the more chances we have to keep
each other honest.’’
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http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/polls/10439640/Voters-divided-overwho-plays-dirtiest
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Phil Kitchin (Stuff): Complaint turns up heat on Collins
Last updated 05:00 30/08/2014
Cabinet minister Judith Collins leaked confidential but false details to
WhaleOil blogger Cameron Slater.
Bronwyn Pullar filed her complaint after reading in Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics
claims of Slater giving a friend - a former sex worker - false details about
Pullar that the blogger said he got after speaking to Collins.
Privacy Commissioner John Edwards, whose office is overseen by Collins as
the justice minister, said yesterday that he was assessing the complaint.
The complaint heaps more pressure on the embattled Collins, who is on a
"final final warning" from Prime Minister John Key after admitting she passed
details about public servant Simon Pleasants to Slater, who then published
material on his blog, prompting death threats against the bureaucrat.
Pullar caused severe embarrassment for Collins, who is also ACC minister,
when she blew the whistle in 2012 on a massive ACC privacy breach
involving her being sent confidential details on 6500 claimants, including
sexual abuse victims.
Dirty Politics claims the day the story broke, Slater told the former prostitute who was concerned her details were part of the ACC breach - that he would
talk to Collins for "the real story".
In two sets of messages between Slater and the ex-prostitute, Slater said he
had spoken to Collins, and he provided his friend with then-unknown
information about the whistleblower, the book claims.
Particularly damaging for Collins are the book's claims that Slater's
statements show that he knew who Pullar was, that she had tried to extort
ACC and that she was likely to be prosecuted.
At the time Dirty Politics claims he was stating this to the ex-sex worker, ACC
had not laid any extortion complaint to police and Pullar's request for
anonymity had been respected by ACC.
If Slater's statements to the former prostitute as detailed in the book are
correct, Collins could face serious trouble for leaking Pullar's name and false
allegations of extortion against her before the minister had received any final
written reports from her ministry.
However, Slater now insists the key details were not leaked by Collins.
Slater yesterday confirmed he spoke to Collins but said she only provided him
with details about the privacy breach to allay his ex-sex worker friend's fears.
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He said Collins gave him no information about Pullar and allegations of
extortion, and that he got that information from other sources.
Collins side-stepped questions about what she told Slater and said she was
unaware of any complaint to the privacy commissioner against her by Pullar.
"If there is one, I would be unable to comment," Collins said.
"There are complaints about the Hager book and stolen emails before the
police and the privacy commissioner and it would be inappropriate to
comment further."
When Pullar first blew the whistle on ACC she was not identified, and the
corporation was told she wished to remain anonymous so she was not
deluged with calls from ACC clients asking if they were part of the privacy
breach.
The scandal forced ACC into making thousands of apologies and Collins
faced snap debates in Parliament.
Three days after the story broke and after crisis meetings involving Collins,
then chairman John Judge and then chief executive Ralph Stewart, ACC hit
back at Pullar.
ACC published a report claiming Pullar tried to extort the corporation at a
December 2011 meeting held between Pullar, her support person and former
National Party president Michelle Boag, and two senior ACC managers. ACC
did not ask Pullar for her side of the story before making the allegations public
and then repeating them to police, who launched an inquiry.
Slater was then fed a memo from Boag to Collins which he gave to a Sunday
newspaper reporter and Pullar's name became public knowledge.
Slater went on the attack on his blog, falsely accusing Pullar and Boag of
blackmail.
But ACC and Slater did not know Pullar had a tape recording of the meeting
that showed the allegations were false.
Correspondence with the privacy commissioner's office obtained by The
Dominion Post shows the commissioner admitting his office initially
"overlooked" Pullar's complaint made on August 15.
The commissioner last week ruled out investigating a Green Party complaint
that Collins leaked Pleasants' name to Slater.
He said he would need a complaint from Pleasants, who has declined to
lodge one.
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Edwards' assistant commissioner of investigations, Mike Flahive, told Pullar
on Wednesday he was "assessing" her complaint to consider what action to
take.
"Your patience would be appreciated," Flahive said.
NEW COMPLAINT
The latest complaint that ACC and Justice Minister Judith Collins breached
ACC whistleblower Bronwyn Pullar's privacy is different to one that dragged
Collins into an earlier investigation by the privacy commissioner.
That investigation was launched when a memo from former National Party
president Michelle Boag to Collins clarifying Puller's reasons for blowing the
whistle was leaked to a reporter. The leak led to Pullar - who has a brain
injury - coming under siege from media as ACC simultaneously falsely
claimed she'd tried to extort the corporation.
Investigators trawled through Collins' office and computer and questioned
ACC chairman John Judge and then chief executive Ralph Stewart to try to
find the source of the leak. Collins was accused of being the leaker, which she
correctly denied.
The investigation failed to find the leak but informed sources have confirmed
to The Dominion Post that the leak was from one senior board member to
another, who gave it to a blogger, who passed it to Slater, who gave it to the
reporter.
HOW IT UNFOLDED
March 13, 2012 - The Dominion Post reveals ACC breached the privacy of
6500 ACC clients, including rape victims, by sending their details to an
unnamed ACC client.
March 13 - According to Dirty Politics, WhaleOil blogger Cameron Slater tells
an ex-prostitute friend he would ring ACC Minister Judith Collins to "get the
real story".
March 14 - Slater tells the ex-prostitute the whistleblower was a woman who
tried to blackmail ACC and was likely to be prosecuted for extortion, Dirty
Politics claims. That afternoon, minister Collins attends a meeting with ACC
chief executive Ralph Stewart and chairman John Judge. In an affidavit later,
Judge said Collins "very strongly" pushed for police to be told about threats
allegedly made by Pullar at a meeting with ACC on December 2011.
March 15 - The word "blackmail" is first publicly discussed. Collins tells Radio
Live she had oral reports on the December meeting but wanted written
reports.
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March 15 - Two ACC managers from the December meeting provide their
official account, which contains no allegations of blackmail or extortion.
March 16 - A "situation report" is published on ACC's website accusing the
whistleblower of extortion.
March 17 - The book claims Slater tells the ex-prostitute he knows who the
whistleblower is and that she will get "rat f...ed hard."
March 18 - A Sunday newspaper names the whistleblower, Bronwyn Pullar,
after Slater provides a leaked email from ACC.
March 19 - ACC makes a written complaint to police about alleged extortion.
April 30 - The Dominion Post reveals Pullar recorded the critical meeting at
which ACC claimed she'd tried to extort the corporation. The recording
showed ACC had made false allegations. Police swiftly shut down their
investigation.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10440930/Complaint-turns-up-heat-onCollins
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John Roughan (Herald): Internet lowers the political tone
5:00 AM Saturday Aug 30, 2014
John Key nominated Sir Keith Holyoake a few weeks ago when the Herald
asked all the party leaders to name their political "hero". He could not have
realised how apt that comparison would turn out to be when it was published
this week.
Key was just a kid in Christchurch in 1969 when Holyoake came to the city in
his quest for another term. In those days the leaders held public meetings that
really were open to the public. I was in my final year of high school and went
along to the Civic Theatre to see live politics for the first time.
Solid citizens in suits and dress coats filled the stalls but upstairs, where I
was, the audience was mostly in jeans and parkas and bristling with
opposition to New Zealand's participation in the Vietnam War. Holyoake was
not far into his speech before the students started to give him hell, chanting,
stomping, trying to drown him out.
"You're helping me," he roared back each time the disruption reached a
crescendo.
"You're helping me."
I remember being perplexed. How could he imagine our hostility would do him
any good when it was seen on television?
Holyoake of course went on to win that election against the odds, becoming
the only New Zealand Prime Minister of our time to win four elections on the
trot.
People with short memories are calling this election the nastiest we have ever
seen. Certainly it is hard to think of any precedent for the Dotcom rally in
Christchurch with its mindless chant and arm thrusts, nor a "musical"
contribution quite as obnoxious as a song put out this week.
Key has no need to say these things are helping him.
If this election is different from any before, the reason might be that politics
has only just come of age on the internet. The internet permits words and
songs to be published to a wide audience without the costs of printed or
broadcast media and without the professional editing that those costs require.
It means that unfair and outrageous material can more easily contaminate an
election.
Politicians and journalists have been told they have to have an online
presence these days if they are to reach the widest possible audience.
I'm not so sure. "Social media" is good for friends and family to keep in touch,
not so good for politics.
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When I look down the pipe I usually see composed work being decomposed
by bile and bad language. It's a sewer. Nothing that happens down there
seems to have much political impact unless the mainstream media picks it up.
Which they do, so it's easy to understand why every political leader these
days wants press attaches to keep in touch with potential allies in the wildly
partisan blogosphere.
But the risks are high, not only from what these characters publish but from
invasions of private communications that the net cannot keep secure.
This election has shown how damaging those can be if they are taken out of
their intended environment and published on television or a printed page.
Like a devilish chant or black rap humour, the email can be made into
something more nasty than it probably was.
Take Kim Dotcom's admission on stage in Auckland last Sunday that he had
once hacked Germany's credit rating software to hurt a Prime Minister he
didn't like. "And you may have noticed, now there is another Prime Minister I
don't like."
Consider what a writer like Nicky Hager could do with that statement if he
wanted to make a compelling case that Dotcom was behind the hacking of
Cameron Slater's email, as Slater claims. But I'm not inclined to believe it.
Dotcom is a blowhard like Slater.
I believe Hager when he denies that Dotcom had any part in the crime that
produced his book.
We keep hearing the hack has shown how Key's office used Whale Oil to dish
dirt on his opponents but the only example given is a release of an SIS
briefing note in 2011 that corrected Labour's then leader, Phil Goff, on a point
of public interest.
The reports do not mention, and nor I suppose does the book, that at the time
of the release, Key did not call Goff a liar.
He said, "Phil Goff is a busy man, I'm busy. People forget things. It happens."
Key cannot say that Hager's hacker is helping him but it has probably done
greater damage to confidence in politics, especially among the young.
They need to remember that Hager is a relic of the Vietnam era. His attitudes,
suspicions and paranoia have hardly changed since that time.
He has discovered one or two conversational indiscretions and built them into
a portrayal of politics that is deeply, despicably wrong.
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http://www.nzherald.co.nz/opinion/news/article.cfm?c_id=466&objectid=11316
444
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Chris Trotter (Daily Blog): Dirt Alert! Are the Greens and Labour about to
become the targets of a major negative advertising campaign?
August 30, 2014

WE’VE SEEN IT ALL BEFORE. In 2005 pamphlets began appearing all over New
Zealand attacking Labour and the Greens. For a couple of days both the parties targeted
and the news media were flummoxed. Who was behind such an obviously extensive and
expensive campaign? No one knew – until former members of the Exclusive Brethren
Church recognised some of the names of the pamphlets’ authorising agents and put two
and two together.
The exposure of the Exclusive Brethren Church’s role in printing and distributing the
pamphlets, followed by the shock revelation that the National Party leader, Dr Don Brash,
had been made aware that such campaign was in the offing, contributed significantly to
National’s 2005 election defeat.
Could history be repeating itself?
Yesterday evening I received an e-mail from a sender styling himself “Charlie Taylor”
advising me that “a group of concerned citizens just like you are paying for billboards like
this”.

Exactly who “Charlie Taylor” is I have no idea, but the lengthy e-mail send out in his
name is clearly intended to inflict maximum damage on both the Greens and, by
association, Labour.
If I was a betting man, I would hazard a reasonable wager that Don Brash’s superb
propagandist, John Ansell, was in some way involved with all this. There is something in
the cheeky tone of these designs that recalls Ansell’s immensely powerful Iwi/Kiwi
billboards of 2005.
This, for example:
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The other reason I have for speculating that Mr Ansell might be involved is that some of
the text of the e-mail bears a striking similarity to the accusations levelled at the Greens
co-leader, Russel Norman, by Mr Ansell when he was interviewed on Radio New
Zealand’sMorning Report recently. In the course of that interview, Mr Norman was
branded a communist in language very similar to that used in this excerpt from the email:
“Will you be happy to learn that your Labour party vote has helped ex-Aussie
Communist Russel Norman achieve his ambition of becoming Mr Cunliffe’s
finance minister?
“Will you think it a hoot when, thanks to you, ex-McGillicuddy Serious and
Aotearoa Legalise Cannabis candidate Metiria Turei joins Red Russ as ‘Joint’
Deputy Prime Minister?”
Nor is this the worst thing the author/s of the e-mail have to say about the Greens.
Apparently, they are responsible for the deaths of 50 million Third World children:
“Green thinking has a long and black track record of sounding heart-warmingly
plausible, but wreaking death and destruction when unleashed in the real world,
on real people.
“In the 60s, the hysteria over Rachel Carson’s green bible Silent Spring led to the
banning of the mosquito-killing chemical DDT.
“Which led to 50 million people dying of malaria.
“Every day, more children die painful deaths because the Greens continue to deny
them the treatment that would save their lives – a treatment that science has long
since proven safe.”
All good inflammatory stuff! But the real sting (and true target) of the e-mail comes in its
tail. The message which the “Group of Concerned Kiwis” who sign-off this diatribe really
want you to take away is: “To stop the Greens, you must stop Labour.”
“You may think National and Labour are two sides of the same coin. And usually
that would be fair comment.
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“But with the Greens now guaranteed to be 30% or more of a Labour government,
the economic danger signs just got a whole lot redder.”
Better, one assumes, to stick with the blues.
Whoever Charlie Taylor turns out to be, his group of “concerned citizens” is almost
certain to fall foul of the Electoral Commission.
For a start, the designs feature absolutely nothing in the way of an authorising statement.
Without the true name and residential address of the person responsible for authorising
these political messages, any billboards, pamphlets, stickers and/or posters that may
appear between now and 20 September are almost certain to be in breach of the
legislation regulating political communications during a General Election campaign.
They will also discover that any and all “concerned citizens” wishing to participate in the
cut and thrust of the General Election must first register themselves with the Electoral
Commission and undertake to keep their expenditure within legislatively sanctioned
limits.
The revelation of such identifying details would, of course, facilitate the full disclosure of
who is behind this proposed negative advertising campaign.
In the wake of Nicky Hager’s book Dirty Politics, I do not imagine that the National Party
will relish answering questions about the provenance of yet another example of,
well, dirty politics. And if, as happened in 2005, incontrovertible evidence emerges that
John Key or his party were forewarned of these “Concerned Kiwis’” campaigning
intentions, then National’s chances of holding onto power will take yet another hit.

http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/30/exclusive-dirt-alert-are-the-greens-andlabour-about-to-become-the-targets-of-a-major-negative-advertisingcampaign/
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Jackson James Wood (Public Address): Rocking in the Public Good:
Hager and Shihad
Seldom has New Zealand seen such super-harmonies in the traditionally
separate spheres of music and investigative journalism. The release of New
Zealand prog-rocker Nicky Hager’s latest album Dirty Politicscoincided with
the well known citizen journalist group Shihad’s bookFVEY, a polemical
exposition of the surveillance state Aotearoa has become.
The two works paint a picture of a changing New Zealand. The once pristine
100% pure image has been displaced and these implications of scum and
villainy mean a great deal of cognitive dissonance for the small state in the
South Pacific that has traditionally topped international lists of transparency
and rocked out to the likes of Tim and Neil Finn and, of late, the dulcet tones
of Lorde.
The first chapter of FVEY, ‘Think You’re So Free’, gets straight to the point
exposing how New Zealand has changed. The direct challenge in the chapter
title is reinforced by its message where the authors have searched for courage,
proof, and for a leader who’ll speak the truth, but come up lacking. Themes of
the right to privacy, the need for steady economic conditions, and a clean
environment are channeled through a lens where the author assumes citizens
are sleeping, and asks “When do you think we’ll wake up?”
Following on themes from their first album, Secret Power, Shihad take up the
idea this sleep walking has allowed our Government to engage in spying on a
massive scale. The author reveals that through the ECHELON base at
Waihopai the Five Eyes Network (from where the book gets its name) can hear
everything you say, that privacy is dead and ends on the revelation that by
engaging in this behaviour the government has sold our freedom.
In ‘The Great Divide’Shihad explain why they wrote FVEY, dedicating it to the
weak, those who are hungry and need compassion and protection. An
exposition of New Zealand’s growing inequality gap is entered into which
flows into the next chapter, ‘Model Citizen’ which outlines a government plan
to mass medicate the country.
FVEY investigates themes of privacy and the grey areas where democracy has
fallen down. A nod to a Huxley-inspired, soma-wrapped future where nothing
you do is safe from prying eyes (of which there are five) is given. It makes
some heavy allegations to back this up.
• at one point a lion was let out of its cage and that it was the Prime
Minister who did it (chapter 4)
• The government employs executioners (chapter 3)
• There was a zombie outbreak that was covered up (chapter 5)
• The government has been engaging in alchemy and successfully turned
lead into gold (chapter 6)
• The government’s procurement strategy has been “cheap as fuck” in order
to cut costs. (chapter 11)
While the referencing is sparse, the Government has been utterly silent on the
allegations made in FVEY and seem to be playing a game of ‘ignore-it-and-itwill-go-away’.
The segue into Dirty Politics is clear: among the murky allegations of our
devolution into a surveillance state, Shihad say there are a group of blood
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thirsty élites who are “borderline psychopaths who’ll do it for the thrill”. Dirty
Politics clearly picks up on this theme, being a concept album based on the
Hager’s impression of the well known right-wing attack blogger Cameron
Slater, who could bee seen as that aforementioned thrill-seeker (Simon Lusk’s
Plan, track 5).
The first track on the album ‘The Rise of the Bloggers’ starts softly, with tones
of Hager’s previous album The Hollow Men, (another experimental album
whose music was completely composed of brash melodies and leaky whistle
overtones). It slowly builds and crescendos with attacking riffs which paint a
picture of an apocalyptic future where bloggers have replaced the media.
‘The PM’s Black Ops Man’, shifts down a gear with Metallica-like power
chords which jar the listener awake with the haunting chorus hook line of
“death by a 1000 leaks / it will shut down their donors / shut down their IT
systems / they are going to die hard this week”.
Track 4, ‘The Crusher and the Attack Dog’ is a duet with acclaimed New
Zealand singer, Hayley Westenra who sings from the perspective of the
eternally tortured Justice Minister Judith Collins. This rock-rap track is
derivative of the Dr Dre Eminem collaboration Forgot About Dre. Hager and
Westenra trade insults in the bombastic fashion of their subjects.
Collins: you know the rule. always reward with Double
Slater: I learned the rule from you! Double it is.
At track nine, Hager trades in his bass-heavy guitar-laden modus for novelty
accordion and polka tones. It’s a fast paced number which traces the trials and
tribulations of the protagonist, David Farrar, a blogger come pollster come
hat-wearer who has to juggle his blogging, polling, and millinery fascinations.
It’s a novelty track, not quite as well practised as the other songs on the
album, but bears a chilling element of contrast from the rest of the album.
The final track, ’The Smiling Assassin’ takes aim right at the Prime Minister.
With themes of trust, transparency, and tricks Hager ties up the album with a
lyrical masterpiece perfectly pitched to its proletarian prog rock tones. The
track itself has a whimsical military feel to it, reminiscent of FVEY’s final
chapter and ends with the haunting lines:
“The remarks exposed both Key and Slater
The friendly and unfriendly faces of National
Who secretly collaborated
throughout a period of dirty politics”
Many music critics have written off Dirty Politics as left-wing smear, and in
an extraordinary turn of events the Prime Minister reviewed the album,
despite claiming to have never read it.
With both FVEY and Dirty Politics, you need to listen/read the whole
album/book to pick up the nuance of this watershed moment of New
Zealand’s musical/political history. Each track/chapter is full of references to
pop culture and current events which which point toward a darkening of the
long white cloud.
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Dirty Politics: how attack politics is poising New Zealand’s Political
Environment
by Nicky Hager
Craig Potton Publishing
★★★★☆
FVEY
by Shihad
Roadrunner
★★★★☆
http://publicaddress.net/speaker/rocking-in-the-public-good-hager-and-shihad/
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Giovanni Tiso (Overland): Digging the dirt
•

29.Aug.14
‘Dirty politics’, for many, is a tautology. Isn’t all politics dirty politics? Whatever one might
think of that proposition, as of this month the phrase has acquired a far more specific
meaning in New Zealand, following the release of the latest book by investigative
journalist Nicky Hager.
In Dirty Politics, Hager chronicles the activities of a loose network involving a blogger with
family ties to the ruling National Party; the longest-serving adviser to the Prime Minister;
at least one senior Cabinet Minister; a ruthless operative bent on importing hardline US
Republican tactics into domestic politics; a public relations firm working for the tobacco
industry and other major corporations; the Tories’ main pollster; various pundits; and
assorted others. The main activities of this network – all of which lead back to the blogger
at the centre of the revelations, one Cameron Slater – involved using the media to run
attacks against opposition parties, advance the cause of the government, increase the
number of ultra-conservative candidates within the National Party, and mete out swift and
vicious retribution against public servants, journalists, academics and members of the
public who stood in the way of the interests they intended to protect.
So, for instance, in 2009, after leaked documents alerted journalists that Minister of
Finance Bill English was using a loophole of the accommodation allowance to charge the
public for living in a house that he owned, another minister, Judith Collins, passed on to
Slater the contact details of the suspected whistleblower. Subsequently, the public
servant in question – who to this day denies any involvement – was subjected to multiple
personal attacks on Slater’s blog, including threats to his life. ‘Ah, fuck it,’ wrote a
commenter after a long tirade. ‘Shoot him, and shoot his wife and kids if they can’t be
bothered to pay for the bullet.’
In another salient passage, Slater is recorded discussing the immediate future of
Christchurch after the earthquake of 2011.
Writing to his friend Peter Smith, he said, ‘The place is fucked … they should just board it
up and close it down.’ Smith replied, ‘A real tragedy, but it will fuck labour for the
election.’ Slater said, ‘Yep blessings.’ Later his views hardened: ‘What I can’t believe …
is how we have to bail out those useless pricks in the sth island, again.’ Smith replied, ‘I
said to someone today National should let them rot, after all they are useless scum
Labour voters especially in the areas where the earthquake hit … well hopefully more
scum labour voters will piss off to Australia [and] at least the uninsured get fucking
nothing.’ Slater added, ‘Those suburbs are hard core Labour … the owners will be Nat
voters though and the voters tenants, so the houses are gone and the scum are gone
too, and so they should get nothing.’
The book breaks a number of important stories, including one about how the office of the
Prime Minister likely oversaw the release to Slater of information held by the Security
Intelligence Service so it could be used to attack the leader of the opposition. But
passages like the one above seem to have struck people the most.
I think it’s because of the level and quality of the detail. After Slater wrote a particularly
contemptible post, in February of this year, mocking a young man who had died in a car
crash as a ‘feral’ who had ‘done everyone a favour by dying’, someone hacked into his
blog and gathered a very large archive of material – consisting principally of Facebook
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messages and emails – which was then passed on to Hager. This is why the book
contains not only specific charges of political and possibly criminal wrongdoing but also –
and crucially – transcripts of the conversations that went on behind the scenes. Together,
these convey with a vividness that one might expect of a novel the sheer contempt in
which the majority of New Zealanders are held by people with intimate connections with
the highest levels of government.
The genuine and widespread shock that these revelations have caused may require
some justification. Are we so naïve, so provincial as to think that we are immune to the
style of attack politics that is commonplace in America, or for that matter Australia, whose
very own Crosby Textor have helped the National Party run its last three election
campaigns?
Perhaps. But we are a small country, with a capital that is less concentrated and interests
that are less powerful, and of which it is often said that one cannot easily keep secrets or
shut people out. Besides, we might have known that these forces existed – we certainly
saw their effects – but their inner workings hadn’t been shown to us for quite some time,
and possibly never with such clarity. I described it earlier this week as a generational loss
of innocence:
What we have come to call dirty politics, and which several commentators have painted
as a product of minority grassroots extremes of our political environment, is in fact an
institutional practice. It doesn’t start at the bottom, but at the top … It uses intimidation
and coercion to protect and consolidate vested powers, and in this of course it’s hardly
unique. We know of the advocacy groups that have been silenced, of the police raids on
Māori communities, of the Ministers who have disclosed the private details of citizens
without needing to resort to Mr Slater or his associates. We’re just not always sufficiently
aware of how this other power operates at any one time. And so, whenever the story gets
told, it produces a loss of innocence among those who have not yet witnessed that
particular incarnation of the state. It’s like the first time a cop swings a baton at someone
in front of your eyes during a demonstration, unprovoked, gratuitously, just because he
can. You didn’t feel the blow but you feel the shock. Nothing prepares you for it.
What of it, then, and what next? The book has landed in the middle of the election
campaign like a grenade, and may well radically affect its outcome. It would be glib to
suggest that this doesn’t matter: it does, if only in terms of elementary justice. But the
questions raised by Hager require a change of culture before a change of government.
Our almost entirely profit-driven media has been shown to be embarrassingly vulnerable
to manipulations by people of – let’s be honest – fairly limited intellect and resources,
while tackling fundamental issues of ministerial accountability and government
transparency appears just as urgent. Beyond that, however, it’s an entire approach to
civic life that needs rethinking, along with the critical role of citizens within it. We need
independent and resilient institutions protecting the public from intimidation and abuses
of power. It’s the work of years, not the days that separate us from next month’s election.
And yet what we do of these days, so charged with outrage and discovery, matters as
well.
It may not be abusing the cliché, for once, to say that interesting times are ahead.

https://overland.org.au/2014/08/digging-the-dirt/
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David Fisher (Herald): Dirty Politics hacker 'decent and ethical' person
4:41 PM Thursday Aug 28, 2014
A leak is a safety valve in society - and the Whaleoil hacker is a "decent and
ethical person", Dirty Politics author Nicky Hager told a packed hall of people
in Auckland last night.
Hager said the attack politics outlined in his book could be combatted by
greater public engagement in democracy.
They included the Prime Minister's staff organising personal attacks through
the blogger Cameron Slater.
The author was given a standing ovation welcome from the crowd of 350
people and a second of roaring applause after speaking at the Mt Eden War
Memorial Hall.
"A leak is what you do when something important is going on that would not
be found out otherwise," said Hager.
He said the book revealed a style of politics which was designed to exclude
the public. It involved personal attacks which, if successful, would leave the
political process the"nastiest, most unscrupulous people".
"I don't believe for a moment politics is awful, shabby and bad and all those
things. But it will be if we leave it to the people who are featured in my book."
Hager was introduced by retired appellate judge Sir Ted Thomas, who told the
crowd the author had an obligation as a journalist and citizen to make public
information a hacker took from Slater's computer.
He said the use of the information was outweighed by the public interest in
having it revealed. He said it was "vital in a democracy deviant political
practices are exposed".
"In effect, absent the bullets, the Prime Minister's office was hiring a hitman to
do its dirty work."
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11315
682
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Radio NZ: Collins defends giving details to blogger
Justice Minister Judith Collins has defended passing information about public
servant Simon Pleasants, to a right-wing blogger.
Ms Collins passed the phone numbers of Mr Pleasants to Whale Oil blogger
Cameron Slater in 2009. The public servant was subsequently attacked on
the blog and received death threats.
Ms Collins told Radio New Zealand's Morning Report programme Mr Slater
had the name, and the details she passed were only those that would be
available on Mr Pleasants' business card.
"So when you're talking personal information, this is a matter that if the
gentleman himself wishes to make a complaint to the Privacy Commissioner,
then he is absolutely free to do so, and I will deal with that matter then."
On Wednesday, Ms Collins had to backtrack after wrongly claiming the
commissioner had cleared her of wrongdoing over her actions, and said she
had misinterpreted media reports.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/election-2014/253332/collins-defends-givingdetails-to-blogger
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Mike Smith (The Standard): Cyberflailing
WrittenBy: MIKE SMITH - Date published:4:07 pm, August 29th, 2014

Judith Collins has re-entered the election campaign. John Key’s little helper is back.
Collins now justifies her release of the name and contact details of a public servant to
Cameron Slater on the basis that he already had the name and she only released
private contact details. So that’s all right then?
Nicky Hager’s Dirty Politics reveals that a commenter on the site, a Wellington
person named Sinner, had said re the civil servant that he and his wife and kids should
be shot. That’s definitely not all right.
Approximately a month after the comment appeared the police visited Slater with an
ultimatum that he remove the comment from the site as it was intimidation and could
risk legitimising violence. Slater removed the comment. Sinner kept commenting.
In April this year Collins released a statement headed “Time’s up for cyber bullies.”
Collins said:’
“I am pleased to have developed a set of measures that aim to stop the growing
incidence of cyber bullying and its devastating effects, particularly for young people.
“Many New Zealanders share my serious concerns about this problem as the reach
and impact of bullying has increased considerably in the digital age.
“Tormenters are able to harass their targets 24 hours a day, seven days a week,
wherever they go, and the trail of abuse lives on in cyberspace, following victims for
years.
Having been revealed as a facilitator of cyber-bullying, Collins should take her own
advice. Her time is up.
But she doesn’t realise it. National’s #teamkey campaign has become a train wreck, as
John Key looks weaker and grubbier by the day.
http://thestandard.org.nz/cyberflailing/
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Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): How most people get hacked
Filed under: Uncategorized — danylmc @ 9:13 am
Chris Trotter writes about hackers:
LISBETH SALANDER is the archetypal hacker: a
damaged outsider; phenomenally clever; contemptuous of society’s
rules; but possessed of an unflinching, if somewhat quirky, sense of
right and wrong. Without Lisbeth, the journalist hero of Stieg
Larsen’sThe Girl With The Dragon Tattoo, Mikael Blomkvist, could
never have brought the guilty to justice. In a world of mendacious
millionaires, giant corporations and impenetrable public
bureaucracies, the hacker provides the only credible means of
moving the plot forward.
In mythic terms, Lisbeth is Ariadne, the Cretan princess whose
precious linking threads allow the Greek hero, Theseus, to find his
way through the impossibly complex Labyrinth and destroy the
Minotaur – the monstrous, bull-headed man who dwells in its
depths.
Maybe whoever hacked Cameron Slater is a Salander/Ariadne-like
computer hacker, but most people carrying out this sort of activity
have minimal technical skills. Here’s what usually happens:
1. You set up your accounts with gmail, facebook etc, all of
which are password protected.
2. You set up an account at, say, Adobe, to download acrobat
reader, or Apple or Ebay to buy stuff, and use the same
password as your gmail and facebook account
3. Ebay, or Adobe, or some other entity with your account
credentials gets hacked.
4. The hackers post the list of account credentials online where
anyone can download them
5. Someone decides they want to hack you. They download a
bunch of these lists, find your name, use free, publicly
available, easy to use software to crack your password and
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then try logging onto your gmail account. Since the
passwords are the same across both accounts they succeed.
Obviously the people hacking the Apple database are technically
skilled, But Slater’s email and Facebook could, in theory, have been
hacked by anyone with the ability to download a couple torrent
files.
The way to prevent this happening are:
1. Change your passwords on your important accounts. Use
different passwords.
2. Set up two-step verification on your gmail so that only certain
computers can access your account.
http://dimpost.wordpress.com/2014/08/29/how-most-people-get-hacked/
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Lamia Imam (Matthew Beveridge): Peak Dirty
AUGUST 28, 2014

Peak Dirty
There has been much talk of the fallout of Dirty Politics – especially in the realm of Social
Media. It has been argued that much of the outrage is limited to social media rather than
the wider public. Matthew wrote an excellent post on this last week. However, polls from
last night show that maybe it is starting to spill out of the social media beltway and into
the “mainstream”. Although that didn’t stop Paul Henry to try and prove the counter
point via his daughter. (Viewer discretion advised if you are a politically informed person)
As a millennial, I have a large presence on social media. At least the ones that count –
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn. There’s also Instagram (which I don’t use), Pintrest,
YouTube, Vine, SnapChat, and Tumblr. We are inundated with options. When I worked
on my social media project for the Congressional Research Service a question that came
up time and time again was – impact. What is the impact? There are many analytical
tools such as a Klout that can quantitatively measure the impact of social media. PR and
Advertising firms have been using various models to do the same for many years now.
But we found that impact was very difficult to measure in social media. There are many
consumers of social media who consume without footprints – that is they don’t “like”,
“favorite”, “retweet”, or comment. They are the lurkers who watch and then walk away.
How do we measure that? By traffic? How do we know their engagement level? By
education? By income?
There will always be a group of people who will dismiss social media and a group of
people who believe it is the greatest thing since sliced bread. Let’s take this example for
instance:
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Giovanni Tiso tweeted this and it has been retweeted 818 times. What is the marginal
increase in views as it gets more and more RTs? I have seen it on my timeline at least
once a week. How many of the same people are seeing the same content over and over
again? How many of us are repeating ourselves to the same audience who already agree
with us – for example on discussions of ‘rape culture’, which has been in the public
sphere for some time now.
My hypothesis is that the discussion has to reach a peak level before it can spill out. And
for it to reach peak level, those who are active have to keep repeating themselves. Once
social media is saturated, it then spills on to the mainstream. Example – the talk of white
privilege. All of a sudden this week – Fox news is now talking about white privilege. This
has been the topic of discussion on social media for at least 2 years.
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Let me give you another real life New Zealand example – asset sales. I worked in Labour
during the 2011 election. One can argue that the entire 2011 election was about asset
sales. It was the flavor of the campaign. Labour (and Greens) ads heavily emphasized the
opposition. As a staff member I felt I lived and breathed asset sales. I wasn’t even the
advisor assigned to that portfolio and I felt I knew everything about it. So the election
ended, the left lost to National & Co. Sometime shortly after the election, at a Leader’s
Office meeting our correspondence staff reads out a letter to us from an upset
constituent. “Did you guys know that National is planning to sell assets and what is
Labour planning to do about it”?
For those who are frustrated that there has been too much focus on Dirty Politics and it
hasn’t materialized in voter perception – we are nowhere near the peak.
Lamia Imam (B.A. Hons and LLB, Canterbury) is currently pursuing a Masters in
Public Administration at the LBJ School of Public Affairs (University of Texas at
Austin), focusing on election law, empirical & financial analysis of public policy,
campaigns and public relations. She previously worked at the NZ Parliament for the
Labour Leader’s Office, at the Office of Treaty Settlements, and at the Texas House of
Representatives. She has presented, as part of a team of researchers, on the use of social
media by congressional committees at the Congressional Research Service in
Washington D.C.

http://www.matthewbeveridge.co.nz/politics/guest-blog-peak-dirty-by-lamiaimam/
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Diana Wichtel (Listener): A meeting of mindlessness (paywalled)
28th August, 2014
It’s all gone Pete Tong in the badlands between media and politics.
It’s well and truly down the rabbit hole this election campaign. John Key’s and
John Banks’ 2011 tea party seems like, well, a tea party compared with the
chaos unleashed by Nicky Hager’s book Dirty Politics. Never mind The Thick
of It, this has resembled a story arc from House of Cards.
What some dismissed as a sideshow was soon doing a fair impersonation of
being the only show in town. “Only one story this week!” trilled Susan Wood
on TV1’s Q+A. This may have disappointed Mike Hosking. You begin to
suspect he’s a secret adherent to the Secret, a belief system based on the
law of attraction. The “secret” is that the universe owes you a Maserati. You
just have to ask nicely.
Hosking’s encounter with Hager on Seven Sharp wasn’t so much an interview
as a series of entreaties to the cosmos to make it so. This was politics as
usual. Nothing would come of it. He was just as certain about the America’s
Cup until we lost. If Hosking was remotely troubled by revelations about Judith
Collins supplying a civil servant’s private details to the Whale Oil blog, he
gave no sign. Perhaps it’s all that resveratrol.
Whereas TV3’s political editor, Patrick Gower, and his increasingly
exclamatory hairdo have been near levitating with poorly suppressed
schadenfreude. “This week the dirt keeps flying but is the mud sticking?” he
bellowed on The Nation. Lisa Owen was more lyrical: “More on the
relationship between Judith Collins and Cameron Slater later!” Collins and
Slater Later: if politics doesn’t work out for Collins, there may be a late
evening chat show in that. Don’t think someone won’t have thought of it.
Nothing is wrong any more, just “unwise”. “The minister responsible for
cyberbullying who refuses to apologise for what many people would say was
a cyberbullying incident …,” mused Gower. On Q+A, Corin Dann introduced
the “m” word: “It’s about leadership, ultimately, and about John Key’s
leadership. His moral leadership.”
It’s an ill wind for other politicians. “You know politics in New Zealand has
reached a crisis point when Winston seems the most level-headed,” tweeted
someone. Peters produced one of the quotes of a particularly quotable week
on Q+A when he said, of Collins’ reputation, “I think it’s irreparable unless she
finds God or something.” Which is possible, unless He sees her first.
Just for a change there’s ordinary crazy politics as usual but with some social
progress. The four horse people of the election 2014 apocalypse – Hager,
Slater, Collins and now Laila Harré’s press secretary, Pam Corkery – at least
show gender balance.
Corkery’s meltdown at Internet Mana’s campaign launch had Gower
uncharacteristically at a loss for a lurid description. “I don’t really want to put
words to it,” he marvelled.
“When will you glove puppets of Cameron Slater just piss off?” Corkery railed
at media. There’s a puppet show in that for Slater – bring back Public Eye – if
the chat show with Collins doesn’t work out.
“You work in news, you puffed up little shit!” Corkery advised a reporter. Like
Oliver Twist, Brook Sabin had asked for more, in this case an interview with
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Kim Dotcom. Gower provided the technical term for Corkery’s cork-popping:
“Pam Corkery blew a foo-foo valve.”
There’s been a lot of talk about agendas, as in hidden. Some agendas will be
less hidden after Dirty Politics. Journalists and bloggers are talking publicly
about the less salubrious aspects of their modus operandi. Radio Live’s Sean
Plunket had to apologise to Patrick Gower for ambushing him on air and
without evidence with allegations that he knew about Hager’s revelations in
advance.
“You know you’re all in the dumper by connection!” raved Corkery. Painful as
it is to admit, perhaps she had a point. We can have politics and media and
the shadowy badlands in between as usual, or we can try to be a bit better.
http://www.listener.co.nz/commentary/television/a-meeting-of-mindlessness/
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The Standard: ‘Malevolent males’, ‘Mistress Collins’ & a ‘free press’
WrittenBy: KAROL - Date published:5:00 pm, August 29th, 2014

Nicky Hager has long been concerned about the need for journalism to be in the
‘public interest’, and to critically speak truth to power, in order to enable democracy
to thrive. His latest book, Dirty Politics, shows why we need a news media, or at least
a strong section of it, that is independent of both manipulation by politicians and
governments, as well as being independent of commercial, especially powerful
corporate, influence.
Hager outlined his perspective on this in his Bruce Jesson lecture a couple of years
ago. Dirty Politics is about the insidious, often covert and malicious influence of
those trying to establish and maintain influence and power, in the interests of some of
the most powerful groups in society.
In the preface to Dirty Politics, Hager summarises the content of the book:
New Zealand junior minister John Key had constructed an easy-going and relaxed
public image. He began the 2014 election year by appearing at university orientation
weeks, not to give speeches or debate policy, but to pose in ‘selfies’ with a crowd of
students, more celebrity than politician. In rural Te Kuiti, he smiled for a beautifully
composed photograph that would feature that night on his Facebook page. To the
public, he was a man who stayed above the name calling and personal attacks of
politics. He had declared during the 2011 election campaign ‘there’s no room for
negative campaigning in New Zealand’. The reality was very different.
Key had overseen a government involved in more personal attacks and negative
politics than any in living memory. Robert Muldoon, National leader in the 1970s
and 1980s, is remembered for his abrasive, attacking style, but the Key government
had outstripped it in the frequency and breadth of attacks, while still managing to
maintain the leader’s genial image. It had done this in part by using others – political
allies, bloggers and the news media – to deliver the blows. The result was a new kind
of attack politics that was rapidly changing the political environment in New
Zealand. That is the subject of this book.
In the course of the book, Hager shows how mainstream journalists colluded (not
necessarily intentionally) with the attack politics of the Lusk-Collins-Slater-WilliamsEde faction of the National Party and government.
There are systemic problems with our current mainstream media, because it is
dominated by powerful international corporates. The bottom line is profits. So they
have increasingly cut back on spending on investigative journalism, and journalism in
general. Consequently, journalists under pressure for speedily created content, latch
onto sensationalist stories of conflict, celebrities, and drama, in order to attract more
eyes and ears to their publication and news broadcasts.
The primary tactic of two track politics, borrowed from US Republicans and
repeatedly used by the Lusk-Slater smear team was one [p.36 Dirty Politics],
where the primary purpose of the attack politics is to embroil the opposition in petty
crises and scandals so they cannot get on with promoting their own messages.
Hager differentiates this politics of distraction from holding politicians to account “in
their exercise of power”[p. 34 Dirty Politics]. Right wing bloggers aimed to draw
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many mainstream journalists into running their lines. Hager explains how this
developed [p.21 Dirty Politics]:
The configuration was to be Ede-Farar-Slater, with Lusk in the background, and
stories and attacks fed out from them to people such as Rachel Glucina and a series of
journalists and underresourced news organisations willing to take an easy scoop.
Farrar’s brand was independent, rational analysis and Slater’s aggressive attack dog,
but the consistent mission week after week was defending their party and mauling its
opponents.
For Hager, its about the democratic ideal [p.14 Dirty Politics]. Today Lucy Lawless
has an op ed piece in the NZ Herald making some similar points.
Even if dirty politicking is nothing new, the scope of influence of malefactors via
toxic blogs is unprecedented. Mercenary string-pullers are now able to access and
repackage sensitive information at a rate not dreamed of in the 90s – and with very
few people involved.
Never before have New Zealand’s mainstream media been so systematically
sabotaged by vested interests. No wonder they’re pissed off. A free press is one of the
cornerstones of a democracy.
In her article, Lawless fantasises about playing one of the villains in the a dramatic
enactment of Dirty Politics: a story of:
Playing Crusher Collins is a dream role that I may one day have to arm-wrestle Robyn
Malcolm for. (I suspect I’ll lose and have to settle for Cactus Kate.)
And the malevolent males are beyond Shakespeare’s villains, whose conflicted selves
produced the great soliloquies. No such trouble for Slater & Co, whose revelations
come by way of pathological boasting. Excessive pride exposes what Nabokov called
“the streak of stupidity that fatally runs through even the most competent tyranny”.
Their lust for power is grotesque. Who’s more powerful than the king? A kingmaker.
But the really curious thing is that the main players seem to crave approval from some
beast higher up the food chain. And they all seem a little in thrall to Mistress Collins.
I understand the attraction for an actor of playing a villain. However, if Cactus was
played by Lawless, I fear her malevolence would be overlaid with Lawless’s celebrity
status.
Our media needs to change in the interest of democracy. That is why I am
interested in this debate on Sunday, organised by the Caoalition of Better
Broadcasting: ‘what’s going on with broadcasting in NZ?’ I see Laila Harre and
Colin Craig have now been added to the line up:
AUCKLAND – Sunday 31 Aug at 6.30pm (Doors open 6.15pm)
The CBB presents
the Auckland Broadcasting Debate.
With new guest speakers – Colin Craig and Laila Harre!
Come to the Pioneer Women’s Hall on High St, Auckland City to see speakers:
Maggie Barry – National
Kris Faafoi – Labour
Julie Anne Genter – Greens
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Laila Harre – Internet Mana
Colin Craig – Conservatives
moderated by Guy Williams
and asked pointed questions by you the public
I hope Williams doesn’t turn this into some infotainment circus. I’m looking for
substantial policies for reformation of the media, broadcasting, and related online
content.
http://thestandard.org.nz/malevolent-males-mistress-collins-a-free-press/
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Stuff: Cameron Slater lays police complaint
Last updated 15:38 28/08/2014
Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater has complained to police over Nicky
Hager's book Dirty Politics.
Counties Manukau Police Detective Inspector Dave Lynch said a complaint
had been received "which will be investigated in accordance with standard
procedure".
"As it's an active investigation, police won't be making further comment," he
said.
Slater said by email that he had laid a formal complaint at Ormiston police
station in East Tamaki today.
"My understanding is an investigation is underway, and now [that a] formal
complaint [has been] laid they can address issues regarding privacy with
holders of evidence, such as Google," Slater said.
"I don't know for sure where it is being handled out of, but suspect
Wellington."
Dirty Politics: How attack politics is poisoning New Zealand's political
environment, is based on hundreds of leaked emails between National Party
staffers and right-wing bloggers like Slater.
Its initial print run of 4000 copies sold out by lunchtime the day after it was
released.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10434650/Cameron-Slater-lays-policecomplaint

NZ Politics Daily: 28 August 2014
Dirty Politics
Matthew Hooton (Metro): Key and Friends
Simon Wilson (Metro): A Monster in Their Midst
Chris Trotter (Daily Blog): What Is Nicky Hager?
Andrew Geddis (Pundit): The "Dirty Politics" stories - where are we?
TVNZ: Nicky Hager says book soured Nats relations with blogger
Karl du Fresne (Stuff): Dealers in dirt betray a nation’s trust
Barry Soper (Newstalk ZB): Collins just keeps digging
TV3: Whale Oil back in NZ, will speak to police
Julie Christie (Herald): Julie Christie: Muck raking will draw a backlash
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Stuff: MP considers legal action against Nicky Hager
Tim Watkin (Pundit): If this was Labour we'd be calling it a mess
Scott Yorke (Imperator Fish): Positive!
David Fisher (Herald): Chief Ombudsman to probe ministerial offices
No Right Turn: About time
Mike Wesley-Smith (TV3): Poll shows drop in Collins support
Dirty Politics
Matthew Hooton (Metro): Key and Friends
On August 28, 2014
John Key looks set to win his third term, but only thanks to David Cunliffe.
The old adage is that oppositions don’t win elections, governments lose them.
John Key spent the first weeks of the campaign trying to prove it true. His
response to Nicky Hager’s polemic Dirty Politics was the most ill-judged
performance of his six years as Prime Minister.
Given Hager’s far-left political outlook and his tendency to reach conclusions
that put his opponents in the worst possible light, Key’s initial attack on Hager
as “a screaming left-wing conspiracy theorist” was fair comment. Hager has
also admitted the material on which he bases his books is sometimes gained
unethically and even illegally (although he has made it clear he did not do
anything illegal himself in relation to Dirty Politics). What’s more, he declines
to explore the context of that material with those he writes about. The
Wellington peace activist and environmentalist then skilfully times his
broadsides to maximally damage governments he opposes, including Helen
Clark’s in 2002.
For all that, this is still supposed to be a pluralistic society. Hager is as entitled
as anyone to work with his sources and like-minded political activists to try to
bring down governments he opposes (just as Clark and Key are entitled to
abuse him in the media if they judge that is their best strategy). But, while
Hager’s conclusions may be hyperbolic, nobody has ever shown his
documentary evidence to be false.
Putting aside Hager’s spin, the documentary evidence in Dirty Politics shows
that Judith Collins, whom Key has entrusted with running the nation’s police
force, prison system, justice ministry and accident insurance scheme, is not fit
for senior office. It also shows a third-tier staffer in Key’s office, Jason Ede,
pushed the boundaries beyond what was acceptable when feeding smears
about the government’s opponents to his blogger friends.
Most troubling are the lingering questions about whether the Prime Minister
used the Security Intelligence Service (SIS) to discredit Phil Goff (who is not
an angel either, having misled the public as opposition leader about what he
knew about Israeli spies).
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The Prime Minister claims that former SIS boss Warren Tucker, all on his
own, decided to fast-track an Official Information Act request to a Nationalaligned blogger to discredit the opposition leader in election year, while
refusing similar requests from the mainstream media. Could this be true? It
would mean Tucker was in breach of the political neutrality sections of the SIS
Act and should face legal sanction. If he really did behave so outlandishly, the
Prime Minister’s office should have told him to pull his head in and informed
the State Services Commission that the SIS director had gone rogue.
The Prime Minister’s explanation is extremely hard to believe. It is far more
plausible that the SIS document found its way to Cameron Slater before
anyone else because the whole affair was orchestrated by the Prime
Minister’s office for political purposes. That’s an appalling abuse of power.
Even Sir Robert Muldoon, when he used the SIS to attack anti-Springbok
Tour protesters in 1981, had the integrity to personally release the SIS report
showing links between the anti-apartheid movement and communist
organisations. Key’s office hid behind a blogger.
At the time of writing, the Prime Minister’s story remains that he knew nothing
about the effort to discredit Goff until it was all over. Unlike Jim Bolger and
Clark, both of whom considered it unthinkable to involve their political staff in
dealing with the SIS, Key has apparently delegated some of that responsibility
to politicos in his office. The primary job of the nation’s leader — before
worrying about schools, hospitals or anything else — is to keep us safe from
security threats. To this end, Parliament provides the Prime Minister with
extraordinary powers. It is not for him or her to delegate those responsibilities
to some party hack.
In all this, Ede and Slater are not really major players. They were merely
doing their job as National’s smear merchants and, let’s face it, they did it well
for many years. The person who is responsible for the culture of the Prime
Minister’s office is the chief of staff, Wayne Eagleson. And, unless Key has
delegated dealings with the SIS director to someone even more junior,
Eagleson is complicit in the release of the SIS documents. Key has previously
said that when you speak to Eagleson you are speaking to the Prime Minister.
After what has been revealed, the government deserves to lose on
September 20. What will save it is Labour’s disastrous decision last year to
replace David Shearer with David Cunliffe, who has cost them around 10
points in the polls. In defiance of the adage, while the government is doing its
best to lose the election, the opposition is losing it more.
This column appears in the September 2014 Metro, on sale now.
Matthew Hooton runs a PR firm in the city and presents a centre-right
perspective on politics and business. Photo: Simon Young.
http://metromag.co.nz/city-life/columnists/key-and-friends/
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Simon Wilson (Metro): A Monster in Their Midst
August 28, 2014
Why does anyone think dirty politics is inevitable in a democracy?
The most surprising thing about Nicky Hager’s book Dirty Politics, for me, was
the realisation that there is a monster loose inside the National Party.
They’ve looked for so long like such a well-oiled machine, capable of handling
internal conflict in a way that serves the greater good of the party. While it is
disturbing to read example after example of the way Cameron Slater and his
cabal spread Chaos and Mayhem — their gleeful term, not mine — all over
people they don’t like, or are paid not to like, it is no surprise to learn this
includes political opponents on the left and in the centre. The real shock
comes in learning they have made many of their nastiest attacks on members
of their own party.
The monster isn’t Slater, or his unpleasant colleague in arms Simon Lusk,
although they are two of its most prominent manifestations. The monster is
bigger than them. It is a whole political ethos: a belief that politics is a dirty,
corrupt game, and therefore that the players who will win, and will deserve to
win, are those who can use the dirt and corruption the best.
Is my use of the word “monster” harsh? If you think that, read a chapter of the
book. Any chapter. I wanted to take a shower every time I put it down.
The initial media focus has rightly been on allegations of wrongdoing on the
ninth floor of the Beehive — the Prime Minister’s floor — and also relating to
the activities of senior Cabinet minister Judith Collins. Few of the charges
have yet been satisfactorily answered.
But the wider problem awaits scrutiny too. Inside the National Party there are
people accused of using every dishonest trick they can get away with to
ensure their chosen candidates are selected in safe seats. They spread lies
and nasty insinuations, they use underhand means to learn about people’s
private lives and then abuse the knowledge, they bully, they blackmail, and
they want us to believe it is normal and fair. It’s not, and as their online chats
to each other make clear, they know full well they are transgressing. It’s part
of their fun.
And nobody, yet, in any position of authority in the party, has made any public
statement to condemn this behaviour. Bill English has come the closest, by
distancing himself from it.
In private, we know from Hager, many of them are extremely worried: there
has been Cabinet advice to party members to keep their distance from Lusk.
Why hasn’t National spoken out? Because they don’t want a fuss during the
election period? That’s not quite understandable. National would surely gain
more than it lost by condemning dirt and corruption.
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But there is another explanation: Slater and co have powerful friends. Judith
Collins we know about. Lusk boasts in the book about his relationship with
others too, including Auckland MPs Sam Lotu-Iiga and Mark Mitchell. It’s hard
not to conclude there is a culture war raging inside National: that they’ve got a
Tea Party movement on their hands.
On one side, the moderate old school, centred on English and Steven Joyce.
On the other, the sleazy monster, centred on Collins.
Standing up to that monster does not mean damping down the vigorous
exchange of ideas. That is what Slater and co are trying to do. They want us
to be so disgusted by politics that we embrace only those leaders whose
image they have calculatedly kept out of the dirt or, better, simply turn away
from politics altogether.
We all need to say: enough. Yet there are some, including some journalists,
who have condemned Hager by equating his actions with Slater’s. That is
absurd. It’s what those in power who are under attack, any attack, always
want us to think. The reality of whistleblowing is that it often requires that rules
be broken: Watergate’s Deep Throat would have gone to prison if his identity
had been known; Daniel Ellsberg, who revealed illegal US bombing in
Vietnam and Cambodia in The Pentagon Papers, did go to prison. They were
right to do what they did, and most journalists know it.
Does Labour have the same problem? Perhaps — we just don’t know. But the
question misses the point. We should not be shrugging our shoulders
because this is “what politics is like”. The real question is: what do we want
our politics to be like? What will we do about it?
That’s why it is so disappointing the Prime Minister has refused to condemn
Slater or hold Collins to public account. Does he lead a party that’s better than
them? This is a time for John Key, no less than the rest of us, to take sides.
This editorial appears in the September 2014 Metro, on sale now.
http://metromag.co.nz/editors-blog/a-monster-in-their-midst/
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Chris Trotter (Daily Blog): What Is Nicky Hager?
August 27, 2014

WHAT WILL HISTORY MAKE of Nicky Hager? That slight, perpetually boyish, journalist
who descends periodically, like the admonishing angel in a medieval mystery play, to
trouble our consciences and wreak merry havoc with the orderly conduct of our political
affairs. History will have to make something of him: his interventions have been too
important to be dismissed by our political brewers as mere irrelevant froth. But what?
That is the question.
Perhaps we should begin by telling the world what Nicky Hager is not. Prime Ministerial
judgements notwithstanding, he is not “a screaming left-wing conspiracy-theorist”.
Hager has never, is not, and never will be some sort of avatar of the “left-wing”. He has
far too refined a moral sense to be the representative of anything so fractious and
morally compromised as the New Zealand Left. Indeed, most left-wingers have little
patience for individuals so weighed down by self-imposed scruples. The preferred leftwing soldier is as reluctant to question the ethics of the party-line as Hager is eager to
challenge them. Revolutionary bread is typically made from much more coarsely-ground
flour.
Nor does Hager scream. His mode of address is invariably polite and carefully measured.
Softly-spoken and slow to take offence, Hager is actually the perfect foil for the genuine
screamers of the public sphere. These latter cannot abide the fact that Hager is able to
inflict so much damage to their cause while speaking in tones of such sweet
reasonableness. One imagines their camera lenses, microphones and keyboards flecked
with spittle – so great is the rage which he inspires.
Of all the epithets hurled at Hager, by far the most common is that he is a “conspiracy
theorist”. I recently heard one of Jim Mora’s panellists, a woman who I would wager has
never read a single one of his books, dismiss him as “a grassy-knoll fantasist”. I was
surprised she didn’t add that he was generally to be found sporting a jaunty tin-foil hat!
Methinks the lady – and all those others so quick to dismiss Hager’s work as the rantings
of a demented conspiracy theorist – doth protest too much. Such people cannot easily
accept that what they happily acknowledge as the truth of things may be something else
entirely. That the “official” story is, as often as not, a tissue of lies. Or, that the eruptions
of mendacity which periodically disturb the placid surface of public life are anything other
than unfortunate accidents: cock-ups – not conspiracies. Hager’s books, so meticulously
researched and footnoted, so weighed down with names and dates and places, render
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the cock-up theory unusable by these poor souls, forcing them to focus on facts as
uncomfortable as they are irrefutable. Unsurprisingly, he is not thanked for doing so.
Even more upset, however, are the people whose hidden machinations (conspiracies if
you like the word better) Hager exposes. Once again, this is hardly surprising. Whether it
be the people behind the Echelon spy system; the timber company with its eyes on the
native forests of the West Coast; a Labour prime minister who’d neglected to alert the
country to the accidental release of genetically-engineered corn; the National Party
strategists behind Dr Don Brash’s bid to complete the neoliberal revolution; the New
Zealand Defence Force’s strenuous efforts to re-attach New Zealand’s pinky finger to the
Anglo-Saxon fist; or, All The Prime Minister’s Men’s e-mail communications with
Cameron Slater: these are people who would have preferred their words and deeds to
have remained hidden from the public gaze. “Conspiracy theorist!”, in the mouths of such
individuals is not a revelation, it’s a diversion.
So what has Hager done? In historical terms, he has taught us how to read the actions of
those who wield power over and around us in the twenty-first century. Since the
publication of his first book, Secret Power, in 1996, Hager has shown us things our
leaders would rather we hadn’t seen. He’s taught us to challenge the official media
releases; to question the news stories; and to understand the truth of British Prime
Minister Benjamin Disraeli’s (1804-1881) disturbing observation that: “The world is
governed by very different personages from what is imagined by those who are not
behind the scenes.”
Hager is one of that rare breed of men with whom even History is uncomfortable. He
represents neither class nor creed; is the servant of neither political party nor economic
interest. He comes to us out of storms of malice, steering his fragile little boat of truth
across a raging sea of lies. In the words of one of the nineteenth century’s greatest
historians, Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881) Nicky Hager is proof that:
“In the true Literary Man there is thus ever, acknowledged or not by the world, a
sacredness: he is the light of the world; the world’s Priest – guiding it, like a sacred Pillar
of Fire, in its dark pilgrimage through the waste of Time.”

http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/27/what-is-nicky-hager/
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Andrew Geddis (Pundit): The "Dirty Politics" stories - where are we?
The Dirty Politics brushfire is starting to dampen down. Time to rake over the
ashes and see what got left behind.
As I stated in my post on Dirty Politics, the most important question that it raises for me is
what sort of politics and political behaviour are we prepared to accept in our country?
That's a big issue. It involves sub-questions about how we got to where we are in respect
of our current political culture; what role media changes play in facilitating that culture;
what can and should the law do in terms of controlling how the "political game" is played;
and the like.
These sorts of matters go far beyond the "who said what to whom and when?" questions
that have dominated in the wake of the book's appearance. It's not really surprising that
these latter issues have been the focus of attention - you can't release a book a few
weeks out from an election containing trenchant criticisms of some of the current
Government's members and expect that opposition MPs and the media will look beyond
these to the "big picture". But I still think that picture matters far more than what happens
in September. Which is why I and some colleagues from Otago will be looking at it in
some depth next Friday in an event which I am shamelessly teasing you with now while
promising a full announcement later this week. So stay tuned!
Before then, however, I want to give my take on where we have got to with the various
specific accusations/allegations of wrongdoing raised in Dirty Politics. In part, that's
because I get the feeling that the fierce heat of the story has burned through (although
the embers will glow on for some time yet), which means that it's a good time to pause
and take stock. Also, for all that I think that Dirty Politicsmatters far beyond September
20, it still raises some issues of accountability that need addressing. If wrong has indeed
been done, then consequences should follow.
That then leaves the small matter of chewing through all the specific issues raised in the
book and deciding which ones "matter". Some seem to have not cut through at all - such
as the somewhat cryptic story in the footnotes about a certain blogger whom we're going
back to not naming being able to influence which jail a prisoner was housed in. Others
may be just starting to emerge, such as the alleged influence that various individuals had
over the National Party selection process in Rodney (and perhaps further afield).
However, Tim has given his list of the "Big Three" charges contained in the
book: accessing Labour's computer; releasing Simon Pleasants' details; and the SIS and
other OIA requests being released for political ends. These seem to me to be the right
ones to look at for now.
First of all, the accessing of Labour's computer by at least two National Party operatives.
I don't think that where we've got to with this issue matters that much, and certainly it falls
short of the "New Zealand's Watergate" tag originally attached to it.
For one thing, I don't get the feeling that the public see this as anything other than interparty game-playing that has little to do with them. Sure, it may have been "sharp
practice" by National, and other parties may display a more developed ethical approach,
but given that we view politicians as worse than real estate agents there's nothing
particularly surprising about them living down to our expectations.
Now, I take on board Tim's argument (made here) that:
Not much shocks me in politics and I'm usually loathe to offer personal judgment on party
political issues. But if a New Zealand Prime Minister is really telling me that it's "fair
enough" for one of his senior staff to go unauthorised and secretly into any website,
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however open, and take the personal data of ordinary New Zealanders, then I am
shocked. That, according to my moral compass, is certainly not OK.
So if it transpires that Jason Ede (or the unnamed National Party IT geek) did more than
poke about, then this may gain legs again.
Furthermore, if the Police decide after reviewing matters that accessing Labour's
computer system involved criminal activity - a matter that has been subject to some
puzzled legal headscratching - then that moves matters to whole different level. Absent
such developments, however, I think that the simple reveal that Jason Ede was having a
look around Labour's computer system at the same time as a blogger whom we don't
name was taking data from it is one that will pass by without much of a wake.
The second matter, Judith Collins releasing Simon Pleasants' details,is a big deal. In fact,
it astounds me that she still remains a Minister of the Crown - much less Minister of
Justice - after having admitted that she did so.
Let's take the best case scenario for her (while noting that her (as well as a certain
blogger whom we don't name) failure to provide any evidence to confirm this scenario is
... unusual, to put it mildly). Collins claims that she didn't "out" Pleasants as a suspected
leaker, because the blogger whom we do not name already knew Pleasants' name from
somewhere else. Therefore, she simply passed on his job title (as well as his direct dial
and cellphone number, of course, but there we are).
Even given this account, how can she stay as a Minister? Exactly what did she think was
going to happen with the information she passed on? That there then would be a
nuanced on-line discussion of public service ethics and the role that leaking ought to
play in enhancing government accountability? Of course not - she knew that the blogger
whom we do not name planned one of his "hits" on Pleasants. And as a result of that
"hit", there were death threats issued against Mr Pleasants and his family.
I accept that Collins probably didn't foresee exactly this outcome, and certainly didn't
condone it. But that's not the point. She was complicit in what happened, in that she
made a conscious choice to participate in events that precipitated death threats against a
public servant and his family!!!!
[Quick note at this point to John Key. Yes, I agree with you that your "daughter should be
off limits in any criticism of [you] as Prime Minister." I'd go further and say that it is simply
not acceptable to pen lyrics to a song that fantasize about shooting you. But I'd also note
that the comments in the blog post that your Minister fed information to contained threats
to kill both Mr Pleasants and his family - "Ah fuck it. Shoot him, and shoot his wife and
kids if they can't be bothered to pay for the bullet" - so take your feelings about having
your daughter dragged into your political world and have a think about what it must have
been like for Mr Pleasants and his family when judging whether Collins was simply
"unwise" in her actions.]
Because here is the bare minimum acceptable response that Collins should have given
to the blogger concerned: "Sorry, you know I can't help with that." A better response
would have been "Sorry, you know I can't help with that, and you really should be careful
before throwing these allegations around." And best of all would be to pick up the phone
to tell Nathan Guy and/or the State Services Commission that a public servant from
Internal Affairs was going to be publicly outed as a potential leaker.
But no. She decided she wanted to take part in the game that the blogger we don't name
revels in. That action had consequences ... but not for her, apparently. That's despite
the Cabinet Manual stating that:
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In all [their] roles and at all times, Ministers are expected to act lawfully and to behave in
a way that upholds, and is seen to uphold, the highest ethical standards. Ultimately,
Ministers are accountable to the Prime Minister for their behaviour.
Yes. Ultimately, Ministers are accountable to the Prime Minister for their behaviour. Or
not.
OK, enough on that. The third issue is the SIS and other OIA requests being released for
political ends. I'll leave aside the "other OIA requests" point, because this post is getting
long enough. But I will say that there is a real problem with how official information gets
treated in New Zealand, which (ironically) feeds into the particular issue of the SIS
information release. Put simply, journalists and others are so used to being screwed
around when they ask for information that when this actually gets provided in a timely
fashion, the immediate suspicion is that there's a partisan political motive for doing so.
Starting at the top, I'm going to go out on a limb here and say that I believe John Key
when he says he personally didn't know that the Phil Goff briefing paper was going to be
released to the blogger whom we don't name. I know there's lots of tape of him saying "I
was informed", but I actually accept that in Wellington a Minister's office is interchangable
with a Minister as an individual. And I simply do not believe that Key would paint himself
into a corner where if it can ever be shown that he was personally informed of the release
before it went out, he would have no option but to resign as PM. Because that's the place
that his denials have put him in now.
That doesn't mean Key is completely off the hook. The fact that something as important
as this briefing note went out without him being told speaks volumes about the hands-off
way he seemed to run his department at that time. Remember back to the whole GCSB
spying on New Zealanders issue and the Kitteridge Report on what went wrong? Well,
back then criticisms were levelled at Key alongthe lines of:
it is not just the GCSB that has exhausted the public’s confidence over its illegal
operations but also his irresponsible style of ministerial oversight. As such, the Prime
Minister is part of the GCSB’s problem and not part of the solution.
So if Key didn't know about the release of the briefing notes, then this seems to be
consistent with just those sorts of accusations. He didn't know - because he was so slack
in how he oversaw what the SIS/GCSB were doing that he let important things happen
without his involvement. Which gets him out of one hole by putting him into another.
Furthermore, even if Key didn't know what was happening with the OIA for Goff's briefing
notes, someone (or some people) in his office did. And the evidence seems pretty
incontrovertable to me that someone from that office was telling a certain blogger whom
we don't name all about it.
Let's accept that this certain blogger we don't name somehow was smart enough to
swiftly leap in with an OIA request to the SIS that just happened to ask for exactly the
information most damaging to Goff. We'll give him that credit as an act of charity. We're
then expected to believe that this person (based on his correspondence with others as
the OIA was being processed):
•
•
•

Accurately predicted that the SIS would declassify the briefing notes, so as to
make them available publicly;
Accurately predicted that the SIS was expediting his OIA request on a "public
interest" basis;
Accurately predicted that the information that was coming would be "explosive"
and extremely damaging to Goff;
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Accurately predicted the day that the OIA information would arrive, despite this
release occuring far more quickly than other OIA releases from the SIS.

Or, alternatively, we may believe that he was being informed all the way along as to what
was happening with his request and what he'd be getting back from the SIS. And given
the choice between a conspiracy and five random acts of luck, I'm going to go with the
conspiracy in this particular case, thanks very much.
Now, whether we find out exactly what happened here depends on what the InspectorGeneral of Intelligence and Security uncovers in her investigation into the matter. I have
absolute faith and confidence in that person, Cheryl Gwyn, to act in an honourable and
proper fashion. But here's my concern.
Under the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security Act 1996,s.11, the InspectorGeneral can make inquiries into the activities of "an intelligence and security agency".
But I'll bet a large amount of money that any collusion with a blogger whom we do not
name about his OIA request did not come from the SIS. It will have been someone in the
PM's office that was involved. Which is not "an intelligence and security agency" under
the legislation.
So, the terms of reference for the Inspector-General's inquiry then become very, very
interesting. Can she actually look at the thing that needs looking at? In the press
release about the inquiry, we're told that it:
will consider whether:
• the NZSIS acted properly and within the law (including its statutory obligation of political
neutrality) when it considered and responded to an Official Information Act request from
Mr Slater in July and August 2011;
• the documents released to Mr Slater were properly declassified; and
• other requests for similar information were treated in a manner consistent with the
treatment of Mr Slater’s request.
These obviously are important issues (especially the last one). But they don't appear to
cover the most important question. What did the Prime Minister's Office (which is,
remember, the equivalent of the Prime Minister himself) have to do with feeding
information about the SIS's briefing to Goff to a certain blogger whom we don't name?

http://www.pundit.co.nz/content/the-dirty-politics-stories-where-are-we
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TVNZ: Nicky Hager says book soured Nats relations with blogger
Published: 10:40PM Wednesday August 27, 2014 Source: ONE News
Nicky Hager believes his book Dirty Politics has put an end to the close
relationship between some National Party politicians and blogger Cameron
Slater.
The author made his first public appearance two weeks after his book caused
a media sensation by revealing what goes on behind New Zealand's political
facade.
Mr Hager used hacked emails to allege in his book that National Party figures
were working with Cameron Slater to smear political opponents on his Whale
Oil website.
Speaking in Mount Eden tonight, Hager says while it isn't the ideal way to
source information, leaking has its time and place.
"There has been a heightened level of personal attack in politics and the
National Party appears to rise above," he told the audience of around 400
which included Kim Dotcom.
"Opposition political parties have been experiencing smears and attacks
which have been orchestrated using tricks developed by the National Party
over the last eight years".
He says he believes the relationship between some members of the National
Party and Mr Slater have soured since the book's publication.
"Leaders are held above the dirty politics and contract-out at arms length the
people digging up the dirt," he says.
Mr Hager claimed in his book that Judith Collins collaborated with Mr Slater to
bring damning accusations against the opposition.
Mr Hager says Mr Slater was "used" by the National Party to air the dirt.
He alleges in the book that covert smear tactics were happening at the
National Party's highest levels, including Mr Key's office.
He says the fact that Mr Key hasn't taken action over any of the allegations
made in the book is "striking".
Mr Slater alleges that Kim Dotcom organised the hacking of his website to
which Mr Dotcom denies.
More than a-third of people who took part in TVNZ's Vote Compass survey
say Mr Hager's book has affected their decision on who to vote for in varying
degrees.
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Mr Hager says he expects more damning information to be released by the
Twitter account Whaledump but in the meantime, he will continue to lap up
public attention from Dirty Politics.
"I can't walk down the street without someone stopping me to talk about the
book," he said.
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/nicky-hager-says-book-soured-natsrelations-blogger-6065991
TVNZ: More Dirty Politics revelations expected
Published: 5:03AM Thursday August 28, 2014 Source: ONE News
The break in the flow of information at the heart of the Dirty Politics
revelations may soon be over, one of the key players has indicated.
Speaking at a public meeting in Auckland last night, author Nicky Hager says
he expects more damning information to be released from the twitter account
Whale Dump.
Mr Hager believes his book has put an end to the close relationship between
some National Party politicians and blogger Cameron Slater.
Mr Hager says Mr Slater was "used" by the National Party to air the dirt. He
says the fact Prime Minister John Key hasn't taken action over any of the
allegations made in the book is striking.
The author made his public appearance two weeks after his book caused a
media sensation by alleging in his book that National Party figures were
working with Mr Slater to smear political opponents on his Whale Oil website.
Mr Hager said while it isn't the ideal way to source information, leaking has its
time and place.
"Opposition political parties have been experiencing smears and attacks
which have been orchestrated using tricks developed by the National Party
over the last eight years."
More than a third of people who took part in TVNZ's Vote Compass survey
say Mr Hager's book has affected their decision on who to vote for in varying
degrees.
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/more-dirty-politics-revelations-expected6066019
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Karl du Fresne (Stuff): Dealers in dirt betray a nation’s trust
Last updated 13:31 27/08/2014
Are you disgusted by what's going on in politics? I am. We all should be.
Everything about the Dirty Politics affair is appalling. Let's start with Cameron
Slater.
I fully understood the angry reaction to his headline "Feral dies in Greymouth,
did world a favour" after a West Coast man was killed in a car that was
allegedly trying to escape the police.
Slater wasn't to know that the dead man's family had already lost three other
sons in accidents, including one in the Pike River explosion. But anyone with
a modicum of sensitivity would have realised that even in the unlikely event
that the man deserved to be compared to an animal pest, a family would be
grieving. A cruel and gratuitous taunt wasn't going to help.
Someone was supposedly so offended that they hacked into Slater's emails.
At least that's the explanation put forward for the leaked material on which
author Nicky Hager based his book Dirty Politics. So you could say it was
poetic justice that the "feral" post has caused such discomfort for the
government. (Less so for Slater himself, I suspect; I think part of him relishes
the notoriety.)
Only thing is, I'm not sure I buy the explanation about how Hager came into
possession of the emails, any more than I bought his claim years ago that
several National Party sources independently and simultaneously supplied
him with a wodge of emails relating to Don Brash's meetings with the
Exclusive Brethren.
National Party people, leaking to a known left-winger at the expense of their
own party? It seemed highly improbable then and it still seems improbable
now.
What makes me suspicious is that whoever hacked Slater's emails is now
drip-feeding them on Twitter in a carefully phased operation obviously
calculated to cause maximum political damage. As TV3 political editor Patrick
Gower has pointed out, that requires someone with a high degree of political
and media savvy.
Suspicion has fallen on Kim Dotcom (hardly surprising, given that he boasted
at the weekend about hacking the German prime minister's credit rating), but
both Dotcom and Hager strenuously deny his involvement.
Whoever's responsible, it's looking less and less like the work of someone
who spontaneously attacked Slater's email account out of anger at the "feral"
headline, and more like an example of the political "black ops" that Hager
supposedly despises.
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Hager's role in the affair has largely escaped critical scrutiny. He has been a
strident critic of clandestine surveillance of private communications in the past
- indeed, wrote a book about it. Yet here he is, using stolen emails to write a
book whose publication is timed to derail a party he obviously opposes.
He apparently made no effort to corroborate his information, as a responsible
journalist would do, yet he insists on calling himself a journalist because it
conveys the erroneous impression that he's even-handed and has no political
agenda.
In my opinion Hager's double standard - one rule for intelligence agencies,
another for him - is contemptible. Yet the media have largely allowed him to
claim the moral high ground.
Ah yes, the media. To be fair, the press could hardly ignore Hager's book.
Reporters would have been remiss if they hadn't asked hard questions of
John Key, as Radio New Zealand's Guyon Espiner did on Morning Report.
Key has rarely, if ever, sounded less comfortable.
But sometimes the media get so excited that the chase itself becomes the
story. Even Fairfax political reporter Andrea Vance wondered on television at
the weekend whether, in their frenzied pursuit of the Dirty Politics story,
journalists had done the public a disservice by largely ignoring other important
election issues.
What we don't know (or didn't at the time of writing) is whether the media
firestorm has swung support away from the government or had any impact on
the undecided voter. Many people quickly lose interest in what they regard as
Beltway issues and tune out.
Finally, what about the government's performance? That brings me back to
the D-word.
As irritating as Hager's sanctimony is, we are left with the disgusting reality
that he has exposed government involvement in sleazy smear campaigns and
machinations of a type that Richard Nixon would have approved. The political
process, which has traditionally been remarkably clean in New Zealand, has
been tainted.
Almost as objectionable was the prime minister's dissembling and
evasiveness as he tried unconvincingly, day after day, to defend his
indefensible justice minister, whom he should have sacked at the outset, and
his bland pretence that despite the billowing clouds of smoke, there was no
fire.
Key is partly right when he says the election has been stolen from us, but he
needs only to look over his shoulder to see the people responsible.
The irony is that two weeks ago, he had this election virtually in the bag. If
National loses, it will have only its own hubris to blame.
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http://www.stuff.co.nz/nelson-mail/opinion/10429421/Dealers-in-dirt-betray-anation-s-trust
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Barry Soper (Newstalk ZB): Collins just keeps digging
28 August 2014 6:00 a.m.
It's an occupational hazard for politicians. At some stage in their career they
find themselves in a hole, the secret is to know when to stop digging but for
most the spade keeps shoveling the dirt and there's no escape route.
So there's Judith crushed Collins, keeping her distance from the media after
her buddy Cam the belligerent man Slater's pinched emails became his dirty
linen.
Most of the stuff in election spoiler Nicky Hager's book is salacious tittle tattle,
who's doing what to whom and who's paying.
Collins was certainly engaging in with her old buddy but as Justice Minister,
passing on the details of a public servant who was suspected of tipping off
Labour about the Dipton Drawler Bill English's housing allowance, wasn't the
wisest thing to do.
But it's not unknown for politicians to plant the good oil in the media's ear,
hoping it'll get a run. With bloggers that's virtually assured as there's not the
same filtering process.
For Collins' political opponents it was the crime of the century with the holier
than thou Kermits complaining to the Privacy Commissioner. The custodian of
our secrets isn't taking up the case though because the complaint didn't come
from the public servant himself, even though he was the subject of the cyber
bullying that Collins has so publicly railed against.
So she was already in the hole and she was about to make it deeper, claiming
she'd been cleared by the Commissioner.
This woman who's shunned and attacked the media relentlessly since they
yapped at her heels for her unwise dinner with Oravida bosses in Beijing,
relied on the media who she claimed has been reporting she had in fact been
cleared.
Within an hour she had her spin doctor issuing a statement saying she'd
misinterpreted the media reports and was incorrect in her assumption.
For her this year's certainly been an annus horribilis and if the Tories lose the
election the hole for her will just get that much deeper. If they win she'll be
hoping it can be filled in with Cam Slater at the bottom of it!
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/opinion/soapbox-28-august-2014collins-keeps-digging
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TV3: Whale Oil back in NZ, will speak to police
Thursday 28 Aug 2014 8:57 a.m.
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater has arrived back in New Zealand, and will
speak to police today about an anonymous hacker accessing his emails.
Since Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics was released two weeks ago, Slater
has been in Israel as a guest of the Israeli government.
The book was based on thousands of Slater's emails and documents, which
were given to Mr Hager by a hacker.
Some of the emails were then released in full via a Twitter account,
@whaledump.
The book claims Justice Minister Judith Collins gave Slater private information
about a public servant, who later received death threats.
Slater has claimed internet millionaire Kim Dotcom is behind the hacking,
citing a series of text messages Dotcom sent to his former personal protection
manager, Wayne Tempero.
According to Slater, one of the texts read: "We have been collecting evidence
and witnesses for 3 months. I hired professionals to get me information."
Dotcom has denied the hacking claims.
Ms Collins has been under intense scrutiny, with Labour and the Greens
demanding her immediate dismissal.
The latest 3 News-Reid Research poll shows 63 percent of voters think Ms
Collins should stand down.
http://www.3news.co.nz/nznews/whale-oil-back-in-nz-will-speak-to-police2014082808
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Julie Christie (Herald): Julie Christie: Muck raking will draw a backlash
8:34 AM Thursday Aug 28, 2014
It's hard to believe it's almost three years since Richie McCawesome and his
boys held the fate of John Key's Government in their hands.
Just 34 days before the 2011 general election, there was fear that the French
would rob us yet again, and that the wrong World Cup result would mean an
anti-government backlash and an election loss for the Nats.
The 8-7 victory brought the Nats closer to a return to power that day. It also
made the country feel good about itself.
But a country that feels proud of itself gives, to quote my late mother, "those
who like the sound of their own voices" nothing to talk about. It's a political
reporter's job to find dirt that may derail the frontrunner. A conspiracy theory is
always preferable to a World Cup loss. Note to Nats, make sure the next
America's Cup campaign is nowhere near an election!
Such an election-busting conspiracy theory has conveniently reared its head
prior to every election since 1996. Again this year the conspiracists, plural (no
one thinks that book was the work of one man, do they?), get to savour their
moment knowing this close to an election no one will sue. Those who feel
wronged won't even risk screaming very loudly. So the author feels no risk in
forgetting to ask for the other side of the story from those accused, before
publishing a book.
At the same time, our most embarrassing resident continues to buy friends
and political allies, espouse his desire to topple the Government of a country
of which he's not even a citizen, and get away with threatening our
entertainment industries by referring to his making money receiving and onselling goods as "file-sharing".
The polls lead us to believe 65 per cent (Herald, August 22) of New
Zealanders want John Key as our PM. He's a girl's boy. He's charming, looks
like he'd be lots of fun at the dinner table. His teenage kids have probably
given him headaches. He doesn't pretend to be perfect, has never been an
academic and doesn't need the job. And we've outgrown our petty dislike of
self-made success stories ... well, most of us.
But you'd never cast our PM in a reality TV show; he doesn't have the
American trait of verbalising every thought. He ain't no Kardashian. He
doesn't appear to cry, fight, swear, scream or backstab nearly easily enough
for TV. What you see on the TV screen is what you get. He'd be the world's
greatest actor if another person altogether had been hiding inside JK since he
took the top job in 2006.
If you want festering conspiracies, corruption and a nation that's really
disenchanted you need go no further than SkyNews Channel 85 where
excellent political reporting lays bare the pitiful soap opera that is Australian
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politics. It's a great watch, mostly because you can thank the lord that's not
us.
Right now, we feel like the lucky country while our closest neighbour
flounders. The annual survey of the world's 25 best governments
(viewfromseven.wordpress.com) places us fifth and scores us an A, based on
these values: voice and accountability, rule of law, control of corruption,
regulatory quality, government effectiveness and political stability.
Australians tell me New Zealand's political stability is the key to our regional
success story.
The real backlash for the conspiracists could be that the latest dramas do little
more than ensure a lot more right-leaning voters turn up at the polls out of
sheer fear we could end up like the Aussies if they don't. The complacency
has gone for National voters, along with the assumption their team is a shooin. They will likely now vote in greater numbers than ever.
I don't think that's what the less cock-eyed conspiracists thought when they
set out to change a Government.
Julie Christie is an Auckland-based former journalist and media entrepreneur.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/opinion/news/article.cfm?c_id=466&objectid=11315
418
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Stuff: MP considers legal action against Nicky Hager
Last updated 05:00 28/08/2014
Rodney MP Mark Mitchell is likely to take legal action over Nicky Hager's
book Dirty Politics.
The National MP says he is considering taking a defamation case after the
September 20 election.
"Someone needs to be held accountable," he said.
Hager's book is based extensively on emails between National Party people
and right wing commentators, especially Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater
and political strategist Simon Lusk.
Mitchell said none of his own emails feature.
But a section of the book alleges Slater and Lusk were involved in the Rodney
National Party candidate selection process - purportedly backing Mitchell.
The 46-year-old is unhappy with the inference and said the selection process
is much more thorough than what the book suggests.
The section where he features is "full of speculation and misrepresentation",
he said.
Rodney National Party electorate chairwoman Jennie Georgetti said the
selection process is democratic with a very detailed set of rules and
guidelines.
"Rodney delegates make their decisions based on one-on-one meetings and
three meet-the-candidate debates," she said.
"To suggest any of us were influenced by a blog that few people had heard of
in 2011 and a second person we have never heard of is both insulting and
ridiculous."
Mitchell said he's concentrating for now on his election campaign.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10429236/MP-considers-legal-actionagainst-Nicky-Hager
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Tim Watkin (Pundit): If this was Labour we'd be calling it a mess
National's campaign strategy is starting to look shakey, and it's as much to do
with the economy and discipline as Dirty Politics
John Key has been relying more than usual on the scripted spin when it
comes to defending his administration after the revelations in Nicky Hager's
Dirty Politics, one of his most popular being that Hager's claims were
"dissolving before his eyes". But instead, the claims have stacked up and it's
National's famed discipline that's fading.
A 3News-Reid Research poll tonight will start to give us a clearer idea about
the impact of Hager's book on voters' trust in National. But while the news is
very much of the moment, the impact on voters may be more slow-burning.
The three specific points I've focussed on in previous posts (accessing
Labour's computer, releasing Simon Pleasants' details and the SIS and other
OIA requests being released for political ends) are reasons for serious
concern, but I suspect the issue may end up being more a corrosive than
explosive when it comes to voter support. Although how quickly the corrosion
will set in it's impossible to say. That, in large part, will depend on surrounding
factors.
The thing is, those surrounding factors aren't looking good for National this
week.
It's easy to get caught up in the daily news cycle, but step back for a moment
and look at what National's facing this week outside Dirty Politics. First,
economists have said the economy has "peaked" and at a Queenstown
debate last night English accepted that.
That doesn't mean we're in decline, but rather that growth is slowing. That,
according to Shamubeel Eaqub, includes wage growth. And given just over
half of New Zealanders got a pay rise in the past year, it's going to worry
many that the fruits of recovery may have passed them by already.
On the same day John Key faced a protest from a group of people (almost) all
New Zealanders ache for -- the families of those who died in the Pike River
mine explosion. On its own, the government's failure to get into the mine
might be considered understandable given the risks and the decisions being
made by Solid Energy. But seeing the families' frustration and in the context
of Cameron Slater's "feral" comments, it's bad optics for Key, as those in the
spin business might say.
You've got National all over the place on tax cuts -- with English dampening
expectations at every turn and Key insisting he does have a few lollies in his
pockets if we just agree to go with him. It may be a hurriedly arranged
distraction from the Hager claims, but it looks like the party's leaders can't
make up their mind. And when you're basing your election campaign on a
"don't change boats mid-stream" strategy it's rather off-message.
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Then you've got the dark cloud of Judith Collins hanging over everything
National does and another mistake from her in the past 12 hours, where she
relied on "media reports" when she claimed to have been cleared by the
Privacy Commissioner on the Pleasants matter, only to have to conceed that
the Commissioner is simply refusing to investigate. Which isn't, obviously, the
same as being cleared.
And while we're about it, English also said in Queenstown that he did not
"condone" Jason Ede accessing Labour's website. That's directly at odds with
Key's comment that it was "fair enough". That's something that could get a lot
more play today.
Put all that together and frankly, it's a mess for National. On their own, such
stories can be put down to the unavoidable rough and tumble of the campaign
but the worry for the party's strategists will be if there's a cumulative impact.
If it was Labour we'd be saying 'here we go again'. National's track record of
discipline means commentators are slower to point out the mess when it
appears, assuming it's a blip rather than a trend.
But that's now for National to prove one way or another. Momentum heading
into the final fortnight is crucial, and the fact is National doesn't have it. Is its
campaign plan "dissolving" or can its leadership get back on track?
http://www.pundit.co.nz/content/if-this-was-labour-wed-be-calling-it-a-mess
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Scott Yorke (Imperator Fish): Positive!
This election campaign may well go down in history as the dirtiest ever.
The revelations in Nicky Hager’s book Dirty Politics should shock all rightminded people. We have reached a new low when a minister of the Crown
leaks the personal details of a civil servant, and when the Prime Minister
refuses to take any action in response.
It is pretty clear that senior figures within the National Party are responsible
for some of the poisonous filth being spread about by the likes of Cameron
Slater. Judith Collins is Slater’s friend, and John Key phones him regularly.
But it’s not just people on the right behaving disgracefully. We should all
agree that it’s totally unacceptable for anyone to sing about killing the Prime
Minister and having sex with his daughter.
The ad hominem attacks need to end, and the threats of violence need to
stop. We all need to calm down, take a deep breath, and focus on the issues.
My plea is that everyone involved in the election campaign, whether on the
left or the right, takes in this message. Political debate should be respectful
and constructive, and we shouldn’t have to resort to name-calling to get our
points across.
It doesn’t matter that our opponents on the right are either poisonous Tory
scum or delusional and disgusting libertarians. They are. But let’s put that
aside and focus on the issues that matter to people.
Surely the biggest issue facing the public this election is the way in which this
fascistic administration intends to smash our fragile democracy, destroy our
economy, and sell our public assets on the cheap to its rich mates, those fat
and parasitic capitalist vampires who would like nothing more than to feast on
the lifeblood of the working classes.
So let’s focus on that issue, instead of engaging in hyperbole.
If we spend the entire election campaign throwing mud at our opponents, we’ll
never be able to convince the public that our ideas are better than the other
lot’s. Instead the voters will give those spiteful shits another three years to
ruin, rape and pillage our country. Our opponents are evil people, and
although killing would be too good for most of them, we have to accept the
fact that the Crimes Act makes threatening these odious monsters with a
painful and prolonged death a very bad idea indeed. So let’s agree that we
can’t exterminate them all. Yet.
I’m sure our opponents are good decent people who just want the best for
New Zealand, or at least some of them are, although I’ve never met one I
didn’t want to spit on. So let’s not poison our political discourse with abusive
language. The people of New Zealand are being turned off by dirty politics
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and they want to see a clean race. It shouldn’t be too much of an ask for us to
rein in our emotions, at least until the election is over. Let’s fight hard but fair,
and keep to ourselves what we really think about that pack of right-wing
pustules exploding from the arse-end of the body politic. They are despicable
people with despicable ideals, and the very thought of these traitorous
maggots infesting the government benches fills me with an urge to commit
acts of extreme violence.
So let’s agree to calm it all down. Let’s play the ball, not the man, even if the
man deserves to be kicked in the nuts good and hard on account of his
disgusting views, his offensive odours, and his unpleasant wife and ugly
children.
I’m going to do everything I can to focus only on policy. Let’s talk about jobs,
the economy, and the environment for a change. If we do that the public will
see for themselves that we have all the answers, and that our opponents are
all scum who deserve to be horsewhipped through the main streets of our
biggest cities and towns while being pelted with manure.
If we on the left can present a compelling argument why our vision for a future
New Zealand is a better one, the voters might just give our team a chance.
And if that doesn’t work, lets gather a mob, get our pitchforks out of storage,
and drive these Natzis out of office.
http://imperatorfish.com/2014/08/27/positive/
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David Fisher (Herald): Chief Ombudsman to probe ministerial offices
11:27 AM Wednesday Aug 27, 2014
The Chief Ombudsman will launch an investigation into the way the Official
Information Act is being used after the election and will include a probe into
ministerial offices as part of the inquiry.
The probe comes in the wake of Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics and
questions over OIA information provided to Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater.
Chief Ombudsman Dame Beverley Wakem said issues which would be
examined included government departments having to seek "sign off" from
their ministers before releasing information when there was no reason to do
so.
She said there was "excessive reference upwards for approval" to release
information when there was no good reason for doing so.
The Act was intended to increase Government and ministers' accountability to
the public while allowing citizens to have a greater input into decision-making.
It was passed in 1982, came into force two years later and has now been
operating for 30 years.
Dame Beverley, who did not want to comment on Hager's book, said issues
before the Office of the Ombudsman raised concerns about the capacity to
handle requests and policies used by departments, rather than any alleged
rorting of the system. "I haven't observed anything sinister.
"I have observed unnecessary steps and referrals upwards. I have heard of at
least five layers of approval before something can be released. That's
absurd."
She said the unnecessary upwards delays included referrals to ministers for
approval to release information. There were also offices which had "delayed
things beyond what is reasonable" while others did "incredibly well".
"There's actually fundamentally nothing wrong with the Act. What is wrong is
the execution.
"It is people's understanding of the act and understanding of how to use it."
She said many public service staff with expertise in the Act had been "rinsed"
out of the system. She said there was an impact on staff with experience "if
there's not very many of them left doing this" and they received a heavy load
of requests each day.
Dame Beverley -- a former Radio NZ chief executive -- pointed to the public
service sinking lid, saying "there's only so much blood out of a stone".
She said the office, which had previously told select committees it was cashstrapped, was "approaching having enough money".
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In the past two years, she said extra resources had gone into training for
public service staff with positive effect.
Dame Beverley, who is president of the International Ombudsman Institute,
said she had been tempted to publish a league table of best-to-worst
agencies, as other bodies did abroad.
"We haven't resorted to that in New Zealand but each day that goes by it
becomes more tempting." She said the framework of the inquiry had been
completed and it would be launched in the next few months.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11314977
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No Right Turn: About time
The Chief Ombudsman will be conducting an inquiry postelection on the general handling of OIA requests:
Chief Ombudsman Dame Beverley Wakem said issues which would
be examined included government departments having to seek
"sign off" from their ministers before releasing information when
there was no reason to do so.
[...]
"I have observed unnecessary steps and referrals upwards. I have
heard of at least five layers of approval before something can be
released. That's absurd."
She said the unnecessary upwards delays included referrals to
ministers for approval to release information. There were also
offices which had "delayed things beyond what is reasonable" while
others did "incredibly well".
Good. Its become increasingly apparent that there are problems,
particularly around Ministerial control-freakery and abuse of the "no
surprises" policy. And this is resulting in delays and information
being withheld. I've got a complaint in ATM about the SSC's election
period OIA guidance, which is basically "delay everything for
referral to the Minister", and while it has all the appropriate
caveats around ensuring that requests are responded to in a timely
manner and not delaying responses simply because the information
is embarrassing to a government facing an election, the practical
effect (as observed on FYI) is that any remotely controversial
request is delayed until (conveniently) the first working day after
the election.
OTOH, she's explicitly not looking at rorting of the system, as
seen here, or in the case of Cameron Slater's now-infamous OIA
request to the SIS. Which seems to be a major gap in the inquiry.
Shouldn't Ministerial bias in application of the law be examined too?
http://norightturn.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/about-time.html
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Mike Wesley-Smith (TV3): Poll shows drop in Collins support
Wednesday 27 Aug 2014 11:38 p.m.
Justice Minister Judith Collins has Prime Minister John Key's backing, but the
latest 3 News poll shows almost two thirds of voters believe Ms Collins should
no longer be a minister.
She was singing her praises at a debate in her Papakura electorate tonight,
but the poll suggests that 63 percent of voters believe Mr Key should sack
her.
It comes in the wake of the Dirty Politics revelations which have seen
National's support dented and surprising gains for politics great rebounder.
As Mike Wesley-Smith reports, Ms Collins appeared at the Papakura
electorate debate tonight calm and confident.
Watch the full report.
http://www.3news.co.nz/tvshows/paulhenryshow/latest-poll-result-calling-forcollins-resignation-2014082723

NZ Politics Daily: 27 August 2014
Dirty Politics
Anne Salmond (Herald): Royal commission needed to clean up dirty politics
Corin Dann (TVNZ): Dirty Politics should add spice to TV debate
Stuff: Cunliffe: New Zealand's grubbiest election campaign yet
Richard Swainson (Stuff): When privacy goes flying out the window
Stuff: Plunket apologises over Gower ambush
The Standard: Tapping the media: subverting democracy
Nelson Mail: Collins conspicuous by her absence
Giovanni Tiso (Ban beam bean): The Jane Clifton continuum
Chloe King (Daily Blog): An open letter to David Farrar: Please, be that guy
Zayrd Wilson (Wanganui Chronical): Wanganui man outed in Hager's book
Dirty Politics
Anne Salmond (Herald): Royal commission needed to clean up dirty
politics
9:30 AM Tuesday Aug 26, 2014
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The Dirty Politics saga cuts to the heart of political life in New Zealand. Over
the past 10 years there has been an insidious shift in the way that government
works, with increasingly autocratic, arrogant ministers taking away the levers
of power from citizens and civil servants.
The independence of the civil service has been eroded, with ministers
routinely interfering in operational decisions. Last year, the Law Society felt
impelled to report to the United Nations that Parliament had been used to
pass a succession of acts that strip away rights, freedoms and protections
from citizens, in breach of the Bill of Rights. Ministerial accountability has
become a farce.
It is this steady erosion of democratic checks and balances in New Zealand
that makes politicians feel above the law and contemptuous of those they
represent. As the old adage goes, power corrupts, and absolute power
corrupts absolutely.
If many Kiwis feel disgusted with politics and politicians, and powerless at
present, they have good reason.
If the Prime Minister's office has indeed worked with the SIS to attack the
Leader of the Opposition, or colluded with a muck-raking blogger to vilify
people who disagree with the ruling party, this is reprehensible, and a
constitutional disgrace. It is the kind of governance that makes Kiwis feel
terrible about their own country. It's not okay.
Unless executive power can be reined in, however, we can expect a
succession and perhaps an acceleration of such abuses, no matter who is in
power.
What's needed is a truly independent and high-level inquiry (perhaps a royal
commission) to investigate the internal workings of government in New
Zealand, and recommend a form of governance that has integrity, is truly
democratic, and fit for the 21st century.
An election is one time when politicians are forced to listen to ordinary people.
Kiwis from across the political spectrum have the chance to demand a much
higher standard of conduct and decision-making from their elected
representatives.
We have the right to live in a democracy where our leaders do not lie to us, or
abuse their powers, or strip away our freedoms. They need to represent
what's best, not what's worst about New Zealand. We are entitled to feel
proud and confident about the way we're governed, not embarrassed and
ashamed.
There are decent people in all political parties. They must take urgent steps to
clean up politics in New Zealand, and to restore democratic checks and
balances to the political process. It must adversely affect the lives of
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politicians, and make them wonder what happened to their own ideals, and
how they became complicit in such a dirty game.
Dame Anne Salmond is distinguished professor of Maori Studies at the
University of Auckland.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11314
367
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Corin Dann (TVNZ): Dirty Politics should add spice to TV debate
Published: 12:20PM Tuesday August 26, 2014 Source: ONE News
With the Dirty Politics scandal fading, or perhaps more likely just taking a
breather, the election campaign spotlight has turned back to spending
promises, tax cuts and financial credibility.
I suspect deep down all parties, not just National and Labour will be pretty
pleased about this. It now gives them some space to promote their policies
and messages.
It's National though that will be breathing the biggest sigh of relief, frankly
talking about anything other than dirty politics is preferable right now.
So even though they are being attacked over their new first homebuyers
policy and the mixed messages over tax cuts, they will be feeling a lot happier
about life than they were this time last week.
Looming large now in this campaign though is the first of the leaders debates
- live on TV ONE and onenews.co.nz at 7pm on Thursday night.
This is a crucial opportunity in particular for David Cunliffe to present himself
to voters in prime time as a future Prime Minister.
After six years Kiwis know John Key, there is less to be gained for him and
David Cunliffe will go into the debate as the underdog, which is to his
advantage.
If people have low expectations of him or don't know much about him, even a
solid showing could be enough to surprise people and be called a win by
some pundits.
So there is a lot riding on this debate for Mr Cunliffe. If he hits out of the park,
it could ignite Labour's campaign.
The elephant in the room though with the debate is the Dirty Politics scandal.
How hard does David Cunliffe attack John Key over it? If he does go there
how does he do it without being seen as too negative? Remember Labour's
campaign slogan is Vote Positive.
It's a tricky balance that he will have to negotiate.
David Cunliffe is strong on financial issues and should have no trouble
matching John Key on that score, but it's on leadership that David Cunliffe is
untested having only been Labour leader since last year.
This is where Mr Key will back himself to have the edge.
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It's shaping up as a fascinating debate, with the Dirty Politics scandal adding
plenty of added spice.
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/corin-dann-dirty-politics-should-add-spice-tvdebate-6064616
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Stuff: Cunliffe: New Zealand's grubbiest election campaign yet
Last updated 15:40 26/08/2014
Dirty Politics smear campaigns, burning effigies, foul-mouthed abuse from a
media adviser and now a musical death threat. Is this New Zealand's nastiest
election campaign?
Labour leader David Cunliffe believes so - and he's blaming his National
rivals.
Cunliffe was today asked to respond to newly released hip-hop lyrics which
appear to threaten to kill National leader John Key, and have sex with his
daughter.
He said: "I'm condemning it right here."
The song by an Auckland-based crew is the latest in a disturbing string of
events as the country gears up for next month's election. A book by
investigative journalist Nicky Hager detailed a campaign of online "hits" by
blogger Cameron Slater, some of which were orchestrated from Key's
Beehive office.
Effigies were burnt, bill-boards defaced, and at the weekend Internet Party
press secretary Pam Corkery had an angry meltdown at media. Cunliffe, who
was first elected to Parliament in 1999, says it's the grubbiest campaign he
can remember.
"It's probably shaping up to be one of the dirtiest that I have ever been
involved in," he said. "I can think back to Rob Muldoon, but it's probably been
the roughest since then."
Labour's own campaign depends on voter turnout, which has steadily
declined, and it's promoting a Vote Positive message. Cunliffe says there is
real risk of apathy if politicians can't keep it clean.
"The fact is this: if people don't get out and vote they get more of the same.
And it is the current Government - John Key's team - who have been
responsible for the dirty politics that's been exhibited in the Hager book. So if
people want more dirty politics, stay at home and re-elect Mr Key."
However, he accepted much of the negativity also comes from the Left.
"That's a fair comment. There is clearly an underbelly of public anger about
the Government, I think, being out of touch."
Key has this week tried to move on from the allegations raised by the Hager
book. Since Sunday, he has refused to answer questions on the claims,
saying voters don't care.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10425677/Cunliffe-New-Zealandsgrubbiest-election-campaign-yet
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Richard Swainson (Stuff): When privacy goes flying out the window
Last updated 09:22 25/08/2014
OPINION: Whatever happened to privacy? The sanctity of the Queen's mail,
anyone? These concepts, taught to generations of us as cornerstones of
Western democracy, are now only the preserve of the naive, the gullible and
those whose grasp of 21st century affairs takes its lead from the proverbial
ostrich. The age of the internet, heralded as one of freedom and mass
dissemination of information, is equally that of unfettered surveillance, prurient
snooping and dastardly political tricks. What a wretched world we live in,
when ugly behemoths of the gutter press are in cahoots with unprincipled
ministers of justice, swapping stories and assassinating characters with all the
linguistic sophistication of naughty schoolboys smoking behind bike sheds.
Though gallons of poison ink should be spilt in the discussion of Cameron
Slater and Judith Collins - as revolting a pair of bedfellows as can be
imagined - my point is a wider one. While the revelations of Nicky Hager's
Dirty Politics have given us all useful insight into exactly how mean and
spiteful and self-interested senior members of the National administration and
their henchmen are, should Hager himself be let off the hook so easily? It
requires a particularly straight face to damn the Tories for computer hacking
when your own "research" involves activities of roughly the same stripe.
What's the difference between Slater and one time John Key pit bull Jason
Ede making merry with Labour Party internet secrets and Hager publishing
private emails? In principle, nothing at all.
Like all but the idiots who have fallen for National's pathetic attempts to smear
Hager's journalistic reputation, I am glad the investigative wunderkind did
what he did. At the very least turning the tables on Slater exposes his bogus
moral grandstanding. If you had to chose between the sinner who enjoys
consensual relations in the Ngati Whatua room and he who is ringing around
his prostitute friends to get the dirt on "MPs who are rooting in brothels", Len
Brown's extramarital indiscretions suddenly do not look so bad.
Still, the fact remains that Hager only knows what he knows through reading
the private mail of other people. The only justification is one of ends over
means.
It is undoubtedly in the public interest to know that our minister of justice
believes, along with Stalin, Hitler and - given her Chinese connections - Mao
Tse-Tung, that "if you can't be loved, then best to be feared". It is enlightening
to learn our prime minister's "senior adviser" had all the integrity of G Gordon
Liddy when he broke into the Labour Party computer much like Nixon's men
broke into the Watergate Hotel. It is at least interesting to be appraised of the
fact that the son of the disgraced former National Party cabinet minister,
convicted felon Sir Douglas Graham, is a lackey of New Zealand's answer to
Big Tobacco and both ghost writes and finances Slater's vitriolic website. It is
dismaying to hear that Slater and John Key are personal friends and share
similar attitudes when it comes to New Zealand's "feral" underclass.
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Does all this dirt need to be in the public forum? It should influence the
election, even if that influence is to but further harden the resolve of blinkered
National supporters who would rather entertain fantasies of Left-wing
conspiracy than engage with the reality of their party's ghastly leadership.
One or two of the rest of us might have had our eyes opened about just how
cut-throat the smilin' assassin's ship is. Slater has the girth and literary skills
of Long John Silver, Judith Collins is the chattering parrot upon his shoulder
and John Key is little Jim Hawkins, an innocent from humble beginnings in
whose mouth butter would surely never melt. Any treasure this lot find will be
divvied up amongst themselves; the ferals won't get a look in.
Hager's book is from the gutter if only because that's where the pirates - and
the rats - dwell. When our best journalists take their lead from the CIA or the
GCSB what hope is there for the rest of us?
http://www.stuff.co.nz/waikato-times/opinion/10420032/When-privacy-goesflying-out-the-window
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Stuff: Plunket apologises over Gower ambush
Last updated 10:33 26/08/2014
RadioLive presenter Sean Plunket has apologised to 3News political editor
Patrick Gower for ambushing him live on air about his knowledge of the book
Dirty Politics.
Gower was tricked into going on air on Friday so Plunket could question him
on whether he had known about Nicky Hager's book before its launch.
The book reveals National Party links to Right-wing bloggers and accuses
senior party members of being involved in a co-ordinated smear campaign
against opponents.
The assertion Gower had earlier knowledge of Dirty Politics was based on
allegations by RadioLive listeners. They had contacted the station saying they
recalled Gower saying during the Oravida scandal that a really big bombshell
would come before the election.
In a bizarre exchange, Gower sounded dumbfounded by the questions while
Plunket continued to put forward the point.
Gower and Plunket are both employed by MediaWorks.
Plunket started his 9am show today by issuing an apology to Gower.
"On Friday, I suggested Patrick knew about the Nicky Hager book in advance,
and in particular the material relating to [Justice Minister] Judith Collins,"
Plunket said.
"Patrick was tricked into coming on air under false pretences.
"I then questioned him about this live on air without having any evidence
whatsoever to support the claims.
"These claims were based on comments from listeners that I did not check
and I have since discovered there is no basis for the claims."
Plunket said he apologised for his comments that undermined Gower's
professional reputation. Gower did not deserve such treatment.
"In short, I was out of line and I am sorry for treating him the way I did."
Most of Plunket's Friday 9am-noon show has been removed from RadioLive's
website, including the section where he interviews Gower.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10424397/Plunket-apologises-overGower-ambush
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The Standard: Tapping the media: subverting democracy
WrittenBy: KAROL - Date published:11:16 pm, August 25th, 2014

In the wake of the publication of Dirty Politics, I have been pondering on the urgent
need for a revitalised public service broadcasting and online media.
Our media largely works within a corporate context, driven by commercial
considerations. This provides a context where dirty operators, with limited ethics and
underhand methods can too easily subvert the democratic potential of the media.
For democracy to thrive, the people need to be well informed of the issues. Here the
media has a role to provide in-depth reporting: by researching, examining the truth
behind the political spin, and explaining diverse perspectives the issues of the day.
The media should also be a vehicle through which people can talk back to power, and
which stimulates well-informed discussions and knowledgeable voters.
Our news media are dominated by commercial interests. The demise of public
service media means that coverage of politics, current events and social issues is
ultimately driven by the need to catch the attention of as many eyes and ears as
possible.
It’s the sales of newspapers and advertising that drives the whole show. And as it is
becoming increasingly hard to run such enterprises for profit, entertainment, drama,
conflict and sensationalism often trumps in-depth coverage.
Journalists may well have the best intentions, but they need to produce copy for the
latest stories, quickly and relatively cheaply. So an on-tap source of insider
information from someone with significant political contacts would seem likely to
provide an advantage. And this leaves an opening for those who aim not just to be
vehicles of information, but to use that role in such a way as to manipulate the media
coverage of politics.
Today David Fisher of the NZ Herald, published an insightful and brave article about
his contacts with Cameron Slater. He also provides some clarity to something that
has often been discussed by commenters on The Standard: how is it that for a long
time right wing bloggers (like Slater and David Farrar at Kiwiblog) seem to get
mentioned in the mainstream media? In contrast left wing blogs and bloggers have
largely been ignored? The answer seems to be that it’s partly in having the contacts
and connections, and the ruthless and vicious will to manipulate, not just the media,
but the general public.
Fisher explains both the attraction to using the likes of Slater as an information
source, as well as how he came to realise that he was probably being manipulated.
Consequently Fisher turned his back on the Slater connection. The result was that he
was then subjected to vicious smears and misinformation on the Whale Oil blog.
Fisher’s article begins:
Cameron Slater was a contact of mine – Nicky Hager made this clear in Dirty
Politics.
What also became clear is how politics is little more than a game to Slater. He says: “I
play politics like Fijians play rugby. My role is smashing your face into the ground.”
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The media are just players in the game, and bit players at that.
Looking back, Slater kept journalists like he would have kept hunting dogs – hungry,
leashed and fed with morsels until they are ready to be unleashed after whatever game
he was hunting.
To Slater, it all part of the game of Dirty Politics. About the time I felt I was being
gamed, I decided to have nothing to do with the blogger.
This is how it happened.
Part of Fisher’s story includes the changing nature of Slater’s relationship with John
Key. A while back Key wouldn’t communicate with Slater. Then, in 2012, that
changed:
At some point after April 2012, Key went from blocking Slater to talking and texting
with the blogger, and posing for photographs at his side.
It was also about this time I stopped dealing with Slater.
Fisher writes of the balancing act journalists need to perform when using sources who
have some particular line to push. A journalist needs to maintain some critical
distance, so as to be able to, not just report the information received, but to critique it.
Fisher goes on:
Information has power. Those with the greatest access to information are those in
power. Slater’s links inside National meant he had access to good information.
But as 2012 got underway, I began to wonder who was manipulating Slater and
whether I was in turn being made to do another’s bidding.
It caused a feeling of great unease.
Fisher describes some of the nasty treatment he received once he cut Slater off:
He launched a personal assault with what I believed were threats of violence and
created an atmosphere in which I was personally and professionally denigrated. Those
who post comments on his website made awful slurs. It is as horrible an online
environment as you will find anywhere.
Our news and political media need a big clean-out: not so much a change of people as
a total change to the system. We need a section of the media that is free from
commercial bottom lines. We need a better public service media, primarily operating
in the interest of the public.
This is a very important election issue.
Better Public Broadcasting has been running a series of events around the country,
making broadcasting an election issue. They have an event planned in Auckland this
weekend. I will be interested to see what the MPs have to say, as there is not a
relevant policy for broadcasting/media on either the Greens of Labour websites.
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AUCKLAND – Sunday 31 Aug at 6.30pm (Doors open 6.15pm)
The CBB presents the AK Broadcasting Debate.
Come to the Pioneer Women’s Hall on High St, Auckland City to see speakers:
Maggie Barry – National
Kris Faafoi – Labour
Julie Anne Genter – Greens
moderated by Guy Williams
and asked pointed questions by you the public
There are similar debates planned for Christchurch and Dunedin next week – details
at the link.
http://thestandard.org.nz/tapping-the-media-subverting-democracy/
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Nelson Mail: Collins conspicuous by her absence
Last updated 13:00 26/08/2014
OPINION: Silence, especially in politics, can be as meaningful as a finely
nuanced speech.
In the case of embattled Justice Minister Judith Collins, it speaks of being
effectively sidelined over the fallout from the Dirty Politics revelations.
That she hasn't been red-carded from John Key's Cabinet team over her links
to shock jock blogger Cameron Slater probably says more about the state of
play - a month out from the general election - than a staunch defence of her
position.
Nicky Hager's book disclosed her passing a public servant's name to Slater,
believing (wrongly) he had leaked information in 2009 about Finance Minister
Bill English double-dipping on his housing allowance. According to information
released this week, she also sent Slater the public servant's mobile, office and
fax numbers. The man was subject to abuse on Slater's blog. He also
received death threats.
At the least her willingness to engage in vindictive attacks with Slater is
unbecoming, at the most it is an abuse of her position.
That it also follows the Oravida controversy that raised issues of her mingling
public duty with private business adds to her baggage.
Key put her on a last warning then. But to have demoted her now would have
been a damaging, potentially decisive blow, in the lead-up to the polls.
The alternative has seen her conspicuous by her absence on the hustings.
She was at the National Party campaign launch but was saying little.
Opposition parties are calling (not for the first time) for her dismissal. National
colleagues are reported to be disquieted, too, about her lack of judgement
though she also has support within the party, and has been regarded as an
effective minister who gets things done.
Her recent track record, however, makes a return to the front bench in a thirdterm National Government unlikely.
Whether that third-term will happen is now less certain than before Hager's
book, but National is still in the box seat.
The party's hyped-up campaign launch on Sunday coincided with the Hager
revelations running out of steam.
The focus has switched back to a contest of ideas. National's housing
package will be a boost for some first-home buyers, although they will still
face hefty mortgages.
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Its room to move over bigger policy carrots, such as tax cuts, is limited after
the opening of the books last week showed a worsening economic outlook.
Labour has also refined its own budget, dropping some policy plans, as it
seeks to boost its fiscal credentials.
These are sure signs that policy is back on centre stage, for the moment, at
least.
The Dirty Politics fallout may still have some sting in the tail, particularly if the
drip-fed emails that fuel the book, reveal anything fresh.
It will also be interesting to see how the book feeds into the leaders debates.
Key will not want to appear overly defensive; Labour leader David Cunliffe will
have to judge how far to push it, particularly if there are no new flames to fan.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/nelson-mail/opinion/10424621/Collins-conspicuous-byher-absence
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Giovanni Tiso (Ban beam bean): The Jane Clifton continuum
With his beatific, martyred air, Saint Nicholas of the Perpetual NeoLiberal
Sorrows is the perfect foil for the charmless, foul-mouthed Whale Oil, butt of a
thousand blubber and blowhole jokes and oh my God what is with this
metaphor? But I must set the scene. A struggle between a good that isn’t so
good and an evil that isn’t so evil. My greatly extended column space so I can
make you believe, as I do, that it’s all grey. A continuum.
So far the revelations from, and subsequent to, the publication of
Hager’s Dirty Politics book of purloined Slater email traffic have divided
people along predictable lines if, like me, you’re good at predicting things after
they’ve already happened. Those immersed in politics profess no great
surprise at the sleaze-grubbing that goes on behind the scenes at the
extremely popular Whale Oil blog, while those not immersed in politics accuse
the immersed of being complicit by negligence in not decrying such
grubbiness long ago.
Look, we were busy, okay?
Then there’s the division of right and left. Polling shows a small minority of
National supporters will be deterred by the dirty politics this outed cabal of
National supporters I knew about all along but didn’t see fit to report on
because it would have been too easy, plus it’s not the kind of stuff that wins
you awards, are shown to have played.
What this will probably boil down to is that the people most vigorously
exercised by the skulduggery were already anti-National and will just not vote
for National with even greater relish. Those already voting for National, are
unlikely to be swayed by the rogue actions of the Whale Oil cabal, even though
in a few of its aspects the rackety behaviour strayed uncomfortably close to the
Prime Minister and Cabinet.
(Skullduggery and Rackety, coincidentally, are also what I named my cats.
Funny story: once Rackety really did stray uncomfortably close to the Prime
Minister and had to be removed by his security detail.)
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But the most fascinating division is between the proponents of both the major
party factions’ extreme wings, which in reality unites them. In essence, Slater
and cohorts are what’s traditionally called a rump, a gnarly minority in a party
that sometimes peels away.
Labour and the other leftist parties, too, have a rump. My task therefore is to
attempt to persuade you that the Right’s rump – whose actions, if not the
background conversations that led to them, have been documented since well
before Dirty Politics – is no worse than the Left’s rump, which consists in a
marginal to non-existent group of petulant cranks.
THE MIRROR HAS TWO FACES
The issues Hager’s book, and the mere existence of operators like Slater, raises
will never be resolved while I’m in charge around here – sorry, I mean
because they boil down to a partisan view of means and ends. Each side
believes its end justifies its means, but the other side’s does not.
Hager, in accepting illicitly obtained emails, and publishing his book without
providing those tarred in it with a right of reply, is declaring that it’s
acceptable for him to break rules because his is a worthy cause. There is a
public good defence. I hope I’ve janesplained sufficiently how investigative
journalism works – I’ve seen it done in a movie once, I think Robert Redford
was in it – while at the same time making it sound seedy and wrong.
What Hager says at the same time, however, is that Slater and his team’s use
of exactly the same means to further their ends, of keeping the left out of
power, is not acceptable. Having obtained information someone doesn’t want
him or her to have, any activist is going to spin it and frame it to fit their
desired world view.
Hager might be a respected peace researcher, but what he does is on a
continuum with what Whale Oil seeks to do.
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Fig. 1: The continuum

There is a continuum between planning political hits with one of the Prime
Minister’s senior advisers; publishing the address details of a journalist in the
hope that the Chinese mafia will murder him; colluding with various Ministers
and agencies to obtain in advance requests for information by media
organizations, so you can lodge the same requests and get ahead of the story
with a favourable government spin; colluding with a Cabinet Minister to
publish the details of a public servant you suspect of having leaked
embarrassing details of an accommodation rort perpetrated by another
Cabinet Minister, in the hope – or rather, with the certainty – that he will
receive threats to his life, which you will also publish; discussing how to
blackmail the leader of a party in government to force him to step down;
attempting to force the disclosure of a sexual affair to subvert the result of a
Mayoral election; manipulating party candidate selections by means of
protracted and vicious personal smear campaigns; colluding with a ruthless
PR operative to vilify various public health campaigners, academics and civil
servants, running attacks written by others under your own name for money
as part of so-called ‘below the line’ operations; there is a continuum, I say,
between all of these activities – did I forget anything? – and reporting on
them based on illegally obtained private conversations.
It’s roughly the same continuum as between parking in a towaway area and
slaughtering all the first-borns, but it’s a continuum. You can’t deny it.
What I’m charging here is that both Hager and Slater have the same ends –
keeping the opposite political side out of power – therefore the means are
also, as I said above, ‘exactly the same’. Me, I have no ends. I have only
means, in the form of my weekly column, which today is taking extra space.
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The rest of this section is 600 words long, so I’m going to just give you the
abstract. In it, I will:
1. Portray Nicky Hager as a pawn of the persons or persons who are now
releasing the illegally obtained conversations, as if having presented the
information sensitively makes him somehow responsible.
2. Praise Cunliffe for running a clean campaign, but only in order to castigate
him for not demoting Steve Gibson, so I can segue into equating that failure of
leadership with the Prime Minister’s decision not to sack Judith Collins, who
– unlike Gibson – has not apologised, and never will.
3. Claim that the Left is just as bad but without adducing any evidence, as if it
were some sort of axiomatic cosmological constant (‘although it’s lazy and
complacent to say that politics is always dirty and that one side is invariably as
bad as the other, it’s also true’) and that anyway the bad isn’t all that bad (‘to
take a reality check on dirty politics, it’s very much a minority sport’).
NIMPY – NOT IN MY PARTY!
I’m becoming acutely aware that, if you’ve read this far, you’re going to expect
me to say something about the Left’s rump and how it’s so very bad. Frankly, I
was hoping you’d have moved on to some of the excellent material in this
week’s issue by now, like Diana’s interview with Peter Capaldi. Come on, it’s
Peter Fucking Capaldi! And he’s playing Doctor Who!
Okay, look, I’m going to give it a go. But I can’t promise we’ll get there. The
south face of this thing is pretty steep.
One of the most dazzling features of this debate is the lack of self-awareness
party activists have about grubby politics, even while they’re engaged in it. The
climate in which Slater operates is greatly fostered by the normalisation of
hate-filled commentary online.
(You have a horrible feeling you know where this is going. A chill.)
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The most common form of dirty politics is much less elaborate than what’s
described in Hager’s book. It’s the hourly drip-drip-drip of invective engaged
in by party supporters, very often against their own side. It’s disloyal and
damaging, but when you’re in the rump, you can’t seem to help yourself, and
the internet gives you every opportunity to vent. Systematic vilification is
there to see every day on all manner of blogs. The Standard, the blog most
closely aligned to Labour, has an unending stream of it, even while claiming
the moral high ground over Whale Oil because it no longer tries to break news
stories but restricts itself to commentary.
Here we are. We’ve reached the summit. Left-wingers who use social media to
criticise other left-wingers. They create the climate in which Slater’s dirty
politics thrives. They are to blame, and not the politicians, advisers, public
relations men, editors and journalists who have been complicit in perverting
the way information is circulated and used in this country. They are the ones
who used Cameron Slater’s tipline, allowed themselves to be manipulated by
him, had him invited to our corporate parties at Eden Park and finally, most
heinously, forced the newspaper industry to give him an award and treat him
as one of their own. It was Lynn Prentice and the Standard who made us do all
those things.
Look, they even criticised Josie Pagani. They said mean things to her. They
said she was “A Fox liberal,” “incoherent, disjointed and illogical”. Someone
even said “I bet she misrepresents this criticism of her behaviour and
statements as a personal attack.” This is exactly like that time a commenter on
Whale Oil said Simon Pleasants should be summarily executed, and his wife
and kid should also be killed if they refused to pay for the bullet.
And Josie. Will the rump stop at nothing? We must tackle the national crisis
of politicised people using public forums to openly criticise the spokespersons
that the media have selected for them.
TITLE OF NEXT SECTION GOES HERE
Why are you doing this? Quit punishing yourself. This a 94-page magazine
and it’s packed with superb writing. The arts pages. The film reviews. The
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thrill of finding out which letter by child poverty expert Susan St John we
didn’t publish this week. A Tory editorial. Bill Ralston.
Or you could read something else altogether. You know as well as I do that
800 words from now I’m going to put an end to this by claiming that I warned
everyone about blogs. I will actually use the words ‘maybe I was just right too
early’. Trust me, you don’t want to be here when that happens.
***
The above started as a series of tweets late last week as a result of which a
senior writer for the New Zealand Listener opined in a blog postthat I am a
disturbed individual who shouldn’t be allowed to leave the home unless
heavily sedated. Cameron Slater, whom I've publicly defended in the past
whenever his mental illness was used to attack him, quickly republished the
post on Whale Oil. I’m used by now to that kind of attention, as well as to
dealing with assorted trolls and my very own online stalker. I know of the time
and energy it sometimes takes to sort those people from the legitimate and
honest critics. But it bothered me more, this time. There is a climate. I feel
differently vulnerable, as I’m sure many others do.
What we have come to call dirty politics, and which Jane Clifton paints in her
column as a product of minority grassroots extremes of our political
environment, is in fact an institutional practice. It doesn’t start at the bottom,
but at the top – in this particular instance, with the son of a National Party
President colluding with a freelance political advisor, a powerful PR company,
a Cabinet Minister, National’s pollster and the very office of the Prime
Minister. It uses intimidation and coercion to protect and consolidate vested
powers, and in this of course it’s hardly unique. We know of the advocacy
groups that have been silenced, of the police raids on Māori communities, of
the Ministers who have disclosed the private details of citizens without
needing to resort to Mr Slater or his associates. We’re just not always
sufficiently aware of how this other power operates at any one time. And so,
whenever its story gets told, it produces a loss of innocence among those who
have not yet witnessed that particular incarnation of the state. It’s like the first
time a cop swings a baton at someone in front of your eyes during a
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demonstration, unprovoked, gratuitously, just because he can. You didn’t feel
the blow but you feel the shock. Nothing prepares you for it.
There is a climate. It has made me apprehensive about what I can and cannot
write, and embarrassed to feel that way. But fuck it, we can’t let this go.
Read this thing that David Fisher wrote.
http://bat-bean-beam.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/the-jane-clifton-continuum.html
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Chloe King (Daily Blog): An open letter to David Farrar: Please, be that
guy
August 26, 2014

Dear David,
In light of Nicky Hager’s book Dirty Politics, you wrote a blog entitled ‘Some changes on
Kiwiblog’ and you suggested it was time to tighten up ship on your website, saying “I
want to improve trust in myself, Kiwiblog, and perhaps the wider blogosphere.” I am sure
this seems like a commendable sentiment at the moment, given you are good friends
with Cameron Slater who is at the centre of the firestorm of Dirty Politics. You know what
they say: like attracts like.
But let’s leave Dirty Politics out of this letter I am writing to you, as I am sure you are sick
of hearing about it – most right-wing leaning people are. And let’s talk about Tania
Billingsley:
David, in your blog you said you felt “traumatised” by having you emails hacked by the
anonymous hacker who leaked your information to Nicky Hager saying: “While some
will take huge pleasure in what has happened, let me say that it is genuinely traumatic to
have hacked e-mails to and from yourself”. Do you know what else is traumatising,
David? Having some guy follow you home, enter your house, attempt to rape you and
then steal items that belong to you from your home.
You must know who I am talking about? In your blog you also spoke about ‘that one
time’ when you did not speakup publicly in defence of Tania Billingsley who survived a
sexual assault at the hands of a foreign diplomat – who then allegedly burgled her home.
Have you ever heard that saying “silence is complicity”, David? You wrote:
“On the recent case of Tania Billingsley, I said [David Farrar] in a phone conversation [to
Slater] that I didn’t think speculating on her motives was a wise thing to do. I made
contact after a friend of Tania’s asked me to have a word. But I accept that having a
direct conversation doesn’t mean I shouldn’t also publicly say when I think something is
wrong. So in future I will more often. One can be friends, and say I think you are wrong
with what you are doing. And yes we are friends. When I had some health issues a
couple of years ago Cam was there for me in a big way, and on a personal note, I know
he will remain there for me, and I will for him. But again, it doesn’t mean I can’t say I think
you are wrong and shouldn’t do it, just as he regularly calls me out for being a pinko, or
the such!”
Is this the part where I fall on my knees (as a feminist) and say “thank you David, for
feeling bad about not publicly challenging the vile words Slater wrote against Tania”? But
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hey, the billion women who have survived violence and rape in this world should just be
happy that you went to Slater privately and gently let him know it might be a bad move to
make wild accusations at Tania. Accusations which stem from a culture that constantly
blames the survivors of rape for their own rape.
Being called a pinko is super offensive, maybe Cam is not such a great friend after all?
Real friends do not name call each other, at least that is what I have always thought. I
feel it is worth mentioning to you what survivors of sexual assault get called by friends
and the general public: “fucking whore”, “bitch” ,“slut”… The list goes on.
A few years ago my cousin was brutally raped and sodomised – and when her rapist was
done he called her a “fucking animal” and told her to “get the fuck out of my room”. There
are many other dehumanising and violent names women are called when they refuse to
stay silent on the abuse they have endured, but let’s leave it there for today.
It is nice Cam was there for you when you had “health issues”. You know what happens
to people who speak out about surviving sexual assault? They lose friends. Because so
often people would rather pretend rape and sexual assault does not exist then face it
front on. Out of sight, out of mind.
But it is great you had support in your time of need. I am so happy for you. Meanwhile
thanks to National’s cuts to funding of women’s refuge many are now struggling, and
recently Christchurch had to shut the doors to their only rape crisis centre because they
no longer could afford to stay open. I wonder where women who have been raped or
sexually assaulted will go for support in Christchurch, now? But it is great, David, that you
got the support you deserved in your time of need – I am so happy for you.
When I discussed your blog with my male friend who is a feminist ally he had this to say
in reaction:
The post in question comes across as pretty humble. But it got me thinking… Farrar
mildly regrets Slater’s public obnoxious attack on a survivor of sexual assault. Slater
simultaneously attacked a community service in Wellington that is devoted to supporting
women who are sexually assaulted. Farrar admits all this, and in the same breath calls
Slater his friend. What kind of person is happy to be friends with that kind of slime?
Don’t get me wrong, David, it is great you have come to the realisation that you should
have publicly called Slater out on the disgusting way he treated Tania. But your
realisation does not exempt you from your failure to speak out in the first place. Slater
staged a public hit job on Tania, in which he accused her of “baiting her attacker” – also
known as putting yourself up as ‘rape bait’– victim-blaming Tania and publicly ridiculing
her. And you, David, said nothing – other than a phone call in which you indicated it may
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have been a “bad idea” to assume what Tania’s motivations were. This one phone call
does not get you off the hook. It does not pardon your failure to act.
So here is your chance, David Farrar, to make it right. You indicated you regret not
publicly speaking out about how Slater treated Tania Billingsley.
Well, I am telling you it is not too late. Why don’t you write the blog you should have done
over a month ago? Why don’t you stand with Tania and the thousands of other rape
survivors in New Zealand? Why don’t you publicly call out Slater for his abhorrent and
shameful treatment of Tania – of all survivors of assault?
It takes conviction and bravery to stand up as a man against rape and violence, and
against sexism – especially when it is your friend you are standing up against. We need
to create a climate in our culture where when men behave in sexist and violent ways they
lose status. You, David Farrar, can begin to do this by calling out Cameron Slater’s sexist
and victim-blaming mentality that he has shown time and time again against survivors of
assault and rape – this behaviour that was epitomised in his treatment of Tania.
If you find the courage of your convictions and choose to write this blog, you need to
know there will be consequences for your words. There is always a backlash, regardless
of your gender, when you publicly speak out against sexism and violence. These
conversations are polarising and make so many people feel uncomfortable; often they
threaten those who benefit from the established order of things. It is likely you will face
negative and abusive diatribes from people – this is one of the consequence of speaking
out.
But I want you to know David, I will have your back if you write in defence of Tania and in
opposition of Cameron Slater’s treatment of her. I want you to know I will stand with you
and stand up to those who will attack you for raising your voice against the brutalities of
our world – our New Zealand rape culture.
We all make mistakes, David, but what truly defines a person is how they go about fixing
them. The time is now. Be brave. Make a stand. Please, be that guy.

Yours hopefully and sincerely,
Chloe King.

http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/26/blogwatch-an-open-letter-to-david-farrarplease-be-that-guy/
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Zayrd Wilson (Wanganui Chronical): Wanganui man outed in Hager's
book
6:32 AM Thursday Aug 21, 2014
The Wanganui businessman behind a political blog has been revealed in
Nicky Hager's controversial Dirty Politics book.
The book, which has caused a storm since its release last week, focuses on
the exploits of foul-mouthed right-wing blogger Cameron Slater.
And it names Wanganui National Party member Tony Stuart as the man
behind the Keeping Stock political blog.
When contacted by the Chronicle yesterday, Mr Stuart confirmed it was true.
Keeping Stock is a right-wing blog and Mr Stuart is also frequently on Twitter
under the same name.
He was named in the New Zealand Herald's list of tweeters to follow
throughout the election.
However since then, Mr Stuart has deactivated his @Inventory2 Twitter
account.
Keeping Stock's tagline is "an eclectic mix of some of the finer things in life politics, sport, music, humour and God", and Mr Stuart has been writing the
blog for seven years, as a hobby.
He said he was considering its future in the wake of the Dirty Politics furore.
Until Hager's book, the name behind the blog had been anonymous, which Mr
Stuart said was for personal reasons.
There was no suggestion of any wrongdoing on Keeping Stock's behalf and
Mr Stuart said he didn't engage with politicians to get information for his blog.
Keeping Stock's brief mention in Dirty Politics comes on page 50 after
Cameron Slater posted the name and contact details of public servant Simon
Pleasants on his Whale Oil blog. Mr Stuart wrote two comments under that
post which read "Superb work Cam!" and "I wonder if Mr Pleasants will get a
less-than-pleasant invitation to have a wee chat with his boss sometime this
morning ... "
The Whale Oil blog accused Mr Pleasants of working on behalf of the Labour
Party while a public servant.
Mr Stuart said he would look at the future of the blog in the coming weeks.
"When someone like David Farrar (Kiwiblog) is looking to make some pretty
significant changes, that can't be overlooked," he told the Chronicle.
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Mr Farrar announced a raft of changes to his blog, following the release of
Dirty Politics, including applying to join the Online Media Standards Authority.
Mr Stuart said he would move away from "gotcha politics" to "focus on the
achievements of the current National-led Government".
"I think this has probably provided a really good opportunity for all political
parties to look at how they disseminate information," he said.
He blogged: "After the election, who knows? We've already hinted that we
were considering a sabbatical, given Keeping Stock has just celebrated its
seventh birthday."
Speaking about an event he had been to, Mr Stuart wrote: "Both the local MP
Chester Borrows and his challenger Hamish McDouall were there, but there
were no dirty politics whatsoever; both are decent, gracious men, who want to
serve their community. There's a message there, upon which we shall ponder
over the next few days."
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/wanganuichronicle/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503426&objectid=11312020

NZ Politics Daily: 26 August 2014
Dirty Politics
Antony Loewenstein (Guardian): Dirty politics: New Zealand's own House of
Cards is collapsing
David Fisher (Herald): My history with Cameron Slater
Simon Keller (Stuff): Time will tell whether book should have been published
Derek Cheng (Herald): Disclosures disgust defeated candidate
Radio NZ: Friend 'could have hacked blog'
Nelson Mail: Politicians and the media are going to the blogs
Andrea Vance (Stuff): Lusk seen as partner in grime
TVNZ: Vote Compass: Hager book impacts voting decisions
Lynn Prentice (The Standard): Slater’s privacy conundrum
Russell Blackstock (Herald): Collins 'not worried' by criticism
Grant Miller (Stuff): Complacency issue has been dealt with
Whaleoil: What does Nicky Hager really stand for?

Dirty Politics
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Antony Loewenstein (Guardian): Dirty politics: New Zealand's own
House of Cards is collapsing
Personal attacks, backstabbings, bloggers secretly working alongside
politicians: New Zealand’s latest political scandal has all the makings of a US
drama – but it’s real life
o
o

theguardian.com, Monday 25 August 2014 02.45 BST

It’s extremely rare to have the genesis of a political smear campaign uncovered
for all to see, just like it is uncommon to read the correspondence between senior
government officials and media backers to attack opponents and critics. And yet,
that’s exactly what is currently unfolding in New Zealand.
New Zealanders are currently witnesses to an expose of unprecedented
proportions. These details are contained in investigative journalist Nicky Hager’s
new book, Dirty Politics: How Attack Politics is Poisoning New Zealand’s Political
Environment. The work has caused an earthquake, entrapping more
players every day. New actors like Kit Dotcom are revelling in the outrage, and
US journalist Glenn Greenwald has beeninvited to speak in Auckland a few days
before the September poll.
The story revolves around prime minister John Key, the conservative leader
facing re-election. Hager has obtained information, emails and Facebook
messages from the files of right-wing blogger Cameron Slater, founder of
the Whale Oil website. The documents show a deep and intimate connection
between Slater and Jason Ede, former senior advisor to Key.
The situation is made worse by the allegation that a senior cabinet minister,
Judith Collins, established close ties to Slater to bash enemies. Hager claims that
the blogger, with the assistance of Ede, breached an unsecured opposition party
Labor computer to obtain private information. Labor party head David
Cunliffe says the allegations are “the closest New Zealand’s got to its own kind of
Watergate”.
Hager is an experienced journalist with a history of receiving leaks from deep
inside the establishment. His 2011 book, Other People’s Wars, was an explosive
examination of New Zealand’s extensive involvement in conflicts in Iraq,
Afghanistan and the “war on terror”. A close associationwith Wikileaks, along with
constant attempts to challenge the country’s outward perception of being a quiet
nation with few geo-political ambitions, places Hager as a leading, independently
minded reporter getting past the spin so dominant in modern politics. He shows
how smear, fear and arrogance have become key ingredients of Key’s
administration.
Wellington-based blogger Danyl Mclauchlan wrote in mid-August on the
significance of Hager’s latest scoop:
Whatever the wider implications, the book has had a profound effect on me,
personally. Something that doesn’t come across in the news coverage about
Dirty Politics, and Cameron Slater, Jason Ede, Jordan Williams, Simon Lusk et al
is just how fucking awful these people are. They spend their lives trying to poison
and contaminate our politics. They enjoy seeing people suffer. They get excited
by the idea of breaking up the marriages of their political enemies and ruining
their lives.
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These sentiments explain why Dirty Politics and its warning extend well beyond
New Zealand’s borders. The revelations detail a form of attack-dog politics that’s
now common-place in global affairs.
In the book’s preface, Hager explains how Key was desperate to continue his
success by constructing a charming public persona while pursuing “ more
personal attacks and negative politics than any in living memory.” I asked Hager
to tell me more:
It is about political PR and particularly what the US Republican party strategists
have called a two-track approach. This is where the leaders are presented as
positive while other people, the second track, conduct personal attacks and dirty
tricks against their opponents. There were particularly nasty people doing the
government’s dirty work and it didn’t look good for the government when they
were exposed.
This style of politics will be familiar to even a casual observer of insider
journalism. It’s a worldwide trend. Journalists routinely receive “exclusive” leaks
from government insiders that provide perfect ammunition to attack the other
side. Hager shows how in New Zealand, the relationship between government
and its media allies suits both their agendas – it simply is the method of today’s
corporate politics.
I’m currently in America, where things are eerily similar. Watching Fox News is
like a rehearsed ballet: every show over the last week has claimed that president
Obama’s response to the murder of journalist James Foley has been so weak
because he issued a statement before going back to his golf game while on
vacation – host Judge Jeanine’smonologue epitomised the channel’s sentiment.
Arguing over Washington’s response to the ISIS threat is legitimate, but it’s
hardly accidental that Obama is being damned for not bombing ISIS in Iraq and
Syria before dinner-time. Fox News has a history of telling its hosts (and
even guests) what to say and think – it’s Republican party PRas journalism.
This brings us back to New Zealand. Hager has been pleasantly surprised by the
best-selling success of his book – his biggest yet. He says that the small, local
media market risks being abused by powers with ulterior motives. “Our small,
mostly foreign-owned media risks being a push over for well organised PR
campaigns”, Hager argues. “Political manipulation is helped by poor media. But
this isn’t a criticism of the journalists themselves, who of course want to do good
work.”
Without a central leaker, Hager would have no book. He salutes their bravery.
“We mustn’t fall for the idea that whistleblowers are doing something wrong. They
are the natural reaction to undemocratic government.”
The same applies to Australia. We desperately need a healthier leaking culture to
uncover the murky dynamics between corporate, media and government
interests. It’s a shame so few journalists are willing to foster this environment and
protect sources beyond the reach of intelligence agencies so keen to monitor
dissent.

http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/aug/25/dirty-politics-newzealands-own-house-of-cards-is-collapsing
David Fisher (Herald): My history with Cameron Slater
1:00 PM Monday Aug 25, 2014
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Cameron Slater was a contact of mine - Nicky Hager made this clear in Dirty
Politics.
What also became clear is how politics is little more than a game to Slater. He
says: "I play politics like Fijians play rugby. My role is smashing your face into
the ground."
The media are just players in the game, and bit players at that.
Looking back, Slater kept journalists like he would have kept hunting dogs hungry, leashed and fed with morsels until they are ready to be unleashed
after whatever game he was hunting.
To Slater, it all part of the game of Dirty Politics. About the time I felt I was
being gamed, I decided to have nothing to do with the blogger.
This is how it happened.
I remember Cameron Slater seething with frustration that John Key wouldn't
talk to him.
He couldn't understand how Key was shielded, not because he was Prime
Minister but because Slater was the blogger Whale Oil.
That was early 2012. In Dirty Politics, it is alleged that during the previous
election, Slater was working with political adviser Simon Lusk to swing a
National Party candidate selection to pick his man.
That was the Rodney electorate and his man was Mark Mitchell, the former
dog handler turned private guard who enjoyed enthusiastic backing from
Slater through his Whale Oil blog which highlighted only the negative aspects
of his opponents.
Lusk and Slater wanted to step up their 'Candidates' College', at which they
charged political aspirants for lessons on how to win in politics. They had a
vision for the future. In February 2012, a document written by Simon Lusk
charted out a plan to entrench the right-of-centre 'Fiscal Conservatives' for
years to come. It involved "taking over the public service" and the
"blackballing of current National MPs".
A month later, National Party board minutes show they saw the danger
coming.
The minutes record "a disturbing conversation ... with Simon Lusk that
highlighted his motivations and a very negative agenda for the party". His
agenda posed a "serious risk to the party" and "light needs to be shed on
these issues with key influencers within the party".
The Lusk and Slater duo was clearly seen as a danger - they aimed to hold
another Candidates' College in April in the South Island.
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But Slater couldn't get cut-through to see the Prime Minister.
It would all change in the next two years, and the way it changed reflected the
willingness of those who could have stopped Slater to enable his behaviour
instead.
At some point after April 2012, Key went from blocking Slater to talking and
texting with the blogger, and posing for photographs at his side.
It was also about this time I stopped dealing with Slater.
Before then, as made clear in Nicky Hager's book, I was speaking to Slater as
a contact and source.
We spoke regularly from 2010 until early to mid-2012. Generally, but not
always, I would quote him as a source if I wrote something from information
he gave me. I did this when he came to me with the Labour Party website
security failure. I had no idea anybody from the National Party was meddling
in the background - Slater presented it as his discovery and his alone.
Information has power. Those with the greatest access to information are
those in power. Slater's links inside National meant he had access to good
information.
But as 2012 got underway, I began to wonder who was manipulating Slater
and whether I was in turn being made to do another's bidding.
It caused a feeling of great unease.
It's not unusual for journalists to deal with people who have causes to push, or
axes to grind.
But when you can't see who, ultimately, is pushing the cause or grinding the
axe, you risk failing yourself and your readership.
I had been in the tent. It was a place where stories and story tips came easily
- too easily.
I stepped back and found myself outside the tent.
That, I think, is why Hager wrote: "They later fell out when Fisher wrote stories
Slater did not like."
If you're in Slater's tent, it's warm and cosy. There is information which only
those well connected would know. Almost exclusively, the tips are for stories
are good for National and bad for anyone in its way.
If you're outside the tent, which is where I fetched up, it is cold and hard. This
is what journalism should be. You should work for your readers, and work
hard.
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But when I started writing stories on issues which went against Slater's
interests, I became someone he wanted to "smash". At that point, I was away
from the tent and out in the wilderness.
He launched a personal assault with what I believed were threats of violence
and created an atmosphere in which I was personally and professionally
denigrated. Those who post comments on his website made awful slurs. It is
as horrible an online environment as you will find anywhere.
Among the slurs were claims my behaviour showed I was suffering withdrawal
symptoms associated with alcohol and drug addiction. On one occasion,
when I rang a minister's spouse for comment on an issue he was involved in,
he ranted at me that I was "a drug addict" and would not talk to me. The only
place such an idea had been floated was on Slater's Twitter feed.
In almost two years, he has published about 120 posts in which I am featured.
Some are extremely unpleasant. I am called a "shill" in the context of being a
corrupt reporter.
Slater has invented nicknames for me. He called me "Gurnard", then sent me
pictures of dead "Gurnard". He called me "Tainted" in relation to my coverage
of the Kim Dotcom affair.
I've been accused of receiving stolen goods, had it suggested my
performance at work was under question and had described sexual acts it is
suggested might be inflicted upon me. I learned from reading posts about me
that there is material on Whaleoil which is untrue, and much which so skewed
it makes it difficult to discern what lies behind matters stated baldly as fact.
It is my opinon that Slater has cultivated on his blog such a nasty environment
there can be no genuine benefit in dealing with him as a source.
I still interview Slater. When I do, he is courteous and gracious, giving time for
questions and explaining his position in full. When I spoke to him a few days
ago, he referred to me as an "ethical" journalist, and someone who was a
"generous person".
I said to Slater: "You've called me ethical and generous in a conversation."
Slater: "Are you going to quote me? Are you going to quote me on that?"
I replied: "I might confuse your readers if I did that. They wouldn't believe I
was actually speaking to you."
Slater said: "But remember there's a persona that's on a website and there's
the persona of the person behind the website and they're two completely
different things."
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After two years of vicious abuse, Slater would have it that he wasn't really
attacking me.
Instead, it was the mask he put on when he sat down at his keyboard.
He emailed after a story the other day, saying: "Time for all your emails to
come out Fish".
It was my belief it was an attempt to dissuade me from reporting. When that
was reported, he blogged: "Remember I still have my emails. Not sure David
'Tainted' Fisher is going to like those making their way public. Because the
very thing he complains of in his stories he has participated in."
And, for a while, I did.
But once that feeling of unease came, I realised there would never be a story
from Slater which was worth the cost.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11313
962
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Simon Keller (Stuff): Time will tell whether book should have been
published
Last updated 05:00 26/08/2014
OPINION: The source material for Nicky Hager's book was not leaked and did
not come from a whistle-blower.
It came from a hacker, identity unknown, who lifted private messages from
Cameron Slater's computer. Ironically, it was used to write an attack on dirty
politics.
Most of us would be horrified to have our private correspondence stolen,
selectively quoted, and published. Slater and his correspondents have surely
been wronged. There remains an ethical question, however. Was the wrong
justified, on the whole?
Should Hager have written the book?
Slater and his correspondents are not innocent or vulnerable. They are public
figures, happy to throw their power around and to cause embarrassment to
others.
As much as their privacy has been violated, it is difficult to feel sorry for them.
Then there is the "public interest", to which Hager constantly appeals. Several
issues are at stake.
There are revelations about the unedifying behaviour of politicians and their
staffs. But more troubling, there is the story of the political blogger, personified
by Slater.
Slater is portrayed as dishonest and vindictive, well-connected and
unaccountable. It is alleged the National Party uses him to leak and frame
information. He appears to delight in humiliating his declared enemies,
whether politicians, journalists, academics, or outspoken citizens.
The book alleges that he publishes under his own name, for a fee, material
written by corporate sponsors. His power comes partly from his disdain for
familiar rules of journalism.
He publishes speculation and gossip, and engages in abuse and invective.
There may well be others like Slater, on both sides of politics. But a society in
which such figures wield so much power is not a healthy democracy.
A democratic government requires the consent of the governed, and that
consent must be informed.
The role of political bloggers, as revealed in the book, is symptomatic of a
larger trend toward the control and manipulation of information, not just by
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governments but by many organisations that use public relations and
communications consultants.
As a citizen trying to make informed political judgments, it is increasingly
difficult to discern the information among the spin. We face a future in which
our best insight into the workings of the political world comes from leaks, data
dumps and stolen information. Democracy, sadly, may depend on books like
this one.
A free citizen in a democracy is self-governing. If we view our government
with suspicion and cynicism, and if we are fearful of participating in political
life, then we are not fully free.
Our democracy would be deeply damaged if we were to accept that "this is
just politics", or that anyone who speaks up publicly can expect personal
attacks and the loss of dignity and privacy.
Whether the book should have been published, given its paradoxical ethics,
depends on what happens from here.
If our politicians learn that there is a political cost to personal attacks and the
over-management of information, and to investing power in people like Slater,
then the book will have done its job.
If, however, the book becomes one more dirty trick, pulled in one more
election campaign, then private information will be regarded more and more
as fair political game.
Dirty Politics has the potential to make politics less dirty, but only if we choose
to hold our politicians to account.
Simon Keller is professor of philosophy at Victoria University.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/10422624/Time-will-tellwhether-book-should-have-been-published
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Derek Cheng (Herald): Disclosures disgust defeated candidate
5:00 AM Tuesday Aug 26, 2014
National Party member Brent Robinson says he is disappointed and upset
about what he calls an "atrocious" smear campaign during the Rodney
candidate selection in 2011, as outlined in Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics.
And although speaking out will do the party no favours, he hopes it will see
politics cleaned up.
Mr Robinson was one of five hopefuls for the Rodney selection in 2011,
eventually won by Mark Mitchell, who went on to become MP.
Dirty Politics, based on emails stolen from Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater,
appears to show Mr Slater collaborating with political strategist Simon Lusk to
push for Mr Mitchell.
Emails between Mr Slater and Mr Lusk appear to show they wanted him to
win, and discussed payments from him; Mr Mitchell has emphatically denied
ever paying either of them.
Whale Oil attacked Mr Robinson for his "cult" religious beliefs that could
poison the party, and accused him of stacking the branch with members of his
local church.
Blog posts then turned on candidate Scott Simpson, calling him "negative",
"too old", and "not particularly likeable". Mr Simpson eventually left to stand in,
and win, the Coromandel seat. Mr Robinson said the accusations were
"absolute rubbish".
"I go to a small church on the Hibiscus Coast. If 150 people that go to church
can dominate New Zealand politics, then New Zealand politics must be a very
small boat. I was encouraged to find members. I did that, other candidates did
that.
"Things that were said were pretty atrocious ... To have that sort of stuff
written about you, to have reporters turn up at my children's school and
outside my office from stories that were deliberately leaked as part of the
smear campaign, it was very upsetting for all of us."
He was considering legal action - though as a last resort.
"It was my character and reputation that was targeted ... There's no upside in
this for me, and probably no upside for the National Party. But the fact is that
it took place, and there's no place for it."
Mr Robinson said he approached Mr Lusk in 2011 for help with speech
writing, but was turned down because Mr Lusk was working for a rival.
Mr Mitchell said Mr Lusk had given him guidance on speeches and brochures.
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"He was never working for me, he's never had an official role with me." Mr
Lusk could not be reached for comment.
Mr Mitchell said the narrative in Dirty Politics was completely false, and he
was considering legal action.
Jennie Georgetti, Rodney branch deputy chairwoman at the time, said the
selection was fair and robust, and it was far-fetched to suggest Whale Oil had
had an influence. Mr Slater said via email: "Everything I wrote was true and to
cap it off it is up to the delegates in Rodney to choose."
Asked to comment on emails that suggest he was paid by Mr Mitchell and
pushing for him to win, he said: "Don't care what Nick Hager has published
out of context. Never received a cent from Mark Mitchell."
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11314
137
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Radio NZ: Friend 'could have hacked blog'
The mother of a West Coast man killed in a car crash says it's possible the
Whale Oil blog was hacked by a friend of her dead son.
Days after the death of Judd Hall, right-wing blogger Cameron Slater
described him on his website as a feral whose death did the world a favour.
The blog was subsequently hacked and Mr Slater's emails and Facebook
messages were leaked to the investigative writer, Nicky Hager, who published
them in his book Dirty Politics two weeks ago.
Mr Hall's mother, Jo Hall, told Radio New Zealand's Morning Report
programme it was possible a friend of her son was responsible for the
hacking.
"Yes I do think there could be truth behind it. I also think that Cameron Slater
wouldn't have only made me as an enemy.
"Judd worked in the IT world - he loved the IT world, that's why he was
training in it - because it was one thing he was good at. And he had some
very good friends."
Jo Hall says the Prime Minister, John Key, should apologise for his links with
Mr Slater when he visits the West Coast today.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/election-2014/253003/friend-%27could-havehacked-blog%27
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Nelson Mail: Politicians and the media are going to the blogs
Last updated 14:54 25/08/2014
For anyone caring to pay attention, Nicky Hagar's Dirty Politics has generated
a ton of debate in the past week. The book has called into question just how
politics is conducted in New Zealand. It would appear the orchestra is off-key
and in serious need of retuning.
Is what the book exposes new, or is it old? Is it a problem of the Right or does
it equally reflect practices from the Left? Should something be done about it?
Should we care?
You can drown yourself in sticky, dirty, complicated questions if you're of a
mind. But as the prime minister has repeatedly assured us with his scripted
phrases, "ultimately, at the end of the day, New Zealanders will be the judge".
One of the underlying issues raised from the book is the general health of the
media in New Zealand. I can't help but think journalism has contracted a
virulent disease from politics. I'm not sure it has an immune system strong
enough to recover.
Politicians don't need journalists any more. Any journalist asking difficult
questions is easily ignored and shut out of the loop. Tough questions get you
nothing and nowhere.
Politicians have bloggers and social media at their disposal and can easily
pass the oil to blubberers of their own making. In the wink of an eye, anointed
bloggers are vital and strong, breaking stories and beating other journalists to
the punchline. Before you know it, bit-part bloggers are themselves
mainstream. Give them a role as a political commentator on television or radio
and suddenly they have their own saleable brand that shapes and controls
and contains debate.
The best journalists make the best PR people for politicians. Politicians can
pay them more and they demand less from them. Journalists-turned-spin
doctors can kiss relentless daily deadlines goodbye. They are no longer
pawns in the 24-hour news cycle. If they are good at their job, they now set
the news agenda. It must make a wonderful change.
As mainstream media newsrooms collapse in numbers, the PR army grows
and who can blame journalists for breaking ranks? No-one likes journalists.
One of the complaints made over attention given to Dirty Politics is that we
aren't having policy debates. A cynical mind would say we weren't having
policy debates before, so why bother with them now?
If you are the government - any flavour of government - you aren't interested
in having policy debates. Remember, "explaining means losing" these days.
So why, when you are in power, would you ever want to debate issues? No
debates means status quo.
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I don't watch TV3's Campbell Live all that often but it amazes me how often I
hear words like "we asked the minister responsible to come on the show but
they were unavailable". Meanwhile on TV One's Seven Sharp, a cute cat is
making it big on YouTube and Mike and Toni have footage. I never thought I'd
long for the days of Holmes. But this is what happens when politicians get to
play favourites. You either give favourable press or you get no press at all.
Of course, television's 7 o'clock current affairs spot is not what it used to be.
We have choice these days. Our eyeballs and our minds are elsewhere and
modern politicians know this. They save their energy for tweeting and
facebooking and emailing followers and friends and people they call "Cam".
In America, President Obama is apparently having a tough time with
journalists. Something happened during his last presidential campaign so that
Obama's advisers chose to break policy via his vast social network rather
than give waiting journalists the scoop. They haven't forgotten.
This has only heightened the polarised partisan views that exist in America.
No-one has a need to talk or act civilly to each other, and behaviour like this is
catching.
Television networks and large newspapers no longer call the shots. Their
viewers and readers are no longer at the head of the queue. There are
alternative ways to get messages out. Audiences are no longer passively
watching a single television show or waiting for newspapers to hit the stands.
But, if you think I sound sad about the state of the media and of politicians,
just wait till I have a go at the general voting public. If the comments I have
read in online stories born from Dirty Politics are anything to go by, us voters
are not very bright. It's enough to make a grown man cry.
The biggest sigh I let out this past week was on comments posted to a column
in the Herald by Toby Manhire. Manhire laid on thick the satire in his column
which had Nicky Hager's name change from Heger to Hogor to Higgor and
finally Nocky Hoggard. When politicians treat the public as thick, satire is a
good way to turn the story on its head and force people to look at the debate
in a fresh way.
That a significant proportion of the 200 or more comments posted showed
readers simply didn't get it, or refused to get it - both Left and Right-leaning
voters - would only encourage politicians to continue to treat the public and
mainstream media with distain.
And treating us with distain is how it seems to be now. Perhaps we've earned
it.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/nelson-mail/opinion/10421537/Politicians-and-themedia-are-going-to-the-blogs
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Andrea Vance (Stuff): Lusk seen as partner in grime
Last updated 13:11 25/08/2014
If Cameron Slater is the baddest dude in New Zealand politics, then Simon
Lusk is his partner in crime. Or puppet master, depending on your reading of
Nicky Hager's latest book Dirty Politics.
Like Dick Dastardly and Muttley, the pair have snickered their way through
their own various political plots. Crude, cruel and often offensive, their online
chats were laid bare last week by Hager's source, an anonymous hacker who
has identified himself as "Rawshark".
Until recently, Hawke's Bay-based Lusk was as much of an enigma as the
hacker. He almost never gives interviews. The names of his clients might
have leaked out, but he never confirms them.
Lusk has long been painted as shadowy bagman with an ultra-conservative
agenda. National's hierarchy issued a warning to candidates in 2012 not to
use his political strategy services. Campaign supremo Steven Joyce is not a
fan. Those close to Lusk report that the feeling is mutual.
His success in elections is the subject of legend, but so far publicly unverified.
Hager's book claims Lusk and Slater were instrumental in installing National
MP Mark Mitchell in Rodney in 2011, mainly by attacking rivals and talking up
his career with the police. No-one disputes that his candidates are willing to
pay tens of thousands of dollars for his advice.
Taciturn and occasionally prickly, his personality is at the other end of the
spectrum from John Key's. Neither do they share political views. Lusk is hardright. Key knows electoral success depends on the centre. Lusk does not
have his ear. Sources also say he isn't a confidante of justice minister Judith
Collins in the same way that Slater is.
There is a danger his - and Slater's - influence on the party has been wildly
over- egged. This is no Tea Party-type takeover of the National party. Their
underhand tactics have had much more impact on Labour.
But, with the publication of their stolen correspondence, Slater and Lusk have
disrupted National's election campaign on a far grander scale than they could
ever have imagined.
The party's election strategists are deeply worried another dirty politics
bombshell will wreck their carefully orchestrated launch in South Auckland
today. The optics will certainly be spoiled, but the wider public almost certainly
cares more about the populist policy National will pitch.
Long term, Lusk and Slater's manoeuvring will have most effect on their
Beehive allies, Collins and spin doctor Jason Ede. Almost everyone in the
political sphere assumes Collins will be demoted post-election.
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With exposure, Ede's black-op tactics are rendered ineffectual - and he and
Slater appear to have fallen out. Key's relationship with the media has also
sustained a further blow.
Aside from the gross invasion of their privacy and the (likely short-term)
impact on Slater's advertising, the dastardly duo are unscathed and
unabashed. Lusk has gained a new client - an unnamed Auckland mayoralty
hopeful.
Whaleoil's hits have gone through the roof - the scandal ensured his blog is a
must-read for his supporters and detractors.
Nor has there been any noticeable letup in dirty tactics. In the fever of the
election campaign, rumours and scuttlebutt are flying as much as they have
always done.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/opinion/10417775/Lusk-seen-aspartner-in-grime
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TVNZ: Vote Compass: Hager book impacts voting decisions
UPDATED 16:40
Published: 2:27PM Monday August 25, 2014
More than a-third of voters say Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics has affected
their decision on who to vote for in varying degrees.
But the majority of people who've filled out the Vote Compass survey say it's
had no effect at all.
More than 206,000 people have taken part in the survey hosted by ONE
News, which calculates how the policies of different parties line up with your
own personal views.
The results to the questions on Nicky Hager's book are based on 13,913
respondents to Vote Compass from last Thursday to today.
Hager used hacked emails to allege in his book that National Party figures
were working with Cameron Slater to smear political opponents on his Whale
Oil website.

Asked how much truth they think there is to the claims made by Nicky Hager
in the book , 9% of the respondents said "none", 24% said "little" while
another 24% said "some" and 25% thought there was "a lot" of truth to the
claims. Eighteen per cent didn't know.
"I just think where there's smoke there's fire. There's probably something in it
that's been embellished a wee bit," Jim Lawrence, a Kaiapoi Voter told ONE
News.
Masterton Voter Pat Everitt said: "It's got me a lot more disappointed because
it seems to cloud so many of the issues when they are stirring up the mud."
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Professor Jack Vowles of Victoria University says the book's impact could
increase.
"The longer something like this goes on of course, then the more effect it
might have, particularly depending on more stuff coming out," he said.
To the question "How much of an effect has Nicky Hager's new book, Dirty
Politics, had on your decision about who to vote for?", 56% of the Vote
Compass respondents replied "none".
But 15% said it has had "little" effect, 11% said "some" effect, and 10% said it
had "a lot" of effect on their voting decision. That's a total of 36% saying the
book has affected their voting decision. Eight percent didn't know.
"It's somewhat more than what someone might expect in some respects
because from what we know about political psychology, people tend to resist
new information that's inconsistent with what they thought before," Professor
Vowles said.
Though Vote Compass is not a poll, respondent data is weighted using the
latest census data to approximate a representative sample of the New
Zealand population.
Take part in Vote Compass atonenews.conz/votecompass
Once you've finished, Vote Compass compares your answers with the policy
positions of the parties then displays your position on a grid, showing where
you stand in the overall political landscape. If you wish, you can choose to
share your results page on social media.
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/compass-hager-book-impacts-votingdecisions-6063885
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Lynn Prentice (The Standard): Slater’s privacy conundrum
WrittenBy: LPRENT - Date published:7:50 am, August 25th, 2014

For me the funniest thing that happened last week was Cameron Slater proudly
announcing thathe’d put in a privacy complaint about the someone hacking his data.
Three days later he finds out that he was the target of a privacy act prosecution for
doing essentially the same act on Matthew Blomfield that he is complaining about.
Because of the equivalences of what happened in the two cases and because it is
largely in untested legal areas, the irony is that Cameron almost certainly has to lose
the privacy case against him before he even has a hope of getting a successful
case against Hager.
In the Privacy Act 1993 there is no significiant difference between the theft and
receiving of Matthew Blomfield’s hard disk, and using a login to access Cameron
Slater’s gmail and facebook accounts. The prosecution against Slater should make
this considerably clearer as I’m sure that the legal privacy status of stolen information
will become better defined.
However the difference between the two complaints will be in the public interest
aspects, in other words what the material was used for.
Making public the business dealings of a Auckland businessman is unlikely to be in
the public interest. Apart from the very high probability that Cameron Slater was
being paid to attack Blomfield, there doesn’t appear to have been any public interest
apart from Whaleoil’s audience titillation. In the current outstanding appeal from
Slater in the High Court in the Blomfield defamation case, defamation expert Julian
Miles, QC who was acting for the court is reported as saying on the public
interest aspects of the appeal..
In the case against Slater, he said Mr Blomfield had no wider interest to the public
and allegations raised in the blog posts had been considered and dismissed by the
authorities. While the disclosure of sources might put some off passing on
information, it could also dissuade those passing on information which held little
public interest, he said.
Asked for precedents, he said: “I know of no case which would go so far as to say this
internecine shareholder fight in a relatively unimportant private company is entitled to
the protection of anonymity.”
Whereas knowing that group of grubby arseholes inside and outside government have
been manipulating official processes and the political system to distort public debate
for their own benefit is most certainly in the public interest.
Now, as we’re probably all aware by this point, Cameron Slater isn’t exactly the
brightest person around. I think that I have run across poodles with a better social
intelligence and empathy for people than he has, and this is made painfully
apparent in the book. His sociopathic nature, a near complete disregard for other
people rights, and a strong tendency to inflate everything he does, from his own
importance to his site’s readership, has brought him to where he is now. But now it is
going to be a pathway of pain as his politically and commercially toxic nature and
now publicised comments about others have made even his most ardent supporters
recoil.
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In reality, as the Dirty Politics book and the whaledumps make quite clear, he was just
a useful puppet for others.
Now I’m sure that the egotistical 40+ adolescent really doesn’t understand this. So
I’m quite certain that he will provide some interesting entertainment over the coming
years. He will mindlessly try to make the law conform to his view that it should fit his
needs rather than that he should conform to its prescriptions. Good luck with that, and
pass the popcorn…
When Cameron Slater eventually returns to NZ and if he doesn’t get met by the IRD
at the airport for serious private discussion 2 about how much tax he owes the NZ
Government, then I suspect he is going to have a rapid education in basic legal
principles over the next couple of years. The upside is that he will probably be the
first person to provide the interesting precedents for several acts that haven’t fully
tested in court. The downside is that he will probably get his cheap thrills providing
copy for the tabloid gossip columnists like Mike Hosking and Rachel Glucina.
1

1. Reading the Whaledump raw facebook messages has been an education
in exactly how immature some of these fools are. The conversations
between Lusk and Slater about almost everything are kind of a drone of
boyhood boasting and outright stupidity. Their talk on weapons and hunting
resemble those of the 18 year olds that I met in basic training for the army
more than 35 years ago.
2. Because who amongst you think that he actually declared and paid tax on
the dirty income that is revealed in Dirty Politics and the whaledumps?
http://thestandard.org.nz/slaters-privacy-conundrum/
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Russell Blackstock (Herald): Collins 'not worried' by criticism
5:00 AM Sunday Aug 24, 2014
Embattled Judith Collins emerged unrepentant yesterday and announced she
would not be stepping down after a political week from hell.
Attending a Pakistan Independence Day event at Auckland Girls' Grammar
School she brushed aside questions over whether she would resign with a
resounding: "Certainly not".
Collins' reputation has taken a battering after revelations in the book Dirty
Politics and amid accusations she fast-tracked an OIA request from Whale Oil
blogger Cameron Slater in just 37 minutes.
Collins has also faced calls for her resignation over her role in passing the
name and details of a public servant she suspected of helping Labour in a
political attack to Slater.
The minister, who attended the event with Labour leader David Cunliffe and
veteran Labour MP Phil Goff, was subject to a media frenzy when she arrived
in a chauffeur-driven silver sedan.
She brushed off questions about the OIA controversy and the hacked emails
row.
However, after speaking at the event, which was attended by several hundred
members of Auckland's Pakistan community, she said: "My office does our
very best to get our OIA requests as quickly as possible.
"I also note that two members of the Press Gallery have said I have done the
same for them this week."
When pressed about whether her recent troubles would mean her political
ambitions to one day lead the National Party were over, Collins was noncommittal.
"I have never talked about that. I am here to do the best job that I can," she
said. "I always agree with the Prime Minister with everything, I always find that
helpful."
She added that recent criticism about her performance "goes with the job. I'm
not worried by it".
"This week I have spent a lot of time door-knocking and doing everything I
said I would," she added.
Support from her National Party colleagues is believed to have nosedived in
recent weeks. But Collins put on a brave face about this too.
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"My colleagues have been great. I always have had a lot of good friends and
even though I don't agree with everything my friends do, I am always loyal to
them."
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11313412
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Grant Miller (Stuff): Complacency issue has been dealt with
Last updated 12:00 25/08/2014
OPINION: As June neared its end, Prime Minister John Key warned the
National Party faithful about the perils of complacency.
"There's no constitutional reason why the parties to the left of us can't all hold
hands, and if they can get to 61 seats, then they will be the government on
September 21. That is the reality."
At the time, people listening to this speech probably had confidence levels
approaching those that supporters of the All Blacks may have felt at half-time
in Saturday's rugby test against the Wallabies. Barring any remarkable
change of fortunes, the game was as good as won.
Right now, there is no need for Key to deliver warnings about the general
election result being seen as a foregone conclusion.
The blowtorch has been applied in the form of Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics
book and mainstream media climbing on the bandwagon.
From National's perspective, the content of the book is less important than
whether the fallout can be contained, whether the Key brand has lost its lustre
and whether the party is starting to look like one on the slide.
That's the backdrop to the release of National's housing policy and campaign
launch yesterday.
The party is eager to draw a line under the Hager business, recapture the
momentum and set the agenda.
The task may not be as difficult as it initially seems.
The election is still weeks away and the focus on Dirty Politics will have faded
by then.
Moreover, there is not yet much evidence of the general mood being for a
change of government.
National's handling of the economy, for example, has been sure-footed
enough for there to be considerable doubt that a Labour-led coalition would
do a better job.
Labour leader David Cunliffe has had a bit to say about Dirty Politics but his
challenge is to turn any lingering discontent with National into support for
Labour.
The next opinion polls should give us a good idea of how much damage the
Hager revelations have done to the Right.
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Even so, Key's opponents will know he is capable of weathering storms and
his folksy style would appear to remain an asset.
Cunliffe will be no pushover in the televised debates but Key will have no
shortage of motivation to perform well there.
What should be remembered about 2011 is that Labour had quite a good
campaign and it didn't cut much ice. Many voters, clearly, were not tired of
Key.
We shall see on September 20 whether they have changed their minds.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/manawatu-standard/opinion/10420748/Complacencyissue-has-been-dealt-with
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Whaleoil: What does Nicky Hager really stand for?
by Cameron Slater on August 25, 2014 at 4:30pm
Guest post, by Salacious Crumb
It is easy to dismiss Nicky Hager as some sort of left wing subversive. As an
anti-Nat who seeks to drop red bombs on the blue landscape but this isn’t
necessarily the case; afterall it is worth remembering that Helen Clark felt the
sting of Hager’s brand of literary torment when he published his book on the
“Corngate Saga” prior to the 2002 election.
Nicky Hager represents something far more insidious.
Hager has consistently put an opposing view to the role of security
intelligence and the methods used to gather it. It is to his credit that he shone
the spotlight on the until then, obscure Government Communications Security
Bureau, or GCSB. A department few, if any, New Zealanders had any
awareness of, let alone its role.
To date much of what Hager has written of the GCSB, especially at the
operations level, is accurate. However, Hager’s assertions as to the actual
role of the GCSB, the type of intelligence it gathers and the use of this
intelligence have been at times been selective and less than truthful.
At this point it is worth understanding a little of the history of this extraordinary
government department.
The GCSB came in to being in 1979. Originally a little known branch of the
Ministry of Defense, it was so clandestine that it’s existence wasn’t even
known by cabinet until the mid 1980′s. It was in 1982 that it became a
separate entity to the MoD and was given its own title.
As a result of the dissolution of the ANZUS alliance and the dreadful
diplomacy shown to our allies by the Lange Government around their antinuclear stance, New Zealand was essentially ostracised not only in a military
sense, but by our security intelligence allies as well.
Intelligence information that was provided by our US, Australian, Canadian
and British allies literally dried up overnight. Information that would have cost
hundreds of millions for New Zealand to have acquired via its own network.
With no shift in the diplomatic standoff with the USA in particular, New
Zealand was then forced to spend hundreds of millions to establish its own
network for security intelligence, thus the scope and resource given to the
GCSB was greatly increased.
With the gradual return to closer intelligence links with our traditional allies
combined with successive governments commitment to security intelligence,
New Zealand now has a state of the art security intelligence agency that
contributes as much to world security as it does to our own.
So what does Nicky Hager represent?
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Hager and his ilk are opposed to the idea that a government should have any
ability to monitor the individual. That an individual’s privacy in
communications, movements and activities are sacrosanct. There is some
merit in this ideology though sadly this ideology lives in a perfect world. One
from which we are far removed.
He would have us believe there is no necessity for organisations like the
GCSB. That the “rights” of the individual far outweigh those of society as a
whole all the while downplaying the national security aspect that requires a far
reaching and efficient intelligence gathering capability.
Sadly, it is a dangerously naive and myopic view of the world to think there
are no threats to the New Zealand way of life, especially when some of these
threats can be somewhat abstract.
Over the years there have been numerous news stories detailing the
interception of large drug shipments, child pornography, human trafficking and
other criminal networks. There are countless events that never make the
media. Of the truly dangerous individuals and organisations who never reach
our shores or our neighbours, denying them the opportunity to carry out their
planned activities.
Unbeknownst to most New Zealanders is the “Iron Dome” like security that
protects our national and commercial interests from criminal and foreign
power cyber activity. There is the diplomatic and economic benefits of having
“knowledge” of who and what our government is dealing with and the flow of
information that ensures the safety and efficacy of our service personnel
abroad.
You will never see the GCSB credited for their assistance or involvement in
these sorts of events. Ever.
Hager has repeatedly suggested that there is systematic abuse of the GCSB’s
powers and the information it gathers.
Does the GCSB spy on New Zealanders? Yes, on occasion it does. There is
however, considerable oversight for this to occur.
Far more oversight than is required for the police to gain a warrant to surveil
criminal activity for example.
It is a pertinent fact that since its inception, no newly elected government has
sought to restrict the scope and capability of the GCSB, yet can any of us
claim to have felt the cold hand of government surveillance impacting on our
daily lives? Instead, perhaps we should ask ourselves whether we feel secure
in where we live and of our way of life?
The assertion of abuses by the GCSB given their legal oversight, restrictions
under the parliamentary act governing their activities and the credentials of
the individuals tasked with running this organisation can only be described as
misguided at best.
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What does pose a significant threat to us all are the cynical attempts to
undermine our national security by Hager et al through their ill reasoned
expose’s and the continual attacks from complicit political parties and media
organisations.
That Hager’s latest literary offering comes courtesy of the most brazen
criminal cyber activity ever seen here, the very type of activity Hager wrongly
accuses the government and it’s agencies of, is beyond any sense of
hypocrisy or irony, especially given the context of its intent and of the
protagonists involved.
It is symptomatic of exactly the type of plain view threat that exists in New
Zealand.
Western democracy is a fragile thing and like the citizens who uphold it, it
requires its own protections and mechanisms for survival. This is the role that
our intelligence organisations fulfil and they do this with great efficiency and
integrity.
To see what Nicky Hagar really stands for ask yourself this;
How do you describe a person who attempts to undermine his own country’s
democracy, especially when he does so by the very means he disingenuously
accuses government agencies of? The very same government agencies who
work diligently to protect him and every other citizen from the very real threats
that exist in the world.
Threats that come in many forms, shapes and sizes.
http://www.whaleoil.co.nz/2014/08/nicky-hager-really-stand/
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Why the Secret Intelligence Service feeding
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Campbell Gibson (NBR): Councillor stands by PR veteran targeted by Hager
(paywalled)
Joshua Drummond (Stuff): PM's nice-guy image gone forever
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Martin van Beynen (Stuff): Sadly, Hager's book won't clean up politics
Andrew Gunn (Stuff): National's policies. Yes?
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Steve Braunias (Stuff): Focusing on the election campaign
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Kelvin Smythe (Networkonnet): New Zealand, after six years of Key, has been
corrupted by the sleaze and dirty tricks to a different kind of New Zealand
Bronwyn Hayward (Seed research group): Towards a Better New Zealand
Democracy
John Braddock and Tom Peters (World Socialist Website): Media turns
against New Zealand government ahead of election
Peter de Graaf (Northern Advocate): National security defects exposed
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Nick Grant (NBR): Key comfortable with Gwyn inspecting staff’s personal
emails
Stuff: Collins sticks to her guns, and friends

Dirty Politics
John Armstrong (Herald): PM resolves to harpoon 'Whalegate'
5:00 AM Monday Aug 25, 2014
Warming up the audience before the appearance of John Key at National's
official campaign launch yesterday, Bill English heaped praise upon praise on
the Prime Minister.
He made special mention of the "patience, courtesy and good humour" Key
had displayed despite persistent questions about Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics
book and what he was going to do about it.
It seems no one told English that Key's stratagem was about to go from one
extreme to the other.
Having failed to talk Hager into submission, Key has suddenly gone silent. At
his post-launch press conference, he simply refused to answer questions on
the subject. The media had had a "good chew" and "we have moved on from
there".
Some very pertinent questions remain unanswered, however, namely why
Key has not sacked Judith Collins from the Justice portfolio and why she has
not apologised to the public servant who received death threats after she
passed private information to Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater.
The switch in tactics is understandable, if not defendable. Last week was the
week from hell for the Prime Minister. He is in no mood for a repeat.
Yesterday was the opportunity to make a fresh start and get National's
campaign on track. Key preferred to "focus on the issues that matter" - fast
becoming the catchphrase of this election. That included housing, with Key
tackling one of National's weak points by promising more assistance to firsthome buyers if they cash up their KiwiSaver contributions.
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By erecting a brick wall to a particular line of questions, Key is obviously
hoping the media will get bored and - like National - move on to other things.
Although they would never say it, other parties would not be too worried if that
was to happen.
Whalegate (for want of a better name) has probably inflicted as much damage
on National as it is likely to do. Whether the story stays alive hangs on
whether there are further emails not referred to in Hager's book which are
equally as incendiary - and whether the holder of those emails decides to
release them.
If there is more to come, Key might find that silence is not golden.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11313707
Aimee Gulliver (Stuff): Dotcom 'preparing legal action' against blogger
Last updated 10:07 25/08/2014
Kim Dotcom says he considered hiring a private investigator after WhaleOil
blogger Cameron Slater repeatedly posted "smear stories" about him, but
denies hacking Slater's computer.
Slater's hacked correspondence was released to investigative journalist Nicky
Hager, who published it in his book, Dirty Politics.
Emails and Facebook communications have since been released online by
someone claiming to be the hacker, who uses the Twitter account
@WhaleDump.
Dotcom said on Radio New Zealand's Morning Report programme he was not
behind WhaleDump either.
He had considered hiring a private investigator to monitor Slater, but changed
his mind when he considered how he had felt being monitored by the
Government Communications Security Bureau (GCSB).
Dotcom had been preparing to bring legal action against Slater for more than
three months. He had had lawyers monitor the WhaleOil website daily to build
the case.
Dotcom spoke at the Internet-Mana Party launch yesterday of using his
hacking skills when he was 19 to alter the credit rating of German chancellor
Helmut Kohl to zero because he "didn't like the guy".
"And you have all figured by now that there's another prime minister I don't
like," Dotcom said.
Party press secretary Pam Corkery swore at journalists yesterday when they
wanted to interview Dotcom after the launch.
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"We've talked about jobs today and people living in poverty - you want to
interview Kim, who said no interviews, about a 19-year-old story - you work in
news, you puffed up little s...," she told a television reporter.
Internet-Mana Party leader Laila Harre said Corkery had apologised for losing
her cool with the media.
Journalists had pursued Corkery for some time in "quite an aggressive way"
for an interview with Dotcom, which they knew before the event they wouldn't
be given, Harre said.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10420274/Dotcom-preparing-legalaction-against-blogger
Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Why the Secret Intelligence Service
feeding Cameron Slater information is so very, very, very serious
August 25, 2014
Folks, it doesn’t matter if you are Right or Left, the issue of the Secret
Intelligence Service being forced to feed a far right hate speech merchant like
Cameron Slater with sensitive information is an ‘us’ issue.
The SIS are ‘deep State’. We ‘trust’ in them to use the vast powers they have
for the protection of NZ. I think we can all see, regardless of how we vote, that
getting them to release information to a blogger with the ethical standards of a
drug cartel are well outside what is acceptable.
We know that the guidelines for the release of such information from the SIS
requires consultation between Key, Ede and Eagleson for several days. The
PM has stated in his video answer that he was briefed, he has since claimed
that when he said “I was briefed’ he means something completely different,
and that when public servants Tucker and Wakem both said he was briefed,
they also meant something completely different.
So that’s 3 people saying the same thing but all meaning something
completely different, and this is the tissue thin defence being erected to shrug
off handing Cameron Slater of all people information sensitive within one of
our spy agencies?
This just isn’t fucking good enough. This defence of “when I say me and I, I
actually mean some faceless and anonymous ‘office’ where blame and
responsibility can’t actually be established” isn’t a defence, it’s a declaration of
incompetence that if true simply means all of them, the whole office, needs to
go.
The Prime Minister is either incompetent or lying through his front teeth.
Neither of which helps explain why someone as toxic as Slater was given
access to SIS information.
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Using the state spy apparatus to embarrass and smear political opponents is
a dark and frighteningly dangerous moment in our political history, it can’t just
be shrugged off with ‘my office was briefed’ as an answer.
Such casual fascism must be challenged.
- See more at: http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/25/why-the-secretintelligence-service-feeding-cameron-slater-information-is-so-very-very-veryserious/#sthash.wAzQccjs.dpuf
http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/25/why-the-secret-intelligence-servicefeeding-cameron-slater-information-is-so-very-very-very-serious/

Laura McQuillan (Newstalk ZB): Peters calls for top-level inquiry into
Hager allegations
August 25 2014 7:53
Calls for a top-level commission of inquiry into allegations made in Nicky
Hager's book 'Dirty Politics'.
New Zealand First leader Winston Peters says it's the only way to get to the
bottom of National's dealings with Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater.
He says it should be headed by a respected figure who can get to the truth
about National's dealings with Mr Slater and restore public confidence.
Police, the Privacy Commissioner and the Inspector-General of Intelligence
and Security are already investigating aspects of the allegations.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/news/nbpol/1838404625-peters-callsfor-top-level-inquiry-into-hager-allegations
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Campbell Gibson (NBR): Councillor stands by PR veteran targeted by
Hager (paywalled)
August 25, 2014 |
Auckland Councillor Cameron Brewer is standing by his business partner, PR veteran Carrick Graham, following
Nicky Hager’s attempt to paint Mr Graham as being Whale Oil blogger CameronSlater's main source of income.
Mr Brewer co-founded Graham, Brewer, Simich and Associates with Mr Graham as well as New Zealand
Herald "Spy" columnist Ricardo Simich.
The PR agency, which keeps its clients confidential, was founded earlier this year.
Dirty Politics author Nicky Hager wrote a detailed chapter in his new book about the apparent dealings between
Mr Graham and Mr Slater, well before the founding of GBSA.
Mr Hager sourced information obtained from emails between Mr Graham and Mr Slater and alleged that Mr Slater
received as much as $6500 a month for blog posts criticising opponents of Mr Graham’s alcohol and tobacco
clients.
Mr Brewer said the new PR agency is “going really well” and Dirty Politics has not changed anything.
“I’ve known Carrick and Ricardo for many years and some little left-wing book doesn’t change anything”.
Mr Simich agrees that the recent media coverage of Mr Graham will not affect the business.
Each of the founders has a 33.33% share in the company.
Asked whether there may be a conflict of interest between his politicking and his business life, MrBrewer says he
has “no apologies” for operating in both worlds.
“Traditionally, many centre-right local body politicians have had strong business links. It’s healthy, and in fact
most people are saying good on you for doing something other than just council."
Mr Brewer says that he would withdraw from any debate or vote if he thought there was a conflict ofinterest.
However, he says conflicts of interest will be “very rare” and that he, among other super city governors, are
dealing with macro regional policy and budgetary matters.
Often talked of as a future Auckland mayoral candidate, Mr Brewer said his long-term plans are for central
government.
“One day I may have a crack at Parliament. Growing my business credentials andexercising good judgement is
part of that possible journey."

http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/councillor-stands-pr-veteran-targeted-hager-cg-p161284
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Joshua Drummond (Stuff): PM's nice-guy image gone forever
Last updated 09:14 25/08/2014
OPINION: The very meaning of the phrase has changed forever for New
Zealanders. Politics has always been understood to be a dirty game, but just
how dirty it is of late has been revealed by Nicky Hager's new book. Readers
may or may not agree with the conclusions that Hager draws. However, there
is no doubt in my mind that many of the political operators featured in the
book - all of whom have close ties to the National Party - are, at best, vile and
at worst, evil.
At this point, you may be thinking: how lucky we are to live in the Waikato,
where our politicians are good, reliable sorts, and nothing like this ever goes
on.
Which is, of course, not quite right.
It's not just the fact that our local body politics get pretty dirty, if hilariously so see would-be kingmaker Ray Stark's wildly backfiring robo-calls during the
last Hamilton City Council election for amusing details. It's that John Key is
now irreversibly tarnished by his office's, and his own, association with the
scumblogger Cameron Slater and his friends. What does that have to do with
our local election issues?
Well, just look whose photo is on every billboard, smiling proudly, along with
our local National candidates. It's John Key with (insert interchangeable name
here) wherever you are in the Waikato. Key's dirt is their dirt. It's important to
note I'm in no way implying that local National MPs David Bennett or Tim
Macindoe have been engaging in the same dirty politics Key's office has been
involved in. I believe them both to be decent people who genuinely care about
and work hard for their electorates. Their politics are not mine, but I do
respect them.
I no longer respect John Key. Not even a bit. And that's why John Key's
problem is Waikato voters' dilemma.
National's election strategy has long depended on Key's immense popularity.
That's why his face is on every billboard just as big as your local candidate's.
The visual message is compelling. You're voting for Key, you see. The nice
man. The smiler. The good bloke, the one you'd drink a beer with, and all the
usual banalities that I'm so sick of and which should be, by now, unmasked as
the untruths they've always been.
Key's office, and the office of Judith Collins, the Minister he is maintaining an
increasingly inexplicable defence of, can't be separated from the awful people
they've been keeping company with. The truth of the allegations in Dirty
Politics will emerge (and is emerging) but what's already beyond dispute is
the character of the people Key and Collins associate with. Collins regards
Cameron Slater as a friend. I'm going out on a limb here, but I'd hope to
believe that any New Zealander who reads what he says about Labour voters
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in Christchurch - "National should let them rot, after all they are useless scum
Labour voters especially in the areas where the earthquake hit . . . well
hopefully more scum labour voters will piss off to Australia and at least the
uninsured get f..king nothing" - would regard him with nothing less than total
contempt.
Well, this might be hard to take if you're a Key person, but John Key deserves
a generous helping of the same contempt. As does Judith Collins, and anyone
else in National who has ever thought dealing with the narcissistic bastard
who calls himself Whaleoil as a quick route to taking out a political enemy. I
would love to see our local National MPs condemn this behaviour.
At the end of the day - to borrow a cliché John Key has started spouting rather
a lot lately - it's the good people in National who are being screwed by this
approach to politics. The book features a horrible section wherein Cameron
Slater and some of his awful friends try, and succeed, in gaming a National
candidate selection process, through the most unethical means imaginable.
I'd be interested to hear what local National MPs have to say about that sort
of thing.
At the end of the day (again) Dirty Politics is not the Left-wing smear
campaign that Key, Collins, and Slater are saying it is in the desperate hope
that repeating it will turn the lie into truth. It's an impassioned cry for removing
dirt from our politics. It is a book for National supporters, not just for Leftwingers. If the good people in National take the book's message seriously, it
might mean that we can focus on debating genuine political issues rather than
seeing an endless stream of Beehive-sourced hit-pieces masquerading as
news. And if National - indeed, if any government, left or right-wing - won't
conduct itself ethically, it must be punished at the ballot box.
Joshua Drummond is a freelance writer and illustrator who needs a shower
after reading Dirty Politics. His website is cakeburger.com.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/waikato-times/opinion/10420033/PMs-nice-guy-imagegone-forever
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Toby Manhire (Guardian): The whale that swallowed New Zealand's
election campaign
Saturday 23 August 2014 04.21 BST
A spectacular exposé alleging prime minister John Key and his National party
colleagues were involved in dirty tricks campaigns has created the most
significant political maelstrom in nearly six years in office and blown the
government’s re-election strategy dramatically off course, writes Toby
Manhire
At the beginning of the month, the New Zealand National party looked all but
unassailable. The centre-right party, led by the enormously popular traderturned-politician John Key, seemed firmly in control as they approached a
September election, helped by an opposition in disarray. If a third term was
not yet guaranteed – New Zealand’s proportional electoral system makes
landslide victories improbable – it was clear it would take some remarkable
turn of events to shift the momentum.
What a difference a book makes. Investigative journalist Nicky Hager’s “Dirty
Politics: How attack politics is poisoning New Zealand’s political environment”
has blown the National party strategy dramatically off course, propelling the
campaign into uncharted territory. Its allegations have dominated news
bulletins for the 10 days since its publication, as accusations of dirty tricks,
smear campaigns and conspiracy sally in every direction.
Many predicted Hager’s book, details of which remained a secret until launch
to forestall any injunction, would return to the subject of an earlier work, New
Zealand’s role in the Five Eyes spying network. But instead of leaks from NSA
whistleblower Edward Snowden, Hager had something which, in domestic
political terms at least, would prove even more explosive: a cache of
correspondence from the computer of Cameron Slater, a vigorous, venomous
rightwing blogger better known by his site’s title, Whale Oil.
The great risk for Key is that his sparkling reputation becomes contaminated
by association with Slater’s toxic style.
Hager draws on thousands of hacked emails and Facebook private
messages, which reveal Slater’s links to Jason Ede, then a senior press
adviser and so-called “black ops” co-ordinator in the prime minister’s office, as
well as to senior cabinet minister Judith “Crusher” Collins and others. Taken
together, Hager claims in the book, the material exposes “the covert attack
machine run by the National party and its allies” and “a new kind of attack
politics … rapidly changing the political environment”.
The allegations have thoroughly sucked the oxygen out of a National
campaign carefully crafted – as its official hashtag, #TeamKey, implies –
around a hugely liked leader. As one political editor put it this week: “Nothing
short of discovering the cure for cancer will divert the conversation from Dirty
Politics.”
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In an unlikely convergence of old and new media, the acts described in the
book have been supported by the drip feed of source documents online, via
an anonymous Twitter account, @Whaledump, almost certainly controlled by
the same individual who handed the documents to Hager. In a wink to
WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange, Whaledump lists as its contact address
“Flat 3b, 3 Hans Crescent”, site of the Ecuadorean embassy in London.
The National party has scrambled to explain correspondence suggesting
Collins, the justice minister and an avowed close friend of Slater, had fed him
with information about a public servant so that he could attack him on his
blog, which led to death threats in the comments. Key, who earlier this year
acknowledged that he regularly spoke with Slater “to see what he’s got on his
site and mind”, this week described Collins’s action as “unwise” but refused to
ask for her resignation, despite having given her a “last chance” after she was
at the centre of political controversy earlier in the year.
The prime minister, facing by far the most sustained political maelstrom in
nearly six years in office, has been accused of making contradictory
statements about his knowledge of the process by which Slater had been
handed material from the domestic spy agency, SIS, that would embarrass
the Labour leader in the leadup to the 2011 election. Slater’s Official
Information Act request, which Hager says was encouraged by one of the
PM’s staff, had been almost immediately fulfilled, while similar requests from
other media were denied. It was, Slater boasted in a message, “expedited, in
the public interest. It is devastating for [Labour leader Phil] Goff, I am told”.
Key strongly rejects claims he was briefed on the matter and it is now the
subject of an inquiry by the spy watchdog, the inspector general of intelligence
and security.
Smear campaigns and conspiracy theories
Ede, meanwhile, is shown in correspondence reproduced by Hager to have
allegedly colluded in probing a Labour party website that had been left
insecure. Other published exchanges allegedly show Slater and his associate,
political consultant Simon Lusk, discussing smear campaigns to help a client
win a National candidate selection, the blackmail of a sitting MP (it never
happened, the MP has since insisted) and the description of those forced from
their homes after the Christchurch earthquake as “scum”. The book also
alleges Slater routinely posted associates’ contributions under his own name
and took thousands of dollars from tobacco companies, a claim he denies.
As far as possible, senior National figures have refused to engage with the
detail in the book, dismissing it as an exercise in “joining dots that shouldn’t
be joined” and based on stolen material. Even before the subject of the book
was revealed, Hager was characterised by Key as a “screaming leftwing
conspiracy theorist”. On Thursday, having spent most of the day fending off
allegations relating to the SIS issue, Key told media: “I think there’s a real risk
that a hacker, and people with a leftwing agenda, are trying to take an election
off New Zealanders.”
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While Ede, Lusk and Collins have avoided talking to media, Slater, the son of
a former National party president, has gone on the offensive. Talk of a “vast
conspiracy” between him and the PM’s office with Ede as “ringmaster” was
nonsense, he told the New Zealand Herald. His critics were guilty of
“hypocrisy and sanctimony”. Ede, he added, had proved himself “squeamish
and gutless” by going to ground, adding: “I play politics like Fijians play rugby.
My role is smashing your face into the ground. Politics is a nasty despicable
game and it’s played by nasty despicable people. Where’s the surprise in
this?”
Slater alleges that the hack of his computer was orchestrated by Kim Dotcom,
the New Zealand-based internet entrepreneur who is being sought for
extradition by the US to face copyright and money laundering charges. Slater
has run scores of posts attacking the German, increasing in frequency and
ferocity since Dotcom’s founding of the Internet party. The party, which
Dotcom has bankrolled to the tune of $3m, has formed an alliance with the
leftwing Mana Movement, giving it an easier route to parliament under the
rules of the electoral system.
Dotcom denies any involvement with the hack or the book. Hager, meanwhile,
says he would have “run a mile” had Dotcom played any role in accessing the
material.
“When a source is anonymous, like this person is, it’s possible to imagine all
sorts of creepy things about them,” says Hager. “But it is an intelligent,
thoughtful person, I’m pleased to say – a non-partisan person who I’m very
comfortable working with.”
Hager says the source, whom he met through “contacts in the IT and geek
world”, had been motivated by disgust at Slater’s blogging, in particular a post
that described the innocent victim of a car crash as a “feral” who had “done
the world a favour” by dying.
The hacker, who swiped only a small fraction of Slater’s private
correspondence before the intrusion was detected, originally intended to
publish the material online “in all directions to everybody”. Hager persuaded
him to provide “all the political information that you’ve found ... I was saying:
rather than just dumping this out in the world, like hackers tend to do, could I
have it, and try to use it for something really worthwhile?”
The scale of the response has surprised Hager. “It has obviously hit a current
of feeling ... There’s something about the way politics has been, or the
nastiness of some of the politics.” While pundits have not agreed on its
significance – “The fact is most New Zealanders don’t even know about this
book,” said one talkback radio host, albeit on the fifth straight day discussing it
– the coverage has been vast.
Hager says: “I think it’s kind of resonated because it seems there are a lot of
journalists who felt they were being manipulated or played, or shut out of
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information by the political management that was being run by the
government.”
Hager denies suggestions the book was designed as an election bombshell.
He was provided the hacked material in March, he says, and while he was
determined that it should be published before the election from a public
interest point of view, “it was actually just the practicalities of how fast I could
get it out”.
As to the claims of a leftwing conspiracy, Hager says he’s seen and heard it
all before. “Whenever I do work which confronts powerful people they tend to
attack the messenger rather than debate the issues,” he says. “I’ve got a long
record of work which criticises the left and the right ... When I once before had
a book before an election [Seeds of Distrust], 12 years ago, the National party
called it a fine work of investigative journalism, and the Labour party was mad
at me, and now when I write about the National party before an election, those
roles reverse ... I know there are going to be personal insults. I know there are
going to be evasions. And so accepting all that I’ve been really pleased at the
uptake of real stuff, and the real discussion, the real response it’s got.”
Stonewalling and the poll reaction
The accusations in Dirty Politics mix the old and the new, says Colin James, a
commentator who has covered New Zealand politics for four decades.
“Attacking opponents, including below the belt, is part of politics. The means
are different now, including the means to be found out.”
The Nationals’ stonewalling response has looked at times clumsy, says
James. “The story could have been dampened by applying the three Fs of
public relations: the second two Fs are ‘front up’ and ‘fess up’. Instead Key
flailed all round the paddock and was forced to retreat centimetre by
centimetre.” The controversy leaves a picture of “loose governance of his
office ... and of his cabinet” as well as “bad judgment in talking to Whale Oil”,
he says. “I listened in disbelief when he first said he talked to him as a matter
of course at a post-cabinet press conference earlier this year or late last year.”
In the first poll conducted after the book’s release, there is little sign of any
collapse in support for the Nationals. The NZ Herald/Digipoll shows the party
losing five points but they still tally 50%, roughly where they were a few
months earlier. The likely opposition coalition partners, Labour and the
Greens, remain some distance behind, at 25% and 14%. Key’s preferred PM
rating has fallen by 8.5 percentage points, but with his support still at 64.8% it
is hardly the stuff of crisis.
What is unknown is whether this decline will continue; whether, crucially, Key
will suffer reputational damage or whether the dirty politics story will, in the
prime minister’s words, “burn out”. As it stands the Nationals have lost all
control of the shape of the campaign. But as National strategists prepare for
their formal campaign launch in Auckland on Sunday they may be relieved to
note Whaledump’s tweet saying the leak at lunchtime on Friday was the “last
political post”.
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And there’s one more date in the calendar that will be circled. On 15
September, five days before the end of an already extraordinary election
campaign, Kim Dotcom is hosting an evening at the Auckland Town Hall with
Glenn Greenwald, the journalist who has become synonymous with Edward
Snowden’s NSA leaks, as the guest of honour.
The flamboyant mogul turned political incendiary has boasted that the event,
announced long before the Hager book was published, will include
accusations that will embarrass the prime minister and which could change
the path of the election. He is calling it “The Moment of Truth”.
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/aug/23/-sp-new-zealand-electionjohn-key-alleged-dirty-politics
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Dene Mackenzie (ODT): Hager's book continues to haunt
25 Aug 2014
Prime Minister John Key must be hoping when he campaigns in Auckland
today the horrors of the past 12 days have been put behind him and the
National Party.
Answering questions after launching the party's election campaign in
Manukau's Vodafone Events Centre yesterday, Mr Key refused to discuss the
future of Justice Minister Judith Collins, telling reporters ''we have moved on
from that''.
Unfortunately for Mr Key, many people have not moved on from the
allegations contained in investigative journalist Nicky Hager's book Dirty
Politics, in which it was alleged Ms Collins expedited official information
requests for right-wing blogger Cameron Slater.
It seems unlikely media trailing after the prime minister will stop asking
questions about Ms Collins and other allegations contained in the book,
including those involving National Party staff member Jason Ede, before the
September 20 election.
Mr Key is conducting a campaign by photo opportunities which involves one
15-minute to 20-minute media stand-up a day.
The one time slot gives him and his staff no time to spin the message into
policy.
The first debate between Mr Key and Labour leader David Cunliffe is
scheduled at 7pm on Thursday on TV One.
Both leaders need to be completely focused on the debate.
Mr Key destroyed former prime minister Helen Clark in 2008 and got the best
of former Labour leader Phil Goff with one devastating line ''show us the
money'' during a 2011 debate.
With National and Mr Key showing some slippage in support in a recent poll,
both men know they need to be at their best on Thursday as they present to
voters.
Labour support continued to slide in a poll last week, despite the furore about
Mr Hager's book.
However, Mr Cunliffe showed an improvement in the poll for preferred prime
minister and he will be seeking to improve again on Thursday.
Both men have refused to take part in a debate with small parties, attracting
some criticism but showing they intend to be the ones deciding the make-up
of the next government.
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Mr Key warned supporters yesterday there was still a chance, despite being
low in the polls, Labour could cobble together a government with the Greens,
Internet Mana and others because that was how the maths might work.
With 26 days to go to the election, Messrs Key and Cunliffe both need to start
the week strongly and continue building momentum towards the election.
http://www.odt.co.nz/elections-2014/opinion/313673/hagers-book-continueshaunt
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The Press: Editorial: Time to commit to clean politics
Last updated 05:00 25/08/2014
OPINION: Prime Minister John Key may just have done enough to shift the
conversation.
Key and his advisers had been hoping a popular policy announcement at
yesterday's National campaign launch would be enough to draw a line under
a harrowing week for the party on the hustings.
Speaking to a jubilant 2500 strong crowd, the prime minister revealed details
of the Homestart scheme he says would help about 90,000 first home buyers
over the next five years. The HomeStart grant replaces the KiwiSaver first
home deposit subsidy scheme and doubles the support for buying a new
home, while increasing the cap on the price of eligible houses.
The policy will likely have populist appeal, particularly in the heated
Christchurch and Auckland markets, though only a small sub-set of New
Zealanders will benefit. Housing has been a key battle ground, prior to the
release Nicky Hagar's Dirty Politics, as first homeowners have been squeezed
by rising values and the need for larger deposits following the Reserve Bank's
loan-to-value ratio changes. National will now be hoping it will become so
once more, shifting the discussion back to policy and away from politics, dirty
or otherwise.
The seamy side of this country's political machine, in which politicians feed
information to partisan commentators, was already an open secret, but
Hagar's book has meant politicians have spent the past two weeks being
forced to account for behaviour many New Zealanders find distasteful.
Among the more troubling aspects it has revealed is a potentially cynical use
of the Official Information Act. The act, which is intended to enable access to
information in the public interest, appears to have been applied inconsistently
and preferentially when the requests came from Right-wing political blogger
Cameron Slater.
A visibly tired and frustrated Key has spent the past week doggedly insisting
the book, its assumptions, and the drip feed of emails from the anonymous
hacker, are little more than a Left-wing conspiracy. New Zealanders are not
interested, he said. His assumptions on the former may be fair, but to assume
New Zealanders are not engaged in this issue is, at best, hopeful. The emails
have revealed a nasty side of political discourse that some MPs would rather
was not openly discussed. Just a few weeks out from the election, this is a
story the Government dearly wanted to just go away. The fortuitously timed
conference and significant housing announcement will likely shift the agenda
this week, but still Key must also assure New Zealanders his party is
committed to genuine transparency and not the politics of sleaze.
Slater is a partisan and vicious political commentator whose modus operandi
is to threaten to embarrass his opponents. In a country where freedom of
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expression is valued, this is his right, but to endorse his behaviour by
participation is unlikely to sit well with many Kiwis, who value honestly and
trust. These are values no politician can afford to ignore, even when the
conversation shifts.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/the-press/opinion/editorials/10418736/Editorial-Time-tocommit-to-clean-politics
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Sarah Robson (Newswire): John Key ignores questions over Judith
Collins
Monday 25 Aug 2014 5:55 a.m.
Prime Minister John Key has deflected questions about whether he thinks
under fire Justice Minister Judith Collins should apologise to the public
servant whose details she gave to blogger Cameron Slater.
During a press conference following National's campaign launch in south
Auckland yesterday, Mr Key was asked whether he thought Ms Collins'
actions were a good look, given she's the minister responsible for overseeing
changes to laws around cyber bullying.
"I think those issues are pretty well traversed, we've had a good chew on
them over the last 10 days," he told reporters.
"We're here to talk about housing ... You should feel free to talk about them
but I'm not going to."
Mr Key then refused to answer questions about whether he thought Ms
Collins should apologise to the public servant, Simon Pleasants.
He has previously said Ms Collins' actions were "unwise" but he has so far
refused to sack his minister.
Last week, the anonymous hacker who claims to have accessed Slater's
computer released an email showing Ms Collins gave the blogger not only
Simon Pleasants' name and job title, but also his mobile number, office
number and fax number.
Mr Pleasants managed ministerial property for the Parliamentary Service and,
according to Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics, Ms Collins suspected he had
leaked damaging information about Finance Minister Bill English's housing
allowance.
Slater followed up by attacking Mr Pleasants on his Whale Oil blog and the
Parliamentary Service employee was vilified and received death threats.
Ms Collins had previously said Slater already knew Mr Pleasants' name and
she was simply providing his job title, which was publicly available.
On Saturday, Ms Collins said she didn't think the saga had damaged her
reputation and she hadn't considered resigning.
She also refused to answer questions about whether she should apologise to
Mr Pleasants.
Labour, the Greens and NZ First have all called on Ms Collins to be sacked.
http://www.3news.co.nz/nznews/john-key-ignores-questions-over-judithcollins-2014082505
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Radio NZ: Dirty Politics will endure - professor
A public law professor said the fallout from Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics
will go on long after the General Election is decided next month.
Dirty Politics was released a week and a half ago. It is largely based on
hacked emails which seem to show senior National Party members and staff
were involved in feeding damaging information to well known bloggers.
Professor Andrew Geddis from Otago University said one of the main
concerns of the book is how a new style of politics is being developed that
aims to kill off opponents and their ideas.
He told Radio New Zealand there is a danger that other parties will start to
use the same tactics and standards will plummet.
"This is the risk. If the right - who are predominantly using this tactic at the
moment, because they have the sites to do it - if they can do it, well then the
left will be stupid not to.
"And then you know, you're in a race to the bottom."
Professor Geddis said after the election, the focus needs to shift from
nitpicking about who sent what to whom, to creating a cleaner vision of politics
in New Zealand that moves away from personal attacks.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/election-2014/252864/dirty-politics-will-endureprofessor
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Torben Akel (TV3): Delving into Dirty Politics
Saturday 23 Aug 2014 12:59 p.m.
The claims and counter-claims around Nicky Hager's book, Dirty Politics,
have left many confused.
But after 10 days of questions and answers, three main issues have
dominated: about a website, a phone number and an Official Information
request.
What do we know about these three stories? Torben Akel boils it down.
Watch the video for his full report.
http://www.3news.co.nz/tvshows/thenation/delving-into-dirty-politics2014082412
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David Fisher (Herald): Tidal wave of dirt that could swamp election
5:00 AM Saturday Aug 23, 2014
It often comes in like a wave, the release of a book from Nicky Hager,
breaking on the shores of public awareness awash with assertions that are
too much to take in at once.
Allegation, denial, allegation, rebuttal, confusion over who is right or what the
book was really about anyway.
Then the tide goes out and public awareness goes with it.
"This book has struck a chord in New Zealand more than anything I've
written," says Hager, author of Dirty Politics. Other books have been criticised
and lauded, but they come and then they go, leaving the public often puzzled
about what happened.
Not this time. It's 10 days since this wave crashed in and there's no sign of it
receding.
Dirty Politics is a tidal wave of a book, a best-seller. Based on years of
conversations hacked from the computer of the country's most aggressive
and angry blogger, it claimed to expose an ugly, hidden side to our politics
which was deeply rooted in John Key's National Government.
The book appeared to reveal networks which stretched from Whale Oil's
Cameron Slater to the Prime Minister's office, to the office of Justice Minister
Judith Collins, and into the pockets of public relations supremos.
It painted a picture of a Government determined to win at any cost, using
Slater as a weapon in the battle to dominate any opposition.
"It seems to have struck a political chord," Hager says. "I think that there has
a been a long narrative of a friendly Government riding high that has stood
behind the friendly image of John Key." Against that, he describes a public
which has accepted decisions - asset sales, for example - it hasn't entirely
agreed with because of the overall appeal of "Brand Key".
"There's been a disconnect between people's experience and the high
support for this confident, laid-back, in-charge kind of guy who's running the
party."
The media, which spends a lot of time interacting with those in power, has
recognised the powerful spin machines that have thwarted them time and
again, he says. "As soon as they saw this it rang true with their own
experiences."
What chaos. One of National's strongest assets and Slater's friend, Collins,
has disappeared since Dirty Politics appeared. She has publicly endorsed his
blog, and Hager has now exposed the depths to which it will sink. Worse for
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Collins, it emerged she gave Slater personal details of a public servant which
he then used to abuse online, inciting death threats.
Herald political columnist John Armstrong wrote an opinion piece comparing
the actions described in Dirty Politics to the Watergate scandal. In this modern
day incarnation, Slater entered the Labour Party computer system, bypassing
an encrypted database to find the back-up was open, once he recompiled its
disparate parts.
According to the book, Slater was joined in this venture by the Prime
Minister's press secretary Jason Ede, who appears to have been using a
dynamic IP address in a bid to hide the identity of his computer each time he
accessed the system. The book claims that together they netted membership
lists, emails, donor names and credit card numbers, which Slater would use to
abuse and harass Labour.
But it's not just the individual acts. And it's not even that Slater would make
jokes about dead babies on his site and crow "feral" at Judd Hall, who "did the
world a favour" when he died in the back seat of a car driven by a drunk
driver.
There is an awful totality, which appears to have also motivated the hacker
who broke into the site after the "feral" comment in January.
"I heard a rumour about someone who had some stuff," says Hager, whose
books on spies have generated contacts in IT circles. "He already had a plan
in his mind to set up a Twitter account and splash it all out there."
Hager says he spent weeks talking the person into letting him see the material
and use it to build the narrative which became Dirty Politics. The hacker, says
Hager, gave him everything. "I've seen everything. I'm 100 per cent sure." The
hacker then expressed a desire to keep back some material for himself. "We
kind of negotiated how much," he says. "I said 'can I have all the political
stuff'." Hager got what he asked for and so, the book was written.
When it launched, the "cynicism and unpleasantness" was there for all to see
- but the hacker still had a role to play.
He emerged on Monday - just as National's denials were becoming strident with a pledge to release source information publicly. In his only public
comment so far, he said: "This isn't politically motivated. I'm not paid to do
this. I'm not associated with [Internet Party founder] Kim Dotcom in any way. I
want to take down this corrupt network and make sure it can't be put back
together. My next batch of leaks will prove this."
Since then, Prime Minister John Key's campaign trail has turned into a game
of political Russian roulette. With anything he denies, there is the threat of the
hacker publishing proof through his WhaleDump Twitter handle.
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Now, every answer is a land mine. Key rubbished Hager's claims his press
secretary Ede was involved in accessing private information on the Labour
Party website, WhaleDump put online information which appeared to be proof.
He backed Collins over accusations she had helped victimise (to the point of
inciting death threats) an innocent public servant. WhaleDump showed she
sent her blogging friend the person's name, job title and phone number.
Hager: "I'd rather it didn't look like someone was playing politics too much."
He says he wouldn't want to see content drip-fed up to election day. "When
you act anonymously like that person is, it's only natural people will question
your motives and wonder who you are."
So, with WhaleDump in the background, it's a confident Rodney MP Mark
Mitchell who rejects the entire 10 pages in the book that claim his selection in
2011 was a rort driven by Slater and his co-conspirator, Simon Lusk.
"The information that's in there has a completely distorted picture that is not
true."
He says he will take action after the election - "all options are on the table"
including a defamation case. "This Nicky Hager has done a complete hatchet
job on me. My conscience is clear [on selection]. Simon and Cameron had
their own thoughts on that."
Dirty Politics claims Lusk and Slater manipulated the selection of Mitchell in
Rodney by abusing and deriding his opponents through the Whale Oil blog.
Hager claims Mitchell would not have won otherwise. Mitchell says: "The
delegates are not influenced by anyone other than the candidate."
Ask Mitchell is Slater if a mate, and he hedges. It's a big question to ask a
National MP about Slater given the last week - the blogger is the most
unwelcome, least-liked person to have ever been a National Party member,
says one source. Mitchell says they've known each other since they were kids
and come from old National Party families. He speaks of returning to New
Zealand from working abroad: "One of the things I wanted to do was stay true
to my own set of personal values and that means not having people tell me
who I can and can't talk to. I don't want to have people say who you can and
can't associate with."
One person Mitchell chooses not to associate with is Dotcom, who he met at
a barbecue last year. He testified at the trial of John Banks how the tycoon
threatened Key and the National Government.
"I feel New Zealand has never been put in a position where it has had to face
an ordeal like Kim Dotcom. There is a big risk of our own House of
Representatives being captured by him."
He speaks of the break-in to his Wellington office, the later burglary of his
Rodney electorate office and the hacking.
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"I chose to treat these things as random events. Some of the information
we've seen come out recently has made me re-evaluate that." There have
been text messages published in which Dotcom talks about targeting Whale
Oil - the tycoon says it has nothing to do with recent events but points to an
upcoming defamation action against the blogger.
At the Whale Oil blog, moderator Travis Poulson says he's "skimmed" through
most of the book and wonders if Hager was "given everything or just been
given what would be most negative towards National".
"I haven't read any of his other material," he says. "Some of it seems a bit
extreme, a bit 'conspiracy theorist'. I'm not interested in that kind of thing."
And when it comes to extradition - a court-governed process signed off by the
Justice Minister of the day - Poulson claims it will be rorted by Dotcom
changing the government. He says this view, which has been denied
repeatedly by Dotcom, is held among those who visit the Whale Oil blog.
Poulson, who volunteers hours every evening monitoring the comment
section on Whale Oil, talks of seeing the blog referred to as a "cesspit". In his
view, its a functioning community of people who enjoy each other's online
company - and one which has cleaned up its act this year.
A great deal more effort goes into removing some of the more offensive
comments. Death threats and swearing are now banned, although a quick
glance through the comments shows racism still seems fine - discussion on
tikanga brings comments about compensation claims from Maori for toilet
paper and soap, and a reference to welfare.
One moderator, Pete Belt, told the community last week: "Lots of things we do
here will be considered unethical by people. Ethical isn't something we are
worried about. Only legal."
It's a community which is now under threat. People's secrets are exposed, he
says. Emails to the blog contain "personal information".
"That's a gross invasion of privacy. There would be quite a few dozen, if not
hundreds, of people who would be quite concerned."
Computer security is also a concern. Poulson suspects his computer has
been under attack twice since Hager's book came out. "I can't see what
attacking me would bring to any motive. Anything political Cam would keep to
himself.
"I'm just a volunteer for the blog."
He looks back over the week which has gone and says, "It feels like a long
time. It's going to to be a shit-storm for days and weeks to come."
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But it should not return to how it was, says Hager. "[Slater] will keep going.
But if he's not totally discredited, then something is seriously wrong."
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/election2014/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503581&objectid=11313026
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John Armstrong (Herald): It's dirty all right, but voters don't seem to
care
5:00 AM Saturday Aug 23, 2014
One question - and one question only - lingers like flashing neon on a
moonless night as the Nicky Hager-instigated political firestorm of the last 10
days finally seems to be burning itself out, if only gradually.
That question is whether one of the more calamitous episodes in National's
78-year history has completely derailed the party's 2014 election campaign
before it has even really begun.
The current drip feeding by person or persons unknown of the emails which
Hager so meticulously and thoroughly stitched together in his latest book,
Dirty Politics, could spell further trouble for National, especially if new and
embarrassing material is released tomorrow to spike the party's formal launch
of its campaign in South Auckland.
So far, however, the material dumped via Twitter - though of intense interest
to the political cognoscenti - has added little to the knowledge of the nefarious
practices of some high-profile party figures already detailed in Hager's book.
The short answer to the question of whether National is going to be punished
at the ballot box is a cautious "no" - or at least not yet.
This week's Herald-DigiPoll survey - the first to be conducted since the
publication of Hager's book - recorded a marked drop in National's popularity
and John Key's personal rating. But that was off unsustainable highs in the
previous poll.
A clear majority of committed voters still seem to prefer Key's and Bill
English's brand of moderate and largely painless conservatism.
The latest DigiPoll result is broadly in line with the overall trend this year in the
Herald's and other major polls. If replicated on election day next month, then
National will secure a third term, though only by a narrow margin.
Sometimes there is a time-lag in opinion polls between an event taking place
and major shifts in opinion registering in poll findings.
That cannot be ruled out in this case, especially if National handles another
potentially cataclysmic crisis as badly as it handled this one.
But National can breathe easier for now. The DigiPoll outcome suggests that
most voters continue to be far more focused on things that are fundamental to
their lives like economic growth, jobs, inflation, house prices, education,
hospital services and so on.
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The revelation that a dirty tricks operation was being run out of an office on
the Prime Minister's floor at the top of the Beehive appears to have failed to
shock the bulk of voters.
It is politicians simply living up to the caricatures, stereotypes and cardboard
cutouts into which the public variously pigeonholes them.
Whether it is National or Labour ones being naughty is immaterial to those
voters. They are all the same.
As far as most voters are concerned, whale oil is something that was used in
the distant past to fuel lamps - not scandals.
They have never heard of Jason Ede. Nor do they care that they have not
heard of him.
All they know is that he is from Wellington, a place whose sole function, it
seems, is to waste the taxes they are forced to pay.
They have heard of Hager, however. He is a polarising figure who is seen as
either a saint or a stirrer - and nothing in between.
The atmosphere at his crowded book launch said it all. It was one of heady
expectation; that Hager was about to unveil the magic formula which would
unite the centre-left and finally puncture Key's bubble of seeming invincibility.
To his followers' absolute delight, Hager seemed to have more than delivered.
To their further delight, National seemed to break almost every rule of crisis
management in endeavouring to play down the complete and utter
unacceptability of the collusion between Cameron Slater and the Beehive
which the book exposes.
Rather than fess up and admit that the covert destruction of the reputations of
people merely because they happen to think differently was way beyond the
pale, Key went into denial mode, thus prolonging the agony for National. It
would have been of considerable assistance to National had Slater switched
off his mobile while in Israel in the past week instead of pouring petrol on the
blaze which was consuming the party he presumably wants to win the
election.
Also hanging her head in shame should have been Judith Collins for her role
in passing information to Slater which ultimately resulted in the terrorising of a
public servant by a third party.
For that matter, where was the State Services Commission, which is obliged
by statute to protect public servants from intimidation and political
interference? Answer: Missing in Inaction, as usual.
Collins should have offered her resignation as a Cabinet minister in order to
help minimise any damage to the party.
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She has done National no favours. Her caucus colleagues will surely
reciprocate in kind when she seeks their blessing when Key finally exits the
Beehive for good.
Key was this week doing one thing right, however.
While those on the left were in raptures seeing him squirming in obvious
discomfort on the six o'clock news night after night, Key was using his press
conferences to speak over the heads of the media.
In particular his assertion that the left was trying to "steal the election off New
Zealanders" may well have struck a chord outside of the urban liberal
enclaves in the big cities.
The left's problem is that while the book's contents are a major indictment of
National, the audience that Labour and other Opposition parties are targeting
are not that interested in the ins-and-outs of constitutional shenanigans.
National may have got the Government's books back into fiscal surplus, but
its dirty tricks operations suggest a serious ethical deficit on its part.
Were this the United States, the main protagonists in this sorry affair would be
hauled before a Senate inquiry and end up being handed a severe reprimand
- if they were lucky.
Not everyone in National's camp will be impressed that those responsible for
the contents of Hager's book will escape censure.
Take the likes of Nicky Wagner, who was already facing a real struggle
holding her Christchurch Central seat for National. She may as well not even
bother campaigning now that citizens of the earthquake-stricken city know
they rate as "scum" in the mind of Slater. She will not be the only one cursing
Slater. Christchurch was National's success story in 2011. National's strong
party vote in the city was a tribute to John Key's unique ability to draw votes
from across the political spectrum.
But Christchurch is gone. It would be rich irony if the city became National's
graveyard in 2014.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/election2014/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503581&objectid=11313037
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Fran O'Sullivan (Herald): Oxygen in short supply as parties scramble for
damage control after Hager book lands
8:26 AM Saturday Aug 23, 2014
John Key will not give his opponents - and this includes Nicky Hager who
timed the publication of his book Dirty Politics to inflict as much electoral
impact as possible - the pleasure of serving up the Crusher's head this side of
the election.
There's plenty of evidence that two National players - Justice Minister Judith
Collins and former prime ministerial adviser Jason Ede - have abused their
respective positions.
But Hager's claim that the Prime Minister's office and the Security Intelligence
Service helped blogger Cameron Slater obtain the documents which he then
used to embarrass former Labour leader Phil Goff will be difficult to ram
home.
Former SIS boss Warren Tucker and Chief Ombudsman Bev Wakem - who
previously looked into the issue - both back Key's story that he was never
directly briefed on Slater's request to release a politically sensitive secret
document which appeared to suggest Goff had told porkies.
But Key asks us to believe him that when he told journalists in 2011 that he
had been briefed by Tucker before the release of the sensitive information to
Slater it was his office that had discussions with the SIS, not him.
To anyone outside of the Wellington political scene this seems incredible.
The Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security is probing what happened.
In my view the inspector's report must be issued before the election.
These allegations which get to the heart of the Prime Minister's integrity must
be put to bed one way or the other before voters head into the booths on
September 20.
There is little doubt when it comes to the Justice Minister's behaviour. She
has been exposed as feeding private information to Slater which was used to
bully a public servant via his Whale Oil blog.
That official - Internal Affairs' Simon Pleasants - received death threats and
abusive comments after he was claimed to have leaked information to Labour
in 2009 which was used to pot Finance Minister Bill English for claiming an
accommodation allowance for a house he owns in Wellington.
Hager apologised and withdrew a further damaging insinuation that Collins
arranged for a prisoner to be transferred at Slater's request.
But irrespective of that, there is plenty that she should be fronting.
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Apart from a flippant comment to a gossip columnist - where she made light of
a hoax resignation letter - Collins has chosen not to engage with news media,
using the lame excuse that police inquiries are under way into the leaks.
It is not in Collins' DNA to fall on her sword.
Realpolitik dictates that Key isn't going to force the position either - quite yet.
If he kicks her down the road he risks giving credence to other Hager
allegations which strike at the heart of his own office's political management.
No punishment had been meted out to the former prime ministerial adviser
from the Beehive's 9th floor who has abused his position. Jason Ede, who
was on the Prime Minister's Office payroll at the time he joined Slater in
poking about in the Labour Party's website, has been allowed to stay on
under the fig-leaf that he is now working directly for the National Party.
It is an absurdity. So too, Key's flannel that the Labour Party had effectively
asked for it through lax website security.
The Privacy Commissioner - who should be investigating this matter in light of
the new information - won't do so. There is no point in having watchdogs that
won't bark.
The Hager book has sucked the oxygen out of Key's election campaigning
over the past 10 days. The book has come about through a political sting
operation through a hacking attack on Slater's email and Facebook
messages. There has been no attempt to get the other side of the story and
by dropping his bomb just five weeks out from polling day Hager has made
sure there is not enough time for journalists to ensure a balanced account.
It's too early to say if the revelations will damage National's standing to the
point where the election is lost. It was already likely to be a close run thing
given the lack of a substantial coalition partner or support partners from the
right-of-centre.
There is a lot riding on Key this weekend as he launches National's campaign.
The one thing he can possibly be grateful for is that while his campaign has
been starved of oxygen so has that of his opponents.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/election2014/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503581&objectid=11313057
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Steve Braunias (Stuff): The secret diary of . . . Judith Collins
Last updated 05:00 24/08/2014
OPINION: MONDAY
I knew something was wrong as soon as I switched on the kitchen light.
The cupboard door was slightly ajar. I don't go around leaving cupboard doors
slightly ajar. They're either closed or they're open. I don't do ajar. I don't even
like the word. It makes me want to scream and run amok - amok, I do. Oh
yes. I most certainly do amok. I've made a political career out of it.
I flung open the cupboard and saw biscuit crumbs.
Crumbs, in my cupboards? I don't think so. Not on my watch. Something was
afoot.
Do I do afoot?
I don't know.
It's hard to think straight at the moment. Ever since this whole business with
the wretched Hager book and his wretched accusations and his wretched
proof, I've been a mess, more or less under house arrest, unable to sleep - I
looked at the kitchen clock. It was after 4am.
I took a deep breath. I just needed a nice hot cup of tea and a lie down. And a
biscuit.
I followed the trail of crumbs to a packet of Milk Arrowroots. One was missing.
I realised in an instant who was behind this interesting little break-in.
Hager.
Hager, and his long, biscuit-clutching fingers! Hager, and his sharp, biscuitbiting teeth!
It had his fingerprints all over it. As such, I got out my police kit, and dusted
the entire kitchen for prints.
TUESDAY
Finished dusting the entire house, including the driveway.
WEDNESDAY
I couldn't stand it any more, cooped up inside, hungry, pale, quite possibly
insane, so I called John but as soon as I started saying I needed some fresh
air, he snapped, "Sit tight. Sit tight, and shut your big fat trap."
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I said, "You can't talk to me like that!"
He said, "You and your mate Slater have got us into this so I'll talk to you any
way I goddamned like!"
I said, "What d'you mean, ‘your mate Slater'? You and Cam are thick as
thieves. You get up to all sorts of things together. Things that not even Hager
knows. Things you'd like to keep secret."
I could hear him breathing.
He said, "Is that a threat?"
I held the receiver closer to my mouth and breathed loudly.
He said, "Tomorrow. You can go out tomorrow. Just for a bit."
We've always understood each other perfectly.
THURSDAY
Politics is a stage. I command it. I thrive on the spotlight and the applause of
the audience and the opportunity to perform in the grand theatrical manner.
Today I settled for making a quick visit to a business in Mangere.
It was off-Broadway but they all count.
On the way there, I froze.
Sabin.
What if Sabin was there?
Brook Sabin, the TV3 cub reporter, with his fresh little face and his white little
teeth, has always brought out the worst in me. It was Sabin who reduced me
to a raving ninny during the Oravida scandal, when I shot my mouth off about
Katie Bradford. It was Sabin who made me look bad the last time I was let out
in public, when I stormed past him in the airport like a criminal.
I got to Mangere. The press were there but no sign of Sabin. It went without a
hitch and I could feel the love of the public. Things are looking good.
FRIDAY
John phoned and said, "Things are looking bad. We're hanging on by our
fingernails. Don't go outside again. Every time you do, we suffer. OK? Take
one for the team."
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I can never resist his wheedling and pathetic manner when the chips are
down.
I lay in bed and stared at the ceiling and got up sometime around 4am and
went to the kitchen and that's when I screamed.
Hager had been at the biscuits again. Hager - and Sabin, in cahoots, stuffing
their greedy little faces. I shook the packet. I was definitely another few
biscuits short of a packet.
I screamed and ran amok and heard the ambulance, its siren from afar.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10412751/The-secret-diary-of-JudithCollins
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Rodney Hide (NBR): Political nasties paddle in shallow pool (paywalled)
I am an anarchist. My preference is no government.
And so I spent 15 years in Parliament behind enemy lines, including three
years in the heart of the beast as a minister.
I would like to report that politics is a nasty, dirty business, filled with fools and
liars. But it’s not.
I found our politicians honest, charming, likeable and smart.
There were exceptions. It is, after all, a House of Representatives. But the
nasty ones never made it far or lasted long.
Think about it. A politician’s lot is to get a great many people day-in, day-out
to support you and to do what you want. That means your community, your
party membership, your colleagues, civil servants, members of Parliament
from all parties, your local church, on and on it goes. It’s not a one-off
requirement. It’s a constant requirement. Disagreeable, nasty people don’t
make it.
Dishonest people don’t make it. The most valuable thing you have as a
politician is your word: if you can’t be trusted, you are finished. Politicians can
be tricky but not liars. I was amazed and always impressed by Parliament’s
honesty and honour. It had to be to work.
And so we come to Dirty Politics.
Does politics attract nasty people? Absolutely. More than its fair share. But
they are all paddling in the shallow end of the pool. Their nastiness is
inversely related to their influence.
It seems the less their influence, the nastier they are. And, of course, the
nastier they are, the less their prospect for power. It’s a vicious and downward
spiral.
The nasties are hard to deal with. I once sacked an anti-Semite from our
party. It was politically and legally tough. He then spent time on blogs badmouthing me but has since got busy in another party.
The blogs are often truly foul – on all sides of the political fence. They egg
each other on and are rude in ways I very much doubt they would be to your
face. With nothing at stake they are expert at everything.
They know who is right; who is wrong; who is good; who is bad. They can let
off steam; they can vent their frustration.
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And when they are privately messaging each other, I have no doubt, they are
even worse. But they are the shallow end of politics. They have no votes.
They have no power.
Dirty Politics has the Whale Oil blog’s author Cameron Slater conspiring with
some character called Simon Lusk to blackmail me to resign over dodgy texts.
They blogged obscure references that I never saw until the book. They
appear to congratulate each other on a job well done.
I don’t know whether the Lusk-Slater messages are genuine. But it wouldn’t
surprise me. I have heard those in the shallow end talk up gossip as if it’s
true, conspire about how they are going to kill this or that opponent and to
brag about their part in some or other unfortunate’s downfall.
The difference with Messrs Slater and Lusk is that their banter was in
computer messages that have been hacked and published.
It makes for a fantastic story. To make it fly you must hook in those from the
deep end of the pool. But they would be too clever for that, wouldn’t they? So
join the dots. Mr Key is behind all of this. Of course!
And you have to assume there were dodgy texts to be used to blackmail me.
There weren’t. But, as the anonymous commentators on the blogs are quick
to observe, I would say that, wouldn’t I?
http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/political-nasties-paddle-shallow-pool-holdweekend-review-bd-p-161100
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Bryan Gould: We Are Asking the Wrong Question
The charge sheet against John Key could hardly be more serious. If it could
be shown that he had misused his position as the Minister for the security and
intelligence services to discredit his political opponents and had then lied
about doing so, it is hard to see that he could stay in office.
The charges, however, have not yet been conclusively proved. The Prime
Minister has so far managed, by the skin of his teeth, to avoid censure by
claiming that he was not personally involved in the disreputable behaviour that
has come to light. But he has been able to do so because we have been
asking the wrong question.
Over recent days, three successive disclosures have all pointed to his
involvement in the release to the notorious right-wing blogger, Cameron
Slater, of an SIS document that was detrimental to the then Leader of the
Opposition. First, a letter from the Director of the SIS, Warren Tucker, referred
three times to the Prime Minister being informed of the release.
Secondly, a letter from the Ombudsman made a similar reference to the SIS
Director discussing the matter with the Prime Minister. And thirdly, a television
interview with the Prime Minister just after the release has him acknowledging
that he had been briefed on it by the SIS Director.
The Prime Minister, however, asserts that none of this is conclusive. The
three references to the fact that he was informed of the release mean simply
that his office was informed; he himself, he says, was blissfully unaware that it
had happened until much later.
However incredible this may seem, it is an assertion that – without someone
from the Prime Minister’s staff breaking ranks – is practically impossible to
disprove. The result is stalemate; those who want to believe the Prime
Minister will continue to do so.
Let us, however, give the Prime Minister the benefit of the doubt. Let us
assume that the SIS Director did not speak to him, either by phone or in
person, but simply passed on the information that the release had been made
to whoever was his point of contact in the Prime Minister’s office, and that that
person then unaccountably thought that it was of so little consequence that
the Prime Minister could be kept in the dark about it.
If this was really what happened, the Prime Minister could then say, as he
does, that he was not personally informed. He could then offer to repeat that
assertion – not in good conscience but with technical accuracy – on oath. But
is the question of whether or not he was informed in person after the release
had been made actually relevant to the real issue – his involvement or
otherwise in the planning and approval that preceded and made the release
possible?
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In order to answer that question, let us review what we know. We know that
the SIS had a confidential record of a briefing they had provided to the Leader
of the Opposition. We know that all other media requests under the Official
Information Act for the release of that record had been refused. We know that
the Prime Minister treated Cameron Slater as a personal friend and political
ally and that his office was in regular contact with Slater and briefed him on a
range of issues – as did a number of other ministers including Judith Collins
and Gerry Brownlee.
We know that Slater put in a request for the release of the SIS record and that
it was immediately granted – with unusual alacrity. We know that Slater then
used the release to discredit the Leader of the Opposition and that this was
helpful to the National Party, as it was intended to be, with a general election
in the offing.
We know that the SIS would invariably be required to brief their Minister on
such a sensitive matter; the whole government machine is constantly
reminded of the “no surprises” policy. We know that it is unthinkable that such
a highly political – not to say partisan – release of information would not be
discussed by the SIS with their regular contact in the Prime Minister’s office,
and that it is equally unthinkable that that contact, surely the Prime Minister’s
most trusted adviser or advisers, would not have discussed the implications
(and political advantages) of that action with him – as well as the means,
possibly, by which his own fingerprints could be made to disappear from the
scene of the crime.
We also know that we are entitled to conflate what his office knew with what
he himself knew; that is, after all, what both the SIS Director and the
Ombudsman assumed, and what the Prime Minister himself accepted was the
case in his television interview at the time.
The whole question of whether the Prime Minister was subsequently informed
as a formal matter of record of the release matters little and is, in other words,
irrelevant. By focussing on the three references to the subsequent briefing,
the Prime Minister’s inquisitors have allowed themselves to be distracted from
asking the real question. Is it not incredible that the Prime Minister did not
know in advance of Slater’s Official Information request and had not been
consulted about it, either directly by the SIS or by his own office? Is that not
the question that the Prime Minister must answer under oath?
Bryan Gould
23 August 2014
http://www.bryangould.com/we-are-asking-the-wrong-question/
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Kurt Bayer (Herald): Slater faces probe over court breach allegation
2:07 PM Saturday Aug 23, 2014
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater is being investigated by police for an
alleged suppression breach that could jeopardise a high-profile extradition
case.
The case is subject to a sweeping suppression order imposed last year by a
judge to "ensure the integrity of trial".
Justice Minister Judith Collins has the final say on whether extradition should
be granted.
When Slater's online posting, which appears to breach the court order, was
raised with Ms Collins' office, she refused to comment.
"The granting and monitoring of suppression orders is a matter for the courts.
It would be inappropriate for the minister to comment," a spokeswoman for
her office said.
When the issue was raised with Courts Minister Chester Borrows, he took a
similar view.
"I understand that you received a response on this matter from the office of
Judith Collins. Minister Borrows supports those remarks and has nothing
further to add," a spokesman said.
The alleged breach was brought to the attention of the crown prosecutor
acting as counsel for the country seeking extradition. He forwarded the issue
straight to police.
Yesterday Detective Inspector Tom Fitzgerald, Canterbury district
investigations manager, confirmed that Whale Oil's apparent breach was
being investigated.
"It's gone to one of my DIs [detective inspectors] who will be looking at it," he
said.
The Weekend Herald has elected not to publish details of the case that Whale
Oil referred to in the blog.
The blog ran a photo of the alleged offender despite the suppression order
that granted image protection to the offender, who is awaiting news on
whether he or she will be extradited to face charges in another country.
The blog also included other information which the media had been banned
from publishing.
A later blog on Whale Oil also appears contrary to the court order.
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Slater last night said he was unaware of the suppression order.
"[We] have not been approached by police about this, but were approached
by police in Auckland about another one, which we immediately took down. I
will be taking these ones down now that I am aware.
"This continues to highlight the problems with suppression orders, and the
rather odious way with which criminals use them to hide from their disgusting
crimes."
If prosecuted, Slater could face a fine of $25,000 or six months in prison.
The Privacy Commission has recently claimed Slater breached the privacy of
businessman Matt Blomfield after publishing dozens of posts on Whale Oil
based on a computer hard drive he obtained.
It passed the case to the office of the Director of Human Rights Proceedings,
which is now prosecuting him over five days in October.
Mr Blomfield is also suing Slater for defamation with a full hearing expected
next year.
A High Court decision is pending in the case on whether Slater is a journalist a status he is seeking in the belief it will allow him to withhold information
about his sources.
Slater won best blog this year at the country's premier journalism awards, the
Canon Media Awards.
- additional reporting David Fisher
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11313040
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Tova O’Brien (TV3): Collins' star falling after Dirty Politics
Sunday 24 Aug 2014 6:14 p.m.
There was frustration from the Prime Minister today with Judith Collins
keeping Dirty Politics in the headlines for another day.
The Justice Minister is still refusing to apologise to the public servant who was
exposed to death threats after she sent his personal details to Whale Oil
blogger Cameron Slater.
"People aren't interested in this sort of nonsense," Ms Collins says.
But it keeps rolling on and gaining momentum, because the minister who
declared war on cyber bullying is still refusing to apologise to the public
servant who was bullied online, receiving death threats, after she passed his
name and phone number onto Slater.
She was silent when asked whether she would apologise to Mr Pleasants.
Ms Collins also denies allegations in Dirty Politics that she gave confidential
details to Slater about the Bronwyn Pullar ACC leak.
Ms Pullar, a staunch National supporter, steered clear of Ms Collins today.
Ms Collins had a group of core supporters in National's caucus. They would
have backed her for leader one day.
But the book seems to have changed that, with sources telling 3 News they're
now backing away.
Ms Collins maintains she's still got the support, but it's not her caucus; it's
John Key's.
"I've never had leadership ambitions," Ms Collins says.
And as Ms Collins' star falls, the word within National is that Paula Bennett's is
rising
It was all smiles at the National Party launch today and they were fixed on the
faces of National MPs.
But it's a brave face and not reflective of what's really going on. Behind the
glitz are the rifts caused by Dirty Politics and the circus around Ms Collins.
But Ms Collins may not mind either way, and as she says in the book: "If you
can't be loved, then best to be feared."
She says she was just quoting someone else; that person she was
paraphrasing was Machiavelli – a name synonymous with dirty politics
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http://www.3news.co.nz/nznews/collins-star-falling-after-dirty-politics2014082419
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Newswire: Winston says Collins must go
Sunday 24 Aug 2014 12:33 p.m.
New Zealand First leader Winston Peters says Justice Minister Judith Collins
should go unless she "finds God or something" to redeem her.
Earlier in the week, the anonymous hacker who claims to have accessed
Cameron Slater's computer released an email showing Ms Collins gave the
blogger a public servant's name and job title, mobile number, office number
and fax number.
Mr Peters says Ms Collins should go.
"I think it's irreparable, unless she finds God or something to give people
reason to believe her in the future, but I think it's all over now," he told Q+A
today.
She should have gone with the Oravida scandal, he said.
"Anyone in the prime minister's situation who is prepared to keep Judith
Collins on is actually first of all letting the whole of his caucus down, the whole
party down, and I think the country - the country right now would be 80
percent for her to go."
The Dirty Politics saga was a "new low" in politics, Mr Peters said.
"It's very disappointing. I think it's also hijacking the campaign itself and that's
sad because we've got some huge economic and social issues."
Yesterday, Ms Collins said she doesn't think the saga had damaged her
reputation and she hadn't considered resigning.
The public servant, Simon Pleasants, managed ministerial property for the
Parliamentary Service and, according to Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics, Ms
Collins suspected he had leaked damaging information about Finance
Minister Bill English's housing allowance. Mr Pleasants says he didn't.
Prime Minister John Key has said Ms Collins' actions were "unwise" and she
is on her last chance.
She was put on notice earlier this year about her interactions with export
company Oravida during an official trip to China.
Both Labour and the Greens have called on Mr Key to sack Ms Collins.
http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/winston-says-collins-must-go-2014082415
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Brook Sabin (TV3): Collins refuses to apologise for alleged leak to Slater
Saturday 23 Aug 2014 3:56 p.m.
Justice Minister Judith Collins is refusing to apologise to the public servant
who received death threats, after allegedly leaking his personal details to
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater.
But she did agree with the Prime Minister – it was unwise.
Ms Collins also faced fresh revelations today about her close links with Slater.
Ms Collins is out of hiding to attend Pakistan Independence Day celebrations
in her role as Ethnic Affairs Minister. It's the first time we've seen her since the
Prime Minister called her "unwise" for passing on the private information of a
public servant to Slater.
"I always agree with the Prime Minister," she says.
Yes, unwise seemed a hard word for her to say, and sorry to Simon Pleasants
was even harder. Ms Pleasants received death threats after Ms Collins
passed his details to Slater, who blogged on him.
"It is very important that I cannot speak about these issues in a detailed way,
and the reason is because there are multiple complaints through to the police
and the Privacy Commissioner," says Ms Collins.
Today there were fresh revelations on The Nation that Ms Collins granted two
Official Information Act requests to Slater about David Bain much quicker than
the standard 20 days – the quickest in just 37 minutes.
"My office always does its very best to get its OIA requests back as quickly as
possible, and I will note that two members of the press gallery have also said
I've done the same for them as well," says Ms Collins.
As if facing the media wasn't enough, Labour leader David Cunliffe also took
full advantage of the awkward seating arrangement today, even smiling for
photos with Ms Collins, who promptly told the woman in the middle to sit back
down.
Ms Collins has once again become a distraction for National. By rolling her
out today, the party hopes she won't overshadow its campaign launch
tomorrow.
Ms Collins was on her last chance after the Oravida saga. But with the hacker
who supplied the dirt for Dirty Politics still out there, she'll be braced for more
to emerge.
http://www.3news.co.nz/politics/collins-refuses-to-apologise-for-alleged-leakto-slater-2014082413
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Peter Aranyi (The Paepae): Read it and weep. Nicky Hager’s ‘Dirty
Politics’
Posted in 23 August 2014

Nicky Hager‘s important new book Dirty Politics – How attack politics is poisoning New
Zealand’s political environment is out (and quickly ‘sold out’ in some places).
The information in Nicky Hager’s book exposes — and for some of us, confirms —
our worst fears about the grubby activities being undertaken by nasty, dishonest people
to manipulate politics in this country.
Honestly, it is disgusting to read what they’ve been doing, and how they talk about it
among themselves. That’s strong language, I know, but read the book and consider
these matters for yourself. Hager has made the Preface of his book available here
at www.dirtypoliticsnz.com
I’ve just finished carefully reading it. Work obligations aside, I’d decided I wouldn’t
comment on the book here at ThePaepae.com until I had read it all (including the detailed
endnotes) partly to avoid fulfilling this:

Besides frequent feelings of disgust and outrage about how dishonest, devious, cynical
and downright nasty some of the players in this dirty game have been, I have come away
from readingDirty Politics feeling glad that I’ve opposed them and been a thorn in their
side — even if in only a small way.
Regular or occasional readers of The Paepae will know that for years I’ve tried to shine a
light on some of the dark arts operators exposed in Hager’s book. I’ve criticised their
actions, their deceit, their twisted ‘logic’, ‘morality’ and double standards. I’ve highlighted
their abusive, fixated, relentless bullying and smears. And, as it turns out, I had fingered
their hidden commercial PR, political propaganda activities and agenda.
A number of the characters exposed in Hager’s book have been the subject of scrutiny
here …
•

Cameron Slater
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David Farrar
Cathy Odgers (Cactus Kate)
Carrick Graham
Jordan Williams
Simon Lusk
Matthew Hooton

… as I’ve discussed their propagandising andsmear campaigns.
Looking back, I knew they were ‘dirty’ and I’m bloody glad I repeatedly hassled them for
their deceit and manipulation.
Jason Ede, cast in the book as the PM’s ‘black ops’ staffer, almost doesn’t feature at all
here on The Paepae. Just one mention: Deceitful “PR blog” questions worth considering.
That says a lot about the spin doctor’s determination to keep his actions on behalf of his
masters hidden, below the radar. (Well, until now.)
Wayne Eagleson, the Prime Minister’s chief of staff, features only on the periphery. I
mentioned him around media management (vomit) at the ill-fated Urban cafe ‘cup of tea’
stunt with John Banks, and in relation to spying on Fairfax’s Andrea Vance around the
Kitteridge report leak. I’ve always liked Wayne, since he was Rob Eady’s offsider in Jim
Bolger’s office.
Sarah Boyle doesn’t appear here. Maybe she should.
I watched the Dirty Politics book launch (live streamed!) at Wellington’s Unity Books, and
saw Nicky Hager’s speech about the book (“You won’t believe what’s in it, and how
bloody awful it is!”) and his daughter reading an extract, so I knew I’d be interested in
reading it. I bought a couple of copies the next afternoon (shout out to the two Barbaras
at Readaway Books in Howick) and posted one off as a birthday gift to a conspiracy
theorist I knew would enjoy it.
I was surprised to find out through Twitter that night, before I’d even opened my copy of
the book, that I am mentioned — in a small passage on p44 (see below) following Nicky
Hager quoting a post from The Paepae about matters at the heart of Dirty Politics —
ghost-written political attack material from the National Party published on right
wing blogs as if it was the work of the blogger. Hager had quoted from this 2011
post: ‘With one swift blow, Kate knocked the wind out of the duplicitous toady …‘
The ‘duplicitous toady’ in question was David Farrar, who tweeted this photo from near
Hager’s book launch appearing pleased he had his own chapter in Dirty Politics. He
needn’t be so thrilled. What’s exposed about David confirms the worst of what I’ve said
about him — his cultivated pretence of being a ‘moderate, centre-right’ voice, concealing,
underplaying or fudging his role as a key National Party media and political operative. It
demonstrates the subterfuge about Farrar’s long-standing collusion with fellow political
attack dog Slater, and his own dirty tricks e.g. mimicking journalistic
tropes (‘exclusive’, ‘report’, ‘investigation’, ‘reveal’) while, it seems to me, carrying
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out deliberate personal “hits” on National’s political opponents. (see
example:‘EXCLUSIVE: Peters an illegal candidate for NZ First’posted just days before
the 2011 election.)
In damage control mode, David Farrar has this week announced an intention to ‘clean up’
his blog and its often scurrilous comment stream. He said he’ll make it more ‘transparent’
when he is publishing ‘political party’ (read: National Party)-authored spin and political
attacks — assuring us that he’ll no longer pass it off as his own ‘independent’ writing. He
declared he intends to join the dubiously conceived Online Media Standards Authority.
David Farrar said he intended making his (let’s face it) proven, partisan ‘PR attack blog’
subject to OMSA’s code of practice & complaints procedure as if it were ‘media’.

Remember this? (click)

To say I’m not convinced is an understatement. As I have said before, while he’s by all
accounts personally likeable and, I’m sure, great company, I can’t help but see David
Farrar as a conniving partisan and campaigner with a long track record of behind-thescenes media manipulation, feeding political spin sometimes, in my view, to the point
of deceit … but with a decent bedside manner.
David Farrar comes off badly in Dirty Politics. So does Cathy Odgers (Cactus Kate).
Although I have at times been in disagreement with Cathy Odgers, and although I have
clashed with her (publicly and privately) about the subterranean PR activities of her little
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right wing cabal (they refer to themselves as the ‘Vast Right Wing Conspiracy’). I thought
she had class. It seems not. How disappointing to discover she’s actually a good fit with
Cameron Slater’s other enablers and damaged acolytes.
Cathy Odgers, apparently, writes attack articles for Slater’s PR blog, like others, to be
published under his name. (Falsely, in other words.) You may have already read the NZ
Herald article Bloggers revealed Hager’s address which reports Cathy Odgers admitting
to a June 2013 email exchange recounted in Hager’s book. Hager describes her seeking
to get his (Nicky Hager’s) home address into the hands of pissed-off Chinese billionaires
with the hope or expectation that one of them, whose hidden trust details were exposed
by Wikileaks with assistance from Hager, would arrange ‘chop chop for Nicky’. Speaking
after her email conversation was exposed, Cathy Odgers (who is a lawyer) seemed
to minimise it as “just private chatter and banter between various people” … but Hager’s
address was included in a post on the whale oil site that she admitted to the
the Herald that she wrote, and it was published as if it was written by Slater.
Carrick Graham — If the Hager book’s allegations against him are accurate (and I have
no reason to doubt them) Carrick Graham should, in my view, be run out of the PR
Institute of New Zealand, assuming he’s a member. The spectacularly unethical
campaign of attacks he’s apparently carried out using Slater’s website, and other social
media, against scientists and others in the wider health sector — apparently on behalf of
tobacco companies, alcohol and food marketing companies — seems nothing short of a
disgrace.
Science writer Peter Griffin produced a calm, reasoned article based on the revelations in
the book about the protracted smear campaigns and ‘astroturf’ personal attacks Carrick
Graham has (apparently) undertaken. It’s worth reading: Cash for comment and New
Zealand’s MOD squad
As for part-time lawyer, neophyte lobbyist/dark arts PR ninja Jordan Williams, I just
don’t want to say what I think of him. It’s fair to say I already had a low opinion of
Jordan’s ethics. Hager’s detailed account of how Williams/Slater/Lusk operated the ACT
Party leadership coup, the shadowy 2011 anti-MMP campaign — which I criticised at the
time (Claims of ‘Integrity’ in the anti-MMP Campaign accompanied by smear
tactics andPeter Shirtcliffe’s campaign against MMP (MkII)) — makes my skin crawl.
Based on what’s revealed about Slater/Lusk “apprentice” Jordan Williams in Hager’s
book, it’s fair to say I now hold Jordan Williams in utter contempt. I personally will never
trust him, nor anything he says or writes, beyond the most trivial without independent
verification. These are harsh judgements, I acknowledge that. I don’t say that about many
people.
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Stand up comic Matthew Hooton hardly features in this book — which is just as well,
because he still hates Nicky Hager for quoting his leaked emails around the Don Brash
putsch in The Hollow Men.
In Dirty Poltiics, it’s revealed that Matthew worked with Carrick Graham on an extended
OIA fishing campaign for Graham’s tobacco company clients and others … getting details
of government funding for health groups, including anti-smoking groups, as fodder for
Graham’s lobbying and smear campaigns. Matthew hasn’t worked particularly hard to
conceal those activities. I was more alarmed to read of Rodney Hide’s and Peter Dunne’s
roles in opposing smokefree workplace legislation. (p81)

Whale Oil — my part in his downfall (with apologies to Spike
Milligan)

‘Dirty Poltiics’ by Nicky Hager page 44

extract from endnotes for Chapter 3, ‘Dirty Politics’ by Nicky Hager

Yeah, I already knew Cameron Slater hates me and this blog “that frequently critiques the
Whale Oil and Kiwiblog blogs”. I expressed the intention to seek out the context in which
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Cameron Slater made those comments about me in a Facebook message to a ‘trusted
friend’… Well, be careful what you wish for. I’ve now seen the exchange of FB
correspondence that Nicky Hager quoted (another reason why I’ve waited to comment on
the book). His quotes are accurate.
Nicky Hager’s synopsis, “Slater was frequently annoyed by Aranyi’s writing” is an
understatement. There’s a great deal of nutting off about me and lots of foul abuse, as
you can imagine.
But the other thing that’s apparent is Slater’s slippery grasp of reality. As well as
profanity, ill-wishes and wailing, the pages of FB messages between him and his ‘close
friend’ about me are peppered with exaggerations and factual inaccuracies — about
where and when I’ve worked in the news media, my contractual arrangements, who I’ve
talked to and met, my sources of income — all stated by Cameron ‘FFS I’m not a
journalist!’Slater as if they were facts, when they are not. (Also, he can’t count.)
Now, from what’s revealed in Hager’s book, I’m obviously not the first or only journalist
these guys have set out to smear, hurt or muscle. Equally, it’s not a crime to get things
wrong when you’re slagging somebody off to your mates. But sadly, Slater’s venomous
misstatements of fact about me were, it seems to me, in part smears designed to reduce
my credibility in the eyes of his ‘trusted friend’ — who was actually trying to find the best
approach to dealing with a controversial matter I’d raised here on The Paepae.
One of the untrue statements Slater peddled caused her and several other people to
doubt my honesty on a very simple matter of fact I had stated here on this blog. With
Slater’s factually wrong smear in their minds, they distrusted me — concluding that for
some undisclosed reason I wasn’t telling them the truth … and therefore, I couldn’t be
trusted.
That’s nasty, because we know now, from reading the book, who the two-faced, backstabbing, lying dissembler in this situation is, and it isn’t me. It’s Cameron Slater.
The baleful influence of Simon Lusk
I can see now, anyone reading the book (or the @whaledump-leaked Facebook
messages between Simon Lusk and Cameron Slater) can see what a thoroughly
negative, dangerous, and, based on that source material, corrupt, malign influence
Simon Lusk has been on the National Partywhen he’s had a chance.
I’ve written before that I think Lusk’s & Slater’s actions hurt the National Party. I think
they are toxic. This dynamic duo seem to think they’re unstoppable because in 20 years
time, when they’re in their 60s, Lusk and Slater expect to have used their odious ‘attack
politics’ tactics to dominate the Party and have their pet MPs in place. Or they’ll have
waited for those in their 60s currently running the National Party to die out.
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Being an upland game hunter Simon is nothing if not patient and cunning. The
current hierarchy won’t be in any position after the next election to influence
anyone’s career negatively or even positively, they will all be either voted out,
resigned or retired. Same with the current parliamentary wing. In 20 years
time even more so, but the Triumvirate will still be operating.
— Cameron Slater (maybe, or maybe Simon Lusk himself) writing in response
to Andrea Vance’s May 2013 profile of Lusk, cited here
If you read just one post about Simon Lusk (there are a few) make it this one: The Simon
Lusk stigma? which demonstrates, thank god, that there are good people in the National
Party working against these destructive, soulless ‘attack’ tactics.
•••
I’m going to stop here for now. You may have noticed I haven’t mentioned the two
politicians whose activities and co-dependent relationships with the dirty machine are
‘outed’ in this book: Judith Collins and John Key. That’s for a couple of reasons:
1) This post is approaching ‘tl;dr’ length already, and there’s been plenty of discussion
elsewhere about them and their [alleged] contacts and misdeeds. More information will
come to light, I’m sure. I highly recommend Danyl Mclauchlan’s series and also Gordon
Campbell’s. (Read around those posts in both cases, as their continuing analysis is
valuable and insightful.) Any others you find useful, please drop a link to them in
comments.
2) In other respects, I pretty much stand by what I’ve posted about these matters here at
The Paepae over the years (search tags: John Key ; Judith Collins). Mr Key is a brilliant
political communicator but can be evasive, suffering convenient ‘brain fades’. Ms Collins
is simply a disappointment.
Last year, before Hager’s book came out, a National Party insider told me (quietly) that
my ‘wild speculations’ about Cameron Slater and Simon Lusk were ‘unnervingly
accurate’. Since it came out, I’ve been approached by people saying, in effect, “Shit
Peter, you were right!” Yes, well, I was. Sometimes. But not always.

Among other things, it seems I did fall for the spin deployed about the fast-tracked Official
Information Act request to the Security Intelligence Service about Phil Goff’s briefing. I
bought the line that Cameron Slater got such a quick turnaround because he had sent in
a very focussed request. I also suggested at the time thatWarren Tucker had an axe to
grind, defending his reputation from Goff’s questioning.

Some have made the point, rationally, that these events harbour the
‘politicisation’ of the Security Intelligence Service.
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I’m not so sure it is political. I think it’s personal.
Tucker’s (reported) actions of ‘soliciting’ OIA requests from media (if true) …
and then by-anyone’s-standards clearly fast-tracking a response to the first
OIA request to right wing/National Party blogger Cameron Slater can be seen
as personally vindictive.
I think he was trying to defend his reputation from political attack. Has he
overstepped the mark? Yes, I think so.
In my view Tucker should have sucked it up and maintained a professional
silence. Is that a challenge? Yes. Don’t like it, Mr Tucker? Resign. Leave the
politicians like John Key and Bill English to malign Phil Goff as they have
done, effectively calling the Leader of the Opposition a liar and publicly,
repeatedly, questioning his integrity. Their disrespect for Goff is
unquestionably, transparently political. The more they (and the likes of
Cameron Slater) pile on kicking Phil Goff … the less plausible Goff’s so-called
‘sins’ and [alleged] faults seem.
A head of department’s first role is to protect their minister. That’s the politcal
reality that Tucker seems to have forgotten, or has put aside in (a) petulance,
or (b) embarrassed guilt. (Don’t forget to consider the unfashionable
possibility that Phil Goff might be right.)
Tucker’s role as head of department obliges him to protect his masters — in
the first instance the PM … but, being the SIS, the position of Director is
unique in that he is also by convention accountable to the Leader of the
Opposition — thus the requirement in this case for him to brief the Labour
leader. If he tripped up, he’s only made things worse.
As it turns out, it now looks like that was a Prime Minister’s office black-op ‘hit’ on Goff,
using Cameron Slater.
So I fumbled that, and didn’t get close enough to the heart of what was [allegedly] really
going on. Also, I scorned the often febrile blogger Martyn Bradbury for his ‘hallucinations’
and ‘vitriol’ about the SIS-OIA matter. I owe Martyn Bradbury an apology for that. This is
it: Sorry Martyn. It looks like you were right about this and I got it wrong.

Echoes of the Watergate cover-up?
Interestingly, it’s this [alleged] misuse of the Security Intelligence Service for political
purposes and the [alleged] misuse of the OIA rules, favouring National’s attack dog PR
blogger Slater above real news media outlets, which has drawn John Key into a messy,
tangled, Nixonian ‘What did the PM know and when did he know it?‘ situation.
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Mr Key, and certain government officials are now trying to tell media and the people of
New Zealand that Mr Tucker’s words ‘I notified the Prime Minister’, ‘I advised the Prime
Minister’, ‘I informed the Prime Minister’ (jpg), the Ombudsman’s words ‘discussion with
the prime minister’ (pdf) – and, ludicrously, Mr Key’s own words, “he told me” (video) – all
actually mean that SIS boss Warren Tucker discussed the fast-tracked OIA release
NOT with Prime Minister John Key … but with an unnamed staffer in the prime minister’s
office — someone who is not Jason Ede.
Which leads me to Sarah Boyle.
Hello again Sarah.
-P
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Facts are stated to the best of my knowledge and commentary is my honest opinion. Corrections or
clarifications are alwayswelcome by email. Comments are open, but will be moderated.
- Best wishes, Peter Aranyi © 2014 All rights reserved.

http://www.thepaepae.com/read-it-and-weep-nicky-hagers-dirtypolitics/34949/
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Paul Little (Herald): Integrity missing from politics
5:00 AM Sunday Aug 24, 2014
I had a particularly grating maths teacher at secondary school who used to
look at us sorrowfully after an outburst of boisterousness had interrupted his
attempt to get the principles of calculus into our heads and moan: "Heaven
protect you from your friends. They're the ones who will bring you down."
That lesson has proved of longer-lasting value than anything I learned about
how to calculate the area under a curve.
What a shame he never had John Key in his class. As a reading of Dirty
Politics makes abundantly clear, poorly chosen friends have sown the seed
for each others' downfall in the book's cast of ragtag misfits.
Key's reaction to the book can be paraphrased as: "At the end of the day,
everyone does these things and these allegations are part of a left-wing
smear campaign whose claims are unravelling and getting in the way of
discussing the real issues."
Let's look more closely at that:
"At the end of the day ..." This is, of course, not an argument. But it does use
up interview time that he would otherwise have to expend trying to defend the
so-far indefensible.
You could argue, also, that we have actually arrived at the end of the day.
"Everyone does these things ..." No, they don't. Not on this scale and with this
level of cruelty.
But if they did, it would be equally deplorable and worthy of our
condemnation. Ethics aren't a democracy in which an action is more or less
good according to the number of people who perform it.
"These allegations ..." Key and others have tried to dismiss the material in the
book in this way. But it contains not many allegations and a whole heap of
facts.
The claim has been widely made that Nicky Hager hedges everything around
with "possibly" and "looks like".
In a very few cases that is true but — by my estimate — for at least 90 per
cent of the material there is no such equivocation. You can't get much more
forthright than "the single most important beneficiary of and collaborator in the
attack politics was the Prime Minister, John Key".
Hager's forthrightness is the reason the Prime Minister and anyone else in or
near his Government who has been asked has not been unable to confront
the revelations in the book head on.
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"Left wing ..." Leaving aside the question of whether there is an authentic left
wing in New Zealand politics, Hager can justifiably point to his record of
exposing misuse of power wherever he finds it.
"Smear ..." Smear suggests untrue. In which case it behoves the PM or
anyone near his office to get to work disproving the revelations.
Their proof will need to be at least as rigorous and well-footnoted as Hager's.
"Campaign ..." One book is not a campaign.
"Unravelling ..." Quite the contrary, and wishing won't make it so.
With the leaks of the original emails via Whaledump, the material in the book
has been reinforced day by day.
"Getting in the way of discussing the real issues ... " In fact, integrity has
become the single most important issue in this election.
As Hager quotes Key: "Politics is about trust." Trust has to be earned. It's the
bedrock of democracy, the one thing without which nothing else works.
And how are we to trust what someone says about child poverty, clean rivers,
charter schools, benefit entitlements or any other issue, if we can't trust what
they have to say about the facts in this book?
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/election2014/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503581&objectid=11313356
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Herald: editorial: We're all wiser to the ways of power
8:08 AM Sunday Aug 24, 2014
Whatever voters do with the private emails an unidentified hacker has made
public, they are better informed. They know the office of John Key has been
working closely with blogger, Cameron Slater. They know Slater's blog, Whale
Oil, and they now know it was given politically sensitive information, unusually
quickly and ahead of other media, by the SIS which reports directly and
exclusively to the Prime Minister.
They also know Justice Minister Judith Collins has exposed a public servant
to abuse by giving his details to her good friend Slater. Both incidents arose in
news-making events long forgotten. One was a political fuss over Finance
Minister Bill English's paid accommodation. The other, over whether then
Opposition leader Phil Goff had been briefed by the SIS about Israelis who
were in Christchurch at the time of the earthquake.
The public was better informed by the SIS disclosure but it did not need to
come through a partisan website when more responsible media were also
asking for it.
And it was remarkable that a request under the Official Information Act
produced a result within four working days. News media are accustomed to
waiting four weeks or more for material they seek under the OIA. When it
concerns the SIS they rarely receive a word.
At the time Key's press office denied any direction had been given to the SIS
on how they should treat the request and this week the Prime Minister denied
knowing the briefing note was going to be released. He looked to be in trouble
on Thursday morning when Newstalk ZB produced a letter from the SIS
director at the time, Warren Tucker, stating he had told the Prime Minister he
was going to release the information. But later that day Tucker said he had
told the PM's office, not Key himself, who in turn said he was holidaying in
Hawaii at the time.
So the Prime Minister's veracity survives. He looked uncomfortable earlier in
the week as emails from Slater's hacked personal log were dumped on him
daily. None of it added much to the samples published in Dirty Politics the
previous week, but the substance of disclosures can be less important than a
politician's denials.
If the denial is disproved, the leader is in big trouble. Richard Nixon had to
resign not for the Watergate burglary, which he probably did not authorise, but
for its cover-up and his lies. These things are sent to test the integrity of those
we entrust with power. If politicians are wise they will be scrupulously honest
at all times. Anything less when they are under constant scrutiny is too
dangerous. The election will say whether Key has passed the test.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/election2014/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503581&objectid=11313366
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Amy Maas (Herald): No clue to MP's office thief
5:00 AM Sunday Aug 24, 2014
A laptop and two phones were stolen from Mark Mitchell's office and have not
been recovered.
Police have confirmed investigating the burglary of Rodney MP Mark
Mitchell's office.
Last week, the Herald on Sunday revealed that Mitchell's office in Orewa was
burgled last October. A laptop and two phones were stolen and have not been
recovered.
The revelations followed the release of Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics,
which claims National colluded in smear campaigns with right-wing blogger
Cameron Slater.
Police said no offender could be identified.
Mitchell also confirmed his personal email had been hacked.
In early September last year, his parliamentary office in Wellington was
broken into. Police investigated and swept the office for bugs but none were
found.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/election2014/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503581&objectid=11313372
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Grant Shimmin (Stuff): Voters ought to be properly informed
Last updated 10:59 24/08/2014
OPINION: I'm really relieved I'm a swinger right now.
It means I have a chance to influence the forthcoming election.
OK, apologies. I went for the cheap, ambiguous attention-grabbing opener. I
mean I'm a swing voter.
Now some might say that means that I don't know what I want from those who
govern me. You might even call me, to use a Biblical reference, "doubleminded".
But it's not that at all. It's a question of the issues.
Swing voters, as I think I wrote in an editorial one or two elections ago, are
ultimately the ones who decide the outcome of most, if not all, truly
democratic elections.
So they won't have much impact in Zimbabwe, for instance, where
intimidation is among the factors understood to keep virtual dictators like
Robert Mugabe in power. But in the United States, Britain, Canada, Australia,
any number of democracies in Europe, and here in New Zealand, they're
important.
Important because there are those on both sides of the political spectrum who
have always voted one way, and always will. It might be their upbringing, the
fact that their parents, and their parents' parents, voted a certain way. It might
be a personal conviction or a religious belief - it might even be a grudge. The
fact is, there are entrenched camps on the Left and the Right.
So it follows that those voters who make the difference are the ones whose
votes are up for grabs, who are open to persuasion based on policy,
personalities and other factors.
Which brings me to Dirty Politics. No, it hasn't changed the way I intend to
vote this election. Not that I'm going to tell you what that is. I haven't actually
read it in full, but the point is, I intend to, this weekend if possible.
The reason I'm telling you that is this: it's important to be informed ahead of
something as important as a general election.
That conviction has grown in the last week and a half, and particularly so on
one evening, when I watched reporters from Campbell Live approaching
people in various centres to ask what they knew about the book, and whether
or not they had any interest in its contents. Because the bulk of their
responses concerned me deeply. An average one went like this:
"I've not read the book and I have no interest in it."
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"Why not?"
"Because he's a muck-raker". That's Nicky Hager, the author of Dirty Politics,
being referred to there.
Or "because he's a conspiracy theorist", almost as though applying that term
to someone automatically means they can't be right in any part of their
analysis.
The question I really, desperately wanted to ask those people as they gave
those glib answers was "how do you know he's a muck-raker, or a conspiracy
theorist?" I might have continued, given the opportunity: "Is that based on
your analysis of his previous books? Is it a considered opinion? Or did
someone tell you that and you just accepted it?"
I'm pretty certain I know what the answer would have been.
I might have asked them if it was John Key who had told them, because, of
course, part of his initial defence, in which he used the word "baseless" a lot,
despite the fact that the book is based on a number of emails to and from
blogger Cameron Slater, was "well, we all know he's a Left-wing conspiracy
theorist from way back".
For me, the bottom line is this. If we're happy to disregard entirely a work that
raises some serious questions about the ethics at play in the running of our
country, just because John Key says it's baseless, or the author's a
conspiracy theorist, then we're in serious trouble at the ballot box.
I'm not saying that as a result of the publication of this book we should vote
against John Key, or against National. I'm not here to tell anyone how to vote,
as I said, and I'm certainly not naive enough to think there's no unethical
behaviour going on on the other side of the political spectrum. I'm saying that
as people with a say in the direction of our country, via our votes, we owe it to
ourselves to be informed.
For myself, I was utterly appalled when I saw Slater's blog post about the
death of 26-year-old Runanga man Judd Hall, who was a back seat
passenger in a car that crashed into a house at high speed earlier this year. It
was headlined "Feral dies in Greymouth, did world a favour".
In a story the Greymouth Star did in the aftermath of that disgusting headline,
Slater was quoted as saying "It's a tragic situation but where is it written in the
rule books that you have to take into account people's feelings?"
That's Cameron Slater, not John Key, but when I read that Key allegedly
called to commiserate with and reassure him over the furore that followed,
crashing his blog; and when I read about Judith Collins, as a senior minister of
the Crown, calling "Cam" a friend and admitting to leaking him information, I
am very concerned.
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No matter how much Key may try to obfuscate, and tell us as a country what
we're actually interested in, I don't believe those are claims I can simply
ignore without some further investigation.
It's time to swing to knowledge, because knowledge is power.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/opinion/10415167/Voters-ought-to-beproperly-informed
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Rob Hosking (NBR): How John Key became Whale Oil-lite (paywalled)
When people said New Zealanders face an unusually stark choice at this
year’s election, few would have thought it meant a choice between Nicky
Hager and Cameron Slater.
A visitor from Mars to New Zealand politics in the last week would – apart
from wanting to hop on a space ship and hightail it back to the home planet –
be forgiven for thinking the country had to choose between the two embittered
polemicists on September 20.
Long-time left-wing activist Nicky Hager published his Dirty Politics on
Wednesday night and the book has dominated political discussion since,
dwarfing such big events as the Green Party conference with its promise of
swingeing tax hikes, as well as the Treasury’s fairly important pre-election
economic and fiscal update.
But the two men both run very personal projects, projects which can be
discerned by their work and their way of operating.
Witch-finder-general
Mr Hager is on a mission to prove that those whose political views he
disagrees with are not only wrong, they are morally corrupt as well. This is
the constant theme of his work, a series of books which usually come out
shortly before general elections and which are aimed at influencing those
elections.
There is no honest disagreement in Mr Hager’s world: opponents are
depraved and corrupt and probably not quite human.
The very title of his most famous book, The Hollow Men, tells it all. You
cannot, to Mr Hager, be on the other side of politics and be a full, functioning,
breathing, bleeding, living, loving, moral human being. You are an evil,
soulless puppet-master or some sort of morally attenuated dupe.
There is no shortage of witch-finders on New Zealand’s political Left but Mr
Hager is the witch-finder general. The attitude has fed, nurtured and
increased what is an already nasty tendency to sanctimony on the left-wing
side of the political spectrum.
It is hypocritical, of course: in Mr Hager’s world, other people’s calculated
media campaigns are manipulative and underhand: his own calculated media
campaigns – as in, for example, “shock” books that contain a mix of fact,
innuendo, tendentious language and posturing just five weeks before an
election.
With this as a personal project, it was perhaps inevitable he would eventually
clash head-on with Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater.
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Mr Slater’s project is almost the flip side of Mr Hager. Mr Slater glories in the
political sewer, talking gleefully of “hits” on enemies and scouring networks
among the country’s brothels for gossip about politicians, media folk and
generally anyone who has annoyed him.
Most of this is not new, although some of the detail is: a casual reader of Mr
Slater’s blog (if one could stay casual while reading it) can view this sort of
snarling, muck hurling bile most of the time.
In Mr Slater’s world, everyone is as morally squalid as he – and he is out to
prove it. This is especially so of those sanctimonious “lefties,” although it is
not confined to them – it includes enemies within the National Party,
especially those whose sense of decency and prudence means they keep
well away from him.
It also, of course, includes journalists, who he is out to prove are no different
from his kind of blogger.
The degree to which New Zealand media have colluded with this project is a
future research project, not for some silly media studies paper but for some
larger scale and thorough investigation into group psychology, self-loathing
and the near-suicide of a profession.
Corrupting influence
But more importantly, Mr Slater has the ear of the prime minister. Mr Key in
February said he talks to Mr Slater “quite often” (although this week he was
telling Radio Live it was only “one or two occasions”).
Both these men have had a corrupting influence, in very different ways. Mr
Hager is a hero to the country’s left wing and his propensity to see political
opponents as somehow less than human has fed much of the nastiness on
that side of politics.
But, unlike Mr Slater, he has not been fed and nurtured by the prime
minister’s office, or by the current Minister of Justice.
The corrupting effect can be seen in Mr Key’s responses to questions: like Mr
Slater, he slags off any tricky questions as coming from “left wingers” and his
response is to say that Labour, and others, did things at least as bad, if not
worse.
He does not have Mr Slater’s venomous tone or vile language but the content
is much the same: they’re all as bad as me.
He also seems to have bought into one of Mr Slater’s favourite lines: “in
politics, explaining is losing.”
Mr Key was once very good at explaining. I’ve noted here before he is the first
leader on the liberal-conservative side of the spectrum for a generation who
doesn’t lecture: he engages.
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He explained both a GST rise in a recession and a sale of shares in
government owned companies – both of which would have scuppered lesser
politicians.
But somewhere in the last year or so he has stopped engaging. Legitimate
questions are fobbed off with a sneer and a snark.
Mr Key was once derided as being “Labour-lite” – he has become “Whale Oillite.”
This does not mean he is wrong to say he is up against an orchestrated leftwing smear campaign.
He is. One of Mr Hager’s obsessions is the way those he deems sub-human
manipulate the media. You would have to be extraordinarily naive or stupid to
believe the drip, drip, dripfeed of anonymously sourced emails this week was
not carefully planned and pre-meditated. And Mr Hager, who is keen to
accuse his enemies of plausible denial, is highly aware of how such
plausibility is manufactured.
And he is – as a hardcore Marxist from way back – also keen to discredit the
New Zealand political system. That, too, is a big part of his project.
But what will discredit a system, much more effectively than any Marxist
polemicist, is discreditable behaviour.
And there has been too much of that: from Mr Key on down.
As noted by this newspaper last week, the liberal-conservative side of politics
has the greatest opportunity it has had since 1949 to shift the direction of New
Zealand.
Mr Key risks wrecking that opportunity.
http://thestandard.org.nz/hacked-election/
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Vernon Small (Stuff): A long week in politics
Last updated 05:00 23/08/2014
OPINION: That must have felt like a very long week in politics for John Key.
What was probably intended to be a steady start to the campaign, with a few
soft announcements building towards the official launch tomorrow and then a
short sharp month – all the better to squeeze the Opposition out of the frame
– has been anything but steady.
There are already shades of Corngate, the Exclusive Brethren and the Teapot
Tapes in the dirty politics furore.
All were issues from left-field that, if not always of the government’s making,
were made worse by a leaders’ reaction to them, including the last resort of
the politician cornered by questions – blame the messenger.
There are several strands to the accusations in Nicky Hager’s latest book and
the penumbra of media examination around it.
But the most difficult for Key is not the forensic unpicking of who was told
what, and when, about the SIS’s release of documents to blogger Cameron
Slater.
The really tricky one is how to deal with Judith Collins, a senior minister at the
heart of his government who has clearly taken her friendship with Slater too
far.
Key has opted for the lesser of two evils by keeping her on with only a mild
rebuke. (‘‘Unwise’’, in the glossary of political discipline, is somewhere near
the bottom of the rising crescendo that passes through inappropriate and
ends up at inexcusable and unacceptable for a minister.)
The alternative was to sack her or issue a much stronger rebuke, but on that
he was boxed in by the final warning he gave her for not being full and frank
with him during the Oravida controversy.
Also, a tougher response would have given credence to Hager’s book, which
Key has been at pains from the day it was published to avoid doing.
That begs the question what he will do with Collins if he is prime minister after
September 20.
She could be offered up as a sacrifice on the altar of a deal with Winston
Peters – he is no fan of National’s hard Right – with a Cabinet demotion. That
was unlikely before the events of last week.
Collins was a strong minister who got things done with loyal backing from her
rightist supporters in the party and the back bench. But even they must now
be having doubts.
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Collins’ involvement has also made it harder for Key to discipline his ‘‘black
ops’’ guy, Jason Ede, even if he wanted to.
Ede’s actions differed from Collins’ only in degree and to slap around an
official while letting a minister off lightly would send all the wrong signals.
But the combination of won’t read the book, won’t discipline my staff, and
won’t apologise has not worked well for Key.
What is missing is in an acknowledgment that, even in the dirty world of
politics, Ede, and through him Slater, went too far and that Collins got too
close to the action herself.
Deputy leader Bill English said it was not his style. Seamy would be another
word.
Instead, Key started by attacking the author and the illegal hacking of Slater’s
emails, moved on to his political opponents and on Thursday in Christchurch
rounded on the media as well.
If evidence comes to light, as a political leader you have to deal with it
irrespective of how it came out. The attacks on the illegality of hacking and
Hager’s agenda are all very well. But Hager and the hacker didn’t write the
emails.
And, as selective as they may be, they disclose at the very least a culture of
bragging, utu, contempt and tough talking at the expense of innocent
members of the public as well as their own colleagues.
One of the worst was the attack on public servant Simon Pleasants, because
they suspected he had leaked a story about English’s accommodation
allowance. He didn’t.
By Thursday, rather than conceding any ground on the substantive questions,
Key tried to shame the media by suggesting they were ‘‘effectively supporting
illegal activity’’ – the hacking – by continuing to run hard with the Hagerinspired issues.
In parallel he tried to suggest there was something anti-democratic going on.
That it was all an attempt to subvert the true will of the people. That ‘‘a hacker
and people with a Left-wing agenda are trying to take an election off New
Zealanders’’.
But as much as Key tries to make it the voters’ problem, it remains his
problem.
If he doesn’t want to take action, to admit any fault in his back office, then he
has to hope that toughing it out will not open him up to a most unlikely defeat.
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His best chance of that is to grab back the agenda tomorrow with his official
campaign launch.
To date, National’s campaign has been relatively low-key on policy.
But with the Pre-election Economic and Fiscal Update out of the way, with no
nasty surprises in the Budget numbers, the way is clear for a big
announcement tomorrow.
There are few clues so far to what it might be. Ministers have been hosing
down the possibility of a tax-cut announcement but hints in that direction are
already strong.
English has put a figure on the amount available; $500 million a year from the
$1.5 billion available for new initiatives. Chances are that will be accumulated
to a $1.5b package later in the three-year term.The launch in South Auckland
could suggest a social policy announcement with poverty, housing, inequality
and childhood problems seen by the Opposition as the Government’s
vulnerabilities.
But intriguingly, in recent speeches Key has been adding ‘‘environment’’ to his
list of things New Zealanders most care about. Something in that area could
appeal to the growing number of blue-greens and what used to be called the
Sue Kedgley Mums after the former Green MP.
Whatever it is Key will be hoping it will allow him to seize back the agenda.
But that will not be easy.
The hacker seems set on drip-feeding the Slater emails whenever an issue
becomes the topic du jour and there are more rocks around the corner.
The report into Gerry Brownlee’s security breach at Christchurch Airport is
due before the election and, of course, there is Kim Dotcom’s ‘‘big reveal’’ just
days out from the election.
Key is still in the box seat to win on September 20, but thanks to events –
mostly of his own making – you get the feeling it is going to be a very long
month indeed for Key and his inner circle.
2014
Slater-gate
The release of Hager’s book, Dirty Politics, and thousands of hacked emails
linking Key’s office to shock jock blogger Cameron Slater has blindsided Key.
2011
The Teapot Tapes
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A recording of a conversation between Key and Epsom candidate John
Banks, which they believed private, was handed to a Sunday newspaper
sparking frenzied speculation about its contents. Key stormed out of a media
conference and accused cameraman Bradley Ambrose of deliberately making
a covert recording. National won the election and when the contents of the
tape later emerged it turned out to be a total fizzer.
2008
The H-bomb
Labour flew a team to Australia to trawl through court records after being set
on a false trail in search of evidence linking Key to a financial scandal
decades earlier, labelled the H-bomb by Labour insiders. Helen Clark was on
the campaign trail when news of the failed smear broke. There was a change
of government when the country went to the polls a short time later.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/opinion/10413841/A-long-week-inpolitics
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Tracy Watkins (Stuff): Campaign 2014 is littered with landmines
Last updated 05:00 23/08/2014
Is John Key’s dream of a third term unravelling?
The prime minister’s campaign trail has been littered with landmines.
The cast of characters, meanwhile, is long and growing. Nicky Hager, Kim
Dotcom, Cameron Slater, Aaron Bhatnagar, Simon Lusk, Warren Tucker.
Where is Labour leader David Cunliffe? Wherever it might be, it is a political
backwater at the moment.
Key is too busy fighting shadows to fight his opponent. The swirl surrounding
him is all-consuming.
Former Labour Party president Mike Williams says he has never known
anything like it.
‘‘I’ve been involved in 40 campaigns in Australia and New Zealand ... and I
have never been through anything even remotely like this. I just have no
compass,’’ he says.
‘‘National’s completely lost control of the agenda and their campaign has been
completely derailed. But then, so has everyone else’s.’’
Left wing commentator Bryce Edwards says Hager’s latest book, Dirty
Politics, has thrown National’s script for the campaign out the window.
For days Key has been on the back foot answering allegations from the book,
which used thousands of hacked emails to draw a link between Key’s office
and Right-wing blogger Cameron Slater.
‘‘This has been a huge spanner in the works,’’ Edwards says.
‘‘Politicians like their campaigns scripted and it did seem that National had all
their ducks in a row and had the right strategy.’’
But out on the campaign trail, senior Nats insist, people have real problems to
worry about.
Outgoing MP Chris Tremain says he has knocked on plenty of doors since the
Dirty Politics story broke.
‘‘I asked people, ‘What do you think?’ And look, most people say to me, ‘My
eyes glaze over’.’’
It is easy to know when people care about an issue, Tremain says, because
they phone their local MP.
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‘‘If there’s one person ringing your office there are probably 10 or 20 out there
who are feeling the same.’’
Tremain is not expecting his phone to ring hot with calls about Hager’s book.
The foreshore and seabed legislation, gay marriage, smacking, asset sales –
these are the sorts of issues that people care about and motivate them to call.
Or getting it wrong on teacher numbers, as National did in 2012. MPs copped
a backlash from their local communities when the Cabinet agreed to raise the
teacher-student ratio – a decision that was quickly overturned.
‘‘That’s the sort of issue I’m talking about,’’ Tremain says.
‘‘It wasn’t a beltway issue; it did affect people ... and that feedback came back
quickly through caucus.’’
Senior Nats say their internal tracking polls show no impact from the Hager
book.
But Edwards says the central allegations of dirty tricks and direct links
between Key’s office and a blogger like Slater, who thrives on innuendo and
dirt, will have a corrosive effect on Key’s image with voters.
The drip-feed of leaked emails on an anonymous website, meanwhile, has
turned National’s well-oiled campaign machine into a lame duck, Edwards
believes. ‘‘They’re not getting their messages through.’’
Right-wing blogger David Farrar agrees that there is an ‘‘opportunity cost’’ in
the campaign being derailed by events like Hager’s book.
‘‘It’s not so much that people change their mind ... it’s more that National’s not
getting to talk about the issues they want to. But then, nor is Labour, nor are
the Greens.’’
Farrar, who featured in Hager’s book as National’s pollster, says the most
disastrous scenario for National would be some of its support jumping to
Labour.
‘‘But is this going to fundamentally change the fact that 65 per cent of people
think New Zealand is headed in the right direction?’’
He draws parallels with the 2011 campaign, where Key was embroiled in a
storm of controversy over the so-called ‘‘teapot tape’’ – a recording of a
conversation between Key and former ACT MP John Banks that they believed
was private.
The most likely fallout from that was NZ First getting a lift rather than National
taking a hit, Farrar says.
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ON THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL in Masterton, Key was back in control after
being blindsided by Hager’s book one evening last week.
In answer to journalists’ questions, Key is patient, calm and repeats the same
answers ad nauseum.
There is none of the white-hot anger from the day after Hager’s book dropped.
At a Carterton manufacturing business, Key pokes around vans, inspects
tools and regales a fellow golfing enthusiast with a story about some famous
golfer he had met who had hit 35 – or was it 36? – holes-in-one.
This is the Key that voters feel they know; the one they would overwhelmingly
prefer to have a beer with, watch a game of rugby with or have round to
dinner over any other politician.
It is not just Key the man who has given National huge cross-over appeal on
the political spectrum. National has moved a long way in the eight years he
has been its leader.
Edwards says Key has ‘‘absolutely’’ transformed National from what it was
when he inherited the party from Don Brash, who represented the far Right of
the party.
‘‘Liberal modernisation’’ is how Edwards describes that transformation.
‘‘Key has carried on essentially the project that Bill English was undertaking
when he was leader in the early 2000s of trying to change the outward
appearance of National from being simply an old boys’ club, the party of
establishment and wealthy white males, and tried to make it a bit more
reflective of modern New Zealand,’’ he says.
Even on economic issues National is far more Centrist than the last National
government in the 1990s. That was the Jim Bolger-Ruth Richardson
government that responded to hard times with the Mother of all Budgets;
benefit cuts, slashing spending, hocking off assets.
The Key government’s response to hard times after the global financial crisis
of 2008 and later the Canterbury earthquakes was nothing like as hard-nosed.
It used its Budgets to cushion the impact, helping cement its popularity.
Edwards says Key is not bound by ideology like his predecessors. He is
driven much more by what middle New Zealand is thinking.
National’s campaign launch in South Auckland this weekend, rather than at its
more traditional stomping ground in the heart of Auckland, sums up National’s
shift under Key, Edwards says.
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‘‘‘That delivers quite a powerful message. On the face of it, it might seem
they’re after South Auckland votes, but of course that’s not the target at all,’’
he says.
‘‘It’s the rest of New Zealand, and it’s showing National is quite comfortable
outside its traditional setting.’’
National also looks more like New Zealand now.
There used to be a time when one of National’s few female MPs, Georgina te
Heuheu, was also its sole Maori MP.
The caucus now has Asian, Pacific Island, Indian and a lot more Maori faces
than it ever had under Key’s predecessors.
It is still under-represented with women, but every policy has a ruler run over it
for how it will be received by female voters.
Tremain says stamping a more representative face on National has been one
of the defining changes under Key’s leadership.
‘‘We have also moved out into territory that has not been our traditional voting
area but that’s great politics,’’ he says.
‘‘It shows that you’re comfortable, your base is strong and a whole lot of
people out there can see, ‘Hey, these guys are not the monsters we thought
they were and they run a pretty good ship’.’’ But it’s not just about what
National has done that defines Key’s leadership; it’s what National hasn’t
done.
It hasn’t scrapped Labour policies such as Working for Families, interest-free
student loans, Kiwibank, KiwiSaver, state housing or reversed the removal of
competition from ACC – all Right-wing bogeys in their day.
Farrar says this is what he finds so extraordinary about the 2014 campaign –
with its images of people burning effigies of Key, students being led in chants
of ‘‘f… John Key’’ and people’s private emails being hacked by National’s
political opponents.
‘‘Over what? The last Budget announced free healthcare for under-13s, no
more asset sales, no tax cuts,’’ he says.
‘‘This is insane almost. I’m not saying it would all be justified if Ruth
Richardson or Margaret Thatcher were in power, but I could understand the
reason people would get a bit extreme because there’s massive things at
stake.
‘‘But when you look at what the National Government has done and is
promising to do, this is almost as Centrist and moderate as you can get.’’
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But Williams is not convinced that anything much has changed.
‘‘They’re pretty much the same. They’ve carried on with privatisation, they
have continually fiddled with industrial law so they are still the bosses’ party,
they’re trying to hobble the Resource Management Act. It’s all basic Toryism,’’
he says.
‘‘You get the odd throwaway line like the extension of free healthcare, but I
think they are still basically the same party.
‘‘The difference is their frontman has this warm, cuddly image.’’
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10413842/Campaign-2014-is-litteredwith-landmines
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Phil Taylor (Herald): Whale Oil and friends
5:00 AM Saturday Aug 23, 2014
Blogger Cameron Slater is the main target of Dirty Politics but several others
play a prominent part. Phil Taylor profiles those the book links to Whale Oil
Jason Ede
National's "black ops" man, according to Dirty Politics. During the period the
book covers he worked from the Prime Minister's department, liaised with
Slater and other right-wing bloggers, allegedly feeding them gossip, research
and tips. With Slater he covertly accessed the Labour Party's website and
downloaded personal information .
A former journalist for Taranaki Daily News and TVNZ. By 2003 he was a
senior press secretary in the National Party leader's office working alongside
David Farrar, who later set up the right-wing Kiwiblog.
Moved earlier this year to work for the National Party on its election campaign
but still has a staff access card to Parliament.
Simon Lusk
Right-wing consultant. In emails and messages revealed in the book, he
boasted of helping candidates gain party nomination and of attack politics
against opponents. Claimed to Slater that he had worked for Mark Mitchell
(Nat, Rodney), Sam Lotu-Iiga (Nat, Maungakiekie), Louise Upston (Nat,
Taupo), Jami-Lee Ross (Nat, Botany), Leonie Hapeta (unsuccessful Nat
candidate Palmerston North 2011), Jonathan Fletcher (Nat, unsuccessful,
Rimutaka 2011), and Sam Johnson of Christchurch's post-earthquakes
Student Volunteer Army.
In one email to Slater he said: "I'm just motivated to cut throats. Unfortunately
the biggest buzz I get is when I wreck someone, only done it three times, but I
was on a massive high."
Carrick Graham
Tobacco and alcohol sector lobbyist and consultant. Son of former National
Justice Minister Doug Graham. The book claims he writes posts favourable to
the causes of clients which are run on the Whale Oil blog under Slater's
name, and comments using the pseudonyms Lion King and Nick Naylor.
In his previous role as spokesman for British American Tobacco, Graham
spoke out against anti-smoking groups calling them "zealots".
Advised Mark Hotchin, former boss of failed finance company Hanover, on
how to restore his reputation.
The mission statement of his company, Facilitate Communications Ltd, says
"This is about ensuring you manage your reputation - not someone else".
He told the Herald this week he did not want to comment at the moment.
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In 1993, aged 23, Graham crashed his father's government Ford Fairmont in
the Domain. He left the scene and reported the car missing from his father's
Remuera house. He was charged with careless driving and making a false
statement to the police. He was fined $200 on the driving charge and granted
diversion on the latter.
Katherine Rich
Former National MP, chief executive of Food and Grocery Council, appointed
by National to the Health Promotional Agency, which guides policy on obesity
and other key health areas. Hager alleges Rich uses Graham's and Slater's
services on behalf of companies selling alcohol, soft drink, confectionery and
tobacco and cites a series of emails from Graham to Slater bearing her initials
and containing "hits" for publication on the Whale Oil blog.
The book claims targets included National Addiction Centre director Professor
Doug Sellman and anti-obesity campaigner and director of Just Water
International Tony Falkenstein.
Rich told the Herald the council does not pay for media coverage or blogs but
declined to say whether it hired Graham's Facilitate Communications. "As
representatives of the majority of the food and grocery industry, the Food and
Grocery Council ... [tries] to get fair and balanced messages on issues related
to food and grocery overall. Our involvement with the media is not slanted to
any political type. "
Cathy Odgers
Hong Kong-based lawyer, tax specialist. Blogs as Cactus Kate. Used Whale
Oil to publish journalist Nicky Hager's home address after he revealed details
of her Chinese tax clients. Said in an email to Slater and other right-wing
bloggers David Farrar and Matthew Hooten: "Make sure when Cam finds it
that you repost where Hager lives. I've done a post for Saturday on whale
blog as can't run myself as too close to work. The leaks he is involved with
include tens of thousands of rich Chinese ... it would be a disaster if they
knew where he lived. He may even need police protection ..."
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11313032
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Duncan Garner (Stuff): Key punching at shadows as he fails to clean up
leaking dirt
Last updated 05:00 23/08/2014
John Key has lost control of this election campaign and he desperately needs
to find a way to stop the blood flowing from National’s open wounds.
Yes, of course, this Dirty Politics saga is based on stolen and hacked emails –
it’s not journalism, it’s political activism and it’s based on a crime.
But Key can no longer rely on that as a defence. It hasn’t worked.
This idea that it’s a vast Left-wing conspiracy has failed for the last nine days.
Key and National have looked flat-footed and clueless for a week. It has
genuinely surprised me.
Part of the problem is that under any normal circumstances Cabinet Minister
Judith Collins would have been sacked for trading dirty secrets with Cameron
Slater, the low-life blogger WhaleOil.
But none of this is normal. Because the prime minister, and others in his
office, have been ringing and gossiping with him too. Key can hardly sack a
minister for something he’s been neck-deep in as well.
But it does make you wonder, just what else has Collins got on the PM?
This is why National has looked like a possum in the headlights – to react
strongly and decisively would have only legitimised the book and its author,
Nicky Hager.
But now it’s show time and Key needs to wrest control back from the
anonymous hacker.
That won’t be easy. Key is punching at shadows – he can’t see his enemy
and he doesn’t know what might come next.
But he has to get on with it. Key’s line this week that the ‘‘cowardly hacker has
stolen your election’’ is a good start, but National needs much more than that.
Key has looked unsure on television all week – he’s looked unconvincing. The
nice guy has gone.
So, for Key, it all starts tomorrow with the official National campaign launch.
He needs a big-bang policy to get people talking.
He has to get on with the business of getting re-elected. He needs to talk
about the relatively strong economy and change the narrative.
And he needs the media to buy it. They will – but only if the hacker’s dumped
emails start to bore them. These dumps are daily now – and for the hacker to
stay in control he needs to keep it interesting.
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And that’s the issue with trying to win back the ascendancy.
In 2011, when we were chasing the prime minister over what he said on the
teapot tapes with John Banks, Key judged, correctly, that the public wasn’t
interested in the sideshow and they wanted to talk about the real issues.
But he still lost some support for his poor handling of the issue and Winston
Peters came through the middle.
The big question now is how much damage will this ongoing saga do to
National?
And I say ongoing because no-one knows where it will stop and what comes
next.
The major parties and their leaders like to be in control of their campaigns, to
push themes and own each particular day.
They plan this approach meticulously. They have early-morning meetings to
plot their day, and to craft their spin.
But the problem is no party is in control of this campaign.
The minor parties might as well be on Mars, they’re that invisible.
I haven’t seen David Cunliffe all week and Key has only been on the telly,
under enormous pressure, responding to the hacker’s latest dump.
Already he has had to convince us that he knew nothing about the selective
release of sensitive SIS documents to WhaleOil.
However, a letter from former SIS boss Warren Tucker suggests otherwise.
So Tucker had to add to his story this week to be on the same side as the PM.
Key says he was out of the country on holiday when these documents, which
embarrassed Phil Goff, were released to National Party hitman WhaleOil.
If that’s the case and we believe Key, then who on earth allowed the PM’s
office and the lead spy agency, for which the prime minister is responsible, to
act like this?
Who do we hold accountable? Why isn’t the prime minister on top of this? Do
we really think some bureaucrat from the SIS made this highly political
decision? Of course not.
So right now none of the real issues are being discussed. And I sense
ordinary Kiwi voters are getting fed up.
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If it carries on like this, then the hacker continues to win. And don’t forget Kim
Dotcom is planning his own September 15 event targeting the PM.
These are Key’s darkest days as prime minister – for his own political fortunes
– he desperately needs to find a way out.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/manawatu-standard/opinion/10413326/Key-punchingat-shadows-as-he-fails-to-clean-up-leaking-dirt
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Hamish Rutherford (Stuff): John Key: 'Ask me anything'
Last updated 05:00 23/08/2014
Politics than the media in Mt Roskill yesterday, telling two audiences to ''ask
me anything''.
There were questions on abortion [Key is pro-choice but would vote for status
quo if it came to a vote], South African rugby referees [Key was diplomatic but
believes the All Blacks will beat the Wallabies by 10 tonight] and many
versions of ''can I get a selfie?'' [of course you can].
The only person who touched on the issues thrown up from the release of
Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics linking Key's office to shock jock blogger
Cameron Slater was a Foodstuffs headquarters staffer, asking about the
media coverage of the election campaign.
''Why are they focused on all the crap they've focused on in the last week?''
Key responded that he didn't control the questions, was usually quoted out of
context and he might be made to look silly if he walked away from the
cameras.
Even a room full of teachers at Mt Roskill Grammar did not raise anything
from Hager's book, although a couple muttered that class sizes were more of
a problem than Key claims. Instead, the prime minister was probed about the
cost of housing, how much tax they were paying, sale of land to foreigners
and how the little gains they were making were being sucked up by their
council.
All week Key has been trying to move the conversation on but failing, as
tranche after tranche of Slater's hacked emails are dumped on the web to
support Hager's Dirty Politics allegations.
Meanwhile, questions about Slater receiving preferential treatment in the
release of an Official Information Act request from the Security Intelligence
Service refuse to die. After a week of Key denying that he was personally
briefed by SIS director Warren Tucker about the OIA release to Slater, a video
from 2011 emerged in which he stated that Tucker had briefed him.
But Key stuck to the line yesterday that he meant his ''office'', not himself
personally; Tucker and Ombudsman Beverly Wakem have also insisted their
references to Key being briefed referred to his office, not Key himself. The
''Key me'' may now appear in the political vernacular, as an odd take on the
''royal we''.
But more than a week after the revelations of Slater's emails, and apparent
links to the ninth floor of the Beehive, Key is counting on the likelihood that
voters are being lost in the minutiae.
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Any further specific questions can be batted away as part an inquiry for the
security watchdog, almost certainly a post election problem should Key be reelected.
In the meantime, unless new material comes to light raising fresh issues, or
contradicting Key's words, he may just win the battle to move the
conversation on to something else.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10414513/John-Key-Ask-me-anything
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Tracy Watkins (Stuff): PM offers phone records
Last updated 05:00 23/08/2014
Prime Minister John Key has taken the extraordinary step of offering his
phone records to prove he was never personally briefed by the Security
Intelligence Service about a document sent to shock jock blogger Cameron
Slater.
National is bracing for fresh emails to emerge in a bid to derail its campaign
launch tomorrow, when Key is tipped to unveil a major policy initiative to seize
back the political agenda after a week of distractions.
There is nervousness, however, that the concerted campaign to destabilise
National’s campaign will step up a gear with the release of fresh emails
hacked from Slater’s private computer.
Thousands of Slater’s emails were hacked and used for the latest book by
author Nicky Hager, Dirty Politics, drawing a link between Key’s ninth floor
office and the Auckland-based blogger.
The emails have since started appearing on an anonymous web page and
forced Key onto the back foot on the campaign trail this week.
Yesterday, a 2011 video emerged apparently contradicting Key’s earlier
statements that he was not briefed about an Official Information Act request to
Slater by the Security Intelligence Service.
The OIA request appeared to have been expedited for Slater and the blogger
seemed to be aware of its contents before receiving it, according to hacked
emails.
Former SIS director Warren Tucker and Ombudsman Beverly Wakem have
both said Key was never personally briefed about the OIA, and Key says he
could not have been as he was in Hawaii at the time.
But in the 2011 video, Key refers to Tucker briefing ‘‘me’’.
Key reiterated yesterday, however, that he meant his office, not himself
personally.
He would release his phone records to prove that.
Intelligence watchdog the inspector-general of Intelligence and Security has
announced an inquiry into the allegation of political interference in relation to
Slater’s OIA request appearing to get preferential treatment compared to
requests from other media.
‘‘I’d be more than happy for my phone records to be [seen],’’ Key said.
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‘‘There’s no dispute that somebody in my office was briefed. I don’t think
anybody disputed that and, in fact, ultimately the inquiry [will be] undertaken
and those people will be spoken to.’’
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10414555/PM-offers-phone-records
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David Fisher (Herald): Collins grants blogger's request in just 37
minutes
1:35 PM Saturday Aug 23, 2014
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater got a response to an Official Information
Act request from Justice Minister Judith Collins in just 37 minutes.
He received another OIA response with just a five-hour turnaround by Ms
Collins' office - including being given correspondence which had come in just
that day.
Documents released to the Herald through the act show Slater made three
requests in relation to Canadian jurist Ian Binnie's report, which
recommended David Bain be paid compensation after being found not guilty
of killing his family in Dunedin.
According to the documents, Slater made two requests as editor of the nowdefunct Truth in December 2012 and a third in February 2013.
The first came on the same day as a Herald on Sunday verbal request for
copies of information provided to campaigner Joe Karam, including a copy of
a letter sent to Mr Karam which Mr Bain's first lawyer, Michael Guest, had
written to Mrs Collins.
The same information was provided to Slater, who asked at 1.27pm for almost
identical information with a slightly different phrasing.
Collins press secretary Rachael Bowie sent him the information at 6.11pm,
adding: "Also attached is an email from Michael Guest received by this office
today." The email held a detailed account attacking Mr Bain's position, which
was featured in the next edition of Truth.
On February 12, a Monday, Slater made another OIA request. It was for the
same material the National Business Review had been provided the Friday
before. Slater's OIA request was sent at 9.53am to Ms Bowie who responded
37 minutes later.
Slater's third request was filed in December and responded to in March with a
cluster of others which sought broad amounts of information.
Ms Collins' office has told the Weekend Herald it has always complied with
the legal guidelines laid out in the act, which require a response inside a
maximum 20 working days.
Labour's justice spokesman, Andrew Little, said he had never had an OIA
response back from Ms Collins' office in under 20 working days.
Labour Party MP Grant Robertson told TV3's The Nation it was "pretty much
unheard" to receive an OIA response so quickly.
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"It's a good time for a pizza delivery - 37 minutes - but you'd never expect that
from an OIA."
Ms Collins' swift response to the request looked like "favourable treatment",
Mr Robertson said.
"It fits into a pattern of behaviour that we've seen from Judith Collins with
relation to Cameron Slater. Friday night having a request processed, it just
doesn't happen."
It looked like Slater knew what to ask for, he said.
Green Party co-leader Russel Norman told The Nation the government had
established a system where there was a "friendly face" to the public, but
"behind the scenes they're working directly with Slater".
"And so he's the dark operations and does all the really nasty attack stuff, but
he's doing it hand in glove with John Key, Judith Collins and all the rest of
them.
"It's the system that they established that keeps them looking nice and clean
and friendly while at the same running these attack campaigns against
anyone who gets in their way."
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11313
041
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David Fisher (Herald): Minister's staffer took part in blog
5:00 AM Saturday Aug 23, 2014
The press secretary of Cabinet minister Gerry Brownlee has admitted posting
anonymously to the Whale Oil blog as the impact of Dirty Politics continues to
hit the election campaign.
Nick Bryant was named in Dirty Politics as the person who had used the
pseudonym "Former Hack" to post anonymous comments encouraging
blogger Cameron Slater's campaign against a public servant which resulted in
death threats.
The Herald was able to confirm the use of Mr Bryant's ministerial computer
through details obtained from an individual other than the hacker who also
accessed information from Whale Oil during the Denial of Service attack.
Under "Former Hack", Mr Bryant told Slater "well done" on a post which
attacked Simon Pleasants. He told others he agreed calls should be placed to
ask why Mr Pleasants was still employed and told Slater "you might have one
for the harpoon gallery there" - the so-called Whale Oil roll call of sacked
officials.
Mr Pleasants is the same public servant whose personal details were sent
from Justice Minister Judith Collins to Slater, which were then published on
the blog. The information shows the people who comment on Whale Oil have
effectively lost their anonymity.
In the file held by the Herald, hundreds of messages sent from people working
on ministerial or government computers are linked to the servers and IP
addresses from which they were posted. The file links those details with email
addresses - including Mr Bryant's.
Asked if he had posted to Whale Oil, Mr Bryant initially said: "I don't know."
When asked if he used the name "Former Hack" to do so, he said: "Nicky
Hager said I was the person who posted as that."
Told of the new information, Mr Bryant said: "What I will say is I stopped
commenting around that time. They were about the only comments I made on
that blog."
At the time of the comments, Mr Bryant worked for former minister Phil
Heatley.
Mr Hager's book links Mr Bryant to another anonymous name - but the Herald
has found the email account linked to messages from the person is actually
registered in the name of yet another ministerial staff member.
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A spokesman for Internal Affairs refused to comment on individual staff
members. He said "appropriate action" would be taken against a staff member
who acted inappropriately.
Slater did not return calls. He did send an email saying: "Time for all your
emails to come out Fish."
Other developments
• Rodney MP Mark Mitchell has told the Weekend Herald he is considering
suing Nicky Hager over assertions in the book that he would not have won his
electorate in 2011 without a dirty tricks campaign from Slater and political
adviser Simon Lusk.
• Prime Minister John Key said yesterday he was happy to provide his phone
records and give evidence under oath to an inquiry by the spy watchdog into
the handling of an Official Information Act release by the SIS to blogger
Cameron Slater.
• The Whale Oil site boasted its largest number of visitors in the wake of the
book's publication - although others have questioned the validity of the
figures. The site also reported Pak N Save's advertising agency had set up an
"exclusion" to make sure its adverts no longer appear on the blog.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11313
039
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Steven Price (Media Law Journal): Is Whale Oil a journalist (2)?
By Steven | August 22, 2014
Some time ago, I wrote about Cameron Slater’s claim to be a journalist, which he is invoking for
the purposes of protecting his confidential sources. The District Court ordered him to turn over
his sources in a defamation case brought against him by Matt Blomfield. The court said Slater
didn’t qualify for source protection under the Evidence Act. I argued that the judge’s reasoning
was very poor, and that there were good arguments that he should be treated a journalist.
Nevertheless, I noted that the court still had a discretion to order him to turn over his source.
Slater appealed to the High Court. Leading media lawyer Julian Miles QC was appointed as
amicus to assist the court. The thrust of Miles’ submissions was that (1) Slater is probably a
journalist, but (2) in the exercise of its discretion, the court should probably still order him to
turn over his source, because his coverage of the Blomfield issue wasn’t in the public interest
and the disclosure order would be unlikely to chill any signficiant stories.
Does Dirty Politics change that? Well, it does contain evidence that might be relevant to the
court’s decision, I think.
Ironically, one part of that evidence suggests that it’s more likely that Slater should be
considered a journalist. A journalist is defined as:
a person who in the normal course of that person’s work may be given information by an
informant in the expectation that the information may be published in a news medium (s68(5)
of the Evidence Act).
One issue identified by Miles is whether Slater’s blogging counts as “work” given that Slater has
described it as a “hobby”. Blomfield argued that it was restricted to people who made their
living from it.
But Dirty Politics shows that Slater was being paid for at least some of his blogging. It seems he
was deriving a significant income from it. That makes it easier to class him as a journalist under
the Evidence Act definition.
It also may have a bearing on another issue identified by Miles. “News medium” is defined as:
a medium for the dissemination to the public or a section of the public of news and observations
on news (s68(5) of the Evidence Act).
To demonstrate his pedigree as a purveyor of news, Slater lists nine stories (or series of stories)
he published from the relevant period. This was to relevant to two issues. One was whether he
was receiving information from sources in the “normal course” of his work. The stories do seem
to demonstrate that - that is, that he was frequently publishing stories, so that it could be said
they were part of the “normal course of his work”.
The second issue is whether he was publishing in a news medium - that is, whether he was
disseminating news or observations on news. Miles looked at the stories and said “although it
seems Whale Oil publishes much that it not news, the articles … it is submitted, qualify as news
or observations on news.”
Four of the nine stories Slater has put forward to demonstrate his journalistic chops are
mentioned in Dirty Politics. I think the information in the book sheds some new light on those
stories that might be of interest to the judge. One is about the Rodney selection battle, and the
exposure of the allegedly racist past of the electorate chair. Hager’s book shows that this series
of posts was orchestrated by Simon Lusk, who was being paid by one of the candidates for
selection. The stories were run to enhance his selection chances. There is evidence suggesting
that Slater was being paid for them.
Another is about the Ports of Auckland stories. Slater’s attacks on the union involved
information that seemed to have come from the POA. He denied working with them, but
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boasted of his long chats with the POA chair. The POA has denied collaborating with Slater, and
paying him, but Dirty Politics quotes one of its PR agents saying Slater was a “great hired gun”.
Another Slater story is his Labour Party website one. Dirty Politics contains evidence that this
story was prepared in collaboration with Jason Ede from the PM’s office.
The fourth is the SIS/Phil Goff story. This involved a surprisingly quick declassification and
release of official information to Slater in preference to a mainstream media outlet that was
asking for similar information. Slater seems to have had knowledge that it was being expedited.
So there’s evidence of collaboration with the PM’s office or the SIS over that one too.
Does that mean that none of this was news? You could still argue that it was, if you regard news
as putting out information that people didn’t know before. But I think it raises another issue that
isn’t discussed in Miles’ submissions. Doesn’t there have to be a degree of independence
for a report to be described as news? An essential fidelity to facts rather than source? A
motivation

to

accurately

report

information?

The

Advertising

Standards

Authority,

for

example, says that editorial content should include “a value check or independent critical
assessment of the information”. Otherwise it’s advertorial.
There must surely be more to the news than simply putting out information that wasn’t there
before. Otherwise, this concept of “news” could include, for example, press releases, or Party
websites, or even pure advertisements.
In that context, the revelations in Dirty Politics that Slater was willing to post screeds under his
byline that he hadn’t written, and that he knew was written by PR agents with their own
agendas, and that he may have been being paid to post, are surely relevant to the question of
whether what he was publishing was news or commentary on news.
They may well also be relevant to the second question: whether, even if he is a journalist, the
court should exercise its discretion to order him to reveal his source. In the exercise of that
discretion, the court must weigh the importance of the source’s identity for the defamation case
against the likely adverse effect of ordering disclosure on (a) the source and (b) “the ability of
the news media to access sources of facts”, thereby serving “the public interest in the
communication of facts and opinion to the public.”
I’m inclined to think the information about Slater’s methods detailed in Dirty Politics is relevant
to the issue of whether the public interest in the flow of information will really be harmed by
ordering Slater to reveal his source to Blomfield. If people like Slater and his sources are chilled
from delivering information in his particular fashion, for my part I doubt the public interest will
be much harmed.
This case has already been argued, and we are awaiting the High Court’s decision. But I wonder
whether anyone will think it appropriate to apply to put the new information before the judge?
PS I see that Slater is facing another case in which his status as a journalist is in issue. The
Director of Human Rights Proceedings is bringing an action (note to Herald: it’s not really a
“prosecution”) against Slater for using private information in his Blomfield stories, in breach of
the Privacy Act. Slater is arguing that Whale Oil is a news medium, and therefore exempt from
the Privacy Act. The definition (which I set out here) is slightly different, but similar in many
respects. Some of these same issues might well arise.

http://www.medialawjournal.co.nz/?p=636
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David Farrar (Kiwiblog): How Hager got it wrong on The Princess Party
August 22nd, 2014 at 5:10 pm by David Farrar

One section of Nicky Hager’s book stated I had organised a Princess Party, and had dialogue from
some unnamed people about getting girls drunk, with an implication I was part of that
conversation.

I was not the organiser of the party, and was not a party to the conversation. Yet Hager published
this as fact. It is reasonably defamatory as various people have smeared me over it.
I did attend a party in 2011 in Palmerston North held the day before a party conference. I was not
the organiser. I invited two friends along, of similiar age to myself. Off memory it was called a
Princess Party, because the Royal Wedding was occurring around then. As a Republican, I’m an
unlikely organiser.
The e-mails have been released by Whaledump, and I quote from then below. I’m redacting the
names of the participants, but of course the source e-mails are on Whaledump.
Name 1, 4/26, 12:02am
my email doesn’t get read
lol
Apparently Pinko is the main driving force behind the Princess party
Now this e-mail is presumably why Hager thought I was the organiser. But he gets it totally
wrong. They are laughing at the fact that someone thinks I am the organiser. This is the
problem where you write a book on stolen e-mails, and don’t verify, fact check, or interview a
single person for it.
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One must note the irony of the comment about e-mails not getting read though
————————Name 2, 4/26, 12:03am
well i was going to say i have cleared the field for you, given you the most likely targets and will get
them

drunk

for

you

————————Name 1, 4/26, 12:03am
he

has

invited

[REDACTED]

to

it

and

to

the

3,

which

one

the

next

night

————————Name 2, 4/26, 12:03am
righto, good cleint recruitment
he

asked

if

he

can

bring

Name

i

said

yes

to

————————Yep, I got invited to a party, and invited two friends to it – both of a similiar age to me - one male
and female. I had no role in the conversation reported in the book. Yet the book reports me as the
organiser, and implies I was involved in the conversation.
If Mr Hager is doing reprints of his book, I would appreciate it if he could make the appropriate
corrections.
And perhaps this is a lesson to everyone out there, not to take everything in the book at face
value. If he has got this wrong, what else has he got wrong? Again this is what happens when you
don’t verify anything or give people a chance to respond.
UPDATE: I actually blogged on the party in 2011. To quote me:
Had a very fun night in Palmerston North last night (a sentence which some might say was unlikely
to ever be uttered by me) watching the Royal Wedding. Yes I’m a Republican, but I can still enjoy
a good wedding. The dress code was tiaras for women and black tie for men.
It was a hilariously mixed group of people. Three out of the five Kiwiblog editorial team were in
attendance, plus I’d guess half the Don Brash coup committee. A wedding can be a good
uniter
We also had members of the Monarchist League and Republicans, so it was a very good fun night.
Debating the constitutional reform at 1 am is so much more tolerable after many bottles of
champagne.
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Somewhat sad that it was a party, and I’m debating constitutional reform at 1 am at it. Also a very
different impression to what Hager’s book implied.

http://www.kiwiblog.co.nz/2014/08/how_hager_got_it_wrong_on_the_princess
_party.html
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Martin van Beynen (Stuff): Sadly, Hager's book won't clean up politics
Last updated 14:15 24/08/2014
OPINION: Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics has dominated the news for 10
days but interest is no doubt starting to wane. Which is just as well for the
National Government.
Its strategists will be thankful the hacker who nabbed Cameron Slater's emails
and phone records did not leak them to one of the big newspapers or
broadcasters.
A newspaper would, for instance, have packaged the material into front page
splashes which would have drawn the story out for much longer.
This weekend will be time for everyone to draw breath and access the
damage.
The true measure of the impact will be on election day and, remember,
elections are won and lost on the economy.
Aside from Justice Minister Judith Collins, the book fails to land any big hits
on members of the Government even if Prime Minister John Key had to know
something of what his staffer Jason Ede was up to.
Strangely, National comes out of the book looking better than you would
expect. The book shows some important National Party people had
considerable disquiet with links to the Whale Oil blog and Cameron Slater.
The main damage to National is through its association with a nasty, allegedly
corrupt and vulgar blog. Die-hard National people can forgive most things but
vulgarity is not one of them.
It's unfortunate for National that the hacker decided to have a go at Cameron
Slater because the private emails of a Left blogger or activist might have
revealed the same sort of rabid discourse and underhand tactics.
Much of the comment about the book is along the lines of, "What did you
expect? Politics is a dirty business". I can do cynicism with the best of them
but I don't see this as a good reason for dismissing the book as the work of
some unworldly activist.
Whether we should be surprised is not the issue. The book is a painful
reminder of the low standards we accept from politicians by our
acquiescence. It sheets home that, if these are the politicians we deserve,
then maybe we need to adjust our expectations and get more involved
ourselves.
The exposure of dirty tricks in the book rubs our faces in the cesspit politics
can descend to.
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Standards are important and they should be set high. Why should we expect
a lesser standard of behaviour from MPs than we expect from lawyers,
doctors and other professionals? Since people always fail to live up to
standards, the bar needs to be set high in the first place.
Although no-one has emerged from the fire of Dirty Politics unscathed, it's
sometimes forgotten that Slater and the power of blogs in general have
perished in it.
Many will wonder how the progeny of the National Party's moneyed elite
ended up as such a bunch of nasty, toxic, hate-filled brats bent on a
vindictive, class-ridden agenda.
I don't have a big problem with Slater's shock-jock patois - you have to admit
he is clever - and the obscene blather in the emails could well be the sort of
private stupidities many of us get up to.
Slater's lowest trick, for me, was maintaining he was independent when, it
seems, he was prepared to publish material provided by both political and
commercial interests, almost verbatim, for money.
A blog is indeed a "jerk with a laptop" but, if you're also a mouthpiece for
anyone who sends you a cheque, you shouldn't pretend otherwise.
For instance, from Slater's emails, it appears he worked closely with hard
Right, professional political strategist Simon Lusk. One of Lusk's clients was
former police dog handler Mark Mitchell who in 2011 wanted to be selected as
the National candidate for Rodney. In collusion with Lusk, Slater used his blog
to carefully undermine Mitchell's opposition. Mitchell was selected.
In another example, Slater's blog carried for 18 months angry posts about the
Building Service Contractors of New Zealand, which had agreed to minimum
training and conditions for cleaners. Under an accord with the Labour
government, only contractors belonging to the group were eligible for
contracts for state buildings. In a campaign orchestrated by lobbyist Carrick
Graham (son of former Treaty minister Doug Graham), Slater published posts
Graham had penned and then cheering comments Graham made about the
posts under a pseudonym.
Another prolific commentator on the stories was the head of a major cleaning
company who also posted under a false name. Result? Accord scraped.
Mainstream media are often the subject of scorn in social media but the Dirty
Politics saga shows the value of having a trusted institution to disseminate
news, opinion and information.
Hager is a figure of rare integrity but, in a way, he is no better than a one-man
blog. That he was the breathless publisher of the leaked emails was a major
distraction to the story and gave National the ability to dismiss claims as a
Left-wing conspiracy.
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It would be nice to think Dirty Politics will help clean up politics but the lesson
politicians will probably take from the saga is less uplifting: Don't get caught.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/the-press/opinion/columnists/martin-vanbeynen/10415001/Sadly-Hagers-book-won-t-clean-up-politics
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Andrew Gunn (Stuff): National's policies. Yes?
Last updated 09:25 24/08/2014
OPINION: Look at the end of the day most New Zealanders know this is a leftwing smear campaign. And what most New Zealanders want to see is
discussion about policy. So I'm quite happy to take any questions you want to
ask about National's policies. Yes?
Cyberbullying? Sure. Cyberbullying is totally unacceptable and my
government is committed to tackling it head on and stopping cyberbullies for
good. If I can just quote from our press release from April this year:
"Tormenters are able to harass their targets 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, wherever they go, and the trail of abuse lives on in cyberspace ...
These new measures send a clear message to cyber bullies: Time's up. Your
behaviour is not acceptable."
What's that? Who released that press statement? Well look that's actually not
the issue at the end of the day, is it. Yes, it was the Minister of Justice. Yes,
her. Alright next question please and let's stick to policies.
Privacy? Absolutely, it's one of the major challenges of the new millennium
and my government is determined that the personal data of all New
Zealanders is not inappropriately accessed. Like we said in this press release
in May:
"It's vital that New Zealanders have confidence in our privacy laws, and that
people know their information is in safe hands ... Our proposals will put strong
incentives in place to ensure businesses, government departments and other
organisations take privacy seriously."
Sorry? Well, yes I suppose "their information" includes credit card details held
on the websites of Opposition political parties. No, I don't know if Jason Ede
ever read that press release. Look he has nothing to do with me, alright.
Frankly you're all just a little too obsessed with actual things that went on in
the Beehive, as if we should be setting some sort of example or something.
Next question please. About policy. Moral leadership? No that's not a matter
of policy. That's not something most New Zealanders care about. Next?
The rule of law? Personal responsibility? Yeah nah, again you're getting
things confused. The rule of law and personal responsibility are part of the
founding principles of the National party. They are not current National party
policy. Can someone please ask me a question about some important current
National party policy?
Cycleways? Oh thank god. Yes, cycleways. Look as I said at the cycleways
launch this week, if there's one thing most New Zealanders want, it's
somewhere they can go to feel the sun on their face and the breeze in their
hair. Somewhere where their cares and troubles and all the important issues
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of the day just fade away so they can smile and wave, smile and wave. OK
look I think I've more than addressed the issues that most New Zealanders
are interested in. Let's just get on with what I actually came here for. I name
this no-exit cul-de-sac Judith Collins Lane.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/the-press/opinion/10415071/Nationals-policies-Yes
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Patrick Gower (Herald): Step aside, Judith, Paula's coming
5:00 AM Sunday Aug 24, 2014
It was the week the Crusher got crushed. Sure, Judith Collins technically got
off the hook once again because the Prime Minister is too scared to do
anything about her with the election so close.
But Collins' political reputation has taken a hammering thanks to the
revelations in Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics.
Her political ambitions have been damaged. And her leadership hopes are
now smashed to smithereens.
Just over 18 months ago, I named Collins my Politician of the Year after she
barnstormed her way into contention to take over as National Party leader
when John Key stands down.
Collins had a growing support base with National's rank-and-file. She was
building her profile nicely.
The received political wisdom was that the leadership was between her and
Steven Joyce should Key lose or quit.
Then came the Oravida scandal. Collins handled it poorly and ended up
having a blow-out.
The Prime Minister then got out one of his sopping wet tickets to the Crusher
bus and banned her from Twitter.
Collins lost a lot of her political capital over Oravida and gained a whole lot of
political baggage.
After that came the hacked messages showing she tipped off the Whale Oil
blogger to the name and number of a public servant, opening him up to
attack.
There was also talk of how the two of them like revenge, with Collins
explaining: : "You know the rule — always return with double."
It was ugly and unsavoury stuff. You don't need to be a political scientist to
recognise this is not the back-story of a party leader — quite the opposite.
My National Party sources tell me that Collins now might not even have a
single MP in the caucus who would back her to take the leadership.
The sources say even the tight core that was around her a year ago have
fallen away.
As for Joyce, just because you are Key's lieutenant doesn't mean you
automatically become general.
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Consider his extraordinarily unhinged performance on The Nation three
weeks ago.
He looked like he was talking in tongues as he tried to boss his way through a
debate by yelling over everyone, including host Lisa Owen. It was arrogant,
and hardly the stuff of a future leader.
If Joyce acts like that on live television, imagine what he is like in the caucus
room or around the Cabinet table. He does not play well with others.
So who in National is likeable, can keep their ego in check, doesn't have any
baggage but does have public appeal and the chutzpah to be leader? Paula
Bennett.
When Bennett walks into National's campaign launch today, the party faithful
won't be judging her like they will be Collins.
They will be looking at Bennett approvingly, and Collins with barely concealed
disappointment.
Winner of the Week? Phil Goff. He got to use the soundbite "John Key is a
liar" so often it became a mantra. It was utu — and boy did Goff enjoy it.
Loser of the Week? John Key — say no more.
• Patrick Gower is the political editor of 3News. He also co-hosts The Nation
on Saturdays.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/election2014/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503581&objectid=11313405
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Herald: Editorial: 'Crusher' must be put in her place
9:47 AM Saturday Aug 23, 2014
Judith Collins is not about to be sacked. For the second time in a matter of
months, circumstance is on her side. In May, when John Key suggested she
had "over-reached", Maurice Williamson had just resigned as a minister. Now,
with the Prime Minister acknowledging that she had been "unwise", it is too
close to the general election for drastic action. Only even more damaging
revelations from the "Whaledump" hacker about the Justice Minister's
activities with blogger Cameron Slater would force Mr Key's hand. After the
election, however, it will be a different story. Ms Collins must be put in her
place.
As much should be inevitable given that New Zealanders have now been
given a thorough insight into the attitude and behaviour of her and her
"faction". There can be no risk in demoting her even within the National Party.
The days when she gloried under the sobriquet "Crusher", a product of her
recognition of some people's hankering for conflict, are long gone. A series of
deplorable episodes, the latest of which saw her receive a second final
warning from Mr Key this week, have seen to that.
Each revealed a glaring shortcoming. Collectively, they make it untenable for
her to continue as a senior or influential minister in a post-election National
government. First, she displayed carelessness and naivety in visiting her
husband's dairy company in China, with an unwillingness to acknowledge the
error of her ways. Instead of being upfront about the circumstances of the
visit, she blustered and did her best to deflect blame. Subsequently, she had
to admit to misleading the Prime Minister and the public over a dinner with
Oravida boss Deyi Shi. Soon afterwards, it was revealed that, during her time
as Police Minister, she failed to act on hundreds of burglaries being taken out
of crime statistics for the Counties-Manukau district. This was irresponsible,
as was her erroneous assumption that disclosure of the subject was
"politically motivated".
Equally misjudged but also smacking of vindictiveness and cold calculation
was an attack on TVNZ reporter Katie Bradford over a private conversation
four years earlier. Ms Collins had, again, to apologise publicly and say she
had been wrong. The same traits have now been laid bare in her dealings
with Mr Slater, as revealed in Nicky Hager's book, Dirty Politics. It is almost
incomprehensible that a Justice Minister, no less, would collude with a
blogger by passing details about public servant Simon Pleasants to Mr Slater.
The day after receiving these details in 2009, the Whale Oil blog began an
online campaign against Mr Pleasants, who Mr Slater suspected of working to
embarrass Finance Minister Bill English. This led to death threats against Mr
Pleasants, who has always protested his innocence.
Whaledump's release of emails has forced Mr Key to stop defending Ms
Collins. It must surely have also cemented her fate. Ms Collins has never
hidden her wish to lead the National Party but it now seems inconceivable that
she could head off the competent Steven Joyce when Mr Key departs.
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Indeed, those who would gather around her in a caucus now have real pause
for thought on how not to tarnish their own political brands.
In May, after her abuse of Ms Bradford, the Prime Minister told Ms Collins to
take time out from her ministerial duties. His next directive will surely have to
involve more than that. She has surrendered her right to seniority.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/election2014/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503581&objectid=11313257
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Steve Braunias (Stuff): Focusing on the election campaign
Last updated 12:27 24/08/2014
OPINION: Everyday Housewife Danyel Southwark shares her thoughts on the
week past, as relayed by satirist Steve Braunias.
The story so far (16th instalment): ACT Party donor and Auckland mother of
two Danyel Southwark forgets her personal problems (fraud, child abuse) to
focus on the party's election campaign ...
MONDAY
Nicky Hager's ridiculous little book dominated the agenda at our weekly
Monday morning catch-up held at my house.
"He's obviously got communistic tendencies," complained party leader Jamie
Whyte, who took copious notes throughout.
Two of the party's steadfast supporters, a retired lawyer and a Chinese
dentist, denounced Hager's book as lies.
"I haven't read it yet," said our candidate in Epsom, David Seymour.
"Neither have I, but that's hardly the point," said the lawyer.
"He very bad man," said the dentist.
Campaign manager Richard Prebble was deep in thought.
"More coffee, Richard?" I asked.
"What?" he said.
"More coffee?"
"Who are you? Where am I?"
He was having another one of his turns. He's not getting any younger. The
dentist took him aside.
I could hear the shake of a pill bottle, and poured more coffee for Jamie and
David.
The lawyer only drinks gin.
When Richard returned, we discussed campaign strategy.
Jamie said, "We need to redirect the narrative of the campaign back to core
issues."
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David said, "What?"
Jamie said, "We need to get the voters talking about ACT."
David said, "Must we? The less the public hear about our ideas, the better.
Let's just keep our heads down. I'm guaranteed Epsom."
Jamie said, "In a way that's the worst possible outcome. It might be even
better if you didn't get in and we could start afresh."
The lawyer said, "What?"
Jamie said, "One MP in Parliament - it might well be curtains for the party, just
a really slow curtains and that would be painful."
The dentist said, "Curtains? Why you talk about curtains?"
Jamie said, "David would be effectively an independent member for Epsom."
David said, "So?"
Richard said, "Here. I think you need this more than me."
He shook out pills from his bottle.
Jamie stood up and said he was going home to work on some ideas to get
people talking.
After he left, I found his notes. They were just doodlings of esoteric symbols.
The dentist stood at the lounge windows, and slowly pulled the curtains open
and closed.
"Stop that," I said.
"No, I'm enjoying it," said the lawyer, refilling his glass.
David looked at the harbour view, and said, "Is that one Rangitoto? I can
never remember."
Richard fell asleep.
TUESDAY
Jamie phoned, and said, "I think I'm onto something!
"Watch this space."
WEDNESDAY
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Jamie phoned, and said, "OK! Sorted. It's a political bombshell. It's a game
changer, you wait. I'm sending you the press release; have a look and tell me
what you think!"
I clicked it open. It was an announcement that the ACT Party wants to abolish
the law that makes wearing a cycle helmet compulsory.
THURSDAY
Jamie phoned, and said, "Have you heard anyone talking about cycle
helmets?"
"No," I said.
He said, "Neither have I. I don't understand it. It hasn't changed the narrative
one bit. It's still dirty politics and Hager and Whaleoil."
"And it's all so negative."
He said, "What?"
"It's negative."
He said, "You're right. You're absolutely right. And people don't want negative.
They want positive! That's what we need. We need to give people something
positive."
FRIDAY
Jamie phoned, and said, "Have you seen it?"
I said, "What?"
He said, "The press release! I've just sent you it. Tell me what you think!"
I clicked it open. It was an announcement that there's sure to be another
global economic crisis during the next three years.
I said, "It's a bit gloomy."
He said, "D'you think?"
"I doubt it'll make you very popular."
He said, "You might have a point. Persian kings used to throw the bearers of
bad news down a well."
"D'you really think it's better if David doesn't win Epsom?"
He said, "No, of course not. It'd be curtains."
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Diary of a Housewife, the creation of Steve Braunias, features the satirical
musings of two contrasting Kiwi women, Aucklander Danyel Southwark and
Wellingtonian Harriet Wakefield. stephen11@xtra.co.nz Twitter:
@SteveBraunias.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/opinion/10415172/Focusing-on-theelection-campaign
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Georgia Nelson (Newstalk ZB): Google stats suggest 'Dirty Politics'
interest dropping
August 24 2014 11:13
Online search statistics suggest the interest in Nicky Hager's book 'Dirty
Politics' is dropping away.
Last week the book topped Google search figures for New Zealand, and
interest in key figures mentioned in the book also soared.
But the numbers have fallen off in the past few days, although online
searches for John Key, which doubled when the book was launched, haven't
yet faded away.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/news/nbpol/1392022622-google-statssuggest--dirty-politics--interest-dropping
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Daphna Whitmore (Redline): Digging up the dirt
Posted: August 24, 2014
Dirty Politics – How attack politics is poisoning New Zealand’s political
environment by Nicky Hagerdirtypolitics
Reviewed by Daphna Whitmore
For over a week Nicky Hager’s book Dirty Politics has been in the news. With
its promise of a tell-all about the links between the political right and their
bloggers revealed in hacked emails, the first print run was sold out in a day.
At just over 100 pages Hager’s book is an easy, though not pleasant, read.
Delving into the thoughts and motives of blogger Cameron Slater, and others
around him who specialise in attack style political campaigning, is a putrid
business.
Most of Dirty Politics confirms what we already knew from reading Slater’s
Whale Oil blog. His style of politics is viscious and crude. What Hager adds to
the picture is Slater as a PR agent for hire. The abuse that Slater hurled on
waterside workers in the Auckland Port dispute in 2011 makes sense in the
context of him being a hired gun. Slater’s eclectic range of blog topics points
to money driving the views whether it’s anti-wharfie, or anti-tobacco control, or
supporting sugary drinks being sold in schools . Hager reveals emails linking
Slater with tobacco and food corporations. After weeks of pro-Israel blogging
and cheering the invasion of Gaza Slater was in Tel Aviv on a trip funded by
the Israeli government when Dirty Politics hit the bookstands.
David Farrar of Kiwiblog, the more presentable face of the political right, has a
chapter dedicated to him. The image of the honest-broker political
commentator from the right is dented by the close business and political
relationship Farrar has with the National Party.
None of this is particularly startling in a world where commerce is king.
However Hager rightly crticises the mainstream media for failing to distinguish
the PR bloggers for hire from genuine political opinion blogs.
What can be seen is Key’s desire to be popular. He constantly gauges the
public mood as Hager notes “John Key told a private ACT Party meeting in
April 2014 that National was ‘addicted to polling’ and polled every week”. Key
and the majority of the National caucus want to hold on to the political centre.
If anything the Slater emails show he is linked to a fringe faction in National.
For Judith Collins her association with Slater is likely to have ruined any
chance of her being a contender to succeed Key as leader. Slater’s mate
Simon Lusk features in the book as a strategist who has had success getting
several candidates selected for safe National seats using dirty tactics, with the
aim of shifting the party to the right. On the policy front Lusk has had little
success. Hard right neo-liberalism has been abandoned by the Nats for over
two decades in favour of a more moderate path where state spending has
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been maintained. The National Party 2014 election campaign launch today in
the working class heartland of South Auckland is more than symbolic. The
party is committed to broaden its reach and challenge Labour in its last
stronghold of Pacific Island workers.
What we don’t get in Hager’s book is a picture of how National, Labour and
the other parliamentary parties are in the business of running the sytem. To
be fair Hager doesn’t claim to address that, he puts the case that the attack
politics are polluting the democratic process.
But if the democratic process is viewed a charade, where all the parliamentary
parties are committed to running the same system, then we can look beyond
the dirt. The main players running capitalism in New Zealand are less crude
than Slater and far more powerful.
http://rdln.wordpress.com/2014/08/24/digging-up-the-dirt/
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The Jackal: Casualties of Dirty Politics
It has been interesting to see the mainstream medias response to Nicky Hager's new book,
Dirty Politics. Some journalists have chosen to take a rather lop-sided view while others
have rightly expressed their utter distaste at what has transpired. A few right wing
journalists have even had a tantrum about their beloved National party getting slated!
Of course there's the more prominent casualties like attack blogger Cameron Slater, who
will face a number of prosecutions if he ever grows a pair and returns to New Zealand. His
accomplices might not know it yet, but David Farrar, Simon Lusk, Aaron Bhatnagar and
Jason Ede's careers are effectively over as well.
Furthermore, there's the damage done to John Key himself and various National party
Ministers implicated in the Dirty Politics scandal whose credibility is now in tatters. They
know that the National party, because of their black-op teams activity, will be another
casualty at the upcoming election and have generally reacted terribly to this news.
Perhaps the biggest overreaction however was from right wing spin-doctor Bill Ralston,
who after reading the disgusting emails between propagandist Cameron Slater and
National party official Aaron Bhatnagar, coupled with a bit of reactive tweeting, decided to
pack a sad and quit twitter:

Other so-called journalists have had their careers entirely extinguished because of their
involvement in National's dirty politics. Cathy Odgers AKA Cactus Kate for instance is one
such causality with the NZ Herald dropping her like a stone. Published on Friday, the
issues this excellent post by Naked Capitalism raise show why Cactus Kate is all washed up
with nowhere to go.
To their credit, the more dedicated right wing journalists have decided to stick it out and
try to defend the embattled and beleaguered Prime Minister. There's not many of them,
but most notably the overzealous Mike Hosking hasn't retracted his initial incorrect
statements about nor apologised for his unfounded attack on Nicky Hager.
Jane Clifton in the Listener has also come out strongly in support of the National party,
despite seemingly not having read the book let alone the leaked emails that verify its
claims. Like Hosking, she stupidly tries to attack Hager's credibility, something that has
utterly failed to work as a defense for National's despicable and undemocratic behaviour.
Wheezing with anger, Sean Plunket also had a go at Selwyn Manning over what the book
reveals. However, the person who's been trying to front-foot one of the main issues on
behalf of the National government has been Fairfax political journalist Andrea Vance. She
tried to defend the indefensible actions of Justice Minister Judith Collins on The Nation
yesterday, claiming that it's not unusual to have Official Information Act requests fasttracked by Ministers.
After a bit of negative commentary about her ludicrous stance, Vance took to twitter to try
and defend her biased opinion. She then went on to tweet that at the time Cameron Slater
received preferential treatment from Judith Collins and the then head of the SIS Warren
Tucker, other media outlets had also received the requested information at the same time.
Here's our twitter exchange:

What makes her assertions patently false is a video of a press conference with the Prime
Minister taken after the SIS OIA release to Cameron Slater showing a reputable reporter
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stating that they were still waiting for the requested information.
The video also shows John Key stating that he was briefed about the OIA release. Clearly
he knew about the information that was released to their attack blogger Cameron Slater,
which totally contradicts his more recent statements:

I guess that John Key, his minders and Andrea Vance have absolutely no respect for the
general publics intelligence or they're just too stupid to remember what actually happened
and what the Prime Minister said back in August 2011.
The Prime Ministers machinations aside, the main casualty in all of this is unfortunately our
democracy, which has been badly abused by the National government and their
propagandists.
Clearly it's time for a more honest and intelligent administration in New Zealand. Therefore
let's vote the corrupt National government out on September 20.

http://thejackalman.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/casualties-of-dirty-politics.html
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Blogging vs Journalism vs Politics – The
7 latest revolting revelations
August 24, 2014

So we now enter the most dangerous phase for National, the phase where the minutia of detail is
so great now, the media have all the ammunition to keep asking questions that clearly show Key
isn’t being honest in his answers. The Titanic is the National Party, Key the Captain, Whaleoil the
iceberg & Sean Plunket, Mike Hosking and Paul Henry are the band playing on the deck.
The latest revolting revelations…
1 – Gerry Brownlee’s Press Secretary Nick Bryant, has been caught out and admitted
that he posts anonymously on Whaleoil and encouraged a hate campaign against a
public servant.
2 – In a delightful twist of irony, Slater is of course being sued for defamation for doing
exactly what he is screaming Nick Hager has done, use private emails. If he wins his “I’m
a Journalist so I don’t have to show my sources’ routine after the revelations in Dirty
Politics, we can all lose hope in the justice system.
3 – National are so terrified by a free fall in internal polling that Steven Joyce has told all
candidates to not talk about Dirty Politics when it gets brought up in door knocking.
Polling tells National that the sleepy hobbits of NZ are pretty thick and believe that
despite National borrowing $10Billion in tax cuts for the rich while plunging NZ into
massive debt and having no actual economic plan other than privatisation, Dairy, selling
assets and rebuilding from an earthquake, NZers impression (thanks to a previously
compliant media) is that National are great for the economy and Labour are not.
National’s plan is to not talk about Dirty Politics at all, but continue using economic jargon
to confirm NZers misguided perceptions that they are better economic stewards.
4 – Judith Collins approved an Official Information Act request in a mere 37 minutes for
Slater to attack another unfortunate who had become an enemy on Judith Collins list. As
Grant Robertson quipped on TV3s The Nation, 37 minutes is a great time to expect a
delivery Pizza, it’s an awful time for due process within a democracy.
5 – Key caught out in an interview claiming Tucker told him personally about the request
to release info to Slater while then claiming all references to “I” and “Me” are actually “my
office” while still not telling us who exactly in his Office was told the SIS were about to
release sensitive information to Slater. Key’s position is ‘At the end of the day, when
people say I was briefed, my office was briefed and when I say I’m briefed I mean I
wasn’t briefed’.
Glad we managed to clear that up.
6 – Slater is being investigated again for ANOTHER breach of suppression orders. How
a repeat offender like Slater who has prior convictions for this manages to continue
offending and the Police remain sitting on their hands is a mystery. If ACT’s 3 strikes law
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was being applied here, Slater would serve prison time for this latest addition to his
blogging crimes.
7 –

finally, when the largest cheerleader for the National Party in NZ like the

Herald writes an editorial as critical as they have against Judith Collins, you know the
claim that only beltway nerds care about what has been revealed is wishful thinking. not
fact.
So what to make of it all so far?
I think in NZ we are used to angry politics, but what Nicky’s book displays in all its ugly
detail is hate politics. It’s the vicious, needles cruelty of it all that is so shocking and it
creates real questions over those within National who thought this kind of dishonourable
brutality

was

in

any

way

acceptable.

Sadly for Slater and National, the hacker who took the emails is not nearly as limited by
journalistic principles as Nicky is and will continue to drip feed the personal elements of
the correspondence.
Slater’s influence over the media in NZ is symbolic of the very intense time and resource
constraints now put on news rooms around the country. A Journalists ability to research
and scrutinise critically what they are reporting upon are very limited now, and the ease
with which to pick up stories from blogs means there is a deeply symbiotic relationship
between blogs and the news cycle. The problem for all of us is that Slater and his gang
are not just bloggers, they’re political sadists.
30 years of neoliberalism has dragged the centre ground for public debate so far to the
right, a crypto-fascist clown like Mike Hosking can be the election moderator on the
national public broadcaster but I think Dirty Politics takes us all to a whole new level of
critical awareness at the cruel, dehumanising and humiliating manipulation of our
democracy. That’s why what has been revealed can’t be merely shrugged of as either
‘the left do it too’ or ‘this is the way it is’.
Malevolence should induce revulsion, it shouldn’t be celebrated or meekly accepted.

http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/24/blogging-vs-journalism-vs-politics-the-7latest-revolting-revelations/
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Pete George (Your NZ): Excuses and ethics for Hager don’t stack up
There have been very polarised views on Nicky Hager’s book Dirty Politics, from
lauding him for exposing some of the dirtiest politics being practiced (including
me with some reservations) to condemning him for playing as dirty as those he
exposes using illegally obtained information (including me to an extent).
Some have strongly defended and praised Hager, like Sacha at Public
Address, endorsed by Sofie Bribiesca :
…an internationally-respected investigative journalist who has never had a
single fact in any of his books successfully challenged.
Hager may be internationally respected as a journalist in some circles but this
book was very shoddy journalism at best.
It was pointed out be me and others that Dirty Politics was also factually shoddy
– there were few facts, it comprised mostly of a selected collection of online
conversations.
A number of errors or contestable claims were cited. This resulted in what is
common on blogs, they gave up their argument and turned to attacking the
messenger. Dirty politics, albeirt on a different scale to Whale Oil but also clearly
intended to intimidate, bully and shut up.
Sacha also said in the same comment quoted above:
Why else do you think people like the PM go straight to personal attacks on
Hager (which when repeated often enough may result in people who do not do
their homework forming an impression of a ‘controversial reputation’, exactly
as intended)?
That’s rather ironic. Sacha was one of the ones who joined in the personal attacks.
One of the main criticisms of Hager’s book is his non-journalistic method of
stitching together conversations to make damaging insinuations – David Farrar
points out one example in How Hager got it wrong on The Princess
Party and concludes:
If Mr Hager is doing reprints of his book, I would appreciate it if he could make
the appropriate corrections.
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And perhaps this is a lesson to everyone out there, not to take everything in the
book at face value. If he has got this wrong, what else has he got wrong? Again
this is what happens when you don’t verify anything or give people a chance to
respond.
‘Toad’ commented on that:
If Hager had interviewed anybody, word would have got around and he would
have been injuncted to prevent publication.
Yes, that may cause some inferences to be drawn from the emails that are based
on hearsay and therefore not entirely accurate.
Real journalists make sure they have investigated properly and checked both
sides of their stories so injunctions won’t be unnecessary.’Nookin’ responded to
toad.
Hager is on record as saying that journalists have a non-negotiable obligation
to be accurate and fair and to protect their sources. See the link to his article on
the thread about Goff. Are you saying that non-negotiable must be read “subject
to the proviso that timing is everything and accuracy and fairness must
succumb to the over-riding goal of kicking National in the slats”?
The link is to “Where are you, ethically?” A speech to the to the Records
Management Association of Australasia conference, 10 September 2007 on
Hager’s website. In this he says:
I was given the speech topic “Where are you, ethically?” and asked to challenge
all of you to think about the ethical issues involved in your work. It feels
presumptuous to launch into challenging other people about their ethics, so I
thought it might be good to start off as an example by talking about the kinds of
ethical issues and decisions that come up in my work. I will be trying to show
the way that we all face ethical decisions in our work.
My work involves researching difficult subjects such as military operations,
intelligence agencies, PR companies and the less open sides of politics. My
research involves writing freedom of information requests, conducting
fieldwork, reading archives, locating specialist or lateral sources of public
information and interviewing people. For subjects that are very secret, I
sometimes have to seek people inside organisations who will talk to me
unofficially and sometimes leak information to me. There are lots of challenging
ethical issues involved in this.
On privacy:
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There are lots of interesting ethical issues involved that are at the heart of
understanding which records the public has a legitimate right to see and which
it does not.
The first issue is about privacy. I am well known for being an advocate for
people’s rights to privacy. My first book revolved around those issues. So what
am I doing publishing someone’s private communications? Where am I,
ethically?
The answer lies in the meaning of ‘privacy’. ‘Private e-mails’ can mean two very
different things. ‘Private’, in the sense of personal privacy, refers to people’s
families, personal relationships, health information and so on. I believe there
has to be a very, very strong reason before anyone has a right to intrude on
other people’s privacy and accordingly I included no such information in my
book on the National Party. There were no private e-mails in that sense.
I hope you agree that respecting and protecting people’s privacy is a
fundamental ethical and professional issue for anyone in your profession. I
think some organisations are too blase or careless about the protection of the
personal private information that they hold.
However the other meaning of private e-mails is completely different. This is
‘private’ in the sense of something being kept confidential, as in ‘private
ministerial meeting’ or ‘private diplomatic talks’. It is secrecy, not privacy. I
regularly obtain and use private documents in this sense of the word. I couldn’t
do my job properly if I didn’t. The National Party book contained hundreds and
hundreds of this sort of private document.
This is interesting, because the email and Facebook conversations used by Hager
in Dirty Politics were private, they were not ‘secret’ or confidential ministerial or
Government records. They were from private individuals.
Some people would say, ‘if it’s a good story, just publish it’. Publish and be
damned. But I believe that wherever our action or decision — or inaction or
avoidance of a decision — might affect other people, we have a responsibility to
think carefully and do what we think is best.
There’s justifiable claims that Hager just published this – perhaps under too
much time pressure. David Fisher writes in Tidal wave of dirt that could swamp
election:
“I heard a rumour about someone who had some stuff,” says Hager, whose
books on spies have generated contacts in IT circles. “He already had a plan in
his mind to set up a Twitter account and splash it all out there.”
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Hager says he spent weeks talking the person into letting him see the material
and use it to build the narrative which became Dirty Politics.
The hacker, says Hager, gave him everything. “I’ve seen everything. I’m 100 per
cent sure.” The hacker then expressed a desire to keep back some material for
himself. “We kind of negotiated how much,” he says. “I said ‘can I have all the
political stuff’.” Hager got what he asked for and so, the book was written.
So Hager published his book ‘ethically’ removing personal details – even that’s
debatable, he revealed identities and made damaging insinuations that were far
from a journalistic standard – knowing full well that the whole contents would be
revealed soon afterwards anyway.
Hager knew that his book was just a part of a greater degree of private
revelations, but he chose to take part anyway.
Not only do the excuses for Hager not stack up, Hager’s own ethics are severely
challenged by his involvement in this.

http://yournz.org/2014/08/23/excuses-and-ethics-for-hager-dont-stack-up/
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The Standard: Hacked election
Written By: BUNJI - Date published: 7:00 am, August 23rd, 2014
John Key says the election is in danger of being stolen by a hacker and some
left wing activists. What he is afraid of is that the election is going to be
“stolen” by the truth. Nothing will be actually stolen, we all still get to vote, and
if Key loses it’s not the hacker or anyone on the left he should blame.
Last election surveys showed that Labour’s policies were more popular than
National’s. Asset Sales were their main policy and were particularly unpopular
– as the referendum showed us (but it’s alright, a couple of the energy
companies have been returning ‘excess’ capital to the 2%…).
But elections aren’t just about policy – as much as geeks like me might like
them to be.
I may not agree, but apparently as a whole the electorate decided they found
National more competent and likeable than the alternatives, even if they
weren’t as keen on the policies.
But above even competence and likeability is integrity. And that’s what the
hacker and Hager show is sorely lacking.
Key may claim it’s nothing to do with him as he – like Colonel Klink Sergeant
Schultz - ‘knew nothink’. But he’s accountable for what his office does, and
who it chooses to consort with.
He can’t say “you go over and do what’s necessary and I’ll stand over here
and smile and wave” and not bear responsibility for what his minions do in his
name because he refuses to listen to details. That’s not what leadership is
about.
He can’t mutter “will no one rid me of this meddlesome priest” and claim
innocence because he didn’t do the act.
So the election has come to be about Trust, as Key used to like it to be about,
but now that he’s lost that he wants different grounds.
But it’s hardly unfair if we want to vote for a party with an honest leader and
someone’s given the electorate a glimpse of his party’s soul.
[Update: fixed for Sergeant Schultz reference and grammatical errors]
http://thestandard.org.nz/hacked-election/
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Herald: Editorial: 'Crusher' must be put in her place
9:47 AM Saturday Aug 23, 2014
Judith Collins is not about to be sacked. For the second time in a matter of
months, circumstance is on her side. In May, when John Key suggested she
had "over-reached", Maurice Williamson had just resigned as a minister. Now,
with the Prime Minister acknowledging that she had been "unwise", it is too
close to the general election for drastic action. Only even more damaging
revelations from the "Whaledump" hacker about the Justice Minister's
activities with blogger Cameron Slater would force Mr Key's hand. After the
election, however, it will be a different story. Ms Collins must be put in her
place.
As much should be inevitable given that New Zealanders have now been
given a thorough insight into the attitude and behaviour of her and her
"faction". There can be no risk in demoting her even within the National Party.
The days when she gloried under the sobriquet "Crusher", a product of her
recognition of some people's hankering for conflict, are long gone. A series of
deplorable episodes, the latest of which saw her receive a second final
warning from Mr Key this week, have seen to that.
Each revealed a glaring shortcoming. Collectively, they make it untenable for
her to continue as a senior or influential minister in a post-election National
government. First, she displayed carelessness and naivety in visiting her
husband's dairy company in China, with an unwillingness to acknowledge the
error of her ways. Instead of being upfront about the circumstances of the
visit, she blustered and did her best to deflect blame. Subsequently, she had
to admit to misleading the Prime Minister and the public over a dinner with
Oravida boss Deyi Shi. Soon afterwards, it was revealed that, during her time
as Police Minister, she failed to act on hundreds of burglaries being taken out
of crime statistics for the Counties-Manukau district. This was irresponsible,
as was her erroneous assumption that disclosure of the subject was
"politically motivated".
Equally misjudged but also smacking of vindictiveness and cold calculation
was an attack on TVNZ reporter Katie Bradford over a private conversation
four years earlier. Ms Collins had, again, to apologise publicly and say she
had been wrong. The same traits have now been laid bare in her dealings
with Mr Slater, as revealed in Nicky Hager's book, Dirty Politics. It is almost
incomprehensible that a Justice Minister, no less, would collude with a
blogger by passing details about public servant Simon Pleasants to Mr Slater.
The day after receiving these details in 2009, the Whale Oil blog began an
online campaign against Mr Pleasants, who Mr Slater suspected of working to
embarrass Finance Minister Bill English. This led to death threats against Mr
Pleasants, who has always protested his innocence.
Whaledump's release of emails has forced Mr Key to stop defending Ms
Collins. It must surely have also cemented her fate. Ms Collins has never
hidden her wish to lead the National Party but it now seems inconceivable that
she could head off the competent Steven Joyce when Mr Key departs.
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Indeed, those who would gather around her in a caucus now have real pause
for thought on how not to tarnish their own political brands.
In May, after her abuse of Ms Bradford, the Prime Minister told Ms Collins to
take time out from her ministerial duties. His next directive will surely have to
involve more than that. She has surrendered her right to seniority.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/opinion/news/article.cfm?c_id=466&objectid=11313
257
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Kelvin Smythe (Networkonnet): New Zealand, after six years of Key, has
been corrupted by the sleaze and dirty tricks to a different kind of New
Zealand
Posted on August 23, 2014
Some have likened events to Watergate, and adjusting to the scale of New
Zealand, that is not outlandish. Just as Nixon had no need for dirty tricks to be
re-elected, neither did Key. But given how Key and National viewed the
political situation, dirty tricks, while still being repugnant to the fair-minded,
have a kind of rationality. National wanted to do more than rule, it wanted to
rule unfettered by MMP. The main target of National’s sleaze was Labour, but
the main purpose was to keep New Zealand First out of the parliamentary
equation.
The sleaze orchestrated by Jason Ede, political operative from the prime
minister’s office (he is now employed by the National Party), was based on a
two-track policy developed from USA Republican Party tactics, then fitted to
New Zealand circumstances by John Ansell and Mark Textor, extreme
professional right-wing consultants, also Simon Lusk, a hard right-wing local
consultant for hard right-wing National candidates. That two-track policy was
based on keeping the leader clean, everything deniable, while political
operatives did their work in the shadows. Nicky Hager’s book reveals this
policy in all its disturbing detail.
At the centre of this sleaze of dirty tricks were the combinations of Ede-Key
and Cameron Slater-Judith Collins. For Key, the dirty tricks replicating his
experience as a money trader, and for Collins a way to express her hard right
aspirations – for both an expression of their underlying unpleasant
personalities. The dirty tricks exposed in Hager’s book should not be seen in
isolation but as part of the symptoms of corruption occurring throughout the
political system – simply at another level. Below the goings-on of Ede-Key
and Slater-Collins are toxic piles of unscrupulous, cruel behaviour in all parts
of government activity, made possible by the powers of state available to Key
and his reputation as a nice guy.
No matter what part of government activity one looks at, nothing is as it
seems. When a new government eventually wins office, all these things will
come to the surface. In some instances there will be a need for something
akin to a truth and reconciliation process. When historians look back, the Key
era will be seen, I suggest, as having the smugness of the Keith Holyoake era
(with all its lost opportunities) with the nastiness, but far sneakier, of the Sid
Holland era.
At the centre of the sleaze, of course, is Slater with his combination of vicious
personal attacks, smears, sex-related innuendo, and payment by lobbyists for
propaganda, especially ones for alcohol, tobacco, and against unions,
obesity, health campaigns, even breast feeding. The main lobbyist was
Carrick Graham, son of Doug Graham. Then there was David Farrar, who
was deeply involved in all this as a blogger and National Party strategist, but
who played nice guy to Slater’s nasty one – the acceptable face of sleaze.
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Wallowing in all this was Collins. Then there was Aaron Bhatnagar who did
sleaze work of various kinds (including finding a way in to Labour Party
websites) and who, after complaining that Judith had not rewarded him was
given chairmanship of the Real Estate Agents Authority; also Katherine Rich
who as CEO of Food Grocery Council became part of the sleaze group to
fight regulations against tobacco, liquor, obesity, and health generally. She
was rewarded by being appointed to the Board of the Health Promotion
Council. (Remember Anne Tolley scrapping food regulations for school
canteens – are you joining the sleaze dots?) Then there was Slater’s grubbing
around for sex smears of Len Brown – not for the public good, but to support
his candidate for mayor.
Slater was fed information from government ministries, provided with the
names of individuals the government wanted attacked, and tipped off about
information to be obtained under the OIA (as were other journalists from timeto-time). The information was used against selected journalists, the political
left, unionists, school principals, and health regulations, also health
professionals who supported those regulations. An opponent might be set up
by a soft question (for instance, from Rachel Glucina), then Ede would provide
Slater and other journalists with precise OIA details and the promise of
speedy service to close the trap. On the basis of the vicious illogic of the
education editorials of the Herald and Dominion, I would bet dollars to donuts
the editors concerned would have also been briefed by Ede.
These are not nice people – when you finish the book Dirty Politics, you feel
like a shower.
One of Ede’s involvements that most disgusts me was the way Ede, Slater,
Graham, and Farrar, also no doubt Collins, connived to remove an existing
government agreement providing a small element of protection to the
conditions and pay of those cleaning government offices.
Then there was Ede’s involvement with Slater to smear the Labour Party
donor Owen Glenn. Slater e-mailed Glucina to ‘dig out some girl stories …
who he has shagged or tried to get in the sack.’ He went on to say, ‘If you
can’t find any then make it up …’ Such attacks were a standard part of
Slater’s way of working. Slater also regularly e-mailed an ex-prostitute friend
to do the rounds of the Auckland brothels to get some left-wing targets.
And as a final touch of awfulness was Key’s prompt for Slater to write that a
young man being killed in a car crash ‘made the world a better place’ – simply
because his mother had annoyed Key at Pike River meetings.
Key was close to Slater, part of the mix with Ede – as Key said: ‘I contacted
him regularly to see what was on his site and mind.’ A New Zealand prime
minister reasonably close to an individual like Slater is unconscionable:
leaving aside Holland and Muldoon, can you imagine any other prime minister
mixing with him?
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New Zealand, after six years of Key, has been corrupted by the sleaze and
dirty tricks to a different kind of New Zealand. Behind the glossy image
promoted by Team Key is Sleaze Key which has been instrumental in
constructing a secret network for controlling New Zealand with the corruption
of state services, departmental authoritarianism, a creeping control of media,
hard-line appointments to key positions, corrupted numbers, heavily laden
hidden-agenda policies, sinisterly composed advisory groups, the
undermining of academic independence, state sponsored lying and distortion,
the structural indoctrination of children, the isolation of individuals and groups
for bullying, restructured institutions for control, contracted obedience … and
fear.
And Key is at it again in his smearing of the NZEI vote against IES – saying it
was political and because NZEI was in Labour’s pocket. Yet, the vote was fair,
informed, overwhelmingly against, and with the support of most primary
boards of trustees, a majority of the public, and the overwhelming support of
parents. They’re a union, Key was saying. They’d better watch out. We might
legislate to make them co-operate, he said. This was the Key acting on the
behaviours as listed in the paragraph above. This is the bully at work. This is
the hidden agenda typical of Key’s policies being exposed – it is not about
either the teachers or the children, it is about setting up another layer of
bureaucracy to control teachers, silence teachers and shape education in the
philosophical image of Key and his friends.
This is what the election should be about – not about the sleaze and dirty
tricks themselves – but about the kind of New Zealand that the sleaze and
dirty tricks have allowed to develop, are symptomatic of. Look at the people
Key, through Ede, was involved with – the children of the rich, a group with an
overwhelming sense of entitlement, the children of Cullen’s ‘rich pricks’ – and
with a nasty, deviant Auckland strain.
This election should be about taking back New Zealand from these people to
a better place.
http://networkonnet.wordpress.com/2014/08/23/corrupted-by-the-sleaze-anddirty-tricks-to-a-different-kind-of-new-zealand/
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Bronwyn Hayward (Seed research group): Towards a Better New
Zealand Democracy
08/22/2014

Dr Bronwyn Hayward. This is an open letter to students which also acknowledges
theCollege of Arts UC, inaugural Critic and Conscience of Society Research Award
2014. I share this award with Mr Tim Veling of the School of Fine Arts, for his work
documenting impacts of the earthquakes. In this letter I consider 3 reasons why the
publishing of Dirty Politics is a defining fault line in New Zealand's political landscape and
how we might respond.
It is easy to be distracted by the gossip swirling around the new book, Dirty Politics and
the allegations of smears and hacking. It would be equally easy, but also wrong to just
shrug and assume well, “that’s all politics, it is just all dirty really”.
In fact one of the worst outcomes of the current fierce debate would be if citizens feel
even more alienated by the increasingdominance of political party elites in New Zealand
or if they don't vote because they are so appalled by "the lot of them". Or, if they brush
it off, as not really "relevant to me". Or if our democracy becomes hijacked in tit for tat
party leaks and campaign derailments.
But the issues raised by the book Dirty Politics are not separate from the NZ election,
they are central to it. The issues and events to date are well summarized byToby
Manhire writing for the Guardian. Despite the serious issues raised by the book, I argue
the New Zealand political system is not completely broken, it does however need some
serious rebuilding. Elsewhere in a contribution to a forthcoming book, Once in a Life
Time I talk about how we might engage in this democratic rebuild, starting here in
Canterbury with institutional ‘reform’, a procedural ‘retrofit’ and a foundation 'rebuild' of
our democracy so it is fit for the future
But in this post I want to highlight three additional questions which have been raised by
publication of the book, and by the responses, and media reporting after the event.

•
•
•

The first are questions about our trust and confidence in the institutions of New
Zealand government.
The second are questions about our trust and confidence in the institutions of
New Zealand media.
The third is a question about what sort of democracy do we as citizens want New
Zealand to become?

First, let's consider trust and confidence in the institutions of New Zealand
government.
The problem is succinctly summed up by journalist Duncan Garner in relation to
allegations in the book about interference including inappropriate political use of access
to Secret Intelligence Service files,

"...(PM) Key says he was out of the country on holiday when these documents, which
embarrassed (then Opposition Leader) Phil Goff, were released to National Party hitman
WhaleOil (a political blogger). If that’s the case and we believe Key, then who on earth
allowed the PM’s office and the lead spy agency, for which the prime minister is
responsible, to act like this? Who do we hold accountable?"
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These questions of political accountability go to the core of the concept of Westminster
parliamentary responsibility. I confess I've never read a NZ Labour Party's political blog
until today, but I agree entirely with the former UK Labour Leader, and Kiwi, Brian
Gould, when he writes here in the Standard that New Zealand’s democracy is precious
and needs to be defended. A creeping tendency to blur lines of accountability has also
been noted recently with concern by Justice Wiley when sentencing of former Minister
John Banks. Questions of accountability in the use of the SIS documents are now the
subject of an official inquiry. We should be asking why a New Zealand Prime Minister
was advised to initially try to brush off these serious allegations rather than refer them
for investigation. There may be political reasons for his response, but all leaders also
have democratic responsibilities even in election periods. We should expect a Prime
Minister to ensure serious allegations (such as the actions by a Minister of Justice in
releasing personal information about a civil servant that resulted in death threats) are
dealt with appropriately and justice is seen to be done to restore public confidence in the
integrity of government.
A second set of questions surround trust and confidence in New Zealand's
media.
Good democracies need great journalism, or at least a free, independent media. There is
much debate about the extent to which concentrated, foreign ownership of a small New
Zealand media is compromising the media's watch dog role. However in a small
commercial market dominated by a few companies, one key issue seems to be
that fewer journalists are required to write and research more and more, faster and
faster. Careers in this small competitive environment require generating attention (and
followers) through e-traffic and viewer numbers. In this context, an outrageous comment
could generate a more immediate viewer response that a thoughtful, (but often more
expensive and slower), long form investigation. Interviews such as Radio New Zealand's
Espiner's effective probing of the Prime Minister are also more difficult given politicians
are now highly trained in media techniques of deflection and modern news rooms
struggle for research time and support. As a consequence, too often journalists are
forced to ask easy or wrong questions, as Gould argues. If this sounds like an academic
pleading for footnotes, read the thoughtful comments by UC head of journalism, Tara
Ross and UC media Law Specialist Prof Ursula Cheer about the role played by media and
the problems of accepting bloggers as journalists or relying on bloggers' leaks for news
sources. It is also hard not to conclude that in New Zealand the small circle of
media, public service, business groups and lobbyists has simply become a little too close
for comfort. While some may argue this has always been the case, we need to ask,
what is the role of editors in ensuring that our journalists are resourced and supported to
be able to adequately critique (rather than merely reinforce) the dominant narratives or
stories that shape what we as citizens pay attention to?
Finally Dirty Politics (and our responses) raise questions about what kind of
democracy we want?
One quick defense has been that "all politics is dirty". Certainly as Raymond Miller from
Auckland has noted, political parties in New Zealand have become increasingly
dominated by small cartels. In this process the grass roots memberships have atrophied,
and the role of spin doctors, market strategies and managerialism has increased. This
shift has come at the expense of local party engagement with everyday political issues in
communities and reduced opportunity for wider scrutiny of what happens in political
parties. More than this, a vicious language of elite attack politics, associated with some
campaign strategies particularly in English speaking countries, has come to dominate
political debate and has the effect of eroding our empathy for the position of others who
have different life experiences from our own, silencing our democratic imagination,
causing good people to hesitate before stepping into the glare of gottcha-politics and
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undermining our tolerance and respect for deeply held and very real political
differences in our small, yet rapidly diversifying country.
But dirty politics, and the techniques of targeted political marketing and/or attack
politics is not the only way we can practice politics and re-engage in shared public
discussion. Recent research by UC Masters student Elizabeth Plew in Norway, for
example looked at the way young Norwegian citizens are socialized into their democracy.
From very young ages, children can be encouraged in class discussion and real
community interactions to speak with integrity and to really listen, and to pay close
attention to the concerns and views of others. In small countries like New Zealand,
communities can easily be whipped up into online rage (consider for a moment how even
small numbers of political party members can be orchestrated for example to crowd onto
news websites to post online anonymous comments in the hope of derailing or at least,
muting critical public news stories). Great democracies not only need good journalists,
they also need great citizens.
But change brings change. And as citizens and students of politics we can make a
difference. Some of the most important changes we can take right now may seem quite
small. They include becoming informed,listening carefully, and replying to others only
when we can accurately and fairly summarize their argument. These steps sound so
trite, but they are good practices of democratic citizenship. Healthy democracies need
citizens with empathy, critical reasoning skills, as well as passion and the ability to
demonstrate tolerance and integrity.
In other words, New Zealand needs citizens like you.
So in closing I'd like to thank UC students of all political persuasions, for
inspiring me, as future journalists, and community leaders you not only
deserve to know another, more open and transparent democratic and
compassionate NZ politics is possible, you are part of the change that will
make this possible.

http://www.seedresearchgroup.com/the-children--youth-blog/towards-a-betternew-zealand-democracy
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John Braddock and Tom Peters (World Socialist Website): Media turns
against New Zealand government ahead of election
23 August 2014
Five weeks away from New Zealand’s election, the August 13 release of
investigative journalist Nicky Hager’s book Dirty Politics has thrown a spanner
in the National Party government’s re-election campaign.
For the past six years the government has enjoyed widespread media
support, and until 10 days ago it was widely expected to win by a
considerable margin. Since the book’s release this mood has rapidly changed,
with the media repeatedly attacking Prime Minister John Key, his staff and
Justice Minister Judith Collins.
The book is based on thousands of hacked emails and Facebook chats,
which were leaked to Hager. It reveals the close connections of Collins and
Key’s office with ultra-right wing blogger Cameron Slater, who runs the Whale
Oil web site.
Dirty Politics has become Craig Potton Publishing’s fastest selling book,
thanks to a deluge of media coverage. The timing of its release is highly
favourable for the opposition Labour Party and its allies, the Greens, the
Internet-Mana Party and the NZ First Party, which have all made its contents
an election issue.
The book reveals behaviour that is repellent but hardly surprising. Hager
details how Slater, the son of a former National Party president, and his
associates dug up dirt on their political opponents, including the opposition
Labour Party, NZ First and figures in National who were deemed insufficiently
right wing.
The book alleges that Jason Ede, one of Key’s senior staff, helped Slater
search through Labour Party computers after discovering a security breach. In
2011, Ede apparently helped declassify Security Intelligence Service (SIS)
documents, which were then passed to Slater in order to publicly embarrass
then-Labour leader Phil Goff.
Collins gave Slater the name of a public servant who she believed had leaked
information to Labour about Deputy Prime Minister Bill English’s
accommodation allowance. The public servant was attacked on Slater’s blog
and received death threats.
The conversations quoted by Hager show Slater referring to people whose
houses were destroyed by the 2011 Christchurch earthquake as “scum.” In
another exchange Slater quotes Key describing the mother of a miner killed in
the 2010 Pike River explosion, as a “feral f*****g bitch that screams at him
[Key] when he goes to Pike River meetings.”
Slater is currently visiting Israel, his trip funded by the Israeli government in
recognition of his enthusiastic support for its murderous assault on Gaza.
However, Slater’s vicious right-wing views and his links to the government
cannot account for the media’s attacks on Key and Collins. They have
previously been open about their friendships with Slater, who has been
promoted by TVNZ and the New Zealand Herald as a legitimate journalist.
Moreover, all capitalist parties routinely dig up dirt on each other and leak
information to generate media-driven scandals.
Over the past 10 days, the media has seized on Dirty Politics to effectively
boost Labour’s election campaign.
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This includes prominent commentators who have supported National for the
past six years, such as Herald columnist John Armstrong. He said the
revelations were the “equivalent of the 1972 burglary of the [US] Democratic
Party’s national committee headquarters in the Watergate complex” and Key
looked like the “Richard Nixon of New Zealand politics.”
National Business Review columnist Matthew Hooton told Radio NZ he now
expected Labour leader David Cunliffe to be the next prime minister. A
Dominion Post editorial declared that Collins’ “ministerial future is open to
question.” TV and radio presenter Duncan Garner joined Labour in calling for
Collins to be sacked.
The criticism of the government takes place against a backdrop of increasing
global economic instability, as well as a deep social crisis within New
Zealand—the result of many years of brutal austerity measures under Labor
and National governments and a wave of job losses.
The prices of dairy exports, on which the country’s economy relies heavily,
have dropped by 40 percent since February, mostly due to falling demand in
China, NZ’s main trading partner. Economic growth figures remain inflated
due to a temporary construction boom following the Christchurch earthquake,
but in manufacturing and other sectors of the economy, job cutting is
continuing.
Following the government’s release of a pre-election fiscal update this week,
which had a smaller budget surplus than previously forecast, a Dominion Post
editorial said “even a cursory look at the books reveals plenty to worry about.”
It noted that the fall in dairy prices “will affect the tax take but nobody knows
how steep the reduction will be.”
New Zealand’s ruling elite, like its counterparts internationally, is demanding
deeper cuts to spending on health care, welfare, education and other services
in order to make workers pay for the crisis of capitalism. Under conditions
where National has carried out six years of attacks and is widely despised,
Labour is putting itself forward as a more reliable means for imposing the next
round of austerity.
In its election campaign, Labour is attacking the government from the right,
calling for cuts to accident compensation levies on businesses and an
increase in the retirement age—both measures being demanded in the media.
Historically the ruling class has relied on Labour to carry out its attacks,
including the last round of privatisations and pro-business restructuring during
the 1980s. Now the party is assisted by the Greens, the Internet-Mana Party
and Mana’s affiliated pseudo-left groups, which all fraudulently portray Labour
as a lesser evil.
The criticisms of National are also bound up with rising geo-political tensions,
inflamed by Washington’s “pivot” to Asia—its military encirclement and
preparations for war against China. National, while committed to strong
military and intelligence ties with Washington, has been hesitant about
explicitly embracing the US war plans. It has attempted to balance between
the strategic partnership with the US and New Zealand’s economic reliance
on China.
A paper by former defence minister Wayne Mapp, published in May by the
prominent US think tank, the Center for Strategic and International Studies, is
likely indicative of discussions within the government. Mapp argues: “The rise
of China means that the era of US strategic dominance, at least in the Asia-
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Pacific, is coming to an end. Adjustments will have to be made by all nations
in the region to reflect the new balance of power.”
The Obama administration, however, will not tolerate such “adjustments” by
its allies. In 2010, Australian prime minister Kevin Rudd was removed from
office by operatives within the Labor Party who had close ties to the US
embassy, after he advocated a policy of accommodating China.
Sections of New Zealand’s ruling elite are undoubtedly concerned about
National’s ambivalence toward Washington’s “pivot,” and consider that Labour
is better placed to strengthen the interests of NZ imperialism in the Pacific
through a more open alignment with the US against China.
Labour and its allies have been carrying out an aggressive anti-Chinese
campaign since 2012. Earlier this month, before the Dirty Politics scandal
erupted, the opposition and much of the media attacked the government for
allowing the sale of farmland to a Chinese company.
Labour and the Mana Party have also joined the right-wing NZ First Party in
making immigrants—who are largely from China and India—scapegoats for
the social crisis. Labour is courting NZ First, which has a long record of
opposing Asian immigration, as a potential coalition partner.
Significantly, the opposition and media are using Dirty Politics to pressure Key
to sack Justice Minister Collins, who was previously attacked for being too
close to Chinese business figures. Her husband is Chinese-New Zealander
David Wong-Tung, a director of the dairy exporter Oravida. The opposition
has accused Collins of using political connections in China to help the
company.
The whipping up of anti-Chinese xenophobia parallels the steady stream of
US denunciations of China as “aggressive” and “expansionist” as Washington
prepares for war with China. Significantly, the last Labour government was
responsible for strengthening the NZ alliance with Washington by sending
troops to Iraq and Afghanistan. If it regains office, Labour will more closely
integrate New Zealand into the US military build-up in Asia.
The public has been subjected to endless grandstanding and moralising by
the opposition parties over the revelations in Dirty Politics. Labour leader
Cunliffe said he felt “physically sick” reading the book. Mana leader Hone
Harawira called it a “damning expose” of the government’s “nasty and
malicious” friends.
All this is intended to obscure the fact that the Labour bloc has no significant
differences with the National government’s right-wing agenda—or that of
Cameron Slater, for that matter—which involves deeper attacks on living
standards and preparations for war. The real “dirty politics” is that all the
parties are involved in a conspiracy against the working class, which will be
completely disenfranchised regardless of who wins the election.
http://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2014/08/23/dirt-a23.html
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Peter de Graaf (Northern Advocate): National security defects exposed
6:00 AM Saturday Aug 23, 2014
A former Whangarei Boys' High pupil who describes himself as a "hobby
hacker" has exposed security flaws in the National Party's website.
Josh Brodie, formerly of Whangarei but now living in Wellington, said his
discovery left Prime Minister John Key open to accusations of "throwing
'Labour left the security off' stones from within a glass house".
Dirty Politics, a book by investigative journalist Nicky Hager, said senior
National Party staffer Jason Ede and blogger Cameron Slater had accessed
information from a poorly secured Labour Party computer system.
Mr Key defended their actions, saying it was not hacking because the site's
security had been "left off". He compared it to the All Blacks taking a peek at
the Wallabies' starting line-up if they had left it unsecured on a private
website. However, Mr Brodie said his investigation of political party websites
had found private information on National's members-only site was also
unsecured.
The security flaw, while not on the same scale as Labour leaving its donor
database open, allowed anyone to view or download photos of the 600-700
party members who had added profile pictures to their online accounts.
Mr Brodie said he had alerted the party and waited until the problem had been
fixed before going public via his blog. National's HQ had moved "pretty
quickly", contacting him on Thursday to say the problem had been fixed. A
security flaw he had pointed out earlier had also been fixed.
The "hobby hacker" had started looking into political party website security,
intending to start a non-partisan conversation about web security, before the
Dirty Politics revelations emerged.
In the week between his discovery and the fix, Mr Brodie said he had winced
every time he heard Mr Key make a statement about Labour leaving its
website open.
National Party secretary Greg Hamilton confirmed a tech blogger had
identified a minor issue with the party's membership website. The party had
thanked him for his advice and fixed the issue.
Mr Brodie also found serious flaws on the Conservative Party's website
allowing access to anything on the party's server, "which is basically game
over as far as their security goes". He had alerted the party before writing in
his blog.
"Hopefully it's becoming increasingly clear that political parties need to be
aware of threats not only to their website security and member privacy, but to
their reputation as being managers capable of running a tight ship.
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"I'm not expecting our leaders or their campaign staff to be able to fix this s***
themselves, but I am expecting those in charge to be identifying areas where
their knowledge is lacking, delegating to better qualified people and getting
assurance that their bases are covered."
He was not a professional security tester, merely "some random guy ... who
stumbles across these things".
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The Standard: An ethical example
Written By: BUNJI - Date published: 8:48 pm, August 23rd, 2014
So National’s membership database isn’t so secure. A hacker found an easy
hole to look at who members (and their photos are).
So, having found the back-door left open, what do you do? You report it.
So all the time Key was going on about Jason Ede and his office looking at
and downloading the Labour database being ‘fair enough’ and what anyone
would do – National were busy fixing a hole in their own website that had
been reported by someone who didn’t take advantage like that.
All that time he was rubbishing Labour for having left their back door open 3
years ago, his own back door was finally being shut.
So, Mr Key: taking advantage is not what anyone would do.
Careful – your ethics are showing.
http://thestandard.org.nz/an-ethical-example/
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Nick Grant (NBR): Key comfortable with Gwyn inspecting staff’s
personal emails
August 22, 2014
At a stand-up with media after a visit to Mt Roskill Grammar School in
Auckland, John Key iterated his previous statements about not having
personally been briefed about the release of SIS documents to Whale Oil
blogger Cameron Slater.
First, though, Mr Key took a swipe at the New Zealand Educational Institute,
which represents around 50,000 primary school staff and has overwhelming
rejected the Government’s flagship Investing in Educational Success policy.
It was, he said, an example of “the union playing politics at the time of an
election, as opposed to doing what’s actually right for the future of young New
Zealanders.”
If leading the post-election government, Mr Key said he planned to “push on
with the policy.”
When questions inevitably turned to whether the prime minister had been
briefed by then-SIS director Warren Tucker about the release of the
previously classified SIS documents, Mr Key repeated his earlier assertion
that his office had received the briefing, not him.
He also categorically stated he wasn’t briefed about the issue while in Maui,
where he was having a few days off after an official visit to the US, at the time
Mr Tucker decided to release the documents.
Asked about the video that emerged of him this morning saying he had been
briefed on the subject, Mr Key said that in that context he’d really meant his
office, not himself personally.
He conceded he “probably should have” been less loose in his language but
“to be honest it wasn’t a big issue at the time. And, honestly, if Labour want to
keep on train-spotting with this sort of stuff, fair enough.”
If Labour persisted in doing so, however, rather than “talk about the issues
that really matter to New Zealanders,” Mr Key predicted the rival party would
continue to languish in the polls.
Asked if he would be willing for his staff to surrender private email records as
part of Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security Cheryl Gwyn’s
investigation into the matter, Mr Key said he’d be comfortable with however
Ms Gwyn chooses to conduct the process.
http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/key-comfortable-gwyn-inspecting-staffs-personalemails-ng-p-161275
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Stuff: Collins sticks to her guns, and friends
Last updated 05:00 24/08/2014
She'd had the week from hell, with everyone from the Opposition to a major
newspaper calling for her head over the hacked emails scandal, but Judith
Collins was yesterday adamant she would not quit. "Definitely not," she told
the Sunday Star-Times yesterday morning.
She was preparing to make her first public appearance in days, attending a
Pakistan Independence Day celebration in Auckland.
Collins stands accused by author Nicky Hager of feeding dirt to her "close
friend", Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater, including details of public servant
Simon Pleasants who became the subject of a Slater attack. She wouldn't
apologise to Pleasants, she said, as she'd then be accused of trying to
influence a police inquiry into the leaks.
So how did she feel being on her "last last" warning from Prime Minister John
Key? "I always agree with the Prime Minister . . . I always find that helpful."
Her own political ambitions? "I've always said I'm very happy being a minister
in a John Key-led government."
There has been talk that her colleagues are deserting her, but she claimed
they'd been "great" during the fallout.
Her week had been "not bad, actually, I've had a lot of time doing doorknocking".
She was not about to give any heads-up on National Party policy
announcements at today's campaign launch. "I could, but it wouldn't be
helpful to me, it wouldn't be career enhancing."
And there was no way Collins was going to throw her old mate Slater under a
bus. "Even though I don't agree with everything my friends do, I'm always
loyal to my friends."
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10417501/Collins-sticks-to-her-gunsand-friends
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David Fisher (Herald): Slater faces prosecution for breaching privacy
John Drinnan (Herald): Slater has a friend in Israel
Adam Bennett (Herald): New questions over Key claims
Rachel Smalley (Newstalk ZB): Front up so we can start talking policy
No Right Turn: Key fails to keep his lies straight
Aimee Gulliver (Stuff): Key's SIS claims contradicted by video
Vernon Small (Stuff): Key pushes the democracy button
Andrea Vance (Stuff): Key hoses down hearsay, rumours continue
Rob Hosking (NBR): The Slater-Hager Syndrome and its threat to New
Zealand politics (paywalled)
James Ritchie (Daily Blog): Hate Politics has no place in NZ Politics
Barry Soper (Newstalk ZB): Credibility stretched in political pot-boiler
Laura McQuillan (Newstalk ZB): Former National candidate contemplates
legal action against WhaleOil
Joshua Drummond: Wintec Press Club: Rachel Glucina edition
Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): Bill English is a pious hypocrite
Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): Attempts to undermine Whaleoil financial viability
continue
Russell Brown (Public Address): Friday Music: A Strange Road
Pattrick Smellie (Stuff): Lesson No 4: Don't hug a corpse
Mike Smith (The Standard): Newspeak
TV3: David Cunliffe: Key's SIS explanation 'defies belief'
Simon Collins (Herald): Key and Collins under fire
Adam Bennett (Herald): John Key hits out at 'stealing of election'
Claire Trevett (Herald): Book fallout not all bad, poll shows
TVNZ: PM faces ongoing scrutiny over spy agency saga
The Standard: English to lead the National Party?
Peter Bromhead (Herald): Author envy
David Farrar (Kiwiblog): Goff tried to suppress the fact he was briefed
Chris Trotter (Bowalley Road): Steering By The Real: Chris Trotter Responds
To Paul Buchanan
The Standard: Collins speaks – to Glucina
Pat Brittenden: Time for John Key to admit he has mislead the country
Dirty Politics
Toby Manhire: Amid the dirt, here's a glossary
5:00 AM Friday Aug 22, 2014
Hello traveller, and welcome to 100% Pure New Zealand! Normally we're a
sleepy, provincial kind of place, but lately it's all felt a bit House of Thrones.
To help you make your way around the news, here's a glossary of the key
terms.
One-day wonder: What the Dirty Politics story definitely was going to be last
week.
The book: Called Dirty Politics and by Nicky Hager, it draws on hacked
correspondence leaked to the author to describe links between attack-blogger
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Whale Oil, aka Cameron Slater, and Jason Ede, then a senior staffer in Prime
Minister John Key's office.
Among the many strands that have occupied more than a week of headlines
are apparent collusion in accessing sensitive membership details from the
Labour Party website, the co-ordinated release of papers from the SIS to the
blogger under the Official Information Act, and the Justice Minister feeding the
Whale information about a public servant.
Slater is described as taking dosh, including many thousands from tobacco
companies, to run ghost-written posts under his name. He and his pals are
revealed conducting smear campaigns to influence National candidate
selections and discussing blackmailing an MP. There's more, but that'll do for
now.
The books: Something a peeved Finance Minister, Bill English, would much
rather everyone was talking about.
Dirty politics: What Dirty Politics is, according to Hager's critics, who note
especially the illegal means by which the source material passed to him was
accessed. See also "dot joining" and "I haven't read it".
Dirty: How you will feel after reading Dirty Politics.
Whaledump: The hacked contents of Whale Oil's inbox. Not to be confused
with Whaledung, the contents of Whale Oil's blog.
Nicky Hager: According to investigative journalists in New Zealand and
around the world, he is a rigorous and reputable writer who has a record of
getting it right. According to critics including the PM, he is a screaming
conspiracy theorist. According to former MP and Man of Substance Michael
Bassett, he is "a ferret-faced fruitcake ... Just take a look at him on TV!"
Smear campaign: Something launched by left-wing conspiracists.
The left wing: Conspiracists who launch smear campaigns.
Journalists: Lickspittles for left-wing conspiratorial smear campaigns.
Double: The dose you give to people who criticise you, according to Judith
Collins' rulebook. See also: "If you can't be loved then best to be feared".
Scum: People forced from their homes after the earthquake in Christchurch,
according to Slater.
Squeamish and gutless: Jason Ede, according to Slater.
A despicable game: Politics, according to Slater.
Nasty, despicable people: Those who take part in politics, according to Slater.
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Biggest buzz: What Slater's friend and colleague Simon Lusk gets when "I
wreck someone". See also, Slater: "My role is smashing your face into the
ground."
Hacking: A catch-all term that describes a panoply of activities, from
whistleblowing to petty theft to exploiting a vulnerability in computer security to
severe gardening.
Also used to describe what has happened when you accidentally post publicly
an intemperate thought/picture of your genitalia.
Sarah Potts: A popular New Zealand doctor who died this week. Any
connection to the dirty politics scandal yet to be confirmed but surely
someone must know something. Is it you or is it me?
Last chance: The first of several final warnings.
Unwise: Idiotic.
The Prime Minister: The Prime Minister's office. As everyone know the 's
office is silent.
The end of the day: According to Maori mythology, chanting "at the end of the
day" several hundred times will ward off malevolent spirits and pesky bloody
journalists with all their questions.
Rugby union: The national sport in New Zealand, so chosen because its
complexity offers much material for political metaphors. See also: "All-BlackOps".
We'll look into it: We won't. See also: "Maybe, maybe not", "I don't have any
information", "We'll take some advice on that" and "I don't remember".
Winston Peters: The inevitable winner in any scandal.
Aaron Gilmore: A former MP forced to resign after being a bit of a dick to a
waiter. Probably now the angriest man in New Zealand.
Kim Dotcom: A man named after an internet naming protocol who Slater
asserts is behind Whaledump.
Condemnation: What the PM refuses to voice. Instead, Slater is "colourful", a
"force unto himself".
Bafflingly, John Key has chosen not to say anything like: "Look, at the end of
the day this reflects badly on political and media culture in New Zealand.
"I don't necessarily agree with the conclusions Hager draws, and I denounce
the illegal manner in which this private correspondence was stolen.
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"There is, however, no denying that it exposes something most ordinary New
Zealanders would disapprove of.
"I deplore the modus operandi of Slater and his associates. I'd like to think
we're better than that.
"I'm standing down Jason Ede from his new role in the National Party office
pending a review of the way the Prime Minister's office operates.
"We all have to examine and rethink the way we do business, and I invite
leaders of other parties to similarly ask these questions about their own
operations."
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/opinion/news/article.cfm?c_id=466&objectid=11312
473
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David Fisher (Herald): Slater faces prosecution for breaching privacy
10:22 AM Friday Aug 22, 2014
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater is being prosecuted for the same thing he
is complaining about - using someone else's private communications without
their permission.
And the prosecution could see the blogger ordered to produce in court original
copies of information used in Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics.
Slater filed a complaint with the Privacy Commission after Hager used years
of hacked email and social media conversations to write the book, which
paints a picture of a National government which encourages attack politics
through blogs.
But the Commission has recently decided Slater had breached the privacy of
businessman Matt Blomfield after the blogger published dozens of posts on
Whale Oil based on a computer hard drive he had obtained.
It passed the case to the office of the Director of Human Rights Proceedings,
which is now prosecuting him over five days in October.
Barrister Simon Judd, who is prosecuting the case for the Director of Human
Rights Proceedings, said Slater was defending the case by claiming he was a
journalist and not subject to the Privacy Act.
He said it would be argued Slater was not a journalist - and even if he was,
the material he published on Mr Blomfield was not a "news media activity".
"If he's putting stuff on the internet about Mr Blomfield where this is no public
interest and the stuff he is putting on is private information, we would argue
that can't possibly be a news activity."
He said he believed some material highlighted in Dirty Politics could be
sought from Slater through discovery rules because it had relevance to the
prosecution.
Dirty Politics claimed there was an arrangement which saw public relations
specialist Carrick Graham feeding posts to Slater's blog attacking those who
challenged his clients.
The posts included attacks on those campaigning against alcohol, breastfeeding, obesity and smoking.
He said it could make the case that Slater's involvement in "public relations
work for corporates" was not an activity which was consistent with claims he
was a journalist.
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Mr Judd said if the prosecution was successful then remedies could includes
a financial damages award and an order for Slater to attend a training session
on privacy rights.
Mr Blomfield claimed Slater obtained a computer hard drive with 10 years of
data on it, including emails, family photographs and legal documents.
The material was used to write content for the blog which had a "huge"
impact, said Mr Blomfield.
"It is not just the feeling of having no privacy whatsoever. It's the privacy of
everyone around you that is taken away as well. It's a very good way to
destroy any relationship you have with anyone in terms of trust."
He said the Dirty Politics case was different as it Hager had removed personal
details from the hacked content and it was about public figures.
"I'm running my household. They're running the country."
Mr Blomfield is also suing Slater for defamation with a full hearing expected
next year.
A High Court decision is pending in the case on whether Slater is a journalist a status he is seeking in the belief it will allow him to withhold information
about his sources from Mr Blomfield.
Slater did not return calls for comment.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/election2014/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503581&objectid=11312691
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John Drinnan (Herald): Slater has a friend in Israel
9:30 AM Friday Aug 22, 2014
Cameron Slater and his Whale Oil Beef Hooked website have some
passionate advocates. But Slater presents some risks as part of a public
relations strategy.
For instance, DB Breweries was this week trying to distance itself from Slater,
after revelations in the Nicky Hager book Dirty Politics, while the chief
executive of the Food and Grocery Council, Katherine Rich, was also keeping
her head down.
Both are alleged to have used Whale Oil to criticise opponents, though both
have denied asking their PR representative to have items placed on the site.
But the Israeli Embassy in Wellington is relaxed about picking Slater - a
climate change denier - to cover the World Science Conference in Israel.
Despite the bad publicity, it believes Slater is "fair-minded" and "spiritual".
The embassy picked Slater to be part of a media delegation to the conference
a long time ago. He had a reputation for controversy even before the release
of Dirty Politics, a book based on his leaked emails and revealing deep
cynicism and some nasty communications between Slater and some people
in politics and PR.
The embassy's cultural and public affairs director, Patricia Deen, stands by its
choice, and said Slater's fairness showed in his coverage from Israel so far.
Israel has been part-funding Slater and other writers to the conference, which
was scheduled to run from August 17 to 21. While it never went ahead
because of the war on Gaza, Slater has stayed on to write about Israel.
The Israeli Government paid part of his costs, and he paid extra to extend his
visit to cultural places, said Deen. "Cameron is a very spiritual person," she
said.
Like other countries, Israel pays for journalists to visit so they can get media
to see their side of the story. NZ does much the same thing in helping
journalists visit our "100 per cent pure" nation. In Israel's case, though, such
delegations are often designed to counter what it believes is an anti-Israel
bias on the part of international media.
But support for Israel's position on the Whale Oil blog might hurt as much as it
helps.
It's interesting Israel invited Slater - a global warming sceptic - to an
international science conference. Peter Griffin is manager of the Science
Media Centre, operated by the Royal Society of New Zealand. He said Slater
had made several attacks against scientists and promoted global warming
sceptics. Griffin said this week that Dirty Politics had provided a window into
the tactics of right-wing bloggers, lobbyists and political strategists intent on
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discrediting scientists who present evidence that conflicts with their political
and commercial interests.
BLURRED LINES
The Hager book alleges ties between Slater and the public relations
consultant Carrick Graham and his clients, which include DB and the Food
and Grocery Council. It also alleges a relationship with the tobacco industry,
claiming that it paid Slater a $6500 monthly retainer.
Hager alleges that Graham pays Slater to run blog posts criticising people
who favour efforts to tighten up alcohol and tobacco regulation.
Contacted in Israel yesterday, Slater said "I have never received money for
coverage". And, he said, "I am not paid a retainer by anyone." Such a claim
was "highly defamatory", he said.
Slater has rejected suggestions he runs PR content untouched, saying he
always does something with the copy. But given the lack of transparency
around his blog, it has been increasingly difficult to clarify whether comment is
advertising or editorial, and whether criticism of others is genuine opinion or
paid comment, potentially from a commercial competitor. This column has in
the past raised the lack of scrutiny and transparency about paid content in
blogs.
ONLINE OVERSIGHT
This week, another right-wing blogger, David Farrar - also criticised in the
Hager book - said he had thought about giving away the Kiwiblog website
because he was so unhappy about his own emails being hacked.
He said he would immediately register the website with the Online Media
Standards Association (OMSA), set up by broadcasters for media
organisations not covered by the Press Council or under the Broadcasting
Act.
The Press Council has also been working with bloggers - including Slater - for
blogs to be covered under its standards. Interestingly, Press Council
standards are much more specific than the OMSA's, in defining issues that
have featured in some of the hacked emails Hager published.
According to Press Council Principle 10: Conflicts of Interest, "To fulfil their
proper watchdog role, publications must be independent and free of
obligations to their news sources. They should avoid any situations that might
compromise such independence. Where a story is enabled by sponsorship,
gift or financial inducement, that sponsorship, gift or financial inducement
should be declared. Where an author's link to a subject is deemed to be
justified, the relationship of author to subject should be declared."
The Public Relations Institute of NZ (Prinz) said this week that after Dirty
Politics, it would be looking at PR industry ethics to see if they "stack up", and
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admitted it had not done enough work in dealing with the issues raised by new
media.
Prinz president Bruce Fraser said there were other issues to deal with in
mainstream media, and the growth of "native advertising", where advertisers
and media worked together.
KEY HIT
Radio New Zealand public relations man John Barr said there were a few
brickbats, but overwhelmingly bouquets for Guyon Espiner's interview with
John Key this week. The Prime Minister obfuscated in response to questions
about government links with Whale Oil.
Espiner demanded the Prime Minister answer questions about Justice
Minister Judith Collins, and told him he was not going to get away with
avoiding the question.
Partway through Wednesday there had been 18,000 downloads of the
Morning Report interview, making it the most downloaded item ever on the
RNZ website.
Meanwhile, Radio NZ has announced the appointment of Glen Scanlon to the
recently created position of head of digital media.
Scanlon is the editor of stuff.co.nz and his previous roles include a stint as a
chief reporter and assistant editor of the Waikato Times, and as a duty editor
at CNN. He has worked in the past with RNZ chief executive Paul Thompson,
who is a former editor-in-chief of Fairfax NZ.
MAORI ROLE
A decision is expected in the next two weeks on who will take over as head of
the Maori unit at Television New Zealand, replacing Paora Maxwell, who
departed in early 2013. Maxwell has since moved on to the job of chief
executive of Maori Television.
Elsewhere, the troubled TVNZ department was in the headlines after
revelations that Maxwell's replacement, Shane Taurima, had used TVNZ
resources for Labour Party business.
In the Maori unit, former Seven Sharp executive producer Raewyn Rasch has
been filling in for several months.
It is not clear if she has applied for the job of running the unit, but it is
understood that two other high profile players have put their names forward.
One is Arana Taumata, who is regarded as good television talent. Another
candidate is believed to be Te Anga Nathan, a former head of news and
current affairs at Maori Television under its previous chief executive, Jim
Mather.
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Nathan recently returned from a role running an indigenous broadcasters'
body in Sydney to be head of communications at Te Wananga o Aotearoa,
where Mather is now chief executive.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/election2014/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503581&objectid=11312402
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Adam Bennett (Herald): New questions over Key claims
6:48 AM Friday Aug 22, 2014
New evidence has emerged appearing to contradict Prime Minister John
Key's claim he was never told by the SIS it intended to release politically
sensitive secret documents to Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater.
But this time it is Mr Key himself who refers to having been told about the
SIS's intention to release the documents to Slater by former SIS Director
Warren Tucker - in video footage of one of his press conferences.
Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics claims that Mr Key's office or the SIS helped
Slater obtain the documents which he then used to embarrass former Labour
leader Phil Goff.
Mr Key referred to the briefing from Dr Tucker while being questioned about
the matter during his post Cabinet press conference on August 8, 2011, in the
days following the document's release.
Responding to persistent questioning from then Scoop editor Alastair
Thompson and Herald political editor Audrey Young, Mr Key said: "What
happened is Warren Tucker didn't come to me, he went to his legal adviser
and his legal advisers told him this is the process they have to follow and
when he was going through that process it was at that point he told me he'd
release it because he has to tell me that under the no-surprises doctrine."
The footage spotted by a Herald reader comes after Mr Key's version of
events - that he was never directly briefed by Dr Tucker on Slater's OIA
request - was backed up yesterday by two senior public officials.
Two letters emerged yesterday - one from Dr Tucker and another from
Ombudsman Dame Beverley Wakem - which referred to Dr Tucker briefing
the Prime Minister on the release of the documents.
Dr Tucker and Dame Beverley both said later that they meant they had
briefed Mr Key's office and not the Prime Minister himself.
Mr Key later added that he had been on holiday at the time the briefing took
place.
"I was having myself a whale of a time on holiday in Hawaii."
Asked if he could have been briefed by phone, he said: "We've got a full
inquiry and people will be more than happy to check my records."
Mr Key was still reluctant to comment on whether anyone in his office might
have passed information about the documents to Slater.
He hadn't asked his staff, "and I'm not going to do that at the moment".
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"At the end of the day it's irrelevant when we're four weeks out from an
election.
"New Zealanders don't care about that."
A spokeswoman for the Prime Minister late last night said that Mr Key stood
by his comments.
Mr Goff yesterday called for Cheryl Gwyn, the Inspector-General of
Intelligence and Security, to use her powers under the Security Intelligence
Act and "put on oath anyone relevant to the case" including Mr Key, Slater, Mr
Key's chief of staff Wayne Eagleson and his former senior adviser Jason Ede,
who is tagged in Hager's book as Slater's primary Beehive contact.
"It is much harder for a person to lie on oath than it is in a press stand-up," Mr
Goff said.
He said Dr Tucker told him about Slater's request for the documents on July
26, the day he received it.
Mr Goff said Dr Tucker said he intended to release that day, "and I hit the
roof".
He had told Dr Tucker it was "unbelievable that you would contemplate doing
anything like that - that draws you right into the political arena".
He said Dr Tucker then agreed to delay the release for a week.
Mr Goff said that tallied with messages published in Hager's book and more
recently online where Slater indicated he was frustrated that release of the
documents had been delayed.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/election2014/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503581&objectid=11312590
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Rachel Smalley (Newstalk ZB): Front up so we can start talking policy
August 22, 2014 11:10 AM
It's day ten of Dirty Politics, day ten of John Key being put under pressure for
answers.
This is what we've established so far. He was not briefed by the Security
Intelligence Service on the release of sensitive documents to Cameron Slater,
the right-wing blogger. Their release was fast-tracked to Cameron Slater - he
was prioritised ahead of the media. Then Slater used that information to
attack Phil Goff. In correspondence, Slater joked that he would “finish off”
Goff.
So John Key wasn’t briefed, but someone was. Someone in the Prime
Minister’s office was briefed because that’s what both the Ombudsman and
the SIS director have confirmed. So who was it?
When that question is put to the Prime Minister, he says, "I don't know the
details. I don't want to speculate". Yet his office will know. They will know who
did it, they will know why they did it, and they will know who was feeding
Slater. Because when a crisis hits, the first thing you do is gather all the
information you can about an incident. It's basic PR.
So why is the media not letting go of this? Because it raises a very serious
question – was there collusion between the Prime Minister’s office and the
public sector?
John Key's response to questions is the same day after day. "I don't know the
details, I don't want to speculate." Not good enough, I'm afraid. Not good
enough because we elect governments. We, as taxpayers, pay MPs very
good salaries. So when a question is put to a politician and they bat it away
and won't answer it, that in my opinion is entirely unacceptable.
The Inspector General of Intelligence and Security is investigating this. But
when will we know the outcome? Most likely after the election. Again, not
good enough.
Remember those infamous words once muttered by John Banks, National's
long since departed coalition partner? "Nothing to fear, nothing to hide." Well
let’s apply that here. Just tell us who gave Cameron Slater preferential
treatment and why. Then we can stop talking Dirty Politics and start talking
policy.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/opinion/rachel-smalley-22aug2014
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No Right Turn: Key fails to keep his lies straight
When evidence emerged yesterday that John Key had been
briefed on Cameron Slater's expedited OIA to the SIS, he was quick
to deny it. Apparently when the SIS director and the Ombudsman
referred explicitly to "discussions with the Prime Minister", they
meant discussions with unnamed people in his office, who never
told him. Then he claimed to have been on holiday. All of which
sounds plausible (especially when the Ombudsman backs him),
except for one thing: its not what he said at the time:
Mr Key referred to the briefing from Dr Tucker while being
questioned about the matter during his post Cabinet press
conference on August 8, 2011, in the days following the document's
release.
Responding to persistent questioning from then Scoop editor
Alastair Thompson and Herald political editor Audrey Young, Mr Key
said: "What happened is Warren Tucker didn't come to me, he went
to his legal adviser and his legal advisers told him this is the
process they have to follow and when he was going through that
process it was at that point he told me he'd release it because
he has to tell me that under the no-surprises doctrine."
[Emphasis added]
So, who are we to believe? Key-now, with fading memories and
every reason to lie, or Key-then, with an immediate grasp of events
and none? I think that's a no-brainer. Key is lying to us to minimise
his role in National's dirty politics. And the fact that he feels the
need to lie tells us something important: his sticky fingers are all
over it.
http://norightturn.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/key-fails-to-keep-his-liesstraight.html
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Aimee Gulliver (Stuff): Key's SIS claims contradicted by video
Last updated 08:39 22/08/2014
A video of Prime Minister John Key appears to contradict his claim the SIS did
not brief him personally on the release of documents to WhaleOil blogger
Cameron Slater.
Key was forced to answer questions yesterday on what he knew about the
fast-tracking and declassification of Security Intelligence Service (SIS)
documents released to Slater in 2011.
Slater used the documents to embarrass Phil Goff, who was then Labour
Party leader.
Key denied having been briefed by the SIS over its intention to release
sensitive documents to Slater, saying he had been on holiday at the time.
But video of Key answering media questions on the matter days after the
release of the documents includes a reference to him being briefed by then
SIS director Warren Tucker.
At his post-Cabinet press conference on August 8, 2011, Key was persistently
questioned by journalists about the release of the documents.
"What happened is Warren Tucker didn't come to me, he went to his legal
adviser and his legal advisers told him this is the process they have to follow
and when he was going through that process it was at that point he told me
he'd release it because he has to tell me that under the no-surprises doctrine,"
Key says on the recording.
A spokeswoman for the prime minister said Key stood by his statement that
his office knew about the OIA prior to its release, but he didn't.
Key was backed by two top public officials yesterday - Chief Ombudsman
Dame Beverley Wakem and Tucker - after letters emerged referring to Tucker
briefing the prime minister on the release of the documents.
Wakem and Tucker both said yesterday the reference to the prime minister
meant his office had been briefed, not the prime minister personally.
Key said Tucker had briefed someone in his office. He would not name the
person, but said it was not Jason Ede.
Nicky Hager's book, Dirty Politics, alleges either Key's office or the SIS helped
Slater obtain the documents.
Leaked emails suggest Slater knew about the contents of the OIA in advance
and the request was expedited, even though requests from other media for
the document were turned down.
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Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security Cheryl Gwyn is investigating
after concerns were raised about the request by the Green Party.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10411491/Keys-SIS-claimscontradicted-by-video
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Vernon Small (Stuff): Key pushes the democracy button
Last updated 05:00 22/08/2014
OPINION: John Key has decided his latest problem is actually our problem.
After more than a week fending off Dirty Tricks accusations with the mantra
that it is a Left-wing smear campaign, the prime minister has shifted tack.
First there was the acknowledgement his justice minister was "unwise" in her
dealings with attack blogger Cameron Slater. It was a small nod towards the
unease over Judith Collins' actions without giving ground on the supposed
"black ops" tactics of his adviser Jason Ede.
But yesterday, perhaps realising there is only so much mileage in seeking
sympathy for his Government - or the even less appealing plea to fairness "we all do it" - Key decided to reframe his woes as an even bigger problem for
the voters.
There was, he effectively suggested, an assault on democracy going down.
Without a hint of irony, he asked voters to see the smears as "an attempt to
beat a government that can't be beaten on policy so has to be beaten by
making false accusations".
Perhaps National's focus group work has picked up a shift in sentiment
against his Government but Nicky Hager's book, and the drip-feed of Slater's
hacked emails, has become - according to Key - an attempt to subvert the
true will of the people.
The polls will now start coming thick and fast, and the next round will show
whether his concerns, at least for his own Government's survival, are
warranted.
Key's standing is crucial to his Government's edge, and early indications from
a poll out today are that his popularity has taken a significant hit, though from
a stellar high.
Maybe that explains a new edge to Key's usual joshing with reporters on the
road in Christchurch yesterday.
He says he will continue to answer the questions media ask, but he is clearly
getting frustrated that his daily media slots are still dominated by queries
about dirty politics.
If that continues for another couple of days, his official campaign launch on
Sunday, and the release of a policy he says will be "really important to New
Zealanders", will be overshadowed.
And that is John Key's next problem.
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http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/opinion/10410266/Key-pushes-thedemocracy-button
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Andrea Vance (Stuff): Key hoses down hearsay, rumours continue
Last updated 05:00 22/08/2014
National's election campaign was again thrown into disarray yesterday as
Prime Minister John Key was forced to deal with more fallout over dirty
politics.
The party faced a series of swirling rumours stemming from links to attack
blogger Cameron Slater and allegations made in Nicky Hager's latest book,
Dirty Politics.
They included speculation he had met embattled Justice Minister Judith
Collins, who has already been the subject of a hoax resignation letter.
There was confusion about whether Key was personally briefed about the
hasty release of Security Intelligence Service briefing notes to WhaleOil's
Slater, which were denied to journalists.
It was open season on the party, and much of the damage was done by the
time Key appeared in front of media yesterday afternoon to hose down the
hearsay.
"By lunchtime we had had three [rumours] and none of those correct," Key
said. There was a "real risk that a hacker and people with a Left-wing agenda
are trying to take an election off New Zealanders".
The most serious claims were around the release of the SIS notes in July
2011, which is being investigated by the spy watchdog.
They showed former Labour leader Phil Goff was briefed by SIS boss Warren
Tucker about suspected Israeli spies caught up in the Christchurch
earthquake.
Slater used the documents sent to Goff, who wrongly said he was not briefed.
Earlier this week Key said he was not personally informed about the release
of the documents, made under the Official Information Act, although his office
was told.
Two letters emerged yesterday morning, stemming from an Office of the
Ombudsman's investigation, which appeared to suggest Key was informed of
the request.
But Key said he was on holiday in Hawaii at the time and was not told by
Tucker. He said he was "categorically" not involved in the release.
His version of events was backed by Ombudsman Beverley Wakem and
Tucker himself. He refused to say which staff member was told about the OIA
release and did not pass it on.
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Collins - under fire for passing information to Slater - did not meet Key
yesterday at his Auckland home, as claimed by a caller to a radio station.
A spokeswoman said she was addressing a business breakfast at the time.
And Key said social media speculation that Young Nats in Hamilton were
planning a book burning were "not true".
Key stuck to his guns that the claims stemming from Hager's book were being
used by "the Left" to derail the election result.
Labour leader David Cunliffe said it "defied belief" Key was not kept informed.
"It is now a matter of national importance to ensure our security intelligence
services are not being misused for political ends."
IN THE LOOP
Prime Minister John Key says he was not briefed on the SIS documents but
someone in his office was. There were four key staff in his office at that time
who may have been in the loop.
Chief of Staff Wayne Eagleson. Key inherited Eagleson from former National
leader Don Brash and the pair have forged a close relationship in
government.
Sarah Boyle. A backroom operator who well knows the rules of parliamentary
engagement. She is considered a guru of the Official Information Act.
Jason Ede. Ede is alleged in Hager's book to have briefed blogger Cameron
Slater on the SIS document and OIA request. A former journalist, Ede was
moved to the back office where his focus shifted to opening up lines of
communication with social media.
Kevin Taylor. Key's chief press secretary at the time of the SIS release, he
later moved to the backroom as a senior adviser.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10410293/Key-hoses-down-thehearsay-but-swirling-rumours-continue
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Rob Hosking (NBR): The Slater-Hager Syndrome and its threat to New
Zealand politics (paywalled)
August 22, 2014
Election 2014 has, in the past 10 days, become dominated by one book and
the fallout from that book.
The two main protagonists - in one corner, long-time left-wing activist and
writer Nicky Hager, whose Dirty Politics book contains a fusillade of
revelations, accusations, smears and insinuations: in the other maverick rightwing attack blogger Cameron Slater – have taken over the election campaign.
The two men are on very different personal projects – and neither has much
to do with the issues facing the country.
Mr Hager is on a mission to prove that those whose political views he
disagrees with are not only wrong, they are morally corrupt as well. This is the
constant theme of his work, a series of books which usually come out shortly
before general elections and which are aimed at influencing those elections.
There is no honest disagreement in Mr Hager’s world: opponents are
depraved and corrupt and probably not quite human.
The very title of his most famous book, The Hollow Men, tells it all.
Mr Slater, meanwhile, glories in the political sewer, talking gleefully of “hits” on
enemies and scouring networks among the country's brothels for gossip about
politicians, media folk, and generally anyone who has annoyed him.
In Mr Slater’s world, everyone is as morally squalid as he – and he is out to
prove it.
The psychopathology of these rather odd men would not normally concern the
rest of us. But Mr Slater has the ear of Prime Minister John Key – or rather, he
did have – and there was a staffer in the prime minister's office, Jason Ede,
whose waking hours were involved with keeping Mr Slater fed with gossip and
sleaze and other burning issues of the day.
The influence seems to have been both ways. Like Mr Slater, the prime
minister now slags off any tricky questions as coming from "left wingers" and
his response is to say that Labour, and others, did things at least as bad if not
worse.
He does not have Mr Slater's venomous tone or vile language but the content
is much the same: they’re all as bad as me.
He also seems to have bought into one of Mr Slater’s favourite lines: “in
politics, explaining is losing.”
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Mr Key was once very good at explaining. He is perhaps the most engaging
polticial leader New Zealand has ever seen – I’ve noted here before he is the
first leader on the liberal-conservative side of the spectrum for a generation
who doesn't lecture: he engages.
That changed some time in 2012. It has not mattered until now. But as noted
by this newspaper last week, the liberal-conservative side of politics has the
greatest opportunity it has had since 1949 to shift the direction of New
Zealand.
Mr Key risks wrecking that opportunity.
http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/opinion-slater-hager-syndrome-and-its-threatnew-zealand-politics-rh-p-161247
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James Ritchie (Daily Blog): Hate Politics has no place in NZ Politics
August 22, 2014
I wasn’t going to write about Nicky Hagar’s ‘Dirty Politics’. There are plenty of
policy issues to discuss.
Then I read the book, and what it reveals strikes at the very heart of our
democracy.
My overwhelming feeling is one of revulsion. It is not that I did not know about
attack politics or the unscrupulous and ruthless tactics that conservative
political parties will employ to win and stay in power.
We are after all in the midst of a bitter class war and the outcome of elections
has a profound impact on the lives of beneficiaries and working families. It is a
sad irony that the election outcome has the greatest impact on those who are
the least likely to vote.
New Zealand taxpayers were recently robbed of half of their energy
generator, Mighty River Power, which just announced a payout of 13.5 cents
per share to the beneficiaries of privatization and a $97 million increase in full
year profit while many New Zealanders struggle to pay for the power required
to cook and keep them warm.
What is that if it is not the manifestation of class war?
But the class war should not be a personalized war and as human beings we
must always be able to empathize with the sorrows and misfortunes of others.
To not do so makes us no better than the authoritarian brutal political leaders
that deny basic human rights in order to further their material interests and
retain power.
Just as I condemn the killing of Palestinians by the State of Israel, I also
condemn the brutal suppression and killing of people by ISIS in Syria and
Iraq.
A moral universe and personal ethics are essential in politics. Otherwise it is
dog eat dog, the ends justify the means and the pursuit of power is an end in
itself.
The revelations in ‘Dirty Politics’ reinforce a view that politics is the domain of
the dishonest and unethical. Cynicism grows like a cancer within the political
life of the democracy, people disengage from politics, and bad behavior is
reinforced by the daily feeding frenzy of scandal.
What best serves the interests of the National Party is a notion that this is
what politics is like and all political parties engage in this behavior.
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This is not true, although some individuals in many political parties may be
unscrupulous and not above using personal misfortune or private life
peccadillos for political gain.
I have met many members of parliament during my work as a trade unionist
and in serving on public bodies and have got to know some quite well and
some I regard as friends. Most I have a great deal of respect for – they are
well motivated and enter politics to make a difference to the lives of ordinary
people. They don’t deserve to be the victims of insinuations, slurs,
disingenuous lies and character assassinations.
And public servants and citizens who engage in public life should be even
less the target of personal attacks.
One line of defense for the actions of Cameron Slater is that he suffers from a
mental illness. Ok that is unfortunate and may explain some of his aggressive
and de- humanizing actions. However it makes the actions of the cabal
centred around him feeding him information and supporting his sociopathic
behavior, even more repugnant.
John Key and Judith Collins among others in the National Party leadership
are complicit in this deeply unethical, disrespectful and repugnant behavior.
How can any NZ Prime Minister or Cabinet Minister develop and sustain a
working political relationship with a political activist who has such a deeply
entrenched misogynist and racist psyche. Can a political journalist with
access to the PM please ask him this question? What do the revelations in
Hagar’s book say about the National Party’s modus operandi? This is the
question for every eligible voter to mull over before casting their vote next
month.
John Key says “we talk to a range of bloggers” Whale Oil was not in a range,
he was off the bloody chart and where were the antennae of NZ’s journalists
when they were getting their news tips from a merchant of hate?
NZ media has been complicit in turning the political life of our democracy into
a blood sport. Is it possible that we could have debate about policy and a see
the media that facilitates a robust exchange of ideas in an open and honest
political environment? Not with the intensification of commercial interests in
news manipulation and the gutting of news rooms to prevent patient
investigative journalism about the issues.
It can be done-I read the Guardian and watch Al Jazeera. Maybe there are
conservative equivalents.-the Economist and the Financial Times perhaps.
Certainly not Fox News and the merchants of hate that populate the private
airwaves in the “5 eyes” spy network of nations- Canada, U.S., NZ, Australia
and the UK.
The task ahead over the next month is to convince as many people as
possible that they must vote to change the government if they want to reclaim
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New Zealand as a democratic nation that upholds human rights and restores
a greater level of fairness and respect in our society.
It is essential that we carefully and patiently explain that politics does not have
to be ‘dirty’, that politicians should have integrity and we expect and demand
that they uphold the values of an open and democratic society.
The Left must act with integrity and refrain from personal attacks as we work
to rebuild confidence in the political institutions of democracy.
http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/22/hate-politics-has-no-place-in-nz-politics/
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Barry Soper (Newstalk ZB): Credibility stretched in political pot-boiler
22 August 2014 6:00 a.m.
Politics at times stretches credulity. You think you've got the good oil and then
you find that the oil sinks beneath the water.
Think about the shock, horror probe in Nicky Hagar's Dirty Politics book about
our domestic spy agency the SIS releasing some oil to Cameron Whaleoil
Slater to be used against the then Prime Ministerial wannabe Phil Goff.
Hagar could reach no conclusion, but his crooked finger was pointed at Teflon
John Key as being behind it.
A letter at the time from the SIS boss Warren Tucker talked about no written
correspondence with the Prime Minister's office, with "office" being the
operative word.
In the next few sentences Tucker, who's now retired, starts: I notified the
Prime Minister, I advised the Prime Minister and I informed the Prime Minister.
To most that would indicate he'd been talking to the Prime Minister, as he also
said it was his practice to keep the Minister informed on a no surprises basis.
Teflon John's always maintained he wasn't talked to and now Tucker, through
the Prime Minister's office, says that's right. He talked to his staff.
Then there was another letter in the mix at the time, this one from the
Ombudsmen's office, who you complain to if you feel you're not getting a fair
crack at the whip. That letter mentions a discussion twice between the Prime
Minister and Tucker.
Now we're told a discussion never took place, it was with Telfon John's staff
even though there was never any mention of staff in the letters only the Prime
Minister.
Enter the former super spy boss Bruce Ferguson who dealt with Key before
he retired. He finds it surprising that the Prime Minister himself wasn't talked
to which was the requirement when he was having a yak with his political
boss on a no surprises basis.
Ferguson says he'd inform staff, but only after he talked to Key, that was what
was expected of him. He says simply talking to staff could compromise the
no surprises rule as they may not pass on all the information accurately,
which is essential when it comes to maters of state.
This document release to Slater was at the time a political pot-boiler where
Goff was being accused of being forgetful. Teflon John was at the centre of
the political finger pointing at the time.
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So if we accept the Beehive line, the rules have recently changed. More like
the wagons have circled!
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/opinion/soapbox-22-aug-2014
Laura McQuillan (Newstalk ZB): Former National candidate
contemplates legal action against WhaleOil
August 22 2014 5:37
Former National Party nominee Brent Robinson is contemplating legal action,
over proof that blogger Cameron Slater was enlisted to help another
candidate's campaign by attacking him online.
Nicky Hager's revealed the Whale Oil blogger helped political strategist Simon
Lusk install Mark Mitchell as Nationalâ s candidate in Rodney, where he's
now the MP.
Mr Robinson says stolen emails show they "gamed the system"  to get
Mark Mitchell selected - potentially in breach of party rules.
"You seem to have someone here and their mates who are playing that
system for their own gains.
"It's clear that the voting process was significantly influenced by the smear
campaign."
Mr Robinson says party insiders in Rodney have told him they're disappointed
by what's been revealed.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/news/nbpol/1934589594-formernational-candidate-contemplates-legal-action-against-whaleoil
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Joshua Drummond: Wintec Press Club: Rachel Glucina edition
The Wintec Press Club meets for lunch three times a year in Hamilton: guests
are the students of the Wintec journalism course, important media types from
the Waikato and Auckland, politicians and famous sporty types. The host is
Steve Braunias, Editor in Residence on the course.
Felled by flu, I was unable to attend Friday’s luncheon which featured the NZ
Herald’s gossip writer Rachel Glucina, but here is a guest post from Joshua
Drummond (regular readers may recall his Horrible Painting of Michael Laws)
who did attend and, as a trained and skilled graduate of the course, took
notes. He reports:
Steve Braunias kicked things off in customary style with a speech and
congratulations to various personages in the room, alluding to several people
who’d refused to come to hear Glucina speak, because they might catch her
lack of ethics, or something. He did a shout-out to Dave Snell, Dr of
Boganology, whom I mention here because he’s a good mate and he has a
documentary series on bogans coming up on TV2. Watch it, because it’s
about actual New Zealand people, and fuck-all primetime NZ television is
these days. End plug.
Glucina’s talk was done as a Q&A with Braunias, which was a useful change
in format. Several Press Club speakers, while still instructive, have alternately
droned and babbled. She began it, bright and bubbly, with talk of previous
guest “Holmsie” [Paul Holmes], an affectation that pissed me off straight
away, and how she’d got good and boozed with him and he’d become a
mentor and role model with the advice: “You’re not here to make friends,
you’re here to break stories.”
Braunias prompted her into an anecdote about her story on Mick Jagger,
which was genuinely interesting because it snapped her out of the selfabsorbed mode, and had her discussing the way she went about pursuing the
story. Braunias asked about the ethics of outing Alison Mau and her same-sex
relationship. Well, that was fine, Glucina opined, because everyone knew
about it anyway. Everyone? Well, yes, and besides, Mau had sold stories to
women’s magazines in the past so she was fair game.
The things that came to mind at this point were: no, the public didn’t know,
and what right did she have to out someone? Surely it’s a personal decision to
publicly reveal your sexuality? Braunias asked something similar. No, that
didn’t matter, because Mau was in the public eye and had sold stories, and
blah fucking blah. It was around then I fired off the following tweet:
Well this is fucked. #rachelglucina
Much more of this sort of thing followed. Any talk of whether it was worth
wrecking people’s lives was met with the argument that they were in the
public eye, so what. Laughing, she spun a yarn about her pursuit of the
Ridges, with some ghoulish “friends” who’d sold them out to her. It had me
cringing. A person at my table passed me a note. It said “Sociopath = no
remorse.”
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When she wasn’t playing up her close celebrity relationships, or how
important she was because people called her to tell her shit, or how many
contacts she had (“literally hundreds!”) Glucina was genuinely sympathetic.
People had abused her quite horribly, as well as offering her bribes and
(mystifyingly) “taken their clothes off” at her to try and get her not to write
things. She spoke of Cameron Slater’s hideous social-media campaign
against her – “hate speech”, she said – which nearly forced her to England. A
chance meeting with the CEO of APN kept her in New Zealand.
Braunias did ask whether she’d paid much attention to her minor role in noted
gossip Nicky Hager’s new book, Dirty Politics. No, she hadn’t read it, and
she’d never met Hager anyway. What did she think of Hager? “Don’t know,
never met him.” She said it with a snap.
One of the best bits was her story of how Judith Collins brokered a friendship
between her and Slater. The way she told it, Collins had buttonholed her at a
cocktail party and said she’d arranged for Slater to apologise to her. Glucina
doubted it would happen, but it did. She seemed uncomfortable with the
outcome – which isn’t surprising as it looks like Collins had essentially said,
“Children: your bickering is becoming politically inconvenient. How can I
advance my career when my dogs are fighting? Make up, now.” And they did.
People were well warmed up for the Q&A. It quite quickly became, in
Braunias’ closing words, fractious. Most questions centred on whether what
she did was ethically tenable. Justifications varied. Questions about the
depths her gossip plumbed were met with “It’s my job.” She swatted away
allegations of partisan bias with “I’m just a gossip columnist.”
Comedian Te Radar came up with a question that was more of an
impassioned riposte about how she’d portrayed herself as a Breaker of
Stories and a Purveyor of the Public Interest, but who actually mostly broke
stories about which rugby league player got a taxicab blowjob from whom.
Her response amounted to: “If the public read/click on it, then it was obviously
in the public interest to release it.” My thoughts are that just because that the
public are interested doesn’t mean that it’s in their interest. Cynicism compels
me to think that if anything, it’s in the newspaper’s interest.
My question about whether tweeting a picture of Aaron Smith’s schlong was
ethically OK got a “Well, everyone had already seen it.” Well, no, not really. Or
even slightly, actually. “It was doing the rounds.” But the public hadn’t seen it.
“He shouldn’t have taken it.” How is it his fault if he got betrayed by a
supposed friend? “We talked to his agent.” I don’t want to see dick pics from
the New Zealand Herald in my feed. “You don’t have to follow me.” Well, I
don’t, but it was retweeted.
At this point it was turning into an argument and Braunias moved on to the
next question, which was fair enough. I’d had too much wine and my
reputation for asking obnoxious questions was threatening to get out of hand.
A woman sensibly followed up with a question about whether Glucina would
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have done the same if the subject of the picture had been a woman. Sadly, I
can’t remember enough of the response to paraphrase it. Perhaps someone
else who was there will.
Some guy asked a stupid question about how Glucina could even be friends
with Judith Collins. Braunias didn’t even bother with that one. Metro editor
Simon Wilson asked if she was aware that she was being played by people as
much as she was playing them. Her answer, paraphrased, was: yes, but at
the end of the day it didn’t matter because people read and clicked and her
job was done. All part of the game. I got to ask another question: “Rachel,
you’re clearly good bros with John Key and Judith Collins. You must know a
lot about them. Are you an equal-opportunity gossip? Are we going to find out
interesting facts about them?” She said, essentially, “Uh, maybe.” I said,
“When?” Laughter. No actual answer, though.
David Slack closed the Q&A amid some vocal run-on questions from others in
the crowd. His rich intonation sailed above the quarrelling of the mob as he
queried how we could be sure of the veracity of Glucina’s second-hand
claims. Her answer, which bordered on tautology, was that we can because
they’re true. OK.
It was all very interesting. Kudos to Steve Braunias for bringing in a
fascinating guest. It was worthy as a snapshot of the changing face of news
and for the genuine questions posed about the nature of what constitutes
public interest. It was also an insight into a deeply fucked-up personality: an
art historian, a self-identified homebody who turns in early, hates parties and
whose day job is spinning vituperation. It was Interview with the Pit Viper.
http://quoteunquotenz.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/wintec-press-club-rachelglucina-edition.html
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Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): Bill English is a pious hypocrite
August 22, 2014 at 10:00am
Some days ago Bill English was piously claiming that he would never do
anything dirty like talk to a blogger.
This came as a huge surprise as anyone that has been around the National
Party for as long as I have knows all sorts of exceptionally dodgy stuff Bill
English has done in the past to get his own way. The stories are endless and
probably should come out.
We could start with tipping out Bolger, which the brat pack were behind. Then
there was the tipping out of Shipley so Bill could take National to 21% in the
polls. Then there was the brutal internal war when Don Brash managed to
beat Bill and put National back in play in the 2005. Then there was the nasty
stuff extracting Utu on people who supported Key for leader when Bill could
only muster 7 out of 48 votes.
Since Bill is trying to convince the public he is holier than thou there probably
should be some stories coming out about the nasty, deceitful and horrible
campaigns he has run in the past.
http://www.whaleoil.co.nz/2014/08/bill-english-pious-hypocrite/
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Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): Attempts to undermine Whaleoil financial
viability continue
August 22, 2014 at 1:00pm
Hacked from Martyn’s Daily Love and Truth blog:

It seems that Pak ‘n Save would like to make a political and/or ethical stance.
As is their right.
I really don’t see there is much point in any vigilante action. I don’t like the
idea of where that’s going to end up: with a list of companies that will support
left politics, and list of companies that will support the right.
So far, companies that have been involved in taking a political position by
withdrawing Whaleoil advertising are
Powershop (who have since re-instated… reluctantly)
Flight Centre
Pak ‘n Save (Foodstuffs)
I think it is worth taking note of this when you place your own business, but
that’s the limit of the response I think. With everything else going on right
now, the last thing we need is to go on a witch hunt and divide the nation’s
businesses into political and apolitical.
So, Whaleoil is under siege from all sides. And this is where you can help. If
you like the idea of our voice providing your point of view to New Zealand,
then you can negate the financial damage inflicted by political businesses
withdrawing their advertising dollars from Whaleoil by making a donation.
It doesn’t have to be much. Perhaps a small amount via a recurring charge to
your card or by setting up an AP. It all adds up.
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So far, thanks to our loyal readers, every time the left have attacked our
funding, it has been negated by the support we receive from our Whaleoil
Ground Crew – you.
Thank you.
http://www.whaleoil.co.nz/2014/08/attempts-to-undermine-whaleoil-financialvialbility-continue/
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Russell Brown (Public Address): Friday Music: A Strange Road
It was one thing when the Electoral Commission declared Darren Watson’s
‘Planet Key’ song and video to be an “election programme”under the
Broadcasting Act. But quite another for it to then find it to also be an “election
advertisement” under the Electoral Act, meaning the song can’t even be sold
on iTunes without a formal promoter statement.
Watson declared yesterday he’d be adding such a statement pending a legal
challenge to the Commission’s decision, then apparently decided that he’d
instead be taking down the song to avoid prosecution. It’s still on iTunes this
morning (Apple is not very responsive at the best of times) but it’s gone from
YouTube.
This isn’t the place to argue the legal interpretations (although you may care
to dip in to the Edgeler archives), but I rather wonder if the Commission has
bitten off more than it can chew on this one. Because Darren Watson’s song
isn’t the half of it.
This week, Powertool Records released The Election EP, a compilation of eight
quirky songs, including Jordan Reyne’s ‘Dear John’, which the singer says had
to be re-uploaded to YouTube in June after ”a mysterious banning coinciding
with a radio interview where John Key & this vid were discussed.”
Also, Gold Medal Famous’s “barbecue reggae” remix of their 2011 election
song ‘John Key is a Dick’ and the same outfit’s 2014 electropop update ‘John
Key is Still a Dick’.
There’s also F.U.N.’s ‘I Don’t Recall’, which is nearing 14,000 views on Vimeo.
One last one, also from The Election EP. George Henderson and Matthew
Bannister got together (for the first time?) and made a song about Kim
Dotcom, explaining it thus:
This song was not about Kim Dotcom originally, but somehow the verse crept
into it. The protest is not that Dotcom is innocent, but that anyone accused of
a crime in New Zealand should be charged and tried in our courts. To
extradite a suspect to a foreign jurisdiction for a crime not committed on their
soil is a betrayal of sovereignty; to expect such extradition is a sign of
overweening imperial hubris. The Kim Dotcom case, venal and ridiculous in
itself, will nonetheless define New Zealand’s role in the world for decades to
come.
If there was some indication that these are actually advertisements created for
the purpose of influencing voting decisions, rather than composers and
performers expressing themselves – or simply having a laugh – it might be
different. But I think the Commission has gone down a strange road here, and
might rue the implications.
http://publicaddress.net/hardnews/friday-music-a-strange-road/
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Pattrick Smellie (Stuff): Lesson No 4: Don't hug a corpse
Last updated 05:00 22/08/2014
OPINION: All around corporate New Zealand, communications advisers will
be looking at the fallout from Nicky Hager's latest book, Dirty Politics, and
trying to decide what to learn from it.
Some of the lessons will seem obvious: don't write things in email that you
wouldn't want to see in the media; hide your tracks if you're going to indulge in
a bit of industrial cyber-snooping; get your story straight before you decide to
go public with it; if attack is the best means of defence, make sure your attack
can be sustained. Blogs can be useful, but dangerous.
These are all the wrong lessons.
Political polls in the next few weeks may find that nobody outside New
Zealand's village-like political scene cares much about the vileness which the
book shows gained succour from the Beehive, but those inside the village
walls care deeply.
Those people have influence, long memories, and professional and social
connections that run right through New Zealand's small population.
So the first lesson is simply this: don't let your client get into this situation.
More specifically: don't do what Jason Ede did.
>Share this story on Facebook
The second lesson is that if your boss and you even suspect your staff are
indulging in indefensible skulduggery, stop it happening immediately.
The third is that if you work in a place where you can see such activities
happening, blow the whistle. It won't be a comfortable experience, but when a
culture of skulduggery and complicit silence takes over, the enterprise is often
doomed. It deserves to be.
Whatever happens, don't get drawn into such a culture, which will often
develop slowly, perhaps even imperceptibly. Even if you didn't create it, you'll
be blamed too if it all turns to custard.
The fourth lesson is straight from the hacked emails that inform the Hager
book: don't hug a corpse.
In other words, sack people who deserve to be sacked. If you don't take
action, you will appear both to know about and to have condoned the activity
that produced the corpse.
That's a hard place to come back from, PR-wise, as Prime Minister John Key
has found to his cost. His belated censuring of Justice Minister Judith Collins
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has taken some of the heat out of the running story created by last week's
publication of the Hager book, but substantial damage has been done in the
meantime to National's previously strong campaigning position and to Key's
once formidable personal brand.
Do any of these lessons apply less in politics than in the corporate world?
Everyone dislikes but knows that politics is a bare-knuckle game and that its
participants exhibit levels of tribal loathing that would be regarded as a
workplace health and safety risk in just about any other place of employment.
So, the answer is that perhaps evidence of a large business undertaking such
activity is potentially more damaging than disclosure of political scandal.
This is where Hager's propensity for the odd dirty trick of his own is on
display.
A master of the hanging inference, he has republished emails from wannabe
PR consultant Carrick Graham pitching for work from Fonterra and Nestle
which leave open the implication that these companies sought his advice in
response to food contamination and obesity issues management respectively.
Yet neither firm sought, let alone acted on, Graham's naive ramblings.
Hager's book doesn't make that clear. The opportunity to give a sly but
undeserved kicking to a couple of big corporates while he was at it seems to
have been too tempting for Hager to pass up.
The fifth lesson is that not all PR advice is created equal. Graham's conduct is
at odds with most of my experience of PR professionals, both as colleagues
and media contacts, in more than 30 years of kicking around the traps.
There's the odd bad apple and the old timer who hasn't worked out that
negative campaigns lead to negative publicity for the campaigner.
Positivity and integrity win in the end, although it can be a long journey at
times. A final lesson in these circumstances: don't sue.
Mud flung will be cement by the time it's been through a court, where the most
florid accusations can be reported without fear of prosecution under the
qualified privilege accorded journalists in court proceedings.
None of this is to say Hager is as pure as the driven snow. He is a political
activist, as much as an investigative journalist.
He has honed a process for political impact which doubles as a business
model by publishing books just before general elections alleging - and
generally proving to some extent - political scandals.
That helps sales, boosts Hager's influence and is a masterful bit of spin in
itself. It is attack politics, in polite form, and in this case entirely justified by the
contents of the emails he obtained. BusinessDesk
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http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10410173/Lesson-No-4-Don-t-hug-acorpse
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Mike Smith (The Standard): Newspeak
WrittenBy: MIKE SMITH - Date published:11:37 am, August 22nd, 2014

John Key’s reaction to the revelations in “Dirty Politics” is straight out of Orwell’s
classic 1984.Orwell however got one thing wrong – describing the principles
of Newspeak he says “It was expected that Newspeak would have finally superseded
Oldspeak (or Standard English, as we should call it) by about the year 2050.” In
Key’s National government, it’s here already.
So when Warren Tucker in 2011 wrote – “I notified the Prime Minister,” “I advised
the Prime Minister.” “I informed the Prime Minister,” we are asked to believe he
didn’t mean he actuallyspoke to the Prime Minister. When Beverley Wakem’s deputy
signed her letter where she says Tucker had “discussions with the Prime Minister” she
has now clarified that she didn’t actually mean that Tucker discussed the release with
the Prime Minister. And now we hear from the PM’s spokesperson that when the
Prime Minister said that Tucker “discussed the release with me, as he had to under the
no surprises rule” he didn’t actually mean that they spoke to each other!!!
Unbelievable – but scary.
Orwell’s prescient warning to the perils facing democracy is why the issues revealed
in Hager’s book, and even more in these political and official reactions, are so
important. If we cannot rely on the absolute impartiality of the final arbiter on what
may be revealed as official information in the Chief Ombudsman, and the political
neutrality of the keeper of the secrets in the Director of the SIS, then our democracy is
indeed under threat.
Juvenal wrote “Quis custodiet ipsos custodes” (Who will watch the watchmen?)” in
his famous Satires. Eddie wrote about it here in 2011, ironically in relation to Key’s
comments on another of Nicky Hager’s books, Other People’s War. Some quotes:
Mr Key did not deny the report existed. “I have no recollection of reading it,” he
said….He was totally confident the departments were following Government policy.
“I have no reason to believe otherwise.”….So, on what basis does Key dismiss
Hager’s book. “He said his officials had read the book and advised him.”
Eddie finished:
Hmm. Anyone else see a pattern here?
We can but hope that Rebecca Kitteridge now heading the SIS, and Cheryl Gwyn now
investigating the release of Tucker’s briefing notes to Cameron Slater but not to other
media are cut from different cloth. We need some independent and courageous
watchers. And to hang on to Oldspeak.
http://thestandard.org.nz/newspeak/
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TV3: David Cunliffe: Key's SIS explanation 'defies belief'
Friday 22 Aug 2014 5:13a.m.
Video footage of a 2011 press conference appears to show Prime Minister John Key saying he
was personally briefed about an Official Information Act request relating to the Security
Intelligence Service (SIS), despite him yesterday categorically claiming he wasn't.
But Mr Key is standing by his statement his office knew about the OIA release, but he personally
did not.
The information in question – which covered a briefing given to former Labour leader Phil Goff
about suspected Israeli spies caught up in the Christchurch earthquake – was given to right-wing
blogger Cameron Slater despite being denied to journalists who requested the information.
Nicky Hager's recently released book Dirty Politics claims one of My Key's press aides advised
Slater how to word the request, and the release of information to Slater was fast-tracked.
Mr Key says he won't be distracted by ongoing questions about the OIA.
"Honestly, if Labour wants to go train-spotting on this sort of stuff, fair enough, but I think New
Zealanders have got much bigger things to talk about," he said today.
"[Labour] have moved a long way away from the basic accusation that they had some time ago.
They're not on strong ground here. They can go flicking around for all sorts of videos they like,
but it's not going to distract me."
The Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security, Cheryl Gwyn, is investigating the SIS'
dealings with Slater after the Green Party asked for an assurance that the release wasn't politically
motivated.
Mr Key says he was on holiday in Hawaii at the time Slater's request was made and staff in his
office dealt with it. He maintains he was no briefed about the request while he was in Hawaii.
He is "more than happy" to have his phone records to be examined as part of the investigation and
is "100 percent confident" the staffer who dealt with the request did not give Slater a heads up
about what the document contained.
However, he did not have any information about whether that person talked to former senior Key
staffer Jason Ede – one of Slater's main contacts.
Yesterday Newstalk ZB revealed a letter from the Ombudsman that said the Prime Minister had
been briefed on the release of information.
But Mr Key said that wasn't the case, saying that the phrase "Prime Minister" referred to his
office, and not him personally. His claim was backed up by Ombudsman Dame Beverley Wakem
and the head of the SIS at the time, Dr Warren Tucker.
Video of the August 2011 press conference however, held in the days following the release of the
information, shows Mr Key saying Dr Tucker had told him personally about the OIA.
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"What happened is Warren Tucker didn't come to me, he went to his legal adviser and his legal
advisers told him this is the process they have to follow, and when he was going through that
process it was at that point he told me he'd release it because he has to tell me that under the nosurprises doctrine," Mr Key told media.
Yesterday Mr Key "categorically" denied having knowledge of the release.
Labour leader David Cunliffe says Mr Key's explanation that he wasn't told is hard to accept.
"I think it defies belief that the Prime Minister wasn't personally informed," he says.
"It's incredible to think a Prime Minister would not have been told of the release... it was a
fundamental matter of political debate."
The Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security, Cheryl Gwyn, is investigating the SIS'
dealings with Slater after the Green Party asked for an assurance that the release wasn't politically
motivated.
Mr Goff has called for the Inspector-General to use her full powers to question witnesses under
oath.
"Leakage of confidential information from the SIS for political purposes is sufficiently serious for
the Inspector-General Cheryl Gwyn to use the full powers available to her to question those likely
to have been involved," he says.
He believes it could only be Dr Tucker and the political staff in Prime Minister's office who were
responsible for leaking the information.
"It is unlikely the director would have committed such a partisan and illegal act. It is the Prime
Minister’s office that had the political motivation and connections with the Whale Oil blogger to
do this."
Mr Goff says Mr Key's chief of staff Wayne Eagleson and former senior advisor and one of
Slater's main contacts Jason Ede need to give evidence under oath about their part in leaking the
information.
He believes it would be "extraordinarily unlikely" Mr Key's staff would have released the
information without his knowledge.
Meanwhile Greens co-leader Russel Norman says claims Mr Key may have politicised the SIS are
"incredibly serious".
"It is essential those responsible for the Security Intelligence Service are scrupulous about
avoiding politicising this organisation," he says.
"New Zealand cannot go back to the days of the cold war where intelligence agencies were
manipulated for political ends."
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Dr Norman says Mr Key's credibility as minister responsible for the SIS is now at stake and says
given the seriousness of the allegations the results of the investigation need to be made public
before the election.

http://www.3news.co.nz/David-Cunliffe-Keys-SIS-explanation-defiesbelief/tabid/1607/articleID/357900/Default.aspx
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Simon Collins (Herald): Key and Collins under fire
5:00 AM Friday Aug 22, 2014
As soon as he stepped out of the chauffeur-driven BMW, he was on the back
foot.
Prime Minister John Key was inevitably going to face questions in
Christchurch but as he entered the recently refurbished Barrington Mall, it was
a post-earthquake issue that first set him on shaky ground.
A woman asked the PM why terminally ill, elderly and vulnerable people were
still waiting for EQC claims to be settled.
Mr Key asked for details, saying he would raise the matter with EQC.
The woman, who declined to be named, told media afterwards: "He had
absolutely no answers."
Embattled Justice Minister Judith Collins yesterday surfaced in Mangere but
refused to comment on claims about her links with blogger Cameron Slater.
Ms Collins, who was visiting online retailer Fishpond's new base, said she
could not comment on the issue.
"I can't discuss that. It's the subject of a police complaint about the criminal
activity of someone who has accessed private emails," she said.
Asked about what Mr Key had said publicly about the issue, she said: "I
always agree with the Prime Minister."
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11312440
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Adam Bennett (Herald): John Key hits out at 'stealing of election'
5:00 AM Friday Aug 22, 2014
Senior officials bolster PM’s Dirty Politics fightback
Prime Minister John Key yesterday hit back hard over the Dirty Politics
allegations against him and his Government, warning that a hacker and the
political left were "trying to take an election off New Zealanders".
Mr Key's fightback against claims of a sustained National Party dirty tricks
campaign was bolstered yesterday when senior public officials hosed down
fresh evidence appearing to show he was in the loop over secret documents
released to Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater.
But questions remain over claims first made in Nicky Hager's book Dirty
Politics that Mr Key's office or the SIS helped Slater obtain the documents
which he then used to embarrass former Labour leader Phil Goff.
National's bid for a third term in Government hit a banana skin last week in
the form of Hager's allegations and Mr Key said that was bad news for the
entire country.
"There's a real risk that a hacker and people with a left-wing agenda are trying
to take an election off New Zealanders," he said in Christchurch.
But he was looking ahead to National's official campaign launch this weekend.
"We're going to make an announcement on Sunday that's really important to
New Zealanders ... I just say to New Zealanders: it's your election, you own
it."
He also hit out at the media, saying that by reporting on Hager's book and the
release of source material hacked from Slater's computer "you're effectively
supporting illegal activity".
Early yesterday Mr Key faced new evidence appearing to contradict his claims
that he was never told the SIS intended to release the documents Slater used
against Mr Goff.
But two letters emerged later yesterday - one from former SIS Director
Warren Tucker and another from Ombudsman Dame Beverley Wakem which referred to Dr Tucker briefing the Prime Minister on the release of the
documents.
Dr Tucker and Dame Beverley both said later that they meant they had
briefed Mr Key's office and not the Prime Minister himself.
Mr Key added that he had been on holiday at the time the briefing took place.
"I was having myself a whale of a time on holiday in Hawaii."
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Asked if he could have been briefed by phone, he said: "We've got a full
inquiry and people will be more than happy to check my records."
Mr Key was still reluctant to comment on whether anyone in his office might
have passed information about the documents to Slater.
He hadn't asked his staff, "and I'm not going to do that at the moment".
"At the end of the day it's irrelevant when we're four weeks out from an
election. New Zealanders don't care about that."
Mr Goff yesterday called for Cheryl Gwyn, the Inspector-General of
Intelligence and Security, to use her powers under the Security Intelligence
Act and "put on oath anyone relevant to the case" including Mr Key, Slater, Mr
Key's chief of staff Wayne Eagleson and his former senior adviser Jason Ede,
who is tagged in Hager's book as Slater's primary Beehive contact.
"It is much harder for a person to lie on oath than it is in a press stand up," Mr
Goff said.
He said Dr Tucker told him about Slater's request for the documents on July
26, the day he received it.
Mr Goff said Dr Tucker said he intended to release that day, "and I hit the
roof".
He had told Dr Tucker it was "unbelievable that you would contemplate doing
anything like that - that draws you right into the political arena".
He said Dr Tucker then agreed to delay the release for a week.
Mr Goff said that tallied with messages published in Hager's book and more
recently online where Slater indicated he was frustrated that release of the
documents had been delayed.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11312
436
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Claire Trevett (Herald): Book fallout not all bad, poll shows
5:00 AM Friday Aug 22, 2014
More than half of voters surveyed believe the fallout from Nicky Hager's Dirty
Politics book will damage Prime Minister John Key - but only 11 per cent
believe it would cause a lot of damage.
Today's Herald-DigiPoll survey began just after the release of that book, and
43 per cent of respondents said it would cause a little damage while a further
11 per cent believed it would cause a lot of damage. About one quarter said it
would cause no damage.
The results also indicate how the wider public perceive Mr Hager. Eleven per
cent said it would do a lot of damage because Mr Hager did not make things
up, while 14 per cent thought being attacked by Mr Hager - who National has
dubbed a conspiracy theorist - would actually enhance Mr Key's standing.
National has centred its campaign on Brand Key to take advantage of his
reputation and popularity.
Jennifer Lees-Marshment, a political communications expert at Auckland
University, said the biggest concern for Mr Key was that all the attention on
the book was making it hard for him to convey National's "vision" for the next
three years. That made this weekend's campaign launch critical for him.
However, she said Mr Key did have a very strong, longstanding brand to pit
against the book.
But she said there were risks. "All of this muck-raking, and particularly the
negativity of it, may make people start to doubt" their perception of his
leadership.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11312489
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TVNZ: PM faces ongoing scrutiny over spy agency saga
UPDATED 07:44
Published: 7:01AM Friday August 22, 2014 Source: ONE News
Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater lays official complaints over hacking
Prime Minister John Key faces ongoing questions about the release of
sensitive information to right-wing blogger Cameron Slater as he hits the
campaign trail in Auckland today.
Yesterday, he fired back at accusations that he had lied about not being
aware that the Whaleoil blogger had made an Official Information Act request
in 2011 for information on the then Labour leader Phil Goff, saying that while
his office was told, he personally wasn't informed.
His statements have been backed up by former SIS director Warren Tucker
and the Chief Ombudsman Dame Beverley Wakem.
However, Labour leader David Cunliffe says he finds it very difficult to believe
that the Prime Minister wasn't briefed about the issue.
ONE News Political Editor Corin says latest figures show the recent drama
has had some impact on National's numbers but the damage hasn't been too
severe.
Latest figures show that Mr Key has taken a hit in the polls as preferred Prime
Minister, going down several points while Labour Leader David Cunliffe has
gained slightly in popularity.
The National Party has also fallen slightly as the preferred party.
Mr Dann believes the reason the saga has dragged on this long is in part due
to Mr Key's unwillingness to answer questions.
He says the Prime Minister's claims that the revelations are part of a left-wing
conspiracy will satisfy many members of the public who are cynical about the
timing of the release of Nicky Hager's book.
However, he believes the saga has put a dent in the National Party long-term
with it raising doubts about the integrity of Mr Key and his ministers.
Mr Dann expects the person behind the Whaledump twitter account, who also
claims to be behind the hacking of the Whaleoil site, will have something
further in store to coincide with the official launch of National's election
campaign this weekend.
Thousands of Mr Slater's emails were hacked earlier this year. They featured
in Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics and have also been leaked by
Whaledump.
http://tvnz.co.nz/national-news/pm-faces-ongoing-scrutiny-over-spy-agencysaga-6062010
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The Standard: English to lead the National Party?
WrittenBy: NATWATCH - Date published:8:54 am, August 22nd, 2014 - 4 comments
Categories: bill english, john key, leadership, national - Tags: bill english, john key

Bill English was the first senior Nat to distance himself from Key’s dirty politics.
Now, according to one of our commenters (Tracey) who was called, the Nats’ polling
company is sounding out English as a possible party leader.
With Key caught in a major lie over the SIS document release, it looks like the Nats
might need their “Plan B”.
http://thestandard.org.nz/english-to-lead-the-national-party/
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Peter Bromhead (Herald): Author envy
9:30 AM Friday Aug 22, 2014
Just when I thought it was going to be an easy run through to election day,
with all my cliche props neatly lined up next to my drawing board, along
comes this ghastly Nicky character, agitating the contents of our political
teacup into some sort of scummy-looking froth.
Now, people keep digging me in the ribs and saying "Wow! You've got plenty
to cartoon on now. What's your inside take on Dirty Politics?" Of course, I
have no inside information on anything any more, never mind a publication of
doubtful literary value, that at best, focuses on regurgitating who said what to
whom, via the wonders of electronic communication.
Even the media messengers are breast-beating, anxiously wondering if they
should have been handing out press awards to a blogger who may have
acquired information in some dubious manner.
I felt the matter pertinent enough to darkly remind fellow hacks to "beware of
falling into retromingent practices." That obscure term means urinating
backwards, a habit practised by some species of ants and other creatures.
I found Hager's book a tedious read, for once agreeing with a late evening TV
presenter that the volume contains, "no plausible king hit". When asked to
comment this week, I deflected musing on the supposedly dodgy activities of
some of the central players by suggesting I didn't think Hager's effort would
make the New York Times best seller list.
Naturally, my reflections are negatively slanted, because as a wannabe
author, I'm highly envious of Hager, having never managed to raise a fraction
of the media publicity he is enjoying.
The caregiver suggests that if I want his sort of fame, as well as the chance to
refill my depleted bank coffers, I should home in on the seamier end of politics
and start a blog, as a prelude to publishing an expose.
But when I suggested that perhaps I'd start by befriending local prostitutes to
acquire the inside dirt on some of our leading citizens, she replied sternly,
"Now let's just hold that proposal right there!"
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11312
389
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David Farrar (Kiwiblog): Goff tried to suppress the fact he was briefed
August 22nd, 2014 at 2:00 pm by David Farrar

The Herald reports:
He said Dr Tucker told him about Slater’s request for the documents on July 26, the day he
received it.
Mr Goff said Dr Tucker said he intended to release that day, “and I hit the roof”.
He had told Dr Tucker it was “unbelievable that you would contemplate doing anything like that –
that draws you right into the political arena”.
He said Dr Tucker then agreed to delay the release for a week.
Now think about this.
Phil Goff told the media and the public he had not been briefed on a security issue.
He had been.
The SIS told him that they planned to release the briefing note, after redactions, as it had been
requested under the Official Information Act, and there were no legal grounds to refuse it.
Goff hit the roof and heavied the SIS into delaying the release. He thinks that documents showing
he was briefed when he claimed not to have been, should not be released to protect him.
And Labour are trying to claim some sort of moral high ground!!

http://www.kiwiblog.co.nz/2014/08/goff_tried_to_suppress_the_fact_he_was_
briefed.html
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Chris Trotter (Bowalley Road): Steering By The Real: Chris Trotter
Responds To Paul Buchanan
Uncharacteristically Idealistic: Normally a cool-headed realist (as befits an
expert in international relations) Dr Paul Buchanan has taken issue with Chris
Trotter's "cynical" Bowalley Road posting Dirty Politics - Is There Any Other
Kind? by offering a passionately idealistic defence of democratic politics.
WHEN ACADEMICS take to blogging the rest of us best be careful. And when
they offer comment on the subject of dirty politics we should all pay attention. I
will always remember my history lecturer, Dr Michael Cullen’s, confident
dismissal of the challenge of representing the working-class Dunedin
electorate of St Kilda after the 1981 General Election. Having secured
selection, he told his admiring followers in Labour Youth that Parliament
would be a welcome respite from the most vicious and dirty political
environment of them all – the university common room.
Dr Paul Buchanan has more reason than most to endorse Dr Cullen’s
comments, which is why I was surprised to see him describe what I regarded
as an admirably realistic assessment of democratic politics as evidence that I
had either lost my ideological bearings or had “consciously decided to join the
Dark Side”.
In Why Throw In The Towel? – A Brief Response To Trotter’s Cynicism I am
thus dismissed by Dr Buchanan as either bewildered or a blackguard, and my
offending essay Dirty Politics – Is There Any Other Kind? is deemed “a cynical
defence of dirty politics as being the norm”.
Unfortunately, Dr Buchanan’s critique does not engage with my essay’s
essentially historical-realist argument. He does, however, rehearse (in suitably
dense academic prose) my inverted Clausewitzian characterisation of politics
as “the continuation of war by other means”. Democratic politics, in particular,
argues Dr Buchanan, must be “self-limiting” lest the “political game descends
into a zero-sum self-interested maximisation of collective opportunities.”
The above sentence is not, however, how I would formulate the alternative to
the self-limiting behaviour so crucial to democracy’s success. The historical
record suggests that, in the real world, the “self-interested maximisation of
collective opportunities” is the democratic norm, and that, historically, the
descent from that norm is characterised by the decision of key political actors
to abandon self-limitation in favour of popular or state violence. “Foul means
or fouler” was how I put it: revolution or repression.
Bluntly speaking, Dr Buchanan’s uncharacteristically idealistic aspirations for
democracy (in his discussions of international relations he has always struck
me as a pretty staunch realist) cannot survive the taste-test of history. And it
is this ahistorical idealism which largely explains his disinclination to engage
with any of the many historical examples included in my essay – not even the
all-American examples advanced by his compatriot Professor Kathleen Hall
Jamieson.
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Whether it be the dirty political deal that abandoned Southern Blacks to their
fate in 1876; or Joseph P. Kennedy’s dirty deal with the Chicago mob to
secure the crucial electoral votes of Illinois for his son in the desperately close
presidential election of 1960; or the low-down and dirty theft of the 2000
presidential election by the Bush clique and their Supreme Court allies; the
historical proofs for the universality of dirty politics are legion.
Nor can Dr Buchanan escape this reality by shovelling all the blame for dirty
politics onto the “elites”. The shenanigans I have observed in union elections
do not bear repeating, and even in the idealistic Green Party the ruthlessly
ambitious have been known to reach for the contents of the self-composting
toilet.
Democracy has always danced upon the back of the monstrous interests
composing the capitalist state. It does so, with the lightest of feet, because it
knows that while the monsters beneath prefer to govern by consent, they are
perfectly willing to resort to force. To preserve at least the illusion of consent,
the political writers of the 1920s, were quick to reassure the powerful that,
properly managed by astute politicians, a responsible media and the new
(dark) arts of advertising and public relations, the millions of newly
enfranchised voters would pose no serious threat to the status quo. For the
likes of Edward Bernays and Walter Lippman, democracy without deception
and distraction was a non-starter.
These are not pleasant truths, but those who locate themselves on the Left
would be most unwise to ignore or dismiss them. Navigating by the starry
eyes of the idealistic all-too-often lands left-wingers on the rocks. I prefer to
steer by the real.
But there is dirty politics that works, and dirty politics that doesn’t. The
manufacturing of popular consent increases in effectiveness in inverse
proportion to the voters’ proximity to the factories where it is made. What
Nicky Hager has exposed in his book is the failure of the National Party
leadership to recognise in Cameron Slater and his comrades a political cadre
too protean, too volatile, and much too much in love with the smell of napalm
in the morning to be allowed anywhere near the Prime Minister’s Office. What
Nicky describes is Watergate writ small: a scandal precipitated by a general
failure, at the highest levels, to understand that the essence of successful
democratic politics is illusion; and the only thing you must never do is allow
the mask to slip.
http://bowalleyroad.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/steering-by-real-chris-trotterresponds.html
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The Standard: Collins speaks – to Glucina
WrittenBy: BUNJI - Date published:2:13 pm, August 22nd, 2014

So Judith Collins has broken her media silence briefly… to talk to her team member
Rachel Glucina.
Glucina, the NZ Herald gossip columnist, gets plenty of mentions in Dirty Politics as
the legitimate establishment face to WhaleOil’s smears. Such smears as the Dotcom
mansion visits (shock, horror, people talked to each other!) were spread thru her
shortly before Slater covered them. She is a solid member of #TeamCollins.
She’s done well to keep her job even though she sullied her employer’s reputation by
linking them to laundering National / PM’s office smears, and acting in concert with
Slater. But that obviously isn’t stopping her – she’s got yet another puff piece for
Judith.
Collins’ reaction to Garner’s satirical resignation letter was to quickly tweet: Duncan
must have been hoaxed! But now the puff piece explains she immediately saw the
funny side of it – because of course she would never resign!
So, dear readers, you should love Judith because she has really does have a sense of
humour after all.
I hope that clears up any scandal then…
http://thestandard.org.nz/collins-speaks-to-glucina/
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Pat Brittenden: Time for John Key to admit he has mislead the country
August 22, 2014 by Pat Brittenden 1 Comment

In the light of revelations today that John Key admitted in a press conference
that he was “told me that [Warren Tucker] had released them because he has
to tell me that under the ‘no surprises’ policy.” Earlier in the press conference
he also made comment about having information whilst in the United States
about Phil Goff and speaking about it while over there. This also obviously
puts into question Mr. Key’s claim yesterday that he wasn’t briefed about
Cameron Slaters OIA request because he was on holiday. Mr. Key obviously
was active with conversations with ‘someone’ when he was on holiday to get
the skinny on Mr. Goff, why would we then believe that the SIS didn’t inform
him about this bombshell that was about to come out?
A couple of things
If Mr. Key did, or didn’t lie, it actually makes no difference as he is 100%
responsible for the actions of the SIS and his office, he is responsible and
therefore needs to take responsibility.
Section 3.5 of the Cabinet Manual states
Ministers decide both the direction and the priorities for their departments. They should not
be involved in their departments’ day-to-day operations. In general terms, Ministers are
responsible for determining and promoting policy, defending policy decisions, and
answering in the House on both policy and operational matters.

I bring your attention to – Ministers are responsible for defending policy
decision and answering operational matters.
So whether Mr. Key did, or did not know what was happening in his office
whilst he was on holiday in Hawaii he cannot claim “I wasn’t informed” as he
was still responsible…not just ethically, but according to the rules of
Parliament
Secondly, if we take for a moment that Mr. Key had no knowledge of the
meeting, and we choose not to hold him accountable for what should be his
responsibility, then his department is failing in its duty. A department that he
still needs to take responsibility for.
Section 3.16(a) of the Cabinet Manuel states
In their relationship with Ministers, officials should be guided by a “no
surprises” principle. They should inform Ministers promptly of matters of
significance within their portfolio responsibilities, particularly where these
matters may be controversial or may become the subject of public debate.
The section states that officials should inform Ministers, not the Ministers
office, not the Ministers aides, not ‘don’t worrying about not informing them if
they are on holiday”. John Key was the Minister, this was the release of a
document to a blogger which was going to be “controversial” and “become the
subject of public debate”, therefore if John Key wasn’t informed, it’s a
catastrophic failure in his own department…for which he is responsible.
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John Key needs to now fess up and tell the public of New Zealand the truth. If
I was advising John Key I would say, ‘front foot this, tell them you lied, ask
them to forgive you, and state that you still believe that you, and the National
Party are the best option in this election.” If he doesn’t take control of this
situation now, he could well be sitting in opposition as I predicted 18 months
ago.
So where we are at is either Mr. Key has lied, or his office and department are
incompetent, it must be one of the two, and neither situation sits comfortably
with the office of any Prime Minister.
http://patbrittenden.com/2014/08/22/time-for-john-key-to-admit-he-hasmislead-the-country/
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Dirty Politics
Adam Bennett (Herald): John Key 'absolutely' denies briefing
TV3: Docs cast doubt on Key's knowledge of Slater's OIA requests
Chris Trotter (Bowalley Road): Simply Not Credible: Dr Tucker's
"Clarifications" Are Only Making Things Worse For John Key
Duncan Garner (RadioLive): John Key’s nervous wriggle – has the PM been
caught lying?
Simon Collins (Herald): Collins refuses to discuss claims
The Standard: Shrinking violet
TVNZ: Cunliffe says it 'defies belief' PM not told about spy agency request
Mathew Grocott (Stuff): Garner undermined public's trust in him
Jane Clifton (Listener): Dirty rotten politics (paywalled)
Listener: Editorial – Whale Oil: up to their necks
Geoffrey Miller: Who is Simon Lusk? Examining the crucial figure in Nicky
Hager’s Dirty Politics
Geoffrey Miller: Exclusive: Who is Simon Lusk? Lessons from his Master’s
thesis on Ecampaigning (2001)
David Farrar (Kiwiblog): A journalist on the “Dirty Politics” book
Matthew Dentith (Episto): Dirty politics
Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): Media hypocrisy
TVNZ: Timeline: What you need to know about spy agency saga
Pat Brittenden: It’s about much more than policy
Gordon Campbell (Scoop): On the usual round of mud slinging and namecalling
Eric Crampton (Offsetting behaviour): Hagar and the Horrible
Peter Wilson (Newswire): Dirty politics: More hacked emails to be released
Newstalk ZB: Further evidence Key knew about OIA
John Armstrong (Herald): Revelation has watchdog’s hackles up
TVNZ: John Key hits back over Goff’s ‘not telling truth’ outburst
Brook Sabin (TV3): ‘Explosive’ SIS letter – a threat to Brand Key?
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TV3: SIS letter shows Key knew about Slater’s OIA documents
NBR: Smoking gun letter emerges as IG opens Slater-SIS investigation
Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim Post): The SIS OIA
Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): SIS letter means it’s over for Key
David Farrar (Kiwiblog): Getting excited over, well, nothing
Clare Trevett (Herald): No tabloid tactics – except in politics
Aimee Gulliver (Stuff): Goff: Evidence shows Key was briefed
Adam Bennett and Vaimoana Tapaleao (Herald): Dirty Politics: Collins, Ede
go to ground
TVNZ: Phil Goff claims proof PM 'not telling truth' over SIS documents
No Right Turn: Key lied
TVNZ: Kiwis can't get enough of Dirty Politics
Radio NZ: Judith Collins focus 'drowns' policy debate
Pauline Wetton (Herald): Dirty Politics – with friends like these…
Fine Tooth Column: Nuke the whales
The Press: Editorial: Where now for unwise Collins?
Rosemary McLeod (Stuff): Nobody looks saintly in politics' sick soap opera
Andrea Vance (Stuff): Document dump keeps pressure on National
Tracy Watkins (Stuff): Nats try to keep things normal
Florence Kerr (Stuff): Young Nats buying and burning Dirty Politics?
David Farrar (Kiwiblog): Making shit up on Stuff
The Standard: John Key’s groundhog day
ODT: Editorial – Cleansing process needed
Matthew Beveridge: Twitter, Dirty Politics and the wider world
Wayne Mapp (Pundit): Dirty Politics: Free speech & a policy-free election
Patrick Gower (TV3): Dirty Politics: John Key faces pressure
No Right Turn: SIS OIA turnaround times
Tim Fulton (Stuff): PM's leadership 'imploding', says Peters
The Ruminator: Conspiracy theory of the day
Simon Wong (TV3): Video: Key didn't know Collins passed info to Slater
Paul Buchanan (Kiwipolitico): Why Thrown in the Towel? A brief response to
Trotter’s cynicism
Nick Grant (NBR): Taxpayer subsidises Nicky Hager's appearance at Venice
art festival
Man of errors: More documents released
The Jackal: Who is Jason Ede?
The Jackal: Who is Aaron Bhatnagar?
Dirty Politics
Adam Bennett (Herald): John Key 'absolutely' denies briefing
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Prime	
  Minister	
  John	
  Key	
  during	
  his	
  visit	
  to	
  the	
  NZ	
  Customs	
  Air	
  Cargo	
  Inspection	
  
Facility	
  at	
  Auckland	
  International	
  Airport	
  today.	
  Photo	
  /	
  Brett	
  Phibbs	
  
Prime	
  Minister	
  John	
  Key	
  has	
  emphatically	
  restated	
  he	
  was	
  not	
  told	
  of	
  the	
  SIS's	
  
intention	
  to	
  release	
  sensitive	
  documents	
  to	
  Whaleoil	
  blogger	
  Cameron	
  Slater	
  
following	
  the	
  release	
  today	
  of	
  two	
  letters	
  suggesting	
  he	
  was.	
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In	
  two	
  2011,	
  letters	
  to	
  NewstalkZB	
  released	
  by	
  the	
  broadcaster	
  this	
  morning	
  both	
  
former	
  SIS	
  Director	
  Warren	
  Tucker	
  and	
  Ombudsman	
  Dame	
  Beverley	
  Wakem	
  refer	
  to	
  
Dr	
  Tucker	
  briefing	
  the	
  Prime	
  Minister	
  on	
  the	
  release	
  of	
  the	
  documents	
  which	
  Slater	
  
used	
  to	
  embarrass	
  former	
  Labour	
  Leader	
  Phil	
  Goff.	
  
Both	
  Dr	
  Tucker	
  and	
  Dame	
  Beverley	
  subsequently	
  said	
  they	
  meant	
  Dr	
  Tucker	
  had	
  
briefed	
  Mr	
  Key's	
  staff	
  rather	
  than	
  the	
  Prime	
  Minister	
  himself.	
  
Speaking	
  to	
  reporters	
  in	
  Christchurch	
  this	
  afternoon	
  Mr	
  Key	
  said	
  suggestions	
  he	
  was	
  
briefed	
  directly	
  were	
  wrong.	
  
"I	
  can	
  absolutely,	
  categorically	
  tell	
  you	
  that's	
  not	
  correct.	
  There	
  are	
  a	
  number	
  of	
  
factors	
  that	
  would	
  support	
  my	
  view	
  of	
  that.	
  
"One,	
  I	
  know	
  it's	
  factually	
  not	
  correct.	
  Secondly	
  I've	
  checked	
  with	
  the	
  director	
  
himself	
  who	
  says	
  it's	
  not	
  correct.	
  Thirdly	
  the	
  Ombudsman	
  has	
  confirmed	
  that	
  when	
  
she	
  put	
  Prime	
  Minister...	
  they	
  meant	
  my	
  office.	
  Fourthly	
  actually	
  I	
  was	
  on	
  holiday	
  in	
  
Hawaii	
  over	
  the	
  period	
  of	
  time	
  this	
  was	
  all	
  happening."	
  
Mr	
  Key	
  said	
  he	
  returned	
  from	
  Hawaii	
  on	
  July	
  31	
  2011	
  "I	
  think	
  these	
  discussions	
  were	
  
all	
  taking	
  place	
  around	
  about	
  the	
  sort	
  of	
  25th,	
  26th	
  and	
  27th.	
  
"From	
  time	
  to	
  time	
  I	
  did	
  have	
  discussions	
  with	
  Mr	
  Tucker	
  about	
  OIAs	
  but	
  prior	
  to	
  the	
  
release	
  of	
  this	
  one	
  I	
  didn't	
  have	
  any	
  discussions	
  at	
  all."	
  
Dr	
  Tucker	
  this	
  morning	
  took	
  the	
  unusual	
  step	
  -‐	
  particularly	
  given	
  the	
  matter	
  is	
  now	
  
under	
  investigation	
  by	
  Inspector	
  General	
  of	
  Intelligence	
  and	
  Security	
  Cheryl	
  Gwyn	
  -‐	
  
of	
  releasing	
  a	
  statement	
  backing	
  Mr	
  Key's	
  version	
  of	
  events	
  that	
  he	
  informed	
  the	
  
Prime	
  Minister's	
  office,	
  and	
  not	
  Mr	
  Key	
  personally,	
  about	
  the	
  release	
  of	
  the	
  
documents.	
  
Dr	
  Tucker's	
  statement	
  came	
  after	
  the	
  release	
  of	
  his	
  2011	
  letter	
  to	
  NewstalkZB	
  in	
  
which	
  he	
  refers	
  to	
  briefing	
  the	
  Prime	
  Minister.	
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The	
  Official	
  Information	
  Act	
  complaint	
  response	
  to	
  Newstalk	
  ZB	
  Felix	
  Marwick.	
  
Mr	
  Key	
  has	
  sought	
  to	
  keep	
  distance	
  between	
  himself	
  and	
  the	
  release	
  of	
  the	
  
documents	
  which	
  investigative	
  author	
  Nicky	
  Hager	
  claims	
  in	
  his	
  book	
  Dirty	
  Politics	
  
was	
  part	
  of	
  sustained	
  dirty	
  tricks	
  campaign	
  run	
  in	
  co-‐operation	
  between	
  Slater	
  and	
  
Mr	
  Key's	
  office.	
  
But	
  in	
  the	
  other	
  letter	
  to	
  NewstalkZB	
  chief	
  political	
  reporter	
  Felix	
  Marwick,	
  Dame	
  
Beverley	
  refers	
  to	
  a	
  discussion	
  she	
  had	
  with	
  Dr	
  Tucker	
  in	
  which	
  the	
  SIS	
  director	
  told	
  
her	
  "that	
  he	
  is	
  prepared	
  to	
  release	
  a	
  statement	
  regarding	
  his	
  discussion	
  with	
  the	
  
Prime	
  Minister".	
  
The	
  letter	
  goes	
  on	
  to	
  say:	
  "Ms	
  Wakem	
  is	
  of	
  the	
  view	
  that	
  there	
  is	
  good	
  reason	
  to	
  
withhold	
  Dr	
  Tucker's	
  full	
  recollection	
  of	
  his	
  discussion	
  with	
  the	
  Prime	
  Minister".	
  
Ms	
  Wakem	
  told	
  Newstalk	
  ZB	
  that	
  a	
  letter	
  from	
  2011	
  in	
  which	
  she	
  referred	
  to	
  Mr	
  
Tucker	
  having	
  "a	
  discussion	
  with	
  the	
  Prime	
  Minister"	
  was	
  unclear	
  and	
  had	
  given	
  the	
  
wrong	
  impression.	
  
"I	
  am	
  very	
  clear	
  that	
  the	
  Director	
  of	
  Security	
  communicated	
  with	
  the	
  offices	
  of	
  the	
  
Prime	
  Minister	
  and	
  Leader	
  of	
  the	
  Opposition	
  on	
  this	
  matter.	
  In	
  the	
  letter,	
  which	
  was	
  
written	
  on	
  behalf	
  of	
  me	
  while	
  I	
  was	
  away,	
  but	
  which	
  had	
  been	
  discussed	
  with	
  me,	
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the	
  word	
  'discussion'	
  is	
  probably	
  loosely	
  used	
  and	
  may	
  have	
  given	
  rise	
  to	
  an	
  
impression	
  that	
  there	
  was	
  a	
  direct	
  approach.	
  There	
  wasn't	
  and	
  hasn't	
  been."	
  
The	
  SIS	
  has	
  said	
  it	
  told	
  the	
  Prime	
  Minister's	
  office	
  that	
  it	
  had	
  received	
  a	
  request	
  for	
  
the	
  papers	
  from	
  Slater	
  on	
  July	
  26,	
  2011	
  and	
  advised	
  them	
  again	
  a	
  day	
  later	
  that	
  it	
  
was	
  about	
  to	
  release	
  it.	
  
Mr	
  Key's	
  visit	
  to	
  the	
  US	
  ended	
  on	
  July	
  23,	
  NZ	
  time	
  and	
  his	
  office	
  confirmed	
  this	
  
morning	
  he	
  had	
  then	
  taken	
  some	
  days	
  off	
  in	
  Maui	
  and	
  did	
  not	
  return	
  to	
  New	
  Zealand	
  
until	
  July	
  31,	
  after	
  the	
  documents	
  had	
  been	
  released.	
  
Listen:	
  Felix	
  Marwick	
  talks	
  conflicting	
  claims	
  on	
  OIA	
  release	
  	
  
	
  
Speaking	
  in	
  Dunedin	
  today,	
  Labour	
  leader	
  David	
  Cunliffe	
  said	
  he	
  did	
  not	
  believe	
  Mr	
  
Key	
  was	
  not	
  briefed	
  about	
  the	
  release	
  of	
  the	
  documents.	
  
Asked	
  about	
  Dr	
  Tucker's	
  clarification	
  this	
  morning,	
  Mr	
  Cunliffe	
  said	
  he	
  did	
  not	
  think	
  
that	
  cleared	
  Mr	
  Key.	
  
"I	
  think	
  it	
  defies	
  belief	
  that	
  the	
  Prime	
  Minister	
  wasn't	
  personally	
  informed."	
  
Mr	
  Cunliffe	
  said	
  the	
  timing,	
  during	
  the	
  2011	
  election	
  campaign,	
  made	
  it	
  even	
  more	
  
unlikely	
  the	
  Prime	
  Minister	
  would	
  not	
  be	
  told	
  about	
  a	
  matter	
  involving	
  the	
  Leader	
  of	
  
the	
  Opposition.	
  
Mr	
  Key's	
  credibility	
  was	
  "in	
  tatters",	
  and	
  he	
  had	
  serious	
  questions	
  to	
  answer,	
  Mr	
  
Cunliffe	
  said.	
  
Mr	
  Cunliffe	
  said	
  he	
  had	
  confidence	
  in	
  the	
  investigation	
  announced	
  yesterday	
  by	
  Ms	
  
Gwyn.	
  
Mr	
  Goff	
  told	
  APNZ	
  the	
  statements	
  from	
  Mr	
  Key	
  and	
  Dr	
  Tucker	
  this	
  morning	
  were	
  
"very	
  convenient".	
  
"Warren	
  Tucker's	
  letter	
  actually	
  indicates	
  that	
  he	
  told	
  the	
  Prime	
  Minister.	
  Are	
  they	
  
trying	
  to	
  claim	
  that	
  on	
  this	
  manner	
  -‐	
  and	
  he	
  he	
  says	
  the	
  tradition	
  is	
  to	
  run	
  it	
  past	
  the	
  
Prime	
  Minster	
  -‐	
  the	
  Prime	
  Minister	
  wasn't	
  aware	
  of	
  that?	
  
"It's	
  frankly	
  incredible.	
  It's	
  unbelievable."	
  
-‐	
  additional	
  reporting	
  Otago	
  Daily	
  Times	
  
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11312309
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TV3: Docs cast doubt on Key's knowledge of Slater's OIA requests
Thursday 21 Aug 2014 8:23a.m.
Prime Minister John Key is facing more allegations he is trying to cover his
tracks over the release of Security Intelligence Service (SIS) information to
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater.
Two letters have emerged today suggesting Mr Key knew about the release,
with one suggesting he even had a conversation about it with then-SIS
director Warren Tucker.
Mr Key has said he wasn't informed the SIS was hastily handing out
documents under the Official Information Act to Slater, in 2011.
Slater got the papers despite other media being declined after then-Labour
leader Phil Goff claimed he hadn't been briefed by Mr Tucker - then the head
of the SIS - about suspected Israeli spies caught up in the Christchurch
earthquake.
The papers were used to embarrass Mr Goff, who actually had been briefed.
Newstalk ZB's chief political reporter Felix Marwick has now released a copy
of the SIS letter responding to his complaint about the matter and another
letter from the Ombudsmen's Office.
In the SIS letter dated November 9, 2011, Mr Tucker denies there was written
contact with the Prime Minister's office about the decision to release the
information to Slater, but appears to go on to say he personally informed Mr
Key the redacted documents were going to the blogger.
He had informed the Prime Minister under their "no surprises" rule.
"It's important because John Key is not being truthful in saying that he wasn't
told," says Mr Goff. "Warren Tucker says in this letter three times not that he
notified the office of the Prime Minister, but that he told the Prime Minister
himself."
Mr Goff says the letter proves Mr Key was "manipulating the Security
Intelligence Service for his own political ends", and if an upcoming inquiry
"finds the fingerprints […] this is resignation material".
But a spokesperson for Mr Key this morning said the letter was being
misinterpreted.
"The standard process for the NZSIS is to inform the Prime Minister's office of
any significant OIAs which may result in media coverage being released on a
'no surprises' basis," she said in a statement. "They consider this to be
informing the Prime Minister. The Prime Minister stands by his statement
yesterday that his office knew about the release of the OIA, but he didn't.
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"When the NZSIS informed the Prime Minister's office about this particular
OIA, no view was offered as to whether the information should be released, or
to whom, or when."
Dr Tucker also put out a statement, saying the "convention relating to Official
Information Act requests was to brief the Prime Minister through his office".
"The reference to the PM in this context means the PM's office."
Documents hacked from Slater's computer, which form the basis of Nicky
Hager's book Dirty Politics, show the blogger was aware he was getting the
OIA information. "It is devastating for Goff I am told," he said in a
conversation.
The SIS has said Mr Tucker decided to release the documents and handled
the timing.
"Getting information from the SIS is like getting blood from a stone. Why was
it expedited in this way?" asks Mr Goff.
Further correspondence about Mr Marwick's OIA request from the
Ombudsmen's Office shows Dr Tucker was prepared to release a statement
"regarding his discussion with the Prime Minister" around the release of the
SIS document to Slater.
The letter, dated October 31, 2011, says there is no written correspondence
with the Government and the Office of the Prime Minister regarding the SIS
decision to release the information to Slater.
It says Ombudsman Dame Beverley Wakem's provisional view of releasing
the SIS documents was the department had "good reason" to withhold the
information.
She is backing up Mr Key's claims he wasn't told about the OIA release,
saying: "In the letter that was written on my behalf while I was away which
had been discussed with me the word 'discussion' has probably been loosely
used, and may have given rise to the impression that there was a direct
approach, there wasn't and there hasn't been."
The Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security, Cheryl Gwyn, yesterday
confirmed she would investigate the SIS's dealing with Slater's OIA request.
Mr Goff says he was not allowed to take notes at the meeting, and was sworn
to secrecy.
"I'm not Machiavellian enough to believe that the SIS leaked this to Cameron
[Slater]. I believe that it came from Jason Ede in John Key's office, that John
Key knew about it. Jason Ede was his senior adviser at the time – two doors
down the corridor. John Key went in, said 'this will embarrass Goff – leak it'.
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"The irony of this is when I got those briefings from the SIS, I wasn't allowed
to take notes, I wasn't allowed to keep documents, I wasn't allowed to have
anybody else present and I was sworn to secrecy about the nature of the
briefing; yet John Key goes out and talks about this in public – totally
unprecedented."
http://www.3news.co.nz/Docs-cast-doubt-on-Keys-knowledge-of-Slaters-OIArequests/tabid/1607/articleID/357760/Default.aspx
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Chris Trotter (Bowalley Road): Simply Not Credible: Dr Tucker's
"Clarifications" Are Only Making Things Worse For John Key
Bullshit: The idea that the Director of the SIS, Dr Warren Tucker, would
proceed with the release of highly sensitive political information to a right-wing
blogger without his boss's, the Prime Minister John Key's, express approval is
simply not credible.
THAT DR WARREN TUCKER, Director of the Security Intelligence Service in
2011, agreed to the release of politically sensitive material – thereby
intervening in an on-going contretemps between the leaders of the National
and Labour parties – without receiving the express permission of his boss, the
Prime Minister, John Key, is simply not credible.
The release this morning of a letter written to Newstalk-ZB Chief Political
Reporter, Felix Marwick, by Dr Tucker, states unequivocally, that:
“I notified the Prime Minister (in accordance with my usual practice to keep
the Minister informed on a ‘no surprises’ basis) that I was going to release
redacted documents in response to the request from Mr Slater. I advised the
Prime Minister that I had received legal advice that there were no grounds for
withholding the information given the public disclosures already made about
the existence and some of the content of the briefing. I informed the Prime
Minister that I had informed Mr Goff of my decision to release the information.”
(My emphases.)
Shortly after 10 o’clock this morning, Radio New Zealand-National informed
its listeners that the former Director, Dr Tucker, had issued a statement
“clarifying” the information contained in his letter to Mr Marwick.
The crucial two sentences of Dr Tucker’s latest statement assert that:
“My practice under the ‘no surprises’ convention relating to Official Information
Act requests was to brief the Prime Minister through his office. The reference
to the PM in this context means the PM’s office.”
To which, I believe, the rest of the country is entitled to call – “Bullshit.”
The person under scrutiny here is a former Director of the SIS. In this role he
would have been well aware (if he was doing his job!) of Cameron Slater’s
identity; of the political complexion of his Whaleoil bog; and of the close
relationship existing between not only Mr Slater and the PM’s Office but also
with the senior Cabinet Minister, Judith Collins.
That he was about to expedite the release of sensitive political information to
Mr Slater – a decision without precedent in the experience of the mainstream
news media – was, of itself, extremely unusual and highly controversial.
Especially so, considering the Director’s decision not to release the
information to any other media outlets – in spite of a least one formal OIA
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request to do so. In other words, the Director of the SIS was planning to
provide Mr Slater’s Whaleoil blog with a “scoop”.
All this, and we are being asked to accept that the Director was willing to rely
on the people working in the Prime Minister’s office to just pass along the
information, you know, when they had time!
I have spoken to two people who have worked in ministerial and primeministerial offices and both of them have told me that this is a preposterous
suggestion. Ministerial and Departmental Chief Executives (not to mention
SIS Directors!) do not mistake or conflate the Prime Minister’s Office with the
Prime Minister him or herself. They do not put their jobs and reputations on
the line – as Dr Tucker undoubtedly did when he organised the exclusive
release of sensitive political information to a notorious right-wing blogger –
without hearing the voice of their boss, or receiving a signed instruction, giving
them the go-ahead.
Unless.
Unless the intention of the Director was to provide his boss with “plausible
deniability” by deliberately not seeking express (i.e. spoken or written) prime
ministerial approval. And if that is the case then it is difficult to avoid the
conclusion that Dr Tucker was behaving in an entirely inappropriate and
highly politicised fashion.
He must have known that what he was proposing to do was extremely
unusual and open to serious question, and yet he is telling us now that he
handled Mr Slater’s OIA request in a way that, should his own actions be
subjected to official scrutiny at some point in the future, the Prime Minister
would be protected from any and all ethical, political and legal repercussions.
But that would have entailed Dr Tucker abandoning his role as a neutral
public servant and becoming the Prime Minister’s political accomplice.
And that, if true, would be an utter disgrace. Even worse, it would be
subversive of New Zealand’s democratic system of government.
This essay was posted simultaneously on the Bowalley Road and The Daily
Blog blogsites on Thursday 21 August 2014.
http://bowalleyroad.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/simply-not-credible-drtuckers.html
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Duncan Garner (RadioLive): John Key’s nervous wriggle – has the PM
been caught lying?
And now it’s suddenly looking all a bit uncomfortable for the Prime Minister,
isn’t it?
Today’s development is suddenly this: is the Prime Minister telling the truth or
has he lied? Do we believe him?
Because, another document has now emerged casting doubt on Prime
Minister John Key and former SIS Director Warren Tucker's version of events
around how secret documents were declassified and fast-tracked to blogger
Cameron Slater. Slater then used them to discredit former Labour Leader Phil
Goff.
The PM says he was never made personally aware that the Official
Information Act request from Cam Slater - "Whale Oil" - was being fasttracked. He says his office was told, not him; he was never made aware of it.
However, Tucker’s 2011 letter casts serious doubt on that. It says:
“I notifed the PM (in accordance with my usual practice to keep the Minister
informed on a no surprises basis) that I was going to release redaced
documents in repsonse to the request from Mr Slater."
“I advised the PM that I had received legal advice that there were no grounds
for withholding information."
“I informed the PM that I had informed Mr Goff of my decision to release the
information."
Then Tucker added this, this morning:
"My practice under the ‘no surprises’ convention relating to Official Information
Act requests was to brief the Prime Minister through his office. The reference
to the PM in this context means the PM’s office."
So, on the surface of all this it looks like Tucker told Key, or his office, exactly
what was happening, but Key said he never got the personal briefing. It
almost seems to much to believe doesn’t it? Especially with Tucker’s
additional excuse this morning.
No one will really care about this historic case, but many will interested in
whether the SIS, the PM’s office and Whale Oil have been in on some
elaborate plan to attack the then leader of the opposition? If so then, isn’t that
an abuse of power? And if the PM didn’t know about that, what was he doing?
Why didn’t he know? All OIA requests to the SIS are sensitive and the PM
should know what is being sent out.
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All that really matters now in this is the Prime Minister’s story: does it stand up
and is it credible?
He will now, at all costs, attempt to distance himself and say his office was
briefed and he wasn’t around. It’s his only response – short of accepting he
hasn’t told the truth – and that ain’t going to happen three weeks out from
polling day.
Duncan Garner hosts RadioLIVE Drive, weekdays from 3pm, with the most
entertaining political analysis and news as it happens
http://www.radiolive.co.nz/Duncan-Garner-John-Keys-nervous-wriggle---hasthe-PM-been-caughtlying/tabid/674/articleID/52832/Default.aspx?ArticleID=52832
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Simon Collins (Herald): Collins refuses to discuss claims
12:44 PM Thursday Aug 21, 2014
Embattled Justice Minister Judith Collins has surfaced visiting an online
retailer in Mangere but refused to comment on claims about her links with
blogger Cameron Slater.
Mrs Collins has been unavailable to media for several days after a person
who hacked into Mr Slater's emails posted an email from her to Mr Slater
giving the name and contact details of Internal Affairs officer Simon Pleasant
who she suspected of leaking information to journalists.
Prime Minister John Key said earlier this week that it was up to Mrs Collins to
explain her action.
Deputy Prime Minister Bill English said it was not his style to act in that way.
Mrs Collins, who was visiting online retailer Fishpond's new base near
Auckland Airport, said she could not comment on the issue.
"I can't discuss that. It's the subject of a police complaint about the criminal
activity of someone who has accessed private emails," she said.
She refused to talk about what she had said about it to Mr Key or what he had
said to her.
Asked about what Mr Key had said publicly about the issue, she said: "I
always agree with the Prime Minister."
She said she was visiting Fishpond because it was a successful business that
started in her Papakura electorate.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11312
245
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The Standard: Shrinking violet
WrittenBy: BUNJI - Date published:2:04 pm, August 21st, 2014 - 2 comments
Categories: Judith Collins, national - Tags: carrick graham, jason ede, jordan williams, simon lusk

John Key’s told media they don’t need to talk to him about Judith Collins and her
social media choices, they should talk to her as she’s no shrinking violet…
But Radio NZ, The Herald, TV3 and I imagine all other media have been trying to
contact her for days.
She’s not answering her phone, there’s no reply from her gated Maraetai mansion,
and just the odd press release from a spokeswoman denying she’s resigned or ever
going to.
That’s accountability from our ministers right there.
Collins apparently can’t comment on anything as Cameron Slater has complained to
the police about his email being hacked. She’s a lawyer, she knows that’s bollocks.
She just doesn’t want to be held accountable for her actions by the media and the New
Zealand public.
Indeed other than Key and Slater all the main transgressors seem to have gone to
ground. Jason Ede, Simon Lusk, Jordan Williams, Carrick Graham all are suddenly
absent. I guess at least we won’t hear from the Taxpayers Onion for a while. The
Herald has even gone as far as tracking Ede’s mother to her retirement home and
asking her questions there, which seems a bit harsh, but does show how much these
folk are hiding from the public eye.
But the Nats can’t hide Key as he’s their only campaigning weapon. They tried to
briefly hide him and put up Joyce (as on the opposing faction he’d have no links with
Slater), but that couldn’t last long and now Key must face Groundhog Day. The
ground slowly slipping under him as allegations are proven/accepted and he’s having
to continue to turn up each day and insist ‘it’s a left-wing conspiracy and smear
campaign and the allegations are in fact falling apart’. He looks weaker each day
Collins remains Justice Minister, and Ede from his office isn’t held accountable.
Meanwhile Collins the newly shrinking violet, continues to duck and weave, instead
of accept and resign.

Just a thought on pseudonyms – they provide a much better identity than Cameron
Slater – who apparently might be Carrick Graham, Simon Lusk, Jordan Williams, or
Cathy Odgers, depending on the post…
http://thestandard.org.nz/shrinking-violet/
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TVNZ: Cunliffe says it 'defies belief' PM not told about spy agency
request
Published: 12:44PM Thursday August 21, 2014 Source: ONE News
Labour leader David Cunliffe says "it defies belief" that no one in the Prime
Minister's office told him about right-wing blogger Cameron Slater's request
for secret documents.
John Key, the Minister responsible for the SIS, says his office was made
aware of the Whaleoil blogger Official Information Act request, but that he was
not personally told.
Mr Cunliffe told reporters in Dunedin today that "the Prime Minister has some
very serious questions to answer and frankly his credibility is in tatters".
Labour MP Phil Goff presented a letter from the SIS signed by Warren
Tucker, who was the spy agency's boss at the time, on TV ONE's Breakfast
programme this morning.
The letter said the Prime Minister had been informed, and Mr Cunliffe says
this is a "very serious development".
But Dr Tucker released a statement saying that his reference to the Prime
Minister in his letter "in this context means the PM's office".
Mr Cunliffe is calling on Mr Key to let the country know "who got told what,
when", saying that the Prime Minister "should open his files in this matter".
The Labour leader commended the Inspector-General of Intelligence for
holding an inquiry into the allegations and says he is confident the inquiry will
get to the bottom of it.
Mr Cunliffe is announcing policy initiatives to boost the Dunedin economy
during his visit today.
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/cunliffe-says-defies-belief-pm-not-told-spyagency-request-6061593
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Mathew Grocott (Stuff): Garner undermined public's trust in him
Last updated 12:00 21/08/2014
OPINION: The fallout from Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics crossed into the
ridiculous yesterday with a fake news tip from Radio Live host Duncan
Garner.
Garner tweeted that Justice Minister Judith Collins had resigned and shared a
link to a letter reportedly from the MP to that effect.
At a glance the letter looked convincing, but on closer inspection the wording
was not what would be expected from Collins.
Collins' office and the minister herself stated publicly she had not resigned
before Garner admitted the letter was satire.
Garner has been critical of Collins' behaviour since it was revealed in Dirty
Politics that she had been leaking sensitive material to blogger Cameron
Slater.
Collins has been open about being a friend of Slater, who writes online as
Whale Oil. But the book raised serious questions about her judgment as a
minister.
In the minutes after its release, Garner's letter caused confusion, especially
as it was shared by people who fell for the joke.
The problem is that Garner is trusted by both his listeners on the radio and his
Twitter followers to report accurately. He's entitled to his opinions, including
that Collins should resign, but generally it's obvious when he's giving his
opinion or reporting facts.
With the satirical letter this definition was less definitive. The story would have
been different had the "report" that Collins had resigned come from the likes
of The Civilian website or blogger Imperator Fish. Both sources are known for
writing satire, so anything they post online is taken with a grain of salt.
As any journalist or public relations consultant who has toyed with April Fool's
stories will know, there is a fine line to be tread in these situations.
Done properly, satire can entertain while getting a political point across. The
work of Manawatu Standard contributor Steve Braunias is evidence of this.
But when satire appears as a news report, the confusion it causes can be
counter-productive.
At the end of the day, it's not wise to mislead your audience when they trust
you not to.
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Speaking of trust, the leaks of some of the source material from which Hager
wrote his book have only helped to bolster the author's case.
They have shown that Hager quoted from the emails and other
correspondence accurately. He also edited the emails to remove anything he
thought was an unfair invasion of privacy.
The leaks allow people to judge the material themselves without being
concerned about how Hager treated them, assuming people trust that they're
authentic.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/manawatu-standard/opinion/10407163/Garnerundermined-publics-trust-in-him
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Jane Clifton (Listener): Dirty rotten politics (paywalled)
21st August, 2014
Hager’s book is exercising the left and right rumps, but who else cares?
With his beatific, martyred air, Saint Nicholas of the Perpetual NeoLiberal
Sorrows is the perfect foil for the charmless, foul-mouthed Whale Oil, butt of a
thousand blubber and blowhole jokes. It could be an Old Testament thunderbolt dual between Good and Evil, with Kim Dotcom as a novelty third option.
So far the revelations from, and subsequent to, the publication of Hager’s
Dirty Politics book of purloined Slater email traffic have divided people along
predictable lines. Those immersed in politics profess no great surprise at the
sleaze-grubbing that goes on behind the scenes at the extremely popular
Whale Oil blog. Accordingly, those not immersed in politics accuse the
immersed of being complicit by negligence in not decrying such grubbiness
long ago.
Then there’s the division of right and left. Polling shows a small minority of
National supporters will be deterred by the dirty politics this outed cabal of
National supporters are shown to have played. A sizeable portion of Labour
and other parties’ voters say it does matter to them.
What this will probably boil down to is that the people most vigorously
exercised by the skulduggery were already anti-National and will just not vote
for National with even greater relish. Those already voting for National, a
near-majority, are unlikely to be swayed by the rogue actions of the Whale Oil
cabal, even though in a few of its aspects the rackety behaviour strayed
uncomfortably close to the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
It’s bound to be a sore point with the Opposition parties that however useful
this fodder is in its anti-Government rhetoric, it may prove to have used up
valuable campaign real estate for Labour, Green and NZ First to promote
themselves, while netting a negligible vote fall on the National side of the
ledger.
But the most fascinating division is between the proponents of both the major
party factions’ extreme wings, which in reality unites them. In essence, Slater
and cohorts are what’s traditionally called a rump, a gnarly minority in a party
that sometimes peels away.
Labour and the other leftist parties, too, have a rump. (Some parties – New
Zealand First comes to mind – are pretty much all rump.) But it’s a
distinguishing feature of a political rump that it has no idea it is one. It thinks it
is mainstream.
THE MIRROR HAS TWO FACES
The issues Hager’s book, and the mere existence of operators like Slater,
raises will never be resolved because they boil down to a partisan view of
means and ends. Each side believes its end justifies its means, but the other
side’s does not. Hager, in accepting illicitly obtained emails, and publishing his
book without providing those tarred in it with a right of reply, is declaring that
it’s acceptable for him to break rules because his is a worthy cause. It’s okay
by his lights that people’s reputations and privacy were traduced in his book
because it enables disgraceful conduct traceable all the way to the Beehive to
be exposed in time for the election. There is a public good defence.
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What he says at the same time, however, is that Slater and his team’s use of
exactly the same means to further their ends, of keeping the left out of power,
is not acceptable.
What’s beyond corny is that both sides made equivalent transgressions, yet
neither can see it. Along with Key staffer Jason Ede, Slater accessed
Labour’s data in 2010. Whatever a court of law might decide, we all know that
people’s private details and a party’s membership and bank account donor
info are not intended for public perusal, however poor the internet security or
how nobly motivated the hacker.
Having obtained information someone doesn’t want him or her to have, any
activist is going to spin it and frame it to fit their desired world view. Hager
might be a respected peace researcher, but what he does is on a continuum
with what Whale Oil seeks to do – albeit without the gloating, swearing and
over-heated testosterone talk (that we know of, anyway. Hager may secretly
intone “Do ya feel lucky, punk” to himself in the bathroom mirror as a daily
affirmation, but it does seem unlikely). They are both advancing a political
cause.
What’s murkiest about this episode, however, is that Hager himself now
appears to be a pawn in someone else’s game. He accepted in good faith a
dump of emails from an anonymous donor, who told him his/her motivation
was to expose the Government’s complicity in Whale Oil’s thuggery. So far,
so standard.
The trouble is the secret donor didn’t give Hager the whole file of purloined
email traffic, but has retained it and is now conducting his/her own drip-feed of
excerpts through a favoured newspaper journalist.
To his credit, Hager had hoped to release all the raw data so people could put
his inferences and contextualising of them to objective scrutiny. Alas, the
unnamed hacker had other ideas and is now playing his/her own game, the
motives for which we cannot possibly divine. This might make the hacker
cunningly disruptive, but it does not make him/her honourable.
So in summary, someone is anonymously conniving to damage politicians by
selective leaking of stolen data in order to pot Slater and the Government for
anonymously conniving to damage politicians by selective leaking of stolen
data. Makes you giddy, doesn’t it?
Although it’s lazy and complacent to say, as many do, that politics is always
dirty and that one side is invariably as bad as the other, it’s also true. It
doesn’t, however, mean that we shouldn’t feel moved to try to clean house.
Inside and outside the beltway, people have become inured to sleaze. We
reward sleaze-mongery whenever we click on certain items, be they on blogs
or news websites.
De-trolling our democracy requires leadership, of which David Cunliffe, for all
his poll woes, has been a lone exemplar. His initially derided Vote Positive
slogan and his curtailing of “gotcha!” insurgency from Labour MPs have been
a great antidote to the dirty politics din. He might have gone one better and
de-selected the Labour candidate who used anti-Semitic abuse against the
Prime Minister.
But so could Key set a new high standard by sacking Judith Collins. She has
been up to her gills in back-room machinations with Slater and it’s long
overdue for Key to distance himself from it. Aside from the ugly public face of
her actions, how can a Cabinet function in a climate of trust knowing one of its
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members might scurry off to put an unfavourable slant on things with her
bloggy mates whenever a Cabinet decision doesn’t go her way?
There’s also something deeply unedifying about our Justice Minister engaging
in nickname-calling of the “Plughead,” “My Little Pony”, “The Devil Wears
Number One Shoe Warehouse” and “Septic Tank” kind.
And although it appears Key’s staffer and party employee Jason Ede was
siloed off after he was caught tattling to Whale Oil a picture of shameful
cigarette-butt litter after the Press Gallery party, it’s clear no one in National
took the opportunity to make sure Ede understood the proper boundaries of
his job thereafter.
In shrugging off the antics of Collins, Slater, Ede et al, Key is for once out of
step with public sentiment. There is no defence for Slater’s castigation of a
young car accident victim as a “feral” who got what he deserved – the post
that prompted the hacker to have his revenge. It was unbelievably vicious and
grotesquely unfair.
However, to take a reality check on dirty politics, it’s very much a minority
sport – and, despite what its exponents will tell you, an equal-opportunity
sport ideologically.
NIMPY – NOT IN MY PARTY!
One of the most dazzling features of this debate is the lack of self-awareness
party activists have about grubby politics, even while they’re engaged in it.
The climate in which Slater operates is greatly fostered by the normalisation
of hate-filled commentary online.
The most common form of dirty politics is much less elaborate than what’s
described in Hager’s book. It’s the hourly drip-drip-drip of invective engaged in
by party supporters, very often against their own side. It’s disloyal and
damaging, but when you’re in the rump, you can’t seem to help yourself, and
the internet gives you every opportunity to vent.
In the old days, party members would doubtless discreetly have a moan over
cooling teacups at the electorate AGM about how useless such-and-such a
politician was. Now on social media, civil war is played out in public every day.
The Whale Oil emails gave us an up-close view of it on the right. But
systematic vilification is there to see every day on all manner of blogs. The
Standard, the blog most closely aligned to Labour, has an unending stream of
it, even while claiming the moral high ground over Whale Oil because it no
longer tries to break news stories but restricts itself to commentary.
Most of its commentators are anonymous because they don’t want to expose
themselves to personal vilification – even while they dish it out. Their frequent
tirades against Labour supporter and regular media pundit Josie Pagani,
reviled as being right wing, are a glorious example. After a couple of her
recent media appearances, in which inevitably she had to try to account for
Labour’s further dip in the polls, the Standard’s commenters did a veritable
sabre dance. Among the more than 40 comments in which she was variously
decried as “A Fox liberal,” “incoherent, disjointed and illogical”, a closet Nat
and an attention-junkie was the observation: “And I bet she misrepresents this
criticism of her behaviour and statements as a personal attack.”
SHOW ME THE MONEY
It was indeed a revelation of Hager’s book that sectoral interest groups will
pay a blogger for a tailored framing of their issue in a blog. Tens of thousands
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of dollars changed hands in the pages of this book alone, and that’s just a tiny
snapshot of a single popular blogger’s email traffic.
That Whale Oil regularly runs online advertorials without disclosing them as
such is disturbing but inevitable. According to such data as we have about
blog readership, Whale Oil has page views well into seven figures. That
makes it valuable real estate.
One’s blog is one’s castle. It’s not a news site. You can invite whomsoever
you like on a “mi casa es su casa” basis. Logic dictates you will not invite into
your home anyone you virulently disagree with. So when Slater puts his name
on, say, a post on breast-feeding supplied by Fonterra, it is to all intents and
purposes his view, even if Fonterra paid him to express it. It’s a queasy new
extension of the definition of public relations.
Slater’s tacit guest blog system has always been fairly obvious because his
posts regularly go way off piste. When in the midst of his usual political fodder
he began blogging against the Hawke’s Bay District Council, the most casual
reader could see he had a mate with an issue and infer the possibility of
remuneration.
But Hager’s book usefully reinforces the view that the internet is a Reader
Beware red zone.
SIMON SAYS
Like it or not, Slater and his hunting-mate and close adviser Simon Lusk, who
also features in Dirty Politics, have refined the art of gaining influence inside a
political party. Lusk, among other things, hires himself out to aspiring political
candidates as a campaign consultant. Not to put too fine a point on it, those
Nats who are regularly roasted on Whale Oil are unlikely to have availed
themselves of Lusk’s services.
Anyone who doubts this should try doing an informal survey of the more
recently elected National MPs on whether they’ve had training from Lusk.
Only Maggie Barry has been unabashed in telling me she told him to sling his
hook. Other MPs get a harried, shifty look about the chops, unable to decide
whether it would be more potentially damaging to admit they’d had training
from Lusk or had not had it.
Lusk has a good hit rate of clients who go on to get elected in both national
and local body politics, so his offer is tempting. Understandably, those who
have had the training would prefer others to assume their talents and
capabilities were God- rather than Lusk-given.
THE COURT OF QUEEN JUDITH
More nuanced than the question “To Lusk or not to Lusk?” is the blog’s
implicit Judith-O-Meter. For the notoriously battle-ready Justice Minister, the
blog has doubled as her queenly court. The National, and to a lesser extent
Labour, targets for Whale Oil treatment are remarkably coincidental with
people whom Judith Collins wishes to take down a peg or two or those who
haven’t slotted nicely into her informal mentoring salon. Those who are either
conceivably potential leadership contenders or rivals to Collins’s ambient
Queen Bee status (Simon Bridges, Steven Joyce, Hekia Parata, Nikki Kaye)
and caucus members who do not appear sufficiently to share Crusher’s
healthy opinion of herself (the above plus Nick Smith, Murray McCully and Bill
English) are regularly slagged, as are party figures such Peter Goodfellow
and Michelle Boag who have dealt themselves into the wrong factions during
Auckland party parlour games.
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Collins’s personal treatment of Simon Power, and by extension the Whale Oil
crusade against him, was a big factor in his decision to retire from politics.
WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE
When a number of a years ago this writer wrote – possibly a teeny bit
pompously – that bloggers should be treated differently from journalists in
terms of accreditation to events because journalists were held to higher
standards, she had the bejesus beaten out of her for months afterwards. By
bloggers. This was exactly the haughty, fogeyish, patronising attitude that had
caused the traditional media’s demise in favour of the thrusting, democratic
blogosphere, and long may it continue, they trumpeted.
It didn’t help that in the course of making my argument I got one of the lefty
blogger’s surnames wrong. Oh, how times change. Last week, Nicky Hager
said exactly the same thing: that journalists practised higher standards of
ethics and accountability than bloggers. I braced for his crucifixion, but the
blogosphere was a tinkling fountain of approval.
Maybe I was just right too early.
http://www.listener.co.nz/current-affairs/politics/dirty-rotten-politics
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Listener: Editorial – Whale Oil: up to their necks
21st August, 2014
Which participants in the Dirty Politics furore have emerged covered in glory?
Short answer: virtually none.
Which participants in the Dirty Politics furore have emerged covered in glory?
Short answer: virtually none.
Certainly not Cameron Slater, whose hacked Whale Oil blog site provided
most of the material for Nicky Hager’s incendiary book. Even Slater’s
supporters must have recoiled reading his exchanges with a former prostitute
whom he urged to dig up dirt.
Slater’s blog is the best-read in the country for a reason: he breaks
scandalous stories – among them the award-winning posts on Len Brown’s
affair – and occasionally makes valid observations that others dare not. His
readership has clearly been prepared to excuse his inflammatory shock-jock
excesses, such as when he applauded the death of a “feral” West Coaster –
the post that supposedly incited Hager’s source to hack the Whale Oil site.
Slater’s disregard for the Coaster’s grieving family, who, it transpired, had
suffered a series of tragedies, including the loss of a son at Pike River,
displayed an ugly callousness. Now the hacked emails reveal something
approaching megalomania.
However much Slater is entitled to invoke the right to free speech, he must
realise that in a civilised democracy, people have limited tolerance for sleaze
and a dislike of bullies. It remains to be seen whether he has the will or ability
to modify his style.
Nicky Hager’s halo is also tarnished. Hager is an accomplished claimer of the
moral high ground, à la Julian Assange. The irony is that a campaigner who
has railed against clandestine state surveillance of people’s communications
– the subject of his 1996 book Secret Power – apparently sees no
contradiction in basing his latest work on information obtained by illegal
hacking.
Ah, that’s different, Hager’s defenders will say; Dirty Politics was justified in
the interests of the righteous battle against shadowy political manipulation.
But the democratic governments that share information acquired by electronic
surveillance (including governments of the left) can just as persuasively argue
justification because of the need for collective defence arrangements, and
even more urgently the need to thwart acts of terrorism. It all depends on
one’s ideological perspective.
Hager, of course, is no less guilty than Slater of trying to exert influence on
the political process. Why else would publication of his book be timed to
coincide with the election campaign, just as his Seeds of Distrust – which
exposed the release of genetically modified corn – was in 2002? Slater and
Hager both stand accused of seeking to manipulate public opinion.
Moreover, Hager’s supporters are no more entitled to claim the Whale Oil
hacking was justified by Slater’s “feral” comments than those on the right
could claim a Labour candidate’s recent despicable “Shylock” comments
about Prime Minister John Key could ever justify such an action on their side
of the ledger.
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Nor does Judith Collins come out of it well. Her collusion with Slater is odious.
She is, after all, the Minister of Justice, an office incompatible with the feeding
of information so that supposed political enemies can be vilified. Comparisons
with the machinations of the disgraced President Nixon are entirely
appropriate. Collins’ reputation, already severely tarnished by her
questionable association with Oravida, the dairy company of which her
husband is a director, now looks almost unsalvageable.
Key is also tainted by the affair. His apparent confidence that he could brush
off Hager’s allegations, his customary first line of defence, was misplaced.
Both morally and pragmatically, he would have been justified in cutting Collins
loose. Was it loyalty that stopped him, or a hubristic conviction that he could
bluff his way out of the crisis? Either way, Key may come to regret not having
acted more decisively.
So which of the Dirty Politics protagonists, then, can claim to have emerged
with honour intact?
Perhaps only National-aligned blogger David Farrar, whose hacked emails
also provided material for Hager’s book. Although Farrar’s Kiwiblog has never
been as scurrilous as Whale Oil, he plainly sees the need for bloggers to
clean up their act. He has applied to join the Online Media Standards
Authority, which will provide more accountability, and he has promised greater
transparency of his blog.
The rest of the blogosphere should accept his challenge to dial back the toxic
rhetoric and uphold ethical standards. If our political leaders, especially Key,
now draw a new, clear line and explicitly denounce the activities of the
vandals of democracy, then some good could yet come of this unedifying
imbroglio.
http://www.listener.co.nz/commentary/whale-oil-up-to-their-necks/
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Geoffrey Miller: Who is Simon Lusk? Examining the crucial figure in
Nicky Hager’s Dirty Politics
BY GEOFFREY MILLER · WEDNESDAY, 20 AUGUST 2014

Largely lost in the discussion of Nicky Hager’s Dirty Politics is a key figure
– Simon Lusk.
Simon Lusk has his own chapter in the book– Chapter 5, “Simon Lusk’s
Plan”. He also features heavily in Chapter 6 – “El Rushbo of Aotearoa”. In
this chapter, the role of Lusk in ending Rodney Hide’s leadership of the Act
Party is discussed. The Hide issue has been well discussed in the media over
the past few days, and Andrew Geddis offers a useful summary.
Chapter 5 details Lusk’s plan to back right-wing candidates in safe National
seats. Hager includes Facebook conversations between Lusk and Cameron
Slater about their promotion of Mark Mitchell for the Rodney seat ahead of
more moderate Scott Simpson. At the end of the chapter, Hager quotes Lusk
as saying “I have at least half a dozen people in their twenties who will be in
caucus one day. It is a never ending cycle, and I am the one that is capturing
all the talent, they will all be clients.” (p. 66)
Why is Simon Lusk important?
Simon Lusk maintains a much lower public profile than the other players
inDirty Politics – such as Cameron Slater and Judith Collins.
But Simon Lusk is arguably the most crucial figure in the book.
The chapter “Simon Lusk’s Plan” perhaps represents the strategic end-game
behind Dirty Politics. So far, the main interest behind the books has so far
been in the methods – the so-called “dark arts” represented by the actions of
Cameron Slater/Whaleoil. But Simon Lusk is the brains behind the tactics –
with a much bigger, overarching goal than simply daily point-scoring.
What is the end-game? By successfully backing very right-wing candidates,
Lusk has been changing the National Party from within. Ultimately, this is a
numbers game – the more supporters that the Lusk camp has, seemingly
headed by Judith Collins, the more likely they are to control the direction of
the party. And not just for the next few months or year – but potentially for
decades to come.
The power of the Collins faction within the National caucus may explain
why John Key has been reluctant to simply dismiss Judith Collins as a
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minister. Lusk is a key player behind Collins’ power, through the
intermediary of Cameron Slater.
So who is Simon Lusk?
Simon Lusk is probably best described as a paid campaign consultant. He is
frequently talked about as a shadowy background figure – which to a certain
extent, he is. However, he reveals a reasonable amount at his
owninformational website explaining his “Strategy, Campaign Management
& Political Career Planning”. Lusk describes himself on his website as
follows:
Simon acts for centre and centre right candidates in both general and local
body elections, for lobby groups and for referenda campaign organisations.
Simon does not want his anonymity to become the focus of a campaign. He
is proud of the campaigns he has been involved in, and the professionalism
he brings to campaigning. He chooses to remain out of the public eye
because he believes campaign managers should be behind the scenes, and
that campaign managers in the media do not win votes for clients.
Lusk also notes past clients for which he is already on record as being
involved with.
Lusk also has a Twitter account, which appears to be genuine. In his Twitter
profile, he describes himself as a “hunter”.
We also know some information about Lusk from print coverage of him
over the past few years. Lusk featured in Hager’s last book, The Hollow
Men, albeit in a supporting, rather than main role as Napier MP Chris
Tremain’s campaign manager (pp 27-8). More recently, Lusk has featured in
a 2011 article about the Don Brash takeover of the Act leadership and an
article pointing to Lusk’srole in the anti-MMP campaign for the 2011
election.
In the blogosphere, Lusk was also the focus of a series of posts at The
Standard, beginning in March 2012 (some probably written
pseudonymously by Labour staffers), and from Labour MP Trevor Mallard
at Red Alert in aseries of posts from 2011-12 (some slightly cryptic) .
Last year, Lusk’s background was discussed in a New Zealand
Herald article from June 2013 which was based on a leaked plan by Lusk
called “Building a Conservative Fiscal Majority”.
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And in 2013 we also saw the most insightful piece into Simon Lusk’s
background – an unusually open and revealing profile on him by Fairfax
journalist Andrea Vance.
Blogger Peter Aranyi has also shown an interest in Simon Lusk with several
posts which usefully excerpt details from the various articles from 20112013.
How can we find out more about Simon Lusk?
In the next post, I look exclusively at Simon Lusk’s Master’s thesis from
Otago University, which gives us an insight into his political values and
direction.
http://www.geoffreymiller.info/2014/08/who-is-simon-lusk-examining-thecrucial-figure-in-nicky-hagers-dirty-politics/
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Geoffrey Miller: Exclusive: Who is Simon Lusk? Lessons from his
Master’s thesis on Ecampaigning (2001)
THURSDAY, 21 AUGUST 2014

In my previous post, I looked at why Simon Lusk is such an important
figure in Nicky Hager’s book Dirty Politics. His strategy to change National
from within represents the end which justifies the means – the questionable
tactics which have been covered extensively by New Zealand media since
the book’s release on Wednesday, 13 August 2014.
In this post, I look exclusively at Simon Lusk’s Master’s thesis in politics,
which he wrote at the University of Otago in 2001.
The thesis, called Ecampaigning, looks at how political parties can harness
the internet to target potential voters. The 137 page thesis is recorded by the
University of Otago library catalogue as being processed in 2002, but from
Lusk’s website it is clear that it was completed sometime in late 2001.
Lusk refers to the thesis on his personal website, including his supervisor,
former Australian MP Bob Catley:
In 2000 & 2001 Simon completed a Master of Arts in Politics through
Otago University, with Prof Bob Catley, a former ALP Member of
Parliament, as his supervisor. Bob’s direct approach to campaigns taught
Simon a huge amount about professionalism, staying focused and winning.
What is the thesis about?

This thesis is an attempt to answer the following question: How can the
Internet be used to win political campaigns. (p. 2)
Ecampaigning is divided into eight chapters, as well as an introduction,
conclusion, bibliography and appendices. After chapter three (the literature
review), the text is written in a report style with numerous ordered lists.
Chapter 6 is probably most interesting from today’s perspective, because it
is a case study of the National Party’s online efforts. This chapter includes
details of a September 2000 “request for proposal” for a new National Party
website. The manager of the new website was Simon Lusk, in consultation
with the party’s “Information Technology Manger”, Paul Smith.
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Perhaps unusually for an academic thesis, the treatment of theory seems to
be very light, although this may have been reflective of the early nature of
the research with regards to online campaigning. In the literature review,
Lusk says that the available literature was insufficient as it did “not provide
the kind of clarity of strategic thought….The focus on technology rather
than strategy remains pervasive, with few examples of successful campaigns
available…The lack of literature means that the development of campaign
methodology had to go well beyond what was available in the public arena”
(p. 13).

The contents page of Simon Lusk’s 2001 Master’s thesis

Overall, the thesis gives an impression of a very methodical author, albeit
one who was in a hurry. On p. 11, Lusk apparently forgot to remove a note
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to himself “change this to one footnote” and there are a number of similar
minor formatting issues throughout the work.
Lusk refers often to unpublished research of his own from 2000-2001, called
an Ecampaign Research Diary and to an earlier MPhil thesis he wrote at
Massey University in 1996: Developing an Integrated Internet Presence. On
p. 10, Lusk writes this 1996 thesis was related to “creating sales online”,
rather than on a political topic.
Having been written in 2000-2001, much of the thesis naturally seems
highly out of date technologically-wise, but I believe the core themes raised
by Lusk remain relevant and often seem prescient in light of recent events.
In the following, I discuss and excerpt what I think are three lessons that we
can take from Lusk’s research. (Note that these are my takeaways from
Lusk’s research and are not the structure used in the thesis itself.)
Lesson 1: strategy should determine technology, not the other way
around
A common theme throughout the thesis is frustration with political operators
who are using the internet more as a toy than tool.
In the introduction, Lusk writes:
Most political campaigns use the Internet, with email lists and web sites, but
there appears to be little understanding of the value this provides. This is
not to say that the Internet cannot provide value to a political campaign – it
just does not appear to be well defined…
The current focus of Internet use in electronic campaigns is technology
driven, rather than strategy driven. The approach seems to be use the
technology rather than develop a clear strategy on how to win campaigns
using the technology.
This approach is reinforced later in the thesis when the creation of a new
National Party website is discussed. On p. 81, a discussion document by
Lusk from 2000 is included. It refers to a tender for the creation of a new
National Party website, a project for which Simon Lusk is responsible:
Discussion Document
Prepared by Simon Lusk
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This discussion document outlines the potential for National to obtain long
term competitive advantage by targeting individual voters through the
Internet. It does not deal extensively with the upcoming election; as this is
too close to make dramatic changes or additions to campaign strategy.
The focus is based around an ends rather than a means approach, and
treats the medium as distinct – if this is not done then the online offering
will be inadequate, and the opportunity lost.
The end that is trying to be achieved is the long-term behaviour
modification of voters to have them become loyal National supporters. This
is based around cost effective, ongoing individual targeting of people,
principally by email with a pragmatic web site backing it up.
Circulation: David Farrar, Peter Smith
What is the strategy? For Lusk, the message is key. He recognises the power
the internet can offer by offering an unfiltered means of contacting voters,
and also its agenda-setting role. From p. 98:
Controlling Dinner Table or Talk Show Debates
By sending out appropriate email messages to supporters asking them to
direct conversations to certain topical issues a campaign has the ability to
exert some control on the nation’s political debate. If supporters
consistently focus on the same issues or same key themes, with arguments
provided by the campaign, they will have a much better chance of swaying
moderates or swing voters than if each supporter puts forward their own
agenda
Lesson 2: use a two-track approach for supporters and swing voters
Much of Lusk’s thesis focuses on the use of e-mail lists for supporters and
potential supporters. While the focus, with headings such as “Why Email is
More Important that the Web” may seem a little quaint today, it is not if one
sees e-mail as the forerunner of ubiquitous social media such as Twitter,
Facebook and blogs. At a time when most NZ parties were using their
websites as “brochureware”, Lusk understood that getting their interaction
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and gaining visitors’ contact details was important, because it allowed party
to send their message to supporters in an unfiltered way.
Lusk understood that the message to supporters had to be different than the
one to swing voters. He writes about what the National Party’s online aims
should be in public (p.59):
Given the National Party’s aim, the ecampaign must target swing voters.
…Rhetoric and attacks on opponents should be removed from the public
access section, as this is unlikely to help swing voters make the decision to
vote for National….All text content that is available to the public should be
moderate. It should be reasonable, plausible and sensible, and avoid
vitriolic attacks on opponents. While this may not necessarily be in keeping
with standard political behaviour it is unlikely that swing voters will
respond positively to impassioned attacks on opponents in the standard
political form.
Also thinking of swing voters, on p. 69, Lusk warns against using “Chat
Rooms, Live Online Platform Writing and Other Fancy Technology” on a
main party website, partly because they would attract “odd people who
voice their way out opinions – which provides little value to the site and
requires a great deal of moderation.”
Later in the thesis (p.104), Lusk describes the problem that “moderate
language may not receive the best results” from ardent party supporters. For
this reason, he suggests “a supporters’ section, where people who have
demonstrated their commitment by becoming members can access a section
that provides passionate language that they feel empowered by”.
In 2001, e-mail was the backchannel to talk to committed supporters. In
2014, blogs play a similar role – although differ in one respect in that they
are (supposedly) run at an arm’s length from the party itself.
In 2014 terms, this could be interpreted as the difference between using
Cameron Slater/Whaleoil to talk aggressively to committed supporters, and
using more innocuous general sites such
as www.teamkey.co.nz andwww.national.org.nz to talk to voters at large.
Lesson 3: learning from US politics
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In Dirty Politics (especially pp. 18-19) and in press coverage, author Nicky
Hager points to the US as the origin of the tactics he alleges are being used
by the Whaleoil blog and associates. From a press release on Scoop:
There have been repeated political attacks launched by the National Party
attack dogs, notably Slater backed up by Farrar, and what the book shows
is that many of these lead back to the Beehive. This is a technique originally
from US republican politics known as a two-track strategy, where the prime
minister maintains a friendly, relaxed public image while relying on
political proxies to relentlessly attack opponents. This approach has meant
that Key and his government have not had to take responsibility for their
negative politics.
In another chapter of the book, on Kiwiblog author David Farrar, Hager
cites an International Democratic Union (IDU) conference in Florida as an
inspiration for NZ right-wing blogs, or in his words a “blueprint for what
Whale Oil and Kiwiblog would become (pp. 99-100). David Farrar
dismissed these claims inhis initial response to the book.
What is Simon Lusk’s interest in US politics? Nicky Hager describes an email from Lusk to him written after the publication of The Hollow Men,
which recommended an article on tactics from the 1988 George H.W. Bush
presidential campaign.
In Ecampaigning, examples from the international environment are often
used for comparison and contrast. These include Australian, British and US
examples. Lusk writes approvingly of the George W. Bush 2000 campaign
website, which he ranks as “high” for quality of graphics, site design and
technical features. He comments:
Bush’s site makes the best use of text of all political web sites. There is
information in appropriate depth – summaries backed up by more detailed
information for those who are interested in it. The Policy Points Overview is
a great feature, with succinct information about where Bush stands on a
variety of issues….
It should not be possible for someone to leave the Bush web site not knowing
what Bush stands for.
It should be noted that Lusk also writes favourably about the Al Gore 2000
campaign website and others, so it is not necessarily the case that he was
blinded by US Republican strategy. But taken together with the e-mail to
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Hager, it does indicate that Lusk is very open to learning from and applying
political methods of other countries, particularly from the United States.
What does Simon Lusk have to say about the thesis?
I contacted Simon Lusk to ask him for comment on his thesis. He responded
“Thanks for your message. It is the hunting season so I am unavailable for
comment”.
I also asked David Farrar, who is named as a recipient of the discussion
document on the National Party’s new website in the thesis, for comment
about whether Peter Smith and Paul Smith (National’s Information
Technology Manager) were the same person. He responded:
Peter Smith would not be Paul Smith. Paul is not involved and was a
professional staffer, not a party person. He’s been out for 10 years or so. He
did know Simon and would have exchanged some emails when he did work
for Nats so can’t be 100% sure, but AFAIK [as far as I know] he is not
involved in politics at all today.
In the end I don’t know who Peter Smith is, but again Paul is long out of
politics.
I have been unable to locate contact details for Lusk’s supervisor, Bob
Catley.
I would be very happy to publish any comment in future from Simon Lusk
or those who know him. Please get in touch via the comments below or via
thecontact form.
http://www.geoffreymiller.info/2014/08/exclusive-who-is-simon-lusk-lessonsfrom-his-masters-thesis-on-ecampaigning-2001/
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David Farrar (Kiwiblog): A journalist on the “Dirty Politics” book
August 21st, 2014 at 11:00 am by David Farrar

The e-mail below was written by a current journalist who has worked in radio and print for
over seven years.
Several years ago I received a tip-off from an anonymous email address alleging that a police car
had run three consecutive red lights, with their lights and siren blaring, and then pulled into a KFC
drive-through. They were then seen eating chicken in their car just around the corner. I phoned the
KFC but no one on duty was willing to talk to me. The manager wasn’t there. I called the police
and spoke to the duty sergeant who confirmed two policemen had indeed been at KFC at the time
alleged. He didn’t have the details but would endeavour to find out why they were there. He didn’t
get back to me before deadline. I didn’t file.
I had more justification to write that story than Nicky Hager did to write his book. But if I had, I
would have been rightly destroyed by the police, as it turned out the two policemen were
responding to an alleged assault inside KFC. As it transpired, it was just a push and shove and the
blokes involved had left by the time they arrived. So while there, the two cops got some dinner.
Two parts of the tip-off were accurate. It looked bad, but it was entirely legitimate. So as a
journalist, I look at what Hager has done with this book and am dismayed. Not just that, but the
wider reaction of the media, with a few exceptions, has been woeful. As an industry, we have
always been loathe to hold ourselves to account. That needs to change. We shouldn’t accept that
Hager can use the cloak of journalism to run, what is effectively, a political attack.
Dirty Politics is not journalism.
As a journalist, the most basic principle we must uphold is that of fairness. That is not to say that
what we write or broadcast is always fair, but that whomever we are challenging on an issue is
given the opportunity to respond. Some choose not to comment. But they are at least given that
choice.
Hager did not corroborate a single accusation in his book. He did not seek comment on the
accusations. He did not give his targets a chance to defend themselves, provide context or refute
his allegations. Had he, he knew the courts would have likely granted an injunction and the book
would not have been published.
Is that a reasonable excuse? In the event the material he had proved categorically illegal
behaviour had been undertaken or was being undertaken, yes it would be. But it doesn’t. At worst,
it could cost Judith Collins her future in Cabinet for passing on Simon Pleasants name to Slater.
The rest is all either old news, gossip, or the blowhard ravings of a blogger and his pals who
seriously over-estimate their importance.
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I admit I was fascinated to learn Slater gets paid for a lot of what “he” writes by corporates. It
explains why he has written so vociferously on several issues, including attacking Simon Bridges
over Part 6A and his obsession with plain packaging for cigarettes. I think the public deserve to
know corporates pay for his vitriol. But it still doesn’t justify rushing a book out in the manner Hager
has pre-election.
Yes, Slater’s blog is nasty and vindictive. So is Martyn Bradbury. So is The Standard. If you think
they’re not fed gossip by Labour/Mana-Internet/Greens you’re dreaming. Typically in their case it’s
about destroying their own team so no one cares.
What concerns me most is how my colleagues have reported on this so breathlessly. They have
repeatedly used the term ‘hacking’ to describe Jason Ede accessing an open website. And
accepted without question this idea that it’s like walking through the unlocked door of a private
house. It’s not. It’s more like a young Nat heading to the Labour Party’s booth at a university
political rally, scanning through their leaflets and finding a clear file stashed in the back marked
‘donors’. Clearly it’s not meant to be there but, well it is. So they read it, take some snaps on their
iPhone and humiliate Labour with it, rather than just quietly telling them about the mistake.
Politics.
But what is most disturbing about this, is that the majority of media think it’s acceptable to hack
Slater’s email and Facebook, for no reason other than that we hate him. Hager even justified the
break-in of Mark Mitchell’s office as just how leaks happen. He is an MP. It is unbelievable that
anyone can think it’s acceptable, simply because they have opposing politics.
Hager doesn’t want to know where this material has come from. He believes the hacker’s motives
aren’t political. For a smart man, at best he is being willingly ignorant. There is no doubt in my
mind that Hager is being played. The problem is he doesn’t care. A real journalist would.
We get tipped off all the time to stories. We have PR people pointing us in directions and press
secretaries running lines daily. But we always know what their agenda is. We don’t report blindly.
Mostly we try to counter it.
Slater is adamant Dotcom is behind this. That it’s a play to buy/screw an election. If he is, he’ll get
away with it. I don’t have the skills needed to nail him, or whoever it is, and the majority of media
don’t have the inclination.
Sure, I expect the ‘left’ will dismiss this column as just part of the broad campaign to destroy
Hager’s credibility. In reality, anyone with half a brain can see he’s done that to himself. Dirty
Politics isn’t journalism. It’s political activism, enabled by crime. We have to question it.
I would point out that I’m not aware of comments by Hager on the break in at Mark Mitchell’s
office.
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http://www.kiwiblog.co.nz/2014/08/a_journalist_on_the_dirty_politics_book.ht
ml
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Matthew Dentith (Episto): Dirty politics

“Dirty Politics” (a new book by Nicky Hager: buy it now! – ) is not just a
book by one of the country’s best investigtive journalists but it is also a bit
of a phenomenon. Over the last week it has caused consternation for the
government, anger by members of the previously slumbering press and a lot
of outrage (most of it justified) by elements on the Left (and a some on the
Right as well). “Dirty Politics” – the book and the consternation which has
followed – is the story of two conspiracy theories, one of which is wellevidenced and the other… The other is tendentious.
There is nothing wrong with conspiracy theories, as regular readers of this
blog will undoubtedly know. I do not think poorly of conspiracy theories or
conspiracy theorising. Such theories are not inherent implausible or
irrational to believe, and I reject totally the pejorative way in which people
use “conspiracy theory” or “conspiracy theorist” in public discourse. I also
think that any investigative journalist worth their salt, like Hager for
example, needs to be some kind of conspiracy theorist. After all, the
investigative journalist needs to not only ask “What aren’t we being told?”
but also “What are they hiding?” So, when I say Nicky Hager is a
conspiracy theorist, I by no means am calling his character into question.
Indeed, I very much admire Nicky Hager and his past investigative
efforts. “The Hollow Men”, which detailed the machinations behind Don
Brash’s short stint as leader of the National Party is both well-written (rare
in a book that long) and supported with oodles ((I’m sure that’s a technical
term.)) of evidence. Hager’s “Other People’s Wars” is similarly well-written
and evidenced1 and his first major work, “Secret Power” is still thought of
as an insightful and relevant analysis of the global surveillance state
maintained by the USA.2
“Dirty Politics” (for my foreign-based readers who probably have no idea
what I’m talking about this far into the post) is the story of Cameron Slater,
aka Whale Oil, an obnoxious, odious blogger who supports the National
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Party in general and MP Judith Collins in particular. Based upon a leak of
Slater’s emails and Facebook messages, “Dirty Politics” reveals that Slater
not only attacks people opposed to the National Party using inside
information, but that his blog is a bit of an astroturf site for elements
associated with Big Tobacco, Big Dairy and the like. That on its own should
render Slater unfit for public discourse (for he is a bit of a media darling at
the moment). However, “Dirty Politics” also shows that he routinely digs
for sex scandals, talks about blackmailing people he doesn’t like and
engages in behaviour which, if not actually illegal, is definitely immoral.
Slater does not work alone: amongst his cartel of conspirators are prominent
bloggers like David Farrar, political specialists like Jason Ede and Simon
Lusk, and wannabe politicians like Aaron Bhatnager. Slater conspires with
these people in his quite impressive campaign against all those who would
dare allow themselves to be thought Cameron Slater’s enemy (a role most
people get no say in). However, I’m not convinced that “Dirty Politics” is
quite the expose of the conspiracy some of my allies on the Left think it is:
I’m not convinced, based upon the evidence Hager presents, that we can
truly say Cameron Slater is an integral part of a two-tier electoral strategy,
one where John Key gets to maintain his facade of being a nice guy while
the dirty business of politics has been farmed out to people like Slater, Ede
and the like.
To be fair, it’s not that clear that even Hager believes that Slater is a lackey
of the National Party. Rather, Hager argues Slater is an ally who can be
trusted to act in the National Party’s interest. Slater works with the Party and
for the Party’s interests, but he does not seem to work for the Party itself (or,
if he does, no smoking gun evidence has yet come to light). Elements of the
Party certainly has fostered formed close ties in order to keep Slater
informed (and presumably people in the Party would like to guide the things
he does) but he’s still very much his own agent.
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That also doesn’t mean that Hager hasn’t uncovered a dirty conspiracy by
Slater and his chums. After all, if you have read “Dirty Politics” (which, I
repeat, you should: it’s a short, easy read), then you’ll have boundlessly
come to the conclusion that Slater and company have colluded in activities
designed to ruin the Opposition in Aotearoa (New Zealand) and, by
extension, prop up the National Government. However, the argument that
we can link this back to a plot by senior members of the National Party –
which some would like to argue – rests not so much on hard evidence but a
lot of suppositions (some of which are reasonable but some of which trade
on vague terminology).
“Dirty Politics” is really all about one thing, plausible deniability3.
To be in a state of plausible deniability is either to be in a state where it’s
plausible that you can deny knowing something (even if you do know it) or
its plausible that you wouldn’t know something (and you might not).
Governments like senior members of the ruling party to be in various states
of plausible deniability, in part so they can do things without the public
knowing about it and, in part, because it means they can do things without
other members of the government knowing about it. So, for example, if you
really thought John Key was just a figurehead, a friendly face which hides
the dire nature at the heart of the party, then you might also think he is in a
state of plausible deniability where he really and truly doesn’t know what
happens in his office (because no one is telling him things he does not need
to know) Some people thought this was truemof George W. Bush, for
example, arguing that he can’t have really known what someone, say, like
his old friend Scooter, was up to because people where told to not tell him
things.
Plausible deniability is baked in to a lot of our modern politicking, which is
a problem. It’s a especial problem for the bigger, grander conspiracy theory
people have picked out of “Dirty Politics” because linking what Slater does
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to the office of the Prime Minister and thus, by extension, to the senior
members of the National Party is not as trivial as it seems.
Let me step back a bit. “Dirty Politics” starts out as an almost unashamed
sequel to “The Hollow Men”. It recaps on how that book ended and
develops the character of John Key, who was one of the hollow men of the
previous title. Hager argues that Key either inherited the leadership of the
National Party post from the previous leader, Don Brash, and decided to
keep the same old advisors as Brash or that Key was parachuted in because
he came across as friendly and genial compared to the tarnished brand of
Don Brash. Whatever the case, one of the central tenets behind the new John
Key-led National Party was a desire to focus on positive, not negative
campaigning. Hager writes:
The main asset in the campaign was the party leader John Key and he
should not be tarnished by the things his government had or had not done in
the previous three years. Much better to talk about the future than their
record. Key was to remain positive and look forward. The campaign slogan,
‘Building a Brighter Future’, was optimistic, inoffensive and comfortingly
meaningless.
Enter then, Cameron Slater, whose presence in the blogosphere at the tme
was minimal. Hager argues that Slater was used by the National Party as a
way for the Party to engage in negative campaigning (which was taken to be
deleterious to National’s chance of winning an election) without having to
actually campaign negatively. Slater could carry out the attacks whilst
National could act all bemused on the sidelines.
There are two distinct rival theories at play here (with a few options which
fall between them): either Slater works for the National Party or he works
for the interest of the National Party. That might seem like a slight
distinction, but whilst I think it’s clear that Slater works in the interest of the
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National Party, I’m just not that convinced we can say he works for the
National Party. Here’s why.
“Working for the Party” entails being under the direction or control of the
Party. Working for the interests of the Party merely means you are looking
after their interests whether or not you are under the control of the said
Party. The distinction is crucial, because it effects just how we apportion the
moral responsibility of Slater’s actions. If Slater is a lackey of the Party who
is directed, say, by the PM’s office, then said office is morally responsible
for what Slater does. If, however, Slater merely (and I use the term
advisedly) works for the Party’s interest, then it becomes less clear whether
we can hold the Party responsible for what Slater does.
This is one reason as to why the PM is trying valiantly (and it seems,
unsuccesfully) to say “Whatever this is about, it’s all on Cam!” After all, if
Hager is to be believed, that’s precisely the arrangement they have and
want. Slater volunteers to do the work, and it’s not explicitly condoned by
John Key or his office. As such, John Key and his office exist in a state of
plausible deniability. It’s just a case of mates helping each other out. It’s
still a conspiracy, mind. It just happens to be much more complex than
anyone thought.
Now, wise readers will be going “Hold on!” What I’m describing here is
completely congruent with the PM knowing exactly what is going on. In this
kind of scenario, Key is simply denying or hiding the implicit or
institutional nature of what he and the National Party are allowing to occur.
There is an analogy here between what most people think of as “racism” and
what those of us call “institutional racism”. Commonplace or explicit racism
is obvious and obviously hurtful. No one wants to be called a racist!
Institutional racism, though, is largely invisible and thus easy to deny. In
this scenario what Key is endorsing is a strategy that is invisible just like
institutional racism; if you know what to look for, it’s there but if you take it
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that such activity must be explicit (like explicit racism) then it’s not obvious
and thus you have plausible deniability.
Some close readers of the book will doubtlessly say “Look, it’s obvious Key
knows what is going on because one of his advisors, Jason Ede, is coordinating the entire thing!” They will, quite rightly, point out that this
passage is really quite suggestive of this particular thesis:
The turning point in this relationship came two weeks later, when Slater got
an e-mail from Kevin Taylor, John Key’s chief press secretary. Taylor
explained that the National leader’s office had decided it was not going to
engage with any blogs. ‘I have no intention of answering questions from a
Labour-backed blog,’ he wrote, so they did not want to be seen helping
National-aligned blogs either. However, ‘FYI, Jason Ede asked me to
mention that he will be giving you a call in the next few days.’ The new plan
was that there would be no official links between Key’s office and the rightwing bloggers, but Jason Ede would become the ongoing connection.
According to insiders, as the 2008 election campaign intensified, Ede
established and ran morning telephone conference calls with Slater, Farrar
and one or two other influential bloggers. Ede became known by his
Beehive colleagues as the ‘black ops’ man, co-ordinating the smears
against Labour and other opposition party politicians.
I would note that what we have here is a a denial from the PM’s office that
blogs will be used in an attack strategy and just the vaguest mention that
Ede will be getting in contact with Slater. Crucially, we’re not told what that
communique from Ede to Slater was about. For example, it could have been
a personal explanation of why National didn’t need Slater’s services and
then Ede saying “Look, mate, we don’t need authorisation from head office.
Let’s just take down the Left ourselves!”
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“Hold on,” the sensible reader will say, “that doesn’t seem likely.” We
know Ede and Slater worked together. Indeed, most of “Dirty Politics” is an
account of the things Slater, Ede and Simon Lusk did. An account which,
for large chunks of the narrative, makes no reference whatsoever to the
office of the PM. There’s a lot about the role of Judith Collins, a Minister of
the Crown, and a National Party IT specialist who probably was Ede, but…
Ede did work for the PM throughout the period covered by the book, and
he’s now working on National’s re-election campaign. That’s certainly very
suggestive and I by no means what to say that I don’t think it’s possible that
Slater was getting fed information by people in the office of the PM. I’m
just not sure that, on the evidence Hager has been able to provide, that we
can’t also say that Ede, like Slater and Lusk, was simply working in the
interests of the Party whilst also working quite separately for the Party. I.e.
Ede may well have been a great advisor to the Prime Minister who also
happened to be a kind of National Party-themed Batman, delivering
vigilante justice to the Left between shifts.
And then there’s Slater and his conspiratorial correspondence. Slater’s
emails and Facebook messages are confusing, since sometimes he talks
about himself as an insider and other times he thinks of himself as very
much outside the Party and very much unappreciated by it.
Craig Ranapia, over at Public Address, has presented an argument I will call
“The Ranapia Conundrum”: if you think that Slater is a fantasist and a
blowhard who makes things up and also inflates his role in proceedings,
why would you believe anything he says? Now, this argument is pretty
nuanced: when, say, Judith Collins praises Slater for some deception or
piece of slander, it’s fairly reasonable for us to think that says Slater was
responsible (after all, Collin’s may be many things but she is not the kind of
person to give out praise easily). However, when it’s Slater boasting to Ede,
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Lusk or Bhatnager, why think he’s not boasting his own ego in order to
impress them?
“Oh, for god’s sake!” some will respond. Yet we need to keep the fact that
Slater may well be a blowhard in mind, since the story of “Dirty Politics”
can either be seen as a narrative about how Cameron Slater is actually really
good at playing at attack politics, or that he’s an ego maniac with enablers.
If he’s being enabled, then we have to at least admit the possibility that
some, if not a lot of the things he claims about his work are just the
statements of a blowhard, one who has been at being the arch manipulator
and has needed others in order to maintain the facade.
There’s also what I will call “The Helen Robinson Objection”, since it’s
based upon a comment of hers in a Facebook post on “Dirty Politics”: why
is it that Hager assumes that Slater is always telling the truth in his
correspondence when we know he’s not really the most truthful person in
the world?
Still, let’s not be too focused on Slater the fantasist or Slater the liar. There
is a lot of evidence that very, very dodgy things have been going on, all of
which are worth investigating. I’m going to ignore the material about Judith
Collins, mostly because I think it’s clear she is venial, corrupt and needs to
go. No, what stands out to me are things like the remarkable speed in which
Slater got access to SIS documents.
Documents like the SIS briefing notes are not usually released to the public,
under the official information law or otherwise. Someone had overruled the
usual practice and then fast-tracked the release. The released documents
were stamped as being declassified on 26 July 2011, the same day that
Slater sent off his request. Where was the time for decision-making and
consultations?
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Whilst the Devil’s Advocate in me thinks this could just be coincidence I
have to say he’s not convinced: the timeline is just too convenient for
coincidence to be the most likely explanation. That’s Hager’s point, of
course: a lot of the material he reports could, on its own, just be the product
of coincidence (or Slater being a blowhard fantasist). However, when taken
together it suggests the existence of a much more involved conspiracy.
Then there’s the Len Brown affair and Cameron Slater’s involvement in
breaking that story. Slater’s father was Brown’s main rival, John Palino,
campaign manager and it now seems certain that if Slater senior didn’t know
about Luigi Wewege and John Palino’s (unsuccessful) plan to destroy
Brown with evidence of his affair, then Slater senior really wasn’t doing his
job properly. Given Slater senior’s role in the National Party (he’s a former
president), it’s not that much of a stretch to assume that some idle chatter
between senior members of the National Party might have included talk of
bringing down Brown.
Finally, there’s also this:
On Wednesday, 12 February 2014 John Key was in Parliament, being asked
uncomfortable questions about his own coalition partner. Peter Dunne was
in trouble over a genuine issue of political accountability, accused of
leaking a confidential intelligence report to a journalist. Winston Peters
joined in the questioning and enquired if Key had asked Dunne for his
assurance that he did not leak the report. Key had his answer ready. ‘No,’
he said, ‘because I accepted him at his word, just as, I am sure, I will accept
that member’s word that he did not discuss anything untoward when he
went to the Dotcom mansion three times.’10 There was instant attention
from the parliamentary journalists at the prime minister making such an
intriguing allegation.
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So, how did the PM know to say this? Was he briefed? Did he talk to Slater?
Does he simply read the gossip pages where this was first reported (by
Rachel Glucina, who seems closely connected to Slater)? Whilst none of
this suggests a massive plot, it does suggest something sinister. Perhaps
Slater doesn’t work for the National Party, but he’s certainly been tolerated
by the Party and allowed a certain access. Luckily for us, the media seem to
have decided that perhaps this special relationship shouldn’t be tolerated any
more, and given we’re in election season, this new air of intolerance might
well be good for democracy4.
So, for those who have skipped to the end of this very long, somewhat
rambling post, here are my thoughts: Hager has definitely uncovered
a conspiracy between Slater, Ede and Lusk (who I take it are core to the plot
Hager describes). This is, I would argue, proven. Hager has also suggested
that the plot originates in the heart of the National Party, possibly in the
office of the PM, and is the result of a “Public face: positive; secret face:
negative!” campaign strategy. This is unproven, although it is suggested by
the total evidence, and it deserves further investigation (indeed, I think we
are morally obliged to investigate further because if it turned out to be true,
then shady business indeed is going on in the heart of one of our major
political parties).
Also, even if it turns out that Slater’s actions are entirely of his own making,
it’s clear that Slater has been supported and aided by members within the
National party, some of whom are very senior indeed and desire the
leadership of that Party. National can’t shrug this off. Plausible deniability
(of any form) can only get you so far. It doesn’t mean, like the PM seems to
think, that you aren’t obliged to investigate serious claims of malfeasance.
Failing to do so just makes people think the bigger claims of conspiracy are
plausible.
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I’ve been working on this review (or commentary) for days, and over that
time a lot has happened. I, like I suspect many others, thought this book
would merely confirm what many of us on the Left (and some on what I will
call the “principled Right”) have believed for a while, but that the general
public and the media would ignore it/buy into the National Party spin about
Hager being a “crazy left wing conspiracy theorist”. However, given that a)
the media seem to asking the hard questions, along with b) someone is
providing us with dumps of the correspondence Hager based the book on
and c) the National party spin on the matter is faltering (and the PM is
failing to sound convincing or sincere), it seems that (just maybe) “Dirty
Politics” might lead to, at the very least, a culture change, if not a change in
government. Indeed, even if “Dirty Politics” has no real effect on the
election, there is bound be some culture change in the National Party,
because it’s now just more obvious how nasty and factionalised things
things have got in there. It’s also now clear who has dirt on who. Some
people, I wager, are going to stop talking to other people, and that’s going to
make the National Party look a bit like the modern Labour Party. The next
term of the National Government, should they get re-elected, will probably
be best described as “acrimonious.”
Well, moreso than now.
Notes
1. But not as conspiratorial, I think.
2. I’ve left out comment about “Seeds of Distrust” because that book is
incredibly divisive and I’ve not read it, thus making whatever I think
about it null and void.
3. I’m being overly broad and simplistic, I know.
4. An example of a sentence which a) you think you’ll never write and
b) is likely to come back to haunt you.
http://all-embracing.episto.org/2014/08/21/dirty-politics/
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Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): Media hypocrisy

I’ve not written about this, because it would be like shouting into a storm. But a reader has
put the argument so well, it deserves and airing:

Dear Cam
I think the MSM frenzy over Nicky Hager’s book needs to be considered in
light of the MSM’s behaviour over events that took place last year over the
GCSB bill , the Henry Report , alleged contact between Andrea Vance and
Peter Dunne , the Kitteridge Report , etc .
As would be expected the MSM (with all the usual suspects involved) have
completely “lost the plot” over Hager’s “book” and have created in effect the
“Teapot Tapes” saga part 2 with the obvious intention of preventing National
from forming the next government . But what is truly astonishing is that the
very same people who screamed blue murder over the GCSB bill , alleged
spying on Kim Dotcom and you will recall the leaking of the Henry report to a
Fairfax journalist (and the fallout from that) are the very same people who
apparently have no issue what so ever with Nicky Hager writing a book based
upon private emails which were stolen /hacked from your computer system .
Please find enclosed [snippet above - ed] a copy of the article written by
Andrea Vance which was published by Fairfax on 1 August 2013 . You will
recall that the MSM at the time were in absolute apoplexy over the fall-out
from Andrea Vance supposedly having her movements around parliament
being tracked by Parliamentary Services and the possibility of her phone
records having been accessed .
When you read the enclosed article and consider the way in which the MSM
( and you only have to cast your mind back to John Campbell’s on-going
pursuit of Government on the subject ) relentlessly attacked the government
over the abilities of the GSCB to obtain / infiltrate private information the
absolute hypocrisy of Ms Vance et al with regard to the theft of the emails
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from your computer system is truly astounding ! Please note Ms Vance’s
comments in the enclosed article where she states;
“Anyone who has had their confidential details hacked and shared around has
the right to be angry “
Really Andrea !! – what about having your computer hacked into and having
months [years! - ed] of private email conversations stolen and then published
in a book for pecuniary advantage ! You will recall that when the whole issue
of the proposed changes to the GCSB bill were being discussed there were all
manner of concerns raised by those on the left as to the potential risks of
individual private and personal information – in particular emails .
You will recall the gathering of luminaries at the Auckland Town hall attacking
the government / John Key over the risks of personal data being accessed –
where are those people now ? Instead , what we find is that those very same
people ( including members of the Fourth Estate ) are gleefully celebrating the
hacking and theft of your private emails .
Kind regards
Roger
Thanks Roger.
I get the vitriol. I really do. I’m a very tall poppy, I’m in everybody’s faces for years on end,
and this is to some degree nothing more than Utu. It is part of the game. Part of Dirty
Politics. So what?
It does show that even professionals aren’t capable of setting aside their personal feelings by
doing the job they are meant to be doing and are doing exactly the same thing they denigrate
me for doing. Nothing new there either, though.
Oh well. It’s ok. I’m happy. And I take note. And as I always do, I simply come back with my
own kind of response.
It is my intent to put some of these people out of a job.
Personal?
Probably.
But it’s a great motivator to come and show people, trained and skilled (decent? nah), that
their imagined ivory tower doesn’t protect them from the realities of some well resourced
enthusiastic people that want to do something new in New Zealand media.
Judging by the insane growth that Whaleoil is experiencing, there is an audience out there
that’s had enough. They are begging for a way to consume news that speaks their language.
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Revenge is a life well lived. See you in the marketplace.

http://www.whaleoil.co.nz/2014/08/media-hypocrisy/
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TVNZ: Timeline: What you need to know about spy agency saga
Published: 11:48AM Thursday August 21, 2014 Source: ONE News
UPDATED 14:35 Key digs in after Goff launches spy agency attack video
Allegations are flying today over the release of Security Intelligence Service
documents to Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater.
The Prime Minister says he wasn't made aware of the 2011 Official
Information Request by the blogger, but Phil Goff claims he is "not telling the
truth".
Here is a timeline of what has emerged so far:
August 14, 2014:
Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics alleges that John Key's office had a hand in
ensuring Mr Slater received confidential information under the Official
Information Act.
The documents related to a meeting Mr Goff had with the SIS in 2011 when
he was leader of the Labour Party.
The meeting became an issue in 2011 when questions were raised about
whether Mr Goff was briefed by the then SIS director about an Israeli spy
investigation.
Mr Goff had denied he was briefed about it, but then Warren Tucker, who was
the director of the SIS at the time, released information to Mr Slater which
suggested otherwise.
Mr Slater posted the heavily blackened document on his blog. The document
showed the investigation was listed as an issue to be discussed during the
meeting, and the page the SIS titled "Investigation into Israeli Nationals in
Christchurch" had a diary note on the top corner "read by/discussed with Mr
Goff 14 Mar 11".
Mr Goff continued to deny he was briefed on the investigation after the blog
post.
Mr Goff said he was surprised by the release as he had been sworn to
secrecy about the meeting, saying he was told he couldn't tell anyone about
the nature of the meeting, he couldn't have anyone else with him for the
briefing, and couldn't take notes or keep documents.
The SIS released the information quickly after receiving Mr Slater's request
under the Official Information Act. This raised questions as most requests
take several weeks to action if they are not rejected outright.
Mr Hager's book claims Mr Slater was tipped off to ask the spy agency for the
specific documents about the 2011 briefing in a bid to discredit Mr Goff.
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August 20, 2014:
The Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security Cheryl Gwyn announces
she will investigate the allegations made in Mr Hager's book and will examine
the declassification and release of the documents.
Mr Key says he welcomes the investigation and is adamant his office had
nothing to do with the speedy release of the documents to Mr Slater.
"I just know I wasn't told.
"What happens is my office gets told an OIA (Official Information Act request)
is going out but more often than not they don't tell me," said Mr Key.
Mr Goff says the inquiry should address whether the Whaleoil blogger was
tipped off by National to request the specific document and why preference
was given to him ahead of similar requests from other media.
August 21, 2014:
Mr Goff presented a letter from the SIS signed by Mr Tucker on TV ONE's
Breakfast programme this morning.
The letter was sent on November 9, 2011, to Newstalk ZB in response to an
Official Information Act request.
"And about the information given to the Prime Minister he says, look, 'I notified
the Prime Minister. I advised the Prime Minister. I informed the Prime
Minister'.
"That shows that Mr Key was not telling the truth when he said he was not
told. Warren Tucker contradicts what he said absolutely," Mr Goff told
Breakfast.
At Auckland Airport this morning, Mr Key said he was not told personally
about the OIA request from Mr Slater about the SIS briefing.
The Prime Minister said his office was informed and the term "advising the
Prime Minister" is a generic term.
"If I was told about every OIA request that came through my office I wouldn't
have time to run the country," Mr Key told ONE News.
Dr Tucker released a statement this morning backing up Mr Key's comment,
saying his reference to the Prime Minister in his letter "in this context means
the PM's office".
But Mr Goff told Breakfast: "Just consider it for a moment, Cameron Slater
knew what was in the document being released, he knew that it was being
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expedited, and he said the he was sworn to secrecy, he knew all of that
before he received the document.
"Either the SIS told him or John Key. Who do you think had the vested
interest in telling Cameron Slater what was in the document?"
Green Party co-leader Metiria Turei says the Inspector General's decision to
investigate "puts John Key's defences really lying in tatters on the floor".
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/timeline-you-need-know-spy-agency-saga6061552
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Pat Brittenden: It’s about much more than policy
August 21, 2014 by Pat Brittenden

Since the Nicky Hager book Dirty Politics came out seven days ago we have
heard the catch cry “let’s talk about policy.”
Whilst the idea of talking important is extremely important, I’ll move away from
the pack a bit and offer the suggestion that it’s about a lot more than just
policy.
Let me explain.
I believe that policy is incredibly important, but likewise the calibre of those
implementing that policy is equally important and that’s why the revelations
in Dirty Politics are incredibly valuable to the voters of New Zealand.
I have talked about this before with the Len Brown debacle and
challenged Don Brash in 2011 as to how important it was to understand what
happens ‘behind closed doors’ where we asked him acknowledging his two
affairs and asked how could the people of NZ trust him when his closest
relationships couldn’t? He responded that it was a fair enough question. It
matters.
If you disagree with me let me ask you these questions. Would you vote for a
known tax avoider? Would you vote for a wife beater? Would you vote for a
paedophile? Whilst I acknowledge that the last example there is extreme,
what it demonstrates is that we all have our lines within the calibre of a
person, that we find important enough to influence our vote. The question
here is not that Nicky Hager’s book is irrelevant to the election and
we should be talking about policy, the question is if the accusations and
issues in the book cross that line of importance for you to influence you vote
as it’s shows the calibre of the person/people.
I do hope we don’t only hear about Dirty Politics from now until September
20th, but I have to be honest with you, if you think that it doesn’t matter at all
when we talk about the calibre of the person making decisions that effect us
all, then I believe you are either being disingenuous or naive.
PS – We have a chance to speak with Nicky Harger for 20 minutes of this
weeks Slightly Correct which you can check out here is you want.
http://patbrittenden.com/2014/08/21/its-about-much-more-than-policy/
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Gordon Campbell (Scoop): On the usual round of mud slinging and
name-calling
August 21st, 2014

The media, as its critics regularly point out, is far too easily diverted by political sideshows and slanging
matches, from its duty to cover the real issues. Yet this week gave an interesting example of how hard it
is to untangle the reality from the slanging matches. The issue that emerged early this week could
hardly be more important. Does the government intend to cut spending in health, education and on the
environment if re-elected, or not? For clarity’s sake, here are the arguments, as they unfolded.
Act One. Early on Tuesday, the Greens released an independent report from the BERL
consultancy that indicated yes, the government does apparently intend to make significant cuts in
spending on health, education and the environment if it gets re-elected. Using simple arithmetic and the
projections contained in the Budget in May, BERL economist Ganesh Nana pointed to a planned “real”
(ie, after adjusting for inflation) cut in health expenditure of 4.5% between this year and 2017. Moreover,
Nana added, since inflation in the health sector routinely runs well ahead of general inflation, the
projected cut in health spending is more like 9.8%. Again, using the same Budget projections, a similar
exercise shows that a 1.7% cut in education spending is looming between now and 2017. By the same
calculations, spending on the environment is set to decline by a massive 13.9%.
Surely, this should be a major election issue. As the population ages and income inequality fuels the
diseases of poverty, we should be planning to increase – not decrease – our real spend on the health
system. Especially since, as Treasury itself has conceded, almost all the “efficiency” savings that can be
wrung out of the health system have already been made. In education, the same kind of arguments can
be put forward. If spending on state education is planned to be cut, there is at the very least, no room for
the government’s ideologically-driven experiments with charter schools.
Act Two. The response from Finance Minister Bill English was that the Greens were wrong, mainly
because they were ignoring a significant Budget line item in their calculations. Namely, the amount set
aside for new and discretionary spending of about $1.5 billion a year – much of which, English argued,
tends to be spent on the health sector. Even if this were true – and even if the discretionary fund was
sufficient to make up the projected shortfall, which it isn’t – it seems an oddly opaque form of book
keeping. Trust us, English was saying in effect. The health system may look as if it is being underfunded
but if things get too tight we can and do routinely transfer a few hundred million ad hoc, out of our
treasure chest for new and discretionary spending. Unless of course, English has already spent those
funds on:
Act Three. Tax cuts? Simultaneously this week, English also talked about tax cuts in the government’s
next term, if National is re-elected – even though the economic recovery is slowing, and the operating
surplus has shrunk.
With a surplus, albeit a smaller one of $297 million still in his sights this year, Finance Minister Bill
English has confirmed his Government has budgeted for tax cuts some time over the next four years but
this morning ruled out announcing them ahead of the election.
And where, pray, will the money for those tax cuts be coming from? Why, out of the very same treasure
chest that was supposed to be the back-up reserve if the projected cuts in health, education etc really
started to bite:
He confirmed his Government’s operating allowances which rise by $1.5 billion a year over the next four
years included some headroom for tax cuts but none would be announced before the election.
Clearly those operating allowances are going to be working over time – in double shifts, no less.
Possibly, English is bluffing. He could well be holding out a mirage of tax cuts merely as a lure to the
greed impulse among potential National and Act Party voters. No wonder though, that the Opposition
has felt compelled to commit that discretionary spending upfront – because otherwise, the health and
education systems will be driven into the ground over the next three years. And for what purpose? So
that National can hand out another round of tax cuts, that on past performance will disproportionately
benefit the wealthy and thus worsen the social problems of income inequality. Voters may well begin
asking themselves: is this what all the talk for the past three years about the need for belt tightening in
public services has really been about? To bankroll tax cuts for the wealthy?
As I indicated at the outset, it could be hardly be less clear what the actual policy intent really is. Over
the next few weeks, English has to be put on the spot as to what the bulk of those $1.5 billion a year in
operating allowances are being kept aside for – to spend on health and education, or on tax cuts – or on
all three? Otherwise, what the events of this week indicate is that (a) there will be significant cuts in
health, education and environment spending in real terms if National is re-elected unless (b) the
government uses its $1.5 billion a year spending allowance to soften the blow. Which it would be able to
do unless (c) it has earmarked that allowance entirely, or in large part, for tax cuts. Which it would have
to do if those tax cuts were to offer more than a few paltry dollars a week to the majority of voters. When
English talks tax cuts, how big a handout does he have in mind ?
See how difficult it is to talk about the core issues in this election campaign, free of ideologically driven
suspicion and name-calling? Best working rule of thumb – IMO, that Bill English can’t be trusted.
Presents. And if you can’t trust the government to meet the essentials, still try to follow this excellent
advice from Agent Cooper :
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Eric Crampton (Offsetting behaviour): Hagar and the Horrible
I	
  haven't	
  yet	
  read	
  Hager's	
  book.	
  But	
  reporting	
  on	
  the	
  book	
  tells	
  me,	
  of	
  things	
  
relevant	
  to	
  my	
  interests:	
  
•
WhaleOil	
  often	
  posted	
  pieces	
  written	
  by	
  corporates	
  (or	
  their	
  intermediaries)	
  
attacking	
  their	
  enemies,	
  without	
  attribution,	
  and	
  for	
  pay.	
  	
  
•
Some	
  of	
  Whale's	
  attacks	
  on	
  Doug	
  Sellman's	
  nanny-‐state	
  anti-‐alcohol	
  
advocacy	
  (and	
  assorted	
  other	
  food,	
  beverage	
  and	
  tobacco	
  health	
  
lobbyists/researchers),	
  and	
  Whale's	
  own	
  nanny-‐state	
  anti-‐RTD	
  advocacy,	
  were	
  paid	
  
pieces	
  commissioned	
  via	
  Carrick	
  Graham.	
  
James	
  Dann	
  quipped:	
  
James Macbeth Dann @edmuzik

ridiculous that the alcohol lobby would pay whale oil for attacks
against Doug Sellman when @EricCrampton will do it for free
	
  
Indeed.	
  
	
  
Assuming	
  that	
  all	
  of	
  the	
  stuff	
  that	
  Hager	
  put	
  up	
  about	
  Whale's	
  "Infomercial"	
  posts,	
  
as	
  summarised	
  by	
  others,	
  is	
  correct,	
  the	
  most	
  damning	
  is	
  the	
  one	
  on	
  RTDs.	
  Whale	
  
had	
  had	
  a	
  bit	
  of	
  a	
  reputation	
  for	
  not	
  liking	
  nanny-‐state	
  interventions	
  or	
  those	
  
academics	
  who	
  spend	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  time	
  pushing	
  policies	
  restricting	
  our	
  access	
  to	
  those	
  
substances	
  -‐	
  and	
  especially	
  where	
  they're	
  doing	
  it	
  on	
  government	
  grants.	
  The	
  anti-‐
RTD	
  posts	
  were	
  off-‐key.	
  Either	
  Slater	
  was	
  less	
  consistent	
  than	
  I'd	
  have	
  expected,	
  or	
  
something	
  else	
  was	
  up.	
  
	
  
I	
  expect	
  that	
  the	
  other	
  bits	
  were	
  inframarginal,	
  in	
  that	
  they	
  were	
  consistent	
  with	
  
what	
  I'd	
  have	
  expected	
  Whale	
  would	
  have	
  said	
  anyway	
  if	
  he'd	
  written	
  them	
  himself.	
  
The	
  payments	
  there	
  perhaps	
  don't	
  reflect	
  well	
  on	
  some	
  of	
  the	
  sponsors,	
  but	
  I	
  doubt	
  
they	
  changed	
  what	
  Whale	
  was	
  going	
  to	
  say	
  anyway	
  on	
  those	
  kinds	
  of	
  topics.	
  
	
  
Whale	
  apparently	
  had	
  to	
  be	
  paid	
  to	
  note	
  that	
  Doug	
  Sellman's	
  blaming	
  of	
  excessive	
  
alcohol	
  advertising	
  for	
  drunks'	
  stealing	
  alcohol-‐based	
  hand-‐sanitizer	
  was	
  batty.	
  I'll	
  
say	
  it	
  for	
  free:	
  it's	
  a	
  bit	
  nuts	
  to	
  blame	
  alcohol	
  advertising	
  for	
  drunks	
  stealing	
  and	
  
drinking	
  alcohol-‐based	
  hand-‐sanitizer.	
  We	
  occasionally	
  hear	
  stories	
  about	
  folks	
  
stealing	
  a	
  lamb	
  or	
  two	
  for	
  home	
  slaughter	
  and	
  consumption.	
  Should	
  we	
  blame	
  BBQ	
  
Culture?	
  NZ	
  Beef	
  &	
  Lamb	
  advertising?	
  No.	
  It's	
  also	
  a	
  bit	
  odd	
  to	
  cast	
  Sellman's	
  
blaming	
  of	
  excessive	
  advertising	
  as	
  "evidence-‐based",	
  as	
  I	
  cannot	
  imagine	
  any	
  study	
  
exists	
  looking	
  at	
  theft	
  of	
  and	
  consumption	
  of	
  hand	
  sanitizer	
  as	
  it	
  varies	
  with	
  the	
  
intensity	
  of	
  alcohol	
  advertising.	
  It's	
  assertion.	
  I'm	
  also	
  asserting	
  that	
  it	
  is	
  really	
  rather	
  
implausible	
  that	
  ads	
  for	
  Woodstock	
  or	
  whatever	
  else	
  are	
  to	
  blame	
  for	
  kids'	
  stealing	
  
hand	
  sanitizer.	
  I've	
  previously	
  asserted	
  that,	
  contra	
  Sellman,	
  Woodstock	
  ads	
  are	
  
hardly	
  likely	
  to	
  cause	
  middle-‐aged	
  women	
  to	
  think	
  it's	
  ok	
  to	
  have	
  affairs	
  with	
  their	
  
sons'	
  friends.	
  While	
  Sellman	
  does	
  do	
  some	
  evidence-‐based	
  work,	
  he	
  also	
  engages	
  in	
  
a	
  lot	
  of	
  advocacy	
  that's	
  not	
  nearly	
  as	
  rigorous.	
  
	
  
For	
  the	
  record,	
  here	
  at	
  Offsetting:	
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You	
  will	
  never	
  find	
  a	
  post	
  written	
  by	
  somebody	
  other	
  than	
  the	
  post's	
  listed	
  
author.	
  I'll	
  sometimes	
  blockquote	
  from	
  anonymous	
  correspondents,	
  or	
  from	
  named	
  
correspondents,	
  but	
  I	
  don't	
  put	
  others'	
  copy	
  up	
  on	
  my	
  name.	
  	
  
•
I	
  have	
  never	
  taken	
  pay	
  for	
  a	
  post.	
  I've	
  not	
  been	
  offered	
  pay	
  for	
  posts	
  either,	
  
other	
  than	
  the	
  spam	
  ones	
  everybody	
  gets	
  for	
  link-‐exchange	
  things.	
  So	
  I	
  guess	
  I	
  can't	
  
say	
  I've	
  successfully	
  resisted	
  serious	
  temptation	
  either.	
  Anybody	
  willing	
  to	
  offer	
  me	
  a	
  
million	
  bucks	
  for	
  a	
  post	
  is	
  welcome	
  to	
  try	
  though;	
  I	
  would	
  require	
  payment	
  in	
  
advance	
  of	
  discussions.	
  
•
I	
  sometimes	
  get	
  tips	
  for	
  material	
  for	
  posts,	
  or	
  for	
  things	
  I	
  should	
  OIA,	
  from	
  all	
  
kinds	
  of	
  places.	
  Ministries,	
  industry,	
  NGOs.	
  I	
  don't	
  want	
  to	
  out	
  what	
  are	
  sometimes	
  
whistleblowers	
  and	
  sometimes	
  other	
  insiders.	
  If	
  the	
  topic	
  looks	
  fun	
  I'll	
  have	
  a	
  look	
  at	
  
it	
  and	
  will	
  post	
  something	
  on	
  it	
  if	
  I	
  think	
  it's	
  blogworthy	
  and	
  if	
  I	
  have	
  time	
  to	
  get	
  
around	
  to	
  it.	
  Those	
  often	
  have	
  "A	
  correspondent	
  points	
  me	
  to...".	
  I	
  recognize	
  that	
  
every	
  single	
  one	
  of	
  these	
  correspondents	
  has	
  his	
  or	
  her	
  own	
  game	
  going	
  on	
  and	
  
treat	
  things	
  accordingly.	
  
•
I	
  disclose	
  where	
  relevant.	
  As	
  summary	
  of	
  past	
  and	
  current	
  things,	
  little	
  of	
  
which	
  should	
  be	
  any	
  kind	
  of	
  surprise:	
  
•

I	
  wrote	
  a	
  report	
  on	
  the	
  social	
  costs	
  of	
  alcohol	
  for	
  NABIC,	
  the	
  
Australian	
  alcohol	
  industry	
  group;	
  
o
I	
  presented	
  some	
  of	
  that	
  report's	
  findings	
  for	
  NABIC	
  in	
  Oz;	
  
o
After	
  I'd	
  done	
  a	
  similar	
  report	
  for	
  free	
  in	
  NZ	
  in	
  2009,	
  the	
  Brewers	
  flew	
  
me	
  up	
  to	
  Beervana	
  to	
  talk	
  about	
  my	
  results	
  and	
  gave	
  me	
  a	
  free	
  ticket	
  to	
  the	
  event.	
  It	
  
was	
  really	
  pretty	
  fun.	
  More	
  fun	
  than	
  insinuations	
  from	
  the	
  antis	
  that	
  I'd	
  been	
  
secretly	
  paid	
  to	
  write	
  that	
  report.	
  
o
The	
  Brewers	
  Association	
  of	
  Australia	
  and	
  New	
  Zealand	
  supported	
  my	
  
work	
  at	
  Canterbury	
  from	
  December	
  2013-‐June	
  2014	
  through	
  a	
  deal	
  with	
  the	
  
University	
  where	
  I	
  spent	
  about	
  a	
  day	
  a	
  week	
  providing	
  them	
  advice	
  on	
  reports	
  and	
  
articles	
  about	
  which	
  they	
  wanted	
  analysis,	
  doing	
  a	
  bit	
  more	
  work	
  on	
  alcohol's	
  social	
  
costs	
  for	
  a	
  one-‐day	
  workshop	
  in	
  Oz,	
  and	
  laying	
  the	
  groundwork	
  for	
  some	
  longer-‐term	
  
projects	
  that,	
  alas,	
  ended	
  with	
  my	
  leaving	
  Canterbury.	
  
o
Because	
  I	
  felt	
  bad	
  that	
  I	
  hadn't	
  gotten	
  as	
  much	
  done	
  as	
  I'd	
  hoped	
  to	
  
with	
  the	
  project's	
  truncation,	
  and	
  partially	
  because	
  the	
  topic's	
  inherently	
  interesting,	
  
I	
  did	
  a	
  bit	
  of	
  analysis	
  on	
  advertising	
  and	
  sponsorship	
  regs	
  to	
  present	
  at	
  the	
  
Ministerial	
  Forum	
  on	
  Alcohol	
  Advertising	
  and	
  Sponsorship,	
  mostly	
  pointing	
  to	
  and	
  
explaining	
  Jon	
  Nelson's	
  very	
  nice	
  metastudy	
  on	
  advertising.	
  I	
  wasn't	
  paid	
  to	
  do	
  that	
  
work,	
  but	
  I	
  wasn't	
  out	
  of	
  pocket	
  for	
  the	
  same-‐day	
  flight	
  to	
  Auckland	
  to	
  present.	
  The	
  
"I	
  felt	
  bad	
  about	
  it"	
  only	
  covered	
  that	
  I	
  spent	
  time	
  on	
  it,	
  not	
  the	
  content	
  of	
  the	
  
analysis.	
  
o
In	
  the	
  interregnum	
  between	
  finishing	
  at	
  Canterbury	
  and	
  starting	
  at	
  
NZI	
  (and	
  evenings	
  for	
  a	
  bit	
  before	
  finishing	
  at	
  Canty),	
  I	
  did	
  some	
  expert	
  witness	
  work	
  
on	
  the	
  effects	
  of	
  on-‐licence	
  closing	
  times	
  for	
  the	
  local	
  alcohol	
  hearings	
  at	
  Tasman;	
  
I'm	
  likely	
  to	
  present	
  at	
  the	
  Wellington	
  LAP	
  hearings	
  as	
  well	
  in	
  a	
  month	
  or	
  so.	
  The	
  
Hospitality	
  Industry	
  Association	
  had	
  me	
  do	
  that	
  work,	
  but	
  it's	
  expert	
  witness	
  stuff	
  
under	
  court	
  guidelines:	
  my	
  assessment	
  of	
  the	
  evidence,	
  rather	
  than	
  advocacy.	
  I	
  think	
  
that	
  the	
  evidence	
  being	
  put	
  up	
  by	
  the	
  police	
  in	
  favour	
  of	
  heavily	
  restricted	
  closing	
  
o
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times	
  is	
  pretty	
  biased	
  and	
  missing	
  any	
  of	
  the	
  lit	
  that	
  suggests	
  closing	
  times	
  has	
  very	
  
little	
  or	
  no	
  effect	
  on	
  bad	
  outcomes;	
  some	
  of	
  the	
  evidence	
  put	
  up	
  in	
  favour	
  of	
  there	
  
being	
  substantial	
  benefits	
  from	
  early	
  closing	
  times	
  also	
  has	
  some	
  ...issues.	
  But	
  I've	
  
not	
  been	
  blogging	
  about	
  it	
  because	
  it	
  seems	
  unwise	
  to	
  put	
  up	
  all	
  my	
  findings	
  here	
  
when	
  the	
  Police	
  lawyer's	
  been	
  trawling	
  the	
  blog	
  for	
  ad	
  hominem	
  attacks;	
  putting	
  up	
  
all	
  the	
  bits	
  of	
  analysis	
  while	
  the	
  hearings	
  haven't	
  yet	
  finished	
  seems	
  ill-‐advised.	
  I	
  
don't	
  think	
  the	
  overall	
  body	
  of	
  evidence	
  is	
  consistent	
  with	
  strong	
  reliable	
  benefits	
  
from	
  reduced	
  closing	
  times:	
  there's	
  way	
  too	
  many	
  findings	
  of	
  no	
  effect.	
  I'll	
  post	
  on	
  it	
  
when	
  it's	
  all	
  done,	
  but	
  with	
  disclosure	
  that	
  it	
  was	
  part	
  of	
  that	
  expert	
  witness	
  work.	
  I	
  
tweeted	
  from	
  the	
  hearings	
  but	
  haven't	
  posted	
  on	
  them.	
  I'd	
  also	
  provided	
  a	
  bit	
  of	
  
advice	
  to	
  Independent	
  Liquor	
  on	
  evidence	
  around	
  RTDs.	
  
o
I	
  might	
  pick	
  up	
  other	
  side	
  consultancy	
  work	
  from	
  time	
  to	
  time	
  where	
  
time	
  constraints	
  permit	
  and	
  where	
  a	
  project	
  looks	
  fun,	
  but	
  if	
  I	
  blog	
  on	
  that	
  topic,	
  I'll	
  
note	
  that	
  I've	
  done	
  funded	
  work	
  on	
  it.	
  	
  
o
I	
  think	
  that's	
  it.	
  Other	
  minor	
  bits	
  and	
  pieces	
  like	
  getting	
  a	
  bottle	
  of	
  
wine	
  as	
  honorarium	
  for	
  giving	
  a	
  talk	
  here	
  and	
  there	
  aren't	
  really	
  worth	
  going	
  
through.	
  
o
Oh,	
  I	
  now	
  work	
  for	
  the	
  New	
  Zealand	
  Initiative,	
  a	
  Wellington	
  think-‐tank	
  
whose	
  members	
  are	
  listed	
  on	
  their	
  website.	
  I	
  don't	
  have	
  to	
  clear	
  blog	
  posts	
  here	
  
with	
  them	
  or	
  anything	
  like	
  that	
  though.	
  The	
  most	
  you	
  might	
  notice	
  would	
  be	
  that	
  I	
  
start	
  bugging	
  you	
  to	
  attend	
  NZI	
  functions	
  here	
  in	
  Wellington,	
  or	
  blogging	
  more	
  on	
  
the	
  research	
  coming	
  from	
  NZI	
  as	
  I'll	
  have	
  far	
  more	
  of	
  a	
  hand	
  in	
  it.	
  
I	
  think	
  that's	
  about	
  it.	
  Feel	
  free	
  to	
  hate	
  my	
  views,	
  conclusions,	
  and	
  methods	
  if	
  you	
  
like,	
  but	
  know	
  that	
  they're	
  my	
  views,	
  conclusions,	
  and	
  methods.	
  
	
  
I	
  likely	
  need	
  to	
  get	
  around	
  to	
  reading	
  Hager's	
  book.	
  I'm	
  curious	
  whether	
  we'll	
  get	
  an	
  
iPredict	
  contract	
  on	
  whether	
  Collins	
  survives	
  to	
  the	
  election.	
  The	
  covariance	
  
between	
  that	
  stock	
  and	
  PM.National	
  would	
  be	
  interesting,	
  as	
  would	
  some	
  Granger	
  
causality	
  tests.	
  
http://offsettingbehaviour.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/hagar-and-horrible.html
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Peter Wilson (Newswire): Dirty politics: More hacked emails to be
released
Thursday 21 Aug 2014 5:39a.m.
An anonymous hacker is in charge of the campaign agenda and more emails
snatched from blogger Cameron Slater's computer are expected to be
released in the next 24 hours.
Hundreds have been released over the last two days, forcing Prime Minister
John Key to endure persistent media questioning.
It's eclipsing the good news messages he's been trying to get out.
Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics is based on thousands of emails and
documents the hacker gave him, and now they're being drip fed to the media
on a daily basis.
So far they've supported allegations in the book that Justice Minister Judith
Collins gave Slater information which he used to attack a public servant, and
that Slater knew what was in documents he requested from the SIS before
they were released.
Ms Collins has been under intense scrutiny, with Labour and the Greens
demanding her immediate dismissal.
But Mr Key won't go any further than saying her actions were "unwise" and
he's continuing his strategy of trashing the book.
"It's a systematic left-wing smear campaign against the National Party and
myself," he said on Wednesday.
The Green Party used the revelations in Hager's book to lay a complaint with
Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security Cheryl Gwyn, and on
Wednesday she said she would investigate the release of SIS documents to
Slater.
Labour is keen for her to report before the election, but that isn't considered
likely.
Meanwhile, the Government and Opposition parties have to wait for whatever
is going to come next.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Dirty-politics-More-hacked-emails-to-bereleased/tabid/1607/articleID/357727/Default.aspx
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Newstalk ZB: Further evidence Key knew about OIA
Thursday, 21 August 2014
7:25
Updated 10:41am: There's further evidence, via the Ombudsmen, the Prime
Minister was told by the head of the SIS in 2011 about its release of
information to blogger Cameron Slater.
John Key stands by his position that he didn't know despite there being a
2011 letter from the SIS head saying the Prime Minister was notified on a no
surprises basis.
Both the Prime Minister's office and former SIS head Warren Tucker say
notifying the PM's office is considered to be the same as notifying the Prime
Minister
However Newstalk ZB also has Ombudsmen correspondence, between its
office and the SIS, relating to release of information regarding the matter.
It clearly states Dr Tucker had a discussion with the Prime Minister.
Key	
  maintains	
  he	
  wasn't	
  told	
  
The Prime Minister's maintaining he hasn't misled the public over what he
knew about blogger Cameron Slater's Official Information Act request to the
SIS.
A 2011 letter shows the then SIS director Warren Tucker notified the Prime
Minister of the release on a no surprises basis.
Mr Key maintains he didn't know, and his office is standing by this.
In a statement this morning a spokesperson says the SIS considers informing
the Prime Minister's office to be informing the Prime Minister and Mr Key
stands by the statements he made yesterday.
The PM says it's a semantics issue in terms of a letter Newstalk ZB has from
Mr Tucker, saying he's informed the Prime Minister.
Dr Tucker has clarified that his reference to the Prime Minister in the letter, did
mean the Prime Minister's office.
The	
  Prime	
  Minister	
  appears	
  to	
  have	
  been	
  contradicted	
  by	
  official	
  documents	
  from	
  
the	
  SIS.	
  
It's alleged Beehive staffer Jason Ede told Cameron Slater what to ask the
SIS for, and that his response was on its way, while Mr Goff was under fire in
2011 over a memory lapse involving the agency.
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This is what John Key had to say yesterday about the information the Whale
Oil blogger received ahead of other media.
"My office was told the OIA request was coming back, I wasn't told."
But that's at odds with what the head of the SIS has told Newstalk ZB.
Chief political reporter Felix Marwick told Newstalk ZB's Mike Hosking an OIA
request he filed to the SIS at the time tells a different story.
"We got a letter back from the then director of the SIS Dr Warren Tucker in
November of 2011 and he says 'I notified the Prime Minister, in accordance
with my usual practice to keep the Minister informed on a no-surprises basis.'"
Newstalk ZB is awaiting a response from the Prime Minister's office regarding
the information in the letter - no position has been forthcoming as yet.
Key	
  should	
  resign	
  over	
  SIS	
  information	
  bungle	
  -‐	
  Goff	
  
Phil Goff's welcoming a spy watchdog's investigation, into how Whale Oil
blogger Cameron Slater got information about him from the SIS.
He believes the Inspector General of Intelligence and Security will find proof
Mr Ede was involved.
"He knew when he was originally intended to receive them, how would he
know that unless told by the 9th floor of the Beehive?
"He knew what the content of the documents were - that didn't come from the
SIS, that came from the Prime Minister's department."
Mr Goff says it looks like Mr Key abused his power as minister in charge of
the spy agency, and he should resign as Prime Minister.
Hacked	
  documents	
  could	
  cause	
  more	
  headaches	
  for	
  Govt	
  
And hacked documents showing conversations between blogger Cameron
Slater and former Auckland City Councillor Aaron Bhatnagar look set to cause
even more political headaches for the Government.
The documents show former ACT MP John Banks nominated Mr Slater's
father, a former National Party president, for an honour.
Labour MP Annette King says such gongs are handed out by the honours and
appointments committee.
"The Prime Minister chairs that committee - so I think that's a very good
question to direct to the Prime Minister - He would have been one of those
who approved it, that's one of the roles of the Honours and Appointments
Committee."
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http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/news/nbpol/1026595037-goff-sayskey-should-resign-after-sis-information-bungle
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John Armstrong (Herald): Revelation has watchdog’s hackles up
9:30 Thursday 21 August 14
The watchdog has barked - at long last. No longer is it an inoffensive pooch
whose mutterings could be easily dismissed or simply ignored. The hound is
now displaying some real teeth. And the Prime Minister may yet be the one
who ends up getting badly bitten.
Cheryl Gwyn, the inspector-general of Intelligence and Security, has been in
the job for little over three months. On her appointment to the long-standing
and recently beefed-up oversight role, she set an objective for her three-year
term: restoring public confidence that the Security Intelligence Service and its
sister agency, the Government Communications Security Bureau, were truly
subject to rigorous scrutiny and were not breaking the laws under which they
operate.
The highly experienced lawyer could never have envisaged the SIS's handling
of an Official Information Act request from an Auckland-based blogger being
the first test of just how serious she is in seeking such a transformation.
Given it is always easier to get blood out of a stone than meaningful
information out of the SIS or GCSB, the rapid and positive response to
Cameron Slater's request for politically sensitive material of potential
embarrassment to former Labour leader Phil Goff - as detailed in Nicky
Hager's Dirty Politics - was puzzling and disturbing.
It was disturbing because Slater undisputedly got preferential treatment,
receiving the material before journalists who made similar OIA requests.
Hager's book cites Slater's emails which leave the reader to draw only one
conclusion - that Slater was tipped off about the material and told how to
request it so he got it quickly.
Only officials or staff in the SIS, the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet
or the Prime Minister's office - all of which fall under John Key's responsibility
- could be culpable. If someone from either of the first two departments was in
collusion with Slater, then that amounts to a serious case of the polticisation
of the public service.
If the latter office was orchestrating the release of the material, then it was
being done for political purposes and was an abuse of power.
Gwyn has now deemed there is "sufficient public interest" to justify her holding
her own inquiry to get to the bottom of what happened.
It is a hugely significant and - given the current acute political sensitivities
surrounding Hager's book - unprecedented step for her office to take.
Gwyn is to be applauded for having the gumption to dive into the deep end of
a political brouhaha of such messy but high-stakes proportions.
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It seems unlikely she will have enough time, however, to complete her inquiry
and release her findings in the little over four weeks left until the election.
And for that, the Prime Minister - locked in the political fight of his life on a
number of fronts - could yet end up being extremely grateful.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11312115
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TVNZ: John Key hits back over Goff’s ‘not telling truth’ outburst
7.42AM Thursday August 21, 2014
John Key is standing by his statement he was not briefed ahead of the
release of Security Intelligence Service documents to ultra right-wing blogger
Cameron Slater.
Mr Key, the Minister responsible for the SIS, yesterday was adamant his
office had nothing to do with the speedy release of documents under the
Official Information Act to the Whaleoil blogger, who then used it to attack Mr
Goff, who was leader of the Labour Party at the time.
"I just know I wasn't told," said Mr Key.
But Labour MP Phil Goff presented a letter from the SIS signed by Warren
Tucker , who was the spy agency's boss at the time, on TV ONE's Breakfast
programme this morning.

"And about the information given to the Prime Minister he says, look, 'I notified
the Prime Minister. I advised the Prime Minister. I informed the Prime
Minister'.
"That shows that Mr Key was not telling the truth when he said he was not
told. Warren Tucker contradicts what he said absolutely."
A spokeswoman for the Prime Minister released a statement this morning
saying that it was "standard process for the NZSIS is to inform the Prime
Minister's office of any significant OIAs (Official Information Act requests)
which may result in media coverage being released on a 'no surprises' basis".
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She said the SIS considered "this to be informing the Prime Minister".
"The Prime Minister stands by his statement yesterday that his office knew
about the release of the OIA, but he didn't."
She continued: "When the NZSIS informed the Prime Minister's office about
this particular OIA, no view was offered as to whether the information should
be released, or to whom, or when."
Dr Tucker released a statement this morning backing up Mr Key's comment,
saying his reference to the Prime Minister in his letter "in this context means
the PM's office".
But Mr Goff told Breakfast: "Just consider it for a moment, Cameron Slater
knew what was in the document being released, he knew that it was being
expedited, and he said the he was sworn to secrecy, he knew all of that
before he received the document.
"Either the SIS told him or John Key. Who do you think had the vested
interest in telling Cameron Slater what was in the document?"
The Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security says an investigation into
allegations made in Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics will examine whether the
SIS documents were de-classified to be used for political purposes.
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/john-key-hits-back-over-goff-s-not-tellingtruth-outburst-6061257
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Brook Sabin (TV3): ‘Explosive’ SIS letter – a threat to Brand Key?
Thursday 21 August 14
The official watchdog for the country's spy agencies has announced an inquiry into
revelations in Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics.
The book alleges the SIS fast-tracked the release of information to blogger Cameron
Slater so he could attack former Labour leader Phil Goff.
And today emerged a letter from the then-head of the SIS, Warren Tucker, appearing
to show Prime Minister John Key was personally told about the OIA release – despite
Mr Key's repeated denials he had anything to do with it, or had even heard it was
going to happen.
This comes in the midst of daily leaks from the hacker who accessed Slater's emails
and Facebook chats.
3 News political reporter Brook Sabin says the letter is "potentially explosive" – with
Mr Goff calling it "resignation material".
Mr Key has since said the letter should have said his office was told, not him
personally – but is that good enough?
And will the attacks on 'Brand Key' damage the National Party's re-election chances?
Watch the video for the full interview with Brook Sabin.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Explosive-SIS-letter---a-threat-to-BrandKey/tabid/1607/articleID/357773/Default.aspx
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TV3: SIS letter shows Key knew about Slater’s OIA documents
Thursday, 21 August 2014
8.23am
A letter from former spy boss head Warren Tucker contradicts Prime Minister John
Key's assertion he never knew anything about SIS information being released to rightwing blogger Cameron Slater.
Mr Key has said he wasn't informed the Security Intelligence Service was hastily
handing out documents under the Official Information Act to Slater, in 2011.
Slater got the papers despite other media being declined after then-Labour leader Phil
Goff claimed he hadn't been briefed by Mr Tucker - then the head of the SIS - about
suspected Israeli spies caught up in the Christchurch earthquake.
The papers were used to embarrass Mr Goff, who actually had been briefed.
Newstalk ZB's chief political reporter Felix Marwick has now released a copy of the
SIS responding to his complaint about the matter.
In the letter, Mr Tucker denies there was written contact with the Prime Minister's
office about the decision to release the information to Slater, but appears to go on to
say he personally informed Mr Key the redacted documents were going to the
blogger.
He had informed the Prime Minister under their "no surprises" rule.
"It's important because John Key is not being truthful in saying that he wasn't told,"
says Mr Goff. "Warren Tucker says in this letter three times not that he notified the
office of the Prime Minister, but that he told the Prime Minister himself."
Mr Goff says the letter proves Mr Key was "manipulating the Security Intelligence
Service for his own political ends", and if an upcoming inquiry "finds the
fingerprints… this is resignation material".
But a spokesperson for Mr Key this morning said the letter was being misinterpreted.
"The standard process for the NZSIS is to inform the Prime Minister's office of any
significant OIAs which may result in media coverage being released on a 'no
surprises' basis," she said in a statement. "They consider this to be informing the
Prime Minister. The Prime Minister stands by his statement yesterday that his office
knew about the release of the OIA, but he didn't.
"When the NZSIS informed the Prime Minister's office about this particular OIA, no
view was offered as to whether the information should be released, or to whom, or
when."
Dr Tucker also put out a statement, saying the "convention relating to Official
Information Act requests was to brief the Prime Minister through his office".
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"The reference to the PM in this context means the PM's office."
Documents hacked from Slater's computer, which form the basis of Nicky Hager's
book Dirty Politics, show the blogger was aware he was getting the OIA information.
"It is devastating for Goff I am told," he said in a conversation.
The SIS has said Mr Tucker decided to release the documents and handled the timing.
"Getting information from the SIS is like getting blood from a stone. Why was it
expedited in this way?" asks Mr Goff.
The Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security, Cheryl Gwyn, yesterday
confirmed she would investigate the SIS's dealing with Slater's OIA request.
Mr Goff says he was not allowed to take notes at the meeting, and was sworn to
secrecy.
"I'm not Machiavellian enough to believe that the SIS leaked this to Cameron [Slater].
I believe that it came from Jason Ede in John Key's office, that John Key knew about
it. Jason Ede was his senior adviser at the time – two doors down the corridor. John
Key went in, said 'this will embarrass Goff – leak it'.
"The irony of this is when I got those briefings from the SIS, I wasn't allowed to take
notes, I wasn't allowed to keep documents, I wasn't allowed to have anybody else
present and I was sworn to secrecy about the nature of the briefing; yet John Key goes
out and talks about this in public – totally unprecedented."
http://www.3news.co.nz/SIS-letter-shows-Key-knew-about-Slaters-OIAdocuments/tabid/1607/articleID/357760/Default.aspx
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NBR: Smoking gun letter emerges as IG opens Slater-SIS investigation
Labour's Phil Goff says a 2011 letter from (then) Security Intelligence Service
director general Warren Tucker proves John Key is lying.
The letter, released by NewstalkZB reporter Felix Marwick, comes on the
heels of news that Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security Cheryl
Gwyn will investigate the release of SIS documents to Cameron Slater.
The Prime Minister has said he did not know the SIS released documents to
Mr Slater following an Official Information Act request from the Whaleoil
blogger.
The 2011 release of the documents embarrassed then Labour leader Mr Goff,
as it contradicted his claim he was not briefed by the SIS on an Israeli spy
controversy (Mr Goff says the briefing was confidential).
In his book Dirty Politics, which relies on stolen email between Cameron
Slater and various National Party and government figures, author Mr Hager
suggests there were several instances were the blogger was guided to make
OIA requests for information that would embarrass the opposition. Mr Slater
denies the claim.
On the SIS documents handed over under the OIA to Mr Slater in 2011, Mr
Hager speculates the PM likely did know about the release, writing: "The head
of the SIS would surely never have done anything so unusual, so public, and
so political without their minister’s knowledge and approval.”
Yesterday, Mr Key reiterated "I wasn't told."
On Breakfast, Mr Goff brandished a signed letter from Mr Tucker to a press
gallery journalist Felix Marwick. Mr Tucker's November 2011 letter says, in
part:
In relation to your request of 4 August , I can confirm that there was no written
"correspondence with the Government and the Office of the Prime Minister
regarding the SIS decision to release information to Mr Slater."
That section of the letter backs up Mr Key's claim of being out of the loop.
However, the next section implies the (then) SIS head was in contact with the
PM directly over the matter in some means other than written communication.
It says:
I notified the Prime Minister (in accordance with my usual practice to keep the
minister informed on a no surprises basis) that I was going to release
redacted documents in response to the request from Mr Slater.
I advised the Prime Minister that I had received legal advice that there were
no grounds to withhold the information given the public disclosures already
made about the existence and some of the content of the briefing.
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I informed the Prime Minister that I had informed Mr Goff of my decision to
release the information
The letter leaves the PM a little wiggle room if you allow that "I advised the
Prime Minister" could also be read as the broader "I advised the prime
minister's office" rather than updating the PM personally.
Mr Goff also continued to press his concerns that the document was released
to Mr Slater, but not to the Dominion Post, which also made an OIA request
for the information (Selwyn Manning, then a journalist for Scoop, did get his
request fulfilled, though was baffled by the speed).
The Labour front-bencher also continued to question why the documents were
released within 24 hours of Mr Slater's request. Journalists are accustomed to
waiting weeks for information sought under the Act.
Mr Goff said Mr Tucker informed him during a phone call that the documents
would be released the same day.
The former Labour leader says he told the SIS boss during the conversation
"That is utterly unprecedented. That is collusion with the political agenda of
the National government."
IG investigates
Yesterday, following a call from the Greens, Inspector-General of Intelligence
and Security Cheryl Gwyn said she will investigate the release of SIS
documents to Mr Slater.
The inquiry will consider:
The inquiry will consider whether:
•

•
•

the SIS acted properly and within the law (including its statutory
obligation of political neutrality) when it considered and responded to
an OIA request from Slater in 2011
the documents released to Slater were properly declassified; and
other requests for similar information were treated in the same way.

Mr Goff says it needs to answer the questions:
•
•
•

whether Slater was tipped off by National to specifically request a
document
why Warren Tucker released them so quickly
why Slater was given preference over other media

He has also called for the inquiry to be wrapped up ahead of the election.
A Roy Morgan poll released yesterday showed National up 2 points to 48%.
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However, the survey, which finished August 17, only captured partial reaction
to Dirty Politics.
Since that date, posts of new information by "Whaledump" (a person claiming
to be the hacker who supplied Mr Hager with emails and documents stolen
from Whaleoil), have put the government under new pressure — particularly
Justice Minister Judith Collins, who is alleged to have supplied the name of an
(alleged) whistle-blowing civil servant to Mr Slater. Mr Key said the move was
unwise, and that Ms Collins was "on her last chance."
http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/goff-produces-smoking-gun-letter-ig-opens-slatersis-investigation-ck-161142
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Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim Post): The SIS OIA

Filed under: Uncategorized — danylmc @ 10:23 am
Via Stuff :

Labour MP Phil Goff says he has evidence the prime minister
was briefed about a decision to release Security Intelligence
Service documents to WhaleOil blogger Cameron Slater.
John Key, who is also the minister responsible for the SIS, has
denied his office had anything to do with the release in 2011
of the documents used to embarrass Goff, who was then
Labour Party leader.
Goff had denied being briefed by then SIS director Warren
Tucker on a security matter, but the documents showed he
had been fully briefed.
Nicky Hager’s book, Dirty Politics, alleges Slater was tipped off
by Key’s staff to ask for the papers.
Key has insisted that this absolutely did not happen, and that
the SIS released the information themselves. Why did they
do it so quickly? Because Phil Goff had questioned Tucker’s
word, and so Tucker obviously had an incentive to get the
information out as quickly as possible.
There are a few problems with that version of events. The
biggest is that Fairfax had requested the same document a
few days earlier and the SIS refused to release it to them. The
second big problem is this dialog in the Slater/Bhatnager
correspondence dumped by whaledump yesterday:
Cameron Slater, 8/2, 9:03am Should be a big day tomorrow if
my PO Box has a nice brown envelope with OHMS on it
Aaron Bhatnagar, 8/2, 9:04am oh, whats that about?
Cameron Slater, 8/2, 9:05am I OIAd the briefing minutes and
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notes for Goff’s SIS briefing it has been expedited in the public
interest
Aaron Bhatnagar, 8/2, 9:05am oh yes
Cameron Slater, 8/2, 9:06am it is devastating for Goff I am
told
Surely if the SIS wanted this information to be published
they’d have released it to Fairfax, who asked for it first? It is
also hard to imagine the SIS Director’s office calling up
Cameron Slater and crowing to him about the contents of his
request that they’d just ‘expedited’.
http://dimpost.wordpress.com/2014/08/21/the-sis-oia/
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): SIS letter means it’s over for Key
21 August 2014

Let’s see Key use a rugby analogy to get out of this.
It’s over.
I may not agree with all of Phil Goff’s positions, but you can’t
question his integrity the way Slater did in Dirty Politics and not be
deeply concerned that our Secret Intelligence Agency is being
used for political purposes.
The SIS letter destroys Key’s claim that Key wasn’t advised that
the SIS were about to hand this information over to Slater…
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Tucker notes 3 times that he informed Key that they were about to
release SIS info to Slater so Key’s claims that he wasn’t informed
but his office was is simply not true…
Mr Key said that while his office was told the information was being
sent to Slater, he personally wasn’t told.
“What does happen is my office gets told if an OIA [Official
Information Act response] is going out. More often than not they
don’t tell me.”
This is clearly not true. Tucker says Key was informed, not Key’s
Office.
The wheels are falling off now.
Let’s see Key use a rugby analogy to get out of this.
- See more at: http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/21/sis-letter-meansits-over-for-key/#sthash.usw17LkW.dpuf
http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/21/sis-letter-means-its-over-for-key/
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David Farrar (Kiwiblog): Getting excited over, well, nothing
August 21st, 2014 at 10:09 am by David Farrar
The PM has said he wasn’t told about the OIA release from the SIS but his
staff were.
NewstalkZb discovered a three year old letter from the SIS Director to them
where he said he did advise the Prime Minister.
This got people all excited, but I never saw this as a contradiction as I have
worked in Government and in a PM’s Office.
When officials say they have advised the Prime Minister, they generally mean
they have advised someone in the PM’s Office.
In my experience it would be very very rare for a Government Department to
talk directly to a Minister, let alone the Prime Minister, on an OIA request.
And my assumption has just been confirmed as the then SIS Director has
confirmed to media that his 2011 letter was referring to having briefed the
PM’s staff, and that he never had a conversation with the PM on it.
Also on the wider issue, of someone tipping off Cameron Slater to ask for the
document, I’d also point out that in terms of motive, it may not be someone in
Parliament. Phil Goff had incorrectly claimed the SIS had been derelict in their
duty and never briefed him on an issue. I could imagine that there were a
number of people in the SIS upset about this, and would have been quite
happy for the briefing notes to be made public, if requested under the OIA.
I genuinely don’t know who tipped off Whale, but I do know agencies get
pretty unhappy when politicians accuse their boss of incompetence or
dereliction of duty, and many people at SIS would have known that Goff had
been briefed, despite Goff claiming he hadn’t been.
UPDATE: I should add on that I think it is a good thing that the InspectorGeneral of Intelligence and Security is investigating. I’d also point out that
while it involves the SIS, this is an issue about a document that was suitable
for release under the OIA, not secret material. That doesn’t mean there isn’t
an issue here, but there is a difference between alerting someone to ask for a
document suitable for public release, and alerting someone to something
classified.
http://www.kiwiblog.co.nz/2014/08/getting_excited_over_well_nothing.html
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Clare Trevett (Herald): No tabloid tactics – except in politics
9:30 AM Thursday Aug 21, 2014
Back in 2011 Prime Minister John Key stood before the media and said "there
is no place in this country for News of the World-type tactics".
At the time he made that statement, revelations of hacking emails and
phonelines by some British media were at their height. It was also the day
after a recorder was left on the table during the cup of tea between Key and
then Act leader John Banks.
Key wanted to pit the level of trust people had in him against the level of trust
they had in the media, and that involved trying to lump all New Zealand
media, and the Herald in particular, into the same camp as those under fire in
the UK.
It now appears that what he meant was while there was no place for tabloid
tactics by the media, there was plenty of space for them by his own office, a
minister and a handpicked selection of bloggers.
There is nothing that directly implicates Key himself in the book, beyond an
implicit sanction of staffer Jason Ede's modus operandi.
That included using bloggers such as Whale Oil's Cameron Slater to run
angles and stories that most mainstream media, with all their pesky
requirements of checks, balances and proof, wouldn't touch.
If Key wasn't caught by the book itself, he has been caught in the wake. This
time Key could hardly resort to deriding the tabloid tactics of the media.
He called on several lines of defence.
He claimed, probably accurately, Labour also fed its friendly bloggers. He
claimed that by leaving a hole in a website, Labour had virtually laid out the
cucumber sandwiches and tea for National to saunter in and vacuum up what
it found on to a memory stick. He pointed out, with some validity, that hacking
Slater's emails and messages was a worse tactic than any of those used by
the people named in the book.
He also stuck up for Judith Collins, making yet another withdrawal from his
own bank of trust to try to shore her up. He claimed Collins was a victim of a
left-wing smear campaign, apparently forgetting Collins herself was implicated
in Slater's smear campaign against public servant Simon Pleasants by
forwarding what appears to be Pleasants' email signature to Slater. Slater had
used it the very next day in a post linking Pleasants to Labour.
Key issued a meaningless retrospective penultimate warning to Collins, and
said it had been "unwise" to pass on those details. She had already been put
on a last warning after the Oravida debacle. Key argued that because the
Pleasants stuff pre-dated that warning, it could not be used as a go-straightto-jail card. He then went on to say the claims against her were "historic and
low-rent" and voters would be more interested in other issues of the day.
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His apparent unwillingness to condemn Collins is not only because his own
staff member was engaging in similar exchanges with Slater.
Back in 2011, the teapot tapes involved a conversation he had not expected
or intended to be made public, despite the public nature of the cup of tea. The
same was even more true of Collins' emails.
In 2011, Key justified his decision to call the police in saying to let such a
recording slide would be the thin edge of the wedge, and open the way for all
kinds of skulduggery against public figures in New Zealand.
In the hacking of Slater's emails and messages Key's prophesy has come to
fruition, although not at the hands of the media, tabloid or otherwise, and not
in the way Key expected.
Collins has served a useful purpose for Key. She is a useful fall guy. The
focus on Collins has given the impression it's all down to one rogue minister.
English's comments that it wasn't his way, or John Key's, of doing politics
appears designed to reinforce this and confine the damage.
Collins is not the only one who emerges looking rather venal as a result of the
emails which were never meant to be made public. But she was the higheststakes player.
The manna is falling on Labour. Leader David Cunliffe has long been called
"tricky" by senior National ministers after inaccurate claims in his CV and
revelations he used a trust to take anonymous donations for his leadership
campaign. This week the tables were turned. Cunliffe got stuck into Key's
credibility. Why wouldn't he? Cunliffe also accused Key of overusing rugby
analogies to try to wriggle his way out. This has long been a feature of Key's
lexicon for the ordinary voter on the street.
In 2011 and again this election he has hauled out the trusty old comparison of
elections under MMP as similar to the Rugby World Cup - regardless of who's
the favourite, one fluke of a dropkick can take you out of the game.
Collins appears to have taken up his analogising by taking on the role of
Suzie the Waitress. Suzie stood accused of poisoning the All Blacks before
the 1995 Rugby World Cup final in South Africa. Collins might need to work
on her method acting. Her attempts to poison the opposition by colluding with
Slater over stories, passing on details of public servants, and the immoderate
language used in their communications have resulted in a spectacular own
goal. She has poisoned herself.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11312111
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Aimee Gulliver (Stuff): Goff: Evidence shows Key was briefed
Last updated 08:38 21/08/2014
Labour MP Phil Goff says he has evidence the prime minister was briefed
about a decision to release Security Intelligence Service documents to
WhaleOil blogger Cameron Slater.
John Key, who is also the minister responsible for the SIS, has denied his
office had anything to do with the release in 2011 of the documents used to
embarrass Goff, who was then Labour Party leader.
Goff had denied being briefed by then SIS director Warren Tucker on a
security matter, but the documents showed he had been fully briefed.
Nicky Hager's book, Dirty Politics, alleges Slater was tipped off by Key's staff
to ask for the papers.
The documents were released to Slater six days after he requested them, but
a request from Fairfax Media for the same documents was denied.
Key has repeatedly denied his office asked for Slater's OIA request to be fasttracked.
Goff said on TVNZ's Breakfast show this morning that a letter signed by
Tucker showed Key had not told the truth when Key said he had not been told
about the request.
"And about the information given to the prime minister he [Tucker] says,
'Look, I notified the prime minister. I advised the prime minister. I informed the
prime minister'," Goff said of Tucker's letter.
"That shows that Mr Key was not telling the truth when he said he was not
told. Warren Tucker contradicts what he said absolutely."
The inspector-general of intelligence and security is investigating after
concerns were raised about the request by the Green Party.
Green Party co-leader Metiria Turei said the decision to investigate showed
the allegations could not be attributed to a "Left-wing conspiracy", as Key
claimed. The allegations were sufficiently credible to warrant investigation.
"I think that really puts John Key's defences lying in tatters on the floor," Turei
said on Breakfast.
Key yesterday welcomed the investigation.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10406760/Goff-Evidence-shows-Keywas-briefed
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Adam Bennett and Vaimoana Tapaleao (Herald): Dirty Politics: Collins,
Ede go to ground
7:20 AM Thursday Aug 21, 2014
Key figures at the centre of the Dirty Politics furore including beleaguered
Justice Minister Judith Collins were yesterday avoiding media but retained at
least some support from voters and family yesterday.
Ms Collins is facing calls for her resignation over her role in passing the name
and details of a public servant she suspected of helping Labour in a political
attack to Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater.
Neither she or her office returned the Herald's calls yesterday, however a
spokeswoman did respond to scotch a report that she had resigned. The
report was sparked by a tweet from RadioLive host Duncan Garner linking to
a satirical resignation letter he'd written.
No one came to the large gated entrance at Ms Collins' stunning home in
Maraetai yesterday; despite there being two vehicles parked in the driveway.
Neighbours hadn't seen the politician in the last few days, but said they
respected her.
One neighbour yelled out to the Herald "leave her alone!".
Staff at Ms Collins' electoral office in Clevedon were coy about the Minister's
whereabouts; only saying that she was out campaigning.
Shoppers at Papakura's Roselands Shopping Centre had mixed views about
their local MP.
Several people said they were upset about her passing information to Slater
and were now looking to candidates for other parties.
Dorothy Lowrie, 78, said: "She's done a few too many mistakes and she's got
away with them under John Key. It's just not good enough."
Another voter, who just wanted to be known as Kylie, said the whole affair
was "dodgy" and had turned her off voting all together.
There were, however, a number of staunch supporters for not only Ms Collins
but the National Party.
Nina Marsters, 49, acknowledged that the Papakura MP had done a lot for
their community and overall represented them well.
"I'm not going to let one little thing change my view of her. She's a good lady
and...everyone's looking at her in a bad way now - but what about all the other
MPs who have done much worse?"
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Simon Pleasants, the public servant who suffered abuse and death threats
after Slater attacked him online using details supplied by Ms Collins was
reluctant to comment yesterday.
"At the time it was very disturbing and I put the matter in the hands of the
police," he said.
Meanwhile Prime Minister John Key's former senior media adviser Jason Ede
who Hager claimed had a central role in a National Party dirty tricks campaign
was not returning the Herald's calls either.
Mr Ede's mother, who did not wish to be named, said he had not been in
touch with her since Hager's book was published.
"I don't know anything about computer blogging, I'm in a retirement village,"
the 78-year-old told the Herald yesterday.
"I have followed it on the television and everything I know is from and that. I'm
very disappointed this has all happened because as far as I know he is a very
conscientious man and a very loyal person and that's all I can say.
"If you find out anything let me know."
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11312047
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TVNZ: Phil Goff claims proof PM 'not telling truth' over SIS documents
UPDATED 08:28

Published: 7:42AM Thursday August 21, 2014 Source: ONE News

Labour MP Phil Goff says he has proof Prime Minister John Key was briefed about a
decision by the Security Intelligence Service to give documents to ultra right-wing
blogger Cameron Slater.
Mr Key, the Minister responsible for the SIS, yesterday was adamant his office had
nothing to do with the speedy release to the Whaleoil blogger, who then used it to
attack Mr Goff, who was leader of the Labour Party at the time.
"I just know I wasn't told," said Mr Key.
"What happens is my office gets told an OIA (Official Information Act request) is going
out but more often than not they don't tell me."
Mr Goff presented a letter from the SIS signed by Warren Tucker , who was the
spy agency's boss at the time, on TV ONE's Breakfast programme this morning.

"And about the information given to the Prime Minister he says, look, 'I notified the
Prime Minister. I advised the Prime Minister. I informed the Prime Minister'.
"That shows that Mr Key was not telling the truth when he said he was not told.
Warren Tucker contradicts what he said absolutely."
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When asked if he was saying that the Prime Minister was a liar, he replied: "I'm saying
that the Prime Minister is not telling the truth in this instance."
"Just consider it for a moment, Cameron Slater knew what was in the document being
released, he knew that it was being expedited, and he said the he was sworn to
secrecy, he knew all of that before he received the document.
"Either the SIS told him or John Key. Who do you think had the vested interest in
telling Cameron Slater what was in the document?"
Mr Goff said Mr Tucker had contacted him to tell him that he'd had a request from Mr
Slater, and that he was intending to release the information that same day.
The Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security says an investigation into
allegations made in Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics will examine whether the SIS
documents were de-classified to be used for political purposes.

http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/phil-goff-claims-proof-pm-not-telling-truthover-sis-documents-6061257
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No Right Turn: Key lied
Thursday, August 21, 2014
Interview with John Key, Morning Report, 18 August 2014:

ESPINER: Well let’s have a look at some of those specifics in
the book. Cameron Slater gets an OIA request granted from
the SIS which embarrasses Phil Goff. It’s approved in a few
days, which is unheard of for information to be released that
quickly, especially from the highly sensitive SIS.
KEY: Well
ESPINER: Did that did that request come across your desk?
KEY: No.
ESPINER: So you’re the minister responsible for the SIS, yet
you did not sign off on that request?
KEY: No.
OIA response to Felix Marwick, 9 November 2011:

Following discussion with the Office of the Ombudsmen, in
relation to your request of 4 August, I can confirm that there
was no written "correspondence with the Government and the
Office of the Prime Minister regarding the NZSIS decision to
release information to Mr Cameron Slater". I notified the
Prime Minister (in accordance with my usual practice to keep
the Minister informed on a "no surprises" basis) that I was
going to release redacted documents in response to the
request from Mr Slater. I advised the Prime Minister that I
had received legal advice that there were no grounds for
withholding the information given the public disclosures
already made about the existence and some of the content of
the briefing. I informed the Prime Minister that I had
informed Mr Goff of my decision to release the information.
[Emphasis added]
That's pretty conclusive. Key lied. He tried to mislead the
people of New Zealand about his actions.Ministers have been
sacked for that.
Update: Tucker is now saying that when he said "Prime
Minister", he meant the Prime Minister's office. Butfurther
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documents released by NewstalkZB show that he told the

Ombudsman that he had had a "discussion with the Prime
Minister". So, it looks like that desperate rearguard action
doesn't stack up either. Key is lying to our faces. Are you
going to tolerate that, or vote him out on his arse?
Posted by Idiot/Savant at 8/21/2014 09:40:00 AM

http://norightturn.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/key-lied.html
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TVNZ: Kiwis can't get enough of Dirty Politics
Published: 8:02AM Thursday August 21, 2014 Source: ONE News
The 'dirty politics' of New Zealand politicians is proving to be literary gold for
one Kiwi publisher.
Nicky Hager's latest book is currently the country's number one best seller
with more than 10,000 copies already sold.
The initial print run of 4,000 copies of Dirty Politics sold out in hours after it
was released to the general public a week ago.
"We knew this book would receive good media attention but have been
astounded by the public demand for Dirty Politics," says Craig Potton
Publishing co-owner Robbie Burton.
"Our printer has worked tirelessly to try and keep up with demand, first
printing over-night and then throughout the weekend."
The book has received widespread media coverage over allegations made
against senior National MPs and key staffers and their communications with
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater.
The allegations have already led to calls for the resignation of Justice Minister
Judith Collins and the launch of an inquiry by the spy watchdog.
http://tvnz.co.nz/national-news/kiwis-can-t-get-enough-dirty-politics-6061264
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Radio NZ: Judith Collins focus 'drowns' policy debate
Some of the smaller parties say policy debates are being drowned out by the
clamour surrounding the behaviour of Justice Minister Judith Collins.
Media surround Judith Collins before she enters the debating chamber..
Judith Collins questioned by journalists over Oravida in May
Watch John Key talking to the media in Masterton
With Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics, which detailed Ms Collins' leaking of
private information to a blogger, now New Zealand's best seller, the spotlight
on Ms Collins' shows no signs of dimming.
United Future is one of the party's supporting the National-led Government.
Its leader, Peter Dunne, said he believes the public is tired of the focus on Ms
Collins and wants to hear debates on policy and the direction New Zealand is
heading in.
Mr Dunne said while the behaviour of Ms Collins is a matter for John Key to
police he doesn't personally approve of it.
"I personally agree with the comment Bill English made. I don't think it's
acceptable, proper or appropriate but that's a matter for the Prime Minister to
deal with as part of his Cabinet management."
ACT leader Jamie Whyte also believes the focus on Ms Collins is a major
political distraction but doesn't think it will end soon.
Dr Whyte thinks Mr Key is stuck between a rock and a hard place when it
comes to Ms Collins.
New Zealand First leader Winston Peters said the National Party is
haemorrhaging voter support with the ongoing focus on Ms Collins.
He said she should have been sacked long ago over her dealings with the
Chinese food company Oravida.
Te Ururoa Flavell, leader of another of National's partners, the Maori Party,
said the focus on Ms Collins' hasn't been getting in the way of its
electioneering, and not many people he's been meeting are talking about it.
Prime Minister John Key.
Prime Minister John Key.
Photo: RNZ / Diego Opatowski
No need for further action - PM
Mr Key reiterated yesterday there was no need for further action against the
Justice Minister, telling reporters had been held responsible.
He declined to say how Ms Collins had been held responsible, but told
reporters he did not believe Ms Collins had breached the Cabinet Manual and
there was no need for her to be dismissed from Cabinet.
Mr Key said voters will realise he is prepared to take action against Ministers
if necessary, as he did with Maurice Williamson.
"I think in the end as Prime Minister you have to judge a whole range of
issues and some issues that happen with Cabinet ministers are serious, some
are less serious but still areas that you need to address.
"I think over the time of being Prime Minister people would have looked at the
actions I've taken. They'll know that I run a pretty tight ship."
In the week since its launch, Dirty Politics has sold 10,000 copies and is rated
top of the Nielsen Bookscan which lists sales in New Zealand.
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Craig Potton Publishing is having more copies printed and co-owner Robbie
Burton said the printers have been working through the night and weekend.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/election-2014/252642/judith-collins-focus%27drowns%27-policy-debate
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Pauline Wetton (Herald): Dirty Politics – with friends like these…
Thursday 21 August 14
I am a 74-year-old student of politics at the University of Auckland, so I am not
uninformed or naive about politics and politicians. In spite of my distaste for
the attitudes expressed, I have occasionally checked out the Whale Oil blog
as part of my studies. In spite of this, a lot of the material quoted in Nicky
Hager's book Dirty Politics made me feel literally sick. It was not so much the
dirty politics that affected me - even though that was pretty disgusting at times
- it was the tone of the conversations on Facebook and in the emails that
really struck home.
Seldom can a group of political "activists" - although that gives activists a bad
name - have displayed such sniggering callousness and cynicism. The
quotations Hager included revealed the frequent use of sexual obscenities
and innuendo - at times in every second or third word. The overall effect is to
degrade the idea of the poor and anyone who opposes the policies they
espouse. The whole thing is reminiscent of the Nixon tapes in which
obscenities were equally frequent and equally offensive.
But the section I found most difficult to read included the comments about
Christchurch after the earthquake, in which people's pain and misery were
held up to scorn. It should be beyond any comprehension that in a time of
national tragedy, these "activists" were prepared to use politically biased
invective against the very people who were suffering the most. Calling those
who lived in the worst-affected areas scum, and saying National should let
them rot, shows an appalling lack of empathy or any feelings not based firmly
in self-interest that are typical of many of the quoted passages.
My father, when I was growing up in Taranaki in the 1940s and 50s, used to
repeat what he saw as useful sayings to help us discriminate between good
and bad behaviours. "You made your bed, now you lie in it" meant that we
must take responsibility for our actions; but the two that come to mind as
being particularly relevant were "Birds of a feather flock together" - meaning
that people with poor attitudes or behaviours would stick together and should
be avoided by any sensible person. The second meaning was, I think, biblical,
stating we are judged to a large extent by the people we choose as friends so
we should be careful about the types of people we mix with.
I feel all of these hold a good message for John Key and many in the media. If
the media take advantage of so-called "leaks" and use them without adequate
factual checking they are as guilty as the originators of the leaks and "smear".
Each time programmes such as the Panel from 4pm to 5pm on Radio NZ
National give them airtime they are helping give these people the very public
profiles they need to cover their more covert activities.
John Key is the Prime Minister of New Zealand - not of a particular advocacy
group - and he should disassociate himself from such people and their
activities by publicly cutting them loose. He must also now be aware that
Slater told a friend/friends that the Prime Minister rang him to commiserate
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over the uproar that followed the "feral" comment in Slater's blog - although I
cannot believe Key actually used the invective dressed in obscenity that
Slater attributed to him. If we are to be judged by the sorts of people we
associate with, such relationships would not be desirable for him to continue
with.
Birds of a feather do flock together - feathering their own nests to the
detriment of the political life of our democracy. What is more important?
Winning the political game? Or playing it with at least a modicum of honesty
and integrity?
In nature, flocks of birds are things of beauty, but the "flock" recently the focus
of our news is anything but.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11311
837
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Fine Tooth Column: Nuke the whales

Lisa: “Dad, for the last time, please don’t lower
yourself to the level of the mob”.
Homer: “Lisa, maybe if I’m part of that mob, I
can help steer it in wise directions. Now where’s
my giant foam cowboy hat and airhorn?”
-The Simpsons, ‘Whacking Day’

There’s an irony lost on New Zealanders
relishing in the slaughter of a beached
whale. For over a week, many of us have
been consumed both by shock at the
degree of unethical practices of Judith
Collins, Cameron Slater, and potentially
John Key and belated joy of comeuppance
and revenge – clutching our metaphorical
harpoons.
This is the venting of anger and frustration
of six years of powerlessness on the left.
Two terms of political opposition, an
ineffective and often incompetent Labour
Party, and a highly organised, generally
popular government in alliance with wellfollowed, effective, sympathetic bloggers.
With Labour opponents falling again and
again to untraceable leaks, for many it
became akin being at the mercy of a cruel
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set of schoolyard bullies who also happen
to be the prefects. Though many in the
political realm had suspected a darker
ethical depths of Slater and connection to
the Beehive there was little concrete
proof, so many felt powerless to stop this
and resorted to squabbling amongst
themselves instead.
After the release of Dirty Politics, a
renewed confidence has developed solely
from the felling of the indestructible image
of Slater and Key. Slater has been unable
to defend his actions and attempts to pin
the blame on Kim Dotcom have fallen
entirely flat. More importantly, we relish
in the fall of Key. Guyon Espiner’s brutal
interview with Key on Radio NZ on Monday
will be remembered as his worst yet: the
evolution from charming and disarming to
a clearly rattled robot repeating
contradictory talking points regardless of
the question. The newly empowered,
baying mob demanding everything from
the rolling of prized heads to the settling
of petty scores such as the revocation of
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– demanded by the

runner-up.
The downside of this monumental turn of
events is that this has nothing to do with a
resurgence of left wing ideals or an
effective grassroots political movement
but entirely reliant on the revelations of
Dirty Politics. That the root cause of dirty
politics is the culture embedded within
the parliamentary system should be cause
for concern and unification on the left to
do better. Duncan Garner confirmed
from Press Gallery experiences the use
of dark tactics by left wing parties including
leaking personal or political information to the
media by Helen Clark, Pete Hodgson, and
former Alliance President and current
Labour Chief of Staff Matt McCarten. One
of Clark’s Minister of Immigration Lianne
Dalziel resigned after leaking information
about an asylum seeker deportation case.
In fairness, left parties haven’t visibly
plumbed to the depths of the revelations
of Dirty Politics, but that hardly excuses
past actions. Clark’s government existed
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prior to the realised power of the
blogosphere, nor can collusion between
the left blogosphere and left party
organisations be ruled out in the past,
present, or future. The only real
difference of principle is that Labour
politicians tended to leak straight to
journalists, whereas National outsources
traditional functions to private
contractors – rather fitting for the
government who started charter schools.
While Dirty Politics has been an incredibly
important milestone in revealing the
sinister nature of NZ politics, it can’t only
be addressed in retribution, which will
beget more retribution and rob the public
of political debate. Without real debate
on the legitimate issue of ethics in politics
– which so far politicians on neither side
appear to address at depth – real political
power will continue to be concentrated in
a self-interested political class of
politicians and professional staffers on all
sides, professional pundits, and politically
obsessive social media types engaging in
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the theatre that is politics as sport – every
event and policy reduced to winners and
losers or, in this, case the hunters and the
hunted.
http://finetoothcolumn.wordpress.com/2014/08/20/nuke-the-whales/
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The Press: Editorial: Where now for unwise Collins?
Last updated 08:28 21/08/2014
Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics has been out for a week now and it has
transformed the election campaign.
One of its eventual casualties will almost certainly be Justice Minister Judith
Collins, who was already on a "final warning" from Prime Minister John Key.
Once tipped as a potential future leader of the National Party - and thus a
possible future premier - she will need to do a lot of hard work to rid herself of
the political baggage she is now carrying.
There is a lot that is suspect about Hager's book and how it came to be
written. Its source material was obtained by an illegal act - the hacking of
Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater's computer system.
Any discussion about what the book reveals about politics, dirty or otherwise,
has to be conducted in that context.
Whoever committed that criminal act filtered the material before making it
available to Hager, and he made no attempts to get both sides of the story, so
the finished book cannot be a fair and balanced account of anything.
The subsequent, and apparently continuing, release of material through the
"Whaledump" Twitter feed also bears out Key's protestations of a smear
campaign.
The perpetrators may or may not be Left-wing "conspiracy theorists", as he
alleges, but the releases and their timings seem to be aimed at doing National
the most damage. People should bear that in mind.
Nevertheless, some of the allegations are starting to hit home, and Collins has
now admitted that she passed information about Internal Affairs official Simon
Pleasants to Slater.
She thought Pleasants was responsible for leaking information to Labour
about Finance Minister Bill English's accommodation allowance in 2009 something that Pleasants denies. Whaleoil's subsequent blogs about
Pleasants led to abusive posts and death threats.
Thus, Collins, the minister responsible for the administration of justice,
became implicated in the petty and extra-judicial hounding of a probably
innocent state servant. Key says that Collins has been "unwise". In fact, her
action comes close to the definition of an abuse of power.
Collins has been causing Key problems for some months. She failed to
disclose to him information about her trip to China during which she endorsed
milk produced by Oravida, a company of which her husband is a director.
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Collins was also forced to apologise to television journalist Katie Bradford and
take leave after attacking Bradford on Twitter.
Collins, it will be remembered, is an architect of the Government's "threestrikes" law for recidivist criminals. The Pleasants affair is a third strike in
terms of political mistakes, yet Collins remains in her job.
Key is nothing if not a pragmatist. Had this happened a couple of months ago,
Collins would probably have been sacked in order to not contaminate the
election campaign.
Now that campaign is under way, however, it is difficult for Key to take that
action without being seen to give endorsement to the Dirty Politics allegations
as a whole. But whatever happens at the polls on September 20, Collins will
remain a political liability.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/the-press/opinion/editorials/10405491/Where-now-forunwise-Collins
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Rosemary McLeod (Stuff): Nobody looks saintly in politics' sick soap
opera
Last updated 05:00 21/08/2014
OPINION: And so the sky fell in. Whatever you think of Nicky Hager, you've
got to admit he's slick. He launched his book without giving journalists
advance copies first, and had the launch timed to lead imminent news
bulletins - with live coverage, even - before anyone could ask annoying
questions.
That meant he got free advertising on TV in the most expensive advertising
slot. Excellent. With just 4000 copies in the first print run, the book would be
keenly debated by people who couldn't read it because it instantly sold out.
Good move. Another 6000 copies have been printed, a drop in the ocean
against the number of eligible voters.
The mystery hacker who gave Hager the emails has now put some of them on
the internet. Am I the only person who wants to know that person's identity
and motivation?
While people wait to read the book, political polls are destabilised. Two polls
earlier this week had a margin of error of 3 per cent, significant when dealing
with the small figures minor parties typically get: 3 per cent is life or death to
outfits like NZ First and Internet-Mana. Anything could happen there, and
National's complacency has been punctured.
I almost feel worried for Hager in that he always looks so anxious and
depressed, as if deeply pained at the wickedness of this world of sin, in which
everyone is briskly marching to hell. You'd want to tickle a laugh out of him, if
it were possible.
We all need that, actually, because politics in this country has just become a
sick soap opera in which nobody looks especially saintly, not even Hager,
who wants to do a rather grubby job with clean fingernails.
Put it this way: it's OK when he uses hijacked emails as the basis for a book
intended to sway an election, but it's not OK for National to help itself to the
emails of the main Opposition party when they're accessible online rather
than wisely blocked, as they should be.
Here I'll question why Hager gets to be called a journalist rather than, let's
say, a political commentator, or a writer, both of which he of course is.
He has never worked as a journalist to my knowledge, other than doing
intermittent freelance work for a Sunday paper, writing about issues dear to
his heart rather than the daily cut and thrust of news.
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Journalists have to provide balance, which is much more difficult. A one-sided
story about the wicked deeds of one political party written by a reporter would
need to be balanced by the activities of its opponents.
That could only help Hager's case here, since it's generally assumed that
Labour's emails could never contain cuss words, or sniggering about dirty
political tricks.
Nor - this goes without saying - does Labour leak juicy stories to the media.
But we have no way of really knowing for sure because nobody's writing that
book.
The pity of it is that Cameron Slater's WhaleOil blog has also had priceless
publicity, as the beneficiary of leaks from National via Prime Minister John
Key's staff members and Justice Minister Judith Collins, who has shown a
serious lack of judgment in correspondence with her buddy.
I'm no fan of Slater's Right-wing blog, just as I have a cautious approach to
Hager's work. I was unimpressed when Slater won a journalism award in May
for best blog - that was for revealing Auckland Mayor Len Brown's illicit affair
with the young, vulnerable - and silly - Bevan Chuang.
She, not Brown, was the victim in that nasty affair, as is always the way with
young women who sleep with powerful men.
The virtual sniffing of bed linen and the revelations of intimate moments that
followed were creepy and unnecessary. It never looks good when men hound
an unworldly, young and attractive woman for explicit sexual details - oh sure,
that was really, really important news.
As, in the capital, is the idea that the emails of politicians and their aides can
be as nasty as anyone else's, lol.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10405095/Nobody-looks-saintly-inpolitics-sick-soap-opera
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Andrea Vance (Stuff): Document dump keeps pressure on National
Last updated 05:00 21/08/2014
Justice Minister Judith Collins survived another day yesterday, despite an
online hoax purporting to be her resignation letter.
She was quick to quash speculation she had quit over revelations she
supplied attack blogger Cameron Slater with the contact details of a senior
public servant.
But allegations of dirty politics continued to be a headache for Prime Minister
John Key. He was forced to deny Collins held "something over him" that
prevented her sacking.
And the spy watchdog, the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security,
launched an investigation into the release of declassified documents to Slater
in 2011.
Key was campaigning in Wairarapa yesterday. But behind the scenes his
party is fretting that a steady bleed of Slater's hacked communications will
overshadow its campaign launch on Sunday.
The hacker thought to be the source for Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics book
dumped more documents yesterday.
Slater has reported the alleged hacking of his computer to police, but it hasn't
stopped the source posting links on the whaledump Twitter feed.
Yesterday's releases appear to show years of personal correspondence
between Slater and former Auckland city councillor and businessman Aaron
Bhatnagar, which details gossip, attacks and innuendo about political figures,
including ex-Labour MP Darren Hughes and former minister Richard Worth.
The social media messages also appear to back claims in Hager's book that
Bhatnagar first tipped off Slater about a security breach in the Labour Party
website.
Jason Ede, formerly a spin doctor in Key's office, faces allegations he
accessed sensitive information on the site. In the messages, Slater says he is
"working with senior Nats for release".
Key says he doesn't believe that Ede broke the law. He also stressed support
for Collins yesterday. Asked if she was getting off lightly because she held
something over him, he replied: "She doesn't, and she's not."
Collins acted quickly to scotch online speculation she was quitting. Talkback
host Duncan Garner posted a spoof resignation letter which sparked a Twitter
frenzy. She tweeted: "Story from Duncan Garner quite wrong. Presumably,
he's the victim of a hoax."
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A spokeswoman also confirmed Collins was staying put.
She has faced calls to resign from political opponents after it emerged that
she passed the name and contact details of senior public servant Simon
Pleasants to Slater. Pleasants received death threats after he was
subsequently vilified on Slater's blog.
The privacy commissioner has declined to investigate a complaint from the
Greens over this leak. However, the Greens succeeded in getting the
Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security to look into why the SIS issued
papers to Slater in 2011, but refused a request from The Dominion Post.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10405389/Document-dump-keepspressure-on-National

NZ Politics Daily: 20 August 2014
Today’s content
Dirty Politics
Stuff: Key: Collins subject of 'smear campaign'
David Fisher (Herald): Cameron Slater: Ex-PM staffer is 'gutless'
Nikki Preston (Herald): Judith Collins on her last chance - Key
Adam Bennett (Herald): English: Alleged revenge attack 'not my style'
James Ihaka (Herald): Cunliffe: Divisions among National MPs over
revelations
Nick Grant (NBR): Journo still mystified by his SIS OIA success (paywalled)
Newstalk ZB: Key conceeds Collins 'unwise'
Simon Wong (TV3): Collins 'unwise' to pass information to Slater
Giovanni Tiso (Bat bean beam): Of journalism and monsters
Ben Uffindell (The Civilian): John Key not concerned about Hager allegations
that Judith Collins killed a man
Rachel Smalley (Newstalk ZB): Weekend dominated by ‘Dirty Politics’
Rob Salmond (Polity): Through the looking glass
Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): State of play
No Right Turn: Politics does not have to be dirty
The Standard: “Mr Slater’s made it quite clear”: Key standup transcript pt1
Pete George (Your NZ): Kiwiblog steps up
Scott Yorke (Imperator Fish): Dirty Politics book raises suspicions of broader
hacking agenda
Rob Salmond (Polity): Judith Collins on cyberbullies
The Standard: Left wing blogs aren’t “the same”
Therese Cowie (Radio NZ): Blog 'used against cleaner's group'
The Standard: Aaron Bhatnagar – I barely know the guy
Dominion Post: Editorial: Key must press Collins on leak
Brent Edwards (Radio NZ): PM sticking to line over blogger
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Laura McQuillan (Newstalk ZB): Lawyer denies PM's claims over 'Dirty
Politics'
Stuff: Demand remains high for Hager book
Dan Satherley (TV3): Key: Left-wing has 'given up' arguing policy
Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Hager’s Dirty Politics: what the book ultimately
reveals is abuse of power
Tim Selwyn (Tumeke): Dirty v normal politics
Jono Natusch: Student leader ‘revolted’ by politics – that’s what dirty politics
does
No Right Turn: A commitment we can hold him to
Winston Peters (RadioLive): A Burglary that went horribly wrong for the
president
No Right Turn: Crowdsourcing the dirt machine
Mike Smith (The Standard): The moral low ground
Corin Dann (Herald): Dirty Politics still raging
Rob Salmond (Polity): John Key's office and the SIS
Jarrod Gilbert: A filthy response to Dirty Politics
Mike Hosking (Newstalk ZB): What did the Hager book amount to?
Grant Duncan (Policy matters): Dirty Politics: A review
Tim Watkin (Pundit): Actually, it's not OK
Rob Gilchrist (The Standard): On Nicky Hager
Dirty Politics
David Fisher (Herald): Hacker releases more of Slater's conversations
Updated 12 min ago3:05 PM Wednesday Aug 20, 2014
A new dump from the hacker behind Dirty Politics has revealed social media
conversations behind some of the most serious accusations in Nicky Hager's
book.
The social media account dropped 100 pages of Facebook conversations
between Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater and former local body politician
Aaaron Bhatnagar about 2pm.
The Herald is working through the material which so far shows:
• Details of the release of information from the SIS to Slater, using the OIA;
• Slater's claim he was working with "senior Nats" on information accessed on
the Labour Party website;
• Slater and Mr Bhatnagar speaking with frustration over the National Party
not awarding Queen's honours to those they knew.
The release of information follows the emergence of a person claiming to be
the hacker on Monday, who told the Herald exclusively he was setting up an
account from which further information would be posted.
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This is the third day which was seen information released which appears to
have come from the hack attack on Slater's computer.
Each release has raised new questions for the Prime Minister to answer just
days out from the official launch of the National Party's campaign launch.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11311764
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Andrea Vance (Stuff): Whaledump releases more Slater documents
Last updated 14:39 20/08/2014
The hacker behind the Whaleoil leaks has published a new set of documents,
which appear to be thousands of social media messages between blogger
Cameron Slater and National supporter Aaron Bhatnagar.
It follows a steady drip feed from the @Whaledump Twitter account of emails
apparently stolen from Slater's computer.
The hacker is anonymous, but appears to be the same source that supplied
author Nicky Hager with documents.
Hager used the information to write Dirty Politics, which details close links
between the Prime Minister's office and right wing bloggers.
The messages, dating from 2009-2011, contain snippets of political gossip
and innuendo.
The pair crudely discuss scandals involving former Labour party MP Darren
Hughes and National party minister Richard Worth. Both were forced to
resign.
Canadian-born Bhatnager is former Auckland city councillor who failed to win
selection for National in Epsom and Botany. According to Hager's book, it was
Bhatnager who tipped off Slater about a security lapse on the Labour party
website.
Prime Minister John Key's then-spin doctor Jason Ede is accused of
accessing the sensitive database.
He joined the party in 2002 and held a number of internal offices, including
Chairman of Epsom electorate in 2010, and Chairman of Remuera Branch.
Justice Minister Judith Collins - a close friend of Slater's - also appointed him
to the Real Estate Agents Authority last year. She is under-fire after it
emerged she leaked the name and contact details of a public servant to
Slater.
Simon Pleasants received death threats after he was vilified on Slater's blog.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10403737/Whaledump-releases-moreSlater-documents
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Stuff: No laws broken over website hacks: Key
Last updated 15:14 20/08/2014
Prime Minister John Key is confident no laws were broken when a staffer
joined blogger Cameron Slater and other National Party people to snoop on
an unsecured Labour Party website.
Key has been under fire over the links between the blog and his office, where
a former senior adviser appeared to be a conduit for information being
exchanged between the two.
The former staffer, Jason Ede, now works at National Party headquarters.
In his book Dirty Politics, Nicky Hager alleges Ede and Slater, along with other
people within National, downloaded material including donor details, credit
card information and other data housed on a Labour Party website after the
discovered a security flaw.
The breach happened three years ago, and Hagar's book says emails hacked
from Slater's personal computer show they intended leaking the information to
damage Labour.
Responding to questions about a possible police complaint being laid today,
Key said the matter was dealt with three years ago by the privacy
commissioner and others when National had publicly disclosed that some
staffers had looked at the site.
Key said he did not believe Ede had broken the law.
"My understanding of the position is the website was effectively left open; that
means it is effectively publishing it and people are free to go and look at that."
He reiterated his support for Justice Minister Judith Collins while repeating
that her actions in feeding Slater informaton for his blog were "unwise".
Among the information she fed Slater were details about a public servant who
subsequently received death threats.
Asked if Collins had "something over him" and that was the reason she was
getting off lightly, Key said: "She doesn't, and she's not."
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10403787/No-laws-broken-overwebsite-hacks-Key
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Adam Bennett (Herald): Judith Collins: Resignation reports a hoax
3:28 PM Wednesday Aug 20, 2014
The Dirty Politics affair descended into chaos this afternoon with reports of
that besieged Justice Minister Judith Collins had resigned, a claim she and
her office have dismissed.
A few minutes after the latest release of Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater's
hacked message by the individual calling themselves Whaledump this
afternoon, Radio Live host Duncan Garner tweeted that Ms Collins had
resigned.
Her office said that was not true and Ms Collins quickly followed that up with a
tweet saying Garner was "quite wrong".
"Presumably he's the victim of a hoax."
Ms Collins has been under pressure following the release of investigative
writer Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics book a week ago which alleges a National
Party dirty tricks campaign run by Slater with help from Ms Collins and Jason
Ede, a former staffer in Prime Minister John Key's office.
And in another significant development this afternoon Inspector-General of
Intelligence and Security Cheryl Gwyn said she would be instituting an inquiry
into allegations the SIS might have released official information to Slater,
regarding briefings provided to the then Leader of the Opposition, for political
purposes.
Hager's book claims the information was released to Slater with input from Mr
Key's office in order to embarrass former Labour Leader Phil Goff.
In a statement Ms Gwyn said she had made the decision herself to investigate
rather than in response to a complaint.
"I am satisfied there is a sufficient public interest justifying the commencement
of an own-motion inquiry into the substance of the issues raised with my
Office," said Ms Gwyn.
The inquiry will consider whether:
• the NZSIS acted properly and within the law (including its statutory
obligation of political neutrality) when it considered and responded to an
Official Information Act request from Mr Slater in July and August 2011;
• the documents released to Mr Slater were properly declassified; and
• other requests for similar information were treated in a manner consistent
with the treatment of Mr Slater's request.
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In response to Ms Gwyn's statement, Green Party Co-leader Metiria Turei
said Mr Key "can no longer say these dirty politics allegations are 'baseless'
and a 'conspiracy'."
"John Key's strategy of attacking the claims and denying wrongdoing has
failed because now an independent authority has found them worthy of
investigation."
"The allegation that the NZSIS declassified a document for the express
purpose of releasing it to a prearranged source as part of an orchestrated
political attack is very serious and it is right that the IGIS will investigate," Mrs
Turei said.
Hager's book alleges that "... someone had told Slater that his request would
be processed, signed off and sent to him in just a few days. It also seems that
Slater had
some advance knowledge of what the information said."
Media requested the same information but received it either much later than
Slater or not at all.
Meanwhile Mrs Turei confirmed the Privacy Commissioner had declined to
investigate allegations around Ms Collins' release of information about public
servant Simon Pleasants to Slater, citing "a lack of personal interest".
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11311
761
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Stuff: Fake Judith Collins resignation shocks
Last updated 15:01 20/08/2014
Embattled Justice Minister Judith Collins has not quit, as Twitter entered a
frenzy over a spoof resignation letter.
Collins has faced days of speculation over her future over her links to right
wing attack blogger Cameron Slater.
Talk-back DJ Duncan Garner today posted a fake letter purporting to signal
her resignation.
But a spokeswoman for Collins confirmed to Fairfax that she is not going.
Collins herself just Tweeted: "Story from Duncan Garner quite wrong.
Presumably, he's the victim of a hoax."
She has faced calls to resign from political opponents after it emerged she
passed the name and contact details of a senior public servant to Slater.
Simon Pleasants then received death threats after he was vilified on Slater's
blog.
Collins says she is prevented from saying any more because Slater has
reported the theft of his emails to police.
Garner previously used to Twitter to wrongly claim a plot was under way to
oust then-Labour leader David Shearer.
Duncan Garner

✔ @Garner_Live

BREAKING NEWS: Judith Collins resigns.
http://www.radiolive.co.nz/Judith-Collins-resigns--really/tabid/674/articleID/52713/Default.aspx … via @RadioLIVENZ
2:27 PM - 20 Aug 2014

Judith Collins @JudithCollinsMP

Story from Duncan Garner quite wrong. Presumably, he's the victim
of a hoax.
2:43 PM - 20 Aug 2014

THE FAKE LETTER
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http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10403745/Fake-Judith-Collinsresignation-shocks
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Simon Wong (TV3): Dirty Politics: Investigation into Slater’s OIA request
Wednesday 20 Aug 2014 3:16p.m.
The Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security (IGIS) will launch an
investigation into Security Intelligence Service (SIS) documents declassified
for political purposes, in the wake of a Green Party complaint over Dirty
Politics.
Co-leader Metiria Turei launched the complaint last Thursday after revelations
in investigative journalist Nicky Hager's book the SIS declassified a document
which would not normally have been released.
The document was given to Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater who used it to
attack former Labour leader Phil Goff on his site.
The book shows how in July 2011 Slater sent a "carefully worded" request to
SIS director Warren Tucker asking for briefing notes and "details of any
acknowledgement" Mr Goff had read regarding Israeli backpackers who left
the country shortly after the Canterbury earthquakes.
The sudden departure of the group after one of them died in the February
earthquake led to suspicions they were spies.
Mr Key repeatedly declined to answer questions about the group, but backed
down hours later.
While defending his actions, Mr Key claimed Mr Goff had also been briefed by
Mr Tucker – something he denied.
Slater claimed submitting the Official Information Act (OIA) to the SIS was his
own idea, but communications revealed in the book seem to show the blogger
had advance notice of what the documents contained and the release was
expedited much quicker than the normal 20 working days.
In a Facebook message between Slater and Aaron Bhatnagar, Slater writes:
"OIA'd the briefing minutes and notes for Goff's SIS briefing…it has been
expedited, in the public interest. It is devastating for Goff I am told".
The document arrived around a week after Slater's request.
Other media had requested the same information, but were turned down.
Mr Key, who is also minister in charge of the SIS, has repeatedly denied the
allegations in the book, calling them "baseless" and a conspiracy from the left
of politics.
"John Key's strategy of attacking the claims and denying wrongdoing has
failed because now an independent authority has found them worthy of
investigation," Ms Turei says.
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"The allegation that the NZSIS declassified a document for the express
purpose of releasing it to a prearranged source as part of an orchestrated
political attack is very serious and it is right that the IGIS will investigate."
She says the investigation needs to look into all who had access to the
information to find out what was accessed and by whom.
Meanwhile, the Privacy Commissioner has declined to investigate allegations
in the book around Justice Minister Judith Collins who passed on the name,
job title and contact details of public servant Simon Pleasants to Slater. Slater
used Mr Pleasant's name in an attack post after Ms Collins suspected him of
leaking details about Finance Minister Bill English.
The Commission says there is a "lack of personal interest" and also declined
to reopen the investigation about the Bronwyn Pullar leak.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Dirty-Politics-Investigation-into-Slaters-OIArequest/tabid/1607/articleID/357671/Default.aspx
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Andrea Vance (Stuff): SIS handover to Slater probed
Last updated 15:44 20/08/2014
The spy watchdog is set to investigate why blogger Cameron Slater was given
declassified Security Intelligence Service documents refused to reporters.
Investigative journalist Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics contains allegations
that Whaleoil's Slater was tipped off by Prime Minister John Key's staff to ask
for the papers.
SIS gave the briefing notes to Slater within a week of his OIA request, but
declined to release them to the Dominion Post.
The Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security will now investigate after
concerns were raised by the Green party.
"John Key can no longer say these dirty politics allegations are 'baseless' and
a 'conspiracy'. The IGIS thinks it legitimate enough to investigate," Green
Party co-leader Metiria Turei said.
"John Key's strategy of attacking the claims and denying wrongdoing has
failed because now an independent authority has found them worthy of
investigation."
The documents embarrassed then-Labour leader Phil Goff who had wrongly
denied he was briefed by SIS boss Warren Tucker. Slater wrote a post in
August 2011, accusing Goff of lying.
Hager's claims were based on emails and messages hacked from Slater's
computer, and Slater has laid a complaint with police.
"The allegation that the NZSIS declassified a document for the express
purpose of releasing it to a prearranged source as part of an orchestrated
political attack is very serious and it is right that the IGIS will investigate,"
Turei added.
Prime Minister John Key has repeatedly denied his office asked for the OIA
request to be fast-tracked.
Today he welcomed the investigation.
"I think that is very good news," Key said.
"At the end of the day, we are very confident in the position [that] the SIS
themselves have been running that process themselves independently, and
they have been commenting that everything was absolutely above board.
"But the really good thing is the Inspector General will be able to have a look
and clarify it for everyone."
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The commissioner has declined to investigate the allegations around Justice
Minister Judith Collins' release of information about civil servant Simon
Pleasants or reopen the investigation into the Bronwyn Pullar leak, the
Greens said.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10403820/SIS-handover-to-Slaterprobed
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No Right Turn: The gift that keeps on giving
There's been another Whaledump this afternoon, this time of
Facebook messages with Aaron Bhatnagar. As expected, it confirms
everything alleged in Dirty Politics. Unfortunately, in addition to this
public interest material, it also includes a vast amount of material of
no public interest at all, or where there are significant privacy
interests, so I won't be linking to the raw material.
And in related news, the Inspector-General of Intelligence and
Security has opened an investigation into whether the SIS
violated political neutrality in its handling of an OIA from Cameron
Slater, and whether the material was properly declassified. It'll be
interesting to see what comes of that.
http://norightturn.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/the-gift-that-keeps-on-giving.html
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Paul Casserly (Herald): Dirty undies aired on TV
2:45 PM Wednesday Aug 20, 2014
On Media Take - the latest iteration of Russell Brown's media commentary
franchise - the Dirty Politics story provided a perfect opportunity for Brown to
do what he does best.
In what must the most comprehensive recapping of how the story unfolded,
Brown included everyone from Hager to Hosking to Jeremy Wells pretending
to be Hosking. He also took in radio coverage, something that is often
overlooked on TV, but which forms a huge portion of public perception. (BTW
If you haven't heard it, Guyon Espiner's Paxmanesque interview with Key is a
beauty.)
And he points out an interesting fact via sound bites from the evening news; it
was the younger journalists who were getting stuck in and asking the PM the
toughest questions.
Hager then turned up for an interview that covered some of the mechanics of
handling the leak and launching the book. Naturally there were no coals on
hand and Hager wouldn't have been dragged over them if there were.
This is, after all, a fiercely tribal story, and Hager and Brown share the same
philosophical Maunga. It was in stark contrast to the treatment Nicky got on
Seven Sharp last week, as Hosking channeled Holmes at his frothing worst.
Media Take is co-hosted by Toi Iti, who adds not only the Tangata Whenua
bone fides, but a warmth that's not usually part of the media show mix. He
took up the "Hager saga" to look at the man behind the story.
After a brief flirtation with canonisation, in which none other than Martin Luther
King made an appearance in an introduction to little Nicky, Iti enquired about
Hager's personal life. Not his sex life, more personal than that, it was his
financial undies that he asked about, after all, how does one get to spend his
life as an investigative muckraker? Surely that doesn't pay the bills? He even
asked if Hager was, as some had suggested, a "trust fund baby?"
Hager, says he is not, but has freedom to crusade as he has no mortgage, as
he built his own home in central Wellington with his own hands. I know, he
doesn't look like a builder does he? A self-made, number-eight-wire, kiwi
bloke? That was a revelation.
Native Affairs was also dinning out on Slater's dirty gruts, firstly via an
interview with anti smoking crusader Tariana Turia, who wasn't surprised at
the dirty tricks of tobacco lobbyist Carrick Graham who had paid Whaleoil to
run material Graham had prepared on his blog.
A panel was convened. Former journalist, now 'Media Consultant', Scott
Campbell, was on hand to add some centre right to proceedings, and
reckoned this was still not the "smoking gun". He dealt a, "I'm not sure the
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average Joe Bloggs cares what's in the book", before conceding that, "The
perception of John Key being arrogant or sweeping this under the carpet is
the problem."
Morgan Godfrey of the Maui Street Blog leant left and reckoned that "There
are two options for Key, he can admit that he knew what was going on in his
office, which means he was complicit, or he can keep pushing the line that he
didn't know, which means he is incompetent, so it's lose-lose."
Patrick Gower - who seems to be on a permanent high at the moment, like a
Retriever who has a possum bailed up in the hedge - was renamed by
Mihingarangi as "Patariki" for the night.
"It's not good for Key to keep shrugging his shoulders and doing the running
man" Patariki said, before doing a seated version of the 80's dance before
delivering the best line of the night, as he described Judith Collins: "She is a
whopping great political distraction in an Adrienne Winkelmann jacket."
* Media Take, Tuesdays, 10.10pm, Thursdays 10.30pm Maori TV. Native
Affairs, Monday's 8.30pm Maori TV.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/entertainment/news/article.cfm?c_id=1501119&obj
ectid=11311700
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John Armstrong (Herald): Key's switch a necessary part of regaining
control
5:00 AM Wednesday Aug 20, 2014
The question is whether the distancing of the Government's two most senior
figures from Collins is sufficient to quell the political maelstrom, writes
Armstrong. Photo / Alan Gibson
It has taken the best part of a week, but huge cracks suddenly appeared
yesterday in the wall of denial erected by the National Party to shield itself
from the damaging allegations in Nicky Hager's book, Dirty Politics.
That was bound to happen. In resolutely defending the indefensible especially when the indefensible is as well-documented as it is in Hager's
book - John Key was not only starting to sound and look rather silly, but he
risked eating into stocks of one of his most valuable commodities - the degree
of trust he has built up with large portions of the electorate.
This particularly applies to large numbers of "soft" National supporters who
would not give National the time of day without Key at the helm.
It will take only a small chunk of these voters to defect to Opposition parties
for National to be in danger of losing the election.
The longer Key denied what was fact - especially the questions raised by
Judith Collins' passing of the private details of a public servant to Whale Oil
blogger Cameron Slater - the more he risked sounding like he was treating
voters like fools.
That all changed yesterday. Key's admonishing of Collins' actions as "unwise"
was about as punishing as a slap across the wrist with the trusty old wet bus
ticket.
But it was a mega-sized departure from the position he had previous adopted
in defending his Justice Minister. It was reinforced by Bill English refusing to
endorse Collins' modus operandi.
The question is whether the distancing of the Government's two most senior
figures from Collins is sufficient to quell the political maelstrom provoked by
the contents of Hager's book.
National claims its focus group research is showing the book's revelations are
not registering with most voters.
There is also a view in the Beehive that Collins' collusion with Slater was
always going to get special attention - like that accorded to the SIS's swift
granting of an Official Information Act request made by Slater and the
unauthorised delving around in Labour's computer database.
But National has finally woken up to the fact that Hager has one thing it does
not - time.
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He would happily argue with National for as long as National likes.
With National's advertising campaign starting today and the party's campaign
launch scheduled for next Sunday, it knows it must regain control of the
election agenda. So Key had little choice but to blink first in his stand-off with
Hager.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11311
365
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Brian Rudman (Herald): It's only dirty politics when someone else does
it
5:00 AM Wednesday Aug 20, 2014
When is "borrowing" someone else's property okay in the Prime Minister's
eyes? When, it seems, it's carried out by a senior adviser in his office working
in concert with National Party staff and activists.
Since Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics bombshell blew National's election
campaign off course last week, John Key has been trying to brush aside the
book's revelations as the work of "a left-wing conspiracy theorist" and to
defend the underhand National Party tactics exposed as the sort of thing
everyone does.
He's going to have to do better than that. Take, for example, the infiltration of
the Labour Party computer.
The book reveals new details of the June 2011 National Party raid on the
Labour Party computer system. Mr Key doesn't deny it. He can't. Party bosses
admitted at the time it had occurred. Mr Key now acknowledges the book's
claim that Jason Ede, then his senior prime ministerial communications
adviser, and assorted National Party staff and supporters took advantage of
an insecure back door in the Labour Party headquarters computer to search
confidential party records.
Credit-card transactions, membership lists and 18,000 emails were
downloaded at the time, whether by party employees or by the PM's blogger
mate, Cameron Slater, is unclear. The book reveals Mr Slater and Mr Ede
both accessed the site more than once and plotted how best to reveal the
stolen material on Mr Slater's blog.
Following the intervention of Privacy Commissioner Marie Shroff after Labour
discovered the attack, National's general manager, Greg Hamilton, said the
party would not publish any of the material.
Mr Key now shrugs the episode off, arguing if left-wing bloggers had found a
similar weakness in the National Party computer system, they'd have been in
like robbers' dogs. Or All Blacks! He told Radio New Zealand: "If the
Wallabies on Tuesday night had left their starting line-up up on their website,
on their private website, would the All Blacks go and have a look? The answer
is yes. The reason I know that is it's happened."
What a difference three years makes.
In the dying stages of the 2011 election campaign, five months after
National's raid on the Labour Party computer, Mr Key was outraged when he
discovered his "secret" cup of tea conversations with Epsom Act candidate
John Banks had been taped by one of the myriad news gatherers summoned
to witness the carefully managed publicity stunt.
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He was full of moral outrage that his private sweet nothings with Mr Banks
might be heard and read by the rest of us. The Herald on Sunday, which had
obtained a copy, asked Mr Key for permission to publish the conversation,
recorded inadvertently according to the freelance cameraman Bradley
Ambrose. He refused, damned the "News of the World tactics", and filed a
complaint with the police.
The police promptly issued a chilling statement that it was an offence under
the Crimes Act to disclose private communications unlawfully intercepted and
was punishable by up to two years in prison.
Mr Key has conveniently chosen to ignore what the Crimes Act has to say
about what Mr Ede and his co-conspirators had done just a few months
before. The law regards computer invasion as even more heinous. Everyone
who accesses a computer system and "dishonestly, or by deception, and
without claim of right ... obtains any property, privilege, service ... benefit" is
liable to a prison term of up to seven years.
Even just intentionally accessing "any computer system without authorisation"
carries a jail term of up to two years.
That sounds remarkably like what went on in the office two doors along from
Mr Key's on the prime ministerial Beehive floor. Mr Ede and his conspirators
were shown the unlocked back door of Labour's computer system by one of
Mr Slater's mates, idle and "bored" - his word - rich boy and one-time
Auckland City councillor Aaron Bhatnagar. They burst into the computer
uninvited, snooped around it at various times over a week, inviting friends to
join in as well. One or other of them downloaded reams of private material to
sabotage the Labour Party.
The Hager book reveals not a tinge of guilt, or worries about legality or privacy
issues. Mr Bhatnagar seemed more interested in glory, telling Mr Slater he
"wouldn't mind a wee wink and nod one day in appreciation". Mr Slater replied
"will do", but didn't. Instead, according to Mr Hager, Mr Slater soon claimed all
credit for himself.
Once Mr Slater started bragging online about their haul of Labour Party
secrets, he and Mr Ede engaged in email banter about how lucky they were
not to be caught out.
Just a few months later, Mr Key denounced such behaviour as criminal, and
demanded the police set an example. Now it's been revealed his own office
was up to the same thing around the same time. Yet all we get is a prime
ministerial shrug, and the claim that the All Blacks do it, so it must be okay.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11311
371
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Vernon Small (Stuff): Judith Collins looking isolated
Last updated 05:00 20/08/2014
Justice Minister Judith Collins is looking increasingly isolated after John Key
said she had been ''unwise'' and his deputy Bill English distanced himself from
her style of politics.
But despite giving Collins a final warning in March, Key yesterday said she
would keep her job, claiming she was the victim of a ''highly orchestrated,
Left-wing smear campaign''.
Collins' woes and the fallout from Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics again
dominated the campaign yesterday but National is hoping to move the debate
on to its positive election message today with the release of its first campaign
advertisement.
It features a slick National rowing eight and compares it with a disorganised
boat full of Labour and its support parties rowing in different directions.
Opposition MPs were yesterday calling for Key to sack Collins, who has
admitted passing details of Internal Affairs official Simon Pleasants to
Cameron Slater.
She thought Pleasants was responsible for leaking information to Labour
about Finance Minister Bill English's taxpayer-funded accommodation
allowance in 2009.
Slater, who blogs as Whaleoil, identified Pleasants and posted remarks about
him leading to abusive posts and death threats against Pleasants.
Pleasants has always denied leaking the information about English.
Speaking after the release of the pre-election economic and fiscal update,
English said it was not his style to leak to Slater and he wouldn't do it.
''It's not a style I like,'' English said. ''I don't participate in it. I wouldn't do it - it's
not my style of politics, it's certainly not John Key's style.''
Key said passing private information, including Pleasants' phone numbers,
was ''unwise, it's unwise for a minister''.
The accusations against Collins were ''highly contested,'' because she
believed Pleasants' name was already known to Slater.
''Now look there are some details there which I think it is unwise for a minister
to pass on but in the end it doesn't change the basic point which is she is very
strongly of the view and I've got no way of disproving that, I accept her at her
word that she didn't leak the name.''
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He confirmed she was still on her ''last chance'' after she failed to fully
disclose to him her contact with exporter Oravida during a trip to China - a firm
her husband is a director of.
''She's on her last chance, after what happened last time, but at the end of the
day, she's subject to a Left-wing, smear campaign.''
Key rejected suggestions she was now on her ''last, last'' warning.
English said he was not seeking revenge for the 2009 revelations, which saw
him back down on claims for costs on his Wellington house.
He took responsibility for it and it had been an issue of judgment not illegality.
He said he did not think the furore over Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics had
overshadowed the Government's message because people cared more about
the economy than ''some argument in the blogosphere''.
But Labour leader David Cunliffe said English's comments indicated a rift
within the National caucus.
Speaking to media at the gates of Turangawaewae Marae, he said there was
a ''strong difference of view at the most senior levels of the National Party''.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10400875/Judith-Collins-lookingisolated
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Stephen Mills (Stuff): Dirty politics and the polls
Last updated 09:00 20/08/2014
OPINION: It was often said of former Australian Prime Minister, Kevin Rudd
that his only friend was NewsPoll (the most prominent public poll in Australian
politics). When his numbers wobbled for the first time his colleagues soon
despatched him.
John Key is a more adept politician but throughout his entire National Party
leadership he has been almost always blessed with friendly, if not loving,
polls.
From a left perspective it often seems that when John Key and his
government are in trouble and the political media are about to open serious
fire, good polls come riding to his rescue.
The media then almost as one spin around and go back to the usual strafing
of Labour and its leader for "lack of traction".
The Prime Minister must be desperately hoping that the love remains in the
first wave of serious political polls to be taken after the release of Nicky
Hager's Dirty Politics book.
Any proper pollster would point out that the first wave of polls should not be
the final word on the impact of an issue like Dirty Politics, as it often takes
time for major issues to work their way through to the public.
There is, nevertheless, no doubt that those polls will be treated as some kind
of verdict.
The most critical factor will be how voters judge John Key's performance
under pressure handling the fall-out from the Nicky Hager book and the extent
of any perceived responsibility for the conduct of his office.
Past polling history suggests that if John Key is seen at fault the polls will
move but not for Ministers in trouble.
Revelations in the Hager book about Judith Collins will probably be less
important.
Polling was very close between the centre-left and centre-right blocs
throughout 2012 and 2013 before the centre right drew ahead this year.
The only two earlier small breakouts were for the centre-left around March
and April last year and again between September and November.
The second seems to have been mostly attributable to the interest in the
Labour leadership contest and a brief honeymoon for new leader, David
Cunliffe.
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The first was when John Key was squarely in the media gun sights over his
shifting explanations of his degree of involvement in the appointment of new
director of the GCSB, Ian Fletcher.
Fast forward to April and May this year and the John Key government was
dealing with the apparently damaging double hit of the Maurice Williamson
resignation and Judith Collins' alleged undeclared conflict of interest over
Oravida and her subsequent threat to retaliate by issuing revelations about
press gallery journalists.
John Key was under some pressure on the apparent double standard of
forcing Williamson's resignation but letting Collins remain.
Polls then that generally showed no erosion in National's support and no
improvement for Labour undoubtedly strengthened his hand.
A bigger question than the impact on the next round of polls is what impact
"Dirty Politics" could potentially have on the election result if it continues to run
and run with anything like the intensity of the last few days.
Here we have to look for a precedent to Corngate, the consequences of a
previous Nicky Hager book Seeds of Distrust on genetic modification, that
exploded in the middle of the 2002 campaign.
While there can never be certainty in counter factuals and factors other than
Corngate were also in play it is reasonable to conclude that Corngate,
perhaps somewhat ironically, derailed a highly probable comfortable victory
for a Labour-Green government.
The vote losers in that campaign were the Labour Government under attack
and the major opposition party (National) and the winners the minors, apart
from the Greens.
In UMR polling soon before the start of the campaign Labour was on 51 per
cent and ended up with 41 per cent; National was on 31 per cent and ended
up with 21 per cent.
The big winners were New Zealand First which surged from 3 per cent to 10
per cent and United Future which achieved a dizzying rise from 0.1 per cent to
7 per cent.
ACT also picked up a couple of points from 5 per cent to 7 per cent.
The fallout from the recording of the conversation between John Key and
John Banks in the 2011 campaign (nothing to do with Nicky Hager) was
nowhere near as big an issue did no favours for the Government nor any for
the major opposition party (this time Labour) .
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The Labour vote slipped quietly down to 27 per cent with the party all but shut
out of the media and all attention on "Teacup gate" in the last stages of the
campaign.
The big winner was New Zealand First which more than doubled its vote
during the campaign on the back of media attention for Winston Peters
releasing teasing hints about what was on the conversation transcript.
If there are further revelations Nicky Hager may yet be able to claim that he
has played a big part in determining the results of two New Zealand general
elections.
If all the significant information that is going to come out is out now then the
next set of polls will still provide some indications of what political damage has
been done and who has benefited.
Stephen Mills is Executive Director of UMR Research
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/opinion/10402346/Dirty-politics-andthe-polls
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Patrick Gower (TV3): National, Whale Oil behind sneaky MP photos
Tuesday 19 Aug 2014 6:00p.m.
Another day and more Dirty Politics – Prime Minister John Key buckled and
criticised Justice Minister Judith Collins for the first time for passing
information to the Whale Oil blog, but let her keep her job.
It follows divisions in National's ranks over Ms Collins' actions, from none
other than Deputy Prime Minister Bill English.
3 News has found another example of National MPs teaming up with Whale
Oil with sneaky photographs.
Mr Key has been campaigning in style, on a taxpayer-funded trip in an Air
Force helicopter from electioneering in west Auckland to an official event in
Ngaruawahia, saving a 90-minute drive.
But the pressure from Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics is unrelenting, Mr Key
finally buckling after six days of defending Ms Collins, now saying her passing
of a public servant's name so the Whale Oil blog could attack was "unwise".
"Look, there are some details there which is unwise for a minister to pass on,"
said Mr Key.
Mr Key's turnaround followed another damaging release for Ms Collins. The
person claiming to have hacked Whale Oil posted an email showing Ms
Collins leaked Cameron Slater not just the name of a public servant, but his
phone number too.
"I think the passing of private information, in terms of phone numbers, I think
that's unwise," said Mr Key. "It's unwise of a minister. Look, in the end it's one
of those things."
Ms Collins and Slater went after the public servant, suspecting him of leaking
details that led to Mr English's housing expenses scandal. It was utu and led
to death threats, the Deputy Prime Minister distancing himself from Ms Collins
and the revenge attack.
"I wouldn't do it," said Mr English. "I wasn't involved in any of it. I wouldn't do
it. It's not my style of politics."
Mr Key put Ms Collins on her last warning after the Oravida scandal, but says
this doesn't count.
But there were more questions today about National using Whale Oil to
attack. A photo of Greens co-leader Metiria Turei, taken on a phone in
Parliament against the rules, was published by Whale Oil, who called her a
"hobo".
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An analysis suggests the snapper could have been National MP John Hayes,
the photo metadata showing it was likely the same phone that took a photo of
Labour Party leader David Cunliffe eating alone in Parliament's café.
http://www.3news.co.nz/National-Whale-Oil-behind-sneaky-MPphotos/tabid/1607/articleID/357516/Default.aspx
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Scott Yorke (Imperator Fish): A statement from John Key about Judith
Collins
Like most people, I was surprised to hear that Judith Collins emailed a civil
servant’s details to blogger Cameron Slater.
I have now spoken to Judith, and I have made it clear to her that this is her
last chance. I may have said something similar a few months ago when
Judith’s role in the Oravida matter caused some concern, but this is a quite
different matter. My warning back then related to her activities in connection
with a dairy company. While I have not read Nicky Hager’s book and do not
intend to, I have not been made aware of any specific allegations made
against Judith in the Hager book that relate to milk.
But actually, let’s all focus on what this is really all about. At the end of the day
this issue only arose as a result of a smear campaign by a left-wing extremist
who probably doesn’t like the All Blacks. But look, I accept that Judith acted
unwisely this time.
I have told Judith that this is absolutely her last chance. If she makes another
mistake like this one, I will have no choice but to take action. I will be forced to
issue her with a warning.
If Judith transgresses again after I have issued her with a warning, then the
consequences will be severe for her. I made it very clear when I became
Prime Minister that I expected a very high standard of behaviour from my
ministers.
That’s why if Judith gets it wrong after I have issued a warning, she will
receive a final warning.
I’m sure Judith wouldn’t need to be spoken to again after receiving a final
warning. She has been a hardworking and competent member of my team,
and she has made real gains for ordinary New Zealander in all of her
portfolios.
But in the unlikely event that I find myself being embarrassed by Judith after
having issued a final warning, then I will be forced to issue a formal
reprimand.
I have no doubt that if that were to happen, Judith would reflect on where she
has gone wrong. She has been a senior minister in my administration for a
number of years, and in general I have found her to have sound judgement
and a good political radar.
However, should Judith Collins fail to respond to a reprimand, she would
place me in a very difficult position. I respect Judith’s judgement and integrity,
but actually, at the end of the day, the New Zealand public expect their
politicians to adhere to high standards of behaviour.
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That’s why if a reprimand doesn’t do the job, I’ll be left with no option but to
issue an ultimatum.
Now if I were to issue an ultimatum, I have no doubt that Judith would take it
on board and become a better person for it. I’m enormously proud of the
things she has achieved in the Police and Justice portfolios during her time as
a minister, and there is no more well-respected MP in our caucus than Judith.
But if an ultimatum doesn’t do the job, there really won’t be anything else to
do. She would be inviting the ultimate sanction from her party leader. It’s a
step I would be loath to take, but a continued failure to adhere to high
standards must have some consequence.
That is why if Judith Collins fails to heed the warnings, final warnings,
reprimands and ultimatums issued to her, I will have no option left to me. I will
be forced to express my disappointment in her behaviour.
http://imperatorfish.com/2014/08/19/a-statement-from-john-key-about-judithcollins/
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David Williams (ODT): National's support unaffected by book, Joyce
says
Wed, 20 Aug 2014
Nicky Hager's book has made little difference to the National Party's support,
according to the party's internal polling.
Since it was released last Wednesday, the investigative reporter's book, Dirty
Politics, has dominated news headlines, weekend current affairs shows and
Prime Minister John Key's media interviews.
It contained revelations of close links between National, including Cabinet
Minister Judith Collins and Mr Key's former staffer Jason Ede, and ''attack
blogger'' Cameron Slater.
National's campaign chairman, Steven Joyce, speaking to the Otago Daily
Times in Queenstown yesterday, said the difference in the party's support
was ''nothing statistical at all''.
The margin of error was plus or minus 3.1% for last week's One News Colmar
Brunton snap poll of 1000 eligible voters, which had National's support at
50%, down 2 percentage points, and Labour's down 2 percentage points to
26%.
''I'm actually being a bit guarded because polls are polls but we aren't seeing
anything significant,'' Mr Joyce said.
''People are much more interested in the policy issues.''
Mr Joyce had a crack at Labour leader David Cunliffe for ''bagging'' the
National Party every day while maintaining the line of running a positive
campaign.
Speaking on National Radio yesterday, a day after source emails from the
book were released, Mr Cunliffe said the prime minister still had serious
questions to answer over his party's links to bloggers and Ms Collins should
be sacked.
Mr Joyce dismissed that by saying all the questions had already been
answered and much of the book's material was old ground.
But National is bracing for more attacks.
''We all need to understand what the political motivation of the Left is - and
that is they just want to keep bringing this up every day, so I think you'll see
more emails, I think you'll see more email drops ... and I think it will continue
for the next four and a-half weeks.''
Mr Joyce said every political party needed to brief bloggers and that would not
change because of this episode.
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The National Party held a $2500-a-head dinner and $120-a-head cocktail
party fundraiser in Queenstown on Monday night, attended by National Party
president Peter Goodfellow.
Some of the proceeds went towards the party's Clutha-Southland candidate,
Todd Barclay, who is vying to fill Deputy Prime Minister Bill English's vacated
seat.
http://www.odt.co.nz/news/politics/313133/nationals-support-unaffected-bookjoyce-says
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Nicole Mathewson (Stuff): Law Society critical of Judith Collins
Last updated 08:13 20/08/2014
Justice Minister Judith Collins has been criticised for naming a lane outside
Christchurch's new justice precinct after a friend.
Collins is already under fire after allegations she and Whale Oil blogger
Cameron Slater were behind an attack campaign that led to a public servant
receiving death threats.
Some Christchurch lawyers are now questioning why Collins named the new
lane after someone she had personal links with - the late Sir Robert
Chambers - rather than someone with links to Canterbury.
The justice precinct will house about 2000 workers from Civil Defence, police,
the Fire Service, the Ministry of Justice, St John and other relevant agencies
when it opens on a site between Lichfield and Tuam streets in 2017.
Chambers died in his sleep at his Wellington home last year, aged 59. He had
been appointed to the Supreme Court in 2011 after a distinguished career as
a barrister, Queen's Counsel and judge, and had served alongside Collins on
the Auckland District Law Society Council.
Christchurch barrister Gerald Lascelles wrote in the New Zealand Law
Society's Canterbury Westland branch magazine that the decision was "illconsidered".
"It was made without proper or any regard for local interests and seemingly
made by one who had long-standing personal links with the person so
acknowledged," he said.
Lascelles told The Press that although Chambers was "apparently a very
good chap", Collins needed to justify her decision to name the lane after a
North Islander.
He suggested the lane would be better named after someone like Sir Howard
Kippenberger, who fought and was wounded in both world wars, or Sir Erime
Northcroft, who sat on the Tokyo War Crimes Trial.
In a letter published in The Press yesterday, John Burn wrote that a number
of Christchurch lawyers were concerned by Collins' decision as Chambers
had never sat in Christchurch.
Collins said Chambers was "one of the most powerful intellectuals" in New
Zealand's justice system and it was important for his significant contribution to
be remembered.
"Lady Chambers attended the launch of the plans for the precinct and is very
appreciative that her late husband's legacy is to be remembered in this way,"
she said.
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http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10400852/Law-Society-critical-ofJudith-Collins
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Southland Times: Editorial: Rats and niceties
Last updated 05:00 20/08/2014
OPINION: This is another dirty politics editorial. Can't be helped.
Our topic, regrettably, is "ratf...ing" as explained and celebrated by Whaleoil
blogger Cameron Slater who has been operating with particular nourishment
from Judith Collins, Jason Ede and others.
There's a charming passage in the hacked emails upon which Nicky Hager's
Dirty Politics book is founded, in which Slater confides to a friend that ACC
client Bronwen Pullar is about to get "rat-f...ed".
So it proved. Soon after that, an email was leaked to the press implicating
Puller - wrongly - as trying to receive money from ACC before returning a
huge amount of sensitive information she had mistakenly been sent.
Helpfully, for those who mightn't understand the term, Slater himself blogged
on "The philosophy of ratf...ing" last October.
This was the word coined by Donald Segretti and other disgraced officials in
the Nixon White House for the dirty tricks they pulled first as university
students and then during national elections.
Slater hardly lamented the practice. Quite the opposite. He wrote it was a
shame that this "art" had largely been lost in New Zealand since the Muldoon
era. He lamented that we had become a bunch of sooks, scared of a bit of
blood and guts.
Slater doesn't mention this bit, but ratf...ing, at least as Segretti and co
practised it, was essentially deceitful; illegally so in some cases. We must
presume he sees his own activities differently; nothing more than politics red
in tooth and claw.
But Slater, the unabashed basher, does say this much plainly: "It isn't about
the public good, it's about the game".
The extent to which National higher-ups batted not an eye at that philosophy,
and had no problem dealing with him, is now on the agenda.
We must remember, daily, that Hager's book is founded on hacked
information. Some say that if a similar number of emails from an agent of the
Left had been similarly hacked, it would reveal much the same.
Possibly so, though the question is how we should react to the dirty great
steaming pile of that information we do have to hand. Perhaps Slater would
have us ask ourselves: What would Segretti do?
http://www.stuff.co.nz/southland-times/opinion/10400881/Editorial-Rats-andniceties
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Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): Let’s not overestimate these idiots
Filed under: Politics — danylmc @ 9:05 am
One of the most prevalent responses to Dirty Politics is that it just
shows us ‘politics as normal’. (Here’s Trotter insisting that dirty
politics is ‘the only kind there is’.) This is weird on a couple of
levels. Firstly, in the week before Hager’s book was released
everyone was running around insisting that the crowd of students
chanting ‘Fuck John Key’ meant that this was the dirtiest, nastiest
election ever. Now that we have a book documenting behavior that
is so far beyond that, and linking it to the Justice Minister and the
Prime Minister’s office, people are running around scoffing that
politics has ‘always’ been like this.
Well, sure, people in politics have done nasty things before. Back in
2004 under Clark’s Labour government Leanne Dalziel was caught
leaking private information to the media and then lying about it.
People were disgusted by what Dalziel did, and she resigned. We
didn’t have all these very sophisticated world-weary cynics running
around insisting that it was no big deal because politics is
always dirty so nothing bad should happen to her. It is like saying
‘Well, duh, we all know crime happens so let’s not have a justice
system.’
Also, I know a few people in politics on both the left and the right,
and while some of them might be cunning and ruthless (Hi Honey)
they’re not sociopaths. If you go around insisting that political
operatives who ruin people’s lives because that’s what gives them
pleasure is ‘politics as normal’ then you’re enabling
these unusually horrible people to turn our political system into
something very ugly. Don’t do that.
Lastly, there’s a quote from Hager’s book that lots of people have
picked up on by Simon Lusk about how negative campaigning and
dirty politics favors the right. From the afterword:
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There are a few basic propositions with negative campaigning that
are worth knowing about. It lowers turnout, favours right more than
left as the right continues to turn out, and drives away the
independents.’ In short, many people stop participating in politics.
If politicians cannot be trusted, if politics looks like a petty or ugly
game, and if no one seems to be talking about the things that
matter, then what’s the point of bothering to participate? Just leave
them to it. There are innovations in US Republican Party thinking on
this point; election tactics do not have to be just about winning
votes; they can be equally effective if groups of people in society
just stop voting altogether.
Maybe that was the conventional wisdom in political science when
Lusk wrote that, which I believe was in 2006 or 2007. But it’s not
true. The Obama campaign ran a ‘two tier’ campaign against Mitt
Romney in 2012. Their media advertising was almost 100%
negative, and their direct targeting and ground campaign were
positive. They won by suppressing right-wing voter turnout and
maximising turnout among their own supporters. So let’s not
assume that Lusk, Slater et al have any idea what they’re talking
about when it comes to political strategy, or that the revelations
about them can only have negative consequences for the left.
http://dimpost.wordpress.com/2014/08/20/lets-not-overestimate-these-idiots/
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Rob Hosking (NBR): ‘Whaledump’ to link Labour candidate and former
Nat strategist (paywalled)
August 20, 2014
Labour’s Napier candidate Stuart Nash is to be the next target of the Alleged
Whaleoil hacker "Whaledump."
In the latest spin of an incredibly twisted election campaign, the shadowy
"Whaledump" – which has been strategically posting emails and other
communications used in left-wing activist Nicky Hager’s Dirty Politics book on
Twitter since Monday – this morning tweeted today’s release will involve Mr
Nash.
It is understood the revelations will be that Simon Lusk, who featured
prominently in Mr Hager’s book collaborating with "shock jock" Whale Oil
blogger Cameron Slater, is now working for Mr Nash.
The book shows Mr Lusk working with Mr Slater and others to orchestrate
selection of candidates they favoured or thought they could control within the
National Party – the most notable being Rodney MP Mark Mitchell.
However much of that work was historical and NBR ONLINE understands Mr
Lusk’s influence was carefully excised from the most recent round of
candidate selections for this year’s election.
Today’s release will be aimed at demonstrating the carefully planned
campaign of releases from Whaledump is not just aimed at National but is a
politically impartial effort.
Mr Nash is, though, out of favour with the current Labour leadership: briefly an
MP between 2008-11, he was chief of staff for David Shearer when Mr
Shearer was leader.
For the "hard left" of New Zealand politics, Mr Nash is regarded as a "neo
liberal sellout."
Attempts were made to reach Mr Nash this morning but he has not returned
calls or texts.
http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/whaledump-link-labour-candidate-former-natstrategist-rh-p-161094
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The Standard: Mr Clean talks Dirty Politics: Key standup transcript pt2
WrittenBy: KAROL - Date published:1:30 pm, August 20th, 2014 - 1 comment
Categories: blogs, brand key, election 2014, john key, Left, slippery, spin, The Standard, tv - Tags:

John Key’s standup on the day after the release of Nicky Hager’s Dirty Politics book,
can be seen online in the TV3 video of Thursday 14 August. The transcript below is
Part Two of the transcript of the questions and answers in the video.
Part One of the transcript is here.
Part Two has John Key claiming that he and the National Party don’t do dirty politics,
that the left is the one doing such smear campaigns, and that he and National don’t do
anything that other parties aren’t doing.
It’s noticeable Key is touchy about the role of Jason Ede, because his voice
audibly squeaks, as he answers questions about Ede. The squeaks indicate his body is
physically experiencing stress.
Key repeats his claim that Hager is a conspiracy theorist, meaning Hager’s seeing a
conspiracy where one doesn’t exist. At the same time, Key is saying Hager is part of a
left wing conspiracy, aimed at smearing Key and National. Key implies Hager is part
of a series of attacks that includes the video of an effigy of Key being burnt.
Key repeatedly tries to smear Hager, by attacking his credibility. Hager has an
international reputation as a thorough and trustworthy researcher.
Key claims Hager’s book, Seeds of Distrust was as bad as Dirty Politics in being not
backed up by facts. My recollection is, that on the night Dirty Politics was released or
in the build up to the release, Key was shown on TV saying that Seeds of Distrust was
the only good/accurate book Hager had written. Key also claims there’s a lot of things
in the book that are not true. Yet, as time goes on, many things are begin shown to be
true.
Key also implies that The Standard, and left wing blogs in general, operate the same
way as the Whale Oil blog. He talks of issues being raised on (left and right wing)
blog sites that are picked up by the mainstream media.
Prior to the release of Dirty Politics, it was my understanding, that stories aimed at
smearing politicians and parties (more often left wing ones than right wing ones) were
seeded by first being broken on the Whale Oil (possibly also on Kiwiblog on
occasions), then were picked up by the mainstream media. I do not know of any
occasions when that was done on The Standard.
It has only been in fairly recent times that The Standard even got a mention in the
MSM. In contrast, Whale Oil and Kiwiblog have a long record of being referred to in
the MSM, and treated as a credible source.
Key claims the effigy burning video was first posted on a blog, and the MSM picked
up on it after that. Where did the video first get posted? How did the MSM pick up
on it? One report about Key’s response to the video here.
Some of the inaccuracies in John Key’s spin lines, are indicated in Bunji’s roundup
today. Rob Salmond, on his Polity blog, also critiques some of Key’s claims, on a
post re-posted on the Standard today.
TRANSCRIPT PART TWO: 4.57 minutes – 9.57 minutes
of TV3′s video of John Key talks Nicky Hager’s Dirty Politics‘
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INTERVIEWER: Can I just give you a quote from the book here? – apparently from
Jason Ede, saying, “They’re chasing us by matching IP neighbourhoods.” Jason Ede
says, “In my case I wish to offer a hearty sigh of relief and celebrate dynamic IP
addresses.”
KEY: Well. [sucks in breath] Er. [Pause. shrugs. Shakes head slightly] That’s again.
INTERVIEWER: Are you saying that’s false?
KEY: [voice goes slightly up a pitch] No. Look I don’t have any information on that.
But what I know, is ah, A: I know for a simple fact that all of that stuff that was run
around Labour Party was done by Cameron Slater and it wasn’t from the National
Party. If Nati, if Jason Ede went and had a look out of curiosity, fair enough [shrugs]
but it’s got nothing to do with the National Party.
INTERVIEWER: That’s a pretty damning allegation, though.
KEY: It’s not true.
INTERVIEWER: Shouldn’t you go and have a look at it though?
KEY: Well there’s nothing for me to go and look at. I’ve asked my office and that’s
the assurance I’ve been given.
INTERVIEWER: So your inquiry is to call Cameron Slater?
KEY: [Very slight squeak in voice] Well I’ve asked my office and that’s the
assurance I’ve been given. And that’ll be correct. And Mr Slater’s got nothing to hide.
INTERVIEWER: You’d be happy for police and the
KEY: Totally. I mean, look. [shakes head] We have absolutely no issues. And the
dirty politics from all this is from the left. And it’s from
INTERVIEWER: So you’ve no involvement at all, Prime Minister?
KEY: [voice squeaks very slightly] No I’ve no involvement in all this. As I say, look
the dirty politics is from the left.
INTERVIEWER: When did
KEY: This is the situation where they’ve gone out there and tried to release a book,
with no time for people to critique it. They’re the people who have gone out there,
basically with all sorts of videos. They’re the people who have gone out there in the
course of time, with a whole lot of other things from parodies out. Why are they doing
that? Because they don’t want to debate the issues that actually matter. They don’t
want to talk about health funding and the economy, and law and order and education.
All of this is out there as a conspiracy theory from the left to try and damage my
credibility, credibility of the National Party, and to try and hurt our chances in the
election. And New Zealanders will see through that.
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INTERVIEWER: But with this all as a conspiracy theory, that means that Nicky
Hager has made this up, lied. These quotes are false.
KEY: No. What Nicky Hager’s done is join a whole lot of dots that can’t be
connected. And that’s very consistent with what Nicky Hager does. If you go and
look at his previous other books, he makes wild allegations. Go and ask Helen Clark,
whether the allegations he made in the Corngate “Seeds of Mistrust” were right? And
the answer is, No.
INTERVIEWER: I’ve read the book over night, and even if 5-10% of it is true, that’s
damning.
KEY: [Voice squeaks] No it’s not. We live in the modern world. We never, we never
argued some of our people don’t talk to bloggers. We talk to TV3 News. We do that
all the time. We live in the modern world where you ask me questions that come off
blog sites. But, in the end, these blog sites run their own deal. They do their own stuff,
just like The Standard does on the left of politics.
INTERVIEWER: But your office don’t feed us Official Information Act requests: the
exact words.
KEY: We haven’t done that either.
INTERVIEWER: Are you satisfied that Judith Collins didn’t leak Bronwyn Pullar’s
name.
KEY: Well that’s the assurance that she’s given me and I accept her at her word.
INTERVIEWER: Do you feel you need to go back and check that now given what’s
in the book?
KEY: [slight squeak in voice] Nah I don’t think so.
INTERVIEWER: I mean there are specific quotes here, and email exchanges, where
days before her name was leaked, Whale Oil is talking about Bronwyn Pullar,
KEY: There’s all
INTERVIEWER: saying that he got it from Judith Collins, saying Judith
KEY: There’ always lots of gossip and innuenda and all those sorts of things. And I
suspect if we went through all of the emails that you send, and all the things that
happen. We live in a world that’s pretty fluid in terms of information. But if that’s
what the Minister said, and that’s what she has said, I accept her at her word.
INTERVIEWER: Shouldn’t you go and have a look at it, though?
KEY: I don’t need to. This is Nicky Hager, who’s a left wing conspiracy theorist, who
releases a book an hour before the news so no-one can critique it. This is a guy with a
proven track record to make up lots of theories and get them wrong. And this is a guy,
that’s done something on the Wednesday, which on Monday and Tuesday, and prior
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to that, there’s been a series of things from the left. They’ve been out there to try and
throw and damage, throw things and damage my credibility because the left don’t
want to discuss the issues that matter. [Voice squeaks up slightly] And I think most
New Zealanders are going to say, “That’s what the game is here.” They can’t beat
National on policy and on economic performance, so it’s throw some muck and see if
it works.
INTERVIEWER: But, Mr Prime Minster, do you stand by Jason Ede?
KEY: [Slight hint of a squeak in his voice] Yeah. Jason Ede works for the National
Party now. I mean, again and quite a number of facts in the book that he’s got wrong.
Jason Ede hasn’t been a press secretary for six years. He’s not two doors down from
my office.
INTERVIEWER: [several people ask questions at the same time] You stand by his
actions?
KEY: [Voice noticeably squeaks at a higher pitch than usual] Yeah.
INTERVIEWER: How many doors down is he?
KEY: Seven, I think. But he’s on the ninth floor.
INTERVIEWER: but
KEY: Well he was. He’s not now. He works for the National Party.
INTERVIEWER: [several speaking at once] Wasn’t he tax payer funded at some
point.
KEY: [Voice squeaks] Some point he would have been.
INTERVIEWER: Is it appropriate for a tax payer funded public servant to be dirt
digging?
KEY: Well I don’t believe he is. He deals with all sorts of issues and all sorts of of
um claims that are made. And you guys come to us all the time with stories that are on
blog sites. That’s the nature of the beast. I mean, that particular effigy, I haven,
burning effigy, I haven’t actually seen it. But it was on a blog site. So it’s quite a part
of the modern media. I can’t divorce myself from that. So, obviously, just as in the
same way that you read the blogs, and other New Zealanders read it, it’s part of the
modern media. But the the National Party is is doing everything, in my opinion, above
board. It’s totally fine. Nothing different to what any other political party would do.
Mr Hager’s making some claims. He can’t back them up. And they’re not factually
correct.
INTERVIEWER: Not using. Not using blog sites as attack people?
KEY: No. Nothing more than what anyone else would do.
ENDS: 9.57 minutes
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http://thestandard.org.nz/mr-clean-talks-dirty-politics-key-standup-transcriptpt2/
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Chris Keall (NBR): Farrar makes changes to Kiwiblog, applies to be 'test
dummy' for new regulator
August 20, 2014
Law Commission recommends single watchdog for old media, new media
Centre-right commentator David Farrar says he's thought about walking away
from Kiwiblog over the past week.
He does not believe Dirty Politics shows him acting in any way
inappropriately. But nevertheless it's been traumatic to have his emails
floating around, and for he and his office to be regarded as "fair game."
He's decided to stick with it.
But he is cleaning house, introducing new rules around disclosing sources of
information, and applying to join a new(ish) media regulator and abide by its
code of conduct.
"I’ve been talking to the OMSA and Press Council for over a year about
joining, so the book is not the cause, but is a bit of a catalyst. I’ve long wanted
to see if the self-regulatory model can be extended to blogs," Mr Farrar told
NBR Online this morning.
"The other changes at Kiwiblog are more just about greater clarity."
The OMSA (Online Media Standards Authority) as set up as a self-regulatory
authority set up by TVNZ, MediaWorks, Sky TV, Maori TV and Radio NZ after
Justice Minister Judith Collins rejected a Law Commission recommendation
for a single regulator to cover online and offline media (online media being
unregulated at the time. Broadcast media is covered by the Broadcast
Standards Authority and print media by the Press Council). It setup shop in
June last year.
As with the BSA and Press Council, it's not a legal process, but complainants
can win retractions and apologies.
For a blogger, that could be a humbling experience, but also a cheaper and
more straightforward one than a complainant taking them to court.
The trade-off for enjoying the OMSA's protection is that members have to
abide by its Code of Standards, which include respecting privacy (so no
blabbing whistleblower's names slipped to you by a cabinet minister), not
causing undue distress, putting stories in context, and showing balance on
controversial issues (not something various blogs on the left or the right are
particularly known for; Mr Farrar at least has always been upfront about where
he stands).
"I regard myself as a bit of a test dummy, to see how it goes. I expects other
bloggers might follow, but they may want to wait and see how it goes with
me," the Kiwiblog founder says..
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Would he cousel Cameron Slater to follow his lead?
Mr Farrar says his changes are not intended as a blueprint for anyone else,
"as I think each blog has its own style and the good thing about the
blogosphere is the diversity it has on offer."
http://www.nbr.co.nz/opinion/crash-test-dummy
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The Standard: Dirty Politics roundup
WrittenBy: BUNJI - Date published:11:46 am, August 20th, 2014 - No comments
Categories: john key, national, slippery - Tags: dirty politics, nicky hager, round-up, smear campaign

Just some stuff I thought people wouldn’t want to miss…
Mandy Hager on her brother’s book:
I don’t know anyone who is more ethical than Nicky [...] He is a deep thinker, with an
incredibly sharp mind, and always practices what he preaches. And he is a
compulsively thorough researcher and a bloody good writer [...] And, here’s the most
important thing, folks, nothing of importance that he has written has ever ultimately
been discredited or disproved. The ignorant spin that he ‘makes things up’ and is a
‘left-wing conspiracy theorist’ could not be further from the truth. People wonder why
he gets such extraordinary information leaked to him. The answer is really simple:
he’s easy to talk to, honest, respects those he deals with, and he is totally ethical,
therefore they can feel confident in him and assured he will protect their confidences.
It’s as simple as that.
Media Take last night had a Dirty Politics special with 2 interviews of Nicky
Hager. Jane Kelsey next week on the TPP should be interesting.
We shouldn’t forget Guyon actually holding the PM to account or Garner‘s
unhappiness with Judith / Slater.
The passion that’s been inspired is at least something positive –
see Danyl and Andrew Geddis.
One of John Key’s responses (other than regular standard lines of “left wing smear
campaign”, “conspiracy theorist”, “made it up”, “allegations all falling apart”) has
been that the left don’t want to talk about policy, they just want to run smears. Now
apart from the fact that Nicky Hager isn’t a member of any political party, and is thus
not “the left” he’s talking about, “the left” have actually released a huge amount of
policy (see Labour, Green). And far from not wanting to talk policy, they’ve been
trying to ever since Key became leader, and might have succeeded a bit more if Key
(thru Ede/Slater) hadn’t kept derailing the conversation with all the smears as laid out
in Dirty Politics.
Speaking of policy (and a slight diversion from Dirty Politics), it’s annoying to see
the Herald doing their “pork” framing of policy costs. Because obviously doing
something about child poverty or housing supply or reducing class sizes is
“pork”. And we only mention Labour’s extra $4.85 billion in extra revenue in the
footnotes, so they look terrible in the big graphic.
But, at the end of the day, and because Don’t worry. Be happy requested it, you’re
another day older – that’s all you can say in the life of the poor.
http://thestandard.org.nz/dirty-politics-roundup/
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Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): Transcribed: Sean Plunket and Wayne
Tempero interview 18 August 2014
by Cameron Slater on August 19, 2014 at 9:00am
Mon, 18 Aug 2014
WAYNE TEMPERO INTERVIEW: KIM DOTCOM’S FORMER BODYGUARD
SKEPTICAL OF POLITICAL MOTIVES
Sean Plunket speaks with former bodyguard of Kim Dotcom Wayne Tempero,
about his time with Dotcom and his views on Kim’s motivation for starting The
Internet Party.
In a telling interview, Tempero says he used to respect Dotcom, but has since
changed his opinions of him after seeing him buy himself favours, along with
his way into New Zealand politics.
“His motives are to save himself and have nothing to do with politics in New
Zealand,” says Tempero of his former employer.
Wayne agreed to come on the program this morning to have a discussion, I
would thank him for doing so and I would welcome him to the program now..
Sean: “Wayne very good morning to you”
Wayne: “Good Morning”
Sean: “Wayne can you first tell me, I just want to go background, you are, a
body guard right? How long have you been doing that?”
Wayne: When I heard that music, I laughed because it’s pretty common
knowledge I looked after Whitney Huston for a while when I was working for
the Royal family of Brunei, she was a very hard woman to look after, I tell ya,
it’s not like the movie. Pardon?
Sean: oh so the movie was partly factual?
Wayne: Yeah yeah can be, some of it , the funny part I remember that when I
went to pick her up in LA, in one of the private jets, she came up the stairs
and she knew who I was because she had been told we would be meeting her
there, and she had a bit of a smiley face, and she said you don’t look like a
body guard and it was a play on the film I have never forgotten it, but she was
a hard client to look after.
Sean: Alright Wayne, now how long have you been in this business?
Wayne: 24 years
Sean: and before that?
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Wayne, Um before that, I was in Dunedin umm, like a lot of Dunedin people,
when I learned, I went to the freezing works, Burnside freezing works, I was
on the kill floor when in those days you made an awful lot of money and you
were probably making moiré than doctors actually and I learnt my trade, what
I did was umm I learnt with a guy called Jeff Todd in Dunedin and he’s the
master hand to hand combat instructor for the worlds special forces believe it
or not and he still lives in Dunedin and I was lucky enough to train with Jeff for
over 15 years before I took the opportunity with him to do contracts overseas
and got into this profession.
Sean: alright Wayne How long were you with Kim Dotcom for and from what
time?
Wayne: Just over 3 years, I got a call when I was in Valencia with Alinghi who
I had worked for many, many years with the Berta Elli family and we were
losing 3 down or 2 down out of 3 with Oracle on the big boat race and I had a
phone call saying did I have any staff or any body that could come into
Auckland to look after someone that was coming in for 4 months, a German
family and I said if we lose tomorrow, umm Alinghi is disbanded and I can be
back, so on the 8th , I think it was 0/10 on the 8th of March umm I met
Dotcom and his family at the private airport in Auckland and started to work
for them and it was a 4 month contract that turned into where he said, look we
are leaving New Zealand for a while we going back to Hong Kong and then
overseas and he invited me to travel with them so and the contractual
agreement was made up and that’s normally what happens in my profession.
You get to know someone enough and they like the services you do, they like
the protection you have given and eventually you don’t have to look for
someone else you keep someone on close and since Alinghi had been
disbanded it was an ideal opportunity to me to carry on working with what I’m
good at.
Sean: And that relationship lasted three years. Who were you protecting him
against Wayne?
Wayne: Look I don’t know if you pick, it’s the same people asking me that all
the time it’s the same as people like Ernesto Bert elli or anyone or even a
Royal family member, you not really protecting them, you are protecting this ..
you know if you take a child from one of these people and say don’t ring the
police give me 10 million dollars they are going to get it the next day, so you
are really a safeguard and you can .. I have always told people if someone
taps on the back of the shoulder while I’m looking after you I’m already
unconscious or dead on the ground so, you keep your eyes open all the time
and I just think you try to make it very difficult, If I was looking after you Sean
and it was just me, they would come with maybe 2 people or 3 people I’d get
shot first. So you can never really protect anybody we have seen that with
American presidents that have been shot and killed, you can only make it
difficult and that’s probably what this job is the most difficult about
Sean: Right
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Wayne: No matter where you are if you are Bagdad or you are in downtown
Auckland at a meeting for the GSB umm it’s the same thing you are looking
for, you don’t know what nutters are out there.. No-one does.
Sean: Right.. Wayne and when you are doing that sort of close protection
work you are with the person in business meetings
Wayne: Yes
Sean: as they go about all of their business.. Personal.. Private and
professional
Wayne: I made that decision a long time ago, I made that decision a long time
ago, because in my profession um, there is an outer security and inner
security. Outer security would check a restaurant say before they go for a
meal or a business meeting and then you would get told if your inner security
everything is fine you would go in, but then I found that you know if you are
always away or sitting outside in a car well I thought you know what if
someone stabs him with a fork. So I made a decision with actually the (royal?)
family I would sit at every meeting I would sit at every table and that’s the way
I have worked my life, even with Dotcom if he had had a meeting I would be in
a close proximity, I could see him. If he made a gesture with his hand or
something I knew something was wrong or any other client I could be there so
yeah, so a lot of very important meetings a lot of very important people I have
met over the years I have been privy to and been introduced to, is that very
reason, because I’m always very close and they would make sure the game
you work in is close protection.
Sean: Alright Wayne, so you can say in three years you got to know Kim
Dotcom and the way he works, operates and maybe even thinks as well as
anyone could.
Wayne: Yes I would think so.
Sean: Alright, before we take a break, and carry on I want to ask you, um as
at this stage do you bear any grudge to Kim Dotcom, I know you had an issue
with employment and payment, That has been sorted, correct?
Wayne: Yes
Sean: Alright, he doesn’t owe you any money?
Wayne: No
Sean: Ok, so I’m going to ask you, my next question to you, is why are you
talking, why are you even doing this interview with me, because I know that in
your business that cone of silence and given how close you get to your clients
maintaining that privilege and maintaining that silence even after the contract
is over, is an incredibly big selling point for you. So why are you talking to me
today Wayne?
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Wayne: It’s a hard one for me to.. to say to bring over my feelings I have for it
because, first off, the reason I was talking in the first place and there was a
gagging order put on me was I was trying to help staff members and other
people that were owed money, that happened everybody got paid, I was
happy and in the end I was willing to let you know, sleeping dogs lie. And as
you know he had been trying to contact me and I tried to maintain a friendship
where if there was something that they needed or I knew the answer to I
would purvey that message by text or email, and then the internet party
started and I knew why it had started and it started getting increasingly um
hard for me to rectify ah what this man can do to this country um.. and I’ve
seen other people stand up for this and to try to say something, but they have
never been close enough to the fact to know exactly what is going on, where I
was, and for me to stand up now and talk to you, like I’m pacing now .. I’ll be
honest with you, I’m nervous, I would rather be shot than doing this, but
somebody has to do it, somebody has to stand up and say this is not right,
why are we putting up with this? And..
Sean: So Wayne are you telling me.. are you telling me you are doing this out
of a sense of patriotism for New Zealand?
Wayne: I have got a family here and a 10yr old daughter; I do not want the
Internet Mana Party running my country.
Sean: Are you politically motivated and are you a National supporter or a ..
Wayne: I’ll tell you the truth, I have voted once in my life, cause every time
there is an election I have been on the other side of the world or somewhere,
where you can’t vote. So I’m not political, I have friends that are national
supporters, I have friends who are Labour supporters, um I am no different
from anybody else. I have not even made up my mind up for which way I am
going to go now and this is going to be one of the first elections I have voted
for. I know who I won’t vote for, but no, nobody is inducing me to do this and
by me just saying something and being the radio now I’m probably going to
get a letter from Simpson and Greisens suing me for slander or something
tomorrow anyway, I understand those things..
Sean: Yeah ..
Wayne: But, At the end of the day like I’ve explained maybe someone has to
stand up and pell…. ? The troops and, and.. If it gets me into trouble, well so
be it.. Cool.
Sean: Alright.. Wayne look I think what we have done, what I have tried to do
at the start of this interview is try to tell people who you are, and for you to tell
us who you are, where you come from and why you are doing this, we are
going to take a break and we will get into when we come back.. So stay on
the line..
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Sean: Alright, with is live is Wayne Tempero the man who for 3 years was
Dotcoms body guard and is speaking to us today out of a sense he says of
patriotism not out of political allegiance, not out of any antipathy towards Kim
Dotcom, because he is worried about what he believes is going on in NZ
politics .. Wayne can I ask you ahh obviously the time that you with Kim
Dotcom you would have seen him dealing with people who were against him,
people who didn’t represent his best interests. Can I ask you in general
terms, how did Kim Dotcom react when someone crossed him or when
someone was in his way?
Wayne: Um Anger.. Ah people know how big Kim is, and in some respects he
uses his body size um and his voice a form of intimidation, but above all I
think his intellect and his brain clicks in and he goes how can I turn this
person around. I have seen that happen a lot, I have seen people have
meetings with him where you think there would be no way they would ever be
able to go the other side or whatever argument he wanted to make.. Ah and
they have, and I’ll be honest with you, with most of my clients I have seen that
in the way they will induce people to change over to your way of thinking, is
money, and Kim had a lot of money before and after the raid he’s still got a lot
of money so, and through legitimate concerns and business’s, so there is no
question there but he has a way to induce people with money around the way
he wants things to go.
Sean: And when we talk about money, what are we talking about, here’s 20
bucks, here’s a $100 bucks..
Wayne: No I would think, you know.. Look we talk thousands, hundreds of
thousands when you talk with people like Kim Dotcom.
Sean: So that is the way, that’s the carrot.. Right?
Wayne: Yep
Sean: More often than not is money. If he can’t turn someone, or if someone
coming from him and lets say maybe not even hypothetically, someone like
Cameron Slater um, who’s not interested in money, what’s the stick with Kim
Dotcom from what you have seen inside?
Wayne: First would be a blank, he would just blank that person out, but with
someone like Cameron, it’s pretty hard to make them go away (laughs)…
Sean: Now Wayne, I just want to clarify you know Cameron, you have met
Cameron, or you have had correspondence with him?
Wayne: Yes I met Cameron a wee while ago and actually ah, his sister is a
family friend of ah my ex wife Jody, so I have known Clair for a long, long
time, but I have never really met Cameron, the only time Cameron has said
anything about me I think was the day after the raid, he called me a typical
cowboy .. no licenses, they were talking about firearms which was wrong of
course and um he gave me a bit of a slating to be honest with you, it was not
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a good report, it was a hate blog on me so that was my first dealings with
Cameron.
Sean: Yeah.. Ok .. ok someone like Cameron who is not going to play the
game, how does Kim Dotcom deal with them if the blanking does not work
and they are still coming for him?
Wayne: Well I think the way Kim would/is dealing with it is, first if you cannot
blank someone, you can’t induce them with money, you can’t blank them with
money, the next bet is his personal lawyers, they will try some way, some
avenue to make things very, very difficult for that person, whether it be private
litigation, or defamation of character or something like that. When you have
one of the top law firms in NZ working for you, you will get a letter from them,
you start to take notice. Maybe someone like Cameron doesn’t, because he
probably gets it every day, but someone like me or other people or normal
people who want to work for a living it can be quite scary.
Sean: Ok, without naming names or specific … Wayne have you seen KDC
do that to other people use lawyers to frighten them?
Wayne: Yes
Sean: On multiple occasions?
Wayne: Yes
Sean: Ok, so that’s one of his tactics, alright if the lawyers don’t work, what do
you do next if you are KDC?
Wayne: Well until after the raid, I don’t think it had ever happened um cause
he had the power and the influence through money and other means to get rid
of people that were just not interested in his way of life or gave credence to
what he wanted to do, so I would think that after the raid things were different
where he could not control certain situations and everything and as you have
seen with the text message he has obviously employed professionals who will
go in and ahh do …
Sean: I want to come back to that in a moment Wayne..
Wayne: Sorry
Sean: But, You are saying he would also, if you like, Play dirty?
Wayne: Yes, I think.. look, look he’s not doing anything that anybody in his
situation or that has money, or had money wouldn’t be doing anyway. Most of
the people with a lot of money, we are talking a lot of money here just deal
with lawyers, it’s easier to pay lawyers hundreds of thousands of dollars to get
the problem to go away.
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Sean: Alright well lets.. By the time Internet Mana got rolling you were out of
it, right?
Wayne: Yes.. Although the concept for Internet Mana had been going on a
long time, I think there was a conversation on the way back Wellington one
time, ahh we had been at the Appeals Court, the idea was muted and it went
from there, but by October umm I had had enough which is well documented
and I left and the Mana Party .. well the Internet Party as it was per say had
taken root well before that, about 4 or 5 months, but any of the inner workings
and the people that were employed I had never met, not officially.
Sean: But you were still watching I imagine with interest what was unfolding..
Wayne: Yes.. yes of course
Sean: Did you still have .. Wayne, and I don’t want you bust anyone wide
open here, but did you still have lines of communication from inside the KDC
camp?
Wayne: No .. no not really. The thing is that with everything that goes on Kim
is a very open person because he wants everyone to understand who he is
and how great he is, so you know you only have to pick up and get out of bed
in the morning and switch on twitter and you can see what he has done for the
last 24 hours.. It’s not hard for me to put the dots together because I had been
part of that life for such a long time.
Sean: Alright Wayne, lets talk about those texts, we will take another break
Sean: With us is Wayne Tempero and now speaking out of a sense of
concern for this country and a sense of patriotism about what he believes is
KDC’s involvement in the Nicky Hagar book and the real reasons behind him
bankrolling the Internet Mana Party.
Um Wayne, so you parted company with KDC but he kept in touch with you
and it seems to me has been trying to get you to rejoin the fold for a while,
why do you think that is?
Wayne: Well um, maybe two reasons, 1., maybe I know things that I had
actually forgotten that are going to come important further down the track they
want to keep me close or 2. More likely it could be when you work in my
profession, when you leave you take so many things that make life easier for
clients away with you. You are not just .. you know, I make all the meetings, I
make sure the restaurants, even the movie theatres, everything like that, you
have contacts that, although you try and give them when you leave, it’s
difficult. Sometimes you leave out some, it makes their life a little bit more
difficult when your gone and the inducement is to try and bring them back..
And that has happened to me before.
Sean: So you still had contact with KDC?
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When did you know and I’m presuming this was before Nicky Hagers book
came out on Wednesday, When did you know he had a beef against Whaleoil
and Cameron Slater, when did he start talking to you about his feelings ..
Wayne: It was before I left, before I left there was a um, you there was a
Seething Hatred for Cameron and probably the same way round for Cameron
for KDC, it had become a bit of a crusade for both of them, but I think the
problem is ..
Sean: And did he ever talk about Cameron Slater or what he was going to do
to him or ..
Wayne: He had always talked about sooner or later he would bring him down,
and all that bravado that comes with people like him about bringing him down
and normally I would have thought ok he cannot shut him up, maybe the
lawyers are going to, but again that never happened. Everything just kept
escalating ah through to where it is even today, Cameron has not been taken
into court by Kim’s lawyers on anything. Um so yeah at the end of the day,
you would know that people I knew, I’m not stupid enough to not realize that
people would be behind the scenes working on things I were not be privy to.
Sean: But Kim in fact told you that, before the book came out and after you
left, he sent you this text, that said what?
Wayne: The text he sent me on the 17th of July, this year was, I told you
Cameron, the basis of the text was most people have seen anyway, certainly
you have, is basically I told you Slater was going down and to come back and
..
Sean: No that was the one after the book .. that was the one after the book ..
Wayne: No the one before the book was um .. I’m at my computer, let me
have a look .. um. Wayne, He’s going to go down um .. you know what’s
coming, I want to offer you a friendly way out, it’s going to get ugly, you don’t
want to be on the wrong side, you know me, lets have a chat .. so that was
about um people had been talking and he had investigators and everything
working on the case ..
Sean: And he said I have hired professionals to look at Cameron Slater.
Wayne: Yes
Sean: Alright, What did that mean to your mind, he had hired professionals,
does that mean guys to go round and go through the rubbish or something
else in your experience of KDC?
Wayne: In my experience with Kim and others, when you hire a professional,
you hire either a surveillance team or some muck ruckers that would work
with the lawyers or you hire some private investigators that will do anything ..
um you gotta remember this is not a $25.00 dollar an hour job you are offering
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someone, this will be a big incentive to get Cameron Slater into court or to
ruin his reputation, so whoever the professionals were, I’m sure they were on
an awful lot of money and for whatever they did and to try and get bonus’s as
that well and that’s another ..
Sean: That had included .. Because KDC has been on other places saying
that would not include hacking.
Wayne: Yeah look, I was asked this yesterday, I cannot say this for sure, I
don’t think Kim is stupid enough even with a professional group of individuals
to actually say to them to go and hack this persons computer that would put
him back in jail straight away, so I think whatever the professionals that he
has hired or people that have done the job, they have made up their own mind
up, but they have probably got an open book to do whatever they like.
Sean: Alright, So you are saying it is completely possible he had resources to
hack into Cameron Slaters emails to take the site down and get in there to get
the information out.
Wayne: Well it proved that someone has, Nicky Hagers book is all about
hacked emails, so someone under inducement has been doing this. It’s a
criminal offence and a very serious one you have got to wonder who would
there be in the world or in NZ that would decide to hack Slaters email address
and his emails, and give them to Nicky Hager to write a book on dirt on the
National Party and everybody else ..
Sean: So that was the .. When you heard about the book, that was the
conclusion you immediately, and some might say leapt to, but that’s
immediately the conclusion you drew, that it was KDC.
Wayne: Yeah because I had that text that he sent me ..
Sean: And you knew the background of antipathy between them.
Wayne: Yes
Sean: And you knew the way KDC worked
Wayne: Yes
Sean: Wayne I want to talk about Nicky Hager in particular after this break ..
Sean: Lets go to Nicky Hager.. Wayne..
Wayne: Can I quickly just clarify one thing, about, you asked about my
suspicions and everything about the hacking and the rest of it ..
Sean Yeah.. Yeah
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Wayne: One of the things that probably hasn’t come out enough is the inbetween the goon text messages I got in the last one in when after the book
came out, anybody associated with, my phones have been hacked so many
times that Vodafone (board)? Dept said who ever is doing it is smarter than
them, Tony Latino who was one of the first founders of Mega has had his
office and house broken into, and his computer hacked and Mark Mitchell the
National MP from Rodney who, because he was the National MP of Rodney
and because he was the local MP, a lot of Philippines’ staff and other staff
who felt they were being hard done by, by Kim, went to see him, ahhm and he
was helping along those lines. Not long after that his offices got broken into,
his computer stolen and he’s been hacked. So all these things happened
between and after the time that Kim had said, I had professionals on the case.
So I live in a world where I don’t believe in coincidences, if you see the same
face in a country twice something’s wrong, in a different country, should say
twice when you are travelling with a client, something’s wrong. Those
coincidences, they don’t happen in real life. Ahh to have all those things
happen after that text messages sent to me shows me something is wrong.
Sean: So it is your belief and your firmly held and honest opinion that
professionals hired by Dotcom have been hacking and carrying out
surveillance on you a national Party MP, and former business associate of Mr
Dotcoms.
Wayne: Yes I would, yes, I would agree with that, but the only thing I cannot
agree with nobody can say for sure that KDC told his people/ professionals
what to do, they may have overstepped the mark, who is to say. But someone
is over stepping the mark obviously with the break-in, the police are
investigating obviously and also the hacking. No Body, who in there right mind
would think ohh I think I’ll just sit down today and hack Whaleoils emails get
thousands of them and give them to a guy to write a book ..
It doesn’t not happen, again this is not a coincidence, somebody has had an
orchestrated campaign against Slater and Whaleoil and funnily enough they
just happened to have been given to guy that has the ability to write a book
whether its good or bad.
Sean: A guy who visited the mansion at least once and you can remember
details of that first meeting and strangely enough your recollection that they
talked about a different book, The secret power book and Nicky’s knowledge
of the spying in the echlonche spying network that kinda..
Wayne: That was a large meeting; there was a lot of people there.
Sean: Who else was there?
Wayne: Kim’s lawyers, some of Kim’s associates, ahh it was a lunch type of
meeting a casual meeting in the lodge area, which was outside
Sean: And Nicky Hager was bought in, what, as a consultant for Mr Dotcom?
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Wayne: I think he was bought in – at that time there was, it had become
national and world news about the GCSB and the Five Eyes, so somebody
had put together, lets get the man who wrote the book on it together with Kim
or Kim wanted to see him, the request was out there and he arrived one day
for quite a large and long meeting. But at that time the meeting was about the
GCSB and what was going on with the GCSB.
Sean: So that actually lines up with what Nicky Hager said. Were there other
meetings that you can clearly recall Wayne?
Wayne: Look, look.. I’ll be honest with you Sean; we had hundreds of people
coming for meetings, I was pretty sure he had been there more than once and
for sure phone numbers were exchanged and email addresses anyway, but,
that’s standard practice in a meeting as you know, but I thought he had been
there more than once, but I maybe wrong.
Sean: Ok and that’s a honest opinion. Is it your honestly held opinion, given
what you know of Mr Dotcom and the circumstances leading up to it, that
somehow Mr Dotcom, or the people he hired were behind the provision of the
information that Mr Hager published in a book form. It is your honestly held
opinion; I thank you for that Wayne. Wayne I want to move on now to the
Politics.. I want to move on now to Hone Harawira and Liala Harre we have to
go to a break..
Sean: Well the Internet Mana Party they say people like Liala Harre and Hone
Harawira tell us they are just lucky enough to have met this amazing guy with
all this money who is prepared to back a new party that is about progressive
politics and giving voice to the young.. Wayne.. Do you buy that?
Wayne: No
Sean: Why not?
Wayne: Because what I have stated before, are you there?
Sean: Hmm
Wayne: Yes sorry, what I have stated before when Kim does business it is
normally, he works two – to three years in advance, so he has a plan that’s
implemented to the year to the month, to the week to the date, the minute.
Sean: yeah
Wayne: I think the Internet Party was set up originally, was set in a position to
put pressure on who-ever the Justice of the Minister of the Government was
when the new election started so that he could do a deal to stop extradition,
and look I’m a human I’m a family man, I don’t blame him because if I was
fighting an extradition normally and put in an orange jump suit taken to
America and locked in a federal prison and they might not even put him court
for 10 years, umm he will probably die in prison, so ..
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Sean: So you can see his motivation.
Wayne: Yes, of course, I think everybody can
Sean: That is the only motivation; you know this is a person that used to shun
publicity. Once he got worked over by the German press and shunned
publicity for many years, all of a sudden he is the spokes person for a political
party that’s making world news, I don’t think so.
Sean: Alright, Do you think that Hone Harawira and people like Liala Harre
have been conned by him or bought off by him and there is a difference isn’t
there?
Wayne: In the same thing, the way that Kim does business Yes. But, but let
me clear ..
Sean: Whoa whoa .. Have they been conned or have they been bought off?
Wayne: I would say they have been both, it’s already been a stated fact, that’s
he’s paying them a stated salary. The same salary as a front bench MP is
getting, which is unheard of. So they are working for him, so if you are getting
paid by someone who is a so called spokesman for the Internet Mana Party
and you are getting paid for it, who is your boss, the Mana party, or the
person who is paying you.
Sean: Ok, Do you think it’s all the money they get? Have you seen KDC get
money to other people through other means that might not be so obvious?
Wayne: Oh Of course, but then I .have got .. .
Sean: But how does that work?
Wayne: People like Kim have friends all over the world, and most of the
people that would be friends and business associates from Kim’s other super
wealthy, so its not hard to imagine other moneys or something go elsewhere ..
I’m not saying it has, I’m just saying this is, this is the scenario that I have
lived with, with this particular person and other clients before, so it’s not .. we
are not living in a, you know, there is four an a half million people living in NZ,
we are on the bottom side of the world, but there is a lot of business that goes
on all over the world every day, and a lot of money changes hands. That’s
how money is transferred or things are done so ..
Yeah so I would not be surprised about anything at this stage. You know I
spent three years and after the raid everybody that knows me, knows I spent
all my time and effort saying how innocent he was, it was bad all the things
that had happened, I’ve been on TV3 I’ve been on 60 minutes ..
Sean: Yes that’s right you were like his best friend
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Wayne: Correct and again, that’s out of loyalty and that’s what you do for a
client. I have some charges coming up that relate round that, but that was my
own decision..
Sean: You’re facing firearms charges aren’t you?
Wayne: Yes I am and they are quite serious ones, I go to court in January and
that holds a 5 year prison sentence, so you know I’m..
Sean: Can I ask you without you perjuring yourself, are facing those firearms
charges, because you are taking the fall for Kim Dotcom?
Wayne: I’m taking the fall for someone..
Sean: Well there’s only person you could be taking the fall for Wayne..
Wayne: Yeah yeah, but he didn’t, but again.. this is a difficult one cause I’m
coming on these charges and my lawyer will probably be spinning now. But I
was asked to do something that will come out in court anyway.
Sean: Alright I’m going to ask you about something, no carry on Wayne
Wayne: I believe that the, I just need to let you know that I believe that the
people involved in the Internet Mana Party are probably very nice people and
I have been looking and reading and there are some very bright individuals
there that may be very good politicians. They maybe good MP’s if they get a
chance to be that one. But I believe that the whole purpose of the Internet
Party is to be, is to put pressure on whoever is the government is that wants
to run and the question will be asked, sign this piece of paper on getting
extradited.
Sean: Hmm
Wayne: So to me ..
Sean: Wayne have you ever seen anyone get the better of Kim Dotcom
Wayne: Umm .. Not yet .. (laughs)
Sean: You Sure, there is not one person, quite close to him, who might have?
Wayne: No, not yet I don’t think so, No I think that um in many respects he’s
a very remarkable man and the reason being I don’t think anybody that I
know or ever worked for would go, could still work, bring themselves out of a
hole after that raid and set up a company. That will probably be one of the
best companies in the world ie Mega umm I don’t know anybody that could do
that. The adversity of this man is very, very strong.
I have not met anybody yet that has something over on him anything major.
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Sean: What about his wife?
Wayne: Ohh .. I have a lot of respect for Mona Dotcom, I think she is a lovely
person, I think she is a 26 year old woman who is finally found her feet and
having fun probably.
End of Story..
Sean: Alright, can I ask you one final question? Do you think the people in the
Internet Mana Party know who Kim Dotcom is or know him like you do?
Wayne: No
Sean: Is he a good man Wayne
Wayne: I thought he was a good man, I don’t know if he is now, no, I think his
motives, his motives are to save himself umm and have nothing to do with
politics in New Zealand.
Sean: I thank you very much indeed for your time and your honesty, Ladies
and gentlemen that was Wayne Tempero the former body guard for Kim
Dotcom.
http://www.whaleoil.co.nz/2014/08/transcribed-sean-plunket-wayne-temperointerview-18-august-2014/
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Rob Salmond (Polity): Not a political commentator
20TH AUGUST 2014

Readers will recall that John "not a political commentator" Key has
proclaimed:
Mr Key claimed Labour was using a smear campaign to bring National down
instead of bringing out new policies.
If that's true, I guess National's first TV ad will be a positive message about
policy, right? While Labour's will be an attack-focused ad based around the
machinations of politics, right?
Oops.
Turns out, Labour's first ad is a positive call to action based around its central
policies. And, surprise of surprises, it is National that is avoiding the policy
debate by focusing on palace politics.
There's a good reason John Key doesn't get money as a political
commentator - he's rubbish at it.
More on this later today...
http://polity.co.nz/content/not-political-commentator
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Russell Brown (Public Address): Never mind the quality ...
Well, hold the top of the post. Before you read on, the update on what’s
written below. New Zealand Herald editor Shayne Currie has tweeted the
following:
Shayne Currie @ShayneCurrieNZH

Many good and great names for @nzherald election commentary, from
across political landscape. Cathy Odgers has withdrawn, however.
10:34 AM - 20 Aug 2014

I never like the feeling of doing anyone out of a gig, but this does seem an
appropriate decision. The Herald has also emphasised that Bryce Edwards will
continue to write for the paper’s website.
Also, I didn’t connect it at the time, but althgh he set Twitter a-flurry, Bryce
didn’t really “reveal” anything. Audrey Young’s column of July 28was about
the paper’s campaign lineup and included this:
Guest columnists will include the acerbic Cactus Kate from the radical right,
former Labour candidate Josie Pagani and broadcaster Mark Sainsbury.
Bryce Edwards revealed on Twitter last night that he hasn’t been invited back
as one of the New Zealand Herald’s outside columnists for the election
campaign. Instead, the paper of record has opted for Josie Pagani and Cathy
Odgers.
Yup. Cathy Odgers.
I presume the decision was made before Nicky Hager’s Dirty Politics cast its
unflattering light on on her character. (Well, let’s be frank: on her humanity.)
But the Herald’s editors presumably believe the value of herdull, clunky prose
and facile zingers outweighs the reputational damage of showcasing someone
who solicited a journalist’s address in the hope of “vicious” retribution.
Pagani, on the other hand, seems more popular with the mainstream media
than amongst people on the “left” she’ll be nominally representing in the
paper and spends a lot of time justifying herself. (Last week on Pundit, she
somehow managed to make an outraged post on Dirty Politics be about
people being mean to Josie Pagani.) She writes serviceably well but I wouldn’t
be looking for any dazzling distillations of the political zeitgeist.
The pair have been picked for the printed paper, but will also presumably have
their columns online. Odgers will say stupid shit and commenters will reply by
quoting passages from Hager’s book at her. Pagani will dispense her usual
third-way nostrums and Martyn Bradbury will write three posts a day
denouncing her. Both will be boring.
But here’s the dirty little secret of newspaper opinion columns. Tendentious,
partisan arguments generate more traffic via comments than finely-worked
theses and sparkling prose.
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At which point I should confess: you know what else drives traffic? Angry
political conflagrations like that generated by Nicky Hager’s book.
I was out of town working last Thursday and Friday and my Wednesday
evening post about the book wasn’t much more than a way of launching a
topic I knew people would want to discuss. We’re now at 738 comments on
that post and Analytics is showing 119,000 page impressions off 47,000 user
sessions in the past seven days.
This is gratifying, but also a bit of a pain. The fact that this place works as it
does is a matter of active moderation, almost all of which is done by me.
You’re a great bunch, but I’ve had to remonstrate a lot more than usual. It’s
going to be a busy four weeks.
But I am interested in receiving pitches for informed commentary during the
campaign, especially on policy, but also on the political process. I can’t
promise I’ll want to run it, but send me your best shot and we’ll see how it
goes.
http://publicaddress.net/hardnews/never-mind-the-quality/
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Michelle A’Court (Stuff): Frank may be muddled, but photos back him up
Last updated 05:00 20/08/2014
OPINION: It is a year now since I started my personal experiment in social
commentary. I decided to try two things: First, to never mention the names of
people who appal me; and secondly, to say out loud the names of people I
admire.
It hasn't always been a raging success but, overall, I've liked the way it has
forced me to think and write - my own small effort, not to fight the darkness,
but to try to make the light brighter. I'm sticking with it for the time being.
From where I'm sitting in my favourite writers' bar in New Orleans, this rule
has made it pretty much impossible to say anything directly about the news
from home and the revelations in Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics.
Instead, I will tell a small story about Frank. Frank owns the hotel we stay at
every year in the French Quarter. Based on a conversation with his neighbour
who said Frank was a World War II fighter pilot, I'm guessing he is now in his
90s. He looks maybe 75.
The story Frank himself tells is that he bought this historic building when he
retired 40 years ago and has lived here ever since.
In his Louisiana drawl he tells us: "These used to be apartments, that's why
the rooms are so big. All the movie stars stay here. The pool is salt water - the
ladies like it, it's good for their skin. I was a pharmacist before I retired so I
know how to keep it right. You feel the breeze here? Ain't it fresh? Comes off
the river. Best place on Earth. Where y'all from? New Zealand? Now ain't that
a thing. Y'all look like movie stars. You make my place look good. You tell the
front desk you're a good friend of Frank, the owner. They'll take care of y'all.
I'm serious, now. Love having you here. I been here 40 years since I retired.
These used to be apartments . . ."
And Frank begins the story again, around and around in a circular way by the
saltwater pool, until one of his staff - many of whom have been here all their
working lives - encourage "Mr Frank" gently inside. His daughter runs the
place now. But everyone - guests included - lets Frank think he does.
Frank may have forgotten where the story begins and ends, but the details
between are all true. The walls of his bar are covered with photos of Frank
taken over the 40 years with movie stars and musicians. In one of my
favourites, he's there with a baby Stella McCartney flanked by Linda and Paul.
Not a bad legacy. Not a bad way to spend your last years, chatting kindly to
people by your saltwater pool, surrounded by friends and strangers who are
inspired by your kindness to give it back to you, twice as much. I read
something about that in Hager's book - "the double rule". Always reward with
double.
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http://www.stuff.co.nz/the-press/opinion/columnists/michele-acourt/10400671/Frank-may-be-muddled-but-photos-back-him-up
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Dan Satherley (TV3): Farrar makes changes to Kiwiblog after Dirty
Politics
Wednesday 20 Aug 2014 10:31a.m.
Blogger David Farrar says he is making some changes at Kiwiblog, despite
coming out of Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics looking relatively clean.
Mr Farrar says he's "very comfortable" with what's written about him in the
book because it's "quite innocuous" and nothing new.
"Just that I've got a background in National, I own a company that does
polling for them and I blog," he said on Firstline this morning.
Mr Hager's book is largely based on emails to and from fellow right-wing
blogger Cameron Slater, who runs the Whale Oil website.
But Dirty Politics, Mr Farrar says, has "shaken confidence in the wider
blogosphere" which he wants to restore.
First of all, he has applied to join the Online Media Standards Authority.
"I thought hey, this is a good time to say well, I am going to follow through,
join the OMSA, pay $500 so people can file complaints against me, because I
think that would be a good thing to say that blogs can actually be held to
similar standards to media."
He's insistent he doesn't want to be called "media" though, and is happy being
known as a blogger.
"But I don't think that means you can't actually have perhaps some external
accountability."
As well as joining OMSA, Mr Farrar plans to enforce tougher moderation on
comments left by his readers, publicly say when he thinks friends of his – like
Slater – are wrong, and reveal his sources more often.
"I have people email me lots of stuff, and I often will run it on Kiwiblog not as
my own – I'll always quote saying someone sent this in to me – but I am going
to be a bit more transparent," he says.
"If it comes from a Parliamentary or a political party source, I am actually
going to say that."
He won't name the person directly, unless they want to be, but says this is a
higher standard that many mainstream media organisations follow.
Mr Farrar says the full impact of Dirty Politics likely hasn't been fully felt yet
and expects more documents to be leaked online via the @whaledump
Twitter account.
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"There's a lot of other people who have dealt with [Slater] who are quite
concerned that their emails are floating around too, so certainly we're going to
see, I think, these drip-fed every day up until the election.
"I think the people they're about are going to be quite a wide variety of New
Zealanders."
The book has been labelled a "left-wing smear campaign" by the Prime
Minister, but Mr Farrar – while disputing some of the Mr Hager's claims – says
it has been a "good catalyst" to improving standards in the blogosphere.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Farrar-makes-changes-to-Kiwiblog-after-DirtyPolitics/tabid/1607/articleID/357620/Default.aspx
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Bryan Gould: The Political Significance of the F-Word
Swearing is not often a major factor in the political debate. Yet John Key’s
alleged use of the “f-word” seems to have assumed considerable significance
in the run-up to election day.
Students of politics will recall Duncan Garner’s recent account of what he
heard when he listened to the recording inadvertently made of the
conversation between the Prime Minister and John Banks over the infamous
“cup of tea” in Epsom. They will also have noted Garner’s surprising assertion
that, when he was repeatedly questioned by the Prime Minister as to what he
had heard, John Key’s main concern seemed to be whether or not he had
used the “f-word”.
There were of course other elements of that conversation that might, we are
led to believe, have had a greater political downside for the Prime Minister. It
is accepted, for example, that he and his erstwhile political friend, John
Banks, made some disparaging remarks about their former colleague, Don
Brash, and also agreed that older voters did not count for much since they
would soon die off. On the face of it, therefore, it is surprising that John Key’s
focus was on the particular swear word that he might or might not have used.
The issue has re-emerged in the context of the current controversy over the
Prime Minister’s relationship with Cameron Slater, the eminence grise (or
should it be noire?) behind the Wale Oil blog. John Key, it seems, telephoned
Slater (is it just coincidence that the dictionary definition of “slater” is “a kind of
louse”?) to commiserate with him over the storm that followed the blogger’s
description of a West Coast victim of a fatal traffic accident as “feral”.
John Key apparently knew something of the victim’s mother who not
surprisingly had objected to Slater’s comment. He put a figurative arm around
the shoulder of his blogging colleague and, perhaps tempted by the
alliteration, said – as reported by Slater himself – that the mother was “the
same effing feral woman” who had heckled him at a public meeting. Again, it
seems, the aspect of that reported comment that John Key is most keen to
dispute is his use of the f-word.
Why, then, is the Prime Minister so sensitive on this issue when there are
surely more substantial matters that are raised by these controversies? We do
no tneed to look far for an answer.
John Key has invested hugely in the development of his image as a “nice
guy”. His political future and the survival of his National government depend
almost entirely on his ability to maintain that image.
But that is not easy. John Key is adept at changing his personality to suit the
context. Chameleon-like, he can switch effortlessly from being the caring
family man to being “one of the boys”, from the successful foreign exchange
dealer to the All Blacks’ greatest fan. But each new personality requires a
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different language – and when he is talking to a Cameron Slater or a John
Banks, the language of a “tough guy” is inevitably that of the gutter.
It is a difficult juggling act to keep going. If the wider electorate heard the
language he uses in particular contexts, they might realise that what they see
is a façade, and that they cannot be certain of precisely who the real John
Key actually is.
We are helped to identify the real John Key by reflecting that Slater and
Banks and their ilk are his chosen colleagues – presumably the people he
feels closest to and most comfortable with. What we learn from his exchanges
with them, and his willingness to use what many people would still regard as
foul language, is that he is not the amiable “nice guy” of his public image and
that the person who is actually in charge of the country is a ruthless political
operator.
His closest supporters would no doubt argue that a ruthless political operator
is just what is needed, and that he has no need to apologise for being just
that. The Prime Minister who supports and connives with a Cameron Slater,
and who stands by a Judith Collins, might after all be acceptable to the
electorate; but in that case, should we not know him for what he is, and not
what he pretends to be?
The apparently trivial matter of the occasional use of a swear word therefore
assumes a much greater significance; it could be seen as signpost to the
truth. And if our Prime Minister is so concerned to conceal that minor
transgression from the voters, what else is he hiding?
The whole carefully contrived image, in other words, could be threatened if
the voters are allowed to hear what the Prime Minister really says to his
political friends. And if that were to happen, the Prime Minister might find that
he is “f……d” – that is, finished.
Bryan Gould
19 August 2014
http://www.bryangould.com/the-political-significance-of-ther-f-word/
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Jono Natusch: Key’s farcical “don’t ask, don’t tell” routine
John Key is sticking to his defensive strategy: deny everything, label Hager’s
book a smear campaign, and – when pressed on specific allegations – say he
doesn’t know the details. There is of course a very easy way for Mr Key to
become acquainted with the details, which he doesn’t seem keen to do, and
that’s to simply ask the right people.
For instance, there’s the issue of how classified SIS documents were
suddenly declassified and released at break-neck speed to Cameron Slater,
following his OIA request. Now, according to John Key this morning on Radio
NZ’s Morning Report, Key had no knowledge that the SIS had released the
documents. That’s despite Key being the Minister responsible for the SIS. And
that’s despite there being some considerable political interest in the contents
of the documents – after all, they made Phil Goff look like a fool, a liar or a
lying fool, depending on your political allegiance.
Matthew Hooton, on Nine to Noon this morning, made the point that it is
“preposterous” that Warren Tucker, as director of the SIS, would release such
politically sensitive documents without first alerting the Minister, John Key.
Under the ‘no surprises’ rule, I’d count releasing documents showing the
leader of the opposition misled the public (whether accidentally or otherwise)
as a bit of a surprise.
Nonetheless, John Key says he didn’t know, which means (taking him at his
word) that either Mr Tucker made this unilateral decision or that Mr Tucker
received a thumbs up from someone in Mr Key’s office who then didn’t pass
that information on to Key.
So surely, all Mr Key needs to do, to clear everything up, is to ask Mr Tucker
what precisely happened. Was the decision to declassify and release purely
that of Mr Tucker’s? If so, why? And if Mr Tucker said he had in fact briefed
someone in the Prime Minister’s office, who was that person?
Then there’s the issue of Judith Collins, and what she may or may not have
leaked to Cameron Slater. Mr Key says he can’t really comment on any of that
as he hasn’t asked Ms Collins about it. Nonetheless, there’s a serious
allegation that Mr Hager has made. Hager alleges Collins leaked the Bronwyn
Pullar letter to Slater. Collins is on record, both inside and out of the House,
completely denying that she or her office had anything to do with the leak. If
Hager is correct, Collins lied to Parliament and the New Zealand public.
Surely that’s something Mr Key would at least want to ask Ms Collins
personally?
Or the five word email by Ms Collins to Cameron Slater, in which she provides
the name and title of Simon Pleasants, a former Labour staffer, who is
promptly, viciously and wrongly smeared by Slater. Collins refuses to say
what her email was in response to, and John Key says he has no idea either.
Well, all he has to do is ask Collins what question from Cameron Slater she
was replying to.
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And then there’s the issue of the National Party staff member who
downloaded the Labour Party’s database. John Key has confirmed that Jason
Ede definitely accessed the database. He’s said, “Jason became aware of
that [that Labour's database was open to the public], and he did go and have
a look”. But there’s no confirmation that Ede downloaded the database. Given
that Ede still works for the National Party, one would think it should be a
relatively simple matter for Key’s office to ask Ede exactly what he did or
didn’t do.
Or the other National Party IP address that accessed the database? Peter
Goodfellow, the Party President, has confirmed that another staff member
rummaged around – just to check that National’s security wasn’t that bad,
don’t you know? Who was that staff member and what, if anything, did they
download? Mr Goodfellow already seems to know a great deal on the subject,
so it shouldn’t be a great inconvenience to Key to call up the President and
swap notes…
Those are just a selection of the questions to which Mr Key could presumably
get quite easy answers, should he so desire. I could keep going, but you
surely get the point.
This is cynical politics from Mr Key, and it’s an utter farce. He and National
want the story to die down, so Key is steering well clear of specifics. If he
doesn’t ask, he doesn’t know. And if he doesn’t know, he can’t answer the
media’s questions. Everything peters out, and the media finally get around to
reporting on policy.
However, Mr Key has, I believe, miscalculated badly. The media aren’t going
to simply give up on this. The number of very specific questions that need
answering are too many. The number of grubby little dots that need joining
won’t suddenly disappear. And with Mr Hager’s alleged source beginning a
piece by piece dump of the original emails via the @whaledump Twitter
address, the journalistic interest will definitely not die.
Whether the wider public gives a damn is of course a different story. The four
people with whom I raised it at Court this morning simply rolled their eyes and
muttered derogatory comments about Nicky Hager. And these are intelligent,
well-read people who I would generally respect.
John Key is perhaps hoping that the public don’t care now, and as long as
nothing definitive comes out to link Key directly to the scandal, the public will
continue to not care. Time will tell whether he’s right…
http://jononatusch.wordpress.com/2014/08/18/keys-farcical-dont-ask-dont-tellroutine/
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Anthony Robins (The Standard): Dirty politics vs accountability – you
can’t be smeared with the truth
Written By: ANTHONY R0BINS - Date published: 8:48 am, August 20th, 2014
Nicky Hager has exposed the inner workings of the National Party’s attack
politics machine – all the way up to the PM’s office – for all to see.
Key has tied his brand to the mess by refusing to disown it. The only (weak)
defense he can run is that it is all a “left-wing smear campaign”, that the
political left does exactly the same, that it’s just the way things are, or (if
pressed further) just a shrug and “ahh well”. Pathetic.
You can’t be smeared with the truth. And the narrative told in Dirty Politics is
being substantiated by the original material being released by the Whaledump
hacker. When it’s the truth, it’s called accountability (a point well made by
Pete Hodgson on Morning Report today). When it’s the truth, it is keeping our
politicians in line, for the good of us all.
Opposition parties and the media (now days including blogs) exist to hold the
government to account. It is nonsense to equate this, as John Key does, with
leaking private information, hacking in to unsecured systems to attack
ordinary party members and donors (no public interest defense there),
manipulating the OIA process and SIS files for political gain, rooting round for
sexual dirt on one’s opponents, etc, etc, etc.
Accountability is not dirty politics. You can’t be smeared with the truth. John
Key’s lines are as worthless as his promises of ministerial accountability.
http://thestandard.org.nz/dirty-politics-vs-accountability-you-cant-be-smearedwith-the-truth/
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TVNZ: Whaledump promises release of non 'party politics' hacked
emails
Published: 9:20AM Wednesday August 20, 2014 Source: ONE News
ADDED 19:31 Defensive PM insists Collins still on 'last chance' video
The person who is leaking hacked emails from Whaleoil blogger Cameron
Slater's computer could have a surprise in store today.
A Twitter account called Whaledump this week started to drip feed screen
grabs of some of Mr Slater's hacked emails on the social media site, with the
promise of more to come.
In a tweet released yesterday afternoon, Whaledump said: "This is not all
about party politics. Be patient. You'll see."
The hacked emails feature in Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics, which is
aimed at bringing to light an alleged smear campaign being run by some of
the Government's top ministers.
While Whaledump might not be politically-motivated, ONE News Deputy
Political Editor Michael Parkin says the continued release of hacked
information on the Twitter account will dog Prime Minister John Key
throughout his campaign.
"Whaledump is going to keep putting out these emails day after day after day
and he (Mr Key) is going to have to keep addressing this," he told TV ONE's
Breakfast programme this morning.
Parkin said Whaledump appears to be collecting denials from ministers and
the Prime Minister and then putting out information which contradicts this.
Until yesterday, Mr Key had stood by Judith Collins after Mr Hager's book
claimed the Justice Minister had leaked private information and collaborated
with Mr Slater.
But he was forced to admit that the claims in Mr Hager's book had at least
some substance when Whaledump released an email from Ms Collins to Mr
Slater in which she gave a public servant's name, job title and even phone
numbers.
The civil servant, identified as Simon Pleasants, was suspected of leaking
information to Labour to embarrass Finance Minister Bill English - something
Mr Pleasants denies.
Mr Hager won't reveal the source of the emails, but insists it's not Kim
Dotcom.
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/whaledump-promises-release-non-partypolitics-hacked-emails-6060677
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Chris Trotter (Daily Blog): Closing Our Eyes in the Sausage Factory:
Some thoughts on Nicky Hager’s book, Dirty Politics
August 15, 2014

IT WAS THE GERMAN CHANCELLOR, Otto von Bismarck, who warned his countrymen
that “laws are like sausages, it is better not to see them being made.” The same could be
said for democratic politics generally. That democracy, like a good sausage, is a
wonderful thing, but you really do not want to know what goes into it.
With this in mind, it is tempting to take Nicky Hager to task for grabbing us all by the
scruff of our necks and dragging us into the sausage factory. This is especially so when
we consider the observations of right-wing political fixer, Simon Lusk, who Hager quotes
in the first chapter of in his book Dirty Politics: How Attack Politics is Poisoning New
Zealand’s Political Environment.
In an e-mail to Hager about negative campaigning Lusk writes: “The are a few basic
propositions with negative campaigning that are worth knowing about. It lowers turnout,
favours right more than left as the right continue to turn out, and drives away the
independents. Voting then becomes more partisan.”
If Lusk is correct then the publication of Dirty Politics could have the perverse outcome of
suppressing the vote of those disgusted and demoralised by Hager’s revelations while
ensuring the maximum turnout possible by voters sympathetic to John Key and the
National Party.
It is certainly possible to infer from the response-lines agreed upon by Key and his allies
that this is precisely the outcome they are seeking. It is presumably the reason for their
constant reiteration of the idea that Hager’s revelations are nothing new, or even very
remarkable, given that it has always been thus in the deeply compromised world of
politics and politicians. This idea of the ubiquity of political evil is reinforced by
TeamKey’s insistence that Hager’s behaviour is morally indistinguishable from that of the
dark anti-hero of Dirty Politics, the blogger Cameron Slater. The sub-text here is simple:
No one in politics has clean hands – even Hager. After all, his book could not have been
written had the very same sort of hacking and privacy breaches which he so roundly
condemns when practiced by the Right not supplied him with an information treasuretrove that was simply too compelling not to use.
Key, himself, has no choice except to point-blank refuse to engage with Hager’s
allegations in any way. Were he to do so, Hager would be able to claim victory. This is
because, in the most brutal terms: an allegation responded to is an allegation taken
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seriously; and an allegation taken seriously is an allegation which could, quite possibly,
be true.
The moment Key allows the Chief Prosecutor, Nicky Hager, to have the Prime Minister
called as a witness before the Court of Public Opinion, then, regardless of the nature of
the evidence provided, the impression of there being a case to answer will be indelibly
stamped on the voter’s mind. And that is “Game Over” for Key and the National Party.
No matter how shrill and false he may sound in the ears of Hager’s supporters, the Prime
Minister will continue to refuse to acknowledge the possibility that Hager might be onto
something. From now until Election Day, the author of Dirty Politics can only be “a
screaming left-wing conspiracy theorist” who is “making it up”.
And there is method to this seeming madness. Key understands that his followers have
been rattled by the appearance of yet another pre-election book by Nicky Hager. Their
hero must, therefore, stand strong in the face of his persecutor.
The Prime Minister will make the same claims over and over again: Dirty Politics is
without foundation; part of a vast left-wing conspiracy to bring him and his government
crashing down; just one more vicious assault to set alongside obscenity-shouting
students, anti-Semitic boguns, and a feral underclass of John Key effigy-burners. The
slightest concession to even the most trivial of his persecutor’s accusations will be
interpreted by his followers as weakness – tantamount to a full confession of guilt.
This is why the prime Minister is standing rock-solid behind his former staffer, Jason Ede.
Why he will take no action whatsoever against his Minister of Justice, Judith Collins. Why
he accepts the denials of Cameron Slater without demur. And why he will not deign to
read even so much as a single word of Dirty Politics – not while he is so clearly the victim
of dirty politics.
The Prime Minister can adopt this strategy because he knows that TeamKey is
sufficiently powerful to block any serious attempt by the mainstream news media to take
up the cudgels on behalf of Hager’s allegations. The public broadcasters will not dare to
do it and the commercial networks and newspapers will not want to do it.
This failure will only intensify the feelings of disgust among those who feel there is
something very rotten at the heart of New Zealand’s political system. In a grotesquely
ironic abdication of the very civil responsibilities Hager’s book is intended to strengthen
and mobilise, thousands of New Zealanders may yet abandon the political field
altogether, calling down a plague on the houses of both the Right and the Left as they
depart.
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If that happens then the cynical political analyses of Otto von Bismarck and Simon Lusk
will be vindicated. Hager will have demonstrated that although he is able to lead voters
into the interior of the sausage factory, he cannot make them open their eyes.
What is it that John Lennon sings in his marvellous A Day In The Life?
A
But

crowd
I

of
just

people
had

turned
to

away
look

Having read the book.

http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/15/closing-our-eyes-in-the-sausage-factorysome-thoughts-on-nicky-hagers-book-dirty-politics/
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Steve Braunias (Metro): Braunias: PM furious with Collins over murder
charge
On August 19, 2014
First published in Metro, April 2014
Prime Minister John Key is “very angry” with Minister of Justice Judith Collins
amid fresh revelations she is facing a charge of murder.
Ms Collins claimed last week that police had spoken to her about a minor
traffic infringement, but admitted yesterday that she had in fact been charged
with homicide.
She is pleading not guilty, and expects that a jury will go along with her
version of events.
Mr Key told reporters that he had “strong words” with the minister.
“I’m very angry with her,” he said. “And disappointed, too. At the end of the
day, killing someone is unacceptable.
“But what’s even worse is that she didn’t come clean that she’d been caught.
“She had a responsibility to give us a heads-up about it, and I’ve let her know
in no uncertain terms that she’s let me down a little bit.”
However, he accepted her assurances that she didn’t mean to kill the victim.
“Yeah, it’s not as though it was malice aforethought or anything like that. To
be honest with you, it sounds like it’s more of a blunder than anything else.”
Nevertheless, he made it clear to her that her ministerial portfolio was in the
balance.
Asked whether she was on her last chance, Mr Key said: “I wouldn’t want to
be in her shoes if there was a repeat of it.”
Mr Key has drawn widespread praise for his tough, no-nonsense handling of
the affair.
Ms Collins, meanwhile, is refusing to apologise.
“It’s not that I’m remorseless,” she said. “It’s just that I haven’t done anything
wrong.”
http://metromag.co.nz/city-life/columnists/braunias-pm-furious-collins-murdercharge/
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Scott Hamilton (Reading the maps): Five tweses on Whalegate
Blogging has suddenly become the subject of popular fascination in New
Zealand, thanks to the revelations of the manifold connections between the
National Party and right-wing bloggers like Cameron Slater, the proprietor of
Whale Oil. I've been too busy to post anything about the ongoing scandal here,
and my services are probably not required, anyway, given the excellent
coverage that bloggers like Danyl McLaughlan and Giovanni Tiso have
carried.
I have, though, been following and commenting on the bewildering events
of the past few days on that bastard offspring of the blog, twitter. Here are five
'tweses' on what we may as well call Whalegate.
1. I was relieved that the anonymous hacker of Whale Oil gave his or her loot
to Nicky Hager, rather than Penny Bright. A comparison of Hager's work with
the stuff that turns up at Uncensored, themagazine Penny patronises,
shows the truth of my mate Matthew Dentith's argument that conspiracy
theories can be robust as well as wacky.
2. Anyone who doubts Nicky Hager's ability to undertake sustained and
painstaking research should read the long essay about radar stations and
codebreaking on New Zealand's home front during World War Two he
published back in 1995. Hager's text was published by a peace group, and was
undoubtedly motivated by his hostility to our contemporary spooks, but like
all good pieces of scholarship it has a value that transcends its author's
politics. As I've said too many times on this blog, bias is a precondition for
good research. Nicky may not consider it an honour, but Paul Janman and I
created the character of Felix Quail after poring over his descriptions of life
in isolated wartime radar stations.
3. I was amused by the way Cameron Slater attempted to dismiss Nicky Hager
as a pseudo-scholar, when Whale Oil has featured plugs for such
towering works of scholarship as Noel Hilliam's book-length claim that
ancient Greeks sailed all the way to New Zealand and established a large
society here, before apparently being vapourised by latecomer Maori.
4. The violently febrile atmosphere of the comments threads at Whale Oil and
Kiwiblog has been discussed widely over the past week. I've documented a
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couple of forays into the Kiwiblog bear pit. Abandon hope of rational
discussion, all ye who enter.
5. Talkback radio host and columnist Kerre Woodham, whose strident,
unselfconscious manner would be well-suited to a Kiwiblog comments thread,
claimed in yesterday's Herald that the sort of dirty politics Nicky Hager has
documented have been 'around' for 'tens of thousands of years'. I know that
Cameron Slater is a Neanderthal, Kerre, but I think you've made the same sort
of mistake as the bank teller who adds a couple of zeros to a statement. I don't
Palaeolithic humans, like my mate Mungo Man, deserve to be associated
with the primitive behaviour that Hager has documented...
http://readingthemaps.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/five-tweses-on-whalegate.html
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Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): Publishing private emails about my nonpolitical private life: Lowering the bar of New Zealand journalism
by Cameron Slater on August 20, 2014 at 4:15pm
When I reported on Len Brown’s indiscretions, people said I had lowered the
bar for everyone. This was a new low for New Zealand journalism, and so on.
When it comes to using private conversations the bar has now been lowered
too. I hope you are all ready for what’s to come.
Because, Andrea Vance aside, who expressed extreme unease at my private
emails being used, most of you better not whine when your emails or private
matters hit the media from here on in.
Andrea Vance aside, most of you have gleefully fueled what has happened
over the last week.

Just remember that when it is your turn.
Oh look, Pete just pointed me to this:
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Et tu, Andrea?
It seems it is open season on private communications in the New Zealand
media.
Welcome to the sewer people.
Feel free to pretend you’re above this. You never have been, and you are
proving it yourself.
What’s left to destroy? Embargoes? Off the record conversations? What’s
left after that?
http://www.whaleoil.co.nz/2014/08/publishing-private-emails-about-my-nonpolitical-private-life-lowering-the-bar-of-new-zealand-journalism/
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Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): Hackers have no ethics, but Russell Brown
does
Whaledump released a Facebook conversation that covered a lot of personal
stuff about me, and more specifically my mum. She battled cancer and as
these things go, it took quite a toll on the lives around her too. It’s the sort of
thing you talk about with friends.
But. Hackers, in their own way, want to destroy me, so anything goes.
Publicaddress told off whaledump: because there’s lots of personal
stuff in the chats (e.g. about cam’s mum)
Dirty Politics @DirtyPoliticsNZ 5m
Links to recent @whaledump release have been retracted.In the
process of sifting through the info to create own link with relevant info
only
Idiot/Savant @norightturnnz 31m
Dear @whaledump there is no public interest in “exposing” people
talking about their ill parents.
Mark Hubbard @MarkHubbard33 37m
Unfollowed @whaledump Yes, #dirtypolitics uncovered by Hager is
dreadful, Whale should blog off, but that account is juvenile & as bad.
Although Idiot Savant is a ranty lefty he shows he has compassion too.
Any thought of me going easy on the hacker is now off the table.
In the game of politics, dirty politics, we’ve always left the truly personal, and
the non-players out of the game.
It also shows that for the Hackers, the backers and those that fund and cheer
them on, this is personal, not political.

Remember though, most of the media can’t get enough of this.
I will remember.
See you in the marketplace.
http://www.whaleoil.co.nz/2014/08/hackers-ethics-russell-brown-thank/
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Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): I hope the NZ Herald know what they’re
doing… Bryce Edwards is quite the spiteful liar!
This from Martyn’s union and Kim Dotcom funded hobby blog:
We are losing the voice of Bryce Edwards in an election for a right wing troll
who wanted Nicky Hager’s address published so he would be harmed and
another right wing troll who pretends to be a Labour supporter.
It’s interesting to see that even Bryce Edwards isn’t good enough for the NZ
Herald. His continuous claims to be non-partisan are laughable and
demonstrably untrue.
But that’s ok.
What the Herald should really worry about is that they are now on the Doc’s
shit list.
You see, Edwards produces a daily round-up of political news and opinion.
And as you might expect, Whaleoil is one of the sources of political news and
opinion.
This is what a typical day used to look like earlier this year:
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Whaleoil would make just about every issue of Politics Daily. Multiple times.
And sometimes, Whaleoil would almost dominate it.
But a little while ago, while bloggers like Pete George and Keeping Stock
continue to be featured, none of the Whaleoil stories feature any longer.
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Bloggers that are featured:
David Farrar (x2)
Martyn Bradbury (x3)
Carry Stoddard-Smith
Pete George (x2)
Matthew Beveridge
No right turn (x2)
Greg Presland (<—- wot?)
Here is yesterday’s “Political Roundup” in full:
NZ Politics Daily – 19 August 2014 #DirtyPolitics; Prefu; political finance
Dirty Politics
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Gordon Campbell (Scoop): On no more Mr Nice Guy
Chris Trotter (Stuff): Dirty politics – is there any other kind?
Vernon Small (Stuff): I wouldn’t leak to blogger: English
David Fisher (Herald): ‘Teapot Tapes’ cop to look at Slater complaint
Adam Bennett (Herald): Calls for Collins to resign over Dirty Politics row
Herald: Revealed: Slater’s messages with former prostitute
David Fisher (Herald): How the Whaledump hacker came forward
Aimee Gulliver (Stuff): Response to Dirty Politics ‘surreal’ – lawyer
David Farrar (Kiwiblog): Some changes for Kiwiblog
Andrew Geddis (Pundit): In defence of Kiwiblog
Rob Salmond (Polity): I blog, and I work with Labour. Scandal!
Claire Allison (Stuff): Book is not going away
TV3: Dirty Politics revelations provoke media’s ire
Russell Brown (Public Address): We can do better than this
Liam Hehir (Stuff): Voters have more to worry about
The Ruminator: Disappointing politics
Mathew Grocott (Stuff): Distraction antics wearing thin
Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): Social media election
Newswire: Slater computer hack allegation assessed by police
Tom Hunt (Stuff): Hager’s book empowers Venice-bound artist
Steven Cowan (Against the current): Dirty rotten scoundrels
Michael Fox and Tracy Watkins (Stuff): More email nasties to come, Nats
warned
Tracy Watkins (Stuff): Key’s veneer of good humour wears thin
Vernon Small (Stuff): Still to be seen if Brand Key tarnished
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Martin van Beynen (Stuff): Student leader ‘revolted’ by politics
Tahu Potiki (Stuff): Hager vs Slater is not clash of the Titans
Rachel Smalley (Newstalk ZB): Bennett could emerge the big winner
The Standard: Judith Collins must go
Ben Uffindell (The Civilian): Cunliffe releases explosive emails that suggest he
has a sense of humour
Mandy Hager: On Nicky Hager’s book ‘Dirty Politics”
Rachel Stewart (Stuff): Hager book’s revelations impossible to ignore
Unframed: Mad dogs and whales
Herald: SIS director backs PM’s version of events
Mike Smith (The Standard): Will the real National Party please stand up
Prefu
Hamish Rutherford (Stuff): Surplus on track, Treasury figures show
Corin Dann (TVNZ): Prized surplus target remains intact for Govt
Adam Bennett (Herald): English: Tax cuts ahead but no pre-election reveal
Simon Wong (TV3): Govt surplus lower than predicted
Political finance
Jonathan Milne (Stuff): You have a right to know who’s paying the piper
David Farrar (Kiwiblog): The donation disclosure limit
Stuff: The donors behind the closed gates
Stuff: Public wants parties to come clean
Stuff: Secret donors: Buck stops here
Other
Simon Collins (Herald): Voters’ choice between the carrot and the stick
Steve Braunias (Metro): Braunias: Key to remain preferred PM after his death
Alan Simpson (Stuff): Parties are political life blood
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Radio NZ: Internet-Mana releases party list
TV3: National only 1 or 2 percent from losing – Gower
David Farrar (Kiwiblog): Vote Compass
Torben Akel (TV3): Election campaign gets off to a dirty start
Tim Watkin (Pundit): A happy, happy poll for the big four
Georgina Stylianou (Stuff): Greens gain Canterbury support
David Farrar (Kiwiblog): Greens and Labour in Canterbury
Regan Schoultz (Herald): Youth bare all for politics
TVNZ: The easy guide to Vote Compass
Paul Little (Herald): Mourn our star obsession, too
Michele Hewitson (Herald): Interview: Paddy Gower
Keep in mind that not only am I in the news as the news, I am also creating
my own. Even if Politics Daily has decided my blog is no longer useful to
“round up” on political stories, then the deliberate avoidance of Whaleoil when
Whaleoil is at least in a position to provide first hand feedback on a current
news story is as deliberate as it is spiteful.
Now, I don’t need Bryce Edwards’ support. And he can do whatever he wants
out of spite.
But as a lecturer on politics that publicly states that he’s non-partisan, the
facts don’t stack up.
And I suspect that even the NZ Herald would prefer someone honest enough
to say “I am a left leaning politics lecturer” over a liar and someone that is
trying to actively engage in the outcome of the politics in this country.
- Hacked from the Daily Blog, Liberation and my own inbox
http://www.whaleoil.co.nz/2014/08/i-hope-the-nz-herald-know-what-theyredoing-bryce-edwards-is-quite-the-spiteful-liar/
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Bryce Edwards stood down from Herald
for election season??? Are the editors drunk?
August 20, 2014

I only found this out via twitter last night and I am still in shock. Bryce Edwards, easily the
best critical thinker and news analyst the NZ Herald has, is being stood down by the NZ
Herald ‘for the election season’.
Just when we need Bryce and his reasoned brilliance most, he’s being stood down
because it’s the election so as to allow the NZ Herald’s new political team of – you just
won’t believe this – Josie bloody Pagani and Cathy Odgers.
Yes. Cathy Odgers. The very same Cathy Odgers who begged for Nicky Hager’s address
to be published so that Nicky would be harmed. She’s the new columnist for the Herald.
What happened? Did Bryce not threaten to kill enough people?
How on earth are Joise and Cathy ‘balanced’? Joise dislikes beneficiaries and Cathy
hates beneficiaries – how the hell is that ‘balance’ in an election? Pagani is a Fox News
Democrat that the right wing wheel out to create the pretence of a debate, and I have yet
to hear her speak once and not sound like a National Party supporter.
How can someone who said this…
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…be acceptable as an election commentator for Christ’s sake?
We are losing the voice of Bryce Edwards in an election for a right wing troll who wanted
Nicky Hager’s address published so he would be harmed and another right wing troll who
pretends to be a Labour supporter.
Right wing and crazy right wing is not balance.
Unbelievable, what a terrible call.
*******
Bryce Edwards has written in to say his political roundup column will continue to be
published online but he is being excluded from the analysis commentary published by the
New Zealand Herald.
Bryce Edwards: “No – I’m not being stood down by the Herald. There might be some
confusion here I think. Yes, it’s true that I’m not being used this year as a guest columnist
for the election campaign by the Herald in print (as I was last election). Nor, it seems is
Morgan Godfery. That’s absolutely fine. They’re using other people – Josie Pagani, Mark
Sainsbury and Cathy Odgers. I agree that the choice of the latter is a questionable
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decision, especially in light of recent reservations. But I’m entirely free to publish my
Political Roundup columns on the Herald website.”
See comments below.

http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/20/bryce-edwards-stood-down-from-heraldfor-election-season-are-the-editors-drunk/
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Panic setting in for National as they
realise what’s about to happen
August 19, 2014

And the terror starts to set in. I’ve never seen blind panic like this before and it’s
spreading as the enormity of what’s about to happen starts to sink in.
Hager’s book is a mere entree, Nicky’s personal ethics wouldn’t allow him to publish the
more disgusting elements of what the emails revealed, sadly for Slater and the National
Party, the hacker who has taken these emails has no such qualms. Their position seems
to be ‘when my enemy is drowning, throw them an anvil’.
One anvil incoming.
Whaledump has the potential to reveal the full picture and the full picture is just so much
more disgusting and damaging than what is currently out in front of the public, that’s why
those within National and the Right who are being informed just how vile that picture is
are putting as much distance between themselves and Slater as they humanly can.
It’s why David Farrar who was so gleeful that Kim’s staff were leaking but cried like a
baby when it happened to him is now all of sudden promising a new leaf. He know’s what
his mates have been up to and he is feeling that wave of revulsion as he walks through
Wellington and he needs to put distance between him and what comes out next.
That’s why Bill English has come out and put distance between him and Collins. He
knows what they have said.
The pressure is getting to dear wee Slater who today slagged Ede off…
Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater has described his man in the Beehive as “squeamish”
and “gutless” for not fronting up to the media and talking about their relationship.
…clearly ties have been cut and Slater is finding out what the cold shoulder feels like.
Key of course is screwed. If he removes Judith Collins, she will go rogue and do
everything she can to destroy National’s chances of winning ending his run as leader so
no matter how radioactive she is, he has to stand by her.
It’s hilarious that his claim now is that poor wee Judith is the victim of a smear campaign
– John, providing evidence to showing how awful Judith and her evil little henchmen are
isn’t a smear campaign, it’s telling the truth!
I predict checkmate in 3 moves.

http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/19/panic-setting-in-for-national-as-theyrealise-whats-about-to-happen/
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Martyn Bradbury (Herald): Dear Toby Manhire. Bad call on backing
Farrar
August 20,

Oh dear.

I say this as someone who regards Toby Manhire as one of the smartest
journalists/commentators/columnists this country has, and I think Toby has made a
terribly dumb call here.
Let’s see if Toby is still singing Farrar’s praises after whaledump.

http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/20/dear-toby-manhire-bad-call-on-backingfarrar/
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TVNZ: Collins on thin ice after receiving second final warning
Published: 6:29AM Wednesday August 20, 2014 Source: ONE News
The pressure on John Key over the actions of Justice Minister Judith Collins
looks set to continue today.
The Prime Minister has put Ms Collins on her second final warning in five
months after the release of an email from her private email address to ultra
right-wing blogger Cameron Slater containing the name, title and contact
details of a senior civil servant.
The civil servant, identified as Simon Pleasants, was suspected of leaking
information to Labour to embarrass Finance Minister Bill English - something
Mr Pleasants denies.
He was vilified on the Whaleoil blog the day after Ms Collins passed on Mr
Pleasants' details to Mr Slater, and he received death threats.
Mr Key says releasing Mr Pleasants' details was "unwise", but he still thinks
Ms Collins has been wronged.
The Prime Minister earlier said he'd asked Ms Collins about the release of the
civil servant's name, and she told him she'd only passed on the job title to the
blogger.
Green Party co-leader Metiria Turei said Ms Collins "subjected an innocent
person to public vilification and death threats".
"She needs to be sacked - there is no way John Key can keep backing Judith
Collins how many more warnings does she need," says Ms Turei.
Mr Key had previously signalled Ms Collins was on last chance after her
dinner with Oravida executives and a Chinese border official was revealed
earlier this year.
Mr Key could not confirm he had asked Ms Collins for the relevant emails
when asked repeatedly by ONE News.
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/collins-thin-ice-after-receiving-second-finalwarning-6060618
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Nicole Pryor (Radio NZ): Collins revelations damaging, say voters
Voters in the Papakura electorate of Justice Minister Judith Collins say they
have had their faith shaken in the wake of revelations she passed a public
servant's information to a blogger.
Previously, Prime Minister John Key was downplaying the allegations against
Ms Collins, but yesterday his tone changed and both he and deputy Bill
English distanced themselves from Ms Collins's actions.
Nicky Hagar's book Dirty Politics outlines how Ms Collins passed to right-wing
blogger Cameron Slater the name and phone number of a public servant she
suspected of leaking ministerial information to the Labour Party.
The public servant, Simon Pleasants, was subsequently criticised on the
Whale Oil blog and received death threats.
Mr Key accepted Ms Collins stance that Mr Slater already knew Mr Pleasants'
name but said it was still unwise to hand over the information.
But he said he would not fire her as the incident happened five years ago, and
Ms Collins says the person's identity was already known to the blogger.
Mr English did not directly criticise Ms Collins but made it clear what his views
on her actions were.
"I don't participate in that sort of stuff. As the Prime Minister said today, some
of the actions back then five years ago were unwise - I don't think we should
let these things get out of proportion."
Voters in Ms Collins' electorate of Papakura told Radio New Zealand
yesterday the revelations were harmful to the National Party's image.
One woman said she found Ms Collins' conduct had harmed her reputation.
"I did trust and believe in her, but she showed too many indiscretions, and
she's using her lawyer's knowledge to get herself out of it all the time," she
said.
While some said it was the kind of behaviour needed from strong politicians,
another said the minister was pushing the boundaries and not being "straight
up."
But in Christchurch, several voters said it was Nicky Hager's book that was
damaging, and was distracting New Zealanders from the main election issues.
One interviewee said the book was just used as a tool to cause damage
before the election, and that Mr Hager was a conspiracy theorist.
Another Christchurch resident said it was harmful for democracy.
"It's not allowing the New Zealand people to hear the real campaign which
should be about the various parties' policies," she said.
In the regions, voters had a range of views, from apathy, disillusionment, to
unwavering support for the Prime Minister.
Judith Collins has held the Papakura seat since 2008 and at the last election
had a majority of almost 10,000 votes.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/election-2014/252547/collins-revelationsdamaging,-say-voters
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Rob Salmond (Polity): More trouble for Collins
20TH AUGUST 2014

Judith Collins, on her last last chance from a weak looking John Key, has yet
more trouble as Bill English, and the Law Society all line up to bag her. First,
here's English:
Speaking after the release of the pre-election economic and fiscal update,
English said it was not his style to leak to Slater and he wouldn’t do it.
‘‘It’s not a style I like,’’ English said. ‘‘I don’t participate in it. I wouldn’t do it –
it’s not my style of politics, it’s certainly not John Key’s style.’’
Key said passing private information, including Pleasants’ phone numbers,
was ‘‘unwise, it’s unwise for a minister’’.
English, quite understandably, is said to be especially furious at this element
in the National Party.
The Law Society piece is interesting for a different reason. Normally, a story
like this would;t get printed. But because of Collins' long history of cronyism
and misuse of her office, all of a sudden it, too, becomes newsworthy:
Justice Minister Judith Collins has been criticised for naming a lane outside
Christchurch's new justice precinct after a friend.
Collins is already under fire after allegations she and Whale Oil blogger
Cameron Slater were behind an attack campaign that led to a public servant
receiving death threats.
Some Christchurch lawyers are now questioning why Collins named the new
lane after someone she had personal links with - the late Sir Robert
Chambers - rather than someone with links to Canterbury.
http://polity.co.nz/content/more-trouble-collins
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Adam Bennett (Herald): PM's 'last chance' for Collins over blog link
5:00 AM Wednesday Aug 20, 2014
Minister already has final warning over Beijing dinner and is refusing to
comment.
John Key has put Judith Collins on her second final warning in five months
over her "unwise" collusion with Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater to torment
a public servant even as the Prime Minister braces for an ongoing stream of
damaging emails to be released during the election campaign.
Until yesterday, Mr Key was staunchly defending his Justice Minister over
claims in Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics book that she acted inappropriately by
passing details about public servant Simon Pleasants to Slater. The day after
receiving those details in 2009, Slater launched a vicious online campaign
against Mr Pleasants, who he suspected of working with Labour to embarrass
Finance Minister Bill English.
Yesterday the person who claims to have hacked the emails which Hager's
book is based on released Ms Collins' email to Slater in which she gave Mr
Pleasants' name, job title and even phone numbers. That prompted Mr Key's
grudging first admission that Hager's claims had at least some substance.
Of the email, he said: "The passing of the private information in terms of
phone numbers, I think that was unwise of a minister."
Mr Key already had Ms Collins on a final warning since March when she was
found to have misled him and the public about her Beijing dinner with Oravida
boss Deyi Shi.
Facing growing calls to sack Ms Collins, he yesterday said the March warning
remained in place. He denied she was now on her "last last" chance.
"What she's on is on her last chance after what happened last time."
He would not take action over Ms Collins' actions revealed in Hager's book
because he didn't want to act "retrospectively".
"This thing is five years away."
But as Ms Collins' final warnings stack up, her political future hangs on what
else is revealed in emails Mr Key expects to see released by the anonymous
hacker.
"You're going to get emails every day and get them right up to election day.
Mark my words, we'll be talking about it every day ... the question New
Zealanders will ask themselves is that what they want to talk about for the
next four weeks?"
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Ms Collins didn't want to talk about the email, in spite of Mr Key yesterday
saying she was free to do so.
In the first response from her office to a string of messages from the Herald
since Thursday, a spokeswoman said: "It would be inappropriate for the
minister to comment further as complaints are before the police and the
Privacy Commissioner." But Mr English was willing to comment, saying
Slater's actions were part of "a style of politics that go with this blogger".
"It's not a style that I like and I don't participate in it. I wouldn't do it, I wasn't
involved in any of it, it's not my style of politics, it's certainly not John Key's
style."
Crusher's three strikes
1 March: Prime Minister John Key puts Ms Collins on a final warning and she
is almost brought to tears after she admits she misled him and the public
about her meetings with her friend and National Party donor Deyi Shi during a
taxpayer funded trip to China last year. She pledges to resign if it is proved
she lobbied a Chinese border official on behalf of Mr Shi's company Oravida.
2 May: Ms Collins launches an attack on TVNZ reporter Kate Bradford,
accusing Ms Bradford of seeking her assistance to get her former partner into
Police College. She later apologised and said she was wrong.
3 Yesterday: An email released by the "Whaledump" hacker backs up Nicky
Hager's claim that Ms Collins colluded with Whale Oil blogger, Cameron
Slater, in a campaign against a public servant suspected of aiding Labour
attacks on Finance Minister Bill English.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11311
364
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Lachlan Forsyth (TV3): Why is the Prime Minister standing by Collins?
Tuesday 19 Aug 2014 7:08p.m.
Today there was absolute confirmation that Judith Collins did indeed leak to
Whale Oil private information about a civil servant she suspected of blowing
the whistle about Bill English's housing allowance.
It was a case of a Cabinet minister throwing a civil servant out to the wolves –
he received death threats – but Prime Minister John Key is once again
standing by Ms Collins.
Earlier today, at the Turangawaewae Marae in Ngaruawahia, reporter Lachlan
Forsyth joined the waiting media pack to ask him, why?
Mr Key was happy to answer media questions about anything and everything,
except most of them would be about Ms Collins.
When asked whether he thought that this should be the last straw for Ms
Collins, as she was taking away the focus of National's and Mr Key's
campaign, he refuted the fact that she was.
"I don't think that's correct," says Mr Key. "New Zealanders are hearing our
messages and we've got plenty for the weeks ahead."
The Prime Minister states that the assumptions that Nicky Hager's new book
Dirty Politics makes are "dissolving" and that "pretty much every argument" is
wrong.
Ms Collins' actions have not weakened the Prime Ministers trust in her
judgement; however he does state that "some of her actions have been
unwise".
Watch the full report from Lachlan Forsyth.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Why-is-the-Prime-Minister-standing-byCollins/tabid/817/articleID/357539/Default.aspx
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Kelvin Smyth (TV3): Key can’t sack Collins because Slater would spill
the beans
Posted on August 19, 2014 by Kelvin Smythe
We have an extraordinary situation: a prime minister can’t act against a
minister because if he does, a blogger will spill the beans on him.
It is only my view, but I would stake my life on it.
Cameron Slater and Judith Collins are soul mates, they scheme, blaspheme,
swear revenge on opponents, and joke – oh so cruelly. They also despise soft
Nationals. John Key isn’t by nature a soft National but he is by electoral
necessity. For the soft Nationals it is a case of their children devouring them.
For those who have read Nicky Hager’s book – apparently no National MP
has yet – the toxic atmosphere throughout is dark and terrible. And at the
heart of that darkness are Collins and Slater.
The issue at hand is Collins giving to Slater the name of a public servant she
suspects of leaking information, and Slater then pouring a torrent of invective
on the public servant.
Key after refusing to accept that Collins had done anything wrong has now
changed tack to say Collins ‘was unwise to pass details of a public servant to
Slater and she is now on her last chance.’
But this final warning to Collins comes on top or is it below (read on) another
final warning in March when she misled Key about her Beijing dinner with
Oravida boss Deyi Shi.
Now pay close attention as things get complicated.
Key said ‘he could only take Ms Collins’ word that she only leaked the public
servant’s job title and also phone numbers and not his name …’
What a saint. That was Key’s and Collins’ out, only the job title and phone
numbers were leaked. You’d have to be a latter-day Sherlock Holmes to take
that one further.
In respect to the Oravida warning ‘that was still in place’, said Key searching
for gravitas.
Which leaves open the question whether the final warnings are lined up in
priority or one on top of the other. As things develop, that is to become
important. In my mind I have a crazy swirl of the two final warnings fighting for
precedence, or might it be a case of after you?
Key proceeds to make things as clear as a Waikato fog: ‘She’s on is her last
chance after what happened last time. But at the end of the day she’s also
subjected to a left-wing smear campaign. [Oh diddums] And people will
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actually see that as well for what it is.’ (Key is constantly using the expression
‘end of the day’ – make your own count.)
So here is Collins escaping with a final warning on the basis that ‘she only
leaked the public servant’s job title and also phone numbers and not his name
…’
Whew! That was a close one.
But Key has something else to explain (if you understand please e-mail me at
(ksmythe@wave.co.nz): ‘The public servant situation predated the Oravida
dinner, and that is why a further final warning was given, not a resignation
request.’
It seems that the warnings did indeed need to establish a hierarchy, with
Oravida on top. Clearly Collins would never have forgotten about Oravida if
she had been on warning about the public servant
Quite how this all works, though, seems destined to remain one of life’s
mysteries.
But the story has yet another twist. Refresh your memory by reading a few
lines above in which Key is quoted as saying that Collins escaped with a final
warning on the basis ‘she only leaked the public servant’s job title and also
phone numbers and not his name …’
Well, it now seems she gave his name and a lot else besides.
So there you are: our governance reduced to a farce.
Key can’t sack Collins because Slater has a fierce loyalty to her and would
unburden himself if she was touched. The media will finally twig – but you
read it here first. Our country’s prime minster hostage to a blogger.
Charming.
http://networkonnet.wordpress.com/2014/08/19/key-cant-sack-collinsbecause-slater-would-spill-the-beans/
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Mike Smith (The Standard): Naming and Shaming
WrittenBy: MIKE SMITH - Date published:7:02 pm, August 16th, 2014 –

Judith Collins naming the eponymous Simon Pleasants to Cameron Slater as the
suspect in a document leak in 2009 is unconscionable behaviour. She cannot now
remain a Minister, otherwise Key’s claim to a high standard when it comes to
Ministerial behaviour is in tatters. This time the John Banks defence “I haven’t read
it” and “I have taken his/her word” will not do.
Slater named Pleasants on his website. He got it wrong. I know Simon Pleasants well.
He’s very straight and just like his name. He did not deserve comments like this:
Any news here Whale? Can we get the prat harpooned? And shamed, and fired, and
tarred ‘n feathered?
Simon Pleasants talks about the effect on his own life in this clip from tonight’s
3news. I know what it feels like when your name is out there; when my home address
was on billboards the length of the country in 2005 I took precautions with the help of
the police for the very same reasons – your family is at stake and you never know
what some disturbed person may do.
The shame is all on Collins and Slater. The blame will be on Key if he continues to
bluster as he does here.
http://thestandard.org.nz/naming-and-shaming/
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Katie Bradford (TVNZ): PM stands by under-fire Collins
Published: 5:23PM Tuesday August 19, 2014 Source: ONE News
UPDATED 19:31 Defensive PM insists Collins still on 'last chance' video
The Prime Minister is defending the use of an Airforce Helicopter to fly him
from Auckland to anniversary celebrations at Turangawaewae marae north of
Hamilton.
John Key choppered in to a farm near Ngauarawahia before attending
celebrations of the Maori King's coronation.
He had been at a Pacific event in West Auckland beforehand, where he had
walked away from reporters trying to ask questions about embattled minister
Judith Collins.
He talked to media before heading on to the marae, saying Ms Collins was
"unwise" to give the name, title and phone numbers of public servant Simon
Pleasants to blogger Cameron Slater.
But he continues to back her, saying the allegations are "historical".
"I'm not going to retrospectively go back and do things, I mean this was five
years ago," Mr Key told reporters.
Labour leader David Cunliffe says they are all matters for the Prime Minister
to address.
"I don't think this will go away, I think there's still quite a lot to come up, but
this is now for the Prime Minister to front," Mr Cunliffe told reporters.
Mr Key then defended his use of the chopper, for what would normally be a
ninety minute drive, saying he wasn't campaigning at the marae, although he
had been at campaign events earlier in the day.
He said he was trying to maximise the time available.
"We're very very careful about when we use airforce assets...but actually the
reality is I have plenty of things on my plate at the moment...and this is as
Prime Minister the most practical way of doing it."
"The truth is as Prime Minister, I have to attend cabinet, and do all the other
things with running the country, and in between that I do a bit of campaigning,
and the truth is if you're the leader of the opposition you've got a bit more
time."
Mr Cunliffe said he drove to the event from Auckland.
"I think the people of New Zealand should make up their own mind, i'm very
happy with the Toyota Previa I arrived in."
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Meanwhile, media who were originally allowed to film politicians - including
the Prime Minister and opposition leader - being welcomed on to the marae
had their accreditiation withdrawn at the last minute.
A spokeswoman for the marae refused to give a reason for the decision.
The Prime Minister denied it had anything to do with his office.
http://tvnz.co.nz/politics-news/pm-stands-under-fire-collins-6060436
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Stuff: Key: Collins subject of 'smear campaign'
Last updated 15:58 19/08/2014
VERNON SMALL, MICHAEL FOX AND STACEY KIRK
Prime Minister John Key has called Judith Collins leaking the details of a
public servant as “unwise” but is doggedly standing by her, maintaining she is
the victim of a “highly orchestrated, left-wing smear campaign’’.
Collins has admitted giving Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater the identity of
Internal Affairs official Simon Pleasants. She thought Pleasants was
responsible for leaking information to Labour about Finance Minister Bill
English's taxpayer-funded accommodation allowance in 2009.
Slater, who blogs as Whale Oil, identified Pleasants and posted remarks
about him.
Pleasants has denied leaking the information.
Speaking after the release of the pre-election economic and fiscal update
(Prefu) this morning, English said it was not his style to leak to Slater and he
wouldn't do it.
"It's not a style I like," English said. "I don't participate in it. I wouldn't do it - it's
not my style of politics, it's certainly not John Key's style."
But Key defended Collins later today, although adding that she was ‘‘unwise’’
and on her ‘‘last chance’’.
‘‘Some people do speak to bloggers, some people speak to the media, some
people speak to a range of both, and others don’t.
‘‘I think passing of private information, phone numbers, I think that’s unwise,
it’s unwise for a minister.
He said the accusations against Collins were "highly contested," saying her
perspective on the release of the name was that she did not leak it because
“the name was already known" by Slater.
"Now look there are some details there which I think it is unwise for a minister
to pass on but in the end it doesn't change the basic point which is she is very
strongly of the view and I've got no way of disproving that, I accept her at her
word that she didn't leak the name."
‘‘She’s on her last chance, afterwhat happened last time, but at the end of the
day, she’s subject to a left-wing, smear campaign. And people will see this for
what it is. ... This is a well and truly orchestrated, left-wing smear campaign’’.
Key said he would not ask for copies of correspondence between the pair,
saying he did not know if she would have it all.
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"I mean some of the stuff is very historical, it's over five years old..."
Collins would keep her job, in spite of being on her last warning, as he would
not "retrospectively go back and do things" because the email was sent five
years ago.
Labour leader David Cunliffe said English's comments indicated a rift within
the National caucus.
Speaking to media at the gates of Turangawaiwai Marae, he said there was a
"strong difference of view at the most senior levels of the National Party".
"It's a matter for the Prime Minister now to explain."
Cunliffe refused to answer further questions on English's comments, saying it
was "a matter for Mr Key and Mr English".
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10399104/Key-Collins-subject-ofsmear-campaign
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David Fisher (Herald): Cameron Slater: Ex-PM staffer is 'gutless'
Breaking3:15 PM Tuesday Aug 19, 2014
Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater has described his man in the Beehive as
"squeamish" and "gutless" for not fronting up to the media and talking about
their relationship.
Slater said the Prime Minister's former press secretary Jason Ede should
respond to accusations leveled against him in Nicky Hager's book Dirty
Politics.
Mr Ede's role in John Key's office has come under scrutiny following the
publication of the book which was written using years of Slater's
communications obtained by a hacker.
He is accused of joining Slater in accessing the Labour Party website when
security was vulnerable and obtaining private information. He is also accused
of feeding information to Slater's Whaleoil blog to attack political opponents.
Mr Ede - who now works as a National Party staff member - has gone to
ground since publication of the book while Mr Key has attempted to explain
his actions as normal political practice.
Slater said his contact with Mr Ede was normal politics, including the receipt
of press releases.
"You are all claiming there is this vast conspiracy - it simply doesn't exist. That
Jason Ede is some sort of ringmaster? In my view, Jason Ede is squeamish,
and gutless.
"And the fact he has gone to ground and hiding and not speaking to anybody
suggests that's true.
"My advice is front-foot everything. My advice is speak and tell your story. If
you don't tell your story, everyone else is telling your story with their
narrative."
Slater said his style of politics differed from many others. "I play politics like
Fijians play rugby. My role is smashing your face into the ground.
"Politics is a nasty despicable game and its played by nasty despicable
people. Where's the surprise in this?
"There's a lot of people want to be involved in politics but there are not very
many people who want to say and do things. The vast majority of people are
squeamish.
"The squeamish people are gutless, they run for the hills, they don't speak to
the media. And you have to question that - look at all the people who are
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running and hiding and not talking where I'm the one speaking to the media. If
it all comes down to me I'm prepared to front."
Slater dismissed evidence released by the hacker which aimed to prove
contact between the blogger and Mr Ede on issues Slater had denied
discussing.
"That's a screen-shot from the hacker ... I don't know if he's edited that or not.
"When people ask me who are my sources. I'm not going to f***ing tell them
who my sources are.
Slater also defended asking an ex-prostitute from information about
politicians. He said they were "all a bunch of sanctimonious pricks who claim
to be innocent who claim to be innocent in all respects and above reproach.
I've been around politics for a long long time and I know that's bullshit."
He said there was "hypocrisy and sanctimony" from those on the political left
when he had helped Labour supporters with issues.
"It's come out in Nicky Hager's book I'm a nasty bastard but there's in fact a
lot of people I help that I do off the record in the background for nothing."
Slater said his blog was no different from blogs on the left - a comment the
Prime Minister has also made. "There's of plenty vicious posts that are written
on left wing blogs," said Slater.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11311070
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Nikki Preston (Herald): Judith Collins on her last chance - Key
2:50 PM Tuesday Aug 19, 2014
Judith Collins' decision to leak information to blogger Cameron Slater was
"unwise" and she is now on her last chance, Prime Minister John Key says.
Speaking before the anniversary celebrations of the Maori King's coronation
outside Turangawaewae in Ngaruawahia, Mr Key said he could only take Ms
Collins' word that she only leaked private information such as public servant
Simon Pleasants' numbers and not his name.
"I think there are some details there which I think it is unwise of a minister to
pass on," but he said it did not change the basic point that she was very
strongly of the view that she did not leak the name, just the numbers.
Other than the unwise move of sharing private information, Mr Key generally
trusted Ms Collins' judgement.
It is now the second time Ms Collins has been put on notice that she was on a
final chance after failing to mention a dinner she had with the heads of
Oravida during a trip to China.
Mr Key said that was still in place and denied she was now on her "last last"
chance.
"What she's on is on her last chance after what happened last time. But at the
end of the day she's also subjected to a left-wing smear campaign. And
people will actually see that as well for what it is."
In March, following the Oravida revelations, Mr Key was asked whether Ms
Collins was on her last chance.
He said: "I wouldn't want to be in her shoes if there was a repeat of it."
Today said a lot of the information in Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics was
"pretty old", "highly contested" and much was "highly selective".
Mr Key claimed Labour was using a smear campaign to bring National down
instead of bringing out new policies.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11311222
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Adam Bennett (Herald): English: Alleged revenge attack 'not my style'
1:43 PM Tuesday Aug 19, 2014
Finance Minister Bill English this morning moved to distance himself from
Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater's attack on a public servant.
The attack was allegedly in revenge for Labour targeting Mr English's use of a
taxpayer-funded accommodation allowance.
Prime Minster John Key has come under pressure over author Nicky Hager's
Dirty Politics revelations that Judith Collins passed the name and job details of
ministerial services staffer Simon Pleasants to Slater.
The book claims Ms Collins held the "unfounded" suspicion that former
Labour Party employee Mr Pleasants, who worked in the ministerial property
department, was responsible for leaking details of Mr English's
accommodation payments to Slater back in 2009.
After receiving Mr Pleasants' details from Ms Collins, Slater launched a
vicious online attack on the public servant prompting a torrent of abuse and
death threats from the blog's readers.
Mr English's appearance at this morning's Pre-election Economic and Fiscal
Update at Treasury was temporarily diverted into a series of questions about
the incident.
"I don't know what went on with all that", Mr English told reporters.
"All I know is there was issues that came up that I was involved with which
were dealt with five years ago. Whatever else other people were doing well
that's entirely their business.
"I wasn't after revenge, I straightened out a situation that wasn't appropriate
and dealt with it."
He said Slater's actions were part of "a style of politics that go with this
blogger".
"It's not a style that I like and I don't participate in it. I wouldn't do it, I wasn't
involved in any of it it's not my style of politics, it's certainly not John Key's
style.
"I certainly wouldn't condone an attack by a blogger on public servant doing
their job."
In the face of calls for Ms Collins to resign or be sacked over the incident,
Prime Minister John Key continues to back her despite her story shifting in
recent days.
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Ms Collins last week confirmed she had given Mr Pleasants' name to Slater
but over the weekend changed her story, saying she gave Slater only Mr
Pleasants' job title.
Public Service Association (PSA) acting national secretary Glenn Barclay
said: "Minister Collins must take responsibility for her actions and resign. Her
behaviour falls well below what is expected of our leaders."
Labour Leader David Cunliffe said Mr Key should fire Ms Collins, "because
she has acted in a way that is unbecoming and unfit" for a minister.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11311
198
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James Ihaka (Herald): Cunliffe: Divisions among National MPs over
revelations
2:39 PM Tuesday Aug 19, 2014
Differences among senior National Party members about how to handle the
fallout from emails leaked from the Whaleoil blog are "becoming apparent",
Labour leader David Cunliffe says.
Mr Cunliffe, who has arrived at Turangawaewae marae in Ngaruawahia for
King Tuheitia's coronation celebrations was asked whether there were wide
divisions among National Party MPs over revelations in Nicky Hager's book
Dirty Politics.
"I think that is becoming apparent but you really need to ask Mr Key and Mr
English," he said.
Asked what he thought of Deputy Prime Minister Bill English saying he didn't
condone the politics Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater engaged in with
National MP Judith Collins' help in revenge for him being targeted over his
accommodation allowance, Mr Cunliffe again batted the question off for the
Prime Minister to explain.
"That's a matter now for the Prime Minister because it would appear that
there's a strong difference of view at the most senior levels of the National
Party," he said.
Mr Cunliffe said Ms Collins would eventually "have to front up" and answer
allegations surrounding her involvement with Slater.
He said it was up to New Zealanders to decide whether the fallout from the
book would stain Mr Key's image.
"I don't think this will go away, I imagine there's quite a lot more to come out
but look that is now a matter for the Prime Minister to front. It is his minister,
his staff and his responsibility of office."
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11311
217
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Nick Grant (NBR): Journo still mystified by his SIS OIA success
(paywalled)
August 19, 2014

A journalist who received the same SIS documents as Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater remains puzzled by the
speed at which the information was provided – and the fact other media outlets’ similar requests were denied
Selwyn Manning, who was editor of news site scoop.co.nz at the time, was seeking SIS briefings provided to
Prime Minister John Key in his capacity as minister in charge of the SIS and Phil Goff as the then-leader of the
opposition.
The documents – which are central to allegations of collusion between the Prime Minister's office and Mr Slater in
Nicky Hager’s Dirty Politics – contained information about the hasty departure of a group of Israeli backpackers
from New Zealand after one of them died in the Christchurch earthquake on February 22, 2011.
The subject had become politicised in July 2011: when Mr Key refused to answer media questions about the
Israelis and speculation they were spies, Mr Goff criticised him for his handling of the situation.
Mr Goff also claimed, contrary to Mr Key’s contention, that he had not been briefed by the SIS about the Israelis.
“The issue was becoming politically very highly charged,” says Mr Manning, “and one of the allegations was the
Prime Minister had received a briefing that was different from what Phil Goff as leader of the opposition had
received. There were allegations that was improper.”
As such, Mr Manning rang the SIS’s open phone line as a prelude to making an Official Information Act (OIA)
request for both Mr Key’s and Mr Goff’s briefings.
“My interest was, if I got the PM’s briefing and I got the one presented to the leader of the opposition, I’d be able
to compare the two and get a pretty good idea of whether they were the same or different – even if they were
heavily redacted.”
Mr Manning doesn’t know who he spoke to at the agency – “they don’t identify themselves, when you ring
through, they just go, ‘Hello?’,” he laughs – except that his initial contact was a woman who put him through to a
man apparently dealing with the issue.
“It wasn’t the director [then Warren Tucker] I spoke to, it was one of the handlers,” says Mr Manning. “What I
wanted was pretty specific ... From that conversation I understood they were preparing information and that the
request would probably be successful.”
Mr Manning duly submitted his OIA

request on July 29, 2011 and, to his surprise, received a heavily
redacted copy of Mr Goff’s briefing on August 8, 2011.
That was highly unusual, according to Mr Manning, who had already written extensively about the SIS and was
experienced in making OIA requests to the agency.
“You’d usually expect a minimum of 20 working days – and that’s if it goes well,” he says.
“You’ll get an acknowledgment letter fairly early in the piece, then around 20 days [after making a request] it’s
almost customary to get a letter saying it’s beenconsidered and on these points within the act they’re declining
your information, or putting conditions on it. Or you may get a redacted response or the full information. Well, I
got a redacted response.”
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So too had Mr Slater, several days before Mr Manning, having made his own OIA request on July 26, the same
day the documents in question had been declassified.
Mr Slater used the released information to question

Mr Goff’s competence and honesty on his blog.

Intrigued by a phrase in the covering letter from Mr Tucker that suggested the SIS head assumed he was aware
of Mr Slater’s parallel OIA request, Mr Manning contacted the blogger about the issue.
“I knew Cam reasonably well from going on regional television and sparring with him,” says Mr Manning.
“They’d put me in a centre-left frame and Cam obviously in the area he works and it was always pretty lively.
That’s why we had a fairly reasonable kind of exchange.”
(For his part, Mr Slater considers Mr Manning “part

of the honourable left in NZ politics”.)

“I put it to him, did he get a tip off?” Mr Manning says. “Was it the Prime Minister’s office, was it [Judith] Collins
– because everyone knew they had a close association – or was it through the government executive?
“I remember that conversation, he went ‘no, no, no, no.’ I’m always of a mind that what a person says might not
be exactly the reality, but that’s what he said ... He denied those suggestions.”
Mr Manning says he was left with the impression Mr Slater had been steered in the direction of the information he
requested by someone in the SIS, although he is at pains to note “this is a recollection so it may not be exactly
accurate.”
It remains puzzling to Mr Manning why his and Mr Slater’s requests were granted and other media outlets’
were not.
“As I understand it, the Dominion Post put in one that was very closely worded but didn’t get a response,” he says.
“In hindsight what I wonder is, was there a sort of legitimising of providing that information by putting it out to
me as well as to Cam, and not to the mainstream media? I dunno, but that’s where the mystery is, I think, as
opposed to theprocess.”
The mystery deepens when one considers Mr Manning was not furnished with a copy of Mr Key’s briefing on the
basis it was “identical to that used for briefing the leader of the Opposition”, while the reason given for

refusing the Dominion Post’s OIA request was that that newspaper had sought copies of Mr Key’s
briefings as well as Mr Goff’s.
What Mr Manning is fairly certain about is the motives of Mr Tucker in releasing the information.
“At the time the allegations were building up a momentum that denigrated thesanctity of the SIS, in that it was
being politicised,” he says. “Warren Tucker had a pretty solid reputation then and maintains it now of being above
the politicising of such things – I think Nicky Hager would tell you that too. I’ve got a lot of respect for the guy.
“When I was talking to Cam Slater about it, his view was that Warren Tucker was pissed off that he’d been drawn
into a political scrap and just he wanted it tidied up as quickly as possible.”

http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/journo-still-mystified-his-sis-oia-success-ng-p161067
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Newstalk ZB: Key conceeds Collins 'unwise'
August 19 2014 12:56
By: Laura McQuillan, Felix Marwick, and Josh White
UPDATE 3:25 pm: John Key is continuing to back Judith Collins - despite
stolen emails showing she gave a public servant's details to blogger Cameron
Slater, before he launched a smear campaign against the man.
Mr Key concedes it was "unwise" for Ms Collins to pass on Simon Pleasants'
contact details to the blogger.
But he's sticking by Ms Collins - who's assured him Mr Slater already knew Mr
Pleasants' name, and that she only confirmed his job title.
John Key says he has no way to disprove Ms Collins' side of the story.
Labour says the Prime Minister has more questions to answer.
Asked if this should be the last straw for Ms Collins, Labour leader David
Cunliffe says it very well may be, but he's leaving the issue to the Prime
Minister.
He says it's matter for Mr Key to address and questions should be put to him
And the Deputy Prime Minister is appearing to distance himself from his
party's dealings with Mr Slater.
Bill English has been questioned today over the Dirty Politics allegations.
He says it's not the style of politics he participates in and he doesn't find it that
relevant, but he doesn't think the issue looms large with the public.
Mr English says he doesn't know what went on with Judith Collins's dealings
with blogger Cameron Slater over his ministerial housing claims.
Tactics beyond lobbying
Suggestions Cam Slater's tactics have gone above and beyond lobbying, and
have hurt families.
Further claims from Nicky Hager's book 'Dirty Politics' suggest Whale Oil was
paid to run a smear campaign on behalf of Crest Cleaning.
It apparently led to the abolition of a rule, requiring cleaners of government
buildings to meet certain employment standards.
President of industry body BSC, Patrick Lee-Lo, says campaign caused pain
for his daughters.
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"And they said to me "Dad, why are they writing all these lies about you - do
you need to be president?"
"And of course I don't need to be, I'm a volunteer - I don't get paid for it."
Mr Lee-Lo says the money allegedly spent on the smear could have been
spent meeting those standards.
"Now that the principle document is no longer being endorsed by the
government it just paves the way for operators to win contracts just for being
the cheapest."
Mr Lee-Lo says while lobbying's always existed, this is a new low.
New 'Whaledump' info targets Judith Collins
The dripfeed continues from the hacker who stole Cameron Slater's emails revealing the information Judith Collins shared about a public servant.
Nicky Hager's new book alleges that when Finance Minister Bill English was
accused of an accommodation rort, Ms Collins passed on details about
Ministerial Property manager Simon Pleasants - who received death threats
after being named on the Whale Oil blog.
Ms Collins maintains Mr Slater already knew Mr Pleasants' name, and she
only gave him his job title.
But an email screenshot, posted by the Whaledump Twitter account, shows
Ms Collins sent shared Mr Pleasants' name, job title, office phone number and
fax, and his mobile number with Cameron Slater.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/news/nbpol/953007518-new-whaledump--info-targets-judith-collins
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Simon Wong (TV3): Collins 'unwise' to pass information to Slater
Tuesday 19 Aug 2014 2:37p.m.
Prime Minister John Key has conceded it was "unwise" for Judith Collins to
give Cameron Slater a public servant's name and job title which was then
used in an attack post on his Whale Oil blog.
However, John Key says no disciplinary action will be taken against the
Justice Minister because the action pre-dated the final warning he gave Ms
Collins over the Oravida scandal.
Mr Key says he still stands by the Justice Minister.
An entire chapter of Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics book is devoted to Ms Collins
and her relationship with Slater.
She has since admitted giving Slater the name and title of public servant
Simon Pleasants, whom she suspected of leaking details about Finance
Minister Bill English to Labour.
The following day, Slater publically named Mr Pleasants in a blog post
drawing death threats against him.
Ms Collins has maintained Slater already knew Mr Pleasants' name, and she
had just passed on his job title.
Earlier today, Finance Minister Bill English said he didn't condone the kind of
conduct described in the book and it wasn't his style of politics.
When asked if it was appropriate for Ms Collins to give the name to Slater, Mr
English said it wasn't something he would do.
"I certainly wouldn't condone an attack by a blogger on a public servant doing
their job."
He says digging dirt on politicians isn't anything new and he had been a target
of it in the past, including over claiming a $700-a-week accommodation
allowance while living in his family home.
Slater's attack on Mr Pleasants followed the release of the information.
"It can be hard on people. I know that. I've been on the wrong end of it from
bloggers and journalists and media who didn't understand what was
happening - that's part of the business," Mr English says.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Collins-unwise-to-pass-information-toSlater/tabid/1607/articleID/357494/Default.aspx
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Giovanni Tiso (Bat bean beam): Of journalism and monsters
Being picked out for casual accusations and vigilante justice is of course a
shocking experience for the people concerned. A few hours after Slater
published the first Pleasants post a commenter called Sinner left a message on
the blog. Responding to another commenter who had said ‘If this Simon
Pleasants is guilty…’, he wrote, ‘he is clearly guilty, he should be fired, he
should be bankrupted, his family thrown in the gutter, he should [be
imprisoned] for at least 6 years, then he should be banned from any civil
service position…’ Then he said, ‘Ah fuck it. Shoot him, and shoot his wife and
kids if they can’t be bothered to pay for the bullet.’
(Nicky Hager, Dirty Politics)

It’s been a good week for some of us. A week of feeling vindicated, offeeling
galvanised. Where it goes from here will depend on several factors, some of
which are largely outside our control. What’s playing out is a quiet struggle
within our media, and within single media organizations. A battle between
people who want to continue or, in some cases, go back to doing their jobs,
and those who are trying to cauterise the wound, so that in time – not long: a
week, a month – they can go back to presiding over the status quo.
If the characters were arranged on a plastic board, you could flip them up or
down accordingly. ‘As predicted by most of those that have been around a
while and seen it all before, the Hager book has amounted to basically
nothing,’ declared Mike Hosking this morning on Newstalk ZB, just as his
colleague Guyon Espiner, over on National Radio, subjected the Prime
Minister to the most devastating interview of his political career to date. New
Zealand Herald chief political commentator John Armstrong suddenly
remembered where he had been for the last six to ten years, while reformed
liberal Bill Ralston went within days from calmly announcing that Dirty
Politics wouldn’t shift anyone’s tribal allegiances to flouncing off
Twitter because of‘left trolls’. Some, like Duncan Garner, engaged in soulsearching. Others, like Paddy Gower, initially tried to make the story go away
through sheer willpower (‘the book would have hurt John Key more if it had
been about Snowden’), but then remembered their training.
I doubt our collective ability to greatly influence this struggle, at least in the
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short term, other than by continuing to pay attention to the story and grasp its
ramifications. The work of reforming our media, while urgent, operates in a
different time frame. But the struggle is now, and not because of the
impending election. The struggle is now because, if the story told in Hager’s
book were truly allowed to ‘amount to basically nothing’, we’d lose a unique
opportunity to freeze-frame, comprehend and – if we can – disrupt the
mechanisms that govern the corporate, commercial and political
manipulation of our media.
***
It was like a stream of courtiers seeking an audience with a powerful
aristocrat, but they were journalists waiting for their turn to congratulate
Cameron Slater. As a fellow Canon Media Award nominee in his category, I
was asked by a couple of people if I would join the queue. No, thank you. But I
enjoyed observing the spectacle sporadically, from the wings, as I talked with
others.
Once the crowd had dispersed somewhat, he talked the longest and seemingly
most cordially with Jane Clifton, then with New Zealand Herald editor
Shayne Currie. Currie, whom he had recently declared his new best friend and
whose corporate hospitality he enjoyed at the Nines tournament at Eden Park,
in February; and Clifton, who as fresh winner of the best editorial writer
category at the awards may or may not be behind a string of extraordinary
unsigned pieces for the New Zealand Listener attempting to defuse the
impact of inequality and child poverty on the coming election
(one, two and three). Regarding her audience with the Whale, someone
explained to me that, to her, he was a source, and that therefore she needed to
cultivate him, ‘work’ him. I wasn’t quite so sure just who was working whom.
Throughout the night, as well as being commiserated with by people who
shared my opinion of Cameron Slater and having a generally good time
talking about other, more pleasant matters, I had to field a number of
strangers who came up to me – as if under some sort of compulsion – with the
sole apparent aim of informing me that the award had gone to the right man. I
listened politely at first, then changed tack. ‘Walk me through it, then.’ I
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insisted on knowing what it was that made his breaking of the Len Brown
affair and the way in which he went about it worthy of a media award, if we
even could somehow divorce that material from the rest of his output,
including the excerpts at the top of this post. I asked the question last to Rick
Neville, editorial director of the Newspapers Publishers’ Association,
organisers of the award. He seemed unwilling or unable to process my
objections. He disagreed, anyhow.
In his book, Hager describes Slater’s victory at the Canons as a ‘sad joke’, and
goes on to observe how he used his acceptance speech to make further
accusations of sexual impropriety against the Auckland Mayor. Neither Currie
nor Clifton nor any other of his smiling petitioners seemed to mind.
In my own account of the evening for the Pantograph Punch, I wrote this:
With the benefit of hindsight – but also of foresight – I was never going to
win. The purpose of the exercise was always to induct Cameron Slater into
official journalism, to give him the legitimacy that he at once craves and
abhors. In turn, this allowed official journalism to eat a piece of his stillbeating heart – in a sort of black-tie Satanic ritual – and hopefully acquire
some of his powers. That was the transaction, to the point of my wondering if
the category had been created for the express purpose of celebrating the man
who broke the big story that other outlets were too decent to run. As if to say:
‘To you, who do our job, but without ethics.’ If not, it was almost certainly to
his celebrity status – itself the product of journalism’s obsession with its
monstrous double – that the prize owed its otherwise inexplicable prominence
in the evening’s proceedings.
I went to the awards in part to observe that relationship, to see if it would be
amicable or strained. But it was quite clear to me from the outset that Slater
used the media as much as the media used him.
This is the part of the story that we didn’t need Nicky Hager to document for
us: the extent in which having someone who obeys none of the laws or codes
of behaviour governing journalism, and is therefore ideally positioned to
break or engineer stories that otherwise wouldn’t see the light, is highly useful
to our almost exclusively profit-driven media. In most stories, with the
exception of some political ones, there is little harm in being scooped by
Cameron Slater. Notwithstanding his pathetic delusions, he is no rival to
organizations like the New Zealand Herald. But he can help them sell papers.
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I heard from Rick Neville again the other day. He wrote to express his
disappointment at my defacing of Canon’s logo in a polemical tweet after the
publication of Hager’s book. As I had duly acknowledged, I wasn’t in fact the
author of the image – I’m nowhere near that clever – but regardless: Neville
was worried about the repercussions on the sponsor, and the risk to future
events. He wrote:
If you have to criticize anyone, then criticize me – for choosing the judge –
and the NPA. It was my decision to include an award for blogs for the first
time in the Canon awards. We did not need to do this, but thought it time to
recognize the growing significance of digital media. You and your colleagues
are choosing a strange way to show your appreciation. We will certainly
reconsider inclusion of this award in 2015.
I would ask you to reflect on your actions, and think about the effect on good
people who do a lot to support journalism in this country.
At the same time as he was writing this email to me, Neville was reassuring
the media that Slater would get to keep the award in spite of the sensational
revelations about the extent of his machinations. 'The NPA has not considered
this, and Canon has made no request for this to happen,' he is reported to
have said.
In the 40-year history of the awards, none has ever been withdrawn and it
would be an extreme, highly unusual step. The only justification for even
considering this would be if concrete evidence came forward of illegal or
highly unethical methods having been used to obtain the Len Brown story.
The moral: I and my colleagues – as opposed to Cameron Slater and his – are
the ones who are hurting journalism in this country. There is evidence of our
wrongdoing, but none of theirs. The real victims in all this are the sponsors (or
that most kind and sensitive of souls, Bill Ralston, beset by left-wing trolls), as
opposed to the public servants, political enemies, investigative journalists and
ordinary citizens who have been vilified, threatened, blackmailed, ruined.
Yet this much I know: that if it’s ever allowed to become a question of the
media versus the public, the media will win. There is a political goal that must
emerge from this, if Hager's book and the broader story it tells are allowed to
have that much of an impact: how to strengthen the institutions that are
supposed to keep us informed, reinforce their relationship with the public and
make them less vulnerable to manipulation and commercial pressures. It is a
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goal that the best of our independent media, including blogs, must help
campaign for and achieve.
http://bat-bean-beam.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/of-journalism-and-monsters.html
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Ben Uffindell (The Civilian): John Key not concerned about Hager
allegations that Judith Collins killed a man
18/08/2014 at 5:55 pm
Prime Minister John Key said today that he’s “uninterested” in a series of
allegations made against Justice Minister Judith Collins in a new book by
investigative journalist Nicky Hager.
The book, Dirty Politics, was released last week to intense media scrutiny,
with most of that being directed at Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater, and the
alleged misdeeds of the Prime Minister’s senior advisor, Jason Ede.
But in a smaller, less scrutinized section of the book, Hager makes another
claim that, until today, had gone largely overlooked: he alleges that Collins,
with the aid of Slater, stalked and murdered a Wellington man who threatened
her on Twitter, before tossing his body into the harbour, fishing it up two hours
later, and hauling it to the Beehive in front of several eyewitnesses.
Hager produces a record of a text conversation between Collins and Slater, in
which Collins chastises him for tossing the body in the harbour, fearing that it
will be recovered.
Slater replies, “lol.”
Pundits believe that this image may prove damaging to the Government.
But Key today dismissed the allegations, saying that he hasn’t read the book,
and won’t be doing so until after the election.
“Look, I’m frankly not that concerned,” Key told media today. “I think most
New Zealanders would agree that reading can occasionally be difficult, and
it’s hard to find time between watching TV and picking up the pizza from
school.”
Key added that he was still working his way through the previous two Hager
books, and didn’t want to be spoiled.
“Hager is a well-known left-wing journalist, and he’s going to take what little he
has, and make some assumptions here or exaggerate something there. I think
at the end of the day most New Zealanders will say to themselves, look, do I
care about one Justice Minister loosely associating with someone who’s a
little bit of a loose cannon, and maybe murdering a regular citizen for sport, or
do I care about the economy, my kid’s future, and whether David Cunliffe is
sorry for being a man?”
Observers expect that Key won’t suffer any personal damage as a result of
the allegations, as he appears to have no direct involvement; although Hager
does detail, in one chapter, how the body of the man was hidden, secretly,
inside the Prime Minister’s office for days on end, before mysteriously
disappearing.
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Key denies knowing the body was stuffed in his desk’s front drawer, with most
of it hanging out.
“Well, first of all, I haven’t read the book, so I can’t really comment on what’s
in there, but I think if there’s this, sort of, unreasonable expectation, that I
know what’s going on in every level of government at all times, then that’s just
wrong, frankly,” he said. “The first I’m hearing of this is now.”
Key later admitted to TV3’s Patrick Gower that he was aware of a body on his
desk, but said it was “highly unlikely” that it’s the same one.
“I’m fairly sure I know where that one came from,” he said.
While the opposition has hoped to capitalize on the ongoing revelations in
Dirty Politics to finally put a dent in National’s support, a poll released by One
News this evening suggests that, were the allegations against Collins true,
only 13% of voters say they’d be influenced by it, and of those, 72% say
they’d be “more likely” to vote for the Government.
http://www.thecivilian.co.nz/john-key-not-concerned-about-hager-allegationsthat-judith-collins-killed-a-man
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Rachel Smalley (Newstalk ZB): Weekend dominated by ‘Dirty Politics’
18 August 2014 10:07 a.m.
It's been a weekend dominated by ‘Dirty Politics’ - the book by Nicky Hager which reveals much about attack dog politics in this country. So how has the
Government emerged from all of this so far?
First of all…Judith Collins.
John key had to protect her, and he has. He had no option. She is on her final
warning, and even though he knows she gave the name of a public servant to
Cameron Slater knowing that he would become the target of a smear
campaign, he's stood by her.
He has to. If he doesn't, if he forced her to resign her portfolios, that would
give Hager's book oxygen and credibility, and he can't afford to let that
happen.
Collins isn’t helping the situation. A reporter who was with Cameron slater in
Tel Aviv at the weekend said she saw a text come through on slater's phone
from Collins. The Government is still very much in touch with Whaleoil. The
response to the allegations in this book is both collective and co-ordinated.
Key, incredibly, continues to stand by slater claiming he is – quote – “just
running a blog site like anybody else.”
He is not. This is no ordinary blog. It is the mouthpiece for many orchestrated
campaigns of smear and smut, of bullying and blackmail, of attack dog
politics. Whaleoil is anything but an ordinary blogger.
In the meantime, Slater is employing diversion tactics. He's trying to pin this
on Kim Dotcom. If in doubt, blame the German. Dotcom says he didn’t hack
Whaleoil’s website. What or who do you believe?
The Government has confirmed that one of the National party's staff members
did access labour’s computer system. What National hasn't revealed is who
sanctioned it. Was it Jason Ede? And was Ede operating out of the Prime
Minister’s office at the time? These are questions that have to be answered:
Who sanctioned Ede's actions? Who authorised him to operate in this way?
Also, the book's author, Nicky Hager is under pressure to reveal his source. I
don’t know why. No journalist reveals their source. Ever. Again this is a
diversion too - the hacking of Whaleoil's website is not the story here. It never
was. The story lies in the contents of the correspondence. That is what is in
the public interest.
And finally, those who question where the truth lies should remember this. To
compare Nicky Hager and Whaleoil is to compare apples with Weetbix. Hager
has a great deal of credibility within the media -- he is an experienced
journalist who must report facts with fairness and accuracy.
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Those rules don't apply to bloggers. Those rules don't apply to Cameron
slater who can do whatever he chooses - and does so - to ensure the political
gain of the centre-right.
Again, quite why National continues to side with this man, is baffling. Quite
why is remarkable, in both its arrogance and its stupidity.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/opinion/rachel-smalley-18august-2014
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Rob Salmond (Polity): Through the looking glass
19TH AUGUST 2014

Here is John "not a political commentator" Key today:
Mr Key claimed Labour was using a smear campaign to bring National down
instead of bringing out new policies.
Where to start? Well, it is hardly a "smear campaign" when it is about
exposing the truth of misuse of official information and unethical political
behaviour by Cabinet Minister.
Also, Labour has nothing to do with Mr Hager's book. I know the Prime
Minister knows this, since his spies and the entire Press Gallery would have
seen Cunliffe staffers at the launch last week. They frantically bought ten
copies of Dirty Politics and ran off down Willis Street towards Parliament,
where an army of researchers waited to co-read it record time so Labour MPs
could be told what the hell the book was about.
But Key's bigger misdirection is about policy. First, claiming "they have no big
policy" is pretty rich coming from a crew whose centrepiece idea for their
conference was $200 million of pork-barrel roads for Cabinet Ministers'
backyards.
Second, Labour has already announced a large number of big policy
innovations this term. And we have costed them out, and published all the
figures months in advance.
On housing, there is KiwiBuild, a foreign speculator ban, and the Healthy
Home Guarantee.
For families, there is the Best Start package, a digital schooling upgrade,
smaller class sizes, and an end to "voluntary" school donations.
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For jobs, there is an increased minimum wage, increased attention on the
needs of our regions and on sectors like forestry.
On the cost of living, we'll cut hundreds off everyone's power bill.
We'll make sure education and health funds can keep up with rising process
and populations.
And so on, and so on, and so on.
Perhaps the Prime Minister was too busy on other matters to read Labour's
fiscal plan. he can go here. Or maybe just a summary webpage is more
"him" It is here.
Seriously, how stupid does New Zealand's Prime Minister think New Zealand
journalists are, trotting out obviously nonsensical lines like this? Don't answer
that.
http://polity.co.nz/content/through-looking-glass
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Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): State of play
Filed under: Politics — danylmc @ 8:43 pm
Various points:
•

People have been talking about what they think the most
important revelation from Dirty Politics is. The SIS stuff? The
blackmail? Judith Collins’ leaks? Etc? I don’t know, but I think
that focusing on the individual bombshells eclipses what the
overall book is about: a small cabal of vile, vicious ruthless
people trying to take over one of our major political parties.

•

I don’t think many National Party members are going to
read Dirty Politics, which is a shame, because I think they’d
be shocked about what this handful of people are doing to
their party. The chapter on the Rodney selection process – in
which Mark Mitchell came back to New Zealand from
overseas, decided he’d like to be an MP in a National safeseat, and paid Slater and Lusk to run smear campaigns
against his opponents who were all local members of the
National Party, subsequent to which Mitchell won the seat –
is something National Party members should take an interest
in.

•

Now, there are always factions in political parties. There are
always plots and gossip and leaks. And the argument some of
National’s apologists are putting up is that if any operative
from any political party got their emails hacked and
selectively published it would look just as bad: filled
with death threats and blackmail plots and lies and smears
and bile. I don’t think that’s true. And we happen to have a
really great real-life example of a leaked politician’s emails in
one of Hager’s previous books, The Hollow Men. Hager
published excerpts from hundreds of emails between National
leader Don Brash and his staffers and advisers. There was a
lot of cynicism in The Hollow Men emails, and a lot of material
about the duplicity of the National Party (Brash’s beliefs and
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agenda if he because Prime Minister were very different from
the way he was presented to the rest of the country) but
there was nothing that came close to the contents of Dirty
Politics, and I’m pretty sure that if there was anything like
that in the emails from Brash and his advisers Hager would
have published it.
•

Things aren’t going that well for John Key in terms of fronting
the issue. There’s a lot of criticism of the way he’s handling
this. Key’s problem is that this is probably the worst thing
that could possibly have happened to him during the election
campaign. Building a strategic alliance with Cameron Slater
and incorporating him into National’s communications
strategy was a terrible, terrible mistake. There’s no way to
spin that. There’s no reasonable explanation Key can possibly
give. ‘You can’t unshit the bed,’ as they say in US politics.
Right now Key’s trying to tough it out because him and his
team have decided that is the least terrible option. They
might be right.

•

But the game changed again today with the emergence of the
@whaledump account on twitter. This is, evidently, Nicky
Hager’s source for Slater’s hacked emails, and they’ve
published screen shots substantiating this.

•

Who hacked Slater? My first reaction – at the book launch
for Dirty Politics was that it was Kim Dotcom. Slater’s
alleged the same thing. Dotcom and Hager have both denied
it.

•

I’m inclined to believe Hager’s denial. Not because I think he’s
a saint, but he’s a very smart man who has put his integrity
on the line for very, very high stakes, and I think that if
Dotcom did hack Slater he’s just as likely to have a falling out
with a staffer or business associate who would then run to the
media and tell everybody all about it, or just blurt it out on
twitter at 4am. I don’t think Hager would risk that.

•

But the @whaledump account seems very Kim Dotcomesque,
doesn’t it? Or at least very tech-geek, with the cute graphic
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and Futurama memes. It feels similar to the Team Key parody
account which is widely suspected of being an Internet Party
creation. And they’re posting their stuff on mega, which is
owned by Kim Dotcom!
•

I suspect some heavy-duty trolling there. I searched
for whaledump’s encryption key on the PGP server. They
registered it on Tuesday the 5th of August, a week before
Hager’s book was published, and listed their user id
as: Whaledump <winston.peters@parliament.govt.nz>. It’s
designed to keep us guessing.

•

Whoever it is it seems like a very different entity to Nicky
Hager. Maybe that’s what we’re meant to think! But it means
that National doesn’t know what’s coming. The very first
dump of information contained emails that weren’t mentioned
in Dirty Politics. Hager said that he would not release
any personal details about MP’s private lives, but no one has
any idea what the person or people running @whaledump will
do.

•

Which means that Key’s office will have to vet Judith Collins’
correspondence with Slater because any of it might be
released on twitter at any moment. Maybe I’m misjudging
Collins here but I don’t think her career can survive that
vetting. I think there’s a high chance that she’ll get a call
tonight from one of her fellow MPs who she considers a friend
and that they’ll ask her to stand down tomorrow ‘for the good
of the party’.

http://dimpost.wordpress.com/2014/08/18/state-of-play/
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No Right Turn: Politics does not have to be dirty
Writing in The Press this morning, Chris Trotter argues that politics
is essentially dirty: "Bluntly, "dirty politics" is the only kind
there is".
I reject this proposition absolutely.
I'm not doing so out of naiveity; I agree with Trotter on the
essentially Hobbesean pact which underlies democracy, that its a
gentler way of solving issues that used to be solved by civil war and
murder. And I've read my Machiavelli and agree that being an
effective ruler may sometimes demand immoral methods. But that
doesn't mean that all is fair and that we should accept what we
have seen. To point out the obvious, if being an effective ruler
demands immoral methods, one can always choose not to be
effective - or not to be a ruler. In the C16th when Machiavelli wrote,
that choice was effectively suicide, or at the least impoverishment
and exile. In the modern era, the consequences are rather less
severe.
Our politicians make choices. How far they are willing to go to get
what they want and to stay in power is one of those choices. The
ruling clique in the National Party has clearly chosen to delve into
the sewer and behave like sociopaths to keep themselves on top.
Other parties - and indeed, others in National - would clearly
make a different choice. The choice as to which ones get to run the
place, and therefore how much of this toxic crap we have in our
political system, that's up to us.
I can't stress that last point enough. We get to hold politicians
accountable for their choices. And in 31 days, we'll have a chance to
do just that. So, if you reject National's dirty politics, vote the
fuckers out. And hopefully, whoever replaces them will get the
message that this sort of shit just isn't acceptable.
http://norightturn.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/politics-does-not-have-to-bedirty.html
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The Standard: “Mr Slater’s made it quite clear”: Key standup transcript
pt1
WrittenBy: KAROL - Date published:1:10 pm, August 19th, 2014

The standup that John Key did with the press, the day after the launch of Nicky
Hager’s book, Dirty Politics, is one which John Key was trying to repeat his hastily
prepare spin lines of denial, denial, denial. He made various claims, some of which
already have been shown to be incorrect. Key is very often slippery with his wording,
appearing to say something, while leaving a little wriggle room to deny he actually
stated that point.
So I have started transcribing TV3′s video of the standup, in order to compare what
Key said then, with what has unfolded since. If nothing else, it may show how Key
spins certain lines, while leaving a certain amount of ambiguity.
This post contains a transcript of the first 5 minutes of the video.
It’s very interesting to see how Key seems to be claiming Cameron Slater’s credibility
is higher than Nicky Hager’s. Actually he doesn’t quite state that,, but implies it. He
keeps falling back on what Slater has said publicly, without giving any reason why we
should believe Slater, more than we should believe what Hager has written in his
book.
In this section of the video, Key responds to allegations in Hager’s book, about the
accessing of private details on Labour Party website; and allegations of Slater being
given privileged treatment with respect to OIA requests for information from the SIS.
Since the video was recorded, the SIS has responded to the allegations, (allegedly)*
supporting Key’s version of the events. Vernon Small’s report on this. NZ Herald’s
report.
TRANSCRIPT OF TV3s video of John Key’s press standup,
Thursday 14 August: ‘John Key talks Nicky Hager’s Dirty Politics‘ - Part One: 04.57 minutes.
INTERVIEWER: Handed information over to Whale Oil. What do you make of that?
KEY: No, I don’t think that’s correct. What we’ve seen is a typically Nicky Hager
book. I mean, quite frankly, full of baseless allegations and theories which don’t
stand up. In my view t’s a, there’s a reason Nicky Hager released the book at 5
o’clock last night, and that’s because he didn’t want people who are in the book, to
actually critique it, and to be able to put their side of the story before the 6 o’clock
news.
And look frankly, if there’s dirty politics in New Zealand, it’s actually coming from
the left. If you look at the left, they don’t want to talk about the issues that actually
matter to New Zealanders. So what we’ve had from them this week, ah, we’ve had
Dotcom putting up a video f young people chanting we’ve had effigies being burnt
and displayed on the internet, we’ve had billboards being wrecked, We’ve had a
parody out there on the thing. And now we’ve had this book of baseless allegations.
INTERVIEWER: Would that’s fine, but but you’ve got communications from Jason
Ede to Whale Oil, to Cam Slater, talking about campaign politics and tactics. And he
sits in your office.
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KEY: Well for a start off: A – he works for the National Party. B- yeah he’s a
communications research guy, and of course he talks to blogs, he talks to a number of
blogs, just in the same way that we talk to you the media. They are just another form
of the modern media. And actually the modern media – the media ask us questions
about things that are on blog sites all the time. That’s pretty standard
practice. There’s nothing untoward that’s happening. There’s a couple of major
allegations that Hager’s made that are completely and utterly wrong.
INTERVIEWER: Which are?
KEY: Well, A: National’s been nowhere near Labour’s website. As I said, Mr Slater
made it quite clear this morning that he found the way in there, and that’s because it
was completely open and they didn’t have any protection on it. Nothing to do with
National. In terms of the SIS, I had made comments about that Israeli position. I said
that Mr Goff was briefed. Mr Goff refuted that. They are in the public domain. Then
what happened was that the head of the SIS said that he’d briefed them. So that was
why an OIA request was put in. It was nothing to do with my office.
INTERVIEWER: But Hager has emails showing that Jason Ede was talking about
trolling through the Labour Party website.
KEY: Yeah, well that’s not correct. It’s nothing
INTERVIEWER: Are you saying those emails are false?
KEY: Well I’m saying it’s nothing to do with us. What happened was, Mr Slater’s
made it quite clear on his website today, that in fact it was nothing to do with the
National Party.
INTERVIEWER: The IP address went back to your office.
KEY: No I don’t think that’s right. It’s nothing to do with our office.
END PART ONE
It’ interesting to compare the guy standing behind Key’s left shoulder in the
video, with this tweeted image:
Key takes to the screens to diffuse allegations of dirty politics with a prominent
tobacco lobbyist in frame lol
Update: SIS has responded to the allegations, (allegedly) supporting Key’s version
of the events
Tracey commented that the SIS doesn’t fully support Key’s statements.
http://thestandard.org.nz/mr-slaters-made-it-quite-clear-key-standuptranscript-pt1/
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Pete George (Your NZ): Kiwiblog steps up
David Farrar has stepped up to a major challenge and is promising improvements
at Kiwiblog – see Some changes for Kiwiblog.
Farrar has always been one of the most open bloggers on disclosure, and he is are
taking that even further.
I receive up to a dozen unsolicited e-mails a day, suggesting stories to me. Most
are from people who are not politicians or staff – just ordinary readers. Some
are just links to stories, some make some points on a topical issue. I sometimes
quote these e-mails in posts. I have always been very careful to distinguish
between content I write, and content people may send me (which I quote as
coming from a reader). But I’m going to go a further step and if any content
substantially comes from a parliamentary, or political party staffer,
source I will state so when using it. I will not name individuals, but if I
quote someone I will include information on their affiliations, when relevant.
You will find this is very infrequently.
The comments and commenters at Kiwiblog have a reputation for being many
things, usually negative. There’s no doubt it can be a very abusive and insenstitive
forum at times. Amongst the noise there are also many very worthwhile and
interesting comments and commenters, but reputation focuses mainly on the
worst.
After the election (ie when I have more time) I am going to consult on
a tougher moderation policy for the comments. I want them to be robust
and forceful, but focused more on issues than people. I have very limited time to
read them myself, so probably will ask for some readers to step forward as
moderators. We’ll have that discussion in October.
Moderation can be very time consuming, a difficult beast to confront. It’s a REAL
SHAME that more responsibility and respect isn’t shown by commenters who are
guests on Kiwiblog. This will be a challenge but it’s worth doing.
Farrar is setting a higher standard for himself – now it will be interesting to see if
the blogs to the left who have been busy claiming they are not as bad as those on
the right step up and follow your example.
As Bunji has just posted at The Standard – Left wing blogs aren’t “the same”.
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No, they are not the same. Are they willing to up their standards too? What about
it lprent?
—
UPDATE: Already The Standard has indicated where they stand on this, showing
their hypocrisy in claiming the moral high ground – No Changes for Kiwiblog.
Whoever wrote and posted that didn’t even have the guts to disclose their name
or pseudonym.

http://yournz.org/2014/08/19/kiwiblog-steps-up/
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Scott Yorke (Imperator Fish): Dirty Politics book raises suspicions of
broader hacking agenda
Police are investigating whether a spate of seemingly unrelated incidents
could be linked to Nicky Hager’s new book.
Hager’s book Dirty Politics was released last week, and much of the book’s
content has been based on emails illegally sourced from the computer of
blogger Cameron Slater.
In the last few days a number of suspicious burglaries have been reported to
the media, including one where a laptop was stolen, and another where cash
and jewellery were taken.
A Hamilton pensioner is the latest burglary victim to suspect something out of
the ordinary.
Edna Morrel, 78, said her house had been broken into three months ago.
“It was all a bit odd,” said Mrs Morrell. “They took my phone and a computer,
and some money sitting on the mantelpiece, but they also left quite a few
valuables behind.
“They didn’t touch any of the china plate, or the antique vase my grandmother
gave me. When I saw what they had left behind I thought ‘hello, that’s a bit
peculiar.’ If you were a genuine burglar, wouldn’t you want the china too?”
Mrs Morrell said she was almost certainly targeted for the contents of her
computer.
“There’s quite a lot of valuable personal information on that computer,” she
said. “There were a number of emails to and from the customer services
people at Harvey Norman about a broken toaster I took back to their store.
The darned thing wouldn’t cook one side properly, and when I went back to
complain about it the young fellow at the counter told me there was nothing
wrong with it! I had quite a considerable number of correspondences with
them on the issue, let me tell you.
“Have you ever tried to eat a piece of toast that’s cooked on only one side?
Which side do you butter?”
The computer also contained copies of recent letters to Mrs Morrell’s sister.
“My letters to Agnes contained a lot of very sensitive material, including
details of the recent trip I took to the supermarket, and a number of cake
recipes. I hate to think what someone might do with that sort of information.
“Then I saw Mike Hosking on the telly the other night talking about this new
book and all these terrible left-wing types, and I got suspicious,” she said.
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“I expect my chocolate sponge cake recipe will end up in the next Nicky Hager
book.”
Meanwhile, a senior accountant in a Christchurch construction company is
demanding to know what happened to the confidential report he left on his
desk before going to lunch today.
“I swear it was right there,” said Barry Singh. “It was in a brown manila folder,
right there.” He pointed to a pile of papers on his desk.
“The report included details of amounts spent on our recent office party. I
don’t know what we’ll do if our competitors find out how much we spent on the
canapés.
“Who would do something like this? Who would target a well-respected
company in such a cynical manner? I feel so violated. I go out to lunch for half
an hour, and then I find someone has been in my office rifling through my
papers!
“What else have they been into? Did they access my computer? Did they take
other papers? And why were they here?
“I have a cousin who knows someone who works in John Key’s office, so
could this all be linked to the Nicky Hager book?”
Pamela Gray, Mr Singh’s personal assistant, said she thought all the answers
would be found in his office.
“Barry, you’re always losing things and then finding them again five minutes
later,” she said. “I bet it’s still on your desk. Shall I take a look? Yes, here it is.
Just underneath this pile of books.”
But Singh remains concerned about office security.
“I just don’t know who to trust any more. I can’t be certain that someone hasn’t
given Nicky Hager a copy of the report.”
Police are also investigating whether computer hackers have accessed the
laptop of an unemployed Napier man.
Gert Flowers said he was working on his novel one Saturday night, when he
heard a loud banging noise outside.
“I do all my writing in my bedroom,” said Mr Flowers. “It’s where my creative
juices flow most freely. I was at my computer writing the scene were the
Barzambian battle fleet annihilates an armada sent by the Grand Galactic
Federation to stifle the rebellion on the planet Zath, when I heard a crashing
noise outside my window.
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“I raced outside and saw that something or someone had been into my
rubbish bin. I figured it must have been the neighbour’s dog, so I picked up
the bits of trash left lying about and went back inside, thinking nothing more of
it.
“When I got back to my computer I saw that the screen had gone blank. My
computer had crashed.”
Mr Flowers said he immediately suspected foul play.
“My computer is only three years old, and it doesn’t often crash. So I began to
wonder if someone had done something to it, and then of course I began to
think about all this computer hacking business in the news recently.
“Then I thought about all the times my computer had crashed irecently, and it
terrified me to think that someone must have been targeting me for weeks.
I’ve obviously been hacked by someone who wants access to my material.
“I hate to think what might happen if someone publishes a copy of my draft
manuscript. What’s worse is that I had on my computer a document detailing
the plotlines for all twenty books I plan to write in the series.”
Police have confirmed that they are investigating a number of other reports,
including a man caught driving an unwarranted and unregistered car, and an
incident at the Kaiapoi New World supermarket where a carton of eggs was
dropped on the floor. But they will not say whether they believe these
incidents are linked in any way to Nicky Hager’s book.
http://imperatorfish.com/2014/08/19/dirty-politics-book-raises-suspicions-ofbroader-hacking-agenda/
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Rob Salmond (Polity): Judith Collins on cyberbullies
19TH AUGUST 2014

Here is a Beehive press release from November 2013:
Justice Minister Judith Collins says the introduction of a new Bill to Parliament
today aims to stop cyber bullies in their tracks.
“No longer is bullying confined to the classroom or playground – the digital
age has meant tormenters can harass their target anywhere, at any time and
the trails of abuse remain in cyberspace forever,” Ms Collins says.
“The Harmful Digital Communications Bill sends a strong message to those
who continue to harass and harm others online – time’s up.
I could not agree more.
Here is part of Minister Collins' explanation of her Bill:
Creating a new offence of posting a harmful digital communication the
intent of causing harm.
It would apply to communications [RS - included emails] that are grossly
offensive or indecent, obscene, menacing or knowingly false. The offence will
also cover serious instances of intimate recordings being published online
without a person’s consent. It will carry a maximum penalty of up to 3 months’
imprisonment or a $2,000 fine.
Good idea.
http://polity.co.nz/content/judith-collins-cyberbullies
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The Standard: Left wing blogs aren’t “the same”
19 August 2014
Written by Bunji

On Morning Report yesterday John Key was busy casting all sorts of
aspersions, and refusing to say that clearly odious behaviour by Judith
Collins, Jason Ede and Cameron Slater was wrong .
1

But some of the aspersions were against shock horror left wing
bloggers!
As a left wing blogger I take personal umbrage.
Labour MPs don’t send us personal details to launch horrible personal
attacks.
And they haven’t had the power to even think about betraying their civil
servants, or tell us about doing dodgy OIAs of hastily declassified
documents…
We’ve not been involved in any sort of intimidation to drive ordinary
people from politics.
There is no equivalence. [Update: As also stated by RNZ political
reporter Brent Edwards on Morning Report this morning (7:25am)]
Just as there is no equivalence between Key’s “left wing blogger” Keith
Ng and the Labour donor hack. Ng found out about the Work and
Income loophole and told Work and Income to plug it before publishing
it – without downloading any personal data. Ede and and an unknown
National Party Head Office staffer didn’t alert Labour, but would appear
to have downloaded the private details with Ede & Slater having the
intention to discourage people joining and donating to Labour.
In reality Labour is run on the smell of an oily rag and don’t have the
resources to get as much stuff as they should get out to bloggers,
before they could even think about getting the dodgy stuff out…
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But then National are scrambling, which has resulted in bare-faced lies
and farce, as they run the lines of “made stuff up” and “unravelling”.
Key last night was saying there’s ‘nothing new’ in the email leaks now
being dribbled out – but Slater’s finding the rego numbers of Green
Party activists and then tracking their names and addresses down and
passing them to Ede is not in Hager’s book.
Collins is saying she only gave Slater a public servant’s name because
it was already public… but it wasn’t anywhere before Slater’s blog, and
if it was public why did Slater need to ask Collins?
And now they’re rolling out random robberies of MPs from a year
ago. Cunliffe’s been robbed too, and Hone’s had a bullet fired into his
office – Hager and his left-wing conspiracy have been busy!
So we get to Key saying that the left is playing dirty (!) and it’s because
they don’t want to debate the “big issues”. The Left has been trying to
debate the issues since Key became National’s leader – but it’s Key
who’s too busy smiling and waving and being a celebrity and posing
for a selfie or planking to debate the issues. The chance to debate
something substantive would be a fine thing!
We look forward to Key engaging properly on asset sales and tax cuts
for the rich and bigger class sizes and where their climate change
policies are sending us and… but we won’t hold our breath.
1. How many calling for Collins/Ede sacking
now? Hooton, Garner, …
http://thestandard.org.nz/left-wing-blogs-arent-the-same/
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Therese Cowie (Radio NZ): Blog 'used against cleaner's group'
Updated at 11:05 am today
Further revelations from the book Dirty Politics suggest Cameron Slater's
Whale Oil blog was used to discredit an organisation that arranges fair
working conditions and training for office cleaners - some of New Zealand's
poorest workers.
TVNZ screengrab. Blogger Cameron Slater.
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater.
Photo: TVNZ
The book by Wellington writer Nicky Hager claims that following a smear
campaign on the site, an agreement that government buildings could be
cleaned only by companies which met certain standards for workers was
scrapped.
Building Service Contractors (BSC) is the industry body for commercial
cleaning companies which, under the last Labour-led government, made a
deal with the Food and Service Workers' Union to improve training and
conditions for office cleaners.
Under the deal, companies could win contracts to clean government offices
only if they became members of BSC and pledged to improve working
conditions.
Mr Hager's book suggests posts that began appearing on the Whale Oil blog
criticising the BSC Contractors in 2012 were organised by public relations
man Carrick Graham on behalf of Crest Commercial Cleaning, which could
not bid for government contracts because it was not a member of BSC.
BSC's national president Patrick Lee-Lo says the raft of personal attacks and
claims that he wasted membership fees have taken their toll.
"I've got two daughters and they were in my office one day and saw all the
blog comments on my desk because someone had kindly sent them (and in
fact to all our members). They were extremely upset and asking me to step
aside from being president, because it's not a paid role, I do it voluntarily and
they said: 'You don't need this stuff Dad.'"
Crest Commercial Cleaning managing director Grant McLauchlan says any
claim that a campaign through Whale Oil influenced the Government's
decision to open contracts up to non-BSC members is ridiculous.
"We have not specifically paid Carrick Graham to run a smear campaign on
Whale Oil," he said.
Grant McLauchlan admits public relations work was done for him by Mr
Graham against Mr Lee-Lo and the BSC, but it was through the mainstream
media and public channels including submissions to the Government.
Mr Graham declined to be interviewed by Radio New Zealand.
The Service and Food Workers' Union national secretary, John Ryall, says
when the union was told that the agreement between the Government and
cleaning companies would be scrapped, it knew something was awry.
"We got informed at 4.30pm on the 29th of May. We didn't actually find out
until later that Whale Oil was running the announcement at 4pm and so there
is a direct connection, as far as we are concerned, and something very
suspicious how Whale Oil got informed of this prior to the parties that are
involved in this agreement."
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Cameron Slater declined to comment, saying he doesn't give interviews to
Radio New Zealand.
Mr Lee-Lo says he will be seeking legal advice on whether to pursue the
matter.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/national/252435/blog-%27used-againstcleaner%27s-group%27
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The Standard: Aaron Bhatnagar – I barely know the guy
WrittenBy: GUEST POST - Date published:8:46 am, August 19th, 2014

Judith Collins’ utter contempt for Parliament and willingness to use its resources to
her own and her family’s advantage cannot reasonably be denied. The most brazen
example comes from her actions on behalf of Oravida and the extended duck’n’weave
aftermath played out in Parliament. The irony in that situation is that Judith Collins,
the New Zealand Minister of Justice, was ostensibly visiting China to lecture the
locals about corruption. Oh, how she and her BFF Cameron Slater must have giggled
about that. Overt, major one-off capers like the Oravida Affair are rare. More
common are the mundane, day-to-day actions that Judith Collins carries out in her
role. The Minister of Justice is responsible for appointing all sorts of people to all
sorts of roles and, on April 26, 2013, Judith Collins appointed Aaron Bhatnagar to the
the Real Estate Agents Authority (REAA).
Last night, TV3, breathlessly claiming an “exclusive”, covered the appointment,
detailed the connection between Cameron Slater and Aaron Bhatnagar, and managed
to snag an interview with Collins as she passed through an airport terminal. Collins
wasn’t pleased – talk about the face of a bulldog chewing a wasp – and when
Bhatnager’s name was mentioned, her response was “I barely know the guy”.
Last night’s TV3 story was hardly an exclusive. News of the appointment of
Bhatnagar, although typically released on a Friday, was relatively well covered at the
time, including this rather “raised eyebrows” report from Radio New Zealand’s Felix
Marwick. Also noticing the appointment was Labour’s Trevor Mallard. He fired off
ten “Questions For Written Answer” to Judith Collins. The questions concerned
matters such as: whether or not the position on the REAA had been advertised,
whether a short list had been drawn up, what specific qualities such as professional
integrity, independence, actual knowledge and experience, technology and innovation
skills, political awareness, analytical ability, communication and decision-making
skills. Collins’ contempt for the process was apparent in that of the ten questions she
answered eight of them with the single line statement:
I believe Mr Bhatnagar is ideally suited to this role on all levels.
Her answers to the other two questions stated that she had not discussed the
appointment of Bhatnager with any of her colleagues and that Bhatnager had not
completed an “expression of interest” for a role with the Authority.
So, having said yesterday that she “barely knows the guy”, Collins, last year was able
to categorically state in answer to Parliamentary Questions that Aaron Bhatnagar has
the necessary skills, integrity, political awareness and all the rest of the qualifications
needed.
Hmmm . . .
Aaron Bhatnagar is one of the crew of Auckland city’s National Party wannabe backroom players. In “Dirty Politics”, Nicky Hager revealed that Bhatnagar was the one
sniffing sockets at the Labour Party website and discovered the insecure data later
downloaded by Slater, Eade and the, so far, unnamed National Party IT whizz.
Bhatnagar was no stanger to the workings of Slater’s Whaleoil Blog. He was a longterm member of the commentariat and posted as the site’s “Business Correspondent
Winslow Taggart”.
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One post he wrote lauded Ryman’s Healthcare, of which he was a shareholder.
Bhatnager served one term on the Auckland City Council under Mayor Dick Hubbard
and he was known for attending meetings but spending the whole time tapping away
on his laptop playing in the internet. He unsuccessfully stood for selection for
National in the Epsom electorate and again for Botany. His failure in Botany, among
other less important reasons, is that he came up against Jamie Lee Ross who had
employed Simon Lusk to game the process. Even though he was as thick as thieves
with the Slater crowd, he appears not to have been a part of the inner circle. In
conversations celebrating the success of Lusk’s puppet Jamie Lee Ross, Cactus kate
said of Bhatnager . . .
. . . Bharry needs to grow the fuck up and realise that fat indians with a BA in Russian
are no good in politics . . .
. . . while Cameron Slater wrote of his apparently trusted confidante . . .
. . . what a loser, he couldn’t even win WITH daddy’s money [...] rich people don’t
lose elections unless they are fucking hopeless or stupid. He lost to a maori which is
even funnier . . .
. . . no need for even the slightest sympathy, though. Aaron Bhatnagar is himself very
familiar with nasty politics. He was involved with Brian Nicolle’s attack on Dick
Hubbard and was publicly caught out defacing Dick Hubbard’s Wikipedia page.
Bhatnager also contacted Slater requesting assistance in finding a “paparizzi” in order
to “spook a lawyer”.
This, then, is the man Judith Collins, the Minister of Justice, believes to be “ideally
suited . . . on all levels” for the $20,000 per annum REAA sinecure.
It is possible that Judith Collins didn’t make the appointment at Cameron Slater’s
request. Aaron Bhatnagar has done some hard yards for National. Both Jackie Blue
and Simon Collins acknowledged Aaron Bhatnagar in Parliament for his work as part
of their electorate teams. Also,
the nomination for the REAA appointment came from convicted criminal John Banks.
Banks, of course, would have been grateful to all of the National Party Epsom
electorate team for ensuring the survival of ACT for one last term.
Then again, there is an odd endnote here. Once the proverbial had hit the fan after
Cameron Slater began drip feeding material looted from the Labour Party website,
Aaron Bhatnagar was looking for acknowledgement. In one, almost sad, comment to
Slater , Bhatnagar said of his discovery ” . . . wouldn’t mind a wee wink and nod one
day in appreciation . . . “. Slater replied “will do”.
(I am grateful to Nicky Hager for his book “Dirty Politics” from which I have taken
much of the material concerning Aaron Bhatnagar for this post.)
BLip
http://thestandard.org.nz/aaron-bhatnagar-i-barely-know-the-guy/
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Dominion Post: Editorial: Key must press Collins on leak
Last updated 05:00 19/08/2014
OPINION: One of the more arresting details in Nicky Hager's book, Dirty
Politics, concerns Cabinet Minister Judith Collins.
In 2009, she sent the name of a public servant to blogger Cameron Slater,
who writes as WhaleOil.
Slater proceeded to publicly abuse the man, Simon Pleasants, for supposedly
leaking sensitive information to Labour. One commenter on WhaleOil wrote
that Pleasants should be shot; police had to investigate.
No evidence was produced to implicate Pleasants, who has denied leaking
anything. Hager concludes that "Collins ... collaborated with Slater, leaking
information and having the employee publicly tried and hanged, comfortable
in the knowledge that her role would remain secret."
Collins admits sending the name to Slater, but says she simply gave him
"publicly available" information.
This does not look good for Collins. It seems likely she has used her position
to out a public servant, incorrectly and without evidence, as a matter of what
she once called political "utu".
The case demands further investigation by Prime Minister John Key. So does
Collins' handling of sensitive information in a prominent ACC leak case, about
which Hager raises similar questions.
Both cases are quite complicated, and their victims remote. Some voters will
fall asleep before hearing them out.
What they perhaps won't forget so quickly are the intimate links between
Slater and National, especially in the form of Collins.
The party has to worry that Slater's ugly, aggressive style will sully its more
laidback approach.
In truth, Slater is not representative of National. His emails in the book are, to
a great extent, the obscene boastings of a small group of hardcore activists.
Hager himself concedes that Key "does not and cannot control Slater".
Yet he still has powerful connections within the party. Collins is a friend - she
apparently sends him messages in the middle of the night. Despite their
differences, Key chose to keep him reasonably close, speaking to him semiregularly and presumably sanctioning adviser Jason Ede's contacts with him.
Politicians, like everyone, will be judged by the company they keep.
National's alarming response to the book has not helped it. It has relentlessly
attacked Hager's politics, while ignoring the questions raised.
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Key appears to believe that simply saying he "does not have the details" of an
allegation, or that he hasn't "looked into it", is enough to make it go away.
That will not do. Whistling and looking the other way might be a public
relations strategy, but it is a sorry way to meet criticism.
Key needs to urgently investigate Collins' handling of sensitive official
information. If the allegations are true, her ministerial future is open to
question. She has already sailed close to the wind with her muddled accounts
of a trip to China, where she appeared to advocate for her husband's
business.
If Key doesn't act swiftly, it will start to look as though there is one law of
ministerial responsibility for her, and one for everyone else.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/editorials/10396591/EditorialKey-must-press-Collins-on-leak
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Brent Edwards (Radio NZ): PM sticking to line over blogger
The Prime Minister is sticking to his line that there is nothing untoward about
his office's links to right-wing blogger Cameron Slater.
John Key describes the fact that his Justice Minister, Judith Collins, passed
on the name of a public servant, who was then the subject of death threats, as
just gossip.
While Mr Key might have hoped the furore around Nicky Hager's book Dirty
Politics would have passed by now, emails released yesterday helped confirm
a number of the allegations made in the book.
Mr Key, too, has conceded that his staff member at the time, Jason Ede, got
access to the Labour Party's private website in 2011, but he does not think it
matters.
"I just don't think New Zealanders care about that issue. I think what they care
about is the things we are talking about ... No, what I am saying is the person
is working down at the National Party now that's one point ... no I accept that,
but you are offering one perspective of some stolen emails which are not
necessarily right."
Mr Key says Labour had a weakness in its website and anyone would have
taken advantage of it.
But Labour leader David Cunliffe disagrees, and says the released emails
confirm much of what is in Nicky Hager's book.
David Cunliffe.
David Cunliffe believes the Prime Minister should fire Judith Collins.
Photo: RNZ / Diego Opatowski
Mr Cunliffe is particularly angry about confirmation that Judith Collins gave the
name of a public servant to Cameron Slater, who she suspected had leaked
information about Finance Minister Bill English double-dipping on his
accommodation allowance.
The public servant, Simon Pleasants, had not leaked any information, but was
subject to abuse on Mr Slater's Whale Oil blogsite and also received death
threats.
Mr Cunliffe says Mr Key should hold Ms Collins to account for her role in the
matter.
"He should fire her because she has acted in a way that is unbecoming and
unfit for a Minister of Justice or any Minister. The language she's used,
leaking smears against Minister Services staff, naming them in public. These
breach long-standing conventions of ministerial behaviour and the list is much
longer."
John Key, though, does not see anything wrong in what Ms Collins did and
yesterday expressed no regret for the threats Mr Pleasants faced as a
consequence.
"I asked her this morning specifically and she told me she had passed on the
title, that he already knew the name but again she's no shrinking violet. You
guys are free to interview her anytime you want," he says.
But Judith Collins has refused to appear on a range of Radio New Zealand
programmes to explain her conduct.
Mr Key also continues to reject suggestions that Cameron Slater got any help
in receiving information from the Security Intelligence Service about a briefing
its then director gave the then Labour Party leader, Phil Goff, in 2011.
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The Prime Minister has consistently said he knew nothing about the release of
information to the SIS and it never came across his desk.
It might not have come across his desk, but the SIS has confirmed its longstanding practice is to refer any Official Information Act requests to the Prime
Minister's office. A spokesperson for the SIS says it happened in this case,
but neither Mr Key nor his office made any comment about the release of the
information.
Meanwhile, John Key continues to argue that National's connection to Mr
Slater is no different to the Labour Party's links to left-wing bloggers.
When it is suggested no other blogger publishes such vicious and vindictive
material as Whale Oil, Mr Key's response is that Mr Slater is a shock jock.
But, as he struggles to shrug off questions emerging from the book Dirty
Politics, Mr Key might be regretting allowing himself and his office to get too
close to the shock jock.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/election-2014/252429/pm-sticking-to-line-overblogger
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Laura McQuillan (Newstalk ZB): Lawyer denies PM's claims over 'Dirty
Politics'
August 19 2014 6:33
Updated 6:38am: Nicky Hager's lawyer is denying claims from the Prime
Minister that the investigative journalist made up content in his latest book.
'Dirty Politics' accuses National of being involved in a coordinated smear
campaign, and includes the revelation one of John Key's staff liaised with
right-wing blogger Cameron Slater.
Steven Price says the Prime Minister has repeatedly claimed Mr Hager's
'made stuff up' and is in cahoots with the effigy burners and anti-Key mob.
But Mr Price says there's not a jot of evidence to support that.
He says Mr Hager's reporting cannot be called 'baseless', as he's drawn a
clear line between what he knows and what he's not sure about.
Steven Price says the Prime Minister's claims that Mr Hager is trying to
distract people from important election issues are incorrect.
He says the goal is to expose and critique the tactics that are used to derail
genuine political engagement.
Political fallout over 'dirty politics' continues
Political fallout from Nicky Hager's book continues as stolen emails are posted
online - but John Key maintains there's no smoking gun.
A hacker's revealed a handful of scheming emails between Whale Oil blogger
Cameron Slater and National Party employee Jason Ede.
Labour leader David Cunliffe says it's damning evidence that backs up Mr
Hager's claims - including that Mr Ede was involved in infiltrating a Labour
Party website.
But John Key disagrees.
He says the emails tell only one side of the story, and Mr Hager's hiding dirt
about Labour's dealings with Mr Slater.
Steven Joyce: 'Social media part of National Party strategy'
A senior National Party Minister says using and engaging social media is a
part of their strategy
It comes as National faces accusations it's been involved in a concerted and
organised smear campaign against its political opponents via right wing
websites.
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Cabinet Minister Steven Joyce says having a social media strategy is very
important and has to be engaged with.
He says those on the left of politics are pretending they don't have a strategy,
but he'd be very surprised if they weren't engaging with bloggers on the left.
Mr Joyce says politicians talk to bloggers because this is the modern world.
PM blames labour over website infiltration
John Key says it's Labour's own fault a National Party staffer infiltrated its
website.
Hacked emails posted online back up Nicky Hager's claim that Jason Ede
helped Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater access the site - containing Labour
members' credit card details.
But Mr Key says if Labour leaves its site unsecure, that's its own mistake - not
National's.
That excuse rings hollow for Labour leader David Cunliffe - who says if you
leave your house unlocked, and someone steals your property, it's still theft.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/news/nbpol/1094519530-pm-steadfastover--dirty-politics--allegations
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Stuff: Demand remains high for Hager book
Last updated 05:00 19/08/2014
Public demand for Dirty Politics is unceasing.
After Nicky Hager's book was released on Thursday, the entire first run of
4000 sold out before lunchtime.
Five days and 10,000 copies later, and you'd still be lucky to get your hands
on it.
The executive director and publisher at Craig Potton Publishing, Robbie
Burton, said 10,000 books had sold.
"We've got just shy of 10,000 books," he said. "And we've sold 1000 e-books
as well."
The printers were going as hard as they could, he said.
"Demand is showing absolutely no sign of diminishing."
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10396699/Printers-struggle-to-keep-upwith-demand-for-Hager-book
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Dan Satherley (TV3): Key: Left-wing has 'given up' arguing policy
Tuesday 19 Aug 2014 9:14a.m.
Prime Minister John Key says the Opposition has given up fighting the
Government on policy, so has decided to "play the man, not the ball".
As the fallout from Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics dominates the election
campaign, Mr Key continues to deny the National Party has done anything
wrong.
"We started last week with burning effigies and 'F-you John Key' videos and
billboards being destroyed and parody songs and a book from Nicky Hager –
this is all part of a left-wing [smear campaign]," he said on Firstline this
morning.
"I'll tell you why it's happening, and it's this one single reason – the left have
given up on the policy argument. They don't think they can beat the National
Government on the issues of the economy, law and order, health, education,
welfare reform and the environment, so what they've decided is they'll play the
man, not the ball.
"Fair enough, but we're going to keep talking about the ball. Other people can
keep talking about the man, and in the end we'll see who they vote for."
No polls measuring the public's intended party vote have been taken since the
release of the book, but the latest 3 News-Reid Research poll – conducted the
week prior – shows the gap between the left and right tightening.
Yesterday 3 News revealed Judith Collins appointed Aaron Bhatnagar to a
$20,000 job on the board of the Real Estate Agents Authority. Mr Bhatnagar is
accused in Dirty Politics of being the first one to find the security hole in
Labour's website, and tipped off Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater, who then
teamed up with Mr Key's office staffer Jason Ede to download the party's
private information.
Ms Collins, already under fire for leaking the name of a civil servant to Slater,
who later received death threats, is now facing increasing calls to resign.
Mr Key, who hasn't read the book, says he doesn't know if Mr Hager's
accusations are true but is seeking to put some distance between Mr
Bhatnagar and National.
"I'm not sure Aaron's part of the National Party these days – he might be, he
certainly at one point was trying to run. I actually think he ran for ACT,
actually… He was promoted actually into that role, or suggested by John
Banks."
Mr Key says he doesn't know the relationship between Mr Bhatnager and
Slater, but as for the blogger's connections with National – particularly the
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close links he has with Mr Ede detailed in Dirty Politics – Mr Key says Slater
has the same connections with journalists and Labour.
"Apparently he talks to half of the Labour Party caucus. He'll be talking to
journalists at TV3. Now you can make the same case. Now at the end of the
day he runs his own ship. We don't control him… This is a free world. I can't
stop people having blog sites."
Because Slater allegedly has connections with Labour, Mr Key says the fact
Mr Hager chose not to publish any of the blogger's emails that would look bad
for the Opposition proves it's a "left-wing smear campaign".
"If Nicky Hager wanted to go out there and write a book about 'dirty politics'
and he wanted to include Mike Williams, the Labour president, going off to dig
dirt on me; if they wanted to include the secret taping of our cocktail party; if
they wanted to include going through my financial records and doing all sorts
of things, which the left have been running a campaign for 10 years; you'd at
least be able to say well, it's a balanced perspective. But the reality is they
don't."
Yesterday saw the release of screenshots taken from Slater's email, via a
Twitter account called @whaledump. The images were hosted on cloud
storage site mega.co.nz, which was founded by Kim Dotcom.
"Kind of spooky, isn't it?" says Mr Key.
Dotcom no longer has any involvement with the day-to-day running of
mega.co.nz – in fact, the largest shareholder in the company is a Hong Kongbased National Party donor, Shen Zhao Wu, according to the National
Business Review – while former National Party president Michelle Boag is on
the payroll as public relations advisor.
Dirty Politics reveals 'new low' for NZ - Cunliffe
Labour leader David Cunliffe says voters will get more smear campaigns if
National wins re-election.
Mr Cunliffe says he does speak to left-wing bloggers, but it's a clear contrast
to what he calls "systematic smearing and denigration of individuals" outlined
in Dirty Politics.
"I trust New Zealanders to understand the difference between what we are
trying to do here, which is to make life better for them, and the machinery
which has been exposed on the right of politics which I think is a new low for
New Zealand," he said on Breakfast this morning.
"And if New Zealanders don't stand up to it and say they don't want it, then
they'll get more of it and it'll get worse."
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As for Ms Collins' actions outlined in the book, Mr Cunliffe says it is
"completely inappropriate and unbecoming of a minister, let alone the Minister
of Justice... it beggars belief that she is still in office."
http://www.3news.co.nz/Key-Left-wing-has-given-up-arguingpolicy/tabid/1607/articleID/357418/Default.aspx
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Hager’s Dirty Politics: what the book
ultimately reveals is abuse of power
August 19, 2014

Nicky’s book is now doing what I suspected it would do, create a shockwave of
revulsion. Andrew Geddis over at Pundit Blog sums up this attitude best, and it’s
reverberations build with every single new person who reads the book.
This is the outrage and the uproar caused by a mere 10 000 print run, what level of
crescendo do you think we’ll hit when it becomes 20 000? 30 000? 40 000? What the
headlines miss is the stinging hatred that shines through all the messages of those
involved and that spite is shocking people. Politics can be angry, politics can be loud –
but hateful? Hate politics has no place in a modern democracy.
Slater & Co are not bloggers, they are political sadists.
If there is still ANY doubt about the legitimacy of what Nicky has done, read his lawyers
blog explaining Hager’s side of the issue…
As many of you know, I act for Nicky Hager. I vetted his book, Dirty Politics, and the three
before that.
It is a surreal experience watching what happens to Nicky’s books in the days after their
publication. It often seems as if the book that’s being discussed by politicians and in the
media is entirely different from the one I’ve just spent weeks vetting.
What’s more amazing is that politicians who admit they haven’t read the book and don’t
intend to are given free rein to speak authoritatively about its content. Often they say
things that are completely contradicted by evidence that’s set out in the book, but aren’t
even challenged about it. Nicky is often accused of being a “conspiracy theorist” as if this
is an answer to the evidence he sets out in the book.
This time around, though, my sense is that things are different. The government’s denials
are such blatant flannel that they are being seen as beyond the pale, even by our most
grizzled political journalists, who have seen plenty of spin in their time.
I want to go through some of the spin. I want to do that because the Prime Minister is
claiming repeatedly that Nicky has “made stuff up”, that he’s in cahoots with the “Fuck
John Key” mob and the “Planet Key” song-writer and the effigy burners, and that he’s
done it to distract attention from the real issues.
What is happening now is that the media pundits are turning on Key. They have all read
the book, they have all felt the wave of revulsion, they now want utu and Key’s
shockingly weak display on Radio NZ yesterday morning with Guyon Espiner has to be
heard to be believed. Add the voices of the Auckland media like John Armstrong, Duncan
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Garner, Rachel Smalley, Marcus Lush and it’s only a mater of time before the Wellingtion
Press Gallery are forced dump their cheerleading for Key as well.
Claire Trevett may need counselling.
When Matthew Hooton is abandoning ship and attacking Key, you know National are in
terrible trouble.
Not all media mind you, there are still National Party stormtroopers desperately trying to
justify Key, it’s like Mike Hosking, Sean Plunket and Paul Henry are all playing
instruments on the deck of the sinking Titanic.
‘At the end of the day’, the credibility gap between Key and the rest of NZ grows wider
with every passing hour. Pause for a moment and consider the astounding fact that
Judith Collins & John Key still haven’t read this book.
Key’s got 99 Problems – Lusk, Collins, Ede, Farrar, Odgers, the SIS and Slater are 7 of
them.
Dirty Politics is a vital read for every NZ citizen before they cast their vote because at the
heart of this book are abuses of power. That’s what this book is about, abuse of
power. The NZ Herald held me up in the weekend as the ‘closest thing the Left have to
Whaleoil’ – in the light of this book that’s kinda defamatory, but from the Left side of the
blogs let me say we don’t do anything in the same stratosphere of barking mad that
Slater & Co are doing here. I have fights with people and block them on twitter, Slater
has fights with people and trawls brothels, talks about blackmailing MPs, helps others
hack computers, moves prisoners around, gets SIS access, savages public servants to
get death threats and manages to exhibit the kind of ethics that would make drug cartels
blush.
I’ve always described Slater as a far right hate speech merchant, it’s time the rest of the
country recognised that and demanded Key either treats this cancer with napalm and
sacks Ede, Collins and shuts Slater outside of Parliament forever or he gets judged
alongside Slater and damned at the polls.
Whaledump is going to show little of the restraint Nicky did and I suspect the sleaze
will generate a whole new wave of revulsion. Just when you didn’t think you could be
more disgusted, another set of allegations will astound you.
How people use power is as important as how they gain it. John Key and the National
Party may have won two democratic elections, but they did not get any permission to
abuse that power in the ways that have been outlined in this book. The crass, vicious,
hateful language is one thing, the dark deeds they set out to do are another.
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The rumour mill is going into meltdown behind the scenes – I’ve never seen pure panic
before and National are in free fall. Trying to claim ‘the Left do it too’ and ‘Nicky is a left
wing conspiracy theorist’ just doesn’t cut any mustard with those who want answers.
The Left need to start focusing on what the first 100 days of real change looks like
because National will lose this election, there’s just too much more dirt to come for them
to survive.
Who knew whaleoil was so corrosive to teflon?

http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/19/hagers-dirty-politics-what-the-bookultimately-reveals-is-abuse-of-power/
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Tim Selwyn (Tumeke): Dirty v normal politics
I find something a bit disingenuous about Nicky Hager's style of breathless,
wide-eyed pleading - and that tends to get in the way of the facts in his book
and what they mean. Holding out some imagined purity of conscience as a
standard in politics - as Hager does to exaggerate the significance of his
research - seems a bit strained when he's spent the last decade of his
professional life working on nothing but machinations of Tory 'sleaze'. The
email trail is damaging enough without the embellishment of a tut-tutting that
only a saint could deliver. Is he the only adult in the country not to have been
inoculated for what are the common maladies of politics?
To argue points - as Hager does - with hacked emails in one hand and his
finger wagging with the other is not the highest moral ground either. Hager's
attempt to occupy a lofty position in the heavens somewhere - when he only
covers one half of the hell of the underworld below that is politics and
bloggers: National and the right - is undeniably partisan. The Hollow Men
followed the same pattern. Focus on the right, a free pass for the left.
The context of the exercise wasn't about the relationship between politicians,
their staff, the media and bloggers - it is about National and National-aligned
bloggers only. It is an exposé of the political right - not of politics as such. No
wonder Key was pushing this line this afternoon - it's just about the only one
he can safely mention that does have some credibility. Key's response has
been belligerent and curt; but while Hager is not the best advocate for his
material, his beatific repose is becoming just as annoying as Key's whiny
defence.
Politics is by implication - if not by definition - a dirty game, always has been,
always will be. We call it 'playing politics' as if it were a low game. The skills
of statecraft are not different from ancient times: spies, conspiring underlings,
deniability, internal battles within the administration, manipulating messages,
wealthy patrons gone rogue... Ok, so now we have 'blogsters' and twitter; but
essentially the game and the methods remain the same.
What Hager's would-be readers are looking for, as are all punters, is not the
unethical lapses - the tawdry grubbiness of a blogger for hire, comms staff
bragging and Judith Collins being mean behind people's backs - they want to
know what offences have been committed and who and how many will be
arrested. How many will go to the slammer? After five days the answer is still
zero. No smoking guns, but some smouldering emails and a couple of warm
tweets.
Not even any resignations. Judith Collins has gotten away with more brazen
behaviour before without reprimand - as has Paula Bennett who
leaked/authorised private information from beneficiaries without any
consequence. Consistency with Key's previously loose code of conduct
means basically anything goes. It is difficult to dismiss anyone with those
precedents established. The dynamics of being 32 days out from a general
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election means Key will be reluctant to throw any of his crew to the dogs no
matter what the level of transgression.
Key is now looking like the lame duck as he takes a hit for the collective
failings of his wayward team. Key still has personal headroom as none of the
dots so far join directly to him - they end down a corridor wherever Mr Ede
and his masked ISP is located - but Key's own handling of the scandal is now
what the focus is on.
Espiner interviewing John Key on RNZ yesterday was a moment. Key's
answer to whether or not he saw the Official Information Act request to the
SIS that Slater had reverse-ordered via Ede and which was released
immediately was convoluted to the point he laughed at how he didn't know
what was going on. This was nonsense. How could he not know? Key's
defence of a National staff member digital dumpster-diving into the Labour
Party computer server is a poorly considered position that paints him like
Nixon.
If the text of Hager's book does not contain evidence of an offence, the
reactions to it from John Key could prove just as damaging all the same.
Hager has let is all see under the rock and what crawls out.
http://tumeke.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/dirty-v-normal-politics.html
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Jono Natusch: Student leader ‘revolted’ by politics – that’s what dirty
politics does
Sam Johnson is a fellow about whom it’s rather difficult to find any bad
press – founder of Christchurch’s Student Volunteer Army; 2012
Young New Zealander of the Year; ranked number 22 on the Readers
Digest top 100 trusted people list; endorsed by John Key when he
successfully stood for the Ricccarton-Wigram Community Board in
2010; approached by Lianne Dalziel to be her running mate in the
last Christchurch mayoralty race; founding Trustee of the Ministry of
Awesome…
And he features on Stuff this morning in an article that begins:

Student Volunteer Army kingpin Sam Johnson says the underhand
tricks exposed by Nicky Hager’s book Dirty Politics have left him
revolted by politics.
Johnson is quoted as saying:

The whole thing is revolting. There’s obviously dirty tricks and games
played on every side but I just think we’re coming up to an election
and we are promoting all these campaigns to get young people to
vote… the whole thing needs to get itself cleaned up.
That’s on all sides. This is not restricted to Whale Oil or Simon Lusk.
It’s everywhere. It’s quite disheartening. I think we need values-driven
politics.
Even before this book, I’ve been put off all sorts of politics. The
council debacle was enough to put me off. I’ve seen friends go in and
spat out the other side.
You can see why someone like Johnson would receive a brief taste of
politics, even only at local body level, and recoil in disgust. And that’s
a great pity. Politics, whether it’s local body or at a national level, is
supposed to be about public service (“Ask not what your country can
do for you, but what you can do for your country”, if we’re going to
really descend into the cliches…). Surely people like Sam Johnson are
exactly the type of people we eventually want to attract into politics?
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Yet who in their right mind would want to be a politician in this day
and age, knowing that everything you say and do, and everything
you’ve said and done, will be picked over with a fine-tooothed comb
and used to try and destroy you?
Sam Johnson featured briefly in Dirty Politics. Simon Lusk saw him as a
client, and was unimpressed by a Green Party MP making favourable
comments about the Student Army. Lusk asked Slater:

“Cam, can you bash this c… [the Green MP]. I’ll write it… Sam is a
client. He will pay off long term.”
Johnson describes Lusk as just one of his ten to 20 mentors during his
Community Board campaign. I’m sure Johnson threw up in his mouth a
little to discover that Lusk thought him a long-term cash machine,
existing purely to further Lusk and Slater’s ambitions.
Lusk has written:

There are a few basic propositions with negative campaigning that are
worth knowing about. It lowers turn out, and drives away the
independents. Voting then becomes more partisan.
Add to that, it also drives away people like Sam Johnson.
http://jononatusch.wordpress.com/2014/08/19/student-leader-revolted-bypolitics-thats-what-dirty-politics-does/
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No Right Turn: A commitment we can hold him to
Still reading Dirty Politics. Meanwhile, in addition to all the damage
to the government from the truth coming out, we've also got
something else useful from it: a firm commitment to higher
standards from David Cunliffe:
Labour Party leader David Cunliffe says if he was Prime Minister he
would hold his ministers to a higher standard than John Key does.
[...]
David Cunliffe told Radio New Zealand's Morning Report programme
Ms Collins' behaviour was unbecoming of a minister, especially a
Justice Minister who is meant to uphold and guide the formation of
the law.
He said if Ms Collins was a minister in a government run by him,
she would be gone.
"There would be a huge difference in the standards that I would
hold my ministers accountable to and the way that the Prime
Minister is treating the Minister of Justice."
The full audio is here. And if he becomes Prime Minister and shows
any reluctance to enforce high standards on Ministers, we can beat
him with it.
http://norightturn.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/a-commitment-we-can-hold-himto.html
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Winston Peters (RadioLive): A Burglary that went horribly wrong for the
president
Watergate: it was just a little matter at first, but it became a giant and toppled
a US president.
It started as a burglary. A few days later, a reporter discovered that one of the
burglars had links to a political party. Slowly two reporters joined the dots.
The president’s office panicked and attempted a cover up. The president’s
Oval Office pointed the finger everywhere. But the snowball was rolling and
there was no stopping it. It gathered some pretty big heads along the way,
including the president and his men. They were found out because truth and
honesty matter, particularly from the top office in the country. In a democracy,
that’s the office that sets the standards. The American people knew that and
so the cunning risk-takers were held to account.
President Richard Nixon, known as “Tricky Dick”, got through an election, but
in the end had to resign. Democracy won. “All The President’s Men” was a
great movie too.
Sound familiar? There are parallels in New Zealand, as revealed in the book
“Dirty Politics”.
There was a planned break in, in the case of Watergate, and a planned break
in in the case of the Labour Party HQ computers. Labour Party details were
taken and the Prime Minister’s Office took part.
It doesn’t matter whether the Watergate premises or the Labour Party
computers were locked down or not. The cover-up has started; the fingers are
pointing at everyone except the Government. But the National Government
will not be able to untangle itself from the many revelations in this book based
on emails. They occurred at the highest level of the New Zealand
government.
The Americans held their leaders and others involved to account and New
Zealanders will do the same.
The National Party’s DNA, their fingerprints, their underhandedness and style
of personal character assassination of their opponents, and sometimes their
own, is all over this story.
http://www.radiolive.co.nz/Winston-Peters-A-burglary-that-went-horriblywrong-for-thepresident/tabid/721/articleID/52607/Default.aspx?ArticleID=52607
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No Right Turn: Crowdsourcing the dirt machine
So, the biggest political scandal of the year happened while I was
busy, and I still haven't had time to read the book yet (I'm hoping
to get to it this afternoon). From what I've read, I agree
with Danyl and Andrew: this is a toxic style of politics which we
shouldn't stand for, and those who practice, use, or even condone it
need to be voted out on their arses.
Meanwhile, amidst his unconvincing denials this morning, John Key
admitted that his staff were "briefing the bloggers" as part of the
government's media management strategy. Those staff are paid
with public money, and that media management is official
government business - which makes those briefings "official
information". Which means we can demand its release under the
OIA.
Of course, any request for all briefings to bloggers will be refused as
requiring substantial collation and research, but there's a way round
that: crowdsourcing. As I've just tweeted: pick a month, email
"j.key@ministers.govt.nz" (or use the FYI form here) requesting all
briefings to bloggers by him and his staff made during that month,
demand urgency due to the high public interest in political
accountability and the upcoming election. If they don't indicate that
they'll respond to it in the two days they do for their pet dirtdealers, complain immediately to the Ombudsman on
"info@ombudsman.parliament.nz". The Ombudsman has previously
indicated in the student-loan costings decision that requests for
significant information around election-time have heightened public
interest, and that should help.
I'm doing July 2014. Someone else is doing June. There's an FYI
request in for May-August, and I'm sure there'll be others. Join
the crowdsource, and help expose how National's dirt machine
works.
Update: There's now requests in
for January, February, March and April 2014.
http://norightturn.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/crowdsourcing-dirt-machine.html
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Mike Smith (The Standard): The moral low ground
WrittenBy: MIKE SMITH - Date published:3:00 pm, August 18th, 2014

Revulsion. That’s what’s coming out from a range of people who have ploughed
through the inner thoughts of the bottom-feeders in Nicky Hager’s book. Slater,
Farrar, Ede, Collins, Lusk, Odgers, Jordan Williams – all are repulsive.It’s the
strength of that gut feeling, that instinctive and emotional response from people as
diverse as Lprent, Andrew Geddes, Danyl McLaughlin,Mike Williams and Matthew
Hooton that will sink their plot. To quote Lyn:
After reading the quotes by Jordan Williams and and his disgusting sociopathic
fellows, I know I felt like I needed some way to get clean. It appears that Danyl
McLaughlin andAndrew Geddis feel the same. I suspect that any decent person would
as well.
So much for the monkeys – what about the organ-grinder? Despite all John Key’s
efforts to move as quickly as possible to the end of the day, at the end of the day…it’s
still not ok.
This isn’t about politics as usual. This is a cancer that has to be cut out. As always,
it’s the cover-up that finally does that damage. Key’s attempts to cover up are
pathetic, and doomed to be futile. But what they show is that he chosen to be in the
moral low ground with the rest of them. TeamKey indeed.
http://thestandard.org.nz/the-moral-low-ground/
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Corin Dann (Herald): Dirty Politics still raging
Published: 10:33AM Monday August 18, 2014 Source: ONE News
Whaleoil blogger to file police complaint over hacked emails video
Five days on from its release and the controversy over Nicky Hager's book
Dirty Politics is showing no sign of abating.
This is a major cause for concern for National and not part of the script.
Because while a ONE News Colmar Brunton poll over the weekend may have
shown that the book hasn't had a huge negative impact on New Zealanders'
views of National yet, you get the feeling that could easily change if this story
keep developing and if the source emails of the book for example are
released.
National's denials, claims of a left wing smear campaign and insistence that
what's in the book is simply 'politics as usual' aren't proving that effective five
days on from the release.
There still seems to be huge pressure on John Key, to reply in more detail to
the specific allegations in the book, as well as defend his own relationship
with Mr Slater, a relationship he insists extends to no more than 3 or 4 phone
calls a year.
Part of the problem for National and Mr Key today is that over the weekend
the political shows like Q and A gave more airtime and discussion to the Dirty
Politics book, there were long interviews with Nicky Hager and Cameron
Slater.
Mr Slater then fanned the flames with allegations that Kim Dotcom was
behind the hacking of his emails - something Mr Dotcom strongly denies.
All this meant when John Key fronted up for his usual round of regular
Monday morning interviews, Dirty Politics was still all anyone wanted to talk
about.
National desperately needs the conversation to change and will be hoping the
opening of the Government's books tomorrow will do that, so may well try and
tough things out for another day.
Just how John Key reacts after his Cabinet meeting today will again be
fascinating to watch.
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/corin-dann-dirty-politics-still-raging-6059409
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Rob Salmond (Polity): John Key's office and the SIS
18TH AUGUST 2014

I want to join the chorus praising Guyon Espiner's interview of John Key this
morning. It deserves to be widely re-broadcast.
Tim Watkin, for example, has an excellent piece that focuses in on the Jason
Ede / Labour website issue, and the Judith Collins / Simon Pleasants issue. I
think both of those are relevant and important.
But to me they are not the worst of what was revealed in Dirty Politics.
For me, the revelations about releasing previously-classified SIS files to
Cameron Slater, who then used them to embarrass a politician, are abhorrent
in a free and democratic society.
The security services exist to protect the population, not to protect the
government of the day.
Here is what we know about that incident.
•

John Key and Warren Tucker consulted classified SIS documents, using them
to come to a view that Phil Goff's have incorrect public statements.

•

The classified SIS documents were almost immediately declassified, for
reasons nobody has explained.

•

Those newly-declassified documents were released by the SIS to Cameron
Slater, a right-wing blogger and confident to John Key. How Mr Slater came to
ask for these documents isn't 100% clear, but Dirty Politics makes it clear he
was tipped off by Beehive insiders.

•

At the same time, the same documents were refused to the Dominion Post.
The new, additional claim this morning is that the Prime Minister, and Minister
Responsible for the SIS, was entirely unaware that his own agency had
released newly declassified documents to his own confidante, on an issue
where he had an obvious partisan interest.
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To me, this does not pass the smell test. I know a lot of public servants, and
the last thing any of them want to do is surprise their Minister, especially
regarding matters of political importance.
If what John Key is saying is true, however, Warren Tucker should resign.
Even Matthew Hooton agrees:
If what John Key is saying is not true, which I think is more likely, then he has
fatally wounded public trust in his government's ability to run the security
services. The security services have extraordinary powers, and New
Zealanders have to be confident those powers are used for the benefit of New
Zealanders, not just for the benefit of the National Party.
To me, that remains the most serious allegation in Dirty Politics, and it is an
allegation the Prime Minister has entirely failed to shake.
http://polity.co.nz/content/john-keys-office-and-sis
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Jarrod Gilbert: A filthy response to Dirty Politics
18/08/2014

Dirty Politics. When you are asked to believe a politician, a left wing
muckraker, and a nasty right wing blogger who the hell do you go with?
It’s a trick question: you don’t believe any of them. You simply look at the
allegations and find which ones stack up and which ones don’t.
Let’s say the most credible person here is John Key. I suspect most would
and I’m prepared to run with that, but even in this camp one can’t deny that
there have been issues raised that should be tackled head-on. On Radio New
Zealand this morning I couldn’t believe how disingenuously John Key tried to
address them.
Indeed, he failed to meaningfully answer a single question in the probing
interview by Guyon Espiner. Listen to it for yourself – if you have no time at
least go to 6.15 and the discussion about the Justice Minister. If nothing else it
is gold standard journalism.
Key sounded, dare I say it, like Richard Nixon - full of bluster but with
uncomfortable secrets. Somebody please tell me, what the hell does Judith
Collins have to do to be put out of her misery? He reminded me of a child
trying to hide by simply covering up his eyes with his hands.
Even when given the opportunity to condemn Cameron Slater for some of his
ugliest comments about a dead man and Christchurch’s earthquake ‘scum’,
the prime minister refused to do that.
Where have Key's blindingly good political instincts gone?
People want answers, mate. Even just a few. Yip, some of the accusations
may be wild nonsense but some are demonstrably not.
Right now we need something more from our prime minister than the chanting
of one-liners designed to distract. Such lines work during a one or two-day
scandal where you don’t have to repeat them over and over again until they
sound like what they are: obvious spin. This morning I heard echoes from the
grave: “I was not lying. I said things that later on seemed untrue.“
What effect this will have on the election remains unclear, the Labour
opposition is too weak to take full advantage, but what is clear is that the
Teflon gloss of John Key is damaged in the eyes of all but National’s true
believers.
http://www.jarrodgilbert.com/blog/a-filthy-response-to-dirty-politics
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Mike Hosking (Newstalk ZB): What did the Hager book amount to?
August 18, 2014 7:21 AM
So, as predicted by most of those that have been around a while and seen it
all before, the Hager book has amounted to basically nothing.
Those that are exercised continue to wring their hands.
But the TV One poll that had 82 percent saying it doesn’t make a lot of
difference to anything pretty much speaks for itself.
Winston Peters seized on the nine percent that said they had a negative view
of the Government, and David Cunliffe wandered into very dangerous territory
by suggesting people were going to desert the National party in their
thousands.
When none of that happens, he’s going to be embarrassed.
At least Winston has worked out that if you make your attacks and barbs
vague …you have wiggle room when it doesn’t come to pass.
Ask him next time you see him if Huka Lodge has sold yet.
Anyway, the odd question in the survey was ‘do you believe the claims?’
That’s a very broad based question that can never harvest a decent answer
given there are so many claims in the book ranging from scandalous and
potentially illegal to complete non-events of no consequence.
So, how you package all that up and come to a conclusion is beyond me.
For example, I believe some of the claims, not all of the claims. Why?
Because I’ve asked the people who are involved.
Judith Collins did pass on the name of the bloke involved in Bill English’s
housing issue.
We know this because I asked her and she said she did. So the claim must be
true.
Whether it means anything or it changes your view of her is an entirely
different subject …but you can’t not believe the claim.
Equally, Collins was not involved in a prisoner transfer. Why? Because I
asked her, and she said she wasn’t.
And I note embarrassingly over the weekend Nicky Hager admitted as much
and said he got it wrong and apologized.
So you can’t possibly believe that claim, given everyone says it’s not true.
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Another factor at play here is most of this opinion will be based on not having
read the book.
The book will sell a few thousand…so the vast vast majority of people will
never see it.
Therefore, people never really form a robust and informed opinion.
The golden moment for Hager was the day after the release of the book. The
day enough people had had a chance to read it and answer the allegations.
That was when the guilty would have been exposed. That is when it all would
have hit the fan if there was anything to hit.
But as it turns out there wasn’t.
As we have said before…this bloke Ede doesn’t look flash...but no one is
voting for him or will ever hear from him again.
Collins looks worse for wear and that idea that she might one day have been
Prime Minister is well and truly gone.
But being nasty isn’t a crime...and at her level doesn’t cost votes.
Short of the police coming back with something on the Labour computers, this
in terms of effect to shift votes is over.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/opinion/mikes-editorial-18august-2014
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Grant Duncan (Policy matters): Dirty Politics: A review
Nicky Hager's new book sets up Prime Minister John Key as the main target.
It suggests that there is a dark side to his political management that New
Zealanders ought to be aware of. But does Hager hit the target?
The main villain of the story turns out to be Cameron Slater, closely supported
by his chums and clients. Slater's correspondence is ugly reading. His
malicious thoughts and deeds (and his enjoyment of his own malice) are, to
put it mildly, disgraceful. It damages Judith Collins's political reputation,
therefore, to read her email exchanges with Slater, as reproduced in this
book. It was clearly wrong for her, as a Minister, to pass on to Slater the name
of a public servant whom she wrongly blamed for leaking information. (A takehome message here is never to write anything in an email that you would not
want to see published one day!)
In the end, though, there is no king-hit on the Prime Minister. Hager's style is
readable, rational and grounded in evidence (mostly email and chat
messages). But he resorts to conjecture to implicate Mr Key. On the release
of an SIS briefing note that embarrassed Phil Goff (then Labour leader),
Hager writes "there seems no doubt that John Key knew..." (p. 40). This is
ambiguous. "Seems" implies mere appearances, while "no doubt" implies
certainty. And yet Hager presents no hard evidence that Key knew. From
either a journalistic, forensic or academic viewpoint, this is sloppy. This kind of
weakness gives Key the ammunition to fire back at Hager. Nonetheless,
questions need to be asked about whether Slater had privileged access to
official SIS information, and if so why.
Assuming that Hager's cache of supposedly hacked files is reliable evidence,
then Slater and co. were up to no good. Sometimes their efforts, though
nasty, are ineffectual. They tried but failed to dig up more salacious gossip
about Len Brown, and even some about Rodney Hide. (Hide's subsequent
denial that he was in any way blackmailed by these guys into standing down
as ACT leader is believable.)
It's been asked whether Hager should have published extracts from hacked
computer files. He justifies this in the preface on 'public interest' grounds. He
says he has chosen not to use a lot of material that was purely personal and
hence private. On balance, I agree that Hager has done the right thing to
expose the attack politics that Slater and co. have engaged in. They have
tried to manipulate democratic processes, not least of which was the
Auckland mayoralty, but also included a National Party candidate selection
process. The public do need to know that this kind of thing is going on.
When Hager published The Hollow Men (2006), its main target, Don Brash,
tried to turn the story into one about "who stole the emails?" But Brash
couldn't deny that the emails were genuine. And he soon resigned as party
leader.
Similarly, I see no reason to doubt the veracity of the evidence in Dirty
Politics. And the public-interest case in favour of publication stands up well.
We should all read Dirty Politics. Then we can make sure that such gutterlevel attack politics does not succeed in this country.
But the scandals that this book has caused will tend to erode people's trust in
politicians even further and hence discourage voter turn-out. They may harm
National at the polls, but the lost votes will either become abstentions, or go to
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minor parties that would support National anyway. So, despite any damage to
National's brand, the effect may see them back in office anyway. National
should distance themselves from Cameron Slater in future. But so far the
Prime Minister has not done so. Instead, he argues that bloggers like Slater
should be followed and briefed just like other media. Does this normalise dirty
politics?
http://masspolicy.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/dirty-politics-review.html
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Tim Watkin (Pundit): Actually, it's not OK
For me, it comes down to the downloading and whether a refusal to even ask
the question is good enough for someone sworn to protect and serve the
public good
At last, this morning, Prime Minister John Key had to face a focused, serious
one-on-one interview – on Morning Report with Guyon Espiner. And beyond
the spin and counter-arguments this far, we got a look at how National will
respond to the susbstantive issues raised.
I'll start by agreeing with the Prime Minister that social media and blogsites
are part of the political and media scene now and whatever you think of a site
such as WhaleOil, it's hard for senior politicians not to engage with it. While I
may not like the fact #teamkey has actively cultivated ties and tried to use it to
its political ends, it's a perfectly understandable tactic (avoiding independent
and critical journalists to release information, but rather doing it via your nonjournalist ideological allies) that's entirely common amongst current
politicians. It's not worse or better than Labour or any other politicians. But
that's the point. It's clear Key's operation is no better than the Clark operation
before it (Helengrad, anyone?) and the suggestion Key is a post-politics
politician has been firmly laid to rest.
But ultimately, Key is not responsible for Slater and Slater holds no public
office, so the blogger's not accountable to anyone but the law. So let's turn to
the substance... Crucially, Key seemed to accept that Jason Ede did "go and
have a look" at the back-end of the Labour website and explore the material
there. (As did another National Party staff member, an angle that still needs
further exploration with Party president Peter Goodfellow). Key certainly didn't
deny it today (and hasn't done so after five days) and instead stood by his
earlier vague comments that if he did it was fair game.
And that's going to be an important point – Key's consistent position since
Thursday that Ede's actions were "fair enough".
Key's justification of that prompted him to make two frankly bizarre
comparisons. First, he said that it was like the Wallabies leaving their starting
line-up on a website and the All Blacks going to have a look.
Well, only if the Wallabies' staff also post their players credit card details
online. And only if the Wallabies thought their place in the team was meant to
stay confidential, as anyone who was donating money on a website might
expect.
Second, he pointed to a left-wing blogger who looked at a WINZ website. I
assume he's referring to Keith Ng, who was actually informed by a political
activist about the security breach in the WINZ site and then went public with
the information. The activist, as I've been told the story, went to WINZ straight
away and told them of his discovery. So that's a bit different. The activist did
ask for a finders' fee, which I find odd but which I'm told is common practice in
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this sort of situation. Either way, as far as I know neither the activist nor Ng
went in and download the personal data from the WINZ site.
And that for me remains the crucial question. What we can now saw with
some certainty is that Ede did go into the Labour website and at very least
look around. What Espiner failed to confirm in an otherwise excellent bit of
interviewing, was whether Ede then downloaded the material he found there,
as Hager has alleged.
That to me is critical. I agree that it would be simply too tempting for a political
operator not to go and have a peek. The decent, more gentlemanly thing to do
would have been to let Labour know (and then perhaps put out a press
release showing its incompetent handling of people's personal data and how
noble you'd been in helping those poo folk out!). That, to my mind, would have
been, as Key puts it "fair enough".
But if Ede downloaded it, that moves from the act of looking to the act of
taking, which for me is a bridge too far. And despite days of opportunity, Key
has not yet denied that critical fact.
Not much shocks me in politics and I'm usually loathe to offer personal
judgment on party political issues. But if a New Zealand Prime Minister is
really telling me that it's "fair enough" for one of his senior staff to go
unauthorised and secretly into any website, however open, and take the
personal data of ordinary New Zealanders, then I am shocked. That,
according to my moral compass, is certainly not OK.
IF (and it's the big IF) Key knows Ede downloaded that data and is
comfortable saying "that's just the way it works" then he's lost perspective and
forgotten that his first duty as Prime Minister is to the people, not his party. He
is there to serve and protect the public and if Ede downloaded that material he
was doing quite the opposite.
Finally, Key's refusal to even raise the Simon Pleasants question with Judith
Collins can now reasonably be called a failure of leadership. As with the John
Banks case, wilful blindness is not acceptable from a Prime Minister, or
anyone claiming to lead. As Espiner stressed, Collins has confirmed on ZB on
Friday that she passed the name on to Slater as Hager claimed. To refuse to
even care about the context of that naming is again failing to serve and
protect New Zealanders.
As I wrote yesterday, there could be an innocent explanation. But surely when
the passing on has been confirmed and the allegation remains that it was for
the purposes of smearing a public servant (however partisan he was or
wasn't), it's your duty as a responsible leader to find out what happened.
If he is choosing not to find out, it can only be to maintain plausible deniability
and that's not good enough. And if, more likely, he has asked and is refusing
to say what he's learnt, then it's dishonest.
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Those to me are the crucial points we have arrived at this morning. Key needs
to be able to confirm that Ede did not download the personal data on that site
and explain that Collins' email was a simple confirmation of a name, as she
has said. Anything else tarnishes his name.
http://www.pundit.co.nz/content/actually-its-not-ok
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Rob Gilchrist (The Standard): On Nicky Hager
WrittenBy: GUEST POST - Date published:12:24 pm, August 17th, 2014 –

lprent: Rob Gilchrist was a police spy on activists for a long time. He
was unmasked by Rochelle Rees (rocky) and Nicky Hager. Being involved in many
activist groups around the country he’d known Nicky Hager as a person to send
stories to.
Rob Gilchrist volunteered this post. He requested that it did not become a “Rob
hatefest”. I agreed, so this post is under full moderation (all comments cleared by me
at my convenience). The topic is Nicky Hager, Cameron Slater, and the evidence. I’m
liable to award 6 week bans for off-topic comments.

In late 2008 I unfortunately became a subject of an investigation by Nicky Hager.
While there is considerable difference between why I became the focus of Mr Hager
and the many news articles he wrote about me at the time, there are also considerable
similarities in how he received the content for his latest book.
Now I am not going to go into why I became of interest to Hager, that’s well covered
on this site in particular, however after reading a lot of comments in the mass
media and on sites like this one about the book ‘Dirty Politics‘ (which I haven’t read
by the way) I felt the need to finally put fingers to the keyboard and write about not
the content of the book itself, but about Nicky Hager. And it’s possible some of this
may come as a bit of a shock to some of you.
To say I was upset, pissed off and highly annoyed that Nicky Hager had decided to
write a number of articles about me and my employment would really be an
understatement. I had been emailed by Nicky to meet him for coffee at a local café,
something we did semi regularly when he came to my home town. Having enjoyed
chatting with him previously over the years I accepted and we met for coffee, just like
normal. Except it was not going to be normal.
After exchanging to usual greetings and coffee, Nicky said something to me that I will
never forget. “Rob, ummm this isn’t going to be nice but I know you’ve been working
for police for over 10 years.”
After receiving about 4 heart attacks in the first 4 seconds, I knew that my secret was
out. I also knew that I could not argue against what he had just said. If it had been
anyone BUT Hager telling accusing me of working undercover for Police
my response would have been different.
Indeed I had, over the years practised (and used) various responses for this exact
situation. Its just something you train for. But this was different. This was
Nicky Hager making the accusation. And even before he pulled out a rather large
folder of notes and placed the on the table, I knew I was screwed. ‘Burnt’ is the usual
euphemism used in such a situation. I called it ’Fried’.
I said very little to Nicky after I quickly flicked through his tatty file. There was
nothing I could say. Partly because the words would not come out but, partly because
Id been trained to say nothing. But mainly because it was Hager. He asked me if I had
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anything to say, to which I replied “Nah, I don’t think I can tell you anything that you
don’t already know. I then got up, shook his hand and walked out.
I wont tell you exactly what happened next and over the coming days because I’d get
myself into more trouble. But I obviously spoke to a number of people and told them
all the same thing. If Hager has the story, there was no point in fighting it.
So, that’s a bit of my unfortunate experience with Nicky Hager. If I could offer some
advice to those now having their own unfortunate experience with Mr Hager, if you
do fight back, which it seems they
are doing, I suggest they be very very careful how they do it. Granted the people
named in “Dirty Politics” have a lot more to lose than I did, I wasn’t Prime Minister,
MP, or a ‘higher up’ in politics.
I was not even a right wing blogger (but living in Christchurch I guess I am just one
of the scum that Slater spoke about). But I do hope these people have enough sense to
know when they have been burnt (not an effigy this time) and not try to put the flames
out by throwing oil on the fire. Sometimes, although highly rare in politics, putting
your hand up and admitting the truth may be the way to go.
You see, Mr Hager is very good at what he does. He is not just a journalist who
working to a deadline just makes stuff up to add to the word count. He researches the
hell out of the subjects in his articles and books. He talks to the right people, asks the
right questions and goes over every little detail he has available to him with a nit
comb.
For PM Key to come out and call him a ’conspiracy theorist’ shows that,
1. He is panicking,
2. He getting some extremely bad advice from his minders,
3. Maybe he is more ignorant / arrogant than I had previously thought.
Mr Key, the facts in the book may be ‘dissolving’ before your eyes, but not in the
eyes of the public. Maybe National has a short memory, do that not recall a book
called “The Hollow Men”, or what about “Seeds of Distrust” or the book “Secret
Power” that blew the lid off the GCSB and ECHELON, unsurprisingly all by the
same author of “Dirty Politics”.
Now before I get called a lefty, I want to point out that I’m not. Granted I am not a
fan of Judith Collins or Paula Bennett. But I don’t support any political party at all. I
also don’t vote. Never have, never will. And before I get attacked for not voting, I
don’t vote because politicians lie. All of them, from both sides of the fence. To me
politics is a dirty disgusting business.
However, I can speak from experience and knowledge. I know that Hager had more
information available to him than he wrote in the articles about me. I also know why
he didn’t include them, because he couldn’t back that information up independently.
It may come as a surprise but I have the utmost respect for Mr Hager, He doesn’t
write ’baseless allegations’, ’what-ifs and fanciful speculation’ Mr Hager is also not a
‘conspiracy theorist‘, he’s just extremely good at finding conspiracies.
http://thestandard.org.nz/rob-gilchrist-on-nicky-hager/
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NZ Politics Daily: 19 August 2014
Dirty Politics
Gordon Campbell (Scoop): On no more Mr Nice Guy
Chris Trotter (Stuff): Dirty politics - is there any other kind?
Vernon Small (Stuff): I wouldn't leak to blogger: English
David Fisher (Herald): 'Teapot Tapes' cop to look at Slater complaint
Adam Bennett (Herald): Calls for Collins to resign over Dirty Politics row
Herald: Revealed: Slater's messages with former prostitute
David Fisher (Herald): How the Whaledump hacker came forward
Aimee Gulliver (Stuff): Response to Dirty Politics 'surreal' - lawyer
David Farrar (Kiwiblog): Some changes for Kiwiblog
Andrew Geddis (Pundit): In defence of Kiwiblog
Rob Salmond (Polity): I blog, and I work with Labour. Scandal!
Claire Allison (Stuff): Book is not going away
TV3: Dirty Politics revelations provoke media's ire
Russell Brown (Public Address): We can do better than this
Liam Hehir (Stuff): Voters have more to worry about
The Ruminator: Disappointing politics
Mathew Grocott (Stuff): Distraction antics wearing thin
Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): Social media election
Newswire: Slater computer hack allegation assessed by police
Tom Hunt (Stuff): Hager's book empowers Venice-bound artist
Steven Cowan (Against the current): Dirty rotten scoundrels
Michael Fox and Tracy Watkins (Stuff): More email nasties to come, Nats
warned
Tracy Watkins (Stuff): Key's veneer of good humour wears thin
Vernon Small (Stuff): Still to be seen if Brand Key tarnished
Martin van Beynen (Stuff): Student leader 'revolted' by politics
Tahu Potiki (Stuff): Hager vs Slater is not clash of the Titans
Rachel Smalley (Newstalk ZB): Bennett could emerge the big winner
The Standard: Judith Collins must go
Ben Uffindell (The Civilian): Cunliffe releases explosive emails that suggest he
has a sense of humour
Mandy Hager: On Nicky Hager's book 'Dirty Politics"
Rachel Stewart (Stuff): Hager book's revelations impossible to ignore
Unframed: Mad dogs and whales
Herald: SIS director backs PM's version of events
Mike Smith (The Standard): Will the real National Party please stand up
Dirty Politics
Gordon Campbell (Scoop): On no more Mr Nice Guy
August 19th, 2014
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When future historians seek to identify the exact moment when the prime ministerial career of John Key
hit the downward slope, they may well point to Key’s interview yesterday with Guyon Espiner on
RNZ’s Morning Report. In particular, they’ll cite the broken record moment when Espiner repeatedly
asked Key whether he thought the behaviour of his Justice Minister Judith Collins was OK, and Key kept
on trying to ignore the question. Was it OK with Key that one of his Cabinet Ministers has admitted that
she secretly released to Cameron Slater the name of a public servant that she thought might have
leaked some information that had embarrassed the government, thereby exposing that individual, as
Espiner noted, “to some pretty serious death threats.” Is that OK?
Key couldn’t or wouldn’t answer the question, choosing instead to repeatedly bluster about Nicky
Hager’s motives for writing his book, Dirty Politics. As a result “Is that OK?” could well be chanted at Key
every time he appears in public for the next five weeks. For now, the government is banking on the fact
that relatively few New Zealanders have read Hager’s book – at best, just north of 4,000 copies are
currently in circulation. Therefore, the strategy being followed by both Key and his Cabinet troubleshooter Steven Joyce is to talk past the interviewer, talk past the press gallery, talk past the people who
have read the book, talk past the people who were never going to vote for him anyway.
Instead, they are carefully pitching their message to the people who remain oblivious to the vile crew
that the Prime Minister of this country has been cheerfully colluding with since 2011, at least. The
message that Key is trying to deliver comes down to (a) the emails were selective (b) they were stolen
(c) everyone does it, anyway, so no big deal and (d) its all a big smear campaign instigated by the left in
collusion with the dastardly Dotcom.
None of this stacks up. Key, his ninth floor staff and the party he leads have been caught red-handed
and the current response is simply damage limitation. If only, Key and his cronies must be thinking, we
were back in the good old days of the Spanish Inquisition when we could just slap Hager’s book on the
Index and forbid National Party voters to read it under pain of mortal sin. Forget the left wing stuff. The
real damage to the party of Keith Holyoake, Jack Marshall and Simon Upton will come when National
Party members get to read how viciously Cameron Slater and Simon Lusk screwed the National Party
candidate selection in Rodney to get their man, Mark Mitchell, selected. Is that what National stands for
now, and is this the company it now keeps? Will National Party members be happy when they realise
their leader has been working in tandem with someone who chortles about the “scum” in Christchurch
who supposedly deserved to die in the earthquake, because they voted for Labour?
After reading Hager’s book, a number of decent conservatives in the rural heartland may come to
conclude that losing this election could be the price required to cleanse the National Party of its current
running mates, and to restore its traditional values. In the meantime, lets look at the arguments that Key
has been trying to run in the last 48 hours.
1. The emails are selective. Really? You mean there are other emails where Justice Minister Judith
Collins urges Slater not to hang an innocent public servant – Simon Pleasants – publicly out to dry? Is
there an email that shows Key contacted Slater to say that the mother of the West Coast ‘feral’ wasn’t a
“slut” who deserved no compassion for the death of her son? If Hager was selective then there’s a clear
remedy. Release the other emails that prove it. No? Didn’t think so.
2. Everyone does it like Slater. Well no, they don’t. No one else gets briefed by Beehive staff on how
to write OIA requests – and no one gets them so speedily from the SIS. Slater’s status, and the vile tone
in which he has conducted his operations, was unique. He got SIS files virtually on the same day he
asked for them, while other journalists were being denied them. To liken everyone else to Slater – as
Key has tried to do – is something every journalist in the country would reject, and with good reason. No
blogger on the left operates like Slater.
Astonishingly, Key tried to argue on Morning Report that the particular OIA reply in contention was sent
out unilaterally by the SIS without the relevant Minister – John Key – ever seeing it, much less signing it.
According to Key, non one in his office even knew about it; presumably apart from Jason Ede. What
was the Minister of the SIS, and Ede’s boss – Wayne Eagleson, chief of staff – doing at the time? How
often, as Matthew Hooton speculated on Nine to Noon yesterday, would OIA ministerial responses go
out from the office of say, MBIE Minister Steven Joyce without Joyce seeing them or signing them, or
without any of his senior staff vetting them? Never. Not even when the OIAs are about relatively trivial
matters. This OIA release was criticising the Leader of the Opposition three months before the 2011
election. As Hooton concluded, Key’s attempted “I knew nothing” explanation to Espiner was completely
unbelievable.
On RNZ’s Checkpoint last night, lawyer Felix Geiringer – who in the interests of full disclosure had given
Hager some legal advice in the book’s early stages – made the point that much of the illegal and
unethical behaviour disclosed in the book (usually, in the very words of the people concerned) has yet to
enter the public discourse. As Geiringer says, whoever hacked Slater’s site was committing an illegal
act. Yet the accessing of private information on Labour’s site by Jason Ede and Cameron Slater was
also illegal, regardless of the security measures – or lack of them – on the Labour site. As Geiringer
explained:
If somebody leaves their door open and you walk in and take all their family silver you are guilty of a
crime. And it’s the same with computer crime. The section is very clear. For it to be a crime, there needs
to have been no authority – and no one is suggesting that the Labour Party gave the National Party
authority to rifle around in this private data, and secondly you need to know you don’t have authority or
be reckless that you don’t have authority. The suggestion that Mr Ede or Mr Slater thought, when they
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were rifling through this private information that mistakenly, they did have authority to do so, is frankly
risible. On the surface of it, if what Mr Hager says in his book is true, there’s an overwhelming case of
criminal activity.
So far, Key has not condemned the behaviour revealed in the book – either by Ede, or by Judith Collins.
Nor has he distanced himself or National from the vile comments in the book from Slater and Simon
Lusk. While there has been public discussion of the ethics and legality of hacking and the alleged
conspiracy to commit blackmail (of Rodney Hide) Geiringer points to other evidence of what he sees as
illegality contained in the book.
There appear to be breaches of the Advertising Standards rules. You’ve got Mr Slater pretending to be
giving blog posts under his own name when he is actually posting materials written by commercial
entities for their commercial benefit.
Slater’s subsequent denials on this point ring hollow, given the evidence in the book, and the
subsequent email dump yesterday. As Geiringer says, Slater’s and Key’s denials about the content of
the book have been shown to be completely untrue:
The denial that Mr Slater gave in the past few days is that he has never been advised by the National
Party, Mr Ede or anyone else how to do OIA requests. And there we have in the email release
[yesterday] Mr Ede telling him how rto do an OIA request, who to ask, what to ask for. All designed to
embarrass the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade. This is the Prime Minister orchestrating a
campaign to embarrass one of his own Ministries because he doesn’t like them challenging the [MFAT]
reforms…
And so on. The actions of the lawyers detailed in the book – one lawyer seems to have urged Slater and
Hooton to facilitate physical harm to Hager – should be of interest to the Law Society. Geiringer’s final
point is a crucial one about the bogus “balance” that is being applied. Over the last couple of days, the
contents of the book – which are couched almost entirely in the actual words and emails of the people
involved – are being set alongside blanket denials and claims that the book’s contents have been made
up, and that its narrative is unravelling. Despite the lack of any evidence that these responses are true,
the two elements are being given equal weight.
Again, Key and the National Party hierarchy are relying on the media’s notion of “balance” to help them
muddy the waters with the majority of New Zealanders who have not read the book.
One last thing. Hager, however, does not appear to have contravened the law by reprinting the content
derived from the hack. There is a ‘public good’ defence available in revealing said content. In this case,
that puts Hager in a long and honourable tradition. Time and again, whistle blowers have obtained
documents, emails and videos and released them publicly, for the greater good. Thanks to Edward
Snowden, we now know a lot about the current systems of global surveillance. Thanks to Chelsea
Manning and Wikileaks, we’ve learned a great deal about how the Iraq and Afghanistan wars have been
conducted, and how diplomats have tried to manipulate public opinion.
Thanks to Daniel Ellsberg’s release of the Pentagon Papers, the American public learned how they had
been systematically misled about the causes and likely course of the Vietnam War. Thanks to the
Winebox papers, we learned about the corporate tax dodges that flourished here in the 1990s etc.
In each case, the public learned that the official version was not painting a true picture of what was
going on. Similarly, what Dirty Politics illustrates – with any number of examples – is that a two-track
system of politicking has been run out of the ninth floor of the Beehive. On one hand, Prime Minister
John Key has been encouraged to project a likeable public persona and to deliver positive messages.
Yet simultaneously, a series of “dirty tricks” have been outsourced by some of his staff, working in
tandem with Cameron Slater and National’s other allies in the blogosphere. Sometimes against Labour,
sometimes against trade unions, sometimes against ordinary members of the public.
It is Key’s ‘nice guy” persona – not the contents of Hager’s book – that is now unraveling.

http://gordoncampbell.scoop.co.nz/2014/08/19/gordon-campbell-on-no-moremr-nice-guy/
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Chris Trotter (Stuff): Dirty politics - is there any other kind?
Last updated 07:56 19/08/2014
OPINION: It is nearly 20 years since I first read Dirty Politics. Impossible?
Given that Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics: How attack politics is poisoning New
Zealand's political environment was only published a few days ago, how could
I possibly have read it in the 1990s?
The answer, obviously, is that Hager's is not the only book bearing this
arresting title. The American scholar, Kathleen Hall Jamieson's, Dirty Politics:
Deception, Distraction and Democracy, was first published by the Oxford
University Press in 1992.
As the subtitle of Professor Jamieson's book suggests, her research covers
much the same ground as Hager's Dirty Politics; the obvious difference being
that her examples are drawn from American politics.
About the subject matter of her study Jamieson writes: "Those who claim that
politics is cleaner now than it was in the nineteenth century are usually
marshalling evidence that compares toucans to tangerines, unsigned print ads
to televised claims. But if one compares print to print one finds as much that is
disreputable in today's campaigns as in the past."
Jamieson's claims for the historical continuity of attack politics are further
reinforced by quoting American Founding Father, Benjamin Franklin.
To his friend, Robert Morris, Franklin observed that the public "is often
niggardly, even with its thanks, while you are sure of being censured by
malevolent Criticks and Bug-writers, who will abuse you while you are serving
them and wound your Character in nameless Pamphlets".
Franklin presses home his complaint in language which undoubtedly strikes a
chord with today's political leaders; accusing his critics of "resembling those
little dirty stinking insects, that attack us only in the dark, disturb our Repose,
molesting and wounding us while our Sweat and Blood are contributing to
their substance".
Nor does one have to look too hard to discover evidence of attack politics in
New Zealand's political history.
Of the 1951 snap election, University of Otago Professor of History, Tom
Brooking, writes: "The campaign was probably the dirtiest in New Zealand's
political history. National declared the election was a contest between the
'The People versus the Wreckers'. Hackneyed old stories that [Labour Leader,
Walter] Nash had once been a bankrupt were dredged up and his earlier visit
to Russia was cited as proof of his communist leanings."
Much worse, however, were the series of highly embarrassing and potentially
criminal incidents which dealt death-blows to the political careers of Labour
Party politicians Colin Moyle and Gerald O'Brien.
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Nor is the dark anti-hero of Hager's Dirty Politics, Cameron Slater, without
precedent when it comes to the New Zealand Right's long history of doing
damage to its political enemies.
As Listener journalist (and now Bill English's press secretary) Joanne Black
wrote in her review of Redmer Yska's study of the newspaper Truth (of which,
ironically, Slater was the last editor): "For nearly 40 years [James] Dunn, as
Truth's in-house censor, read almost every word of every edition before it was
printed. But his influence was not only on what not to publish for fear of
defamation suits. He also played a backroom editor-in-chief role and was
himself the source of many stories, including those that satisfied his virulent
anti- Communist beliefs, which were shared by editor Russell Gault."
The great Prussian military theoretician, Carl von Clausewitz, famously
described war as "the continuation of politics by other means."
I would argue strongly that the reverse of that famous formulation is equally
true. That politics is the continuation of war by other means.
Democratic politics, in particular, requires both the political leadership of the
state - and its citizens - to resolve the fundamental economic and social
issues dividing their communities through institutions and processes that are
of their essence both formal and peaceful.
Legislatures and elections are thus charged with settling those issues which
would, in previous centuries, have been resolved (to quote another Prussian)
by "blood and iron".
In practical terms, therefore, the accepted (if unacknowledged) principle of
professional politics has always been that so long as politicians and their
follower eschew actual physical violence, then all other tactics are permitted.
Politics is not an occupation for the faint-hearted, nor is it one whose
practitioners can remain both effective and unstained. Bluntly, "dirty politics" is
the only kind there is.
Hager argues that: "Exposing dirty politics is an essential step in allowing
reasonable people to understand and to choose other approaches. There is
no need to follow those who are least principled down into the pit."
But the choice is not - with all due respect to Hager's ardent idealism between decency and the pit.
The choice is between accepting "dirty" politics, with all its "Criticks and Bugwriters", and rejecting altogether the formal and peaceful processes of
democracy.
The options are not fair means or foul: They are foul means or fouler.
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http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/opinion/10397066/Dirty-politics-is-thereany-other-kind
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Vernon Small (Stuff): I wouldn't leak to blogger: English
Last updated 13:19 19/08/2014
Finance Minister Bill English has distanced himself from Justice Minister
Judith Collins, making it clear he does not condone her dealings with blogger
Cameron Slater.
Collins has admitted giving Slater the identity of Internal Affairs official Simon
Pleasants. She thought Pleasants was responsible for leaking information to
Labour about English's taxpayer-funded accommodation allowance in 2009.
Pleasants has denied leaking the information.
Slater, who blogs as Whale Oil, identified Pleasants and posted remarks
about him.
Speaking after the release of the pre-election economic and fiscal update
(Prefu) this morning, English said it was not his style to leak to Slater and he
wouldn't do it.
"It's not a style I like," English said.
"I don't participate in it. I wouldn't do it - it's not my style of politics, it's certainly
not John Key's style."
Asked if it was OK for Collins to seek revenge on his behalf, he said he had
not sought revenge. He had taken action over the accommodation issue five
years ago, dropping his accommodation claim after public criticism.
It was his responsibility and he took responsibility. It had been an issue of
judgment not illegality, English said.
He did not think the furore over Nicky Hager's book, Dirty Politics, had
overshadowed the Government's message because people cared more about
the economy than "some argument in the blogosphere", he said.
He had been focused on getting the update organised and had not had a
close look at all the details of the Slater issue.
Ministers were answerable to Key, just as he was over the accommodation
issue, and Key had expressed confidence in Collins, English said.
Reporters would be aware of a "variation in behaviour" of politicians.
Reporters knew that gossiping went on and it could be a core way to get
stories out, English said.
"People do it different ways. The public will make up their mind about the
ethics or otherwise of it."
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He would not condone an attack by a blogger on a public servant doing his
job, he said.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10399104/I-wouldn-t-leak-to-bloggerEnglish
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David Fisher (Herald): 'Teapot Tapes' cop to look at Slater complaint
10:33 AM Tuesday Aug 19, 2014
Police are looking into a complaint made by Whale Oil blogger Cameron
Slater over the hacking of his computer.
They are assessing his emailed complaint, and a complaint by the Green
Party, with a view towards launching an investigation, and are expected to
release a statement on the matter.
The Herald has been told assistant commissioner Malcolm Burgess is
involved in the assessment.
Mr Burgess has previously overseen politically sensitive investigations,
including the "Paintergate" inquiry, which saw Prime Minister Helen Clark
investigated for signing a painting she did not create.
He also investigated last election's Teapot Tapes.
The information hacked from Slater's computer formed the backbone of Nicky
Hager's book Dirty Politics, which painted a picture of a National government
which used right wing blogs to carry out attack politics.
Police minister Anne Tolley said she was not aware of a complaint from
Slater.
"I can't get involved in police operations or how they deal with complaints, and
I would expect any claim of illegal activity on any matter to be properly looked
at."
Despite some media reports, Mr Burgess is not "investigating" any
complaints.
Police have so far received two complaints. Those include one from Mr Slater
and another from a political party.
The complaints are being coordinated through the Office of the Assistant
Commissioner Investigations at PNHQ, which is acting as a central point to
collect any complaints, before being assigned to the appropriate staff for
follow up.
Police will be making no further comment while these matters are being
assessed.
How long the process may take is unknown.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/election2014/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503581&objectid=11311086
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Adam Bennett (Herald): Calls for Collins to resign over Dirty Politics row
5:00 AM Tuesday Aug 19, 2014
Government figures continued to come under pressure over Dirty Politics
allegations yesterday, with Justice Minister Judith Collins facing calls for her
resignation over claims she contributed to blogger Cameron Slater's vindictive
hounding of a public servant.
Author Nicky Hager's account of a sustained National Government dirty tricks
campaign run by Slater with involvement from Prime Minister John Key's
former senior communications adviser Jason Ede is based on thousands of
emails hacked from Slater's computer.
Yesterday, about a dozen of those emails were posted online by an
anonymous individual claiming responsibility for hacking them.
Facing reporters yesterday, Mr Key avoided directly addressing questions
about whether Mr Ede's behaviour was appropriate.
Mr Key also backed Ms Collins' version of events over her role in Slater's
online persecution of public servant Simon Pleasants who he believed leaked
details of Bill English's accommodation allowance to Labour in 2009.
Ms Collins last week confirmed she had given Mr Pleasants' name to Slater
but over the weekend changed her story, saying she gave Slater only Mr
Pleasants' job title.
Public Service Association (PSA) acting national secretary Glenn Barclay
said: "Minister Collins must take responsibility for her actions and resign. Her
behaviour falls well below what is expected of our leaders."
Labour Leader David Cunliffe said Mr Key should fire Ms Collins, "because
she has acted in a way that is unbecoming and unfit" for a minister.
Ms Collins' office did not respond to the Herald's calls yesterday.
But Security Intelligence Service (SIS) director Rebecca Kitteridge last night
backed Mr Key's version of events around the release of information about
former Labour leader Phil Goff's briefing from former SIS boss Warren Tucker
on Israeli agents in Christchurch.
In the book Hager quotes from emails exchanged between Slater and his
friend Aaron Bhatnagar where Slater indicated he expected to receive
documents under the Official Information Act contradicting Mr Goff's
statements that he did not receive a briefing from Mr Tucker.
Hager and Mr Goff claim Slater received help from the Prime Minister's office
to draft his request for the documents and that Mr Key's office expedited their
release.
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A spokesman for Ms Kitteridge last night said the service's director was
"responsible for NZ SIS Official Information Act responses and made the
decision to release and what to release in this case".
"Under the no-surprises convention the director or a representative would
normally inform the minister's office about what is being released under the
OIA."
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/election2014/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503581&objectid=11310816
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Herald: Revealed: Slater's messages with former prostitute
Updated 56 min ago5:00 AM Tuesday Aug 19, 2014
The ex-prostitute who dug dirt for Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater offered
up personal information about a top businessman and other high-profile public
figures, according to details provided by a person who claims to have hacked
the website.
The details also purport to show Slater contacting ACC Minister Judith Collins
on behalf of Rachel Francis, the ex-prostitute friend, during which he asked
for inside details on a privacy breach by the government agency.
The hacker's information formed the backbone of Nicky Hager's book Dirty
Politics, which painted the National Government as one willing to allow and
enable attack politics through blogs.
A person claiming to be the hacker who took the information has also been in
communication with the Herald and provided "dumps" of information from a
January hack attack on Slater's computers.
The person made their first public comment on the scandal, saying: "This isn't
politically motivated. I'm not paid to do this. I'm not associated with [Internet
Party founder] Kim Dotcom in any way. I want to take down this corrupt
network and make sure it can't be put back together. My next batch of leaks
will prove this."
Included in the information sent to the Herald is years of social media
conversations between Ms Francis, who has written two books about working
in the sex industry, and Slater, in which he grills her for the personal and
sexual secrets of those in positions of power.
In June 2011, according to the hacker's information, Slater wrote: "Now tell
me ... current MPs ... rooting in brothels". Ms Francis suggested she introduce
Slater by Facebook to someone currently in the sex industry.
"Right let's get digging," he wrote. "Time to let those pricks know they can be
got. I want to take out some pollies."
A month later, Ms Francis said she was going through accounts from her time
running a "club" and "there are some high [profile] people's accounts on there
that will ping my memory".
Slater replied: "Oooohhh can I have the politicians please."
Ms Francis told Slater of a senior lawyer who "has his own history of trading
his services for sexual favours with at least one of his clients".
Slater said, in relation to a court case, that if it did not go as she wanted,
"things are going to get very bad for (the legal figure)".
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Ms Francis also offered information about a top businessman. "Well, talking
about him opens up a whole new jar of worms," Slater said.
The data showed she also offered a tip about a civic leader. Ms Francis said
she would "go to the club where the chick works and get the proper info ... He
is pushing his luck and there is some gos(sip) about his behaviour down the
line."
Slater replied: "Yeah would be good to spike him ... "
Later that year, Ms Francis told Slater of the daughter of a former politician
who worked in the sex industry. "I hear it is pretty juicy and the media will like
it," she said.
Slater also sought out information on people in the media, telling Ms Francis
he wanted "any sleaze" on Duncan Garner, TV3's then political editor and
now a RadioLive host.
"Sadly no," she responded.
"Scratch around please," Slater asked. "He is being a c**k and it is never wise
to piss off the Whale."
In October 2013, Slater's blog - which has run since 2005 - published its only
sex scandal to date, detailing Auckland Mayor Len Brown's extra-marital
affair.
Writing to Ms Francis weeks after the election, he said: "Rattle your cages to
see if Len rooted in brothels. I'd love a hooker to come forward and tell all
about Lenny ... I want Len knocked over."
He urged her on for sleaze two months later when it became clear Mr Brown
would stay on as mayor. "So Lenny the rooter ain't going anywhere. Time for
some real murk. Have a chat to your contacts."
Slater was also able to help Ms Francis, according to the data. It shows him
contacting his friend Ms Collins on the ex-prostitute's behalf the day the
Dominion Post revealed ACC had sent details of 6700 ACC claimants to a
client.
"I wouldn't worry about it too much," said Slater. "But I'll tell you what I will do,
I will call Collins and get the real story. Without the bullshit."
The data shows he rang back later that day, saying, "I spoke to the minister ...
the woman [who was sent the ACC files in error] - and it is a woman - tried to
extort and blackmail ACC."
Three days later, he told Ms Francis he had the person's name. "I know who it
is too - she is going to get rat-f**ked hard."
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According to the emails, Ms Francis sought out Slater's help resolving a
dispute she and others were involved in. "I just need you to just sit there and
watch the prick squirm."
She said she would "nail him" and "tell him to pay up and piss off and if you
don't Whaleoil is going to expose you".
She told Slater: "I know that time is money and you have mouths to feed.
Shouldn't take more than an hour ... let me know how much."
Slater replied: "Same as a hooker."
Ms Francis said: "$160 for consult then."
Slater said yesterday that Ms Francis was a friend and the conversations sent
to the Herald were private.
He also said selected information had been released to paint a "lop-sided"
picture. On his contacting Ms Collins, he said: "I found out what was actually
... as an overview ... released. I don't see any problem with making personal
approaches."
On sex scandals, he said: "My view is politicians are venal and focused on
their genitals most of the time."
Garner said Slater's behaviour was disgraceful. "I pissed him off when I said
publicly he should get a job, take some pills and contribute to our society and
he goes digging for dirt.
"First, I can't believe he couldn't find any - and secondly it's a pretty Mafiastyle approach. It's a new low for New Zealand politics."
Ms Francis did not return calls for comment.
Key pressed on Collins connection
Mr Key was pressed about Ms Collins' relationship with Slater on TV3's
Firstline this morning.
He told the show Ms Collins was one person Slater talked to, "but they are
family friends and they've been friends for a very long period of time".
Asked if the Justice Minister should be so connected to someone like Slater,
Mr Key said: "Well there are lots of people who talk to Cameron Slater. That's
the reality. As he's always said, he runs his own blog, it's his own thing."
Mr Key was equivocal about whether the average person would like the
Justice Minister's involvement with Slater.
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"They may or may not, but they can also say that people have friendships.
And there's nothing new here about their relationship with Cameron Slater, it's
been known for a very long period of time.
"And in the end, this is a world that's pretty connected, where there are lots of
people talking to lots of people."
Mr Key was also questioned on the relationship between Ms Collins and
Aaron Bhatnagar - a National Party member and friend of Slater's who tipped
the blogger off to the security hole in the Labour website.
Ms Collins had appointed Mr Bhatnagar to the Real Estate Agents Authority
board last year.
"You didn't need a leaked set of emails and a book from the left-wing to know
that -- actually Judith put out a press release," Mr Key said.
He was not sure if Mr Bhatnagar was still part of the National Party.
"I don't know what relationship he has with Cam, and I'm not really sure that
Judith knows that. But look, at the end of the day, he's on the Real Estate
Agents board, they [Labour] left the security off their site, people are going to
look at things."
Mr Key stood by his stance that the emails were "selective" and an attempt to
smear the government.
"We've never refuted actually that the emails were real, I don't think anyone's
made that point."
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11310819
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David Fisher (Herald): How the Whaledump hacker came forward
8:56 AM Tuesday Aug 19, 2014
The hacker who took years of Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater's
communications has reached out from behind the pages of Dirty Politics and
promised further revelations.
The first contact came a week ago, shortly after author Nicky Hager
announced he had a new book coming.
It was made through encrypted email and sought a journalist's pledge of
source protection.
It wasn't until Sunday night the Herald was able to confirm the person was
genuine - they provided details which matched with information gathered from
other sources.
And then came the first "dump", as the hacker called it.
Four years of Slater's email communications with an ex-prostitute were made
available for download from the filesharing site Mega.co.nz.
The hacker community is notorious for its mischievous humour - the choice of
Mega was practical as the only cloud storage offering user-based encryption
but would also drive theories among some that its founder Kim Dotcom was
behind the hacking.
Dotcom has denied the claim.
Other in-jokes popped up when the hacker set up the @whaledump Twitter
account, from which he said he would release further information.
It called itself "a wholly pnwed [CRRCT] subsidary of C&M Ltd" - the "pwned"
being hacker-speak for using computer skills to dominate an opponent and
C&M Ltd being the title of a chapter in Hager's book, Chaos and Mayhem Ltd.
Further hacker-humour could be found in the encryption key - it resolved to
Winston Peters' Parliamentary email address.
The hacker dumped information online.
Then the person emailed the only public comment they intend to make,
denying political motivation but a desire to "take down this corrupt network".
"My next batch of leaks will prove this."
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11311008
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Aimee Gulliver (Stuff): Response to Dirty Politics 'surreal' - lawyer
Last updated 12:25 19/08/2014
Media lawyer Steven Price says it is a "surreal experience" politicians are
dismissing the evidence-based contents of Nicky Hager's book when they
haven't even read it.
Price acts for Hager, and vetted his book Dirty Politics, released last week.
The book reveals National Party links to right-wing bloggers, and accuses
senior party members of being involved in a coordinated smear campaign
against opponents.
Price said Prime Minister John Key's dismissal of the book, and of Hager as a
"left wing conspiracy theorist" was not supported by any evidence.
There was "not a jot of evidence" that Hager had "made stuff up", as the
National Party claimed, Price said.
"The Government's denials are such blatant flannel that they are being seen
as beyond the pale, even by our most grizzled political journalists, who have
seen plenty of spin in their time."
Hager's goal was to get people talking about the real issues, and to expose
and critique tactics used to derail genuine political engagement, Price said.
On his Media Law Journal blog, Price dismisses the "spin" from the National
Party in response to allegations in Hager's book.
Justice Minister Judith Collins had called the bits of the book about her
"mostly lies".
"But she's admitted the passing-on-of-the-name allegation, admitted that she
has been in frequent contact with Cameron Slater, and said that she wouldn't
be able to sue because the book was full of speculation and might-bes," Price
said.
"That doesn't sound like lies to me. Let's just treat that as praise for the
careful and honest way that Nicky has separated out what he knows from
what he's not sure about, so readers can make up their own minds about the
evidence he presents."
Price said Hager exposed and criticised the collaboration between the Prime
Minister's office and WhaleOil blogger Cameron Slater on the accessing of
information from the Labour Party database.
Key said National had "nothing to do with it", but acknowledged his thenstaffer Jason Ede may have looked at the information.
The National Party also acknowledged "it appears" a staffer downloaded files.
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Dirty Politics set out emails between Ede and Slater discussing the
information.
"While Nicky makes it clear that the site was insecure, it's an open question,
as a matter of law, whether this means it was not a crime to go digging around
in it," Price said.
The early release of SIS briefing notes to Slater under the Official Information
Act raised "serious questions" about the Prime Minister's involvement, after it
was revealed the Dominion Post put in a request for almost the same
information at the time and were turned down.
"This really doesn't look to me like something that's been disproved, or can be
dismissed as "baseless"," Price said.
Dirty Politics cited other instances of Ede drafting OIA requests for Slater,
although evidence Hager received did not show Ede drafting this one.
The allegation ACC Minister Judith Collins passed information to Slater about
ACC client Bronwyn Pullar, could not be said to be "fabricated or groundless
or wild, or that it's been proved wrong," Price said.
Slater had sent messages to a friend at the time, saying he had spoken to
Collins about it, and that he knew Pullar's identity - before her name was
leaked to the media.
Dirty Politics noted it could have been leaked by ACC or the email's author,
but suggested Collins' office had more incentive to leak it.
Hager's allegations were based on a 150-page book with 500 footnoted
sources, most of which were from emails Slater admitted were taken from
him, Price said.
He questioned what Key's allegations Hager "made stuff up" were based on.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10399002/Response-to-Dirty-Politicssurreal-lawyer
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David Farrar (Kiwiblog): Some changes for Kiwiblog
August 19th, 2014 at 9:00 am by David Farrar

Over the last week or so I have seriously considered walking away from Kiwiblog. While some
will take huge pleasure in what has happened, let me say that it is genuinely traumatic to have
hacked e-mails to and from yourself (even if you were not the one hacked) floating around, and to
also realise that because you are a blogger and pollster, it means you and your office is fair game.
One of the worst moments was having a senior staff member of mine, who is also a very good
friend, tell me that she had been worried that I might think she was the leak, as our politics are
different. I hate the impact this is having on so many people.
Some of the revelations coming out, also do not show aspects of the blogosphere in a good light
(to put it mildly) and I’ve thought quite a bit about how this impacts the wider blogosphere.
I don’t believe that the book shows me having acted in any way inappropriately. I have gone out of
my way to be open about my background and leanings and relationships, and I follow my own
views when I blog – hence why I campaigned against the Government last year on the copper tax
(despite being a Chorus shareholder!). I never have taken any form of money or kind for blog
posts, and disclose even the mist minor gifts.
There is part of me that wants to walk away so I am no longer a target. Politics is far less important
to me than family and friends. I’ve also considered whether to do what Cameron often calls me,
and become a travel and arts blogger, and have less or almost no focus on politics. But the trouble
is the blog for me is an outlet on what I think – what I like, what annoys me, what amuses me,
what appals me. And I can’t imagine it can function as that, if I try and avoid politics. I do genuinely
blog because I like having my say – that is my primary motivation.
Also I do like to think, without being immodest, that I do make good contributions to politics in NZ. I
can data crunch, I have a 20+ year history of political knowledge which can put things in context, I
have good relationships, and I generally get good feedback on my commentary in the mainstream
media. I’m far far from irreplaceable, but there are not that many people who have the time, skills
and employment situation that allows them to substantively blog.
So after some reflection, I have decided to carry on, but to make some changes. I want to improve
trust in myself, Kiwiblog, and perhaps the wider blogosphere. So I’ve decided on the following.
1.

Kiwiblog is sending in an application today to join the Online Media Standards Authority. I’m not doing
this so I can be called media. I don’t intend to label myself as media. I’m a blogger. I’m doing it so I
can be held accountable to a public code of ethics and standards, and an independent
complaint procedure. The code of ethics and standards will apply to both myself, and all guest
bloggers here.
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I receive up to a dozen unsolicited e-mails a day, suggesting stories to me. Most are from people who
are not politicians or staff – just ordinary readers. Some are just links to stories, some make some
points on a topical issue. I sometimes quote these e-mails in posts. I have always been very careful to
distinguish between content I write, and content people may send me (which I quote as coming from a
reader). But I’m going to go a further step and if any content substantially comes from a
parliamentary, or political party staffer, source I will state so when using it. I will not name
individuals, but if I quote someone I will include information on their affiliations, when relevant. You will
find this is very infrequently.

3.

There has been a culture of sharing stories in advance with others who may be interested in the story.
Nothing wrong with sharing information. I don’t do it that often, but have when I think I have a
particularly relevant story, that others may want to also blog on. This isn’t a conspiracy, it is simply
information sharing. However I’m not going to do this in future. Generally no one will gets a heads
up on my stories. The exception will be if it is an explicitly co-ordinated campaign such as happened
in early 2009 over the pending changes to the Copyright Act, when I contacted blogs from the left and
right to take part in the Black Out campaign.

4.

When I have disagreed in the past with stories Cam has run, I’ve tended to say so directly to try and
influence him. The joke is my 1% success rate is higher than most. On the recent case of Tania
Billingsley, I said in a phone conversation that I didn’t think speculating on her motives was a wise
thing to do. I made contact after a friend of Tania’s asked me to have a word. But I accept that having
a direct conversation doesn’t mean I shouldn’t also publicly say when I think something is
wrong. So in future I will more often. One can be friends, and say I think you are wrong with what
you are doing. And yes we are friends. When I had some health issues a couple of years ago Cam
was there for me in a big way, and on a personal note, I know he will remain there for me, and I will for
him. But again, it doesn’t mean I can’t say I think you are wrong and shouldn’t do it, just as he
regularly calls me out for being a pinko, or the such!

5.

After the election (ie when I have more time) I am going to consult on a tougher moderation policy
for the comments. I want them to be robust and forceful, but focused more on issues than people. I
have very limited time to read them myself, so probably will ask for some readers to step forward as
moderators. We’ll have that discussion in October.

I hope people will appreciate the changes. I welcome feedback on them, and other suggestions. I
believe political blogs can play a very valuable role in political discourse, and want to do what I can
to be a constructive part of it.

http://www.kiwiblog.co.nz/2014/08/some_changes_for_kiwiblog.html
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Andrew Geddis (Pundit): In defence of Kiwiblog
Not all blogs are the same. Not all bloggers are bad. David Farrar hasn't done
anything wrong.
My last post was a bit of a heartfelt reaction to what I saw in Nicky Hager's Dirty
Politics book. In it, I gave examples of what I regarded to be quite reprehensible
statements by a number of the individuals discussed in the text. One individual notable
by his absence was David Farrar. With hindsight, I should have made it clear in my post
that this absence was not accidental - not everyone discussed in the book is equally
culpable (in my eyes).
David has now written:
I don’t believe that the book shows me having acted in any way inappropriately. I
have gone out of my way to be open about my background and leanings and
relationships, and I follow my own views when I blog – hence why I campaigned against
the Government last year on the copper tax (despite being a Chorus shareholder!). I
never have taken any form of money or kind for blog posts, and disclose even the mist
minor gifts.
I agree. I don't think that there's anything revealed in Dirty Politicsthat should cause
David to feel particularly ashamed or concerned about. He may have friendly
relationships with some people who strike me as particularly nasty individuals, but that
really is no business of mine (or anyone else). I accept that we can never really know the
map of the human heart. So it's fine for any private individual (and that is, in the end,
what David is) to choose whoever they want as their mates. The Prime Minister of New
Zealand, however ... not so much.
That being said, should David have even been discussed in the book? Should
information about his business (Curia Research) have been obtained from an (ex?)
employee in order to write it?
I suspect he'll strongly disagree with me, but I think that it was OK to do so. This was a
book about the way in which a new form of information sharing - the blogosphere - is
being used by a political party to further its political messaging. David has established
himself as the most read blogger in New Zealand (I discount the stats that Slater reports,
as there's very good reason to suspect that they've been gamed), while also having a
central role in that party (a role that is, it must be remembered, ultimately funded through
the public purse). In turn, his success as a blogger has led to high demand as an "old"
media commentator. With that level of public profile comes a level of scrutiny. You don't
get to sit in the public eye without the risk of having that gaze peer into places you might
prefer it didn't go.
(A quick side note. I also blog. I also talk in the media a fair bit. Granted, I'm nowhere
near as good at it as David, and my topics tend to be things I know about because of my
day job rather than general political commentary. But does my role mean that I think it
would be OK for my work activities to be subject to similar scrutiny using similar covert
methods - for instance, a student in my classes being convinced to record my lectures in
order to uncover evidence of "extreme left-wing bias" in my teaching? Well ... I guess it
does, provided it's in the context of gathering information for some story that it really is in
the public interest to have told.)
Now, if the story Nicky Hager was looking at simply was that Kiwiblog - a site that David
has built up with a lot of hard work and application of some serious smarts - is influential
and run by a guy with strong National Party links (which, sure, he hardly trumpets but
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also doesn't deny) who may on occassion get a helping hand from that party to generate
content, then that's not revealing anything that I think needs to be told. It's not a story
worth invading privacy for. It's simply a challenge to everyone else on the political
spectrum to try and build up something similar. Which they have done - The Standard
and The Daily Blog are (let's be honest) attempts to match Kiwiblog's reach and
influence.
However, that wasn't simply the story being researched. National hasn't confined itself to
helping David out on the odd occasion with material for his site. It (or, rather, some
within it) have decided that Cameron Slater is a useful and worthy addition to their media
strategy, which is a morally repugnant step to take. In turn, Slater and his cohort have
been active participants in the internal processes of the National Party. There is a nexus
there that can't be denied (however hard John Key tries to do so) and which does not
reflect well on that Party.
Having said that, and I suspect Nicky Hager will disagree with me, I think the book's
analysis of David's role is somewhat flawed. Portraying him simply as the "good cop" to
Slater's "bad cop" does his blog and him as a person a disservice. There's far more
nuance than that. In fact, I'd go so far as to say that I think the book should have held
Kiwiblog up as an example of what political blogging can offer, as compared with the
cesspool that National went diving into. Not all "blogs" are the same, and we run the risk
of denigrating what actually is a useful and valuable addition to public discussion if we tar
them all with the same brush.
Anyway, I'm glad to see that David has decided he's going to keep blogging on political
matters (although, if he's anything like me and the other people I know who blog, it's a lot
like smoking ... a lot easier to say you'll quit than to actually do it). I also think he's doing
the right thing with the changes he's proposing for the future. If nothing else, I think Dirty
Tricks has made those of us who dabble in on-line writing and care about who we are
take a look at what it is we do. And if we can make that better, then that's all to the good.
------------------------------------------------------------Disclosure statement: I would not regard David as a "friend", more a civil acquaintance.
I've met him a few times in person, and had a drink with him on a couple of those, over
about a 10 year period. We've had some email communications over matters a handful of
times, and online in the comments section of Kiwiblog a few more. We link to oneanother's posts. I once sent him some information that I had worked on but didn't feel
comfortable publishing under my own name, which he then posted on Kiwiblog (clearly
identified as coming from "a reader").
Last year, I sent him a copy of my Election Law in New Zealand book, which he promised
to review. He still hasn't. The bastard.

http://www.pundit.co.nz/content/in-defence-of-kiwiblog
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Rob Salmond (Polity): I blog, and I work with Labour. Scandal!
19TH AUGUST 2014

Stuff has named me as a blogger who communicates with Labour:
Labour leader David Cunliffe tried to score a point over John Key yesterday
by saying he rarely talks to bloggers, but that seems a stretch.
One of his closest advisers (priming him for the televised debates) is Polity
blogger Rob Salmond...
Shock! Horror!
I have made that disclaimer on TV3, Radio New Zealand, in newspapers, and
elsewhere. Labour is a client. My links to the party are public and well-known.
This is one area where National, Labour, the Greens, and others all do the
same thing - parties talk to bloggers. It is just a new version of talking to
media. I have no problem with that in principle, on any side. Including
National's.
The issue most people have with National's operation is the content of those
conversations, the abuse of official information, and the motivations behind it
all. As further leaked emails published by the Heraldshow, National's blog
machine is not interested in debating public policy. It is interested in
destroying people's personal lives. Sadly, that hate-fuelled machine includes
Cabinet Ministers and senior Prime Ministerial advisers.
I oppose the politics of personal destruction. Always have, always will.
If my blogging stoops to it, I hope readers will remind me of this post.
http://polity.co.nz/content/i-blog-and-i-work-labour-scandal
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Claire Allison (Stuff): Book is not going away
Last updated 10:02 19/08/2014
OPINION: It was telling, perhaps, that even before the contents of Nicky
Hager's new book, Dirty Politics, were known, Prime Minister John Key was
attempting to discredit the author.
In a shining example of playing the man, and not the ball, Key described
Hager as a "well-known left wing conspiracy theorist", and, one suspects,
seemed to think that would be the end of the matter.
Sadly for Key, the book and the story didn't go away this week, despite
extensive use of the phrase "smear campaign".
And it may well be a smear campaign, but motives aside, as the days have
gone by, it has become more and more apparent that there is little - if
anything - being put on the table that discredits Hager or disproves the
contents of his book.
Interviews with key players like Key himself, or his right hand woman, Justice
Minister Judith Collins, reveal a degree of baffled frustration that the usual
smiling scorn and scoffing isn't having the desired effect.
A radio interview between Key and experienced journalist Guyon Espiner
yesterday played out as a battle of wills, with Key attempting multiple times to
steer the course of the questions away from Espiner's determined efforts to
get an answer to a specific question about an admission Collins had made.
What's notably lacking so far is legal action - either threatened or actual which tends to beg the question, if it's the tissue of lies that some have
suggested, wouldn't those accused of dirty dealings be running screaming for
their lawyers, or laying out the evidence that proves Hager has, indeed, made
it all up?
It's understandable that Key and his party are unhappy. The picture the book
paints is not of the smiling, selfies-with-schoolgirls persona the prime minister
has been keen to portray - any association with the offensive, underhanded
tactics revealed is undesirable at best, election-threatening at worst.
Some will argue that it's not as important as policy, but that's naive. People
will make judgments on how their politicians behave. The voting figures from
those "useless pricks in the South Island", and East Christchurch earthquake
victim ‘scum' - as referred to by National's favoured blogger, Cam Slater might now reflect some disenchantment with the current Government and how
it operates.
Yes, it's politics, and politics can be a dirty game. But a lot of New Zealanders
will feel this is a step too far into the muck. And if that's not enough to cause
some serious voter soul-searching, the increasingly unbelievable denials just
might be.
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http://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/opinion/editorials/10396816/EditorialBook-is-not-going-away
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TV3: Dirty Politics revelations provoke media's ire
Tuesday 19 Aug 2014 10:16a.m.
Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics has dominated headlines over the past
week.
Yesterday his source took to Twitter to release emails that support the book's
allegations.
Columnist David Slack says at first he thought the book's shelf-life in the news
cycle would be short, with the Government' batting it away. But that's proving
not to be the case.
"I thought if they get to the particulars, this will roll on – and media have been
doing a good job," he says.
Native Affairs presenter Mihingarangi Forbes says no one really knows how
much more there is.
"Apparently there's thousands of emails and this is just a fraction," she says.
"No one seems to know who the source is, she or he's operating through a
Twitter account and everyone's just refreshing constantly."
So will the Dirty Politics scandal keep rolling? Or will the public – and media –
tire of it as the election approaches?
Mr Slack says contrary to the Government's claims there's no substance to
the book, there is a "worried core" of voters in the middle who have been
"perturbed" by the book's revelations. He also says claims that blogger
Cameron Slater gets preferential access to Official Information Act requests
will have enraged the media.
Ms Forbes says at Native Affairs they are still waiting on OIA requests from
two years ago to be answered.
Watch the video for the full interview.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Dirty-Politics-revelations-provoke-mediasire/tabid/1607/articleID/357434/Default.aspx
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Russell Brown (Public Address): We can do better than this
When I got off a plane in Christchurch last week, having read nearly all of
Nicky Hager’s book Dirty Politics: How attack politics is poisoning New
Zealand’s political environment, I turned on my phone and typed these words
in a tweet: “Christ, what hideous people.”
I was shocked and I seem to have been far from alone in my response to the
book. Danyl Mclauchlan and Andrew Geddis have both written great posts
along those lines and I don’t really have much to add. But I do have some
thoughts as a journalist.
There have been calls for the central figure in the book, Whaleoil blog
publisher Cameron Slater, to lose the Canon Media Award he won this
year. I’m not particularly interested in campaigning for that – it’s a matter for
the organisers and I don’t really care. But I do have some thoughts about what
Rick Neville, chief executive of Canons organiser the Newspaper Publishers
Association, said in a statement to Media Take:
… the only justification for even considering this would be if concrete evidence
came forward of illegal or highly unethical methods having been used to
obtain the Len Brown story. Nicky Hager has made a number of allegations
but these are not the same as evidence or proof.
Actually, we do know and did know long before the award was given that
Slater had pressured, manipulated and abused his source, a vulnerable
woman, and then vilified her when she told her story to another journalist. We
didn’t need the book to tell us that. We knew there was substantial evidence
that Slater was not principally acting as a journalist, but as part of a nasty –
and, lets be honest, somewhat banal – attempt to bring down an elected
mayor and install his opponent. We could read it in the newspapers.
No one could with a straight face have given an award to the actual story
Slater used these means to publish. It was a vile, pornographic tract designed
principally to hurt, harm and shame. The reports that did subsequently raise
real questions about Brown’s conduct as a public official – principally, his
acceptance of free and discounted hotel rooms – were delivered by Jared
Savage and others at the New Zealand Herald.
Giovanni Tiso has a good post that looks at the same issues.
In 2012, I was shown an email conversation in which Slater bluntly demanded
money to write posts in favour of a particular PR agency’s client. I
subsequently got Slater to admit on Media3 that he did indeed take money
run certain lines on his blog.
Dirty Politics says that this was not only routine, but that Slater’s $6,555
monthly stipend from Carrick Graham’s Facilitate Communications formed a
major part of the Whaleoil blog’s income. That Slater more or less constantly
published under his own name posts by Graham, Jordan Williams, Jason Ede
and others, and that many of those posts were smears and attacks on public
health advocates like Doug Sellman, Tony Falkenstein and Women’s Heath
Action, published in the interests of paying clients such as the Food and
Grocery Council.
The book also says that Fonterra was a client, via the Food and Grocery
Council. Hager can’t directly tie Fonterra to the nastiest of it – a series of posts
attacking breast-feeding advocates (who wanted restrictions on the sale of
infant formula) as the “Brestapo” – and offers only “grounds to suspect” that.
Fonterra has emphatically denied any involvement. But he told me on Media
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Take that he had seen invoices linking Fonterra to Whaleoil. If those invoices
are released by Hager’s now independently-acting source, that opens up a
whole new front on this sprawling story.
The morning after the book’s release, Slater confirmed to Sean Plunket on
Radio Live that he had, as stated in the book, sought sexual dirt on Duncan
Garner after Garner had annoyed him. Slater explained this is simply being
what journalists do. Both men seemed to find some mirth in this (Slater
actually giggled), but I doubt Garner felt the same way. At this year’s Canons,
a jubilant Slater offsider told someone I know (a journalist who I have no
reason to disbelieve) that they had a “hit” in the bag on Patrick Gower, should
one be necessary. This isn’t “normal” and we should resist any attempt to
normalise it. It’s evil.
But there is an extent to which political journalists especially are required to
play the game. Gower got his Mein Kampf story on Dotcom from Slater and
will hardly be in a position to refuse the much-ballyhooed pre-election hit on
Dotcom should it still be on offer. The Herald’s David Fisher, no friend of
Slater, conformed to Media Take that he had quoted Slater as a source in
several stories and there are probably a couple more in which Slater was
involved anonymously.
Politicians also tip off journalists, and that’s an acceptable part of political
media if it leads to stories in the public interest, which I think can be quite
widely defined. One small example of this happening to me is footnoted in the
Hager book.
When someone from the side of the Auckland city council aligned with Dick
Hubbard, who had been dumped out of the mayoral office the year before by a
resurgent John Banks, asked me in 2008 look at what seemed like a campaign
of malicious Wikipedia editing by by Banks’ advisor Aaron Bhatnagar, I did.
And I was able to determine that Bhatnagar, under the pseudonym “Barzini”
had in fact been maliciously editing Wikipedia articles on his opponents.
He and David Farrar had been attacking Christine Caughey for a submission
to the Justice and Electoral committee’s review of the 2007 local body
elections seeking regulation of “advertising by way of blogging [and] use of
Wikipedia or similar”. So, yes, there was a public interest in showing what
Bhatnagar had been doing.
Four years earlier, a reader had directed me to an open directory on
Bhatnagar’s website that contained images, including PDFs from the NBR’s
infamous hit job on Hubbard, that gave lie to Bhatnagar’s disingenuous
laments about others on his side falling prey to the “dark side” in distributing
such material. It’s actually quite similar to the Labour Party’s website issues in
2011, if on a tinier scale. But I didn’t download screeds of personal
information and discuss using it to hurt people and breach their privacy.
Justice Minister Judith Collins has acknowledged feeding Slater the name of a
civil servant, Simon Pleasants, she believed had leaked information abut Bill
English’s use of accommodation allowances. Pleasants was named and
attacked in Whaleoil and subjected to death threats in the comments. Revenge
is a constant theme in the book and, it appears, a frequent theme in Collins
and Slater’s correspondence. It’s pretty ghastly.
We don’t have to accept this. We’re not obliged to believe Slater’s “tipline” is
any more than slime fed to him by a handful of allies in the government, or
part of a commercially-ordained PR hit job. We know now that much of what
Slater publishes under his own name is written by the likes of Carrick Graham
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Simon Lusk and Jordan Williams. We ought to be able to see the naked spin
that has poured forth since Hager’s book was published last week for what it
is.
And when I say “we” I include the majority of decent people in the National
Party. The ‘Simon Lusk’s Plan’ chapter in the book – which has barely been
reported – states that there are MPs who are in Parliament principally
because they were clients of Lusk, who worked with Slater to deter and even
destroy their opponents in electorate selection races. Good people were really
hurt.
In one of the early reports that annoyed me, Radio New Zealand’s political
editor Brent Edwards, talked about smears being unleashed to “blogs” and
“the blogosphere”. Actually, we’re not all like that. The multitude of bloggers,
political bloggers included, have no part in this. And while the cynical side of
politics is not new, I do believe that the scope, scale and nature of what is
described in Hager’s book is unprecedented.
It doesn’t have to be this way. We can, all of us, do better than this.
Tonight’s Media Take, at 10.20pm on Maori Television, focuses
entirely on Dirty Politics and includes separate interviews with
Nicky Hager, conducted by me and by Toi Iti. We’re proud of the
show.
http://publicaddress.net/hardnews/we-can-do-better-than-this/
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Liam Hehir (Stuff): Voters have more to worry about
Last updated 12:00 19/08/2014
OPINION: Having barely secured a copy of Nicky Hager's briskly selling Dirty
Politics, thanks to the always helpful staff at Whitcoulls on Broadway, I've had
to speed-read to get my take into this week's column. By next week we might
already have moved on to the next scandal supposedly about to unravel the
Government.
The beginning of the end of John Key's government has been prophesied by
political commentators in the past few years. Some of the things proclaimed
as "game changers" have included Labour appointing Matt McCarten as chief
of staff and its rejection of orthodox monetary policy; the Oravida, John Banks
and Maurice Williamson affairs; and the formation of the Internet Party and its
subsequent alliance with Hone Harawira.
And yet, in the face of all these so-called game changers, the state of play
has remained stubbornly static - with polling showing that support for National
remains at historic highs and that the Labour vote is collapsing. How can this
be?
I think it just emphasises that the concerns of most political commentators are
just not in alignment with those of ordinary voters - who are more concerned
with perceived good economic management than political intrigue involving
figures they have never heard of. Dirty Politics falls into the latter category.
In terms of the content itself, it's difficult to make a definitive assessment. The
material underpinning it seems to be authentic (as is typically the case with
Hager's work). Setting aside the irony of a self-styled privacy champion writing
a book based on emails stolen from a private citizen; however, you can't help
but also notice that his analysis is sometimes strained.
To give one example, the book dedicates a whole chapter to David Farrar, a
market researcher affiliated to National. Farrar owns a firm that undertakes a
lot of internal polling for National but is best known as the author of the
popular and widely read Kiwiblog.
The supposed scandal is an allegation that Farrar systematically and
effectively hides his affiliation to pose as some kind of independent
commentator. In Hager's telling, the media are reliable dupes for this ruse.
The book claims that "[Farrar] is usually given a title such as ‘political blogger'
and his National party polling role is almost never mentioned".
Having digested this apparent bombshell, you should now Google the phrase
"National's pollster David Farrar". As you behold the multitude of media
reports that have accurately used this description, you can relax a little about
our journalists not being total suckers. You can also pat yourself on the back
for apparently undertaking more fact checking on the claim than Hager's
editors did.
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Of course, Dirty Politics is mostly about Cameron Slater, the Auckland man
who runs the infamous blog known as Whaleoil. His is by far the most read
political blog in New Zealand, but I have to admit that I am not really a reader.
The style is not really to my taste; he has regularly insulted my Catholic
religion, denigrated this region and written mean things about people I know
and like. For several years now, I have exercised my consumer sovereignty to
satisfy myself with other sources of news commentary (it is, after all, a big
internet).
What Hager has published tends to validate that decision, but it is difficult to
know by how much. The book's accusations are built around selected
communications which paint a circumstantial picture at best. The missing
context is mostly supplied via insinuation, guesswork and padding. There is
even a lengthy quote from an internal memo from the Nixon White House presumably just inviting us to infer that the Key administration works in the
same way!
Without the full context it's hard to know whether we are really getting an
insight into the inner workings of National's hierarchy, or just the braggadocio
of those working at its periphery.
The book's exclusive focus on National also leaves us clueless as to whether
competing parties operate similarly. In fairness to Hager, he can only work
with the material in front of him (short of soliciting further illegally hacked
emails). However, Labour dissident Josie Pagani claimed on Friday that much
the same occurs between Labour staffers and the party's own simpatico
blogs.
Despite that, and my general scepticism that the book will sway voters, there
is a risk that it could hurt the Government if its media management of the
controversy is found wanting. If so, it could echo the damage caused to
Labour by its flat-footed response to the Corngate scandal of 2002 - also
ignited by a Nicky Hager book. Even then, it is worth remembering that
Labour's share of the vote increased in that year's election and that National
was still routed. Maybe I am wrong. We will see soon enough.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/manawatu-standard/opinion/10398565/Voters-havemore-to-worry-about
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The Ruminator: Disappointing politics
Posted by Lord Sutch ×
August 19, 2014 at 11:32 am
’ve never seen anything like this. Danyl at the Dimpost has said the social
media election has finally arrived and he could be right. But if what that means
is we all get increasingly partisan and angrier then I don’t want our elections
to be “social media elections.”
I’m not angry at the revelations in Nicky Hager’s book. Hell I’m not even
surprised. It’s disappointing more than anything else (I’m trying hard not to do
the disappointed father thing which I know hurts more than the angry father,
but less than the absent one).
This isn’t really a new type of scandal, despite what people would have you
believe. The only thing that’s new is that the major player runs a blog. And I
think that’s incidental to the real issue here. Which is that the key players in
the book – Cam Slater, Jason Ede, Simon Lusk – are just awful people. As
I’ve gotten older I’ve come to realise that folks are folks and dicks are dicks.
For the most part people are decent. But there are always assholes. And the
problem we’re seeing now is that these assholes are coordinating and proving
successful. Take away an asshole’s success and you’re left with an angry guy
sitting on a park bench yelling at cars. So if there’s going to be a big plus out
of this, it’s that hopefully asshole-behaviour will be less appealing. Because
you (might/will) be exposed.
I’m not so naive to think that “the left” doesn’t partake in shenanigans like this,
however I give no credit to the argument that “this isn’t that bad because the
left do it.” Because there’s no fucking proof that the left do it, and they’re not in
government. That’s a really important distinction here. If the government in
power is running this sort of shit then they’re doing it to try and maintain
power, and that’s what we call totalitarianism boys and girls. And if I was
running a blog back when Mike Williams tried his dirty little H-Fee thingo, I
think I’d be equally disappointed. Frankly politicians, you’re all dicks and you
need to cut it out. You’re our elected officials for god’s sake. you’re supposed
to be the first among equals. You’re supposed to be better than us because
you fucking lead us. Stop dicking us around and do some leading.
Don’t lie. Stop lying. You’ve been caught out. Stop bullshitting us. I think
Jolisa Gracewood said it best last night:
Jolisa Gracewood @nzdodo
Follow

"These are serious allegations, and New Zealanders can trust that
we're looking into them," the PM didn't say but could have.
#dirtypolitics

Key didn’t say that. He basically said “Yeah so what? We did nothing wrong,
and I’d do it again in a heartbeat.”
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I just had coffee with someone who told me their dairy-farm-owning Nationalvoting father had told them for the first time in his 50 years of eligible voting he
was considering not voting at all because it was all so mucky. And that’s a
real shame. Because even if I disagree with your politics you should still go
out and vote. Not because people died for your right to vote, that’s
meaningless in today’s world. But because voting is the only lever of power
we have. And if we all become so disenchanted with the system then we
leave it up to a small amount of motivated people. And the motivated people
tend to be the ones who we shouldn’t be leaving in charge of the country.
http://ruminator.co.nz/disappointing-politics
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Mathew Grocott (Stuff): Distraction antics wearing thin
Last updated 12:00 19/08/2014
Any hope the prime minister had that the fallout from Nicky Hager's book Dirty
Politics would blow over quickly must now be dashed.
John Key has managed to successfully weather all manner of controversy
during his six years as PM without much mud sticking to him.
His personal popularity remained high and National was soaring in the polls.
But Hager's book, and Key's repeated obfuscation when taking questions on
the subject, is starting to wear thin with voters. It's already worn out the
patience of most media.
The tipping point may well have been yesterday's interview on Morning
Report with Key. The prime minister repeatedly refused to answer a question
on whether he condoned one of the actions Justice Minister Judith Collins is
accused of in the book.
Collins, for her part, has already acknowledged the accusation, that she
leaked the name of a Ministry of Housing staffer to Whaleoil's Cameron
Slater. Slater went on to vilify the man for leaking documents to Labour,
claims that were unfounded.
Yet the prime minister, repeatedly, batted away a direct question from Guyon
Espiner with the line that Hager's book was a smear campaign.
Key has still, apparently, not read the book and told media he might get
around to it after the election.
Yet he stands by Collins and his former adviser Jason Ede, who is alleged to
have co-ordinated attacks on National's opponents with Slater from an office
two doors down from Key.
Key's continual denial of any knowledge of what Ede was up to is hard to
fathom. Hager's book would be a good starting point as a reference, or he
could ask Ede himself.
The tone is reminiscent of when Key continued to back former ACT leader
John Banks over claims he falsified a campaign donation declaration.
Key said repeatedly he did not need to read the police report into the matter
as he trusted Banks' word. Banks, of course, ended up being convicted.
It's as if Key has been taking political advice from the fictional president
Arnold Schwarzenegger in The Simpsons Movie who told an adviser "I was
elected to lead, not to read".
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Perhaps it's time the prime minister started to read and lead and look into
what Collins and people in his office have been up to.
The only action from here for Key may well be for him to reprimand Collins,
sack Ede and further distance himself from Slater.
The current crop of lines, that Hager's book is "a smear job", the emails are
"one side of the story" and that "the Left do it too" are not going to cut it any
longer.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/manawatu-standard/opinion/10398564/Distractionantics-wearing-thin
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Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): Social media election
Filed under: Politics — danylmc @ 8:48 am
The person behind the WhaleDump leaks gave the Herald an
exclusive with all the emails about Slater and his prostitute friend.
That’s significant for several reasons. (1) The Herald reaches the
same conclusions Hager did, so this is an exercise in
building confidence and integrity in Hager and his book, (2) it
tarnishes Key with some of Slater’s most vile dirt and (3) this
seems like a really, really well planned and well
executed communications strategy, doesn’t it?
We’ve seen third parties intervene in New Zealand elections before.
In 2005 the Exclusive Brethren ran an anonymous negative
campaign against Labour and the Greens. They put out a bunch of
pamphlets. But that was in collaboration with National, even if they
didn’t admit it. I don’t think these people are collaborating with any
political party. And if they manage to change the minds of, say,
20,000 voters who switch from National to Labour, then a group of
anonymous activists will have managed to change the government.
That’s a big deal. I’m sure they would say they’re just helping
voters make an informed decision by putting information before
them. And I think voters should know about National and their
contacts with Slater. That was a really stupid, horrible decision and
people have a right to know about it. But having a group of
anonymous activists breaking the law to target political parties they
don’t like and then waging a full-scale war against them in the
media during an election campaign is new territory. I don’t think
this has happened in any other democratic country before. It’s one
of the reasons National are so dumbfounded and clumsy in their
responses. They can’t go to Crosby/Textor (or whoever) and say
‘What do we do here? What have your clients in other countries
done?’ Because this hasn’t happened to anyone.
http://dimpost.wordpress.com/2014/08/19/social-media-election/
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Newswire: Slater computer hack allegation assessed by police
Tuesday 19 Aug 2014 12:48p.m.
Police are assessing a complaint made by Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater
over the alleged hacking of his computer.
In a statement, a police spokesman said it's unknown how long the
assessment will take.
The assessment will determine whether or not police launch an investigation.
The complaint to police follows the release of Nicky Hager's book Dirty
Politics which focuses on links between the National Party and Slater.
The book is based on emails taken from Slater's computer.
A person claiming to be the hacker - and Hager's source - set up a Twitter
account, Whaledump, and used it on Monday to release some of the emails to
prove they're real.
Last week, the Green Party said it would be lodging complaints with police
and other agencies over some of the revelations in Hager's book.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Slater-computer-hack-allegation-assessed-bypolice/tabid/1607/articleID/357472/Default.aspx
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Tom Hunt (Stuff): Hager's book empowers Venice-bound artist
Last updated 05:00 19/08/2014
Investigative journalist Nicky Hager is becoming a backroom man himself - in
the art world.
The author of Dirty Politics has been made a member of the New Zealand
team to the Venice Biennale next year.
Sculptor and installation artist Simon Denny, whose work will be on display in
the grand salon of the Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, named his exhibition
Secret Power, after a 1996 book of Hager's that looked at New Zealand's role
in international intelligence work.
"Simon wanted to do something that referred to all the worldwide stuff about
Edward Snowden and the relationship to New Zealand," Hager said. His role
was to ensure Denny got his facts right. "I'm one of the backroom people
giving him advice."
He had already been consulting Denny, who lives in Berlin. He would also
travel to Venice next year for the biennale.
There would be no new information revealed in the piece, and it was unlikely
to be controversial when it was unveiled, Hager said.
In a statement, Denny described Secret Power: "The exhibition will address
the intersection of geography and power, and the ownership of knowledge, so
this pioneering library will provide an enriching and highly relevant context for
the work."
The New Zealand commissioner for the biennale, Heather Galbraith, said she
expected a "high level of interest" in the exhibition. "Finalising a team of this
calibre, along with a spectacular venue, has been very exciting."
Also on Denny's team for the biennale is Wellington City Gallery curator
Robert Leonard and fellow curator Alex Davidson.
A Creative New Zealand spokeswoman said Hager would receive $8000 for
his involvement, plus flights to Venice and accommodation while there for the
preview. Creative NZ had committed $700,000 to the biennale over two years.
Denny, whose installations combine sculptures, graphics, and moving images,
exhibited The Personal Effects of Kim Dotcom earlier this year in Vienna, and
presented All You Need Is Data: The DLD 2012 Conference Redux at Munich,
New York and Berlin.
He studied at the University of Auckland's Elam School of Fine Arts and at
Frankfurt's Staedelschule, graduating in 2009.
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The biennale involves more than 80 countries and attracts more than 30,000
international curators, critics, collectors and artists to its three-day preview
period alone.
New Zealand's entries in the biennale have courted controversy, most notably
in 2005 with art collective et al, whose artists refused to speak publicly about
their Venice exhibition.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10396695/Hagers-book-empowersVenice-bound-artist
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Steven Cowan (Against the current): Dirty rotten scoundrels
TUESDAY, AUGUST 19, 2014
It could only have been someone like Nicky Hager who could have written
Dirty Politics.
THIS MORNING I listened to Morning Report's Brent Edwards explain that
John Key's apparent strength has always been his ability to portray himself
as being 'above politics'. John Key has liked to cultivate an image of himself
as a good, genial bloke who likes his rugby and a beer or two at the barbie.
He's the guy who likes to share a laugh or two with his mates, Si and Gary, on
More FM. When he's not doing that, he's cooking on TVNZ's Good Morning
show.
If John Key has been able to cultivate this cartoon image of himself it has
only been because a mainstream media has, for most of the time, allowed
him to do it.
Certainly the left - whether it be soft or hard - has largely never been conned
by 'Brand Key'. He's been the frontperson for a government that has
enriched the wealthy and pauperised the poor. While John Key has been
having his photo taken with Richie McCaw, Paula Bennett has been putting
the boot into beneficiaries.
But our voices have largely been confined to the blogosphere. Within the
mainstream media a cabal of journalists have forgotten that their job is to
speak truth to power and not to chat pleasantly with the Prime Minister on a
sofa in a television studio or write another friendly newspaper column about
his government. And it certainly isn't a job of a television host to use a prime
time television show like Seven Sharp to cheer on the government while
berating and making jokes about its political opponents.
But what Nicky Hager has done is blow apart the mainstream media's cosy
relationship with the government, a relationship that has conspired to leave
the neoliberal orthodoxy unquestioned and intact. This is a neoliberal
orthodoxy that has journalists like Radio Live's Duncan Garner declaring that
John Key is doing 'a good job' managing the economy - instead of giving
voice to the 270,000 children living under the poverty line.
It could only have been someone like Hager, outside the mainstream media,
who could have written a book like Dirty Politics - with, of course, some not
insubstantial help from someone who gave him access to the treasure trove
of data obtained from the Whaleoil website. It could have only been someone
like Hager because mainstream journalists in this country are only too willing
to defer to government. Indeed many journalists in this country have used
Whaleoil as a legitimate news source. Very few will no doubt admit to that
now.
The media would retort that they just report the 'facts' but an increasing
number of us have way too many problems with what the mainstream
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media define as 'facts' - and how they frame those 'facts'. The media has
continued to foster a stubborn editorial bias under a veneer of “objectivity”.
Initially the media were seemingly willing to accept the Prime Minister's
claim that Dirty Politics was all part of a 'left wing conspiracy'. Government
cheerleaders like Mike Hosking and Sean Plunket were happy to promote the
government line that Kim Dotcom was somehow pulling all the strings.
But these sort of arguments have become plainly ridiculous and untenable,
especially now that #whaledump on Twitter has begun uploading the Whaleoil
emails to the web, for all to read. This is the age of digital empowerment! If
Brand Key has been severely damaged then so has the credibility of a swathe
of journalists who have promoted that brand.
I'd like to think Nicky Hager has demonstrated that the political agenda does
not have to be controlled by government and its allies in the mainstream
media. In this digital world we have the power to upset the conservative
agenda that protects the rich and powerful. We certainly do not have to
accept it.
http://nzagainstthecurrent.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/dirty-rotten-soundrels.html
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Michael Fox and Tracy Watkins (Stuff): More email nasties to come, Nats
warned
Last updated 05:00 19/08/2014
Thousands of emails backing up Nicky Hager's dirty tricks allegations could
be drip fed between now and the election, threatening to derail National's
campaign.
An anonymous website yesterday posted screen grabs from a handful of the
emails hacked from shock jock blogger Cameron Slater with the promise of
more to come.
While there was no new information in the emails, they backed up Hager's
claim that a member of Prime Minister John Key's office, former adviser Jason
Ede, fed Slater information, including details of what to ask for in Official
Information Act requests.
The emails were released via a Twitter account linked to a zipfile on the
Mega.co.nz website.
More emails have apparently been fed to media organisations, turning the
campaign into a potential landmine for Key, who faces questions on
numerous fronts, including on the extent of the relationship between his office
and Slater, and Ede's role in Labour Party membership and donor details
being accessed by National.
Key also faces questions over the relationship between Slater and Justice
Minister Judith Collins, who passed on details of a Parliamentary Service
staffer who received death threats after his name was published on WhaleOil.
The role of Key's office in Slater being handed a sensitive Security
Intelligence Service briefing is also being questioned, after it appeared to be
expedited specially for his blog.
The SIS insisted yesterday that neither Key nor his office played a part in the
release. But it confirmed that Key was briefed about the decision to release
the information to Slater.
Hager said yesterday he had not seen the Twitter account and had not heard
from his source about their intention to release the information. He had
spoken to his source at the weekend to try to get some of the information
back in order to release it "and they said ‘leave it to me'."
Slater has pointed the finger at Internet Party founder Kim Dotcom for the
hacking, which Dotcom denies.
Key said yesterday that it was "spooky" the emails had ended up on Mega,
which was linked to Dotcom. But he had no idea if Dotcom was behind the
hacking.
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Key went on the offensive yesterday, accusing his opponents of a smear
campaign and saying the real dirty tricks were being carried out by Labour.
If people did not believe that then "why over the course of the last decade
have they spent so much time trying to get into my financial records; trying to
drill into everything in my blind trust, trying to look at what's happening with
Tranz Rail [shares], sending Mike Williams to Australia. I can go on and on
and on."
Williams is the former Labour Party president who pursued a false trail against
Key in 2008 which Labour secretly referred to as the "H-bomb", in the belief it
would discredit Key so badly National would lose the election.
Speaking from Israel, Slater said yesterday he was concerned by the release
of the emails, which had been "hacked by a criminal".
If all the emails were released it would paint "a completely different picture" of
him.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10396796/More-email-nasties-to-comeNats-warned
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Tracy Watkins (Stuff): Key's veneer of good humour wears thin
Last updated 05:00 19/08/2014
OPINION: John Key's election campaign has gone to hell in the proverbial
handbasket.
And officially it's only day one.
Today was the day Key and his staff were gearing up for the daily campaign
schedule to get under way - factory visits, shopping malls and a policy
announcement a day to keep up the interest of the travelling media pack
ahead of this weekend's campaign launch.
So much for the script. Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics and the threatened
drip-feed over the next five weeks of potentially thousands of emails, hacked
from blogger Cameron Slater, has seized control of the agenda.
Standing on the side of a motorway in Lower Hutt yesterday, the veneer of
good humour was wafer thin as Key was swamped by questions about the
extent of his Government's involvement with Slater, whose stock in trade - in
Slater's own words - is being nasty.
There may have been holes in Key's rebuttal of some of Hager's claims, but
Key is no longer talking to the media and what he sees as their endless
"forensic" examination of the detail of Hager's book - his pitch is to the voters
who he hopes have already moved on.
But National knows some of the mud will stick - which is why Key is sparing
no breath reminding voters about Labour's efforts over the years to sandbag
him, including the infamous H-bomb, the false trail pursued by Labour in an
attempt to link Key to dodgy behaviour, which instead blew up in Helen
Clark's face on the campaign trail.
Clark was in a shopping mall when she got the news that the story was about
to break about former Labour Party president Mike Williams being caught out
trying to dig up dirt on Key.
The only H bomb that day was the one that dropped on Clark and her
government from a great height. The Hager book has exploded on Key and
his government with similar force. It may not matter that National cannot be
directly linked with most of the more sordid revelations, the sum of which add
up to a view of politics as some form of extreme sport, where reputations are
made to be smeared and blogs like Slater's to be feared, including by any
who cross him.
That Key is linked to such a blog, either through his office or his own contacts
with Slater, will turn off some voters. The difference is that the tide was going
out on Clark in 2008, while the tide up till now during this campaign had been
running in National's favour.
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But Key will have to draw on his huge stores of political capital to keep it that
way.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/opinion/10396673/Keys-veneer-ofgood-humour-wears-thin-as-the-Hager-factor-takes-a-toll
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Vernon Small (Stuff): Still to be seen if Brand Key tarnished
Last updated 05:00 19/08/2014
It seems that as voters we would much prefer a beer with National leader
John Key than his Labour rival David Cunliffe.
In fact, on a series of everyday measures of trust and personal appeal, Key
easily out-rates the man who wants to replace him as prime minister.
But it is yet to be seen if the "dirty politics" furore has taken the gloss off Key's
image.
Asked in the latest Stuff.co.nz/Ipsos poll who they would rather have a beer
with, 61 per cent said Key and 27 per centCunliffe.
Click here to see full graphics
The gap was slightly narrower when voters were asked who they would trust
to borrow their car (53 to 29 per cent), be stuck with on a desert island (55 to
29), or house-sit (55 to 31).
Opinions tended to split along party lines, with National and Labour
supporters broadly backing their own man on all questions.
However, National voters rated Key higher than Labour voters ranked
Cunliffe.
For instance, 21 per cent of Labour voters would prefer to have Key house-sit
for them but only about 9 per cent of National supporters would toss Cunliffe
the keys to the family home.
The poll pre-dates the release of Nick Hager's book Dirty Politics and the
fallout from claims that National was involved in "black ops" using blogs, such
as Cameron Slater's WhaleOil, to attack opponents.
One player at the heart of Helen Clark's government in 2002, when Hager's
book Seeds of Distrust disrupted her campaign, said the reaction was
"shades of 2002" and it would damage Key.
"Some skin's going to be lost here before it's all over."
The former insider said that like Hager's earlier book, it came "from left field",
interrupting the campaign and blowing out of the water an attempt to focus on
the party's crucial messages.
National had deployed senior minister Steven Joyce to hose down the issue
but that ploy had failed.
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The story was still running and was likely to stay in the headlines as the main
source for Hager's book began posting documents under the Twitter handle
Whaledump.
"Now Key's in the fray. In all his regular media slots it is the topic - he's been
dragged down from his pedestal."
Canterbury University politics lecturer Bronwyn Hayward said the standard
view was that talk about a lack of integrity in politics, such as those in Hager's
book, and National's negative push-back would lower voter turnout.
But a recent study had shown that in a proportional voting system with a free
media it could instead galvanise voters to go to the polls.
However, Hayward said that based on her discussions with young voters, the
controversy would lower support for Key. Key's "branding" was close to Kiwis'
own self-image of a self-made everyman, she said.
Even some young National voters were having "an existential crisis" over the
style of politics shown in the book, especially those who saw themselves as
"compassionate conservatives".
"Brand Key as everyman has been successful . . . and this fundamentally
undermines his brand," Hayward said.
If you are having trouble viewing this on mobile then click here
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/polls/10396696/Still-to-be-seen-ifBrand-Key-tarnished
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Martin van Beynen (Stuff): Student leader 'revolted' by politics
Last updated 05:00 19/08/2014
Student Volunteer Army kingpin Sam Johnson says the underhand tricks
exposed by Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics have left him revolted by politics.
The book claims to show collusion between Whale Oil blogger Cameron
Slater and political and commercial interests to undermine opponents.
Johnson, 25, is mentioned in the book as a client of professional election
strategist Simon Lusk who, the book claims, combined with Slater to
undermine candidates who were competing with candidates advised by Lusk.
According to the book, Lusk, in March, 2011, took exception to a Green Party
MP's favourable comment about the student army and asked Slater: "Cam,
can you bash this c... [the Green MP]. I'll write it... Sam is a client. He will pay
off long term."
Johnson said Lusk had advised him on his community board campaign and
had been one of his 10-20 mentors.
"The whole thing is revolting. There's obviously dirty tricks and games played
on every side but I just think we're coming up to an election and we are
promoting all these campaigns to get young people to vote... the whole thing
needs to get itself cleaned up.
"That's on all sides. This is not restricted to Whale Oil or Simon Lusk. It's
everywhere. It's quite disheartening. I think we need values-driven politics.
"Even before this book, I've been put off all sorts of politics. The council
debacle was enough to put me off. I've seen friends go in and spat out the
other side."
He had never paid Lusk, who had given him some "really good advice".
"Lusk's advice had been for him to ‘go back to law school and don't get too
caught up in the celebrity of what you've been turned into'. I had no idea there
was this other side to it."
Johnson said he had been labelled as a National Party supporter and he was
inclined to the centre right.
"The PM is a great supporter of mine but equally I'm a bit of greenie at times."
He had met Hager who had told him if he was ever interested in going into
politics he should come and see him and "he would talk me out of it".
Johnson said he was working on a United Nations disaster risk prevention
project.
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According to his website, Lusk does not talk to the media.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10396777/Johnson-revolted-by-dirtytricks
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Tahu Potiki (Stuff): Hager vs Slater is not clash of the Titans
Last updated 08:35 19/08/2014
OPINION: The past week has really seen the bunsen burner put to the
election buildup with the release of Dirty Politics.
The media coverage has appeared reasonably balanced with all angles
covered and a particular focus on public reaction. Those with an axe to grind
are having a field day but I have to say that, in terms of good behaviour, there
haven't been many stand-outs.
All the main players appear to have taken the whole game down a peg or two.
If there ends up being any real substance to the accusations then that may
shift the attention but so far there is certainly not enough concrete evidence
being presented to condemn one person or party. Until that occurs I am not
really interested.
In fact watching the whole thing play out has been decidedly uncomfortable.
Nicky Hager up against Cameron Slater as front line news is not exactly the
clash of the Titans.
Both of them are familiar with the sludge that collects at the bottom of a gutter
so it is a little odd how much credibility we have assigned this duelling duo.
Perhaps that is my oversight and I underestimate their levels of societal and
political influence but the general sentiment from those I talk to is that they
wouldn't normally pay too much attention to their opinion.
The prime minister's own denials will damage him if anything comes of the
accusations but currently Labour and the Greens appear a little premature in
their demands and assertions of corrupt politics.
Especially amidst Labour's continually repeated claims that they want a to run
a Vote Positive campaign.
It no longer feels positive at all. It feels opportunistic and more than a little
desperate.
I am often accused of leaning to the Right but I can honestly say I lean
towards those I respect and back to fight for what is right and good for our
communities.
I had a huge respect for Pete Hodgson when he was in Parliament and I still
support David Parker, Clare Curran, Metiria Turei and David Clark on the
home front.
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Back in the day when I was living in Christchurch, Lianne Dalziel, Tim Barnett
and Ruth Dyson were great community figures and I was happy to support
their leadership.
They were genuine champions on our behalf even though they also
championed an ideology. It didn't worry me.
But unfortunately our democratic system is clumsy, albeit, as they say, the
best we've got, and it forces us into boxes we don't always fit.
I back people I have faith in, whose abilities I trust and whose values are
sound.
My cousin, Dora Langsbury, has continued to stick her neck out for her values
whilst running for the Te Tai Tonga electorate.
I admire her resolve to speak out on Treaty issues and those things that the
Green Party stands for. I will not always agree with what they fight for but I will
agree with Dora's absolute right to keep representing these matters within our
electorate.
Unfortunately the Greens will always struggle to match the machinery of
larger parties, particularly those with a heritage X-factor like the Labour Party
has.
I also have to mention an impressive colleague of mine who is running in the
new Port Hills electorate. Nuk Korako is an example of perseverance and
achievement and has overcome many challenges to be the person he is
today.
From a large family of nine kids his Mum died when he was only 10 years
and, to give his dad some respite, he spent some time at Cholmondeley
Home.
These are the sort of experiences that can make or break you but there was
something about the values that existed in his home that meant these
challenges are probably what forged the man he is today.
Nuk has run his own successful business, driven the rebuild of the Rapaki
Marae and raised four very good boys. He and his wife Chris go the extra mile
to make you feel at home when you visit their place and these are all things
that I personally value.
They are down-to-earth people who will represent what I think is important in
the People's House.
I don't mind which colours Nuk flys. I care that, like Dora, he is prepared to
stick his neck out and states that he wants to represent what is best for the
community.
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I truly hope that if the opportunity to dive in to the gutter sludge ever
presented it self to either of these guys they wouldn't go bathing in it or fling it
about the media.
I have confidence that they would touch the stone of their personal values and
philosophical foundation and continue to represent what they believe in
because that is what is right.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10397065/Hager-vs-Slater-is-not-clashof-the-Titans
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Rachel Smalley (Newstalk ZB): Bennett could emerge the big winner
19 August 2014 7:04 a.m.
Bill English -- ever the diplomat -- he wouldn't say whether Judith Collins
retains his support, instead, suggesting that was a decision for the Prime
Minister.
The drums will continue to beat for Judith Collins to be stood down -- she is
Justice Minister, she is responsible for the electoral commission. I can't see
how she can retain that portfolio, when she's been involved in campaigns to
smear the reputation of a public servant. It’s a very, very uncomfortable fit.
English chose his words carefully in that interview, but as the visionary for the
party, he'll be frustrated by this. John Key is the showman, but English, as we
know, is running the show.
English also oversees the development of a number of ministers within the
party -- one of those being Paula Bennett, and I think she will emerge the big
winner out of this. She's been a sound minister as head of social
development. She's handled that portfolio very well and it's not an easy
portfolio to shoulder when you're a National party Minister.
Bennett has a clean record, she's been professional, she's front-footed the
media when she's had to -- like English, she's kept her head down and
methodically worked away at doing a good job.
She's had the social development portfolio now for six years and if National
wins a third term, I think she's likely to move on. English will be looking to
extend her grasp and understanding of all facets of Government, and so she
might take over one of the smaller economic or business-focussed portfolios,
or become an associate minister on one of the big economic portfolios.
Judith Collins and Hekia Parata were both senior to her -- and both very much
part of National's leadership succession plans. Both have faltered in this term.
Steven Joyce remains the frontrunner to succeed John Key, but if there is a
winner to emerge from the mess of the last few days in which National has
failed time and again to justify its relationship with Cameron Slater, and the
behaviour of Justice Minister Judith Collins, it is surely Bennett.
She's been methodical and professional. There really is "nothing to see here"
when it comes to Bennett -- and i suspect that's just the way Bill English, the
party's visionary, will like it.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/opinion/rachels-editorial-19august2014
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The Standard: Judith Collins must go
WrittenBy: REDFED - Date published:9:00 am, August 19th,

Back in March of this year John Key issued Judith “Tipline” Collins a final warning
after she misled the media and him over how many meetings she had with Oravida
Management during that fateful visit to China.
Stuff had this report:
Prime Minister John Key has signalled Justice Minister Judith Collins is on her final
warning after she withheld details of a dinner in China with a company linked to her
husband.
The dinner was with senior members of Oravida, a company that deals with New
Zealand dairy products, and a senior Chinese government official. Collins’ husband
David Wong-Tung is a director of the company.
Key met Collins this morning to express his disappointment that she did not come
clean when questions were first raised about her visiting Oravida offices during her
official visit to China last year.
Key said the cumulative effects of her interactions with Oravida could lead to a
perception of a conflict of interest.
“I made clear to her in no uncertain terms how disappointed I was,” he said.
“She’s an outstanding minister but she’s handled this situation very poorly and I’ve
made my feelings known to her directly this morning.”
Key said he had been left exposed because he had based his public defence of Collins
on the incomplete information she had given him.
Collins had “misled by omission” and had a responsibility to reveal all the meetings
she had in China, private or not, saying “she certainly should have made me aware of
[the dinner]“.
“Judith had a responsibility when she was asked the questions not just to answer the
question directly but to tell me and the New Zealand public everything that had gone
on,” he said.
Instead, she had allowed events to accumulate, leading to the perception of a conflict
of interest “and that’s unacceptable”.
Collins had assured him she did not discuss matters of national interest with the
Chinese official and that it was just a personal dinner, and he accepted that, he said.
When asked whether this was a final warning for Collins he said “I wouldn’t want to
be in her shoes if there was a repeat of it”.
“I just hope there wouldn’t be a repeat of this,” he said.
The Hager book has set out a number of claims about Collins for Key to consider and
if he considers them properly Collins’ Ministerial career must be toast.
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Chapter 4 of Hager’s book discusses the Collins Slater relationship. It is possibly the
most distressing part of the book. The cynical vile personal attacks Slater is willing to
make and foster are bad enough but for a Minister of the Crown to willingly engage
herself in this sort of approach to politics shows how morally bankrupt this
Government is.
Mike Smith has highlighted the appalling attack on a public servant that occurred.
Some will no doubt try and say that Collins could not predict how Slater would use
the information or the outpouring of hate against an innocent public servant but she
was a firm believer in “rewarding with double” and she knew Slater’s operating
mode which by then was well established. She had to have a pretty good idea what
was going to happen after Slater had received the information.
lprent has highlighted an astounding instance where an employee in
Collins Minister’s office was told to turn around an OIA request from Slater within 30
minutes so that a reporter could be attacked. I bet every reporter in the mainstream
media shook when they heard of this claim. The book describes a cynical process
where legitimate OIAs were held up and Slater given the inside running so that he
could break the story with suitable National spin applied. The effect of the book
amongst the population at large is only just starting to be felt but I suspect that its
effect on the fourth estate has been immediate and profound.
The other allegations made by Hager include these:
Collins being unworried at the leaking of police evidence,
Collins disclosing to Slater information about the Bronwyn Pullar incident and
there is still a question of how the email from Michelle Boag to Collins was leaked
to the media,
• Collins disclosing to Slater all sorts of information and acting as a conduit
between other National Ministers such as Amy Adams and Slater.
Are these instances and the Oravida failure to disclose incidence evidence of the
same? They all show an appalling attitude to the media and anyone who Collins
thought was a political problem was attacked.
•
•

Key was asked about the attacks yesterday morning by Guyon Espiner on morning
report. Stuff contains this description of the interview:
Key is standing by Collins, and said he did not know all the details of the scenario, so
would not go into it.
“I don’t know all of the details behind all of that,” Key said on Radio New Zealand’s
Morning Report [yesterday].
“What I do know, is that it [the book] is a series of selective pieces of information,
many of which can’t be backed up.”
The allegations were a “smear campaign” from the Left, he said.
How can a responsible Prime Minister admit that he does not know all the details and
then use this as an excuse not to find out all the details? He has been very clever with
the selection of information that he wants to know but this now looks like a charade.
And where in the western world would these sorts of attacks on so called political
opponents by a Minister using the resources and power of her office by tolerated?
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John Key, it is time for Judith Collins to go.
http://thestandard.org.nz/judith-collins-must-go/
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Ben Uffindell (The Civilian): Cunliffe releases explosive emails that
suggest he has a sense of humour
18/08/2014 at 8:46 pm
The Labour Party claims to have blown the 2014 election race wide open
today, after releasing a series of emails to and from leader David Cunliffe,
which strongly suggest that, beneath his painfully smug outward demeanour,
he may, in fact, have a sense of humour.
Labour says the emails show that National has been misleading the public in
recent weeks and this new evidence “completely dismantles” their version of
the story; that Cunliffe is a sad, washed up, desperate politician with no joy in
his life.
Deputy leader and fence-post impersonator David Parker said that the emails
show a “different side” to Cunliffe, revealing him making hearty jokes about
syntax and occasionally doing a minor swear.
“There are also several excerpts,” he said, “which we’ve compiled into one
press release, that show David expressing his ideas without the use of tacky
one-liners that make him appear like a giant cock.”
Labour President Moira Coatsworth confirmed this afternoon that the party
was investigating how David was allowed to communicate without those oneliners.
Amongst the ones of tens of emails released by Labour, is a message Cunliffe
wrote to a family friend, in which they briefly discuss her son’s job in a café. In
said email, Cunliffe accidentally spells “barista” as “barrister,” a different job of
entirely different esteem. Realizing his mistake, he addresses it in a following
email.
“Looks like I inadvertently gave him a promotion,” he quipped, presumably
met with laughter from the recipient.
After discovering the emails in a routine sweep of party records at the end of
last week, Cunliffe immediately demanded that they be compiled and released
to the public.
“It is important that every New Zealander sees this before they have the
chance to go to the polls in September,” he announced today, waving the
papers in front of media. “Here, in my hands, is the irrefutable proof that John
Key and the National Government have been lying to the people of this
country.”
“At one point here, I seem to acknowledge that we’re in a tough spot,
politically,” he said, pointing to one piece of paper, “instead of insisting
everything’s fine and just making me look disingenuous. At another point, I
appear to at very least pretend to love my family.”
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Cunliffe said that the party had sent a letter to the Prime Minister, asking him
to make an apology for any previous inferences. That apology is unlikely to
materialise, as John Key has said he won’t be reading the letter – or the
emails – until after the election.
http://www.thecivilian.co.nz/cunliffe-releases-explosive-emails-that-suggesthe-has-a-sense-of-humour
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Mandy Hager: On Nicky Hager's book 'Dirty Politics"
In the past I have withheld my desire to comment on, or defend my brother
Nicky Hager's work, on the basis that he doesn't need a sister to back him up
as his work speaks for itself. And I've also (to some extent!) kept my strong
and passionately held political views aside from this website, which is
fundamentally about my writing. But I have now come to two new conclusions:
1) that it is impossible for me to separate out my politics from the rest of my
writing life - it is too intertwined, and 2) I am incredibly proud of Nicky's work
and the debate that is currently raging is too important not to participate in
myself.
Therefore I'd like to say a few words about Nicky, in response to the scripted
'lines' (aka slander) the current government and the 'repeaters' of the world
keep repeating about him, and then a few comments about the book (and
situation) as well.
A bit of background: we were raised in a household where issues of social
justice and human rights were openly discussed and supported. Our father
was a refugee from Austria, escaping from Hitler with his parents (Jewish
father, Catholic mother) in the nick of time. Our mother was born in Zanzibar
at the time of British Colonialism, and her first love was for the African people.
They were both outsiders, who had a great love for NZs natural environment
and for a country that supported and enabled people from every facet of
society. We were encouraged to think for ourselves, to support those in need,
to respect people's race, creed, gender, points of view. And we were
encouraged to stand up for these values and to participate in trying to make
change for good. It was in this environment that Nicky first started exploring
his activism. And it was encouraged, because he always fought for causes
that protected the rights of people or the environment, and because (even
very young) he had a strong ethical core and a sharp, penetrating mind.
I don't know anyone who is more ethical than Nicky (god knows, I wish I was!)
He is a deep thinker, with an incredibly sharp mind, and always practices what
he preaches. And he is a compulsively thorough researcher and a bloody
good writer (a fact it grieves me to see so often overlooked by the writing
establishment). And, here's the most important thing, folks, nothing of
importance that he has written has ever ultimately been discredited or
disproved. The ignorant spin that he 'makes things up' and is a 'left-wing
conspiracy theorist' could not be further from the truth. People wonder why he
gets such extraordinary information leaked to him. The answer is really
simple: he's easy to talk to, honest, respects those he deals with, and he is
totally ethical, therefore they can feel confident in him and assured he will
protect their confidences. It's as simple as that. No conspiracy - more likely a
relief that there is at least one journalist out there who will take the time to
explore issues of national significance and be prepared to put himself on the
line to disclose them. Why else would such experts as Stephen Price work
with him and Craig Potton be prepared to publish him? Why else would he
have such a huge group of loyal and loving friends and supporters? Why else
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would the world's journalists (bar NZ) think so highly of him that they invite
him to speak at conferences all over the world and award him prizes?
The slur that he is left wing is hardly a king hit. If left wing means valuing
people and the environment more than the god of money, then damn right he
is. But he is not a member of any political party and if he goes after the Right
more than the Left, then this is because he is a staunch defender of an open
and transparent democracy - and the Right need to look into their on hearts to
join the dots on that. It didn't stop him exposing Labour's GE games in The
Seeds of Distrust and derailing their election campaign.
And while we're on that subject, I'd like to respond to one of the most stupid
things I've heard spouted this week: that he shouldn't have released the book
prior to the election. What? He discovers a major covert campaign of dirty
politics that implicates top level National MPs and he should keep it quiet until
after people have made up their minds? That is totally ridiculous. Surly we all
want to go to the polls as informed as humanly possible? His book reveals
systematic abuse of power and corruption of democracy. This is exactly what
elections should address.
What truly disturbs me is the part so-called 'mainstream' media have played in
this. The abusive and partisan coverage by people such as Mike Hosking,
Paul Henry and co., when dealing with such vitally important national issues,
is a disgrace to journalism - and any decent journalist should be up in arms
(and vocally so.) They should stop asking patsy questions and start digging
down deep. They should be exposing PR 'lines' for what they are, and
refusing to let our Prime Minister and his 'team' get away with their
obfuscation and blocking techniques.
That said, it has been refreshing to see a little movement on this. It was great
to hear Guyon Espiner holding the line on RNZ's Morning Report this morning
(18.8.14) (please, RNZ don't let Susie near this again!) and The Nation's
excellent Lisa Owen. But too often I hear reporters allowing the agenda to be
set by the spin, and not pushing past it. Or else focussing on only some of the
issues, and not getting out to the public some of the more insidious and
terrifying revelations.
Where has been the discussion on the truly ghastly chapter about rigging
candidate selection in order to bring in chosen far-right candidates? This has
HUGE implications for our future - and people have a right to know who they
are voting for and how they got to be there.
Why is it acceptable for our Prime Minister and his colleagues not to READ
THE BOOK, in order that they could then answer each accusation point by
point? I don't understand why people allow this bullshit response. If you are
an honest PM and someone accuses those closest to you of corruption,
wouldn't the first thing you'd want to do be to read the accusations so you can
then investigate them? More needs to be made of the fact that Key refuses to
do so. In my book that's an admission of guilt in itself - and this needs to be
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slammed home. (Also, I doubt very much he hasn't read it - I imagine they've
all gone over it word by word.)
Given the importance of this information, I think it behoves the media to get as
much of it out there as possible - so that 'ordinary' NZers can see what the
fuss is about. And this should be on prime news shows, at prime time. And
people need to hear WHY it's so important - to understand how it undermines
the very concept of democracy. This is not preferential reporting, this is
making important points that people need to know.
It's deeply depressing how many people don't actually give a shit about the
robustness of our democracy, or the issues Nicky has raised. In this the PR
and behind-the-scenes campaigns to turn people off politics (while agendas
quietly go on working) has been horribly successful. I used to work for a
tremendous organisation whose primary task was to keep people informed on
global issues and to promote social justice and human rights. One of the first
things National did on winning the election and defeating Clark was to shut us
down. Informed debate is dangerous to their plans - that's why it's so
important that we go out of our ways to champion it.
Each of us should do whatever we can to voice the issues, in whatever
mediums we can. I try to do it through fiction, and by choosing to write for a
wide age range, including young people, so they know what is going on in
their world and are activated to find out more. I entreat them to ask questions.
To stand up for justice of all kinds. Just like my parents did me ... and Nicky.
One last point. Ask: who has what to gain here? I have heard the ludicrous
claim that this is all so Nicky can make some money from the book. Anyone
who has anything to do with book publishing in NZ will tell you what a joke
that is! It'll be lucky to buy him a few months' groceries. Compare that to what
the players in his book have to gain from their illicit behaviour. And note who
the losers will ultimately be in their dirty little games. Yep, you and me, folks,
and this beautiful democratic country of ours. Isn't that worth making a fuss
about?
If you want to know more about these issues go to the book's website here,
which also has links through to the news items and other commentaries about
it.
http://mandyhager.blogspot.fr/p/occasional-political-rant.html
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Rachel Stewart (Stuff): Hager book's revelations impossible to ignore
Last updated 05:00 18/08/2014
Late last year I attended a meeting and found to my surprise that Nicky Hager
was also there.
He had kindly agreed to advise us on the best way to get the messaging right
on an environmental issue that needed more traction.
Having never met him before, and only knowing about him through what I'd
read in the media, I was marginally sceptical about his ability to deliver the
goods.
The meeting itself was a debacle, in the sense that the invitees (me included)
were going around in circles, off on tangents and generally getting nowhere
fast.
Hager sat back quietly and patiently until asked, and then he spoke about as
much sense and perception as I've ever heard. I left the meeting with a whole
new understanding of, and respect for, the man. I quickly set about getting a
copy of each of his books and read them all cover to cover.
It is not exactly unexpected that his new book Dirty Politics has led to National
playing him personally, rather than addressing its contents. John Key quickly
described him, even before the wrapping was off the book, as "a screaming,
Left-wing conspiracy theorist".
So just who is Nicky Hager?
Yes, he's definitely Left-wing. Yes, he stood for the Values Party in the 1970s
and is quite partial to peace. Aren't you?
Yes, he is a journalist and has degrees in physics and philosophy.
Yes, he has written six books.
Yes, it's true that of all of the allegations he has made during his career, not
one has been disproven. Nor has he been successfully sued. There's a
reason for that. He gets it right. You have to when you write for a living.
Journalists know that and often take legal advice before publishing - if they
know what's good for them.
Hager has applied his blowtorch to both Left and Right. Labour's Helen Clark
got it over genetic engineering in the "Corngate" scandal in his 2002 book
Seeds of Distrust.
Both Labour and National copped it in 2011's Other People's Wars, which was
an investigation into New Zealand's role in the "War on Terror".
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It prompted world-renowned investigative journalist Seymour Hersh to say,
"Nicky Hager has more knowledge and understanding of the American
intelligence world in Afghanistan - both its good and its very bad points - than
any reporter I know."
John Pilger wrote that Hager is "quite simply one of the world's best
investigative journalists".
In other words, Hager is no lightweight. Which is why John Key and his
adherents are worried. Five weeks out from the election, the timing of this
book simply couldn't be worse for them.
The details in the book make for a hair-raising read. When you factor in the
screeds of stuff contained within it, the bloggers are fairly small fry.
With shady appearances in the book from tobacco lobbyists and Peter Dunne,
Fonterra and breast milk, Judith Collins and ACC and Corrections, Murray
McCully and MFAT staff, SIS documents, prostitutes and much more, it's
clear that Key and co won't be able to bluff this one out.
The Prime Minister is clearly complicit in some of this when one takes into
account the proof of the phone calls to blogger Cameron Slater, and the fact
that taxpayer-funded National Party staffer Jason Ede regularly feeds both
documents and dirt to Slater (and others) as well.
Ask yourself why most of the people named in the book immediately went to
ground. They needed time to think, get their lines rehearsed into some
semblance of ducks and rows, and knock back a stiff gin. Or three.
Even if you intensely dislike Hager and intensely adore John Key; even if
you're a hard-core, dyed-in-the-wool, Right-wing National supporter; even if
you eat new-born babies for breakfast, this book is going to be hard to
dismiss.
Because the central question to me, above and beyond all else, has to be
what sort of politicians do we want to be governed by?
Yes, we know that all political stripes are capable of dirt and bad behaviour.
But this is in a class of its own.
If it transpires that there's any proof in the strong suggestion that the
Government was involved in sanctioning, tacitly or otherwise, the hacking of
Labour's website, it will be New Zealand's Watergate.
All I can suggest is that you read it before you comment, and certainly before
you vote. Just so you're not talking through a partisan hole in your head.
I'll leave you with George Orwell: "Journalism is printing what someone else
does not want printed. Everything else is public relations."
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http://www.stuff.co.nz/taranaki-daily-news/opinion/10393500/Hager-booksrevelations-impossible-to-ignore
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Unframed: Mad dogs and whales
August 18, 2014 · by Stephen Keys · in Journalism, New Zealand Politics, Uncategorized ·

It seems ironically fitting that the “whale”, as Cameron Slater likes to refer to
himself, should be in Israel when Dirty Politics broke cover. This is because
not only is Israeli politics a hornets nest of internecine warfare, but also
because of Israel’s promotion of its “Mad Dog” persona and the Samson
Option, the threat to bring everyone, “friends” included, with nuclear weapons
if necessary if existentially threatened. As Israeli war hero and ex Defence
Minister Moshe Dayan put it;
“Israel must be like a mad dog, too dangerous to bother.”

Cameron Slater, Judith Collins, Simon Lusk and who knows how many other
National Party activists seem to have adopted this stance. Their vindictiveness
towards critics inside National and quest for information to destroy
opposition outside the Nats borders on pathological and has serious blackmail
undertones. The “Nasty” Party is a very apt moniker in light of the revealed
communications.
Slater is probably unhinged and almost worthy of pity but Collins deserves to
be driven from not only her Justice portfolio (particularly egregious given she
is responsible for cyber bullying) but also from Parliament. Do New
Zealanders really want people who talk and act in this way as their
representatives? Aaron Gilmore had nothing on these guys!
At least the “Mad Dog” threat would explain the inexplicable refusal of John
Key to sack Collins or disown Slater and his comments. Many commentators
have half joked over the years that Collins must have something over Key. “At
the end of the day” Key seems pretty “relaxed” about it so who knows what the
mad dogs of Israeli or New Zealand politics are really up to. Given their state
of mind, I doubt they do either.
http://unframednz.wordpress.com/2014/08/18/mad-dogs-and-whales/
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Herald: SIS director backs PM's version of events
7:38 PM Monday Aug 18, 2014
Security Intelligence Service (SIS) director Rebecca Kitteridge has backed
Prime Minister John Key's version of events around the release of information
about former Labour leader Phil Goff's briefing from former SIS boss Warren
Tucker on Israeli agents in Christchurch.
The incident is one of author Nicky Hager's key allegations in his Dirty Politics
book.
In the book Hager quotes from emails exchanged between Whaleoil Blogger
Cameron Slater and his friend Aaron Bhatnagar where Slater indicated he
expected to receive documents contradicting Mr Goff's public statements that
he did not receive a briefing from Mr Tucker soon after requesting them.
Hager and Mr Goff claim Slater received help from the Prime Minister's office
to draft his request for the document and that Mr Key's office expedited its
release. Media organisations also requested the same material but either
received some time after Mr Slater or not at all.
Mr Key this afternoon denied that Slater, who is at the centre of Hager's
claims of a National Party dirty tricks campaign, had received favourable
treatment, or that his office had anything to do with the release of the
document.
This evening an SIS spokesman said the director was "responsible for NZ SIS
Official Information Act responses and made the decision to release and what
to release in this case".
"Under the no surprises convention the director or a representative would
normally inform the minister's office about what is being released under the
OIA.
"That's what occurred in this case. Neither the PM or his office expressed a
view as to whether the information should be released or to whom or when."
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11310735
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Mike Smith (The Standard): Will the real National Party please stand up
WrittenBy: MIKE SMITH - Date published:9:17 pm, August 18th, 2014 - 9 comments
Categories: john key, national - Tags:

I think it’s likely that the emails leaked to Nicky Hager for “Dirty Politics” have
everything to do with the National Party. Nicky Hager identified the main source for
his previous book “The Hollow Men” as six people from the National Party. He
thanks “the National party staffer who first suggested he work on this subject” in the
preface to “Dirty Politics.” It may well be that the both leaks come from the same
source, and for the same reason. There will be many people in the National Party who
will be disgusted at what is now being done under their name.
In the preface to the earlier book, Hager describes how after the 2005 campaign
nearly brought Don Brash to the Beehive in a ‘successful” campaign, “some people in
the National Party were profoundly unhappy with how some of this ‘success’ had
been achieved. They believed that some of this ‘good’ campaigning had been so
unprincipled and even unlawful that the country was lucky they had lost the election.”
The preface concludes:
While reading (these) chapters, be aware of how rare it is to see the way politicians
behave when they confidently believe that they are acting in secret. The public is
usually fed an unnutritious diet of scripted media statements, clever advertisements
and practised denials. This is a chance, thanks to National Party sources, to see and
judge for yourself some of what really goes on.
We’ve certainly had a blizzard of practised, if unconvincing, denials from John Key
and Judith Collins in the last few days as earlier posts on this site show all too clearly.
But the way the group of political actors in Hager’s Dirty Politics behave “when they
confidently believe they are acting in secret” goes beyond unprincipled and unlawful
to decadent and disgusting. That is why I believe it is likely that it is those with
integrity in the National Party – and there are many there – are the ones who have
called time and blown the whistle.
In the eponymous chapter in the “Hollow Men,” Hager talks about how the 2005
campaign’s focus on political correctness and the nanny state
helps National to avoid confronting a deep and fundamental rift within its own ranks.
For most of its history, the party was a combination of conservative and interest group
politics..Since the 1980s National has had two very different and incompatible
policies at work: conservative and radical free market right.. This fundamental
conflict has never been resolved.
Don Brash was definitely from the radical right. So is John Key, as the “Hollow Men”
shows, with the addition of “detoxification” of the right-wing brand. But what Key
has added and allowed is a worse form of toxicity, a slimy poison infecting the
underparts of the National Party. Its focus is not only external but also internal, as
detailed in Slater’s tactics to solicit money to affect National Party candidate
selections by negative tactics in favour of an extreme right wing faction led by Judith
Collins.
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So it should be no surprise that those underhand and bullying tactics may now have
been brought to light in my view by National Party conservatives, who represent an
altogether more decent form of politics. Those I know will be disgusted by this type
of behaviour. It’s also testimony to a massive split inside the party. The paper over the
cracks has now been torn apart.
Also, John Key trying to paint Nicky Hager as an “extreme left-winger” is absurd –
this comes from the “Hollow Men” Epilogue:
For the National Party, the underlying problem has been the lack of a clear vision and
philosophy to offer the public. Without these, the party is disorganised and
ineffectual, and susceptible to being taken over by cliques and outside interests. Until
new leaders find a genuinely conservative vision of their own, ..the party will keep
sliding back into the same two ruts in the road – a more or less free market agenda
that must be pursued by stealth and deception.
For that to happen it may well be appropriate that the TeamKey government should
end, and “not with a bang but a whimper.”
http://thestandard.org.nz/will-the-real-national-party-please-stand-up/

NZ Politics Daily: 18 August 2014
Dirty Politics
Adam Bennett (Herald): Hacker dump: Emails released
Steven Price (Media Law): Did Nicky Hager “make stuff up”?
Simon Wong (TV3): Key dogged by Dirty Politics
Matthew Hooton (NBR): John Key's story doesn't add up (paywalled)
Rob Hosking (NBR): Cunliffe 'welcome' to keep talking about Nicky Hager
book, says Key (paywalled)
Newstalk ZB: Key not worried by 'Whaledump'
Stuff: Hacked emails revealed online
Lynn Prentice (The Standard): Casualty of Dirty Politics?
TV3: Whale Oil 'hacker' uploads email screenshots
Herald: PM 'won't get away with a rugby analogy and a smile'
Adam Bennett (Herald): Key admits staffer accessed Labour data
Radio NZ: Prime Minister stands by minister and staff
Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Farrar’s fake claim of being invaded + Slater’s
claims of death threats + evidence that proves nothing = news oxygen from
actual allegations
Pete George (Your NZ): Democracy hacked
TV3: Whale Oil 'hacker' promises more details
The Standard: Jordan Williams words & Nat sexism
David Fisher (Herald): Hacker comes forward: I'll publish more material on
Twitter
Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Open letter to Radio NZ – you need to make a
retraction now
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Gareth Morgan: Ethics shouldn’t have to be the Election Issue
Adam Bennett (Herald): Key admits staffer accessed Labour data
Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): How @whaledump might destroy the popular
vote for National
Matthew Backhouse (Herald): John Key: Ede 'briefing the bloggers'
Greg Presland (The Standard): Why does Jason Ede still have Beehive
access?
Andrea Vance (Stuff): Key dodges sticky issue with offhand denials
Tracy Watkins (Stuff): All stops out to protect 'brand Key'
Dave Armstrong (Stuff): How easy it is to subvert democracy
Jane Bowron (Stuff): Wailing against the politics of douche baggery
Tova O’Brient (TV3): Kim Dotcom denies Cameron Slater's hacking
allegations
TVNZ: Dirty start to campaign hurts Labour, National - poll
Andrea Vance (Stuff): Collins' husband's laptop targeted
Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): Crime wave!
TVNZ: Hager book turns 9% against National - poll
Ben Peterson (Fightback): The politics, not the dirt is the problem.
Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Hager’s Dirty Politics – Who is the source of
Hager’s emails?
The Standard: The Left on policies and values
Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Radio NZ are lying about me
Radio NZ: John Key says Collins claims a 'smear'
Pete George (Your NZ): Key links to dirty politics confronted
TVNZ: John Key braced for 'tough' election after dip in polls
TVNZ: Whaleoil blogger to file police complaint over hacked emails
Southland Times: Editorial: Consequential questions
Taranaki Daily News: Hager book's revelations impossible to ignore
Andrew Geddis (Pundit): Cri du cœur
Aimee Gulliver (Stuff): Key deflects questions over Collins
Andrea Vance (Stuff): Key dodges sticky issue with offhand denials
Barry Soper (Newstalk ZB): Campaign trail off to a flyer
Herald: Race turning tighter and grubbier
Patrice Dougan (Herald): Cameron Slater claims Kim Dotcom funded hacking
Andrea Vance (Stuff): Jason Ede still has Beehive access
First we take Manhattan: Dirty Politics: it’s not about getting rid of them, but
getting rid of the us & them
The Standard: What is the bet that Slater gets it wrong?
Felix Marwick (Newstalk ZB): Labour Party candidates told to cut ties with
Cameron Slater
Tracy Watkins (Stuff): Cameron Slater claims to know hacker
Patrice Dougan (Herald): Labour calls on Nats to name infiltrator
Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): The Rodney Hide allegations
Rodney Hide (Herald): Hager's 'explosive' claim a fizzer
Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Hager’s Dirty Politics – Is Jordan Williams
deceptive enough to blackmail Rodney Hide?
Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Hager’s Dirty Politics – Why ‘see no evil, hear
no evil, speak no evil’ is not a bloody answer to the allegations
Amy Maas (Herald): MP burgled and hacked
Herald: Hager's tell-all chapters
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Patrick Gower (Herald): Key's weak link is enemy within
Bryce Edwards and Geoffrey Miller (Herald): Twitter 2014: Dirty Politics - the
verdict in brief
Steve Braunias (Stuff): The secret diary of ... John Key
Radio NZ: Cunliffe tells Key to stand down Collins
Jacqui Stanford (Newstalk ZB): PM asked to apologise over downloaded
Labour files
Kerre McIvor (Herald): Hager 'dirty' bombshell is old news
Kate Shuttleworth (Herald): Blogging, money and blurred lines
Duncan Garner (Stuff): Politics is a sleazy business - regardless of who is in
power
Tracy Watkins (Stuff): Dirty tactics, or just politics at play?
Dominion Post: Editorial: Questions linger after Hager book
Phillip Matthews (Stuff): Clean Greens overlooked in dirty week
Andrea Vance (Stuff): SIS gave blogger first dibs on papers' release
Herald: Whale Oil to keep journalism award
Adam Bennett (Herald): Bloggers revealed Hager's address
Fran O'Sullivan (Herald): Meaty claims best served with source
John Armstrong (Herald): Vilification of author revives Muldoon-era tactics
Greg Presland (The Standard): Who took Slater’s emails?
Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): Dirty politics and consequences
Daphne Lawless (Fightback): The Whale Oil leaks: Anti-politics from above
Matthew Dallas (Stuff): Playing the man not the haul
Greg Presland (The Standard): The Hager Book – National fights back
Metiria Turei (RadioLive): Dirty politics not good enough for Greens
Unframed: What Whale Oil says about us
Stacey Knott (Stuff): Hager book selling 'like wildfire'
Stuff: Cameron Slater to keep Canon award
Alexander Robertson (The Wireless): Spicing up the election campaign
Mike Smith (The Standard): Well-known conspiracy theorist
TVNZ: PM challenges Nicky Hager to release emails
Matthew Hooton (NBR): Master of the dark arts (paywalled)
Gordon Campbell (Scoop): On the ongoing fallout from Nicky Hager’s book
Rob Hosking (NBR): Election 2014: an echo rather than a choice
Campbell Gibson (NBR): Carrick Graham alleged to be Slater’s main source
of income
David Farrar (Kiwiblog): Wouldn’t it have been a good idea to interview people
before publishing?
Scott Yorke (Imperator Fish): Cameron Slater is the real victim
Paul Buchanan (Kiwipolitico): Ducking for Cover
Jono Natusch: Was a crime committed when Slater accessed Labour’s
computer system?
TV3: What are your thoughts on Dirty Politics?
Craig McCulloch (Radio NZ): Dirty Politics: claims, counter-claims
Pete George (Your NZ): Lynn Prentice on radio on The Standard
Brennan McDonald: 10 Things Nicky Hager Is 100% Correct About
The Standard: Pagani and the Straw People
TV3: Dirty Politics 'points out' Key's relationship with Slater - Panel
Scott Hamilton (Reading the maps): Caving with Nicky Hager
Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): Day 1: Release dirty politics. Day 2: Push polling
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Man of errors: Truth please
Katie Kenny (Stuff): Slater pushes back against Hager
Rebecca Quilliam (Herald): Slater receives death threats following Hager's
book publication
Rebecca Quilliam (Herald): Slater receives death threats following Hager's
book publication
The Standard: Shadow play: Key’s 2-track politics
The Jackal: Death threats and Dirty Politics
Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Hager’s Dirty Politics – the TV political panels
are ridiculous
Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Hager’s Dirty Politics – response to Canon NZ
Lynn Prentice (The Standard): Some confirmation about Collins and Slater
Newswire: Dirty Politics: What they said
Andrea Vance (Stuff): SIS gave blogger first dibs on papers' release
Michael Sergel (Newstalk ZB): Slater will keep media award
Radio NZ: Slater admits accessing Labour Party website
Martyn Bradbury (Kiwiblog): Hager’s Dirty Politics – Farrar oxygen stealing
stunt backfires
Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Hager’s Dirty Politics – Release the emails and
prove Key wrong
Felix Marwick (Newstalk ZB): Influence and managing the message
Rachel Smalley (Newstalk ZB): Crisis management 101
Toby Manhire (Herald): Nothing to see in dirty politics
Dirty Politics
Adam Bennett (Herald): Hacker dump: Emails released
Updated 2 min ago4:35 PM Monday Aug 18, 2014
Some of the emails to and from Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater which
investigative writer Nicky Hager based his Dirty Politics book on have been
posted online by an individual who claims they were hacked from Mr Slater's
computer.
The emails include one sent in 2008 some months before John Key became
prime minister from his press secretary Kevin Taylor to Mr Slater, which Mr
Hager claims marked the beginning of a political dirty tricks campaign run by
Mr Slater with the help of Mr Key's former senior communications advisor
Jason Ede.
Mr Taylor tells Slater "Our intention is not to engage with any blogs".
However he goes on to state: "Jason Ede asked me to mention he will be
giving you a call in the next few days".
Facebook messages released by the hacker show he forwarded details of
Green Party activists accused of vandalising National Party billboards to Mr
Ede.
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Mr Slater ran several blogs in 2011 trying to find those responsible for the
vandalism, which consisted of putting stickers across National billboards.
He claimed one tipster gave him the registration numbers of two motorbikes
seen at a billboard in Christchurch. He also received the names and
addresses of two activists from somebody who appears to work in the motor
industry. Mr Slater then forwarded them to Mr Ede.
Soon after that, Green Party co-leader Russel Norman apologised to Mr Key
and announced his assistant had been stood down because one of the
accused activists was her partner and she had not informed him of the
campaign.
The released emails contain the names of at least two people who passed
tips on to Mr Slater through his blog, names which were not used by Mr Hager
in his book.
There are also messages relating to the Botany by-election selection in 2011
for National, in which Mr Slater was championing the successful candidate,
Jami-Lee Ross.
Mr Slater took umbrage at being locked out of the selection meeting and
wrote of National Party President Peter Goodfellow and another National
official: "They will keep. For now I need to get my mate elected, but I won't be
forgetting anytime soon the actions of tonight."
Mr Ede responded: "I don't know what's going on in their heads except to say
I have never understood why the Auckland National Party is so frigging
dysfunctional. We are on the same team (mostly)."
He also advised against Jami-Lee Ross doing too many media appearances
after Mr Slater told him Mr Ross was on a radio show with Willie Jackson and
John Tamihere the next day.
Mr Ede said it was "all risk with small reward".
"He will win if he shuts up and runs the messages."
He then said Mr Ross would have time with the PM on the next Monday.
"No imperative to gain media coverage."
Mr Slater replied: "he will do as he is told."
The emails also show Mr Ede passing on the wording for an Official
Information Act request that Mr Slater was planning around the restructuring
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
The Whaledump Twitter account.
'Spooky' way to release information - PM
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The fact that emails linking Prime Minister John Key's office to attack blogger
Cameron Slater have been posted online using Kim Dotcom's Mega file
sharing service is "interesting" and could be seen as "very spooky" Mr Key
said this afternoon.
Some of the emails exchanged between Mr Key's former adviser Jason Ede
and Slater which investigative writer Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics book is based
on were posted online by an individual claiming to have hacked them from
Slater's computer.
The emails were posted on Dotcom's Mega service.
Speaking to reporters this afternoon Mr Key avoided directly addressing
questions about whether Mr Ede's behaviour as depicted in the book and the
emails was appropriate.
"There's nothing new today," he said.
"As I've said all along no one's contested that the emails were stolen. What
we have always said is that the assumptions that are drawn and the
conclusions that are drawn in our view aren't always accurate or it was old
information.
"I do think it's vaguely interesting anyway that the dump of these has now
been put up as I understand it on a site linked to the established one by Kim
Dotcom - but that could just be very spooky."
Mr Key's comment comes after Slater yesterday accused Dotcom of being
responsible for hacking the messages for his computer.
Dotcom has denied the claim.
Meanwhile, having this morning acknowledged Mr Ede did access information
via a security flaw in Labour's website in 2011, Mr Key continued to maintain
there was nothing wrong with that.
"If they leave their security off their site... that's their mistake it's not the
National Party's mistake."
He also repeated that his office had nothing to do with the release to Slater of
an embarrassing document about former Labour leader Phil Goff's briefing
from SIS boss Warren Tucker on Israeli agents in Christchurch.
"The SIS have made it very very clear that they release things on their time
table."
He also backed Justice Minister Judith Collins over her passing on details of
public servant Simon Pleasants to Slater, opening up the official to unfounded
allegations, abuse and threats from Slater and his readers.
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Asked if stood by all the actions of his staff, Mr Key replied, "I'm not going to
go through that blow by blow".
"What I'm concerned about is a smear campaign from the left."
Email dump "absolutely" backs Hager book claims - Cunliffe
Labour leader David Cunliffe said the contents of emails dumped online today
"absolutely verifies" Mr Hager's book.
"The claims in the book, to my understanding, have been proven by the
emails that have been released - the Prime Minister now has a large number
of questions he must answer in order to retain his credibility and to be seen to
be fit to uphold his office.
"They prove that the claims Mr Hager has made in the book are based on
actual emails. What more can you say? They are what he said they would
be."
Mr Cunliffe said there was nothing in the contents of the emails - which he
had not read but had been briefed on - that surprised him.
Asked of his reaction to messages showing Mr Slater forwarding details of
Green Party activists accused of vandalising National Party billboards to Mr
Ede, Mr Cunliffe said:
"That is in the realms of the truly bizarre, but nothing much surprises me after
reading that book."
Asked about their authenticity, Mr Cunliffe said he would "doubt very much
they would be made up... but by all means, they should be tested".
Asked if he had any message to the source of the leaked information, or
whether he wanted them to release all of the material, Mr Cunliffe offered on
comment, saying "it's none of my business".
He had not warned his own staff and candidates about what they said in email
correspondence.
"I think our candidates and MPs know very well that good standards of
behaviour are expected."
Labour deputy leader Grant Robertson today released a list of questions for
Mr Key, including whether Mr Ede still had access to his office, whether it was
appropriate for Justice Minister Judith Collins to leak information to Mr Slater,
and whether it was "appropriate to engage with someone who calls West
Coasters ferals and Cantabrians scum".
- Additional reporting: Jamie Morton
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11310
639
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Steven Price (Media Law): Did Nicky Hager “make stuff up”?
August 18, 2014

As many of you know, I act for Nicky Hager. I vetted his book, Dirty Politics, and the three
before that.
It is a surreal experience watching what happens to Nicky’s books in the days after their
publication. It often seems as if the book that’s being discussed by politicians and in the media
is entirely different from the one I’ve just spent weeks vetting.
What’s more amazing is that politicians who admit they haven’t read the book and don’t intend
to are given free rein to speak authoritatively about its content. Often they say things that are
completely contradicted by evidence that’s set out in the book, but aren’t even challenged about
it. Nicky is often accused of being a “conspiracy theorist” as if this is an answer to the evidence
he sets out in the book.
This time around, though, my sense is that things are different. The government’s denials are
such blatant flannel that they are being seen as beyond the pale, even by our most grizzled
political journalists, who have seen plenty of spin in their time.
I want to go through some of the spin. I want to do that because the Prime Minister is claiming
repeatedly that Nicky has “made stuff up”, that he’s in cahoots with the “Fuck John Key” mob
and the “Planet Key” song-writer and the effigy burners, and that he’s done it to distract
attention from the real issues.
Let’s just pause on that last one. Any with even a nodding acquaintance with Nicky or his
writing, whether they agree with him or not, surely cannot escape one conclusion: Nicky’s goal
is to get us talking about the real issues, and to expose and critique the tactics that are used to
derail genuine political engagement. In fact, Dirty Politics is about exactly that.
I have to say, I really wish Mr Key had displayed this same affection for debating the issues
when Nicky put out Other People’s Wars, a book about New Zealand’s hidden foreign policy
during conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq, based on hundreds of leaked defence documents and
interviews with insiders, written over the course of ten years. Key’s response? It’s a “conspiracy
theory”.
Then there’s insistence that Nicky makes stuff up and that the allegations are “unravelling”. So
what has he got wrong?
National’s involvement in the ”hacking” of the Labour Party database? Nicky doesn’t call
it a hack. He exposes and criticises the collaboration between the PM’s office and Cameron
Slater. He says they accessed the database, dug around, and downloaded information.
John Key on Thursday said repeatedly that “National had nothing to do with it.” Yet in almost
the same breath, he admitted that his staffer Jason Ede might well have gone in and had a look.
But that had “nothing to do with National”. In fact, National has alsoacknowledged that “it
appears” a staffer downloaded files. Dirty Politics sets out correspondence between Ede and
Slater discussing the information. While Nicky makes it clear that the site was insecure,
it’s an open question, as a matter of law, whether this means it was not a crime to go digging
around in it.
The PM’s involvement in the extraordinary early release of SIS briefing notes to Slater
under the OIA? Nicky says that given the PM was minister for the SIS, the briefing notes were
a hot potato, and they got declassified and released to a partisan blogger within days of a
request, it looks like the PM knew about it. “The head of the SIS would surely never have done
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anything so unusual, so public, and so political without their minister’s knowledge and
approval,” he suggests. He quotes Cameron Slater emailing friends about it, boasting about the
fact that the information was on the way, would be “catastrophic”, and that he had been “sworn
to secrecy”.
The PM told journalists last Thursday, ”it was nothing to do with me.” Phil Goffdisagrees.
The Dominion Post notes that they put in a request for almost the same information at the time
and were turned down. This really doesn’t look to me like something that’s been disproved, or
can be dismissed as “baseless”. It raises serious questions about the PM’s involvement. I see
that blogger The Ruminator says that in 2009 someone in (Corrections Minister at the time)
Judith Collins’ office called up to expedite an OIA request to Cameron Slater, pressing for it to
be processed within half an hour. And we should remember that Dirty Politics cites other
instances of Ede drafting OIA requests for Slater (though the evidence Nicky received doesn’t
show him drafting this one).
The alleged attempted blackmail of Rodney Hide? Nicky claimed that Cameron Slater and
Simon Lusk conspired to get hold of some compromising text messages sent be (then ACT
leader) Rodney Hide, to try to pressure him into resigning. (Let’s not mince words here: Lusk
writes they should tell Hide someone has the texts “and will leak them if he doesn’t resign by
friday.”) Nicky quotes Slater’s subsequent blog post, which contains hints about Hide so broad
you could land a plane on them. Hide resigned shortly afterward. DimPost outlines Hide’s
adamant refusal to resign until that point. Dirty Politics says there’s no evidence of any direct
threat made to Hide, and there may well have been other reasons for Hide’s resignation.
Hide has laughed off the suggestions that he was blackmailed or that this had anything to do
with his resignation. But that doesn’t really answer the point, does it? Was there a plan
to blackmail him? It seems there was. It can’t be said, anyway, that this suggestion is a “wild
allegation” or ”made up” or ”a conspiracy theory” or “baseless”.
Judith Collins passing on the name of a civil servant so he could be excoriated by
Slater. Judith Collins admits she passed on the name to Slater. The PM was asked
repeatedly whether this was acceptable behaviour on Morning Report this morningand kept
trying to change the subject.
Judith Collins passing on information to Cameron Slater about ACC client Bronwen
Pullar? Steven Joyce says this is “completely false”. But Cameron Slater’s messages to a friend
at the time say he’s spoken to Collins about it, that he knows the information is in a
spreadsheet not a database, that he knows Pullar’s identity (though he doesn’t name her), that
she “tried to get money for it” and that she is about to get “rat-fucked”. This all happens shortly
before the Pullar/Boag email was leaked to the press. Dirty Politics notes it could have been
leaked by ACC or the email’s author Michelle Boag. But Nicky suggests that Judith Collins’ office
had more incentive to leak it. Of course, Collins denies this. But again, it can hardly be said that
this allegation is fabricated or groundless or wild, or that it’s been proved wrong.
All Nicky’s books contain “left-wing conspiracy theories and don’t stack up”,
particularly Seeds

of

Distrust. The

allegations

in Seeds

of

Distrust were

submitted

to

exhaustive scrutiny in the Select Committee’s inquiry into Corngate. That inquiry was
controversial and the committee was divided. But half of the members thought Nicky basically
got it right - including all the National Party members.
Anything else? As far as I can tell, there is not a jot of evidence that Nicky has “made stuff
up.” Nor is there any that his reporting is “baseless”, or that he “doesn’t want facts” as the PM
puts it. Judith Collins has called the bits about her mostly lies. But she’s admitted the passingon-of-the-name allegation, admitted that she has been in frequent contact with Cameron
Slater, and said that she wouldn’t be able to sue because the book was full of speculation and
might-bes. That doesn’t sound like lies to me. Let’s just treat that as praise for the careful and
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honest way that Nicky has separated out what he knows from what he’s not sure about, so
readers can make up their own minds about the evidence he presents.
I note there has been a roaring silence from others criticised in the book, such as PR agent
Carrick Graham and political consultant Simon Lusk. These do not strike me as men who are
incapable of putting out their side.
Nicky’s allegations are based on a 150-page book with 500 footnoted sources, most of them
from emails that Cameron Slater has admitted were taken from him.
What are your allegations that he “made stuff up” based on, Mr Key?
[I’ve obtained Nicky’s permission to blog about this, but he has not previewed this post. I have
disabled the comments function. I’m not really in a position to debate this back and forth
publicly and I’m not going to provide a platform for people to slag him. You can email me with
comments if you like: steven.price@vuw.ac.nz. I do encourage you to continue to debate the
book on other, much better read platforms such as Kiwiblog or Public Address. It would be nice
if you based your criticisms on evidence.]

http://www.medialawjournal.co.nz/?p=635
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Simon Wong (TV3): Key dogged by Dirty Politics
Monday 18 Aug 2014 3:42p.m.
Allegations made in Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics have overshadowed an
announcement about a cycleway this afternoon, as Prime Minister John Key
faced more questions about the book's contents.
Mr Key and Transport Minister Gerry Brownlee were in Petone today to
announce $100 million in new funding over four years for urban cycleways.
But new emails from a person claiming to be the hacker who attacked Whale
Oil's blog earlier this year were also released today, including a document
sent from a photocopier on the ninth floor of the Beehive to former John Key
staffer Jason Ede, who then forwarded it to another email address.
Mr Key today maintained the book is a smear campaign from the left of
politics.
Dirty Politics alleges Justice Minster Judith Collins leaked the name of
Beehive staffer Simon Pleasants, who she suspected of passing details about
ministers' expenses to Labour, to launch a smear campaign against him.
Mr Key says he backs Ms Collins' version of events in that she only passed
on Mr Pleasants' job title because Mr Slater already knew his name.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Key-dogged-by-DirtyPolitics/tabid/1607/articleID/357320/Default.aspx
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Matthew Hooton (NBR): John Key's story doesn't add up (paywalled)
August 18, 2014
John Key has placed the biggest bet of his career.
In response to the allegations made in Nicky Hager’s latest book, the prime
minister has decided to deny everything. His plan is to speak over the top of
the mainstream media direct to the apolitical, undecided voters who decide
elections. These people will not read Dirty Politics nor listen to Morning
Report. They’ll be watching 7 Days where, to my delight, Mr Hager was
mercilessly mocked on Friday night.
The problem for Mr Key is that his story doesn’t add up.
We are meant to believe, for example, that the Security Intelligence Service
(SIS) received an Official Information Act (OIA) request from Cameron Slater
and decided all on its own to release a previously secret document well ahead
of the usual 20 working days – without even notifying its minister, Mr Key.
The document was about former Labour leader Phil Goff, and proved he had
misled the public. Its release was extremely helpful to the prime minister’s reelection in 2011. According to Mr Goff, then SIS boss Warren Tucker called
him to alert him to the imminent release. But, according to Mr Key, Mr Tucker
forgot to tell his own minister.
Nobody with any experience in government or journalism could possibly
believe the SIS – of all agencies – would have acted that way. But Mr Key is
calculating the people he is talking to won’t know that.
Mr Key’s strategy will fail. He appears to be the target of an extremely
sophisticated PR campaign in which Mr Hager is a mere pawn. Neither Mr
Key nor Mr Hager is any longer in control of events.
Between now and the election, those behind what is happening will leak evergreater detail about what has been going on. This may even include, I am
told, recent information about some of Mr Key’s staff attempting to smear the
reputation of a rape complainant. It will become impossible for Mr Key to
maintain his “see no evil” strategy.
There is an urgent need for Mr Key to draw a line in the sand. That requires
him to acknowledge things have happened that he would not approve of and
deliver a sacrificial lamb. The most obvious candidate is Wayne Eagleson, his
chief of staff, who knew that staff in the office were up to no good but kept it
from his boss.
Despatching Mr Eagleson would demonstrate high-level penitence by the
prime minister, upholding his 2008 promise to maintain higher standards than
his predecessor Helen Clark, who was an infamous distributor of smears and
slime.
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It would then allow him to focus on an issue far bigger than dirty tricks by his
staff: the attempt by a foreign criminal to come to this country, buy a political
party, bring down the government, and put his own people around the cabinet
table in order to avoid his extradition to the United States.
If Mr Key does act decisively against the bad apples in his government, he will
secure the moral high ground to start telling the full truth about Kim Dotcom.
http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/john-keys-story-doesnt-add-bd-p-160974
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Rob Hosking (NBR): Cunliffe 'welcome' to keep talking about Nicky
Hager book, says Key (paywalled)
August 18, 2014
Prime Minister John Key today stood firm behind both Justice Minister Judith
Collins and “black ops” staffer Jason Ede.
The two were last week named as feeding information to Whale Oil blogger
Cameron Slater in left wing activist and writer Nicky Hager’s latest book, Dirty
Politics. The information included data from a Labour Party server, accessed
by both Mr Slater and Mr Ede, and also the identity of a public servant, Simon
Pleasants, who was alleged to have leaked information.
Mrs Collins denies giving Mr Slater the name of Mr Pleasants, Mr Key says:
she only gave him Mr Pleasants’ job title.
However Mrs Collins – who is now Minister of Justice – does not appear to
have discouraged Mr Slater from publishing Mr Pleasants’ identity.
Mr Key this afternoon used his post Cabinet press conference to announce
extended funding for the government’s “urban cycleway” programme on
Wellington’s Petone foreshore: in the Hutt South electorate, which National
hopes to win off Labour’s long time MP Trevor Mallard.
The press conference though was dominated by questions about the fallout
from Mr Hager’s latest book: Mr Key repeating previous comments that Mr
Hager is a left wing conspiracy theorist and that Mr Slater is a “shock jock”
who has little to do with Mr Ede or anyone else in the government.
“If this was a book about dirty politics and it was talking about politics from
different political parties, fair enough: I could list you a whole bunch of things
the Labour Party have their hands on and in my opinion have had for a very
long time,” he says.
However, he would not be doing so.
He also says Labour, too, has been feeding information and “smears” to Mr
Slater – although unlike with National staffers such as Mr Ede and former
press secretary Kevin Taylor, any emails or communications have not come
to light either in Mr Hager’s book or in copies of the messages posted
anonymously on Twitter today.
“We are quite happy with the situation which is quite clear which is that new
Zealanders will see it for what it is.
"I mean in the end its for others, but there is always a different set of versions
of events. He got one series of selected emails, which were hacked, which
today are getting put up on a site which arguably was established by Kim
Dotcom, which is a little bit spooky, and now what we’ve got is a situation in
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which we are meant to believe are verbatim that’s ‘right even though so many
of these stories have dissolved before Kim…. before Nicky Hager’s eyes.
"And, by the way: if David Cunliffe wants’ to keep talking about this stuff, he’s
welcome to.”
http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/cunliffe-welcome-keep-talking-about-nicky-hagerbook-says-key-rh-p-161014
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Newstalk ZB: Key not worried by 'Whaledump'
August 18 2014 14:33
By: Josh White, Felix Marwick, and Barry Soper,
UPDATE 3:50pm: Emails released anonymously on the Mega Upload web
site established by Kim Dotcom aren't worrying the Prime Minister.
Twelve emails have been released between Cameron Slater and John Key's
staff.
But Mr Key says it was their job to talk to bloggers, along with journalists.
He says Nicky Hager's book just concentrates on those attacking the National
Party.
"He didn't go out there and present all the information, he gort one series of
selected emails, which were hacked, which today are getting put up on this
site which was established by Kim Dotcom - which is a little bit spooky:"
He says if the book was about dirty politics and was talking about political
parties in general it'd be fair enough.
Whale Oil could be in difficulty
A mysterious leak of unverified emails could see Whale Oil blogger Cam
Slater forced onto the back foot.
Slater has vehemently denied allegations contained in Nicky Hager's
controversial book 'Dirty Politics' since its release last week.
But Twitter user 'Whaledump' has released what appear to be exchanges
between Cam Slater's Gmail account and an 'NZ Jed' - also known as 'Jason'
- thought to be Jason Ede of the Prime Minister's office.
They back up many of the claims in the book, including that Jason Ede and
Cam Slater discussed Official Information Act requests - something Slater
denied last week.
National Party Minister Steven Joyce says the release of the information
doesn't change a thing.
"Nobody argued that the emails didn't exist they just argued that two things One, it was a combination of reheated stuff and two, stuff when you drew the
conclusions together didn't stand up under any form of scrutiny.
"None of that's changed, all we're seeing is there's some emails that we
already knew existed."
The authenticity of the emails cannot be immediately verified.
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http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/news/nbpol/1275361634--whaledump-could-see-slater-s-denials-challenged
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Stuff: Hacked emails revealed online
Last updated 14:19 18/08/2014
AIMEE GULLIVER, MICHAEL FOX, HAMISH RUTHERFORD
A website claiming to have access to Cameron Slater's hacked emails has
released images suggesting the Whale Oil blogger had advice on Official
Information Act requests from former Beehive staffer Jason Ede.
This afternoon the @WhaleDump Twitter account linked to a zipfile on the
Mega.com website which contained 12 files that appear to be screengrabs of
emails sent to and from Slater's gmail account.
The files include emails from political.animal101@gmail.com, which according
to a screengrab - which appears to be of Slater's contact book - is from a
Jason Ede.
Ede is the former staffer in John Key's office, believed to still have swipe card
access to the Beehive, implicated in Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics as
being an arm's length link to right wing blogs WhaleOil and Kiwiblog, used to
attack opponents. The @whaledump Twitter account is thought to be the
same as the source which Hager based his book on.
"The OIA would be to the Department, seeking "salary bands" including total
remuneration packages for MFat staffers based overseas. Needs to include a
request for a list of all staff allowances," an email from political.animal101 sent
on March 6, 2008 states.
Slater has denied getting OIA advice from Ede or even getting emails from
him. Ede now works for the National Party.
"I don't think I've ever received an email from Jason Ede detailing OIA
requests," Slater said last week.
"In fact, the Government put pressure on me - quite significant pressure from
numerous senior people, including ministers - to withdraw my OIA request
about the SIS and the Phil Goff situation because they felt that it was going to
give them some pushback that they didn't want."
Another screengrab is of an email sent from Key's former chief press
secretary Kevin Taylor to Slater.
In the email dated 28 May, 2008 Taylor responds to a request from Slater to
do a video interview with Key for his blog.
Taylor declines, saying if they started engaging with blogs they would have to
engage with them all. He added however that "FYI Jason Ede asked me to
mention that he will be giving you a call in the next few days".
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Most of the emails released today were alluded to in the new book by Hager,
which was released last week, however the full text of the emails was not
included.
The book claims that National's strategy was to protect the friendly brand of
John Key, while using right wing blogs as a vehicle to attack opponents.
In another series of emails, Ede forwards an email from his Parliamentary
address to a hotmail address, nzedjed@hotmail.com.
This email address later emailed Slater offering "a hearty sigh of relief" for
dynamic IP addresses. This quote was a key element of Hager's book relating
to claims that Ede accessed parts of the Labour Party website which
contained details of its donors.
The same email address then emails Slater calling for his support on a
strategy to attack Labour if the opposition was to attack it on the cost of the
Botany by-election in 2011, won by National's Jami-Lee Ross.
"If Labour go after Ross on the cost of a by-election - I do hope I can count on
you to run some interference on Wood's local board position?" NZ Jed wrote
on January 27 2011.
NZ Jed wrote they were "seeking advice" on whether the Labour candidate, a
local board member, would force a by-election if elected and how much that
would cost.
"If it sticks, Labour cannot run the cost argument," NZ Jed wrote.
Slater responds: "I have a strategy to smack Labour on that... I've run it before
and will run it again."
The email also shows Slater was angry at National Party president Peter
Goodfellow, saying "for now I need to get my mate elected, but I won't be
forgetting anytime soon the actions of tonight".
The comment appears to related to Slater being shut out of a National Party
meeting.
Hager said he had not seen the Twitter account and had not heard from his
source about their intention to release the information.
"I am not certain who is behind [the account]... I think it is likely that this will be
my source responding to the request that came to release the material."
Share this story on Facebook.
Hager said he had spoken with his source at the weekend to try to get some
of the information back in order to release it "and they said: 'Leave this to
me'".
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"It sounded like they were going to do something but I didn't have any more
detail."
He welcomed the dump.
"I know that I faithfully, and as fairly as I could, reported in the book, but
people can check that out for themselves if it does come out."
Hager also said he remained confident his source was not politically
motivated.
Slater had earlier written on his blog that "this was always going to happen".
"My guess is hacker wants the attention[,] the credit and limelight but will be
careful not to reveal their identity/employer."
Slater said it was "awfully convenient" that the people behind the Twitter
account were aligning themselves with hackers collective Anonymous,
WikiLeaks and Kim Dotcom's file-sharing website Mega.
This is going to get tense," Slater said.
"People with much more to lose than I do will now fall in behind me and others
who don't break the law to hunt down everyone involved with this. Poor Nicky
Hager. He's really been minced here."
Another email responded to Slater's WhaleOil request for information on
November 15, 2011, on the owners of two motorbikes which were sighted
after National Party billboards were defaced.
A man called Robert Ridley emailed saying one belonged to Jolyon White,
which the screenshots show Slater forwarded to "Jason", and later posted on
WhaleOil.
White was a partner of Green Party co-leader Russel Norman's executive
assistant. The same day, Norman admitted vandalism of more than 700
National Party billboard was co-ordinated by White, but said it was not related
to the Green Party.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10395382/Hacked-emails-revealedonline
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Lynn Prentice (The Standard): Casualty of Dirty Politics?
WrittenBy: LPRENT - Date published:1:57 pm, August 18th, 2014

Jordan Williams may have problem that may be contributing to his current foul mood.
He has been on the gallery for Franks & Oglivie a Wellington law firm for some
time. The Wayback machine has him on the gallery page in March 2012
I looked at the gallery today. He no longer has a card on the page (but still features in
the heading photo). Looking back in the google cache as a “Consultant”, it appears
that he was still on the page on the Tuesday 12th of August at 10pm NZST.

Now he has gone. Is it just from the page or is from the firm?
Now it could be that he has moved up into the world. Sometime over the last year he
shifted to being “Solicitor (part-time)” when he got involved in the “The Taxpayers
Union” with David Farrar and others.
This is a “non-partisan” organisation that features extensively in “Dirty Politics” as
being deliberately set up National/Act front organisation for pushing the right
messages. These appear to have been that are well paying and could use some dodgy
statistics to “prove” their case like the tobacco lobby.
It also seems to have been on most media organisations favourite tickle file for
“comment” over the last year despite the organisations obvious biases. But I guess
that the news media aren’t that picky. After all they loved the equally paid for
messages from the corrupt cesspool of the Whaleoil blog.
However it does seem interesting that he disappeared from the Franks & Oglivie
website within days of being featured so extensively in “Dirty Politics”. You have to
wonder if one of the partners needed a good clean up after reading what he had been
been expressing outside of work.
After reading the quotes by Jordan Williams and and his disgusting sociopathic
fellows, I know I felt like I needed some way to get clean. It appears that Danyl
McLaughlin and Andrew Geddisfeel the same. I suspect that any decent person would
as well.
http://thestandard.org.nz/casualty-of-dirty-politics/
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TV3: Whale Oil 'hacker' uploads email screenshots
Monday 18 Aug 2014 11:40a.m.
The person claiming to be the hacker who attacked Cameron Slater's Whale
Oil blog has reportedly come forward following the release of Nicky Hager's
Dirty Politics book.
A Twitter account @whaledump this afternoon released screenshots of emails
allegedly between former John Key staffer Jason Ede and Slater.
In the screenshots, Mr Ede appears to use the email addresses
political.animal101@gmail.com and nzedjed@gmail.com, as alleged in Mr
Hager's book.
The images were uploaded to mega.co.nz at around 1pm.
In one email exchange, Mr Ede tells Slater Labour has figured out he has
been accessing their website because his computer makes him "stand out like
dogs balls because of your damn Mac [sic]".
The New Zealand Herald says the person has also provided them with
documents which are believed to have formed the basis for Mr Hager's book,
detailing communications between Mr Slater and National Party staff and
ministers.
Mr Hager claims he was sent a USB memory stick with the data on it, but has
since sent it back to his source.
The information included a large number of emails and Facebook
communications between Mr Slater and people including Justice Minister
Judith Collins and Mr Ede. With their help and tip-offs he was able to attack
National's political opponents via his blog.
The Herald says it has been in communication with the person before the
book was launched last week. It reports the person has been able to provide
information which could be directly linked to Mr Slater.
Information provided also contained Mr Slater's contact list, as well as
information relating to a defamation case the blogger is facing.
The Twitter account says it is a "whole pnwed subsidiary of C&M Ltd (sic)"
which refers to Chaos and Mayhem Limited described in Dirty Politics run by
Mr Slater, Carrick Graham others for "corporate-funded attacks and spin
doctoring".
The screenshots were uploaded Dotcom's Mega website, which provides
encryption, making it hard to trace who the uploader might be. Dotcom has
denied any involvement in the hacking.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Whale-Oil-hacker-uploads-emailscreenshots/tabid/1607/articleID/357289/Default.aspx
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Herald: PM 'won't get away with a rugby analogy and a smile'
12:45 PM Monday Aug 18, 2014
Labour leader David Cunliffe has hit back at an All Blacks analogy used by
Prime Minister John Key relating to his former staffer Jason Ede going
through an unlocked database on Labour's website.
Journalist Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics suggested Mr Ede had accessed
the database, which contained private information about Labour Party donors
on their website, from a computer while working as a senior adviser in Mr
Key's office.
Mr Key told Radio New Zealand: "If the Wallabies on Tuesday night had left
their starting line-up up on their website, on their private website, would the All
Blacks go and have a look? The answer is yes. The reason I know that is it's
happened."
Mr Cunliffe told a media conference in Tauranga today: "I think it's rubbish."
"This time he's not going to get away with a rugby analogy and a smile.
"The better analogy is if someone's house is unlocked and a burglar comes
and steals the purse off the table, that's still theft, even though the house
wasn't locked."
Asked what contact he himself had with bloggers, Mr Cunliffe said it was
"very, very rarely that I would speak to a blogger, very rare indeed, and I
certainly don't speak to anyone of the nature of [WhaleOil blogger Cameron]
Slater.
Mr Cunliffe said the public still needed answers over allegations in Mr Hager's
book, including the speed in which Mr Slater had received a response to an
Official Information Act request from the Security Intelligence Service.
The release of the documents, involving a briefing to former Labour leader
Phil Goff by SIS boss Warren Tucker on Israeli agents in Christchurch, were
alleged to have been received on the day of request and were used by Mr
Slater's WhaleOil blog to embarrass Mr Goff.
Mr Key, the minister responsible for the SIS, this morning denied giving
approval to the release of the documents to Mr Slater, adding: "This is an
issue from three years ago that most voters aren't that interested in talking
about."
Processes had since improved, he said.
Mr Cunliffe said the Minister for SIS was an "important and sensitive role and
should always know when matters like that - this one involving the Leader of
the Opposition - are being signed off - if he didn't do it, who did?"
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"This has never been standard process for any minister, let alone the minister
for the SIS. Mr Goff has informed that there are some very unusual
circumstances about the nature of that."
Mr Cunliffe said Mr Key also needed to relieve Justice Minister Judith Collins,
after she confirmed providing Mr Slater with the name of a civil servant
alleged to have leaked details about ministerial spending to Labour.
"I don't know why the Prime Minister is not addressing the issue with that
minister - he put her on her last warning months ago, and there's ample
evidence in the book that she's unfit to be any minister - let alone Minister of
Justice."
Mr Key this morning refused to answer questions from Radio NZ over whether
this was "okay" and said he would not be raising the issue with Ms Collins.
Mr Key again dismissed the book and questioned its credibility.
"At the end of the day we're five weeks out from an election. People can see
that Nicky Hager's made a whole lot of things up in his book. He can see that
he can't back a lot of them up."
Asked whether he would continue pressing for questions raised by Mr Hager's
book throughout the election campaign, Mr Cunliffe his team was "dealing
with the detail of that" but he was personally focussed on running a "positive
campaign".
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11310561
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Adam Bennett (Herald): Key admits staffer accessed Labour data
11:54 AM Monday Aug 18, 2014
Prime Minister John Key this morning acknowledged his former
communications adviser Jason Ede did covertly access data on Labour's
website three years ago.
Mr Key's admission comes as Justice Minister Judith Collins, another key
figure in investigative writer Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics changed her story
over whether she fed the name of a public servant to blogger Cameron Slater,
before Slater launched an online attack on the official.
Mr Key has previously said he did not know whether Mr Ede accessed
Labour's computer via a security flaw in 2011.
Mr Slater and the National Party admitted at the time that they had done so
but the involvement of Mr Key's office was one of the key new claims in Mr
Hager's expose of the National Government's alleged dirty tricks strategy.
However, speaking on TVNZ's Breakfast this morning, Mr Key said: "Jason
became aware of that (security flaw) , and he did go and have a look." He
said he did not know Mr Ede had done that at the time.
"I probably should have known, because there was some correspondence
between National and Labour that a person had." Mr Key agreed Mr Ede had
used a back-door way into the website.
Mr Ede, who is now working on National's re-election campaign has so far not
responded to the Herald's calls and messages. When the Herald called at his
Hutt Valley home yesterday a woman said he was not there and then recited
a prepared statement informing the Herald it would be trespassed if it came to
the door again.
Meanwhile on Radio NZ this morning Mr Key would not say whether it was
appropriate for Ms Collins to tell Slater the name of a public servant, who was
thought to have leaked politically embarrassing information to Labour. Hager's
book details how in a series of subsequent blog posts, Slater accused the
Internal Affairs employee Simon Pleasants of leaking the information leading
to death threats being made against him in the blog's comments section.
"I don't have the details on that on," Mr Key said this morning.
When pressed, he would not give a yes or no answer, adding: "People can
see that this is a smear campaign by Nicky Hager." Mr Key said he stood by
Ms Collins.
Ms Collins last week confirmed she had given the man's name to Slater telling
NewstalkZB: "What I was asked for was the name and the title of the guy and
that's publicly available and I've simply given him that".
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However, she yesterday changed her position telling the Herald she did not
give Slater Mr Pleasants' name as Slater already had it.
She had not indicated to Slater she believed the man was responsible for
leaking information to Labour she said.
"I didn't even know who Mr Pleasants was. What I knew is that I was asked
for what this person's title's. So I gave the title and of course the name goes
with the title." "The information I gave to Cameron was no more than what
was in the public domain, the fact that he worked at ministerial service was
publicly known.
She gave the information to Slater "because I was asked by Cameron for the
title of that particular person who he knew the name of".
Mr Key told Newstalk ZB that Hager's book would "not really" hurt National's
election chances.
He reiterated his claim that Hager was a "left-wing conspiracy theorist" who
had got his facts wrong.
Mr Key said there was "a side of politics which is a bit more rugged" and that
was true of all political parties.
The left also briefed bloggers, he said.
Last week had been full of smears from the left, Mr Key said.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/election2014/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503581&objectid=11310525
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Radio NZ: Prime Minister stands by minister and staff
Originally aired on Morning Report, Monday 18 August 2014
The Prime Minister is standing by his minister Judith Collins, who is under fire
following the release of the book Dirty Politics. John Key told Morning Report
it was a smear campaign.
Nicky Hager's book, released last week, claimed senior National Party
members and staff were involved in feeding embarrassing and potentially
damaging information on political opponents to right-wing bloggers.
The minister has admitted she passed to Cameron Slater the name of a public
servant, who the blogger then said was the source of a leak to the Labour
Party. The leak had allowed Labour MPs to question Finance Minister Bill
English in Parliament about his accommodation allowance in 2009.
no caption
Judith Collins and John Key. Photo: RNZ / Chris Bramwell.
Mr Key told Radio New Zealand's Morning Report programme he hasn't
asked Ms Collins about the matter.
"At the end of the day we're five weeks out from an election, people can see
that Nicky Hager's made a whole lot of things up in his book, (they) can see
he can't back a lot of them up," he said.
"People can see this is a smear campaign by Nicky Hager."
Listen to Guyon Espiner interview John Key.
Asked whether it was appropriate for the Justice Minister to pass on the name
of a public servant who was then severely sanctioned on a website, he said
he did not know all the details.
"What I do know, is that it is a series of selective pieces of information, many
of which can't be backed up."
Ms Collins is also facing pressure to stand down as a minister over whether
she leaked confidential ACC information to Mr Slater. She has strenuously
denied those allegations.
Mr Key was asked if he was happy to associate himself with Mr Slater. "At the
end of the day he's not my guy, Cameron Slater ... anyone who knows
Cameron Slater knows that he's a force unto himself."
The prime minister said that, whether he liked it or not, social media was now
part of the media network and he had to deal with it.
He is also standing by former staff member Jason Ede, now working for the
National Party, for accessing a Labour Party website that was meant to be
secure.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/national/programmes/morningreport/audio/20146025
/prime-minister-stands-by-minister-and-staff
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Farrar’s fake claim of being invaded +
Slater’s claims of death threats + evidence that proves nothing = news
oxygen from actual allegations
August 18, 2014

The counter spin to avoid focus on the series allegations made in Nicky Hager’s Dirty
Politics continues. David Farrar’s ridiculous hysterics that he was invaded and his privacy has
been blah blah blah has all been reduced from computer hacking to some staff member passing
Farrar’s info to Hager. Now remember when disgruntled Kim Dotcom staff started leaking to
Slater? Farrar couldn’t be happier when denouncing what those staff had supposedly revealed, but
when Farrar’s own staff do the dame thing, oh it’s suddenly the greatest crime against democrat
the country has witnessed.
Cry us a river Farrar.
Slater’s attempts last night to claim Kim was the source of the hacking fell flat on its face.
Slater’s swing and a miss managed to make Winston Peter’s look like a laser guided
missile when he went after Judith Collins in Parliament this year. Slater proves
nothing with his supposed breaking news.
His ‘evidence‘ is that he has text messages proving Kim hacked his emails, but read what
the text messages actually say and it doesn’t prove anything of the sort…
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…the questions from this are ‘who is Phil’ and ‘what did he spend 2 hours telling 2
lawyers in front of 2 witnesses’ - if this is evidence of Kim hacking emails, why would
Kim be having that discussion in front of lawyers? Kim’s counter is that he has been
seeking evidence for a defamation action, Slater is stamping his foot down claiming
hacking and has accidentally stepped on a land mine instead. The texts prove that there
is more to come from Kim’s side of the fence, it doesn’t prove in any way what Slater is
attempting to insinuate.
By the way – isn’t publishing Kims cell phone number on whaleoil just another example
of what a vicious piece of crap Slater is? He published Hager’s address after Cathy
Odgers begged him to do it so that Nicky would face a hit from angry Chinese
businessmen and now he’s publishing Kim’s number.
These attempts to pretend to be the victim are wolf that cries boy stuff. Salter & Co are
trying to steal news oxygen. We should not allow ourselves to get tangled up in these
misdirections, we must go back to John Key and demand answers for the serious
allegations that are contained in Nicky’s book.
Why hasn’t John Key read the book? Who was the National Party Staff member who
hacked and downloaded the Labour Party database? Is it acceptable for the Minister of
Police to move prisoners around the country at a whim from Slater? Is it acceptable to
demonise a public servant? Is it ethical to trawl brothels for sleaze? Was Rodney Hide
blackmailed into stepping down and did the SIS pass information to Slater?

http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/18/farrars-fake-claim-of-being-invadedslaters-claims-of-death-threats-evidence-that-proves-nothing-news-oxygenfrom-actual-allegations/
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Pete George (Your NZ): Democracy hacked
I fear that our democracy is being hacked to bits. There are likely to be ongoing
frenzies of attacks. It is making a mess of the election campaign.
As we acknowledge the hundred year anniversary of the Great War we seem to
have launched into a great war of political attrition with mustard gas levels of
nastiness that will bring more than tears to our eyes.

Effects of Mustard Gas
After a mustard gas attack, you might think nothing more about it for a few
hours or even a day. But eventually you would see red spots forming on your
skin that quickly turned into painful blisters. If you underwent a direct attack
and inhaled mustard gas, it wouldn’t take long to feel pain and swelling in your
nose and throat as the blisters developed, sealing your airway.
The longer the exposure to mustard gas, the greater the damage it causes.
Conversely, if you had a brief encounter, your body would heal faster, giving
you a greater chance for survival. In some cases, victims experiencing multiple
exposures develop hypersensitivity to the deadly chemical agent.
Unfortunately this encounter has already surpassed being brief.
Our democracy has already been hacked, we just don’t know how long it will keep
bleeding.

http://yournz.org/2014/08/18/democracy-hacked/
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TV3: Whale Oil 'hacker' promises more details
Monday 18 Aug 2014 11:40a.m.
The person claiming to be the hacker who attacked Cameron Slater's Whale
Oil blog has reportedly come forward following the release of Nicky Hager's
Dirty Politics book.
And they say more information will be made public today via Twitter account
@whaledump.
The New Zealand Herald says the person has provided documents which are
believed to have formed the basis for Mr Hager's book, detailing
communications between Mr Slater and National Party staff and ministers.
Mr Hager claims he was sent a USB memory stick with the data on it, but has
since sent it back to his source.
The information included a large number of emails and Facebook
communications between Mr Slater and people including Justice Minister
Judith Collins and former senior John Key staffer Jason Ede. With their help
and tip-offs he was able to attack National's political opponents via his blog.
The Herald says it has been in communication with the person before the
book was launched last week. It reports the person has been able to provide
information which could be directly linked to Mr Slater.
Information provided also contained Mr Slater's contact list, as well as
information relating to a defamation case the blogger is facing.
The Twitter account says it is a "whole pnwed subsidiary of C&M Ltd (sic)"
which refers to Chaos and Mayhem Limited described in Dirty Politics run by
Mr Slater, Carrick Graham others for "corporate-funded attacks and spin
doctoring".
It also has a link to Kim Dotcom's Mega website. Mr Dotcom has denied any
involvement in the hacking.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Whale-Oil-hacker-promises-moredetails/tabid/1607/articleID/357289/Default.aspx
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The Standard: Jordan Williams words & Nat sexism
WrittenBy: KAROL - Date published:11:51 am, August 18th, 2014

A couple of telling messages were tweeted today.
First Helen Kelly sent a tweet with an image of an extract from Nicky Hager’s Dirty
Politics.

It says:
Similarly Jordan Williams offered to write a post for Whale Oil comparing National
and Labour women. Slater said “Heh yeah”, and published it the next day under his
own name (Jordan William’s, Facebook messaging to and from Cameron Slater, 22
April 2012). The thesis of this pathetic blog post, the point of which was more sexual
innuendo against a favourite Labour MP target, was that, contrary to the ‘theory “that
Labour Party women are dud roots’ it could be that ‘larger ugly ladies’ put more
effort into sex than their ‘slimline bimbo sisters … Could the [MP] be onto
something’…
Williams tweeted a reply to Helen Kelly
It’s not just sexism from these National Party boys, but outright misogyny.
And as for the reply to Kelly? Is that a threat, or just a bit of a lame joke?

Vote left and respect for women.
http://thestandard.org.nz/jordan-williams-words-nat-sexism/
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David Fisher (Herald): Hacker comes forward: I'll publish more material
on Twitter
10:05 AM Monday Aug 18, 2014
Documents described as detailed email transcripts of conversations between
Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater and his anonymous sources have been
provided to the Herald by an individual claiming to have hacked the website.
The person who provided the information says they are Nicky Hager's source
for his Dirty Politics book and further information will be made public today
through the Twitter handle @whaledump.
Mr Hager says a hacker supplied him with vast amounts of Slater's personal
email and social media information taken during an assault on the Whaleoil
website in January.
The communications were used by Hager to write his book, which aims to
paint John Key's National government as one which allows and encourages
dirty political tactics.
The Herald has been in communication with the person claiming to be the
hacker for a week.
The hacker made contact with the Herald after Hager announced a book
would be published but made no comment about its contents until it was
released.
The Herald sought additional information from the hacker to prove claims they
were the person who had hacked Slater's website.
The information, which was provided yesterday, showed a range of details
which could be directly linked to Slater.
The Whaledump Twitter account.
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Separate investigations by the Herald had uncovered the identities of people
named in Dirty Politics, including the woman who sought to have her expartner moved in prison and an ex-prostitute who was asked to find dirt on
people Slater wanted to blog about.
The person claiming to be the hacker was able to identify the same people
accurately and supply further information which supported claims they had
penetrated the website.
Also provided was Slater's contact list, along with information related to a
defamation case the blogger is facing.
The information provided through the link is hosted on the encrypted Mega
website set up by Kim Dotcom, who has denied any link to the hacking.
Dotcom's Mega website - which is open for public use - allows secure
encryption for users, giving the hacker a layer of protection.
The Twitter handle carries the address 3 Hans Cres - the address of the
Ecuadorian embassy in London where Wikileaks founder Julian Assange is
exiled.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11310429
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Open letter to Radio NZ – you need to
make a retraction now
August 18, 2014

I have just sent this off to Radio NZ right now
Dear Radio NZ
Firstly, what a great interview by Guyon Espiner this morning with the Prime Minister.
Great to see such hard hitting journalism.
Unfortunately I am not contacting you to congratulate you, I’m contacting you to complain
and demand you make a retraction regarding an allegation made by your host Susie
Ferguson regarding myself this morning.
At 6minutes 40 seconds into her interview with Laila Harre, Susie states as fact that I had
an advance copy of Nicky Hager’s book and that I work for Internet MANA. Neither of
those things are true.
I have explained how I came to guess what Nicky was to write about, but I did not see a
copy of the book as stated as fact by your host until everyone else had.
This lie that Suzie has made in the current climate of bloggers and politics simply adds
fuel to National’s nonsense claim that all Hager reveals is politics as usual and the Left
do it too.
We will start seeing Steven Joyce using this lie as evidence. The exact type of tactics
that Dirty Politics highlights.
I demand you make a retraction immediately and that this is made on tomorrow’s
Morning Report.
I request you respond to me by 5pm today so I can consider my position.
Regards
Martyn Bradbury
Editor of The Daily Blog

http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/18/open-letter-to-radio-nz-you-need-tomake-a-retraction-now/
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Gareth Morgan: Ethics shouldn’t have to be the Election Issue
August 18, 2014

What an indictment of our democracy that it’s the behaviour of our political
actors that has captured the imagination of the media rather than their
policies. Whether this is because the media is so lightweight that it couldn’t do
analysis of policy if it tried, whether it’s because there is little policy of content
to consider anyway, or whether it’s because gossip columns and mud-slinging
are what media have found to be most effective in boosting their ratings, who
knows? But it is all a bit of a bore.
I mean who cares whether Judith Collins gets off using the gutterings of a
Cameron Slater or whoever to score herself and her party political points?
Certainly not those concerned with growing their businesses, nor those trying
to feed and educate their families, not those wanting New Zealand to improve
the quality of its economic growth. It’s as if the “Truth” newspaper has come
back in a different guise and the behavioural standards of our politicians are
just too salacious to be ignored.
Of course we expect minimum standards of decency and the fact National
actually engages with a lowlife like Slater tells us a lot. That Hagar has
highlighted behaviour that suggests a decided lack of ethics at best and
possible corruption, is something that warrants thorough public discussion. So
to that extent events of the last week and the media’s amplification of the
claims and counter-claims serve a public interest purpose.
But wouldn’t it be a shame if this turns out to be all there is to this election –
that policy differences are not front of mind when voters enter the ballot boxes
on September 20th? It would confirm the tragedy of a body politic that has
sunk so low that we have reason to question the morality of our leaders.
http://garethsworld.com/blog/politics/ethics-shouldnt-election-issue/
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Adam Bennett (Herald): Key admits staffer accessed Labour data
11:54 AM Monday Aug 18, 2014
Prime Minister John Key this morning acknowledged his former
communications adviser Jason Ede did covertly access data on Labour's
website three years ago.
Mr Key's admission comes as Justice Minister Judith Collins, another key
figure in investigative writer Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics changed her story
over whether she fed the name of a public servant to blogger Cameron Slater,
before Slater launched an online attack on the official.
Mr Key has previously said he did not know whether Mr Ede accessed
Labour's computer via a security flaw in 2011.
Mr Slater and the National Party admitted at the time that they had done so
but the involvement of Mr Key's office was one of the key new claims in Mr
Hager's expose of the National Government's alleged dirty tricks strategy.
However, speaking on TVNZ's Breakfast this morning, Mr Key said: "Jason
became aware of that (security flaw) , and he did go and have a look." He
said he did not know Mr Ede had done that at the time.
"I probably should have known, because there was some correspondence
between National and Labour that a person had." Mr Key agreed Mr Ede had
used a back-door way into the website.
Mr Ede, who is now working on National's re-election campaign has so far not
responded to the Herald's calls and messages. When the Herald called at his
Hutt Valley home yesterday a woman said he was not there and then recited
a prepared statement informing the Herald it would be trespassed if it came to
the door again.
Meanwhile on Radio NZ this morning Mr Key would not say whether it was
appropriate for Ms Collins to tell Slater the name of a public servant, who was
thought to have leaked politically embarrassing information to Labour. Hager's
book details how in a series of subsequent blog posts, Slater accused the
Internal Affairs employee Simon Pleasants of leaking the information leading
to death threats being made against him in the blog's comments section.
"I don't have the details on that on," Mr Key said this morning.
When pressed, he would not give a yes or no answer, adding: "People can
see that this is a smear campaign by Nicky Hager." Mr Key said he stood by
Ms Collins.
Ms Collins last week confirmed she had given the man's name to Slater telling
NewstalkZB: "What I was asked for was the name and the title of the guy and
that's publicly available and I've simply given him that".
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However, she yesterday changed her position telling the Herald she did not
give Slater Mr Pleasants' name as Slater already had it.
She had not indicated to Slater she believed the man was responsible for
leaking information to Labour she said.
"I didn't even know who Mr Pleasants was. What I knew is that I was asked
for what this person's title's. So I gave the title and of course the name goes
with the title." "The information I gave to Cameron was no more than what
was in the public domain, the fact that he worked at ministerial service was
publicly known.
She gave the information to Slater "because I was asked by Cameron for the
title of that particular person who he knew the name of".
Mr Key told Newstalk ZB that Hager's book would "not really" hurt National's
election chances.
He reiterated his claim that Hager was a "left-wing conspiracy theorist" who
had got his facts wrong.
Mr Key said there was "a side of politics which is a bit more rugged" and that
was true of all political parties.
The left also briefed bloggers, he said.
Last week had been full of smears from the left, Mr Key said.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11310
525
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): How @whaledump might destroy the
popular vote for National
August 18, 2014
Dirty Politics is now creating a meltdown and National are in danger of a total
vote collapse.
The real threat to for National was if Nicky had all the emails released via the
anonymous hacker who took them. That danger is now a reality with
Whaledump.
What many have forgotten in their attacks on Nicky Hager is that he is a
highly principled journalist and one of our best investigative reporters and his
ethical standards are FAR higher than many others and as such he has not
released the dirty nasty stuff that Slater and Co have said.
The anonymous hacker who has taken all of Cam’s emails however is not so
discerning and I wonder what will happen to the popular vote for National
when they hear what Slater and Co really think and have to say.
What do they have to say about women? What do they have to say about the
defamation case Slater is involved in and what were Cam’s motive for helping
out with the moving of a prisoner?
I think things are going to go from bad to worse for National in a very short
period of time. Look at Guyon’s interview this morning, Matthew Hooton’s
damning attack Key on 9-noon, Marcus Lush’s attack on Key and Rachel
Smalley’s attack.
The tide of media opinion is quickly turning as pundits read the book
themselves and area horrified and furious at what has been written.
National are in meltdown, they just don’t know it yet. Who had any idea that
whaleoil is so corrosive to teflon?
PS – I love that the address is the Ecuadorian embassy in London where
Wikileaks founder Julian Assange is living. Nice touch. Classy.
http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/18/how-whaledump-might-destroy-thepopular-vote-for-national/
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Matthew Backhouse (Herald): John Key: Ede 'briefing the bloggers'
Updated 7 min ago8:10 AM Monday Aug 18, 2014
Prime Minister John Key says a staff member has been "briefing the bloggers"
but has distanced himself from Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater, saying:
"He's not my guy."
The comments on Radio New Zealand this morning come after Nicky Hager's
new book, Dirty Politics, revealed Mr Key's close adviser Jason Ede had
worked with bloggers Slater and David Farrar on "attack politics".
Asked if he was aware that Mr Ede was running a dirty tricks campaign from
his office, Mr Key said: "He's been briefing bloggers, and of course he briefs
people on the right, just as people I'm sure in the Labour leadership, over the
years, have briefed people on the left."
However, Mr Key sought to distance himself from Slater.
"At the end of the day, he's not my guy, Cameron Slater ... anyone who knows
Cameron Slater knows that he's a force unto himself, and the at the end of the
day he gets his information from a whole bunch of things. I'm not here to
either defend the guy."
Asked if he respected Slater's work, Mr Key told RNZ: "That's not for me to
critique his stuff."
He said social media was "part of the overall media network these days, and I
have to deal with those issues like anyone else".
Mr Key said Hager's book had been selective in the emails it drew upon.
"They're based on one perspective and probably a bit out of context and with
a whole bunch of assumptions that either aren't correct or are made up, and
now can't be backed up."
The book claims Slater was tipped off by the Prime Minister's office to ask the
Security Intelligence Service (SIS) for a confidential document about a briefing
former Labour Leader Phil Goff had with the spy agency in 2011.
Mr Key this morning denied Slater's Official Information Act request about the
briefing had come across his desk.
He said he would have known about it, but he had not signed off on it.
"They always sign off on things on their own timetable. We've got slightly
better processes now, so they'll tell me."
Mr Key also responded to the book's claims a National staffer had accessed
confidential donor and member information from a Labour Party website
database in 2011.
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National's general manager Greg Hamilton has acknowledged a staff member
was responsible for exploiting a security vulnerability to access the database.
"The point here was that there was no hacking or anything," Mr Key told RNZ.
"If a left-wing blogger went around and found out that there was a situation
where the security had been taken off [the National website] and went and
told and told that to, I don't know, someone who works in David Cunliffe's
office, would they potentially go and have a look?"
Race to get tighter, grubbier
The election race is getting closer and is set to get grubbier as two polls show
National's easy ride to a third term is not such a sure thing - even before the
Dirty Politics scandal takes effect.
But with the political firefight over author Nicky Hager's expose of alleged
Government dirty tricks intensifying yesterday, election policies such as the
Greens' plan to sock the wealthiest New Zealanders with a new top tax rate
risk getting lost in the noise.
One News and 3 News issued their first election campaign polls last night,
with both showing National down by two points.
The One News-Colmar Brunton poll had National at 50 per cent, while 3
News-Reid research had them at 47.5 per cent. While One News also had
Labour down 2 points at 26 per cent, leader David Cunliffe had something to
cheer about, with 3 News putting his party 2.3 per cent higher at 29 per cent.
Both polls were conducted in the week before Hager's book was released and
in the aftermath of NZ First leader Winston Peters' widely criticised "two
wongs" joke. But far from NZ First being hurt, the party's support was up,
hitting the 5 per cent MMP threshold, according to One News, and rising
within spitting distance to 4.6 per cent, according to 3 News.
NZ First's improving fortunes raise the prospect Winston Peters will again
have the role of kingmaker after the September 20 election.
The poll results have come as the Government and its blogger allies Cameron
Slater and David Farrar ramped up their counter-attack on Hager and his
credibility.
Hager is already under pressure over how he came into possession of
thousands of emails and other messages the book is based on and which he
acknowledges were hacked from the computer of Slater, who write the Whale
Oil blog.
Farrar yesterday confirmed to the Herald he would complain to the police
about how material used by his polling company found its way into Hager's
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book. He told the Herald he believed polling scripts were being supplied by an
employee to Hager.
Slater yesterday made more forceful claims that the thousands of his emails
and other messages which Hager's book is based on were hacked from his
computer by Internet Party founder Kim Dotcom. In a post, he linked the
hacking of his computer, the burglary of National MP Mark Mitchell's offices,
the "theft" of material from Farrar's company and two more burglaries to Mr
Dotcom.
Mr Dotcom said Slater's post was "designed to shift focus away from Slater's
own dirty dealings on behalf of the National Party".
"I had nothing to do with any alleged hacking. And while we're on the subject,
I had nothing to do with Nicky Hager's book, either."
Hager told TVNZ's Q+A programme that Mr Dotcom was "absolutely
categorically" not the source of information he had received.
Prime Minister John Key, meanwhile, told reporters that Hager "isn't actually
denying he's written a book off stolen material".
He again said he did not plan to look further into the book's central claims that
his former staffer Jason Ede covertly accessed Labour's IT systems or that
Justice Minister Judith Collins abused her position to pass on information to
Slater to fuel his attacks on political opponents.
Mr Key did not wish to know the identity of the staffer National has
acknowledged accessed Labour's computers and said that "most of the stuff
about Judith Collins has actually been proven to be factually incorrect".
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11310373
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Greg Presland (The Standard): Why does Jason Ede still have Beehive
access?
WrittenBy: MICKYSAVAGE - Date published:8:30 am, August 18th, 2014

The first group of people who will have been incensed by the disclosures made in
Dirty Politics are reporters who have seen Slater given preferential access to
information from their OIA requests and who was then allowed to release the
information and apply his own particular type of spin to the information. I suspect
that reporters will from now give this Government a really hard time and I do not
blame them. The cynical degree of manipulation involved should have the main
stream media seething.
We are already seeing the signs. John Armstrong’s column in Saturday’s Herald was
a stunningly good one. I have been hard on him in the past. It appears that he is
abiding by the highest standards of journalism and calling it as he sees it. All power
to him.
And another reporter who should take a bow is Guyon Espiner. His interview with
John Key this morning was exceptionally good. He did not allow Key to waffle off
and laughed at Key’s attempt to theorise about left wing bloggers hacking websites
when there was a perfectly good example of a right wing blogger doing so. And his
question whether Key was going to tolerate Collins’s behaviour in leaking the details
of a public servant to Slater was put repeatedly but unanswered.
Andrea Vance, a reporter whose subtlety escapes many, has posted a perfectly factual
article concerning John Key that has that so many hidden barbs in it that I do not
know where to start.
The article presented Key’s response to news that Jason Ede had recently had swipe
card access to Parliament despite the fact that he now works for the National Party
and not for Government in any form. What it does though is completely undermine
Key’s denials of anything inappropriate by setting out his responses in
full. Essentially Key said that he can’t explain why Jason Ede still has a staff access
card to Parliament even though he is now a National Party employee as opposed to a
Parliamentary or Ministerial employee. Key’s various denials included the following:
“I don’t know, you’d have to ask whoever is responsible for that. But it’s not me,”
Key said.
“He works for the National party now, that’s all I know.”
Key didn’t know why Ede was at Parliament and he wasn’t visiting his office.
“You’d have to ask him. He hasn’t been in my [physical] office for years… He was
originally a press secretary years and years ago. Again Hager’s got it wrong, he’s not
two doors down from me. I hardly ever talk to him. Most of the work he did in
research and communications was either with backbenchers or other people.”
Key said he doesn’t know what Ede’s role with National was now.
As can be seen there was a whole lot of don’t knows going on.
Key was also asked about why no action was being taken against Judith Collins for
passing the name of a public servant to Slater and causing a vicious online attack on
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the public servant. He used the defence that you know is at the end of defences that
Key will use and that was that Labour does it too.
At the end of the day, should people pass names, I don’t know… Labour does that
too,” Key said.
It is a strange test of morality to adopt to let your opponent choose your minimum
standard of morality. And if Key can point out one occasion where Labour has
caused a witch hunt by the leaking of someone’s details I would be pleased to see it.
It is noticeable that Key is now downplaying his links to Slater. I am not surprised.
“If I have a particular reason to call him, I will. It’s three or four times a year. I might
call the mainstream media three or four times a day.”
Finally Key denied knowing which National Party staff member accessed Labour’s
membership database in 2011 saying “I don’t have that information”. Couldn’t he
just ask?
It really does make you wonder. How can a guy who is so lacking in information
maintain that Hager’s allegations are wrong?
Meanwhile National is trying to create the impression that it is the innocent victim of
a massive left wing conspiracy. The random theft of laptops and phones over an
extended period of time is alleged to be evidence of this. One of the incidents is
the burglary of Mark Mitchell’s Parliamentary Office in September last
year. As pointed out by Danyl McLaughlan given the exceptional security around
Parliament an outside party’s involvement is unlikely. The only people with access to
the area are National’s MPs and staffers. Maybe they should be questioned.
http://thestandard.org.nz/why-does-jason-ede-still-have-beehive-access/
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Andrea Vance (Stuff): Key dodges sticky issue with offhand denials
Last updated 05:00 18/08/2014
OPINION: There comes a point when a politician's over-reliance on plausible
deniability becomes simply implausible.
John Key is well past that point with his absolute refusal to accept
accountability for the allegations made in Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics book.
He moved into the farcical yesterday, on many counts. The first was his
apparent ignorance that spin doctor Jason Ede still roams the corridors of
Parliament, using a staff swipecard.
He claims not to know what Ede now does for the campaign team. And in a
cute attempt to distance himself from the tainted black ops man, he rubbished
Hager's claims that he worked "two doors" down from the Prime Minister.
It is well known that Ede worked for years in the Prime Minister's Beehive
offices. Until now Key has never denied this, in the face of many questions
about his links to the WhaleOil blog.
The second was his casual attempt to play down his interactions with
WhaleOil's Cameron Slater. Despite claims Hager has made up much of his
book, it turns out Key did text message and call Slater after a public outcry
about his nasty attack on the mother of a Pike River victim.
He says it was about a different matter, however he did mention that he
recognised the woman from a photograph. He deployed a classic Key trick of
understatement.
Key's outrage about hacking also rang hollow - either the emails were stolen,
or Hager made up the conversations. He cannot argue it both ways.
But whatever the backdrop of claim and counterclaim, it was business as
usual for Key yesterday.
On the campaign trail, he appeared entirely unconcerned about the
allegations hanging over his inner circle. He was undoubtedly buoyed by the
results of a snap television poll, which shows the issue is not getting much
cut-through with voters.
Key was mobbed on a visit to a Papatoetoe Sikh temple, with community
leaders keen to have his ear. No-one mentioned the book. Dozens of
supporters clamoured to have their photo taken.
Missing in action was Ethnic Affairs Minister Judith Collins. Key downplayed
this - she was never meant to be part of the visit. However, her absence
looked like another attempt to put distance between the leader and her
behaviour.
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The rattled Key of a few days ago was gone. Both he and his spin doctors are
certain the tide is turning on Hager, their relentless attacks on his credibility
yielding fruit.
Key was back responding to reporters' questions with the patient tone
designed to suggest what a reasonable guy he is.
The answers, however, remain unconvincing.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10393305/Key-dodges-sticky-issuewith-offhand-denials
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Tracy Watkins (Stuff): All stops out to protect 'brand Key'
Last updated 05:00 18/08/2014
A new poll reveals how much National has to lose if it is tainted by Nicky
Hager's dirty tricks allegations, with its brand clearly resting on voter
perceptions of John Key.
The Stuff.co.nz/Ipsos poll explains why National has gone so heavily on
attack against Hager and his claims senior people in the Key administration
aided and abetted a Right-wing blog best known for digging dirt on its Leftwing opponents.
Click here to see full graphics
Asked to describe National and Labour in one word, many voters had strong
views. The word "good" cropped up most often in relation to National, though
there was also a strong feeling it was arrogant. Other words most often used
to describe National included OK, competent, stable, progressive, positive
and greedy.
Among undecided voters, however, the word used most often about National
was arrogant - and with the dirt flying on all sides, that perception could be
hardened by Hager's book Dirty Politics.
The latest Stuff.co.nz/Ipsos poll shows 15 per cent of voters still haven't made
up their mind and could prove crucial.
Five weeks out from the election, the campaign has turned toxic, with National
turning on Hager and labelling him part of a Left-wing smear campaign.
Meanwhile, Internet-Mana Party founder Kim Dotcom issued a strongly
worded denial that he was behind thousands of emails being hacked from the
computer of WhaleOil blogger Cameron Slater, who is at the centre of Hager's
dirty tricks claim.
In another twist, two National MPs said yesterday they had been the victims of
break-ins. Justice Minister Judith Collins - revealed as a source of Slater's in
Hager's book - said her husband's laptop was targeted in a recent break-in. A
lock on the cabinet containing his laptop was smashed, she said.
Nothing, including cash left in the office by staff, was taken.
A complaint was laid with police. Collins said: "I'm not aware of a hacking
attempt. [It's] just very strange."
Another National MP, Mark Mitchell, said his office was broken into last
September and October, and a laptop and phones were stolen. He said his
email account was hacked at the same time.
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Yesterday Slater published texts from Dotcom to his former bodyguard, with
one saying: "We have been collecting evidence and witnesses for 3 months. I
hired professionals to get me information".
Dotcom said the texts were related to a defamation case.
Key kept up his attack on Hager yesterday and distanced himself from the
former staffer Jason Ede, who acted as a conduit between his office and
Slater.
Among Hager's claims is one that Ede and Slater snooped around Labour
Party websites after finding a way to enter them.
Key said Ede no longer worked for him. "All I know is he works for the
National Party now."
Yet an email from Key's chief press secretary last October confirmed Ede was
at that stage "a senior adviser in the National Leader's Office".
National has based its entire campaign around Key, who is seen as its most
potent weapon. But the Hager book linking Key's office to allegations about
Labour Party computers being snooped on and revelations about the extent to
which Key's office supplied Slater with information could undermine that.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10393306/All-stops-out-to-protectbrand-Key
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Dave Armstrong (Stuff): How easy it is to subvert democracy
Last updated 06:59 18/08/2014
OPINION: The reaction to Nicky Hager's latest book, Dirty Politics, reads like
something out of a Nicky Hager book. Though it was about the Government's
links with right- wing "attack" bloggers, every Government minister
interviewed claimed not to have read it.
Despite this, they were all certain that the information contained was simply
not true.
Only hours after the book launch, TV3's Paul Henry talked to a "speed reader"
who had already read the book twice. The neutral-looking commentator
suggested people not waste their money. Henry forgot to mention that the
speed reader worked as a lobbyist for a company whose client had been
previously criticised by Hager.
Hager has detailed techniques that PR companies, such as the ones used by
our army and government, use against critics. One is to not give stories
"oxygen". Rather than "fisk" the critic by patiently going through each point
made and refuting it with evidence, as a good blogger would do, you simply
dismiss the writer.
I lost count of the number of times John Key described the softly spoken
Hager as a "screaming Left-wing conspiracy theorist". I am still waiting for him
to properly refute Hager's "screaming" allegations made in his book about
Afghanistan.
Justice Minister Judith Collins gets a whole chapter. She also has not had the
time to read the 10 pages that detail her close relationship with WhaleOil
blogger Cameron Slater. Though hard questions could be asked about her
role in WhaleOil's campaign to demonise a public servant, the leak of
information about Bronwyn Pullar, and the transfer of a prisoner, Key has
complete confidence.
As expected, he is relaxed. He will read the book after the election. Perhaps
Key doesn't want it to influence his vote. He believes his party is doing
"nothing different to what any other political party would do".
But should he be so laid back? Key has denied allegations that his office was
involved in helping Slater gain easy access to damaging SIS information
about then opposition leader Phil Goff.
Getting information from the SIS can be extremely difficult. When I tried, they
were rude as hell, and the information took ages to arrive. But Slater got what
he wanted very quickly. Key has denied it has anything to do with his office,
though Goff reckons Key is the only person, as the minister responsible, who
could have authorised such an action.
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If Key cannot "show us the money" and prove that the information came from
elsewhere, surely we can assume that his office was using SIS information for
its own political ends? Releasing it themselves would be an extremely bad
look, so why not help a friendly blogger to do it?
Steven Joyce was similarly calm about the book which reveals "what
everybody knows is already happening?" I wasn't aware that a Beehive staffer
helping a blogger hack another party's computer is common knowledge. As
for a prime minister who regularly chats to a blogger who asks an exprostitute to canvas her colleagues to find out if certain journalists or mayors
have been in brothels - if that's normal politics, then maybe that's why more
than 30 per cent of our population don't vote.
On paper, the National Party is a democratic one, yet Dirty Politics shows how
easily democracy can be subverted. Strangely enough, it may be those
people in the party, and there are many, who believe in open, honest debate
and have the most to lose from the aggressive American-style behaviour
detailed in Hager's book. They might like to check out just what some of their
mates have been up to.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/10393905/How-easy-it-is-tosubvert-democracy
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Jane Bowron (Stuff): Wailing against the politics of douche baggery
Last updated 07:07 18/08/2014
OPINION: If you think the latest additions to OxfordDictionary.com are just
flash-in-the-pan slang and too outrageously silly to last the distance, then take
a look at some of the brogue in Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics used in the email
exchanges between Cameron Slater and his merry band of blog men and
BFFs.
The 'douche baggery', to use a new entrant Oxford Dictionary term, that
smears off the pages of Dirty Politics will make readers 'SMH' (shake my
head) in disbelief and sadness.
Take for instance 'the Brestapo', a label for those who support the
breastfeeding of babies, then there's 'health jihadists': anyone involved in
promoting healthy lifestyles at the expense of big business.
Many cynical hacks who've managed to get their hands on the hard-toprocure book have given a cavalier "that's just politics" prime ministerial shrug
to the hate speech and rough-house rhetoric laid out in all its glory in a book
that made Labour Party leader David Cunliffe, after a couple of chapters, want
to "take a shower" instead of the bath he's been taking in the polls. Indeed the
book is an unsavoury read - barbecue-length tongs should be sold with it to
turn the grubby pages, but it's essential reading before entering a polling
booth.
The print run of Dirty Politics was only 4000 and, to quote Don Brash, "gone
by lunchtime" very soon after launch - which mightily brassed off some
journalists who are still packing a sad over not having been given an advance
copy.
Slater slithers from the pages, coming across as an out-of-control egomaniac
and cyber bully with massive tickets on himself.
Some of his childish boasts include: "I own politics", "I am a one man union
wrecking machine", "I feed off hatred" and "I feel like this election has been
mine".
One journalist 'owned' by Slater admired the effect he was having on politics,
remarking that no-one would believe the impact he was making on the
country, and that it was all being done from a South Auckland warehouse.
Judith Collins' deeply unwise, loose-lipped email relationship of orchestrated
attack politics she has enjoyed with Slater was described by the former police
minister, and now justice minister herself as simply, "fun talk between friends".
Who doesn't remember Collins' strange sulky behaviour in the House and
threatening attitude toward some reporters, after which she announced a
short-lived tweeting sabbatical? Her whole demeanour had the whiff of the
kind of weirdo black ops relationship straight out of Slater's personal
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playbook. She had friends in low places and whoever stood in her way was
going to be punished - times two.
Let's not forget social media friendship is terribly important to Collins, who just
last week made the schoolyard taunt that she wasn't going to apologise to
David Cunliffe, "because I've got more friends than him".
John Key, who once boasted of a top drawer full of information about enemies
of his state, supplied to him by people he didn't care to name, has admitted to
a friendly and relaxed four- times-a-year bro-hug relationship with Slater.
Now under pressure from Labour and the Greens to sack Collins who is so
tied to the toxic masthead of WhaleOil, he can't drop her over the side before
the election. But the longer she remains in play, the more she reminds the
public of her dangerous liaison - and Key looks weak letting her still breathe
ministerial air.
As for those who believe that Dirty Politics is a franchise deterrent, that the
sordid oeuvre will put people off voting, I believe reading the book will make
people want to vote. Surely in an environment where we are now hyper-aware
of bullying in schools, allowing it to happen at the highest levels and for it to
go unpunished, sends the message that the anti-bullying rhetoric is just hot
air. Who let the attack dogs out mustn't be allowed to keep having a whale of
a time.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/10393907/Wailing-against-thepolitics-of-douche-baggery
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Tova O’Brient (TV3): Kim Dotcom denies Cameron Slater's hacking
allegations
Sunday 17 Aug 2014 6:04p.m.
Blogger Cameron Slater has posted what he says is proof that Kim Dotcom is
responsible for hacking the thousands of private emails used by Nicky Hager
for his book, Dirty Politics.
The text messages show Dotcom has been collecting information about his
enemies, but Dotcom says the hacking allegations are nonsense.
It's a fight between the heavyweights and Wayne Tempero has fought for both
sides. The former bodyguard and confidante of Dotcom is now helping Slater
in what he calls his biggest story yet.
Slater has posted texts Dotcom sent to Mr Tempero, written before the
release of Hager's book, which was based on Slater's hacked emails.
Dotcom tells Mr Tempero, "I know what's coming. I want to offer you a friendly
way out. It's going to get ugly."
He goes on: "We have been collecting evidence and witnesses for 3 months. I
hired professionals to get me information."
"This proves he hired hackers and other people to spy on a number of
people," says Slater.
Slater says several people have been targeted. National MP Mark Mitchell
and Dotcom's former business partner, Tony Lentino, have had their offices
broken into, and fellow right-wing blogger David Farrar also claims to have
been hacked.
Dotcom told 3 News "it's nonsense" and "absolutely not". He says he had
nothing to do with the hacking and "nothing at all" to do with Mr Hager's book.
"Information's been hacked and stolen to do that," says Prime Minister John
Key. "You'd have to be sophisticated and professional."
But Mr Key says he doesn't know if Dotcom had something to do with the
hacking. Mr Hager also denies the allegation.
"I've been dealing with one person who is part of a group of techie hackers,"
says Mr Hager.
Mr Hager admits he can't be sure about everyone in the group or whom
they're involved with.
"I don't know them all," he says.
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Dotcom told 3 News his team has been collecting information about Whale Oil
as part of a legal case against him. He says the professionals he refers to in
the text are private investigators, not hackers.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Kim-Dotcom-denies-Cameron-Slaters-hackingallegations/tabid/1607/articleID/357205/Default.aspx
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TVNZ: Dirty start to campaign hurts Labour, National - poll
Published: 6:12PM Sunday August 17, 2014 Source: ONE News
The dirty start to the election campaign has hurt both major parties in the
latest ONE News Colmar Brunton poll.
And the surprise mover is the Internet Mana party, now within striking
distance of the 5% threshold.
With fired-up students, race-based jokes, and burning of effigies, the
campaign has fired up early.
And that was before Nicky Hager dropped his bombshell book, Dirty Politics.
Tonight's poll was taken just prior to the release of the book.
It shows National still in the box seat, with 50%, but down 2 points. Labour is
also down 2 points to 26%. The Greens have moved up 1% to 11%, while
New Zealand First has moved up 1% to hit the magical 5% mark.
But the big mover is the Internet Mana party which has doubled in support to
4%. The Conservatives are steady on 2%, while the Maori Party, and Act
remain on 1%.
At 4%, and assuming Hone Harawira hold his seat, Internet Mana could bring
in five MPs, including John Minto and Annette Sykes.
Internet Party leader Laila Harre says the party is "sensing a real mood for
change".
However, on the poll numbers, National could still govern alone with 62 MPs.
Labour would have 31, the Greens 13 and New Zealand First seven. The
Maori Party would have three, while Act and United Future would have one
apiece, assuming they win in Epsom and Ohariu.
Prime Minister John Key says the polls will tighten up a bit.
"There's a lot that's going to happen in the next five weeks and if the first
week's anything to go by, put your seatbelt on.
ONE News political reporter Katie Bradford says the poll result is not good
news for Labour as it slips further and further away from the 30% mark.
"Look, there's polls all over the place. Most of them have us going up at the
moment. I think that's quite unusual. I'm not at all bothered by it. I know the
one that matters is on the 30th of September," says Labour leader David
Cunliffe.
When it comes to the preferred prime minister, there's a small boost for David
Cunliffe, up 2% to 10% support. John Key takes a hit, down 3% to 45%.
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"So, five weeks to go and National remains firmly in control," Bradford says.
But with the allegations in the Hager book still swirling, John Key still has
plenty to worry about, she says.
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/dirty-start-campaign-hurts-labour-nationalpoll-6059069
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Andrea Vance (Stuff): Collins' husband's laptop targeted
Last updated 18:34 17/08/2014
Justice Minister Judith Collins says her husband's laptop was targeted in a
recent break-in.
It comes after National MP Mark Mitchell and party pollster David Farrar all
revealed they have been victims. Blogger Cameron Slater also claims his
emails were hacked.
All four are at the centre of claims in Nicky Hager's recent book Dirty Politics.
Collins says the office of her husband David Wong-Tung was targeted about
six weeks ago. A lock on the cabinet containing his laptop was smashed.
Nothing, including cash left in the office by staff, was taken.
A complaint was laid with police. Collins said: "I'm not aware of a hacking
attempt. [It's] just very strange."
Mitchell's office was broken into in September and October last year, and a
laptop and phones were stolen. Mitchell says his email account was hacked at
the same time.
Slater claims the emails and direct messages which Hager's book was based
on were accessed by a hacker paid by Internet Party founder Kim Dotcom.
Both Hager and Dotcom have denied this.
Wong-Tung is a director of Oravida, owned by a National party donor. Collins
spent much of this year defending allegations of a conflict of interest after she
visited the company's office in China while on a tax-payer funded trip.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10393058/Collins-husbands-laptoptargeted
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Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): Crime wave!
Filed under: Politics — danylmc @ 8:17 pm
National’s latest PR stunt is to claim they’re the victims of an
ongoing criminal conspiracy. David Farrar was on the news tonight
insisting he’d been hacked, despite admitting on twitter that
this almost certainly has not happened. Judith Collins’ husband’s
office was robbed! Six weeks ago! Mark Mitchell’s constituency
office and Parliamentary office was robbed! Last year! You see! You
see how it all fits together!
So. Why target Collins’ husband and Mark Mitchell? Seems like an
odd combination. Almost as if they’re just two random victims of
random crimes, that both happened a while ago and have nothing
to do with anything. Also, Mitchell’s Parliamentary Office was
robbed? That’s also odd. The security at Parliament is as robust as
you’d expect. I don’t know where Mitchell’s office is but I’m
guessing its on a floor with a whole bunch of other National MPs and
staffers, which can only be accessed via swipe card once you’ve
gotten past the security at every entrance. And the whole place is
under camera surveillance and all the swipe card activity is logged.
That seems like a risky heist for Nicky Hager, or Kim Dotcom’s
private investigators, or whoever is supposed to have gone after
Mitchell.
http://dimpost.wordpress.com/2014/08/17/crime-wave/
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TVNZ: Hager book turns 9% against National - poll
Published: 6:56PM Saturday August 16, 2014 Source: ONE News
The Government's opponents are stepping up their condemnation of Prime
Minister John Key's response to the book Dirty Politics.
And they're seizing on results of a ONE News Colmar Brunton snap poll on
the public's reaction to allegations in the book by Nicky Hager.
The poll, taken since Dirty Politics was released on Wednesday night, asks
voters if they believe the allegations of National Party smear tactics.
Twenty-eight percent said "yes" they did, 43% said "no" and 29% didn't know.
Asked how it influenced their view of the National Party, 4% were positively
influenced. But 9% now have a negative view of National, while 82% aren't
influenced much.
"Nine percent this close to the election, that's dynamite," said Winston Peters,
New Zealand First leader.
Labour leader David Cunliffe says the book's impact has been incredible.
"Over one in 10 New Zealanders is going to change their vote because of that
book. That's an incredible impact and it will only grow as people learn more,"
he said.
Finally, asked if the allegations would now make them more or less likely to
vote, 12% said they were now more likely, 1% were less likely and 87% said
the book hadn't made much difference either way.
'This is too serious'
The Prime Minister says the poll shows most New Zealanders are focused on
the real issues, not "highly political claims" like those made by Mr Hager.
But that's unlikely to stop Mr Key's opponents attacking his handling of the
issue.
"He thinks he can can character assassinate Nicky Hager. The problem is
Hager didn't write this book, basically. The National Party did," Mr Peters
says.
Mr Cunliffe says Mr Key "lied" that he had Justice Minister Judith Collins on
third strike.
"And now he doesn't care. He's lied that he has no responsibility for the guy
who worked two doors down from him."
The Prime Minister stands by his earlier statements.
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"It's got nothing to do with my office," Mr Key said on Thursday.
And he says Mr Cunliffe's accusation hardly seems consistent with his 'Vote
Positive' election campaign message.
But Mr Cunliffe says Mr Key, "thinks he can get away with it. Not this time, this
is too serious."
Aiming to back up that claim, Labour has released emails it says contradict Mr
Key's claim that National wasn't involved in accessing a Labour Party
database in 2011.
National is hitting back, saying there's nothing new in the emails.
And so the war of words continues.
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/hager-book-turns-9-against-national-poll6058685
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Ben Peterson (Fightback): The politics, not the dirt is the problem.
AUGUST 16, 2014
Nicky Hager’s Dirty Politics just blew up the election. The material comes
largely from Cameron Slater’s leaked emails, but it covers much more than
his personal activity. It outlines the activities of central National Party figures,
up to and including Prime Minister John Key himself.
But the real importance of the book is not revealing the dirty tactics that John
Key and company will resort to. More importantly, it outlines the antidemocratic and big money interests that drive the National Party. It is not that
just these are sleazy politicians. These people (John Key, Judith ‘Crusher’
Collins and more) use attack politics to hide their real agendas.
Dirty Politics is significant because it outlines the political project that the
National Party believes in, but only talks about behind closed doors. John Key
and the National Party have cultivated an image of themselves as the
responsible moderates. The reality is that he leads a highly ideological
government that is committed to furthering business interests. Part of this
crusade is actively supporting the Whale Oil blog and its politics.
The politics of Whale Oil
Dirty Politics shows that members of members of Key’s staff have actively
assisted Slater and Whale Oil. Key himself has admitted to being in regular
personal contact with Slater. Key may claim a degree of separation from
Whale Oil, but this is disingenuous. John Key is many things but he is not
stupid. Key and his staff know full well what Whale Oil stands for, but have
maintained links with the blog.
Hager’s book outlines the political project of Whale Oil. The Whale Oilers
actively and consciously seek to undermine democracy. Slater and his mates
led the campaign against MMP (proportional representation) to try and limit
space in electoral politics for progressive voices. The leaked emails show the
group has actively sought to create an atmosphere that discourages people
from voting. If candidates that aren’t to their liking do win an election, the
Whale Oil crew will attempt to blackmail or publicly shame them into
resignation.
Slater and Whale Oil seek to undermine democracy so they can magnify the
voices of the big businesses that bankroll their activities. Companies that pay
for Slater to ‘consult’ for them get the use of his blog and also his contacts in
government. Not content with undermining the democratic process and giving
voice to corporations, Whale Oil is also an enthusiastic participant in attempts
to ‘smash’ unions. Unions are an important institution for working people to
express their interests. Working people don’t have thousands of dollars each
month to sponsor their own attack blogger.
The happy marriage of John and Cam
Whale Oil and John Key’s office work together hand in glove. Whale Oil runs
campaigns that National supports, but can’t be seen to do for fear of a
backlash. This degree of separation has meant that John Key has been able
to viciously attack his enemies and facilitate corporate interests, while
maintaining a cleaner image.
John Key presents himself as a reasonable moderate, who is popular with
regular people and share their interests. This is a deliberate untruth.
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This National government wants to increase the power of corporate interests
and undermine the position of everyone else. However, they recognise that
the policies they want to implement (like further asset sales or cutbacks to
health and education) are deeply unpopular. They are constrained by the
potential democratic power of the public.
Thus, to implement their policies, this potential democratic power must be
marginalised and silenced. Participation in elections must be undermined.
MMP, which creates space for alternatives to be articulated, should be
attacked where possible. Any political opponents, whether it be Len Brown,
Kim Dotcom or the unions, must be destroyed. All real or potential alternatives
to the neoliberal agenda must be neutralised.
The reality of this agenda is important to recognise because it also shows us
how these politics can be beaten.
How to beat them
These right-wing policies are deeply unpopular – John Key knows that. That’s
why he is desperate to be seen as a nice guy who likes the rugby and avoids
debate. National fears a backlash if their true agenda is understood. Dirty
Politics exposes that agenda.
Hager finishes the book by calling for more resources and greater ethics for
journalism. This would be an important improvement for public debate, but
journalism is not what scares John Key or the right-wing bloggers.
They’re terrified of democracy.
Dirty Politics shows how National have actively tried to eliminate any potential
alternatives to their political project. The election on September 20 will be an
important opportunity to demonstrate how they have failed to do so. In
particular, they are terrified of the MANA Movement and the Internet Party
and the alternative they represent.
These attacks on democracy will not end with Key out of office. Democracy
can only function for ordinary people when ordinary people are actively
involved. New political movements, independent media and resurgent unions
are necessary to provide a counter voice to the corporate interests and their
seat warmers, online and in government..
http://fightback.org.nz/2014/08/16/the-politics-not-the-dirt-is-the-problem/
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Hager’s Dirty Politics – Who is the source
of Hager’s emails?
August 18, 2014
Who is the source of Hager’s emails?
Kim Dotcom has categorically denied he has anything to do with this and
Nicky Hager has categorically denied that Kim was the source of the emails.
Whatever you think about Kim (and he hasn’t lied about any of his intentions
to date – read this amazing review of him from the Guardian) I’ve known
Nicky for over quarter of a century, he is one of the most ethical, professional
and kind human beings I know, and if he says Kim is not the source, then I
believe him 100%.
The attempt to smear Kim Dotcom is part of the Right’s damage control and
their desperate need to move the medias attention away from allegations like
the SIS feeding Slater specified OIA information, hacking into Labour’s
computers and downloading their entire database, blackmailing MPs,
attacking public servants, moving prisoners around the country and trawling
brothels for sleaze on journalists.
Before I suggest who I think it is, let’s just point out for the thousandth time
that Hager publishing these emails EVEN WHEN THEY ARE STOLEN is
legal!
The public interest out weights Slater’s rights to privacy, that’s what the law
says. The people who have hacked and or broken into people’s homes, they
are culpable for the crimes, but Hager publishing them is acting within the law.
So if Kim isn’t the source – who is?
My guess is that it is a group of activists similar to Anonymous NZ. The anger
at Slater’s ‘feral’ comment made many people want to have a righteous go at
him. Last year Anonymous NZ launched a series of protests against the
Government…
…’Kiwi Freedom’ was aimed at the Governments insidious GCSB laws, this
attack on Slater however seems more like a personal attack by activists who
look up to Anonymous rather than Anonymous themselves as they are always
upfront about their protest actions.
I believe that we can not allow the ‘who stole the emails’ debate to swamp
what the emails actually say.
So, let’s force the debate back to that. Why hasn’t John Key read the book?
Who was the National Party Staff member who hacked and downloaded the
Labour Party database? Is it acceptable for the Minister of Police to move
prisoners around the country at a whim from Slater? Is it acceptable to
demonise a public servant? Is it ethical to trawl brothels for sleaze? Was
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Rodney Hide blackmailed into stepping down and did the SIS pass
information to Slater?
We must hold the powerful to account and criticise the media when they don’t
http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/18/hagers-dirty-politics-who-is-the-source-ofhagers-emails/
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The Standard: The Left on policies and values
WrittenBy: KAROL - Date published:7:53 pm, August 16th, 2014

One of the bits of mis-truth that John Key stated in the press stand up last week (as on
the TV3 video) was that the Left is into dirty politics because it doesn’t want to
campaign on policies, and can’t win on policies.

That is such a reversal of the truth. In fact, the Greens and Labour have been rolling
out far more detailed policy over the last few months, than the National Party.
What Key tries to characterise in the stand up, as some kind of coordinated attack, are
3 unrelated events. Right wingers tried to beat them up as left wing smears: 2 as
Internet-Mana smears; the third was focused on the use of an anti-Semitic term by a
minor Labour candidate. They wouldn’t have been noticed very much if Key
and other right wingers hadn’t spent so much time expressing outrage, in an attempt
to smear and divert from significant issues.
And while claiming not to be into dirty politics, Key used some standard strategies of
the politics of manipulation, to try to smear Nicky Hager as a”left wing conspiracy
theorist”. Even John Armstrong was not convinced by that.
Meanwhile, Labour and the Greens continued to campaign around the country, on
policies and values.

The truth is far from the situation presented on TV One’s (highly selective and
slanted) News tonight, which characterised Labour and Cunliffe as being only into the
negative. Get a clue, One News! Nicky Hager put an important book out there, with
a load of very serious information and questions that need to be answered. No
political party or MP can ignore it.
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The “Left” in the broadest sense would much prefer to focus on policies and values,
rather than have to continually deal with the dirty right wing politics that have
escalated under Key’s watch.
Today on Stuff, Phillip Mathews article wrote about “Clean Greens overlooked in
dirty week”
It feels like the political week can be divided into two eras, BH and AH. Before Hager
and After Hager. The release of Nicky Hager’s book Dirty Politics seemed to change
everything and, for a day or two at least, other agendas and stories faded from view.
The Green Party’s launch of its Christchurch policy at the new Botanic Gardens
visitor centre on Tuesday morning was very much a BH event. But speculation had
already started. One News reporter Michael Parkin sped past the routine questions
about what the Greens would do for Christchurch and asked co-leader Metiria Turei if
she knew what was in the Hager book.
“I know nothing,” she said, cheerfully and theatrically, but she was “interested” to see
it. As for the stoush between Prime Minister John Key and Internet Party leader Laila
Harre over effigies and rallies, Turei stayed well clear of that too.
The Greens are about clean rivers and clean politics. They seem decent, principled
and thoughtful, which may explain why, in this weird election campaign, they also
seem to be overlooked. All the Green caucus came to town for the launch, at which
the party’s positive message was reiterated. “We stand with you, Christchurch,” Turei
said. “We love New Zealand, we love Christchurch.”
More about the Greens week at the link.
Tonight the TV 3 News announced the results of a Colmar Brunton poll on education
policies – the winner is Labour by a nose. Take note, Mr Key!
Earlier today Metiria Turei injected a little humour into the media and twitter.
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Tomorrow the Greens officially launch their election campaign in Auckland. Hope it
goes well.
Sunday 17 August, 2pm - AUT, Sir Paul Reeves Bldg

http://thestandard.org.nz/the-left-on-policies-and-values/
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Radio NZ are lying about me
August 18, 2014
I am getting this all second hand at the moment as I don’t bother listening to
Radio NZ (except for that wonderful Wallace Chapman in the weekends) but
there is a claim that Suzie Ferguson just insinuated on Radio NZ that I had an
advanced copy of Dirty Politics.
I want to state in the strongest possible language, hand on heart, that
insinuation is a complete fucking lie. I NEVER had an advanced copy of Dirty
Politics, go ask Nicky Hager, my copy was couriered to me AFTER the
launch. Any attempt by Radio NZ to claim otherwise is a barefaced lie.
Why were my 3 guesses on what would be in Nicky’s book so much closer to
the mark than the rest of the clown pundity in NZ? I guessed what would be in
the book BECAUSE Nicky had contacted me after he started working on it in
relation to the Jordan Williams deception in 2011. He asked me specific
questions about that interaction and gave me no other information at all. My
small role in all of this is in the book, page 72 and 74 – THAT’S how I guessed
what was in the book, Radio NZs insinuation I had an advance copy is bullshit
and beneath what was once a fine public broadcaster.
I’d appear on Radio NZ to clear my name, but unfortunately as we are all
aware, I was banned from Radio NZ after criticising the Prime Minister.
False insinuations I had an advance copy and then hassling Laila Harre over
that are the sort of poor quality journalism we expect from ZB, not Radio NZ.
http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/18/radio-nz-are-lying-about-me/
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Radio NZ: John Key says Collins claims a 'smear'
The Prime Minister is standing by his minister Judith Collins, who is under fire
following the release of the book Dirty Politics. John Key told Morning Report
it was a smear campaign.
Nicky Hager's book, released last week, claimed senior National Party
members and staff were involved in feeding embarrassing and potentially
damaging information on political opponents to right-wing bloggers.
The minister has admitted she passed to Cameron Slater the name of a public
servant, who the blogger then said was the source of a leak to the Labour
Party. The leak had allowed Labour MPs to question Finance Minister Bill
English in Parliament about his accommodation allowance in 2009.
no caption
Judith Collins and John Key
Mr Key told Radio New Zealand's Morning Report programme he hasn't
asked Ms Collins about the matter.
"At the end of the day we're five weeks out from an election, people can see
that Nicky Hager's made a whole lot of things up in his book, (they) can see
he can't back a lot of them up," he said.
"People can see this is a smear campaign by Nicky Hager."
Listen to the full interview with John Key on Morning report (  11 min  3 sec  )
Asked whether it was appropriate for the Justice Minister to pass on the name
of a public servant who was then severely sanctioned on a website, he said
he did not know all the details.
"What I do know, is that it is a series of selective pieces of information, many
of which can't be backed up."
Ms Collins is also facing pressure to stand down as a minister over whether
she leaked confidential ACC information to Mr Slater. She has strenuously
denied those allegations.
Mr Key was asked if he was happy to associate himself with Mr Slater. "At the
end of the day he's not my guy, Cameron Slater ... anyone who knows
Cameron Slater knows that he's a force unto himself."
The prime minister said that, whether he liked it or not, social media was now
part of the media network and he had to deal with it.
He is also standing by former staff member Jason Ede, now working for the
National Party, for accessing a Labour Party website that was meant to be
secure.
'No knowledge of OIA request'
The book also alleged the Prime Minister's office tipped off Mr Slater about
the contents of classified SIS documents and how to request them in order to
smear the then-Labour leader Phil Goff.
The book raises questions about how Mr Slater so quickly got a copy of a
briefing given to Mr Goff early in 2011 from the Security Intelligence Service. It
says Mr Key or his office must have been involved.
Mr Key said the Official Information Act (OIA) request did not come across his
desk and did not sign off on it.
"I knew there were requests, I would have known because generally they say
there's a series of requests into the SIS or the GCSB but they often sign off
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on, well they always sign off on, things on their own timetable. We've got
slightly better processes now, so they'll tell me."
Dotcom not linked to Hagar book - Harre
Internet Party leader Laila Harre has rejected suggestions that party founder
Kim Dotcom is linked to information used as the basis for Mr Hager's book.
Listen to Laila Harre on Morning Report (  8 min  20 sec  )
The book is largely based on material hacked from Cameron Slater's Whaleoil
website, and Mr Slater believes Kim Dotcom was the source. Both Nicky
Hager and Mr Dotcom have denied that.
Ms Harre told Morning Report the situation was clear. "Nicky Hager and
Cameron Slater are the two people whose evidence is out here on this source
of the hacking. Who do you believe? Nicky Hager has said that the origins of
the information had no association whatsoever to do with Kim Dotcom."
Meanwhile, the Internet Party leader is demanding the Prime Minister remove
any responsibility Justice Minister Judith Collins has for the Electoral
Commission.
Ms Harre said it was untenable for Ms Collins to remain responsible for the
commission when she is so deeply involved in activities outlined in the book.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/election-2014/252346/john-key-says-collinsclaims-a-%27smear%27
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Pete George (Your NZ): Key links to dirty politics confronted
On Radio New Zealand Guyon Espiner has strongly challenged John Key of his
stance and apparent acceptance of dirty politics as played by Cameron Slater on
Whale Oil.
This is a compelling interview. When I get time I’ll look at it in more detail.

Prime Minister stands by minister and staff
Originally aired on Morning Report, Monday 18
August 2014
Five days on from the release of Nicky Hager’s book Dirty Politics, the Prime
Minister has told Morning Report he is standing behind his staff and ministers.
I have tweeted:
Thanks @GuyonEspiner for that interview with @johnkeypm – questions that
needed asking and deserve better answers @rnz_news
See also Key’s reasonable point about the left being left out of hager’s book but
again sidestepping responsibility for National’s part in dirty politics:
PM says Dirty Politics book omits the left
John Key says if Mr Hager’s book was a serious attempt to look at politics, it
would have shown Labour’s up to its eyeballs in the same activities.
That Labour do it to is a very poor stance by the Prime Minister. He should set
standards, not accept that dirt in politics is ok.
Key is avoiding responsibility, he is complicit at least by association.
See (hear) also Marcus Lush with Our Leader John Keys weekly chat.

http://yournz.org/2014/08/18/key-links-to-dirty-politics-confronted/
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TVNZ: John Key braced for 'tough' election after dip in polls
Published: 7:31AM Monday August 18, 2014 Source: ONE News
Prime Minister John Key says the election is going to be "tough" after a fall in
popularity in the latest ONE News Colmar Brunton poll.
The poll shows National still in the box seat with 50%, but it is down two
points. Labour is also down two points to 26%.
Mr Key told TV ONE's Breakfast programme today that "elections are tight
events under MMP".
"So you know two points, well that's in the sort of margin of error that things
move around in."
He said if his party maintained 50% on election night then "that would be
great".
"But the truth is that MMP is an environment that is tough, it's hard fought, and
it's always close and you know in the end if people want us to be there then
they need to give their party vote to National."
The Greens have moved up 1% to 11%, while New Zealand First moved up
1% to hit the magical 5% mark.
And the surprise mover is the Internet Mana party, at 4% and within striking
distance of the 5% threshold.
On the poll numbers, National could still govern alone with 62 MPs. Labour
would have 31, the Greens 13 and New Zealand First seven. The Maori Party
would have three, while Act and United Future would have one apiece,
assuming they win in Epsom and Ohariu.
Last night's poll was taken just prior Nicky Hager dropping his book, Dirty
Politics.
http://tvnz.co.nz/vote-2014-news/john-key-braced-tough-election-after-dip-inpolls-6059277
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TVNZ: Whaleoil blogger to file police complaint over hacked emails
Published: 8:42AM Monday August 18, 2014 Source: ONE News
Dirty start to campaign hurts Labour, National - poll (3:08)
Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater says he will be laying a complaint with
police over the hacking of thousands of his emails, which have been
published in Nicky Hager's new book Dirty Politics.
The book has created huge controversy, making a number of claims against
National Party members including Judith Collins.
It is alleged in the book the Justice Minister leaked private information and
collaborated with Mr Slater, something she has emphatically denied.
Mr Hager yesterday told TVNZ's Q+A programme that the book wasn't about
Mr Slater but rather highlights him as an alleged example of someone being
used by the National Party to do their "dirty work" for them.
However, the blogger won't be placated, releasing texts between Kim Dotcom
and his former bodyguard, Wayne Tempero just hours after Mr Hager's
interview.
Mr Slater alleges that the texts show Mr Dotcom is behind the leaked emails,
something the internet mogul has denied, as has Mr Hager.
Mr Slater today alleged on TV ONE's Breakfast programme that he believes
Mr Dotcom may have hired private investigators to spy on people.
"The bottom line is that Kim Dotcom, I believe, has perpetrated a crime
against me and not just me but other people as well," Mr Slater claimed.
Mr Slater denies that he's a conspiracy theorist. He alleged Mr Hager and Mr
Dotcom are "hypocrites" for speaking out against spying.
"It's really rather hypocritical of Nicky Hager to be talking about Dirty Politics
when his whole book is dirty politics because it involves illegal hacking of
somebody's emails," Mr Slater told Breakfast.
Kim Dotcom declined an invitation to appear on Breakfast for an interview but
said in a statement that he had nothing to do with any alleged hacking or with
Mr Hager's book.
Mr Slater says he has already laid a complaint with the Privacy Commissioner
and can't do anything more once he has spoken to police except to keep
looking for evidence to back his claims up.
http://tvnz.co.nz/national-news/whaleoil-blogger-file-police-complaint-overhacked-emails-6059312
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Southland Times: Editorial: Consequential questions
Last updated 05:00 18/08/2014
OPINION: If those persistently high polls have been giving the impression that
John Key can walk on water, the first post-Hager poll will show whether he
can walk on sewage.
Just how deeply National's progress towards election day becomes mired in
the underfoot unpleasantness that Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics has laid
out will depend on more than the immediate public reaction.
Hager has created, or at least exposed, an issue that some voters will find
repellent and some will find attractive (by which we mean fascinating, rather
than appealing).
Others will quite reasonably find it a combination of both. How this third group,
which you have to suspect is considerable, will ultimately react depends on
how plausible they find the attacks and defences that will play out in the
coming days. Their attention has surely been engaged.
They should not be troubled by the scolding lament that it's all sideshow when
it's the policies and the track records that deserve to hold sway.
People are not only entitled, but strongly inclined, to take the implications for
privacy and civil rights seriously - particularly since invasive tactics are
involved in gathering the material for the book, as well as being the subject of
it.
Certainly the initial, seemingly airy rebuff that the public will see through all
this and won't care is looking like a perilous approach. In particular, attention
must turn to the charge that blogger Cameron Slater was tipped off by the
Prime Minister's office to seek SIS documentation that embarrassed former
Labour Leader Phil Goff.
We should remember not only that this embarrassed Mr Goff, but that it
deserved to, because the record when it came out contradicted comments
he'd made publicly. Score one for the truth, by all means.
But the way the waters at the SIS parted to enable access to that document
was a huge contrast to the experience of other media when they have sought
access to the many truths that most secretive of departments clutches to its
chest.
We keep coming back to the same approach; are we looking at the practical
exercise of power as a legitimate, if less-than-pretty tactic, or the abuse of it?
http://www.stuff.co.nz/southland-times/opinion/10393293/EditorialConsequential-questions
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Taranaki Daily News: Hager book's revelations impossible to ignore
Last updated 05:00 18/08/2014
Late last year I attended a meeting and found to my surprise that Nicky Hager
was also there.
He had kindly agreed to advise us on the best way to get the messaging right
on an environmental issue that needed more traction.
Having never met him before, and only knowing about him through what I'd
read in the media, I was marginally sceptical about his ability to deliver the
goods.
The meeting itself was a debacle, in the sense that the invitees (me included)
were going around in circles, off on tangents and generally getting nowhere
fast.
Hager sat back quietly and patiently until asked, and then he spoke about as
much sense and perception as I've ever heard. I left the meeting with a whole
new understanding of, and respect for, the man. I quickly set about getting a
copy of each of his books and read them all cover to cover.
It is not exactly unexpected that his new book Dirty Politics has led to National
playing him personally, rather than addressing its contents. John Key quickly
described him, even before the wrapping was off the book, as "a screaming,
Left-wing conspiracy theorist".
So just who is Nicky Hager?
Yes, he's definitely Left-wing. Yes, he stood for the Values Party in the 1970s
and is quite partial to peace. Aren't you?
Yes, he is a journalist and has degrees in physics and philosophy.
Yes, he has written six books.
Yes, it's true that of all of the allegations he has made during his career, not
one has been disproven. Nor has he been successfully sued. There's a
reason for that. He gets it right. You have to when you write for a living.
Journalists know that and often take legal advice before publishing - if they
know what's good for them.
Hager has applied his blowtorch to both Left and Right. Labour's Helen Clark
got it over genetic engineering in the "Corngate" scandal in his 2002 book
Seeds of Distrust.
Both Labour and National copped it in 2011's Other People's Wars, which was
an investigation into New Zealand's role in the "War on Terror".
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It prompted world-renowned investigative journalist Seymour Hersh to say,
"Nicky Hager has more knowledge and understanding of the American
intelligence world in Afghanistan - both its good and its very bad points - than
any reporter I know."
John Pilger wrote that Hager is "quite simply one of the world's best
investigative journalists".
In other words, Hager is no lightweight. Which is why John Key and his
adherents are worried. Five weeks out from the election, the timing of this
book simply couldn't be worse for them.
The details in the book make for a hair-raising read. When you factor in the
screeds of stuff contained within it, the bloggers are fairly small fry.
With shady appearances in the book from tobacco lobbyists and Peter Dunne,
Fonterra and breast milk, Judith Collins and ACC and Corrections, Murray
McCully and MFAT staff, SIS documents, prostitutes and much more, it's
clear that Key and co won't be able to bluff this one out.
The Prime Minister is clearly complicit in some of this when one takes into
account the proof of the phone calls to blogger Cameron Slater, and the fact
that taxpayer-funded National Party staffer Jason Ede regularly feeds both
documents and dirt to Slater (and others) as well.
Ask yourself why most of the people named in the book immediately went to
ground. They needed time to think, get their lines rehearsed into some
semblance of ducks and rows, and knock back a stiff gin. Or three.
Even if you intensely dislike Hager and intensely adore John Key; even if
you're a hard-core, dyed-in-the-wool, Right-wing National supporter; even if
you eat new-born babies for breakfast, this book is going to be hard to
dismiss.
Because the central question to me, above and beyond all else, has to be
what sort of politicians do we want to be governed by?
Yes, we know that all political stripes are capable of dirt and bad behaviour.
But this is in a class of its own.
If it transpires that there's any proof in the strong suggestion that the
Government was involved in sanctioning, tacitly or otherwise, the hacking of
Labour's website, it will be New Zealand's Watergate.
All I can suggest is that you read it before you comment, and certainly before
you vote. Just so you're not talking through a partisan hole in your head.
I'll leave you with George Orwell: "Journalism is printing what someone else
does not want printed. Everything else is public relations."
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http://www.stuff.co.nz/taranaki-daily-news/opinion/10393500/Hager-booksrevelations-impossible-to-ignore
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Andrew Geddis (Pundit): Cri du cœur
The point of Dirty Politics isn't (just) about what happens in September. Or,
what Danyl Mclauchlan said, with more quotes.
I've made my way through Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics over the weekend. Danyl
Mclauchlan's already pretty much expressed what it made me feel:
Whatever the wider implications, the book has had a profound effect on me, personally.
Something that doesn’t come across in the news coverage about Dirty Politics, and
Cameron Slater, Jason Ede, Jordan Williams, Simon Lusk et al is just how fucking awful
these people are. They spend their lives trying to poison and contaminate our politics.
They enjoy seeing people suffer. They get excited by the idea of breaking up the
marriages of their political enemies and ruining their lives.
If you haven't read the book, that sounds a bit over the top. But it isn't. It really isn't.
Because it is hard to identify what is the worst, most awful example of plain dispicable
conduct in the text.
I'm not going to take you through the cast of this tragedy in any detail, or explain exactly
how they all fit together. The book does that for you. All I want to do here is give those of
you who haven't managed (or won't be bothered) to read it some indication of why
itmatters beyond the specific questions of whether accessing a left-open computer
system is a crime, or if Judith Collins was "just helping" when she gave a public servants
name up for public humiliation, or if John Key's office expedited the release of some SIS
information to someone ahead of someone else. Because I want to talk about the sorts of
people who this book reveals for who they are, and what their participation in our politics
means.
Doing so first requires that I show you just how bad things are. So, is the worst moment
in the book when Simon Lusk is discussing with Cameron Slater how they want to use
some alleged texts sent by Rodney Hide to "some girl" to pressure Hide to resign as ACT
leader:
[Tell Hide we have the texts] and will leak them if he doesn't resign by friday, and how will
the new mrs hide react to that. [This is] straight out of my personal playbook, upset the
missus, cause strife at home. (p. 69)
Or is it when this same Simon Lusk states:
I'm just motivated to cut throats. Unfortunately the biggest buzz I get is when I wreck
someone, only done it three times, but I was on a massive high. (p. 65-6)
Or is it when Jordan Williams, the Executive Director of the "Taxpayers' Union" - a role
he holds while also still ghost-writing posts on Whale Oil using Taxpayers' Union material
to attack the Labour Party (p. 104, f/n 30) - and an admitted barrister and solicitor of the
High Court of New Zealand, enquires of Cameron Slater:
Any convicted child rapists among that labour party membership list [that Slater had
taken from Labour's website, knowing it to be private material]? Let's start googling. (p.
72)
Or is it when this same Jordan Williams responds to the news in July 2011 (less than six
months after some 185 people died in Christchurch) that one of the members of his antiMMP group has resigned by stating:
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[A]n earthquake right now would be good. (p. 72)
Or is it when Cathy Odgers, also an admitted barrister and solicitor of the High Court of
New Zealand and so subject to the New Zealand Law Society's ethical obligations,
ghostwrites a post on Slater's blogsite that attacks Nicky Hager for writing an article on
the use of tax havens, and then contacts her friends:
It would be a disaster if [Chinese people who use these havens] knew where he lived. He
may even need police protection. I've spent all day telling clients it is not our company
but have asked a few how they would react if they knew a bit about the people publishing
the material. I was delighted to assist with the full details for Mr Hager. Those Chinese
can be very vicious when they lose face. ... Chop chop for Nicky. Shame Russians don't
seem affected but our Chinese friends need a helping hand. (p. 92)
[She is then provided Nicky Hager's address by both Matthew Hooten and Cameron
Slater.]
Or is it when Cameron Slater asks an ex-prostitute friend:
Boscawen. Any dirt on what, who, when and how would be good before 10am ...
especially how he likes it and where he buys it from. (pp. 113-114)
Or when he asks the same person:
[D]o you have any sleaze on Duncan Garner. ... Scratch around please ... he is being a
cock ... and it is never wise to piss off the whale. (p. 114)
Or is it when Cameron Slater tells a friend in the wake of the February 2011 Christchurch
Earthquake:
What i can't believe ... is how we have to bail out those useless pricks in the sth island,
again. ... Those [Christchurch] suburbs are hard core Labour ... the owners will be Nat
voters though and the voters tenants, so the houses are gone and the scum are gone
too, and so they should get nothing. (p. 27)
Or is it when Slater discusses a friend's (seriously - this is a friendhe's talking about)
failure to win selection as a National candidate:
What a loser, he couldn't even win WITH daddy's money, you think Zac Goldsmith would
have ever stood in a seat he couldn't win. Rich people don't lose selections unless they
are fucking hopeless or fucking stupid. He lost to a maori and that is even funnier. (p. 57)
Or is it when Slater is talking with another blogger, "Barnsley Bill", about the response to
a post Slater wrote describing the death of a West Coast man in a car accident as that of
a "feral" who had "done the world a favour""
Why would I apologise to that slut [the dead man's mother]? ... J[ohn] K[ey] rang me ...
[and said she] was the same feral fucking bitch that screams at him when he goes to pike
river meetings. (p. 133)
Terrible as all this is, for me the very worst bit lies in an exchange Slater has with a
woman who sought his help to have a prisoner (the father of her daughter) moved to
another city. Slater apparently was able to do so, whereupon the woman informs him that
the prisoner has attempted suicide. To which Slater replies:
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Send him a message to tell him to try harder next time. What a loser, can't even kill
himself properly. He is a c**t. Hopefully his move to a Sth Island prison might teach him
who is [in] control of his life. (p.145)
Now, I've beaten you over the head with this detail for a reason, not simply as an
exercise in eliciting vicarious shock at how terrible some human beings can be. There's
two possible responses to it that I want to dispute.
The first is that this behaviour and language is somehow "just what politics is". No. It isn't.
Politics can be bruising. It can be hurtful. But it's the way that we manage our differences,
deal with our conflicts, and work out ways to live together (and, just perhaps, do so in a
way that makes everything a little bit better). That is a noble and honourable thing, one
that attracts a lot of people to want to take part in it. I see it in a lot of the students I teach
- they are inspired to try and make a difference in lots of different ways, to lots of different
ends.
What the people in Dirty Tricks are trying to do is kill the good in politics and turn it into
something completely toxic that destroys any hope of meaningful debate, discussion and
conciliation, all so that their side can "win". If that sounds melodramatic and over the top,
it isn't. You can read them saying that this is what they want in their own words. And that
is a terrible, terrible thing to seek to do. Because if they win - if the way we conduct our
politics and manage our differences and decide our common path becomes their vision
of how "the game" should be played - then we all lose something very valuable.
Basically, we lose our future.
The second is that this post isn't simply an attack on "the Right". It's not even an attack
on "the National Party". There's plenty of good people involved on the right side of
politics who are worthy of respect and engagement. You even see some of them in the
book's pages - Hamish Price (p. 112-113), for example, who defended Bevan Chuang
when she fell out of favour with those involved in the Len Brown "hit". And there's in all
likelihood some people on the left side of politics who are just as nasty and sociopathic
as the ones in this book (the difference being, they don't have anything like the influence
or public profile of the folks we're seeing here).
Rather, my post is about a choice. John Key was on Radio NZ tonight saying:
Cameron Slater is a force unto himself, there's no question that people talk to him, we
talk to lots of bloggers and actually that's the social media world that we live in.
That's just rubbish. Cameron Slater isn't a hurricane or flood that you can't avoid. He's a
thoroughly nasty human being who thrives on being seen in a particular way and being
enabled by attention. So he's set up a way of getting that attention, worked with a bunch
of other likeminded people to build a network of influence, and tried to use this to his own
ends.
Now John Key, or any other politician, is free to decide whether or not he wants to play
this game. Those choices then partly define them. So, for instance, you can't credibly
claim to have high ethical standards for your administration if you take advantage of
Cameron Slater's complete absence of any in order to release information you want
spread out into the world. You just can't - as Slater himself loves to say, if you roll around
with pigs, you will get muddy.
By the same token, you can't be outraged at the alleged "News of the World tactics" of a
newspaper taping your conversation when you're using a form of information distribution
that does things that make the UK tabloid industry look like the New York Times. Either
you think journalistic ethics mean something and ought to be a filter on how public
discourse occurs, or else you're fair game for anything (as long as it wins the fight).
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So that's all I really want to say. Nicky Hager actually says it better (and more pithily)
than me:
[T]he book is not about the inevitability of expedient and unprincipled politics.
Understanding what is wrong means things do not have to remain that way. Exposing
dirty politics is an essential step in allowing reasonable people to understand and to
choose other approaches. There is no need to follow those who are least principled down
into the pit. (p. 15)

http://www.pundit.co.nz/content/cri-du-c%C5%93ur
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Aimee Gulliver (Stuff): Key deflects questions over Collins
Last updated 08:50 18/08/2014
Prime Minister John Key refuses to answer questions on the appropriateness
of Justice Minister Judith Collins leaking information to a blogger.
In Nicky Hager's book, Dirty Politics, released last week, Hager alleges
Collins and WhaleOil blogger Cameron Slater were behind an attack
campaign that led to public servant Simon Pleasants receiving death threats.
Collins on Friday admitted giving Slater the identity of Internal Affairs official
Simon Pleasants. She thought he was responsible for leaking information to
the Labour Party about Finance Minister Bill English's taxpayer-funded
accommodation allowance in 2009.
Pleasants was targeted on WhaleOil the day after Collins emailed Slater
saying: "Simon Pleasants, manager, ministerial property".
Police became involved after death threats were directed towards Pleasants,
his wife and children. Pleasants has denied leaking anything.
Key is standing by Collins, and said he did not know all the details of the
scenario, so would not go into it.
"I don't know all of the details behind all of that," Key said on Radio New
Zealand's Morning Report today.
"What I do know, is that it [the book] is a series of selective pieces of
information, many of which can't be backed up."
The allegations were a "smear campaign" from the Left, he said.
Key denied Jason Ede had run a "dirty tricks" campaign when he worked for
the prime minister's office.
Key said he did not know Ede had accessed private information about Labour
Party donors on their website.
"I probably should have known, because there was some correspondence
between National and Labour that a person had," Key said on TVNZ's
Breakfast programme.
But he denied the claim that National had "hacked" the website, arguing that a
lapse in security meant anyone could access it.
"The point is, if the Wallabies left up on their public site their starting 15 on
Tuesday, would the All Black management go and have a look?"
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10394489/Key-deflects-questions-overCollins
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Andrea Vance (Stuff): Key dodges sticky issue with offhand denials
Last updated 05:00 18/08/2014
OPINION: There comes a point when a politician's over-reliance on plausible
deniability becomes simply implausible.
John Key is well past that point with his absolute refusal to accept
accountability for the allegations made in Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics book.
He moved into the farcical yesterday, on many counts. The first was his
apparent ignorance that spin doctor Jason Ede still roams the corridors of
Parliament, using a staff swipecard.
He claims not to know what Ede now does for the campaign team. And in a
cute attempt to distance himself from the tainted black ops man, he rubbished
Hager's claims that he worked "two doors" down from the Prime Minister.
It is well known that Ede worked for years in the Prime Minister's Beehive
offices. Until now Key has never denied this, in the face of many questions
about his links to the WhaleOil blog.
The second was his casual attempt to play down his interactions with
WhaleOil's Cameron Slater. Despite claims Hager has made up much of his
book, it turns out Key did text message and call Slater after a public outcry
about his nasty attack on the mother of a Pike River victim.
He says it was about a different matter, however he did mention that he
recognised the woman from a photograph. He deployed a classic Key trick of
understatement.
Key's outrage about hacking also rang hollow - either the emails were stolen,
or Hager made up the conversations. He cannot argue it both ways.
But whatever the backdrop of claim and counterclaim, it was business as
usual for Key yesterday.
On the campaign trail, he appeared entirely unconcerned about the
allegations hanging over his inner circle. He was undoubtedly buoyed by the
results of a snap television poll, which shows the issue is not getting much
cut-through with voters.
Key was mobbed on a visit to a Papatoetoe Sikh temple, with community
leaders keen to have his ear. No-one mentioned the book. Dozens of
supporters clamoured to have their photo taken.
Missing in action was Ethnic Affairs Minister Judith Collins. Key downplayed
this - she was never meant to be part of the visit. However, her absence
looked like another attempt to put distance between the leader and her
behaviour.
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The rattled Key of a few days ago was gone. Both he and his spin doctors are
certain the tide is turning on Hager, their relentless attacks on his credibility
yielding fruit.
Key was back responding to reporters' questions with the patient tone
designed to suggest what a reasonable guy he is.
The answers, however, remain unconvincing.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10393305/Key-dodges-sticky-issuewith-offhand-denials
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Barry Soper (Newstalk ZB): Campaign trail off to a flyer
18 August 2014 6:00 a.m.
It already feels as though the election's well underway but in reality it's barely
started.
Certainly it's off to a rip roaring start and the target's the man most voters, if
you judge him by the opinion polls, continues to ride the crest of the popularity
wave, Teflon John Key.
In a way the Tories have brought this on themselves, the key to their electoral
success is resting squarely on his shoulders. Team Key T shirts are being
worn by campaign workers door knocking around the country, all election
hoardings have his image on them, whether he's standing next to a candidate
or on his tod.
Many have been defaced in a horrible way with some depicting him as a
orthodox Jew, clear reference to his mother who had relatives die in Hitler's
holocaust.
Chanting mosh pits of bare armed youngsters chanting f... John Key as the
giant German Kim Dotcom works them into a frenzy talking of revolution, of
bringing down the Government and of extraditing the Prime Minister. Effigies
of his image being burnt at the stake.
And then the man who Key's described as a screaming, leftie conspiracy
theorist has certainly been making a lot of noise since releasing his book Dirty
Politics last week. The title Nicky Hager chose for his book is in fact stating
the bleedingly obvious. Politics isn't a clean business, it's a no holds barred
quest for power. Anyone who thinks otherwise is kidding themselves.
Hager's now talking about releasing more stolen emails to back up his claims.
Makes you wonder why he didn't use them in his book in the first place, given
there are no many claims to be backed up.
Key says bring it on, he's got nothing to fear even if the naysayers, in
particular Martin Luther Cunliffe and Luigi Peters, say this is a dark day for
New Zealand politics. Of course they're going to say that, this is politics and
it's about winning the election and to do that you've got to discredit your
opponents.
The fact that Hagar's book can't make anything stick to Key is neither here nor
there, politics is about perception and the more they can convince the great
unwashed that the Tories' linen is dirty, the more they'll try. And who can
blame them?
So thanks to his campaign team, Teflon John is to National what Luigi Peters
is to New Zealand First.
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As Head Girl Helen would have it, he's a victim of his own success!
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/opinion/the-soap-box-18-august-2014
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Herald: Race turning tighter and grubbier
5:00 AM Monday Aug 18, 2014
One News and 3 News issued their first election campaign polls last night,
with both showing National down by two points. Photo / NZ Herald
The election race is getting closer and is set to get grubbier as two polls show
National's easy ride to a third term is not such a sure thing - even before the
Dirty Politics scandal takes effect.
But with the political firefight over author Nicky Hager's expose of alleged
Government dirty tricks intensifying yesterday, election policies such as the
Greens' plan to sock the wealthiest New Zealanders with a new top tax rate
risk getting lost in the noise.
One News and 3 News issued their first election campaign polls last night,
with both showing National down by two points.
The One News-Colmar Brunton poll had National at 50 per cent, while 3
News-Reid research had them at 47.5 per cent. While One News also had
Labour down 2 points at 26 per cent, leader David Cunliffe had something to
cheer about, with 3 News putting his party 2.3 per cent higher at 29 per cent.
Both polls were conducted in the week before Hager's book was released and
in the aftermath of NZ First leader Winston Peters' widely criticised "two
wongs" joke. But far from NZ First being hurt, the party's support was up,
hitting the 5 per cent MMP threshold, according to One News, and rising
within spitting distance to 4.6 per cent, according to 3 News.
NZ First's improving fortunes raise the prospect Winston Peters will again
have the role of kingmaker after the September 20 election.
The poll results have come as the Government and its blogger allies Cameron
Slater and David Farrar ramped up their counter-attack on Hager and his
credibility.
Hager is already under pressure over how he came into possession of
thousands of emails and other messages the book is based on and which he
acknowledges were hacked from the computer of Slater, who write the Whale
Oil blog.
Farrar yesterday confirmed to the Herald he would complain to the police
about how material used by his polling company found its way into Hager's
book. He told the Herald he believed polling scripts were being supplied by an
employee to Hager.
Slater yesterday made more forceful claims that the thousands of his emails
and other messages which Hager's book is based on were hacked from his
computer by Internet Party founder Kim Dotcom. In a post, he linked the
hacking of his computer, the burglary of National MP Mark Mitchell's offices,
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the "theft" of material from Farrar's company and two more burglaries to Mr
Dotcom.
Mr Dotcom said Slater's post was "designed to shift focus away from Slater's
own dirty dealings on behalf of the National Party".
"I had nothing to do with any alleged hacking. And while we're on the subject,
I had nothing to do with Nicky Hager's book, either."
Hager told TVNZ's Q+A programme that Mr Dotcom was "absolutely
categorically" not the source of information he had received.
Prime Minister John Key, meanwhile, told reporters that Hager "isn't actually
denying he's written a book off stolen material".
He again said he did not plan to look further into the book's central claims that
his former staffer Jason Ede covertly accessed Labour's IT systems or that
Justice Minister Judith Collins abused her position to pass on information to
Slater to fuel his attacks on political opponents.
Mr Key did not wish to know the identity of the staffer National has
acknowledged accessed Labour's computers and said that "most of the stuff
about Judith Collins has actually been proven to be factually incorrect".
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11310
275
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Patrice Dougan (Herald): Cameron Slater claims Kim Dotcom funded
hacking
3:52	
  PM	
  Sunday	
  Aug	
  17,	
  2014	
  

	
  
Whale	
  Oil	
  blogger	
  Cameron	
  Slater	
  has	
  once	
  again	
  accused	
  internet	
  mogul	
  Kim	
  
Dotcom	
  of	
  being	
  responsible	
  for	
  hacking	
  his	
  blog	
  website	
  earlier	
  this	
  year.	
  
But	
  it	
  comes	
  as	
  Nicky	
  Hager,	
  the	
  author	
  of	
  Dirty	
  Politics,	
  told	
  TVNZ's	
  Q	
  +Aprogramme	
  
that	
  Dotcom	
  was	
  "absolutely	
  categorically"	
  not	
  the	
  source.	
  
And	
  Dotcom	
  took	
  to	
  twitter	
  saying	
  Slater	
  is	
  "wrong"	
  and	
  a	
  "right	
  wing	
  conspiracy	
  
theorist".	
  
In	
  a	
  post	
  on	
  the	
  right-‐wing	
  blogger's	
  site,	
  Slater	
  pointed	
  the	
  finger	
  at	
  Dotcom,	
  
posting	
  screen	
  shots	
  of	
  text	
  messages	
  between	
  the	
  Mega	
  founder	
  and	
  his	
  former	
  
security	
  manager	
  Wayne	
  Tempero.	
  
"We	
  all	
  know	
  by	
  now	
  that	
  I	
  had	
  my	
  emails	
  hacked	
  in	
  February,"	
  Slater	
  posted	
  this	
  
afternoon.	
  
"We	
  also	
  know	
  that	
  David	
  Farrar	
  has	
  had	
  his	
  intellectual	
  property	
  stolen,	
  and	
  that	
  
Mark	
  Mitchell	
  had	
  his	
  personal	
  emails	
  hacked	
  and	
  his	
  office	
  broken	
  into.	
  
"What	
  I	
  can	
  also	
  now	
  reveal	
  is	
  that	
  Tony	
  Lentino,	
  the	
  businessman	
  who	
  formerly	
  
financially	
  supported	
  Kim	
  Dotcom	
  also	
  had	
  his	
  office	
  broken	
  into.	
  
"On	
  top	
  of	
  that	
  Travis	
  who	
  works	
  for	
  the	
  blog	
  was	
  also	
  hacked	
  along	
  with	
  another	
  
media	
  person	
  who	
  has	
  been	
  a	
  vocal	
  critic	
  of	
  Kim	
  Dotcom.	
  
"Until	
  now	
  we	
  haven't	
  had	
  the	
  proof,	
  only	
  a	
  bunch	
  of	
  dots	
  to	
  join	
  but	
  we	
  now	
  have	
  
the	
  complete	
  picture."	
  
Following	
  the	
  revelations	
  in	
  Nicky	
  Hager's	
  book	
  Dirty	
  Politics	
  this	
  week	
  Tempero	
  
contacted	
  Slater	
  about	
  a	
  text	
  exchange	
  he	
  had	
  with	
  Dotcom	
  in	
  June,	
  Slater	
  said.	
  
"Remember	
  just	
  two	
  days	
  ago	
  we	
  released	
  a	
  text	
  message	
  from	
  Kim	
  Dotcom	
  where	
  
he	
  implied	
  he	
  was	
  the	
  one	
  responsible.	
  That	
  text	
  was	
  sent	
  to	
  Wayne	
  Tempero,"	
  
Slater	
  said	
  on	
  his	
  website	
  today.	
  
A	
  screen	
  shot	
  of	
  the	
  texts	
  purporting	
  to	
  be	
  from	
  Dotcom	
  read:	
  "Wayne,	
  I	
  know	
  
what's	
  coming.	
  I	
  want	
  to	
  offer	
  you	
  a	
  friendly	
  way	
  out.	
  It's	
  going	
  to	
  get	
  ugly.	
  You	
  don't	
  
want	
  to	
  be	
  on	
  the	
  wrong	
  side.	
  You	
  know	
  me.	
  Let's	
  have	
  a	
  chat.	
  Kim."	
  
Another	
  screen	
  shot	
  states	
  that	
  Dotcom	
  had	
  been	
  "collecting	
  evidence	
  for	
  three	
  
months",	
  and	
  had	
  "hired	
  professionals	
  to	
  get	
  me	
  information".	
  
But	
  Kim	
  Dotcom	
  tweeted	
  the	
  following:	
  
Kim Dotcom @KimDotcom
Follow
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Mr dirty blog repeats allegations I'm behind the hack of his blog
based on benign txt msgs. He's wrong & a right wing conspiracy
theorist :)
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11310152
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Andrea Vance (Stuff): Jason Ede still has Beehive access
Last updated 16:39 17/08/2014
Prime Minister John Key says he can't explain why "black ops" spin doctor
Jason Ede still has a staff access card to Parliament.
Ede is at the centre of claims in Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics book, in which it is
alleged he fed gossip, research and tips to Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater.
Paid by the taxpayer as a ministerial services staff, Ede is also accused of
infiltrating a Labour party database, which contained sensitive personal
information. Slater said the website was insecure.
Ede was spotted in the Parliamentary complex last week - with a security
access swipe card - despite National saying he is employed by them at the
party's Wellington head office.
"I don't know, you'd have to ask whoever is responsible for that. But it's not
me," Key said.
"He works for the National party now, that's all I know."
Key didn't know why Ede was at Parliament and he wasn't visiting his office.
"You'd have to ask him. He hasn't been in my [physical] office for years... He
was originally a press secretary years and years ago. Again Hager's got it
wrong, he's not two doors down from me. I hardly ever talk to him. Most of the
work he did in research and communications was either with backbenchers or
other people."
Key said he doesn't know what Ede's role with National was now.
He also reiterated there would be no action after Justice Minister Judith
Collins admitted passing the name of a public servant to Slater, resulting in a
vicious online attack.
"At the end of the day, should people pass names, I don't know... Labour does
that too," Key said.
Collins was "welcome" to talk to Slater.
"If I have a particular reason to call him, I will. It's three or four times a year. I
might call the mainstream media three or four times a day."
Key insists Slater was a "force of nature into himself" with "sources all over
the show."
He also defended a text message to Slater, following public outcry at
offensive remarks the blogger made about the mother of a Pike River victim.
He also called the blogger on the phone.
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"I didn't text him about that woman. It was something completely different.
"I said absolutely, and I stand by it, that I recognised her. Those are the only
words I've said... I said I knew the woman in the picture, that's all I said. I
didn't ring him about that issue, I was ringing him about something completely
different."
Labour has called on National to release the name of a staff member who
accessed its database.
"I don't have that information," Key said.
"I mean it was three years ago... they left their website open."
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10392956/Jason-Ede-still-has-Beehiveaccess
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First we take Manhattan: Dirty Politics: it’s not about getting rid of them,
but getting rid of the us & them
Since the release of Dirty Politics, my timelines in various media have been
full of activists and party workers from the Left enjoying the discomfort of the
National Party and forlornly encouraging people to vote to get rid of them.
Their contention is that some combination of Labour, Greens and Internet
Mana will be a change of government that will defeat the evil hidden at the
heart of the National Party.
Having now read it, this misses the point of Hager’s book (as Hager himself
talked about on Radio NZ). Yes, Hager is describing a strategy to ensure
National becomes entrenched in the Hard Right by putting the ‘right’ people in
the right positions and reducing public confidence in the integrity and
character of their real and imagined opponents across the political spectrum.
However the over-riding theme of the book is that this cabal of Slater, Lusk,
Williams, Collins, and Ede are working alongside corporations (for example
the tobacco industry) to reduce the public confidence in democracy so that a
very small group of easily controlled people are guiding the development of
Aotearoa New Zealand as a nation state.
Dirty Politics is about a deliberate project to delegitimise democracy.
To say get rid of this government is, at best, a hiatus of six to nine years
before the same cabal have the reins of power again, and if Lusk is correct
the National Party will be dominated by people this cabal have sponsored into
their positions, not on the basis of ability but on the basis of their potential for
extreme hate and fear. So the most urgent response and project that comes
out of Hager’s book is not a change of government (which I would support),
but a re-invigoration of democracy in our country.
I want you to get involved in politics.
Join a party. I’ve never done that, however I have helped out in a small way
with a local Labour election campaign in the past, I have put policies out there
that I agree with. I think it might be time to up the ante and get actively
involved. See party membership means you are privy to decisions about
candidates, about policy, about campaigns and you get in front of the
politicians in your party more often. The people in the party can decide the
culture of the party and parties are a projection of the type of democracy we
want.
If you are a right leaning voter, now more than ever you need to join the
National Party to be change in that party. It cannot be left up to this small
group of people who have a destructive agenda; the National Party needs
you, right leaning New Zealander. The foundation of the National Party was
with business and farmers in the Reform and United parties. It was Sid
Holland who really brought it all together, followed by Holyoake. They were
both principled men who believed in individual responsibility, opportunity and
success. They also believed in consensus, that it was possible to work across
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a spectrum for a solution. I won’t ever vote for National, but I could listen to a
National Party that returned to those roots.
Become an activist. An activist is a vigorous advocate for a cause. So I am
asking you to write a blog, write Letters to the Editor, ring talkback, join
protests, join counter-protests, print t-shirts with witty statements, print hats
with serious statements, talk about politics at dinner and in church. Comment
about how I am wrong, and I will reply about how you are wrong, and
somewhere in the middle we’ll find something we can agree on. Don’t let
others tell you what to think; listen to what they have to say and make up your
own mind.
Hold politicians accountable. Go to candidates’ meetings, street corner
meetings, listen to interviews, ask questions online and ask ask ask questions
so you really know who that person is. I have an idea for one question that
should be in every encounter: what does democracy mean to you? I heard
Lockwood Smith talk once about democracy and it was one of the most
inspiring speeches I have heard. He painted a picture of democracy as a force
for change in oppression, a force for moderation in the midst of dangerous
extremes. He talked about how, with all of his own inadequacies, he had
devoted his life to improving democracy. He could name people over years
from different parties and points on the political spectrum who admired and
had modeled himself on. He was exactly what I would hope to see in our
parliamentarians: thoughtful, clear, principled, open. What do you know about
your MP and your parliamentarians?
I want you to vote this election. I am wavering between Internet Mana and the
Greens myself. I want you to vote. I do care who you vote for as I commented
in an earlier blog about voting for a good country. You might traditionally have
voted right, have always voted National, like my parents. I want to ask you to
think about whether this iteration of the National Party represents the values
of the National Party you believe in. If it doesn’t, then don’t vote that way.
Perhaps your local National Party MP is a good person; then vote for them
and choose someone else for the party vote. Even with the best of intentions,
a party in which Judith Collins is so influential cannot be reformed by the
election.
You may be thinking that all politicians are the same, and there is no-one
worth voting for. That is not true. If you do all the above, you will meet good
people who want to represent you at Parliament for good reasons. The cabal
in Dirty Politics will have succeeded if you don’t vote because everyone’s
tarred with the same brush. If you can’t decide or motivate yourself to vote,
then vote for those who cannot: your ancestors who fought for our democracy
at home and abroad; for children and grandchildren who don’t get a vote this
election. There are people in Parliament and who want to get there who will
do a really good job; you just need to do yours.
So yes, vote for change, but not because the other parties are the panacea.
They are flawed people who will make mistakes, who will let us down and who
are as confused as you and I are on how to change it all for the better. No;
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vote for change to protect our democracy from a project being run by the
small cabal of Slater, Lusk, Williams, Collins, and Ede that is anti-democratic
and socially destructive. They are using every tool in the book (and a few I
didn’t even know existed) to make you hate the person next to you. They don’t
care why you hate them – race, ethnicity, sex, gender, economic status, age,
whatever – as long as you call those people “them” and say you are not one
of them. They desire you to be the most pathetic, small-minded, petty, hateful
expression of yourself possible so that they can use your fear and hate for
themselves.
Democracy relies on you being the biggest person you can: compassionate,
inspiring, brave, accepting and insightful. I have been inspired by reaction
across our country to Hager’s book, by the distaste for the actions of those
actors that are exposed there. I think that together you and I can protect,
nurture and celebrate a great democracy in Aotearoa New Zealand.
http://firstwetakemanhattan.org/2014/08/17/dirty-politics-its-not-about-gettingrid-of-them-but-getting-rid-of-the-us-them/
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The Standard: What is the bet that Slater gets it wrong?
WrittenBy: LPRENT - Date published:2:26 pm, August 17th, 2014

Apparently Cameron Slater is going to “out” the identity of who got the emails off his
system. What is the bet that he has it wrong – again?
His track record is that he virtually always gets it wrong when he “outs” people. Look
at his “outing” of Simon Pleasants – wrong. And he is always wrong on our authors.
So far he has outed DotCom for this break in. Yeah right…. Next up is ?
Poor bugger. The stats on that reeking stupid fuckwit Cameron Slater is that he will
pick the wrong person. I hope that someone competent has been hand holding the
gibbering child. It’d be better if it was accurate for a change.

Updated: Yep. It is all DotCom’s friends provided by an txt from DotCom to exemployee Wayne Tempuro that refers to ? Well nothing much. It reads to me like
something related to his case against the state.
http://thestandard.org.nz/what-is-the-bet-that-slater-gets-it-wrong/
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Felix Marwick (Newstalk ZB): Labour Party candidates told to cut ties
with Cameron Slater
August 17 2014 14:15
Labour Party candidates are being told to cut any ties and avoid any dealings
with right wing blogger Cameron Slater.
Mr Slater's this morning claimed to have extensive contacts with politicians
across the political spectrum, including within the Labour Party.
Labour leader David Cunliffe appears to doubt this, saying he has a clear view
that Mr Slater has no credibility.
But he thinks it would be unwise for any Labour candidate to have contact
with Mr Slater.
Mr Cunliffe says it's self evident to Labour's candidates and MPs that they
should have no contact with a person of Mr Slater's ilk.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/news/nbpol/864989702-labour-partycandidates-told-to-cut-ties-with-cameron-slater
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Tracy Watkins (Stuff): Cameron Slater claims to know hacker
Last updated 16:14 17/08/2014
Blogger Cameron Slater is claiming to have texts implicating Kim Dotcom in
his emails being hacked and passed to author Nicky Hager for his book Dirty
Politics.
But Dotcom has dismissed Slater's claims and tweeted: "Mr dirty blog repeats
allegations I'm behind the hack of his blog based on benign txt msgs. He's
wrong & a right wing conspiracy theorist."
In a blog post today, Slater linked the hacking to other incidents including
National MP Mark Mitchell having his personal emails hacked and office
broken into, and claimed Tony Lentino, the businessman who formerly
supported Dotcom, also had his office broken into.
Others including a blog contributor and a media person who was a vocal critic
of Dotcom also had their emails hacked, Slater claimed.
Dotcom's former personal protection manager, Wayne Tempero, had
contacted him this morning concerned about the string of events.
"He had only now worked out what was meant by a text conversation he had
with Dotcom on [June 17]," Slater said.
He published screenshots of that text exchange.
Kim Dotcom:
"Wayne, I know what's coming. I want to offer you a friendly way out. It's
going to get ugly. You don't want to be on the wrong side. You know me. Let's
have a chat. Kim."
Tempero:
"Friendly, nothing to worry about. I think I deserve that."
Kim Dotcom:
"Phil spilled the beans in front of 2 lawyers and 2 other witnesses for 2 and a
half hours. It's all out in the open. We have been collecting evidence and
witnesses for 3 months. I hired professionals to get me information. We are
preparing a case against everyone involved. I would like you back in my
corner Wayne. You know a lot and you know what they are doing is wrong."
KIM DOTCOM DENIES INVOLVEMENT
A spokesman for Dotcom said the Internet tycoon 'flat out denies' any
involvement in the hacking or with Hager's book.
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The text messages posted by Slater related to a defamation suit Dotcom was
compiling against Slater relating to posts on his Whale Oil blog.
The claims were a 'laughable right-wing conspiracy theory'.
Further questions have been put to the Internet Party founder.
JOHN KEY: HACKING IS THEFT
Prime Minister John Key says he doesn't know the identity of the hacker - but
says it would be good if they were outed.
"I I haven't spoken to Cameron. All I can guess - and it literally is a guess obviously it has to be someone with motives and it has to be someone that is
sophisticated... my understanding is that they got into his gmail [account] and
I understood that to be really difficult to get into.
"He runs his own ship, he is his own entity... so I don't have clue."
Hacking was a "serious matter" and Key said he expected there would be a
prosecution if there was proof.
"This is someone who is essentially stealing material. And I think New
Zealanders would say that whatever the rights and wrongs of politics, and
whether its a dirty business or not, that's an illegal activity and makes
everyone feel a bit uncomfortable."
Asked if there was much public sympathy for Slater, Key said: "Well I don't
know and I really don't sort of care... he's just running a blog site like anybody
else."
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10392906/Cameron-Slater-claims-toknow-hacker
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Patrice Dougan (Herald): Labour calls on Nats to name infiltrator
11:11 AM Sunday Aug 17, 2014
The Labour Party has called on Prime Minister John Key to publicly name the
National staff member the party admitted infiltrated Labour's website server in
2011.
It follows yesterday's release of email correspondence between the two
parties, showing National's general manager Greg Hamilton acknowledging a
National Party staff member was responsible for exploiting a security
vulnerability to access confidential donor and member information from
Labour's databases in 2011.
"We do accept that one of our staff visited your public website ... and read
files that were publicly available," the email reads.
Labour leader David Cunliffe demanded an apology from Mr Key yesterday,
saying the email proved he had been "misleading" the public over the
allegation, raised in author Nicky Hager's new book, Dirty Politics.
This morning Labour's campaign spokeswoman Annette King said Mr Key
should now reveal who that staff member was, "because all the evidence
points to [Key's close advisor] Jason Ede".
"New Zealanders deserve better. They want answers. Dirty Politics makes it
clear that Jason Ede claims to have accessed the website but John Key can't
make up his mind who Mr Ede works for," she said.
"Mr Key and National must name the staff member who accessed Labour's
website to clear up this matter once and for all."
Revealing the email yesterday, Mr Cunliffe would not name the person he
alleged accessed Labour's website, saying "you can draw your own
conclusion".
"It's clear from Mr Hager's book, he [Mr Ede] seems to be John Key's main
point man on those kind of operations," he added.
However, National hit back yesterday accusing Labour of digging up "old
news" in a bid to smear the Government.
"As Mr Hager's claims continue to disintegrate, Mr Cunliffe has tried to help
him out, releasing an email which confirms only what the National Party stated
openly at the time - that a National IT staffer accessed publicly available
information on Labour's website which the Labour Party had not properly
secured," said campaign chairman Steven Joyce.
"The National Party was open with the Labour Party, the public, and the
media about this back in 2011."
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http://www.nzherald.co.nz/election2014/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503581&objectid=11310131
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Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): The Rodney Hide allegations
Filed under: Politics — danylmc @ 7:51 am
Rodney Hide has a column in the New Zealand Herald today
dismissing the allegation that he was blackmailed into standing
down as leader of the ACT Party. He writes:
Hager never rang to ask: “Hey, I have just come across the
damnedest stuff and just have to ask, were you ever blackmailed?”
To which I would reply: “No, definitely not. I would never give in to
blackmail. I would go straight to the police. It’s a crime. I have no
doubt the police and the courts would take a dim view of any
attempt to blackmail a political leader and Government minister. It
never happened.”
Let’s timeline this.
•

Sunday, 24th April 2011. Don Brash challenges Hide for the
leadership of ACT. Hide refuses to stand down:

Hide poured scorn on Brash’s claim of being offered the co-leader’s
job. He said he had offered to pay Brash’s membership if his friend
joined the Act Party.
“He wanted to be leader. I said the way you become the leader or
co-leader is to join the party and work your way up.”
He said Brash was too old for the job. “We’re looking forward to the
next generation of leaders and Don has had his shot with National.
It’s hard to see him contesting the 2014 campaign.”
•

Sunday, 24th April 2011: Simon Lusk (allegedly) contacts
Cameron Slater advising him that ‘we can fuck up Rodney.
Jordan is talking to a girl that Rodney has been sending dodgy
texts to.’ Lusk suggests to Slater that they tell Hide they will
release the texts if Hide does not resign by Friday.
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Tuesday, 26th April 2011. Hide still refuses to stand down
as leader

Mr Hide has said Dr Brash’s bid is a takeover attempt by a member
of a different party.
Confident of keeping his leadership, he said if Dr Brash wanted to
become leader, he would have to follow the process and first
become a member of the party.
•

Tuesday, 26th April 2011. Cameron Slater posts ‘Custer’s
last stand’ on WhaleOil:

Rodney needs to be careful with any dodgy plays because the
tipline is running so hot that it is practically on fire. This includes
some information about his destruction of Heather Roy’s career that
would not play out kindly for Rodney. He should remember carefully
how he used me in that play.
In a continuation of the “Roy play”, Rodney is also contemplating a
personal attack on Don based on his ethics. This would be a great
play for Don because it would mean personal life was absolutely fair
game, and I just absolutely love politicians dirty laundry being aired
in public, just ask Stuart Nash and the new Mangrove Iain LeesGalloway. Not a classical scholar, Rodney probably is unaware
of William Congreve, but here are a couple of excellent quotes:
“O fie, miss, you must not kiss and tell.”
And the better known
“Heaven has no rage like love to hatred turned, Nor hell a fury like
a woman scorned,”
Followed by:
Meanwhile my predictions of Rodney’s bunker pals running “Don
Brash is an old man” lines has come to pass with Rodney Hide
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staffer Chris Diack commenting freely on Kiwiblog. Word via the
tipline is that they wil keep up that line for a couple of days and
then change to smears involving Don Brash’s personal life. It
surprises me that Rodney Hide of all people wants to go down that
path but if he plays those cards then he will reap what he sows.
•

Wednesday 27th April. Hide stands firm:

But current leader Rodney Hide says he is not resigning and that he
is proud of what he has done for the party.
He said he had heard rumours about his resignation but said they
were not true.
When asked about Don Brash taking over the party’s leadership he
said: “I believe Don Brash hasn’t even joined the Act Party yet.”
Dr Brash’s bid seemed to take a blow yesterday when deputy leader
John Boscawen said through a spokesman that he backed Mr Hide
as leader and would vote for him in a leadership challenge.
•

Thursday 28th April: Hide resigns:
Rodney Hide has stepped down as leader of the ACT Party,
paving the way for challenger Don Brash after days of
mounting pressure and speculation.
Dr Brash will lead the party from outside Parliament, so its
current MPs will keep their spots, including Mr Hide’s
ministerial posts.
Mr Hide announced his resignation at a press conference in
the Auckland suburb Newmarket this afternoon, in the heart
of the Epsom electorate he has represented since 2005.

In his Herald column today Hide writes:
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I tracked down Jordan Williams. He had no texts. He says the
claims are “utterly, utterly false … outrageous. … disgusting”. I
believe him. I emailed Don Brash. No, Simon Lusk never worked for
him. I believe him.
According to Dirty Politics, page 70:
Lusk wrote to Slater via Facebook: Don [Brash] has told [New
Zealand Herald reporter] Derek Cheng I was not paid by him and I
was not paid by ACT as far as he knew and wasn’t going to
comment any further on who was involved in his coup.’ Slater
wrote back, ‘Lol, bwahahaha.’
If I was Slater, Lusk or Williams, I think this is the stuff I’d be losing
sleep over. I am not a lawyer, but I looked through the crimes act
and asked a real lawyer about this, and if the police can establish
that these messages really were sent by Lusk and Slater, they are
admissible as evidence whether or not they were obtained illegally,
and could be used, along with Slater’s blog posts, to charge them
with conspiracy to commit blackmail, irrespective of whether Hide
feels that he was actually blackmailed or not. Maximum sentence
seven years.
http://dimpost.wordpress.com/2014/08/17/the-rodney-hide-allegations/
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Rodney Hide (Herald): Hager's 'explosive' claim a fizzer
5:00 AM Sunday Aug 17, 2014
I have tried really, really hard to read Nicky Hager's books. They interest me.
But I have never been able to do it. They make my head hurt.
They go 2 plus 2 is 17, the square root of 73 is 6, 12 times 12 is 50. And so:
64. Ta da!
Helen Clark is terrible; Don Brash awful; John Key worse.
And now I read that: "One of the most explosive claims in [his latest] book
refers to former Act leader Rodney Hide being blackmailed into stepping down
from the Act leadership."
Hager claimed on Campbell Live there was no way he would write about
these things unless he was sure about what he had.
What he had, he said, were hacked messages from a computer system.
It seems a character called Jordan Williams told another character, Simon
Lusk, that I had sent inappropriate texts. Lusk and blogger Cameron Slater
then apparently message each other about threatening me with the release of
the texts unless I resign.
And then I resign.
Oh, and Don Brash in replacing me was - according to Hager - Lusk's client.
Ta da!
What hasn't been reported is Hager writing: "The documents do not contain
the texts and we do not know they exist. There is also no evidence that a
direct threat was made to Hide."
So he quietly admits his "explosive claim" could be a fizzer. Even with the
admission our so-called investigative journalist never bothered confirming his
story. Hager never rang to ask: "Hey, I have just come across the damnedest
stuff and just have to ask, were you ever blackmailed?"
To which I would reply: "No, definitely not. I would never give in to blackmail. I
would go straight to the police. It's a crime. I have no doubt the police and the
courts would take a dim view of any attempt to blackmail a political leader and
Government minister. It never happened."
But then if Hager had fact-checked, "one of the most explosive claims in the
book" would evaporate. Far better to publish, run the story, make everyone
scramble.
I have a baby to feed, girls to dress, dollars to earn, but in 10 minutes I had
the story. I tracked down Jordan Williams. He had no texts. He says the
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claims are "utterly, utterly false ... outrageous. ... disgusting". I believe him. I
emailed Don Brash. No, Simon Lusk never worked for him. I believe him.
I get on with my day relieved that there is one more Nicky Hager book I don't
have to read.
The Greens, bless them, want multiple inquires. They are complaining to the
police. I can save them the trouble. It's not true. Never happened.
In Britain, journalists have got into a great deal of trouble hacking phones and
reporting the truth. But here it's different. Hacking computers to report 2 plus 2
is 17 makes for breaking news.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/opinion/news/article.cfm?c_id=466&objectid=11309
981
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Hager’s Dirty Politics – Is Jordan Williams
deceptive enough to blackmail Rodney Hide?
August 17, 2014
There are so many issues raised by Nicky Hager’s book, that any one of them
would be worthy of total focus on. Let’s chat about the claim in the book that
Jordan Williams bragged to Slater and Lusk that he had info on dodgy texts
supposedly sent by Rodney Hide to a young women. The 3 of them talk about
using this info to force Hide into resigning. Now it must be noted that Rodney
has come out denying any such thing occurred, but – Hide would say that
wouldn’t he?
The question isn’t whether Hide would deny the allegation, the question is
whether or not Jordan Williams is deceptive enough to do it. The discussion
between Lusk and Slater clearly shows they believe Williams has it and
Williams was Don Brash’s attack person who of course ended up replacing
Hide.
In my opinion, Williams is certainly deceptive enough to blackmail Hide. I
appear briefly in Dirty Politics as an example of the deceptions Williams is
prepared to go to. I had outed a member of his anti-MMP team in 2011 as a
white supremacist and to follow that up Williams created a false identity and
sent me information under that false identity in the hope to promote their antiMMP adverts.
Williams willingness to falsify himself to me in the hope of manipulating me
leads me to believe that he is certainly capable of being as deceptive as he
needs to be to get what he wants, including blackmailing an MP.
I’ll never believe anything the Taxpayer’s Union every say again.
What we are seeing here in this book is a orchestrated tournament of lies that
seeks to inject a venom into the political process that amounts to abusive
fascism. A ‘snap’ poll by TVNZ claims NZers don’t care about this, allow it to
sink in and let’s see it impact the election. No NZer can seriously vote this
election before reading Dirty Politics first.
http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/17/hagers-dirty-politics-is-jordan-williamsdeceptive-enough-to-blackmail-rodney-hide/
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Hager’s Dirty Politics – Why ‘see no evil,
hear no evil, speak no evil’ is not a bloody answer to the allegations
August 17, 2014
This sign shows how National’s see no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil denial
isn’t working.
National’s response to the book is that there is NOTHING in there that
deserves anything more than the most briefest of eye motions. Key won’t
even read the book, which is convenient because it allows him to use that as
a defence when people challenge him on it.
That position of total denial is what is generating the fury as more and more
NZers actually read the book. Remember, there are barely 5000 physical
copies out there and they are being passed around at great speed as people
negotiate waiting times to get their hands on it.
Reading the actual words Slater, Lusk, Odgers, Farrar, Collins and Ede
longside the time line shows National’s denial is beyond reasonable. It’s a
credibility gap situation akin to claims by the US to their domestic audience
that they were winning the Vietnam War.
It is simply not credible for the Prime Minister of NZ to ignore handing SIS
information over to unstable bloggers, hacking into opposition computers,
trawling brothels for dirt, blackmailing MPs and co-ordinated attacks on public
servants that would make McCarthy blush. The cherry on top of this shit cake
is that this diseased mutation oozing from the PMs Office is run by people
who manage to make Mexican drug cartels look ethical and humane.
You can not vote with a clear conscience this election if you don’t read the
book yourself. You can not believe John Key’s position, the evidence is simply
too over whelming for that. You owe it to yourself to read it and once you’ve
read it, refuse to disengage and demand answers.
We either punish this behaviour at the polls or we reward it. What kind of NZ
do you want?
http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/17/hagers-dirty-politics-why-see-no-evilhear-no-evil-speak-no-evil-is-not-a-bloody-answer-to-the-allegations/
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Amy Maas (Herald): MP burgled and hacked
5:00 AM Sunday Aug 17, 2014
The dirty politics saga has taken a fresh twist with the offices of a National
Party politician burgled.
Rodney MP Mark Mitchell had a laptop and phones stolen in the burglaries —
and his email hacked.
In response to Herald on Sunday inquiries, Mitchell confirmed:
• His parliamentary office in Wellington was broken into on September 16 last
year. Police investigated and swept the office for bugs but none was found.
• His Rodney constituency office in Orewa was broken into in early October
and a laptop and two phones were taken. Police investigated but no arrests
have been made.
• His personal email was hacked.
The revelations come after the release of Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics,
which claims that National colluded in smear campaigns by right-wing blogger
Cameron Slater.
Political commentator Chris Trotter said MPs having their property stolen was
"not something that we're used to in New Zealand politics".
"It's something we tend to associate with incidents like the Watergate break-in
and that scandal.
"No one would condone the organised theft of political information, it puts the
whole system at risk."
Hager's book is based on six years of emails apparently taken from Slater's
Gmail and Facebook accounts.
Slater says he will complain to police about his Whaleoil website being
hacked and will name Kim Dotcom as someone police should speak to.
Mitchell has had his own run-in with Dotcom. They had a confrontation at a
barbecue last August.
Mitchell also confirmed he was helping some constituents who had issues
with Dotcom but for privacy reasons, could not give details.
Hager told the Herald on Sunday that he did not know about the break-ins.
"Every leak in history in every country has come from an authorised source ...
they're from a place where they were not authorised and the people who are
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leaked about, who are embarrassed, always go on about the fact they were
illegitimately gathered, but that's what a leak is," he said.
Hager added he wanted to make his source material public, but it was "tricky".
Dotcom told the Herald on Sunday last night that he had been meeting
lawyers to seek the source material from Hager's book.
He claimed the book amounted to collusion in a smear campaign against him
and the Internet Party.
"There has been many suggestions made to me that National is behind it and
now with Hager's book there is enough information out there to take it to the
courts and get discovery from the National side and see how deeply they
were involved and what their role is in that smear campaign," he said.
Meanwhile, Labour leader David Cunliffe demanded an apology from Prime
Minister John Key yesterday, after releasing an email he said confirmed
National was involved in breaching Labour's website server.
National dismissed the allegations, saying it was "old news" and accused
Cunliffe of helping Hager conduct a smear campaign.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11310030
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Herald: Hager's tell-all chapters
5:00 AM Sunday Aug 17, 2014
On the Len Brown affair
Far from feeling remorseful, Cameron Slater was empowered by his
spectacular attack on Len Brown.
Just one week after the affair was made public, when it was clear Brown was
not going to resign, Slater started hunting for more sex-related dirt on the
mayor.
On October 23, he asked his ex-prostitute friend if she could help to dig up
some more stories: "Rattle your cages to see if Len rooted in brothels." He
declared confidently: "He will have. I'd love a hooker to come forward and tell
all about Lenny."
His friend wrote back: "What man in grey hasn't?" Slater continued: "Get me
dirt ... he will get away with it otherwise ... whatever you can rustle up, what
he likes, when, how, and how he pays."
His friend said: "I will get my sticky feelers out."
Slater often pumped his ex-prostitute friend for information.
"Now tell me who ... current MPs ... are rooting in brothels and like different
stuff," he wrote in June 2011. His friend replied he should talk to another
woman with "her finger more on the pulse" and who knew "heaps of shit".
She said: "I should send you a friend request, she is on the piss tonight, so
may spill." Slater said: "Right let's get digging ... time to let those pricks know
they can be got." His friend checked that Slater would not name her on his
blog and he assured her he would not even mention her.
Slater dug deep for more salacious details on Len Brown. Photos / NZ Herald
"Done," she replied. Slater said, "Ok cool ... i want to take out some pollies.
Let them know they can be got, so [they] play ball with the whale."
The following month, Slater pressed his friend for information again. "How
many politicians did you do?" he asked. "A lot," she said, "and what is
interesting is Iampulling all accounts from my club days ... so there are some
high people's accounts on there that will ping my memory." Slater replied,
"Oooohhh can I have the politicians please?"
Slater sent Aaron Bhatnagar a copy of an American article about Nixon era
dirty tricks, which the people involved had called ratf**king. He said,
"Someone posted this on a blog yesterday in a post about me ... Let us raise
a morning glass to Donald Segretti, the ratf**ker ... Apparently it is dreadful
and I am guilty of it ... I view it as aspirational," he said. "It is proper politics."
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On Judith Collins
Collins and Slater had similar dislikes and enmities. Photo / Michael Craig
Collins' cynicism about her colleagues is clear in her conversations. "Did you
notice that Deborah Coddington was talking up [National MP] Nikki Kaye
today in HOS [Herald on Sunday]?" he wrote. "Wonder what she is expecting
in return."
Or writing about her Act Party coalition partner: "Boscawen will be right ...
He's too Asperger's to lie." And when one of her least favourite Cabinet
colleagues, Simon Power, announced he was leaving at the 2011 election,
she commented, "all those 2005 intake [of National MPs] who suck up to him
would have thought, 'What, you bastard, why did I waste my time being nice
to you'?"
But what Collins and Slater shared most were their dislikes and enmities.
Their hostility towards many people in the National Party was at least as
strong as their dislike for their political opponents. Collins wrote about
Auckland National Party internal politics, "Personally, I would be out for total
destruction ... But I've learnt to give is better than to receive." They called it
the double rule. If someone attacked them, they gave back twice as much.
Here is Slater writing about a senior National Party official who had annoyed
him:
Cameron Slater: he is a very silly man, because I could stop the people who
are going against him. But now, he is just is going to get double.
Judith Collins: you know the rule. always reward with Double.
Cameron Slater: I learned the rule from you! Double it is.
Judith Collins: If you can't be loved, then best to be feared.
On National's Jason Ede
It had been a close shave. The next day, June 14, Ede and Slater exchanged
several emails expressing their relief that Labour had not discovered Ede's
role [going inside the Labour Party computer]. Ede wrote: "An interesting
sidebar ... is that they're chasing us by matching IP neighbourhoods and the
types of computer we use. You stand out like dogs balls because of your
damn Mac!!!!!" He continued, "In my case, I wish to offer a hearty sigh of relief
and celebrate dynamic IP addresses." He meant his computer regularly
changed its IP address, which ensured he could not be identified by its IP
address. If Ede had had a static IP address like Slater, the Labour Party might
have been able to prove he had been inside their computer system. Ede titled
his email, "Thank You for dynamic IP addresses".
It is unusually grubby to have a member of the prime minister's staff digging
around in their opponent's computer system looking for dirt. Ede was doing all
this in his role as "senior adviser" to the prime minister, based in his ninth-
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floor Beehive office, number 9042, only two doors away from John Key's.
Senior party officials were involved as well as the senior adviser, and it seems
improbable that either would do it without informing the prime minister.
On lobbyist Carrick Graham
There is a 2005 film called Thank You for Smoking, which concerns the
tobacco industry's main lobbyist in Washington DC, a fictional character called
Nick Naylor. Suave and cynical, he enjoys his job. He meets once a week with
two other lobbyists, his closest friends, at a corner table in Bert's Restaurant:
Polly Bailey, a lobbyist for the alcohol industry, and Bobby Jay Bliss, the chief
spokesperson for the firearms industry. They call themselves the Mod Squad,
which jokingly stands for "Merchants of Death".
Every country has its Mod Squad and it goes with the territory that the people
involved tend to be jokey and cynical about their choice in life. In New
Zealand, Nick Naylor's real-life equivalent is a man named Carrick Graham,
who worked for 10 years as the PR person — lobbyist ("corporate affairs
manager") for British American Tobacco, the country's largest tobacco
company. Like Slater, he is a child of the National Party. His father, Doug
Graham, was a long-time National Cabinet minister, and Graham junior and
Slater grew up surrounded by the intrigues of the Auckland National Party. His
official story is that he used to work for the tobacco industry, starting in 1996
and leaving in 2006, but it seems he just changed his employment
arrangement, moving from employee to generously paid consultant. Carrick
Graham is the main person, year after year, who has paid Cameron Slater
most of his income.
Slater earns his living by putting articles on his website written by Graham,
and others, as if they are his own work. This includes material for the tobacco
industry but, like the Mod Squad, also for large alcohol companies and other
lucrative clients that prefer not to operate openly. Grahamand others send
Slater the completed articles, the heading already written and often the
pictures supplied, and he simply pastes them on to his site and publishes
them at the specified time. As the country's largest audience political blog, it is
a potent platform for planting corporate messages.
On PM John Key
Prime Minister John Key. Photo / Mark Mitchell
This brings us full circle to the start of the book and Slater's gratuitous insult
about the young "feral" who died in Greymouth and did the world a favour. In
the ferocious public backlash that followed, Slater's friends rallied around to
support him. According to Slater talking on Facebook, one of those who
phoned him to commiserate was John Key.
It was five days since Slater had written the grossly insulting post and, as
usual, he was talking over events on Facebook with his buddy, Russell
Beaumont (blogger Barnsley Bill). Beaumont raised the subject of the young
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man's outspoken and grieving mother. Slater replied, "Why would I apologise
to that slut?" Beaumont said, "You were never going to apologise anyway."
Slater was feeling justified about what he had done. "JK [his usual shorthand
for John Key] rang me," he said.
In Slater's words, Key had told him that the dead man's mother "was the
same feral fucking bitch that screams at him when he goes to Pike River
meetings". It seems unlikely that Key would have used such language, but it
is clear he had rung to reassure Slater he should not feel bad about upsetting
the mother. When the rest of the country was feeling appalled by Slater's
offensiveness, the prime minister of New Zealand was calling to show his
support.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11310001
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Patrick Gower (Herald): Key's weak link is enemy within
5:00 AM Sunday Aug 17, 2014
For six years now, John Key's enemies have hunted for ways to dent his
armour, remove the sheen and strip back the Teflon.
It is a simple formula — take out Key and you take out National.
And so far this campaign there's been all sorts of tricks to get to Key — "FJohn Key" chants, anti-Semitic graffiti, the clever blues song Planet Key and
even a burning effigy. None of those really worked and, as usual, Key has
charged on through.
But it turns out the thing that could hurt Key, one of his worst enemies, is
actually within. It comes in the form of Jason Ede, Key's senior staffer.
Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics ties Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater to Ede
and, therefore, to Key.
Ede is, of course, one of Key's allies but the triangle he has created now
requires more damage control than the best Key's opponents have thrown at
him.
Ede has turned out to be a serious weak link for Team Key, far more
damaging than a thousand burning effigies.
There's plenty of argument about what Hager's book means and what's been
proved and what's wrong. But it's the narrative that will be worrying Key and
National's strategists.
It is this simple — Brand Key does not want to be associated with Brand
Whaleoil.
In right-wing politics, Brand Key is Dom Perignon Champagne. Brand
Whaleoil is DB Draught. Both have their uses to the right, but you don't put
them together.
Key wants to be out kissing babies or having photo ops with Sir Peter
Jackson, not looking rattled answering questions about Ede and Whaleoil.
And with five weeks until election day, Key is in a real bind politically — he
cannot take a backward step.
Any investigation or taking any action would be seen as an admission of
political guilt.
That's why Key is dismissing one of the most concerning of Hager's
allegations about how Ede and Slater poked around in Labour's membership
database.
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The Prime Minister is saying a security flaw meant the database was open, so
no problem.
Key's opponents are saying just because somebody's back door is open you
don't go in and look through their drawers, taking what you want.
But Key cannot concede anything — his only form of defence is attack. This is
why Key is backing Judith Collins.
The book has put her back on the political agenda, too. She's back to her old,
snarky self and that will worry Key, too.
There's a lot of faux outrage from the Labour Party about dirty politics. Let's
face it, if five years of Labour's emails were leaked there'd be a similar book.
It was a dirty week in politics, the dirtiest for a while. It's coming from all sides.
But there's been dirty weeks before and will be again.
There is a filthy atmosphere in the political air and voters can only hope it
doesn't linger for the entire campaign.
It was no surprise there was a Super Moon last Sunday: it unleashed the
political werewolves.
And the King Tide of political dirt ended up at the Prime Minister's door.
• Patrick Gower is the Political Editor for 3News. He also co-hosts The Nation
on Saturdays.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11310029
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Bryce Edwards and Geoffrey Miller (Herald): Twitter 2014: Dirty Politics the verdict in brief
5:00 AM Sunday Aug 17, 2014
The four-word review by left tweeter Russell Brown (@publicaddress) was
emblematic of the Twittersphere's rush to judgment on Nicky Hager's Dirty
Politics. "Christ, what hideous people."
Minutes after the book's release on Wednesday evening, Internet Party leader
Laila Harre (@lailaharre) was asking, "Aotearoa. Can we have you back now?
#hagerbook."
Twitter was the place to go to find the first indication of the book's contents.
TV3 political editor Patrick Gower (@patrickgowernz) revealed a full hour
before the launch: "Hager book is about attack politics - not about Snowden
leaks."
At the launch, Radio Live political editor Jessica Williams (@mizjwilliams) was
one of many media and pundits tweeting. "This is like a One Direction signing
for politics nerds."
The hashtag #DirtyPolitics soon became a favoured hashtag to debate the
book.
By Thursday morning Twitter recorded New Zealand's top five trending terms
as "#Hagerbook", "Dirty Politics", "Slater", "Watergate" and "Whale Oil".
One aspect keenly discussed was the role of the Prime Minister. Blogger
Morgan Godfery (@MorganGodfery) predicted John Key would emerge
largely unscathed. But others detected a smoking gun. Jonathan Mosen
(@Jonathan Mosen) was one of many tweeting comparisons to bigger
scandals: "I think New Zealand just got its own Watergate."
Twitter also gave #DirtyPolitics inter-national exposure. Wikileaks
(@wikileaks) linked to a Herald article and tweeted, "Leaked emails released
by WikiLeaks partner Nicky Hager may bring down New Zealand
government."
Twitter also proved useful in flushing out information on how pollsters probably engaged by political parties - were digging around. Kirsten
McDougall (@KirstMcDougall) reported: "Just had a call from 'consumerlink'
to ask if I'd heard of Hager book and if it had negatively influenced my view of
Nats."
Humour was never far away. @MrDutton Peabody tweeted: "Colin Craig
reportedly furiously phoning lawyers after being excluded from #HagerBook."
#DirtyPolitics was a story made for the political Twitterati. One National Party
activist with links to many in the book, Jordan McCluskey
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(@myscoundreljack), admitted an "Existential crisis about the politics I've
supported for the past four years".
• Otago University political experts Dr Bryce Edwards (@bryce-edwards) and
Geoffrey Miller (@GeoffMillerNZ) are following the impact of Twitter on the
election campaign.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11309983
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Steve Braunias (Stuff): The secret diary of ... John Key
Last updated 08:28 17/08/2014
MONDAY
Sometimes I think about the good old days at Merrill Lynch. I thought about it
this afternoon when I put raw meat into a sack and took it down to the secret
basement underneath parliament.
They were carefree times at Merrill. The only thing at stake was millions and
millions of dollars and the only thing in the way were other traders.
My footsteps echoed in the long, damp underground tunnel.
"The smiling assassin" - I've always hated being called that. It implies that I
took a quiet enjoyment in taking out the opposition. But I openly enjoyed it. I
was the laughing assassin.
I heard the growling as I stepped into the basement.
I always took it seriously. You had to. You had to keep your wits about you
when you dicked people over. You didn't do it lightly and you didn't do it with
regret. You dicked them over good and proper.
It was pitch black and all I could see were the glow of two red eyes.
I've based my politics on my experience at Merrill Lynch but I've had to
disguise my methods, act in stealth, delegate to some pretty strange people.
"Here," I said, and threw a lump of meat through the bars of the cage. A big
hand snatched at it. I don't know whether it was Jason or Cameron, but I don't
much care. So long as one or the other dicks over anyone who gets in my
way.
So long as I walk away without a blemish.
TUESDAY
I'm not terribly worried about the new book coming out by Nicky Hager. He's
obviously a screaming left-wing conspiracy theorist and I have hard data
which also suggests he's vegan.
The word is that he's written a book which takes a critical look at the Five
Eyes situation. A lot of the information has probably been leaked to him by
Edward Snowden.
Good.
At the end of the day, most Kiwis are bored senseless by so-called spy
scandals.
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They like their scandals with a bit of raw meat on them.
WEDNESDAY
I wasn't terribly worried to learn this evening that Nicky Hager's new book is in
fact an incredibly damaging and shocking expose about my prolonged
campaign of attack politics, but just to be on the safe side I called an
emergency meeting at midnight with Crosby Textor and all my various
assorted media consultants.
The mood was lightened when Mike Hosking walked in and poured himself a
drink.
"Just happened to be passing," he said, and winked.
How we laughed!
THURSDAY
I wasn't terribly worried that I had to face a press gauntlet when I arrived this
morning at a rest home in Mosgiel, but just to be on the safe side I arranged
for a heavy police presence.
I got in past the hacks without too much bother, and was introduced to the
residents.
One nice old lady said to me, "Oh dear. Look at all those policemen. Have I
done something wrong?"
I smiled, patted her shoulder, and told her, "No, you're all good. You're fine."
She took a closer look at me, frowned, and said, "What about you? Have you
done something wrong?"
I laughed, tightened my grip on her shoulder, and said to her in a low, hard
voice, "How long have you been a screaming left-wing conspiracy theorist?"
FRIDAY
Back down to the underground basement with the meat in the sack.
I spend a lot of time down there. It's how I can make my way in the pitch
darkness.
I know it by feel.
And by smell.
Ugh.
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"Here," I said, and threw a lump of meat into the cage.
A small hand snatched at it.
I could hear the tearing of meat.
I never tire of that sound.
I thought about all the times I've listened to it in the past six years, and I
realised: they've been the good old days.
Merrill was business.
Politics has been pleasure.
"More," growled the voice.
I threw in another lump.
"Here you go, Judith," I said.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10392141/The-secret-diary-of-JohnKey
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Radio NZ: Cunliffe tells Key to stand down Collins
The Labour Party leader says the Prime Minister should stand Justice Minister
Judith Collins down after claims about her conduct in Nicky Hager's book Dirty
Politics.
David Cunliffe said John Key has already put Ms Collins on her final warning,
and he now needs to follow through.
The book has a chapter dedicated to Ms Collins, and accuses her of regularly
feeding a stream of information, gossip and documents to Whale Oil blogger
Cameron Slater.
Mr Cunliffe said the book has revealed distasteful comments from Ms Collins,
and that she was involved in a smear campaign of ministerial staffer Simon
Pleasants.
He said Mr Key needs to follow up his warning and stand her down.
Mr Cunliffe said the system built up by Mr Key and the National Party is
designed to denigrate opposing parties in revolting terms.
He said the behaviour is not becoming of any New Zealand politician, and Mr
Key needs to be held accountable for it.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/election-2014/252308/cunliffe-tells-key-tostand-down-collins
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Jacqui Stanford (Newstalk ZB): PM asked to apologise over downloaded
Labour files
August 17 2014 6:11
The Prime Minister is being asked to apologise over material taken from a
Labour website by a National Party staffer.
It's released an email it received in 2011 from National's General Manager,
confirming one of its staff had downloaded Labour files.
The files were publicly available, and although they were downloaded they
weren't opened.
Labour says it goes against what John Key has previously said on the issue.
David Cunliffe wants an apology, but National says the email reveals nothing
new.
Campaign chairman Steven Joyce says the email confirms only what the
party stated openly at the time.
He says National has already admitted an IT staffer accessed publicly
available information, which Labour hadn't properly secured.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/news/nbpol/1554119046-pm-asked-toapologise-over-downloaded-labour-files

Herald: editorial: Is National planning something different?
5:00 AM Sunday Aug 17, 2014
With so many allegations of "dirty politics" flying back and forth, it feels like the
election campaign has been going for weeks and voting day cannot be far
away. Alas, the campaign has barely begun and still has five weeks to run.
National, still the overwhelming favourite in opinion polls, will not even launch
its campaign until next Sunday and, as we report today, its choice of venue is
interesting.
Rather than return to the SkyCity convention centre where National's previous
launches and recent annual conferences have been held, the party is going to
the Manukau Events Centre, deep in Labour's territory.
It suggests that National has high hopes of dislodging voters unimpressed
with Labour at present and comfortable with John Key. He has particular
hopes for a Polynesian vote, having appointed Pesata Sam Lotu Iiga to his
ministry this year. If Key cannot change those voters' traditional allegiance
they might at least not vote against him. A non-vote can affect the result.
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But there is reason to hope his purpose is more positive. By launching in
South Auckland, the Government may intend to make a statement that its
next term of office would be aimed at lifting the lives of the lower paid. With
the economy enjoying strong growth and good prospects for the years ahead,
steps should be taken to see that everyone's incomes are lifted.
The Prime Minister hinted after the Budget in May that tax cuts could be
offered for low and middle-income brackets at the election. The Government
has given itself room within its forward expenditure allowances for tax cuts
that might not put its projected surpluses at risk, though its first surplus is not
looking promising at present.
Much might depend on the Treasury's pre-election fiscal update this week, but
it would not be a complete surprise if tax cuts at lower income rates are the
centrepiece of National's campaign launch next weekend. Labour, meanwhile,
prefers to use the projected allowances for free medical care for
superannuitants and pregnant women among other promises at its campaign
launch in Auckland's Viaduct Event Centre last Sunday.
Once both major parties have put their programmes in front of the voters, the
campaign will take on more substance. The past few weeks have been
marked by an unedifying chant, a cheap racial joke and a book that attempts
to smear Key by association with an unsavoury blogger. "Dirty politics" it may
be to assist attacks on the opposition, but voters will decide.
National needs to offer something better.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/opinion/news/article.cfm?c_id=466&objectid=11309
982
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Kerre McIvor (Herald): Hager 'dirty' bombshell is old news
5:00 AM Sunday Aug 17, 2014
The revelation from Nicky Hager that politics is a dirty business comes tens of
thousands of years late. Machiavelli probably wrote the first book on the dark
arts of politics but the Renaissance man was only recording what politicians
had been doing since civilisation began.
Politics has always been a dirty business. Marriages of convenience both
literal and metaphorical; betrayal of family, friends and allies; blackmail and
assassination - when you look at New Zealand's political landscape, we've got
off lightly.
Oh, sure, Robert Muldoon off his leash and ripping into Colin Moyle and Bill
Rowling could be an ugly sight.
Watching the fourth Labour Government rearrange the deckchairs on the
Titanic as they sacked and elected three leaders in the space of weeks to try
to hang on to power was an unedifying spectacle.
Jenny Shipley's cobbling together of disparate parties and individuals to form
the most unlikely of coalitions was another example of a party's desire to stay
in power at any price.
The allegations from Hager that right-wing bloggers have been flung dirt from
those close to the Prime Minister is hardly surprising.
Look at the personal attacks on Helen Clark and many of her cabinet over the
nine years Labour governed the country.
Nobody likes seeing the worst of human nature. But at least the knives
plunged into the backs of our modern politicians are metaphorical, not literal.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/opinion/news/article.cfm?c_id=466&objectid=11309
960
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Kate Shuttleworth (Herald): Blogging, money and blurred lines
Last updated 05:00 17/08/2014
The man at the centre of the Dirty Politics firestorm sits on a leafy street in Tel
Aviv, Israel, just a block from the shores of the Mediterranean, sipping a
blended mint lemonade.
Cameron "Whale Oil" Slater is bleary-eyed, having spent 24 hours on a plane,
and now finds himself in a war zone during a ceasefire. It's Friday in Israel;
Saturday back home.
He's one of a group of international journalists invited to visit by the Israeli
government, which has been earning bruising international condemnation
over the civilian death toll in the Gaza conflict.
Slater, however, sees the bright side.
"What I am witnessing in Tel Aviv is a vibrant, free and open democracy of
tolerance," he says.
"From the hotel I am staying at 100 metres across the road there's a gay
beach and the gay beach is 200 metres from the Orthodox Jewish beach - I
bet you there's not a gay beach in Gaza."
He plans to visit the Iron Dome missile defence system and interview New
Zealanders serving in the Israel defence force, and fit in some sightseeing at
the Dead Sea, Masada and Jerusalem's Old City.
The Israeli embassy approached him about the trip, he says, and covered
some costs, but he is paying for a significant portion of his travels. He has
posted anti-Hamas and pro-Israel stories on his blog in the past.
The arrangement may sound vaguely familiar to anyone who has read certain
chapters of Nicky Hager's controversial new book Dirty Politics, which is
based on thousands of emails stolen from Slater's computer.
Besides his central claims that National used Slater's Whale Oil blog as an
conduit for "dirty" attacks on its political enemies, Hager also says Slater took
cash in exchange for running stories for a range of commercial clients.
He writes that certain articles posted under Slater's name were word-for-word
reprints of material supplied by PR man Carrick Graham, whose clients
include tobacco and alcohol companies. Hager writes that Slater was paid
around $6500 a month by Graham, for work he estimates would have taken
perhaps an hour.
When asked if he received any payment from Graham, his company or
associates, and whether there was any understanding that he would run copy
for that payment, Slater gives an emphatic "No". He stands by his byline.
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"Any copy I am using, I've had direct input into - I may have helped write it,
I've certainly edited it.
"There are large corporates that I work with. They have particular issues and
as a result of that those issues are then turned into an interesting story. I take
stories, create stories, work on stories, provide commentary on a number of
different things and whatever takes my fancy at the time."
Earlier this year Slater attacked Independent Liquor on his blog over its readyto-drink (RTD) premixed spirits. Hager writes that there are emails linking a
corporate manager at DB Breweries - a major rival of Independent Liquor - to
what Slater and Graham called the "RTD Project".
Whale Oil frequently attacks Professor Doug Sellman, a leading authority on
addiction and an outspoken critic of the alcohol industry.
Asked if he worked with Dominion Breweries, Slater said: "I don't discuss my
clients. DB is not one of my clients".
Last night, Graham said he would give no comment on any questions
concerning Hager's book. Calls by the Star-Times to Dominion Breweries
were not returned.
Hager also writes that Slater has been fed articles, via Graham, from former
National MP and head of the Food and Grocery Council, Katherine Rich including a defence of Fonterra after a food-recall scare, and support for softdrink companies in the face of concerns about their health effects.
Slater said: "I've been paid twice by Katherine Rich - for speaking at the Food
and Grocery Council annual general meeting and their half-yearly meeting.
I'm not being paid to write blog posts about people."
Last night Rich said Slater had been paid to speak about social media at an
annual meeting, "and he was paid for his appearance". However, "we have
not paid for anything to go on any blogs".
Yesterday, the political fallout from Hager's book continued.
A snap poll by Colmar Brunton for TV One said just 28 per cent of
respondents believed Hager's claims, though 9 per cent said coverage of the
book had left them feeling less positive about National. Strikingly, 12 per cent
said the furore had made them more likely to vote.
Slater said he was not on National's payroll.
"I absolutely deny I am paid by National. Those bastards should have me on a
retainer for the amount of work I do that benefits them, but they don't."
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He said "every journalist in the press gallery" had taken stories from
National's adviser, Jason Ede, who is accused by Hager of feeding "dirty"
stories to Whale Oil.
While Slater was having his photo taken for this article, a text arrived - from
Justice Minister Judith Collins. He wouldn't reveal its content, but exclaimed
that it was 4am in New Zealand and wondered out loud what she was doing
up.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10391846/Blogging-money-andblurred-lines
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Duncan Garner (Stuff): Politics is a sleazy business - regardless of who
is in power
Last updated 05:00 16/08/2014
OPINION: Newsflash, Nicky: Politics is a dirty business.
My first boss, friend and mentor Linda Clark once warned me that Parliament
turns you feral. She was so right.
So what of Nicky Hager’s new book Dirty Politics? It shouldn’t be simply
dismissed as a vast Left-wing conspiracy – but it does need some context. All
sides play games and dig dirt. That’s politics.
What the book suggests is an orchestrated game of dirty deeds by some key
players in the Beehive – Jason Ede in the Prime Minister’s office and Cabinet
minister Judith Collins feeding their mate Cameron Slater, the blogger known
as WhaleOil. Collins is portrayed as the chief leaker – a ministerial gossipmonger. When does she get time to do her real job?
I’ve largely got on with Slater in recent years, but I see he went after me when
I suggested he needed to get a real job and make a positive contribution to
society. The book says Slater asked his ex-prostitute friend for dirt on me.
She came back saying she didn’t have any. That’s the way he rolls, he tends
to go fishing in the sewer.
While Collins was championing laws against cyber-bullying she was also busy
feeding her mate WhaleOil dirt and gossip to help him brutalise people online.
And what really was Ede’s role in the Beehive? I’ll admit I did business with
Ede at times, as did many political journalists. The press gallery knew him to
be a ‘‘black ops’’ chap – the guy with the shadowy job in the background. His
remit, as far as the gallery knew, was to feed stories to the bloggers and
journalists.
But how much did John Key know? What did he allow, what did he endorse
and what did he support? Or did he just look the other way hoping none of this
would get out?
It’s worth noting this shadowy attack-politics stuff is not new and not the sole
domain of National.
The then Labour Party president Mike Williams took a well-publicised trip to
Melbourne to dig dirt on Key ahead of the 2008 election. It backfired: Labour
found nothing and subsequently dropped in the polls.
Helen Clark was probably the biggest gossip of them all when she led the
country. She leaked and spread rumours about people and even those in her
own team – I wonder how her private communications and those of her senior
ministers would look splashed across a book. I bet it wouldn’t be pretty.
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Her Maori Affairs Minister Dover Samuels was sacked for allegations
‘‘swirling’’ over allegedly having sex with someone under the age of consent
decades previously – it was Clark and her team making them swirl.
Samuels, later exonerated by a police investigation, never got a fair hearing –
the ninth floor of the Beehive killed him off. I was with him at his house the
night he was sacked – he was devastated and blamed Clark for the dirty
tricks.
The murky Left infiltrated a National Party cocktail function in 2008, secretly
recorded MPs and leaked them (to me).
I was also involved in a series of stories about former Cabinet minister John
Tamihere over financial irregularities at his previous job at the Waipareira
Trust which saw him sacked as a minister. When I got home, my house had
been broken into. Nothing was taken but all the windows and doors had been
left open. TV3 hired a security firm to change the locks, watch my kids at
school and investigate the break-in. The firm concluded that someone wanted
to frighten me – and we left it there.
I also remember doing business with Labour’s chief of staff Matt McCarten in
the 1990s, when he ran the Alliance. Matt was fun and charming – but let’s
not kid ourselves, if anyone knew how to run a black ops sting it was him.
Senior Labour ministers and press secretaries rang to point me toward The
Standard, a Left-wing blog, to read its vitriol on certain days. Who had written
those posts? I’m told many were written under fake names by Labour staffers
paid by the taxpayer.
My point is politics is dirty, no matter who is in power. Hager seems genuinely
surprised at this. Frankly I’m surprised at his naivety.
Let’s not forget that Hager is a long-time critic of spy agencies and electronic
surveillance – but he’s happy to accept and publish information taken from
people’s computers without their consent. Dirty tricks indeed.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/10388408/Politics-is-a-sleazybusiness-regardless-of-who-is-in-power
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Tracy Watkins (Stuff): Dirty tactics, or just politics at play?
Last updated 05:00 16/08/2014
OPINION: One of the enduring impressions of Jason Ede, the National staffer
at the centre of Nicky Hager's dirty politics claims, is of him crouching amid
cigarette butts to take pictures of the aftermath of a press gallery party.
The pictures ended up on the WhaleOil blog, rumbling Ede - a senior adviser
on a likely six figure salary - as the main conduit between the prime minister's
office and blogger Cameron Slater.
But most journalists had figured that already given the frequency with which
both complaints and spin from the Beehive's ninth floor were replicated on
Slater's blog.
So for those of us frantically skimming through Hager's book before deadline
Wednesday, its revelations seemed less surprising than they may to the rest
of the public.
By the time Hager's book came out Ede had already been moved to the
National leader's payroll, then to National Party headquarters, where his
activities are beyond the scope of the Official Information Act. It is not a
stretch to imagine that these moves were a response to stories that had
already been published about Ede's murky role feeding bloggers like
WhaleOil.
Dirty Politics helps make that relationship more explicit.
Key's explanation has been to shrug his shoulders and label it the "modern
world".
He may be right. But Hager's book raises legitimate questions about whether
people like Ede and Slater are a response to the modern world, or a tool to
reshape the modern world to better suit a government's political ends.
Key, for instance, claims Ede's job is to brief journalists as much as bloggers.
He may do, but of the six journalists in the Fairfax press gallery office, none
have had a call from Ede in years. Many - though not all - press gallery
journalists would say the same.
That may be because his stock in trade is unpublishable by most mainstream
media. There is a saying that journalists often hear - "no fingerprints". It
means "I'm giving you this story on the understanding it is never traced back
to me."
Feeding a story through a partisan blog, rather than a journalist, is a further
level of protection. There are also much better odds of it reflecting the spin
that has been put on it.
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We saw another example of the modern world in action when Key was asked
to respond to Hager's allegations after the book was dropped on Wednesday
evening.
Key waited till the next morning, which was probably fair given the book was
dropped at 6pm and copies were hard to come by (though it is hard to believe
Key's office did not send a staffer down to the book launch to grab a copy).
But the following morning Key then gave his one and only interview to a music
station with a comparatively small audience and it was another five hours
before he fronted the rest of the media to be challenged on Hager's
allegations of dirty and underhand behaviour.
Hager's Corngate expose on genetic engineering, which derailed the 2002
election campaign, had a bigger impact than it might have because of the way
it was used to blindside former Prime Minister Helen Clark on national
television.
Much of the Key Government's media strategy is built around avoiding those
sort of moments. Even so, Key's eventual response at his media stand-up in
Dunedin was every bit as raw and visceral as Clark's 2002 Corngate
interview. It was Key as we rarely see him - white hot with anger.
Hager's view of the world of politics often seems to be of the spaghetti
western variety - there are good guys and bad guys, cowboys and Indians,
cops and robbers. You are either on one side or the other. That is how Hager
can justify using hacked emails from Slater's private computer, while also
strongly believing that for his opponents to do the same would be the worst
case of dirty tricks. It is a world view that shapes the tribalism shared by many
Nats and Labour-ites.
But for the rest of us there is no such bright line. On all sides of Parliament
there are good people and bad people, nice people and others who treat their
staff and junior colleagues appallingly. Some are motivated by self-interest,
others are genuinely motivated to do good. That is why we often focus on
personalities in politics - it goes to character.
The problem journalists have weighing up Hager's book is whether these
carry enough weight to even come close to directly implicating the
Government in some of the more tawdry allegations.
Key, however, has failed to deny one of the central allegations - that Ede
joined Slater in fossicking around Labour Party computers to extract politically
damaging information is illuminating.
The defence seems to be that Labour exposed itself to such tactics due to a
flaw in its operating system which effectively opened a door to anyone doing
what Slater and Ede did.
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That may be the legal defence taken care of but Key is clearly of the view that
also covers any questions about the morality of them doing so.
The attitude is overwhelmingly that all is fair in love, war and politics. That is
probably a statement on politics generally and there is no reason to think
National's opponents have a different view. No matter his intention, the fallout
from Hager's book is likely to be an escalation in such tactics on both sides,
not less.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/10389592/Dirty-tactics-or-justpolitics-at-play
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Dominion Post: Editorial: Questions linger after Hager book
Last updated 05:00 16/08/2014
OPINION: Crusading left-wing journalist Nicky Hager has a new book out.
Everyone's wondering what to make of it.
Much of the book, called Dirty Politics, is not very surprising.
The central character, blogger Cameron Slater, stars as a muckraker who
digs for sleaze on public figures, writes ugly diatribes about opponents and
warns everyone not to anger "the whale" (himself).
All that is familiar to anyone who has ever read his blog, WhaleOil. His hacked
personal emails, the basis for the book, are a more grandiose, profanity-laden
version of the same.
National's links to Slater are outlined - a staff member in the prime minister's
office, Jason Ede, emailed him often, as did Cabinet Minister Judith Collins.
On one level, such links are not a big revelation. Slater may be a fringe figure,
but his father is a former National Party president. His own loyalties are
obvious, and his posts have occasionally revealed the extent of his access to
information.
Still, the precise nature of this connection has been made clearer by the book
- and it does raise questions.
The biggest is this: why was Slater given incredibly speedy access to an SIS
file about Labour leader Phil Goff before the last election? Such a document
would usually never see the light of day, let alone be dispatched in a few
days.
Hager concludes that Prime Minister John Key's office primed Slater to
request the document, then "expedited" its delivery. That is not proven in the
book (Slater's bragging comments in advance of receiving it are the main
evidence), and Key denies it.
Such a leak would not be unique - Goff himself released confidential notes
from a Foreign Affairs briefing in 2005 to discredit a National MP.
Regardless, it would be extremely unusual and it would show a cynical,
careless attitude to official information.
The book also takes aim at Collins, reporting Slater's account that she told
him details of a confidential ACC leak case. If true, that is more troubling
evidence of an irresponsible approach to sensitive information - and more
trouble for Collins.
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The book's other revelation is that Ede, one of Key's advisers, collaborated
with Slater in grabbing a trove of confidential information from the Labour
Party's website.
This seems less problematic. The data was freely available and a top aide
poked around it. Is it really a surprise that political machinations feature on the
ninth floor of the Beehive?
The book is one thing. Reactions to it are another. As is often the case, the
most common objections are that "it didn't happen" and "everyone does it".
Key has mostly taken the first approach, attacking Hager's politics, denying
the bigger allegations and insisting the book means little.
Other observers, of different stripes, have shrugged at the details, as if to say
they've happened since politics began. That's too jaded. Politics certainly isn't
tiddlywinks, to steal a phrase from Tana Umaga, but neither is it just a cynical
game, where anything goes.
It's true that plenty of Hager's book is no great scandal. But it poses a couple
of cutting questions, and it pulls back the curtain on the Government's
cosiness with an objectionable blogger. Not everyone will like what they see.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/editorials/10389591/EditorialQuestions-linger-after-Hager-book
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Phillip Matthews (Stuff): Clean Greens overlooked in dirty week
Last updated 05:00 16/08/2014
It feels like the political week can be divided into two eras, BH and AH. Before
Hager and After Hager. The release of Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics
seemed to change everything and, for a day or two at least, other agendas
and stories faded from view.
The Green Party's launch of its Christchurch policy at the new Botanic
Gardens visitor centre on Tuesday morning was very much a BH event. But
speculation had already started. One News reporter Michael Parkin sped past
the routine questions about what the Greens would do for Christchurch and
asked co-leader Metiria Turei if she knew what was in the Hager book.
"I know nothing," she said, cheerfully and theatrically, but she was "interested"
to see it. As for the stoush between Prime Minister John Key and Internet
Party leader Laila Harre over effigies and rallies, Turei stayed well clear of
that too.
The Greens are about clean rivers and clean politics. They seem decent,
principled and thoughtful, which may explain why, in this weird election
campaign, they also seem to be overlooked. All the Green caucus came to
town for the launch, at which the party's positive message was reiterated. "We
stand with you, Christchurch," Turei said. "We love New Zealand, we love
Christchurch."
Green MP Eugenie Sage joined in. "I love Christchurch," she said. She stood
in front a big sign pushing for the party vote. Indeed, the party vote is so
important that Sage was not even introduced to the room as the party's Port
Hills candidate. But her line that "I want my city back" got the strongest
applause of the morning and she was the best received of the four speakers.
She talked of reintroducing elections for Environment Canterbury, canning the
Canterbury Environment Recovery Authority (Cera), letting the Christchurch
City Council keep strategic assets and pushing cycling and public transport.
As for the rebuild blueprint: "A new covered stadium is not a priority. I've
heard a lot of people like the Addington stadium."
*** From the Botanic Gardens, Turei headed west for a lunchtime debate at
the University of Canterbury alongside Labour's Megan Woods, NZ First's
Denis O'Rourke, National's Nicky Wagner and former deputy mayor turned
Maori Party candidate Ngaire Button. It was a high-powered lineup, as all but
Button are current MPs, and it drew a big crowd. As senior politics lecturer
Bronwyn Hayward said on Twitter, "I've not seen student interest in politics
like this for ages - no wonder New Zealand parties [are] starting to think about
[the] youth vote".
Professor Alex Tan chaired the debate and told the students to exercise their
"sacred right to vote", otherwise someone else might vote for them. Students
liked Turei's lines about a smarter, greener economy and the promise of a
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"green card" that would get them on the bus for free. Wagner talked about her
government's track record, especially in jobs. "There's never been a better
time to get a job in New Zealand, if you've got the right attitude," Wagner said.
But Woods spoke of having constituents in her Wigram electorate who cannot
even afford food. "Inequality and child poverty earn this government a fail
grade."
The most dramatic moment came as Turei repeated the Greens' promise to
wind up Cera. Wagner appeared horrified. "If you cancelled Cera, would you
ask them to take away their money?" she asked.
Their money? Turei interjected: "Actually, it belongs to you."
*** As for Dirty Politics, the subject remained a well-kept secret right up to the
minute of the Wednesday launch. One problem with not releasing early copies
to media is that journalists were still digesting its revelations two days later those journalists who could find a copy, that is. Campbell Live gave
Christchurch readers a tantalising glimpse of its contents when it aired
National-aligned blogger Cameron Slater's notorious description of
earthquake victims as "useless pricks" and "scum". Campbell Live
screenshots quickly circulated on social media with an obvious defiance.
Christchurch: proud scum.
You should not expect Slater to holiday in the South Island any time soon.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10389840/Clean-Greens-overlooked-indirty-week
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Andrea Vance (Stuff): SIS gave blogger first dibs on papers' release
Last updated 05:00 16/08/2014
The Security Intelligence Service declined to release confidential documents
at the centre of "dirty politics" allegations to reporters - but passed the briefing
notes to blogger Cameron Slater.
Investigative journalist Nicky Hager's new book contains allegations that
Slater was tipped off by Prime Minister John Key's staff to ask for the papers.
The documents embarrassed former Labour leader Phil Goff by showing he
was briefed by the spy agency in 2011 about alleged Israeli activity in
Christchurch.
Hager suggests Key's office ensured Slater got the briefing notes, which he
used as a basis for an article on his Whaleoil blog, accusing Goff of lying. Key
is the minister responsible for the SIS.
About the same time, The Dominion Post's request for the documents was
declined.
In Dirty Politics, published this week, Hager says Slater received a response
to his Official Information Act request within a week - and quotes Facebook
messages which suggest Slater knew what to expect.
The documents were stamped as being declassified on July 26, the same day
Slater lodged his request, Hager notes.
The Whaleoil post attacking Goff appeared on August 4. On the same day
The Dominion Post contacted Key's office to inquire why its request for the
documents had been refused within two days.
The SIS explained away the different treatment by arguing that The Dominion
Post also sought a copy of the briefing notes supplied to Key. However, this
was the same document given to Goff.
In response to questions, a spokesman for Key insisted that "at no stage did
[his office] direct how the NZ SIS should treat the OIA request".
Fallout from Hager's book continued yesterday, with the author saying he
might release Slater's emails to back up his claims.
Key said the claims were "dissolving" and has vowed not to take any action
against Justice Minister Judith Collins, who is alleged to have leaked sensitive
information to Slater.
The theme of Hager's book is that National used Right-wing blogs to smear its
opponents.
Slater says his emails were hacked and the contents misconstrued.
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Pollster and blogger David Farrar said yesterday he believed documents were
stolen from his offices by an employee.
He intended to lay a complaint with police and said the breach of his privacy
had him considering stepping back from politics.
Collins has also "utterly" rejected most of the claims levelled at her.
But she admitted passing on a public servant's name who Slater then alleged
was leaking information to Labour.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10389804/SIS-gave-blogger-first-dibson-papers-release-Hager
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Herald: Whale Oil to keep journalism award
12:15 PM Saturday Aug 16, 2014
Attacks on media awards sponsor Canon over the blogging award won by
Cameron Slater have been condemned by the Newspaper Publishers'
Association.
Slater won the award at the annual Canon Media Awards in May for breaking
a story on Auckland Mayor Len Brown on his Whale Oil blog. Canon has this
week been criticised on social media posts over revelations about Slater in
the book by Nicky Hager, Dirty Politics.
NPA editorial director Rick Neville said the association deeply regretted that
the company had been targeted for criticism.
"This particular award was made by independent judge Deborah Hill Cone in
recognition of Whale Oil having broken a major story relating to the Mayor of
Auckland, Len Brown," Mr Neville said. The NPA had not considered
withdrawing Slater's award, he said.
"In the 40-year history of the awards, none has ever been withdrawn and it
would be an extreme, highly unusual step."
It would only be justified if concrete evidence came forward showing illegal or
highly unethical methods were used to obtain the story, he said.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11309752
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Adam Bennett (Herald): Bloggers revealed Hager's address
5:00 AM Saturday Aug 16, 2014
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater published details of Dirty Politics author
Nicky Hager's address after fellow blogger Cathy Odgers suggested doing so
could result in him suffering physical attacks.
A 2013 email from Odgers, who blogs under the name Cactus Kate,
discussing the apparent threat to Hager with Slater is detailed in the book.
Hager had, in 2013, helped research a Fairfax media article about the use of
tax havens.
Odgers, a Hong Kong-based tax consultant, said in the email the material
Hager was dealing with involved tens of thousands of rich Chinese.
"It would be a disaster if they all knew where he [Hager] lived. He may even
need police protection", she wrote. "Those Chinese can be very vicious when
they lose face ... Chop chop for Nicky."
Slater responded, Hager claims in his book, and the latter's addresses were
subsequently published in a post on Whale Oil under Slater's name but which
Odgers yesterday confirmed she wrote.
"Like a lot of the rest of the book that email was just private chatter and banter
between various people on emails where absolutely nothing else happened
as a consequence," she told the Weekend Herald.
Watch: Key responds to Hager book 'Dirty Politics'
Hager said the discussion was "unbelievable. It's a combination of angry big
talk between friends but it did make me feel uneasy."
Hager is being challenged about the allegations in his book by those he has
written about, including Prime Minister John Key who yesterday said "most of
the assumptions and accusations he's made are really dissolving before his
eyes".
Hager said he is likely to produce the emails between Slater and his
associates to back up the claims he makes in the book, but said that could
take some days. He had "cleaned out the house because I might have had
the police around here" following the book's release, he said.
"I'm going to try and get access to them again which I can probably do and
release them in a few days."
Among the book's most serious allegations are that Judith Collins fed
information she gained as a Cabinet minister to Slater to use in political
attacks published on Whale Oil.
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That included that she fed the identity of Internal Affairs official Simon
Pleasants, who she believed was responsible for leaking information to the
Labour Party about Finance Minister Bill English's taxpayer-funded
accommodation allowance in 2009.
Slater went on to identify Mr Pleasants in a series of disparaging blog posts
on his Whale Oil site leading to a torrent of abuse directed towards him.
Ms Collins yesterday confirmed she had given Mr Pleasants' name to Slater.
"What I was asked for was the name and the title of the guy and that's publicly
available and I've simply given him that," she told NewstalkZB
Mr Pleasants, who is still employed by the Department of Internal Affairs, told
the Weekend Herald he did not believe he had been fingered as a suspect
over the leaks before Slater's posts.
"I did not leak the information. I have never leaked anything," he said.
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Fran O'Sullivan (Herald): Meaty claims best served with source
5:00 AM Saturday Aug 16, 2014
So where is it, Mr Hager? I waited until 5pm last night for you to release
copies of the hacked emails, Facebook messages and documents to
journalists which underpin your major exclusive from Wednesday night: Dirty
Politics.
Just five weeks out from the September 20 general election you surely
couldn't have expected the country's journalists to meekly parrot all your
conclusions instead of making their own minds up based on source
documents and taking the issue further through their own investigations.
The story is already three days old.
But real journalists seek to base their stories on more than your own cynically
timed splash for Wednesday night's 6pm television news where political
reporters were expected to take down your words and publish them verbatim
without even having read your book in the first place.
Where's the fairness of that in the midst of an election campaign?
But 5pm has gone. The news editor wants my column. And still no show on
the document front.
Here's the thing.
In my view you have disclosed sufficient material (Yes, the critics will say it is
based on hacked or stolen documents but that has never stopped the news
media from doing its job when the public interest test is met) to justify proper
independent inquiries into three particular issues.
First, the insinuation that the Prime Minister's office (or sources close to it)
tipped off blogger Cameron Slater to make a finely targeted Official
Information Act request to the former Security Intelligence Service (SIS) boss
Warren Tucker to embarrass former Labour Leader Phil Goff.
At issue was Goff's claim that he had not been briefed by Tucker on whether
a bunch of Israelis caught up in the February 2011 Christchurch earthquake
were Mossad agents. And the OIA disclosures where confidential information
was declassified at record speed appear to have contradicted that.
This was a major annoyance at the time to journalists from mainstream media
who also applied for the Goff briefing notes but had to wait until after the SIS
fast-tracked Slater's request. This should be investigated by the independent
inspector of the SIS.
Second, the insinuation that the PM's former black ops man Jason Ede
conspired with Slater to gain confidential information from the Labour Party's
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website. Again, the backdoor to the website was said to be open, but the facts
should be established.
The legal situation is not so clear as the National Party spindoctors claim. A
job for a Ministerial Services inquiry perhaps.
Third, whether Cabinet minister Judith Collins or her office fed information to
Slater outside of the normal confines.
These are the issues that matter to me.
Not what went on between Slater and his own contacts. Plenty of journalists
have been the recipients of damaging leaks over the years. It is just these
days it is more convenient for Cabinet ministers and their operatives to leak to
an intermediary first because it enables them to plead plausible denial when
journalists go hunting for the real oil.
Personally, I want to to base my own opinions on the substance of the
relevant documents (and by seeking reaction from named parties) not have to
take at first blush your own somewhat polemical version of affairs.
But while you were said to have been considering release, just like with your
ultimate refusal to release to journalists copies of the documents that
supported your expose book on Afghanistan (the one where you aimed a
major drop kick up the backsides of Press Gallery journalists over their
coverage which you found wanting), they didn't appear.
This is a major annoyance.
Because over the past 48 hours you have hogged the headlines and major
news channels driving publicity for a book which is clearly timed to create as
much mischief as possible five weeks from the election.
You've sat on these hacked documents since earlier this year - and bashed
out a book which glosses over the fact in many instances you do not have
verifiable evidence to back many of your claims - just conjecture which,
however well-based, is conjecture.
Maybe there is another commercial deal in the offering and we can soon read
stories shorn of rhetoric. But we'd have been a lot better off if you had put the
documents up on WikiLeaks (or similar) and assisted all New Zealand
journalists to do a professional job.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11309671
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John Armstrong (Herald): Vilification of author revives Muldoon-era
tactics
8:12 AM Saturday Aug 16, 2014
The tirade of insults, invective and scorn directed at Nicky Hager must rank as
one of the most sustained efforts by National to destroy an individual's
credibility since the party's political witch trials of the Muldoon era.
National threw everything bar the proverbial kitchen sink at the author,
researcher and long-time activist in the wake of Wednesday's publication of
his latest book, Dirty Politics.
Hager is uncompromising in his principles and never shies away from a fight as evidenced by one of his earlier works, Seeds of Distrust, which broadsided
Helen Clark in the 2002 election.
This election has seen him move up a gear, with his book exposing a National
Party dirty-tricks operation run by the blogger Whale Oil, aka Cameron Slater,
working in conjunction with Jason Ede, who was until earlier this year listed as
one of John Key's senior advisers in the Prime Minister's office, but who is
now working fulltime at National Party headquarters in downtown Wellington.
Exactly what impact Hager's revelations have on National's popularity is
difficult to assess. But it cannot be positive. It will further harden the view of
those who already detest Key. But it might be too beltway for most people,
who will likely consider the book and the subsequent fallout to be politics as
normal.
Labour - then the ruling party - saw its poll rating shed a couple of percentage
points in 2002 following the Corngate affair which was prompted by Seeds of
Distrust. But Labour's rating had already been trending downwards.
The highly-political nature of the latest book's subject matter and the
provocative timing of its launch meant Hager would get one shot - and one
shot only - at getting some of the book's content in front of the media before
National started running serious interference.
He did not make copies available to journalists until 30 minutes before that
evening's television news bulletins went to air.
The tactic worked. National was stunned. It had been half-expecting Hager to
dump embarrassing classified documents relating to work undertaken by New
Zealand's intelligence agencies in the South Pacific.
What National got instead was The Hollow Men Revisited. What John Key got
was Nightmare in Epsom transformed into a political horror movie potentially
exponentially worse than 2011's Teapot Tapes Saga.
That episode haunted Key for months after the last election. Hager's book will
be having the same debilitating impact.
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But that is all National's fault. For years, the party hierarchy have turned a
blind eye to an over-enthusiastic band of little helpers whose activities were
questionable to say the least, but which were more than tolerated because of
their track record of making life miserable for some of National's opponents.
Initially flummoxed by the sheer volume of incriminating material within the
book's 166 pages, National struck back on Thursday morning with a sustained
barrage of character assassination, thereby confirming the very point the book
was making.
Key lambasted the book as being "typical Hager" and filled with "baseless
allegations". The material had long been in the public domain. Hager was just
reheating it.
Key claimed it was no coincidence that the book's launch had followed the
burning of an effigy of himself, the "f *** John Key" video, the description of
Key as "Shylock" by a Labour candidate and the widespread vandalising of
National's election hoardings.
He argued that the left did not want to debate the real election issues because
it could not win the policy argument. So the left was playing dirty. The public
would see right through that little game.
The accusation that Hager found difficult to bat away was one of hypocrisy that having come into the possession of screeds of emails stolen from Slater,
Hager had used them as the basis for his book. He was the one indulging in
dirty politics.
Hager countered that any media presented with such juicy material would
have done exactly the same as him regardless of the News of The World
connotations.
Hager could also argue he was acting in the public interest and exposing
abuse of power.
National's tactic has been to keep the focus on Hager and persuade people
he had hidden motives for writing the book - rather than being drawn into
arguments about its damning contents.
This has worked for National to some degree - somewhat to Hager's
frustration.
Key's damage control operation was designed to both defuse and confuse.
However, the Prime Minister looked and sounded distinctly uncomfortable
when questioned by reporters on Thursday afternoon.
He conceded nothing. He repeatedly answered questions by saying the
book's allegations had "nothing to do with National".
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When it was pointed out to him that National was clearly implicated, he made
excuses, saying he had not been briefed on the detail.
If Key's answers sounded glib there was good reason. The vilification of
Hager by Key and Steven Joyce, National's election campaign supremo and
the one designated to front for National when there is trouble, is a charade.
Their dilemma is that they have to rubbish the book as being wrong on every
score when they know much if not all of it, is accurate, simply because the
contents come straight out of the mouths of Slater, Ede and other National
Party figures and associates.
As much as anything, Hager has simply done a compilation job. Key's and
Joyce's deny-everything stances are not tenable for long. But if they admit
Hager is right about one thing, then they have to concede he is right about
everything.
Hager has the emails. It is of major significance that Key has not questioned
their authenticity. To do so would risk Hager releasing them and proving Key
wrong. It would keep the story alive when Key and Joyce are saying and
doing the minimum in the hope of denying it oxygen.
The last thing they want is for it to still be making waves next weekend when
Key officially launches National's campaign.
Key, meanwhile, is placing himself at considerable risk. It only requires
someone connected with one of the incidents in the book to dispute and
disprove the Prime Minister's assertion that it all has "nothing to do with
National" for Key to be in serious trouble credibility wise.
The one thing going for National is that all of the book is out there. That, in
itself, puts a time limit on the story's shelf-life.
Were the book's content being drip-fed day after day, momentum might have
built among the voting public for a major inquiry or some heads to roll.
As things currently stand, they are in the balance. But Ede might yet have to
take one for the team and resign as evidence that National has cleaned out its
Aegean stables.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11309684
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Greg Presland (The Standard): Who took Slater’s emails?
WrittenBy: MICKYSAVAGE - Date published:8:00 am, August 16th, 2014

The aftermath of Nicky Hager’s book rumbles on. The Herald this morning has
further coverage on issues arising from the Book. The discussion between Cactus
Kate and Slater about Hager’s address and how publishing it could put him in some
danger is the subject of an article. The subsequent publishing of Hager’s address by
Slater says a great deal about what sort of person he is.
John Armstrong has a prescient column about the week’s events, rightfully describing
the tirade of abuse National has sent Hager’s way as “one of the most sustained
efforts by National to destroy an individual’s credibility since the party’s political
witch trials of the Muldoon era.”
He describes National’s tactics well:
National’s tactic has been to keep the focus on Hager and persuade people he had
hidden motives for writing the book – rather than being drawn into arguments about
its damning contents.
This has worked for National to some degree – somewhat to Hager’s frustration.
Key’s damage control operation was designed to both defuse and confuse. However,
the Prime Minister looked and sounded distinctly uncomfortable when questioned by
reporters on Thursday afternoon.
He conceded nothing. He repeatedly answered questions by saying the book’s
allegations had “nothing to do with National”.
When it was pointed out to him that National was clearly implicated, he made
excuses, saying he had not been briefed on the detail.
If Key’s answers sounded glib there was good reason. The vilification of Hager by
Key and Steven Joyce, National’s election campaign supremo and the one designated
to front for National when there is trouble, is a charade.
Their dilemma is that they have to rubbish the book as being wrong on every score
when they know much if not all of it, is accurate, simply because the contents come
straight out of the mouths of Slater, Ede and other National Party figures and
associates.
As much as anything, Hager has simply done a compilation job. Key’s and Joyce’s
deny-everything stances are not tenable for long. But if they admit Hager is right
about one thing, then they have to concede he is right about everything.
Danyl McLaughlan has posted a passionate column on the consequences of the
book. It is well worth a read. I particularly enjoyed these passages:
But some of the reporters listening to the PM have read the book. And when Key
insists that the real dirty politics comes from the left, I think, or hope, that they’ll
reflect that no one on the left is publishing the addresses of journalists online in the
hope that someone assaults or murders them in revenge for writing about tax-havens,
which is what Cathy Odgers, Cameron Slater David Farrar and Matthew Hooton
discuss on page 91. Also, no one on the left is going around brothels trying to find out
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whether journalists have visited them, so they can be blackmailed, which is
what Cameron Slater, the Justice Minister’s close friend, and long-term collaborator
with the Prime Minister’s office is up to. No one on the left runs smear campaigns
against attempted rape victims, or publishes graphic affidavits describing their
political enemies having sex. There’s no one comparable to Slater on the left of
politics, or blogging. He is a phenomenon unique to the National Party. Key can
insist that this is all just a lie, just a conspiracy story, but people who read the book
know that this is simply documentation from Slater’s emails and that the Prime
Minister is lying to their faces.
So I don’t think Key’s line will work, or that this story is going away. I haven’t talked
to any gallery journalists since it was released but I suspect that – if nothing else – the
confirmation of the long-nurtured bitter suspicion that Key’s office has been screwing
them on OIA requests by forwarding them to Slater for early publication will ensure
that this story runs and runs throughout the rest of the campaign.
And this:
Whatever the wider implications, the book has had a profound effect on me,
personally. Something that doesn’t come across in the news coverage about Dirty
Politics, and Cameron Slater, Jason Ede, Jordan Williams, Simon Lusk et al is just
how fucking awful these people are. They spend their lives trying to poison and
contaminate our politics. They enjoy seeing people suffer. They get excited by the
idea of breaking up the marriages of their political enemies and ruining their lives.
And John Key stands up and bleats about how everything they do is fine, and the
people on the left are the nasty ones. Fuck him.
Well said Danyl. Interestingly in the comments to a few of his recent posts are
suggestions from people I do not recognise that I do the same as Slater. How is this
for a bet? For each post identified that I have written which engages in the same sort
of character assassination and muck raking that Slater does I will give $100 to
Greenpeace. Go ahead. Knock yourselves out.
But back to the subject of this post. Who, in the light of Slater’s description of a
deceased West Coaster as “feral” had the most reason to try and silence him and bring
him down? Who had the most to lose? Was it the left? My bet is that elements
within the National Party had decided that he and Jason Ede had gone too far and had
to be silenced. I have seen before how during the Len Brown scandal there was
considerable kick back against Slater from parts of the National Party. Maybe this
time they had decided that Slater’s malign effect on politics had to end.
http://thestandard.org.nz/who-took-slaters-emails/
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Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): Dirty politics and consequences
Filed under: Politics — danylmc @ 7:52 pm
John Key did a media stand-up yesterday about Dirty Politics in
which he mentioned the words ‘left-wing conspiracy theorist’ about
twenty times, and insisted that everything in the book is a lie, and
that the real dirty politics comes from the left.
From a communications point-of-view that’s a sensible approach.
His audience is not the journalists at the stand-up, but rather the
television viewers who haven’t read the book and who will see
excerpts of the statement and be reassured by the PMs words.
But some of the reporters listening to the PM have read the book.
And when Key insists that the real dirty politics comes from the left,
I think, or hope, that they’ll reflect that no one on the left is
publishing the addresses of journalists online in the hope that
someone assaults or murders them in revenge for writing about
tax-havens, which is what Cathy Odgers, Cameron Slater David
Farrar and Matthew Hooton discuss on page 91. Also, no one on the
left is going around brothels trying to find out whether journalists
have visited them, so they can be blackmailed, which is
what Cameron Slater, the Justice Minister’s close friend, and longterm collaborator with the Prime Minister’s office is up to. No one on
the left runs smear campaigns against attempted rape victims, or
publishes graphic affidavits describing their political enemies having
sex. There’s no one comparable to Slater on the left of politics, or
blogging. He is a phenomenon unique to the National Party. Key
can insist that this is all just a lie, just a conspiracy story, but
people who read the book know that this is simply documentation
from Slater’s emails and that the Prime Minister is lying to their
faces.
So I don’t think Key’s line will work, or that this story is going
away. I haven’t talked to any gallery journalists since it was
released but I suspect that – if nothing else – the confirmation of
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the long-nurtured bitter suspicion that Key’s office has been
screwing them on OIA requests by forwarding them to Slater for
early publication will ensure that this story runs and runs
throughout the rest of the campaign.
Will it hurt National? I don’t know. I really thought the Oravida
scandal at the beginning of the year would damage them, and it
didn’t. Maybe nothing will. But if this is different I think it’s because
it cuts against Key’s brand: the good guy who floats above it all, so
much so that the media go to him, weirdly, as an impartial
commentator on political events. If this pulls away the mask and
reveals him as just another venal politician with an office filled with
staffers digging dirt, then that will hurt the National Party.
Whatever the wider implications, the book has had a profound
effect on me, personally. Something that doesn’t come across in the
news coverage about Dirty Politics, and Cameron Slater, Jason Ede,
Jordan Williams, Simon Lusk et al is just how fucking awful these
people are. They spend their lives trying to poison and contaminate
our politics. They enjoy seeing people suffer. They get excited by
the idea of breaking up the marriages of their political enemies and
ruining their lives. And John Key stands up and bleats about how
everything they do is fine, and the people on the left are the nasty
ones. Fuck him.
I’ve been on the left for a while. I voted Labour then Green, and I’ll
be voting Green again this year. But I’ve always tried to be
detached and as non-partisan as possible. I didn’t always succeed,
but the intention was there. I’ve never joined a political party, and
I’ve been a constant critic of Labour. I spend half my time online
arguing with other left-wing commentators.
But these people in National and its proxies are the fucking enemy.
They literally hate most of the people in the country: Cameron
Slater was delighted when the earthquake hit Christchurch, killed
185 people and destroyed thousands of houses, because those
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people were ‘scum’ who voted Labour. That’s the guy who is close
friends with the Justice Minister and a core component of National’s
media strategy.
These people shouldn’t be at the heart of our government. They’re
a cancer. I’m not naive, I know that politics involves leaks; that
there are dirty tricks in every government. But I like to think that if
a left-wing government gets this bad, I’ll do something about it.
Because I’m going to do something about this. I’m not sure what,
exactly. Join the Green Party, donate money to them and volunteer,
to start with. Stop bickering with others on the left and focus on the
real threat. Hopefully a lot more. Because these people are evil and
they Do Not Get to Win.
http://dimpost.wordpress.com/2014/08/15/dirty-politics-and-consequences/
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Daphne Lawless (Fightback): The Whale Oil leaks: Anti-politics from
above
AUGUST 15, 2014 BY DAPHNE 1 COMMENT

As we go to press, the election campaign has been turned upside down by a new book
by investigative journalist Nicky Hager. Dirty Politics is based mainly on a leak of 2
gigabytes of emails and Facebook messages from “Whale Oil”, the vicious right-wing
scandal-mongering blog edited by Cameron Slater.
The book lays out convincing evidence that leading figures in the National Government –
including Justice Minister Judith Collins and staff in the office of Prime Minister John Key
– have actively worked with Whale Oil and other right-wing blogs to conduct personal
smear campaigns on Labour and other opposition parties, including Internet Party
founder Kim Dotcom. Nicky Hager is himself presented as one of the targets – another
right-wing blogger, according to the book, tried to pass on Hager’s personal details to
angry Chinese billionaires.
But it’s crucial to identify the real problem. Hager is not saying there is anything wrong
about the National Party feeding information to friendly blogs. Certainly, this is something
“they all do”. The “dirt” in Dirty Politics is the reliance on personal attack, vilification and
smear. When Cameron Slater declares that he wants evidence of “[opposition MPs]
Andrew Williams or Winston Peters drunk… [Auckland mayor] Len Brown rooting in
brothels”, he is in fact practising a kind of “anti-politics from above”.
“They’re all the same…” – really?
“Anti-politics” is a term which has been used for an attitude which has arisen in many
protest movements. It’s summed up in the slogan from Argentina, ¡que se vayán
todos! (Get rid of them all!) It’s cynicism that electoral politics can do any good; it’s the
idea that all politicians lie, that all movements are corrupt, that the whole system of media
and democracy is a fraud. Unfortunately, it often slides into “conspiracy theory” about
aliens, Jews, or some other bogey being the “real enemy”.
But what we have in Dirty Politics is different from the justified disgust of a repeatedly
disillusioned mass. Slater’s anti-politics is a deliberate strategy used by the Right to
demobilise and demoralize opponents and potential opponents. Simon Lusk, a National
Party strategist and a close collaborator of Slater, argues in a strategy document
previously leaked but reprinted in the book that left-wing activists can be best
“demoralised”, and their voters demotivated, by personal attacks on their leaders rather
than dealing with their politics.
So the strategy is: get some mud to stick to an activist or politician in the news, get
people believing “they’re all the same, politics is too dirty, best not to get involved”. And
of course that’s what John Key is doing right now, repeating that Hager is a “screaming
left-wing conspiracy theorist”, whether those words make any sense or not. And National
have been doing this since before Whale Oil became a household name – for example,
when cabinet Minister Paula Bennett released personal information to try to discredit
protesting welfare beneficiaries.
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Dirty Politics recounts Slater’s role in whipping up manufactured political controversies –
like how many times various politicians visited Kim Dotcom’s mansion – which effectively
distracted attention from policy debate or scrutiny on the Government. More recently,
Slater has smeared Dotcom as a “Nazi” who hates John Key for being Jewish and
Hollywood corporates for being “run by Jews”. If the purpose of attack-blog anti-politics is
to make people quit and disengage from activism, then it makes sense that the German
millionaire, who is attempting to rally a new constituency to electoral politics via the
Internet Party, should be a major target.
Personal attack
Another target of attack blogging is to personally smear the leaders of opposition
parties. Dirty Politics tells one farcical story of Slater desperately trying to get video
footage of Winston Peters “drunk” in a Wellington bar. Meanwhile, Labour leader David
Cunliffe has apparently been followed around by operatives who record his every word
and action, and put anything vaguely embarrassing online for use against him. The book
even describes associates of Whale Oil putting embarrassing information on Wikipedia
about Labour MPs’ sex lives.
Slater’s buddies apparently gave him the admiring nickname of “The Rush Limbaugh of
New Zealand politics”. But Limbaugh – an nasty right-wing radio host in the US – is
perhaps a less appropriate parallel than Andrew Breitbart, the recently deceased founder
of the Big Government blog and its associated websites.
Breitbart’s websites have become notorious for exactly the kind of personalised attacks
based on misleading evidence which Slater is bringing into play in New Zealand. For
example, in 2011 they forced the resignation of Shirley Sherrod, an African-American
agriculture civil servant, after publishing a video of her deceptively edited to make it look
like she was biased against whites. Sherrod is currently suing the Breitbart websites. But
probably the people at fault in that case were the Obama Administration themselves, who
dumped Sherrod without a proper investigation for fear of this Right-wing attack blogging.
The book also discusses how Slater turns his filth-cannon against enemies in the
National Party – such as people who get in the way of Simon Lusk’s grand plan to get
hard-right candidates selected for safe rural seats. Once this is done, Whale Oil
publishes an “utu post” – more or less an explanation of how the victory was carried out,
and advertising for political hopefuls to become “clients” of himself or Lusk.
Smears for sale
But Slater isn’t just a political activist – he makes his living by doing the same job for
corporate PR merchants. Corporate lobbyists, including the son of a former National
cabinet minister, have paid Slater thousands to publish, under his own name, personal
attacks on their targets. So, activists for plain packaging tobacco are targeted by
cigarette companies. An association of cleaning services who had signed a union
contract were mercilessly attacked to break them up. Maritime Union leaders had their
details leaked to Slater by Ports of Auckland; and anti-obesity campaigners are smeared
and belittled by the Food and Grocery Council. By a staggering coincidence, the latter is
also headed by a former National cabinet Minister.
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The process of public vilification of those targeted by paying customers is helped by
Whale Oil’s regular blog commentators. If Whale Oil is the National Party’s attack dog,
then the comments section is Whale Oil’s private school of piranhas. Slater’s personal
attacks do not usually extend to death threats and stalking – these come out of the
comments boxes instead. Some of the blog’s regular denizens are revealed in the book
to be corporate lobbyists under pseudonyms, commenting on the articles they
themselves planted.
The last part of the formula is the aggressive and misogynist language used by Whale Oil
and his fan club. This atmosphere of continuous rage has the effect of whipping up a
lynch-mob atmosphere among readers and commentators, and repressing any
tendencies towards reflection or nuance. Hateful language against health advocates as
“troughers” sucking at the public teat, or environmentalists as “the green Taliban”, boils
over into fanciful macho tough-talk about someone with “a big set… slapping Helen Kelly
around the face [with them]”, or – worse – “a bullet in the head” of an MFAT public
servant who was (wrongly) identified by Judith Collins as the source of some
embarrassing leak.
Thus, Hager’s book lays out a well-thought-out scheme by Slater and other Right-wing
bloggers to actually prevent substantive political debate; to drive voters away from all
politics and activists away from fighting corporate malfeasance. Personalised attacks
demoralise their targets (especially when the commenters add death threats) and evoke
uncertainty among their supporters. No-one wants to deal with the “mad dogs” who
inhabit the comments of Whale Oil or Kiwiblog on a daily basis. Slater and his
mates want you to think that all politics and activism is dirty and everyone trying to
change things is a venal scumbag. Then you won’t bother their mates and paymasters
any more.
Pollies, journos and bloggers – you scratch my back…
The mainstream media have taken diametrically opposing attitudes so far. Some,
like John Armstrong or Fran O’Sullivan – usually reliable National supporters – have
declared themselves shocked by the information and firmly stated that John Key has
questions to answer. Others, like Sean Plunket or Mike Hoskings, have sneeringly
dismissed the idea that there’s “anything in” Hager’s book, and suggested that Hager
himself is a “criminal” for using leaked information.
The latter attitude is very similar to the hypocrisy shown by Whale Oil itself. Cameron
Slater is quoted in the book as making nastily sexualised comments about women to his
National Party mates, but suddenly turns into a morals crusader when trying to force Len
Brown out of office for adultery. The attitude, then, is: whatever crime it is, it’s okay when
our side do it. This is the politics of total warfare.
But there’s also the problem of what Americans call “the Beltway”. Many of the
commentators who are now saying “but we knew all this already” probably did know it
already, although only now is the evidence in the public domain. But the general public
does not know this. It has not been publicised or printed. It’s only been swapped as
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gossip among “political insiders”, press, PR flacks and party hacks, who think it’s normal
because they make a good living from it.
Cameron Slater is successful because he has realised a simple truth, which is quoted
elsewhere in the book as coming from the US Young Republicans: “Reporters are lazy
and ill-informed.” Or – to put it kindly – reporters are under-resourced and under intense
pressure from their employers to provide copy quickly and cheaply.
It’s much easier to chase up a “hint” from Whale Oil – or Kiwiblog – than it is to do
investigative reporting. It’s fair to suggest that those journos who are dismissing Hager’s
book enjoy having someone like Slater around to do the dirty work. They can then say
they’re “just asking questions” – those questions having been fed to them by political or
corporate bigwigs, via the attack blogs – as they make a good living cosying up to the
powerful in the Beehive or in the boardrooms.
The media runs on Whale Oil
So what makes Whale Oil tick? Slater is – as anyone who has paid him attention in the
past knows – a deeply unpleasant fellow. He is sexist, racist and openly contemptuous to
those less fortunate. He has been open in the past about his clinical depression, which
often expresses itself in rage. And his rage is directed not just at the Left or at the less
fortunate, but at other insufficiently right-wing Nats, or the people who cost his father his
job as National Party president (or who failed to get him a knighthood!)
But perhaps most importantly, Cameron Slater loves power. He describes himself in the
third person as “the whale”, glories in his influence over MPs and journalists, and is never
happier than when he “destroys someone”. When his campaigns succeed, he makes
grandiose pronouncements like “I own the news!” or “I’m a one-man union wrecking
machine!”
It’s not just about the personal issues of one man, though – David Farrar’s less abusive
but cleverer Kiwiblog plays a similar role, as did the now defunct “Cactus Kate”. But it’s
also about class. Cameron Slater is the son of a former National Party president, born
into privilege, and his distinction is that he says openly what is usually muttered over a
brandy in quiet rooms. The people he talks to in these communications – Simon Lusk,
Jordan Williams, Aaron Bhatnagar, Judith Collins – never once challenge his
assumptions about how the world works, or which human beings are of value.
Power without responsibility, said the British politician Stanley Baldwin, was a perogative
misused by the press. But that’s even more so in the age of blogging. One weakness in
Nicky Hager’s excellent book is his argument that bloggers – who openly mix “opinion
and fact” – are unaccountable for what they do in a way that the mainstream media are
not. But it’s the mainstream media, as we’ve argued above, who have lifted Slater from
being “a jerk with a laptop” to someone who is relied on by the powerful and feared by
their enemies.
The mainstream media do not abide by traditional standards of fact-checking and
objectivity, to the extent that they ever have in commercialised journalism. They are
under intense pressure to deliver clicks and advertising revenue with stories that grab the
attention and are easy to tell. Cameron Slater only has power to the extent that he is
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used as the middle-man between, on one hand, political and corporate bosses with a
story to feed to the public and the ability to pay (in money or prestige); and a news media
who have gotten used to stories handed to them on a plate, who have found that telling
the stories that the élite like to hear is the best way to make a living.
Learn 2 Internet
Slater is is a symptom, not a cause, of the sick culture of neoliberal ideology reproducing
itself in the news media. But in the same way that Slater has run wings around the “old
media” and old-fashioned ways of doing politics, so too has he been tripped up by even
newer forces. When “anonymous” Internet forces crashed his website in January this
year in revenge for his mocking a young man’s death in a car crash, the hard evidence of
who asks him or pays him to do what job fell into the hands of those forces and was
passed on to Nicky Hager.
Radical forces desperately need our own citizen journalism, supported by institutions who
don’t have a vested interest in keeping the public demoralised, apathetic and angry. But
to an extent, we already have a surfeit of engaged writers. What we need now is to
extend the population of engaged readers. The book reveals that Slater’s attacks often
begin as “concern trolling” – posing as a supporter of something who is “concerned”
about some manufactured problem, in order to put doubts in the minds of real
supporters.
Attack blogging tactics require secrecy and surprise – as Hager says, the victim often
doesn’t even know there’s an orchestrated campaign against him until it’s too late. One
problem of contemporary internet use is the tendency to believe any information which
comes down the pipeline – this author herself has fallen prey to passing on
misinformation because it “sounded real”. The Left must support skeptical reading and
thinking, even about stories which we would like to be true. The day when we allow
ourselves to tell lies because it promotes our cause, we become the equivalents of
Whale Oil.
Slater’s supporters yell that “the Left does it too”. This is of course just anti-politics in
itself. But if the Labour Party or any other party have also engaged in smears,
personalized abuse and other “anti-politics” against their opponents as detailed in Dirty
Politics, we should look forward to hearing all about it, as we should the dirt which Slater
purportedly has on Dotcom. Progressive and radical forces have no interest in attack
blogging, destroying activists or discouraging political participation. The systematic deceit
practiced by Whale Oil, his clients and his pet journalists, benefits only the powerful and
rich. Only a principled Left, standing with the majority and guided by a skeptical quest for
truth, can undermine this strategy.
The Anonymous forces who gave Hager his material are owed our thanks – as is Nicky
Hager himself, for putting it in a way that the mainstream media can dismiss, but cannot
ignore. Hacktivists and left journalists, in exposing the abusive and deceitful way power
maintains itself, are a necessary part of achieving true justice and democracy.

http://fightback.org.nz/2014/08/15/the-whale-oil-leaks-anti-politics-from-above/
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Matthew Dallas (Stuff): Playing the man not the haul
Last updated 12:00 15/08/2014
OPINION: Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics may not produce a smoking gun but its
pages smoulder enough to get voters gagging.
And the National Party attacking the author rather than the evidence has done
little to temper Hager's allegations.
Released on Wednesday, the book exposes the National Government's
insidious associations with Right-wing bloggers and tactics employed to
undermine the Opposition's credibility, drawn from six years of hacked emails
from the computer of Whaleoil's Cameron Slater.
Some of the claims pack a punch, such as the assertion the prime minister's
office orchestrated an Official Information Act request between Slater and the
Security Intelligence Service (SIS) to discredit Labour MP Phil Goff in 2011.
Elsewhere Hager simply wades through the murky antics many of us expect
to occur in the back channels of any political arena. It's not revelatory but it
still damages the ‘nice guy' branding of Team Key - which remains the
foundation of National's campaign for re-election.
Thus, the return attack on Hager has been emphatic, but not convincing.
John Key dismissed Hager, a respected and experienced investigative
journalist, as a "Left-wing conspiracy theorist" before he'd even picked up the
book.
Senior ministers, such as Judith Collins and Steven Joyce, have offered the
sort of generic condemnation that make for swell sound-bites - "speculation
and gossip" - but does little to debase the authenticity of the source data.
Accurately interpreting the context of emailed correspondence can be difficult
for a third party, but this is not a case of someone trying to find links from a
handful of isolated messages. Hager has been handed a comprehensive
treasure trove - thousands of emails over an extended period.
While there is certainly an argument to be made about the ethics of publishing
stolen data - Hager argues the information is so compelling and in the public
interest that it demands dissemination - the share magnitude of
correspondence obtained bolsters its reliability.
Key yesterday denied any involvement from his office in Slater's OIA request.
However, emails between Slater and a member of the prime minister's inner
circle suggest he knew what would be in the released document and that it
would be expedited in unusually quick time - and it was.
In August 2011, Goff himself accused the Government of colluding with Slater
on the matter, when Whaleoil's OIA request was actioned inside 24 hours,
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half the time that it took the SIS to turn down a Fairfax request for the same
document.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/manawatu-standard/opinion/10386938/Playing-theman-not-the-haul
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Greg Presland (The Standard): The Hager Book – National fights back
WrittenBy: MICKYSAVAGE - Date published:12:07 pm, August 15th, 2014

You can always tell how desperate National has been hurt by a scandal by the ferocity
of the counterattack that it and its allies respond with. Based on this it seems the
Hager book has done a lot of damage. And it has done so by confirming as a myth
the idea that the John Key persona, that kind affable leader who will not engage in
politics as usual or dirty tricks and who will seek to build consensus and agreement, is
nothing more than a Crosby Textor designed construct.
The response has been multi faceted. Obviously staffers started to load social media
with suggestions that Labour was just as bad and this was just politics as usual, even
though Key promised a different way. This particular comment by someone called
Mark posted at 1 am the day after the book was released attracted my attention, not
only for the lateness of the comment but as an example of one part of the
counterattack. To equate the Standard with Slater’s hate filled website is
ludicrous. Posts are policy and not personality driven and the only time personalities
are involved is when there is a political angle to the story.
For the record I blog under my own steam. My posts are often as Green friendly as
Labour friendly. They are not part of some cunning political media strategy. The
Standard site survives on the good will of a number of dedicated and unpaid
people. No Fonterra or Big Tobacco or any other sort of money is used in the writing
of posts.
Other responses from the right include a rather strange attempt by David Farrar to
gain sympathy (I won’t link) and the hauling out of the right wing media mouthpieces
to claim that there is nothing in the book and it is much ado about nothing. I wonder
if any of them have actually read the book.
Slater continues to try and present a world view where everything he has done has
been legal but everything done against him is part of an illegal conspiracy. Such
complete and utter confidence in oneself is jaw droopingly spectacular.
TV3 have done the country a favour by posting a 20 minute video of Key responding
to questions about the book. The content is fascinating. I challenge Standarnistas to
fact check everything that Key says because there seems to be a number of holes and
Key should be called to account for this. I’m thinking about BLiP in particular.
What is even more interesting is his body language. I have never seen or heard John
Key sound so sick. And there is an intensity in the mood of the reporters perhaps
caused by a dawning collective sense that Key is not being straight with them.
We live in very interesting times. The reverberations from Hager’s book are going to
continue for a while.
http://thestandard.org.nz/the-hagar-book-national-fights-back/
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Metiria Turei (RadioLive): Dirty politics not good enough for Greens
What an election campaign this one is turning out to be!
While I’ve been out campaigning, lots of people have been talking to me
about how dirty they think this election campaign already is. They’ve also
been telling me how much they like that the Green Party doesn’t get into
these kinds of issues.
Well, I wasn’t quite expecting it to get as low as it’s now become, after Nicky
Hager released his new book Dirty Politics that alleges corruption and abuse
of power within the National Government. The book alleges Ministers,
National Party staffers, and National Party members have been involved in a
kind of politics we haven’t seen in this country for a long time.
Kiwis pride ourselves on a clean and transparent political system, but National
seems to be doing a good job in eroding that.
One of the things that gets me the most about these allegations is National’s
response; Steven Joyce - National’s campaign manager and senior Minister is trying to dismiss this dirty and dodgy behaviour as business as usual. It’s
absolutely not. We all expect and deserve far better standards from
Government. I won’t sit by and allow our democracy to be dragged through
the dirt by John Key.
Because of the seriousness of these allegations, I’ve laid a number of
complaints with different agencies calling for investigations into the claims in
the book. I’ve asked the Parliamentary Service, the Inspector-General of
Intelligence Services, the Privacy Commissioner and the Police to investigate
different claims in the book, to ensure that the truth comes to light. The
Greens have also committed to hold a Royal Commission of Inquiry when in
Government to get to the bottom of what has gone on, and to seek
recommendations on how to rebuild a clean and fair political system in New
Zealand.
It’s so important for the public to have confidence in our democracy, and I
don’t believe that they can until these matters have been dealt with.
http://www.radiolive.co.nz/Metiria-Turei-Dirty-Politics-not-good-enough-forGreens/tabid/721/articleID/52269/Default.aspx?ArticleID=52269
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Unframed: What Whale Oil says about us
August 15, 2014 · by Stephen Keys · in New Zealand Politics, Journalism · Leave a comment

With a face only the most one eyed mother could love and an oral orifice that
delights in spewing forth personal bile, Cameron Slater is either a very clever,
self promoting narcissist or a self loathing creep looking for attention. Maybe
both. The saddest thing Nicky Hager’s book Dirty Politics causes us to reflect
on, is how many damaged “ugly” people there are in this country. People like
Slater and his regular readers and supporters seem to delight in being bigoted,
misogynistic and vicious. It’s as though blogs like his give a vehicle, a
legitimacy to those who for whatever personal reason are seething inside with
resentment and anger and want to vent. Slater may be doing it for attention
and notoriety but his followers are not. It exceeds even talk back radio in its
ignorance and callousness as it is essentially unmoderated. A pack mentality
where one dire comment begets another. That these are kiwis and they walk
among us is genuinely alarming. That Slater is so closely integrated into the
party of government is beyond belief. As Russell Brown presciently put it in a
Tim Hume Sunday Star Timesarticle on Slater in 2009,
“He strikes me as an arrested adolescent. I think he’s got a real problem with
women. Given the apparent degree of his role within the National
Party, I wonder if at some point they should be called on that. I
don’t respect him at all, frankly.”
Indeed it is hard to respect anyone who aspires to be influential but openly
admits;
“It’s not what you write, or how you write; it’s not even the content,” he says.
“It’s about getting attention.”
That so many kiwis do give him attention and appear to support his style, says
something ugly about us as a nation, a nastiness that may always have been
there, but now seems more prevalent and which blogs like Whale
Oil celebrate.
http://unframednz.wordpress.com/2014/08/15/what-whale-oil-says-about-us/
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Stacey Knott (Stuff): Hager book selling 'like wildfire'
Last updated 16:44 15/08/2014
The Nelson publisher of Nicky Hager's latest book Dirty Politics says he
stands by Hager and published the book because it was of public interest.
Craig Potton Publishing co-owner Robbie Burton said its publication of the
book was a "careful and considered" decision.
The book, launched on Wednesday night, was based on thousands of emails
revealing the extent of the relationship between blogger Cameron Slater and
prominent National Party figures.
The publishers originally printed 4000 copies of the book released yesterday
morning, but by midday the office was fielding calls from bookstores all over
New Zealand requesting more.
They had another 3000 to dispatch to stores through New Zealand today.
There was a process to getting Hager's books out due to the controversial
information in them.
"We have it well rehearsed to do this very quickly, these books are written fast
and we have a very intense period of making sure it happens - we just don't
broadcast we are doing it."
Burton said he knew about the possibility of the book for "some months". It
was edited over two days, and then printed six days after that.
"It was incredibly intense, we move very, very fast. Most books take months.
He's a very good writer, very thorough and it has been incredibly, carefully
checked."
Burton said Hager's track record made it clear the business wanted to publish
his latest investigation. While the publisher had to "go out on a limb" with his
books, it was a "very considered" decision.
The business could be liable if action was taken against the book, as it could
have breached privacy laws.
"Making that call is scary but we think the value of the book and the public
interest defence is enough to justify it," he said.
"He's a very significant writer in New Zealand, despite many politicians
wanting to portray him as the enemy. The track record shows he's willing to
take on both National and Labour if there are issues he thinks needs to be
brought out."
Burton said Hager's books were "enormously significant".
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"Despite all the huffing and puffing when it all comes out - saying it is fiction that's absurd. The man is superb, an internationally rated investigative writer he's got backers all over the world."
Burton had read the book and was "gobsmacked" by the allegations in it.
He said the timing of the book was not planned, as many speculated. He said
Hager acted fast on the information given to him, and the publishers did the
same to get the book out.
He hoped it would inspire people to demand more of their politicians and
wanted to see more transparency in blogging.
"I think that whatever the colour of your politics, I think that the shift towards
using personal attacks, and using bloggers to make those personal attacks for
you, is reprehensible. The book is full of all kinds of examples of how that
happens. It's a subtle thing, you may think it's going on but to know the extent
of it is appalling. I don't care if it it is a National, Labour or Green politician
they need to be called to account. People's disillusion with politics is just
completely enhanced by this kind of behaviour.
"We don't need to accept it, we should have politicians who can act in an
ethical way, which is why I became completely committed to this book."
In Nelson, Page and Blackmore sold out of two lots of the Dirty Politics book
yesterday.
Store manager Stella Chrysostomou said it sold like "wildfire".
"We had 20 that went in a flash then a second 20 that went in another flash.
"It's been at the forefront of everyone's minds today."
She said they had many calls about the book and people coming in asking
about it.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/10387808/Hager-book-selling-like-wildfire
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Stuff: Cameron Slater to keep Canon award
Last updated 17:30 15/08/2014
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater will not have his Canon Media Award
withdrawn in the wake of allegations made in Nicky Hager's book, the
Newspaper Publishers' Association (NPA) says.
In the book, Dirty Politics, Hager made allegations that staff in the prime
minister's ninth floor office conspired with Slater to run dirty political
campaigns against National's opponents.
Slater won best blog at the 2014 Canon Media Awards in May.
NPA editorial director Rick Neville said the award was made by independent
judge Deborah Hill Cone in recognition of Whale Oil breaking a major story
relating to the Mayor of Auckland, Len Brown.
Some media have questioned if the NPA should withdraw Slater's award in
view of allegations made in
Hager's book claiming that Slater used unethical means to get the Brown
story.
"The NPA has not considered this, and Canon has made no request for this to
happen," Neville said.
"In the 40-year history of the awards, none has ever been withdrawn and it
would be an extreme, highly unusual step.
"The only justification for even considering this would be if concrete evidence
came forward of illegal or highly unethical methods having been used to
obtain the Len Brown story. Nicky Hager has made a number of allegations
but these are not the same as evidence or proof."
Photography company Canon has had its name dragged through the mud on
social media since Slater was given the award, something the NPA
condemned, Neville said.
"Canon is a wonderful sponsor who does not deserve such treatment.
"The Canon awards are New Zealand's premier journalism awards, are a
brilliant showcase for journalism, and without Canon's support, the awards
could not be held.
It needed to be understood that Canon had nothing to do with the judging, or
selection of the judges which is done by the NPA in consultation with senior
editors of newspapers, magazines and websites, Neville said.
The fact Slater had won the award in no way implied that Canon, or the NPA,
supported or condoned other content on Whale Oil, Neville said.
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http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10388554/Cameron-Slater-to-keepCanon-award
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Alexander Robertson (The Wireless): Spicing up the election campaign
Friday 15th August 2014

For much of this week, the media has been dominated by the
release of a new book by investigative journalist Nicky
Hager. Hager alleges in Dirty Politics that senior National Party
members and staff were involved in feeding potentially damaging
information on political opponents to right-wing bloggers.
The book, mostly informed by emails obtained through hacking, focuses on
the internal communications between Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater,
poller and political commentator David Farrar, and National Party figures
including senior ministers and John Key’s own staff.
We asked people on Wellington’s waterfront their thoughts on Hager’s
book, and if the allegations in it might affect how they vote.
Mr Hager told Radio New Zealand's Morning Report he was considering
releasingoriginal documents that backed up claims made in his book currently
under dispute, and denied breaking the law, saying the emails were leaked to
him and he had nothing to do with the hacking itself.
Blogger Cameron Slater has dismissed the allegations, saying Hager “writes
works of fiction regularly”.
Speaking yesterday to Radio Live from South Korea, where he was en route
to Israel, he said the author had been very selective. “I have sources across
the political spectrum and outside of politics as well and Nicky has selectively
chosen ones that are damaging to the National Party and hasn't published
anything that might be damaging to the Labour Party.”
The Prime Minister says he is happy for police to investigate the claims in the
book, and told reporters in Dunedin that Hager was “one of life’s great
conspiracy theorists”, who was “making stuff up.”
Dirty Politics, the emoji edition
Elle Hunt / The Wireless

Radio New Zealand’s political editor Brent Edwards writes that the emails
cited in the book reveal that Slater and Key’s staffer Jason Ede worked
closely in accessing the Labour Party's websites, which included lists of the
party’s donors and supporters.
“Some people might view this as politics as usual. They will also argue –
correctly – that all parties engage in attack politics to some degree or other,”
Edwards writes. “Watch National distance itself from Mr Slater as it tries to
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minimise the damage Mr Hager's revelations might do. While the book is not
likely to be some kind of circuit breaker those on the centre-left might be
looking for, it certainly adds spice to the next five weeks of the election
campaign.”
This content is brought to you with funding assistance from New Zealand On
Air.
http://thewireless.co.nz/themes/election/spicing-up-the-election-campaign
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Mike Smith (The Standard): Well-known conspiracy theorist
WrittenBy: MIKE SMITH - Date published:12:52 pm, August 15th, 2014 - 12 comments
Categories: brand key, Satire, spin - Tags:

It’s John Key. In this wide-ranging stand-up interview, he explains how “the left”
conspired to ensure over the last three days that they burnt an effigy of him, used a
few swear words about him on You-Tube, ran a satirical video, and Nicky Hager
launched a book at the normal after-work time. What a plot! Fantastic organisation!
Mind you, his conspiracy theory didn’t seem to be going down too well. Jason Ede’s
credibility doesn’t stack up too well against Nicky Hager – the journos ended
up laughing at Key. You can see why his minders would rather keep him off the
media.
http://thestandard.org.nz/well-known-conspiracy-theorist/
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TVNZ: PM challenges Nicky Hager to release emails
Published: 6:26PM Friday August 15, 2014 Source: ONE News
Prime Minister John Key is challenging Nicky Hager to go public with the
emails he used for his book Dirty Politics.
Mr Key says Mr Hager's accusations, like those against Judith Collins, who Mr
Key says is in the clear, are falling flat.
"He should knock his socks off and release anything he wants because most
of the assumptions are now dissolving before his eyes," says Mr Key.
Earlier today Mr Key said he's happy for the police or other agencies to take a
closer look at allegations in Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics.
"The only dirty politics here is from the left," John Key told ONE News.
The Green Party says it will lodge complaints with the Parliamentary Service,
the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security and the Privacy
Commissioner and co-leader Metiria Turei says the issue needs to be taken
seriously and properly investigated.
"I can guarantee that this has not happened in our office," Ms Turei says. "It is
one of the most serious allegations we've seen in New Zealand politics for
some decades."
The Prime Minister is ruling out running any inquiry of his own but Mr Key
says the Greens are free to do whatever they like and if they want a royal
commission "they should go for it 100%".
The Green Party will also lodge a number complaints with police, including
one alleging Justice Minister Judith Collins leaked private information, and
another one about allegations in Mr Hager's book that sensitive documents
were declassified in order to be used as political smears.
Ms Collins has dismissed claims she collaborated with right-wing blogger
Cameron Slater and Mr Key has accepted her assurances.
Labour is also talking to its lawyers.
"I know nothing that is equivalent to this. What I can tell you is that the Prime
Minister has some very serious questions to answer," leader David Cunliffe
says.
http://tvnz.co.nz/politics-news/pm-challenges-nicky-hager-release-emails6058260
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Matthew Hooton (NBR): Master of the dark arts (paywalled)
Paid content Hager book: no bombshell, but a lot of damaging mortar fire
'1 + 1 = 49 and the prime minister’s a devil beast' — Joyce leads govt
counterattack on Hager
Paid content Ports of Auckland denies 'collusion' with blogger
Hager book contains leaked emails to 'obnoxious' blogger
Paid content Hager book: Can a DoS attack give you access to someone's
email?
Paid content SUBSCRIBER-ONLY POLL RESULT: Should John Key be
worried about the allegations within Nicky Hager’s book?
Paid content Carrick Graham alleged to be Slater’s main source of income
Fonterra rebuts Hager allegations
PM should be less comfortable about staffer’s cyber snooping – expert
Nicky Hager is New Zealand’s most brilliant PR practitioner.
Before every election since 1996, Mr Hager, a far-left activist and former
Values Party candidate, has skilfully manipulated the media to achieve
maximum publicity for attacks on his political opponents.
Mr Hager’s 1996 effort, Secret Power, was about personal privacy. He
condemned the interception and analysis of emails, telephone calls and faxes
by western intelligence agencies. He argued it was wrong that such
information was being systematically obtained to identify terrorist and other
threats.
In 1999, Mr Hager published Seeds of Distrust, based on emails and other
documents obtained from the offices of PR firm Weber Shandwick. This
focused on the more local issue of whether or not the West Coast’s native
timber industry should be made sustainable or closed down altogether. Mr
Hager sided with the more extreme view, and his book attacked Timberlands
West Coast and Weber Shandwick for how they went about lobbying for the
other side.
Based on the stolen documents he received, Mr Hager revealed the lobbyists
had gone so far as to take me, then press secretary to the Minister of
Forestry, out to lunch. He was unable to apply the same scrutiny to the
environmentalists who had hammered nails into native trees in an effort to
injure or kill forestry workers trying to cut them down.
The book did, however, contribute to the industry being closed down the
following year, a major success for the author. Even bigger wins were ahead.
Killer corn!
Mr Hager is no supporter of the Labour Party. In 2002, in collaboration with
TV3’s John Campbell, he blindsided Helen Clark with overblown claims about
an alleged cover-up of genetically modified corn.
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Ms Clark, it should be said, did herself no favours with her furious reaction but
it is Mr Hager who deserves the credit for driving Labour’s poll rating from
above 50% to the 41% it won on election night. His efforts prevented Ms Clark
from governing alone, instead forcing her to choose between the Greens and
Peter Dunne’s UnitedFuture to remain in power. She opted for the latter.
Mr Hager did not complete his next book, The Hollow Men, in time for the
2005 election, although some of the information in the private emails he had
received made its way to a handful of journalists and MPs.
When finally published in 2006, Mr Hager skilfully gave it first to journalists he
believed would be sympathetic to his views.
Partly because of the way Mr Hager built up hype around it, the book caused
a sensation and contributed to the fall of Don Brash and the rise of John Key.
Personally, I hated the way some of the events I had been involved in were
portrayed. Mr Hager could have written a better book had he sought
interviews with those he was writing about but he preferred to trust his own
interpretation of the stolen material on which his story was based.
No one knows to this day how Mr Hager obtained Dr Brash’s private
correspondence and other information, some of which could only have been
taken from Diane Foreman’s home. The police failed to conduct any serious
investigation. In July 2007, nine months after Dr Brash’s complaint, those
known to have obtained his emails had not been interviewed on the grounds
police resources were stretched because of September 2007’s Apec
conference in Sydney. The following year, Detective Inspector Harry Quinn
announced he had closed his investigation saying “how the thefts occurred
still largely remains a mystery.” Mr Hager and his sources were safe.
And so on, to 2011, when Mr Hager published Other People’s Wars based on
stolen military documents. The former peace activist used the information to
try to discredit the Clark and Key governments, and defence personnel, for
the nature of New Zealand’s involvement in Afghanistan and Iraq. It probably
didn’t have the same impact on New Zealand’s political direction as his
previous two efforts.
The jury is still out on whether or not this year’s book, Dirty Politics, will do to
Mr Key what Seeds of Distrust did to Ms Clark in 2002. If it does cause
National’s support to slip even a percentage or two, Mr Hager is almost
guaranteed to get the Labour/Green/NZ First/Internet-Mana government he
would no doubt prefer. No one else in the PR industry could claim such
success in intervening in an election campaign.
Proceeds of crime
Dirty Politics has been released with Mr Hager’s usual impeccable timing and
brilliant media management. Based on illegally hacked material, the book
reveals staff in the National Party’s parliamentary office have provided
information to bloggers and lobbyists who also talk with one another about
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politics and political tactics. This, Mr Hager thinks, is a new low in New
Zealand politics.
The good news is that Mr Hager assures us nothing similarly sinister happens
on the left. He and his friends and political allies would never talk together to
work out how best to influence an election or manipulate the political process.
Nor, of course, would they steal private information, receive stolen property or
benefit financially or politically from the proceeds of crime.
If Mr Hager can get you to believe all that, he really will be the greatest PR
master of all time.
http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/master-dark-arts
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Gordon Campbell (Scoop): On the ongoing fallout from Nicky Hager’s
book
August 15th, 2014
Call me old-fashioned, but ad hominem attacks have almost seemed the last
refuge of a scoundrel. That doesn’t mean you can’t reach a conclusion or
make a judgement call – but you need to be guided by the evidence. You
don’t start with personal abuse, to try and distract people from looking at the
evidence. Right now, that’s the difference between John Key and Nicky
Hager. Key’s desperate accusations: “screaming left wing conspiracy theorist”
“typical Nicky Hager book” “baseless accusations” “what ifs” etc etc are
personal slurs that can be easily refuted by picking up the book and reading
what it contains. If I was Gareth Morgan, I’d spend a few bob on sticking a
copy of Dirty Politics in every letterbox in New Zealand, before the election.
In stark contrast, any judgements arrived at by Hager proceed from the black
and white evidence of what the likes of Justice Minister Judith Collins have
said and done – in their own words, and reflected by their own deeds. When
you recall that Collins has supposedly been on notice in the wake of the
Oravida scandal…it seems pretty clear that it is John Key who is the empty
vessel here. No doubt, Collins will survive this latest debacle. Yet BTW, the
fact that Steven Joyce has been fronting the government’s response at this
dark hour shows just how decisively the power has shifted this year to Joyce
in any if- Key-went-under-a-bus succession race.
At this point, its hardly necessary to retrace the entire Collins chapter of
Hager’s book. Suffice to say, the collusion between Collins and Cameron
Slater – and the apparent misuse of privileged access to personal information
– makes for compelling reading, and should be cause for Collins to be stood
down from her ministerial post, pending an independent investigation into
whether serious improprieties have occurred. Fat chance of that happening.
At this point in the election campaign, National is circling the wagons – and a
resignation wouldn’t happen even if it could be shown that a Cabinet Minister
had released personal data to a blogger to enable the target to be publically
subjected to a torrent of personal abuse, up to and including death threats. Oh
wait: that is what happened here.
Talking of death threats, too little has been made of the threat to Hager
himself in an email sent to Slater, David Farrar and Matthew Hooton (see
pages 91-92) in the wake of Hager’s previous work on international tax
havens. “Those Chinese can be very vicious when they lose face…It would be
a disaster if they all knew where he lived. He might need Police protection…”
etc etc. It doesn’t matter that Hager’s phone number and address are in the
phone book. The intent seems all too clear.
To my mind, the people who have been victimised by the smear campaign
that has been run out of the Prime Minister’s office since at least 2011
deserve their day in court, or at least in front of an independent inquiry. It may
not matter to Mike “No Smoking Gun” Hosking, but ordinary citizens – and not
mere politicians – have been among those targeted by this grubby little cabal.
In that sense, it is a bit of a shame that Hager’s store of emails only date
backwards from January 2014. One can safely bet on what the email traffic
between Slater and his friends in high places with respect to Tania Billingsley
would have looked like.
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So far, at least one victim has had his say about being targeted by the Jason
Ede/Cameron Slater clobbering machine. Labour MP Phil Goff was targeted
by SIS file material released with suspicious speed to Slater before the 2011
election, when Goff was the Labour Party leader. In an interview with RNZ’s
Mary Wilson on Checkpoint last night, Goff eloquently explained what the
evidence presented by Hager had revealed, and why it was wrong.
Incidentally, the Goff affair completely blows out of the water the claim that the
National Party’s relationship with Slater is no different to how politicians
routinely engage with journalists. Leave aside the fact that Slater’s tone and
intent – to damage and silence critics of the government – is a little bit
different to what normally constitutes journalism. Believe me, SIS files are not
usually released to journalists – they’re almost always flatly denied, as a
matter of course. Moreover, they’re not usually speedily released to meet a
timeframe calculated to do the most political damage. Time and again, Slater
has enjoyed extraordinary, privileged access to the Beehive and to private
information that I would safely bet, is unique. No one else gets briefed in this
way, on such topics. Journalists get fed, if at all, quite different levels of
information and access. Oh, and in the Goff case, who could possibly have
authorised the release of those documents? As Goff indicates, it could only
have been the Minister of the Security Services, John Key. If Mike Hosking
wants a smoking gun, there’s one.
Footnote: Hate to be an agent of the language police but after 20 years of
Nicky Hager being an internationally respected journalist – let alone a key
figure in our domestic political debates – you’d think that our politicians might
have learned how to pronounce his name. On my understanding Hager
rhymes with lager. It is not pronounced Hay-ger. Yet people know that, right?
It must be just a deliberate attempt to annoy him. We’re such a sophisticated
bunch.
Campaign Song
Don’t know if the National Party has finally picked an election campaign song,
but may I suggest that in the light of Nicky Hager’s book, this one might be
appropriate?
http://gordoncampbell.scoop.co.nz/2014/08/15/gordon-campbell-on-theongoing-fallout-from-nicky-hagers-book/
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Rob Hosking (NBR): Election 2014: an echo rather than a choice
August 15, 2014 | 7 comments

Five weeks out from an election, the dividing line in politics is getting clearer.
And it isn’t quite what the politicians themselves would tell you.
The usual sonorous claims that New Zealanders face “a stark choice” or the country is “a cross roads” “faced with
a historic decision” and so forth are being made, and these will reach a crescendo by September 20.
They are, for once, accurate. National, under leader John Key, faces the best opportunity it has had since 1949 to
make historic, generational gains for its professed liberalconservative tradition of self reliance, economic growth,
individual freedom, small government and lower taxes.
It is faced with a fractured, disputatious and in some areas badly organised set ofopposition parties whose focus
tends to be very much on political gamesmanship rather than New Zealand’s longer-term prospects.
The latest Nicky Hager revelations – unless there are more to come – are not likely to alter this scenario. They will
confirm existing prejudices rather than change them.
But National is not really saying what it would do with a third term under Mr Key. Its message is, in fact, largely
subsumed in that of Brand Key – an over-reliance on one person that should concern more thoughtful
conservatives.
But National does look like a government. Were Labour to form some sort of governing arrangement with the
Greens, Internet-Mana and – maybe – Winston Peters – it would be not so much a government, more a
student representative council with delusions of grandeur.
It would be worse than a classic MMP "tail wagging the dog" sort of internal tension: there would be constant
battles over who is the tail, who is the dog, and just what is the ideologically correct way to wag.

http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/election-2014-echo-rather-choice-rh-p-160867
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Campbell Gibson (NBR): Carrick Graham alleged to be Slater’s main
source of income
August 15, 2014 |
Public relations veteran Carrick Graham is among those accused by Nick Hager in Dirty Politics as having his
hand caught in the cookie jar.
Mr Hager dedicates the entire seventh chapter of the book to the apparent dealings between Mr Graham and Whale
Oil blogger Cameron Slater.
The book alleges that Mr Graham used the Whale Oil blog as a platform to create positive spin for his alcohol and
tobacco clients by paying Mr Slater as much as $6500 per month.
Mr Graham is said to be the “main person” who pays most of the blogger’s income and sendscompleted articles to
be uploaded to the site at a specified time.
From Dirty Politics: “As the country’s largest political blog, it is a potent platform for planting
corporate messages.”
NBR Online asked Mr Graham for comment but he declined to make a statement.
The book claims that there is “concrete evidence” of payments in 2012 and 2013 but it is not clear when the
arrangement started.
In February bottles of hand sanitiser had been removed or under surveillance at several hospitals after teen thieves
used the substance to get drunk (as reported by Stuff).
Dirty Politics claims that Whale Oil received and published a pre-written article from Mr Graham in response to
comments made by a professor who blamed "excessive alcohol marketing" as the reason for the hand sanitiser
being stolen.
Mr Hager suspects that this offended Mr Graham's alcohol clients and sent an article to Whale Oil, criticizing
the professor.
Extract from Dirty Politics, Chapter 7: Cash for Comment, page 79:
On 26 February 2014 for instance, Slater received an e-mail from Carrick Graham, which contained the finished text of a
snide attack on Professor Doug Sellman, head of the National Addiction Centre. The next morning, pre-set for 8am
publication, the post appeared on the Whale Oil site headed ‘Confirmed: DougSellman Gone Mad’. It said ‘Cameron
Slater’, but every word, and the headline, had come from Graham or perhaps Graham’s client. It is for this Slater gets
paid.

Mr Graham recently co-founded Graham, Brewer, Simich & Associates with Auckland councillor Cameron
Brewer and Spy columnist Ricardo Simich, a PR firm with a corporate relations focus. Mr Graham is the son of Sir
Doug Graham, a former National cabinet minister.

http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/carrick-graham-alleged-be-slaters-main-incomecg-p-160856
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David Farrar (Kiwiblog): Wouldn’t it have been a good idea to interview
people before publishing?
August 15th, 2014 at 10:00 am by David Farrar

Stuff reports:
Former ACT party leader Rodney Hide says he ‘laughed out loud’ over allegations he was
blackmailed into standing down as leader of the ACT Party.
Jordan Williams, the Wellington lobbyist who features heavily in Nicky Hager’s latest book, also
says the suggestion is “utterly false”.
In his book Dirty Politics, Hager claims that Williams was part of a campaign to pressure Hide to
stand down, including claims that he was blackmailed into resigning over him sending
“inappropriate text messages to a young woman”.
The book published an exchange between Simon Lusk, a political strategist previously aligned
with the National Party, and WhaleOil blogger Cameron Slater.
Lusk to Slater: “Cam we an f… up rodney. …Jordan is talking to a girl that Rodney has been
sending dodgy texts to.”
Slater: “Get the texts….I can get them to Jonathan Jarshall. Just the sort of grubby shit he would
be into.”
“Trying. Problem is that Jordan needs to get them first, probably Wednesday night, but at the
same time we can use this to our advantage.”
Slater: “Drop them hard this Fri. No coming back from that.”
Hide said he “laughed out loud” when he read the allegations and referred to Lusk and Slater’s
conversations as “two guys who email each other sort of like they’re standing around in the pub
talking bullshit…”
Rodney is right. I would have thought an investigative journalist, would follow up the e-mails, and
ask if any of the stuff talked about actually happened. People often get boastful or hyped up on emails. The entire book is based on e-mails to or from Cameron (plus some material stolen from
me), and they take as the literal truth everything said on e-mail. Just because someone boasts
that they will try and get the Minister to move a prisoner for them, doesn’t mean it ever happened –
and in fact it can’t happen.
I doubt there are many people who can say they have exaggerated or boasted a bit on e-mail. The
blackmail of Rodney never happened. If it had been attempted, he would have gone to the Police.
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The book would have been far less sensational if there had been some actual investigating.
Instead it is just a book of e-mails, and a theory wrapped around it. No actual interviews with
anyone, or substantiation beyond the e-mails.
Ian Wishart points out the hypocrisy:
In his new book Dirty Politics, Nicky Hager reprints allegations contained in stolen private emails –
theories about a wide range of people. Among the allegations he has printed are that former Act
leader Rodney Hide was blackmailed into quitting because he had been caught sending
inappropriate text messages to a woman.
Additionally, Hager reprinted emails alleging Auckland mayor Len Brown was having sex with
prostitutes.
Neither Brown nor Hide appear to have been asked to comment on the truth of the allegations. In
fact, Hide has definitely confirmed he was not approached, and that the allegations are false and
without substance.
Yet here is what Nicky Hager testified to the Wellington High Court in a defamation case last year:
“I believe the more serious the allegations we write, the more care that is required to ensure we
have got things correct. I say to myself that no one can ever criticise me for things I haven’t
written, so that if I am not absolutely sure of something, I don’t publish.
“Research is something that can take months or years. In this case the allegations were serious
and personal. I would not include allegations like those in my work if there was so little time for
proving the facts…
“I was struck by the fact that the sexual allegations appeared to rely entirely upon the words of the
plaintiff’s ex-wife. As a journalist, I would feel very uneasy about publishing, let alone putting my
name to, sexual allegations from an ex-spouse unless I had done a lot of work and found very
strong corroborating evidence.”
In Nicky Hager’s new book, he has no witnesses at all; no prostitutes admitting to sleeping with
Len Brown, no ex-spouse, no woman saying she was sent inappropriate texts by Rodney Hide.
Hager’s entire ream of “evidence” is actually hearsay gossip, which is usually inadmissible in court.
“There are issues of logic in investigative journalism,” Hager told the High Court. “In particular we
have to be careful that our evidence actually supports our conclusions…
You might not like Wishart, but he is quoting Hager’s own words.
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http://www.kiwiblog.co.nz/2014/08/wouldnt_it_have_been_a_good_idea_to_in
terview_people_before_publishing.html
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Scott Yorke (Imperator Fish): Cameron Slater is the real victim
Dirty_Politics_coverWhen I head that someone had accessed thousands of
Cameron Slater’s email and electronic communications, I was shocked. Cam
doesn’t deserve this. He’s a good guy doing good work. Why would someone
be so nasty?
Yes, I know, it’s true that Slater may have occasionally posted stuff on his
blog that upset a few people, but how can any of his activities justify this? So
he lets people write material for him to post under his own name in return for
money, but what’s wrong with that? The guy’s got to make a living.
So he pokes fun at dead children, engages in character assassination for
cash, contacts prostitutes seeking information in order to blackmail or attack
journalists, and colludes with ministers and prime-ministerial staffers to smear
political opponents and innocent bystanders alike. None of this matters
because Cameron Slater is a good bloke. He’s the sort of guy you can have a
beer and a yarn with. Cameron’s a good story-teller. He’ll tell you about all the
people he’s going to fuck over and all the lives he’s going to ruin, and how
good it’s going to make him feel.
And let’s not forget that Cameron has won awards for his work. These aren’t
just any old awards either. The Canon Best Blogger award he won recently
was judged by none other than Deborah Hill Cone.
Look, Cameron Slater may have the emotional maturity of a twelve year old,
but deep down he’s a good person. And don’t we all go through phases in our
lives where we say or do things we end up regretting? It’s true that Cameron’s
“pathological liar” phase has been going on for quite a few years now, but I’m
sure he’ll come out of it soon and become a better person.
Kia kaha Cameron!
http://imperatorfish.com/2014/08/15/cameron-slater-is-the-real-victim/
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Paul Buchanan (Kiwipolitico): Ducking for Cover
Posted on 16:56, August 15th, 2014 by Pablo

It has been fun watching National and its minions duck for
cover, throw up smokescreens, attempt diversions and resort
to slander and defamation in response to Nicky Hager’s book. I
am not sure that the revelations will have an impact outside of
political circles and a media that has heretofore treaded
carefully around the Prime Minister and his key lieutenants, so
am not confident that they will sway the upcoming election
even if more unsavoury news comes out about how National
plays dirty. Perhaps as the first in a one-two punch that has
Glen Greenwald’s presentation on New Zealand’s spying
activities on Sept 17 as the follow up, Hager’s revelations will
stir voters from their complacency and undermine public
confidence in John Key’s leadership.
That remains to be seen, especially since the All Blacks have
started their season.
What I do think is that staff members of agencies mentioned
in the book and assorted hangers-on and wanna-be’s who are
part of or have links to the network of informants and dirtmongerers that underpin National’s dirty tricks operations are
bound to be running pretty scared. As such, they are the
Achilles Heel of National’s dirty tricks operations now that they
risk being exposed. Imagine if you are a staffer for a Minister
or a corporate executive that exchanged information or money
with Slater in return for favourable coverage or smears on
opponents? Would you not see that the ugly head of plausible
deniability would likely rest on blaming someone in a
subordinate position who can be sacrificed in order to save the
ship? Would it not by prudent to bail out early rather than be
the sacrificial lamb?
Imagine if you are a local Tory candidate or some other useful
blogging fool who fed information to Whaleoil’s network on the
personal affairs of opponents in order to discredit or blackmail
them in the hope of Slater giving you a positive plug, and now
realise that your communications are in Hager’s hands
(because it is pretty clear from Nicky’s comments that there is
more in his possession than what is in the book). Would you
not be scrambling through your email and other
communications records with the dirty tricks network to see
what damage could be headed your way? Would you not be
concerned about your career or livelihood once the dishonesty
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and depths to which you stooped are revealed? Aaron
Bhatnagar, Kathryn Rich and some minor Rightwing bloggers
come to mind, but there are plenty of others.
Of course, it is the corporate executives and politicians that
work with Whaleoil who have the most to lose, but before they
do they can take down many others with them. Thus the
rational thing to do is for the rats to abandon the sinking ship
rather than go down with it. Assuming that the media does its
job and delves into the revelations and implications of Hager’s
book, the rats will be flushed out. That is why I anticipate
much more amusement to come.
One postscript: What Left-leaning blogs do in NZ is no way
comparable to what Slater does, nor is what he does politics
as usual in a civilised democracy. Lefties may gossip obliquely
about Righties’ private lives and may say nasty things about
them in their blogs, but none that I know of, including those
that are strident and hysterical in nature, resort to trawling the
opposition gutter in search of salacious or embarrassing
personal details, publishing privileged information, printing
interest group press releases under false pretences and
colluding with public officials and private firms to denigrate
and smear perceived opponents. It is one thing to openly
accept union money or to have party members blogging under
pseudonyms in support of Left parties or causes; it is quite
another to under-handedly pollute the political blogosphere in
order to destroy people.
The irony is delicious. After years of Slatering the weak, the
vulnerable, the defenceless and occasionally those who
deserve it, Whaleoil himself has been Slatered. After all, Nicky
got his information in a Slater type of way. But unlike the
original, Nicky Hager’s Slatering of Whaleoil’s network was
done simply by using their own words rather than secret tip
lines, unethically provided (de)classified government
information, private back channels and gossip columnist
innuendo.
It could not have happened to a more deserving crowd.
http://www.kiwipolitico.com/2014/08/ducking-for-cover/
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Jono Natusch: Was a crime committed when Slater accessed Labour’s
computer system?
Following on from my earlier post regarding Nicky Hager’s new
book, Dirty Politics, there’s the issue of Cameron Slater and Jason Ede
accessing the Labour Party computer system. The Greens have filed a
police complaint, but was a crime committed?
In the NZ Herald, John Armstrong states that:

The allegation that one of John Key’s minions hacked into the Labour
Party’s database is – to put it bluntly – the modern-day equivalent of
the 1972 burglary of the Democratic Party’s national committee
headquarters in the Watergate complex in Washington.
Well, it’s not really hacking. I remember Cameron Slater blogging
about what he’d done, back in 2011. No security was bypassed. No
hacking required. Essentially, Labour left their system open to the
world.
Over at The Standard, Rocky (in her blog post entitled “But the door
was open…“) seems convinced that Slater and Ede would fall foul of s
249 of the Crimes Act – accessing a computer system for dishonest
purpose – which reads:
(1) Every one is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 7 years who, directly
or indirectly, accesses any computer system and thereby, dishonestly or by
deception, and without claim of right,—
(a) obtains any property, privilege, service, pecuniary advantage, benefit, or valuable
consideration; or
(b) causes loss to any other person.
(2) Every one is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 5 years who, directly
or indirectly, accesses any computer system with intent, dishonestly or by deception,
and without claim of right,—
(a) to obtain any property, privilege, service, pecuniary advantage, benefit, or
valuable consideration; or
(b) to cause loss to any other person.
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I’m unconvinced. There’s no “loss” to Labour, and I just don’t see that
a court would find that snooping through Labour’s databases can be
seen to fall under the ambit of obtaining or having the intent to obtain
“any property, privilege, service, pecuniary advantage, benefit, or
valuable consideration”. The language is that of obtaining financial
advantage, which just doesn’t appear to apply in this situation.
Unfortunately, there’s almost no case law in this area, so it’s difficult
to say just what a court’s interpretation might be in this sort of
scenario. Could Slater be said to have obtained a “benefit” through
accessing the Labour website? It’s conceivable. Labour’s
embarrassment and the flow on increase in hits to
the Whaleoil website might be considered a “benefit”. However, I don’t
believe it’s as open and shut as Rocky posits.
There’s a better argument in favour of a prosecution under s 252 of
the Crimes Act – accessing a computer system without authorisation –
which reads:
(1) Every one is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 2 years who
intentionally accesses, directly or indirectly, any computer system without
authorisation, knowing that he or she is not authorised to access that computer
system, or being reckless as to whether or not he or she is authorised to access that
computer system.
(2) To avoid doubt, subsection (1) does not apply if a person who is authorised to
access a computer system accesses that computer system for a purpose other than
the one for which that person was given access.

On the face of it, you’d have to assume that Slater and, allegedly, Ede
would be toast – they’ve intentionally accessed membership and
donations databases without authorisation, knowing they’re not
authorised. However, lawyer Graeme Edgeler comments on Dr Nicole
Moreham’s blog post at Public Address, providing an interesting
counter-argument:

The question then is: does Cameron Slater have authority to access the
server that hosts the Labour Party website? Well, it’s a publicly
available website, that they put up there so that people can go to their
website and download stuff from that server into their cache to read
on their browsers. If Cameron doesn’t have authority (because, for
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example, it’s not express authority), I don’t see how any of us can
lawfully look at it.
If Cameron, and you and I have authorisation to access the server that
hosts labour.org.nz for the purpose of viewing the Labour Party’s
website, then is there any basis on which section 252(2) doesn’t come
into play if once we access the server, we do things that it was not
intended we should do?
Obviously, if once there, those unauthorised things we are doing on
that computer system (which we are authorised to access for other
purposes), we do things for other reasons, eg to cause damage to the
site, or to do something dishonest etc. other computer crimes may
arise (such as section 249, or section 250). These offences can be
committed on computer systems you have been authorised to access,
because they don’t include something equivalent to section 252(2),
but there has been no suggestion to date that Cameron Slater or Jason
Ede (or anyone else) accessed the Labour server in a way which might
give rise to an offence under s 249 or s 250.
There may still be privacy issues, but I’m tending to the view that what
has been alleged is not a breach of section 252, because of subsection
2. I think we all have authorisation to access the computer system
which operates as the server hosting the Labour Party website.
Nonetheless, regardless of whether we’ve all got authorisation to
access the Labour Party website, Slater’s posts of the time, and Ede’s
Facebook/email correspondence with Slater, make it plain that they
knew they were accessing something that the Labour Party did not
want accessed by the general public.
To me, that clearly brings s 252(2) into play – you’ve got authorisation
to surf the Labour Party website, but when you stumble on (or are
tipped off about) a publicly accessible backdoor route into
membership and donation databases, it should be obvious that you’ve
gone beyond the purpose of access, thus negating the right of access
you previously had.
Frankly, I don’t think Graeme Edgeler’s proposed defence would fly.
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Which means we now await the outcome of the Police complaint, and
see who they agree with…
http://jononatusch.wordpress.com/2014/08/15/was-a-crime-committed-whenslater-accessed-labours-computer-system/
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TV3: What are your thoughts on Dirty Politics?
Friday 15 Aug 2014 7:01p.m.
Democracy matters - ask the people who don't have it.
It could be argued that New Zealand politics as of lately has become
tribalistic, but it's important to remember that just because politics is becoming
cynical, it doesn't mean the public have to be.
This comes at the end of a week in which Nicky Hager's new book Dirty
Politics has been released, and whatever you think of it, you will almost
certainly have formed that opinion without reading it.
Many people have criticised it, dismissed it as incorrect, and praised it without
actually reading it.
Campbell Live has made a series of official Information Act requests in order
to further investigate the veracity of the claims in the book.
But in the meantime, what do you think of it, and how did you reach that
conclusion?
Campbell Live reporters Anna Burns-Francis, Lachlan Forsyth and Whena
Owen went on a nationwide hunt to find out.
Watch the full report.
http://www.3news.co.nz/What-are-your-thoughts-on-DirtyPolitics/tabid/817/articleID/357059/Default.aspx
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Craig McCulloch (Radio NZ): Dirty Politics: claims, counter-claims
Within the swirl of media coverage about Nicky Hager's latest book, Dirty
Politics, important allegations are sometimes muddied or over-looked. What
follows are some of Mr Hager's most serious allegations, his argument, and
the Government's response.
Nicky Hager speaking to reporters at his book launch on Wednesday.
Nicky Hager speaking to reporters at his book launch on Wednesday.
Photo: RNZ / Diego Opatowski
The book is based on thousands of emails and Facebook messages between
right-wing blogger Cameron Slater and a network of National Party figures.
Nicky Hager says the communications were leaked to him by an individual
who he believes hacked Mr Slater's website in January this year.
But Mr Slater argues that the correspondence published is very selective. He
asks why Mr Hager hasn't published any emails from the numerous Green
and Labour MPs and staff he communicates with.
The Labour Party computer kept logs of outside computers that accessed the
data.
The first download is on 27 May 2011 from a disguised IP address. Mr Hager
claims that was Mr Slater's blogger friend, Aaron Bhatnagar, who then tipped
him off.
The second is on 30 May, again using an untraceable IP address. Mr Hager
claims that was the Prime Minister's "black ops man", Jason Ede.
31 May: The database is downloaded by someone at the National Party
headquarters.
3 June: Cameron Slater discusses the website info with Aaron Bhatnagar on
Facebook. Mr Slater says he's "working with senior nats for [the] release". Mr
Bhatnagar also asks for personal acknowledgement for discovering the
website's vulnerability: "Wouldn't mind a wee nod and wink one day."
10 June: Mr Slater discusses the best way to release the data with Jason Ede
via email and with political strategist Simon Lusk on Facebook.
12 June: Mr Slater begins releasing the information.
14 June: Jason Ede emails Cameron Slater. He writes, "They're chasing us
by matching IP neighbourhoods and the types of computer we use." He
continues, "In my case, I wish to offer a hearty sigh of relief and celebrate
dynamic IP addresses."
RESPONSE
John Key says he has asked his office and been assured that the National
Party had nothing to do with it.
Mr Key says Cameron Slater outlined on his blog how to access the
information from Labour's site which was unsecured. He says "if Jason Ede
went and had a look at it out of curiosity, fair enough, but it's got nothing to do
with the National Party".
Mr Slater says he was alerted to the website by two sources, neither of which
are from the Prime Minister's department.
ALLEGATION
That the Prime Minister's office tipped off Mr Slater about the contents of
classified SIS documents and how to request them in order to smear the thenLabour leader Phil Goff.
HAGER'S CASE
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20 July 2011: Phil Goff says he's never been briefed by the SIS about an
investigation into several Israeli backpackers.
25 July: Mr Goff speaks with the SIS director, Warren Tucker. He says Dr
Tucker flicked the issue past him at a meeting in March, but insists he was not
properly briefed.
26 July: The SIS declassifies the briefing notes from that meeting. Also that
day, Cameron Slater sends an Official Information Act (OIA) request to the
SIS director, Warren Tucker, specifically asking for those briefing notes.
28 July: Mr Slater tells his friend on Facebook that Mr Goff won't last as
leader until the election: "I'll finish him off in the next couple of days... I'm
sworn to secrecy. But it will be catastrophic."
1 August: Mr Slater tells his friend he's "waiting on documents, then pow... it
will happen this week ... it should take him down".
2 August: Mr Slater sends a Facebook message to his blogger friend, Aaron
Bhatnagar. He says he'd "OIA'd the briefing minutes and notes for Goff's SIS
briefing... it has been expedited, in the public interest. It is devasting for Goff I
am told."
4 August: Mr Slater releases the information on his blog.
Nicky Hager argues that the correspondence shows Mr Slater was tipped off
about what was in the briefing notes and exactly what to ask for under the
OIA. He says the only two avenues could be the SIS (which he says makes
no sense) or the Prime Minister's office.
Other journalists also made requests for information about the briefing at the
time, but were not provided with the notes. The SIS argued then that they had
not made official OIA requests. At least one journalist had.
RESPONSE
Cameron Slater says neither the Prime Minister nor the Prime Minister's office
told him about Phil Goff's briefing from the SIS. He says he wrote his own OIA
and was actually under very serious pressure from senior people to withdraw
it.
John Key says the decision to declassify and release the information was
solely made by the SIS and had nothing to do with him.
Judith Collins.
Cabinet Minister Judith Collins.
Photo: RNZ / Diego Opatowski
ALLEGATION
That Cabinet Minister Judith Collins regularly fed a stream of information,
gossip, and documents to Cameron Slater.
That she may have leaked a controversial email relating to ACC claimant
Bronwyn Pullar in 2012.
HAGER'S CASE
13 March 2012: The Dominion Post reveals that ACC had accidentally
released private details of thousands of claims to an unnamed claimant.
That same day, Cameron Slater is sent a Facebook message from a friend
worried about the leak. Mr Slater replies, "I will call Collins and get the real
story."
14 March: Mr Slater writes back, "Your file wasn't leaked or anyone else's".
He goes on to say, "The person who got it was a woman. She then tried to
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blackmail ACC into giving her something or she would release the file... she is
now likely to be prosecuted for extortion."
Later that day, he writes: "I spoke to the minister ... it was a single excel
spreadsheet ... a goddammed spreadsheet ... and the silly bitch tried to get
money for it ... Judith has never lied to me."
16 March: Mr Slater writes to his friend on Facebook again: "I know who it is
too."
18 March: The Herald on Sunday names the claimant who received the
private details as Bronwyn Pullar. It also publishes details about a leaked
email which details an alleged attempt to do a deal over Ms Pullar's ACC
payment before returning the data.
RESPONSE
Judith Collins says any information she's provided to Cameron Slater is no
different from information she would provide to the media, and no different
from what other political parties do.
Ms Collins denies leaking the Bronwyn Pullar email and says she's never
discussed the matter wrongly or illegally. She says she can't answer for any
conversations Mr Slater had with various people.
The minister points out that she was investigated by the Privacy
Commissioner after Ms Pullar and others made complaints at the time.
Ms Collins says the commissioner carried out a forensic review of her work
computer and personal computer, and she came out with a clean bill of
health.
She says she took defamation action against two Labour MPs who accused
her of leaking the letter at the time, and received apologies from them.
John Key says he accepts Judith Collins at her word and isn't going to look
into the allegations any further.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/election-2014/252252/dirty-politics-claims,counter-claims
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Pete George (Your NZ): Lynn Prentice on radio on The Standard
Lynn Prentice from The Standard was interviewed by Guyon Espiner on
Radio NZ this morning.
Left wing bloggers defend their own work
Espiner: And joining me in the Auckland studio is Lynn Prentice from the left
wing blogsite The Standard. Good morning to you.
Prentice: Good morning.
Espiner: Well, you heard Bill Ralston saying there that this has been happening
for years and this is just the new form of it with websites. Is he right?
Prentice: Ah not for the left. Basically we don’t take material particularly from
the parliamentary wing. We never have. other blogs might be we don’t.
Prentice doesn’t speak for “the left”. There are other major left wing blogs like
Public Address and The Daily Blog – at the latter (which Prentice has been an
author at) Martyn Bradbury was posting while a paid consultant to the Mana
Party and while involved in the setting up of the Internet Party.
Espiner: So the Standard has never received any information from the Labour
Party.
Prentice: We have but a long time back. If you go back you have to go back to
the H-Fee back in 2008.
Espiner: So for the last, what, six years you’ve not received any information
from anyone at all in the Parliamentary Labour Party.
Mike Smith was General Secretary of the Labour Party until August 2009. He
became Prentice’s co-trustee at The Standard in 2010 and became an author. He
was an adviser in the Labour leader’s office (in Parliament) up until last year. He
is still authoring posts as of today. (Source L Prentice).
Prentice: We will often get stuff pointing at stuff that is already in public.
Espiner: Right. So you have received material but just not fresh material.
Prentice. Nah, That’s right. The thing about it is…
Espiner: You’re in contact with the Parliamentary wing of the Labour Party
surely?
Prentice: Yes.
Espiner: Yeah, ok. So you’re really just the left wing equivalent then of Whale Oil
are you?
Prentice: No.
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Espiner: What’s the difference?
Prentice? The difference is basically we sit there and write opinion, we don’t try
to form it. We write our opinions about what we actually do, we don’t actually
go off and try and say what everyone should be thinking. We’re not
broadcasters in the same way.
Yeah, that’s an interesting explanation. They have even had a number of posts
recently imploring people how to vote. See Get Out The Vote!
Espiner: Well that’s a fairly subtle difference isn’t it? You’re forming or making
left wing opinions based on contact with the Labour Party at times. You’ve just
said that.
Prentice: Not just the Labour Party, I mean we talk to the Greens…
Espiner: Other left wing parties.
Prentice: There’s maybe, I don’t know, fifteen or twenty people who’ve been
active on the blog over time, some of them from the Greens, some of them just
not affiliated at all like Karol.
Karol recently stated she was not a member of any party but “I have party voted
Green in recent elections, and intend to do so again this election” and has been
strongly promoting Greens and voting left.
Espiner: Was it originally hosted on the Labour Party server?
Prentice: Ah hem. There was a server courtesy of a, that was donated to the
Labour Party which then got ported onto an activist, and we were hosted on the
activists running it, and that was for a grand total of about six weeks until we
found out that that was actually the case.
Espiner: Right, ok. Why don’t people on The Standard blog blog under their own
names?
Prentice: Why should we?
Espiner: Well because when you’re putting an opinion forward, putting your
own name to it …
Prentice: Because the fast way to have Cameron Slater go and try and trace you
down at work.
Espiner: Well, no…
Prentice: It, it’s actually in my current job I had to actually go off and tell them
if Cameron Slater finds I’m here he’ll attack me.
Espiner: Ok, but you could say look, Cameron Slater, no matter what you think
of Cameron Slater, you know who he is. He’s the son of the former National
Party president. You’ve got no illusions about where he’s coming from whether
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you like his material or not. Yep I’m looking at The Standard website now and I
have a bunch of people, Rocky, who’s Rocky?
Prentice: Rochelle Rees, my niece. She’s well known.
She may be well known amongst the regulars at The Standard but will be
unknown to casual readers. I check out The Standard quite often and either didn’t
know who Rocky was or didn’t remember. Being well known to Lynn doesn’t
mean everyone else knows her that well, but they don’t seem to get that.
Espiner: Ok, who..
Prentice: There’s Mike Smith.
Espiner: Who’s um, you’re lprent I presume.
Prentice: Yeah.
Espiner: Who’s Bunji?
Prentice: Bunji’e just one of the guys from Auckland.
Espiner: Who is it?
Prentice: I don’t know.
Espiner: You don’t know who that is?
Prentice? Well, I do know but ‘m not going to tell you.
First he lies, then he won’t say. Fair enough for the latter, except that Bunji
himself did say a bit today.
There’s much more and this must surely rumble on, but for a start can I say that
I’m unaware of any passing of gossip and scuttlebutt to The Standard – even if I
don’t know all the authors. I know that a few times Labour policy has been sent
to us as it was to journalists with an embargo so we can have stories ready and
scheduled when it’s announced. But nothing more than that.
So they have received material before it goes public. A repeat from above:
Espiner: Right. So you have received material but just not fresh material.
Prentice. Nah, That’s right.
Bunji also said today:
People know where I’m coming from far more than whomever is doing today’s
Herald editorial.
They know I’m a Labour party member – as I’ve mentioned that – and from my
topics, that I’m based in Auckland. That’s further confirmed by the fact that I’ve
blogged about Labour conferences in Auckland – which might cause an accurate
assumption that I’m actively involved in my local Labour Electorate Committee.
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Ok, so an active electorate party member. But again, ‘people’ don’t know
this. Some regulars will know but many won’t. I didn’t. Unless you happen to
notice the comment amongst many that reveals a bit about someone you won’t
know. None of the authors (or either trustee) has disclosures or any information
about themselves that’s easily available.
Espiner: Ok, well this is the point though isn’t it, because people can’t make up
their minds about…
Prentice: …about what they’re writing? Of course they can? It’s sitting right
there on the page.
Espiner: Yes, but it’s anonymous, isn’t it.
Prentice: No it’s not anonymous.
Espiner: Well yes it is because we don’t know who these people are.
Prentice: No, but the thing about it is that it’s no more anonymous than the
editorial of the Herald…
Espiner: Well let me put this to you.
Prentice: …who are completely anonymous, they don’t even put their names to
it.
Not right – here are named people in editorial positions at NZ Herald. No one is
identified in About at The Standard, and rarely is anyone identified on posts apart
from their pseudonym (with an exception or two).
Espiner: Yes, but we it could be couldn’t it that these people could be members of
the Labour Party, could even be Parliamentary staffers for all we know, they
could have very strong links to the Labour Party, so…
Prentice: Except I say they aren’t. Mike Smith says they aren’t, and we’re the
people running the Standard.
That’s the Mike Smith mentioned above, who was himself an adviser in the
Labour leader’s office not long ago.
Espiner: So none of these people are connected to the Labour Party?
Prentice: No, they might be connected to the Labour Party, they might be
members, they might be supporters, but what you’re asking is are they MPs, are
they staffers? Nah.
Espiner: Who are they?
Prentice: They’re basically people who’re interested in politics.
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Like mickysavage (Greg Presland), who isn’t a staffer but works in David
Cunliffe’s electorate committee and set up a donation trust for Cunliffe last year.
And who else? No way of most people knowing.
Espiner: And why don’t they put their names to it?
Prentice: Because basically we’ve had people who go off and try to attack them
at work, ok. And it’s a strange thing to do. If some of our people like Clint Smith
for instance, basically went on as Steve Piersen on the blog, and eventually went
off when he went off when he went off to work for Parliamentary Services. He
just happened to be out in the open.
I’m not sure that he was out in the open. Clint Smith worked for Labour, switched
to Greens (‘Hey Clint’) and earlier this year moved back to Labour. It had been
claimed but wasn’t verified that Smith posted at The Standard as ‘James
Henderson’ up until the end of last year, if that is true it was as a Green staffer.
Prentice: But the point about it is there’s a long tradition of being
pseudonymous on the ‘net. That goes back thirty years…
Espiner: Ok, can I put a hypothetical to you. Someone comes to you with
information which is hugely damaging to the National Party, and it’s four
weeks before an election, around about where we are now, and what do you do,
do you put it on a website?
Prentice: Ah, a lot of the time what we’ll do is just simply forward it to a journo.
A lot of the time?
Prentice: We’re not there to make news, we’re there to write opinion.
Espiner: All right, thank you very much for explaining that and for joining us,
we really appreciate your time. That’s Lynn Prentice from the left wing blog site
The Standard.
Some may not be interested in making news, but there is a lot of discussion at
times about wanting to make news and to be noticed by mainstream media.
I think it’s fair enough that some people choose to use pseudonyms online. I don’t
and being known makes me more of a target for personal abuse. I understand
that some prefer to avoid that.
But using a pseudonym does alter perceptions of what is written, not knowing if it
is just an ordinary unaffiliated person or David Cunliffe’s offsider.
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Lynn hates getting advice (he bans people for it) but I’ll give him and Standard
authors some – it would help if you had an ‘authors’ page (or add to ‘About’) with
named authors with brief backgrounds plus authors with pseudonyms with brief
descriptions of their disclosed background. It does make a difference if you know
you’re talking to an active party member or a non-aligned individual.
The problem with avoiding saying anything about authors (apart from in
comments scattered through the blog) is that it makes it much more likely people
will speculate. If an author is hard out promoting a party but their background is
unknown many people will presume they are working with or for the party.
They way things are at the moment there is doubt and there is mixed messages
that are far from convincing.
—
UPDATE: Later in the day on Newstalk ZB ex Labour candidate Josie Pagani
named three people including Clint Smith who she says blogged as staffers at The
Standard. The other two were Neale Jones and Rob Egan.
There has been discussion about this at The Standard (including Prentice) and so
far no denials. I’ll update if there is more on this.

http://yournz.org/2014/08/15/prentice-versus-pagani/
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Brennan McDonald: 10 Things Nicky Hager Is 100% Correct About
August 15, 2014 / Uncategorized
1. People
2. On
3. The
4. Left
5. Are
6. Spruikers
7. For
8. Genuine
9. Dirty
10. Politics
http://brennanmcdonald.com/blog/10-things-nicky-hager-is-100-correct-about/
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The Standard: Pagani and the Straw People
WrittenBy: BUNJI - Date published:10:34 pm, August 15th, 2014 - 26 comments
Categories: labour, making shit up, Media, The Standard - Tags: Josie Pagani, pundits

I don’t like listening to talkback radio, it’s not my thing. But I was prompted to listen
today to aclip of Josie Pagani as she apparently named 3 regular ‘anonymous’
Standard bloggers. More on that in a bit.
Whilst I’ve got as frustrated as others who have posted, I’ve not had an anti-Pagani
post before – because I don’t think it’s helpful to have Labour attacking each other in
public; that stuff is best behind closed doors. A divided party is not a winning party.
But Josie Pagani keeps on insisting on doing it, even right now in the middle of an
election, as she did in the Newstalk piece.
It’s incredibly frustrating. To a large number of people who listen to talkback, she
pretty much is the voice of Labour.
And what do they hear? Her constantly bagging Labour, about how it’s divided,
pursuing the wrong strategy, and don’t have a hope. Thanks.
That’ll make them vote for us.
If you talk to activists, or MPs, it doesn’t seem there’s a lot of division (not now at
any rate). The division is in fact Josie Pagani. It’s because she doesn’t agree. And
half the time the Labour people she doesn’t agree with are Straw People.
Her latest Pundit piece started off with a great horde of straw.
Labour’s campaign launch was great because it focussed on making great numbers of
ordinary NZers better off… so far so good… but then she starts going on about how
some in Labour think that’s not progressive and all that matters is hating Hollywood
and whether you have a penis.
Gah! Having a problem with the Hobbit law isn’t hating Hollywood, it’s focussing on
making workers better off, by protecting work rights – that’s the core of Labour’s
principles. And whether you have a penis? Labour could quite happily make progress
on improving the representation in Parliament (working against institutional
sexism) and improve the lot of workers.. or at least it could if our most prominent
talkback commentator didn’t spend all her time drawing a false choice between the
two.
Banning trucks in the fast lane wasn’t a ‘progressive’ policy instead of workers’
rights, it was a quick way of making the news at Easter, and being relevant to those
workers stuck in their cars listening to said news. It was never a core policy to keep
going on about… except by Josie…
But the icing on the cake for me was how having written this post about how great
Labour had been at the launch and recently, and how sticking to their knitting was
winning – then on the Newstalk piece when the latest poll is out and looks terrible,
it’s all because Labour weren’t focussing on the stuff that she just wrote they
were… The cognitive dissonance is astounding.
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To be fair the last 3/4 of her blog is good stuff. But Josie, if you’re going to be the
‘left balance’ on talkback – either work for Labour or get off the radio.
Fact check on Josie Pagani’s claim that 3 named Labour head office staffers are
regular authors at the Standard (and are using The Standard to attack her). Because
Labour is dodgy like this they won’t want these Dirty Politics attacks to continue
apparently.
Looking at August’s posts so far – which is also the last 100 posts – here are who the
regular authors are at the Standard – and I think you’ll find it’s much the same since
Anthony Robins (Dunedin, not a staffer) left us at the end of last year.
1. notices and features: ie Open Mike and syndicated posts, 40 posts.
2. mickeysavage: New Lynn lawyer, not a Labour staffer, 15 posts.
3. karol: west auckland, not even Labour, 12 posts.
4. lprent: Lynn, guy who keeps the site running, 9 posts.
5. Guest post: a variety of irregular authors, 8 posts.
6. Mike Smith: a former Labour Gen Sec, 6 posts.
7. Me! Auckland Labour member, not a staffer, 3 posts
Beyond that Rocky and Stephanie Rodgers had 2 (both not staffers), and 3 other very
irregular authors had 1 post (none of which were Pagani-related).
So… no Labour staffers there. And we could do with more non-Auckland authors…
We used to have some – like Clint Smith, named by Josie Pagani, but who left a long
time ago when he became a staffer…
Fact check #2: on her Pundit piece – Labour did have a campaign launch in 2011, I
was there at Auckland Girls Grammar, even if she wasn’t. It was great, looked good
on TV, even if it was all thrown together desperately 2 weeks before the election.
On a non-Pagani note, this piece in the Herald needs reading. We need to vote this
government out to save the good people of Christchurch and what’s left of their
democracy…
http://thestandard.org.nz/pagani-and-the-straw-people/
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TV3: Dirty Politics 'points out' Key's relationship with Slater - Panel
Friday 15 Aug 2014 10:46p.m.
It's been a week of dirt being dug and thrown about in politics - author Nicky
Hager has thrown plenty at the National Party.
Two days ago Dirty Politics was released in Wellington's Unity Books, and
Labour Leader David Cunliffe has stated he read a couple of chapters this
morning and "felt like going and having a shower".
The book has caused a whirlwind of shock from New Zealand politicians, with
National denying all allegations it is behind an underhand smear campaign
against Labour.
A little further a field in the UK, police are investigating allegations of a sexual
nature against entertainer Sir Cliff Richard.
The 73-year-old pop star denies claims of historic abuse and sexual
impropriety, stating the claims are "completely false".
Media trainer, Janet Wilson and Otago University academic, Dr Bryce
Edwards, join Paul to discuss this week's politics and whether they think Dirty
Politics is a game changer.
"Not yet," says Ms Wilson. "I think there is no smoking bullet, I think a drop in
the polls temporarily, but lasting effects yet [to come] until we get some further
evidence that really is the game changer".
Mr Edwards explains how the book is able to paint a "disgusting" picture of
New Zealand politics. "This does resonate with people that politics has
become this despicable business," says Mr Edwards.
He goes on to say that people will also be disgusted with Whale Oil blogger
Cameron Slater once they read the book and discover his relationship with
Prime Minister John Key, which he believes "will tarnish John Key".
"At the moment people trust [Key] but this erodes some [of] his trust, as he is
mixed up with some dodgy people".
Watch the full interview with Janet Wilson and Dr Bryce Edwards.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Dirty-Politics-points-out-Keys-relationship-with-Slater--Panel/tabid/1837/articleID/357077/Default.aspx
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Scott Hamilton (Reading the maps): Caving with Nicky Hager
When Nicky Hager's revelations about the Key government's
campaign of dirty tricks against its opponents irrupted into the
media, Paul Janman and I were looking at this photograph, which
was printed in the New Zealand Herald on September the 5th,
1940.
The caption under the photograph reads:
COMMUNIST LITERATURE FOUND IN PAPATOETOE CAVE:
Cyclostyled pamphlets in a deep cave on the farm near Papatoetoe
where the police have seized a duplicating plant and other material.
Paul and I discovered the image in the online Papers Past archive
while we were researching our documentary film about the
history of the Great South Road. When weexhibited a
tableload of artefacts from the history of the Great South Road at
Papakura Art Gallery earlier this year, we blew up the 1940
photograph and its caption and placed it next to a newspaper article
that described the detention without trial of the South Auckland
rangatira Ihaka Takanini during the Waikato War. We wanted to
suggest that the repression of civil liberties has been a recurrent
feature of New Zealand history.
This week Paul and I were throwing together images and footage
from the whole one hundred and fifty-three year history of the road
- images of the British soldiers and Maori guerrillas from the 1860s,
but also pictures of the industrial zones of Otahuhu and Southdown
during their heyday, and shots from the kava circles of Tongan
immigrants to 'Atalanga - as we worked on a promotional clip.
We wanted to juxtapose images from different eras, so that we
could show the continuities and repetitions in the history of New
Zealand. When a voice from the radio in the corner of Paul's editing
suite began explaining that the Key government had used spies,
bullyboy bloggers, and hackers to intimidate and ridicule its
opponents, the photograph taken in that cave began to look not
only eerie but premonitory.
To understand why communists were hiding out in a South
Auckland cave in 1940 we have to do some remembering.
By the 1930s the slaughterhouses and workshops of Southdown
and Otahuhu had become citadels of socialist politics. Even after his
Labour party won the general election of 1935 and made him Prime
Minister, Michael Joseph Savage would visit the Otahuhu railway
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workshops and the freezing works in Southdown, mount an
improvised stage, and speak to crowds of workers. He might have
been an Athenian democrat talking to the city’s assembly, or a
Roman senator addressing his plebian supporters.
The Communist Party never won more than a few thousand workers
to its banner, but the discipline and masochism of its members, and
their concentration in working class strongholds like Otahuhu,
meant that the party was able to act as a left opposition to Labour
inside several important trade unions. Party members endured
discrimination from employers, raids by the police, and ridicule in
the media to spend their mornings at the gates of factories selling
their newspaper, the People’s Voice, and their evenings in unheated
union halls reading Marx and Engels to yawning miners and
wharfies.
In 1940 the Communist Party and its publications were effectively
banned, because they were opposing, on Soviet instructions, the
war against Hitler. With the help of Christian pacifists, communists
had organised a series of big rallies against the conscription of
young men for the war. Communists caught with copies of the
People's Voice or posters advertising anti-conscription meetings
were tried and imprisoned, to the delight of Labour strongman and
deputy Prime Minister Peter Fraser. Like several other members of
Labour's cabinet, Fraser had been imprisoned for opposing the First
World War using the same sort of rhetoric that the Communist Party
now deployed.
Soon Sid Scott, the party's dourly prolific polemicist and
pamphleteer, and Gordon Watson, a young poet and scholar who
had shocked his bourgeois Auckland family and his university
masters by converting to communism in the early ‘30s, were
entrusted with the job of publishing an underground version of the
People’s Voice. They took their mission literally, and set up a crude
printing machine in a lava cave near the freezing works and railway
workshops of Southdown and Otahuhu.
By 1940 New Zealand's reserves of paper and ink were carefully
monitored, and only publishers whose politics were acceptable to
the government were entitled to supplies of the precious materials.
Scott and Watson presumably had to scavenge old pages and
inkpots from the desks and cupboards of party members and
supporters, and issues of their underground People's Voice often
consisted of a mere four pages of badly smudged print. Copies of
the paper were nevertheless passed through the worksites of New
Zealand's big cities, along with leaflets with titles like For Peace and
Labour Imperialists. More subversives were tried, and detention
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camps were improvised to complement New Zealand's prison
system.
Near the end of the winter of 1940, some kids exploring the back
paddocks of a farm found the entrance to a cave. As the New
Zealand Herald explained, the outlaws were absent when the
children visited, but their traces were obvious:
In addition to the duplicator, which was mounted on rough flooring
boards, two boxes were found. One box contained a number of
publications on communism...Pieces of timber and sacks covered
the sodden soil of the floor, and two pieces of asbestos board had
been used to protect the duplicator and papers from the moisture
dipping from the roof. An empty apple box had also been used. The
depth and winding access to the cave prevented any natural light
from penetrating, and candles had been employed for illumination.
Neither Sid Scott nor Gordon Watson ever joined their comrades in
jail. They eluded police and published their paper from other
locations - one newspaper report suggested that a printer was
working secretly somewhere in the Otahuhu Railway Workshops until the middle of 1941, when Hitler invaded the Soviet Union and
Stalin explained to his Western satellites that the Second World War
had turned from an 'inter-imperialist conflict' into a struggle to
defend socialism. In New Zealand RAK Mason, another poet who
had converted to communism, was entrusted producing a new,
ostentatiously pro-war publication called In Print, which was quickly
legalised by the government. Mason was chosen for the job partly
because he had not helped publish the underground People's Voice.
After the Soviet Union ordered the Communist Party to change its
position on the war Watson became a soldier. When he died in the
rubble of Monte Cassino, the Communist Party proclaimed him a
hero. In 1947 the poems, articles, and letters Watson had written
for the party press and to party members were collected in a
memorial volume by Elsie Locke; all of them show signs of
thoughtfulness and vivacity, but most of them are compromised by
their author's belief that Stalin's Soviet Union is an Empire of the
Blessed.
Sid Scott continued to toil for the party after the abandonment of
the People's Voice. In 1942 his eyesight suddenly deteriorated, and
he was forced to dictate his articles and pamphlets to party
secretaries. After being told that he had would lose his sight
altogether, Scott took a holiday to the King Country, explaining that
he had always wanted to see the famous limestone cave at
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Waitomo. Scott had enough eyesight left to make out a few
faint glow worms, as he floated in a dinghy down Waitomo's dark
current.
Scott turned against the Communist Party after the Soviet Union's
invasion of Hungary in 1956, and eventually became angrily and
outspokenly anti-communist, writing letters to members of the
Holyoake government demanding repressive measures against the
party he had once led. One of Scott's denunciations of his old
comrades found a home in the New Zealand Herald.
It would be wrong to conflate the abuses of state power exposed by
Nicky Hager with the repression suffered by activists like Gordon
Watson and Sid Scott seven and a half decades ago. The Key
government is not at war, and has no need of the special courts and
detention camps that Peter Fraser built for his opponents. But
Hager's revelations and the sinister photograph that appeared in
the Herald in 1940 both remind us that New Zealand governments
have a long history of persecuting their opponents.
Paul and I have located the cave where New Zealand's communists
hid their printery in 1940. We'll be visiting the place soon - and
you'll be invited along.
http://readingthemaps.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/caving-with-nicky-hager.html
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Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): Day 1: Release dirty politics. Day 2: Push
polling
by Cameron Slater on August 15, 2014 at 8:30pm
ertertwewwwwwwwwwww
You have to love this. Apart from the sanctimony exuded by Hagar, he knows
what he’s doing. He’s obviously part of a bigger plan here.
Personally, I have no problems with this. He can even continue to pretend he
is aghast at “Dirty Politics”, when he’s so good at it himself.
But there is one essential difference between us: Nothing I have done is
illegal. Hagar can’t say the same.
And yet the Left are on their sanctimonious high horses, hoping it may take
the Big Cameron Slater down once and for all.
For what? Talking to politicians, to staffers, to media, to the public? Doing so
in private (or at least I expected it to be in private).
It’s called Journalism, and there is a reason journalists end up near the
bottom of the ‘most trusted profession’ scale together with? Yes…
politicians.
It’s a lovely game isn’t it? Strap yourself in - it’ll take you all for a ride up to
the next election.

and then there is this:
33333333333333
Interesting thought, isn’t it?
http://www.whaleoil.co.nz/2014/08/day-1-release-dirty-politics-day-2-run-pushpolling/
Man of errors: Truth please

I will say this again in a different way: the persistent unethical
and ignorant emphasis on secrecy and on making decisions for
partisan advantage or to pay off campaign contributors and
select insiders is not sustainable.
Robert David Steele
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I believe in the truth. I’m not supposed to because I teach History, and
anyone who has read history knows that people and time play freely with
the truth. Because of this we are supposed to accept reasoning along the
lines that “we can never really know what really happened”. While this is
true about many things I feel like we sometimes forget that the reason we
never really know is not because of human subjectivity but because people
in power often lie and conceal things for as long as possible. Sometimes we
are a bit too ready to make moving speeches about nuance, ambiguity and
the passage of time when we should really just be blaming liars and
obfuscation.
I detest hierarchy, secrecy, and the control of information and there are – in
my opinion – only a handful of times where the control of information is
legitimate. Most of these are around a person’s health or physical safety and
are in the field of justice and concern the rights of the victim. When it
comes to the matter of government policy and day-to-day decision making
there is no excuse for it. There should be no divide between us and our
representatives. The people we vote for are doing a job for us because we
don’t have the time, and someone has to do it. We all pay them a little bit of
money so that they can afford to do the job (I don’t begrudge politicians a
healthy wage), and we hold them to account every three years and –
hopefully – in the media. It is therefore totally unacceptable for those
people to lie to us, control information, and make decisions in secret in our
names.
Some people reading this will roll their eyes and call me naive. If you are
rolling your eyes then you should know that I am not naive, and I would
accuse you of being cynical. What I outlined above is actually how
democracy is supposed to work as I understand it. If it doesn’t work that
way then it should, and we should insist on it. Any other version of
government is not actually democracy but some kind of oligarchy with a
three year voting cycle to rotate the oligarchs around. Smug oligarchs with
special rights to ignore us and control what we “need” to know. None of us
should be happy about that whatever our political leanings might be.
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I am in a position of “power” in my job. I am a Head of Department and a
Dean (note the capital letters of self importance; there are no capital letters
for the role I spend most of life in – teacher). In these roles I have observed
two things. Firstly, decisions are better when you listen to
people. Secondly, if you consult people about everything all the time they
get sick of it. This is the exact balance we should expect from any person in
a decision-making role. They should facilitate discussion on key decisions,
and use their judgement on everything else. Sometimes this is a difficult
line to judge: key decision versus everything else. I have lost confidence in
the current government’s ability to judge this line. For people in power who
are complacent I think that it’s just easier to call most things “everything
else”. It’s quicker for those who think they know best. In my experience
the people doing 90% of the core business know best.
This is not a new idea. If you read Sophocles’ play Antigone written
c.440BCE you will find that the Athenians knew what bad government was.
King: Am I to rule this land by other judgment than mine own?
Haemon: This is no city which belongs to one man.
King: Is it not the ruler’s?
Haemon: You would make a good king of a desert.
A few months ago now there was a select committee on the Education
Amendment Bill (No.2). The PPTA called an emergency meeting and
urged its members to submit to the select committee. I take a lot of things
that the PPTA says with a pinch of salt, but this time – for the first time – I
sent a submission to the select committee. It was a perfect example of why
unions and the media are important in a democracy because when it comes
to something like the Education Amendment Bill (No.2) it isonly those two
groups who are likely to flag something so boring as important.
Like most professional bodies, teachers have a council that regulates
registration and creates a code of conduct that it then polices. Currently this
body, the Teachers’ Council, is made up of a mixture of ministerial
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appointments, union reps, and members elected by teachers. The equivalent
body for doctors, and the equivalent body for nurses (minus the union
representation) are the same. Hekia Parata’s amendment suggests that this
newly reformed body for teachers could, in fact, haveno people on it elected
by teachers. All the people on this new council could be directly appointed
by the minister. I don’t care which political party the Minister of Education
is from; they should not handpick every single person on a body that is
supposed to judge professional standards in education. As I said above, if
you want to reform something ask the people doing 90% of the core
business. Teachers think this new idea of the Education Minister is
terrible. People doing the job should be on that council in significant
numbers, as they are for the Medical Council and the Nurses’ Council, and
anything else suggests that teachers are totally incompetent and
unprofessional.
But this is the detail of democracy that most people really just don’t have
time to deal with. Who, outside the teaching profession, is really going to
pay attention to the Education Amendment Bill (No.2)? No one. That’s
why rules and unions and the media are important. It checks dishonesty and
agendas. Governments abusing urgency and supplementary orders should
be checked. A functioning union and media system should be adding ballast
to politicians’ claims when needed, and we should be paying for one news
service that reports without any consideration except balance. When John
Campbell asked Helen Clark about Corngate he was doing us all a
service. Just like he was when he reviewed the trail of disinformation
around Kim Dotcom. We can be thankful for that considering that TV3 has
no public charter.
But the media is not like that. Having the media monoplised by Fairfax is
not healthy. It means that instead of many voices we have a few or,
perhaps, just one. That is not good. Nor is it good when unions are
belittled, denigrated and dismissed. In the 1970s many unions deservedly
got a bad press for being bloated, corrupt organisations milking their
members for the benefit of a few cronies at the top. David Lange was
famously opposed to unions because of what he had seen of them in the
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freezing works. That kind of union is bad. All other unions serve an
important service for workers, and protect workers’ rights.
Openness, checks and processes are very important in a democratic
system. This government has proven, consistently, that it finds all three
expendable. They are opposed to openness. The “incident” with the
Malaysian diplomat; the “memory lapses” of John Key around whatever is
inconvenient whether it be the 1981 Springbok Tour, or Kim Dotcom, or the
GCSB; the drip feed of information around the execution of people via
America’s drone strikes in Yemen, the list goes on.
They are opposed to checks. Dirty Politics proves their low regard for the
media. Any journalist that exists as a check to their power can be
smeared. Journalists and opposition political parties are checks on
power. Organisations like Fish and Game New Zealand are supposed to be
critical of things that they regard as damaging to Fish and Game in New
Zealand. Radio New Zealand is supposed to report and interrogate the
news. Neither organisation should be worrying about its funding or
existence while it goes about its business. Never mind who is in
power. Looking to discredit and smear these checks simply because they
are checks on your power (i.e. they are doing their job) is an attempt to
cynically dismantle a part of democracy for your own benefit, and to
increase the feelings of distrust and powerlessness in the very community
you are supposed to represent.
This government is also opposed to process. They are reliant on the fact
that most people do not have the time in their day to understand how a bill
becomes an act, and why select committees are good, and that doing things
under urgency is bad, and that supplementary orders are usually
undemocratic. The law making process is designed to slow things down
because making good law takes time and should involve a lot of
people. The government seems to find this process
irksome. Processing Official Information Requests is another example. So
long as they all get processed at the same speed and in the same way that
process works. If there is a fast lane based on political expediency, and
political agendas, then the process is abused and undemocratic.
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There would also be a process, I imagine, for making decisions about energy
in New Zealand, and I would like to think that it does not involve ferrying
representatives from one hyper-wealthy sector (oil) around New Zealand at
the expense of the government while excluding all other sectors of the
energy sector (wind, solar, tidal…) from that conversation. I would also
like to think that we follow a process when it comes to making laws so that
we don’t whip up laws that attack workers in New Zealand for the benefit of
the film industry, or effectively eliminate the right to protest the actions of
corporations in New Zealand waters. Waters held in common for all of us.
On Monday and Tuesday I went on my annual trip to Parliament with my
Year 9 Social Studies classes. I have been a few times now but I always
enjoy it and so do the classes. While we were sitting in the education centre
having our introduction and asking questions one of my students asked a
question something like this: “does John have more power than everyone
else?” It was a pretty good question but we initially laughed because she
called the Prime Minister, John. The student, who is intelligent and curious,
was surprised when the education officer said that people don’t usually call
the Prime Minister by his first name. On reflection, I side with the
student. We should call our Prime Minister by his or her first name. A
democracy is a system where we allow people – ordinary people – to
represent us for as long as we feel like they are doing a good job. That’s
all. No need for a title in day-to-day conversation.
After we visited the debating chamber we visited a select committee
room. I told the students that their form teacher had appeared at a select
committee recently to explain her submission on the Education Amendment
Bill (No.2). They were surprised and kind of delighted. Their form teacher
is the opposite of the kind of person they might imagine appears at a select
committee: bright, bubbly and warm-hearted. It reassured them. Actually,
anyone could be involved in their democracy. It wasn’t just teachers
spouting nonsense.
I left a little buoyed as I always do from parliamentary tours; as I watched
the students crossing the grass outside Parliament and heading towards the
bus stops at the Railway Station. Democracy is good. Better than the
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alternatives. There is the heat of debate, there is the steadiness of the lawmaking process, there are the checks of journalism, and courts, and other
external bodies, and there is openness. That’s what we tell our students, and
that’s how it should be. Anything else is unacceptable.
Anything else is plain wrong.
Right, John?
http://manoferrors.wordpress.com/2014/08/16/truth-please/
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Katie Kenny (Stuff): Slater pushes back against Hager
Last updated 12:03 16/08/2014
Cameron Slater has dismissed Dirty Politics allegations relating to himself and
Justice Minister Judith Collins, while Labour leader Phil Goff compared the
scandal to Watergate.
In an interview this morning with The Nation's Lisa Owen, Slater ripped into
the book, saying author Nicky Hager "didn't even have the common
journalistic courtesy to contact a single person contained within these emails,
while he breached everybody's privacy".
"I never released any credit card details, unlike Mr Harger I redacted people's
personal information. I respected people's privacy."
The book claims to reveal widespread collusion between senior National Party
figures and controversial blogger Slater (of Whale Oil) as part of a coordinated campaign of attack politics.
Hager painted Collins as a source of sensitive information for Slater.
Responding to the allegation the prime minister's office used secret SIS
documents to tip off Slater to attack the Labour leader in the 2011 election
campaign, Slater said that was old news.
He said the Labour Party laid a complaint with the Privacy Commission and
the police at the time, and nothing came of it.
"The fact remains that Mr Hager has used illegally obtained data, illegally
obtained details, and has then gone out and sold a book.
"Mr Hager is making substantial amount of money from the proceeds of a
crime."
Regarding the book's reference to Collins as his main source for political
attacks, the blogger said he and Collins were friends and spoke "regularly".
He said it was fair to call her a friend. "She supported me after my mother
died, she's been with me through thick and thin."
Collins yesterday admitted giving Slater the identity of Internal Affairs official
Simon Pleasants, who she thought was responsible for leaking information to
the Labour Party about Finance Minister Bill English's taxpayer-funded
accommodation allowance in 2009.
Whale Oil identified Pleasants in a series of disparaging blog posts, which
lead to abuse including death threats directed at him and his family.
Slater today said he now moderated comments on his site more carefully.
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Pleasants has denied leaking anything.
Owen then hosted a panel including Hager, Labour leader Phil Goff, and
Green Party co-leader Metiria Turei.
Regarding the book's accusations around hacking of the Labour Party
website, Hager confirmed an associate of Slater's alerted him to the site's
security weaknesses.
Slater and National staffer Jason Ede, labelled as the main conduit between
the prime minister's office and Whale Oil, then took advantage of this
vulnerability, Hager said.
He said the pair in Auckland and Wellington downloaded emails and other
information, while emailing back and forth between each other.
Turei condemned this as "illegal" activity. "If you have unauthorised access to
information like this, it's illegal."
Goff said the book reveals the "underbelly" of National's politics.
"Quite frankly, it's pretty ugly.
"Most Kiwis would associate this with Richard Nixon. This isn't what we want.
All credit to Hager for unveiling this."
He said Collins should be sacked for her role in the "smear campaign" of
Pleasants.
Turei agreed. "It is never acceptable for a minister to behave like that."
Hager said it was obvious National were avoiding commenting on the book,
"hoping the media will move on".
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10391077/Slater-pushes-back-againstHager
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Rebecca Quilliam (Herald): Slater receives death threats following
Hager's book publication
11:43 AM Saturday Aug 16, 2014
Blogger Cameron Slater says he has received death threats following the
publication of Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics.
The book is based on thousands of emails between Slater and National Party
members, including Justice Minister Judith Collins.
Slater, who was speaking from Israel, told TV3's The Nation today that he had
received "a torrent" of death threats as a result of the book.
"People have said 'You suffer a mental illness, you should throw yourself off a
balcony, you should suicide - don't even write a note, no-one would read it', all
those sorts of things."
He believed Hager would not take responsibility for those threats.
Hager told the programme he was sorry that Slater had received death
threats.
"If people have said rude things, then they should stop it."
Among the book's allegations were that Ms Collins fed information she gained
as a Cabinet minister to Slater to use in political attacks published on Whale
Oil.
That included that she fed the identity of Internal Affairs official Simon
Pleasants, who she believed was responsible for leaking information to the
Labour Party about Finance Minister Bill English's taxpayer-funded
accommodation allowance in 2009.
Slater went on to identify Mr Pleasants in a series of disparaging blog posts
on his Whale Oil site leading to a torrent of abuse directed towards him.
Slater told The Nation that he was not sure the information from Ms Collins
could be considered a leak.
"We certainly had a discussion about a name of a person, from what I
understand, around that."
He said he could not remember enough about the incident to put the email
from Ms Collins into context.
"Frankly I can't even remember the details of the post."
Death threats targeted at Mr Pleasants and his family were posted by readers
on Slater's site after the his blog posts were published.
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Neither he nor Ms Collins could be tarred by the actions of "anonymous
commenters", Slater said.
'I certainly don't condone death threats - I think that mostly people that make
death threats are gutless cowards and they certainly would never appear on
my website now."
Ms Collins yesterday confirmed she had given Mr Pleasants' name to Slater.
"What I was asked for was the name and the title of the guy and that's publicly
available and I've simply given him that," she told NewstalkZB.
Mr Pleasants, who is still employed by the Department of Internal Affairs, told
the Weekend Herald he did not believe he had been fingered as a suspect
over the leaks before Slater's posts.
"I did not leak the information. I have never leaked anything," he said.
Hager told The Nation the outing of Mr Pleasants' name was what had most
offended him.
"I believe, and she hasn't denied this, that as Minister of Police she leaked the
name of someone she thought could be blamed and watched him being
persecuted in public without a chance to defend himself."
Labour MP Grant Robertson said Ms Collins' admission that she had given Mr
Pleasants' name to Slater was more than enough reason for Prime Minister
John Key to sack her as a Minister.
"Despite claiming that the evidence about her in Nicky Hager's book was
'false' Judith Collins has now been forced to admit that she did send
information about a Ministerial Services staff member to Cameron Slater for
him to use in a baseless smear campaign," he said.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11309903
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Newswire: Nicky Hager book: Cameron Slater defends Judith Collins
Saturday 16 Aug 2014 11:24a.m.
Opposition MPs are calling for National MP Judith Collins to resign.
Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics said Ms Collins gave National-aligned
blogger Cameron Slater the name of a public servant, who then became the
target of a smear campaign in his blog.
Ms Collins has admitted telling Slater the name, but says it was public
information.
Labour MP Grant Robertson says Prime Minister John Key should sack her
as a minister.
"This is a gross abuse of the power that a minister has... The fact that John
Key refuses to sack her confirms that this is the kind of politics that he
condones and supports."
Mr Robertson said the smear campaign was designed to be a distraction from
the story about Bill English claiming housing allowances, and there was no
evidence that the staff member had done anything wrong.
Green Party co-leader Metiria Turei and Labour's Phil Goff on The Nation
today both called for Ms Collins' resignation.
Mr Hager's book alleges the PM's office used its knowledge of secret SIS
documents to tip off Mr Slater to attack the Labour leader in the 2011 election
campaign.
Mr Goff accused Mr Key of lying about knowing about an Official Information
ACT request to the SIS.
Mr Goff said Mr Slater's OIA request was answered within a day, which was
unheard of, while other media had to wait.
Mr Slater, who also appeared on The Nation, said he had frequent contact
with Ms Collins.
"She was immensely supportive during the passing of my mother. She's earnt
the right to be called a friend."
He had received death threats following the release of Mr Hager's book, Mr
Slater said.
Mr Hager released his Dirty Politics book on Wednesday.
It is based on emails to and from Mr Slater, which the blogger says were
stolen when his computer was hacked.
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Mr Key has trashed the book, describing it as "a bunch of baseless
allegations".
http://www.3news.co.nz/Nicky-Hager-book-Cameron-Slater-defends-JudithCollins/tabid/1607/articleID/357105/Default.aspx
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The Standard: Shadow play: Key’s 2-track politics
WrittenBy: KAROL - Date published:11:31 am, August 16th, 2014

The main narrative that structures Nicky Hager’s Dirty Politics is as important as the
details of specific events covered in the book. Hager explained this at the book
launch as the “two track politics” that is a feature of John Key’s leadership of the
National Party.
Key’s 2 faces: by Gordon Campbell

Dirty Politics book launch
At the launch of Dirty Politics: How attack politics is poisoning New Zealand’s
political environment, Hager said,
It’s a book about, what in US Republican politics is called a two track strategy of how
a government, how a leader is able to present themselves as clean, and above the
negative side of politics, while vigorously attacking their opponents.
So what this is a book about – the start of the book is about John Key, our leader, the
Prime Minister, and the way he has cultivated a very respectable image of being
friendly and relaxed, which is true. But at the same time, there’s been a whole other
part of his politics, which most New Zealanders may have felt, but they certainly not
seen evidence of, or properly understood.
And the way that has proceeded, there’s been a second track of politics, the bit which,
I think many people in the press gallery probably perceived, but never found much
evidence of. And that’s where the Prime Minister’s office was collaborating, year by
– week by week and year by year, with a group of National Party allies and proxies,
who would do their attacks for them.
John Key became leader of the opposition in November 2006. This followed the
resignation of the National party leader, Don brash, and that was partly the result of
the impact of Hager’s book, The Hollow Men. Dirty Politics has been described as
picking up where Hollow Men left off.
In the Hollow Men, various kinds of political strategies, linked with political
consultants Crosby-Textor, were described (Chapter 10: Hollow Men). These
involved sophisticated covert means of manipulating people’s opinions, especially
those of soft voters. For instance, it involved taking “non-existent” sentiments and
other core messages, and repeating them continually so that they were heard clearly
and believed by target, or swing voters.
With respect to his representation in the media, John Key had a dream ride into the
leadership position and for many years after. He has frequently been referred to as
Teflon John, where no criticisms stick to him. He has promoted a friendly and smiley
persona through numerous soft, celebrity type appearances. Such appearances have
little to do with the substance of politics, such as policies, legislative changes, and
performances in the House. He his carefully presented as a relaxed, down to earth
“ordinary” Kiwi bloke. This is in spite of his millionaire, jet-setting, globe-trotting,
life-style, and personal history of being driven by self-centred ambition for status,
money and power.
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It was clear to many of us that follow political blogs and other media, that during the
last years of Helen Clark’s term as PM, she was subjected to a vicious, underhand,
smear campaign. Lew Stoddart outlined how it worked in talk radio, as orchestrated
by hosts Lindsay Perigo and John Banks. Stoddart called the smear they perpetuated
“the communist lesbian dictator discourse”. His paper is entitled: Clark Vader and
the Helengrad Labour Lesbians: Anatomy of a political symbolic hate
campaign (2008).
This campaign to undermine Clark’s popularity and government, was carried out in a
range of arenas, partly by Nat supporters elsewhere, picking up on the ideas seeded by
those more central to the perpetuation of the discourse. The Whale Oil and Kiwiblog
sites were part of that, as were Ian Wishart’s efforts to smear Clark by weak
associative links with the likes of books by Simone de Beauvoir and Jean Paul
Satre. Such people also attacked Clark’s childlessness, claiming she was a closeted
lesbian, involved in a dishonest marriage of convenience. (Wishart’sInvestigate article
“The Seige of Helengrad“; his book Absolute Power)
The central National Party “proxies” and dirty tricks brigade in Dirty Politics, are
blogger Cameron Slater, and National Party “staffer” Jason Ede, with significant roles
played by Jordan Williams and Simon Lusk.
“Smile, Wave, brain-fade, scuttle and run” The strategists in conference?

Jason Ede is a shadowy figure, who until now, has left a very small online
footprint. He has been known as a PR man and staffer aligned with John Key and his
parliamentary office. He also got some mention in alleged dirty tricks aimed to
undermine the then leader of Labour, Phil Goff in the run up to the 2011 elections.
Jason Ede

In December 2010, there were newspaper reports of the alleged involvement of Ede in
feeding the media with a story damaging to Goff. The Otago Daily Times reported on
Goff apparently fiddling MP perks by claiming for rental accommodation in
Wellington, while owning a property: something Bill English had previously been
strongly criticised for. Goff claimed that Ede had posed as a potential buyer of his
property, had formally declined to buy it just before TV3 picked up on the whole
story.
A key event outlined in Dirty Politics is also to do with an (alleged) deliberate attempt
to undermine Goff in 2011. As reported on Stuff, the book claims that Cameron
Slater was given speedy access to SIS documents via an OIA, as the result of
directives given by Ede (implicating Key?). Then using the OIA information,
The Whaleoil post attacking Goff appeared on August 4. On the same day The
Dominion Post contacted Key’s office to inquire why its request for the documents
had been refused within two days.
At the time of the Whale Oil post, some people reported that there was something
fishy going on. The issue had to do with news reports about an investigation of
alleged Israeli spy activities in Christchurch around the time of a major quake
there. Goff first claimed he hadn’t been briefed about it as was the protocol for him
as leader of the opposition. Evidence was sought via the OIAs, with allegations that
Slater was given first access to the papers, in order to publish them with an anti-Goff
spin.
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Paul Buchanan commented on it:
… he said, it was a “terrible look for New Zealand”.
Buchanan said there was some concern that the SIS reported differently to the
government of the day, than it does to opposition parties and the public.
An article on Scoop: “Tucker vs Goff and the Politicisation of the SIS” by C.D
Sludge, outlines what happened, and raises several critical questions. Sludge argues
that some of the developments of the story were decidedly weird. Goff did seem to
have mismanaged the whole thing. However, more significantly, there were serious
questions for the government and SIS to answer.
As the history of the Key term as National Party leader and PM unfolds, it is
becoming clearer just how much of a two track strategy his team and allies have been
running. It has been one of the darkest and nastiest periods of NZ politics: one
marked by the front of a nice smiley man, while being supported by ruthless, covert
black ops, tactics of character assassination, very dirty tricks, political manipulation,
and a win-at-all-cost mentality.
NZ politics is in need of an extensive clean up and clean out.
Vote Left to change the political culture to something far more democratic: a
government that serves all the people, not a few highly manipulative and vicious
power players.
http://thestandard.org.nz/shadow-play-keys-2-track-politics/
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The Jackal: Death threats and Dirty Politics
It's was interesting to see the National party propagandist, Cameron Slater, on The Nation
today trying to spin his way out of the serious questions raised in the book, Dirty Politics.
The idiot blogger even claimed that Nicky Hager was somehow responsible for the death
threats Slater has apparently been receiving.
Obviously Hager cannot be blamed for anything that results from him telling the truth. In
fact it's the conduct of those named in the book that has caused people's anger, not the
book itself. The contrast between simply telling the truth and inciting somebody to do
violence is clearly highlighted by this article published in the NZ Herald today:

Cactus Kate predicted ‘chop chop for Nicky’ if rich Chinese knew his details
Hager had, in 2013, helped research a Fairfax media article about the use of tax havens.
Odgers, a Hong Kong-based tax consultant, said in the email the material Hager was
dealing with involved tens of thousands of rich Chinese.
"It would be a disaster if they all knew where he [Hager] lived. He may even need police
protection", she wrote. "Those Chinese can be very vicious when they lose face ... Chop
chop for Nicky."
Slater responded, Hager claims in his book, and the latter's addresses were subsequently
published in a post on Whale Oil under Slater's name but which Odgers yesterday
confirmed she wrote.
How despicable! Slater and Odgers clearly conspired to publish Hager's address because
they wanted him to be killed. Not only does this display their racism towards Chinese
people, it also shows that they will use any means to try and close down anybody they
don't like. This includes publishing personal information in the hope that somebody would
be murdered.
This is something the Jackal has had personal experience with. Back in March 2012,
Cameron Slater published the address of somebody he thought was the author of this blog
site. He was wrong! Slater's disgusting post included a number of threats to that person,
his wife and their business interests.
The response from the Prime Minister hasn't been much better. Earlier this week, John Key
was contradicting himself by saying that he didn't know what was in the book and it didn't
bother him anyway. However, judging by his reaction on Tuesday, he clearly is terribly
bothered by the revelations the book contains:

The Prime Minister tonight issued a response to the book, saying, "This is a cynically timed
attack book from a well-known left-wing conspiracy theorist. It makes all sorts of
unfounded allegations and voters will see it for what it is."
[...]
"Most people know that Nicky Hager is a screaming left-wing conspiracy theorist," he said
on Tuesday.
In my opinion, John Key is looking rather desperate by claiming that Hager is simply a
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conspiracy theorist. Strangely enough, after there was some bad press concerning the
entirely unfounded statement, National then tried to say that it wasn't really John Key's
statement at all. Woops!
What makes Key's disrespectful accusation patently false is that Dirty Politics has been
written using the actual emails between those named in the book. There is nothing
theoretical about the disgusting things they write about, such as destroying other people's
careers, secretly leaking private information and even conspiring to have people killed.
It seems that death threats go hand in hand with the dirty politics of the right wing.

http://thejackalman.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/death-threats-and-dirtypolitics.html
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Hager’s Dirty Politics – the TV political
panels are ridiculous
August 16, 2014

The total lack of depth and shallow talent pool of TV political panel shows in NZ is
providing hideous coverage and insight into one of the most important political stories of
the year.
Yesterday Firstline had Jacinda Ardern and Jamie Lee Ross on their panel and neither of
them had read the book. Two people being interviewed about a book they haven’t read is
surely a new low point for TV journalism. It’s the blind leading the no necked. How is that
an investigation of the issues?
Todays panel discussion on The Nation was a bloody joke. Josie Pagani is Slater’s mate
and she ends up sounding like the National Party spin machine where as Hooton called
Nicky Hager a ‘Commie c**t’ on twitter and has also been a previous target of Hager’s
work. That wasn’t a discussion, that was the sound of one hand clapping.
Interestingly, Helen Kelly was booked to be on the Nation’s panel but she was dumped
last minute on Thursday. We need to have Helen on every political panel between now
and the election, not having her dumped for a Fox News Democrat like Josie Pagani.
Oh to have been a fly on this wall this morning in the Green Room…
How can Hosking’s performance during that debate be a serious example of his ability to
be a neutral moderator in the Leaders debate? Their show on it is just bullshit, everyone
of them should be embarrassed for its production.
This isn’t good enough from our fourth estate at a time when we need the powerful to be
held to account for their abuse of power.
Part of the problem is that some commentators on the Left are simply blacklisted from
these shows (Trotter and myself are life long members of this club) and the other part of
the problem is that producers have almost zero contacts within the real Left because
they’ve based most of their leads and contacts on stuff Whaleoil and Farrar write. We
need Russel Brown back on these panels. We need Helen Kelly , Willie Jackson and …
actually I’ve run out. We need articulate next generation voices added to these debates
because quite frankly the level of critical analysis on display by the mainstream media
currently is fucking woeful.
It’s ironic that Nicky has managed to do more Journalism in one book than the entire
mainstream media have managed this year.
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Hager’s Dirty Politics – response to
Canon NZ
August 16, 2014

Poor old Canon NZ. They have been so damaged by appointing Cam’s mate as a judge
and her awarding him their Best Blogger Award.
I feel for them, I really do. They are amazing supporters of Journalism in NZ when there
are so few supports for Journalism. I respect that.
Their reply to my open letter to them is as follows…

…now I do feel sorry for Canon, this is a difficult position to be in. The one they have
chosen is a neutral one by acknowledging that they find the extremes of Slater’s blog
distasteful. And that’s fine. If you want to allow your award and your brand to tacitly
support Slater by association, that’s your choice.
I’m however asking you to show courage.
I don’t think that anyone of you at Canon, from the receptionist to the CEO can be be
proud of your association with Slater after reading Dirty Politics. There is nothing in what
he does that is positive for NZ, regardless of your ideological convictions.
It is hate mongering. No one should help provide hate mongering sustenance.
Spokesperson for the Award, NPA editorial director Rick Neville has said
“In the 40-year history of the awards, none has ever been withdrawn and it would be an
extreme, highly unusual step.”
And that is true. Completely true. However the Award was given to Cam for the Len
Brown story. I challenge Rick and Canon to read Chapter 10 of Nicky’s book detailing
Cameron’s role in that story and honestly tell the people of NZ that doesn’t demand an
extreme and highly unusual step?
How about I help you a bit. Over the next week I will print bits of Chapter 10 online each
day and ask if the tactics and standards he uses in the story you awarded him for doesn’t
demand an extreme and highly unusual step?
It comes down to this. Do you really want to be associated with this standard of
Journalism forever?
Or do you want to be remembered for standing up for a threshold far higher than his?
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Lynn Prentice (The Standard): Some confirmation about Collins and
Slater
WrittenBy: LPRENT - Date published:12:27 pm, August 16th, 2014 - No comments
Categories: Judith Collins - Tags: cameron slater, dirty politics, nicky hager

Over at The Ruminator there is a post by Lord Sutch that cuts a big hole in the denials
by Judith Collins and Cameron Slater denials about their mutual back-scratching in
private vendettas.
It came up in comments here and apparently over at Hard News (I couldn’t find it in
the welter of comments).
The story rings true, and rather confirms some of the allegations about Cameron
Slater and OIA (Official Information Act) requests in Nicky Hager’s book “Dirty
Politics”
So as I stated on Twitter I was asked to respond to an official information act request
from Cam in 30 minutes please.This was when I worked at the Department of
Corrections. The request for the speedy turn-around came from the Minister’s office.
Which at the time was Minister Collins. It did not come from the Minister herself. But
from someone in her office.
I was working as a Ministerial Advisor at the time.
The request concerned a TV3 journalist, Alison Horwood, going into prison and
talking to Clayton Weatherston. The journalist had been able to get into the prison by
saying she was a (family) friend of Clayton’s. Had she been upfront and said she was
a reporter, she would not have been allowed in.
Ms Horwood did a story on Weatherston’s parents airing on 60 Minutes on July 24. In
it she spoke of having gone to visit Clayton. On July 30 WhaleOil had the following
story up on his site:
TV3 Repeater lies – Whale Oil Beef Hooked _ Whaleoil Media
Now you’ll note that Cam received the application form. That was what the OIA
request was for. Because in the application form it set out that the reporter had
declared herself as a family friend, and not as a reporter which media are supposed to
do. This way, Corrections was absolved of blame for letting the reporter in. Because
they’d been duped!
Very wisely Lord Sutch has taken a copy of the web page. Cameron Slater in his
usually cowardly fashion regularly removes embarrassing webpages. The original is
here
Obviously this TV3 reporter appears to have caused some embarrassment to the
Minister of Corrections Judith Collins. And as we know from Nicky Hagers book
she is a rather vindictive small minded creep of a person. Read the book when you
can get a copy and you will see what I mean. She comes across as a thoroughly
unpleasant individual.
OIA requests are meant to take no more than 20 working days. They frequently take
far more and there are many complaints to the Ombudsman about the careful lack of
diligence that accompanies the processing of many OIAs.
There is nothing to prevent them from being done in a shorter time. It is just
exceptional – very very exceptional. Except of course if you are Cam Slater greasing
up Judith Collins office apparently.
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On the afternoon that the request came in (the normal way), I also received a phone
call from the Minister’s office asking that this be done as “quickly as possible”. When
I asked how quickly that would be, it was suggested that a timeframe of 30 minutes to
an hour would be acceptable. This is not the normal process, so I asked my manager
what to do. He said to do as I was asked but make a file note. Whether that filenote
still exists or not, I do not know.
In fact I don’t actually have any evidence of this. I spoke to the person who made the
30 minute request and they said that they “didn’t recall” asking for it. They also said
that what went on in Collins’ office was no different to what went on in Labour’s
offices. It’s just Labour used unions rather than bloggers.
There were rumours floating around that someone in Collins’ office was a part-owner
in Gotcha Publishing which was run by Cam Slater (Keith Ng did a story here but
couldn’t find more detail). I don’t know if that was true or not but it was suggested as
one of the links between the National Party and Cam Slater.
Anyway, that’s my story. It’s interesting to note that the actual Ministerial response
which sets out Alison Horwood’s duplicitous request form is no longer on Cam’s site.
Probably coincidence though. When I interviewed Minister Collins, I raised this very
story. She said that she couldn’t possibly know what her staff were doing at all times
so she wouldn’t have had anything to do with this request. Plausible deniability right
there.
Indeed.
Based on the material in the book, I suspect that we may be getting a number of these
types of stories wending their way into public over the next few days.
I have to say that it appears to me that there has been rather a lot of fiddling of the
OIAs in recent years. In particular I’m thinking about the OIA requests on Liu that
appeared to have some curious timings.
Perhaps a complaint should be made to the Ombudsman about the perversion of OIA
process by senior ministers?
http://thestandard.org.nz/some-confirmation-about-collins-and-slater/
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Newswire: Dirty Politics: What they said
Saturday 16 Aug 2014 9:00a.m.
Nicky Hager's latest book Dirty Politics dishes dirt on the National government
and has had a lot of people talking, including politicians. Here's a roundup of
what the book contains and people's reactions to it.
Allegations in the book include:
The PM's office used its knowledge of secret SIS documents to tip off Slater
to attack the Labour leader in the 2011 election campaign
Mr Ede drafted Official Information Act requests that were passed on to Slater
Political strategist Simon Lusk was also involved on many of the plans that
were laid
Ms Collins emailed Slater an account of Labour's Trevor Mallard making a
fool of himself
Slater boasted Mr Key had called him after the blogger was attacked over his
comments about a West Coast man killed in a road crash
A plot was hatched to blackmail former ACT leader Rodney Hide.
What they have to say:
"Nicky Hager has been drawing pictures, drawing dots, thinks that he's got a
picture of a conspiracy, but he's actually got a bunch of squiggly lines, it's
something a four-year-old at kindergarten would draw" - Cameron Slater
"Dirty politics is legal, hacking my private computer is not. Your book is based
on the product of a criminal act" - Cameron Slater
"Funnily enough it's exactly what it says on the cover: it is a dirty politics book"
- Steven Joyce
"We've had a gutsful of this kind of politics and think New Zealanders have
too" - Labour leader David Cunliffe
"I think this is an over-hyped, under-delivered book from a left-wing
conspiracy theorist five weeks before an election" - Judith Collins
"Sadly for the prime minister it goes to his office in the same way it went to
Nixon's office during the Watergate scandal" - NZ First leader Winston Peters
"Nicky Hager has discovered that politicians talk to the media. I feel I should
confess that I too am guilty" - ACT leader Jamie Whyte
"This [information] shines a light on something which otherwise might have
been secret for the rest of time and the public has a total right to know this" Nicky Hager
"National is trying to dismiss dirty and dodgy behaviour as business as usual.
It is not" - Green Party co-leader Metiria Turei
"This is not normal political behaviour and must not be seen as such" Internet Party leader Laila Harre
"This book is a damning expose on how the prime minister's office operates
and shows the true side of National's 'attack politics' that gives real weight to
the description of Key as the 'Smiling Assassin'" - Mana leader Hone
Harawira.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Dirty-Politics-What-theysaid/tabid/1607/articleID/357043/Default.aspx
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Andrea Vance (Stuff): SIS gave blogger first dibs on papers' release
Last updated 05:00 16/08/2014
The Security Intelligence Service declined to release confidential documents
at the centre of "dirty politics" allegations to reporters - but passed the briefing
notes to blogger Cameron Slater.
Investigative journalist Nicky Hager's new book contains allegations that
Slater was tipped off by Prime Minister John Key's staff to ask for the papers.
The documents embarrassed former Labour leader Phil Goff by showing he
was briefed by the spy agency in 2011 about alleged Israeli activity in
Christchurch.
Hager suggests Key's office ensured Slater got the briefing notes, which he
used as a basis for an article on his Whaleoil blog, accusing Goff of lying. Key
is the minister responsible for the SIS.
About the same time, The Dominion Post's request for the documents was
declined.
In Dirty Politics, published this week, Hager says Slater received a response
to his Official Information Act request within a week - and quotes Facebook
messages which suggest Slater knew what to expect.
The documents were stamped as being declassified on July 26, the same day
Slater lodged his request, Hager notes.
The Whaleoil post attacking Goff appeared on August 4. On the same day
The Dominion Post contacted Key's office to inquire why its request for the
documents had been refused within two days.
The SIS explained away the different treatment by arguing that The Dominion
Post also sought a copy of the briefing notes supplied to Key. However, this
was the same document given to Goff.
In response to questions, a spokesman for Key insisted that "at no stage did
[his office] direct how the NZ SIS should treat the OIA request".
Fallout from Hager's book continued yesterday, with the author saying he
might release Slater's emails to back up his claims.
Key said the claims were "dissolving" and has vowed not to take any action
against Justice Minister Judith Collins, who is alleged to have leaked sensitive
information to Slater.
The theme of Hager's book is that National used Right-wing blogs to smear its
opponents.
Slater says his emails were hacked and the contents misconstrued.
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Pollster and blogger David Farrar said yesterday he believed documents were
stolen from his offices by an employee.
He intended to lay a complaint with police and said the breach of his privacy
had him considering stepping back from politics.
Collins has also "utterly" rejected most of the claims levelled at her.
But she admitted passing on a public servant's name who Slater then alleged
was leaking information to Labour.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10389804/SIS-gave-blogger-first-dibson-papers-release
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Michael Sergel (Newstalk ZB): Slater will keep media award
August 16 2014 8:52
Updated 9.24am: The allegations against Cameron Slater won't prevent him
keeping his Canon Media Award for Blogger of the Year.
Slater won the award in May, for breaking the story of Auckland mayor Len
Brown's extra-marital affair.
Canon has been criticised in social media for sponsoring the award, after
allegations made in Nicky Hager's new book this week.
But Rick Neville of the Newspaper Publishers' Association says it's wrong for
the company to be targeted.
He says the judging decisions were made independently, by respected
journalist Deborah Hill Cone.
Rick Neville added that withdrawing the award would require concrete
evidence he used illegal or highly unethical methods to obtain the story.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/news/nbpol/2017986882-slater-willkeep-media-award
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Radio NZ: Slater admits accessing Labour Party website
Rightwing blogger Cameron Slater has admitted that he accessed the Labour
Party's website, looking at details of its members, but denies that behaviour is
illegal.
Journalist Nicky Hager's book, Dirty Politics, alleges that the then National
Party staffer, Jason Ede, gained access to the website, something Mr Slater
refused to rule out to TV3's The Nation.
Speaking from Tel Aviv, Mr Slater admitted that he did access the Labour
Party website in May 2011.
"I was certainly into the backend of the Labour Party's website, if they couldn't
manage security of their website, their credit card details and financial
information about their membership, well then they weren't really fit for
government at the time."
Mr Hager's book singles out Mr Ede, as a key conduit to right wing bloggers,
especially Mr Slater.
The book lists Labour Party logs which show there were three downloads, two
from different IP addresses, and one from someone at National Party
headquarters, who downloaded the database.
Mr Hager said the evidence points to Mr Ede as one of those involved.
He alleged an email, in which the author expresses relief to Mr Slater that his
IP address cannot be traced, is from Mr Ede.
"They haven't just had a look around, they had downloaded Labour party
emails, all their member information and then, the other thing that hasn't been
mentioned yet, is that Ede and Slater email back and forward as they both
separately went through the data."
However, Mr Slater said he is yet to see any evidence that the email in
question is from Mr Ede.
Prime Minister John Key said this week, he stands by Mr Ede's actions and is
not concerned "if Jason Ede had a look at the website out of curiosity, adding
that it's got nothing to do with the National Party".
Alleged smear victim 'not worried'
And the victim of an alleged corporate smear campaign is shrugging off
claims that a Food and Grocery Council public relations advisor ordered and
paid for online attacks.
Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics claims that Tony Falkenstein, was the target of
online attacks written by the blogger Cameron Slater.
Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics claims that Tony Falkenstein, was the target of
online attacks written by the blogger Cameron Slater.
Photo: RNZ
Mr Hager's book claims that Tony Falkenstein, who was involved in a legal
case against Coca Cola, was the target of online attacks written by Mr Slater.
Coca Cola is one of the council's members.
The book claims the attacks were paid for by the council's public relations
agent, Carrick Graham.
The victim of the online smear campaign, Tony Falkenstein, said he's not too
worried about the revelations.
"I think that's part of lobbying, and if I look at it from their point of view, hey if
someone's got a different opinion that could be detrimental to their members,
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they're going to use any tactic possible to make sure they get their own
opinion across."
Coca Cola could not be reached for comment, while Mr Slater, Carrich
Graham, and the Council are refusing to comment.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/election-2014/252281/slater-admits-accessinglabour-party-website
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Martyn Bradbury (Kiwiblog): Hager’s Dirty Politics – Farrar oxygen
stealing stunt backfires
August 16, 2014
Oh poor David Farrar everyone. The wee babe is on the verge of a hysterical
breakdown because he concludes after reading the hideous catalogue of hate
and filth that his friends have vomited up in Dirty Politics that he must have
been invaded and now he thinks he might step down from politics.
Let me get this straight, Dirty Politics has given us insight into the infected
spite his friends have injected into politics AND David Farrar might step down
from politics as well?
Folks, that’s a two for one special!
Now you may be calling me on being cruel here. ‘Poor Dave was all scared
and terrified and his personal rights have been invaded, surely Bomber you
are kicking wee Davey when he’s down and that’s not nice’, you might say.
Sure, that would be true IF Farrar had been invaded and his computers
hacked, but Hager DIDN’T get his information that way, a former employee of
David’s handed Hager the information. So suddenly there hasn’t been a
hacking or invasion, just a disgruntled staff member. Now I f I recall, Farrar
couldn’t scream happily enough when former staff members started leaking
from Kim Dotcom’s house, but now it’s done to Farrar suddenly he needs a
cuddle because he’s been so freaked out.
Cry me a fucking river David.
This bullshit hysterics did exactly what it was supposed to do, steal oxygen
from the cruel realities that have been established within this book. He is
misdirecting and the media allow themselves to be played AGAIN by giving it
oxygen. You would think after reading the book that the mainstream media
would start refusing to get tricked, but here they are getting tricked. Again.
It’s only backfired because the source to Hager isn’t the spooky scenario
Farrar tries to paint. It’s insightful that his comment from reading the book
isn’t, “Christ my friends have been evil and I am ashamed to associate with
them’, oh no, the pompous little git is “It’s all about me, it’s all about me, it’s all
about me’.
As we crawl towards the election, we as citizens who don’t want this type of
filth in our political system need to apply pressure to the media for not holding
these bastards to account and we should demand at every political event to
ask why the Prime Minister hasn’t yet read the book yet.
As for Farrar. I’ve never liked the nasty little piece of work to begin with. He
twists and manipulates and tries to underplay climate change while
masquerading hard right as lite right, but the revelations of what his ‘friends’
get up to makes him more repugnant than ever.
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I genuinely hope he feels the wave of revulsion at a street level as people
who have read the book pass him. He deserves that.
http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/16/hagers-dirty-politics-farrar-oxygenstealing-stunt-backfires/
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): Hager’s Dirty Politics – Release the emails
and prove Key wrong
August 16, 2014
It is vital in this crisis control of the meltdown that Key comes across as
relaxed and not agitated, if he does he gives the game away on how
damaged they are. He has to keep denying and claiming he hasn’t read the
book to escape specific questions, which is why Hager’s threat to release the
emails will be so damaging.
Whaleoil knows what he has said and he knows how badly he has been
compromised and he’s already busily spinning that the emails may be true but
the conspiracy theory isn’t. That defence is a joke when you read the emails
and then see the timetable of events occur as per the emails. This is a
conspiracy theory BECAUSE it’s all about National Party conspiracy theories!
Let’s see the emails! If the media and Key are right and Nicky is a liar, let’s
see the emails! The media will then admit the emails are true and the intense
scorching glare goes back on National come Monday morning.
Nicky Hager’s book is like a busted candy machine – it just keeps giving. As
more and more people actually read the book the fury builds
http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/16/hagers-dirty-politics-release-the-emailsand-prove-key-wrong/
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Felix Marwick (Newstalk ZB): Influence and managing the message
15 August 2014 8:57 a.m.
Author Nicky Hager’s put the cat among the political pigeons with his
controversial expose of the links between the Key government and right wing
blogs. Depending on who you speak to (right or left) it’s either political
muckraking of the highest degree or the most valuable expose since
Watergate.
Newstalk ZB’s been looking at the ties between the Government and political
blogs since February this year. It followed John Key’s comments in February
that he spoke to lots of bloggers and acknowledged having contact with
Whale Oil’s Cameron Slater.
Initially we sought a two year window of correspondence between the PM,
Ministers English, Joyce, Brownlee, Collins, Ryall, Finlayson, Bennett,
McCully, Tolley, Banks, and Dunne, and political bloggers. We were turned
down, mainly on the grounds that too much information would have to be
checked and material would cost too much to collate. An argument was also
made over the separation of their ministerial and MP roles and how that
applies to the application of the Official Information Act
So we narrowed our request to simply cover two bloggers, Cameron Slater
and David Farrar. Some ministers responded revealing minor interactions
while others said they’d had none at all. However some, including the Prime
Minister and Ministers Collins and Bennett again refused to disclose
information.
We subsequently took the matter to the Ombudsmen who are currently
looking into the matter and will hopefully make a ruling on disclosure. What
we can tell from this experience is that there are ministers, including the Prime
Minister, that appear unwilling to pass on any information they’ve been
sharing with bloggers that share their political leanings and agenda.
The relationship between the National Party and right wing blogs is fairly well
established; at least it is in political circles. The Prime Minister’s publicly
acknowledged his connections with Cameron Slater and the dealings are
regularly subject of political debate in Parliament. Those on the right of the
spectrum say this is no big deal that politicians can deal with bloggers in the
same way as they deal with the media.
There is an element of truth to this. These sorts of interactions do happen on
both sides of the political fence. However the argument is a little simplistic and
ignores a very important fact. Governments wield enormous power and have
access to incredible amounts of information. That skews the playing field.
Those on the Government side can wield a far bigger stick than do those on
the opposition benches should they choose to do so.
It’s also true that politicians interact with reporters and pass on information for
their political ends as well. Politicians and media do play this game and
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always have. The difference though is that technically journalists cast (or at
least are supposed to) a more critical eye over information they receive in
such circumstances. The motivations behind such information leaks are
always generally considered when stories are being written as there’s a
balance to be struck between running a story and becoming a tool for a
political agenda. Sometimes the reasons why a politician passes on
information is just as important, if not more so, than the material they’re
providing. An example of this scenario is the coverage of the H-fee scandal in
2005. Labour selectively chose media with which to run its story. When the
scandal failed to have legs some of the media involved reported that fact.
Would a politically aligned blog done that? Probably not, more likely it would
have either run the smear unsubstantiated or suppressed any information
perceived as being damaging to its political cause.
And this is why there is such advantage in political parties channelling their
message through friendly blogs. They’ll get praise, endorsement,
encouragement and their position pushed in a favourable way. Running such
strategies via the media have the risk of exploding in their face. So it’s small
wonder blogs are such an attractive proposition for party strategists,
particularly if they have a conventional media presence.
On the face of it the National Party appears to be in a much stronger position
when it comes to exploiting social media opportunities. It has two well
established blogs in its corner; Kiwiblog and WhaleoOil. For various reasons
(all worthy of debate) they have both been legitimized by conventional media
outlets (including Newstalk ZB) which have allowed them to broaden their
audience and extend their reach. More recently the Taxpayers’ Union has
emerged. Again it is an organisation whose founders have strong National
Party ties and it has managed to garner media coverage. All this has worked
to the National Party’s advantage
Comparatively the left has not been so organised though efforts have been
made via The Standard and Daily Blog. While they both do target to policies
of the right they have also spent substantial time debating the politics of the
left and the challenges facing the Labour Party. Sometimes it’s seemed their
energies have been directed as much inwards as they have outwards and on
current measures the blogs of the right could be said to have the upper hand.
However if the allegations made by Nicky Hager are to be taken at face value
it could very well be because they have a substantial political advantage.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/opinion/felix-marwick-15aug2014
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Rachel Smalley (Newstalk ZB): Crisis management 101
August 15, 2014 8:14 AM
As far as book launches go, the publishers of Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics
book have made a bit of a meal of it I think.
For a start, they launched it late on a Wednesday. That left much of the media
scrambling and made it almost impossible to comprehensibly analyse.
Another frustration? The book was launched in Wellington. Media who weren't
there couldn't get their hands on a book. I searched book stores in west
Auckland yesterday but it was sold out. So I'm relying on excerpts of the book
being emailed to me.
So, where does the book and the allegations it made, go from here? Well, this
is how I think the situation will play out from a PR perspective.
National’s crisis plan will be in place. On the first day, Jason Ede would have
been told to go to ground. He’s the National Party press man who
collaborated with blogger Cameron Slater. We won’t see him again for a
while.
The next phase? Discredit the author. State time and again that Nicky Hager
is a left-wing conspiracy theorist. That's not what the right called him when he
revealed Corngate under Helen Clark's reign, but he most certainly is now.
In the early stages of these revelations, you roll out your attack dog minister.
That’s Steven Joyce - minister of everything and minister of front-footing and
blasting the media wherever and whenever is necessary. You don't want to
put the Prime Minister in that position, so leave it to Joyce.
Then what? Deny all knowledge. And that's what we saw yesterday. National
says it's all made up. This is all a plot by the left to unseat the Government.
What a dreadful bunch of people those lefties are.
The Government will then state that Judith Collins doesn't have a case to
answer despite the very serious allegations that she appeased the Whale Oil
blogger, Cameron Slater, and moved an inmate to another prison at his
request. The Prime Minister said he might seek some advice on that, but he
has full confidence in Judith Collins. There's nothing to see here.
Then, and this was remarkable I thought, Cameron Slater came out and
suggested the hacking might, in fact, be the work of Kim Dotcom. Suddenly
you've gone full circle, and Slater has taken the focus off him and blamed that
big bad German again.
And then you've made it to Friday. Friday is a good day from a PR crisis
management perspective - you've almost made it. If you can get through the
weekend and the papers don't uncover anything else, then you've made it.
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You'll get to Monday and it's last week's news, and onwards and upwards to
the election.
So that's how it works - crisis management 101. All the while Cameron Slater
will be laughing away, knowing he's cemented his place as one of the most
powerful people in politics. He really is the king of political spin.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/opinion/rachel-smalley-15aug2014
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Toby Manhire (Herald): Nothing to see in dirty politics
9:30 AM Friday Aug 15, 2014
What a beat-up. A song and dance. A palaver, a froufrou, a fuss. Dirty
Politics, he calls it - how attack politics is poisoning New Zealand's political
environment. Probably already you've nodded off. Move along.
As political analyst John Key pointed out even before the subject of the book
was known, Nikki Haggar, or whatever it is he calls himself, is a screaming
left-wing conspiracy theorist.
You may note that New Zealand's most experienced investigative journalists
regard him, as one put it this week, as "a bloody good journalist". You may
note his work has been lauded by everyone from David Lange to Seymour
Hersh. You may indeed, because this is just the sort of thing a screaming leftwing conspiracy theorist apologist would do.
Frankly, you're all making a mountain out of a blowhole. Think about it. Heger
calls his screed Dirty Politics but he himself is dirty-politicking. Sure, the digital
correspondence he publishes paints a picture of a squalid extension of the
prime ministerial spin machine in the form of a senior staffer called Jason Ede
who colludes with attack blogger Cameron Slater to launch ethically
reprehensible salvoes against political opponents.
Indeed, reading the contents of the book may cause you to vomit a little and
despair about political culture in New Zealand.
It could do that. But when you peel yourself from the floor, consider what
really matters: how did Hogor get hold of these exchanges? By his own
admission, the Slater papers handed to him had been hacked. Yes, he
explains the public interest justification for publication, pointing out that "the
materials raise very serious matters of political accountability", noting that he
has not included "a considerable amount of very personal information about
relationships and other subjects, where the right to privacy outweighs any
public interest", and adding: "The fact that Slater and his associates have
made a career of exposing the very private details of other people's lives does
not make it right to do that to them." But, you know, hacking plus cynical
timing equals dirty. Yet he accuses them of dirtiness! Potato, potahto. Let's
call the whole thing off.
Beyond the beltway, ordinary hardworking New Zealanders will be saying:
enough, let's talk hardcore policy. They don't want baseless, leftist innuendo
and gossip. Tittle and tattle. Scuttle and butt. Not a word of it is true. Unless it
is true, in which case - duh! - surprised face! About as shocking as wind in
Wellington. Everyone's at it, always have been. Perfectly normal. Nature of
politics. The right do it, the left do it, even educated fleas do it. You're
probably doing it now, you dirty little tyke.
As anyone can see, Higgor has published an inverted pyramid of piffle. What
reasonable person would get excited about correspondence that suggest the
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PM's longest-serving press guy may have collaborated with Slater in probing
unattended Labour party membership databases, about claims the man a
couple of doors down from the PM on the Beehive's ninth floor was complicit
in arranging an Official Information request for material from the SIS that
would embarrass the Labour leader?
So what if there is material that invites suspicion Slater called in a favour to
have a prisoner transferred? Who really cares about attempts by Slater and
his hunting pal Simon Lusk ("the biggest buzz I get is when I wreck someone,"
he's quoted as saying) to skew the National candidate selection process
through smear campaigns, especially given the importance of the game in
Sydney tomorrow night?
Your shoulders will ache from all the shrugging. Is it such a big deal if a prime
minister who deplores "News of the World-style tactics" and "bottom-feeders"
consorts with a venomous blogger who, according to Dirty Politics, receives
the lion's share of his income courtesy of the tobacco industry? Does it truly
matter if the minister of justice and frontrunner for next leader is close friend,
confidant and informant to someone who has mocked a dead baby, called a
victim of a car crash a "feral" who did the "world a favour" by dying and,
according to an exchange published by Hager describes Christchurch tenants
displaced from their homes by the 2011 earthquake as "scum"? Call him what
you like; she calls him "better informed and better read than any other news
outlet or social media".
And in any case, when the dust settles, none of it will make the slightest
difference to the polls. Because as everyone knows polls don't read books.
Polls are inanimate objects.
If you remain bothered by the threads connecting the PM's office and the
gutter blogging of Whale Oil, there's no helping you, you're a troll, a hater at
the trough.
Anyone who thinks John Key needs to sort out the behaviour in his own office
is probably a knucklehead, bitter that the PM never calls them. And by the
way, Kim Dotcom needs to answer questions about the decision to pick Smith
over Dagg at fullback.
To conclude. It didn't happen, we all knows it happens, everyone does it, and
Nocky Hoggard is a crackpot. And if you cover your ears and shut your eyes
and roar like a tiger into the sky, there is nothing at all to see here.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/election2014/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503581&objectid=11309070
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Nicky Hager and Dirty Politics
Vernon Small (Stuff): Dirt-digging at heart of dirty politics
David Fisher (Herald): Slater ready with slew of complaints
Adam Bennett (Herald): Dirty Politics: 'That's fine' - Key relaxed on hack by
spin doctor
Sophie Ryan (Stuff): Dirty Politics: Hager considers releasing material
ODT: Editorial – No-one clean in 'dirty politics'
Brent Edwards (Radio NZ): Powerplay
Kate Gudsell (Radio NZ): Judith Collins under more pressure
Tracy Watkins (Stuff): Boom as first grenade hits
Stuff: Key stands by Judith Collins, staffer as threats fly
Bernard Orsman (Herald): 'Dirty Politics' book's claims over Brown affair
The Press: Editorial: No moral high ground evident
Peter O’Neill (Stuff): Editorial: Watergate II, or just a smear campaign?
Dominion Post: Editorial: Campaign antics only half of it
Tim Fulton (Stuff): Secret spy briefing used to target Goff, Hager claims
Katie Kenny (Stuff): Unprecedented demand for Nicky Hager's book
David Farrar (Kiwiblog): I’ve either been hacked or spied on
The Standard: But the door was open…
Rob Salmond (Polity): National and Labour’s membership data
Lew Stoddart (Kiwipolitico): Culture, strategy and an end to the phony war
Bernard Orsman (Herald): Cameron Slater tried to dig up more dirt on Len
Brown
Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): Two points about Cameron Slater. First: Who
reads this shit?
Scott Yorke (Imperator Fish): A message from the CEO of the Taxpayers’
Onion
Jane Clifton (Listener): Slings and arrows
Herald: Book alleges dirty National Party politics; Key 'not fit to be PM'
Steve Cowan (Against the current): ‘Fair and balanced’
Carrie Stoddart-Smith (Ellipsister): Revealing our biases in our responses to
“dirty politics”
The Political Scientist: Media narratives: A field experiment and ‘litmus test’
Michael Fox and Hamish Rutherford (Stuff): Hide scoffs at blackmail claim
Barry Soper (Newstalk ZB): The book to take down Teflon John?
Simon Wong (TV3): Labour considers Dirty Politics options
TV3: Nicky Hager book causes political muck to fly
Keeping Stock: Dirty politics
Tim Pundit (Pundit): A crazy day in dirty ol' NZ politics
Chris Bramwell (Radio NZ): The Beehive and the blogosphere
Herald: Hager book: Claims and counter-claims
Dirty Politics: Best tweets: Thursday, 14 August
Nick Grant (NBR): Ports of Auckland denies 'collusion' with blogger
Chris Keall (NBR): Hager book: Can a DoS attack give you access to
someone's email?
Peter Cresswell (Not PC): Hager, rhymes with macabre
Mike Smith (The Smith): Join the dates
David Kennedy (Local bodies): Dirty Politics and Cleaning the House
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Nicky Hager and Dirty Politics
John Armstong (Herald): Hager's claims light a fuse under the State of Key
Vernon Small (Stuff): Dirt-digging at heart of dirty politics
Last updated 08:13 15/08/2014
OPINION: Nicky Hager's book highlights the role of senior National adviser
Jason Ede.
As NZ First leader Winston Peters puts it, Ede has been working in a
ministerial office not to do a ministerial job but "to get dirt and spray it around
about opponents".
But the book also casts doubt on the judgment of Justice Minister Judith
Collins, who is shown exchanging gossip and tip-offs with blogger Cameron
Slater, known as WhaleOil.
The welter of expletive-laden emails touches on four political pressure points.
1) Accessing Labour's website.
Wealthy Right-leaning Aucklander Aaron Bhatnagar found a security hole in
Labour's website and tipped off Slater.
National's IT expert accessed it, but the party said it was mostly concerned
about National's own security. Ede accessed the site the day before
National's IT man and again later. Hager says Slater and Ede discussed
which information to emphasise and later exchanged emails expressing relief
Labour had not discovered Ede's role.
Prime Minister John Key said that if the website was in the public domain, as
he maintains Labour's was, then "it would be fine" for staff to trawl through it.
2) The release of SIS material embarrassing Labour leader Phil Goff.
Goff denied being briefed by the SIS over Israeli backpackers who hurriedly
left New Zealand after the Christchurch earthquake, but he backed down after
SIS director Warren Tucker reminded him of the briefing. Slater asked for the
documents under the Official Information Act in what Hager says was a
carefully worded request. Hager says there seems "no doubt" Key knew what
was happening and his staff liaised with Slater but provides no proof. Key said
Slater's request had "nothing to do with my office".
3) Contact between Slater and Collins.
Hager says emails show Collins fed ideas and gossip to Slater to embarrass
opponents. One email named public servant Simon Pleasants, who had
previously worked for Helen Clark's government. Slater suggested he was a
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source for Labour's questions about Finance Minister Bill English's
accommodation costs.
During the Bronwyn Pullar- ACC saga in 2012, former National Party
president Michelle Boag, who was supporting Pullar, sent an email to Collins.
It was leaked to the media but the minister denied her office was to blame.
Hager presents no proof she or her office leaked the letter. Collins has
refused to comment.
4) The Hide "blackmail".
Hager says a campaign to "take out Rodney Hide and save ACT" was put in
train by Slater and ally Simon Lusk, who was looking to replace Hide as party
leader with Don Brash in 2011. Hager says they had discussed hearing that
Hide sent "dodgy texts" to a young woman. Lusk suggested telling Hide they
would leak them if he didn't resign. Hints were dropped on blog posts and two
days later Hide stood down.
There is no evidence the texts existed and no evidence in the book of a direct
threat to Hide, who yesterday referred to Lusk and Slater's conversations as
"two guys who email each other sort of like they're standing around in the pub
talking bulls..."
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/opinion/10386089/Dirt-digging-at-heatof-dirty-politics
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David Fisher (Herald): Slater ready with slew of complaints
5:00 AM Friday Aug 15, 2014
Blogger Cameron Slater says he will complain to police about the hacking of
his Whale Oil website and will name entrepreneur Kim Dotcom as someone
detectives should speak to.
He said he would also complain to the Privacy Commission, relying on a
recent High Court ruling to force from author Nicky Hager his source material
for the book.
The blogger has come out swinging after the publication of the book Dirty
Politics, which aimed to paint a picture of a National Party obsessed with dirty
tricks.
Drawing on emails obtained by a hacker, the book claims Slater is the lead
"attack blog" driving negative coverage of political opponents using
information from a staff member of the Prime Minister and a senior Cabinet
minister.
Slater said it was a clear criminal offence to hack his computer and take his
emails.
He said he had an "implied admission from Kim Dotcom to one of my sources
that he was behind it" so would name him when speaking to police.
He said the case would be clear for police to prosecute.
Slater said a recent decision by the High Court that stripped Privacy Act
protection from book authors meant he would be able to force Hager to
divulge source information.
Slater said the book was a selective use of emails that were taken from his
website during the Denial of Service attack in January.
"I kept that quiet to see where it turned up. I had no idea what they had got."
He said he did not warn anyone their communications had been taken
because he had "no idea as to the extent of it".
Slater said the 8GB that Hager claimed to have was only a fraction of the
content he had. "It's still a massive breach of privacy. Nicky has clearly
breached my privacy."
He questioned the authenticity of emails between himself and Justice Minister
Judith Collins. The book claims there were hundreds of emails exchanged but
Slater said Mrs Collins rarely emailed him.
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Slater also rejected claims he was paid to place articles on his website for the
alcohol and tobacco lobby. "I run a business and I offer PR and social media
advice and I charge for that privilege."
He said mainstream media companies were also forming commercial
relationships which influenced their editorial content. When compared to what
he did, he said there was no difference.
Blogger got inmate moved
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater was able to manipulate the prison system
and have an inmate moved, author Nicky Hager has claimed.
Hager said emails he had obtained showed Slater corresponding with a friend
who was upset her ex-partner was about to receive a visit from their daughter
at Waikeria Prison.
The woman, who was estranged from her daughter, told Slater she wanted
the man transferred and asked if he had "any ideas". Slater responded: "Yep
leave it with me."
Three days later, the woman wrote back, happy because the inmate had been
moved to Palmerston North.
When she learned the inmate was moving back, she contacted Slater again.
He told her he would try to have him moved to the South Island.
A Corrections Department spokesman said 11,000 prisoners were moved
each year for a range of reasons. "Anyone who has any concerns about an
individual prisoner should raise this with us."
Prime Minister John Key said yesterday he would "get some advice on that ...
I'll see whether or not I think it's a big deal."
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11309079
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Adam Bennett (Herald): Dirty Politics: 'That's fine' - Key relaxed on hack
by spin doctor
Updated 2 min ago7:20 AM Friday Aug 15, 2014
Prime Minister John Key is backing spin doctor Jason Ede over claims he
accessed Labour's membership records - but said that even if he did "it would
be fine".
Mr Key yesterday faced reporters for the first time since the release of
investigative writer Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics which claims Mr Ede
worked with bloggers Cameron Slater and David Farrar on "attack politics".
Mr Hager's book - based on thousands of messages between Mr Slater, Mr
Ede and others - claims Mr Ede ran Mr Key's dirty tricks operations which
were kept at arms' length from the Prime Minister to avoid damaging his
image.
One of the allegations is that Mr Ede -- working just a few doors down from Mr
Key's Beehive office - covertly accessed the Labour Party's computer systems
in mid-2011.
Mr Slater detailed his own incursions into Labour's system at the time but Mr
Key yesterday told reporters in Dunedin yesterday that Mr Ede was not
involved.
"Mr Slater's made it quite clear on his website today that it was nothing to do
with the National Party," he said.
Asked about the suggestions that Labour's records of the incursions pointed
to his own offices, Mr Key said: "I don't think that's right. It's nothing to do with
our office."
Mr Slater and a National Party Headquarters staffer were able to gain access
to Labour's records because of a security flaw on the party's website.
Mr Key suggested that even if Mr Ede had accessed the records, "of course it
would be fine to go and do that" because they were unprotected.
Asked if he stood by Mr Ede, Mr Key responded: "Yeah absolutely."
Mr Ede left Mr Key's office this year and is now working at National Party
headquarters on its re-election campaign.
Campaign chairman Steven Joyce early yesterday said he understood Mr Ede
had not accessed Labour's records.
But he later changed his mind telling the Herald: "He may have seen it but it
was wide open for anyone to see."
But like Mr Key he said: "I don't think it was a big deal either way.
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"I wouldn't necessarily have done it but I'm not going to judge."
Another claim is that Mr Slater was tipped off by the Prime Minister's office to
ask the Security Intelligence Service for a confidential document about a
briefing former Labour Leader Phil Goff had with the spy agency in 2011.
Mr Hager also claims Mr Key's office had a hand in ensuring the document
was given to Mr Slater.
The release of the document was embarrassing to Mr Goff at the time
because it contradicted comments the Opposition Leader had made publicly
about the briefing.
An angry Mr Goff yesterday said Mr Hager's version of events was "exactly
what happened". Mr Key had given the information to Mr Slater either directly
or through Mr Ede.
That was "totally contrary to the very strong convention about the
confidentiality of security intelligence information".
"For the minister in charge of the SIS to misuse information for political
purposes means that he's actually not fit to be prime minister."
Mr Key said he was "not in the slightest" involved.
"Those decisions are made absolutely by SIS and because they had the
information and Warren Tucker as the head of the SIS wanted to put that as
the head of the SIS in the public domain it was nothing to do with me."
Former Act Leader Rodney Hide yesterday denied Mr Hager's claim he was
forced out of the job by Mr Slater and National Party activist Simon Lusk using
records of alleged improper texts sent to a woman.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11309076
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Sophie Ryan (Stuff): Dirty Politics: Hager considers releasing material
Updated 36 min ago8:03 AM Friday Aug 15, 2014
Nicky Hager is considering releasing some of the original material behind
Dirty Politics to clear up disputes.
The author of the book released on Wednesday told Radio New Zealand this
morning that he was considering releasing some of the documents provided
to him by an anonymous source.
Since the release of Dirty Politics Prime Minister John Key, Judith Collins, and
Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater - some of the key subjects of the book have claimed the allegations put forward by Mr Hager were lies.
Mr Hager told Radio New Zealand that the idea of releasing the source
material behind the main areas of dispute came to him yesterday.
"If people see the original documents themselves it will give people
reassurance."
Mr Hager said he wouldn't release all of the documents because some of
them were of a personal nature.
"A lot of it doesn't actually reach the standard of public interest where there
actually is a right to use it," he said.
He said he would be consulting with his source today.
Collins: It's an 'utter lie'
Judith Collins told Newstalk ZB this morning that the allegations the book
makes that she assisted a prisoner transfer for Mr Slater was an "utter lie...
absolutely, completely false."
She said "pretty much" all allegations about her in the book were lies.
Mr Hager's book - based on thousands of messages between Mr Slater,
National Party spin doctor Jason Ede and others - claims Mr Ede ran Mr Key's
dirty tricks operations which were kept at arms' length from the Prime Minister
to avoid damaging his image.
One of the allegations is that Mr Ede covertly accessed the Labour Party's
computer systems in mid-2011.
Mr Key yesterday told reporters in Dunedin yesterday that Mr Ede was not
involved.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/election2014/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503581&objectid=11309299
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ODT: Editorial – No-one clean in 'dirty politics'
Fri, 15 Aug 2014
Author and investigative journalist Nicky Hager has wielded a mighty sword,
penning allegations of National Party ''dirty politics'' in a book of that name
released on Wednesday night.
The book attacks Prime Minister John Key and his administration, claiming
hacked emails show National has an ''unseen side'', including using ''attack
blogs'' such as Cameron Slater's Whale Oil and David Farrar's Kiwiblog to
denigrate political opponents.
National contacts including Justice Minister Judith Collins and Mr Key's press
secretary Jason Ede are named as having close links with Mr Slater.
It claims Mr Slater and Mr Ede used personal information about Labour Party
members accessed after being alerted to a weakness in Labour's website.
It also claims Mr Slater was given information from the Beehive allowing him
to ask precise questions through the Official Information Act, and that Mr
Key's office tipped him off about secret documents held by the Security
Intelligence Service.
The National Party, Mr Slater and Mr Farrar have dismissed the claims.
A spokesperson for the prime minister called it a ''cynically timed attack book
from a well-known left-wing conspiracy theorist'' which makes ''all sorts of
unfounded allegations''.
Labour Party leader David Cunliffe is considering what action the party might
take.
The Green Party says it will lodge complaints, including with police, and adds
it will hold a Royal Commission of Inquiry if elected.
Mr Slater says he, too, intends to complain to the police, over the hacking of
his website, and to the Privacy Commission.
All this before most people have had time to fully read, verify, digest and
respond to the book's contents.
The timing of the book's launch - a month before the general election - will be
labelled by some as every bit as ''dirty'' as the politics its alleges.
Mr Hager says voters need to be made aware of the claims.
He will be aware of the laws of libel and the burden of proof.
He is no stranger to controversy - or to penning works that have had serious
implications for politicians previously.
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Some believe he has thrown a grenade into the political arena.
Others say there is nothing ''new'' in the fact politicians choose which
journalists to whom they feed information.
With parties beginning election campaigns, politicians themselves have timed
major policy announcements and attacks for a period during which they will
get maximum exposure.
Internet Party founder Kim Dotcom has even promised to reveal incriminating
revelations about the prime minister in the days before the election.
This is prime time for politicking of all kinds.
Politicians can hardly argue they have been squeaky clean of late.
The prime minister's labelling of Mr Dotcom as Internet Party leader Laila
Harre's ''sugar daddy'' was seen as sexist and offensive.
Labour Party Rangitata candidate Steven Gibson's labelling of the prime
minister as ''Shylock'' was an unacceptable racist slur on his Jewish heritage
and made a mockery of Labour leader David Cunliffe's ''Vote Positive''
campaign.
New Zealand First leader Winton Peters' ''two Harre that students were
exercising their democratic thoughts by chanting ''F*** John Key'' at an
Internet Mana party when the atmosphere was clearly fuelled by Mr Dotcom
does not wash.
It can hardly be surprising in such an atmosphere the public responds with
similar mindless and offensive actions, including burning a John Key effigy.
Such kindergarten tit-for-tat antics only render politicians' words hollow.
The focus should be on issues: the likes of health, education, welfare, housing
and financial security.
However, at least two of the allegations in Dirty Politics - the use of
information from the Labour Party website and claims about leaking SIS
information - are certainly serious if true.
One commentator has likened them to ''Watergate''. It is clearly in the public
interest to have those issues further explored.
Wongs don't make a right'' joke is offensive, and Act New Zealand leader
Jamie Whyte's race-based comments questionable.
The defence by Mr Dotcom and Ms When everyone has done dishing dirt,
what remains to be seen is to whom the mud might stick - and whether the
revelations will be a political game-changer.
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http://www.odt.co.nz/opinion/editorial/312645/no-one-clean-dirty-politics
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Brent Edwards (Radio NZ): Powerplay
Updated at 7:35 pm on 14 August 2014
Let's be clear. Investigative writer Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics is not a
book simply of interest in the beltway. It is not a book only relevant to political
insiders.
Nor does it tell political insiders, including journalists, what they already knew.
If it did why had they not already reported it?
The book has prompted the Prime Minister to dismiss it as full of
unsubstantiated claims. But John Key has not even read it so how would he
know?
The politics is such, though, that Mr Key is keen to denigrate it as quickly as
possible. That started even before the book was published when Mr Key
described Nicky Hager as a screaming, left-wing conspiracy theorist.
It is a tried and true political strategy. Undermine the credibility of your critic
and you do not need to address the criticism they make.
In this case Mr Key is not engaging on what is in Mr Hager's book. His
response is simply to say Mr Hager is wrong and that anything in the book is
incorrect.
He conveniently overlooks a wad of email and Facebook exchanges between
blogger Cameron Slater and a host of other people, which are included in the
book.
The most significant exchanges, from Mr Key's perspective, are between Mr
Slater and Jason Ede, who works in Mr Key's office. Until August 2011 Mr
Ede was employed by Ministerial Services but since then has presumably
been paid by Parliamentary Service or by the National Party itself.
What the emails reveal though is that Mr Ede and Mr Slater worked closely in
getting access to the Labour Party's websites, which included lists of the
party's donors and supporters.
There are a range of emails between the two men about getting access to the
website through an insecure location, with Mr Ede saying he wished to "offer
a hearty sigh of relief and celebrate dynamic IP addresses".
Mr Hager says that meant Mr Ede's computer regularly changed its IP
address, making it difficult for him to be tracked and identified.
Mr Key says no National Party staff were involved in the matter and shrugged
his shoulders at advice Mr Ede had gained access to Labour's website. As
well, he says Mr Ede is not employed by Ministerial Services.
But at the time Mr Ede was a Ministerial Services employee, which means he
was employed in the Prime Minister's office. That raises more questions about
his conduct.
Mr Ede is now employed directly by the National Party but still works in the
Prime Minister's office. But in this role he effectively works for Mr Key as
National Party leader, not as Prime Minister.
The book also raises further questions about how Cameron Slater so quickly
got a copy of a briefing given to the then Labour leader Phil Goff early in 2011
from the Security Intelligence Service. It says Mr Key or his office must have
been involved.
But Mr Key denies he intervened at all to have the report released, which
caused Mr Goff some political embarrassment at the time.
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The conduct of the Justice Minister, Judith Collins, who is a close friend of
Cameron Slater, comes under further scrutiny.
The book suggests Cameron Slater asked Ms Collins to intervene on getting a
prisoner moved to a different prison, while she was the Corrections Minister.
Here Mr Key has conceded he might have to take a closer look but, for the
moment, he accepts Ms Collins' word that she has done nothing untoward.
While the book is not conclusive it includes enough evidence to suggest
National has orchestrated a campaign of political vilification using bloggers,
Cameron Slater in particular, to do the dirty work.
As the blogosphere has expanded, using blogs to make political attacks has
become a more accepted and used tactic. Under-resourced mainstream
media then pick up the stories because they are already in the public domain.
It allows political parties to have a bigger impact with a political "scandal" than
if they had attempted to have the story run in the mainstream media from the
very start. Some bloggers - and certainly Cameron Slater is one - have no
compunction using material even if its veracity is questionable.
And the governing party, in this case National, is in a stronger position to
source information that can sustain the sort of attack politics some blogs
engage in.
Some people might view this as politics as usual. They will also argue correctly - that all parties engage in attack politics to some degree or other.
But Cameron Slater - and the extent to which he is prepared to go - takes
attack politics to a whole new plane.
While National could keep its distance it was happy to tolerate Mr Slater's
vindictiveness. Now that relationship is coming under strain.
Watch National distance itself from Mr Slater as it tries to minimise the
damage Mr Hager's revelations might do. While the book is not likely to be
some kind of circuit breaker those on the centre-left might be looking for, it
certainly adds spice to the next five weeks of the election campaign.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/on-the-inside/252164/denial-and-disarrayover-hager-book
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Kate Gudsell (Radio NZ): Judith Collins under more pressure
Senior cabinet minister Judith Collins is under pressure from the Opposition
after suggestions in the book Dirty Politics that she may have misused her
ministerial power.
The book by Nicky Hager quotes several emails between right-wing blogger
Cameron Slater and Ms Collins, and a whole chapter is dedicated to what are
represented as frequent discussions between the two.
One exchange Mr Slater had with a friend suggests Cameron Slater asked Ms
Collins to help get a prisoner moved.
Prime Minister John Key said he hadn't seen that information and would need
to get some advice on that.
"Oh let's wait and see, he said. "I haven't read the book and I'd want to see
the context of all of those things, and all I know is Nicky Hager's a left-wing
conspiracy theorist who makes stuff up."
The book said that about a week before news broke that ACC claiminant
Bronwyn Pullar had mistakenly received thousands of ACC files, Mr Slater
was assuring a friend, who was worried the files might contain information on
her, that he'd spoken to Ms Collins about it.
TVNZ screengrab. Blogger Cameron Slater.
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater.
Photo: TVNZ
Judith Collins has denied she or her office leaked the email that prompted the
story.
Mr Key said Ms Collins has given him her assurance that she didn't leak
details. He said he doesn't feel the need to go back and check.
"Nicky Hager makes lots of assumptions which are conspiratorial and leftwing. You'd have to see everything that's done. That's one side, of one bit. Go
and ask yourself the question - if the book was so sturdy and stacked up so
well, would you release it at five oc'lock before the six o'clock news?".
Mr Key said Nicky Hager made an untimely release of the book just before the
six o'clock news on Wednesday night because he didn't want to give people
who were in the book the chance to critique it.
More than a day later the only critique Ms Collins has offered is that it's ironic
that Mr Hager's book is based on stolen emails, what ifs and fanciful
speculation.
She said New Zealanders are intelligent people and will see it for what it is.
Labour leader David Cunliffe said Judith Collins has been on her final warning
from the Prime Minister for some time now.
" I would have thought that the evidence that is presented in that chapter of
the book would more than constitute material that would take it past that
stage. If a quarter of what's in that chapter is true, and I expect that it is, then I
would think that any reasonable Prime Minister would certainly have to review
and rescind the Minister's warrant. The behaviour is scurrolous".
Green Party co-leader Metiria Turei said there is significant allegations of
ministerial abuse of power.
"When you are in Government you have access to an enormous of privileged
information and you have to treat that information as responsibly as possible.
The allegations are that the abuse of that privilege was systemic in National,
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that it was a daily part of their business to be leaking extremely sensitive
information," Metiria Turei said.
The Corrections Department was aware of the allegations around the
movements of a prisoner in 2010 made in Dirty Politics. The department said
anyone who had any concerns about an individual prisoner should raise it with
them.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/political/252177/judith-collins-under-morepressure
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Tracy Watkins (Stuff): Boom as first grenade hits
Last updated 05:00 15/08/2014
OPINION: Boom. Nicky Hager’s book Dirty Politics is the first grenade lobbed
on the 2014 campaign trail. And it will reverberate a lot longer than the
thunder clap which shook Wellington yesterday.
The jury is still out on whether Hager has the smoking gun that directly
implicates John Key or his government in some of the more sordid claims.
Without the thousands of raw emails that Hager says he obtained, readers
can only judge the story on the basis of Hager’s interpretation of those
exchanges.
Click here to see full poll graphics.
Regardless, it has set the the tone for an election campaign which had
already been shaping up as one of the ugliest in recent years.
Today’s Stuff.co.nz/Ipsos poll shows National in such a commanding lead it
would probably take a bomb to shake off most of its supporters.
Poll: Labour at new low
Hager’s book was a bombshell because it was dropped without warning. But
there may already be so much smoke and confusion in the fallout that people
will be inclined to tune it out.
The prime minister’s strategy yesterday of coming out swinging and labelling it
a smear campaign against his government adds to that confusion.
Some of the dirt is bound to stick, given that not even Key has bothered to
deny that he considers it quite legitimate for a senior member of his staff, or
for that matter senior ministers and the prime minister himself, to feed a blog
that thrives on salacious gossip and its shock jock reputation.
Voters may take the view that it’s simply confirmation that all politicians are
happy to wallow in the same mudpool.
But Hager’s book, and Kim Dotcom’s threat that he will drop another grenade
on National just days out from the election, will likely have the effect of
pushing the nuclear button on a campaign that was already turning toxic.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/opinion/10385530/Boom-as-firstgrenade-hits
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Stuff: Key stands by Judith Collins, staffer as threats fly
Last updated 05:00 15/08/2014
MICHAEL FOX, HAMISH RUTHERFORD AND TRACY WATKINS
Prime Minister John Key is standing by Justice Minister Judith Collins and
former "black ops man" Jason Ede after Nicky Hager's book alleged extensive
collusion between the Government and Right-wing attack blogs.
Hager's book, Dirty Politics, which is based on thousands of emails hacked
from controversial blogger Cameron Slater, claims Key had "overseen a
government involved in more personal attacks than any in living memory".
Its contents include allegations that former ACT leader Rodney Hide was
blackmailed into standing down and that Ede, a former government staffer
who still works for National, helped Slater access a Labour Party computer
and facilitated access to restricted information. It also implicates Collins in the
leak of a sensitive email.
Key yesterday rejected the allegations as "baseless" and a Left-wing attempt
to deflect talk away from policy matters.
Slater, who operates the WhaleOil website, was an independent blogger
acting on his own, Key said, but admitted the pair were in contact. The emails
from Ede included in the book "were nothing to do with us", Key said.
"The National Party is doing everything in my opinion above board and it's
totally fine, nothing different to what any other political party would do."
Key accepted Collins' assurances that she did not leak an email relating to
ACC claimant Bronwyn Pullar, though he would "seek advice" on Hager's
suggestion Slater was instrumental in having a prisoner moved while Collins
was corrections minister.
In a one-line statement, Collins said it was "ironic that Hager's book Dirty
Politics is based on stolen emails, what-ifs and fanciful speculation".
Slater denied the prime minister's office helped him draft an information
request designed to embarrass former Labour leader Phil Goff, or that Ede
helped him access Labour's computer, saying the website was "open to the
world".
Goff, who said he suspected the Government had facilitated the quick release
of the information request, said the book extracts "provide the smoking gun
that wasn't available at the time".
Slater appeared to revel in the attention: "I'm loving this. It's great stuff. Dirty
Politics indeed," he wrote on his blog.
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He claimed Kim Dotcom was behind the attack on his computer, though
Dotcom denied this. Slater has threatened legal action against Hager, and
Dotcom has threatened action against Slater.
Hager said any suggestion that Dotcom was linked to the book was
"unfounded and untrue".
He was not concerned of any legal action against him to out his source. "I've
taken preparations to protect my source. Obviously I knew what I was doing."
Former National Party leader Don Brash, whose emails were the subject of a
previous Hager book, The Hollow Men, said it was time police investigated
"how the hell Hager is getting hold of this kind of material".
Brash maintains his emails were hacked while he was National leader, which
Hager denies.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10385550/Key-stands-by-JudithCollins-staffer-as-threats-fly
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Bernard Orsman (Herald): 'Dirty Politics' book's claims over Brown affair
5:00 AM Friday Aug 15, 2014
Auckland Mayor Len Brown is not commenting on claims Cameron Slater
asked an ex-prostitute friend to dig up more dirt when his affair was exposed.
Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics contains a chapter on the mayoral sex
scandal, which the author calls Slater's "most spectacular operation to date
and also the grubbiest".
He claimed Slater was trying to get a right-wing mayor for the Super City by
means of a sex scandal, publishing details of an affair between Brown and
council adviser Bevan Chuang on his Whaleoil blog on October 15.
When it became clear Mr Brown would not resign, Hager said Slater
approached an ex-prostitute friend to dig up more stories.
On October 23: "Rattle your cages to see if Len rooted in brothels". On
November 18: "Did Brown use Mustangs [gentleman's club]?".
The chapter also reveals Facebook messages between Slater and former
Auckland City councillor and National Party member Aaron Bhatnagar and
Auckland councillor Sharon Stewart on the day the story broke.
Mr Bhatnagar asked him to lay off potentially damaging Len Brown jokes, to
which Slater replied: "F*** off, you owe them nothing, keep kicking him".
Mrs Stewart, a Brown critic, messaged Slater saying: "Oh my God, John
[Palino] might end up Mayor after all". Slater replied, "Yup, Tuesday".
Mr Bhatnagar could not be reached for comment. Last night, Mrs Stewart said
"hand over heart I had no idea until the news broke the mayor was having an
affair".
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11309083
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The Press: Editorial: No moral high ground evident
Last updated 07:49 15/08/2014
OPINION: There are four weeks to go and the pace of the election campaign
just got frenetic, although right now it is being pushed along not by the
politicians so much as the activists, bloggers and hangers- on. By yesterday,
Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics was flying out of bookstores as quickly as if it
had the name J K Rowling on the cover. One of its primary targets, Cameron
Slater's Whale Oil blog, meanwhile, crowed that Wednesday - the day of
Hager's book launch - was its biggest day ever and there had been 500,000
hits on the website in three days. Social media lit up with often stronglyexpressed responses to Hager's allegations of links between the National
Party and Right-wing attack bloggers like Slater. It's politics, but not how we
like it.
There are serious allegations in Hager's book which, if evidence is found to
support them, will need further investigation. The Greens have already said
they will lay several complaints with various agencies, even though they have
hardly had time to read the book, let alone substantiate any of its claims. The
more serious of these suggest blackmail or corruption, but it must be
remembered that Hager's book falls a long way short of an evidential standard
of fact.
One of the most specific charges is that press secretary Jason Ede, who is
employed by Parliamentary Services to work for the National Party, helped
Slater search inside Labour Party computers after they discovered a security
breach. If true, that is something that would warrant police attention. At the
same time, however, people should not forget that Hager openly admits that
his book was largely based on an eight-gigabyte memory stick containing
thousands of Facebook messages and emails between Slater and Ede,
Cabinet minister Judith Collins and National strategist Simon Lusk, among
others. That information could only have been obtained by illegal means, and
Slater's site was quick to allege yesterday that Kim Dotcom had been involved
in hacking his computer.
There is no moral high ground in any of this, as much as Hager on one hand
and Slater on the other may want to claim it. Hager has dropped his
bombshell at the time when it will have most impact on the electoral
battlefield, as he did with Seeds of Mistrust in 2002. That book was about
Labour government decision-making but another book, The Hollow Men,
exposed the National Party's internal document0s. Although Hager claims he
is not politically motivated, he also says he "worked like a dog" to get his
latest book out before the election, so must be mindful that it may influence
the outcome.
Away from the glad-handing and the baby-kissing, politics has always been a
dirty business. As many of the people involved have turned mud- slinging into
a career, expect things to get worse before they get better. Voters should not
rush to judgments until the various allegations in the book can be tested in the
light of hard evidence and public opinion. And it should be hoped that the
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election will be decided not on which party has the least shabby way of doing
politics, but on the policies each of them puts forward.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/the-press/opinion/editorials/10385901/Editorial-Nomoral-high-ground-evident
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Peter O’Neill (Stuff): Editorial: Watergate II, or just a smear campaign?
Last updated 05:00 15/08/2014
OPINION: Watergate II, or just a smear campaign?
Nicky Hager's latest book, Dirty Politics, certainly has tongues wagging.
Fingers have been pointed, hacked emails reproduced.
And while accusations have been made, if people in other countries read
them they would likely say, "is that all?".
But this isn't another country, this is supposed to be one of the least corrupt
countries in the world, so this stuff does matter.
And what's being alleged doesn't even have to be illegal to make a difference.
If enough voters are convinced National and John Key are involved in gutter
politics, it could change an election outcome. An election outcome in just five
weeks.
Perceptions and personalities matter more than policies to many people.
The saving grace here for National though may be a public apathy for what
Hager is alleging. Certainly, few people will actually read the book. Ironically,
they will be influenced by the media coverage of it.
And even then they may wonder what the big deal is. So what if the
Government was feeding selected internet bloggers specific information, or
giving them a heads up on what questions to ask and when. That's the way
the media works in general, isn't it?
And the answer to that is yes, but perhaps not in the way Hager says.
Sources tip journalists off all the time. What's not common is also feeding
them the actual questions to ask, and telling them to use the Official
Information Act at a specific time to get the answers.
If what Hager alleges is true, Cameron Slater's Whale Oil blog has effectively
been used as part of the National Party message machine, and in a way at
times to spread mud without it sticking anywhere.
But again, is that such a big deal? Readers of the blog surely knows its
political bent, and can assess it accordingly.
Thinking people will wonder at Hager's hypocrisy in being critical of Slater
using hacked emails when his own book is based on them, and his defence of
public interest just may not wash.
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Whether this is Watergate II will depend on what unfolds in the next few days,
from the Government limiting the damage to the opposition parties looking to
make the most of it.
And some of that will depend on how they use their sources in the media.
Now, what are the parties' policies on education, health and crime again? Or
don't we care?
http://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/opinion/editorials/10385604/Watergate-IIor-just-a-smear-campaign
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Dominion Post: Editorial: Campaign antics only half of it
Last updated 05:00 15/08/2014
OPINION: Make way for the circus - electoral silly season has broken out.
First, ACT leader Jamie Whyte delivered a speech comparing Maori to ancien
regime French aristocrats for their legal privileges. That started an ugly spat
with Race Relations Commissioner Dame Susan Devoy.
Next, NZ First leader and veteran ringmaster Winston Peters issued forth with
a racist joke nearly as dated as the French nobility - declaring in a speech
about land sales that "two Wongs don't make a white".
Along the way, Prime Minister John Key dubbed German millionaire Kim
Dotcom the "sugardaddy" of Internet Mana Party leader Laila Harre, a crowd
of students chanted "F. . . John Key" and a Youtube video of youths burning
an effigy of Key surfaced, too.
To best all this elevated discourse, Labour candidate Steve Gibson called Key
"shonkey jonkey Shylock" on Facebook.
Not all these gaffes and stunts were equal. The outright racism of Peters' joke
and Gibson's anti-semitic slur made them the most offensive. They deserve
what opprobrium they get.
Whyte's speech was tin-eared and his attacks on Devoy petulant. If his goal
truly was to talk sensibly about race in New Zealand, and not just to whip up a
frenzy such as the one that followed Don Brash's Orewa speech of a decade
ago, he went about it foolishly.
The other passing storms were unsavoury, but hardly the stuff that should
decide the government.
What is it about an election that brings on such buffoonery?
Partly it is all the scrutiny of the period, where every utterance and twittering is
a scandal in the making.
Partly, too, it has to do with MMP. Competing furiously for attention, small
parties veer closer and closer to the line until they are well over it.
Less obviously, the big parties have also found reason to focus on the
jabberings of small parties - as long as they are on the other side of the
spectrum. National spends so much time talking about Kim Dotcom, for
instance, because he's a fringe character liable to put most voters off.
It might be argued that such blunders deserve less coverage. Sometimes this
is true. Yet these are our leaders, all too versed in the art of polished public
performance, and what they say in their less scripted moments can be
revealing.
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That is also the premise of another reliable feature of the season, Nicky
Hager's book full of National Party emails, which surfaced this week.
What follows the gaffes is also important. How Key and Labour's David
Cunliffe handle the controversies is a test of temperament and judgment.
Yet voters do not have limitless time and attention. They also need to hear
what politicians plan to do if they win.
Some of the ideas the parties are putting forward are substantive and
interesting. Whether we start taxing profits on property investment or not,
whether we hire expert teachers or make class sizes smaller, whether we hike
cleanliness standards for rivers or give dairy farmers more leeway - these are
the sorts of issues at stake.
They matter as much as who gets a minor ministerial post.
The inevitable parade of strange, provocative outpourings of the next six
weeks must not crowd these choices from view.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/editorials/10385443/EditorialCampaign-antics-only-half-of-it
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Tim Fulton (Stuff): Secret spy briefing used to target Goff, Hager claims
Last updated 05:00 15/08/2014
The prime minister’s office used a top secret Security Intelligence Service
(SIS) briefing about alleged Israeli spying in Christchurch to embarrass the
Labour leader Phil Goff, Nicky Hager alleges in his book Dirty Politics.
The book by Hager claims that in early 2011 Key used his ministerial
oversight of the SIS to get the media to focus on Goff rather than himself.
In Dirty Politics, Hager relates events that followed an Israeli’s death in the
February 22 quake. He accuses National Party parliamentary staff and
supporters of passing confidential SIS material to a favoured political blogger,
Cameron Slater, operator of the Whale Oil site.
Goff said the revelations confirmed his suspicions at the time.
‘‘This provides the smoking gun that wasn’t available at the time.’’
Hager says Key repeatedly refused to answer questions on news reports
about suspicions of spying by a group of Israeli backpackers, including the
dead Israeli.
The prime minister’s attitude to commenting on the spy allegations ‘‘merely
inflamed the situation’’ and he was widely thought to have mishandled the
situation, Hager writes.
Attacked by Goff, Key defended his actions regarding the Israeli backpackers,
saying Goff had also been briefed by the SIS director on the case.
Goff denied this but after a conversation with then SIS director Warren Tucker
admitted he had been quickly briefed on the suspected Israeli espionage.
Hager said this admission of memory failure presented a golden opportunity
for the National government to embarrass Goff and draw out the matter by
publicising the official records of the briefing.
‘‘It would, however, have looked bad for the Prime Minister, who is minister in
charge of the SIS, to release details of a secret intelligence briefing in order to
embarrass his political opponent. The motives would have been obvious. So
someone else was chosen to make the attack and that person was Slater.’’
Hager says Slater claimed he pursued the subject by using the Official
Information Act (OIA) to secure the SIS papers.
On the basis of the released information, Slater ‘‘wrote extravagent posts
repeatedly calling Goff a liar, saying he ‘had a history of lying’ and claiming
that he had accused the SIS director of lying’’, Hager says.
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Slater maintained he had sought the SIS notes‘‘entirely on his own initiative’’
and Key denied involvement.
Hager says Slater was able to secure a response from government under the
OIA remarkably quickly, given the usual wait.
Slater’s ‘‘attacks’’ on Goff via his blogsite distracted attention from Key’s
gaffes, Hager claims. The timely release of the OIA material to Slater
expedited this, he says.
‘‘In other words, it was not the SIS that tipped off Slater and arranged for him
to run the attack [on Goff]. It was the Prime Minister’s office. Given that it was
highly political SIS business, there seems no doubt John Key knew what was
happening, approved it and had his staff liaise with Slater about the release.’’
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10385551/Secret-spy-briefing-used-totarget-Goff-Hager-claims
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Katie Kenny (Stuff): Unprecedented demand for Nicky Hager's book
Last updated 05:00 15/08/2014
With 4000 copies sold by lunchtime and several thousand already on back
order, Nicky Hager's bombshell has overwhelmed the book industry.
Hager's book, Dirty Politics: How attack politics is poisoning New Zealand's
political environment, launched on Wednesday night, is based on thousands
of emails revealing the extent of the relationship between Slater and
prominent National Party figures.
Executive director and publisher at Craig Potton Publishing Robbie Burton,
said the entire first run of Dirty Politics - 4000 copies - sold out by lunchtime.
"Truth is, we've been completely overwhelmed by the level of interest," he
said.
Several thousand were on order for this morning, and the printers were "going
for it" until demand slowed.
"I'm thrilled that people still want to read books about a subject like this," he
said.
Unity Books Auckland owner Jo McColl said she had been selling books for
35 years but never experienced demand like this.
Before the store opened yesterday, all its copies of Dirty Politics had been
sold via orders.
"Nicky's books have always gone well . . . but this has just come roaring out of
the gates like I've never seen before."
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10385549/Unprecedented-demand-forNicky-Hagers-book
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David Farrar (Kiwiblog): I’ve either been hacked or spied on
August 15th, 2014 at 7:40 am by David Farrar
I started reading more fully the Nicky Hager book yesterday, and the footnotes
in the book. To my shock I realised that Hager had info in the book that could
not have come from the hacking of Cameron Slater, but could only have come
from my computer, my apartment or my office.
Specifically he refers to copies of two scripts used by my company, Curia
Research, this year. There is absolutely no way they could have come from
Cameron Slater’s computer systems, as Cameron doesn’t have them. No one
has them but me and my office.
I thought about how this could have happened. The two most likely scenarios
are that my computer systems have also been hacked, or that someone
physically removed the scripts from my office (or possibly apartment). All of
these scenarios make me feel sick, and make me worry about the security of
the 100+ staff working for me.
Some of the material is very recent – from June 2014 – just two months ago. I
think the most likely thing is that someone joined the staff (we recruit often)
with the purpose of acquiring material from my office. There’s no evidence of
a break in, and I tend to keep my computer systems fairly secure.
I am sure the official explanation will be that the scripts just turned up in an
envelope somewhere, and they have no idea how they got there. I think that is
bullshit. Most of my staff are young students, who I can’t imagine would
suddenly decide to send a copy of my scripts to Nicky Hager in the post.
I consider this outrageous, just as I hope people would if someone from the
right infiltrated the offices of the Labour Party pollsters, to steal their material.
There is no public interest defence to the stealing of the material belonging to
my clients. There was nothing sinister or inappropriate in it. In fact one of the
scripts detailed in the book is of some questions we did for Family First, who
published the results on their website, including the full questions. But I know
Hager has a copy of the script as he has quoted the question numbers, which
are not included in the published results.
I do not accept that because I am a blogger, and my company has National as
a client, it makes it all right for me to be hacked or spied on, and material
stolen from me.
This is the second Hager book that has e-mails from or to me. In 2008 (off
memory) a left wing activist gained entry to a social function I was at, and
covertly tape recorded conversations. My office has been infiltrated. To be
honest, I’m pretty disgusted at the moment as I consider the pattern over
several years.
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I don’t hold the left generally responsible. I have many many friends involved
in politics on the left. I’ve appreciated their support in recent days. They are
good people. I think most Labour and Green MPs are good people. But there
is an extreme segment of the left who do think that it is okay to hack, steal,
record and spy on others, because we are of the right.
My gut reaction last night was to give up politics, if it means that I am going to
have to worry about spies infiltrating my company, my communications being
hacked, people recording private conversations with me. I regard my family,
friends and loved ones as far more important to me, than my involvement in
politics. But I’m not going to do that in haste.
Instead with huge regret I’m going to have to stop being so trusting. I’m going
to have to pay what will be possibly a fair bit of money to check my apartment,
my office and my computer systems for anything that shouldn’t be there.
While my assumption is that the scripts came from someone who had
physical access to my office, I can’t be sure. If people regard hacking and
stealing as fair game, I don’t have the confidence they’ll stop at that.
I could introduce systems in my office where staff get personalised copies of
scripts, that must be handed in,and have security cameras to record people.
But I’m not going to do that. I value my staff too much to insult them. All but
one of them will be as offended as I am, by the fact someone has betrayed
their trust by stealing material (if my assumption is correct).
Maybe I’m wrong. Maybe the cleaners stole it. Should I check out my cleaners
also? I hate the fact I’m even having to think about this. I’m sure again that
there will be some official version offered in which no one did anything wrong
to acquire those scripts, but pardon me, if I have some disbelief.
http://www.kiwiblog.co.nz/2014/08/ive_either_been_hacked_or_spied_on.html
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The Standard: But the door was open…
WrittenBy: ROCKY - Date published:5:00 am, August 15th, 2014 - 28 comments
Categories: accountability, brand key, corruption, David Farrar, democratic participation, election 2014, Ethics,john
key, Politics, spin, Steven Joyce - Tags: dirty politics, Hacking, nicky hager

If I forget to lock my front door before leaving the house is that an open invitation to
come and help yourself to my worldly possessions? According to the Crimes Act: No.
Walking into someone’s house and helping yourself to their possessions, even when
they have left their front door open wide open, is Burglary.
If I invite you over for dinner is that an invitation to pocket something that belongs to
me? According to the Crimes Act: No. Taking something that doesn’t belong to you,
even if you have permission to be there, is Theft.
If I leave you as a guest in my living room while I go to the bathroom is that an
invitation for you to plug a USB stick into my computer and copy documents that
belong to me? According to the Crimes Act: No. Copying my documents without my
permission is Data Theft.
These are all criminal offenses in New Zealand that carry penalties of imprisonment.
The intention of this post is to examine the similarities and differences between the
hacking of Cameron Slater’s communications on the one hand, and the hacking of the
Labour Party donor database on the other. There are two important issues to
determine in both cases and I will cover them separately. The first is the legality of
the hacking and the second is the ethics of using the resulting information regardless
of whether the obtaining of the information in the first instance was unlawful.
In the case of John Key’s senior staffer Jason Ede and blogger Cameron Slater
accessing the Labour Party donor database they are relying solely on a convincing
legal defense. We have heard over the past couple of days John Key himself,
his minister Stephen Joyce, and National Party blogger David Farrar all arguing that
the hacking was morally justified on the sole basis that it was lawful. I haven’t heard
any moral justification for their actions that goes beyond arguing the legalities. John
Key himself has condoned and defended the hacking on this basis. It is my view that
it is a mistake to confuse legal justification on the one hand with moral or ethical
justification on the other. I’m sure we can all think of plenty of examples of quite
lawful actions which are morally and ethically reprehensible.
In the case of Nicky Hager using stolen/hacked communications belonging to
Cameron Slater he is relying solely on moral and ethical arguments to justify his
position. Hager acknowledges that the material was obtained unlawfully (though not
by his own hand). He claims however that the overwhelming public interest in the
material is adequate justification. One only has to look at the many historical acts of
civil disobedience and whistle blowing that have led to good outcomes to know that
unlawfulness is not always immoral or unethical.
The only issue to be determined in the Labour Party donor database hacking is that of
lawfulness. There has been no suggestion of public interest in the information
obtained. The leaked communications between Cameron Slater, Jason Ede, and their
other collaborators make their intentions quite clear: To create a political distraction
and embarrassment for their political opponents. In the absence of any moral or
ethical justification beyond a defense of lawfulness it is my view that if their legal
justification does not stand up to scrutiny then the entire weight of their argument
falls over. Further even if their actions are found to be lawful they do still have very
serious questions to answer about their motivations.
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The hacking of Cameron Slater’s communications was unlawful, pure and simple, and
no one is arguing otherwise. Therefore the first issue to be determined is that of
whether the public interest in the material really was substantial enough to ethically
justify the breaking of the law. The second issue to be determined is whether once the
deed was done the public interest was justification for a journalist, not involved in the
unlawful act, publishing the material.
1. The lawfulness of hacking into the Labour Party donor database
In 2003 the New Zealand Parliament passed amendments to the Crimes Act adding in
specific offenses to cover crimes involving computers. Here are some relevant
sections that I believe apply in this case:
Section 249 Accessing computer system for dishonest purpose
(1) Every one is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 7 years who, directly
or indirectly, accesses any computer system and thereby, dishonestly or by deception,
and without claim of right, (a) obtains any property, privilege, service, pecuniary advantage, benefit, or valuable
consideration; or
(b) causes loss to any other person
(2) Every one is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 5 years who, directly
or indirectly, accesses any computer system with intent, dishonestly or by deception,
and without claim of right, (a) to obtain any property, privilege, service, pecuniary advantage, benefit, or
valuable consideration; or
(b) to cause loss to any other person
dishonestly, in relation to an act or omission, means done or omitted without a belief
that there was express or implied consent to, or authority for, the act or omission from
a person entitled to give such consent or authority
claim of right, in relation to any act, means a belief at the time of the act in a
proprietary or possessory right in property in relation to which the offence is alleged
to have been committed, although that belief may be based on ignorance or mistake of
fact or of any matter of law other than the enactment against which the offence is
alleged to have been committed
The definitions of “dishonestly” and “claim of right” in the Crimes Act make it pretty
clear that express authorisation is required and the “door left open” defense doesn’t
work any better for data theft than any other property theft. I can’t see how they could
possibly argue any “claim of right” to even access, let alone download and copy, the
Labour Party donor database. Their actions well fit within the definitions of the
offenses of both 249(1)(a), 249(1)(b), 249(2)(a) and 249(2)(b).
249(1)(a) and 249(2)(a) both apply as they obtained property and potentially other
material advantages, arguably with the intent required to meet the more severe penalty
listed for 249(2)(a).
249(1)(b) and 249(2)(b) also both apply at least insofar as their intention was to cause
loss, both material (deterring people from donating to Labour – explicitly stated as an
intention in their correspondence) and non-material (loss of votes). Whether they
actually caused material or non-material loss is possibly questionable but there is no
doubt that was their intent.
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Section 252 Accessing computer system without authorisation
(1) Every one is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 2 years who
intentionally accesses, directly or indirectly, any computer system without
authorisation, knowing that he or she is not authorised to access that computer system.
(2) To avoid doubt, subsection(1) does not apply if a person who is authorised to
access a computer system accesses that computer system for a purpose other than the
one for which that person was given access.
Labour’s political opponents were absolutely not authorised to access the donor
database. The donor database is quite arguably a separate computer system from their
public website even if they are both hosted on the same server. To argue otherwise
would be to argue that my authorisation to access my own materials on a shared
hosting server gives me authorisation to help myself to anyone else’s material
residing on the same server. The public website had no links to the donor database
that could result in them being confused for the same computer system. One was
clearly intended to be public, and the other clearly intended to be private and
confidential.
These reasonably new sections of the Crimes Act covering crimes involving
computers have not up until this point been tested to any great extent in the New
Zealand courts so there is unfortunately very little case law available to aid in
interpreting any limits on the scope of the offenses. One can however make some
educated guesses about how the courts would interpret this case. Where there is any
ambiguity in the scope of legislation the courts usually attempt to determine the
intention of Parliament in passing the legislation by reading back through the Hansard
record and select committee reports.
Reading back through Hansard to figure out what Parliament was thinking when they
passed the Crimes Amendment Bill (No 6) in 2003 it quickly becomes clear that there
was a pretty explicit intention in creating the new criminal offenses: To remedy a
situation in which our laws had become outdated. To create a new hoard of crimes
involving computers to fill the gaps created by new technologies and as closely as
possible align the legal position of theft of data with the theft of other property. David
Parker (Labour) said in the debate:
It became apparent that even if we were eventually able to pin anything, with any
degree of proof, on the people attempting to steal the information, there was no
effective remedy available to the New Zealand authorities because of a lacuna in the
legislation, which would mean that nothing was being stolen. This legislation
remedies that by introducing provisions that say that trade secrets stored in electronic
form can be property for the purposes of theft.
This case easily fits well within the definitions of the offenses under sections 249 and
252 as I have outlined. There is no argument to be made that the scope of the offenses
in question should be limited as they quite clearly fit with the intentions of Parliament
in creating them. “The door was open” is simply not a credible legal defense –
express authorisation is required whether you are entering someone’s home or
accessing their computer system.
2. The public interest in Cameron Slater’s communications
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The moral and ethical justification for obtaining and publishing Cameron Slater’s
stolen communications relies entirely on whether it was in the public interest. There
are three factors to be considered here:
1. What is the definition of public interest and does the material published fit within
it?
2. If the material published was in the public interest, were there other, more lawful,
means available to find the information?
3. Does the good in publishing material of public interest outweigh any harm done in
this particular situation?
Public interest is a very abstract concept and difficult to define without reference to a
particular context. The context in which we are assessing public interest in this case is
about government and political transparency and participation in the democratic
process. It would be hard to argue that protecting the fundamentals of our democratic
process is not in the public interest; that premise produces a useful starting point.
Does Nicky Hager’s book serve to protect the fundamentals of our democratic
process?
Fundamental to our democratic process are elections where the public gets to vote on
who will represent us in Government for the next three years. In order for elections to
have any meaning there must be transparency around what each political party and
candidate stands for. The democratic process is undermined if voters are tricked or
misled by false representations by either parties or candidates. That puts any evidence
of false representations firmly in the public interest. The entire thesis of Nicky
Hager’s book is a political party and its leader who have intentionally tricked the
public into believing they do not engage in dirty politics whilst collaborating with
third parties to do their dirty politics for them with plausible deniability.
It is quite clear that Nicky Hager has been very thoughtful and careful in his
assessment of the public interest. There is no doubt that in thousands of emails Hager
will have also found loads of other damaging, scandalous, embarrassing personal
information. He has not published anything which is not in the public interest. All of
the stories in the book are about exposing matters of public interest that were intended
to be kept secret by those acting outside of the public interest.
Were there other, more lawful, means available to find the information?
As I mentioned in my post yesterday, most people inside the “political beltway” have
long suspected links between John Key’s office and blogs like Whale Oil. Despite
many people wishing they could prove it for a very long time no one until now has
managed to uncover the evidence. In regards to the corporate PR stories in the book
many of those really had gone under the radar (the anti-breastfeeding stuff in my post
yesterday a key example) and even those that were obvious (like the Ports of
Auckland union-busting) remained out of reach of the general public. I cannot see
other realistic and lawful means of obtaining the information that was published in
Dirty Politics.
What is the harm and does it outweigh any public interest good?
The book is embarrassing to those exposed carrying out activities they kept secret in
the knowledge that the public would not favour them if the truth were ever to come
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out. There is no harm here to innocent parties and any harm to those exposed is due to
their own unethical behaviour.
Unfortunately in this day and age if the material obtained had been given to any
mainstream media journalist I don’t doubt for a second that the headlines being run
would have related to the personal scandals rather than any material of real public
interest. That the hacker in this case chose to give the material to Nicky Hager, a
journalist renowned for his integrity and interest only in the stories of real importance,
says a lot about their motivation.
While Nicky Hager has been fully transparent about the unlawfulness of the means of
obtaining Cameron Slater’s communications his selection of only that material clearly
falling within the scope of public interest makes a good case for the moral and ethical
justification of its use. On the other hand no moral or ethical justification has even
been put forth for us to refute in defense of one political party hacking the donor
database of another. No claims of public interest in the material have been made. The
Prime Minister himself has defended it solely on the basis of a merit less “but the
door was open” defense to theft.
On a final note I am disappointed that I have felt the need to write this post. To me
there are obvious distinguishing factors between the Cameron Slater communications
hacking and the Labour Party donor database hacking. That I have to lay them out
step-by-step says a lot about our so-called Fourth Estate. Do they no longer teach
ethics and public interest in media and journalism studies?
http://thestandard.org.nz/but-the-door-was-open/
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Rob Salmond (Polity): National and Labour’s membership data
ROB SALMOND

|

15TH AUGUST 2014 |

0 COMMENTS

Yesterday, John Key was in full denial mode over National’s role in accessing
Labour’s internal data in 2011. In his interview with Brook Sabin et al, he
explicitly, flatly denied any National party involvement three times.
His statements are blatantly false, and Peter Goodfellow says so:
Here is an article in the NBR from 14 June, 2011:
The National Party has admitted exploiting a security hole in the Labour Party
website but denies passing data to a right-wing blogger who plans to release
the names of Labour Party donors.
National's president, Peter Goodfellow, confirmed a head office staffer
accessed the data but denied it was passed on.
I call on the Prime Minister to rescind his denials, and confirm his Party
President’s position that National did access Labour’s data.
http://polity.co.nz/content/national-and-labour%E2%80%99s-membershipdata
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Lew Stoddart (Kiwipolitico): Culture, strategy and an end to the phony
war
Posted on 08:07, August 14th, 2014 by Lew

It is a truth universally acknowledged that, in business and
elsewhere,culture eats strategy for lunch.
Nicky Hager’s latest book Dirty Politics (which I haven’t read,
but here’s Danyl’s summary) seems certain to cause a
strategic shift in the electoral landscape. It should give
credence to some of the left’s claims about the National party,
and turn public and élite scrutiny on the character and
activities of the Prime Minister and his closest aides, including
his apparently-extensive irregular corps of bin men, turdmongers and panty-sniffers. To do so is probably its primary
purpose, and the timing and cleverly-built hype around the
book reflects this.
But what I hope is that it also produces a cultural shift in New
Zealand politics — weakening, or at least rendering more
transparent, the intrigue and back-room, or back-door, dealing
that characterises this sort of politics.
The book apparently alleges that the Prime Minister’s office is
at the heart of a broad network of nefarious intelligence and
blackmail, where they collect and hold a lien over the career or
private life of everyone close to power. Nobody is their own
person; everyone is owned, to some extent, by the machine.
Patrick Gower wrote before the 2011 election that John Key
owns the ACT party, and Hager’s book seems to substantiate
this, detailing how they forced Hide’s resignation, in favour of
Don Brash.
That is culture, not strategy, and it exerts considerable
influence on those over whom the lien is held.
Immediately upon the book’s release, Cameron
Slater noted that some journalists, and some Labour and
Green MPs, would be getting nervous. Well, good. If there has
emerged some sort of mutual-assured destruction pact to
manage this culture, ending it could be Nicky Hager’s lasting
contribution to New Zealand. Let the comfortable and the cozy
live in fear for a bit. This includes Kim Dotcom, who claims to
hold such intrigue against the Prime Minister, and is the target
of a similar campaign, though it remains in abeyance.
This is a phony war about preserving the position of political
élites on both sides of the ideological divide, to the general
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detriment of the sort of politics we actually need as a nation.
Unlike the original MAD pact, we don’t risk the end of the
world if this all blows up — we just might get our political and
media systems cleaned out.
At least that’s the theory. I’m not very optimistic — cultural
systems are sticky and resilient, and clearly many people have
much invested in them. As we have seen with bank bailouts
and phone hacking, the system can’t be destroyed from
outside, and the influence wielded applies also to anyone who
might be called upon to investigate.
The final point is about intelligence and security. The book
alleges that the Prime Minister’s office released information
from the Security Intelligence Service to these people, and
that National staffers illicitly accessed Labour’s computers. The
documents that form Hager’s source material also were
apparently illicitly obtained from Cameron Slater’s website
during an outage. That’s probably the most serious cultural
indicator: sometimes you have to fight fire with fire. We are
well beyond due for a serious discussion about the acceptable
bounds of espionage, leakage and spying, and if Nicky Hager’s
book generates this debate, he will have done Aotearoa a
great service.
http://www.kiwipolitico.com/2014/08/culture-strategy-and-an-end-to-thephony-war/
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Bernard Orsman (Herald): Cameron Slater tried to dig up more dirt on
Len Brown
12:39 PM Thursday Aug 14, 2014
Blogger Cameron Slater asked an ex-prostitute friend to help dig up more
stories on Auckland Mayor Len Brown when it became clear he was not going
to resign after his extramarital affair became public, Nicky Hager says in his
book Dirty Politics.
The book contains a chapter on the sex scandal, which Slater broke on his
Whaleoil blog site three days after Brown was re-elected mayor, and which
Hager calls "his most spectacular operation to date and also the grubbiest".
Slater, said the author, believed it was his personal responsibility to help get a
right-wing mayor elected in 2013 after Brown defeated Auckland City mayor
John Banks in the first Super City election in 2010.
His method was a sex scandal launched on October 15 when intimate details
of an affair between Brown and council adviser Bevan Chuang were
published on his blog, said Hager.
"On 23 October he asked his ex-prostitute friend if she could help dig up
some more stories: 'Rattle your cages to see if Len rooted in brothels'.
"Get me dirt...he will get away with it otherwise...whatever you've got or can
rustle up', Slater is alleged to have said in Facebook messages with the
friend.
In the week before Christmas, Hager said Slater contacted the prostitute
friend again and asked about the Mustang Gentleman's Club at North
Harbour.
"Did Brown use Mustangs?" he asked.
And after the council censured Brown about the affair on December 19, Slater
again contacted the friend.
"Right, so lenny the rooter ain't going anywhere...time for some real
murk...have a chat to your contacts...time to out his brothel rooting."
Mr Brown has not responded to questions about the book.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11308807
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Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): Two points about Cameron Slater. First:
Who reads this shit?
Filed under: Politics — danylmc @ 1:41 pm
Cameron Slater is the undisputed king of the New Zealand
blogosphere (disputed). Here’s a chart of the publically available NZ
blog traffic stats for August 14, provided by Open Parachute:

WhaleOil towers over the rest of the extremely high quality blogs in
the top seven. And he has some prominent fans. The Prime Minister
and Justice Minister, obviously. National Party apparatchiks Sean
Plunket and Bill Ralston are huge admirers, as is the Herald’s media
columnist John Drinnen. There’s a lot of love out there for the
Whale.
Which is weird, because have you looked at WhaleOil
recently? Jump back a few weeks to the pre-election campaign and
it is a very, very weird aggregation of pet videos and other viral
videos and ‘mental health breaks’, pictures of old maps, pictures of
guns, proverbs, tobacco company PR (as detailed in the book),
posts laughing about dead or injured children, political commentary,
open threads, and cut and pasted excerpts from media stories and
other bloggers. As Hager points out in his book, Slater accepts
payment to smear people on his blog, which means he runs attack
campaigns against random unknown individuals and tiny companies
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which have no interest to anyone. Who are the hundreds of
thousands of people apparently reading this stuff?
Well. One of those other bloggers Slater links to semi-regularly is
me. My big traffic days are when I post a poll update and everyone
links to it, or if say something mean about Labour, and
both WhaleOil and Kiwiblog link to me to endorse it and someone at
the Standard links to me to refute it. When someone clicks on a link
at WhaleOil or Kiwiblog and ends up at the DimPost the origin
shows up in my statistics. Here’s what the incoming links for the
last three months look like.

DPF and Slater have both linked to me roughly the same amount of
times during that period. I guess you could argue that readers of
Kiwiblog and the other right-wing blogs in that graph are more
likely to click on links than WhaleOil readers, for some unknown
reason, or that my site is also linked to in their side-bars, maybe?
But go back and look at the traffic stats for WhaleOil in the first
graph. His traffic is, supposedly, immense, towering over everyone
else – but the amount of actual people clicking through from his site
is tiny.
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My hypothesis is that the WhaleOil stats are gamed, somehow, and
that the number of real people reading WhaleOil every day is
probably in the low hundreds, mostly National and ACT activists and
media elites and outraged left-wingers. Which is funny, because
he’s paid very handsomely by the tobacco lobby and other industry
groups to publish their PR on the basis that it’s going out to
hundreds of thousands of people.
http://dimpost.wordpress.com/2014/08/14/two-points-about-cameron-slaterfirst-who-reads-this-shit/
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Scott Yorke (Imperator Fish): A message from the CEO of the Taxpayers’
Onion
As a totally neutral and non-partisan lobby group, not at all affiliated with any
right-leaning parties that have blue in their logos, it’s important for us to get
our message across.
If there’s an issue that remotely involves the use of taxpayer or ratepayer
money, you can bet that we’ll be across it.
The trick in any election year, with all sorts of lobby groups vying for media
attention, is to saturate the environment. That’s why we have been carpetbombing news organisations with press releases.
If Len Brown goes to the toilet while he’s at work, we’ll be there to ask the
hard questions. What brand of toilet roll is he using? Why isn’t two-ply good
enough? Did he really need more than one piece? How long was he in there
when he could have been doing something productive instead? Did he really
have to waste all that water, or could he have got away with not flushing the
toilet at all? Couldn’t he have held on and gone to the loo at his own house?
Was he with anyone in the toilet? And so on.
The key is to get media time, and that means publishing press releases,
dozens of press releases, hundreds of press releases. It also means being
available to be interviewed on any subject whatsoever, unless it has anything
to do with that Nicky Hager book. Don’t even ask me about that. It must have
been a different guy with the same name as me. No, you can trust me.
Cameron Slater? No, I hardly know the guy.
Some organisations make the mistake of only commenting on things they
know something about, but that’s where we are different. We don’t know
much about anything, except that we and our financial backers don’t like
paying tax. But that need not stop us from issuing press releases regarding
subjects we haven’t bothered to research. We’re lobbyists, and if we’re right
about what we talk about some of the time instead of all of the time, well we’ll
live with that.
For those of you who might be thinking about setting up your own lobby group
to help our team stay in government and stick the boot into those thieving
socialists, let me give you a few words of advice.
The most important thing when any issue arises is speed. Don’t make the
mistake of trying to be informed or accurate. Just type out the first thing that
enters into your head. Quickly check that you have used the words “waste”
and “outrageous” somewhere in your press release, and then push the send
button.
If you are criticising a report, don’t bother to read it. Reading takes time, and
you have a dozen other press releases to send out. Don’t try to do any sort of
research, beyond typing three or four words into Google and referring to the
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first thing that pops up that seems to suit your argument. How are you going
to provide opinion on every issue under the sun if you engage in actual
research?
Accuracy is for pedants. You don’t have time to proofread what you have
written. Those monetary amounts you stuck in your release may turn out to be
correct, or they may not. Why worry? If you’re wrong someone will probably
point it out for you later. Let other people do the work for you.
If you get it wrong, don’t feel the need to apologise. Continue to attack, but if
that doesn’t work out for you, become defensive and blame others. The media
are always an easy target. Blame them for misquoting or misleading you.
Continually insist that you are non-partisan, even though your links with
various right wing parties and partisan groups will be well known to those
engaged in politics. It doesn’t matter what those people think, because it’s the
uninformed punter you’re trying to convince. Make sure they stay uninformed!
Pretending to be impartial will occasionally mean making some tough calls.
Sometimes you will have to attack a minister, or say something that will make
someone on your side look bad. But you can still go easy on them. Keep the
criticism to a minimum. You could even give their office a courtesy call so they
know you’re about to comment. But if the person you’re attacking is some
official who is expendable, go to town and demand their resignation. Better
still, focus most of your attacks on left-leaning local bodies. You may not know
a single thing about Auckland politics or the Auckland region, but that’s no
reason not to continually attack the mayor of the city.
If you manage all of that, then there really is no reason why you can’t get at
least ten press releases out the door before morning tea. That will leave the
rest of the day free for interviews, photo-ops and other assorted publicity
gimmicks. You may even find time to read that new Nicky Hager book.
Editor’s note: I don’t recall where I first heard the name “Taxpayers’ Onion”,
but well done to whoever came up with it. Update: Lyndon Hood has claimed
it the Onion crown.
http://imperatorfish.com/2014/08/14/a-message-from-the-ceo-of-thetaxpayers-onion/
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Jane Clifton (Listener): Slings and arrows
14th August, 2014
Online tutting, cheap political tricks – the election swings into top gear.
It’s a shame so many politicians entered this election campaign declaring they
would be “talking about the things that matter to New Zealanders”. Because
by that measure, the things that matter most to New Zealanders would appear
to include not the economy, jobs and inequality, but the following:
Whether it’s defamatory to accuse someone of having a sugar daddy when
she is not technically a gold-digger but simply on a billionaire’s generous
payroll for doing something people have previously done for free.
Is a Victorian-era joke about Chinese surnames vile racism or just a symptom
of the joke teller’s advanced age and irrelevancy?
Does a group of drunken students chanting “eff off” against a politician mark a
shuddering new low in societal degeneracy or is the older demographic
growing forgetful?
Does a puerile spoof pop song pack so much persuasive power it should fall
under the purview of the Electoral Act?
Is Mike Hosking actively biased in favour of the Government, whereas John
Campbell is simply even-handedly crusading against it?
Is Nicky Hagar onto something or on something?
These gems are no more or less edifying than the oxygen expended in past
elections on the level of exhaust pollution from Smokey, the Greens’
campaign bus, or the donation status of National MP Bob Clarkson’s left
testicle.
By now, the question mattering quite keenly to many readers will be: why is
the media covering this ephemera? The answer is bound up with the internet
and social media and our ability nowadays to see very precisely what issues
people actually read about. One tweet can cause a politician’s single
throwaway remark to become comment fodder for thousands, constituting a
furore no media website can ignore. The news story in turn will inevitably
prove to be what techies call “click-bait”, and struggling with plunging profits
because of all the free information on the internet, media businesses would be
derelict in their duty if they didn’t keep covering such skirmishes.
It’s a modern iteration of an old story. Most people swear “I only watch the
documentaries on TV!” when the ratings data shows reality TV biffo and the
like overwhelmingly dominate our viewing habits.
The embarrassing fact is we can’t resist a tasty punch-up, and fisticuffs
among politicians are no less alluring – perhaps the more so because they
allow us to tut-tut, “Aren’t they pathetic?!” It’s one reason that Winston Peters,
despite his lame jokes, will never quite be irrelevant, because voters know
he’s always got his dukes up and can often land a punch.
The policy debate is flat this election, not from apathy but because with the
Government having such a towering poll advantage, a near-majority of people
are either happy with (or at least not terribly grumpy about) its policies.
Certainly its chief rival Labour has chickened out of taking radical counterpositions. The Greens, and at the margins NZ First, have some strong
alternatives – but on the numbers, it’s unlikely they’d get much of a look-in
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even if Labour forms the next government, so the impetus to debate them is
dutiful rather than urgent.
Consequently, politicians are spending much of their precious media time
either accusing one another of dirty politics or denying culpability for the
same.
HITTING NEW LOWS
One distinctive new low, however, is the sheer volume of anti-Semitic
invective against John Key, whose mother was Jewish. National billboards
have been systematically defaced with anti-Jewish symbolism, and most
staggeringly, Labour candidate Steve Gibson was let off with a warning after
he described Key as a “Shylock”, then claimed not to know what the term
meant. At the very least, he should have been de-selected for cultural
imbecility.
We can probably blame the situation in Gaza for much of this filth, but it has
been depressing to see how blithely some New Zealanders reach for antiSemitic denegration – as if it could ever be okay for the humanitarian
depravity of Nazi Germany to be minimised. It’s as debased as aiming to repurpose apartheid or up-cycle eugenics: irreducibly ugly politics.
Kim Dotcom’s Internet Mana troops have been righteously indignant at having
this, and the anti-Key drunken student/burning effigy footage, attributed to
them. But they of all 2014’s contenders should know we’re in a binary era
when it comes to dirty tricks. Given the exacting might of social media,
anything a politician or party supporter posts a link to, retweets without
condemnation, likes on Facebook or favourites on Twitter is entitled to be
counted on its ledger. If you don’t condemn dirty tricks, you condone them.
NO PARAGONS OF VIRTUE
Nor is the Government necessarily more sinned against than sinning. It has
made a welter of that most insouciant of dirty tricks, using its incumbency and
access to the state’s coffers to announce feel-good policies to the potential
benefit of strategic demographics and seats. Ministers pretend to have, just
this very day, stumbled on their particular beneficence, but they’re about as
convincing as children’s entertainers when they stick a white-gloved hand in
the top-hat and – “Fancy that, girls and boys!” – pull out a fat, cuddly bunny
rabbit. It was hardly an Archimedes-in-the-bath moment when Peter Dunne, in
coat-tail Ohariu, suddenly portended an end to the unpopular five-year
passports in favour of the more convenient 10-year ones.
Key and Nicky Kaye didn’t just wake up on August 12 to find they could afford
funding for nine new schools for Auckland. Given the -funding for the
development of a growing plastics recycling industry in the Hutt was applied
for four years ago, Amy Adams should really have apologised for only
providing the $4 million now. But no, it was as felicitous as a string of coloured
hankies. And Paula Bennett behaved as though she had just accidentally
tripped over a big wodge of money no one knew about, scooped it up before
Bill English got a sniff of it and donated it to the at-risk youth of West
Auckland.
So we seem destined to be pelted from all sides with disingenuous
benevolence, two-faced expostulations of offendedness and innocence,
policies of no great ambition, menace or originality and, above all, trivia.
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If it’s any consolation, it’s not just us. Peters’ Two Wongs joke made the
foreign press, while the news editors abroad sadly ignored the earnest policy
outpourings from both his and every other party.
Peters professed to be unabashed. His saving grace was a lot of people
heard his Wong joke as two Wongs not making a “right” rather than a “white”,
which made a difference to the tonal inference, if not the advisability of such
feeble cracks.
There’ll be support for his contention that people clutching their bone carvings
in apoplexy need to rediscover their sense of humour. But let’s not pretend he
wasn’t having a cheap dig at Asians, whose growing presence in New
Zealand he unreservedly opposes.
Were he to continue in this vein, he might find that any quantity of angry,
mocked Wongs make a vote bloc cast for someone else. Perhaps he should
confine himself to light-bulb jokes.
http://www.listener.co.nz/current-affairs/politics/slings-and-arrows-2/
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Herald: Book alleges dirty National Party politics; Key 'not fit to be PM'
5:25 PM Thursday Aug 14, 2014
By Adam Bennett, Dene Mackenzie of the Otago Daily Times, David Fisher,
Claire Trevett
Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics which claims Prime Minister John Key had a
hand in releasing an SIS document to blogger Cameron Slater shows Mr Key
is "not fit to be Prime Minister", former Labour Leader Phil Goff says.
But Mr Key was this afternoon distancing himself and his colleagues from the
allegations made in Mr Hager's book.
The book claims Mr Key's Government uses blogs including Mr Slater's
Whaleoil to disseminate smears and scandals it does not want to be
associated with.
Amongst its allegations, Mr Hager claims Mr Slater was tipped off to ask the
Security Intelligence Service (SIS) for a confidential document about a briefing
Mr Goff had with the spy agency in 2011.
The release of the document was embarrassing to Mr Goff at the time
because it contradicted comments the Opposition Leader had made publically
about the briefing. Mr Hager yesterday said his book showed the incident had
been "orchestrated each step of the way from the Prime Minister's office for
something that when it came out, we were all told was a spontaneous act of
right wing blogger".
"It's a classic example of how in that case the Government had control of SIS
information and using its Government position to figure out an attack on the
Opposition.
"They would have known it was very grubby to do it themselves to use their
inside information so they've farmed it out to a blogger to do it."
Mr Goff said today: "That is exactly what happened between the SIS and
Key's office."
"There's only one person that could have leaked that information and that was
John Key, either directly to Slater or through (his senior adviser) Jason Ede."
That was "totally contrary to the very strong convention about the
confidentiality of security intelligence information".
"For the minister in charge of the SIS to misuse information for political
purposes means that he's actually not fit to be Prime Minister. That is
unprecedented, I know of no other example of any minister going back
probably as far as the end of the Muldoon administration that has deliberately
misused information in that way."
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The Green Party has said it intends to lay complaints with police,
Parliamentary Service, the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security and
the Privacy Commissioner following revelations made the book.
Labour says it is taking legal advice over allegations made in the book about
Mr Key's staffer Mr Ede working with Mr Slater to gain unauthorised access to
Labour Party membership records via a website vulnerability.
Mr Ede is now working on National's re-election campaign. Campaign
manager Steven Joyce told the Herald this afternoon Mr Ede - who has so far
not responded to requests for comment - had denied accessing the Labour
membership records.
Meanwhile former Act Leader Rodney Hide this afternoon denied he had been
blackmailed by Mr Slater and National Party activist Simon Lusk into stepping
down as Act Leader in 2011.
In an interview on RadioLive, Mr Hide criticised Mr Hager for failing to contact
him about the allegations.
PM distances himself from book's claims
Mr Key said today he will be happy for any investigation to be undertaken by
any agency into the allegations contained in Mr Hager's book released last
night.
Answering questions in Dunedin, Mr Key distanced himself and colleagues
from the allegations contained in Dirty Politics: How attack politics is poisoning
New Zealand's political environment.
He again accused Nick Hager of being a left-wing conspiracy theorist and said
any actions undertaken by Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater were
undertaken solely by Mr Slater and not under direction of the National Party.
Some of the damning emails published by Mr Hager alleged conspiracy
between National Party staff member Jason Ede and Mr Slater. He claimed
Mr Key gave a tacit approval if Mr Ede had undertaken trawling through
Labour's website after Mr Slater alerted the site was open to public scrutiny.
Mr Key denied to the Otago Daily Times he had any involvement in any of the
allegations contained in the book and was particularly annoyed he was said to
have made offensive remarks about a West Coast resident.
"That type of speech is not me." Under persistent questioning, Mr Key said he
would not read the book until after the election, it was unlikely he would ask
Justice Minister Judith Collins whether she had shifted a prisoner on Mr
Slater's behalf and whether Ms Collins had leaked information to Mr Slater.
Ms Collins retained his support.
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Mr Key said he talked to Mr Slater three or four times a year, sometimes sent
a text message about a story he did not understand and last spoke to the
blogger three or four months ago.
Blogger to complain
Earlier today, Mr Slater said he will complain to police about the hacking of his
Whaleoil website and will name entrepreneur Kim Dotcom as someone
detectives should speak to.
He said he would also complain to the Privacy Commission, relying on a
recent High Court ruling to force from author Nicky Hager his source material
for the book.
The Green Party has also said this morning it intends to lay complaints with
police, Parliamentary Service, the Inspector-General of Intelligence and
Security and the Privacy Commissioner following revelations made the book.
Slater has come out swinging this morning after publication of the book Dirty
Politics which aimed to paint a picture of a National Party obsessed with dirty
tricks.
Drawing on emails obtained by a hacker, the book claims Slater is the lead
"attack blog" driving negative coverage of political opponents using
information from a staff member of the Prime Minister and a senior Cabinet
minister.
Slater said it was a clear criminal offence to hack his computer and take his
emails.
"There was an illegal obtaining of my emails. There was no legitimate way
they could access it. It had to be a hack. I believe it's a criminal offence and
there will be a complaint to police." He said he had an "implied admission
from Kim Dotcom to one of my sources that he was behind it" so would name
him when speaking to police. He said the case would be clear for police to
prosecute.
Mr Slater said a source of his had received the texts from Mr Dotcom and
forwarded it to Mr Slater. He said the first text said: "See I told you Cam would
go down."
A second text soon after said "Gee, I wonder who hacked those emails" and
had a smiley face at the end of it.
He intended to release the texts after he had removed the source identifiers.
Mr Slater spoke to the Herald from South Korea on his way to Israel. He said
he would gather his evidence and go to Police over the hacking of his emails
and would definitely lay a complaint with the Privacy Commissioner.
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He said sources of his from Dotcom's mansion had told him Mr Hagar was a
frequent visitor to the mansion.
"Now I've got the implied acknowledgement that Dotcom did the hack. The
guy's got a history of hacking, he's got convictions for hacking. No surprises
there."
Read more from political correspondent John Armstrong:
Hager's claims light a fuse under the State of Key
Dirty Politics: Who are the key players?
Insiders in Anonymous - a hacking group - had told him others in the group
were gloating about how the hack was done "at Dotcom's behest".
Slater said a recent decision by the High Court which stripped Privacy Act
protection from book authors meant he would be able to force Hager to
divulge source information.
Slater said the book was a selective use of emails which were taken from his
website during the Denial of Service attack in January.
The "selective" nature of the communications used showed "he's playing
judge and jury with other people's communications".
Slater said the information was taken during a 15-minute window during the
attack, which was designed to take over his website's defences.
Slater said there was another 10-minute window beyond that during which his
social media accounts were exposed.
Slater said suspected information had been taken from him during the Denial
of Service attack.
"I kept that quiet to see where it turned up. I had no idea what they had got. I
knew an attempt to get in had occurred but not that they had taken anything
although one must assume they have." He said he did not warn anyone their
communications had been taken because he had "no idea as to the extent of
it".
Slater said he had 80GB of email data which meant the 8GB that Hager
claimed to have was only a fraction of the content he had.
"It's still a massive breach of privacy. Nicky has clearly breached my privacy."
Slater said it contrasted with Hager's revelations about surveillance systems.
"The guy is a sanctimonious hypocrite."
He questioned the authenticity of emails communications between himself
and Justice minister Judith Collins. The book claims there were hundreds of
emails exchanged but Slater said Mrs Collins rarely emailed him.
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"I would think there would be very few emails from her. It's certainly not
embarrassing for me and I don't think it's embarrassing from her perspective."
Slater also rejected claims he was paid to place articles on his website for the
alcohol and tobacco lobby. "I run a business and I offer PR and social media
advice and I charge for that privilege."
He said he was not paid to post material. "I get paid for advice."
Asked if the "advice" resulted in posts on the blog, he said: "It may have."
He said mainstream media companies were also forming commercial
relationships which influenced their editorial content. When compared to what
he did, he said there was no difference.
Mr Hager said this morning that Mr Slater's claims about Mr Dotcom were a
"total diversion".
"Did Dotcom have anything vaguely to do with my book or the source of my
book? No, no, that is just a diversion."
The author said that if he had been offered the information by Mr Dotcom, he
would not have accepted it: "I don't believe in taking information from political
people."
Mr Hager said he understood that a number of people in the hacker
community were involved with obtaining the correspondence.
He spoke to one of them, and "questioned him carefully about his motives".
He did not think the person was part of the international hacker community
known as Anonymous, saying it was "nothing as dramatic as that".
Mr Hager confirmed that he had met with Mr Dotcom on two occasions
because of their shared interest in spying and intelligence matters.
On one of these occasions he was invited to Mr Dotcom's mansion by the
entrepreneur's lawyer Willie Akel to discuss how the GCSB worked.
On the other occasion, he ran into him at a Town Hall meeting.
Mr Hager said: "I don't know the man. I've got nothing to do with him... I have
never spoken to him or had any contact via another person with him ever
apart from those things."
Green Party to lay complaints
The Green Party says it will make complaints to police, Parliamentary Service,
the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security and the Privacy
Commissioner following revelations made in Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics.
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Complaints will be lodged with:
* Parliamentary Service over allegations that John Key's senior adviser Jason
Ede was involved in inappropriately supplying confidential information to
blogger Cameron Slater.
* Police over the alleged possibility that officials working for Mr Key corruptly
used or disclosed any information, acquired by him or her in his or her official
capacity, to obtain, advantage.
* Police over allegations of blackmail involving former ACT leader Rodney
Hide.
* Police over allegations of unauthorised access to a computer system under
Sections 249 and 252 of the Crimes Act.
* The Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security over allegations that
sensitive documents were declassified in order to be used as political smears.
* The Privacy Commissioner over allegations that Minister Judith Collins
leaked private information.
Green Party co-leader Metiria Turei said Prime Minister John Key had
"degraded our democracy".
"The New Zealand public cannot have any confidence in our democracy until
these claims are investigated and offenders held to account.
"We need the police, Parliamentary Service, the Inspector-General of
Intelligence and Security and the Privacy Commissioner to investigate
immediately."
Kiwiblog's David Farrar: Nothing new
Kiwiblog blogger David Farrar told Radio New Zealand this morning Hager's
book didn't reveal anything that he hadn't already made public himself.
Farrar has a right-wing blog and is open about the fact he is a National Party
member.
"It will be no surprise to anyone that people in National sometimes pass
information on to people they think will be a bit sympathetic," he said.
Farrar said any suggestion that he and Slater discussed blog posts didn't
mean they were colluding.
"We email each other of course... this is Nicky's great act, is calling people
talking to each other collusion."
Hager: Book shows "unseen side" of National's politics
Listen to Newtalk ZB's interview of Nicky Hager:
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The book is claimed to be based on thousands of emails obtained by a hacker
from computers operated by Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater.
In Hager's view it also highlights what he believes to be the close relationship
between Justice Minister Judith Collins and Mr Slater.
Hager said Mr Key had "cultivated a very respectable image of being friendly
and relaxed" but in his view there was an unseen side to his politics the public
needed to see before voting.
He said links to bloggers by staff and ministers who answered to Mr Key
meant he should be "accountable for ... using such an ugly tool as part of his
political management".
PM, Collins react to Hager's claims
The book was dismissed by the Prime Minister last night. A spokeswoman
said: "This is a cynically timed attack book from a well-known left-wing
conspiracy theorist. It makes all sorts of unfounded allegations and voters will
see it for what it is."
Ms Collins, whose emails to Slater are claimed to be quoted throughout the
book, said: "I don't care what he's alleging. Quite frankly, I can't be bothered
with the man. I agree with [Mr Key] - he's a left-wing conspiracy theorist."
Slater, who was on a pre-arranged visit to Israel last night, also dismissed the
book as a "conspiracy story". On his blog, he wrote: "It is of course likely to be
a very single-sided affair, and a direct attack on the Government to hurt it at
election time. What is being framed here is only one side of politics in New
Zealand."
A hacker was said to have taken the information from Slater after the blogger
in January described the victim of a West Coast car crash as "feral". The
material was then sent to Hager.
Hager said he believed the emails he had obtained showed how Slater was
supplied information from contacts deep in Mr Key's administration, including
Ms Collins and Mr Key's press secretary Jason Ede.
It charts Slater's growing links with the National Party from the 2008 election
through to last month.
The National Party had previously denied having any knowledge or
involvement in scandals driven by the Whale Oil blog.
Allegation Labour Party website accessed
But in at least one case, Hager aimed to show the Beehive was directly linked
to blog attacks where it had previously denied knowledge.
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In 2011, Slater was alerted to a hole in the Labour Party website which
allowed him to access huge amounts of personal information about members.
Hager believed that Slater and Mr Ede worked on the issue together, with the
Beehive staffer later discussing how he obscured his identity through email
accounts that could not be traced to him, and Facebook accounts in false
names.
The book also claimed Slater had been fed inside information from the
Beehive allowing him to ask precise questions through the Official Information
Act. An example saw former Opposition Leader Phil Goff contradicted over
public comments after Slater was specifically directed to data he could obtain
from the SIS.
The trove of emails included hundreds between Slater and Ms Collins,
including one in which she told the blogger: "If you can't be loved, then best to
be feared." She urged him to pay back "double" any injury suffered, to which
he replied: "I learned the rule from you."
The book also claimed an email directly from Ms Collins was used almost
word-for-word on the website, claiming it came from "the tipline".
According to Hager, Ms Collins provided increasing amounts of material for
the Whale Oil blog, including an attack on a ministerial staff member that
prompted death threats against the man.
Mr Ede declined to be interviewed by the Herald.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11308458
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Steve Cowan (Against the current): ‘Fair and balanced’
THURSDAY, AUGUST 14, 2014
Mike Hosking showed off his 'impartiality' on Seven Sharp tonight.
MIKE HOSKING PLUNGED to a new low on Seven Sharp with a blatant
attempt to discredit Nicky Hager and his book Dirty Politics. There was no
pretence of anything resembling journalism - this was an exercise in
defending a government that Hosking wants to see re-elected.
After he had allowed National's campaign manager Steven Joyce to take a
few free swipes at Hager, Hosking himself weighed in. He was not
interested in talking about the substantive issues raised in Hager's book
because he had already decided that there was 'no smoking gun'. But as exListener editor Finlay MacDonald tweeted, 'Mike Hosking wouldn't recognise a
'smoking gun' if it was presented to him on a plate in book form'.
Instead Hosking was intent on portraying Hager as someone who had
'stolen' data from the computer of Cameron Slater and, anyway, Hager had
not proved a thing because 'everyone' ( the government) had denied all his
allegations. Case closed. So let's talk about something else then, shall we?
This little rant from Hosking was simply a continuation of a rancorous
interview Hosking conducted with Hager on his Newstalk ZB show this
morning. While this sort of thing is par for the course on the right wing
talkback station it is unacceptable that TVNZ continues to allow Hosking to
use Seven Sharp as a platform not only to parade his support for the Key
government but attempt to shut down an issue that is embarrassing and
potentially fatal for John Key.
At one point Hager accused Hosking of not having an 'open' mind on the book
which I think was being far too polite. I think Laila Harre's demolition job on
another National Party cheerleader, Rawdon Christie, earlier this week is a
useful guide on how to treat Hosking. Challenge him. Call him out for his
blatant political favouritism. He is contemptible and he should be treated with
contempt.
Hager was also not happy with Heather du Plessis-Allan and her facile item
on Dirty Politics. She avoided all the main issues too and highlighted the fact
that Judith Collins called a few people a few names. It was all just one big
joke for the woman who was also responsible for the awful sycophantic
profile on Cameron Slater that screened on Seven Sharp several weeks ago.
Slater will be delighted to know that he can continue to count on her support.
If Mike Hosking was working in the United States he'd be working for Fox
News and berating Edward Snowden for being a traitor to America. That's
how bad this guy is. We deserve a whole lot better than this ignorant right
wing hack.
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The good thing is that no one is listening to Hosking. The first edition of the
book has already sold out and a second printing has been ordered. And you
can get it on Kindle via Amazon.
http://nzagainstthecurrent.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/fair-and-balanced.html
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Carrie Stoddart-Smith (Ellipsister): Revealing our biases in our
responses to “dirty politics”
On his Radio Live segment, Duncan Garner intimated that some people
are excited about Nicky Hager’s Dirty Politics book, particularly those
who don’t like the right because it reveals everything they want to
hear.
Confirmation and selection bias are both prevalent during election
years. No one is immune. Many will attempt to present as impartial,
while others will acknowledge their partisanship proposing to hold any
wrongdoing to account. However, that’s a fine line to walk for most, if
not all of us. We do seek out information that conforms to our
preferences or value judgements and we are selective in not only the
kind of information that accords to our preferences, but also how we
frame that information to strengthen our own convictions. This has
been very apparent in the responses to Hager’s book.
From the left, there are three common themes:
§

§

§

The ‘Corruption’ argument: the details of the particular claims
made and the seriousness of those allegations warrant an
inquiry and police involvement.
The ‘Pot-Kettle-Black’ argument: that Cameron Slater has a
ruthless history of publishing private information about people
so he cannot now complain because of a retaliatory act.
The ‘Public Interest’ argument: that we the public have a right
to know about the information extracted as a result of the
hacking operation.

From the right:
§

The Conspiracy Theory argument: that the details provided in
the book do little more than raise suspicion and lack any
conclusive evidential backing and of course, John Key’s own
proclamation that that Hager is a ‘screaming left wing
conspiracy theorist’. [FWIW, I look forward to Matthew Dentith,
NZ’s leading expert on Conspiracy Theories analysingDirty
Politics in light of this argument]
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The ‘Everyone Does It’ argument: that all parties engage in
attack politics in some form or another, it’s been happening for
years, and it’s not new nor is it news.

In my view, both sides make valid arguments.
The issues raised by Hager are serious and do warrant further inquiry
because we must never dismiss any allegations of corruption and
abuse of political power. It is an affront to democracy and to our civil
and political liberties, no matter who is involved. In saying that, the
right have a point about whether or not we are dealing with a
conspiracy theory, arguably then it is in the interests of the right to
support an inquiry to prove or disprove the corruption allegations that
will subsequently determine whether or not an actual conspiracy
exists.
However, Lamia at Corner Politics makes a very good point, she writes:

“…I don’t see how the investigation could happen while John Key is
still PM. I would not have confidence in any such investigation! This
alone means that he can no longer stay”
I agree with her, that we cannot have confidence in an inquiry carried
out by the particular government who would be the subject of the
inquiry. I’m not convinced though that we could be confident in any
inquiry led by the opposition either given their own vested interests.
Perhaps I’m too cynical, but I don’t trust that the political elite in our
country are capable of carrying out a fully independent inquiry.
In regard to the Pot Kettle Black argument, which has some teeth to it
since Slater has a reputation for carrying out the same actions he is
complaining about. But the information doesn’t just target Slater, it
implicates a raft of people. Although here, one might argue those
people are the same who are responsible for leaking the information
Slater publishes. Gordon Campbellwrites that some might think it
karma since:
“Slater began his jihad against Labour by being complicit with how the
hacking of the Labour Party website was exploited. He has now been
exposed by much the same means”
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I’m not entirely comfortable with the ‘its karma’ framing either. It
seems rather hypocritical when it runs a retributive justice line, that
many of those using the argument have previously detested, and is a
form of justice not conducive to what left wing values would typically
entail.
Equally problematic is the rights ‘everyone does it’ argument. This
argument operates as an admission that the allegations of collusion
are true and worryingly that such people think it justifiable, i.e.
legitimacy obtained through customary practice, or something.
However, it does acknowledge that the attack politics practice might
be widespread, which further supports the need for an independent
inquiry.
The last one is the public interest argument and this entails a number
of concerns [which I think requires extensive research to unpack the
various issues between private individuals and public officials and
private information and public information].
One issue that concerns me is that yes, Hager’s actions were that of a
whistleblower but what about the actions of the person or persons
who gained unauthorised access to the private accounts of Slater and
extracted information?
Should we tolerate the actions of a private person hacking into the
private accounts of another private person? Well, we know the law says
we ought not to tolerate it because it is a crime in NZ.
However, some are arguing that in this particular case, it is justifiable
to access information and steal it because the information obtained
was of such public importance. My concern is at what point then,
might we say that it was at least morally justifiable, if not legally so?
What is the threshold we are applying when we are accepting that in
some instances these practices might be legitimate? Remembering we
are not talking about hacking into government systems or stealing
information from the government as in the Edward Snowden case. We
are talking about private individual vs private individual? Do we say
mere suspicion is enough, or do we need something firmer? Can we
justify it at all?
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My view, is that no we cannot justify hacking into the accounts of
private individuals. Period. And if we truly oppose the implementation
of the GCSB Act then how can we argue that the government cannot
spy on us in what they determine is in the public interest but we
should be allowed to spy on each other if we suspect each other of
harbouring information of vital public interest? Where does that even
leave us as a society? And what does it mean for the value we place on
internet freedom, if that freedom entails the right of others to gain
unauthorised access to our accounts if they are suspicious of our
activities, whether or not such suspicions are grounded in a
reasonable belief or mere speculation? Where do we draw the line?
There are far more questions than there are answers.

[Note: I appreciate that the digital community have diverse views on
the role of hacking, and I'm not saying that 'all hacking is bad',
rather that all private individuals should have a reasonable expectation
that their private online accounts are not intruded upon]
http://ellipsister.wordpress.com/2014/08/14/revealing-our-biases-in-ourresponses-to-dirty-politics/
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The Political Scientist: Media narratives: A field experiment and ‘litmus
test’
Posted on 13th Aug, 2014 by Puddleglum

There’s a simple cognitive game you can play which helps you to see clearly
the dominant media political ‘narratives’ in the world.
And we’ve all just been provided with a great excuse to play that cognitive
game right here in New Zealand.
By the way, it’s so easy – harmless – that you can even ‘try this at home’.
How’s it done?
Well, all you have to do is invert characters and events.
Take today’s release of Nicky Hager’s book ‘Dirty Politics‘.
Instead of a book coming out by an investigative journalist that casts the
government and its Prime Minister, John Key, as players in a sick world of
‘Dirty Politics’ try to imagine a very similar but very different event: one in
which a book casting the current leader of the opposition in the same light had
actually come out.
With this simple role-reversal guess, just for a moment, what you would be
hearing, seeing and reading in the media. What might you expect?
Let’s be a bit more specific so that you get the idea.
In this upside-down world, it has been found that Matt McCarten, Chief Press
Secretary for David Cunliffe, has been actively feeding political blog The
Standard with stories and tidbits from the Labour Party research unit that
smear Labour’s political opponents.
Would you be more likely to hear (a) or (b) from our political journalists and
commentators in the nation’s media? Be honest now. And think about
the main‘narrative’ you’d hear:
(a) “Well, it isn’t clear yet that McCarten was actually involved in the way
claimed in the book but, even if he is, there seems to be no hard evidence that
Mr Cunliffe would have known anything about this. McCarten may have just
gone rogue so Cunliffe could hardly be blamed for not knowing what was
going on. If no such hard evidence turns up then, being perfectly frank, it’s
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not clear that this will inflict much damage at all on Cunliffe. And while
we journalists in the ‘belt way’ might think it’s a bit exciting – heh, I don’t
think the public will be changing their votes over this.”
(b) “Look, I suppose it’s possible that Cunliffe knew nothing about this but,
when you think about everything else that’s been happening lately, it
definitely looks a bit shady and, to be honest, I don’t see how he could
continue in his position in the light of these revelations. Remember,
McCarten was someone hand-picked by Cunliffe who he was clearly relying
on to improve his fortunes. At the very least you’d have to say that Cunliffe
has appalling judgment over his staff selections – which, let’s face it, is not
what anyone’s looking for in a political leader. And, at the worst … well, as I
say I don’t see how he can survive.”
Yes, whatever else it provides over the coming weeks, Nicky Hager’s latest
book is also providing us with a kind of ‘field experiment’ into media political
commentary.
It’s an experiment that should allow all of us to detect and identify the
‘narratives’ or ‘underlying story-lines’ that political journalists and
commentators in New Zealand are currently using to ‘mediate’ (as media do,
of course) our understanding of what is going on in politics.
These narratives aren’t the same as the, perhaps simplistic, notion of personal
political bias affecting political news reporting and analysis. They’re much
more important.
The narratives are the reasonably enduring ‘angles’ to which political
journalists generally conform and which they bring to bear on the day’s
political events. Importantly, that conformity allows a degree of peer
acceptability to any analysis and, perhaps even more importantly, allows
immediate, though cognitively lazy, linkages to be made with other stories
that share the same narrative thread.
One of the great advantages, for journalists, of aligning with such dominant
narratives is that it makes their reporting and analysis jobs that much easier.
When working to tight deadlines that must be enormously useful.
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One of the great disadvantages, for the rest of us, is that these narratives
restrict our understanding of events and squeeze those events into a
straitjacket – sometimes at risk of incoherence and stunning illogicality – that
makes us all feel like we’re going a little mad. That is, we all start collectively
to lose contact with reality as the narrative becomes reality’s far more
influential proxy.
Over the next few days as you read the reactions and commentary to the
revelations in ‘Dirty Politics’ please feel free to take part in this ‘field
experiment’ and make use of the simple ‘litmus test’ provided above.
You should find the narratives suddenly jump out at you like one of those
magic picture images.
Good luck.
http://www.thepoliticalscientist.org/media-narratives-a-field-experiment-andlitmus-test/
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Michael Fox and Hamish Rutherford (Stuff): Hide scoffs at blackmail
claim
Last updated 16:13 14/08/2014
Former ACT party leader Rodney Hide says he 'laughed out loud' over
allegations he was blackmailed into standing down as leader of the ACT
Party.
Jordan Williams, the Wellington lobbyist who features heavily in Nicky Hager's
latest book, also says the suggestion is "utterly false".
In his book Dirty Politics, Hager claims that Williams was part of a campaign
to pressure Hide to stand down, including claims that he was blackmailed into
resigning over him sending "inappropriate text messages to a young woman".
The book published an exchange between Simon Lusk, a political strategist
previously aligned with the National Party, and WhaleOil blogger Cameron
Slater.
Lusk to Slater: "Cam we an f... up rodney. ...Jordan is talking to a girl that
Rodney has been sending dodgy texts to."
Slater: "Get the texts....I can get them to Jonathan Jarshall. Just the sort of
grubby shit he would be into."
"Trying. Problem is that Jordan needs to get them first, probably Wednesday
night, but at the same time we can use this to our advantage."
Slater: "Drop them hard this Fri. No coming back from that."
Hide said he "laughed out loud" when he read the allegations and referred to
Lusk and Slater's conversations as "two guys who email each other sort of
like they're standing around in the pub talking bullshit..."
"The first I heard of this was when the news rang me ... last night," Hide told
RadioLive.
He maintained he stepped down because he was challenged by former ACT
leader Don Brash.
"I don't know Simon Lusk, I've never met him I've never heard of him, and I
can't speak to what Simon Lusk and Cameron Slater email each other about
because I've never seen that," he said.
"But the allegation specifically is that I was blackmailed over texts to stand
down, that's not true."
He said if he had been blackmailed, "I wouldn't have left because I would
have said I'm not going and my next phone call is to the police".
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"Any blackmail against anyone, particularly an MP, particularly a minister of
the Crown, particularly the leader of a political party, the police would be all
over them."
The accusations would have been at the lower end of allegations levelled at
him during his career, he said.
He had not read the Whale Oil post which hinted at the texts, he said.
Hide questioned why Hager never contacted him to ask whether it was true.
"I would've said it's not true."
He denied the texts existed and said he would not be taking legal action.
'OUTRAGEOUS CLAIM'
Initially Williams declined to comment this morning. However, after speaking
to Hide and Brash, who replaced Hide as ACT leader and who was client of
Williams', he dismissed the suggestions.
"On that Rodney [Hide] one, utterly false. I was aware of that particular
rumour going around about Rodney at the time, and to make the allegation
that it was used as a tool to usher Rodney to the exit is an outrageous claim,"
Williams said.
"To suggest that a lawyer would use rumour for blackmail is absolutely
outrageous. The comments that are there that Simon [Lusk]'s told Cam[eron
Slater], well that's his problem but it is frankly a well over-egged version of the
truth," Williams said.
"I'm absolutely furious. It is utterly, utterly false. For a moment to suggest that
I or Don [Brash] would, would think that it is fair cop to use that against
someone is just disgusting."
Williams said questions over whether he would take legal action were a
question for his former client.
"That would be up to Don [Brash], not me. I was acting for Don at the time, as
his lawyer, it's probably more a reflection on him than it is on me, but what I'm
saying is that allegation is absolutely wrong. And Rodney [Hide] will tell you
that blackmail was never used against him."
Williams said he and Slater communicated frequently. "I talk to him every
day," Williams said, with Hager's book reflecting three exchanges over the last
four years.
He dismissed suggestions that the Taxpayers' Union, at which he is now the
executive director, worked in concert with WhaleOil. Slater had not liked the
idea and had "poisoned" the idea of it to people Williams planned to seek
money from, he said.
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Williams said the union was also the reason he had "fallen out" with Simon
Lusk. The pair had spoken three times in 12 months "whereas previously we
used to speak every day", Williams said.
"The Taxpayers' Union is David [Farrar] and my baby. I think everyone know
that."
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10384096/Jordan-Williams-scoffs-atHide-blackmail-claim
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Barry Soper (Newstalk ZB): The book to take down Teflon John?
August 14, 2014 6:12 PM
Secretly there was a hope that the man Teflon John Key calls and screaming,
leftie, conspiracy theorist was about to release a book of poems, or maybe
even a cook book.
It would have been an inspirational way to launch a book. Putting the word out
to the media that his book was going to be launched at an iconic Wellington
bookstore but keeping the topic close to his chest, even from those who
worked at the store.
It was a media circus. Television set up live units to broadcast to the nation,
radio stations crossed into their programmes and newspapers immediately
loaded their websites.
It was a brilliant strategy, releasing the book just before the television news
bulletins went to air, denying those fingered in it the right of reply, leaving only
the author’s own interpretation of his work to be aired, unchallenged.
But then, Nicky Hagar’s a master at media manipulation and knows that mud
sticks and besides he’s got little time for Teflon John’s friendly, relaxed public
image while behind the scenes we’re told he relies on political proxies to
relentlessly attack his political opponents.
The dirty tricks brigade, or attack dogs as Hagar calls them, is well known
Tory supporters, bloggers Cam Slater and David Farrar who in fact works for
the Nats.
It’s a tale of tenchcoats and trilbies, a puff of cigarette smoke on a drizzly
night, up a dark alley with a flickering light. Computer hacking, email
exchanges, Facebook messages, bad language, hate, blackmail and political
conspiracy.
The frontman is Teflon John’s smiley face, keeping at arm’s length while his
minions feed the dogs, making life impossible for his opponents.
The release of the book of course nicely coincides with the election and like
the teapot tapes last time round, will derail it. For how long, depends on how
seriously the claims made in it are taken.
One politician who’s an expert in this area will be painting it as the smoking
gun, a sinister side to what has been the Beehive’s harmonious hum.
You can hear the cheer from Luigi Peters, his time has finally come again!
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/opinion/poly-report-14-aug
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Simon Wong (TV3): Labour considers Dirty Politics options
Thursday 14 Aug 2014 4:34p.m.
The Labour Party says it is also considering legal advice following the release
of investigative journalist Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics.
The book contains a number of claims blogger Cameron Slater and National
Party staffers and ministers were working together to attack their political
opponents.
One of the instances described in the book includes a data security breach in
the Labour Party website in which details of thousands of party donors and
supporters was taken in 2011.
Labour says it is "disturbed" by the evidence surrounding the leak and the
apparent links to the Prime Minister's office.
In a statement, the party says it is considering legal and other advice at a
scheduled New Zealand Council meeting in Auckland this weekend.
If they decide to lay a complaint they will join the Green Party which has
already complained to police about the details set out in the book.
Mr Slater says he will be considering legal action in relation to the book.
Meanwhile, Prime Minister John Key says National has refuted all claims
made in the book, saying the party, including senior Key staffer Jason Ede,
who now works for the National Party, talks to all modern media, including
bloggers.
"Of course he talks to bloggers, in the same way we talk to media. It's just
another form of the modern media and actually the media ask us questions
about things on blog sites all the time," he says.
Mr Key believes the book is "full of baseless allegations and theories which
don't stack up".
"Nicky Hager has nothing to prove it. It doesn't mean anything, he's making
stuff up," he says.
It would be "fair enough" if Mr Ede looked at the Labour Party information "out
of curiosity", but maintained it had nothing to do with the National Party, he
says.
"What I know is for a simple fact all that stuff around the Labour Party was
done by Cameron Slater and it wasn't from the National Party."
Mr Key tried to deflect attention from the book by saying the left of politics are
the ones guilty of dirty tactics.
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He has also been critical of the timing of the book's release at 5:30pm last
night, saying Mr Hager "didn't want people who are in the book to critique it
and to be able to put their side of the story before the 6 o'clock news".
"If there's dirty politics, it's actually coming from the Left," Mr Key said in
Dunedin this afternoon.
"If you look at the Left, they don’t want to talk about the issues that matter to
New Zealanders."
He cited the "F*** John Key" video posted by Internet Mana, the burning of his
effigy, wrecked billboards and parody song 'Planet Key' as examples.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Labour-considers-Dirty-Politicsoptions/tabid/1607/articleID/356862/Default.aspx
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TV3: Nicky Hager book causes political muck to fly
Thursday 14 Aug 2014 6:02p.m.
The political muck really flew today after the release of Nicky Hager's book
Dirty Politics.
The Prime Minister backed his staff member accused of accessing Labour's
files, and the police have been called in by both sides.
"It's nothing to do with my office," says Mr Key.
The main suspect is one of Mr Key's advisors, Jason Ede. Nicky Hager's book
accuses Mr Ede of working in conjunction with Whale Oil blogger Cameron
Slater on attack politics.
Mr Key says he is "absolutely" standing by Mr Ede.
Perhaps the most crucial allegation is when Slater allegedly used a security
flaw to access the Labour Party's membership database in 2011, Mr Ede was
accessing it as well.
Mr Key argues the flaw meant the website was technically open.
"If Jason Ede went and had a look at it out of curiosity, fair enough. But it's got
nothing to do with the National Party."
But Mr Hager's book says there was an email exchange with Mr Ede
expressing relief he was not caught.
"We think Kiwis deserve better than this, this is appalling," says Labour leader
David Cunliffe.
New Zealand First leader Winston Peters is accosting National by comparing
Slater and Mr Ede's alleged poking around to Watergate, which sank US
President Richard Nixon in the 1970s.
"Dirty underhand tactics," says Mr Peters.
Mr Key is adamant "the allegations are wrong".
"This is Nicky Hager, one of life's great conspiracy theorists."
Green Party co-leader Metiria Turei has labelled the allegations an abuse of
power.
"[It is an] abuse of Government privilege, and potential illegal actions," she
says. "That is the political concern here that has to be investigated."
Mr Hager's book is based on information a hacker got from Slater's emails
and Facebook messages. Slater says he will complain to police, and is
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blaming Kim Dotcom. He claims Dotcom sent a text message to an associate
last night.
"I told you Slater is going down," said one text.
"I wonder who hacked all of Slater's emails," said another.
But Mr Hager says it had nothing to do with Dotcom.
Dotcom tweeted today: "For the record: I haven't hacked Whale Oil. I have
nothing to do with Hager's book. There will be legal action against Slater & co
#StayTuned."
The Prime Minister says he has not spoken to Mr Ede since the book came
out.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Nicky-Hager-book-causes-political-muck-tofly/tabid/1607/articleID/356878/Default.aspx
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Keeping Stock: Dirty politics
It's more or less 24 hours since Nicky Hager's Dirty Politics was launched. We
haven't read the book, and given that the initial print run of just 4000 has run
out, we doubt we will any time soon. So we are not going to comment on any
of the allegations made.
The irony though is pretty obvious. Mr Hager writes a book about "dirty
politics" which he releases after what must be described as an excellent
publicity campaign five weeks before the General Election. Given that his
book focuses on one party only, some would argue that's "dirty politics".
And Mr Hager criticises National for "hacking" Labour's website, when no one
did any such thing. We believe it was Aaron Bhatnagar who discovered that
anyone could find information about donors from Labour's website, with no
password protection or other security measures. No hacking was required.
Yet Nicky Hager is relying on information given to him by a hacker, and
illegally stolen from Cameron Slater's website and his personal e-mail
accounts. That seems to us to be an odd way to take the moral high ground.
Interestingly though, we've given considerable thought today to the manner in
which we blog. We try our best to avoid personal attacks, but in the last few
months we have probably spent a bit much time engaged in "gotcha" politics.
So from now until the election, much of our focus will be on the achievements
of the current National-led Government and on the policies that National is
fighting the election on. The party launches its campaign on Sunday week,
and from then until the election, there will be plenty of positive stories to
report.
Things may be a little quiet blog-wise over the next few days. We are involved
in a major event supporting a community organisation we are passionate
about tomorrow. We're off to Christchurch on the weekend, and have an allday meeting from breakfast-time on Monday. Once we get home on Monday
evening, normal business should resume.
After the election, who knows? We've already hinted that we were considering
a sabbatical, given Keeping Stock has just celebrated its seventh birthday. It
might be time to start getting all our work done in work hours, instead of
having to make up for lost time in the evenings! But that's a decision yet to be
made.
http://keepingstock.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/dirty-politics.html
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Tim Pundit (Pundit): A crazy day in dirty ol' NZ politics
Dirty Politics could have the unintended consequence of harming all New
Zealand politicians... and the Prime Minister's terrible stand-up
It's been a high stakes day in New Zealand politics. Nicky Hager, an
occassional contributor to this site, has put his reputation on the line by
choosing to use hacked emails to write Dirty Politics and John Key has
matched him as he stood by his controversial staffer and denied some of the
seemingly well-made claims in the book.
Hager's book has been a bombshell and while most voters won't go near it
and National's well-constructed lines about him being "left-wing conspiracy
theorist" and on the wrong side of the law, it will influence this campaign. It will
damage #teamkey, not least because going by Key's comments today he has
chosen to brazen it out.
Key at the start of the day had the option to cut loose Jason Ede - "Dark Ops"
- the man in his office who, emails in the book suggest, has worked so closely
with Cameron Slater on a series of unethical and distasteful stories or blogs.
Instead, Key has stood by him, presumably because letting him go would look
like an admission he was not in control of his own team and in the confidence
that the public's trust in him will remain hold firm. It's a gamble.
National has spent the day playing the man, not the ball in the hope that when
it comes down to it voters will trust the Prime Minister they know and like over
a "left wing conspiracy theorist" who received and is profiting from hacked
emails. That is the attack line used by numerous National MPs today. But Key
has looked uncomfortable and unconvincing. Get down to some of the specific
claims and there is certainly material to harm National.
The Prime Minister has long been considered by many as a man different
from a 'typical poltician'. The polls tells us that clearly. For some of them, as
this story plays out he will lose that magic.
And while many on the left are whooping in joy at this development, but they
should be careful about what they wish for. Because Key was the politician
many trusted above others, the one who was straighter than most. The sad
reality is that if voters turn against Key, they will turn against politics as a
whole.
The reaction will be "they're all doing it". Some will defend him and not believe
the man they trusted could know about such things; and it's fair to say that
there are all sorts of things political staffers don't tell their bosses to protect
them. But others will simply conclude "he's no better than the rest, then".
The challenge after all this dies down will be to ask whether our leaders are
willing and able to play the game in a more decent and honorable fashion,
because ultimately it's on them.
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The broad allegations about dirt in politics don't get us very far. Claims, for
example, that David Farrar is less than fullsome with his public disclosures
are nonsense. When we have him on The Nation we call him 'blogger and
pollster for National', for example.
But the specific allegations are the ones to watch. For example, the claims
Judith Collins transfered a prisoner at Slater's request. If any of that sticks,
she's toast. The book however merely claims that Slater asked and a few
days later the prisoner was moved. There's no positive link between the two
actions; maybe the prisoner asking Slater for help was also asking guards for
help and they intervened. At this stage there's no proof.
Second, National helping itself to Labour's donor data. To call it hacking is
incorrect. As I understand it, Labour left its electronic back door unlocked and,
allegedly, Slater and Ede just walked in. The book claims both men
downloaded the data they found there, but that's not proved either. Key said
today "National was nowhere near Labour's website", something his party
president Peter Goodfellow has contradicted as long ago as 2011, when he
admitted a National Party staffer went into the site.
There may be some debate about the legality, but you'd think if it was
actionable Labour would have done something back when the story broke.
Still, voters might find it distasteful that one of the PM's team would download
personal credit card data that had nothing to do with him.
Then there's the story of Simon Pleasants. And Brownwyn Pullar. Did Collins
leak their names to Slater, prompting attacks by him on his website? Collins
says no, Hager claims yes, Key says he'll have to look into that. We'll have to
wait to see if lawyers get to decide who's right.
Two observations to conclude. Politics has always had a grubby element.
Journalists and politicians do deals on stories. There are grey areas where
compromises are made.
But when Key says National's dealings with Slater are no different from how
he and other MPs talk to other media, well, if the book is accurate that's not
true. PM staffer don't write OIAs for other journalists and don't plan attacks on
opponents with other journalists. Journalists filter and balance and doublecheck - all the things Slater doesn't do.
Second, watch this. It's Key's stand-up today. I've never seen him look so
uncomfortable and ill-prepared. He is usually very good at giving himself a
way out, but in this he contradicts his own president, wildly claims Hager is
"making stuff up" when challenged on the veracity of the emails, claims he
has no idea about the prisoner transfer claim 20 hours after the book came
out (yeah right), and categorically says National staff hanve't fed OIAs to
Slater. On several fronts, either Hager has invented some emails or Key has
got it wrong.
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It's a remarkable bit of interviewing and kudos to Brook Sabin, Michael Parkin
and Lloyd Burr.
Who knows what tomorrow will bring?
http://www.pundit.co.nz/content/a-crazy-day-in-dirty-ol-nz-politics
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Chris Bramwell (Radio NZ): The Beehive and the blogosphere
Nicky Hager's new book Dirty Politics highlights the close relationship
between politicians and the blogosphere.
In it, Mr Hager singles out a National Party staffer as a conduit to right-wing
bloggers, especially Cameron Slater who writes Whale Oil.
Senior Cabinet minister and National's campaign manager Steven Joyce says
National briefs journalists and bloggers all the time and claims it happens on
the left of politics as well.
"Some of the left political blogs are actually ghost written by staff members of
the Labour Party and this actually occurs all the time. Politicians make no
apologies for briefing blog writers," he says.
Steven Joyce during a press conference regarding Novopay next steps.
National's Steven Joyce.
But Labour Party leader David Cunliffe says while it is true that political parties
have contact with journalists and bloggers, his advice is that no member of his
staff has blogged anonymously on websites like the left-wing blog The
Standard.
"While there is contact between the Labour Party and left blogs, there is
nothing of the character and order of magnitude of what is in the book Dirty
Politics, and there is no equivalent to the sort of business that Cameron Slater
has been in," he says.
Some of the predominant political blogs on the right are Kiwiblog, Whale Oil,
No Minister and Keeping Stock.
Political blogs on the left include The Standard, Dim-Post, Public Address, No
Right Turn and The Daily Blog.
David Cunliffe.
David Farrar, who runs Kiwiblog, says he has always been very open about
who he is and that he's a National Party member.
"It would be no surprise to anyone that people in National sometimes pass
information on, but that doesn't mean that you run with it, 95 percent of what
people throw my way I have a look at and [decide not to run it]."
A blogger who runs No Minister, under the pseudonym Adolf Finkenstein,
says he gets his background for the blog from the mainstream media and
other blog sites, not only in New Zealand, but also the United States and
Australia.
He describes himself as moderate centre right, a National Party voter and
ACT Party helper, and says the blogs on the left (with the exception of
Bowalley and Dim-Post) tend to be nasty, ban any dissent and indulge in
some amazing spin.
Lynn Prentice runs The Standard - a left-wing blog often accused of being a
mouthpiece of the Labour Party.
He says bloggers on the site get their information almost entirely from public
sources, library research, or their own knowledge from being in political
parties for decades.
"It is completely obvious in the posts where the information comes from
because we always either link to it or state how we acquired it. We don't have
a "tipline" of ministers dishing the dirt on enemies.
"To be complicit in that kind of sock-puppetry requires the kind of compliant
deference to authority that comes naturally to people on the right."
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Mr Prentice says the accusations by the National Party that The Standard is
ghost written by Labour staffers is "bullshit".
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/political/252165/the-beehive-and-theblogosphere
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Herald: Hager book: Claims and counter-claims
8:00 PM Thursday Aug 14, 2014
By NZ Herald, APNZ, Otago Daily Times
The fall-out from Nicky Hager's new book deepened today with threats of
legal action and calls for inquiries into its revelations.
The book, Dirty Politics, released last night, draws on emails and social media
messages obtained by a hacker and provided to Hager to back up its claims
of a National Party obsessed with dirty tricks.
The correspondence, hacked from Cameron Slater's Whale Oil blog, is said to
show the party used right-wing "attack blogs" as a vehicle to disseminate
muck which National did not want to associate itself with.
The book points to Justice Minister Judith Collins and Jason Ede, a press
advisor to Prime Minister John Key, as supplying information to Slater.
Slater said he was likely to lay a police complaint against Hager over the use
of his hacked emails and messages. He also said he had texts which he
alleged implicated internet tycoon Kim Dotcom in the hacking.
Hager dismissed Slater's claims about Dotcom as a "total diversion".
The author said he had met Dotcom due to a shared interest in intelligence
matters. If Dotcom had offered him the information, he would not have
accepted it.
Separate complaints to police would be laid by the Green Party, which has
also called for a number of inquiries into the book's revelations.
The complaints would allege corruption, blackmail and unauthorised access to
a computer system.
Political opponents have leapt on the book's claims today.
Former Labour leader Phil Goff today said Mr Key was "not fit to be Prime
Minister", while New Zealand First leader Winston Peters said the book
showed National was "down and dirty".
Mr Key today said he would be happy for any investigation to be undertaken
by any agency into the allegations in the book.
He again accused Hager of being a left-wing conspiracy theorist and said any
actions undertaken by Slater were his alone, and not under direction of the
National Party.
Mr Key denied he had any involvement in any of the allegations, adding he
would not read the book until after the election.
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He said Ms Collins retained his support.
Mr Key was particularly annoyed he was said to have made offensive remarks
about a West Coast resident.
"That type of speech is not me."
The book claimed Slater described West Coast woman Jo Hall as a "feral
f****** b****" after having a conversation about her with Mr Key.
Slater had written a blog post in which he described Mrs Hall's 26-year-old
son Judd, who was killed in a crash, as "feral".
The post lead to a widespread public backlash and a denial of service attack
on the Whale Oil blog which shut the site down for three days.
It's claimed that during that time hackers obtained thousands of emails from
Slater which were passed onto Hager.
Mrs Hall today described the publication of the book as "wonderful".
"I take great delight in the fact that it's all come out in the wash," she said.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11309
014
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Dirty Politics: Best tweets: Thursday, 14 August
August 14, 2014

Banal example: if @DirtyPoliticsNZ reveals things everyone in
the beltway knew, as Ryan and Espiner said, WHY DIDN’T
THEY FUCKING TELL US?
— Giovanni Tiso (@gtiso) August 14, 2014
For any Wellingtonians wandering about the lightenening –
yes, Steven Joyce just read the Hager book #dirtypolitics
— James Nokise (@JamesNokise) August 14, 2014
[PRESS RELEASE] #DirtyPolitics shows absence of moral
compass:http://t.co/Dkf7KsI7g9
— Internet Party (@InternetPartyNZ) August 14, 2014
NZ is lucky to have a world-class investigative journalist &
fearless truth-teller like Nicky
Hager. #DirtyPolitics http://t.co/MnUrCljc1j
— Karli Thomas (@savethefush) August 14, 2014
Any journalist who can’t detect significance
in #DirtyPolitics should perhaps find another trade. — Russell
Brown (@publicaddress) August 13, 2014
Lusk quote that a primary goal of National’s #dirtypolitics is
to reduce voter turnout. This is sick #hagerbook
— Laila Harré (@lailaharre) August 13, 2014
When even John Armstrong @nzherald is shocked at the
contents of#DirtyPolitics, you know National been caught
with it’s pants down
— State of Mind (@StateofMindNZ) August 13, 2014
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Whitcoulls staff say the last book to sell out as fast
as #dirtypolitics was the final Harry
Potter @ONENewsNZ pic.twitter.com/glpLh4kXK2
— Simon Bradwell (@simonbradwellnz) August 13, 2014
The allegation is same as Watergate: PM’s office organised
illegal access to political opponents
information. #Keygate #DirtyPolitics
— Russel Norman (@RusselNorman) August 13, 2014
This #DirtyPolitics summary by @danylmc is more useful
(and alarming) than anything in the papers
today: http://t.co/tVcz29rp4z
— Russell Brown (@publicaddress) August 13, 2014
http://dirtypoliticsnz.com/2014/08/14/best-tweets-thursday-14-august/
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Nick Grant (NBR): Ports of Auckland denies 'collusion' with blogger
August 14, 2014 |

Along with allegations that Prime Minister John Key’s office has run a political dirty tricks campaign using Whale
Oil blogger Cameron Slater as a proxy, Nicky Hager’s new book Dirty Politicsalleges Ports of Auckland actively
used Mr Slater to attack the Maritime Union during their long-running industrial dispute.
The claims prompted Green Party co-leader Russel Norman to tweet last night, “The stuff about Ports of Auckland
is dynamite. If the collusion between PoA and Slater is right, the management should be sacked. “
Two-and-a-half years ago Ports of Auckland’s then-head of communications, Catherine Etheredge,denied
allegations the ports had paid Mr Slater for his anti-union blogging.
Today, in response to queries from NBR ONLINE, Ports of Auckland’s current head of communications Matt Ball
has stated, “Ports of Auckland management did not collude with any bloggers or journalists. We responded openly
to queries and interview requests, press and bloggers were treated equally.”
Glyn Jones, chief press secretary of Auckland mayor Len Brown, says Mr Brown has no comment on the issue at
this stage.

http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/ports-auckland-denies-collusion-blogger-ng-p160788
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Chris Keall (NBR): Hager book: Can a DoS attack give you access to
someone's email?
August 14, 2014
Nicky Hager has implied a denial-of-service (DoS) attack on blogger Whale Oil opened access to a treasure trove
of correspondence.
The Dirty Politics author told media last night thatshortly after the January DoS attack on Cameron Slater's
blog site, an anonymous source provided him with thousands of documents from Mr Slater's computer, and emails
between Mr Slater and various National Party figures, plus people in Parliament on the government's payroll.
The DoS link doesn't compute.
My understanding of a DoS attack is that it uses thousands of automated bots to overwhelm a website's server so
regular visitors can't access it. Nothing more.
I put this to security expert Daniel Ayers to double-check I'm not being thick.
"You are correct, a denial of service attack is not going to result in the disclosure of a series of communicatons
between Slater and his contacts," the former EY senior manager turned consultant replied.
"The information that has come to light recently implies that Mr Slater's offensive comments about the 'feral'
resulted in unwanted attention fromhackers, who not only took down his site with a denial of service attack but
compromised Slater's electronic communications which were subsequently disclosed to Mr Hager."
It's also been mooted that a web server can be vulnerable as it restarts from a DoS attack — bit regardless, Mr
Slater uses a Gmail account.
So forget any notion of a DoS attack littering documents and email all over the show for the curious to fossick
over. And start thinking of the blunter scenario of a hacker breaking into Mr Slater's computer, then delivering the
stolen email and documents to Mr Hager. Whatever you think of Whale Oil (and I'm not a fan), that's beyond the
pale.
Mr Ayers added, "This is not the first time Mr Hager has published a book founded on stolen personal
communications. In my view Mr Hager's conduct in doing so is at least a 'dirty' as the events that are the focus of
his book."

http://www.nbr.co.nz/opinion/hager-book-can-dos-attack-give-you-accesssomeones-email-ck-p
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Peter Cresswell (Not PC): Hager, rhymes with macabre

Nicky Hager’s thesis appears to be that negative attack politics damages our
political system. He makes the case in a book that is a negative political attack,
the fourth in a series of attacks he has hoped each time will change an
election.
Nicky Hager is a privacy campaigner utterly opposed to government intrusion
into private data and communications. Nicky Hager has published four books
based on data derived from stolen communications.
Nicky Hager is appalled that some bloggers (Cameron Slater, David Farrar)
are National Party members, and are part of National Party campaigning. He
is relaxed however about other blogs and bloggers (Martin Bradbury, The
Double Standard ) being members of other parties and part of other parties’
campaigns.
Nicky Hager is an unreliable witness.
But so too are the dim bulbs in the mainstream media who allow themselves
to be manipulated.
The mainstream media has failed, still, to come to terms with blogs and
bloggers -- part of the reason Hager’s claims at this election get traction. The
mainstream media and its commentariat section have been ignorant for years
about what constitutes objective journalism. Failing to understand that
objectivity does not mean neutrality – that even in selecting the facts to
report, every journalist necessarily betrays their own position – since the birth
of blogs the mainstream has risen up in horror at bloggers broadcasting their
own opinions loud and proud in every word, sentence and paragraph they
publish.
To bloggers and blog readers, this the pleasure of blogs. To the mainstream
finger-waggers, this is a crime. And not just do bloggers broadcast their own
opinions – and none so loudly locally as Cameron Slater – they have the
temerity to publish them without the imprimatur of the media’s gate-keepers.
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This crime, still unforgiveable in some circles, has the MSM ready to convict
every time the words Slater and Cameron come up.
I say: note the facts, and beware of hyperbole.
Nicky Hager (rhymes with saga) makes a short story long. But that is no
excuse to make it wrong.
The always-wrong Armstrong for example has already decided Cameron’s
openly-boasted-about downloading of documents from an insecure Labour
Party website is akin to Watergate – ignoring that Watergate was an
amateurish attempted theft that only brought down a president because he
tried to cover it up, not a blogger publicly downloading documents the website
had made open to the world.
The MSM has mostly accepted unquestioningly Hager’s claim that he is
“letting people know about the government” (as he told ZB’s Hosking this
morning), yet all he’s told us about, at best, is what some party hacks got up
to. Interesting, maybe; but devastating? Really?
The claims last night that secret SIS dirt on Phil Goff was dished to Cameron
to serve up already looks like hogwash: being revealed now as as a claim
Cameron was invited to file an Official Information Application to get details
of Phil Goff’s briefing by the SIS – a claim some miles down the road of
hyperbole broadcast last night, and another already denied by the Whale.
Perhaps the most pathetic of all the claims that have emerged so far (and at
the time of writing this, Dim Post seems to have the most concise summary) is
the whole chapter of the “explosive” tome devoted to Hager’s belated
discovery that David Farrar is an active National Party member and pollster –
something evident to most of us since at least 1996 when Farrar was on
Usenet, and widely advertised since, not least on the very blog that Hager
claims is a National Party front, yet repeated breathlessly this morning by
every news broadcast it’s been impossible to avoid. [Farrar answers the
hysterics here.]
This is not to totally discount any actual facts that might be found in the book
– a book, remember, based on six years of stolen emails, amongst which you’d
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expect to find at least an interesting tale or two to tell, if you didn’t mind
betraying someone’s privacy.
But perhaps the biggest message already from the results of Hager’s carefullyorchestrated document dump is that it’s not a dump at all -- that is, it’s not a
dump in the Climategate/Wikileaks sense of dumping a ton of documents
online so all the facts can be revealed. Instead, it’s a cherry-picking by Hager
of what he considers to be the worst stories imaginable he can spin from the
stolen documents.
And if this is the best he can do – if the worst he can say about a collusion
between senior government ministers, party staff and high-profile bloggers is
that they exchange emails and occasionally post anonymously, then it seems
this little country at the bottom of the South Pacific has less to worry about
than we might have thought. You know, compared to evidence from, say, the
States that the Justice Department there was compiling data from journalists’
phones; that their IRS is actively targeting political opponents of the
president; that an opposition film-maker has been jailed based on trumped-up
charges … in the cold light of day I can’t help thinking that by comparison it
makes what Hager so breathlessly revealed all seem remarkably benign.
Which I hardly think was the conclusion Hager was inviting us to draw.
http://pc.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/hager-rhymes-with-macabre.html
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Mike Smith (The Smith): Join the dates
WrittenBy: MIKE SMITH - Date published:11:02 pm, August 14th, 2014

According to John Key, allegations about Jason Ede’s muckspreading activities in
cahoots with Cameron Slater are nothing to do with Key and his office because Ede
now does not work any more on the 9th floor of the Beehive as chief rubbishsnapper for the Office of the Leader of the National Party (thanks Matthew
Hooton) but works for the National Party proper. I haven’t read Hager’s book – it has
sold out all over Wellington – but would like to know exactly when Ede changed
employers – it is likely to have been at the start of the election campaign proper to
avoid accusations that he is paid by the taxpayer during the campaign. However email
dates should establish exactly who he was working for (and who was paying him and
responsible for him) when the comments were made.
Leader or Office – it’s the National Party spreading dirt – and many good people who
are members will not be happy.
http://thestandard.org.nz/join-the-dates/
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Jono Natusch: Dirty politics – sunlight is the best disinfectant

Well, there’s only one political story today – Nicky Hager’s new
book, Dirty Politics: How attack politics is poisoning New Zealand’s
political environment. And it’ll likely be the only political story for a
wee while yet, as journalists digest the full range of allegations and try
and pin John Key down on what he knew about what his office was up
to.
I haven’t yet read Dirty Politics (although it’s definitely on my reading
list, once I obtain a copy). I only know what’s been reported and
debated online. (For a useful synopsis, check out Danyl
Mclauchlan’s post at The Dim-Post.)
There are a few allegations that seem to have captured the attention of
the commentariat:
§
§

§

§

§

That Cameron Slater and Jason Ede accessed the Labour Party’s
computers in 2011, in the lead-up to the election.
That the Prime Minister’s office, through Jason Ede, used
classified SIS documents to damage a political enemy, Phil Goff,
by de-classifying them and telling Cameron Slater to OIA them.
That Cameron Slater and political strategist Simon Lusk
blackmailed Rodney Hide into resigning as leader of the ACT
party.
That Judith Collins, when she was Minister of Corrections,
arranged to have a prisoner transferred at Cameron Slater’s
request.
That Cameron Slater is paid around $6,500 per month from a
tobacco lobbyist, Carrick Graham, to publish pro-tobacco, proalcohol attack posts. Those posts are written by Mr Graham, and
are published under Slater’s by-line without attribution.

Yes, everyone knows that politics is a dirty business. Political parties
dig for dirt on their opponents (remember Mike Williams’ flight to
Australia to find non-existent dirt on John Key?). Nonetheless, if the
allegations are correct, there’s some seriously disturbing stuff taking
place on the ninth floor of the Beehive. It’s taking negative
campaigning to a new level. It’s a systemic abuse of power.
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How much of Hager’s claims are based on incontrovertible
documentary evidence, and how much on tenuously joined dots
remains to be seen. Matthew Hooton has come out this morning and
labelled as flat-out wrong and a lie an allegation that he arranged for
a liquor company to sponsor David Farrar and Slater.
It’s worth noting that Slater has responded to some of the allegations
against him, in his post “The three biggest lies of Hager’s book“.
Firstly, he disputes that Labour’s computer system was hacked (which
I’ll discuss in a separate post), and secondly:

The second big lie is that PM and/or the PM’s office told me about Phil
Goff’s briefing from the SIS. They did not.
I wrote my own OIA and boy did I get pressure to pull my OIA.
Pressure came from very senior people to actually withdraw my OIA,
very serious pressure…mostly by phone. I was told it wouldn’t do the
Nats any favours.
I resisted that and basically told them to piss off, I was entitled to ask
an OIA and I did, proving that Phil Goff lied about his briefing.
I’ll be interested to read Hager’s evidence to the contrary.
Certainly, I’m amused that thus far there’s no denial from Slater that
he takes money from a tobacco lobbyist to run PR attack lines. As Mr
Slater is fond of saying, “Sunlight is the best disinfectant”. Indeed…
But will the current furore result in any change in the polls? It’s hard to
say. If John Key can distance himself from everything, there may not
be much of an impact. Broadcasters such as Sean Plunket and Mike
Hosking are busily running the line that there’s nothing to see here
that no one didn’t already know.

“Nicky Hager taking the moral high ground is nauseating.”
That’s a text message I received this morning from a swing voter.
They’re not going to read Dirty Politics, and they undoubtedly assume
that whatever National is alleged to have done, Labour will also have
done. They just don’t care, and that’s a depressing thought…
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http://jononatusch.wordpress.com/2014/08/14/dirty-politics-sunlight-is-thebest-disinfectant/

Adam Bennett (Herald): Dirty Politics: Who are the key players?
10:18 AM Thursday Aug 14, 2014
Cam Slater: author of Whaleoil blog which broke stories such as Auckland
Mayor Len Brown's affair with Bevan Chuang for which he won the Canon
Media Award for best blog. Often aggressive tone, long seen as an attack
blog for National. Son of former National Party President John Slater.
Jason Ede: communications adviser for Prime Minister John Key. Largely
works behind the scenes. The Prime Minister's office has previously
described his role as including "getting out National's message to a range of
bloggers and other social media sites." A former journalist,who was former
leader Don Brash's press secretary.
Justice Minister Judith Collins: friends with Slater. Emails show Collins was
the source of several Whaleoil posts, mostly relating to Labour MPs.
David Farrar: National's pollster and Kiwiblog author. Well regarded and
trusted by Prime Minister John Key. Former National Party staffer from 1996
to 2004.
Poll company is Curia Market Research. Founded the Taxpayers' Union with
Jordan Williams.
Simon Lusk: has acted as strategist for several National MPs, friend of Cam
Slater's. Former advisor to Don Brash, worked with Slater to discredit
candidates they did not like, and to engineer Brash's takeover of Act Party.
National now discourages MPs from using him.
Jordan Williams: lawyer, friend of Lusk. Told Lusk Rodney Hide had send
texts to a woman, which Whaleoil later hinted at in a blog post. Hager says it
was an attempt to blackmail Hide into stepping down. Headed the Vote for
Change anti-MMP campaign in 2011, is now head of the Taxpayers' Union
which highlights bad public spending.
Carrick Graham: lobbyist in tobacco industry. Hager claims Graham paid
Whaleoil to run material Graham had prepared on his blog.
Cathy Odgers: Hong Kong based lawyer, wrote the now defunct Cactus Kate
blog. Close to Slater, supported Act.
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http://www.nzherald.co.nz/politics/news/article.cfm?c_id=280&objectid=11308
726

Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): Hagar confirms links to Kim Dotcom
by Cameron Slater on August 14, 2014 at 10:30am

Kim Dotcom TXTs (Kim’s phone number redacted)
Two independent witnesses have placed Nicky Hagar at the Dotcom mansion
on multiple occasions. Hagar has admitted to only one visit on radio this
morning. It’s not true, but it doesn’t matter. The important part is that the
whole thing is falling apart withing 24 hours – a bit like Labour Party policy.
So here is what happened:
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At the time Whaleoil was under the DDOS attack (it shut us down for a few
days), we have a fair idea that it was Dotcom behind it. At the end of the
period, I suddenly noticed something not right with my email. I changed the
password and went on a mad dash to change all other passwords.
I suspect they entered GMAIL through brute force attack — Kim might like to
boast how it was done. It doesn’t matter. After about 15 minutes I shut them
out. Of about 80G of information, they were disconnected after getting only
8G of it.
I’ve been waiting for this day. As Dotcom said, he would do this 5 days
before the election, but it appears he’s had advice to move it up a bit. As a
result, it has caught me in the middle of a trip to report on the Fijian elections
and the situation in Israel.
It shows you how confident Dotcom is; how cocky. He’s OK with breaking the
law here. With all the railing he does against the GCSB, and data privacy
(MEGA data is not private by the way – another story that’s been sitting here
waiting for another day), he’s actually one of the biggest offenders of hacking
and looking into people’s private information.
Leopard and spots, and all that. The convicted fraudster/hacker conman is
still operating true to form.
More amusingly, he’s got a whole political party behind him now. All sorts of
people on his payroll: Compromised people like David Fisher at the New
Zealand Herald to “career politicians” like Laila Harre.
[editor note: David Fisher is not on payroll - bad phrasing]
I LOVE THE BUSINESS OF POLITICS!
I wouldn’t do anything else. If you wrote what is going on in New Zealand
politics now as a movie script, you’d be told it to tone it down it bit – it would
be considered over the top and not realistic.
We have a villain with a German accent using piles of cash obtained in a
questionable manner to buy people’s services and do his bidding.
And then there is me. I’ve called Dotcom on his crap from day one. When
everyone was writing me off again. It took almost a year for the scales to fall
from the media’s eyes. And worse, some people still can’t see anything
wrong with Kim.
The true irony of this situation is that I am being accused of being bought.
While it is now plain to see I’m one of the very few that isn’t.
It doesn’t matter. Welcome to Whaleoil, and the biggest show in town. Pull
up a chair. You may not agree with everything you see here, but you’ll see it
here before you see it anywhere else.
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http://www.whaleoil.co.nz/2014/08/hagar-confirms-links-kim-dotcom/
Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): The three biggest lies of Hager’s book
by Cameron Slater on August 14, 2014 at 10:00am
These are the three biggest lies of the Hager book.
They cannot go with out calling them out.
The first big lie is that the PM’s department “hacked” the Labour party
website. This is a lie and one repeated by the NZ Herald and John Armstrong
this morning.
Hager’s allegations are many and varied. They are extremely serious. But one
stands out. The allegation that one of John Key’s minions hacked into the
Labour Party’s database is – to put it bluntly – the modern-day equivalent of
the 1972 burglary of the Democratic Party’s national committee headquarters
in the Watergate complex in Washington.
And everyone knows whose head rolled at the end of that saga.
This is a lie. The Labour party website is extremely well documented, by me
at the time. The website was open to the world and anyone could access it. It
was not ever hacked. Furthermore it was not the PM’s department that alerted
me to the openness of the Labour party website…I had two sources, neither
of which are from the PM’s department.
The second big lie is that PM and/or the PM’s office told me about Phil Goff’s
briefing from the SIS. They did not.
I wrote my own OIA and boy did I get pressure to pull my OIA. Pressure came
from very senior people to actually withdraw my OIA, very serious
pressure…mostly by phone. I was told it wouldn’t do the Nats any favours.
I resisted that and basically told them to piss off, I was entitled to ask an OIA
and I did, proving that Phil Goff lied about his briefing.
That is but two lies that Hager and now, flush with cash, media are reporting.
I understand that Matthew Hooton is also considering some action for the
baseless lies about him in the book, especially around the sponsorship of a
motorhome.
Again Hager’s claims are a fiction.
Hooton had nothing to do with the sponsorship of the motorhome, it was
actually arranged and gifted at the time of the Mt Albert by-election by a chap
in Taupo who actually owned the motorhome, and ran a motorhome business.
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Sadly he committed suicide three years ago in a rather dramatic fashion that I
blogged about.
That is three lies at least, and that is without even reading the book.
http://www.whaleoil.co.nz/2014/08/two-biggest-lies-hagers-book/
Dan Satherley (TV3): Dirty Politics: Greens lay complaint with police
Thursday 14 Aug 2014 10:36a.m.
The Green Party today will lodge complaints with numerous agencies over
allegations made in Nicky Hager's new book, Dirty Politics, based on emails
and other correspondence leaked from blogger Cameron Slater's website
Whale Oil.
Co-leader Metiria Turei says the book shows the National Government is "up
to its neck in dirty politics and may have broken the law while smearing
opponents".
Of particular concern to the Greens are allegations:
a senior staffer in Prime Minister John Key's office has been "inappropriately
supplying confidential information" to Slater;
officials working for Mr Key "corruptly used or disclosed any information,
acquired by him or her in his or her official capacity";
associates of the National Party blackmailed Rodney Hide, forcing him to
relinquish the leadership of ACT;
senior staffers and Slater accessed the Labour Party's computer system
without authorisation;
declassified sensitive documents to use them as "political smears"
Judith Collins leaked private information.
The party plans to complain to the police, Parliamentary Service, the
Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security and the Privacy Commissioner.
"The New Zealand public cannot have any confidence in our democracy until
these claims are investigated and offenders held to account," says Ms Turei.
She is also promising a royal commission of inquiry into the claims made in
Mr Hager's book.
But Slater, currently in Korea, is mulling taking legal action of his own against
Mr Hager.
"We're dealing here with Nicky Hager once again selling books, making
money, from the proceeds of crime," he told RadioLIVE this morning.
undefined
"I'm weighing up legal options at the moment, but certainly a complaint to the
police and the Privacy Commission would not be out of order."
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Slater says a recent court ruling that journalist David Fisher's The Secret Life
of Kim Dotcom: Spies, Lies and the War was not protected as "news" meant
Mr Hager may be forced to reveal how he obtained the private
correspondence.
Slater says he has no doubt who was behind the attack on his website that
allowed the information to be taken – Kim Dotcom.
"I have several eyewitnesses who have told me – and this is over a period of
several months as well, including some people quite close inside the mansion
– that Nicky Hager has attended the mansion multiple times and met with Kim
Dotcom.
"I'm in no doubt that Kim Dotcom has used Nicky Hager and Nicky Hager is a
willing conduit for the leaking of stolen emails."
Mr Hager admits he has met Dotcom, but says Slater is mistaken.
"If where this is going is some hint that, in some way, Kim Dotcom was any
way involved in my book, I'm very happy to tell you it is totally untrue," Mr
Hager told RadioLIVE.
Slater says Mr Hager only has access to a "very, very small percentage" of
his total correspondence with MPs and others involved in politics, and has left
out anything that might damage the Labour Party, though admits he is yet to
read the book.
Mr Hager says he would be happy to reveal his sources if a police
investigation, like that being requested by the Greens, was launched.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Dirty-Politics-Greens-lay-complaint-withpolice/tabid/1607/articleID/356799/Default.aspx

TVNZ: Green Party calls for police to probe Hager claims
Published: 10:24AM Thursday August 14, 2014 Source: ONE News
The Green Party says it will lodge official complaints today following
allegations in Nicky Hager's new book.
The book, Dirty Politics, accuses senior Government officials of orchestrating
attack campaigns against political rivals using right-wing bloggers.
The Green Party says it will lodge complaints with the Parliamentary Service,
the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security and the Privacy
Commissioner.
It will also lodge a number complaints with police, including one about Justice
Minister Judith Collins allegedly leaking private information, and another one
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about allegations in Mr Hager's book that sensitive documents were
declassified in order to be used as political smears.
Green Party co-leader Metiria Turei says the investigations need to take place
immediately.
"The National Government is up to its neck in dirty politics and may have
broken the law while smearing opponents," he says.
Justice Minister Judith Collins has dismissed claims she collaborated with a
right-wing blogger about stories, and the Prime Minister says Mr Hager's
allegations are unfounded.
http://tvnz.co.nz/politics-news/green-party-calls-police-probe-hager-claims6056945

Dan Satherley (TV3): Judith Collins won't read Hager book
Thursday 14 Aug 2014 11:12a.m.
Justice Minister Judith Collins says she's flattered Nicky Hager's book Dirty
Politics has a chapter devoted to her, but has no plans to read it.
In the book, Mr Hager alleges Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater arranged to
have a friend's ex-partner moved from one prison to another further away so
their daughter couldn't visit him. Ms Collins was Minister of Corrections at the
time.
Mr Hager also alleges Ms Collins used Slater to launch a smear campaign
against Beehive staffer Simon Pleasants, whom she suspected of leaking
details about ministers' expenses to Labour.
Ms Collins says Mr Hager's allegations are just "speculation and gossip".
"I'm just not going to go into the details because the fact is I'm perfectly
entitled to send emails to a close friend of mine, and I'm absolutely entitled to
be as gossipy and friendly in those as I want," she told RadioLIVE this
morning.
She claims not to remember who Mr Pleasants is.
"You're talking about six years of personal emails that he's trawled through."
Instead of writing a book, she says if his motivation was to clean up politics,
Mr Hager should have given the documents to the mainstream media instead.
"That would have been evidence he wasn't doing it for financial gain," she
says.
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"But look, I don't want to go into too much what he's up to and why he's done
it, because he's already confessed that it's stolen."
As for the nicknames she allegedly uses for members of the Opposition –
'Plughead' for Labour MP Clayton Cosgrove, for example – she says anyone
offended needs to "harden up".
The Green Party plans to lay complaints with police and other agencies over
the book's claims, while Slater himself is considering legal action against Mr
Hager.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Judith-Collins-wont-read-Hagerbook/tabid/1607/articleID/356806/Default.aspx

Nathan Smith (NBR): What Hagar's book really exposes
August 14, 2014
Let's assume the whole Nicky Hagar Dirty Politics story – 100% of it – is true.
From the DDOS attack to the leaks, Whale Oil to National – everything.
The takeaway, so far at least, is that National's press secretary used bloggers
to release his information. The secretary knew the established media would
have to jump through too many hoops for them to get that information
published in a timely fashion.
The information might even be verified by journalists and discarded, or edited
and changed. Not to mention all the legalities and ethics surrounding
reporting. It was clearly too hard and cumbersome to take the normal route. It
wasn't worth the risk.
But moving that information through bloggers neatly skirts all that nonsense.
Bloggers aren't under any obligations to fact-check their sources and they
can't really be touched by traditional media law.
In the blogging world there's no such thing as defamation and there's no such
thing as a filter. Most people know the difference between blogs and news
media but the average punter probably doesn't. And in all seriousness, the
line is probably being blurred too much anyway.
I remember being told at university after a course in media ethics that the
class was now part of the 5% of citizens with such knowledge. We all
consume news but how many of us truly know how it is formed? Not many,
according to the professor.
That's why many in the established media were so dismissive of Cameron
Slater winning a journalism award earlier this year. If he wants to play with the
big boys then he's going to have to be subject to the rules. He can't have it
both ways.
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Then again, what if those rules have changed? Should the established media
be playing to his rules? It's simply not clear anymore.
The whole scenario with Mr Hagar's book is a microcosm of what's happening
to the information world.
We were told at university that communications and media used to controlled
by "gatekeepers:" a select handful of journalists and press officers who
structured the narrative and released information largely when it suited either
party, preferably both.
That's why reporting on government scandals is so impressive, because it
disregards the agreed structure and moves outside the narrative.
Now, with social media and blogs, the power of information dissemination has
been pushed down to the average iPhone user or keyboard cowboy.
Everyone is running to catch up, trying to deal with this new world order – for
want of a better phrase.
Governments around the world have collapsed after less dangerous
accusations than Mr Hagar's because of those governments' pathetic inability
to control the spread of unverified information at the street level.
Normal people without the keys to the narrative travelling on the bus after
work have the power to change a story almost at will. For many aspects of our
society this is certainly a healthy development. But there's a clear downside
as well.
If nothing in the story needs to be vetted by experts or people close to the
events – as journalists are supposed to do – then what's stopping the average
uninformed person from sharing a blog post to all their friends? And what's
stopping them from inventing something and packaging it as truth?
Bloggers come in various shapes; some respect the process of verification of
sources and information, others just want the clicks or pageviews.
Still more blatantly fabricate stories for personal or ideological reasons. And
some have no filters whatsoever and release information to satisfy anarchic
and other political worldviews. The same could be said of the media but at
least with them there were some measured controls.
How can a reader or Internet surfer tell the difference? How can they know
the motivation or accuracy of the information?
It wasn't much easier in the past when the system required journalistic
integrity and coordination with the truth tellers – people had to trust that
reporters were reporting the truth (with a lower-case 't' of course). But things
have changed so much in the past few years that our very language on this is
different.
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What does "news" actually mean anymore? It can't be assumed what we read
is close to the truth. Government press secretaries understand their
information doesn't need to jump through hoops anymore to alter the political
atmosphere.
Mr Hagar's revelations might be complete lies, or they could be entirely
accurate, but it doesn't matter. In the calculation of government spin doctors,
just getting the words read by people is enough to plant a seed of doubt.
Mr Hagar's new book is actually an emerging result of information and power
being pushed down by disruptive technologies. The question that matters is
how we deal with this new reality and how our critical and important
institutions can cope.
The best thing about democracies is not the personalities but our institutions
and mindset. We are adaptable, or at least we should be. If our institutions
cannot deal with new technologies, then it is our institutions that need
upgrading. Because genies don't go back in bottles.
Information, and its control, was an important pillar in Western democracy for
centuries. Perhaps the old structure of established media and verified
journalism needs to evolve.
Then again, perhaps it has. Maybe the Whale Oils of the world are the natural
evolution of power being pushed down through society.
http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/what-hagars-book-really-exposes-ns-p-160767
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David Kennedy (Local bodies): Dirty Politics and Cleaning the House
I tried to get a copy of Nicky Hager's latest book Dirty Politics, but Invercargill had
sold out by early afternoon and I was put on a waiting list for the next shipment.
Obviously I have yet to read the book but I own and have read most of Hager's
earlier five books and they follow a very reliable pattern. Although he stood for
the Values Party in his younger years and his books tend to support
environmental causes or challenge the politics of the right, his research is
impeccable. His last book, Other People's Wars, contained 73 pages of
referencing. He is the only New Zealand member of theInternational Consortium
of Investigative journalists and those whom he has exposed in his books have not
disproved his facts or even attempted legal action against him.
Most criticisms of Hager's research are around his conclusions. With Dirty
Politics, Key, and all others implicated, are not disputing directly what is in the
book but are generally attacking the writer and his motivations. It is obvious that
Key is worried and his relaxed bravado is missing from recent interviews and
Cameron Slater is attempting to shift the attention to Kim Dotcom. Gordon
Campbell deals well with the arguments from the right being used to discredit
Hager and the book.
New Zealand has always rated well in international rankings for corruption and
we have regularly been considered as the least corrupt country in the world.
However such rankings are based on perceptions and there is increasing
evidence that all is not wellwith our governance and bureaucracy. New
Zealanders have been brought up to believe that we are a fair society and
corruption is only something that happens overseas, so we are reluctant to
accept otherwise. This perception has been very resilient despite the fact that
our financial institutions have been found to be just as corrupt as those offshore
and our politicians have often fallen short of basic ethical expectations.
I think most New Zealanders want to believe that we just have the odd rogue
politician and many may bend the truth at times, but that is just politics. Generally
the worst that happens is a bit of shouting and name calling during question time.
Many people actually know MPs on a personal level and most seem
approachable, and even helpful. It is hard for us to accept that deliberately
organised and orchestrated attack politics, as happens in the US, has been
secretly going on under our noses.
Cameron Slater's extraordinary luck to continually find dirt on others was
perceived as being his natural skill as a bottom feeding journalist and his brief
editorship of Truth fitted that image. He even won an award as New Zealand's
foremost blogger. It now appears that it wasn't his journalistic skills that has made
him so successful but his ability to self promote and willingness to be a conduit
for rightwing propaganda and corporate interests. Slater's ethics are such that he
is happy to put his name to almost anything and doesn't give a damn about who
he hurts in the process, these are very useful traits for a hired political assassin.
Rightwing bloggers often used to hunt in packs and when dirt was aired on Whale
Oil or Kiwiblog the same material would be reproduced on others. Very quickly a
scandalous rumour could be widely disseminated on other blogs, which gave the
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appearance of legitimacy. This was especially so when some of the other
bloggers cultivated an air of respectability that attracted a wider audience (not
everyone liked claiming they read Truth either). It is clear this book has been a
game changer and other, supposedly respectable, blogging sharks
are desperately trying to distance themselves from the fallout.
What hasn't been truly appreciated by many of the voting public (because most
won't read Hager's books) is that behind the facade and the smiling friendly face
of one of New Zealand's most popular, celebrity Prime Ministers was a gang of
thugs. Russel Norman was widely criticized for comparing Key with Muldoon
because their public personalities appear very different, but actually Key is far
worse than his predecessor. There are some other comparisons that I could
make to Key's leadership style but I will leave it up to readers to imagine where
else in the world do we have leaders who surround themselves with body guards,
enjoy the company of movie moguls and presidents and have others employed
to assassinate their enemies in a manner that can't be linked back to them?
This is a style of politics we don't need and or want in New Zealand and I am fully
supportive of the Green Party's attempts to fully investigate the behaviour of this
government through various official bodies, including a Royal Commission. I am
looking forward to having a clean Green Government installed, but before we can
do this we need to clean out the house.

http://localbodies-bsprout.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/dirty-politics-and-cleaninghouse.html

NZ Politics Daily: 14 August 2014
Nicky Hager and Dirty Politics
John Armstong (Herald): Hager's claims light a fuse under the State of Key
Gordon Campbell (Scoop): On Nicky Hager’s new book
Rob Hosking (NBR): Hager book: no bombshell, but a lot of damaging mortar
fire (paywalled)
Patrick Gower (TV3): Key must clean up his dirty office
TVNZ: 'Dirty politics' known about for some time - Cunliffe
TVNZ: Nicky Hager drawing 'a bunch of squiggly lines' - Whaleoil blogger
TVNZ: Nicky Hager brushes off 'name-calling' over Dirty Politics book
Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): Dirty Politics Summary
Stuff: Hager 'assuming too much' - Slater
Adam Bennett (Herald): Book alleges dirty National Party politics; PM's office
says claims 'unfounded'
Radio NZ: Labour to seek legal advice on Hager claims
Newstalk ZB: Judith Collins calls Hager claims "bizarre"
The Standard: National Response
Fine tooth column: Hive of cards
First we take Manhattan: Nicky Hager’s Dirty Politics: Why John Key will be
pretty relaxed about that
Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): Apparently, shock, horror, politics is dirty
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Tracy Watkins and Michael Fox (Stuff): Nicky Hager reveals Whale Oil links to
Nats
Rob Salmond (Polity): Dirty politics: My 2c
David Farrar (Kiwiblog): Dirty Politics
The Standard: Dirty Politics: The Brestapo
Corner politics: Something is rotten in the state of New Zealand
Newswire: Winston Peters: 'Dark day in politics'
Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): What Hager has revelled with SlaterGate and
Nixon Key
David Fisher and Adam Bennett (Herald): Hager book: 'You will not believe
what you read'
Tracy Watkins (Stuff): Hager: Book exposes National 'attack politics'
Russell Brown (Public Address): Dirty Politics
TV3: Nicky Hager's new book 'Dirty Politics' will 'shock readers'
David Farrar (Kiwiblog): The Hager book
Pete George (Your NZ): Hager’s book – early impact
Peter Cresswell (Not PC): Hager v Whale
TVNZ: Hager book claims dirty tricks by National and right-wing blogger
Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): Dirty politics
Rob Hosking (NBR): Hager book contains leaked emails to 'obnoxious'
blogger
Brent Edwards (Radio NZ): Hager accuses National Party of dirty tricks
Simon Wong (TV3): Nicky Hager book shows National's 'dirty politics'
Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): The Nicky Hager Book – Dirty Politics. How
Attack politics is poisoning New Zealand’s political environment
Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): Hager’s book
Alexia Russell and Laura McQuillan (Newstalk ZB): Nicky Hager's book
attacks National's links with bloggers
Lyn Prentice (The Standard): Dirty Politics: The preface
Nicky Hager (Dirty politics): Preface
Nicky Hager (Dirty politics): Responses and Press Releases
Pete George (Your NZ): Good guesses or prior knowledge?
The Standard: Hager's "Dirty Politics"
The Standard: "Dirty Politics" in tweets
The Standard: Random tweets on Dirty Politics
John Armstong (Herald): Hager's claims light a fuse under the State of
Key
6:00 AM Thursday Aug 14, 2014
Not for the first time, Nicky Hager has tossed a big stick of dynamite with a
short, fast-burning fuse into the midst of an election campaign.
As was the case with Hager's revelations surrounding genetic engineering,
which came close to derailing Labour's 2002 election campaign, the contents
of his latest book, Dirty Tricks, are - to say the very least - explosive.
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Hager's book goes to the heart of the Government - the Prime Minister's office
on the ninth floor of the Beehive - and finds something very rotten in the State
of Key.
Hager's allegations are many and varied. They are extremely serious. But one
stands out. The allegation that one of John Key's minions hacked into the
Labour Party's database is - to put it bluntly - the modern-day equivalent of
the 1972 burglary of the Democratic Party's national committee headquarters
in the Watergate complex in Washington.
And everyone knows whose head rolled at the end of that saga.
If John Key wishes to avoid being labelled the Richard Nixon of New Zealand
politics, he is going to have to do more than deny knowledge of what was
going on in a neighbouring office. The same applies to any attempt to
denigrate Hager - as Key did on Tuesday - by describing him as a "screaming
left-wing conspiracy theorist". The left-wing bit is correct. But no one has ever
produced the evidence to question the veracity of the content of Hager's
books.
In short, Hager is credible. It is thus Key's credibility against Hager's.
The outcome of that showdown may not turn the election.
The book, however, potentially has huge ramifications for National's campaign
and how the party portrays its figurehead. If Key did not know of the alleged
dirty tricks being concocted in close proximity to him, then that raises
questions about how loose and lax are the management, discipline and ethics
under which the Prime Minister's office functions.
If the Prime Minister did know and did nothing about it, then he is skating on
very thin ice.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11308460
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Gordon Campbell (Scoop): On Nicky Hager’s new book
August 14th, 2014
According to Minister of Everything Steven Joyce – whose duties now extend
to fielding questions about Nicky Hager’s new book Dirty Politics – Hager has
got it all wrong, and the apparent collusion recorded in its pages between the
prime minister’s office and blogger Cameron Slater is really no more than
business as usual between government on one hand, and the journalists they
brief as a matter of course on the other. Nothing to see here, move on.
If that’s true, one wonders why almost all the key players mentioned in the
book have gone to ground, and don’t seem to be available for interview. To
date, the other well-worn route of response has been to cast aspersions about
Hager’s motives and to denigrate his modus operandi. Prime Minister John
Key laid out that line of defence yesterday – even before Dirty Politics was out
of the box – by trying to write Hager off as “a screaming left wing conspiracy
theorist” who didn’t really know what he was talking about. Methinks the PM
protests too much.
The simple antidote to all this ad hominem abuse is to read the book. I doubt
that many people who do read the book – and especially the emails that
provide the bulk of its narrative – will feel very happy about how politics is
being conducted in this country right now. That’s the thing. Hager hasn’t
needed to clothe the content in a conspiracy theory: the emails speak very
eloquently for themselves. Just as in The Hollow Men, the damning material is
right there in black and white, in the contributions of Cameron Slater, Jason
Ede, Carrick Graham, Judith Collins etc. And that’s the real problem for Key
with this stuff; if he didn’t know about the conniving that has been going on
right under his nose, he is incompetent. If he does know, he is complicit.
By now, most of us know the general thesis of the book and how it came to be
written. As Hager explained at the book launch last night, Cameron Slater’s
Whale Oil website got hacked and crashed in January, in the wake of
widespread outrage over a particularly vile posting by Slater. Thousands of
emails were collected, and were eventually handed over to Hager.
So what do the emails reveal? Primarily, they show Slater to have been a
major cog in the National Party’s spin machine. It is a spin cycle that’s been
designed to allow Key to project a likeable public persona and deliver the
positive messages, while keeping himself at a plausible distance from the
“dirty tricks” techniques that are (a) being outsourced to National’s flunkies in
the blogosphere and (b) then get beamed back into the mainstream media
coverage. It is kind of ironic that Kim Dotcom is being accused of money
laundering, among other sins. On the evidence in Hager’s book, the
government has become a dab hand at laundering the seamier side of its own
political operations.
The government’s systematic use of the blogosphere to outsource its negative
campaign messages is of such an extent as to introduce an ugly new
dimension to our political culture. It also runs counter to any notion of healthy
open government for the leader to be presenting a carefully-constructed
facade to the public, while his underlings do the hatchetings of its opponents
(and/or its erstwhile friends) behind the arras. Hager’s book suggests for
example, that Rodney Hide was pressured into resigning as Act Party leader
by threats that Slater was about to publish release inappropriate texts
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allegedly sent by Hide to a young woman. There are many revelations in the
email trail that the book draws on extensively.
One’s level of tolerance for this sort of thing will vary from reader to reader,
but on the evidence presented by Hager, Key’s press officer Jason Ede
played some part in the hacking and/or use of material hacked from the
Labour Party’s computer system in election year 2011. On a regular basis, it
also seems that Ede would contact Slater when an OIA request was about to
be released to the media or to the Opposition parties; allegedly, Ede would
invite Slater to lodge a request for the same information and then release it to
Slater first, so that Slater could help to nullify the story. On another occasion,
Ede allegedly primed Slater to request certain SIS secret documents, which
were then speedily de-classified on the understanding that Slater would use
them to humiliate Labour leader Phil Goff. Ede may also have assisted Slater
with the framing of OIA requests in order to enable Slater to attack MFAT staff
who were opposed to Foreign Minister Murray McCully’s programme of
reforms at the Ministry. And so on.
Moving right along, some readers are likely to be appalled by the climate of
collusion between Judith Collins and Slater and their apparent readiness (see
pages 49-50) to use access to the likes of ACC information to settle scores
and go after critics and suspected enemies. There are also revelations that
content was published under Slater’s name on Whale Oil that was actually
written and paid for (at a rate of circa $6,500 a month) by lobbyist Carrick
Graham who, like Slater, hails from an old National Party family. These
ghosted postings would routinely target academics and others critical of the
tobacco and alcohol industries, or – in another example – to attack and
undermine campaigners against the sugary drinks known to be linked to New
Zealand’s obesity epidemic.
Other chapters in Dirty Politics deal with Slater’s celebrated role in the Len
Brown sex scandal expose, and with the attacks made on David Cunliffe and
Kim Dotcom this year. The attack on Winston Peters for what Key revealed as
being three visits to the Dotcom mansion – a triangulated release of
information that apparently involved Key, Slater and NZ Herald gossip
columnist Rachel Glucina – is discussed at pages 122-123. Hager sums it up
in these terms:
Key did not control Slater, but when it came to smearing the reputations of
their political opponents, they willingly worked together. Key was not
responsible for everything Slater, [David] Farrar and colleagues did; but as
leader of the National Party and head of the prime minister’s office, he was
directly responsible when his staff and the party worked with them. The
bloggers were now a routine part of John Key’s political management. The
Winston Peters three-visits hit had been a typical collaboration and there were
more to come.
The series of attacks on David Cunliffe this year also seems to have involved
Ede, who appears to have been tasked with monitoring the Labour leader’s
every statement and action – including the photographing of Cunliffe by Ede
in Copperfields café at Parliament – and then feeding a rolling series of
negative images and information to Slater. This strategy was in line with
techniques successfully deployed by the Republican Party which (p126) had
proved to be a key ingredient in the successful campaign to defeat Senator
George Allen. Hager, again:
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He lost, the [Republican] study suggested, because ‘his opponent had a
staffer whose sole job was to record everything Allen said in public’ Any time
he said anything stupid, or anything that could be made to seem stupid, it was
‘put on the Internet within 24 hours’ and seen by large numbers of people at
almost no cost to the campaign.’ Someone appeared to be playing this role in
New Zealand, and feeding the results to the attack blogs.
From there, the attack lines could feed back into a mainstream media
increasingly dependent on blog analysis. Crucially, as Hager says (p 132) “the
trick of political management is not to get this or that press release covered ; it
is about framing how journalists perceive issues.” In Cunliffe’s case, a series
of small mis-steps (and in one case, a trap sprung by the government’s
access to historical documents released with suspicious speed to the media
under the OIA) have seen Cunliffe successively framed within the mainstream
media in terms of a narrative of bungling and distrust. In the process, the
negative perceptions of the Opposition leadership have probably received
more media attention this year than the government’s own (lack of an)
economic strategy and its likely third term agenda. The two track strategy –
which has successfully insulated a popular Prime Minister from the collusion
of his office with the attack blogs – has worked like a dream (until now) for the
National Party. It is working far less well for the health of our small
democracy. In summing up about the government’s strategic love affair with
negative campaigning, Hager concludes by repeating at the outset, a chilling
quote from National Party strategist Simon Lusk:
“There are a few basic propositions with negative campaigning that are worth
knowing about. It lowers turnout, favours right more than left as the right
continues to turn out, and drives away the independents.’ In short, many
people stop participating in politics. If politicians cannot be trusted, if politics
looks like a petty or ugly game, and if no one seems to be talking about the
things that matter, then what’s the point of bothering to participate? Just leave
them to it. There are innovations in US Republican Party thinking on this
point; election tactics do not have to be just about winning votes; they can be
equally effective if groups of people in society just stop voting altogether. We
should not assume that everyone thinks low voter turnout is a bad idea. Sitting
in the midst of the negative politics was John Key…
So far, the objections to what Hager has exposed – and how he’s gone about
it – seem trivial. Especially when set alongside the ample evidence he
provides on a variety of related subjects – from political attack gambits to
systematic union bashing to tobacco and alcohol industry pandering, to the
evidence of Slater trawling for sex scandal information from sex workers that
he could use for hits against the politicians and journalists he didn’t like – that
Hager has amassed. It is an ugly picture, in toto. Briefly, let’s go through the
usual objections:
1. Hager either stole the emails or was a receiver of stolen goods. Well, duh.
If people are manipulating the political and news agenda in secret, chances
are they won’t confess to doing so, and won’t be volunteering the evidence.
What Hager has done is whistle blowing. The motive is to disinfect politics,
and to better inform the public about the nature of those people standing for
re-election to higher office. As one commenter in the blogosphere has already
pointed out, there is a difference between the tactical use of taxpayer funded
intelligence services against one’s political opponents – for which the book
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gives a disturbing example – and the outing of that practice for the public
good. In any case, Slater can hardly complain. As the book shows, Slater
began his jihad against Labour by being complicit with how the hacking of the
Labour Party website was exploited. He has now been exposed by much the
same means. Some would see that as karma.
2.Everyone is doing it. Hardly. As mentioned, one of Slater’s early coups
came via the hacking of the Labour Party website and the subsequent
pressure put on Labour Party donors. There is no evidence of the Clark
administration doing likewise, on anything like the scale portrayed in the
pages of Dirty Politics. Moreover, many of the actions in question seem to
have been orchestrated from the ninth floor of the Beehive. This is not simply
a case of Bad Attitudes common to the Beltway. It has involved abuses of
power by some of the most powerful people in the country.
3.Cameron Slater may be a nasty piece of work, but that doesn’t mean John
Key is to blame. True, there’s a lot in Hager’s book to suggest that Cameron
Slater is not a nice person. Yet the book is not simply a case study in the
psychopathology of Cameron Slater. Ask yourself; if Key’s hands are as clean
as usually presented, why has the Prime Minister been ringing this patently
grubby guy on a regular basis? (Such co-operation goes way beyond Helen
Clark’s occasional calls to members of the press gallery.) Can Jason Ede –
one of Key’s closest advisers on the ninth floor – really have worked on an
entirely rogue basis with Slater for so long, without his leader’s knowledge
and consent? To swallow that, we’d have to believe that Key and Slater didn’t
mention Slater’s relationship with Ede during their phone chats, and that Key
and Ede in turn, didn’t discuss what Slater was up to. That seems unlikely, on
both counts.
Finally, it would be tragic if Dirty Politics merely gave people more grounds for
cynicism and turned them off politics altogether. The reverse has always been
Hager’s intention. Ever since he published Secret Power back in 1996, his
aim has been to make government more open, and to render the exercise of
power more transparent. This book is no exception.
There’s a further moral to this story, on a somewhat smaller scale. After the
Hollow Men debacle, you wouldn’t think the National Party would need a
second lesson that anything you commit to the digital realm can be – and
eventually will be – exposed in public. Chortle and connive away online at
your peril, because inevitably it will become public knowledge. From now on,
surely no young, ambitious bright spark around Parliament and no Cabinet
Minister with an eye for promotion will want to be seen dead collaborating with
Cameron Slater. If it does nothing else, Dirty Politics may succeed in turning
Slater into a political pariah: or at the very least, into a major election liability
for National.
Hopefully, a lot of voters will read Hager’s book. They may reach the
conclusion that Slater has been only a tool. The real culprits – who should
suffer for it at the ballot box – are the people in the Beehive that Slater has
served so assiduously.
RIP Jack Shallcrass
Word overnight is that the great New Zealand educationalist, writer and
humanist Jack Shallcrass has died. This 1992 essay gives a lovely portrait of
the man, and his view of the world.
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http://gordoncampbell.scoop.co.nz/2014/08/14/gordon-campbell-on-nickyhagers-new-book/
(http://bit.ly/HagerGC).
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Rob Hosking (NBR): Hager book: no bombshell, but a lot of damaging
mortar fire (paywalled)
August 14, 2014
Two big things from Nicky Hager’s latest election year effort, Dirty Politics,
pose a threat to National and, in particular, to Prime Minister John Key.
The book has an entire barrage of allegations aimed at the government: in
summary, they are that blogger Cameron Slater - aided and kind-of-abetted
by a group of other bloggers such as the ubiquitous David Farrar, political
operative Simon Lusk, and the enthusiastic lobbyist Jordan Williams - have
been steadily supplied with dirt on the government’s enemies from an official
in Prime Minister John Key’s office, one Jason Ede.
The links between Mr Ede and Mr Slater have been suspected for some time
and were confirmed late last year after a photograph Mr Ede snapped of the
post-press gallery party mess appeared on the Whale Oil blog.
This incident only gets a passing mention in Mr Hager’s book: it should not. It
was in fact something of a turning point.
The book though, shows much more than that: in particular, that Mr Ede
accessed Labour Party computers from his computer in the prime minister’s
office and passed on the information to Mr Slater.
But to work out the full import of this latest Hager-esque revelation, we need
to separate out quite a lot of noise from the substance.
A decent run up to this is required, so maybe make yourself a decent cup of
tea before we start. First up, there is, of course, Mr Hager’s usual routine of
being shocked about finding political folk doing political things.
For Mr Hager, who has been a radical socialist activist since at least the early
1980s, to reach for the smelling salts whenever he sees this is more than a bit
comical.
His pose of the Only Virgin in the Brothel though does fool a lot of people. He
was greeted, if not like the Pope, then like a reasonably senior Monsignor by
the Unity Books crowd at last night’s book launch.
Secondly – and this forms much of the book’s word count – there is the
tendency to treat anything written on blogs or in the previously private
Facebook communications between Mr Slater, Mr Ede, and others, as is if it
were gospel truth.
So Mr Slater boasting of his role in various National Party selection
manoeuvrings, in tandem with political operative Simon Lusk, is treated at
face value. So, too, are various claims about other “victories”.
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It is odd, given a major theme of the book is how inherently untrustworthy
these folk are, to treat these chest beating exercises at their own valuation.
When it comes to big noting, Mr Slater goes in for opera finales and a top C,
and there is a lot of that in the book.
Then there is the murky question of how these electronic communications
came Mr Hager’s way. Mr Hager says that after a - already well publicised denial of service (DDOS) attack on the Whale Oil blog in January (an attack
which followed Mr Slater's slagging off of West Coasters as "ferals" and
making vile comments about dead children) these messages - mostly posted
via Facebook - somehow became available.
This is odd: DDOS attacks tend to block access, rather than facilitate it - that
is, in fact, rather the point of such attacks. And the idea a DDOS attack
somehow caused these messages to fall out of Mr Slater's IT server, into the
hands of some principled and concerned citizens, who then contacted Mr
Hager about them, strikes one as raising more questions than it answers.
The other thing is many of the claims in the book - some of which, involving
blackmail and the like - are not actually backed up by the evidence in the
book. They are one possible explanation for the raw material quoted by Mr
Hager - but not the only one. He tends to focus on explanations which start
with "this must have meant..." "there is a clear connection...." "So and so was
associated with so and so, therefore...." when in fact there are some fairly
large lacunae between the evidence and what Mr Hager says the evidence
means.
Two big things, though, will be damaging: the question is how much.
The “hacking” of Labour Party computers - which was already known, and
much written about, when it happened in 2011 – is already causing a flurry of
debate over whether it was really hacking or not, given Labour’s IT security at
the time appears to have been a mix of finger crossing and wishful thinking.
It may not, technically, have been against the law (there are two of
Wellington’s most eminent young barristers crossing wits on Twitter this
morning on this very issue).
On its own, it certainly looks like the sort of thing which should be illegal. But if
that is the case, what does it say about Mr Hager’s access to private
communications between Mr Slater, Mr Lusk, Mr Ede, and others?
To Joe and Josephine Public, one suspects, this will be simply a matter of one
group of political operatives hacking into other political operatives’ computers
to reveal other political operatives hacked in to other political operatives’
computers.
It will not only make the head spin: it will not only look like the sort of thing
these horrible people do all the time anyway: it will simply, and in the context
of a general election, look like someone else’s silly fight.
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The big potential for damage is at a more big picture level.
The opposition parties will now try to turn Mr Slater into National’s Kim
Dotcom - that is, a nasty, turn off figure used to taint other parties on his side
of politics.
If they can tie the Whale Oil blog’s more inhumane rants (about dead children,
“ferals” and Christchurch and the like) - to Mr Key, and stick those in front of
the relatively uncommitted voter, this will be damaging.
Very.
http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/hager-book-no-bombshell-lot-large-damagingmortar-fire-rh-p-160763
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Patrick Gower (TV3): Key must clean up his dirty office
Thursday 14 Aug 2014 9:57a.m.
John Key needs to clean up what's been going in his Beehive office.
There are lots of allegations flying right now, but the Prime Minister needs to
focus on at least one: how his taxpayer-funded dirt digger Jason Ede looks to
have been caught out poking around in the Labour Party computer system.
Key needs to turn to page 35 of Nicky Hager's book Dirty Politics and look at
the email from Ede to Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater.
Slater exposed security flaws in Labour's membership database back in 2011,
but it looks as if Ede was in on it with him.
According to Hager, Ede wrote to Slater: "They're chasing us by matching IP
neighbourhoods... In my case I wish to offer a hearty sigh of relief and
celebrate dynamic IP addresses".
Translated, Ede is expressing relief that he was not caught out while poking
around in the Labour Party computer system.
This email appears to be very damning. It’s not enough for Key to just dismiss
Hager as a conspiracy theorist who has done this off the back of hacked
emails. Key must explain what Ede was talking about. If it wasn’t poking
around in Labour’s system then what is it?
There's an election on, the stakes are high and the political temperature is
extraordinarily high.
Everybody is on the attack and nobody is going to take a backward step,
particularly Key.
But let's forget about the attacks and counter-attacks and all the politics here.
If the email is credible, then it really is this simple: a staffer of the Prime
Minister should not be digging around in another party's computer system.
The question for the Prime Minister is this: what is OK about one of his
staffers allegedly poking around in Labour's computer system?
All political parties get involved in attack politics and a bit of dirt digging.
But in most ordinary New Zealanders' minds "attack politics" doesn't include
unauthorised access to other people's computers.
The Prime Minister can get to the bottom of this very quickly: he can just ask
Ede to "please explain".
Then the Prime Minister needs to explain what has been going on.
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And if Key's office is as dirty as Hager's book makes out - then he must clean
it up.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Opinion-Key-must-clean-up-his-dirtyoffice/tabid/1382/articleID/356795/Default.aspx
(http://bit.ly/HagerGower).
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TVNZ: 'Dirty politics' known about for some time - Cunliffe
Published: 8:59AM Thursday August 14, 2014 Source: ONE News
UPDATED 07:36 Nicky Hager brushes off 'name-calling' over Dirty Politics
book video
Labour leader David Cunliffe says he has known for some time about the
"dirty politics" the National Party is being accused of in a controversial new
book.
Nicky Hager's latest publication accuses senior Government officials of
orchestrating attack campaigns against political rivals using right-wing
bloggers.
"We've been aware for some time of the kind of machinery laid out in this
book and the book details some of the attacks that have been mounted
against me personally," Mr Cunliffe told TV ONE's Breakfast.
"It's not a surprise to us, but I think it will be of great concern to New
Zealanders."
Are you surprised by the claims? Have your say on theONE News Facebook
page
Mr Hager says leaked correspondence reveals one of the Prime Minister's
senior advisors collaborated with blogger Cameron Slater, even drafting
Official Information Act requests for him.
But, Mr Slater said the Government did not feed him information on the
Security Intelligence Service, adding "that's an assumption that Nicky Hager is
making".
National Party Campaign Chairman Steven Joyce says the book itself is an
example of the dirty politics it claims to expose.
"It's a bunch of stolen emails, a bunch of allegations, some of them breathless
about things that are already known, like David Farrar's a member of the
National Party... it's 1 1 makes 49," Mr Joyce says.
Mr Joyce says the Labour Party works with bloggers in the same way, but Mr
Cunliffe says there is nothing of the scale of the operation detailed in the
book.
ONE News Political Editor Corin Dann says the book has thrown a grenade
into the election campaign.
"It's a big 'if' though whether this is going to have a major impact," he says.
"A lot of people on the left will feel outraged when they read some of these
allegations and feels this justifies a lot of concerns about the Key government,
but on the right people may feel it's the work of activists."
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http://tvnz.co.nz/politics-news/dirty-known-some-time-cunliffe-6056715?
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TVNZ: Nicky Hager drawing 'a bunch of squiggly lines' - Whaleoil
blogger
Published: 8:53AM Thursday August 14, 2014 Source: ONE News
Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater has denied claims he was fed secret service
documents by the Government.
Nicky Hager claims in his new book Dirty Politics that the Prime Minister's
office used its knowledge of secret SIS documents to tip off Mr Slater and
arrange an attack on Labour leader David Cunliffe.
The right-wing blogger told Newstalk ZB this morning that Mr Hager was
"drawing pictures, drawing dots".
"He thinks he's got a picture of a conspiracy but he's got a bunch of squiggly
lines that something a four-year-old at kindergarten would draw," he said.
Mr Slater said the Government did not feed him SIS information, adding
"again that's an assumption that Nicky Hager is making".
He also said that in the past he had faced "significant pressure from
numerous senior ministers" to withdraw an Information Act request about the
SIS.
"I told them I was a citizen who was perfectly entitled to use the law in that
way to hold a politician to account and so I went and got the facts and I
released the story about that and I did that despite pressure from senior
people in the National Party," he said.
Mr Key has also dismissed the allegations by the investigative journalist as
unfounded.
Mr Hager stands by his claims, saying he was given a large number of
documents and correspondence when hackers brought down the Whaleoil
blog site earlier this year.
http://tvnz.co.nz/politics-news/nicky-hager-drawing-bunch-squiggly-lineswhaleoil-blogger-6056687?ref=rss
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TVNZ: Nicky Hager brushes off 'name-calling' over Dirty Politics book
UPDATED 07:36
Published: 5:34AM Thursday August 14, 2014 Source: ONE News
Author Nicky Hager says he is not concerned about the "name-calling" which
is being directed at him over the publication of his new book, Dirty Politics.
Mr Hager says he was given leaked correspondence which allegedly shows
the National Party has been at the centre of smear campaigns against
opponents since 2008.
"It centres around the Prime Minister's department, but also what is coming
out more is (blogger) Cameron Slater is very close to Judith Collins," he told
TV ONE's Breakfast.
"The chapter about Judith Collins will give people a shock because she's
acted in many ways which you would not expect of a minister, she really looks
bad."
Prime Minister John Key says the book, "makes all sorts of unfounded
allegations", and called it a "cynically timed attack book from a well known left
wing conspiracy theorist".
Mr Hager stands by his claims, saying he was given a large number of
documents and correspondence when hackers brought down the Whale Oil
blog site earlier this year.
"Of course they call me names," he says.
"I got this information in February, March somewhere there, and it blew me
away. I have worked hard to get this book out before the election, I wish I had
more time, but I think people have a total right to see the side of the
Government they didn't want to be seen."
Mr Hager says political rivals have not organised their attacks to the same
degree as the National Party and he wanted to publish the book to stop a
"downward spiral" in political dirty tricks.
'Attack dogs'
Mr Hager says the papers he received documented "the link between the
government and the senior ministers, and their attack dogs, who at arm's
length could carry on attacks and dirty tricks on their behalf with their
cooperation and their assistance".
Right-wing bloggers were effectively running a dirty tricks campaign for
National, in particular during the 2011 election, Mr Hager claims.
Specifically, he says Mr Slater obtained a database of the Labour Party's
members, emails and donations, "and gleefully attacked the party."
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In the same election campaign, Mr Hager claims the Prime Minister's office
used its knowledge of secret SIS documents to tip off Mr Slater and arrange
an attack on the Labour leader.
Mr Hager alleges a senior advisor to the Prime Minister, Jason Ede, drafted
official information act requests for Mr Slater to use in other attacks, for
instance against Ministry of Foreign Affairs staff who were in conflict with the
government.
He also claims that when the Labour Party leadership race was on last year
"and getting good publicity", Mr Ede got National Party research staff to
prepare an attack on David Cunliffe and other contenders' policies that was
published on David Farrar's Kiwiblog website the following day.
Mr Hager said the emails were leaked to him when Slater's Whale Oil website
was hacked in January this year after comments he made about a West
Coast man who died in a car crash.
ONE News has not had access to the documents that Mr Hager has referred
to in making his claims.
http://tvnz.co.nz/politics-news/nicky-hager-brushes-off-name-calling-overdirty-book-6056223
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Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): Dirty Politics Summary
Filed under: Politics — danylmc @ 11:40 pm
Hager’s basic hypothesis is that John Key’s National government uses a ‘two tier’
communications strategy; positive communications, which are focused around
John Key, who is presented as ‘relaxed’ and decent, and negative/attack
communications, which are conducted covertly by senior staffers in Key’s office
and fed to the media mostly – but not exclusively – through Cameron Slater’s
WhaleOil blog.
His evidence for all of this consists of a huge quantity of Slater’s Facebook
messages many of which are to and from Jason Ede, the longest-serving press
officer in the Prime Minister’s office. The primary allegations regarding Ede are:

•

He was involved in accessing the Labour Party’s computers in the lead-up
to the 2011 election

•

He tips Slater off when an OIA is about to be released to an opposition
party or media outlet, telling Slater to request the OIA, which he is then
provided with before the original requestor. Slater then publishes the
information on his blog with a pro-National spin

•

He is implicated in advising Slater to request classified SIS documents,
which were then declassified and quickly released to Slater to embarrass
Labour leader Phil Goff

•

Ede advised Slater on the wording of OIA requests to conduct a smear
campaign against MFAT staff protesting Murray McCully’s restructuring of
their department.

The book also documents the close friendship between Slater and Justice Minister
Judith Collins, alleging:

•

Collins is the source of much of the material for Slater’s ‘tipline’, attacking
Labour MPs and her enemies within the National Party.

•

When she was Minister of Corrections Collins appears to have had a
prisoner transferred at Slater’s request, because a friend of Slater’s didn’t
want her daughter visiting her imprisoned ex-partner and Slater arranged
to have the man transferred to a more remote prison. The prisoner later
attempted suicide.
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Collins discusses the illegal leaking of police evidence with Slater and
publication of the evidence on Slater’s blog (at the time she was Minister
of Police)

One of Slater’s primary collaborators is the political strategist Simon Lusk.
Allegations:

•

Lusk and Slater charge aspiring National politicians to help them win
candidate selection in National safe-seats by running attack campaigns
against their opponents. The book documents an extensive smear
campaign in the Rodney electorate in 2011, in which Lusk and Slater
successfully elected their client Mark Mitchell, who is now the MP for
Rodney.

•

Lusk and Slater, and Jordan Williams routinely game the iPredict site,
spending small amounts of money to move the prices around and then
blogging about the movements.

•

Lusk was hired by Brash to help replace Rodney Hide as leader of the ACT
Party. Lusk – evidently without Brash’s knowledge – found out from
Jordan Williams that Rodney Hide had been sending ‘dodgy texts’ to a
young woman. Slater published hints about this on his blog and Lusk
proposed that they approach Hide quietly and ‘tell Hide that someone had
the texts and will release them if he doesn’t resign by Friday’. Hide
resigned.

Much of the material published by Slater under his name is actually written by
Carrick Graham, a lobbyist for the tobacco industry. Allegations:

•

Graham also comments extensively on WhaleOil, using pseudonyms, often
under his own posts. His pseudo-anonymous comments are incredibly
racist and misogynistic.

•

Graham pays Slater about $6500 a month for publishing pro tobacco, pro
alcohol PR, written by Graham but published under Slater’s byline.

•

Many of the posts are vicious attacks against academics that publish
scientific research that upsets Graham’s clients.

Other noteworthy allegations:
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Slater has a friend who is a former-prostitute, who asks around brothels to
find out if his political enemies have been to them. Len Brown, John
Boscowan, Labour MPs, the Herald’s editors and Duncan Garner are all
named as people Slater has attempted to ‘dig dirt’ on in this manner to
‘apply pressure’.

•

Jordan Williams edits the Wikipedia pages of Labour MPs and writes
smears about their sex lives

•

Content on David Farrar’s Kiwiblog is written by National’s communications
staffers

That’s not even close to an exhaustive list. Just the things that jumped out at me.
I think the primary focus here should be on Jason Ede. Cameron Slater, Jordan
Williams and David Farrar are National Party activists, but Ede is paid a (large)
salary by the taxpayer to help John Key run the country but his actual job seems
to consist of activity that is highly unethical and – occasionally – almost certainly
illegal.
Key has already dismissed Hager’s book (‘left-wing conspiracy theory’) so it looks
like he might try to bluff this out. I really, really, really doubt that will work.

http://dimpost.wordpress.com/2014/08/13/dirty-politics-summary/
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Stuff: Hager 'assuming too much' - Slater
Last updated 10:00 14/08/2014
WhaleOil blogger Cameron Slater denies the allegations in Nicky Hager's new
book Dirty Politics, saying Hager was assuming too much from leaked emails.
Hager's latest book, Dirty Politics, was released late yesterday having earlier
been shrouded in secrecy, apparently to stop some of the people named in
his book taking out an injunction to stop its publication.
The book is based on thousands of emails which revealed the extent of the
relationship between Slater and prominent National Party figures.
Hager names ninth floor staffer Jason Ede as the main conduit between the
prime minister's office and Slater, and says Ede helped Slater search inside
Labour Party computers after they discovered a security breach.
Other examples cited by Hager include Ede drafting Official Information Act
requests for Slater to use in other attacks, including salary information used to
attack Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade staff embroiled in a dispute over
restructuring.
Slater said the allegation he had done anything with Labour Party computers
was incorrect.
"My two sources for that story were not anybody in the PM's department nor
do I believe there are any emails from Jason Ede," he told NewstalkZB.
Hager was "drawing pictures, drawing dots, thinks that he's got a picture of a
conspiracy but he's actually got a bunch of squiggly lines, something a 4-yearold at kindergarten would draw", Slater said.
Slater told NewstalkZB he did not recall: "An email from a Jason Ede detailing
Official Information Act requests. I think Nicky Hager is again assuming too
much from emails."
Numerous senior people within government, including ministers, had put
pressure on Slater to withdraw Official Information Act requests about the SIS
because they were concerned about the pushback, Slater told NewstalkZB.
"I told them I was a citizen who was perfectly entitled to use the law in that
way to hold a politician to account, and so I went and got the facts and I
released the story about that and I did that despite pressure from senior
people in the National Party."
The book also implies Justice Minister Judith Collins was involved in leaking
Michelle Boag's email about ACC claimant Bronwyn Pullar, who was
accidentally sent private details of thousands of ACC clients, but there is no
direct evidence that she did so.
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"The source of that is very interesting, but it certainly wasn't Judith Collins,"
Slater said.
"And there is a rather senior journalist who won an award off the back of that
story who is probably sitting there a little bit puckering this morning hoping
that Nicky Hager doesn't out all the details around that."
Collins was a personal friend of Slater's. She said Hagar had stolen the
emails, of which she'd received no forewarning.
"No, he's never asked my permission to use my emails or to go through
them," she said on RadioLive.
She dismissed the book as "speculation and gossip", but said she would not
be taking legal action.
"I couldn't be bothered with the silly man.
"What's been said to me is that he's trying to draw long bows and speculate,
but basically I don't think I'm his big concern," she said.
"I think the fact he's used stolen emails for, by his own admission, for financial
gain is going to be interesting to see how that plays out legally."
Collins said she had not read the book, and had "no intention of doing so".
"This is someone going into an award-winning media person's private emails
and using it for financial gain, I just wonder how anyone else in the media
would feel if that was done to them."
CLAIMS 'INCREDIBLY EXAGGERATED'
National's campaign chairman Steven Joyce said this morning the book was
full of "breathless allegations", but admitted on TVNZ's Breakfast show he had
not read it.
"I've had a few people who have read a few chapters and told me a bit about
it, but it's probably not something I'd be doing on a Wednesday evening."
Claims in the book were "incredibly exaggerated", and the book was exactly
what it said on the cover - dirty politics based on stolen emails, Joyce said.
"It's exactly what it says on the cover - it is a dirty politics book. It's a bunch of
stolen emails, a bunch of allegations - some of them are breathless about
things that are already known... others are sort of 1+1= 49. And apparently
the Prime Minister is a devilbeast."
Labour leader David Cunliffe said on Breakfast the book contained "deeply
concerning allegations. I think New Zealanders will be deeply shocked by
what they read in the book."
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"I think this is a very, very nasty turn in New Zealand politics.
It left very serious questions for the prime minister to answer that New
Zealanders would want to know the answers to, Cunliffe said.
New Zealanders would want to know about the potential abuse of taxpayer
funded resources from the prime minister's office and whether Key had
upheld his responsibilities, he said.
"I certainly do not believe there is any equivalent of the kind of operation that
has been run from an office two doors down from the prime minister, the kind
of dirty black ops machine that has been detailed in this book."
NZ First leader Winston Peters said the allegations went to Key's office in the
same way it went to Nixon's office during the Watergate scandal.
"The basis is the emails of the accused and frankly it is senseless for them to
try to deny it," he said.
It was a "dark day" in New Zealand politics.
"In short, taxpayers' resources have been used both publicly and privately to
attack all manner of public figures with the objective of gaining political
advantage," Peters said.
David Farrar, whose company does polling for National and who operates the
National-sympathetic Kiwiblog, said he did feel slightly violated by the
incident.
Had the situation been in reverse, with right-wing blogs publishing details
about left-wing political figures, it may be viewed differently, Farrar said.
"Cameron's a big boy. I doubt there's huge sympathy, but having said that I
still think it is not a healthy thing, that someone hacks six years of private
communication," Farrar said describing the lifting of Gmail and Facebook
messages as "concerted hacking".
SERIOUS QUESTIONS
Hager, whose book The Hollow Men, exposed the inner workings of the
National Party, said the book raised serious questions for Key to answer.
Key said through a spokeswoman last night the book was a ''cynically-timed
attack'' from ''a well-known left wing conspiracy theorist.
''It makes all sorts of unfounded allegations and voters will see it for what it
is.''
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Hager said the emails were passed to him after Slater's website was crashed
in January following comments about a West Coast man who died in a car
crash.
He said they showed long-term advisers in Key's office were engaged in
activity including ''going inside the Labour Party's computers'', organising dirty
tricks and feeding material to Slater and another Right-wing blogger, David
Farrar, to use in personal attacks.
''You will not believe what you read and how bloody awful it is.''
However, most of the the emails seem to relate to exchanges between Slater
and other bloggers and National Party activists, including Simon Lusk.
Hager's book includes claims that Slater's blog is partly funded by big
business, including the tobacco industry.
One of the most explosive claims in the book refers to former ACT leader
Rodney Hide being blackmailed into stepping down from the ACT leadership
over him sending ''inappropriate text messages to a young woman''.
But there is no evidence linking the prime minister's office or senior ministers
to the action against Hide, which was mostly discussed between Slater and
Lusk.
Hager also details exchanges between Slater and Collins, who he describes
as Slater's ''close friend and ally''.
Hager writes the pair called it ''the double rule rule'' where ''if someone
attacked them, they gave back twice as much''.
Hager also writes about Collins, a former police minister, discussing a
potential leak from the police to Slater related to the Urewera raids.
Hager denied the book was politically motivated, saying the information was
''so illuminating'' and he had ''worked like a dog because I believe people
have a total right to know this before the election''.
''I think voters have got a total right to know about their government beyond
just the glossy face that people put on - of the things which the government
doesn't want to be seen.'' Key had ''very serious questions to answer,'' he
said.
''I think that a prime minister, who's got his longest serving press person who
sits in an office two doors away from him going inside the Labour party's
computers and organising other dirty tricks and feeding out information to
David Farrar and to Cameron Slater when they want to attack someone and
not have their own hands on it, he really has to answer to this.''
- Tracy Watkins, Michael Fox, Aimee Gulliver, Stacey Kirk and Hamish
Rutherford/STUFF
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http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10381072/Hager-assuming-too-muchSlater
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Adam Bennett (Herald): Book alleges dirty National Party politics; PM's
office says claims 'unfounded'
9:44 AM Thursday Aug 14, 2014
Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater claims Nicky Hager has lied in his book
Dirty Politics about a press secretary for the Prime Minister feeding him
stories.
John Key has come under attack in Hager's book that paints his
administration as being obsessed with "dirty politics".
It claims elements of the National Party have turned to "attack blogs" to
manipulate public opinion and demonise political opponents.
Read more from political correspondent John Armstrong:
Hager's claims light a fuse under the State of Key
Hager claimed that Jason Ede, one of Mr Key's press secretaries, worked
with Slater to sift out details which would embarrass Labour.
Hager claimed the book was based on "thousands" of emails obtained by a
hacker from computers operated by Slater.
Slater, speaking on Newstalk ZB this morning, and said the sources for his
story about Labour donations did not come from Mr Ede.
"The two sources for that story were not anyone in the Prime Minister's
department, nor do I believe that there were any emails that are from Jason
Ede," Slater said.
He said the book was based on Hager "connecting dots".
"I don't think I've ever received an email from Jason Ede detailing an Official
Information Act request, I think Nicky Hager is again assuming too much from
emails."
Kiwiblog's David Farrar: Nothing new
Kiwiblog blogger David Farrar told Radio New Zealand Hager's book didn't
reveal anything that he hadn't already made public himself.
Farrar has a right-wing blog and is open about the fact he is a National Party
member.
"It will be no surprise to anyone that people in National sometimes pass
information on to people they think will be a bit sympathetic," he said.
Farrar said any suggestion that he and Slater discussed blog posts didn't
mean they were colluding.
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"We email each other of course... this is Nicky's great act, is calling people
talking to each other collusion."
Hager: Book shows "unseen side" of National's politics
The book is claimed to be based on thousands of emails obtained by a hacker
from computers operated by Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater.
In Hager's view it also highlights what he believes to be the close relationship
between Justice Minister Judith Collins and Mr Slater.
Hager said Mr Key had "cultivated a very respectable image of being friendly
and relaxed" but in his view there was an unseen side to his politics the public
needed to see before voting.
He said links to bloggers by staff and ministers who answered to Mr Key
meant he should be "accountable for ... using such an ugly tool as part of his
political management".
PM, Collins react to Hager's claims
The book was dismissed by the Prime Minister last night. A spokeswoman
said: "This is a cynically timed attack book from a well-known left-wing
conspiracy theorist. It makes all sorts of unfounded allegations and voters will
see it for what it is."
Ms Collins, whose emails to Slater are claimed to be quoted throughout the
book, said: "I don't care what he's alleging. Quite frankly, I can't be bothered
with the man. I agree with [Mr Key] - he's a left-wing conspiracy theorist."
Slater, who was on a pre-arranged visit to Israel last night, also dismissed the
book as a "conspiracy story". On his blog, he wrote: "It is of course likely to be
a very single-sided affair, and a direct attack on the Government to hurt it at
election time. What is being framed here is only one side of politics in New
Zealand."
A hacker was said to have taken the information from Slater after the blogger
in January described the victim of a West Coast car crash as "feral". The
material was then sent to Hager.
Hager said he believed the emails he had obtained showed how Slater was
supplied information from contacts deep in Mr Key's administration, including
Ms Collins and Mr Key's press secretary Jason Ede.
It charts Slater's growing links with the National Party from the 2008 election
through to last month.
The National Party had previously denied having any knowledge or
involvement in scandals driven by the Whale Oil blog.
Allegation Labour Party website accessed
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But in at least one case, Hager aimed to show the Beehive was directly linked
to blog attacks where it had previously denied knowledge.
In 2011, Slater was alerted to a hole in the Labour Party website which
allowed him to access huge amounts of personal information about members.
Hager believed that Slater and Mr Ede worked on the issue together, with the
Beehive staffer later discussing how he obscured his identity through email
accounts that could not be traced to him, and Facebook accounts in false
names.
The book also claimed Slater had been fed inside information from the
Beehive allowing him to ask precise questions through the Official Information
Act. An example saw former Opposition Leader Phil Goff contradicted over
public comments after Slater was specifically directed to data he could obtain
from the SIS.
The trove of emails included hundreds between Slater and Ms Collins,
including one in which she told the blogger: "If you can't be loved, then best to
be feared." She urged him to pay back "double" any injury suffered, to which
he replied: "I learned the rule from you."
The book also claimed an email directly from Ms Collins was used almost
word-for-word on the website, claiming it came from "the tipline".
According to Hager, Ms Collins provided increasing amounts of material for
the Whale Oil blog, including an attack on a ministerial staff member that
prompted death threats against the man.
Mr Ede could not be reached for comment last night.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11308458
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Radio NZ: Labour to seek legal advice on Hager claims
Labour is seeking legal advice because of information contained in a book by
investigative writer Nicky Hager, the party's leader David Cunliffe says.
Investigative writer Nicky Hager on Wednesday night launched Dirty Politics,
which he says is an expose of tactics used by the Government and right-wing
bloggers to undermine other political figures. The information is based on
hacked emails, which were then leaked to Mr Hager.
Mr Cunliffe told Radio New Zealand's Morning Report programme that he was
not ruling out going to police but would not give specifics on what sort of legal
information the party is seeking. He said there were some very serious
allegations that needed further investigation.
Nicky Hager's book focuses on the internal communications between well
known right-wing bloggers and a network of National Party figures, including
some of the Prime Minister's own staff.
It talks about the activities and tactics that bloggers Cameron Slater and
David Farrar used to undermine political opponents. Nicky Hager said the
leaked material for his latest book seemed to have been gathered when Mr
Slater's website Whaleoil crashed in January.
According to the book, Prime Minister John Key's office provided information
for attack stories on Labour politicians.
National dismisses claims
The National Party's campaign manager is rubbishing claims in a book by
investigative writer Nicky Hager that senior party members and staff leaked
damaging information to bloggers.
Mr Joyce told Radio New Zealand's Morning Report programme people
regularly brief bloggers, as they do journalists, and this was simply part of
politics.
He said Mr Hager had written a book with a "combination of breathless
allegations about what everybody knows is already happening."
No collusion, says blogger
David Farrar, founder of right-wing Kiwiblog told Morning Report Nicky Hager
was exaggerating the relationship between his sources, implying that ordinary
conversations were more sinister collusions.
He said the Prime Minister's office had sometimes sent him information that
he may be interested in but it was not secret material. "It tends to be links to
newspaper stories etcetera," he said. "All political parties put information out
to journalists."
"I've always been very open about who I am, that I'm a National Party
member - it would be of no surprise to anyone that people in National
sometimes pass information on to people they think might be sympathetic that doesn't mean you run with it."
Mr Farrar said Cameron Slater was "a bit of a force of nature" and had also
attacked National MPs and ministers.
Labour targeted
According to Nicky Hager's book, John Key's office provided information for
Cameron Slater to run attack stories on Labour politicians - particularly the
then Labour leader Phil Goff during the 2011 election campaign.
One of the most serious allegations is that the office tipped off Mr Slater about
secret documents held by the Security Intelligence Service.
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It came after Mr Goff and Mr Key had clashed about suspicions of spying by
Israeli backpackers caught up in the February 2011 earthquake in
Christchurch. One of them died and the others hurriedly left the country.
Mr Goff criticised Mr Key's comments on the matter, but then had to admit he
had been told about it by SIS director Warren Tucker. However, Mr Goff said
nothing of substance had been said - otherwise he would have remembered
it.
In the book, Mr Hager writes that this gave the Government the opportunity to
further embarrass Phil Goff by releasing details of the secret intelligence
briefing. He said the Government could not make the attack itself so chose Mr
Slater to do so.
Mr Slater was then able to put in an Official Information Act request, which
provided him with the information to attack Mr Goff.
Nicky Hager said his book is based on a series of email and online exchanges
between Cameron Slater and others, including within the Government and
quotes many of them in the book.
In another example, the book says during the Labour Party leadership contest
last year, National Party research staff were asked by the Prime Minister's
office to prepare an attack on David Cunliffe and the other contenders'
policies. That was then published on David Farrar's Kiwiblog website the next
day.
Mr Hager says it proves that the Government has co-ordinated attacks on its
political opponents using bloggers.
He said Mr Key and his colleagues knew it was a risky approach, but believed
they could keep it secret. The emails and other online communications were
only leaked to him after Cameron Slater made offensive comments about a
West Coast man who died in a car crash.
A spokesperson for John Key said on Wednesday night that Dirty Politics was
a cynically timed attack book from a well-known left wing conspiracy theorist.
They said it makes all sorts of unfounded allegations and voters will see it for
what it is.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/national/252099/labour-to-seek-legal-adviceon-hager-claims
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Newstalk ZB: Judith Collins calls Hager claims "bizarre"
August 14 2014 5:03
UPDATED 9:45am: Suggestions a head could roll from the Prime Minister's
office, right into police hands.
The book 'Dirty Politics' accuses John Key's senior press officer, Jason Ede,
of orchestrating leaks with political bloggers, with which to attack the left.
Author Nicky Hager told Newstalk ZB's Mike Hosking Jason Ede was at the
centre of a hacking attack on a Labour Party website.
"I'm definitely saying that he didn't did hack into them and whether it's illegal
will be determined, but I expect there'll probably be a police complaint."
Nicky Hager says other senior members of Government are implicated including Judith Collins.
MORE: Nicky Hager on the Mike Hosking Breakfast
Judith Collins is dismissing claims in Mr Hager's book as bizarre.
The Minister's mentioned in "Dirty Politics", in emails which suggest she gave
tip offs to Whale Oil blogger Cameron Slater.
The book suggests Ms Collins gave Mr Slater secret details on ACC's
accidental leak to Bronwyn Pullar - revealed in Slater's communications with a
friend.
Newstalk ZB's Laura McQuillan spoke with Judith Collins a short time ago.
When asked about excerpts from the book, the Minister had this to say.
"I have no idea and I think that's just bizarre. So I'm just not quite sure what
he's talking about. But look, it's a smear campaign."
New Zealand First leader Winston Peters says John Key can't wash his hands
of the revelations.
"There's no plausible deniability when the evidence for everything that's been
said is evidence you wrote yourself. It deeply implicates the Prime Minister's
office, it deeply implicates the National Party."
Mr Peters says the revelations - which include efforts to smear him - are
"deeply disappointing".
"It's got sort of a 'Nixon' feel about it and it's no use in denying it because it's
their email, it's their information which is being used to expose what's going
on. It's a very dark day for New Zealand politics."
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Mr Hager's book has got John Key under pressure to explain what he knows
about the National Party's dirty tactics.
The book details efforts to infiltrate the Labour Party's computers and to find
prostitutes who might spill the beans on politicians.
A spokeswoman for Mr Key says the book was a cynically-timed attack from a
left-wing conspiracy theorist, based on unfounded allegations.
Cunliffe calls for 'please explain'
Labour leader David Cunliffe's told Newstalk ZB's Rachel Smalley the Prime
Minister needs to do more than just call the author a conspiracy theorist.
"The Prime Minister's going to have to do a whole lot better than calling him
names to explain the evidence which, by what you've said, appears to be in
that book."
Mr Cunliffe says it's a very serious matter, which John Key will have to answer
for.
Blogger can't recall alleged emails
The blogger accused of being at the heart of a John Key-orchestrated smear
campaign can't recall alleged emails.
Nicky Hager's book 'Dirty Politics' suggests Jason Ede of the Prime Minister's
office has been co-ordinating attacks with Whale Oil blogger Cam Slater.
But Mr Slater told Newstalk ZB's Mike Hosking he doesn't think he's
discussed such attacks with Mr Ede.
"Not that I'm aware of. Not that I can remember. I don't think I've ever
received an email from a Jason Ede detailing Official Information Act
requests."
He says the suggested ties with John Key's staff don't exist.
"Those two sources for that story were not anybody in the PM's department,
nor do I believe there are any emails that are from Jason Ede."
Mr Slater thinks Nicky Hager is perhaps assuming too much, for the sake of a
book.
MORE: Cameron Slater on the Mike Hosking Breakfast
The book accuses Mr Ede of passing on information from the Security
Intelligence Service to Mr Slater.
The Whale Oil blogger says quite the opposite is true.
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"In fact the Government put pressure on me to withdraw my Official
Information Act request about the SIS and the Phil Goff situation because
they felt that it was going to give them some pushback that they didn't want."
The Whale Oil blogger plans to lay a complaint with police over what he says
is illegal hacking of his emails.
Slater told Newstalk ZB he also plans to lay a complaint with the Privacy
Commissioner.
MORE: Blogger taking action over Hager's 'Dirty Politics'
Beehive staffer goes to ground
The Beehive staffer implicated in infiltrating Labour's computer systems to get
its members' details, has gone to ground.
Long-term political advisor Jason Ede's relationship with Whale Oil blogger
Cameron Slater is the focal point of Nicky Hager's book, 'Dirty Politics'.
It reveals he gave Mr Slater tip-offs involving Government information, and
they worked together to attack Labour.
Mr Ede - a former journalist - isn't returning calls.
Book could be 'game changer'
Political commentators say Mr Hager's new book isn't Watergate, but could be
a game changer for the election.
Bryce Edwards says it will make headlines for the next few days, and won't be
welcomed by John Key.
"It will have quite an effect on the campaign I believe because there's already
a bit of a backlash growing. There's a mood of scepticism and unhappiness
about some of the more aggressive campaigning that's been going on."
Mr Edwards says there's a dislike of dirty politics and secrecy in New
Zealand, and this book will erode some of the high level of trust John Key has
managed to build.
"It doesn't mean that Labour or any other party is suddenly going to jump in
support and National's going to collapse, it's not anything like that, but it does
give the opposition that shot in the arm that they desperately need at this
stage just to show they're still in the game."
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/news/nbpol/2123647348-nicky-hageropens-a-can-of-political-worms
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The Standard: National Response
WrittenBy: BUNJI - Date published:10:18 am, August 14th, 2014

I’ve just heard Nine to Noon and Matthew Hooton doing well on Danyl’s Nicky
Hager Spin Bingo – as Steven Joyce did an hour or so earlier on Morning Report.
There’s nothing new here.
Left-wing
Conspiracy theorist
Not a journalist (essentially propoganda)
Everyone knew this already
Every other party does it – Labour has The Standard (apparently we have paid staffers
– news to me!)
Regular for Ede to brief the blogs (not us!)
Illegally obtained material
Partisan
Work of fiction
But despite what they say there is a lot new here.
Danyl has a good list of the political side, and there’s a lot on the corporate side that
also needs to be covered. And the Port of Auckland management needs to go.
These are some of the big political things that mean Ede & Collins must go:
- declassifying and tipping off about SIS documents
- tipping off about OIAs and releasing them to Slater early
- hacking Labour’s servers
- conducting smear campaigns against public servants
- transferring a prisoner for a friend and that prisoner later attempting suicide
- discussion of illegal leaking of police evidence
And Jordan Williams should never have been taken seriously as head of his astroturf
“Taxpayers Union” (commenting on Morning Report each morning), but the
revelations of the blackmail he used against Rodney Hide and his editing of
Wikipedia to write smears about Labour MPs sex lives should mean he’s treated as
toxic.
Indeed I hope the police are looking into that blackmail, and Slater and Lusk’s
intimidation, as revealed in the book.
And I hope National Party members are looking into how they’ve been manipulated
about their candidate selections – they might be thinking about recalling Mark
Mitchell for a start.
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There’s much more and this must surely rumble on, but for a start can I say that I’m
unaware of any passing of gossip and scuttlebutt to The Standard – even if I don’t
know all the authors. I know that a few times Labour policy has been sent to us as it
was to journalists with an embargo so we can have stories ready and scheduled when
it’s announced. But nothing more than that.
So their “Labour does it through The Standard” doesn’t stack up. There are Labour
members like myself among the authors, so we’re likely to a) agree with the policy
and b) be keen to promote it – but I’ve not seen any posts I thought were personal
attacks on anybody (let alone the likes of public servants or scientists or other
members of the public) fed by MPs or staffers. Or supplied with material that’s
meant to be for the purpose of governing. Or any sort of intimidation.
That sort of dirt is pure National.
http://thestandard.org.nz/national-response/
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Fine tooth column: Hive of cards

Nicky Hager’s book Dirty Politics confirmed what many
involved in politics already knew – that Cameron Slater
is a garbage person with little compunction about
undermining enemies in unethical ways – and alleges
what people had suspected – that he was part of wellorganised network of political staffers, affiliated bloggers,
and sympathetic journalists intent on reinforcing a proNational Party narrative. In my earlier post ‘Subcontracting
Morality’, I argued that Cameron Slater was an adept
blogger who understood both media motivations for
popular, scandalous stories and knew how to leak
information, with his history and connections as a
political operator being crucial to his success. Hager
alleges a far greater degree of unethical behaviour and
coordination including the Prime Minister himself.
Certainly, the blogging narrative of Slater, Kiwiblog’s
David Farrar, and Matthew Hooton generally bares a
striking resemblance to the core National Party
narrative of a stable, moderate centre-right government
led by a strong, likeable leader, in contrast with a
divided left led by an unpopular, gaffe and scandal-prone
leader despised by his own caucus and aided by the
radical, beholden Internet Mana. It would be hardly
surprising that there wasn’t been at least an informal
cooperation between the Beehive, bloggers, and
journalists – either ideologically sympathetic or those
driven by profit demands who simply want a scoop –
towards mutually beneficial outcomes.
As I argued in ‘Subcontracting Morality’, the media have
essentially removed themselves from ethical debates on
issues like private morality – like the Len Brown affair
leaked by Slater – for the sake of profitable news. This
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indirectly empowers politically-connected bloggers like
Slater to create/ leak/ release news rather than news
organisations themselves, who can remain untainted
from tabloid approaches while promoting Slater’s work.
Allegations involving Key, if true, would indicate a similar
approach to subcontracting amorality, where dirty tricks
operations could be laundered through a third party –
with Slater resembling something akin to a Cayman
Islands money laundering operation. In this sense, it
would indicate that the reach of professional political
operations into social media and sympathetic journalism
are deeper and more widespread than previously
thought.
The fact that New Zealand’s most popular political blogs
are those with political affiliations raises a question of
the degree to which the public can trust information
disseminated from these sources. In the latest stats from July,
Slater’s Whale Oil was the most read blog followed by
Farrar’s Kiwiblog. Third place was the Daily Blog edited
by Martyn Bradbury, who wrote the Internet Party draft
strategy, worked as a consultant for Mana, openly
supported Cunliffe during the Labour leadership
election, and backing IMP, Cunliffe, and a Labour-GreenIMP coalition to the hilt. In fourth place is the Standard,
a collective of left-leaning bloggers with mainly proLabour sympathies, including prominent poster and
Cunliffe confidant Greg Presland aka Mickey Savage. If
Hager’s allegations are true, it would not be a significant
stretch of the imagination for some cooperation and
joint strategy among many on the left. The left simply
hasn’t developed the breadth, depth, and strategic nous
of Slater-Farrar-Hooton and journalistic allies, nor put
aside egos and halted infighting as well as the right.
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The political connections of these top four political
blogs suggests a hypothesis that truly popular, influential
political blogs with high readership may rely heavily on
the access to insider political information and patronage
from any political affiliations. This would be an alarming
but not entirely surprising development that political
interests have successfully entrenched themselves in the
blogosphere while posing as nominally independent. Not
so much reacting to or reporting the news but creating
coordinated PR.
If the book is wrong, current trends in politics would
indicate that greater informal networks between
political organisations, bloggers, and media are
inevitable. With a need for politicians to remain
untainted, disavow ‘dirty tricks’, and call for people to
#votepositive, there is huge incentive to engage in
mutually beneficial relationships to promote an agenda.
http://finetoothcolumn.wordpress.com/2014/08/13/hive-of-cards/
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First we take Manhattan: Nicky Hager’s Dirty Politics: Why John Key will
be pretty relaxed about that
Critics and supporters alike spend an inordinate amount of time talking about
John Key’s smile. But it’s the eyes that have it, not the smile. The eyes are the
secret to his success. But more about that later.
I’ve read a lot of Noam Chomsky over the years and I was lucky enough to
hear him speak in Wellington at the St James Theatre many years ago. Noam
is amazingly informed, insightful and clear (never concise) and perfectly
demonstrates a serious problem on the Left: the Left believe that in a
democracy if you just provide the information to people, they will see the truth
and change their votes and their ways. That is fundamentally flawed and
historically inaccurate.
I now watch a fair amount of Parliament TV (streaming whilst I do other things
at work). The Left in Parliament demonstrate the same blind spot as
Chomsky. Most clever Question Time remarks and longer speeches in
debates from the Left really show little or no cut and thrust; they’re a series of
pontifications, executed to a level that accords to the ability of the member
speaking. If the member threatens to include evidence, make a causal link
with something or inspire someone, the members opposite can be relied upon
to shout that member down and our Speaker is becoming more reliable in his
threats to eject the Left from the House. The parties of the Left want to believe
that if they provide information to voters about what is acutally going on, the
Left will win at the election. John Key and friends have, in this instance, a
better grasp on how voters actually work: fear wins votes, not facts.
I don’t want to accept the view of the Right, but the release of Nicky Hager’s
book Dirty Politics may very well force me to do so. I honestly believed I was
difficult to shock. I’m easy to excite; I like the drama of politics, I like the small
tragedies and comedies, but I’m used to politics by now and admittedly a little
titillated. Yet Nicky Hager’s new book Dirty Politics of which I have only seen
snippets and summaries has sincerely shocked me. I had heard rumours of
connections between bloggers, strategists and Parliamentarians like anyone
else who spends a little time with politicians. But when their interactions are
put in black and white, a toxic cynicism and hate drips off the page. The
actions of Jason Ede, Cameron Slater, Judith Collins, et al. demonstrate a
genuine disregard for anyone who is not them. Other people are not humans,
but opposition or fodder. They damn themselves with their own words;
sociopaths are running our country.
My reaction should not surprise you; my other writings have never
demonstrated a great sympathy for the right of NZ politics. But this strikes me
as more extreme than what I could have imagined and out from under the
norm of our collective political apathy into an arena of lust for power that most
people I know would be uncomfortable with.
However, I try to imagine what my Dad, a long time National Party supporter,
would say to all of this. First of all he would not accept that John Key knew
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anything about it, evidence be damned. He will be very angry about the
particulars fo Cameron Slater’s comments on Christchurch as a resident of
said city. He would think that the people who did it need to go, but that they
are bad apples, not a reflection of the tree itself. I think in this I am describing
how most people who vote but are not really interested in the drama or politics
will react.
Unfortunately my Dad, and most others like him, will not read Nicky Hager’s
book. They will read media commentary about it, and media commentary will
take a “two sides to evey story” and “fair go” approach to this story. The media
will moderate and dull the impact of the book. John Key and friends will direct
attacks, ride the wave and look concerned but never worried. And people like
my Dad will likely be consoled. He and others will be consoled because they
are seeking consolation.
Where the Left plays to facts, the Right plays to fear. Fear of Islam, fear of
Māori, fear of crime, fear of poverty, fear of youth, fear of the neighbour, fear
of each other. The Right tells voters to fear because the world is a “scary
place”. Then they offer a leader who will protect you in this scary place. Which
brings me back to John Key’s eyes. John Key has a direct, cool gaze. His
eyes don’t smile as much as his mouth. People like his eyes because they are
the eyes of an archetypal father: distant, not cruel; emotionally neutral, not
emotive. John Key is forgiven all sins because John Key strikes people as the
one who will protect them from the world.
Yet there is one thing that time and again has defeated the politics of fear in
democracy after democracy: vision. People respond to a vision that shows
them the better society they can have and the better people they can be.
Hager’s Dirty Politics is not a vision (that’s not a criticism, just a reality) and so
it will not inspire change. But if the Labour Party could get past their
excitement at the evidence of wrongdoing and co-ordinate the Left to focus on
a vision for change: that might just make a difference, even at this late hour.
http://firstwetakemanhattan.org/2014/08/14/nicky-hagers-dirty-politics-whyjohn-key-will-be-pretty-relaxed-about-that/
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Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): Apparently, shock, horror, politics is dirty
by Cameron Slater on August 14, 2014 at 9:30am
So Nicky Hagar is shocked that politics is dirty.
Yeah about as dirty as writing a book using stolen emails when you are a
person who constantly rails against spying by the state.
Now we know what a sanctimonious hypocrite Nicky Hager really is.
Apparently it is also a revelation I talk with National politicans. Well duh Nicky!
What I want to know though is why he hasn’t published any of the emails from
the numerous Green and Labour MPs I communicate with…or the back room
operators of both parties?
This is the third book Nicky Hager has been involved with that involves
stolen/hacked emails.
What he hasn’t realise though now is that he has created a free for all
environment against all journalists where their emails are fair game. Let’s call
it the “Hager Precedent”.
What is ironic is that the very people who have been marching in the streets
protesting and speaking at public meetings against the GCSB bill and
government are now either directly involved or justifying the spying on a
member of the media.
Remember the outrage that Andrea Vance got “spied” on?
Not so in this case. There they all are revelling in it all.
I know of one person mentioned int he book who is seriously contemplating
legal action…because it is an outright lie what has been written. That is just
one of many.
The allegations that the SIS were interacting with me is a lie too. Nicky Hager
has told at least two lies and without a copy of the book I will have to wait for
my return to analyse it completely.
Given the stance of the Privacy Commission with me right now it will be
interesting to see what they have to say about this massive breach of privacy
by a weasel who makes a living off of stolen emails and hacked data.
It could well be argued that the book proceeds are proceeds of crime.
In any case all the book has proved is that I am well connected across the
political spectrum, but that Nicky Hager has only chosen to publish those
emails which suited his narrative.
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I’ll make a couple of final points.
When will Nicky Hager declare the involvement of Kim Dotcom in this book,
and with the hacking? Hager spent a considerable amount of time at the
mansion and I have three eyewitnesses to this. Ironically the same
eyewitnesses who told me about Clare Curran’s, Winston Peters and Russel
Norman’s visits to the mansion.
Lastly, even though I have many emails that I could publish that show another
side I will not. I do not discuss my sources with anyone. Though I imagine that
there are many journalists and MPs and political operatives across the
political spectrum who will be feeling nervous that Nicky Hager knows I talk to
them.
http://www.whaleoil.co.nz/2014/08/apparently-shock-horror-politics-dirty/
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Tracy Watkins and Michael Fox (Stuff): Nicky Hager reveals Whale Oil
links to Nats
Last updated 05:00 14/08/2014
Thousands of leaked emails have revealed the extent of the relationship
between Right-wing blogger Cameron Slater and prominent National Party
figures.
The latest Nicky Hager book, Dirty Politics, was released late yesterday
having earlier been shrouded in secrecy, apparently to stop some of the
people named in his book taking out an injunction to stop its publication.
Hager, whose book The Hollow Men, exposed the inner workings of the
National Party, said the book raised serious questions for Prime Minister John
Key to answer.
Key said through a spokeswoman last night the book was a ‘‘cynically timed
attack’’ from ‘‘a well known left wing conspiracy theorist.
‘‘It makes all sorts of unfounded allegations and voters will see it for what it
is.’’
Hager said the emails were passed to him after Slater’s website was crashed
in January following comments about a West Coast man who died in a car
crash.
He said they showed long-term advisers in Key’s office were engaged in
activity including ‘‘going inside the Labour Party’s computers’’, organising dirty
tricks and feeding material to Slater and another Right-wing blogger, David
Farrar, to use in personal attacks.
‘‘You will not believe what you read and how bloody awful it is.’’
However, most of the the emails seem to relate to exchanges between Slater
and other bloggers and National Party activists, including Simon Lusk.
Hager’s book includes claims that Slater’s blog is partly funded by big
business, including the tobacco industry.
One of the most explosive claims in the book refers to former ACT leader
Rodney Hide being blackmailed into stepping down from the ACT leadership
over him sending ‘‘inappropriate text messages to a young woman’’.
But there is no evidence linking the prime minister’s office or senior ministers
to the action against Hide, which was mostly discussed between Slater and
Lusk.
Hager names ninth floor staffer Jason Ede as the main conduit between the
prime minister’s office and Slater, and says Ede helped Slater search inside
Labour Party computers after they discovered a security breach.
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Other examples cited by Hager include Ede drafting Official Information Act
requests for Slater to use in other attacks, including salary information used to
attack Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade staff embroiled in a dispute over
restructuring.
Hager also details exchanges between Slater and Justice Minister Judith
Collins, who he describes as Slater’s ‘‘close friend and ally’’.
Hager writes the pair called it ‘‘the double rule rule’’ where ‘‘if someone
attacked them, they gave back twice as much’’.
Hager also writes about Collins, a former police minister, discussing a
potential leak from the police to Slater related to the Urewera raids.
The book also implies Collins was involved in leaking Michelle Boag’s email
about ACC claimant Bronwyn Pullar, who was accidentally sent private details
of thousands of ACC clients, but there is no direct evidence that she did so.
Hager denied the book was politically motivated, saying the information was
‘‘so illuminating’’ and he had ‘‘worked like a dog because I believe people
have a total right to know this before the election’’.
‘‘I think voters have got a total right to know about their government beyond
just the glossy face that people put on – of the things which the government
doesn’t want to be seen.’’ Key had ‘‘very serious questions to answer,’’ he
said.
‘‘I think that a prime minister, who’s got his longest serving press person who
sits in an office two doors away from him going inside the Labour party’s
computers and organising other dirty tricks and feeding out information to
David Farrar and to Cameron Slater when they want to attack someone and
not have their own hands on it, he really has to answer to this.’’
Slater posted on his Whale Oil site Cameron Slater last night that he had just
arrived in South Korea where he had ‘‘pre-existing arrangements’’.
‘‘No doubt you will all want to talk about Hager’s book, even though none of
us [has] read it yet,’’ he said to his followers on the blog.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10381072/Nicky-Hager-reveals-WhaleOil-links-to-Nats
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Rob Salmond (Polity): Dirty politics: My 2c
ROB SALMOND

|

14TH AUGUST 2014 |

0 COMMENTS

There are bits of Nicky Hagar's Dirty Politics that are, for political anoraks, at
least, "who cares" material.
But there are bits that are not.
For me, the most shocking revelation in the book is about the use of
clandestine SIS files as a weapon of partisan politics. To recap, John Key or
his office discovered classified SIS files that were embarrassing to Phil Goff,
got them declassified, then immediately told a right-wing blogger to seek
those same newly-declassified files under the OIA, all as a means of
smearing a political opponent.
That is awful.
That is not what spy agencies are for.
The use of spy agencies in partisan politics is absolutely, irredeemably
disgusting.
That episode has much more to do with John Key and Jason Ede than it does
Cameron Slater. Misuse of SIS documents was arranged by John Key's
personal office, and carried out by one of John Keys most senior staffers,
Jason Ede. Cameron Slater is simply their tool.
So what should happen now?
Well, that episode alone needs to be investigated by the Inspector-General of
Intelligence and Security.
Another incident, where Ministers Amy Adams and Judith Collins appear to
deliberately circumvent the OIA to benefit Slater should be investigated by the
Ombudsman.
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This book does not describe a series of incidents. It describes a system. And
responsibility for that system lies with the person at the head of it. The person
who employed Jason Ede, who stood by as his Ministers and officials
breached their ethical and legal obligations to New Zealanders, and who also
personally fed vile material into National's attack blog machine. John Key.
Yes, there is some ideological name-calling in this book. And yes there is
some stuff detailed rather breathlessly in here than is common practice
around the democratic world.
But there is much more than that.
We cannot let anything obscure the disturbing facts that emerge about
potential misuse of taxpayer funds, and the apparatus of New Zealand state
security, along with unethical if not illegal actions by multiple government
Ministers.
National's glib response so far has been disrespectful to New Zealanders and
to our democracy. Given the behaviour documented in Hagar's book, that it
sadly no surprise. We deserve a much more serious response than this. And,
more broadly, we deserve a much better politics than this.
http://polity.co.nz/content/dirty-politics-my-2c
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David Farrar (Kiwiblog): Dirty Politics
August 14th, 2014 at 6:01 am by David Farrar

Isn’t the most dirty trick exposed in Nicky Hager’s book, the revelation that Hager reveals that he
received six years of stolen e-mails, hacked from Cameron Slater’s Gmail and Facebook
accounts?
Is it not ironic that so many on the left have marched and protested against the right of the GCSB
to assist the SIS or the Police to intercept communications, if a Judge or retried Judge agrees that
there is enough evidence of criminal or national security issues to give out an interception warrant.
They protested for weeks and months.
Yet when we get evidence of a massive criminal hacking of six years of personal communications,
then they do not see that as dirty politics. They celebrate it, because it occurred against someone
they do not like. Does this not suggest a large degree of hypocrisy and faux outrage over the
GCSB changes last year? Are any of those anti-GCSB protesters going to condemn Nicky Hager
and his unknown associate/s for the hack and publication of Cameron Slater’s Gmail and
Facebook?
Do all those journalists who wrote dozens and dozens of stories about the GCSB Bill, have a view
on whether it is okay to criminally hack someone’s private communications, because you don’t like
what they write? Is this where we want politics in New Zealand to go – partisans from the left and
right trying to hack each other’s communications?
The book does expose dirty politics in New Zealand, the dirty politics of those who criminally hack
private communications, and publish them. They’ve just had journalists in the UK go to jail for
publishing stories that they knew were based on hacked voicemails. Here though, you get to make
royalties out of them.

http://www.kiwiblog.co.nz/2014/08/dirty_politics.html
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The Standard: Dirty Politics: The Brestapo
WrittenBy: ROCKY - Date published:5:00 am, August 14th, 2014 - 2 comments
Categories: babies, corruption, democracy under attack, democratic participation, john key, national, national/act
government, Politics, same old national - Tags: dirty politics, fonterra, nicky hager

Many have commented that there is
nothing shocking about the revelations in Nicky Hager’s new book, ‘Dirty Politics’. It
is the sad and sorry truth of New Zealand politics that there is some merit in such
comments. That does not mean that the stories in the book are not significantly
newsworthy.
Whilst most people inside the “political beltway” have long suspected links between
John Key’s office and blogs like Whale Oil, it is quite another thing to see the
concrete evidence of the bigger picture and the very cynical communications between
those involved. The book very firmly ties up John Key’s office and the clear strategy
from the outset of his leadership of the National Party: To paint himself as clean and
“above dirty politics” while very quietly pulling the strings and using proxies to run
his attacks for him.
The downside of a book like this is that there are just so many stories that would each
in themselves be well worthy of the front page of a leading newspaper. From the
individual political attacks and abuse of ministerial powers through to blog posts paid
for by PR companies on behalf of tobacco companies, Ports of Auckland, Fonterra
and the Food & Grocery Council; I fear that many good stories will not get the
coverage they deserve. I can only hope that the book is widely read from cover to
cover.
I have chosen to highlight one story that was particularly hard for me to read. I have
become desensitized to much of the dirty politics covered in the book. That is not to
say I do not care, I very much do. Whilst I will always remain in firm opposition to
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anything which distracts from what politics should be about – that is a genuine contest
of ideas and policies – there are only so many times you can feel genuinely emotional,
shocked, and outraged over the same old dirty tricks.
I do not like political corruption. I do not like political parties and industry lobbyists
cynically manipulating public opinion for their own self-interested ends. Yet I have
come to expect it where I have seen it before: The National Party, the alcohol and
tobacco lobbyists, and PR companies employed to combat unions and political
activists.
A couple of years ago I read “The Politics of Breastfeeding” so I am only too aware
of infant formula companies’ involvement in what can only be described as the
corporate murder of millions of babies around the world. Yet here in little old New
Zealand I have genuinely (and now obviously naively) believed that the only
opposition to breastfeeding is from a dwindling generation of very out-dated thinking
and a very tiny minority of people who have carried on such thinking.
How wrong could I be?
To paraphrase Nicky Hager’s comments on Campbell Live last night: Everyone
knows what sort of character Cameron Slater is and that in itself is not newsworthy. I
have foolishly never taken Cameron Slater very seriously except when his attacks
have been obviously for the benefit of the National Party. I actually believed that the
misinformed and bigoted viewpoints that prevail in his posts were his genuine
opinions. It fits his character to drone on about “The Breastapo” “Sucking on the
Taxpayers’ Tit”. To discover that such posts were actually written and paid for on
behalf of Fonterra actually shocked me. I cried and then I paced around the house
feeling very genuine emotion and outrage.
It leaves me questioning: Are there really people out there who genuinely believe that
breastfeeding advocates deserve to be labelled such nasty names as “The Brestapo”?
Or are these ideas almost always bought and paid for by those with a financial interest
in ensuring they can continue to push their products without regulations to combat the
harm they do? If Whale Oil is a paid outlet for this rubbish then surely it is only the
tip of the ice-burg.These industry paid for posts are not a calm and reasonable defense
of the products they push. It is cynical, dog-whistling manipulation of the public at its
very worst.
Here are some bits from the very posts published on Whale Oil that Nicky Hager has
shown were bought and paid for by PR lobbyist Carrick Graham:
The Brestapo don’t seem to care about how limiting (destroying) the branding of, for
example, New Zealand’s largest company and other New Zealand companies infant
formula brands will impact on this country’s global competitiveness.
Up first is the concept of a ‘Wet Nursing’ programme, an idea flowing from the
Christchurch earthquake crisis where mum’s were stressed out and struggled to breast
feed naturally.
For Kiwi blokes, this means some random lactating woman turns up at your front
door, flops out her tits for the young fella to have a suck on, while the missus sits
there and watches.
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On the other hand if this woman turned up knocking on your door, offering to ‘wet
nurse’ your infant, many dads would not only be more than happy to welcome her
into their home, but wish they were 2 years old as well. Don’t think the mums would
be, though
Another idea latched onto (excuse the pun) by these troughers is that of a ‘human
milk banking’ system. Apparently during times of crisis, like Christchurch, a
Government funded (of course) milk bank would kick into action, sending litres of
chilled breast milk down to the starving infants whose mothers are too stressed to
breast feed naturally. These troughers just can’t stand the idea that mums might
consider buying infant formula.
…
Meanwhile Fonterra and other infant formula producers can all go and take a bath, as
these troughers would rather crawl over broken glass than have infant formula as a
ready solution to mums struggling to breast feed.
And to top it all off this ‘hui’, stakeholder consultation or whatever you want to call
it, also had an earth mother ‘stunt feeder’ attend, sitting there breast feeding her baby
throughout the meeting without saying a word. I’m surprised the baby didn’t erupt
with reflux having to sit through that bollocks.
On a final note: There have been many comments from the right alleging that the real
dirty politics can be seen in the recent Internet/Mana video with chants of “Fuck John
Key” and an unrelated burning of an effigy of John Key. I would argue that the
prevalence of dirty politics outlined in Nicky Hager’s book is exactly what creates an
environment where effigy burning (and if this continues, perhaps worse to come) is
inevitible. When a small but powerful elite come to dominate politics and focus the
media away from the real issues onto attacks and other distractions, what is lost is the
ordinary citizens’ engagement in politics. When ordinary people feel more and more
powerless as discussion of the real issues becomes impossible they disconnect from
politics. Eventually they will stand up and fight back and it may not be pretty. It is our
responsibility to keep politics clean if we want our democracy to survive and prosper.
http://thestandard.org.nz/dirty-politics-the-brestapo/
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Corner politics: Something is rotten in the state of New Zealand
So while I was sleeping Nicky Hager’s book was launched in Wellington
today. While you were sleeping I had to write down my thoughts. I did not
expect it to be a sequel to the Hollow Men but so it was. I guess the proverbial
“Fool me once…” is in order. I won’t get to read this book for a long time and I
expect most of the book will be traversed in detail in the next few weeks by
those who do. Once thing that was very evident to me from the preface and
the information that is out there is that now we know why Judith Collins was
never sacked. If "the machine" was engaging in this level of unethical
behavior just to win elections can you imagine the kind of dirt they have on
each other? It is well known that WO and Judith Collins are close, I hate to
think what they have over John Key that makes him so powerless when it
comes to her. Some of the excerpts are truly frightening to me.

"the prime minister’s office used its knowledge
of secret SIS documents to tip off Slater" from
website.
I was working for the Labour Leader’s Office during and leading up to the
2011 election. This is extraordinary! Surely this needs independent
investigation because it is a major breach. I'm not even sure that we will ever
know the extent of the abuse. It is well known that political operatives in the
Beehive go out of their way to make sure their actions are not OIA-able. But I
don’t see how the investigation could happen while John Key is still PM. I
would not have confidence in any such investigation! This alone means that
he can no longer stay.

“They include persistent attacks on Labour
Party politicians, attacks that consciously set
out to distract, wear down or demoralise them
rather than trying to debate issues or win a
political argument…”
Well that tactic certainly worked during the 2011 election. I remember that
very well because I worked through those days for Labour.

"how our defences as a society (news media,
electoral laws and so on) are inadequate to
protect the public."
This right here terrifies me the most. We misplaced our faith in the idea that
New Zealand is the least corrupted country. We were fooled by the beauty
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and the simplicity of our small nation in the thinking that nothing bad ever
happens here. Time and time again we are proven wrong but our faith in our
own goodness means that people who do want to take advantage can and do
take that advantage. Some practical solutions: OIA needs urgent reform,
political donations need to be far more transparent, our law enforcement
agencies needs to reigned in, and we need to restore civil service neutrality.
Everything to me right now reeks of undue influence and abuse of power.
I’ve been referred to as a hack (because I worked for Labour). It is well
established that I sit on the left of the political spectrum. Despite never been a
member of any political party and despite having multiple combinations of the
two ticks in the last three elections I will always be seen as Labour. An yet this
book gives me no joy. No solace. I feel no glee. Hager says:

"This is a technique originally from US
republican politics...."
How can anything borrowed from US Republicans be good for New Zealand?
Have we as a nation not been watching the destruction of political goodwill in
America precisely because of these kind of tactics? The apathy, the anger,
the misinformed choices? Do we want that as a country? It is clear to me that
our politicians don’t really care about good governance. They are motivated
by power and wielding that power for personal gain. Finally this –

“Journalists have suspected these activities but
the evidence has been hard to find.”
Well I guess it didn’t come up when John Roughan was writing that biography.
It didn’t come up when they were actively spreading rumoursabout Labour
Party donations. It didn’t come up when they had to actively denyusing
Government agencies to find out how they knew how many times Winston
visited Kim Dotcom. I guess none of that really required thorough investigation
because if you were a journalist – would you really think a political party would
go this far? In this day and age? This many years after Watergate? Spying on
the opposition? Why would you risk your professional reputation wondering if
such a scale of underhanded activities was occurring?
If there is anything I take away from this – it is “constant vigilance”. More to
come I'm sure...
http://cornerpolitics.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/something-is-rotten-in-state-ofnew.html
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Newswire: Winston Peters: 'Dark day in politics'
Thursday 14 Aug 2014 5:06a.m.
Winston Peters is comparing the revelations in Nicky Hager's book Dirty
Politics to the Watergate scandal that brought down US president Richard
Nixon.
The book, launched yesterday, implicates Prime Minister John Key in covert
smear campaigns against his political opponents.
Mr Key's office has dismissed it as a litany of unfounded allegations written by
a well known left-wing conspiracy theorist.
Mr Peters says it reveals evidence of taxpayer resources being used for
political attacks against the Government's foes.
"Sadly for the Prime Minister, it goes to his office in the same way it went to
Nixon's office during the Watergate scandal," he said.
"This is a very dark day in New Zealand politics."
Mr Peters says it would be senseless for the Government to deny the
seriousness of the situation because the emails published in the book prove
the involvement of Beehive staffer Jason Ede.
Hager says the book is based on a large number of internal communications
between National-aligned blogger Cameron Slater and various National Party
figures.
Slater's computer was hacked and crashed after the blogger posted
disparaging comments about a young West Coast man who had been killed in
a car crash.
"Some weeks later, out of the blue, I received a package: an 8-gigabyte USB
digital storage device, the contents of which appeared to have originated from
the attack on Slater's computer," Hager says in the book.
"On the USB were thousands of documents that revealed different parts of the
National Party attack politics, a subject that until then had largely been a
matter of speculation and denial."
Hager says that during the 2011 election campaign, Slater obtained a
database of Labour Party members and donations.
"He gleefully attacked the party. What no one knew is that Key's dirty tricks
person, Jason Ede, had helped throughout, including searching inside the
Labour Party computers and helping Slater plan the subsequent attacks,"
Hager said.
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Slater said on his WhaleOil blog site on Wednesday night that he was in
Korea and hadn't read the book but expected it to be "a very single-sided
affair".
BOOK REVELATIONS INCLUDE:
* The PM's office used its knowledge of secret SIS documents to tip off Slater
and arrange an attack on the Labour leader in the 2011 election campaign
* Mr Ede drafted Official Information Act requests for information that was
passed on to Slater
* Political strategist Simon Lusk was in the loop on many of the plans that
were laid
* Justice Minister Judith Collins was another of Slater's informants and
emailed him an account of Labour's Trevor Mallard making a fool of himself "You can use this if you like but just don't say it was me"
* Kiwiblog's David Farrar was also given information by Mr Ede
* Slater boasted that Mr Key had called him to commiserate over the backlash
the blogger was getting after posting disparaging remarks about the man
killed in a road accident.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Winston-Peters-Dark-day-inpolitics/tabid/1607/articleID/356748/Default.aspx
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): What Hager has revelled with SlaterGate
and Nixon Key
By Martyn Bradbury / August 14, 2014 / No Comments

So now we know why Slater worked so hard pretending to be a Journalist to gain legal
privilege to protect his sources in his defamation case.
Let’s be very clear, this is terribly damaging to John Key and his Government. It’s not
damaging because Slater does awful insidious and cruel shit, that’s not the surprise or
issue. Who he takes money from and who write his posts, that’s the kind of garbage one
expects. What is so damaging to Key and his Government is that senior members of the
Government would willingly collude with such awful insidious and cruel shit.
NZers don’t like dirty politics. Angry politics, sure. But dirty politics like this? That’s just
not something we like or tolerate here, so watching senior members of the government
aid and abet Slater will be a real eye opener and highlight the manufactured good guy
laid back routine John Key has mastered.
This book will have an immediate impact in the place it needs to impact most, popular
opinion and within the media.
I refused to allow Seven Sharp to use me as a manufactured balance for their Slater
piece, because allowing a far right hate speech merchant like Slater to have the kind of
respectability the mainstream media provide was wrong. Slater is the main source of
news for underfunded news rooms in this country and realising that Slater and the Nats
have played them will not only have them reeling, it will make them furious.
What we now know from the book is the PMs office and senior politicians roll around in
the Cameron Slater sewer and do despicable things. Rodney Hide was threatened and
blackmailed into standing down, Tobacco lobbyists print articles on Whaleoil and then
comment with the most disgusting hateful language, Jordan Williams smears Labour
Party sex lives on Wikipedia, Slater has a prostitute friend who tries to dig up dirt via the
brothels on Len Brown, John Boscowan, Labour MPs, the Herald’s editors and Duncan
Garner. Slater had a prisoner removed to a remote prison who ended up committing
suicide because Slater’s mate didn’t want his daughter visiting the inmate. Slater hacked
into Labour Party computer servers and most damming, Slater was provided information
from the Secret Intelligence Service.
How is it that the Press Gallery were totally oblivious to all these smears? Why does it
take Hager to do actual journalism in this country? Is using the intelligence apparatus of
our country to feed a far right hate speech merchant acceptable to everyone else?
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Expect a much angrier, far more critical media confronting Key in a way he’s never
seen before. His nice guy masquerade has been shattered by the revelations in this
book.
Listening to right wing apologists try and defend this filth is the lowest most pathetic
stuff I’ve ever heard. What a sad little manDavid Farrar is once the tactics of the Right
are on display.
Key is trying to say it’s just the work of a left wing conspiracy theorist, unfortunately for
Key 200 people don’t turn up at a bookstore just for conspiracy theories. People on
social media can read with horror what these pricks do and they are judging it and
passing it around to their friends and their networks and that will make an impact.
These are deeply concerning allegations and it is a terrible state of affairs when this hate
can become the norm.
It is now up to decent folk in NZ to make a decision – do you want to reward this hate or
do you want to vote it out?

- See more at: http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/14/what-hager-hasrevelled-with-slatergate-and-nixon-key/#sthash.pAAvmPHr.dpuf
http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/14/what-hager-has-revelled-with-slatergateand-nixon-key/
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David Fisher and Adam Bennett (Herald): Hager book: 'You will not
believe what you read'
6:25 PM Wednesday Aug 13, 2014
Dirty Politics, the new book from author and investigative journalist Nicky
Hager, will feature leaked emails between National Party figures and rightwing bloggers.
The book, which has been released in Wellington tonight, aims to tell the story
of "how attack politics is poisoning NZ's political environment".
It includes email correspondence between Whaleoil blogger Cameron Slater
and Jason Ede, one of the Prime Minister John Key's press secretaries, in
relation to information found on Labour's website.
Mr Hager said the Prime Minister's office had been "collaborating" with
National Party "proxies" who were carrying out attacks on behalf of Mr Key
while working to preserve his image.
The book shows Mr Slater and Mr Ede discussed the information and how to
avoid being caught.
"Part of the book is about how John Key has cultivated a very respectable
image of being friendly and relaxed but at the same time there has been
another part of his politics which New Zealanders have not seen or
understood."
Speaking to reporters this evening, Mr Hager said the book was about the
"unseen side of Mr Key's political management".
He denied he had a political agenda in releasing the book so close to the
election.
"Any person, any of you who had access to the documents I have would have
leapt at the chance to use this information because it's so illuminating about
the Government."
"That's what the job is - to tell people before the election."
He said he got the material early this year and could have taken more time
with the book.
"But I've worked like a dog because I believe that people have a total right to
know this before the election.
"So have I hurried it out before the election - totally. Is it politically motivated?
It's motivated by the public interest that I think people have in knowing what's
going on."
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Mr Hager said his book would show Mr Key "has some very serious questions
to answer".
Many of those questions were about his long term press advisers who were
doing things like "going inside the Labour Party's computers", organising other
dirty tricks and feeding material to bloggers Mr Slater and David Farrar to
orchestrate personal attacks.
"When you read the book you're going to find chapter after chapter of
remarkable things that him as leader of the party... he's got a lot to answer for.
"In some cases it's political blackmail, there are many cases of digging sexual
dirt to try and scare and threaten people. There are many cases that looked to
the country as if they were spontaneous acts of politics which were actually
orchestrated from the ninth floor."
Mr Hager described Mr Slater as an "obnoxious" blogger whose attacks on a
young man killed in a car crash earlier this year had led to hackers attacking
the Whaleoil website.
He said the attack knocked out the Whaleoil site for a number of days during
which time a hacker had come away with "thousands and thousands" of
documents.
He said the papers revealed an "an astonishingly cynical and ugly view" of the
way National's "proxies" behaved in politics.
Mr Hager said people would become increasingly astonished as they read
through the book because the "dirty politics" only got worse.
"You will not believe what you read and how bloody awful it is."
In a speech prior to the launch, the book was described as one which
"implicates John Key and senior National Party staff".
It ''revolves around a cast of Key, Cameron Slater, Jason Ede, David Farrar,
Judith Collins and other National Party figures''.
"It shows a very different side of John Key and his Government than most
New Zealanders know'', the book's publishers said.
Hager's earlier books have included Seeds of Distrust, which threatened to
ankle-tap former Prime Minister Helen Clark as she headed into the 2002
election.
Mr Hager followed with The Hollow Men which gave voters an inside look at
the manipulations of National's 2005 campaign. His 2010 book Other People's
Wars exposed New Zealand's intelligence and military activities in
Afghanistan and Iraq during the "War of Terror" - a stark contrast to the
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friendly, public relations-driven view the New Zealand Defence Force had
offered.
His previous access to well-placed intelligence sources have driven
speculation he was preparing to release Edward Snowden-sourced
documents about New Zealand's involvement in the US-led Five Eyes spying
alliance. But talk around Wellington yesterday had some leaning towards an
expose on political manipulations.
Ahead of today's launch, Prime Minister John Key dismissed Mr Hager
saying: "Most people know that Nicky Hager is a screaming left-wing
conspiracy theorist."
It's a view which is in contrast to praise from US journalism legend Seymour
Hersh, who last year said: "Nicky Hager has more knowledge and
understanding of the American intelligence world in Afghanistan - both its
good and its very bad points - than any reporter I know."
The release of the latest book has been carried out in total secrecy. Publicity
for the book ahead of the launch has been non-existent, although the launch
itself at Wellington's Unity Books has become today's must-attend Wellington
function.
Media commentator Russell Brown said Mr Key's comments should be seen
as preparing the ground for whatever might be coming by attempting to
diminish Mr Hager's credibility.
"They are generally stories people don't want told," he said of Mr Hager's
work. "You can see that in the push back which comes before the book
comes out."
Mr Brown, AUT's Journalist In Residence and frontman with Toi Iti for Maori
Television's Media Take, said Mr Hager had proven his credentials repeatedly
and should be regarded as credible.
"One very valuable thing about Nicky is that he operates at a different level to
most journalists. He has a strong sense in the public interest. He can take a
long time to get the detail right. We're lucky to have someone in his position."
Mr Brown said Mr Hager's books fell into either the "barnstormer" or
"technical" category and he expected this one would be greeted as a
"barnstormer".
Mr Hager's first book was Secret Power, published in 1996. It was a worldexclusive and remains the authoritative text on the United States-led predigital spying network called Echelon.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11308353
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Tracy Watkins (Stuff): Hager: Book exposes National 'attack politics'
Last updated 20:40 13/08/2014
Nicky Hager's new book, called Dirty Politics, reveals an "attack politics" side
of the Key Government, he says, with emails showing how closely it works
with blogger Cameron Slater.
The book was based on "thousands and thousands" of documents from
Slater's computer, Hager said.
"You are not going to believe how bloody awful it is."
Key said through a spokeswoman that the book was a "cynically timed attack"
from "a well known left wing conspiracy theorist"."
"It makes all sorts of unfounded allegations and voters will see it for what it is."
While speculation about what Hager might reveal centred on classified
documents held by American Edward Snowden, the Hager book transpired to
be a sequel to The Hollow Men, released in 2006.
In that book, Hager had explored tactics used by the National Party to fight
the 2005 election.
Hager said his new book focused on individuals in the National Government,
including Prime Minister John Key, senior ministers and staff in the PM's
office.
Hager said he has obtained emails, among them correspondence between
Slater and Key staffers.
"The book is based upon a large number of internal communications between
the National-aligned blogger Slater and a network of National Party figures,"
Hager said in a statement.
"The documents are very revealing about Slater and his collaborators,
including much that is shocking and distasteful," he said.
"But much more important the documents also cover politicians and Beehive
staff, showing the highly co-ordinated National Party attack politics used yearafter-year throughout Key's prime ministership."
Among the revelations in the book, Hager said, are that during the 2011
election campaign Slater obtained a database of Labour Party members,
emails and donations to attack Labour with.
Also in 2011 the PM's office used its knowledge of secret SIS documents to
tip off Slater and arrange an attack on Labour leader Phil Goff, and drafted
Official Information Act requests for Slater to use in other attacks.
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SLATER'S RESPONSE
Slater recently arrived in Korea but offered a post on his Whale Oil blog for his
readers to chat about the book.
"It is of course likely to be a very single-sided affair, and a direct attack on the
government to hurt it at election time. What is being framed here is only one
side of politics in New Zealand. Hager conveniently appears to avoid what
happens on the left.
"But that's ok," Slater wrote. "Nothing changes."
HAGER'S PAST WORKS
Hager's 2002 book about genetically modified corn lobbed a grenade into that
election campaign after former prime minister Helen Clark labelled television
interviewer John Campbell a "creep" for ambushing her over its claims.
The Hollow Men detailed private emails to and from former National leader
Don Brash after the 2006 election.
Key said yesterday he did not believe it was a coincidence that Hager was
releasing his book now.
"Most people know that Nicky Hager is a screaming left-wing conspiracy
theorist. He's hardly an authority on these matters . . . I'm not terribly worried."
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/10376693/Hager-Book-exposesNational-attack-politics

Dirty Politics Summary
Filed under: Politics — danylmc @ 11:40 pm
Hager’s basic hypothesis is that John Key’s National government uses a ‘two tier’
communications strategy; positive communications, which are focused around
John Key, who is presented as ‘relaxed’ and decent, and negative/attack
communications, which are conducted covertly by senior staffers in Key’s office
and fed to the media mostly – but not exclusively – through Cameron Slater’s
WhaleOil blog.
His evidence for all of this consists of a huge quantity of Slater’s Facebook
messages many of which are to and from Jason Ede, the longest-serving press
officer in the Prime Minister’s office. The primary allegations regarding Ede are:
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He was involved in accessing the Labour Party’s computers in the lead-up
to the 2011 election

•

He tips Slater off when an OIA is about to be released to an opposition
party or media outlet, telling Slater to request the OIA, which he is then
provided with before the original requestor. Slater then publishes the
information on his blog with a pro-National spin

•

He is implicated in advising Slater to request classified SIS documents,
which were then declassified and quickly released to Slater to embarrass
Labour leader Phil Goff

•

Ede advised Slater on the wording of OIA requests to conduct a smear
campaign against MFAT staff protesting Murray McCully’s restructuring of
their department.

The book also documents the close friendship between Slater and Justice Minister
Judith Collins, alleging:

•

Collins is the source of much of the material for Slater’s ‘tipline’, attacking
Labour MPs and her enemies within the National Party.

•

When she was Minister of Corrections Collins appears to have had a
prisoner transferred at Slater’s request, because a friend of Slater’s didn’t
want her daughter visiting her imprisoned ex-partner and Slater arranged
to have the man transferred to a more remote prison. The prisoner later
attempted suicide.

•

Collins discusses the illegal leaking of police evidence with Slater and
publication of the evidence on Slater’s blog (at the time she was Minister
of Police)

One of Slater’s primary collaborators is the political strategist Simon Lusk.
Allegations:

•

Lusk and Slater charge aspiring National politicians to help them win
candidate selection in National safe-seats by running attack campaigns
against their opponents. The book documents an extensive smear
campaign in the Rodney electorate in 2011, in which Lusk and Slater
successfully elected their client Mark Mitchell, who is now the MP for
Rodney.
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Lusk and Slater, and Jordan Williams routinely game the iPredict site,
spending small amounts of money to move the prices around and then
blogging about the movements.

•

Lusk was hired by Brash to help replace Rodney Hide as leader of the ACT
Party. Lusk – evidently without Brash’s knowledge – found out from
Jordan Williams that Rodney Hide had been sending ‘dodgy texts’ to a
young woman. Slater published hints about this on his blog and Lusk
proposed that they approach Hide quietly and ‘tell Hide that someone had
the texts and will release them if he doesn’t resign by Friday’. Hide
resigned.

Much of the material published by Slater under his name is actually written by
Carrick Graham, a lobbyist for the tobacco industry. Allegations:

•

Graham also comments extensively on WhaleOil, using pseudonyms, often
under his own posts. His pseudo-anonymous comments are incredibly
racist and misogynistic.

•

Graham pays Slater about $6500 a month for publishing pro tobacco, pro
alcohol PR, written by Graham but published under Slater’s byline.

•

Many of the posts are vicious attacks against academics that publish
scientific research that upsets Graham’s clients.

Other noteworthy allegations:

•

Slater has a friend who is a former-prostitute, who asks around brothels to
find out if his political enemies have been to them. Len Brown, John
Boscowan, Labour MPs, the Herald’s editors and Duncan Garner are all
named as people Slater has attempted to ‘dig dirt’ on in this manner to
‘apply pressure’.

•

Jordan Williams edits the Wikipedia pages of Labour MPs and writes
smears about their sex lives

•

Content on David Farrar’s Kiwiblog is written by National’s communications
staffers

That’s not even close to an exhaustive list. Just the things that jumped out at me.
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I think the primary focus here should be on Jason Ede. Cameron Slater, Jordan
Williams and David Farrar are National Party activists, but Ede is paid a (large)
salary by the taxpayer to help John Key run the country but his actual job seems
to consist of activity that is highly unethical and – occasionally – almost certainly
illegal.
Key has already dismissed Hager’s book (‘left-wing conspiracy theory’) so it looks
like he might try to bluff this out. I really, really, really doubt that will work.

http://dimpost.wordpress.com/2014/08/13/dirty-politics-summary/

Russell Brown (Public Address): Dirty Politics
That there was a connection between Whaleoil, Kiwiblog and a senior advisor
in the Prime Minister’s office, Jason Ede, has been a matter of political gossip
for several years. But it has remained that: gossip. Nicky Hager’s new
book, Dirty Politics: How attack politics is poisoning New Zealand’s political
environment, appears to have changed all that.
The breakthrough in the writing of the book sounds exquisitely karmic. After
Whaleoil publisher Cameron Slater wrote a revolting blog postheaded ’Feral
dies in Greymouth, did world a favour’ about a young man who had died in a
car crash on the West Coast, his site was hit in a presumably related denial of
service attack, which took his site out for two days.
But it did more than that. It provided access for unnamed persons to retrieve a
trove of correspondence between Slater, Ede and other senior figures – which
became a breakthrough in a story Hager says he was already working on. He
regards the gulf between Prime Minister Key’s clean, positive public image
and the grubby political reality as a key element of the book.
“You are not going to believe what you read, and how bloody awful it is,” said
Hager at the launch this evening that was so helpfully streamed live by TV3
news.
Sadly, perhaps it’s not so hard to believe.
And that’s where Hager’s status as a journalist beyond the day-to-day rumble
of political journaism is most valuable. The self-styled bruisers of
Parliamentary gallery reporting may not have been part of it, but they depend
on the same system, the same people, the same words-in-their-ears for their
stories.
To an extent, that’s always been the case. Most great “scoops” by gallery
jouraists are fed to them. Their jobs simply don’t permit real, long-game
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investigation. There are active incentives to procure the gotcha for tonight’s
news. But it seems – and, to be honest, has seemed for a while – that what has
been going on is of a different order, not least in the revelation that these
people have used information gathered by the SIS for political purposes.
It’s good that we get to see behind the curtain.
http://publicaddress.net/hardnews/dirty-politics/

TV3: Nicky Hager's new book 'Dirty Politics' will 'shock readers'
Wednesday 13 Aug 2014 7:00p.m.
A new book released in Wellington today makes the claim that it's the New
Zealand politics we haven't seen that have been dirtiest of all.
Investigative journalist Nicky Hager focuses on the past six years of Prime
Minister John Key's Government through mostly email exchanges between
blogger Cameron Slater and National Party figures.
It's alleged Mr Slater works very closely with Jason Ede, a strategic backroom
figure in the Prime Minister's office. Their target is seemingly anyone who
doesn't support Mr Key.
But that's not all; it's alleged former tobacco PR man Carrick Graham pays
Whale Oil to blog on behalf of the tobacco industry.
Mr Hager joined John Campbell tonight discuss where the documents in the
book are from.
"There's no way I would write about these things unless I was very sure about
what I had," says Mr Hager. "I was working on this subject for a while because
I'd felt that there was something not right with New Zealand politics for a
while."
He believed he wasn't alone when he thought this, "with many more attacks
and dirty sneers going on but no one could put their finger on it because a lot
of it was being done secretly".
Mr Hager says that earlier this year he was leaked a very large number of
communications about blogger Mr Slater. They revealed what Mr Slater was
doing, which Mr Hager says "will shock readers".
"There will be many people who will be very shocked at the depth of attacks
and the things he has done," says Mr Hager. "These communications showed
a much wider network, which was in effect a well-coordinated National Party
effort for attack politics."
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He relates the situation to United States politics, where "the leader is kept
clean" while "there is a system of people, including the Prime Minister's office
to Cameron Slater and various other National Party activist friends, who are
being used in continuous and organised attacks on their opponents".
"The book is very broad, and the chapters that get close to John Key are the
ones where you find that his own staff a couple of doors away from his office
are coordinating the attacks," says Mr Hager.
He describes one such alleged occasion where the Prime Minister's press
advisor, Jason Ede, was working with Mr Slater, both accessing the "Labour
Party computers, unlawfully" and gathering information about party members
and donors.
"That's a level of involvement of the Government which is shocking", Mr
Hager says.
He believes that one explanation for these communications having occurred
could be thanks to the Prime Minister being "kept on one side, in the relaxed
image, and the attacks being left to their staff, having the hopeful belief that
no one will ever find out about what's going on".
Watch the full interview with Nicky Hager.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Nicky-Hagers-new-book-Dirty-Politics-will-shockreaders/tabid/817/articleID/356721/Default.aspx

David Farrar (Kiwiblog): The Hager book
August 13th, 2014 at 8:13 pm by David Farrar

Rather bemused to find an entire chapter of Nicky Hager’s book is on me, and also how banal it is.
Almost everything in there is in the public domain, as I live a pretty open life. But what Hager has
done is wave his normal conspiracy theory through everything and make the fact that bloggers and
other talk to each other, some sort of sinister thing.
Basically the chapter is a revelation that I am a member of the National Party! I didn’t realise this
was a big secret.
He seems to have no curiousity at all over all the bloggers on the left who don’t blog under their
real names, and are rumoured to actually work in Parliament. He also doesn’t worry about one
blogger who has been on multiple party payrolls and never declared it, until outed.
What is very interesting is that his source is once again stolen e-mails. In The Hollow Men, he
claimed they were leaked to him by an insider. In this book they are obviously hacked from
Cameron Slater, which to my mind raises huge disbelief over his claims that the previous set of emails were leaked.
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I’ve had a quick read through the chapter on me, and a few things I’ll point out.

•

Hager thinks my setting Kiwiblog up was due to my involvement in the IDU. That’s nuts. I’ve been
debating politics online since 1996, originally through Usenet. I set Kiwiblog up because I like debate.
It was not encouraged by anyone, and I was surprised it has turned out influential. In fact in the early
days quite a few in National put pressure on for me not to blog.

•

I get e-mails from numerous people, including Jason Ede, pointing stories out to me, or suggesting
things I may want to blog on. I get them from lots of ordinary blog readers, from friends, from some
staff, and sometmes even an MP. But I decide what I blog, and they always accord with my political
views.

•

A tiny proportion of what I blog comes from National sources. Way under 5%. I write Kiwiblog, and
people send me ideas – and this is somehow a conspiracy. Very very very occasionally I might
proactively ask for some info – maybe every couple of months, if that.

•

Most of what I blog is pro-National, as you would expect. But most weeks there is an issue I disagree
with them on. I did multiple posts attacking the Government on the proposed copper tax, and even
had Kiwiblog join an aggressive campaign against National on this. I have several times lobbied minor
party MPs not to support National on bills or amendments. I recently said I think John Key should have
accepted Gerry Brownlee’s resignation.

•

When Curia first set up, it of course had only one client. Since then it has grown nicely. At last count
around 60+. The initial staff were mainly people I knew through National, as I took over what had been
some internal polling, but today we have well over 100 staff and I don’t think any of them are Young
Nats. The 2ic for Curia is a Labour supporter who told me the first time we socialised together that for
a right wing bastard, I’m not totally bad. We poll for many clients, whose politics I do not share. I’ve
polled for former Labour and Alliance MPs. I’ve polled for Family First, and disagree with them on 90%
of their issues.

•

Nicky seems to think it is a secret I am National’s pollster. A bloody badly kept secret. It’s on my
website. It is referred to often.

•

He is also excited that my staff do some canvassing work for National candidates or MPs. Yep. It
creates extra work for my staff which is great. But we don’t just do it for them. While most of our work
is polling, if people want to utilise our call centre, and pay for it, they can. Just last week I had one
client contract our call centre to make 18,000 phone calls on their behalf – this is a totally non-political
client. I’ll work for pretty much anyone who pays (so long as not a conflict of interest)

Most of the book is on Cam. Cam does some great stuff and he sometimes does some appalling
stuff. Cam does not work for anyone, or even take guidance from anyone. He is his own force of
nature.
Hager basically doesn’t like the fact the right now have voices. He basically says no media should
ever use me as a commentator. He is threatened by the fact we finally have one organisation
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(Taxpayers Union) arguing for less government spending, to counter the 2,000 or so that argue for
more.
My final comment is to note that people thought his book may be on the NSA and GCSB
intercepting electronic communications. It would seem the person who is the biggest recipient and
publisher of intercepted electronic communications is in fact Nicky Hager. If someone published a
book of e-mails between a group of left-wingers, he’d probably call it a police state, and demand
an inquiry,

http://www.kiwiblog.co.nz/2014/08/the_hager_book-2.html

AG (1,794 comments) says:
August 13th, 2014 at 8:25 pm
In this book they are obviously hacked from Cameron Slater, which to my mind raises
huge disbelief over his claims that the previous set of e-mails were leaked.
Right. And as I understand it (not having seen the book yet), he says these emails were the
consequence of a hack on Slater. So why, then, would he not have said the same about the
Hollow Men ones? Surely the fact he’s open about where the Slater emails came from actually
Cam does not work for anyone, or even take guidance from anyone. He is his own force
of nature.
That may be so. But the PM’s office chooses to use that “force of nature” to its own ends. Lie
down with pigs, get mucky … right?
A second book from Mr Hager based on stolen/hacked e-mails that just “happened” to
come into his possession; draw your own conclusions…
That he’s a journalist who uses the material that comes to him to write his books. How else
would this information come out? Do you think Don Brash/Cameron Slater would just pass on
the information if he asked nicely?

AG (1,794 comments) says:
August 13th, 2014 at 8:49 pm
What is very interesting is that his source is once again stolen e-mails. In The Hollow Men, he
claimed they were leaked to him by an insider. In this book they are obviously hacked from
Cameron Slater, which to my mind raises huge disbelief over his claims that the previous set
of e-mails were leaked.
Here we go – from Hager’s book …
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A ‘denial of service’ attack was launched against his blog site, overloading his server
and shutting down the website for three days. It appears the online attackers also
gained access to his computer. Thus an insensitive comment about a car accident victim
may have led to long-held secrets being revealed about Slater and his political
collaborators: right up to the level of senior government ministers.
Some weeks later, out of the blue, I received a package: an 8-gigabyte USB digital
storage device, the contents of which appeared to have originated from the attack on
Slater’s website.
So, according to DPF, because Hager is honest about how he got the information for this
book (which we assume he is being, right … no-one thinks an insider leaked Slater’s
communications?), that means he must have been lying about how he got the information
about the Hollow Men. That’s just old-fashioned logic, that is!

AG (1,794 comments) says:
August 13th, 2014 at 9:45 pm
@Nookin,
Does that justify hacking the IRD computer to prove the fact? Would your answer be any
different if the subject of your attention was a drug dealer who you knew was on a
benefit and you hacked the MOSD computers?
No. That would be illegal (s. 252 of the Crimes Act 1961). But Hager didn’t hack Slater’s
computer (sure, sure … now there’ll be cries of “but how do you know he didn’t?” …
whatever). He got information that was the result of a hack. That’s not illegal in itself. So the
better analogy is, what if my neighbour is drug dealer who I think is on a benefit, and then
someone slips MSD material under my door that proves this to be the case. Am I then obliged
to return the material to the MSD and keep my mouth shut? If I put a big sign in front of my
neighbour’s house saying “this drug dealer is on a benefit!”, reproducing the MSD material,
have I done anything wrong?
@adze,
In your opinion, how does Hager’s book compare with investigative journalist David
Fisher’s book on Dotcom – another public figure – being banned under the Privacy Act
by Justice Winklemann?
You’re mixing up apples and bananas there. Fisher’s book hasn’t been “banned” – rather,
Dotcom was ordered to ask Fisher to reveal his sources under the Privacy Act. Which he did,
and Fisher refused to say. So it’s not really comparable to Hager’s book at all.
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With regard to the ethics, the problem I have with this particular incident is that the
attack on Whaleoil’s infrastructure had a material impact on his livelihood and the USB
drive may have had some forensic value if it was able to be analysed.
Really? I don’t know much about computers, but that strikes me as unlikely. And in any case,
if the Police want that evidence (which they may ask for, if Slater lays a complaint), then the
issue is decided under the Evidence Act … the same piece of legislation that Slater is invoking
in order not to have to reveal his sources in Blomfield’s defamation case. So, you know –
there’s irony piled on irony here.

Pete George (Your NZ): Hager’s book – early impact
Nicky Hager’s just released book Dirty Politics seems to mostly conform common
knowledge but some interesting bits have been reported, especially:
@BrookSabin
Hager says Slater blackmailed Rodney Hide to stand down.
Felix Geiringer @BarristerNZ
To embarrass @phil_goff, it seems @johnkeypm told @Whaleoil to OIA
classified docs, declassified them, and expedited release
Whale Oil and Kiwiblog comments are playing it all down as nothing to worry
about but Cameron Slater and David Farrar should have some concerns, as
should John Key.
Timing is awkward for Slater as he has just been in Fiji and is now in Korea. He
has posted (with numerous comments following):
Hager’s Book
No doubt you will all want to talk about Hager’s book, even though none of us
read it yet. This is the post to chat about it if you like – leave the Backchat for
other things.
It is of course likely to be a very single sided affair, and a direct attack on the
government to hurt it at election time. What is being framed here is only one
side of politics in New Zealand. Hager conveniently appears to avoid what
happens on the left.
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But that’s ok. Nothing changes.
A lot is likely to change. Maybe a Government, depending on how damaging this
is.
I’ve only just got to Korea where I have pre-existing arrangements.
To other media – I will be hard to get hold of for a while. Time difference and a
full schedule will get in the way. If you like, get your stuff to me via email
instead of phoning me.
And if you like, my absence can be spun as part of the conspiracy story that
Hagar has put together.
Of course it will be fascinating to get a glimpse behind the scenes of New
Zealand politics. Hope you’ll enjoy it as much as I do.
I’m finding it very interesting, but I don’t find dirty politics enjoyable.
Farrar has played it light on Twitter but hasn’t posted yet. General comments on
it at at Kiwiblog from here.
UPDATE: now posted The Hager book
Rather bemused to find an entire chapter of Nicky Hager’s book is on me, and
also how banal it is. Almost everything in there is in the public domain, as I live
a pretty open life. But what Hager has done is wave his normal conspiracy
theory through everything and make the fact that bloggers and other talk to
each other, some sort of sinister thing.
Basically the chapter is a revelation that I am a member of the National Party! I
didn’t realise this was a big secret.
It’s worth reading his whole post, which includes some counter punches – of
course there are left wing bloggers (anonymous) who are close to other parties.
The best of the blog threads so far is at Public Address where the comments
discuss doubts over claims of how the data was obtained. There could be a lot
more to be examined and possibly revealed on this yet.
The Standard has two posts so far:
§

Hager’s “Dirty Politics”

§

Cameron Slater dirties John Key (or vice versa?)
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Martyn Bradbury is going off like a bomber – The Nicky Hager Book – Dirty
Politics. How Attack politics is poisoning New Zealand’s political environment
Interesting that two days ago Bradbury posted ‘guesses’ about the book:
Here are my 3 guesses on his book.
1 – Right wing spin doctors in Wellington will be crying harder than Matthew
Hooton post the Hollow Men.
2 – We won’t hear from the Taxpayer Union for a while.
3 – This won’t be the only time Nicky makes an impact before the election.
I wonder how he knew. Dotcom and Harre seemed to be taking a close interest in
the book release today.
Regardless of how serious this gets for National – and other parties that ‘secretly’
use blogs should be careful how much exposure on this they wish for – I hope this
gives the party and social media dirty tricks a damn good shake up.
New Zealand democracy and Parliament and Government deserves much better.
Now could be a good time to demand it.

http://yournz.org/2014/08/13/hagers-book-early-impact/

Peter Cresswell (Not PC): Hager v Whale
Nicky Hager (rhymes with lager) alleges that politics is dirty. He alleges it as if
that’s news. As if the corpses of a thousand political victims never happened.
He further alleges that John Key uses a friendly blog, mainly Cameron
Slater‘s, to help get his message out. As if that’s unique. As if not one in a
thousand leftwing blogs have any affiliation whatsoever with unions, Labour
Party, Greens or the German Billionaire Marxist Maori nationalist party.1
He even further alleges, on the basis of emails and webs hacks he alleges were
stolen (somehow) while Cameron’s website was hacked (which doesn’t explain
how Cameron’s offline emails would be hacked, but there you go), that (and
here I quote from Hager’s press release):
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During the 2011 election campaign … the prime minister’s office used its
knowledge of secret SIS documents to tip off Slater and arrange an attack on
the Labour leader.
That last paragraph of mine is as tangled as Hager’s usual reasoning.
Nonetheless, if true, it is political dynamite.
But is it true? Can he prove it? Has he proven it? Is this really news? I have no
idea. None whatsoever. And neither does anyone else who hasn’t read the
book – but expect a slew of commentary by those who have by this hour
tomorrow morning, and a to of innuendo from every politician on all sides of
the electoral divide whether they’ve read it or not.
It’s no accident it’s released so close to an election that few will bother to
check if the mud has any bottom – nor that Hager’s focus on dirt in politics
shines a light only on Team Blue, when Teams Red, White, Brown, Black and
Green have been and are no angels. Nor has Hager himself (once again, these
are stolen communications he’s relying on, right? )
And it’s true too that Cameron has been happy all along to downplay the
importance of the SIS and GCSB being granted powers to bug and surveil
without warrants, mostly on the basis that it’s okay if his mates are doing it, or
it’s being done their behalf, or they’re the ones in power while it’s done. But if
he had been leaked material from SIS with which to attack Phil Goff in 2011, it
must have been pretty bloody innocuous since not one member of the
commentariat can remember anything remotely larcenous raised against him.
So it’s entirely probable that, as with every other Nicky Hager book since
publishing began, he is making too much stew from too few onions.
If however he can prove it, and if that proof is actually and only contained
within the pages of his book, I’m sure you’ll hear about it– without having to
pay him any money – in every headline between now and Christmas. And it
will be an outrage.
And Cameron will still enjoy every headline,interview and new blog reader
that he gets. Which by September will probably be counted in their hundreds,
if not the thousands.
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1. Liberty Scott’s quip was so good I had to borrow it.
http://pc.blogspot.co.nz/2014/08/hager-v-whale.html

TVNZ: Hager book claims dirty tricks by National and right-wing blogger
UPDATED 21:07
Published: 5:52PM Wednesday August 13, 2014 Source: ONE News
One of New Zealand's leading investigative journalists is alleging close links
between Prime Minister John Key's office and right-wing blogger Cameron
Slater and a dirty tricks campaign against the opposition.
The accusations come in Nicky Hager's book called "Dirty Politics".
"Throughout Key's time as prime minister, his staff and notably senior adviser
Jason Ede have been assisting and coordinating persistent personal attacks
and dirty tricks against his political opponents," Hager says.
He says the book is based upon a large number of internal communications
between the National-aligned Whale Oil blogger Slater and a network of
National Party figures.
He claims to have uncovered thousands of emails which he says links senior
figures in the National Party, including office workers near the Prime Minister,
to right wing bloggers who effectively were running a dirty tricks campaign for
National, in particular during the 2011 election.
Hager says during the 2011 election campaign Slater obtained a database of
the Labour Party's members, emails and donations, "and gleefully attacked
the party."
He also claims that when the Labour Party leadership race was on last year
"and getting good publicity", Ede got National Party research staff to prepare
an attack on David Cunliffe and other contenders' policies that was published
on David Farrar's Kiwiblog website the following day.
"What no one knew is that Key's dirty tricks person, Ede, had helped
throughout, including searching inside the Labour Party computers and
helping Slater plan the subsequent attacks on Labour. Ede's office was just
two doors from John Key's and presumably he was using his Ministerial
Services computer."
Emails leaked when website crashed
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Hager said the leaks seem to have come from when Slater had his Whale Oil
website crashed in January this year after comments he made about a West
Coast man who died in a car crash. Slater said the "feral" had done the world
a favour.
He says it was during that attack on the Whale Oil website that the emails
were effectively leaked to him, which form the basis of the book.
'Unquestionably a bombshell'
The Whale Oil site has made a post saying there is another side to this story.
"And I'm sure that those on the right will try to argue that this is simply Nicky
Hager, a left wing journalist, trying to frame these emails in a particular way,"
ONE News political editor Corin Dann says.
"We've just had two days of talk of it being the dirtiest campaign we've seen
so far. To throw this book in the mix is unquestionably a bombshell."
'Nixonian'
New Zealand First leader Winston Peters says Hager's book is "a most
disappointing expose that reveals a Nixonian element arising in New Zealand
politics."
Mr Peters says taxpayers' resources have been used publicly and privately to
attack public figures with the objective of gaining political advantage.
"This is a very dark day in New Zealand politics," Mr Peters said.
In a Seven Sharp story on Cameron Slater in July, the blogger said he talks to
John Key on the phone regularly.
http://tvnz.co.nz/politics-news/hager-book-claims-dirty-tricks-national-andright-wing-blogger-6055878

Danyl Mclauchlan (Dim-Post): Dirty politics
Filed under: Politics — danylmc @ 7:00 pm
I will blog on it at length later, but after a speed read the big
reveals are:
1. The Prime Minister’s office hacked into Labour’s servers,
obtaining information about its donors and membership, passed the
information onto Cameron Slater and then lied about it.
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2. The Prime Minister’s office told Slater to OIA classified SIS
documents, then had the SIS declassify them and released to
Slater.
If substantiated – and Hager’s book is based on correspondence
between Cameron Slater and one of Key’s senior staffers – then the
scale of the abuse of power is unprecedented, and there will need to
be a transparent independent investigation into the Prime Minister’s
office.
http://dimpost.wordpress.com/2014/08/13/dirty-politics/

Rob Hosking (NBR): Hager book contains leaked emails to 'obnoxious'
blogger
August 13, 2014
Leftwing writer and activist Nicky Hager has released his latest election year
book: this one containing allegations of a long-term dirty tricks operation run
out of Prime Minister John Key's office.
The book, Dirty Politics, alleges use of security services' information and
communications against political opponents.
The book starts with what is already known: that a prime ministerial operative,
Jason Ede, regularly feeds information to Cameron Slater, who writes the blog
"Whale Oil" and who Mr Hager described as "obnoxious" at tonight's book
launch at Wellington's Unity Books.
The book builds on that information though: in an echo of Mr Hager's most
famous effort, The Hollow Men, the book contains leaked emails between
National Party figures.
The book also alleges Mr Ede hacked into Labour Party computers and fed
the resulting Information to Mr Slater.
Mr Hager says he got the information through "a lucky break" because, after
Mr Slater’s blog attacked West Coast residents as "ferals" earlier in the year,
the Whale Oil blog was hit with a series of denial of services attacks.
As a result of these attacks – and here Mr Hager has been somewhat vague –
emails were obtained and these found their way to Mr Hager.
"The book is based upon a large number of internal communications between
the National-aligned blogger Slater and a network of National Party figures,"
Mr Hager says in a statement.
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"The documents are very revealing about Slater and his collaborators,
including much that is shocking and distasteful.
"But, much more important, the documents also cover politicians and Beehive
staff, showing the highly coordinated National Party attack politics used year
after year throughout Key's prime ministership.
"You are not going to believe how bloody awful it is."
Mr Hager's 2002 book, titled Seeds of Distrust, about genetically modified
corn almost derailed Labour’s election campaign that year and that of former
prime minister Helen Clark.
In The Hollow Men Mr Hager detailed private emails to and from former
National leader Don Brash after the 2006 election.
Mr Key yesterday sought to discredit Mr Hager.
"Most people know that Nicky Hager is a screaming left-wing conspiracy
theorist. He's hardly an authority on these matters … I'm not terribly worried,"
he told reporters.
Chapter 2 of the book relates email exchanges between Mr Ede and Mr Slater
following the discovery by a member of then Labour leader David Shearer's
office, John Pagani, that one of the IP addresses for hacks into the Labour
database was registered to National Party headquarters.
According to the book's reprinted emails, Mr Ede emailed Slater on June 14,
2014, to note Mr Slater "stood out like dog's balls because of your damn
Mac!" as Pagani tracked the hackers by "matching IP neighbourhoods and the
types of computer we use."
"In my case," wrote Mr Ede, "I wish to offer a hearty sigh and celebrate
dynamic IP addresses."
Mr Slater, who is about to launch a privately funded news service, was quoted
publicly accusing Pagani and others of lying, when confronted at the time.
A spokeswoman for Mr Key said she could not comment on whether Mr Ede
still works in the Prime Minister's Office, saying "I'm not sure of his official title
at the moment, but he's still involved."
http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/hager-book-contains-leaked-emails-obnoxiousblogger-db-160740

Brent Edwards (Radio NZ): Hager accuses National Party of dirty tricks
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Investigative writer Nicky Hager says evidence in his latest book shows that
Prime Minister John Key has some very serious questions about a dirty tricks
campaign against his political opponents.
Mr Hager on Wednesday night launched Dirty Politics, which he says is an
expose of tactics used by the Government and right-wing bloggers to
undermine other political figures.
He said members of Mr Key's staff have also been involved and pinpoints
well-known political bloggers Cameron Slater and David Farrar in the work.
"What I've had access to is really the story of six years of National. It came
from a National Party activist Cameron Slater and a National Party aligned
blogger, and this is part of the story of John Key's Government."
Mr Hager claims that evidence in the book shows Mr Key has some very
serious questions to answer about his political management.
He said he's released the book now, ahead of the general election on 20
September, for the good of the public.
"I think voters have got a total right to know about their Government beyond
just the glossy face that people put on, of the things which the Government
doesn't want to be seen. That's the way democratic systems work - they don't
always get to choose their own spin."
A spokesperson for John Key said on Wednesday night that Dirty Politics is a
cynically timed attack book from a well-known left wing conspiracy theorist.
They said it makes all sorts of unfounded allegations and voters will see it for
what it is.
Labour targeted
According to Nicky Hager's book, John Key's office provided information for
Cameron Slater to run attack stories on Labour politicians - particularly the
then Labour leader Phil Goff during the 2011 election campaign.
no caption
Prime Minister John Key
Photo: RNZ / Diego Opatowski
One of the most serious allegations is that the office tipped off Mr Slater about
secret documents held by the Security Intelligence Service.
It came after Mr Goff and Mr Key had clashed about suspicions of spying by
Israeli backpackers caught up in the February 2011 earthquake in
Christchurch. One of them died and the others hurriedly left the country.
Mr Goff criticised Mr Key's comments on the matter, but then had to admit he
had been told about it by SIS director Warren Tucker. However, Mr Goff said
nothing of substance had been said - otherwise he would have remembered
it.
In the book, Mr Hager writes that this gave the Government the opportunity to
further embarrass Phil Goff by releasing details of the secret intelligence
briefing. He said the Government could not make the attack itself so chose Mr
Slater to do so.
Mr Slater was then able to put in an Official Information Act request, which
provided him with the information to attack Mr Goff.
Nicky Hager said his book is based on a series of email and online exchanges
between Cameron Slater and others, including within the Government and
quotes many of them in the book.
In another example, the book says during the Labour Party leadership contest
last year, National Party research staff were asked by the Prime Minister's
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office to prepare an attack on David Cunliffe and the other contenders'
policies. That was then published on David Farrar's Kiwiblog website the next
day.
Mr Hager says it proves that the Government has co-ordinated attacks on its
political opponents using bloggers.
He said Mr Key and his colleagues knew it was a risky approach, but believed
they could keep it secret. The emails and other online communications were
only leaked to him after Cameron Slater made offensive comments about a
West Coast man who died in a car crash.
This book follows on from The Hollow Men, published in 2006, which detailed
the political tactics of the National Party under Don Brash's leadership.
Mr Hager said Dirty Politics reveals that while John Key maintains his image
as a positive politician, he uses others to make personal attacks on his behalf.
Dark day for politics - Peters
New Zealand First leader Winston Peters says the book reveals a Nixonian
element arising in New Zealand politics.
Mr Peters said taxpayers' money has been used publicly and privately to
attack public figures to gain political advantage.
He said responsibility for it goes to John Key's office in the same way it went
to former United States president Richard Nixon's office during the Watergate
scandal.
"It's not a good look, it's not the first time that it's happened. And frankly, the
National Party is going to have to explain to its own decent people who vote
for them why they've behaved this way in 2014 and back as far as 2008."
Mr Peters said it is a very dark day for New Zealand politics.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/national/252070/hager-accuses-national-partyof-dirty-tricks

Simon Wong (TV3): Nicky Hager book shows National's 'dirty politics'
Wednesday 13 Aug 2014 5:29p.m.
A new book by investigative journalist Nicky Hager focuses on the past six
years of the John Key-led Government partly through email exchanges
between blogger Cameron Slater and National party figures.
The book was officially launched at Unity Books in Wellington this afternoon in
front of around 150 people.
The book, titled Dirty Politics: How attack politics is poisoning New Zealand's
political environment, includes "revealing" documents about Mr Slater,
otherwise known as Whale Oil, and his collaborators.
It also covers documents implicating politicians and Beehive staff, and claims
to show "highly coordinated National Party attack politics" used throughout Mr
Key's time as Prime Minister.
The book also contains information provided by a number of National Party
sources.
Mr Hager says the leaked information seemed to have come from earlier this
year when Mr Slater's blog was hacked following his "feral" comments about a
man who died in a car crash on the West Coast.
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He maintains he had no part in obtaining materials, but was rather passed the
information from someone else.
Mr Slater has responded to the book through his blog, saying it is "likely to be
a very one-sided affair".
"[The book is a] direct attack on the Government to hurt it at election time.
What is being framed here is only one side of politics in New Zealand," he
says. "Hager conveniently appears to avoid what happens on the left."
Mr Slater is currently out of the country where he has "pre-existing
arrangements".
"If you like, my absence can be spun as part of the conspiracy story that
Hager has put together," he says.
The Prime Minister tonight issued a response to the book, saying, "This is a
cynically timed attack book from a well-known left-wing conspiracy theorist. It
makes all sorts of unfounded allegations and voters will see it for what it is."
At today's book launch, Mr Hager drew comparisons between Mr Key and
former Prime Minister Robert Muldoon.
"We've had the day-by-day little scandals and politics. But what people
haven't understood is that side-by-side with the friendly relaxed leader of the
party has been the most vigorous, negative campaigning and personal attacks
that we have seen since the age of Muldoon or before."
Mr Hager has a history of releasing books that cause political fallout, including
Seeds of Distrust, which was released ahead of the 2002 election, and The
Hollow Men, which dealt with the National Party's political strategy while Don
Brash was leader.
The Hollow Men was turned into a play and later a film which played as part of
the International Film Festival in 2008.
Earlier this week, Mr Key said he did not know what the book was about and it
didn't bother him.
"Most people know that Nicky Hager is a screaming left-wing conspiracy
theorist," he said on Tuesday.
Labour leader David Cunliffe also said today he didn't know what the book
contained.
The revelations include:
•
Slater and Jason Ede were in frequent contact about ways to discredit
the Labour Party
•
Mr Ede drafted Official Information Act requests for information that
was passed on to Slater
•
Political strategist Simon Lusk was in the loop on many of the plans
that were laid
•
Justice Minister Judith Collins was another of Slater's informants and
emailed him an account of Labour's Trevor Mallard making a fool of himself "You can use this if you like but just don't say it was me"
•
Slater's disclosure of Len Brown's affair was a plot hatched to bring
down Auckland's Labour mayor
•
Kiwiblog's David Farrar was also given information by Mr Ede
•
Slater boasted that Mr Key had called him to commiserate over the
backlash the blogger was getting after posting disparaging remarks about a
man who had been killed in a road accident.
http://www.3news.co.nz/Nicky-Hager-book-shows-Nationals-dirtypolitics/tabid/1607/articleID/356716/Default.aspx
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Martyn Bradbury (Daily Blog): The Nicky Hager Book – Dirty Politics.
How Attack politics is poisoning New Zealand’s political environment
August 13, 2014
Working for Whale Oil
The press gallery and most commentators got it wrong, the book is not about
the Snowden revelations, it is about Key, senior National Party staff and
includes leaked emails between Cameron Slater and the National Party. It will
include dirty tactics and Wellington insiders.
I am enjoying how frightened the Press Gallery look now, how on earth will
the right wing media justify using Cameron Slater as a source now?
How will Patrick Gower, Brooke Sabin, Sean Plunkett, ZB, Mike Hosking,
David Farrar, Breakfast TVNZ, Duncan Garner etc etc etc justify using this far
right hate speech merchant as a source any longer?
* During the 2011 election campaign Slater obtained a database of the Labour
Party’s members, e-mails and donations, and gleefully attacked the party.
What no one knew is that Key’s dirty tricks person, Ede, had helped
throughout, including searching inside the Labour Party computers and
helping Slater plan the subsequent attacks on Labour. Ede’s office was just
two doors from John Key’s and presumably he was using his Ministerial
Services computer (Chapter 2).
* In the same election campaign, the prime minister’s office used its
knowledge of secret SIS documents to tip off Slater and arrange an attack on
the Labour leader (Chapter 3).
* Ede drafted official information act requests for Slater to use in other attacks,
for instance against Ministry of Foreign Affairs staff who were in conflict with
the government (Chapter 3).
* When the Labour Party leadership race was on last year and getting good
publicity, Ede got National Party research staff to prepare an attack on David
Cunliffe and other contenders’ policies that was published on David Farrar’s
Kiwiblog website the following day (Chapter 9).
* The more the National Government has used Slater, the closer that Key
himself has got to the attack blogger. For instance, when most New
Zealanders were appalled by Slater’s offensive comments about the West
Coast man who died in the car crash, his closest associates rallied to support
him. One of those who phoned him and commiserated at that time, according
to Slater’s account of the conversation, was John Key (Chapter 12).
I will have a review asap.
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PS – Can we start calling this SlaterGate?
PPS – I don’t think this will be the only time Nicky will step forward before the
election.
http://thedailyblog.co.nz/2014/08/13/the-nicky-hager-book-dirty-politics-howattack-politics-is-poisoning-new-zealands-political-environment/
Cameron Slater (Whaleoil): Hager’s book
by Cameron Slater on August 13, 2014 at 5:45pm
No doubt you will all want to talk about Hager’s book, even though none of us
read it yet. This is the post to chat about it if you like – leave the Backchat for
other things.
It is of course likely to be a very single sided affair, and a direct attack on the
government to hurt it at election time. What is being framed here is only one
side of politics in New Zealand. Hager conveniently appears to avoid what
happens on the left.
But that’s ok. Nothing changes.
I’ve only just got to Korea where I have pre-existing arrangements.
To other media – I will be hard to get hold of for a while. Time difference and
a full schedule will get in the way. If you like, get your stuff to me via email
instead of phoning me.
And if you like, my absence can be spun as part of the conspiracy story that
Hagar has put together.
Of course it will be fascinating to get a glimpse behind the scenes of New
Zealand politics. Hope you’ll enjoy it as much as I do
http://www.whaleoil.co.nz/2014/08/hagers-book/
Alexia Russell and Laura McQuillan (Newstalk ZB): Nicky Hager's book
attacks National's links with bloggers
August 13 2014 17:05
Updated 8.36pm: Nicky Hager's new book is expected to shake the National
Party.
Titled Dirty Politics: How Attack Politics Is Poisoning NZ's Political
Environment, it's based on emails between blogger Cameron Slater and a
number of National Party figures.
Among those implicated is Prime Minister John Key.
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John Key has hit back at the revelations in Nicky Hager's new book, Dirty
Politics.
A statement from a spokeswoman says it's "a cynically-timed attack book
from a well-known left-wing conspiracy theorist".
She says the book, which is based on leaked emails, makes "all sorts of
unfounded allegations and voters will see it for what it is".
The author of the Hollow Men has kept his latest book shrouded in secrecy to
avoid any injunctions.
Nicky Hager says he had a lucky breakthrough during his research on dirty
politics that led to him writing his new book.
Newstalk ZB's Laura McQuillan says the book alleges National Party staffer
Jason Ede helped Mr Slater when it came to directing Official Information Act
requests to the SIS.
She says another incident detailed was in 2011 when Mr Slater got hold of
Labour Party members' credit card details and posted them online.
"What it says in this book is that Jason Ede was involved with getting into the
Labour Party computers, searching for information inside of them, and then
helping Slater with his attack blog posts."
The book is on general release from tomorrow.
Hager on Slater
Hager is calling him Cameron Slater the most negative attacker since the
Muldoon era.
Hager says people aren't seeing the true nature of National.
"What people haven't understood, is that side by side with the friendly relaxed
leader of the party, has been the most vigorous, negative campaigning and
personal attacks."
WhaleOil blogger Cameron Slater has already responded to the book, and
appears to recommend reading it.
Cameron Slater says he hasn't got a copy yet, but it's likely to a be very onesided affair.
He says it's a direct attack on the government to hurt it at election time, and
appears to avoid what happens on the left side of the spectrum.
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He does say he plans to read it though, recommending it as a fascinating
glimpse behind the scenes of New Zealand politics.
http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/auckland/news/nbnat/1003442792-nicky-hagers-book-launch

Lyn Prentice (The Standard): Dirty Politics: The preface
WrittenBy: LPRENT - Date published:9:17 pm, August 13th, 2014

I do so want to read this book right now. The preface is
online… http://dirtypoliticsnz.com
Some weeks later, out of the blue, I received a package: an 8-gigabyte USB digital
storage device, the contents of which appeared to have originated from the attack on
Slater’s website. On the USB were thousands of documents that revealed different
parts of the National Party attack politics, a subject that until then had largely been a
matter of speculation and denial. This was very different from my usual sources and
investigations – I have not used this type of source before – but I believe not a single
major news organisation in the country would turn down such fascinating and
important material. Supplemented by some National Party sources, it has allowed
stories to be told that the public has a right to know. I had no part in obtaining the
material and I cannot say anything else about its origins.
The information that arrived on the USB consisted of thousands of pages of
conversations on Facebook and by e-mail between Slater and his closest political
associates: Jason Ede from the prime minister’s office, close friend and Cabinet
minister Judith Collins, strategy consultant to National MPs Simon Lusk, Slater and
Lusk’s apprentice Jordan Williams, their close collaborator David Farrar and a
network of right-wing bloggers. There were also PR people such as Carrick Graham.
It was clear that these materials were only a fraction of Slater’s documents, but they
give a vivid picture of his and his colleagues’ activities. The project was suddenly
much wider and more important than just the Whale Oil blog.
Important issues surround the use of leaked communications. First, everyone has the
right to keep their communications private and there must be a very high public
interest to justify publishing them. In this case, I believe most readers will agree that
the materials raise very serious matters of political accountability, relating directly to
the prime minister and other senior government ministers. They show a continuous
collaboration between the prime minister’s office, bloggers and sympathetic media to
arrange attacks on National’s opponents and to influence elections. This differs from
the story and face presented by the National Party to the public and helps to explain
much about what is wrong with contemporary politics.
On the other hand, there
was also a considerable amount of very personal information about relationships and
other subjects, where the right to privacy outweighs any public interest. This material
has not been included in the book and will not be passed to others. The fact that Slater
and his associates have made a career of exposing the very private details of other
people’s lives does not make it right to do that to them.
http://thestandard.org.nz/dirty-politics-the-preface/
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Nicky Hager (Dirty politics): Preface

New Zealand prime minister John Key had constructed an
easy-going and relaxed public image. He began the 2014
election year by appearing at university orientation weeks, not
to give speeches or debate policy, but to pose in ‘selfies’ with a
crowd of students, more celebrity than politician. In rural Te
Kuiti, he smiled for a beautifully composed photograph
‘having a beer and a good yarn’ with locals in a country pub, a
photograph that would feature that night on his Facebook
page. To the public, he was a man who stayed above the name
calling and personal attacks of politics. He had declared
during the 2011 election campaign ‘there’s no room for
negative campaigning in New Zealand’.[i] The reality was very
different.
Key had overseen a government involved in more personal
attacks and negative politics than any in living memory.
Robert Muldoon, National leader in the 1970s and 1980s, is
remembered for his abrasive, attacking style, but the Key
government had outstripped it in the frequency and breadth of
attacks, while still managing to maintain the leader’s genial
image. It had done this in part by using others – political
allies, bloggers and the news media – to deliver the blows. The
result was a new kind of attack politics that was rapidly
changing the political environment in New Zealand. That is
the subject of this book.
Dirty Politics follows my earlier book, The Hollow Men, which
told the story of the National Party from 2003 to 2006 under
the former leader Don Brash. This sequel describes the years
of John Key’s leadership between 2008 and 2014.
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The Hollow Men was based on a leak of leader’s office
documents that revealed the internal discussions, strategy
plans and secret donors behind an astonishingly cynical and
manipulative plan to win the 2005 election. Brash resigned
when the book was released and his successor, John Key,
promised a different sort of leadership. He said he would not
be using Brash’s advisers and pledged to ‘rise above the
politics of personal attack’, saying that was not his style.[ii]
In fact Key immediately rehired the controversial political
strategists, Crosby Textor, and the politics of personal attack
intensified. The difference from earlier leaders such as
Muldoon was that the government ministers did not usually
front the tactics themselves. Their actions and motives could
remain hidden. Thus the National government had the
political advantages both of the friendly face and the attack
machine. Naturally this would not work if people could see
both, so considerable effort went into hiding and denying
these activities.
The 2006 change in National’s leadership coincided with
major changes occurring in politics, the Internet and the news
media. Political bloggers were moving from the margins into
prominence just as news organisations were further cutting
back on staff. New tactics were being imported from US
politics.
The origins of this book can be traced to a political event in
October 2013, when extremely personal details of Auckland
mayor Len Brown’s sexual affairs were published on the rightwing blog site, Whale Oil. Putting aside the rights and wrongs
of Brown’s personal actions, it became clear that the exposé
had been arranged by his political enemies to try to push him
out of office and replace him with their own mayoral
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candidate. It was a dirty type of politics that is not normal in
this country. He was actually being attacked because of his
political beliefs.
In January of the following year I travelled to Dunedin for a
conference, where I met a series of people who raised their
concern about Cameron Slater, the Whale Oil blogger and son
of a former National Party president. One woman who had left
a critical comment on the Whale Oil blog site had then faced
threatening approaches to her employer about why she had
made the comment from her work computer. A university
academic who spoke on a panel with a visiting left-leaning MP
was sent a series of heavy e-mails and had messages left on his
phone advising him not to associate with the politician. He
believed the messages led back to Slater. These sorts of stories
were being repeated all around the country: an unpleasant
experience for the individuals, which risked putting them off
being involved in politics.
The third experience that persuaded me to investigate Whale
Oil and the growth of attack politics was an account I heard of
a meeting in a major news organisation. The point of the
meeting had been to discuss Cameron Slater and whether
news resources should be allocated to scrutinising his
activities. According to one of the people present, however,
senior staff began expressing their fears about attracting
attacks from Slater on themselves and their organisation. By
the end of the meeting they had decided to do nothing.
Finally, in this same period, Slater hit the news after making
yet another personal attack. A young West Coast man named
Judd Hall had died when the car in which he was a passenger
crashed off the road. Slater copied a newspaper article onto his
blog and casually headed it ‘Feral dies in Greymouth, did
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world a favour’.[iii] He was a friendly-faced young man, training
for an IT diploma, and, tragically, the fourth son in the family
to die in an accident. (One had been killed by a drunken
driver, another had died in a fall and the third had been a
victim of the 2010 Pike River mining disaster). More than any
single thing Slater had written, it provoked a furious public
reaction.
Slater had made a specialty of collecting personal information
on other people, including with the help of those he called his
‘hacker pals’.[iv] In April 2012 he boasted to a friend that he had
received ’28 Gb of emails plus a filing cabinet of documents’
about a businessman, which had been passed to him by a third
party.[v]This time, apparently as part of the angry backlash to
his West Coast comments, hackers targeted him. A ‘denial of
service’ attack was launched against his blog site, overloading
his server and shutting down the website for three days. It
appears the online attackers also gained access to his
computer. Thus an insensitive comment about a car accident
victim may have led to long-held secrets being revealed about
Slater and his political collaborators: right up to the level of
senior government ministers.
Some weeks later, out of the blue, I received a package: an 8gigabyte USB digital storage device, the contents of which
appeared to have originated from the attack on Slater’s
website. On the USB were thousands of documents that
revealed different parts of the National Party attack politics, a
subject that until then had largely been a matter of speculation
and denial. This was very different from my usual sources and
investigations – I have not used this type of source before –
but I believe not a single major news organisation in the
country would turn down such fascinating and important
material. Supplemented by some National Party sources, it has
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allowed stories to be told that the public has a right to know. I
had no part in obtaining the material and I cannot say
anything else about its origins.
The information that arrived on the USB consisted of
thousands of pages of conversations on Facebook and by email between Slater and his closest political associates: Jason
Ede from the prime minister’s office, close friend and Cabinet
minister Judith Collins, strategy consultant to National MPs
Simon Lusk, Slater and Lusk’s apprentice Jordan Williams,
their close collaborator David Farrar and a network of rightwing bloggers. There were also PR people such as Carrick
Graham. It was clear that these materials were only a fraction
of Slater’s documents, but they give a vivid picture of his and
his colleagues’ activities. The project was suddenly much
wider and more important than just the Whale Oil blog.
Important issues surround the use of leaked communications.
First, everyone has the right to keep their communications
private and there must be a very high public interest to justify
publishing them. In this case, I believe most readers will agree
that the materials raise very serious matters of political
accountability, relating directly to the prime minister and
other senior government ministers. They show a continuous
collaboration between the prime minister’s office, bloggers
and sympathetic media to arrange attacks on National’s
opponents and to influence elections. This differs from the
story and face presented by the National Party to the public
and helps to explain much about what is wrong with
contemporary politics.
On the other hand, there was also
a considerable amount of very personal information about
relationships and other subjects, where the right to privacy
outweighs any public interest. This material has not been
included in the book and will not be passed to others. The fact
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that Slater and his associates have made a career of exposing
the very private details of other people’s lives does not make it
right to do that to them.
The chapters that follow will describe the origins and then the
many facets of the covert attack machine run by the National
Party and its allies. They include persistent attacks on Labour
Party politicians, attacks that consciously set out to distract,
wear down or demoralise them rather than trying to debate
issues or win a political argument; orchestrated attacks on
potential coalition partners; repeated searches for sexual
scandal and other ‘dirt’ to use for political purposes; and
supposedly independent ‘issue’ campaigns actually run by
National Party figures to advance the party’s interests. Within
the party there was concerted manipulation of National’s
candidate selection processes.
The attacks are heightened by the routine use of extreme and
mocking language. Environmentalists are green Taliban.
Almost everyone on the left of politics is a liar and a hypocrite.
An environment is created and encouraged where anonymous
commenters on blogs and news sites join in the attacks,
competing with each other in abuse and ugly personal insults.
It is more like political warfare than a debate of ideas and
beliefs.
The book begins by setting the scene and introducing the
bloggers who became a political force only after the period
covered by The Hollow Men. Then the serious material begins:
the continuous close ties between the prime minister’s office
and the attack dogs, the role of Judith Collins and the inside
story of the political issues and campaigns that they
manipulated – layer upon layer of hidden activities and dirty
politics.
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The main beneficiaries of the political attacks are the National
Party and its senior politicians. This does not mean, as has
been speculated, that Slater and the others were all secretly on
the National Party payroll. The reality is more complicated.
There are factions and tensions. John Key is very close to
Farrar but does not and cannot control Slater. But when it
comes to smears against Labour and other political opponents,
the government and the attack bloggers do work together, with
Ede as the primary conduit. When I write about National
Party attack politics, readers will see that some attacks are
collaborations with the prime minister’s office and the
National Party, and some are with different parts of the
Beehive, reflecting National’s deep factions. Sometimes
political allies such as Slater and Farrar understand perfectly
well what is in the party’s interests and do not need to be
asked. But overall these activities systematically promote the
interests of the party leadership, who are aware of and closely
involved in many of the operations.
The prime minister appears in the early chapters mainly
through the work of his senior staffer, Jason Ede. But by 2014,
later in the book, it is clear there are regular communications
between John Key and Slater.
It should not be a surprise that the negative politics
documented in this book occurred under a government run by
John Key, Steven Joyce and other colleagues, many of whom
featured in The Hollow Men. With Key, the relaxed and
smiling image had always been artifice, as anyone who had
seen his face when he was displeased knew. But the image had
worked well through his eight years as leader. For them, the
systematic use of attack politics has been a dangerous secret,
something National knew would look bad to the public and
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thus a political risk. But the short-term political gains were too
tempting and it has continued year after year.
I wrote in the preface to The Hollow Men:
The underlying theme of the book is the conduct of politicians
and others in politics – how their strategies, expediencies and
the games they play to advance themselves can harm the
whole political system. Short-term political necessities get in
the way of the long-term good of the country. The [book]
shows how easy it is to spin and manipulate and how our
defences as a society (news media, electoral laws and so on)
are inadequate to protect the public. This in turn creates the
situation where many people ‘don’t like politics’ and leave it to
the politicians – and if anything is clear from this story it is
that politics should not be left to the politicians. The story is,
in essence, about democracy – that ideal everyone in politics
applauds and few respect.
These are the underlying ideas of this book too. Like the
cynical advisers seen in The Hollow Men, the people described
in these pages have helped to create a type of politics that
disappoints and repels many ordinary people. But the book is
not about the inevitability of expedient and unprincipled
politics. Understanding what is wrong means things do not
have to remain that way, and exposing dirty politics is an
essential step in allowing reasonable people to understand and
to choose other approaches. There is no need to follow those
who are least principled down into the pit.

Nicky Hager
Wellington
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August 2014
[i]

Amelia Romanos, ‘Greens billboard vandal quits’,

Tracy Watkins, Dominion Post, ‘Key: I believe in an
inclusive New Zealand’, 28 November 2006.
[ii]

Cameron Slater, Whale Oil blog, ‘Feral dies in Greymouth,
did world a favour’, 25 January 2014.
[iii]

Cameron Slater, Facebook private messaging to Aaron
Bhatnagar, 5 October 2011.
[iv]

Jonathan Marshall, Facebook private messaging to Cameron
Slater, 30 April 2012. Slater wrote to his journalist friend,
Jonathan Marshall, ‘I have a massive story this week, gonna
run for days.’ ‘What is it?’ Marshall asked. ‘Three journos will
be casualties,’ Slater said, ‘fraud, sfo [Serious Fraud Office],
fma [Financial Markets Authority] … rat fink directors, dodgy
transactions, I’ve got 28Gb of emails, plus a filing cabinet of
documents.’ Marshall said, ‘niccce.’ Slater said he had ‘three
journos putting their names to articles written by the
fraudster…. 2 ex NBR and one Herald…. [and] two lawyers
who will go down plus a liquidator.’ Slater was subsequently
sued by the man concerned, Matthew Blomfield.
[v]

http://dirtypoliticsnz.com/

About
Early in 2014 Nicky Hager was leaked a large number of email
and online conversations from Cameron Slater’s Whale Oil
blog.
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Many of these were between Slater and his personal allies on
the hard right, revealing an ugly and destructive style of
politics. But there were also many communications with the
prime minister’s office and other Cabinet ministers in the
National Government.
They show us a side of Prime Minister John Key and his
government of which most New Zealanders are completely
unaware. Key has constructed an easy-going and relaxed
public image, declaring to the public that ‘there’s no room for
negative campaigning in New Zealand.’
The reality is very different. His government has worked hand
in hand with Slater and his collaborators in a sustained
campaign of personal attacks against their political enemies, a
deliberate but hidden strategy to avoid being held responsible
for negative campaigning.
Dirty Politics continues the story that began in Hager’s bestselling book The Hollow Men, investigating the way that
underhand and deceptive politics poisons the political
environment for everyone. If you care about integrity and
ethics in politics, then this book will be disturbing but
essential reading.

Nicky Hager (Dirty politics):

Responses and Press Releases
Nicky Hager’s new book was launched at 5pm today at Unity
Books in downtown Wellington. The book is not about the
Snowden documents; Mr Hager said publicly months ago that
he was not writing a book on that subject. Today’s book
follows on from his earlier book The Hollow Men and gives an
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inside view of politics after the John Key led National Party. It
revolves around a cast of Key, Cameron Slater, Jason Ede,
David Farrar, Judith Collins and other National Party figures.
It shows a very different side of John Key and his government
than most New Zealanders know.
Mr Hager said the thinks many New Zealanders have felt
something is wrong with New Zealand politics, where more
and more personal attacks, nastiness and petty scandal is
getting in the way of ordinary politics. ‘In recent days there
has been some news about personal attacks on the prime
minister,’ he said. ‘But the book is about a much more serious
and long term problem. Throughout Key’s time as prime
minister, his staff and notably senior adviser Jason Ede have
been assisting and coordinating persistent personal attacks
and dirty tricks against his political opponents.’
‘Journalists have suspected these activities but the evidence
has been hard to find. There have been repeated political
attacks launched by the National Party attack dogs, notably
Slater backed up by Farrar, and what the book shows is that
many of these lead back to the Beehive. This is a technique
originally from US republican politics known as a two-track
strategy, where the prime minister maintains a friendly,
relaxed public image while relying on political proxies to
relentlessly attack opponents. This approach has meant that
Key and his government have not had to take responsibility for
their negative politics. This and many other stories about
internal National Party politics are revealed in the book.’
The book is called Dirty Politics: How attack politics is
poisoning New Zealand’s political environment. It will be in
book shops around the country tomorrow morning. It covers
the six years of the Key National Government.
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The book is based upon a large number of internal
communications between the National-aligned blogger Slater
and a network of National Party figures.The documents are
very revealing about Slater and his collaborators, including
much that is shocking and distasteful. But, much more
important, the documents also cover politicians and Beehive
staff, showing the highly coordinated National Party attack
politics used year after year throughout Key’s prime
ministership. Readers can see the inside story of issues they
have seen in the news, now revealed in the participant’s own
words.
Mr Hager said that the leaks seem to have come from when
Slater had his website crashed in January this year after
comments he made about a West Coast man who died in a car
crash (he said the ‘feral’ had done the world a favour). Mr
Hager had no part in obtaining the materials. The book also
draws on information provided by some National Party
sources.
‘As readers will see, there is a very high public interest in the
public knowing about the activities revealed in the book. I
believe that any news organisation would have jumped at the
opportunity to get this material,’ Mr Hager said. For instance:
* During the 2011 election campaign Slater obtained a
database of the Labour Party’s members, e-mails and
donations, and gleefully attacked the party. What no one knew
is that Key’s dirty tricks person, Ede, had helped throughout,
including searching inside the Labour Party computers and
helping Slater plan the subsequent attacks on Labour. Ede’s
office was just two doors from John Key’s and presumably he
was using his Ministerial Services computer (Chapter 2).
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* In the same election campaign, the prime minister’s office
used its knowledge of secret SIS documents to tip off Slater
and arrange an attack on the Labour leader (Chapter 3).
* Ede drafted official information act requests for Slater to use
in other attacks, for instance against Ministry of Foreign
Affairs staff who were in conflict with the government
(Chapter 3).
* When the Labour Party leadership race was on last year and
getting good publicity, Ede got National Party research staff to
prepare an attack on David Cunliffe and other contenders’
policies that was published on David Farrar’s Kiwiblog website
the following day (Chapter 9).
* The more the National Government has used Slater, the
closer that Key himself has got to the attack blogger. For
instance, when most New Zealanders were appalled by Slater’s
offensive comments about the West Coast man who died in
the car crash, his closest associates rallied to support him. One
of those who phoned him and commiserated at that time,
according to Slater’s account of the conversation, was John
Key (Chapter 12).
Key and his colleagues have known their use of proxies and
allies for attacks and dirty tricks was risky, but they believed
they could keep it secret. It was only the unexpected leak that
has brought the story to the light. The book is full of stories
that might otherwise have remained secret.
http://dirtypoliticsnz.com/responses-and-press-releases/
Pete George (Your NZ):
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Good guesses or prior knowledge?
There was a lot of guessing about the topic prior to the release of Nicky Hager’s
book Dirty Politics. Some people seemed to have a particular interest.
Martyn Bradbury made some uncanny ‘guesses’ two days ago in 3 guesses about
Nicky Hager’s new book:
Here are my 3 guesses on his book.
1 – Right wing spin doctors in Wellington will be crying harder than Matthew
Hooton post the Hollow Men.
2 – We won’t hear from the Taxpayer Union for a while.
3 – This won’t be the only time Nicky makes an impact before the election.
Then just after the release in The Nicky Hager Book – Dirty Politics. How
Attack politics is poisoning New Zealand’s political environment
PPS – I don’t think this will be the only time Nicky will step forward before the
election.
Bradbury has a habit of bragging about what he knows, but he also makes many
predictions. I’ve never bothered to check how many he gets wrong or right.

http://yournz.org/2014/08/13/good-guesses-or-prior-knowledge/

The Standard:

Hager’s “Dirty Politics”
WrittenBy: KAROL - Date published:5:30 pm, August 13th, 2014 - 156 comments
Categories: accountability, blogs, brand key, crosby textor, election 2014, john key, national, the praiseworthy and
the pitiful, you couldn't make this shit up - Tags:

So the book is an expose of the Slater-Ede-Key Dirty Politics machine, based on data
acquired and leaked to Hager.
Will Update over the evening
I was totally wrong about the topic.
The book was introduced and shown on Livestream – best one by 3 News.
The topic of the book is the “dirty, despicable game of politics, played by dirty,
despicable people” (to quote, Slater from memory).
When Slater’s site was hacked and went down. Someone came away with thousands
of documents they gave to Hager.
The book documents the smear machine that perpetuated attack politics, through what
is known in the US as, “”two track politics”. This is where the leader, in this case
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John key, puts on a nice friendly front to the public, while he is involved with dirty
attack politics carried out by his team.
Tracey Watkins on Stuff reports:
In a statement, Hager said the book, titled Dirty Politics, focused on individuals in the
National government, including Prime Minister John Key, senior ministers and staff
in the prime ministers office.
Hager said he has obtained emails including correspondence between Slater and ninth
floor staffers for John Key.
“The book is based upon a large number of internal communications between the
National-aligned blogger Slater and a network of National Party figures,” Hager said
in the statement.
“The documents are very revealing about Slater and his collaborators including much
that is shocking and distasteful.
“But much more important the documents also cover politicians and Beehive staff,
showing the highly coordinated National Party attack politics used year after year
throughout Keys prime ministership.”
Hager said his book was based in “thousands and thousands” of documents from
Slater’s computer.
“You are not going to believe how bloody awful it is.”
Bryce Edwards tweeted a copy of page two of the book.

Danyl Mclaughlan tweeted a copy of part of the Index.
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Press release from the publisher of the book:
In the same election campaign, the prime minister’s office used its knowledge of
secret SIS documents to tip off Slater and arrange an attack on the Labour leader
(Chapter 3).
Gower has reported on 3 News that the National Party was involved in the attack on
Len Brown re his affair.
Brook Sabin tweeted that Slater blackmailed Rodney Hide to stand down from ACT.
Gower said on 3 News that Hide was forced to stand down due to some dirt the Nats
had on him.
Hager will be on Campbell Live tonight.
Matthew Hooton tweeted:
Hager’s allegation I arranged for a liquor company to
sponsor @dpfdpf & @Whaleoil is a total lie
Scoop News on the book
video of book launch
Campbell Live tonight mentioned extracts of the book that claim Slater et al were
planning to attack Peter Dunne through his (alleged) secret donors from the tobacco
industry.
It also refers to an extract where the Slater team tried to get a video of a drunken
Winston Peters at Backbenchers. Peters did not co-operate. He didn’t appear.
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It also claims that a guy from the tobacco industry wrote posts favourable to the
industry, which were posted on the Whale Oil site.
http://thestandard.org.nz/hagers-dirty-politics/

The Standard:

“Dirty Politics” in tweets
WrittenBy: KAROL - Date published:10:51 pm, August 13th, 2014 - 3 comments
Categories: uncategorized - Tags: dirty politics, nicky hager, tweets

There’s obviously a few people reading “Dirty Politics” tonight.
One of the biggies, looks to be evidence of Slater’s collusion with Ports of Auckland:
Helen Kelly tweeted:
OMG @maritimeunion the whaleoil links with Port of Auckland exposed. The board
and snr mgmt cant possibly stay Mr Mayor #lies#whosePort?
Russel Norman tweeted:
The stuff about Ports of Auckland is dynamite. If the collusion between PoA and
Slater is right, the mgt should be sacked. #DirtyPolitics
And other tweets other tweets point to, what John Campbell said tonight about
Cameron Slater, that he’s “not a nice person”.
This was quoted on Campbell Live, and is in a tweet It is apparently something Slater
wrote in a Facebook message after the Feb 11 Christchurch quake:
Tweet from Rachel King:
What I can’t believe … is how we have to bail out those useless pricks in the Sth
island again … Those suburbs are hard core Labour … so the houses are gone and the
scum are gone too
A tweet from Winston Peters:
For the Prime Minister, it goes to his office in the same way it went to Nixon’s office
during the Watergate scandal. #hagerbook
http://thestandard.org.nz/dirty-politics-in-tweets/
The Standard:

Random tweets on Dirty Politics
WrittenBy: LPRENT - Date published:10:57 pm, August 13th, 2014 - No comments
Categories: uncategorized - Tags: dirty politics, nicky hager, tweets

In no particular order, some tweets from those in Wellington with the book.
Denis Tegg @denistegg
Follow
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Tobacco lobbyist Carrick Graham pays Slater $6500 a month to
publish tobacco industry PR without attribution #dirtypolitics
#dirtylungs
Wrong on so many levels. How in the hell did she get to be a politician? So useless at
doing anything effective.
Brook Sabin @BrookSabin
Follow

Judith Collins Facebook exchange with Slater: if you can't be loved,
then best to be feared" #hager
Brook Sabin @BrookSabin
Follow

Serious questions about what Judith Collins told Slater about
Bronwyn Pullar case.
I sense a court case coming up. I was aware of the PR firm that was paying Slater to
leak private information. I guess that will be in the book.
Helen Kelly @helenkellyCTU
Follow

OMG @maritimeunion the whaleoil links with Port of Auckland
exposed. The board and snr mgmt cant possibly stay Mr Mayor
#lies #whosePort?

Speaking of more that is illegal.

Jonathan King @MrJonathanKing
Follow

Astonishing! Illegal? "Ede drafted OIA requests for Slater to use
against Ministry of Foreign Affairs staff who were in conflict with
govt."
Quoting from the crass and smelly arsecrack of the NZ blogosphere about the newly
homeless of Christchurch
Sarah McMullan @SarahMcMullanNZ
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Follow

So ChCh folk - how's that rebuild going for you?! RT @kebabette:
#teamscum
The observant

1.

Colin Jackson @ThisCJ
Scum RT @danylmc: Tobacco lobbyist Carrick Graham pays Slater $6500 a month to publish tobacco
industry PR without attribution

Selwyn Pellett @SelwynPellett
Follow

How many former tobacco lobbyists are now standing for National?
@ThisCJ @Jayson_Bryant @danylmc

The humourist

Dutton Peabody @MrDuttonPeabody
Follow

Colin Craig reportedly furiously phoning lawyers after being
excluded from #HagerBook #nzpol
And Michael Wood.,,, Is this the example you want to give to your new constituents?
Honesty will be a strange thing for them in recent years.Please continue.

Michael Wood @michaelwoodnz
Follow

Have dealt with the prick since early 2000s. Craves importance.
Living up to Daddy issues. Will be loving this in a perverse way.
Michael Wood @michaelwoodnz
Follow

You know what's astonishing - John Roughan didn't come across
any of this stuff in his hard hitting bio.
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